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LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING.

Modern Locomotives need Modern

Hnginemen. Modern Enginemen keep

posted on the progress of their business
;

understand Air Brakes and can pass

any reasonable, practical examination

on the engine. The easiest and best

way to keep up to date is to read

Locomotive Engineering, an 8o-page

monthly, devoted to locomotive, car and

shop information. Air Brake depart-

ment under care of Chief Listructor

Westinghouse Car. Editors have both

fired and run. $2.00 per year.

For '97, twelve Educational Charts

—history of the locomotive. If you

want 'ologies and 'isms don't buy this

paper—it's practical. Most interesting

Railroad paper published. Sample

copy free. Cash commission to club

raisers. Why don't you try one ?
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technical INDEX TO VOLUME IX, J 896.

^Illustrated Articles. Where figures occur in brackets, they refer to No. of Question on pagefolloiving, thus {gj), io6.

Accident statistics, 77S.
Acid, oxalic, for brass (2), 63.

Adopt tlie decimal gage, 263.
Air-braked train of 79 cars, 765.
" braking, rougli, how prevented, 840.
" compressed for painting, 16, 700.
" comjiressed in car sliops, 972.
*' compressor attachment to Corliss engine

cylinder, 13.
" 'compressor, Foster's, 615.
" compressor, Herbert Roberts', 460.
" *compressor, stationary engine, 14.
" •drill, Hae.ssler, 509.
" driven drill, 13.
" driven emery wheel, 13.
" effects of heat and cold on (54). 695.
" for punching and pressing tinware, 11.
" gage, best location for, 911.
" gage hands moving while pump is work-

ing (78). 919.
" 'hoist for a car wheel lathe, 393.
• hoists on W. S. R. R., 823.
" hoists, what is most practical pressure,

415.
" 'lift, handy, 384.
" lifts for cars, 16.

•machine for hose fittings, 393.
" •motors, 14.
" on flange formers. 8.
" on nut tapper, 10.
" *on sandpapering machine, 11.
'* on transfer table, 8.
** pipes, finishing for cylinders, 9.
" pumps, use of in multiple (38), 486.
" •punch and shear, 40-inch, 9.
" riveting of tanks, 10.
•* signal line, gnge for, 691.
'* signal line used as train line (52), 695.
" *stayljolt cutter. 15.
" tapping and reaming holes. 8.

temperature of at 1,000 pounds pressure
(78), 858.

to punch out staybolts, 8.
" •truck spring compressor, 14.

used on copying press, 8.
" used to force oil out of waste. 389.

Air brake and technical club. Elmira. 48.
" angle cock, how to open (12), 189.
" angle cocks on tenders, 49.
" as a life prolonger. 400.
" 'a square shouldered, 335.
*' association, 49.
" 'association officials, portraits of,

,332.
" auxiliary reservoir, size of (8),

189.
" auxiliary reservoirs recharged

with brakes on (64), 767.
" colored pressure chart, 332.
" Conger's problem, solution of.

401.
" 'cylinder indicator cards. 402.
** c.vlinder, new 12-inch, 271.
" cylinder, pressure in with emer-

gency application (65). 767.
" 'cviinders, cleaning device for,

765.
*' cylinders, cost of lubricating,.

'

40,1.
" cylinders, different sizes on
" same train do not work well

(R5). 767.
" cylinders, equalizing pressures

(35). 407.
" cylinders, leakage grooves (33),

406.
", cylinders, pressure in with dif-

ferent piston travels (57), 766.

Air brake D 8 valve (15), 271.
" 'Dampman's automatic straight,

913.
" defective freight car, 36.
*' 'draining device for main reser-

voirs, 336.
" 'driver, rules for calculating,

688.
E 6 valve (14), 271.

" 8-inch pump overhauled (17), 271.
'* elbow under engineer's valve,

the use of (34), 407.
" emergency application (60), 767.
" emergency, why train line press-

ure hand goes up (50), 695." emergency with engine in middle
of train (53), 695.

" engineer's valve, excess press-
ure valve for out of date (59),
766.

" engineer's valve. Port A (88), 987.
" engineer's valve, trouble with,

fi!)3.
" engineer's valve, use of hole In

flange (47), 622, 852.
" equalizing, rules of (41), 486.

'for tender. C. & W. M.. 1.87.
" 'gage and signal testing device,

49.
" gage, better position for locating,

392.
" gages, graphite for, 402.
" 'gear for tenders, N. C. & St. L.„

187.
" governor connection to reservoir

(32), 406.
" governor, position of (40), 486.
" Haller's queer acting, 621.

high speed (13), 271.
high speed (85), 987.

" hose mounting, 16.
" 'hose pressure retaining attach-

ment. 267.
" hose, repairing, 626.

how set after cutting out (22),
338.

" 'hung to bolster. 912.
" inspection, faulty. 687.
" instruction, a hint to, 51.
" instruction car, P. & R. R. R.,

911.
" 'Instruction car. So. Ry., 483.
'* 'instruction plant. Central of

Georgia Road. 401.
" *instruction room. Elmira. 48-
" 'instruction room, Boston & Al-

bany Road, 331.
" 'Instructors iiiustrating device,

1.S6.
" leakage groove, change in, 474.
*' leverage required for a certain

force (1), 52.
lever arms, ratio of (31), 339.

" 'levers and rods carrier for, 334.
Loughridge (.86), 987.

" machinist, value of, 485, 622.
** 'main reservoir, location of, 402.
" main reservoir release valves,

402.
" men's convention, 267.
** men's convention, 332.
'* method of compressing air for

testing air brakes, 403.
'* new higli speed. 1S4.
" nn European cars. .52.
" 'packing for driver bralie pis-

tons, 3.36.
" pipe bending in P.ulldozer, 452.
*' pipe, device for bending and

cleaning out, 7.

'Air brake pistons, ^ handy tool for enter-
ing, 50.

piston travel (45), 622.
" power of, on empty and loaded

cars (25), 338.
" power, percentage of (31), 339." 'power, Wahlert's rule for find-

ing, 474.
" pressure, great waste of, 400." pressure, proper for ijassenger

trains (47), 622.
" 'pressure recorder, 476.

pressure retainer. Hurst's (42),
487.

" problem, answer to Thrall's, 338." problem from Conger. 335." 'problem, Kilroy's, 267." problem, solution of Kllroy'a,
338.

" problem. Thrall's, 267.
" problems. Conger's, 9.83.
'* pump, cause of jerky, short

strokes (27), 339.
'• pump cylinder, object of plug in

bottom head (5), 189.
" 'pump lifter, 337.
" pump refusing to start, cause of,

(27), 339.
" 'pumps, device for lifting. 336.
" purpose of short groove in seat

of D 8 valve (23), 338.
puzzle, 917 (79), 919.

** quick action on double head
trains, 486.

" quick action triples on engines
and tenders. 269.

" record breaking pump. 401.
reports on P. R. R., 693.

" school. Danny Dugan's. 183.
" 'schooling plant, Central Ver-

mont. 3.35.
** service application, has it been

sacrificed, 337.
*' service, why praised, and why

complained of, 334.
" shoes, size and wear of (54), 695.

signal whistle blowing (19), 272.
" signal whistle failure (18), 272.
" 'slack adjuster, Knowles'. 269.
" sla:'k adjuster. Pitklthly's, 777.
" stick to good standards of, 334.
" stops and reversing engine. 693.
'* stops, recording, 688.
" stops, shocks caused by over-

charged train pipe, 618.
" that wears out brake shoes, 184.
'.' theory and practice, unite. 50.
" train line pressure, governed by

what (53), 695.
train pipe with 1 inch coupling

(16). 271.

triple, bad oil In, 693.
" triple feed port, stoppage of (67).

85,5
" triple, first had no graduating

valve (43), 487.
" triple graduating spring (66), 855.
" triple, graduating spring of (62),

767.
triple piston, what holds (87), 987.

" trijile queer acting. 694.
" 'triple repairs. 621.
" triple, recharging. 98.5.
" triple valve, christening of, 337.
" triple valve, oil in (.37). 486.
" triple valve, why so called (20),

-~-
" triple with three position cock

(74). 910.

845S0



LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING.
Air brake triples. B. C. B. must Inspect,

(^ST-OSKi.

triples, mixed types (21), 271.
trljiles not excbungenble In re-
pairs, IS",

triples, shop tests and repairs,
'.LSI.

" trouble with ou double bead
trains (03). 707." 'two train pipe system, 851." wbich euunll/.es first (-IS). 605." "by oyflnder o( alrpump Is
lagRed (2-1). 338.

"iiy It releases slowly (53), 695.
Air pump, lii'st oil for (72). !tli».

•bush druwlnf; tool. 012.
coeks. rules for usliij; (40), 622."
otllelcncy of reilui-od by beat, 1),S1." •exhaust. Kills'. H'.tl."
e.vhiiust muffle, (UK).
exluiusi. proper plaee for. .851." governor, only jiiped to train line

(68), 855.
governor, proper place for, 970." governor, trouble with (91). 987." governor, why connected to reser-
voir (47l. 022.

groaning In diOl. 087." long lived. 0.S4.

lubricator. 000.
•oil cup, 62.!.

oil for (51). 09.5." 'piston swab. 02.t." pound In (51 ». 695.
power In shops. Harnett on, 1003.
questions on (69). 8.55.
size of pipe for (.55). 766."
size of slop pin in (40). 4.S6."
slide valve for 8 Inch (77). 010." why condenses water (44), 622.

*
'"'\'," "'' ^'"''" '" causing pound.

Allen valve, 774.

., " pro4)cr lead of (.52). 516.
Alloy In brass, how to tell by color. 242
American locomotive, father of, 177.
American naval engineers. 625.
Americans on first Uusslan railroads, 255.
•Angle cock. Mclhvain'a, 602.

•Skinner & Ilutchlns, 512.
•support, n. & M.. 601.

•Angle Iron shear. Hilles & .Tones. ftW.
" plale rail Joints, why crack (6), 64.

•Angular advance. 318.
Annealing sterol. 67."?.

all wrought Iron work. 16.
Antiquated machinery on railroads. 259.
Apprentices, give them a ihance. 902."

In Uock Island shops, 16." training r)f, 7S2. 502.
Arch bar.s wi'akness of. 408." " stronger needed. ,50.1.' " standard should be adopted, 503.

brick, proportion of air space, 394." brick, value of (.54), 516.
•pipe roller. 906.

•Argentine liailroails. 7.19.
Ash and cinder pits. 925.
" pans. Itl.ickali on. 7.86.

•Atchison. Topeka & Santa F6 R. R. head-
quarters. .820.

A turn of fortune's wheel. 179.
Auxiliary^ reservoirs, projier sizes of. 854.

Hoyden's recharging
. , ,

patent (49), 605.
Axle Journals, finish of, 899.
Axle roll. Weber's. 6.38.

Rabbit metal, fonnnla for. 629
Unhbitted eccentrics. 9.
Hack pressure did not restrain speed, 397.
•Radly worn tire. 107.
•Baker boiler. ,507.

Balance rings, definition of (.51), 516.
strips, definition of (51). 516.
valve, advantages of. 600." •valve. .-Mexander's. (3,35.

" valve. Brown's. 8.56.
" 'valve springs, safety case for 174

•valve strips. Stevens. 976
valve, to find which side Is blowing

618. 619. 6'24. 6S4.
Baldwin Locomotive Works, notes from. 895" old-time engines. 381.
Baltimore & Ohio In receiver's hands ."522
Bar iron with steel center. 4.
•Bell cord union. (M3.
Bell jiolishing. 0.
Belpaire boilers, does If pav to build 178
'Beit shifter, pneumatic. 8.30.
Bicycle, checks for on N. Y. C. .52.
Bicycles should be carried free. 770
Black for slacks. .">.

Blacksmiths, railroad convention of, I7.5.
Blowing of train signal whi-n brakes release

(7) 189.
'RIowolT cock. Homestead Mfg. Co 8.57
Bine print mounting. 197.
Blue print pniiir. how to prepare, 3.
'Boiler. Baker. .507.

" 'boring tool. 97.5.
" correct way to fill. (62). 71.5.

II
corrosion, curloslfies of. 844.
exnioslons, and unnatural causes,

2.50.
" explosions, cause of (89), 933.

feeding, 974.

Holler for small locomotive, how to build
(40), :!.52.

Inspection at Reading. 34.3.
l>la_tes for the Russian llVwhcelers,

return flue a failure (77). 858.
" safety of raillal stayed, 70;i.

•testing pump. 602.
lesls of vary, 770.
to llnd horse power of (8.3), 8!59.
water tube In Great Britain, 179.

•Bolster, air brakes bung to. 012.
•Holt cutter. |ineuinatlc. 8.'t0.

•Holt pointer. N. C. Kv.. 70.3.

Bore of oval air cylinder (.33), 3.50.
•Borer, horizontal, made from planer, 826.
Bores at the conventions. 412.
•Boring and milling machine, horizontal. 347.

and turning mills, utility of, 54." •machine for car work. .57." •machine, iiidial. W. S. R. R., 751."
•tool, useful for locomotive work,
245.

Boston ,^- Maine shop at Soniervllle. 399.
•Bofani.al garden. Rio de Janeiro, 148.
Boxes, driving, collars on. 5.

•Brake beam. I.amkev's. 403.
• defective freight car, .30.

•for tender, C. & W. M., 187.
" 'gear for tenders, N. C. & St. L., 187.
" 'hanger. Cnrroll's. 852.
" new high speed. 184.

shoes. M. C. B. tests of. 830.
" shoes on outside equalized brake

shorter than on cam (01). 707.
" stalT. power on wheel necessary to

break (10). 424.
(bat wears out brake shoes, 184.

Brass, how to clean (12), 108.
Brasses, car. Aurora shop, 7.

lead lined. 14.
•Brazil, master mechanics of, 4.
•Brick aich. Boston & Maine. 399.

value of (.54). 516.
'Bridge. Australian Ry., 813.
Bridges, strains on. 962.

"

British locomotive designers are slow, 253.
Broken rail Joints. 319.
'Brotherhood of I,. K. Convention, group. 600.
Brown's system, another road using, ,321." 252

on'the C. & W. M. Rv.. 421.
'Bulldozer, a home made, 00.

how to save money with. 17.
•steam. Wlllliams, White & Co.,

.5(11

.

Burning coal dust. 2.33.
Bursting elTort of large and small boilers (13).

198.
Bushing for cylinders, 640.
•Bush puller. States, &):.

V

California redwood. 2,52.

'Capst.-in. iii'w sha|ie for. 974.
Carbonic oxide gas. 921.
'Cars, air brake Instruction on So. Ry., 482

'axle Joui-nnls. roller for. .392
" 'B. .^- O. 0(>.Oi«l-pound box. 068.
" brasses. Aurora shop. 7.

cleaning. Wagner method. 491.
'coal, old I'. & R.. 6.S1.

" 'combination on Swedish State Ky., 900.
compartment. 830.

" compr<'ssed air. 7.S1.
" construction, uniformity In. 971.
" coupler Imin-ovenient in McConway &

Torley, 401.
" d(^crea.se In weight of caused by age,

70.5.

" dining, on N. $. C. & St. L., 701.
draft springs. 193.

" elTect of heavy on track. 713.
'.^D.OOO pouTid steel. 897.

" English dining and sleeping. 7.57.
'<;. N. Itv.. air-brake Instruction. 917.

" 'graphics of truck arch bars. 301.
hot boxes on. some causes of. 19,3.

" how to tunke easy riding, 251.
init)erial dining and sleeping, 757.
Increase in capacity of. 104.
ii>tercbange. disputes In, 079, 757.

" lift, hydraulic. 677.
loarling lumber f)n open, 7.57.

" malleable iron In. .53.

ntaterlal. standard sizes. 755.
" N. Y., N. H. ,^- IT.. 00.01)0 pound coal.

480.
" of steel. .54.

" I". & R. air-brake instruction. 911.
'postal for Erie R. R., 005.
private, origin of, 810.

" problem of. the large. .55.
" 'remodejlng 40.000 pounds on N. P. R.

" service on tlie cliesapeake & Ohio. 392.
shocks In freight. 102.

' 'OO.OOft pound box. N. Y. C. 190.
•00.000 pound box. Norfolk & Western

Ry.. 240.
some causes of a hot lournal on, 193.

'* steel In constrnetlon, 608
" •steel. N. * W.. 477.
" steel, opposing. 7.56.

steel. T'niversni Construction Co., 7,55.
" stiiterstrucfure of. .SH.
" •the first sleeidng. 421.

Cars, third class on Ferro Carrll Merlda a
I'eto, '.MM.

" unc()nifortable suburban, 829.
" used by I'resldent Lincoln, 11.

ventilation. 401.
" weight on N. Y. Elevated, 5.3.

" •wheels, carriage for mounted. 394.
Carrier for brake levers and rods, 334.
Cast iron. luirU-ate. 711.
••Catawlssa," rhlladelphla & Reading en-
gine, 380.

Cathode rays, and defects In machinery, 259.
•Cattle guard ma<hlnc. Wis. Cent. K. U., 826.
•Center divider, 305.
Center grinder, pneumatic, 820.
•Central lalhvay of Brazil. '2.33.

•Cercovado Itaihvay. Brazil. 147.
•mountain, summit of, 149.

•Check, Improved, Inside for locomotive boil-
ers, 243.

China, coal fields In, 5(X).

'Chuck fttr piston rings. 305.
•for screwing In staybolts, 172.

" for staybolts, 10.
" 'for turning eccentrics, 003.

Clayton air comiiressor, 279.
("leaning I'xhausI pii>es. '232.

Clinkers, formation of (20), 27.8.

Coal, bituminous, weight of bushel, 4.

building, fancy wood In. 7.50.

consumption, best way to decrease. 841,
" consumption, how to decrease, 513.
'• consumption. Increase of due to wind

resistance, .'t.84.

" consumption of at high speed, (3.38.
" dust, burning of. 23.3.
" early days of, 802.
" economical combustion of. 500.
" electricitv direct from, 711.
" fields In China. .500.
" first class or Inferior more economical,

O.so,
" 'left in tender, keeping account of, 842.
** mine water, why it corrodes iron, 4'23.
" weighing on engines. 5.

Cobbling up a broken gear wheel, ,308.

•Cock. Homestead .Mfg. Co.'s blow off, 857.
Collars on <lriving boxes and hubs, 5.

•Collision, intentiomil. on C. H. V. & T., 072.
Colombia, railways In. 100.
(?oIor -blindness ou British rallwa.vs. 709.
'Combustion flues, improvement in. 513.

Improvement and correc-
tion. 001.

Compound engines, merits of (35), 351.
Compressed air cars. 781.

'forge blast. 800.
" for the Havemeyer Build-

ing. 802.
Condensation, draining of from top of revers-
ing |)iston (20). 338.

Conger's problem (10), 189.
problem (01. 180.

" problem, solution by Synnestvedt,
51.

'Continuous feed track drill. 22.
't;onventlon. group at B. of L. K.. 000.

" of railroad blacksmiths. 175.
value of the M. .M. and M. C. B.,

.502.

Copper firebox. 9.

Colli as a motive power, 966.
('orresi>ondence over nom de plumes, 61.
Corridor cars, 300.
Counterbalance, effect of. 705.
'Counterbalancing a locomotive, new method,

173.
" remarks on. 890.

Coupler patents, protecting knuckles, 44.
Couplers, dummv. abandoned on C, B. & Q.,

4.

Couplers, weak, 63.
'Cou|illng of I'ritehard's engine and tender,
0!H.

Cracked fireboxes. 45.
'Crane, driving wheel. 754.

'for steam chests, etc., 603.
'hydraulic. 075.

'Crank pin fuming device, 388.
Crank pin, where most strain comes on (49),
424.

Cross-eyed headlights. 195.
Crosshead travel (5). 64.
'Curved bridge on Norfolk & Western, 231.
Cushion whipper. 16.

Cut-off. short not aiwavs best. 088.
Cutting of wheel flanges. 173. 414.
Cylinders, 20 and 20y,.-inch bore, what Is effect

of two sizes on same engine (38),
351.

" 'adlustlng blocks for boring. 159.
bushing. 640.

" dimensions. 346.
" grai)lilte for. 6.85.
" lubrication, proper, and sufficient,

174.
" wear of. (58.5.

without oil, 28.

D
r>S valve, purpose of short groove In (23). 3.38.

Ill dinrerent positions, effect of (30),
.3.V0.

Dead weight, bicycles vs. cars, 620.
Peclmnl gage. 104.
Declniai gaL-i-. iiopiilarlfv of. 960.
Deflector plate in extension fronts (36). 351.



LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING.

•De Saniio's "Eli." 173.

•Dovice for tiirnins worn cratik pins, 388.

•r>ie for hanilliolils and ladder irons. 072.

Dining car inspection on M., K. & T., 623.

Discipline, Brown's system, 4.
* Brown's system, extension of, 12.
" for employe. 630.
" railway in France, 456.
'* without suspension, 22.
" wiliiont suspension, experience

witli. 97.5.
** witliout suspension, writing pre-

ferred to raarlxs, 702, 840.

Disbonest.v. premium system promotes, 316.

Distortion of flue sheets, 383.
Doubling train speed, 171.

Draft spring for cams, 193.

Drawbar pull, formula for, 884.

Draft sheet, raising of to get steam (48). 424.

•Drainage valve for main reservoirs, 622.

•Drill, air, liaessler, 509.

•Drill, center. 4G5.

•Driver bralte, rules for designing, 688.
brakes, improper test of, 980.

•Driving box, proposed adjustable, 342.
box, B. & A., 195.

" boxes, collars on, 5.
" wheels, large or small for high

speed (79), 8.58.

•Drop pit, a money saving, 248.
•F. K. R.. i;71.

Norfolk & Western, 231.

Drop table, short, 1.5.

Drum, to find cubic contents of (76), 788.

Dry pipes, new metliod of preserving, 315.

•"Dubuque," Philadelphia & Reading engine,
.S81.

Dynamite in locomotive fireboxes, 349.

Eames' vacuum brake, principle of (7), 65.

Eastern road, improvements on, 390.

•Eccentrics, adjusting with drivers on floor,

973.
babbitted, 9.

•chuck for turning, 60.3.
" effect on travel, in reducing diam-

eter of (48), 424.
" effect on valves in reducing diam-

eter of (41). 424.
" Linstrom's, 824.
" strap experience in Brazil. 974.
" •strap with brass liner. 754.
" to measure throw of (81), 858.

•Electric bar shear. 62.
" freight locomotives, 821.
'" motors, gain or loss from. 176.
" motors vs. locomotives, 604.

Electricity direct from coal. 711.
on Nantasket Beach R. R., 702.

" tools operated by, 161.

•Elevator, hvdraulic, 674.

•"Eil," De Sanno'.s. 173.

Emergency, is it iiossilile to obtain It after
service application (26), 338.

" •valve, device to show move-
ment of. 853.

" *valve seat, tool for dislodging,
765.

Emery a product of the U. S. (16). 278.
Emery wheel grinder for hardened bushes,
228.

Empire State express, high speed of, 22.

Employes and discipline, 630.
Emplo.yes, Tenn. Ry., 38.

Engine, origin of the word, .390.

"Engineering" notice of "American Machin-
ist," 276.

Engineering relics, old. .390.

Engineers. American naval. 625.
Engineers, many klnd.s. 631.
Engineers' social club. 104.

•Engineer's valve, what Is small port for, 766.

English engineering opinions, 22.

•English railway trains, typical. 459.

•English rolling stock, fifty years old, 44.

•Equalizing device, Hughes, 196.

•Europe, travels in, 95.5.

European railways becoming Americanized.
926.

•Exhaust damper, Boston * Maine, 399.

Exhaust nozzle, action of. 624.
Expander, distorting flue holes. 683.
Exports of railroad material. 3.84.

•Extension front, first used by Congdon. 495.
" first used on Harlem Road,

498, 617.
" first used on N. T., N. H.

& H R. R.. 511.
" first used on Old Colony

Road, 498.
" first used by Reed. 495.
" first used by Thompson. 495.
" •Georgia Southern. 61.
** Improvements needed, 619.

Inventor of (44). 424.
" •Leeds on first use of, 495.

nilsliurv on, 614.
•the original. 387. 614.
want of draft in (48), 424.

Expansion, triple (47), 424.
Extracts from Chordal's letters. 255.
•Eye bending machine, Williams, White &
Cn.. R9S.

Byebolt machine, Williams, White & Co., 501.

Fast time on the Union Pacific, 247.
" time on the 0, B. & Q., 279.

Fastest of fast runs, 36.

Father of American locomotives, 177.

Files, hand made losing popularity, 931.

Finishing inside of pipes for air cylinders, 9.

Firebox, a case of cracked, 45.
" and front end arrangement (7), 64.
" reason for dimensions of (*28), 350.
" sheets, what to do when hot, 891.

steel, 169.
teni|M-rai lire of inside and water side

(53), 516.
" wide, 46.

Fire kindling, 634. '

Firemen first, engineers afterwards, 408.

Fire protection for shops, 903.
•Fitchburg Railroad, kinks on, 671.

Flange cutling, causes and cure for, 341.
" cutting of, 414.
" tire, safe thickness of, 628.

wheel, lubricating of (651, 716.

•Flues, combustion, improvement in. 513, 616.
" combustion, improvement in, correc-

tion, 601.
" •hole cutter, 15
" holes distorted by expander. 68.3.

" removal of through front fine sheet,
342.

" setting in locomotives, 164.
" •setting, Lowrey's method of, 390,

488.
" sheet, distortion of, 149.
" slioets, distortion of, 383.
" *s\\aKing in Susquelianna shops, 686.
" *swiiging' macliine. 390.

•tester. Erie U. R.. 602.

•tester, W. S. R. R.. 751.

•Fluting machine for ball Joint cutters, 395.

Foot plate, tender telescoping, 761.

Foremen, slioj), qualifications of. 961.

•Forge blast, compressed air, 896.

Forward motion eccentric coupled to top of
link, why is .(37). 351.

Fox Machine Co.. 279.
Fox Pressed Steel Co.. 422.
Fox truck on E. T.. V. & G.. 247.

France, railway discipline In, 456.

•Franklin, the "old, 273.

Front ends, extended, first used by Reed. 495.

extended, first used by Thomp-
son. 495.

" •extended, first used by Cong-
don. 495.

" extended, first used on Harlem
Road. 498.

" extended, first used on Old Col-
ony Road. 498.

" *P. Leeds on. 495.

Fuel prospects of using oil. 37.

liquid, tests of. 751.

Full train load not always economical, 273.

(i

Gage, air, best location for, 974.
" decimal, popularitv of. 966.
" •Farmer's test, 475.

for air signal line. 691.
" •for squaring an engine.
" 'tester that tests. 58.
• • •testers, P. W. & B., at Wilmington,

960.

Gas engines and making of cheap gas, 176.

Gas. poisonous carbonic oxide. 921.

•Gasket cutter. Porter's gang. 892.

Gear wheels (42). 424.
•Geneva, railrond station in, 958.

Gold plating. 815.
Gould balance valve. 60.

Governor for water oump. 172.

Grab irons, and standard height, 264.

•Graphics in phvsical te«ts, 963.

Graphite for cylinders. 685.

in valve oil. 3S8. 684.
•lubricator. 60.

Grate area, ratio of flue area, 965.
" area, value of. 9,88.

Grates, Blacknll on. 786.
" rocking. Boston & Maine R. R.. 398.

Great Inventions, originated in New Jersey,

171.
Great Nortliern Ry.. R?6. ^

Greek letters in mathematics (6R). 716.

•Grinding attachment for a drill press. 39'r.

wheels at R. I. Loco. Works, 421.

Guatemala, international exhibition In. 623.

Gunpowder, mechanical energy of, 686.

H
Hall signal. L. V. Rv. Co., 64.

Headlight, cross-eved. 195.
" •sl2:nal. a new, 396.
" •signals. 616.

smokv (48). 424.

Heat train by exhaust of air-pump, 9.

Heating sbnns. 601.
" steam vs. stoves (76). 787.
'* surface. Increase of, 37.
" trains bv steam, 13.

•Helve h-ininier. fifty years old. 309.
" •hammer In a railroad shop, 1.53.

'* •hammers, some odd, 424.

•Hiawatha, Philadelphia & Reading engine,
380.

•Hill's automatic stenm fountain. 467.

Hodge system of braking (54), 695.

•Hoist for air pumps, 483.
" *screw for locomotives, 609.

Hole in top of balauced valve (11), 198.
•Holt slide valve with cut olt plate, 242.
Horseless carriage, the first, 788.
•Horse power, computing from indicator dia-
gram, 963.

Hor.se power of a boiler to find (24), 278.
Hose connections, suggestions for, 853.

fitting machine, F. R. R., 671.
Hot boxes, cause of, 606.
Hot car Journal, some causes for, 193.
Hours of working shortened by legislation,
921.

How to make an easy riding car, 251.
Hub liners, 620.
•Hughes' equalizing device, 196.
•Hydraulic ch' lift. ti^T.

" *crane, 674.
" •elevator, 674.
" jack and press, 277.

•jack tester, 904.
" •piston remover, 907.
" *wheel press, 674.

Illuminant, a new, 837.
Improvements on an Eastern road, 390.
•India, views on East Bengal State Ry., 454.
•Indicator, applying to locomotives, 760.

" •diagram, computiug horse power
from, 963.

" diagrams, how to read, 901.
" •instance where useful, 510.

Injector, full capacity of (26), 279.
" sellers, 704.

to find capacity of (24), 278.
trouble with (73). 787.

" will work with check above water
(90). 9.33.

working of (23). 278.
Inspecting arch tubes, 16.

Inspection of staybolts, 3.50.

Interchange of cars, disputes in, 679.
,

" rules at last convention. 252.
" system, growth of. 626.

Interchangeable parts, advantage of, 629, 703.

Interstate commerce law against American
interests. 512.

" commerce law beneficial, 697.
Invention of locomotive whistle, 277.
Inventions, great, originated in New Jersey,

171.
Investments for workmen, 705.
Iron and steel, relative merits of, 476.

effect of cold on, 849.
" peculiarities Of. 784.

piece 2.000 years old, 672.
" plate replacing steel, 845.

•Jack hook, 465.
" *Sniith's shop, 610.
" *tester, hydraulic, 904.

Japan, roiling stock In, 703.
Japanese building their locomotives, 160.

" railways, 775.
•Jenning's reminders. 6.82.

.Tones & Lamson Machine Co., 279.
Journal bearings, cast Iron, 704.

best metal for, 742.
" burnishing tool. 464.

Joy valve gear, 620, 885.

K
Kalamazoo railroad velocipede, 274.
•Kanski's railroad signal, 8,56.

Kent's compound for driver brake cylinder
liacking (76). 919.

Knowledge is power. 389.
•"Kosciusko." Philadelphia & Reading en-
gine, 381.

•Kinks at Valley Falls. .395.

•from the "Fitchburg," 393.
" •from the Rock Island shops, 160.

Labor organization, 903.
•Ladle, foundry, on W. S. R. R., 760.
•Lamps, signal, Lawes' test, 611.
Lap for 5-in. throw eccentrics (57), 641.
I..arge car problem, .55.

Largest compound locomotive cylinder (30),

350.
•Lawes' test for signal lamps, 611.

Lead, correct for Allen valve (52), 516.
•Ijcaky steam pipe joints. 613.
Leaky" triple valve, or rubber seated valve,
how to detect (2), ,52.

Leather, best kind for packing air brake cyl-
inder pistons (3). .52.

Leather gaskets. 984.
•Letter press, pneumatic. 909.
Leverage required for a certain force (1), 02.

Levers, rule of pronortlon of (43), 487.
Lilienthal's death. 779.
•Link grinder. G. T. Ry., 833.

broken, how to get in (3), 63.

Locomotive, amount of water used by (28)
278.

" •a reformed Strong, 893.
" Australian consolidations. 761.
" 'B.. C. R. & N. 10-wheeler, 963.
" •Baldwin 10-wheeler for B. & O.

R.R., 895.
" •Belgian Express, 9.57.
" •Black Diamond Express, L. T.

R. R.. 814.
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Locomotive, boiler for sinnll. 352.
" 'bov who built, ami tools to

uiako It with, 341.
•Brooks' Krlf lO-whoolcr. 819.
•Brooks' mogul for G. W. Ky.,
81M.

•Brooks' oil burning, 810.
•"Calnwlssii." 3Sl\

•C. «: O. con. oonipoumls. 40r>.

•('. U. U. of N. .1.. N". I"'"!. •!'>•''.

•C, 11. 1. & 1". 10-wbcoler, 404.

•Chinese, -J.
" •compound for C. M. & St. P.,

701.
'• •compound for L. S. & I.. 7:>.'l.

" •compound switcher. (!riiud

Central Station, New York,
407. ^ „ „** compound used on C, C. C. &
St. L., 640.

" compound vs. simple, 7S3.
" 'Cooke consolidation for B. &

O. U. K.. 889.
•• •Crnmntoii. Eastern Railway.

France, 2. 3.

detnlls. Boston & Maine. 39S.

East Coast Ry. 8-wheeler, 603.

S-wheel for N. Y. C. & St. L..

701.
electric frolsht, 821.
EnKlnocrlM;;. growth of. 179.

•Erie I!. It., chiss X. 4r.l.
" •exhibit of Richmond at At-

lanta. .3,").

" 'express. Caledonian Ry.. 370._
" *exprc8s enpine. G. W. Ry.. 617.
" father of the .\niericnii. 177.
" fireboxes, dynamite in. 349.
" 'first 10-w"beelers In Great

Britain. 2S.

for Russia. 248.
" for Russia, first American con-

tract for, 341.
" frames, bracluK for, 966.

•heavv 10-wheeIer, U. P.. 8.

•HlRhhind Ry.. 9.''>,->.

" Increase in capacity of, 164.
" increase the earulns power of,

15.5.

•Inspection for C. & W. M.. 614.
•• •Inspfclion. •'Nc-ha-sane," 382.
•* •Japanese double ender, l>67.
" largest <*ouipovind cviindcr, 3.50.

L. & N. E. Rv. of EuKland. 764.

•I.ehlsh ValU-y Black Diamond
Express. 4,56.

•M S. & I... 8-wheeler, 9(i").

•Mastodon, for St. I.. &• A.. 604.
•' mileage of i'enn. road. 414.
" Milhiillanil's "Dubuque." ."iSl.

•:MiIiiolland's "Hiawatha." 380.

•Milholland's "Kosciusko," 381.
" •new design of. for Great West-

ern of England, 319.
" 'new, for the Great Western

Ry. of England. 310.
•N. Y., N. H. & H.. 667.

•N. Y. O. & W. Ry., 156.
" •N'ortheastern Ry. Express. 975.

•Novelty. V. & R. R. R., 6.

number of points of support of.

787.
oil burner, A. T. & S. F., 25.

" •old, B. & O. road. 317.

old on P. & R. R. R.. 616.
•old on St. P. Ry., SS4.

•old Phiia. & Reading, 380.
•"Old Time Baldwins," 381.

old W.. St. L. & P. ditched,
683, •7.52.

" Ontario & Western road. 317.
operating with different crews,

2,58.
" ornamentation of. 977.

•Paris. Lvons & Mediterranean,
9.57.

" Penii. compounds. 673. 788.
' •Pittsburgh compound 10-

wbeel. 1.58.
" price of largest (19). 278.
" relations between boilers, cyl-

inders and weight on driving
wheels, 779.

•Smith & Perkins. 905.
•some old Baldwins. 822.

" speeifleations for Chinese, 908.
" •St. Golhard Hv., 9,57.

•St. L. V. & T. H.. No. 164, 1, 5.
'• ten mile rating. 704.
" •10-wheel compound for Russia,

227.
testing at Pudue. 424.

'• •testing at Purdue, 382.
" tests of the Blenklnsop. 893.

the belter way of rating. 839.
" •the "Dunalastair." .379.

•the old Ernnklln, 273.
traction power of, 4,54, 619 (59),
641. 682.

•W. A- I.. E.. 10-wheelers, 450.
" whv thev move, 835.

WInans on. P. & R. R. R.. G.
" without firebox. 686.

Ivondon "Engineer." opinions of, 22.

•Lubricators, air pump, 690.
" article read at T. E. Convention.

8.^8.
" best size of piping for (001, 715.
" disappearance of oil (20), 278,

Lubricators, Emery's Imuble with. 974.
" Nathan syphoning (1)4), 715.
" I'arker on operation of. 1001.
" preveniing trouble wllh. 342.
" what makes them syphon, 702.

Lumber, loading on open cftrs, 757.

HI

Maeliine shop practice 130 years ago, 254.
Main reservoir <lraluage valve, 691.
.Malleable Iron in cans, ,5.'t.

" iron pipe, origin of. 623.
" •Iron piston head, 343.

Managemi'nt of locomotives. 248.
Mauncicliin. 40.

.Mason Locomotive Works, old records of, 832.
Master Car Builders', committee for 1897,

777.
" Car Builders' convention, notes on,

6'f2.
" Mechanics' Asso'n, committees for

1897, 82(1.

Mechanics' Asso'n convention. 628.
" Mechanics' Asso'n scholarships, 40,

778.
" Mechanii's' Asso'n, Secretary Sinclair

resigns. &23.
" •mechanics of Cen. Ry. of Brazil, 5.

Meehanies, education of, 626.
Metal, peculiarities of, 7(M.
Metric system, agitation favoring the. 422.

system in I'^ngisuid. 676.
.system of measurenients. 320.

" system. Vauclain on. 785.
.Mexico, liow railroads have helped, 702.
Milan, railroad station in. 958.
Miii'age, long, 213.
Milling cutters, care of, 712.

" •machine. Newton. 714.
•machine, portable for locomotives.
416.

Model roundhouse. 230.
•Model tender brake rigging, 266.
Miilding sand, new, 409.
•Mciiiev saving drop pit, 248.
Mniir.bar. 199:
•Mnrtiser. Eav & Co., 755.
Motocycle, 2.'W.

Motors, electric, gain or loss from, 176.
Motors vs. locomotives. 604.
Mounting blue prints. 197.
•Mufller for air pump, 690.
Mummies, 40.

Nantasket Beach Railroad, 702.
Nicaraugua Canal Bill, 467.
Notes on English railways, 26.
Nozzles, 240.

exhaust, action of. 624.
" proper size of, 615.
" 'reamer. 466.
" single and double, stopping up of.

343.
" 'tool for centering. 742.

•Oil cup fnr eccentric strap, Boston & Maine.
.198.

" for air pump (51), 69,5.
" lard, ell'ect of on pins and brasses (71),

787.
Ontario & Western fast passenger engine, 264.
Openltig from equalizing reservoir to D-8
valve, why small (26), 338.

Operating locomotives with different crews,
2.58.

"
tools bv elect ricltv, 101.

•Order holder, ,Tennings'. 682.

Packing for piston rods, water-tight (26), 338." Iluglies' rod, 471."
leather, how to use (.30). 480 (71), 919." •metallic, cheap on W. S. R. R.. 750.
metallic, cost of malnlalnlng. 629.
metallic, used thirteen years. 831."
•strips, to prevent blowing of, 684.

Paint for front ends (12». 198.
scrapings sold on I'. W. & B., 899

" sh"[>. I,. I. R. R.. 829.
Painting by compressed air, 700.
Patent examiner, criticism of. 774.
Pay on the Cldcngo elevated. 195.
Pedrick .V Ayer pneumatic hoists. 196.
Performance sheet, the deceptive. 101." of locomotive, repnrls, 246.
Petroleum fuel In .\rgenline. 740
Phlilliplne Island Ity.. 7li9.

•Photometer. ex|>lan.'itlon of. 612.
Pin broken, liow to get in (31, (53.

•Pinch bar. substitute for. 462.
Pins and pistons of scrap. 40.
•Pipe bender. Alexander's. 6.83.

•clamps. ".\cme." (122.
" •clamps, .M. K. & T.. 62,3.
" Joints, leaky, 013.
" origin of malleable Iron, 02.3.
" 'wrought Iron culvert. .849.

Piston fit. straight, (rouble wllh. 020.
fit. straight, troulili- with, reply, GSi.
•head, malleable Iron, ,343.

" remover. 977.
" •remover, hydraulic, 007.
" •ring chuck. .'195.

rings, steel, 996.

I'Iston rod fastening. 493.

rod In line wllh wheel centers (10), 198.
" rods, stoptdng breaking of. 'X\2.
'• •sjieed and large driving wheel.s, 845.

tra\'el on 9'.j-lneh jiump (9), 189.
" travel when pin is on quarters (8), 198.

Pitch, dctinillon of. 613. 764. SK)9.

Pits for ashes and cinders. 92.5.

•I'laner converted to horizontal borer, 826.
•for cylinder saddle. 467.

" •tool, double headed, 843.
•Pneumatic bell shifter. .'(28.

" •bolt cutter. 8;!6.
" center grinder. 826.
" •letter press. 909.
" sand sif'ter. 161.

•Point Sylvester, Cercovado Ry., 148.

Pompeii, engineering tools at. 777.
I'ort. small. In top of reversing piston, func-
tion of (26), 338.

I'osltion of exhaust nozzles. 171.
•Postal car for Erie R. R., 605.
I'rendum system promotes dishonest.v, .316.

Pressure at which air will equalize, when ex-
panding In different cylinders (26),

3,38
" at which train line and auxiliary

reservoir e(inalize (29). 3.39.
" high, and boiler explosions. 414.

Prevented (lestructlon of tools by flre, 315.
'Pump for boiler testing. 602.

'Quartering device, 747.
•test gage, 896.

Queen Victoria's train, 928.

Rail bent by driving wheels, 775.
•• Joints, broken, 319.

number of required per ndle, 12.

Railroads, an early advocate of. 420.
Blacksmiths' Association. 684. 701.
business of the V. S., 886.
•Canadian Pacific. 811.

" Club. New York, action on large
car question. 322.

Great Siberian. 813.
In China. 315. .319.

" •John Chinaman's play. •!-

journey In Jamaica, 4-3.
mall liot to be carried In baggage
car. 698.

" management, reforms In, 697.
Nantasket Beach, 702.

" small profits from. 7(59.

•stations. Geneva. 958.
•stations. Milan. 9.58.

•stations. Turin. 9.59.

througli the sea. .396.

Railroading, Hut ton on early, 976.
•Railway, Argentine, 739.

European becoming Americanized,
926.

•Great Siberian. 597.
•history, a forgottou chapter of, 386.
In Japan, 775.
In V. S.. statistics. 38.
library. Hopkins. 38.
otiicials. Poor's directory of, 38.
Phillipine Island.s. 709.

" •Snowdon mountain. 493.
statlims, sketch portfolio, 38.

Rate cutting. 697.
Reading shops, 307.
Reason for dimension of fireboxes (28), 350.
Record breaker. 233.
Reform the performance sheet. 260.
Relations betwetui boilers, cylinders and

.•iiid driving wheels. 779.
•Relief valve and drain for main reservoir,
188.

Relief valve on steam chest "(34). 351.
Reorganization of the Reading Ry.. .52.

Reports of locomotive performance, uniform-
ity in. 246.

Resistance, trains, rtdes for calculation er-
roneous. .5(X1.

Resistances, train, investigations of. 768.
•Result of not supporting an old bridge, 233.
•Results of bathing out of season. 232.
Retaining valve. effi>ct of (28). .^39.

Richard. Paul, on accidents caused bv rails
spreading. .322.

•Rio do Janeiro, from Cercovado, 147.
•Roanoke machine shops, 22.8.

Rod cups, solid. 14.
Rod packing, best practice. 629
Rods. main, keying up (84). 9.32.

Rolled blue print, how to straighten. 2.38.

Roller bearings. 972.
Rolling stock statistics. 775.
Rooms, secure for the mechanical conven-
tions. 248.

Rotary snow plow, which Is front of cyls. (14),
198.

Roy.-ilty charged for Wootten firebox (27), 350.
•Rubber hose testing macliine. 002.
Rules, fonidug and enforcing. 625. 68.3.

Runs, the fastest of fast. 36.
Russian .Atnerican Locomotive Works. 638.
Russian railway lines. 22.8.

•Safety device for gage cocks, 240.
Safely valve. WInne's, 843.
Saint Paid. r'S.

Sams Coupler Co.. 274.
•Sand dryer on W. S. R. R.. 718.
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*Sand dryer, portable, OOfi.

Sanding device, Tirmann's. 511.
Sand sifter, pneumatic, 161.
Saws, band, tiling of, 394.
Scalpers and unlimited tickets. 259.
Scarclt.v of sliiUed labor, 59.
•Scene in Tennessee, 253.
Scholarships M. M. Association, 778.
•Scooping up a car. 247.
Scrap heap, mould on. 488.
•Screw hoist for locomotives, 609.
Seaboard Air Line, 169.
Segregation of metal in axles, 242.
Selected scrap for cranls pins and (I'Stons. 40.

•Shears for angle iron. Hilles & Jones, 639.
Sboclis in freight cars, 192.
Shop, C. R. K. of N. J., at Elizabethport, 820.
" •D. & H. at Oneonta, 465.
" 'Erie at Susquehanna, 602.
" Are protection for, 903.
" •Fitchburg at Keene. 472.
" 'G. W. Rv. at Swindon, 743.
•' •heating, 601.

•hydraulics at Oneonta, D. & H. C. Co.,
674.

" kinks and machine shop chat, 260.
' •L. N. A. & C. at Lafayette. 50.S.

•more kinks from Rock Island, 160.
" notes from C. R. I. & P.. Chicago, 13.
" •Norfolk & Western, 228.
" N. C. &• St. L., Nashville, 170.
" •notes from U. P. at Omaha. 8.
'• N. Y.. N. H. & H., at Roxburv. 397.
• P.. W. & B.. at Wilmington, 962,
" Penn. R, R, at Ft. Wevne, 507.
" •Philadelphia & Reading, 307.

repairs on I. C. Ry., 462.
" rules and the selection of shop foreman,

259.
" •Southern Railway, at Knoxville. 230.
*' tools needed in small railroad, 635.
" •«'. S. at Frankfort, 747.

•Siberian Railway. 597.
Signals, automatic, in Europe, 171.

•details of switch block. 32.
" 'electric cut-out switches. 33.
" •electric locking circuits. 33.

•electrical enunciator. 31.
•electro pneumatic machine, 30.
•Oihbs' electric, 29.
•headlight, 616.

" •indicating switch bos, 30." *interlocking, 29.
*' interlocking,' 165.

•Kanski's. 856.
lamps, Lawes' test, 611.

" 'relay for heavy currents, 33.
•switch. .323.

•to^-er house. 31.
' 'Westinghouse electro pneumatic,

29.
•wiring of Gibbs' electric, 32,

Silver question, the, 676.
•Sketching, 162.
Slack adjuster, Pitkithly, 777.
Slack, brake shoe, to take up (45). 622.
Sleeper, an English. 252.
Sleeping cars, the first, 421.
Slide valve lead. Bartlett on, 4.87.
•Slide valve testing at Purdue, 382.
Sling stays, 2?,P,.

Slipping caused by too much throttle (90). 9.33.
Small driving wheels, utility of, 260.
Smillie Coupler Co., 274.
•Smith's shop jack. 610.
Smoke and loss of heat. 705.

jet. use of (.56). 641.
" prevention b.v good firing. 8.88.

•Smokestack, an original drawing, 57.
Snowdon Mountain Rv., 493.
Solder for brass (68). 7.87.

Soulless corporation, what it did for the pub-
lic. 329.

Speed, guessing on engine. 967.
Speed. less than 100 miles per hour recom-
mended. ,'^i97.

•Soring banger, bearing for. 637.
Spring banger, strengthener. 396.
Spriniis made by specialists, favored. 164.
Stack base, who first contracted the. 172.

" black, formula for, 5.

•crane. 16.
•lifter. 16.

Standard coupler, confusing. 827.
St.nndard gages for measurements. 349
Standard Paint Co.. 279.
Star Headlight Co.. 274.
Station platforms, advantage of. 3S8.
Statistics of rolling stock, 77.5.

Staybolt. how to tell when breaks (."i.81, (Ml.
inspection. 3.'0.

" inspection, cost of. 472.
•seating machine. Wells. 668.

Steam enirine. calculations of efficiency of.
920.

engine, chan-'es of improving the. 920.
•foimtain. Tlill's nutomatic. 467.
from cylinder cocks, force of (0), 19.8.

•hammer for bodv bolster. 15.
how throttling siiperheats. 1.37.

mechanical enenry of. f\fif^.

pressures, high, and boiler explosions.
408.

superheated. 640.
tiirottlip'T the practice of, 177.
turret. HilTs, .8.33.

Steel annealing, 673.
car construction, 60S.
•car, Pennock Bros., 54.

". castings, 277.
defects of, 846.

" definition of, 746.
effect of cold on. 849.

" fireboxes. 169.
" for springs, 194.

hardening, 813.
tempering, 685.
tender frame, N. & W. Ry,, 329.
tires, history of in America, 637.
wool, 680.

Ste]), engine, the dangerous., 770,
Steps and handholds. 625, •761.
Stokers, automatic, (504.

Stone breakers, female, 412.
Stoves in cars, why abandoned (72), 787.
•Straight air brake, Dampman's, 913.
Straighten a rolled blue print, how to, 238.
•Strainer. Hancock Insurance Co., 702.
Straw fuel. 476.
Stretcher, what is a (22), 278.
•Stud wrench, 25.
•Substitute for vise bench, 229.
•Sugar train, Queensland, Australia, 151.
Suggestions from shop visitors, 242.
Superstructure of cars, 53.
•Swaging machine for flues, 10.
Swinerton wheel, 194.
•Sylvester Point, Cercovado Rv.. 148.

Tabor moulding machine, N. Y. C. By., 159.
•Tank connection, a valveless, 903.
•Taper attachment for turret lathe, 747.
•Taper rolling machine, Williams, White &
Co., 501.

Tapping and reaming holes by air. 3.
Tapping the top head of air pump with ham-
mer, why? (4) 52.

Tapping triple valve with hammer (11), 189.
Temperature of water space of firebox (53),

51

.

•Tender brake, C. & W. M.. 188.
•brake, C. & W. M., 188.

" brake rigging, a model, 266." *brake, standard on N. C. & St. L.,
187.

•frame steel. N. & W., 329.
telescoping foot plate, 761.

•Tenoning machine, Fay & Egan double, 492.
Tensile strength of tires, its influence on
wear, 28.

•Testing plant. C. cSr N. W.. 41." •engine at I'urdue, 382." •machine for rubber hose, 602.
Throttle, full, wastes steam when, 174.

how to use (58). 641." *valve. improved connections, 471.
Throttling, against, 681.

effects of. 37.
steam, the practice of, 176.

Time card for electric cars, 615.
•Tires, badly worn, 197.

broken, handling engine with (61), 715.
" driving wheel, irregular wear of, 890.
" gage, 15.
" heater, crude oil, 8.31.

•indicator. 240.
" shrinkage of (92). 1005.
" steel, first used in America, 500.

steel, history of in America, 6.37.
" •turning. Saxton's method, 759.

wear of. 341.
" wear of affected by form of railroad

head. 419
" wear of in India, 45.
" worn, damage done by, 458.

•Tools, double headed planer. 843.
" •for dislodging emergency valve seat,

" •for emergency valve seat, 852.
" needed for small railroad shops, 635.
' •room kinks, 833,
" room, the, .58.

prevented destruction by fire, 315.
room. Norfolk cS: Western, 232.

•Track drill, continuous feed, 22.
Government experiments with, 930.

Traction of locomotives, formula, 619, (59),
641, 4,54, 682 (91). 934. ' ^ >

Tractive power (15), 198.
Trainmen. 610.
Trainmen are healthy. 836.
Train breaking, causes of, 742.

controlling slack in, 9.84.

East coast Americanized. 610.
handling on heavy hills, 752.
heating by exhaust steam from air
pump, 9.

*' lighting by electricity. 47.
of 79 cars, air-braked, 765.
•pipe support on B. & M., 691.
•point, adjustable. .395.
Queen Victoria's, 92.8.

" resistance, rules for calculating erro-
neous. .5tX).

" resistance rnles need to be changed,
.321.

" resistances, investigations of. 768.
Traveling Engineers' Association. 742.
Traveling Engineers' Convention. 8.38.
Triple expansion engine (471. 424.

Triple valve piston, position of with ten
pounds reduction (23), 339,

Triple valve, quick action for engine and ten-
der, 185.

Trucks, 6 wheel vs. 4 wheel, 752.
" diamond, 7.
" 'spring hammer, Linstrom's, 488,
" weak engine, 741.

•Tube expanders and rollers, effects of on
tube sheets. 340.

" expander. Mosher's, 500.
" expanders vs. rollers, 498.
" •recess method of securing, 616.
" serve, 613.
" welding safe ends on, 419.

•Turin, railroad station in, 9,59.
Turning and boring mills, utility of, 511.
Turntable, first in New England, 49.

U»

United States, railroad business of, 886.
Utility of small driving wheels, 260.

Vacuum, how much nature abhors it, 412.
Valve, Allen, 774.

" balance, size of hole in (871, 932.
" balanced, advantages of, 696.

•balanced, Alexander's, 635.
" •balanced, Brown's, 856.
" balanced, why pull on reverse lever

(26), 279.
check, low water affecting (58), 641.
clearance of (181. 278.
D-8 in different positions and effect
of (.30), 339.

" D-8, purpose of short groove in (23),

" D-8, why opening to equalizing reser-
voir is small (26), .3.38.

" drainage for main reservoir, 691.
" •drainage for main reservoirs, 622.
" •enjergency, device for showing move-

ment of, 853.
" for controlling train heat by air pump

exhaust, 11.
gear, .Toy not best, 626.

" gear, Jo.v's, .8.85.

gear, new M. N. Forney's. 413.
hole in top of balanced (26). 279.
how to toll which is blowing (311. 350.

" inertia effect on port opening, 686.
large and long travel. 844.
motion for 10-wheel engine (4), 63,

" •motion model, F. R. R., 671.
motion. Peck on, 61,5.
motion, the best. 62.
relief, on steam chest (34), .351,
retaining, e.iects of (28), 339.

" •seat tool for emergency valve, 852.
" setting, careless, .348.
" slide, pressure on (671. 716.
" to tell which side is blowing, 618, 619,

624. 6.84.
" travel, extreme, and short (5), 64.

Ventilation, car, 491.

Wages in foreign countries. 509.
on North British Ry.. .516

Wagner method of car cleaning, 491.
Wahlert's rule. 6.88.

Water heated in tank, why does an engine
use more (2). 63.

" •pump governor, 4.5.
" *pump regulator, 244.
" •raising in cars by air, 478.

thrown from stack. 764, 833. 904.
tube boilers in Great Britain, 179,

•Water brake, definition of, 9.82.

•cards. V. P. it. R.. 986.
Wear on driving box brasses (43), 424.

of cylinders (45). 424.
•Webb's safety water glass. 254.
Weight of rails per miTe of track. 245.
Wcstingbouse Air-Brake Co., vs. the Hoyden
Brake Co., 244.

Wheel flange cutting. 153.
" heating from braking, 916.
" of fortune, a turn of. 179.
" •press, D. & H. C. Co.. 466.
" nrc.ss. device for handling, 962.
" •press, hydraulic, 674.
" truck, why near slide most (48), 695.

Wheels, defects of cast iron. 910.
slipping of. how to reduce. 918.
which slip on curve (60), 787.

When full throttle wastes steam, 174.
Which is easiest quarter to start engine on

(17). 278.
Wliistle. locomotive, invention of. 277.

signals for fiagman (.39), 351.
Wide fireboxes. 46.
•Williams. White & Co., forging tools, 501.
Wind, its effect on rays of light (29). 350.

" resistance, increase of coal consump-
tion due to. .3.84.

Wire gage. Chordal on. 708.
Wood, fanc.y in car building. 7.58.

ignorance of properties of. 193.
Working hours shortened b.v legislation, 921.
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Cash must accoinpany order. No books sent C O. D. Give name of book and author, and 7ve can furnish any book wanted. The iist

beioiv is especially recommended for mechanical readers. All books sent by mailJree for price named, unless othenvise stated.

A Librnry of Steam EtifElneeritif;. Feh-
renbrttrh. IHil.'). Tlio latest and tht- h.*si book on
Steam Enetiieerint;. Illustrates and explains ev<*ry
kind of steuni enjjhieerititf. sTMtionarv. luconintive
and Qiarint'. Hhij uliapttrs on the niatlieniatii-s of
steam entrineerinff. coveriiur all jioSf^ihlc jmints,
but in plain fiirures. No " luL'her " matliematics
ased. Can bo un<lersloiid by any man with a cimi-
mon school education. A whole library of steam
en^neeriut;. Highly recommended. 800 pntr*s.
Price J.-f.uo

Alr-Brake CHt««cliiHin. Contrer. 1895. This
Is Conffer's "AirBnike and Sitrnal Instructions''
rewrilteri and improved. contHinintr theair-bnike
and sicnal instructions approved by the Master
Car Builders' and Master Mechanics* Associations ;

also the standard list of (jucstions for air-brake
Instruction. This is the latevt and best book on
air brakes. Issued November I. 1S95. Price...25c.

i i i
Alr-Brako Pra<tl«-e. Phplan, 1890. The

only pmctiral b<n>k abtuit handlln:: tlie air brakes
on the road, by a practical man. Hound for
pocket 81.O0

^ g g
Al«xand«*r's tieady Reference, Alexander.

1898. A flrst-clas-s work. Tells what to do In al-

most any kind of breakdown on the road $1.50

g i i
Blork and Intt>rlnrkin;; Nigniilii. Elliott.

18IHi. Tells what si^'iial.s are. What Un-y do. Hitw
they do it. A full, conn-leie description of all

kinds of block aiul interlocking signals with de-
tads of their construction, operation and main-
tenance. The best bo<>k published on sltrnals.

277 pages, 6' x 9'. Leather binding: $3.00

i i i
Baond Volumes of LocouoTivB Engineer-

Dis. 1895 SS.tiO

i i i
Cnr Lubrlcutlon. ilall. Ought to be read

by every one interested in keeping journals run-
ning cool $1.00

Caterhlam of thr> Locomof Ive. Forney.
1890. Enlarged. Illustrated. 50.000 8i>ld. Every
beginner wants it, and every englneman out^ht to

have It $3.50

^ ^ g
Combuotlon and Smoke Fr«'Vf>ntlon on

Lofomotl v«>M. Sinclair. IHflt!. A practical book-
let telling the '"wliy" of things about combus-
tion that every engineer and fireman ought to

know '-*5c.

@ ^
Compoand l.ocainotlv».. Wood. 1694. Bn-

iBTKed. Tells the history and exiilaliiB the prln-

olplea of all the kinds of componnd locomotives In

use •'••>"

Discipline 'Without SuBpenslon. Brown.
1896. r«ni|ihlet cxplalnlnK the " Itrown " eyslem
of discipline, by the originator; full data.. 10c.

i i @

KngineiiienN t«ulil**. Time uiitt l*4>i'ket-
Book. Klime. lHit'.i. liulesitf proretlure in n break-
down, for handlint; air. etc. ('<intanis a time b..ok.

Good for three years. Bound for pocket $1.00

i i
Kn^int*nieu^M Porkt't Companion. Booth.

180.'). rotilains pjiires arranged f.-r tirne-keeplntr.

Has Travelin:: En^rineers' E-xiiuiination for EiiL'iiie-

meu. articles on brakes, valve settinir, combus-
tion, and much valuable information for entrine-

'men $1.00

Rvolntion oftht* *tr Brnk««. Synnestvedt.
1805. A brief but coniiirebensive history i<f the de-
veloiunent of the modern rndroad brake, from the
earliest c4>nception combined in the simple lever.

up to. and including, the most approved forms of
the present day $1.00

Ha*«wt*ll'H Rngln4*«>r*H Poiket-Bonk. IHO'J.

Probably the best authority in eutfiueerine mat-
ters. Rules for almost everythina .

$-*.oo

How to ^ave >Ione>' in RaMron« Blnrk-
smitli Slio|i« hy Vhv of Kiil hiozfi' ami
Hr|v»* llaiiiiiit*!-. KeyrioMs. 4ii illnstratinii>. ..f

dies and work. Wi'y valuable to jshop maiui:rcr
and foreman blacksmiths aSc.

DU*aKeii 'of the Alr*Brakf» Syiitf>m.

Synnestvedt. 18M. Tells how to ttnd and repair

every defect that the air-brake system Is liable to

have •"•*>«

$A ^ ^
Indicafor Prartl<-e and Hteam Kneine

Keonomy. Hemenway. 1892. The simplest and
best treatise on indicat^ing ,.$*4.oo

Key to Steam Kn^lneerln^. Williams.
ISiW. More especially for stationary engines, but
good information for anyone Boiler, entrlne.

combustion, evaporation, etc.. explained In a
common-sense way 50c.

© i i
Link and Vnlvt* Motions.

13tb Edition. Ju»t Revised. 1895.

authority on the subjeit

Auchlncioss.
The prlniijiai

S4.0U

Locomotive ( ati*«-hlMin. (4r1m8haw. 1894.

Latest t)ook out. Contains L.'WO rjuestions ind
answers al>out locomotives and air brakes. °'nllv

illustrated $a.00

Lfocomotlve Rn|{ln«*-l<unnln|C an<l I*lan-
axeinvnt. Illustrated. Sinclair. 1^9.'^ Kn-

lareed. Be.xt work on runnbiK and care of locomo-
tives Plain facts plainly stated ta.OO

^ i ^
Locomotive Mechanism and Rnfflneer-

Ing. Keaican. 1894. By a praitlcal locomotive
engineer. Up to date. A good hook $<.00

i ^

cfK'k. 18^^. A practical treatise on runninir repairs.

by a practical man. Numerous diatrrums and Il-

lustrations 50c.

Macliliie Sliop A ilthiiiellc. Colvln <fe

Cheney. IHOG. I'lain ruies showing shop men how
to calculate speed of pulleys and gearing, how to
fitfure the irears for screw cutting and giving a
great many fact-s about tools which every mechanic
ought to understand 50c,

@ i s
Motlern Ijoi^om^illve <'on4lrurllun. Illus-

trated Meyer ISO-J. Tells how to design, figure
out and make every part «>f a locomotive. A work
of reference. e«pe<rially valuable to drautfhtsmen
and those in cbartreof ouiMiutiand repairs. Lartre
and elaborate $10.00

Prat'tlee and Theory of the Injetrtor.
Kneais. 1894. The only com[)lete work on the in-
jector yet published. All about all kinds of inject-
ors $1.50

^ i ^
Pro(;re>4tf ve Kxaiii I iia I lon-4 of Lo<-oino»

live Rtieinv'tTM a ml Fi leiiien. Hill 1893.
Tbrite hutnlred nuestions. ami answers to them, on
firiniTHnil runnint:- Sta,n<iard form of examination
on several roads. Contains cohired plates of
standard train and engine signals. Every fireman
should have this bo(»k SOo*

^ i i
Rnlet* of Inlerchanf^e. The code of mlefl

governiuL' the interchange of cars from iineroad to
another, the carding system, settlement of repairs,
etc 10c-

Sho|i KlnkM and Machine Shop Chat.
Grlinshaw. nutrbt to be a ready reference for
every machinist interested in his business. . .$^.50

Simple Lp*tsoii8 In Drawing, for the
Sho|*. Wevntthis. I8!t:i. Twelve h-ssons that can
be done wiih a S'O set of instruments. The rudi-
ments of drawing In the best form 50c.

Steam Boilers. Wilson. 1888. On the d»-
slgnluK of boilers. The standard authority on the
subject $a.50

Th(« n«chanlcal Kn|Klne«r*a Pocket
Book. Kent. Ihitt A reference book of rules,
tables, data and formtihe for the use of engineers,
meeiiardcs and students. The latest and best
pocket book. Itonnd In soft leather, with flap.

The author has verified every rule and table used,
brought the whole work up to date, and covered
the field more completely than has any previous
author , $5.00

^ ©
The Alodrrn Machinlat. I'sher. 1895. A

pra**tical treatise on modern machine shop meth-
o<l8. Illustrated by i'>T eutrravinifs D6e8 not con-
tain descriptions of machine tools, but of specl&l
tools and appliance-s, methods and plans of dolnff
work with them. The book Is one that every
mechanic sliould liave $51.50

Tile Train Wire. Anderson. 1890. .\n ex-
haustive work on train dispatching and on the safe
movement of trains $l.ai>

Address LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING,

256 Broadway, New York,
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The Latest Development of the
American Locomotive.

The handsonie half-tone on the first

page shows the latest form of the Ameri-
can 8-wheeler—no radical change in the

design, but a wonderful improvement ot

details.

This particular locomotive has 20x24-

inch cylinders; drivers 72 inches in diam-

eter; extended wagon-top boiler, 62 inches

in diameter; firebox 9 feet in length by

40 inches in width, and 320 tubes 12 feet

in length; working pressure of boiler 190

pounds per square inch. The weight of

the locomotive is as follows: weight on
drivers, 84,500 pounds; weight on truck,

44.700 pounds; total weight, 129,200. Steel

crossheads; connecting rods and driving-

wheel centers were used with very much
reduced sections, corresponding with the

latest practice.

The weights of revolving and recipro-

cating parts are as follows:

Piston 420 pounds.

Crosshead 157 "

Main rod 470 "

Side rod 287 "

Main crankpin 125 "

Back crankpin 117

The saving in weight by use of cast steel

driving-wheel centers over cast iron alone
is 3,000 pounds.

These engines are handling heavy fast

trains of the Vandalia line between St.

Louis and Indianapolis.

This shows where the builders are seek-

ing to make the most improvement—big

boilers and lighter reciprocating and re-

volving parts.

The "164" is a handsome machine.
There must be something wrong with a

man that couldn't love an engine like

that next best to his wife and babies.

A " Crampton."

!Most of our readers have heard of

"Crampton" locomotives; until a few
years ago it was the only kind of locomo-
tive shown in Webster's Dictionary, but
there are few of our readers who have any
idea that there are any of them still in ex-
istence. Here is the picture of a real, live

one; still doing duty on the Eastern Rail-
way of France.

256 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

You will note that she has the ear marks
of the last two decades—air pump, injec-

tors, etc.

Crampton was an English designer

who, in the early days, found more friends

for his system in France than at home,
and Crampton engines became the stand-

ard of several lines there.

The leading feature of all his engines

was the use of a large single driver behind
the boiler, and in carrying the most of the

weight on two pair of independent wheels
ahead of drivers.

The early designs of Norris, in this

country, were of the Crampton order, and
he was often called the American Cramp-
ton.

There are some things about this pic-

ture that will interest Yankee railroaders.

For instance the hod on tender for carry-

ing the clothes box; the throttle-box and
steam pipes, and the large and comfort-
able cab.

Blueprint Paper, and How to

Prepare It.

We are so frequently asked about the

relative merits of the prepared blue pro-

cess paper and the paper prepared by the

user, and also what are the best propor-
tions of chemicals to use and how to apply
them to the paper, that we will go into

the details of these questions as viewed
from a practical standpoint, and handle
the same as we have found them in the

drawing office.

To the first question the answer must
be that there is no difference in the quality

of prints when made on the best samples
of both papers; they will each give uni-

formly good results if properly prepared
and kept excluded from the light. But
there is one other important considera-
tion that should be kept in the mental
foreground; and that is—"Will it pay to

prepare our paper?" A reply can be easily

framed from one's own knowledge of any
particular situation.

If a man must be employed to do this,

then it will plainly be an expensive invest-

ment; if it can be done by some one who
can handle it in connection with other

duties—say the blue-printing, for e.xam-

ple—then the cost can be brought down
to a figure closely approaching that of the

No. I.

commercial article; and below that, if

the supplies are bought in quantities large

enough to realize a discount on; but the
question of quality will still be a factor in

the problem, for it requires long practice

to prepare paper for blue-printing that

will be as even in good results as that

purchased.

Then there are accessories to be bought
that are necessary to do the work prop-
erly, namely, a mortar and pestle, a 16-oz.

glass graduate and a 6-inch camel hair

brush. Their uses are: The mortar to

pulverize the crystals of red prussiate of

potash, the graduate to measure the water
used, and the brush to apply the prepared
solution to the paper.

Leaving a choice of the two systems
to those interested, we will give a brief

explanation of the preparation of the sen-

sitizing solution.

Take 1% ounces of red prussiate of pot-
ash, and pulverizing it to the consistency
of flour, place it in a large-mouthed glass

jar containing 10 ounces of clean water;
take 2J-2 ounces of citrate of iron and
ammonium and place it in a glass jar

similar to the first, also containing 10

ounces of water. When the solids in each
jar are thoroughly dissolved, their con-
tents are to be poured into one vessel and
well shaken, when it will be ready for use.

To sensitize the paper, it should be se-

cured to a frame gotten up like a bill-

board, if the space can be spared to do
so, for then both sides of the board can be
utilized for paper, and thus reduce the

dimensions of the mounting board, which
for ordinary use can be 30x60 inches;

this will allow eight pieces of paper 18 x
30 to be sensitized at one operation.

The paper should then be secured to the

board by two drawing tacks through the

upper corners only, leaving it to expand
when wet.

To apply the solution, pour it into a
deep dish, and, taking a full brush of it,

begin at the top and left hand side of a
sheet, going from the top to the bottom,
and so continuing until sheet is covered;

after this is done, repeat the operation

across the sheet, and it will be found to

be quite evenly covered with the solution,

as it must be to produce good results;

an uneven application will always show
in streaks on the print.
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The sensitizing can be done in a mod-

erate light, but it is best to do it in the

weakest light possible, and take no

chances for injurj- to the paper. Leave

the paper on the board to dry. and after-

ward place in a dark, dry room, ready for

use.

•M i^ ^
John Chinaman's Little Play Railroad.

There is in China one of the smallest

railroads in the world.

Here is a photographic reproduction of

one of the engines, built by Dubs & Co.,

at Glasgow, Scotland. The gage is only

I foot Hi's inches, the cylinders are

ISo Uummy Couplers.

The C. B. & Q. have not only aban-

doned the practice of putting dummy
couplers on the ends of all cars, but are

actually taking them off.

It was found that in a majority of cases

the couplers were not used, and the hose

hung open anyway. Again, when hung

up the hook alone was often used instead

of the whole dummy, and the end of hook
chafed and destroyed the gasket.

They are having no trouble at all in let-

ting the hose hang; if this becomes epi-

demic the M. C. B. Association will have

to modify the rules of interchange, for

JOHN CHINAMAN AND HIS LITTLE PLAT nAILROAD.

Sxio inches, the drivers 24 inches diameter

and the water tank holds 90 gallons.

If this was the standard sized engine

in this country hardware stores would

keep them, same as they do sausage-cut-

ters. Railroad managers would order

them by the gross, and locomotive engi-

neers would be thicker than fleas in a dog
kennel.

i i g
There is a certain kind of merchant bar

on the market, made from old steel

rails, that is- real pretty to look

at, but no good for average black-

smith work. We find that some makers
work in a few rods of this in every

bundle or two of good iron. Will this

pay?

i i n
Bound volumes of 1894 on hand.

some of the strict inspectors will reject

cars now that are short a dummy coupl-

ing.

i i n
Some engineers in one section of the

country have objected to our advocacy of

the Brown system of discipline. All we

have to say is that a man who would

rather be "suspended pending investiga-

tion," and afterward laid off from ten to

thirty days for infractions of rules, instead

of being talked to quietly and alone by

the proper official and allowed to go to

work at once, is a hard man to please;

and reminds us of Artemus Ward's old

saying: "It taks a lot of kurios kritters

to make a menagery."

i i @
A bushel of bituminous coal weighs 76

pounds.

Master Mechanics of the Central

Railway of Brazil.

We are indebted to Mr. Lewis Gleason,

of the Brooks Locomotive Works, who
has recently returned from Brazil, for

photographs reproduced herewith, ac-

companied by the following comments on

same:

It is well known to the readers of "Lo-

comotive Engineering" that the United

States can justly claim to have within its

borders some good-looking master me-

chanics—brainy men, whose mechanical

ability and their never-ceasing quests

after labor-saving devices is not excelled

and seldom approached by like officials

in any country in the world.

That the Republic of Brazil has its full

quota of good-looking master mechanics

(Chefos do Depositos) is fully vouched

for by the group which appears in this

number of "Locomotive Engineering".

First in the group, commencing from

the left, is Mr. Antonio Gomes dos Passos

Perdigod, a "Rio Grandense," or native

of the State of Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil.

Mr. Perdigod served his apprenticeship

in the Navy Yard shops in Rio de Janeiro,

at the expiration of which he was trans-

ferred to the Government railway shops

at Engenho de Dcntro. He has had

charge of the shops at San Paulo and La-

fayette. At present he is master me-

chanic of the shops at San Diego. Rio de

Janeiro.

Next in order is Mr. .Arnaud Gustavo

Bion, a native of France, but for many
years with the Central Railway of Brazil.

Mr. Bion's first employment with the

road was as a machinist, afterwards as

locomotive engineer, and for twenty years

was master mechanic at San Diego; re-

cently he was appointed general inspector

of all shops in the system.

During Mr. Bion's career as an engi-

neer he was detailed to pull the first train

equipped with air brakes, in connection

with which he tells the following story:

"The day of the trial trip was looked for-

ward to with much eagerness, to prove

the practical working of the new idea.

Dom Pedro II (the late Emperor of Bra-

zil), accompanied by his Ministers, oc-

cupied the state coach which was attached

to the train, the other cars had as occu-

pants many principal officers of the gov-

ernment, mechanical engineers, etc.

"My orders were to make the best pos-

sible time, after city limits were passed,

and when the Emperor was satisfied with

the speed he was to pull the bell cord as

a signal for me to apply the brakes. I

carried out my instructions, and when I

got the engine running at a high rate of

speed. I anxiously waited for the signal.

It did not come, however, but something

else came which answered the purpose,

for after rounding a curve and getting on

to a straight piece of track, it almost made
my hair stand on an end to see, at a short

distance ahead of me, a large rock be-

tween the rails. I instantly applied the
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brake and reversed the engine (there was

no driver brake at that time), the train

came to a stop just as the tip of the pilot

got to the rock: the many vahiable lives

I had saved made me feel almost certain

of a decoration of some kind, but. on go-

ing forward to remove the rock, judge of

my surprise to find it was only a skillful

imitation made of paper, and placed there

by Emperor Dom Pedro's orders, to bet-

ter test the efficacy of the brake in sudden

emergencies. It served its purpose, and

made the air brake a permanent fixture."

The third of the group is Mr. Joaquin

Jose de Loura. master mechanic at Entre

Rios. This gentleman is also a graduate of

is now at the head of a flourishing engi-

neering establishment in San Paulo.

Taken as a whole they are a courteous,

intelligent and good-looking body of men.

© i ^
The first man to properly get at the true

weight of coal used by his engines was

Geo. S. Griggs, on the Boston & Provi-

dence, nearly forty years ago. He weighed

engine and tender before and after taking

coal. The N. Y. Central are just com-

mencing that practice. The Wisconsin

Central use a spring scale on their coal

buckets. Jilost of the other roads are

guessing at it.

Stack Black.

Claude Ayers, the hustler ot the Ft.

Worth & Denver City road, at Clarendon,

Tex., has a famous receipt for stack

black that saves time and makes a hand-

some job, that Claude says, "Has the right

of track over everything on the road."

The receipt is as follows: Asphaltum, 8

pounds, and fuse in an iron kettle; then

add 5 gallons of linseed oil, i pound of

litharge, Yi pound of sulphate of zinc

(add these slowly or it will foam over).

Boil three hours, and then add 1Y2 pounds

of dark gum amber and boil 2 hours

longer, or until the mass becomes quite

thick, when cool. After this it should be

THE MASTER MECHANICS OF THE CENTRAL RAILWAY OF BRAZIL,

the system, a Brazilian, and a clever man.

Picture No. 4 is Mr. Antonio Lopez
Ferras, master mechanic at Burra de Pir-

ahy. Mr. Ferras is a Brazilian who has

been with the road since boyhood, grad-

ually advancing until he attained his pres-

ent position.

The fifth, and last is Mr. Alexander Ro-
bau, born in France, but for many years

with the Central of Brazil. He resigned his

position as master mechanic at San Paulo

some months ago to go into business, and

The Boys Named 'Em.

A long time ago an engineer on the Fall

Brook road made a fast run down several

bad grades with a coal train, and the super-

intendent heard of it. He not only called

the engineer upon the carpet, but he put

up boards at the head of all stifif grades,

stating just how many minutes freight

trains must use in getting to the bottom.

The engineers dubbed the new signs

"McCoy's time-cards." and they are

known as such even to this day.

thiinied to a proper consistency with tur-

pentine.

'B 4^ 'S

How do you fasten collars or chafing

plates on hubs of driver boxes? Some
use brass in halves put on with copper

patch bolts riveted—expensive. Many
use babbitt metal on hub and box—cheap

and good. On the Fall Brook they use

plain cast rings, loose: they are put on

new as well as old work and are a success.
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The " Novelty."

An Experimental Locomotlse of the '-to's —
Reminiscences of Her Engineer.

In looking over the stock of old loco-

motive pictures in the hands of Mr. F.

Moore, of London. Eng.. we ran across

the picture here reproduced, marked ".\it

Old B. & O. Engine." This photograph

was evidently made from a daguerreotype.

"Locomotive Engineering" got the

photograph and submitted it to the of-

ficials of the B. & O. for some data from

the archives of the road—there were none.

No one on the B. & O. had ever heard of

such a locomotive.

Someone, however, remembered that

the Reading road built a locomotive with

a separate boiler many years before.

We wrote Mr. L. B. Paxson, superinten-

dent of motive power, about it and got a

of it as is shown on this photograph. Vou,

of course, understand that in addition to

this the tender for carrying water was

attached to the car that carried the

boiler. * * *"

We then sent a proof, and a request for

data, to Mr. Clark, who replied as fol-

lows:

" * * * The locomotive "Novelty"

was built by the P. & R. R. R. Co. in

i846-'47. I worked in the Reading shop

during the building of the locomotive,

and I had charge of some of the principal

work on this engine, and when com-

pleted was sent with it as a traveling ma-

chinist to keep it in repair. It was but a

short time after that the engine was

turned over to me as its engineer.
" * * * 'f ])g engine was an eight-

right rods were in water-tight passages

through the boiler.

"One of the causes of failure was the dis-

tance the steam had to travel before

reaching the cylinders. Another was that

the fire would not last from one station to

another, as we had to stop the fan to re-

plenish the fire. Consequently the en-

gine was a complete failure.

'"I have thought since, if we had put a

jet of steam in the stack it would have

been quite an improvement: but steam

jets were not thought of at that time. The
idea of this kind of engine was that a

boiler large enough to burn anthracite

coal successfully on the same wheels of

the engine would be too heavy for the

road.

"".\bout the time this engine was built.

Ross Winans, of Baltimore, built three

BXPERIMEXT.\L LOCOMOTIVE "NOVELTY. READING KY., 1846-47.

clew at once, as the following extract

from his letter will show:
'"***! duly, received your favor.

with proof of photo engraving of tlie en-

gine 'Novelty.'
"'

I would state for your information

that this engine was invented and patented

by G. A. Nichols, somcwhercs along

about 1846 or 1847, and was built in the

Reading shops and ran on the Reading

Railroad for a short time. My recollection

of the matter is that the engine was
thrown out of service in 1848. I remem-
ber the engine very well, and it was run

for a portion of the time by Mr. David
Clark, who was lately master mechanic
of the Lehigh Valley, at Hazleton, Pa.,

who could give you, probably, a more
correct history of the engine than I can.

I am going to hold on to the proof of

this engine, unless you desire it sent back,

as I am free to say that it is a very in-

teresting one to me. I was not aware that

there was anything like as full a picture

wheeled engine, boiler on two 4-wlieel

trucks, and tender run behind the boiler

on two 4-wlieel trucks. The machinery

of the engine was attached to a plain

cylindrical boiler which was used as a

reservoir. The exhaust steam was con;

veyed through this water, in pipes, as a

heater, thence up the stack.

'"The engine was first turned out with

pump underneath, driven with eccentrics

on forward axle. The water was pumped
through universal-jointed pipes similar to

the steam pipes connecting the boiler with

the engine. This arrangement was soon

abandoned, and a steam pump placed on

the frame of the boiler near the fan.

which was used to force the fire. You
ask how the valves of the engine were

operated. Eccentrics were on the axles

of third pair of driving wheels. The ec-

centric rods were connected to a bell

crank, with an upright connecting rod to

rock shaft on top. running up througli

what woult^bc called the boiler. The up-

engines for the 1'. &; Iv. R. K. They were

eight-wheel connected engines, horizontal

cylinders, with a long, overhanging fire-

box, to compete with the 'Novelty,' These

engines were delivered at Reading about

,the time the 'Novelty' was finished. On
account of the long overhanging firebox,

they were not allowed to run on the road,

on account of too much weight on back

wheels, Mr. Winans then put a steam

cylinder on the back end of each side of

the firebo.x and a pair of pony wheels un-

der the back end of firebox, the piston

rods resting on the journal boxes. Steam
was admitted on top of the pistons; the

l)ressure on the piston took some of the

overhanging weight off the back end of

the engine, and they were allowed to go

into service. I ran one of the?;e engines

some time, and they were nuich better

than the 'Novelty,"
"

i ^ i
We are out of copies of June, October

and November, 1895.
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Device for Bending and Cleaning Out
Air=Brake Pipe.

At the Aurora shops of the Burlington

road they have rigged up an efficient and

simple device for bending brake pipes for

cars.

The equipment of many freight cars re-

quired the bending of lots of pipe, and.

with hand work, this was a slow process

and no two pipes were exactly alike. This

device consists of wooden formers of the

shape necessary to bend the pipe, bolted

to planking on the wall of the stock

shed in freight car repair yard, a cylinder

and head with suitable valves.

The first effect of the ram is to bend the

pipe down; this brings the free end

upon the grooved bearing wheel, shown
at the end of the lower former; then the

pipe is drawn back as the second bend

is made. Fig. i shows the parts when the

pipe is in position to be bent; Fig. 2, after

the pipe is bent, and Fig. 3, the whole

apparatus, including the cylinder. It also

shows a means of piping the exhaust from

both three-way valves, so as to do more
effective blowing out of the pipe.

This machine bends the pipe to uniform

shape as fast as a man can put the piping

in and take it out, and is one of those

A somewhat seasonable question pre-

sented for discussion at the last meeting

of the American Society of Mechanical

Engineers was, "Has any one found it to

pay to exhibit in recent ititernational ex-

positions, where to do so entails a cost of

attendance, transportation, and other

heavy charges?" Exhibiting goods at

expositions is an enterprising and expen-

sive form of advertising. In rare cases it

brings satisfactory returns, but in most
cases the outlay has to be regarded as a

compliment to the country or districts

where the expositions are held. We have

talked to a great many manufacturers who

OCOMOTtVE BKGJtVE£f^lf\tCi

AIR PIPK 1!KNL)ING MACHINE, C. B. & Q. SHOPS. AUKURA, ILL,

The ram or head is made of hard wood
shod with metal. This ram is operated

by an air piston, and a stroke of 26 inches

is gotten ingeniously by putting two old

lo-inch air cylinders together. The pis-

ton is controlled by two old three-way

cocks, one being used to force piston

down and the other to raise it.

The best part of the whole scheme is

the piping of the exhaust air from the

three-way cock to a nipple that forms the

end stop for the pipe; this blows the pipe

out after it is bent, and it is wonderful

the amount of scale, dirt and rust that

comes out. In ordinary practice this

scale finds its way to the triples and

causes trouble.

handy kinks that save a lot of time,

Ijother and money. It was gotten up

jointly by ^Ir. J. H. Hubbard, foreman

of the car machine shop, and Mr. J. R.

C\ithbert, foreman of air brake repairs

under freight equipment.

^ i @

All the talk and all the resolutions about

standard trucks for freight cars amount to

nothing. The railroad men of America

never did and never will build diamond

trucks alike—or any other kind of truck.

A standard form will only be reached by

the general purchase from a manufacturer

of a superior article.

have been in the habit of making displays

of their goods at expositions, and the

general conclusion is that it does not pay.

© i ©

At the Aurora shops of the C. B. & Q.

they make up enough car brasses in the

fall to last them through the winter. This

work is done in a shed outside of the regu-

lar brass foundry. A Tabor molding ma-

chine is used, and two men put up the

flasks for 640 brasses in a day. The

brasses are all lead lined on the spot, and

the two men working at it are experts;

they make good wages and still line

brasses for less than a dollar a hundred.
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Notes from the Union Pacific Shops
at Omaha Some New Air Tools.

It is generally conceded that the Omaha
shops of the U. P. have more air tools in

use, and that more air devices are origi-

nated there, than in any other railroad

shop in the country. I believe this is true.

The air for the plant is furnished by

three large compressors, located in a

separate power house and driven by a

battery of boilers of their own. But. big

as these compressors are. they are un-

equal to the demands upon them, and a

very large compressor is half finished in

the shop.

When Mr. Joseph McConnell, the gen-

ial superintendent of motive power, starts

out to show you the shop, the first air tool

you notice is in the back office he takes

inches in diameter, and the housings large

enough to allow the largest boiler sheet

—

238 X 96J'j inches—to be swung between

them.

A large special crane, not shown in

this photograph, serves the punch. It

will pick up and handle the largest sheets.

.\11 sheets arc laid out here and punched

tlat before they ever go into the shop

at all.

Shear blades are substituted for the

punch, and a coupon cut off every sheet

and sent to the laboratory.

.\s will be seen, this press is a home-

made one; the anvil, or die block, is the

end of an old driving axle, and the wheel

center was left on it to form an ample

base. The details of construction will be

plain from the engraving.

and use a flanging press. Hand-flanging

is done, but they use air to hold the hot

plate on the former and make it "stay

put." Our picture shows how this is

done: A long cylinder, fixed by a ball joint

to a flat plate, is used to hold down the

hot plate while being worked on. This

cylinder is entirely out of the way of work-

men, exposes the entire edge of the plate

in position to work on, and makes it pos-

sible for more men to work at once.

When out of use the platen and piston are

lifted high enough to give a clear floor

space in the shop,

PUNCH OUT OLD ST.\Y-HOI,TS.

When a firebox is cut out of an old

shell, it leaves the said shell full of stay-

bolt ends screwed in and riveted on the

ji):.\\v ri;.\-\VHKi':LKH, for -j-kansco-ntixkntal express, u. p. ry.

you through, and consists of an air cyl-

inder on the copy press in place of the

old screw. It does the work of the large

press well, and much quicker than could

be done by screw and wheel.

AIR ON TRAXSl'KR TABLE.

By carrying hose on a long, swinging

crane, air is taken to the transfer table

and drives it through the medium of a

Westinghouse engine. The table is re-

versed by throwing gearing out and in.

This requires no attendant, as any me-

chanic can stop and start it with ease and

safety.

A monstp;r punch.

The largest air tool around the place is

a monstrous punch, located out of doors

and at the end of the boiler shop.

Our illustration will give some idea of

the size of this tool. The cylinder is 40

BOILER SHF.ET RKCORI).

While on the subject, I might as well

mention that a chemical and physical

analysis is made of a coupon cut from

every sheet used; the sheet is numbered,

and a record book tells just what part of

what boiler it becomes, and subsequent

records show what it does. In time this

record is going to be of the greatest value,

not only to the U. P. road but to Amer-

ican railroads as well, for it does not re-

cord that Shoenberger, or Carbon, or

Otis steel was used in a certain place, but

steel of such and such analysis. Perhaps

from this record a new set of specifica-

tions may be made up that will amount

to something.

.\1R ON FLANGK TORMKR.

There are too many sizes and shapes on

a road like the U. P. to make it pay to buy

outside. The usual plan is to drill them

out or cut them out with a hand tool.

Here they sling the boiler up on the big

riveter, using air instead of hydraulic

power, and the stay-bolt ends are punched

out. This strips the thread, of course,

but by any process the holes must be re-

tapped, and these are in better shape for

it than are those on a boiler where the

bolts have been drilled or cut out, and

the saving of time is something wonderful.

TAP AND REAM WITH AIR.

.Ml tapping, reaming and turning in of

stay-bolts is done by air motors attached

directly on the tool. For turning in stay

bolts they use a

•STAY-BOLT CHUCK,

which is shown in detail herewith. This is

a simple little affair that does the busi-

tu-';< til the Qnein's taste. No square end
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is required for the bolt; this chuck takes

hold of the threaded or blank end and

forces it home, driven by the ever-ready

and active little motor behind it.

COPPER FIREBOXES.

For the past eighteen months they ha*e

been using copper for side and door

sheets of fireboxes in some of their bad-

water districts. Results, so far, have been

good.

f;OOI) BOILER WORK.

Especial care is taken in boiler work.

Hollow stays are used exclusively. The
sheets are as large as can be used, and all

seams avoided where possible. A single

sheet forms the barrel, and a single sheet

straps, and may be set to vary the size of

opening of dies.

In swaging down flues for copper fer-

rules, the dies are adjusted just right, a

chalk mark made over the die used, and

the swaging done as fast as the flues can

be handled by two men, there being a fire

each side of the machine; There are six

dififerent openings in the die block, cover-

ing all sizes of flues and arch pipe used on

the road. On the right hand upright of

the machine is shown a small air hose,

used to clean the scale off the work.

HOIST.S AND ELEVATORS
throughout the shop are handled by air,

and almost every tool has its hoist ever

ready to do the heavy lifting.

FORTY-INCH AIR PUNCH AND SHEAR.

forms the shell around the firebox end.

There are no side seams. Crown bars

are used exclusively. Boilers are all

lagged with magnesia blocks fitted to

them exactly, even the front end is

covered and jacketed.

A POWER FLUE-SWAGING MACHINE.

In a little room ofT the boiler shop they

do the flue work—and there is lots of it.

They have recently put into use here a

swaging machine that is a good one and

almost as simple as the taper hole in a

piece of iron, that is yet used almost uni-

versally to pound flues into, and by cour-

tesy called a swager.

Our picture shows the machine. Its

dies are made of heavy plate, perhaps J4

of an inch thick, the lower one fast in

the frame and the upper one having a

movement vertically of about half an inch,

imparted by the eccentrics on the shaft.

The eccentric rods are adjustable in the

FINISHING THE INSIDE OF WROUGHT
PIPE FOR .AIR CYLINDERS.

Like most shops, they are obliged to

make their own hoists if they get any,

and as many of their hoists are large and

made of wrought pipe, I was anxious to

know how they finished the interior—by
grinding or boring. They do neither.

Large and long cylinders are finished by

shoving through them a steel die that

cleans them out and trues them up in good
shape. This die is a flat piece of steel

with a sharp square corner, and is forced

through the pipe by the big wheel press.

POLISHING A BELL.

It has been found that turning up the

outside of a locomotive bell changes the

tone—and never improves it. To avoid

breaking the outside skin of the casting,

new bells are polished in a new way. They
are packed in a small wooden box with

lathe turnings around them and

"tumbled" for a day or so in an old lathe.

This cleans and polishes them, and it is

claimed, makes a better sounding bell, be-

sides being cheaper than turning.

B.^BBITTED ECCENTRICS.

They have gotten over all serious an-

noyance with eccentrics, and the cure has

been babbitt metal. All eccentric sheaves

are turned up true, with the propei

amount of throw, the straps are bored
out half an inch too large and with the

face recess dovetailed; then the babbitt

metal is poured into the strap on the

eccentric itself; the strap is then taken

down, and the soft metal scraped up a

little, the fins taken oft', and oil holes

opened.

With feeder cups, these eccentric straps

run a very long time without wear, and
they have never yet had one hot enough
to throw the babbitt.

No work is ever done on the straps,

not even to close them, and as they are

FLANLiE PLATE HOLDER.

not subject to wear they are a permanent
job. When straps need closing they re-

babbitt them.

SOFT METAL ON DRIVING BOXES.

The sides of driving boxes are bored

out, or recessed, to hold babbitt metal,

and all side motion is taken up in this

way. New driving boxes are cored out

to receive the soft metal without machine
work.

HEAT TRAINS WITH EXHAUST OF AIR
PUMP.

In anything but blizzard weather their
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ordinary sized passenger trains are heated

with the exhaust from the air pump. This

is controlled by the valve shown here-

with. This valve is located in the ex-

haust pipe oi the pump. When set as

shown in our engraving, it automatically

takes care of the steam supply. The ex-

haust steam, entering the valve at the

top opening, cannot go to the stack direct,

but is free to pass back to the steam-

heater pipes, until the pressure there is

great enough to overcome the spring
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load. A laborer can straighten these rods

by means of the rolls so that they can be

handled and gotten back into service.

CHANGING WHEEtS.

They have increased the size of drivers

on many of their freight engines with

good results, and many half-worn tires

of the smaller size are piled up waiting to

be worn out by the quill-wheels still in

service.

THE " IiSoo"

is a sample of one of the engines built at

Omaha. They are put up to stay and are

modern and up to date in every way.

Perhaps the U. P. is the only trunk line

of any size in this country using a short

smokebox and diamond stack. Certainly

EXHAUST TO STACK Locomotive Engineerino. A/.

FRONT ENDS.

The Standard front end has a petticoat

pipe that is adjustable from the outside,

the handles coming up each side of the

stack and being secured by set screws.

No pet changes are now made to suit

the whims of engineers to make their en-

gines steam. When the engine is in good
condition, and steam cannot be had by
adjustment of the front end. an improve-

.AUTOMATIC CONTROL,I>lNG VALVE FOR HEATING TRAINS WITH EX-
HAUST FROM AIR PUMP.

OVAL OF BORE OF CYLINDER

ment is always made by changing engin-

eer or fireman.

.\PPLYING .\IR BR.A.KES.

Most of the modern equipment of the

U. P. has air, and old equipment is being

supplied at the rate of 300 sets per month.

PUNCH AND PRESS TINWARE.

In the tin shop all tops, bottoms,

handles and other parts of standard tin-

FREQUENCY OF REPAIRS.

For their service Mr. McConnell thinks

they get better results and the engines

earn most money when they are kept at

the maximum of their efficiency. He does

not believe that it is a good business

ipolicy to run an engine when she is not

capable of doing first-class work, when

tha condition of her boiler requires the

expenditure of more fuel to generate a

given amount of steam than it would if

it were clean, and when defects in her

machinery, due to wear, prevent her from

being economical. Therefore, they take

in freight engines for thorough repairs

: after a mileage of from 38,000 to 40,000

miles, instead of operating them to the

failure point. The result of this policy

' is that their record board shows most of

the power either in "good order" or "in

shop," and mighty few as "fair" or "bad."

THE NEW TR.\NSCONTINENTAI, TRAIN.

The first train of the new Pacific flyer

to run from Chicago to San Francisco in

76 hours, was in the shop being painted

and varnished while I was there. The

new color for passenger equipment is

"Van Dyke brown." which is so near

black that there is no difference to the

. average observer. It looks splendid, and

shows up the simple gold leaf ornamenta-

tion to good advantage. The engines are

painted to match the train, and the splen-

did lo-wheelers look like business.

^:y\
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SECTIONAL VIEW, SAND PAPERING MACHINE

it is the only one that ever discarded ex-

tension fronts to go back to diamond

stacks. But, it should be remembered,

it is also the only one burning a light coal

with only 24 per cent, of carbon, and

running through a dry country where fires

are disastrous, and doing work with a fuel

record second to few.

ware are cut and formed by air-operated

presses.

\ HISTORICAL RELIC.

Out in the coach yard stands the bat-

tered hulk of what was once the car used

by President Lincoln during the war. In

the loft over the upholstering shop there
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remains, carefully covered over, a large

arm-chair and one of the old-fashioned

settees used in the state room of this car.

In another place is preserved the pictured

panels that once adorned the free-story.

This old relic, or some part of it. would

seem to be worth preserving in the Field

Railroad Museum, at Chicago.

A SENSIBLE \V.\Y TO IXCRK.^SK THK OIT-

ITT.

The Omaha shops, like many others.

are small for the work they have to do.

The machine shop is especially small and

crowded. When it was proposed, some

time since, to increase the force and the

output, Mr. McConnell asked for a less

increase of men but the privilege to work

nights in the machine shop.

The day force do all the machine work

they can, and a day force prepare work tor

all the machine tools to work on at night,

so that every machine is cutting metal

night and day and really keeping up to a

very large force of men in the other de-

partments.

These shops and yards are in the clean-

est and most orderly condition I have

ever seen them, and I have visited them

when under five different managements.

There are many good practices and

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING.

If one inch air hose is large enough for

one and a quarter train pipe—on the other

fellows' cars—why not on all? Some

roads are using the smaller size for re-

placements.

U^
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Some Interesting Things to be Found
in the Rock Island Railroad

Shops at Chicago.

Long ago I gave up the practice of

"writing up" shops—one has to say so

many of the same things of them all. Going

into generalities about the size, equip-

ment and practice of one American rail-

road shop, as compared with another, is

a good deal like comparing two copies of

the Koran—a good deal alike, only one is

dirtier than the other.

My readers have borne with a great deal

of this sort of thing in the past, and now,

like myself, have outgrown it.

I only try to pick out the things that

are most interesting in any shop. What's

the use of using so much whey, when

there's cream to be had for the skim-

ming?
On a recent trip to the West, I visited

the Rock Island shops, at Chicago, and

spent a pleasant day there.

Mr. George W. Wilson, Superintendent of

M. P., is always an interesting talker, and

a good listener is sure to pick up some-

thing useful in a visit, even though he

never sees the inside of the shop.

STE.^.M HEATING TRAINS.

When I was there, Mr. Wilson was do-

ing some figuring on steam heat, and he

let drop some remarks on the subject

that so nearly accorded with my own
ideas that I believed Mr. Wilson a great

thinker. Thinkers flock by themselves.

Mr. Wilson is one of those mechanics

who don't believe that you can get some-

thing for nothing. He does not agree

that steam can be taken from the boiler of

the locomotive to heat an ordinary pas-

senger train, and "not make any differ-

ence that you can notice" on the steam

supply.

Last winter they found that it was prac-

tically impossible to heat some of their

through trains at all until they put storm

windows on the coaches.

Traps are another abomination that are

yet to be improved. The traps that will

take care of the condensation, and not

waste steam, and not freeze up when

the car is thrown out in zero weather with-

out attendance, are like hens' teeth—few

and far between.

Heater systems that depend on the at-

tention of trainmen for the regulation of

heat and draining of system, when out of

service, are born to trouble from the

start.

A thoroughly automatic steam trap that

tends to business in prosperity, and does

a little better in adversity, is one of the

crying needs.

The fairy stories about the slight pres-

sure required on steam heat system, at

engine, to force steam through an eight

or ten-car train is not taken as law and

gospel here, either.

Steam heat is all right; it has come to

stay; it's a grand improvement over

stoves, and all of that; but it takes coal.'

Some people profess to believe that it

don't.

THE oil, KINDl.ER.

Mr. Wilson says that their oil fire

kindler is the best investment that the

road ever made in shop equipment, and

that it is saving, over wood fires, $1,400

per month.

CAST TUMBLING SHAFTS.

Several years ago I mentioned the first

cast-steel tumbling, or lifting, shafts used

in this country, and applied to R. I.

engines. I am informed that not one of

these has ever given a bit of trouble.

Both arms and the reach-rod lever are

cast in one piece with the shaft.

NO ENGINES WAITING SHOP.

Last summer, when most of the roads

were squeezing down the last item of ex-

pense in the shape of men, the Rock Isl-

and put all their power into first-class

shape—when they had long, light days.

The result of this policy was that, when

the grain and cattle rush came on this

fall, they had about seventy-five loco-

motives that were just out of shops after

general repairs, white-leaded and ready

to throw into service.

EXTENDED USE OE AIR.

Out in the shop, I fell into the hands

of Mr. J. W. Fitzgibbon, division master

mechanic, who steered me toward the

engine room.

The extended use of air called for a

more plentiful supply than a whole string

of brake pumps could pound up. A com-

pressor was built and attached to the

cylinder head of the main engine, and the

piston rod extended to do the work.

This job was done by the builders of the

engine, E. P. Allis & Co., and is a work-

manlike job, though, in my estimation,

not the best way to arrange a compressor.

A very ingenious governing device is

used, so arranged that when the maxi-

mum pressure is reached valves are

opened that allow the air piston to move

back and forth in the cylinder without

doing work.

.\N IDEAL EMERY-WHEEL DRIVER.

No shop manager, who has air in his

place, will ever put up another counter-

{ :
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AIR DRIVEN EMERY WHEEL.

shaft and belt to run an emery wheel after

seeing the advantages of the air-driven

one shown here.

The cut, made from a sketch, tells the

whole story. The ones in the R. I. shop

were made from odd pieces. The stand

and cylinder were made from a casting

for a tumbling-shaft box. The form of

motor is the simplest. The speed is en-

tirely in control of the user, he can regu-

late it at will by the amount of air ad-

mitted, and when speeded up they fairly

sing. A belted emery wheel runs at one

speed all the time, regardless of the work
or conditions.

SIZE OF CYLINDERS.

Experience has proven here that the

average air drill has had too much cylin-

der. A cylinder 2j4 inches in diameter

and 3 inches long, made as shown in

sketch, with the shaft plug i^ inch

diameter and set -^ inch off the center,

giving an opening of }-g inch for piston

strip when in center, will do a lot of work
with 60 pounds of air and making from

600 to 1,800 revolutions a minute. This

sized cylinder, easily held in the hand,

will drill stay-bolts as fast as a man can

handle it. One neat improvement was
made by piping exhaust to the drill, to

cool it.

They use these tools here for wood
boring in the car shops. In putting up a

coal car, for instance, they put up the

side stakes and bore them after they are

in place, side planks and all.

All the tools in the boiler shop use air.

It is also used in the tin shop to press out

forms. And, of course, all the heavy lift-

ing is done by it.

UNIQUE USE OF AIR.

The transfer table is operated by a

steam engine, and an engineer is in

charge. By slightly enlarging his house,

and rigging up a brake cylinder for press,

they have gotten up an ingenious punch

for cutting out rubber gaskets and wash-

ers. The exhaust from the pump is piped

to the punch in such a way that the rub-

ber gasket is blown out of the punch as

the tool lifts, as is also the center, or

punching—this latter being used for

another size, down to the smallest.

This rig is ingenious, and I thought it

a good thing—the labor costing nothing,

and the work done being good and uni-

form—but on investigation, I find that

ready-cut gaskets are about as cheap per

pound as sheet rubber. If the R. I. get

their gaskets cut for nothing, the manu-

facturer gets his material for nothing,

for scraps are worked up for gaskets.

TRUCK SPRING COMPRESSOR FOR TAKING
DOWN HANGERS.

They have here a device for quickly re-

leasing swing hangers on both passenger

and freight trucks. It is so rapid in its

work that one minute and forty seconds

is the regulation time to free the hangers

and drop bolster, springs and spring

plank.

This rig consists of two air cylinders 16

inches in diameter, placed side by side

across a pit of the car shop, and resting

on a foundation of 6 x 6-inch oak blocks.

On the top end of pistons is a 4 x 8-inch

oak block, 4 feet 7 inches long, which
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forms a part ot the flooring over pit wlien

the pistons are down, and is raised up to

the spring plarik of truck when compres-

sing the springs.

Two other oak blocks, 4x6 inches,

having '/^ x 2;4-inch U-shaped straps se-

cured to them, are used in this combina-

tion; these blocks being placed on top of

the truck bolster when the straps pass

down, and engage with like straps pro-

vided with jaws and pins, rising from the

foundation blocks.

This whole thing being a permanent

fixture, the truck to be operated on is

placed over the cylinders, the upper

blocks are put in their proper position,

and the straps are connected, as shown

in sketch, ready to do business.

This view shows the bolster, the tran-

soms and the spring plank in section; cut-

ting out all other parts of the truck not

Lor M, .,,« fMa.MCCM.MO. W. Y.

TRUCK SIUIXG COMPRESSOR.

involved in action with the subject in

hand.

The results accomplished by this home-
made squeezer, as stated above, are not

dress parade figures, but are always ob-

tained without preparation. They are ar-

ranging to build one of these "squeezers"

on a truck of its own and running on a

narrow track in a pit. then they will move
the tool to the truck intead of the truck

to the tool.

LEAD-LINED BRASSES.

The road has recently gone back to the

manufacture of their own journal brasses;

these are lined with lead or babbitt. The
soft metal is poured on a vertical former,

as usual, but the burr of soft metal at the

ends is cut off and trued up very nicely on

a revolving cutter, like a milling tool,

mounted on the arbor of an old lathe,

and projecting through an iron table; it

is quicker and better than chipping by

hand.

SOLID ROD Cl'P.S.

All new rods have the oil cups forged

on the rod or strap. On old ones they

make a solid wrought-iron cup, the body

round all the way down; this is screwed

into the rod to stay, with a hea\'y pipe

wrench, and forever after treated as a

solid cup. and it is hard to tell that it is

not one.

THli .SMITH .SHOP

is' especially interesting; but as we have a

special article on their bulldozer forms in

this issue, and expect to publish a similar

one on the uses of the helve hammer, I

shall refrain from long-winded descrip-

tions here.

I went to the Horton, Kan., shops of

the same road, and picked up some valu-

able pointers there: but to save making

this article any longer than a head brake-

man's dream. I will give it to you under

another heading. J. A. H.

i i i
Some Handy Shop Tools at the Rock

Island Shops, Morton, Kan.

Horton. Kansas, is one of those places

that was going to be the center of the

universe once, and is disappointed be-

cause the center was finally located some-

where else.

Horton lies in a splendid farming coun-

try, but the road has built so many cuts-

ofl and cross-overs throughout that sec-

tion that it is no longer the important

location it once was.

The shops are large and substantial

brick buildings, and there are lots of them.

Mr. Harry Monkhouse, assistant super-

compressors are home-made, are attached

to stationary engines at car shop and ma-
chine shop, and driven by an extension

of the piston rod through the head.

GOOD AIR MOTORS.

They have designed and built here the

steadiest running air engines I have seen.

Instead of the usual device of a plug set

out of the center of a cylinder, with pack-

ing strips, the cylinders are bored out in

the form of an ellipse, the plug revolves

in the center, and there are four or si.x

FIQ. 2.

AIR MOTORS.

packing strips, one taking air on each side

of the plug at the same time. This form of

motor is largely minus the elegant

"wobble" given to the eccentric plug af-

fair. The people at Horton have made
one that has two of these elliptical cylin-

ders, and the shaft of each plug—I call it

that for want of a better name—carries a

small pinion that meshes into the opposite

sides of a large gear, journaled between

the cylinders and encased in the head.

The shaft of this large gear carries the

drill chuck, tap or reamer. The motors

arc run at high speed, and the drill runs

slower: there being no jerk at all. no

breaking of small drills in stay-bolt work.

LocowoT'vr fiva<w>C'»i*o, W. 10

DOUBLE CYLINDER GEARED MOTOR.

intendent of motive power and machinery,

is located here, and that alone makes Hor-

ton worthy of a visit from a railroad man.

I don't know that all the unique tools I

saw at Horton originated there. That is

where I saw them, anyway.

THE COMPRE.SSORS.

The first thing I noticed was a big pop

valve, on an air storage tank outside one

of the buildings, making a fuss, and in-

quiry showed that this was the only means

of relief when the compressor had pumped
up the maximum pressure of air. The

This tool is worth building for the mar-

ket.

STAV-HOI.T CITTHR.

They cut ofif stay bolts with a double

piston aflfair, the construction of which

will be plain from the sketch shown here-

with. Air is admitted between the pistons

of a 16 or 18-inch cylinder to do the

work; the shear being hung up by a bal-

ancing yoke reaching from the side of the

cylinder to the fulcrum piece between the

jaws, near the cutting edge. This tool is

smaller than many used for similar work.
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A TIRE GAGE.

A very neat and efficient tire gage is

used here, that I hope my sketch maj-

make plain. The two adjustable pieces,

at bottom of the legs or sides, are to set

the gage snugly up to tire—side and bot-

tom. Then the top piece, which is a

I have seen. It is made of solid steel,

much as shown bj' sketch; A is the body
of the tool, having a taper shank for driv-

ing. B is the cutter, a straight piece of

tool steel fitting a slot, through the head

entirely and cutting at each side, and sup-

ported within a sixteenth of an inch of the

PNEUMATIC STAY-BOLT CUTTER.

standard tire gage, is lowered until it

strikes the tire, and the wear is at once

apparent, be it where it may. The ad-

justable piece in the center is used to

measure the wear; it can be set to show

TIRE GAGE.

the tread wear or flange wear; and if, then,

the gage is moved around the wheel un-

even wear is not hard to detect.

A FLUE-HOLE CUTTER.

Almost all flue-hole cutters have bent

tools, that in cutting out the hole save

sorrie stock—that is, cut a washer.

They use one at Horton that beats any

cutting edge by the solid head. E is a

wedge that holds the cutter in place. C
is clearance space for chips, and D the

projection that enters the punched hole

in sheet to guide the cutter. When this

tool is cutting a sheet, a good honest

bite is taken, and the metal cut out easier

than with a bent tool. When nearly

through the sheet it acts as a punch, takes

out the bottom and leaves a clean, true

hole.

STE.\M-H.\MMER DIE FOR FORMING END.S

OF BODY BOLSTER.

Out in the blacksmith shop I noticed

an ingenious rig for forming the ends

of the top member of wrought-iron body
bolsters. The metal is cut to the right

length, and punched while yet flat.

The ends are heated and formed under

a steam hammer, with special head and

die, as shown at A and B. A pin, D,

enters one of the holes in the bar, and in-

sures the bend being put in exactly the

right place.

In order to get the right angle to the

piece C, which is quite long, a pit is used

for the lower end.

HEATING RIVET.S RIGHT.

In the boiler shop I noticed a neat

scheme for heating rivets evenly, and

keeping them out of the fuel. A hollow

fire was used on an ordinary forge, and
fuel piled up well around it; over this lay

a piece of boiler iron punched full of

holes, and through these holes the rivets

were dropped, hanging by the head. The
right part of the rivet gets hot, they are
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A STACK I.IKTKK.

Clamps and icc-tongs and half-hitches

are usually used to lift and handle stacks.

The device used here is a simple affair

that, as they say in the West, is "onto its

job." It consists of a long rod with ring

in top, to lift by; a spider, or cross, near

top enters stack and keeps rod central,

and on the bottom are hinged, with links,

as shown, four wooden blocks about two

inches in diameter by a foot long. A
light spring prevents these pieces from

hanging down. When shoved down a

stack, until these pieces are at or below

the throat, and the stem pulled up, the

arms force the blocks out and grip the

sides of the stack; the harder they pull on

the rod the harder the lifter bites.

A STACK CRANE.

While on the subject of stacks, I want

to mention their stack crane, the simplest

and best one I have seen. Most stack

cranes have a fork on the jib that goes

LOCOMOTIVff Emoimccoimo W V.
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thin there, the damp spot shows up, and

the tube is at once taken out. Long tubes

are cut off and re-bent for smaller fire-

boxes. Nearly the wliole yard is piped

for air with old arch tubes, the ends being

reduced for standard fitting.

AIR LIFTS FOR CARS.

In the freight repair yard an ingenious

air lift has been rigged up, for bodily

STACK LIFTER.

each side of the stack near the base, with

a rod running from outer end of jib to

top of stack. This is all right for steam

chest or cylinder borer lifting, but cannot

be used over the head-light or boiler.

No use to waste words in describing

their crane. The sketch does the busi-

ness.

A collar in halves and a flat bar for jib,

resting over top of stack. This is used

here largely for putting up and taking

down front ends. It will work anywhere

around the stack.

HOW THEY INSPECT ARCH TUBES.

Noticing a pile of old arch tubes, I

asked if they had many failures. "Never

had a failure," was the reply, "we inspect

very carefully." I knew where they had

repeated failures in spite of inspection,

and asked how they did it, and was told

that they always look for a damp spot at

lower bend, next the tube sheet, when
boiler is cold. When they begin to get

STACK CUANli.

lifting freight cars while the trucks are

taken out for repairs. This is so arranged

that a car body can be turned on its side

or entirely over, by air, to facilitate re-

pairs.

TRANSFKR-TAIil.K ENCINEER MOl'NTS

HOSIv.

The engineer of the transfer table

mounts all hose, steam and air. He has

an air-operated rig fitted up for the pur-

pose. He has plenty of time, and keeps

tools on hand for mounting and dis-

mounting all the fittings used. 1 have

recently heard rubber men declare thatany

air-operated machine would cause the fit-

tings to tear the lining of the hose—this

is not true. The reason for the fracture

of lining was found to be caused by clamp-

ing the hose too close to the end—the

fitting and the clamp form the jaws of a

pair of pincers that rupture the lining.

Clamping further away admits of just as

good w'ork and prevents all trouble.

VIVE CHECKS AND SEI.F-CI.OSING ANGLE
V.\I.VES AT BOILER.

They use non-lifting injectors almost

exclusively, and instead of a check at

boiler use a regular pipe check, located in

branch pipe midway between injector and

boiler connection. At boiler an angle

valve is used, with self-closing valve for

emergencies. This angle valve can be

closed at any time, and repairs or renewals

made at check. They have no trouble at

all with checks, and report this arrange-

ment cheaper and more satisfactory than

the old boiler check,

BRONZED RODS.

The main and side rods of all home-

made engines are simply good forgings

painted. They are using for rods, rockers,

valve rods, etc., a silver bronze, or alu-

minum bronze, that looks at a little dis-

tance like finished iron and stands well.

ANNEAL ALL WROl'l-.HT PARTS.

When an engine comes in for general

repairs, all her rods, eccentric blades and

other wrought-iron working parts are put

into an old boiler shell, outside the shop,

packed around with shavings, fired and

allowed to get red hot and cool off slowly.

.Ml cracks and other flaws show up then,

and are cared for. The heat is found not

to affect the fits at all.

A CrSHION WHIPI'ER.

In a shed beside the coach yard, a shaft

with arms and whip lashes is rigged to

pound the dirt out of a coach cushion with

a vim and alacrity that doubly discounts

the most energetic galvanizer.

A PIPE SHAFTING.

A neat line of shafting was rigged up,

over the ends of the pits in erecting shop,

some years ago, to drive flexible shafts,

boring bars, etc. This is idle now, and

the "flexibles" are peacefully coiled in the

tool room. Air motors on every kind of

portable tool.

APPRENTICES GALORE.

There are more bright boys running

machine tools and doing floor work here

than I ever saw in three shops of its size.

It is somewhat isolated here, and it has

been found that mechanics "native and to

the manner born" do better and stay

longer than the average tourist.

J. A. H.

S i i
The Boston & .\lbany have just one of

the famous old Eddy "clocks" still in ser-

vice. They ought to put her on a pedestal

at Springfield as a monument. They

were better than they looked, and, in their

day, hard engines to beat—-save the last

one as a relic.

g i i
Our little notice about watch-charm

steam gages flooded the Utica Steam

Gage Co. with requests for them, and the

company have already sent out some

thousands. They have been obliged to

stop giving them away, and are now send-

ing one for eight 2-cent stamps.

i ^ &
Mr. E. C. Boyer, of Dayton, Ohio,

manufacturer of screw and ratchet jacks,

has issued a catalogue in the Spanish

language. Mr. Boyer recognizes the fact

that all the Latin-American countries

south of us should be supplied with

American tools, and proposes to say so

in a language they can understand.

i i i
We cannot supply complete sets of

papers for 1895 except in bound volumes.

Order at once, we are short of these.

g ^ i
This is a pretty healthy looking paper

for a beginning of our ninth year.



How to Save Money with the " Bull=

dozer," or Horizontal Forging
Press.

Visit almost any railroad shop, and you
will find a belted and geared forging press

in the blacksmith shop. The enterprise

and hustle of one maker of these tools has

made the device known almost exclusively

by their trade mark, as the "Bulldozer."

THE "BULLDOZER.''

Often, in visiting shops, we mention to

the foreman blacksmith or master me-
chanic that he has a good tool there, and

the reply is almost always that it's a good
thing, but they don't have enough for it

to do, A glance at their dies shows that

there are few of them, the foreman or

other officers not being very inventive.

In order to help all who have bulldozers

to save money with them, we present

herewith a lot of drawings, with all sizes

plainly marked, of some ingenious dies.

made in a shop where they pay great at-

tention to the economical production of

duplicate parts in the blacksmith depart-

ment.

No responsible officer can afford to let

his men do hand work at great expense.

when much better work and much more
of it can be done for less money on a

simple machine.

There may be some of our readers who
are not familiar with the bulldozer, and
we present herewith an engraving of the

machine, without dies. It needs no descrip-

tion. As will be seen, it is geared about

seventy-five to one, and is powerful

enough to shape with ease the heaviest

parts used in car and locomotive con-

struction that are bent or formed.

Through the courtesy of Mr. Geo. W.
Wilson, superintendent of motive power.

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING.

machinery and rolling stock of the Chi-

cago, Rock Island & Pacific Ry., we
are enabled to present some facts and
figures concerning rapid and good work,
as done in his smith shop at the Chicago
plant of the above company.
The reputation of this shop for labor-

saving methods is more than local, and
we have been at no little pains to find what
that good report was based on. The re-

sults of our investigation are given in the

ustrations of the dies as used in the bull-

dozer, and the work performed by them
under the manage-
ment of Mr. Geo.

Tutbury, the fore-

man.

For convenient

reference, the illus-

trations of the dies

and the work done
by them have been

numbered, and in

cases where more
than one operation

is necessary to

produce the finish-

ed shape, the repective views fire marked
with letters signifyingwhat has been done
as, for example, the letters F B , denotmg
first bending; S. B., second bendmg and
T. B., third bending, etc. The letter F
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some particular case, where extreme
nicety of fit is required, when the working
faces are machined.

Fig, I is a pair of dies for forming
brake-pipe hangers out of i^xj^-inch
iron, bending two hangers from the same
piece of material at one stroke of the ma-
chine, and nicking the piece at the center

at the same time, at the part which does
duty as the toot when the hanger is in use.

These dies are more complicated to

make than is usually the case for this

class of work, all owing to the peculiarity

of the shape produced; on this account it

was necessary to machine them in two
places; but this extra outlay is more than
repaid by the increased efficiency of the

machine. The movable die seen at the
left of the illustration, is counterbored on
the top face for two revolving half discs,

which are forced to change their position

when the piece to be bent is entered by
the stationary die, they revolving in a

horizontal plane about the pins and bend-
ing the iron into shape. The pins are of

necessity made a close sliding fit in the

FORGING PRESS.

alone in the views indicates the finished

part. The dies are cast iron, and made
as light as possible, having ribs to give
the necessary strength—the cores be-

Foreman Blacksmith

fleo. Tutbury, of

the C. R. I. & P.

shops, Chicaj^o. In

charge of the shop

where these tools

were m a de and

are used.

twecn ribs forming pockets, whicli are

filled with water when dies get too warm.
There is no machine work done, except

to plane the back where fitting the angle

plate on the machine, and on the bottom

where resting on the platen, unless in

stationary die, so as to be removed and
thus release the hanger after bending;

they are provided with eye bolts on their

heads for this purpose.

The nicking of the hanger is done by a

piece of steel dovetailed into the movable
die. The output is two pieces, or four

hangers, per minute, the machine making
six strokes in that time.

Fig. 2 is a pair of dies for bending the

protective sheathing used on the edges of

gang planks. This sheathing, as made
here, is of No. 14 steel, 36 inches long,

and 14 inches wide; it is V shaped when
finished. When this forming was done
by hand in the boiler shop, the cost was

50 cents for each piece; the present cost

is one cent per piece. The bending is

done cold and in one movement of the

dies, leaving a smooth, true job that can-

not be equalled by hand work.

Dies Fig. 3, for freight draw-bar fol-

lowers, are the outgrowth of a want that

made their use imperative. These dies have
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a cast iron backing faced with tool steel

l^ inches thick, the facing is secured with

tapped bolts having slotted heads. This

construction makes it possible to replace

the old cutting faces with new or bring

them up by planing the faces at any time,

dS
;
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piece, which is transferred to second set

of dies and bent into a link, open at one

side.

The stationary die in the second opera-

tion has an adjustable block on which the

22)'V-
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sonal equation of the operator is elimi-

nated entirely in every instance, making
uniformity in results a certainty, and this

is of the greatest importance with the job

in consideration as affecting the throw of

^
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in these dies at the rate of six per minute.

the corner being brought up square and
true without breaking the fiber of the ma-
terial.

Dies Fig. 20, for uncoupHng levers.

bend the same with such facility that the

rush for the application of vertical plane

couplers was scarcely felt in the shop

where these dies were sketched—four per

minute being turned out when hurried.

Fig. 21 shows the dies for bending the

hook ends of tie rods. Four sizes of these

hooks are provided for in one set of dies:

H. H, Va and ^-^-inch iron, all of which
can be made at one stroke of the machine.
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is concerned. The blank of the right

length for the buckle is placed in dies

and bent on one end only; it is then re-

versed, and the end first bent is placed in

the slotted end of die, while the blank is

bent at the open end. This gives the

buckle the proper form, and it is then

placed in the finishing dies and given the

correct dimensions to fit the upper frame.

The buckles for lower section of frame

are made in the same dies, and examples

of both are shown in the illustrations. It

will be remembered that it is not common
practice to put up buckles without more

or less fitting after leaving the smith's

shop; and the saving efTected by the

method shown is at once apparent, as it

must have been also in the examples of

work done preceding this, but which do

not comprise all the possibilities in this

direction by any means. Enough has

been shown, however, to satisfy the most

skeptical that the bulldozer can be made

one of the largest factors in reducing

blacksmith shop expenses.

In addition to the dies we have illustra-

ted, there are many others in commission

here that are equally as useful as those

shown. On account of their general

similarity in design we will only mention

the work they do: Brake staff guide, brake

staflf carry iron, brake beam hanger, end^

for dead lever rods, spring hangers, all

brake rod jaws, draft timber braces, draft

timber straps, draw bar carry irons, run-

ning board braces, end door slides, arch

bars, body bolster plates, clips for wreck-

ing frogs, release springs for brake beams,

balance springs, axle guards, lug irons for

Miller draw bars, door post plates, re-

verse lever sectors, crown bars, crown

bar washers, chafing plates for trucks,

spring pockets, tender steps.

This comprises a very complete outfit,

but it is being added to whenever occasion

arises, and if there are any other shops

that can approach this in point of thor-

oughness in the way of specialties for cheap-

ening the cost of work, we would like to

know where they can be found, for it is

our mission to put the best processes for

doing work before our readers.

^ i i

One English Engineering Opinion.

There is a journal published in London,

called the "Engineer," which makes abuse

of everything American its weekly theme.

The crank whose daily labor is finding

new excuses for slandering our people,

our industrial productions and our engi-

neering practices, has become unusually

rabid over the fast run made on the Lake

Shore & Michigan Southern by the

Brooks ten-wheeler. He wastes an array

of figures to prove that the record made
was an impossibility. To aid in proving

this, he makes the astounding assertion

that it has been shown by experiments in

the United States that not more than

one-half of the power developed by a loco-

motive is available for hauling the train.

Think of a paper pretending to be a guide

and mentor of engineering thought per-

mitting a statement of this kind to be made

seriously in its columns. It is well known

that the internal resistance or friction of

our locomotives is less than those used in

England, and the resistance of their en-

gines is seldom more than six per cent.

The "Engineer" was unusually polite in its

assertion that the fast run referred to was

an impossibility: its usual mode of ex-

pression is "Some more Yankee lies."

i © i
A Continuous Feed Tracl< Urill.

Our illustration represents a new track

drill recently put on the market by the

Bignall & Kceler Mfg. Co., St. Louis, Mo.
By means of the dou-

ble bevel gears and rat- f^
chet the feed is made
continuous — the drill

advancing with every

movement of the lever,

be it in either direction.

A detailed description

of the tool is not neces-

sary, the cut tells the

story. The frame or "old man" is of

steel, and, therefore, light to carry around,

and one of the greatest advantages is that

the whole thing is entirely out of the way

of passing trains.

i g g?

The New York Central people are de-

termined to keep up the reputation they

have secured by running the fastest regu-

lar train in the world. At the beginning

of last month they shortened the time of

the Empire State Express 25 minutes in

the run from New York to Bufifalo. The

time consumed in the run of 440 miles is

now 8J4 hours, which makes an average

speed of 53.33 miles per hour. This is a

very high average speed.but there is no

fear but it will be made regularly. A
curious thing about the Empire State Ex-

press is that it gets to the journey's end

on time more regularly than any train we

know of. It is said that the shortening

of the time was done to surpass the speed

of a train on the East Coast route of

Great Britain, which has lately been ac-

celerated to make an average speed of

52.46 miles an hour between London and

Edinburgh.

"Discipline VVitliout Suspension."*

By Geo. R. Brown,

General Superintendent. Fall Brook.Roilway.

The usual penalty for a serious violation

of rules on American railro.ids is dismissal

from the service. Minor infractions are

usually punished by depriving the offender

of employment for a fixed time—ten, thirty

or sixty days; a few roads have adopted

the European practice of direct fines. In

my estimation, as a rule, these forms ol

punishment are as unjust and inhuman as

they are unnecessary.

It is a well understood principle in juris-

prudence that a law without a penalty for

its violation partakes more of the nature

of advice than of law.

The rules and regulations governing the

running of trains on a railroad are laws,

and should be so considered, and penalties

for their violation are not wanting.

The responsible officer or oflficers of a

railroad must act as judges, try every case,

make every decision and punish every

violator. It is not only their right, but

their duty, to be strict in maintaining dis-

cipline. They have no right to excuse one

ofifender and punish another, but must try

every case on the calendar.

Penalties are imposed for two purposes:

First, to uphold the law and prevent its

further violation; and, second, to reform

the violator.

Punishment inflicted indirectly benefits

thousands who do not violate the law as

well as the one who does.

It often occurs that the disgrace and

injury occasioned by a strict enforcement

of a sentence does more to ruin the guilty

than anything else, and a wise provision

has been made allowing courts to use

their judgment as to carrying out pun-

ishments; this is known as "suspending

sentence." If the some-time ofTender

does better, and is not guilty of the same

or other offences, the judge conveniently

forgets the indictment hanging over him.

but should he go on committing one mis-

demeanor after another, his "record"

rises up to condemn him.

I believe in the practice "suspending

sentence" with railroad employes.

Officers of railroads differ from Judges

of the law. in that they make the law and

enforce it. while the Judge administers

the law as he finds it. If the people are

dissatisfied with the laws they change

them, but there is no appeal from the de-

cision of the railway official who performs

the functions of Judge, jury and execu-

tioner.

Railroad officials who hire, discipline

* Under the caption "Discipline Without Pun-
ishment," Mr. Brown contributed an article sim-
ilar to this to the February, i8g4. edition of
l.ocoMO'riVK KNGINKEKINT.. .Several roads have
adopted this plan, now known as the Brown Sys-
tem, and the operative oflicinls of America have
been deeply interested in the subject, discussing
it at their' meetinRS, etc. The demand for the
paper setting forth the plan long ago exhausted
the edition, and Mr. Brown has consented to
revise his article and again explain his plan in

this paper, as much to avoid writing long letters

on the subject as anything else.—EDITORS.
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and discharge employes cannot be too

careful in exercising their authority, and

no honest one can afford to decide on a

single case without first "putting him-

self in the other man's place." In other

words, treat him as he himself would con-

sider just and honorable if the sentence

was to be pronounced on him, and the

decision should be made impassionately,

impartially, and giving him the benefit of

all doubts.

Accidents have happened on railroads

since the starting of the "Puffing Billy"

until to-day, and are likely to happen as

long as railroads are operated.

Every wreck, every accident, every mis-

take, every loss has taught its lesson, and

these are of no less value to the railroads

and to railroad men than the successes.

I practice making every mishap a lesson

to every man on the road.

It often happens that an accident, or

a "close shave" for one, is the best kind

of a lesson to the man who could be

blamed; and if he is retained in the ser-

vice, he is a more valuable man than he

would otherwise be or who could be hired

to take his place.

I am afraid that it would do me no

good, and would do me harm, to lay me
off for thirty days for any offense; and I

am sure I would do no better, when re-

instated, than if I had been allowed to con-

tinue in the service. I should feel as if

I had been ill-treated, as if my family had

been deprived of the necessaries and com-

forts that my earnings afford them, and

that they were the innocent victims of an

injustice.

In order to make every accident and

incident happening on the road a lesson

to all the trainmen, I established twelve

years ago a Miscellaneous Bulletin Board.

On this we post up brief accounts of

mishaps and other occurrences on the

line, pointing out how such trouble could

be avoided, etc. This board is closely

scrutinized. We do not mention names,

but, of course, the men know "who's who"
in most cases. This board has done much
to keep the men on their guard, prevented

many accidents, and shows them how
headquarters look at every case, instead

of letting them discuss every accident

around the roundhouse and caboose

stoves and form their own conclusions

—

no two of which will be alike.

To show the class of notices posted, I

inclose a few that have appeared. We
usually leave a notice up for ten days.

A train was derailed at Hammond.
They had five cars of through freight,

which they failed to give to train 84.

which passed them at that station, mak-
ing various excuses for not doing so,

none of which are valid. These cars were
all delayed at Corning, and two of them
were twenty-four hours late arriving at

Chicago on this account.
Please remember there are no excep-

tions to the rule, unless you have a writ-

ten order to that effect, which will not be
granted under ordinary circumstances.
This is a matter of record.

Trainmen will please discontinue throw-
ing water at each other on the road. The
party receiving the water is liable to slip

or fall and injure themselves, perhaps
very seriously. The stormy weather will

afford the brakemen all the outside appli-
cation of water that is necessary.

Please report any violation of this order
to me.

I regret to announce that 13 out of 46
freight and coal train conductors who
have worked the full year ending with
May 31, 1895, have lost their $60 prem-
ium. Last year there were but three out
of 47 who lost it.

We believe it is possible, and we hope
that the coming year every conductor in

the employ of the Company will be en-

titled to this premium, ending with May
31, 1896.

Please remember that it remains en-

tirely with yourselves whether you get it

or not. The original notice stated that

your services must be entirely satisfac-

tory for the full year in order to insure

it. Please make diligent effort, each and
every one of you, to procure this $60 with

your May pay for 1896.

Caboose No. 27 had to have a new set

of springs put under it on account of be-

ing loaded too heavy with links, pins, etc.

There was taken out of this caboose 2,020

pounds of unnecessary material.

Conductors will only allow such ma-
terial in their cabooses as may be actually

necessary, and not load the boxes down
for the purpose of making the springs ride

easier; and it is unnecessary to haul a ton

of this material around month after

month.

I understand that recently, at a night

telegraph ofSce, the semaphore light had

gone out and the blade was wrong when
a train arrived at the station.^ This was

not reported to Corning office by the

train so finding it, and should have been

done from the next telegraph station. All

conductors and engineers will please re-

port any violations of this kind at once.

Please remember that employes' lives

are jeopardized when operators do not

strictly comply with rules and regulations,

and parties who know and do not report

these things will be considered as guilty

of negligence as the operators themselves.

Train 86 met train 69 at Cooks. The

side track did not hold 69. The man on

the rear gave signal to go ahead. This

was construed by the man on the head

end as a signal to stop. They took it that

the train was in the side track and covered

up their headlight. A brakeman in the

center of the train comprehended the sit-

uation and flagged 86.

Investigating, we find that men are very

careless about giving signals. When a

go-ahead signal is given at arm's length

by their side, instead of being raised and

lowered vertically, it makes a part of a

circle, which might be construed for a

signal to stop.
, , •

In future, in giving a go-ahead signal

please hold tlie lantern directly in front

of you and raise and lower it vertically,

and under no circumstances attempt to

give a go-ahead signal at arm's length by

your side. Conductors and engineers will

please watch this very carefully. As an

extra precaution, the brakeman on the

head end should have gone out on the

main track or bank, until he could have

seen down the main track and have known
personallv whether the caboose was in or

out of the side track. This should have

been done in addition to all signals, as

the engine was around the curve where
the caboose could not be seen plainly.

A car billed from Port Allegany to

Ulysses, via Ansonia, was taken by a
south-bound train to Newberry Junction.
This is a matter of record.

A south-bound coal train overtook the
way freight at Reading Center, and was
nearly stopped when the way freight start-

ed. After the way freight passed the sta-

tion the semaphore was raised, and the

engineer of the coal train pulled slowly by
the depot the engine and several car
lengths, and within six or eight rods on
the caboose of the freight.

Two ladies attempted to cross the track
after the freight passed, and their horse
was scared, and were unable to do so.

They were turned around in the street,

and a man caught the horse before any
damage was done. The engine of the coal

train was behind the depot, where the

ladies could not see it, and they claim
they understood that trains were to run
five minutes apart. This is correct, and
should have been done. We learn from
this:

1st. That the way freight is holding
roal trains; which is prohibited.

2d. That trains are following each other
too closely; which is prohibited.

3d. That this train passed the sema-
phore when it was up; which is prohibited.

Under no circumstances must the pilot

of a locomotive pass the semaphore pole

until the blade is dropped.

A north-bound train had some cars de-

railed at the south end of Level Corners'
siding about 5:17 A. M. The cars ran up
the main track far enough so that trains

could have passed through the side track

had not the frog been injured. The train-

men reported that it was necessary for a
wrecking crew, which we ordered of the

Beech Creek Co. Instead of taking their

engine and going to the section house
near Larry's Creek, getting the section-

men out and telling them what was re-

quired to make the side track ready for

passing trains, they remained at the wreck,

and the wrecking train had orders to stop

and get the sectionmen. where they found
them surfacing the track, at nearly 8

o'clock in the morning. When they ar-

rived at the wreck they had to go back to

the toolhouse for the necessary material

and tools to take out the frog and put in a

piece of rail—and it was about five hours

after the derailment before trains could

pass. Had they taken their engine and
went immediately for the sectionmen the

track could have been made ready in not

to exceed one and a half hours, thereby

saving delay to all other trains of at least

three and a half hours.

Conductors and engineers should al-

ways look the situation over carefully and
work with a view of getting trains around
the wreck at the earliest possible moment,
leaving the wreck to be cleaned up later

on.

Flags used on locomotives and cabooses

in many cases are badly faded. In some
cases the faded green flags look very

much like dirty white ones. When flags

are dirty or faded, new flags must be

procured in their places.

Conductors and engineers, please give

this your careful attention, remembering
that the safety of employes and trains

largely depends upon it.

I am credibly informed that engineers,

more particularly passenger,^ find fault

with flagmen on account of being flagged,

even when it is absolutely necessary that

the train should be stopped.

If engineers have any criticisms to make
about when they should or should not be

flagged, they will please make them at the
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office, and not take the matter up with the
flagmen personally.

Engines Nos. 6 and 21 collided near the
water-tank in shop yard; damage, about
$80. No. 21 was going to the shops alter

coming in on passenger train. When the
yard engine first saw No. 21 they were in

one of the shop tracks, and should have
remained there until No. 21 passed. In-
stead of doing this, they backed out on
the main track, and continued to back
until they saw that No. 21 was not liable

to stop.

Yard engines must under no circum-
stances detain road engines going to or
from the shops or their trains.

There is little doubt but what engine
No. 21 was making too high speed around
the curve, and both engineers are more
or less to blame, but particularly the en-
gineer on engine No. 6.

A coal train arrived at the "Y" without
any man on the rear end. Investigating,
we find that the conductor went over to
the engine at .-^ngus; a brakeman got otT

at Angus to close the switch, and he
claims the train ran so fast he could not
overhaul it; the flagman got off at Earles
to close the switch, and he also claims the
train was moving so fast he could not
overtake it. There was, therefore, no man
on the rear end of the train from Earles
to the "Y." Had the train been obliged
to stop, no flag would have been sent out,

and had it broken in two there would have
been no one to control it or prevent a
wreck.

1st. The conductor had no business that
required him to be on the locomotive.

2d. The engineer should not have left

Angus for Earles until he got a signal

from a man standing on the rear cars and
not on the ground. The fla.!?man should
have given a signal to stop the train until

the brakeman overhauled it at Angus.
Notwithstanding there is a telegraph

oftice at Earles, not one of these men re-

ported this occurrence to Corning office

or to the following train, which shows
lack of judgment on their part. Fortun-
ately nothing unusual occurred to cause a
wreck.

A brakeman was posted to go on train

No. 85. Instead of going, he arranged
with another who was not an employe of
the company to go in his place, without
permission from the office. When called
in the office to explain, he said he had
been here about two years and did not
know that he had to get permission under
these circumstances.
For the information of all other brake-

men, will say, that the man who went in

his place will not receive any pay for the
trip, as he was not employed by the com-
pany to perform such service, and the
brakeman who was posted has been dis-

charged for this and other offences.
The conductor is not responsible, for he

supposed this man was an extra man until

going down Pine Creek, he asked him his

name, at which time he asked the con-
ductor to put the other man's name on
the time-slip and he would get his pay
from him. as the other man had been here
about two years and was entitled to $1.75.
where he was a new man and only entitled
to $1.62!/. per day.

If w-e have any more brakemen who are
so ignorant of the rules, and do not know
they must receive permission from the
office when they desire to lay off or pro-
cure a man in their place, it is high time
that they do know it. and this notice is

posted for their information.

We don't always give the boys left-

handed compliments. Here is a right-
handed one from a farmer.

Wedgewood, N. Y., July jl, 1893.

Mr. G. R. Brown, Gen'l. Supt., Corning,
N. Y.:

Dear Sir—Yesterday morning, as train

No. 85, drawn by engine 56, was approach-
ing this station, your employes on same
discovered a portion of a tlock of sheep on
the track, and instead of dashing into and
over them, by which a number of them
must have been killed, they slowed down
and used all their etTorts, and so managed
that not a sheep was injured. I mention
this, deeming it worthy of your notice,
that the men on train 85 should receive
your commendation as making the extra
effort in the interest of your company,
even if in the line of duty.

We put up a notice that at the end of

the year we will pay a cash premium of

$60 to every freight conductor whose ser-

vices have been entirely satisfactory. It

speaks well for the men, when our report

shows that forty-five out of fifty-six con-

ductors were awarded premiums for the

year ending May 31st, 1892. The reasons

the other eleven failed are given below,

which shows that some of them lost it

through no fault of their service.

1. Brought car of freight for Newberry
Junction to Corning as an empty car.

2. Absent on vacation about a half year.

3. Stood in Billsboro side track to

switch car in spur; set one brake back
of car to be switched. Rear end ran

down and collided with car going in spur.

4. Only worked part of year; resigned.

5. Hi.gh speed, Beaver Dams to Wat-
kins, and from Log City to Long Point.

6. Violation of rules. He supposed

engineer had sent flagman.

7. Put two cars off end of side track at

Dresden by giving back-up signal without

receiving same from man on rear end of

the train. Broke telegraph wires. Did
not report it until next day.

8. Ran double-header to Beaver Dams,
and only took cars that one engine should

haul. (Since discharged for drinking.

Now proprietor of saloon in Corning.)

9. Allowed 3d 70 to pass Cooks less

than ten minutes behind; the second sec-

tion overtook them south of Presho and
collided.

10. Left car of horses at Himrod's
Junction that w'cre shipped for Watkins.

Man in charge told him it was an error

on bill. Left car without asking for in-

structions.

11. Engine "John" (pony engine used

by officers of company) found train south

of Earles; his flagman not out proper dis-

tance; conductor in caboose, and could

see flagman plainly.

For the year ending May 31st, 1893, but

three conductors lost the premium, for

the following reasons, viz.:

1. Ran into truck loaded with steel

rails. Section flag out 20 telegraph poles.

Had 62 cars, running too fast; no brake-

man in center of train.

2. Backed train out of south end of

Four Mile Run side track without send-

ing flagman to protect his train.

3. Left cars on farm crossing in Ilil-

born storage track; also left tin box at

Lyons containing way-bills.

We also pay premiums to section fore-

men for the best kept track. Three
premiums on each Division, $40, $20 and

$10 respectively. The benefits derived are

even more than expected. The condition

of the track is at least 25 per cent, better,

and the track pay-rolls for the year end-

ing October 31st, 1893, was $37,199.66,

and for the year of 1894 $41,842.46 less

than the average for the eight years before

premiums were given.

For the trainmen we keep a record

book. This book is never shown to any

employe, except that page which is his

personal record.

In it I write down a brief statement of

every irregularity for which a man is re-

sponsible; this record takes the place of

the "lay off," and is dreaded fully as

much; the man goes to work at once,

and no one but himself suffers, and he

only in reputation at headquarters.

We are very careful in the selection of

our men; promote all our own engineers

and conductors, and in a few months or a

year or two our record tells us whether

they are adapted for the business or not.

We have engineers who have been run-

ning here more than twenty-five years

without a scratch of the pen against them;

while others, who have been running as

many months, have quite a page full of

irregular circumstances; but down near

the bottom of such a page can generally

be found the words "Discharged—incom-

petent."

When a man commences to make a

record (in the book), we call him in and

talk with him. He is reminded that, if

this gets too long, we shall have to con-

sider him a failure for our service, show
him his weakness, and give him another

chance. But he understands that it will

not be entirely for the last offense that he

is dismissed—the "suspended sentence"

cases are against him.

W^ith this system the good men are re-

tained, developed, benefited and encour-

aged, and the culls are got rid of to the

betterment of the service all around.

It is well understood that we do not

wish to retain in the service men who
deliberately deceive us about mishaps on

the road; we want the "straight" of every

matter, and we want it at first hands. It

would be a very lively detective who could

get to my office sooner than some of the

men who are responsible for the accidents.

If it is not serious enough for dismissal,

the matter is overlooked or made a matter

of record, and the man goes out on his

regular run. Then the "Miscellaneous

Board" has another object lesson on it.

If there is anything that will stimulate

a good man. who has become careless

enough to make a lapse of duty that

"gets him in the book," more than that

simple record, I do not know what it is;

but when the record is made and the vic-

tim warned to look out and attend to busi-
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iiess in future, and to take his run out in

the morning, he goes away with a mental

vow that he will try and make his services

satisfactory in future. On the contrary,

if he reasons that the record is an easy way
out of his trouble, makes light of it, and is

frequently called on to explain irregu-

larities, it is the best of evidence that he

should not be retained in the service any

Jonger. Some of the records are years

apart. In some cases a memorandum is

made, and never an occasion given for a

second one.

Good men who have made some little

mistake, are less likely to do so again

than men who have not yet tried the re-

sponsiudities of running trains and en-

gines, or men who are not familiar with

our road or work. If the responsible of-

ficer takes such an offender into his of-

fice, talks the matter over dispassionately,

and tells him that he is considered too

good a man to be discharged for incom-

petency; that the accident has cost so

much, which the company will stand "this

time," but perhaps not the next; tell him
that this is a matter of record against him,

and if he desires to remain in the service

these irregularities must not occur, this

has a tendency to make better and more
successful railroad men of the ones that

are naturally adapted to railroad work

—

and the "next time" comes only too soon

to the man out of his sphere.

There is nothing in this to disgrace him
among his fellows, nothing to make him
feel revengeful or maltreated; but every-

thing to make him feel as though he was
encouraged and helped, and that his final

success depended solely upon himself.

Can as much be said of the plan that dis-

graces a man among his fellows; that

takes the comforts, and, perhaps, the

necessaries, from his home; that makes
him a loafer for thirty or sixty days, and

puts him in way of temptations that he

would not find at his work, and that leaves

him, in many cases, in debt to the dealers

who furnish his family with supplies?

On many roads there is a great want of

cordiality or confidence between the men
and the officials immediately over them.

In too many cases a suggestion from a

trainman to an officer would be resented

as an unwarranted interference. It

seems to me this is not in the interest of

the railroad company, however much it

may enhance the dignity of the official

—

who is himself only "one of the hired

hands" with a little more responsibility.

I have found suggestions from the men
of vital importance in matters of detail,

and every man in the service knows that

the rule and motto at headquarters is,

"Suggestions are always in order."

Train and enginemen see and know
things about the road that an operative

officer could never find out in his office.

At their suggestion, we have frequently

made minor changes in time-tables, etc.,

and every change has been an improve-

ment. A laborer on a section may sug-

gest something that will save the Com-
pany hundreds of dollars, and besides

this, it encourages men to think and be-

come more interested in their work, and
feel at liberty to offer other suggestions.

When a suggestion is made that is con-

siaered impracticable, the reason that it

is so is pointed out, and both the man
and the manager have learned something.

I am sure that tliis rule makes and keeps

up a friendly feeling between the men who
plan the work and those who execute it.

Roads that can afford to let one depart-

ment fight another, who can afford to

have hundreds of employes disinterested

and dissatisfied with their work, who can

afford to have the officers "out" with the

men, and the men glad to see any hoped-
for improvement a failure, are few and far

between.

The suggestions set forth in this article

may not be practicable everywhere, but

on a moderate sized road (Fall Brook has

257 miles all single track, witli an average

toothed gripping head forming an exten-

sion of the handle.

The disk is pivoted to the handle, so as

to move freely. The serrated part of the

wrench is made elliptic in form, and the

two edges are toothed, so that when the

sleeve is slipped over a stud the teeth in

either edge may engage with the stud at

will, depending only on the way it is de-

sired to turn the stud—out or in.

Having had several falls taken out of us

during our shop experience by dallying

with a slippery alligator, we were ready to

admire the tenacious grip of this little

tool, that can give points to even the octo-

pus in staying power, for it is absolutely

impossible for this wrench to slip, its ac-

tion being that of a cam.

i i ^
The Moran flexible joint used on the

P. R. R. big compound "1515" has been
in use now for over three years, giving
good service and no trouble. This joint

STUD WRENCH.

tonnage of about 6,000,000 yearly) where
tlie superintendent knows all the men, or

most of them, it has worked so well for

years that I have an abiding faith that it

will work anywhere and in every case in

the interest of better service.

i i i
A Stud Wrench.

While on an exploring trip through the

One Hundred and Forty-fifth street shops

of the Manhattan Elevated Railway a few

days ago, we were shown a well-ordered

little tool-room that bore every evidence

of being conducted on business principles

by a mechanic who builded for the future

as well as for to-day.

The tools arrayed in their respective

racks looked much like the display of

a machinery supply house—so clean and

bright.

Among several creations of this place

we noticed the stud wrench shown in our

illustration, which looks like a combina-

tion of the sleeve and alligator features ol

other wrenches; but it stands alone, dis-

tinctively original, consisting of a disk-

like sleeve which is slotted to receive the

does away with leaky hose, insures the full

opening all the time—hose kinks up

—

and is not affected by the heat, by ashes

or bad water. It is a question if the time

has not come when a fle.xible metallic

connection must be used between engine

and tender, at least on steam heat and

water supply, if not on air.

S i i
Every railroad man and every traveler

will be interested in a verdict lately ren-

dered by a court in Brooklyn, N. Y. In

New York State a constitutional provis-

ion clianged the iniquitous law which

made $S,ooo the limit of damages for caus-

ing the death of any person. The wife of

a citizen of Brooklyn was killed by a trol-

ley car, and he sued the company for

$50,000 damages. A verdict for $7,500

was given. The trolley company appeal

to find out if the constitutional change

cannot be overruled.

Tlie Santa Fe fast train is hauled over the
Southern California by oil-burning loco-

motives. The Southern Pacific are equip-
ing two of their engines with Booth oil-

burners, at their Los Angeles shops.
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Notes on English Railways.

By J. \V. Thomas, Jr.,

Assistant General Manager, N. C. & St. L. Ry.

PERMANKNT WAY.

Tlie track is up to a remarkable degree

of perfection. Stone,- gravel and furnace

slag is used for ballast. Ties are spaced

rather close. They are generally 8 feet

II inches long, lo inches wide and 5 inches

thick; are creosoted, and last about seven-

teen years where chairs or tie plates are

used. After doing service in the track,

they are sawed into 2! 2-inch plank and

used for fencing, facing for platforms,

surface drains, etc., etc.

Rails weigh from 60 to 90 pounds per

yard, 30 and 32 feet being about the usual

lengths. The London & Northwestern

Railway is laying some 90-pound rail, 60

feet long. Rails are laid with even joints,

and as a rule are supported in cast-iron

chairs and secured in the chairs by

wooden wedges driven between rail and

side of chair. Chairs are fastened to the

ties by bolts or lag screws. In some of

the tunnels felt is put between the chairs

and ties to reduce the noise. Where
chairs are used, rails have a narrow base

or are of the double-headed pattern. No-
ticed that chair wears a depression in the

lower head of the double head rails, and

when the rails are turned tracks ride

badly and trains make a lot of fuss. The
depressions are a trifle longer than the

length of the rail bearing and are as much
as i-16-inch deep. The American pat-

tern of rail is used to some extent, and is

either placed directly on the ties or on

tie-plates.

Angle bars as well as plain splices are

used. They are not over 18 or 20 inches

long. Four 7-8-inch bolts to the joint.

Bolt holes in rails are oblong. No
spring rail frogs. The keyed frog seems

to be in favor. Split switches have but

two tie bars.

Right-of-way of all trunk lines is fenced

throughout, hedges being used quite ex-

tensively. Many miles of iron fencing.

The absence of grade crossings is very

striking.

Few bridges to be seen, viaducts of

stone or brick being the rule. All bridges

coming under my observation were so

constructed as to admit of ballast and
road ties being used upon them. Do not

remember of seeing but one wooden tres-

tle on any of the main lines; this was on
the approach to the docks at Dover.

In some localities, in addition lo the

mile posts, quarter, half and three-quar-

ter posts are erected. Quite a number of

roads mark change of grade with a post

having arms extending parallel with the

track, and on them is stenciled the num-
ber of feet in which track ascends or de-

scends one foot, as "i in 200," "i in 1,270,"

etc., etc. If grade changes from ascend-

ing to descending, the left arm is inclined

upward, the right downward. If grade

changes from ascending to level, the left

arm extends upward and the right arm is

horizontal, and so on.

CARRIAGKS.

The standard carriage is about 30 feet

long, and, with the exception of a few ex-

cursion and special cars, is divided into

compartments, the seats running cross-

ways the car. Three pairs of wheels, one

pair at either end and one pair in the cen-

ter.

Corridor cars vary in length from 40 to

65 feet. Where aisle is in center of car,

the seats on one side accommodate two

persons and on the other side one per-

son. Tliis arrangement is necessary from

brake beams. Every beam tested before

being put in service. Steel and iron are

used quite extensively for side and inter-

mediate sills. The body of carriage Ls

bolted to sills pretty much as we bolt our

tenders to the tender frames, and in some
instances about as insecurely.

All slack is taken up by the screw coup-

lings.

Mansell wheels are used almost ex-

clusively under passenger equipment.

These wheels have cast hubs, steel tires

and wood filling.

Many of the cars are illuminated with

compressed oil gas. Oil lamps are used

in large numbers, however. Whore oil

BEADING FLUES WITH PNEUMATIC HAMMER.
BURNSIDE SHOP, ILL. CENTRAL.

the fact that the cars are only 8 feet 6

inches wide. The shorter cars of this

class have three pairs of wheels. The
longer ones are carried on two 4 or 6-

wheel trucks.

What few sleeping cars I saw were 42

feet long, divided into four compart-

ments, and accommodate only eight per-

sons. Two brass bedsteads, each of

which are a little narrower than a single

bed, in each compartment; no upper

berths; $1.25 per berth; by paying tor

both berths passenger can have entire

compartment. Although windows are

provided with curtains, a large curtain,

quite thick, is hung over the windows.

Aisle on one side of car; lavatories at each

end.

Passenger trains are equipped with con-

tinuous brakes of the Westinghouse or

automatic vacuum pattern. Some of the

carriages are equipped with both. Iron

is used, lamp is put in position through a

trap door in the roof and must be lighted

from the roof.

Some few dining and sleeping cars are

heated with hot water, oil gas being used

to heat the water. Ranges in dining cars

are heated with gas. As a rule foot warm-
ers are used. Saw a pile of twenty thou-

sand of them at the carriage works of the

L. & N. W. Railway. They are made of

heavy tin, 2 feet long, about I2 inches

wide and 4 inches thick, are charged with

acetate of soda and put in a tank of boiling

water previous to going in the carriage.

There is a cast iron ball in the can, and

after water cools and soda begins to re-

form into crystals the heater is shaken and

the ball breaks up the crystals, thus re-

heating the water to some extent, arid

warmer is good for about two hours

longer, after which it must be reboiled.

Passenger trains have either ordinary
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bell cord, running outside the carriage

and underneath the eaves of the roof, or

an electric signaling apparatus.

Cars are poorly ventilated. Very few

raised roofs. Those coming under my
observation were not over S or 6 inches

high.

A small per cent of the carriages have

lavatories in them. The number of cars

so equipped is gradually on the increase.

No urinals. Hoppers have double lids

and are self-flushing.

Water coolers seem to be the exception

rather than the rule. Drinking water is

kept in small water bottles; one bottle in

each lavatory. No ice is provided.

A few carriages have reversible cush-

ions ; the cushion being lined with

leather on one side for summer use and

with cloth on the other side for winter

use. Some of the corridor cars have

counterbalanced windows.

Some of the roads side the carriages up

with J/^-inch mahogany. Carriages are

given eighteen coats of paint. At the car-

riage works of the L. & N. W. saw thou-

sands of feet of this siding, some of it

having been in stock and under cover for

four years. Their paint shop has track

room for 300 carriages. One new car-

riage is erected per day.

If a meal is to be served en route, and

you have seat in corridor car, you need

not go to the dining car, as meal is served

at your seat. Meals are served in

courses and are first class.

WAGONS
Except in special cases, wagons, as all

freight cars are called, have two pairs ot

wrought-iron spoke wheels and are from

4 to 8 tons capacity. They are from 15 to

18 or 20 feet long, with sides about 12

inches high, the lading being covered with

tarpaulins. Box cars form a very small

per cent of the freight equipment. In

many cases the roofs of box cars are cut

away opposite the doors; this space is

covered with a tarpaulin. Made inquiry,

but failed to ascertain why this was done.

Many of the coal cars have side doors.

Sides are about 30 inches high. Wagons
for transporting rails, long timbers, etc.,

have a false bolster, the bolster being

pivoted in the center, and the loads rest-

ing on those bolsters so as to permit the

cars to curve. Noticed several tank cars

with body bolsters riveted to the tank it-

self, the bolsters being either steel or

iron.

Wagons are not equipped with continu-

ous brakes. Brake generally applied to

one wheel only, but never to more than

two, and when this is the case the two
wheels on same side of wagon are braked.

No brake beam. Brake lever is on one

side of car, is about 6 or 8 feet long and
cannot be manipulated except when train

is moving slow enough to allow trainmen

to run alongside of car and shove it down.
About the only brakes that can be applied

when train is running is the one on the

engine and the one on the brake van.

The 5-link coupling is gradually disap-

pearing, a 3-link coupling being substi-

tuted. It is not necessary to go between

the wagons to couple or uncouple, nor is

it necessary to couple them as they come
together. In coupling and uncoupling a

"shunter's stick" about five feet long with

a hook in the end to engage the chain is

used, the buffer being used as a fulcrum

to assist the shunter in raising the chain

and throwing it over the hook of the next

car, or to disengage the chain from the

coupling hook. A good deal of slack in

freight trains. When train is stretched

the buffers are from 7 to 12 inches apart.

LOCOMOTIVES.

While the English locomotive looks

plainer, and the casual observer would

think they had fewer parts than the Amer-
ican locomotive, I believe the inside-con-

nected engines, as used in England, have

more parts, and if run under the same

conditions would cost more for repairs

than the American type of locomotives

of the same general proportions.

As in America, the tendency is to in-

crease the steam pressure. Engines steam

freely. In the first place they have splen-

did fuel, and in the second place draft is

not obstructed by netting and draft sheets.

No extension fronts. The engines have a

much lighter exhaust than ours, and

throw very few sparks. No headlights,

pilots, bells nor seat boxes. Cabs are

coming into use, but are not long enough

to furnish the protection they should.

Saw several shunting engines without

even a wind-guard. Simple engines, both

passenger and goods, usually have 18-inch

cylinders. Express passenger engines

have drivers varying in diameter from 5

to 8 feet. Goods engines usually have 5-

foot drivers; those of heavy mineral en-

gines are generally 4 feet or 4 feet 6 inches

in diameter. Driving wheels are either

of wrought iron or cast steel. Many com-

panies are putting four-wheel trucks un-

der their locomotives. Some few roads

are using iron or steel tubes and fire-

boxes. Copper is preferred. Nearly all

locomotives have screw-reversing gear.

I believe most of the engines on the Cale-

donian Railway have reverse levers. En-

gineers stand on left side. Engineers run

by water-gage glass; most engines have

two gage cocks, but no gage-cock drip

pans. No steps on front or rear of shunt-

ing engines. Jackets are painted, each

road using a different color. Fire doors

open inward and upward. Passenger en-

gines have power brakes on both tender

and driving wheels. Goods and shunting

engines have hand brakes on drivers and

tenders.

Water space of tenders extends under

coal bin. Coal boards are sheet iron

with small trap door at the floor. Tank
boxes are made of sheet iron or steel. In

some instances the circular ends of water

legs of tenders are used as tool and oil

boxes, the water space being shortened

about 18 inches. Track tank scoops are

sometimes handled by air or vacuum.

With few exceptions, the railways of

Great Britain and Ireland are fully inter-

locked. For instance, at Kenmare, Ire-

land, where there are only three trains in

and three trains out every 24 hours, the

interlocking is as complete as though

500 trains were worked in and out of the

station per day. Ninety per cent of main

line switches are handled from interlock-

ing machines.

Passenger traffic is worked under ab-

solute block system. Permissive block

working is admissible on goods lines.

Single track lines are either worked with

the stafif or the staff-and-ticket system.

Where business justifies it, signalmen

look after staff machine; otherwise the

guard performs this duty. Communica-
tion between the towers is had by a code

ot bell signals, train describers, telephone

or telegraph. In some instances there

are two or three means of communication

between the same towers.

As a rule signals are in very poor ad-

justment. From my observation, if blades

are inclined anywhere from 30 to 70 de-

grees, safety is indicated. As far as prac-

ticable, signals are placed on left side of

track they govern, with the blade pointed

to the left; top arm applies to the line to

the left, etc. Each home signal has its

distance signal. Some distance signals

are handled more than a mile; 1,200 yards

is the average. Signals are handled by a

single wire. If necessary, signals are put

as high as 40 or 45 feet above the rail, in

order to get sky background.

Many signals have repeating blades,

i. e., a blade placed below the running

blade and about 10 feet above the rail.

This is done to enable the driver to see

the position of the blade in foggy

weather.

Some roads use what is termed a

"calling on" signal. It is a short blade

about two feet long, placed just below

the running blade. When the lower

blade is pulled it indicates that the train

may draw on slowly to the next signal.

When signals are located so they cannot

be seen from the tower electric repeaters

are used.

Some roads use red for danger, green

for safety; others use red for danger,

white for safety. As a rule, back light

shows white when signal is at danger and

obscured when signal is at safety.

Where slow running tracks are parallel

to fast running tracks, signals for the

former are designated by a sheet iron ring

fastened to the blade.

Most companies manufacture their own
interlocking apparatus. Very few ma-

cliines have preliminary locking. Tap-

pets are usually coupled directly to the

levers. Channel iron and not pipe is

used for connecting rods for handling

switches. It is claimed that pipe buckles
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too easily. Detector bars are placed on

the inside of the rail. The bar itself is

either T or L iron. Many switches

other than those on main tracks, are not

provided with detector bars.

Saw no selectors. Facing point switches

are rarely ever handled more than 540

feet from the tower. Bolt locks are

termed detector locks. On some roads

sidings leading to the main line are equip-

ped with catch points. In some instances

catch points are introduced in the main

line to derail wagons running in the

wrong direction.

A novel method of stopping runaway

wagons in gravity yards consists of a

hook with 14 or 16-inch radius, attached

to a piece of heavy cable chain about 50 or

60 feet long. The chain is coiled up in a

pit between the rails. The hook is placed

in the center of the track and engages with

the axle of the runaway wagon. The
force necessary to drag the chain out of

the pit and the friction of the chain on the

tics and ballast stops the wagon. It is so

arranged that the hook can be lowered out

of the way of passing trains.

The interlocking machine at Euston

Station. London, is, I believe, the largest

in the world. There are 240 working
levers, the levers being in two banks.

The train director told nic that at times

the fog was so thick the man operating;

the levers at one end of the machine could

not see the man at the other end for

hours. The tower is located in the center

of the yard. During fogs the shunters

use bugles to signal to the drivers and to

the men in the tower: the bugles used on
one side of the yard being different in

tone from those used on the other side.

A much-used crossover, about 500 feet

from the tower, has a man stationed at it

while fogs are on, the duty of this man
being to notify the levermen by ringing a

mechanical gong located just outside of

the tower, when trains are clear of the

cross-over, or when a train moving to-

wards the tower wants to use the cross-

over.

I notice that the English roads make the

same mistake that a great many of us are

guilty of, in that they do not provide a

signal for every move.

MISCELLANEOUS.

In the larger cities each railway has

several freight stations. In cities and
many of the villages store door delivery

is in vogue. The railway companies also

have their trucks, and haul merchandise
from the stores to the stations. Where
consignee unloads freight a demurrage
of 3s. per day on wagons and 6d. on tar-

paulins is charged. Don't remember just

how long after arrival and placing of

wagons demurrage begins. Private wa-
gons are charged siding rent.

Horses, turntables and capstans arc

used for shunting purposes quite exten-

sively, but all new yards are so arranged
that locomotives can do the work. Cap-

stans arc generally handled hydraulically

or electrically. Cranes for loading and

unloading heavy articles are stationed at

convenient points about the yards. Many
of the freight stations have lifts for plac-

ing wagons on the different floors of the

warehouse.

The larger roads manufacture most of

their material and supplies. At the loco-

motive shops of the L. & N. W. Railway,

at Crewe, I not only saw them making
6-penny nails, but rolling 90-pound steel

rails. 60 feet long. They were not only

building locomotives, but had a depart-

ment for the manufacture of artificial

limbs. There arc 8,000 men, women and

boys employed in this shop alone.

il © i
The First Ten-Wheelers in Great

Britain.

We are iniU-hlud In Mr. Samuel A.

Forbes, of Perth. Scotland, for a photo-

graph of one of the first ten-wheelers put

into service in the British Isles.

that had no means provided for oiling the

valves and cylinders. In some cases the

rubbing surfaces became very smooth,

but, as a rule, they came to look like a

miniature corduroy road.

i i ^
There has been at diflfcrent times con-

siderable discussion among railroad men
as to which gives the greater mileage, a

hard or a soft tire. The mechanical de-

partment of the Great Eastern Railway

of England have been keeping a close rec-

ord of the wear of tires of six coupled

suburban engines, and hard tires were

shown to be much superior to soft ones.

Tires with a tensile strength of 40 tons gave

a service of only 2,197 miles to 1-32 inch

of wear, and tires with a tensile strength

of 48 tons ran 5.892 miles per 1-32 inch

wear. This was considered as being con-

clusive evidence that hard tires were more
economical than soft ones. We do not

feel entirely certain tli.it the Great East-

FIKST TEN-WHEELERS IN GREAT HUIT.MX.

This engine is one of the fifteen recently

designed and put into service by Mr. D.

Jones, locomotive superintendent of the

Highland Railway, at Inverness. They

were built by Sharp, Stewart & Co., at

Glasgow.

These are claimed to be the most power-

ful engines in Great Britain. They have

cylinders 20x26 inches with S-foot drivers,

1,520 square feet of heating surface.

^ ^ ^
Running Engines Without Cylinder

Oil.

At the annual convention of the .Xnieri-

can Society of Mechanical Engineers,

held in New York City last month, an ex-

perienced engineer made the statement

that engines could get along without cyl-

inder oil. He said that some of the big

steamships use no oil in the cylinders of

their engines. The steam acts as a lubri-

cant, and, when nothing else is used, the

rubbing surfaces become glass-like in

smoothness and extremely hard. This

is, no doubt, a fact; but we should not

advise our locomotive men to try the ex-

periment on their engines. We have had

considerable experience w-ith locomotives

erii people have made a valuable discov-

ery, Records of tire wear are not worth

much, as a rule. If the same tires had

been used on some other road, the chances

are that the soft tires would have made

the better record. At least, this is the

experience of people who have interested

themselves in the records on this conti-

nent.

i i i
The daily papers are entertainers in

some things and educators in others, but

they show up at their worst when they

tackle a technical subject, especially a

break-down on a locomotive. A few days

ago one of the little giants on the "Ele-

vated" broke a side rod, which resulted

in a slight detention. The "Press"

touched it up in their usual pleasing

style, and rung all the changes on a

broken "pitman."

i i i
The Hilles & Jones Co., of Wilmington,

Del., are issuing their catalogues in parts,

each part containing cuts of the tools used

in particular trades. The latest one is

especially devoted to machines for work-

ing on structural shapes of iron and steel.
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By W. H. ELLIOTT, Signal Engineer, C, M. & St. P. R.R.

The Westinghouse Electro-Pneumatic

and the Qibbs Electric Street

Railway Systems.

[THIRTEENTH PAPER.]

Many attempts have been and are now
being made to operate the switches and

signals of an interlocking plant bj- some
power other than that of a human being,

invention having passed successiveh- from

the first pneumatic machine put in sen'ice

in 1876, to a hydraulic machine used in

1880, to a combination of these or a hydro-

pneumatic machine in 1884 and to the

electro-pneumatic in 1891. Of these, the

electro-pneumatic is the only one that can

be considered a success, the few plants in

this country that are now operated b}-

means of air, water or electricity having as

yet not been in service long enough to

demonstrate that the)' are anything more
than an experiment.

As the several inventions along the lines

obtained by the use of compressed air, the

action of this power being controlled by a

valve worked by an electro-magnet, the

electric current to energize the magnet
being in turn controlled by an interlock-

it would be safe for a man in the tower to

operate. A description of the valve and
cylinder for operating a semaphore signal

has already been given in the article on
" Automatic Electric Block Signals," that

ELECTRO-PNEUMATIC SWITCH AND LOCK MOVEMENT.

ing machine having switches

by which the circuits through

the several electro-magnets

can be completed.

As the connections to the

switch and the signal instru-

ments are of pipe for carrying

the compressed air, and insu-

lated wire for conducting the

electric current, there is no

complication of parts, as with

a mechanical plant, the only

LocoMOTive Engineering. N. Y.

DETAIL OF VALVE AND CYLINDER.

named have been made principally by Mr.

Geo. Westinghouse, Jr., the system that is

in use to-day is one that bears his name.

With the electro-pneumatic system the

power to move a switch or clear a signal is

apparatus used outside of the tower being

such as is required at the switch or signal.

For the same reason there is no limit to the

distance that the different movements can

be placed from the tower, other than what

appeared in the May issue of Locomotive
Engineering, the same arrangement be-

ing used at an interlocking plant.

To briefly describe the action of the

valve : When the lever of the interlocking

machine which works the electric switch

is turned, the circuit through the magnet
of the signal instrument is closed, energiz-

ing the magnet, causing it to attract the

armature and open the valve admitting air

to the cylinder, at the same time closing

the exhaust passage by which the com-
pressed air is permitted to escape. As
soon as the compressed air is admitted to

the cj-linder, the piston is forced through

the length of its stroke, the movement
being transmitted by means of a balance

lever and connecting rod to the signal,

which is moved to the position indicating

safety. When the lever is returned to its

normal position, the circuit is broken and
the magnet loses its power, allowing the

valve to be pressed up by the force of

a spring, the passage by which air is ad-

mitted to the cylinder being closed and the

one releasing the air being opened, the

piston in consequence being pressed up
and the signal returned to danger by the

force of gravity.
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The arran{;einent used for operating a

switch is shown in Fig. i, and consists of

the swilch-and-lock movement used with

a mechanical plant and a cylinder, the

piston of which is made to work the move-

ment the same as if it were connected

to the lever of an interlocking machine.

The connections to the switch points, the

lock bar and the detector bar being made
in the same way as with a mechanically

operated plant, the same certainty of action

top of the lock piston to escape. The
pressure of the air on the other side of the

piston overcomes the pressure of the

spring, raising the piston and with it the

lock pin, thus leaving the valve free to be

moved. When the current through the

lock magnet ceases, the armature is re-

leased, closing the exhaust passage and

allowing air to accumulate on that side of

the piston, once more restoring the equi-

librium, when the pressure of the spring

ELECTRO-PNEUMATIC INTERLOCKING MACHINE,

and protection is afforded as if it were

operated by mechanical connections in-

stead of by compressed air.

The construction of the valve and cylin-

der by which the necessary movement of

the piston is obtained, is shown in Fig. 2.

The valve used is of the ordinary slide-

valve pattern, passages to the cylinder and

to the exhaust being arranged in the same

wav as on a locouiotive. To w'ork the

valve, two small pistons are fastened to

each end of a yoke, which is made to fit

over the valve, the small cylinders in

which these pistons work being known as

valve cylinders. Admission of air to the

valve cvlinder to move the piston, and

with it the valve, is controlled by a magnet

of the same construction as the signal

magnet, air being admitted behind the

piston when the magnet is energized by

the electric current .sent out from the

interlocking machine.

As a check upon the performance of the

admission valve, a lock pin is provided

which fits in a socket in the back of the

valve and locks it in either of the two

positions it should occupy. This locking

pin is riveted to a piston which is held

down by means of a coiled spring placed

on the opposite side from the valve. To
lift the lock pin and release the valve so

that it can be moved, a magnet is pro-

vided, the armature of which, when at-

tracted, is made to open an exhaust pass-

age to the atmosphere and allow the air on

opens the lock exhaust and pennits the

pressure of the air to raise the piston, and

with it the lock pin from its seat. A fur-

ther movement of the lever breaks the

circuit through one of the valve magnets,

permitting the pressure to escape from the

cylinder cor.trolled by that valve, and ener-

gizes the other valve magnet, admitting

air to that valve cylinder. This forces the

valve piston, and with it the valve, to the

other position in which air is admitted to

one end of the cylinder and opened to the

exhaust on the other, the compressed air

forcing the piston through the cylinder

:ind performing the movements desired.

When the movement of the lever is com-

]ileled, the circuit through the lock mag-
net is broken and the magnet de-ener-

,L;i/.ed ; the armature, being released,

closes the exhaust passage, allowing the

toiled spring to force the piston back, seat-

ing the pin upon the other side of the

valve and locking it, until the whole pro-

cess is repeated in the other direction. In

this way the valve is locked open, to one

(.lul of the cylinder or the other, at all

times, the pressure being kept upon the

]ii.ston to prevent any accidental move-

ment of the switch.

The construction of the interlocking ma-

chine is very different from that of the

machines used in operating a mechanical

jilant, as the levers, instead of transmitting

the mechanical force necessary to work

the different parts, have only to change the

several electric switches coutroUing the

^HHHHHHH 1 ^ '
' ^ ^
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tions are made between the two springs

bearing against the roller, when the roller

is turned to the proper position, the cir-

cuit between the two springs—which are

the two poles of the circuit—being thus

completed. By arranging these strips so

that the several circuits are completed in

the proper order, the movement desired is

movement, a photograph showing its con-

struction being shown in Fig. 4.

It is thus seen that a double check is had

upon all the movements of the levers, and
that the possibility of a mistake being

made by an ignorant or careless operator

is well guarded against. And, to quote

from a recent technical paper, "the se-

TOWER HOUSK FOR KLECTI;u-I'Nl!;rMATK'.

of work the magnet has to perform, the

current has to be of a comparatively high

voltage, and as the current is used at all'

times, whether a movement is being made
or not, it has been found necessary, or

rather more economical, to generate the

electricity by means of a dynamo, more
especially as a power plant has to be pro-

vided to furnish the compressed air. It is

also customary to use storage batteries,

keeping them charged, so that in case of a

shut-down of the dynamo, the batteries

will furnish the current to operate the

plant. At small plants where the current

is generated simply for the interlocking, it

is usual to run the dynamo only during

the day—the storage batteries that were

charged when the dynamo was running,

furnishing the necessary current at night.

In the operation of an electro-pneumatic

))lant, the facility with which the different

movements are made reduces, to a great

extent, the number of men required to do

the work. While in most cases one man
is required to move the levers, another as

a train director, and other men have to be

emploved to run the engine, the number

required at a mechanical plant having one

hundred or more levers, is so large that

the cost of operation of the electro-pneu-

matic is not any greater and, in many
cases, is much less. More especially is

this the case where, as at terminals, a plant

for generating electricity has been put in

fi>r other i>urposes, the only ex])cnse then

made by merely turning the lever. So,

also, if all the levers are not in the proper

position to safely perform the movement,

contacts would not be made on the roller

of the lever improperly set and no current

would be sent out from the machine, the

levers being thus electrically interlocked.

To prevent the levers controlling con-

flicting routes from being reversed (if such

it may be called) at the same time, lock-

ing bars driven by mitre gears on the

shaft are arranged, by which it is made
impossible to turn the levers that clear

any two routes that may lead to a collision.

The locking is of the improved Saxby &
Farmer type, arranged in a manner similar

to that shown with the mechanical ma-

chine.

As a still further check, there is placed

at each signal and switch movement a cir-

cuit breaker, from which wires are run to

magnets ])laced on the machine, the arma-

tures of which are made to operate latches

controlling the levers, so as to delay the

completion of the movement until after

the signal or switch has completed its

movement, the object of this being to

prevent any other lever from being moved
until the switch or signal that is being

operated has completed its movement; for

until the lever has been moved to its

extreme position, the locking will not per-

mit any other levers to be moved. The
electric switch by which the indication is

sent to the machine, that the movement of

the switch has been completed, is to be

seen placed on top of the switch-and-lock

ELECTRICAL ANNX'NCIATOR AND INDICATOR INSTRUMENTS IN P. R. R.

quence of movements, by virtue of which

a clear signal cannot be given until the

route has been prepared for it by setting

the switches in their proper position, is

absolutely secured by the order in which

the several electric circuits are closed."

With this system, owing to the amount

being the cost of the additional power ex-

pended to provide the current used to work
the plant and for furnishing compressed

air.

Owing to there being no mechanical con-

nections from the machine in the tower to

each of the different movements, this sys-
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tem lends itself most readily to all applica-

tions where there are many and compli-

cated sets of switches, sharp curves, or to

places where it woidd be almost impossible

to operate a mechanically connected ])lant.

The connections from the tower being of

wire only, the tower can always be

placed in the most advantageous

position for controlling the move-

ments of trains, the arrangement

shown in I'ig. 5 being a good exam-

ple of what it is possible to accom-

plish in this direction.

At locations such as are found

at large terminals or freight yards,

where the number of movements

the position of the switches on the ground.

This is a great help in the operation of the

machine, as the operator can see at a

glance the position of all the switches, and

not have to look at each lever to see what

position it is in.

FIG. 7

to be made is large and the number of

switches and signals to be worked is

very great, the dispatch and safety with

which every movement can be made war-

rants the use of such a system, even if

the first cost is greater. At all such loca-

tions it is usual to equip the tower with

such electrical devices as will aid the

train director in his work, enabling him to

keep himself informed as to the move-
ments of trains, the condition of the tracks

and the position of the signals. The view

shown in Fig. 6 well illu.strates this, being

a photograph of the instruments in a tower

on the Pennsylvania road, and kindly fur-

nished by the Union Switch & Signal Co.

LOCOMOTIVa ENOItfmKRINO. N. V

DETAII.S OF •SCOTCH' lU.dCK,

The several instruments shown comprise
train describers, by which information is

signaled .is to what train is coming ; disk

and semaphore indicators to inform llie

operator when a track is occupied
; drop

annunciators to give information regard-

ing the starting of trains on certain tracks;

telegraph instruments, telephones and
electric bells. In addition to these a min-
iature model of the tracks operated is pro-

vided as a part of each interlocking ma-
chine, the switches being movable and
mechanically connected to the levers, so
that the model will accurately represent

GENERAL PLAN SHOWING WIRING.
GIBBS ELECTRIC STREET RAIL-

WAY INTERLOCKING.

Incandescent electric lamps can also be

used with great success, instead of oil, at an

electro-pneumatic plant ; for while the cost

will be about the same, the service will be

very much better.

The co.st of an electro-pneumatic plant

for small installations is greatly in excess

of one mechanically connected, but when
the number of levers is large, or the tracks

verv' complicated, the cost will, at most, be

the same—and may be somewhat less. As

there is hardly any limit to the number of

movements that can be put upon a single

lever, a very much smaller machine can be

used, the cost in conseciuence being very

much reduced.

As an instance of this kind, at the

Stewart avenue plant, Chicago, there are

but 48 working levers in the machine, oc-

cupying a space 5 x 24 feet, to work 84

signals, 37 switches, 22 double slips and 22

movable frogs ; while with a mechanical

machine, according to American practice,

187 working levers, occupying a space

14 X 77 feet—and to English practice, 243

levers, occupying a space 17x93 feet-

would be required.

If the plant has been properly installed,

the repairs will be no greater than with a

mechanical plant and it will be much
easier to keep in working order. In

winter, trouble will be experienced from

freezing up of the valves and pipes, unless

jjroper precautions are taken to get rid of

the water of conden.sation formed in com-
pressing the air. The contacts at the dif-

ferent movements must also be kept free

from snow and ice, or else a contact will

not be made, and it will not be possible to

entirely reverse the lever.

An interlocking device which has come
into use in the last two years, for the pro-

tection of a crossing of an electric road

w ith a steam or with another electric road,

and which promises, with the rapid in-

crease in the use of electricity for street

railroads, and their extension consequent
upon the same, to be quite extensively in-

troduced, has been patented by Mr. George
Gibbs, Mechanical Kngincer of the Chi-

cago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway.

.\t any street crossing, when a change is

made to electricity as a motive power, the

danger of using the crossing is very much
enhanced, owing to the increased speed
with which the cars approach the crossing,

their great weight and consequent inertia,

and the liability of failure of their source

of power, due to a shut-down at the power
house, blowing out of fuses, or jumping
off of the trolley wheel when the car is on
the cro.ssing. "There seems to be no
good reason," to use the words of Mr.
Charles Hansel, C. K., " whv the statute

ELECTIilC Cl"T-Ol"T SWITCUKS
AND CONNECTIONS TO INTER-

LOCKING MACHINE.

of the State of Illinois, which requires all

new crossings of steam railroads at the

same level to be protected by a suitable

system of signals, derails, etc., shoidd not

include the cros.siugs at grade of all rail-

roads or railways which carry human
freight, for it cannot be regarded as un-

reasonable that street railways should

comply with the re(|uirements of public

safety in the same manner and in the same
measure as is retiuired of steam roatls.

" In cities where such grade cro.ssings

occur, the police regulations generally re-

quire the railroads to keep a flagman

posted at the crossing to signal traffic.

This practice gives but a small measure of

protection, while the charge to the rail-
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roads for operating is the same as if this

flagman had physical control of the cross-

ing. Considering the subject from a finan-

cial point of view onljs it appears that if

we can construct a system of signaling to

be controlled by a single man in a tower
overlooking the crossing, with mechanism
so arranged as to make it impossible for

trains or cars on the steam railroad and
the electric railway to reach the crossing
at the same time, we have invested well;

for with such a device the danger of cross-

ing is eliminated, and the operation of

either line is the same as regards safety as

if no such crossing existed, and both roads
are relieved of the constant danger to life

and property and consequent payment of

damages. The sa%-ing in rates of insurance
to the electric line where such protection

is provided, is alone sufficient to pav the
fixed charges on the investment."

t-OCOMOTII/e ENGINECRIHQ, fV , V.

ELECTRIC LOCKING CIRCUITS FOR
ONE TRACK ONLY OF A DOUBLE
TRACK ELECTRIC RAILWAY

INTERLOCKING.

A. supply wire ; B, wire to insulated .section of

trolley ; C, releasing relay ; D. circuit breakers
;

B, locking relay ; P. hand releasing switch
; G,

locks ; //, battery.

The principal features of the apparatus

used by Mr. Gibbs are the cutting off of

the current from an insulated section of

the trolley line, making it impossible to

move cars when it is desired to block the

line, and in the use of a derailing device

to be operated in paved streets, to prevent

cars from rolling on or over the crossing,

when the current is cut off from the trol-

ley. These devices are connected to and
operated by any of the usual forms of in-

terlocking machines, the derailing device
or "scotch block " being connected to the

same lever that works the switch and cuts

the current off from the trolley wire.

A general plan of the arrangement, as

applied to a double-track crossing of a

steam and electric road, is shown in Fig. 7,

the trolley lines in which sections about
Soo to 1,000 feet, according to gride, are

insulated, being shown in the center of

the tracks of the electric road. These in-

sulated sections extend to within about 50

feet of the crossing, but never over it, and
in this way make it impossible for the cur-

rent to be taken away from a car at a place
where it would be liable to be hit by a

train on the other road. A feed wire con-
nects the insulated section with the elec-

tric svfitches on the machine, which, in

turn, are connected to the supply wire
from the power house, the insulated sec-

tion, when the .switch is closed bv the re-

versal of the lever of the interlocking m:i-

chine, becoming a "live " wire and deliv-

cani and directly in line with the axis of

the cam and the cam shaft. ' In this way
the thrust of a wheel, whether of a car or
heavy wagon, will be taken by the shaft
and not transmitted to the pipe line and
lever. The block, when raised, projects
about 4 inches above the top of the rail,

sufficient, it has been found, to either de-
rail the car or to practically bring it to a
stop. The block does not project entirely

over the head of the rail, and so does not
interfere with wagons or other vehicles

Locomotive ENGinesi^tivQ N. Y.

RELAY FOR HEAVY CURRENTS USED BY MOTOR CARS.
./, core wound with two strands No. 8 double cotton-covered magnet wire wrapped with Okonite

taping ,'„ inch thick and paper well shellaced.

enng current to any car that may be in the
section.

The construction of the scotch block is

shown in Fig. S. It consists of a strong
cast-iron box, which is placed outside of

the rails, a groove being cast in the box in

which an iron block 2x4 inches in size is

raised or lowered whenever the cam lever

is moved by the lever of the interlocking

machine to which it is connected. When
the block is down the top is flush with the
top of the box, but when it has been
raised, owing to the line of motion being
inclined to the axis of the rail, it will pro-

ject out from the box and over the head of

the rail. The block is raised and lowered
by means of a roller and pin working in

the slot of the cam, but when in either of

its extreme positions a solid bearing al-

most the size of the block is made on the

which are continually running in the
flangeway of the street road. This is an
important feature in its design and one
that has a great deal to do with the success
of its application.

In Fig. 9 are shown the electric switches
and the connections to the levers of the
machine by which they are worked. The
levers to which they are connected are the
ones that work the scotch blocks, the cur-
rent being always cut off from the insu-

lated section of trolley wire when the block
is raised. Placed on each side of the two
electric switches, relays are to be seen
through which the current to each insu-

lated trolley section is made to pass.

Either of these relays, when energized by
the current used by a car in the insulated

section, is made to complete a local circuit

and work a bell to inform the operator
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when a car has entereil the section. A
small electric switch worked by the signal

lever breaks this local circuit and stops the

bell as soon as the sijjnal is cleared, the

operator's attention, in this way, beinj;

more forcibly attracted to the fact that the

signal had not been cleared.

It will be noticed, by examining; the

figure, that a large three-way reversible

switch, to which the supply wire is run

before being connected to ^he two cut-out

switches, is placed on the frame-work im-

mediately below the switches. This is

used to cut out the switches and relays in

case any accidental short circuit should be

made, or any of the parts get broken, the

trolley wire being in this way energized so

as not to block the electric road.

An additional feature which experience

has demonstrated to be of great value in

the safe operation of the plant, aiul one

which has also been patented by Mr.

Gibbs, is an arrangement of locks and re-

leasing circuits whereby the levers of the

machine arc locked up after the signal has

once b2en cleared for a car on the electric

road imtil after the car has passed over the

crossing. The circuits used are shown in

Fig. lo, the locks, relays and circuit

breakers being connected in the same
manner as was shown in a previous article,

where electric locking was applied to the

levers controlling a simple crossing, ex-

cept that when the releasing relay ( the

upper one shown in the figure) is ener-

gized the current is made to pass through

the locks releasing them as soon as the

circuit is completed instead of around the

locks in the shunt circuit, when thev

would not release the levers until after the

releasing circuit had been broken. To
obtain a current with which to energize

the releasing relay, a short .section of the

trolley wire on the further side of the

crossing is insulated in the .same manner
as the cut-out .section and is connected to

the supply wire through the coils of the

releasing relay.

When the car has passed over the cross-

ing and the trolley runs on the insulated

section, the relay is energized, lifting its

armature and completing the circuit

through the locks, lifting thetn and also

restoring the circuit through the locking

relay, causing the circuit to be maintained

and the locks held up after the car has

passed off the releasing section. As the

current which passes through the releas-

ing relay is the one used to propel the car,

it is at times a very heavy one, amounting
to seventy-five amperes at 500 volts, or

about fifty horse-power. A relay to carrv

such a current as this is constructed of

very different proportions from the relavs

ordinarily used for the currents generated

by a battery, and, for this reason, its design

may be of interest to those who are not

familiar with such things.

This relay is shown in Fig. 11, the core

pieces being i inch in diameter and 4

inches long, arranged in the usual horse-

shoe form and woundjwilli a single laver

of two No. S cotton-covered magnet wires,

which are soldered together where the*

crossings of electric with steam railroads in

the city of Chicago and one in the 'State of

New York, and is destined to have rf greater

number of applications as soon as the

benefits to Ik- derived from its use become

more generally known. It is practically,

in its workings, as safe an appliance as the

interlocking used at a crossing of two

steam roads, and insures that the cars of

fllBBS ELECTRIC SIGNALS FOR
STREET CARS.

the electric road will have the same pro-

tection afforded them in using the cross-

ing that is given to the trains on the other

road.

i ^ m

SCOTCH BLOCK.

enter the binding posts. The iron core

pieces are covered with J-^
inch insulating

material to prevent the current, the volt-

age of which is very greatly increased

during thumler storms, from breaking

through the insulation, and by reaching

the locking circuits, burning out the locks

and relays. To prevent, if possible, any

damage being done in case the insulation

should break down, the wires of the lock-

ing circuits are connected to the relay with

a piece of '4-ampere fuse wire, 6 inches

long, which will burn out and prevent the

current from grounding through the

locks.

This system is now in use at seventeen

The American naval service, which is

about the most aristocratic in the world,

has always treated the engineering de-

partment as if it consisted of a lot of

greasy fellows, who had no right to aspire

to be held in the same esteem as the men
trained to handle, the ships. The conse-

quence has been that the naval cadets

have displayed unwillingness to enter the

engineering department. On account of

lliis Senator Squire has introduced a bill

into Congress making the graduates of

outside engineering schools eligible for

.(ppointment as cadets in the engineering

department of the navy. Other changes

arc proposed which will tend to make
the position of naval engineer more ac-

ceptable to ambitious men.

i i S
Commencing January I, 1896, Mr. Lewis

R. Pomcroy, late of Coolbaugh & Pome-

roy, will have charge of the railway sales

department of the Cambria Iron Co. and

the Latrobe Steel Co. His office will be

at .ll Wall street, New York.

& ^ ^
After much weary travail the N'cw

York, Lake Erie & Western Railroad

Company emerged from the hands of the

receivers on the first of hst month, and

the property is recognized under the name

of the Erie Railroad Company, The same

officials remain in charge.
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Defective Freight-Car Brakes.

In the course of a paper by Mr. .A. M.

Waitt, general master car builder of the

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, at

the Western Railway Club, on ".A.ir-Brakc

Equipment for Freight Cars,"_ attention

was directed in a forcible manner to the

existing carelessness in the maintenance

of air brakes on that class of cars. Owing
to thi.s and to the practice of depending

upon a few cars to do the braking of

freight trains, Mr. Waitt alleges that in-

stead of being a source of safety, the air

brake in its existing condition is increas-

ing the number of accidents to freight

trains. No statistics are given to sub-

stantiate the position taken, but we pre-

sume that the conclusions were based on

reliable data.

Those who are in the habit of lingering

around freight yards and car repair tracks,

do not require outside testimony to con-

vince them that the condition of the air

brake on the average car is a disgrace to

the railroad companies which permit

them to remain in'service. We had sup-

posed that the inefiicient condition of air

brakes on so many freight cars was due

to utter neglect of equipment that was

originally in good order, but Mr. Waitt

testified differently. He asserted that in

the building of new cars, but few com-

panies seem to have their inspectors give

much attention to how the brakes are put

together or inspected. It is a most com-

mon occurrence to find newly-built cars

with leaky joints in the pipes, or with the

hose nipples screwed into the angle-cock

casting so as to hold by only two or three

threads, or with air cylinder so located

as to prevent removal of front head for

oiling and cleaning, or with the pipe
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clamps merely acting as a loose support

for the pipes instead of holding them

tight in their place, thereby preventing

rattling and consequent tendency to leaky

joints. It is also frequently found that

the strainer is filled with scale, greasy

dirt, red lead and other obstructive mat-

ter, showing that the i)ipes have not been

blown out with steam before being put

up. .\ triple case or a hose coupling is

often discovered with sand holes

—

another testimony to want of proper In-

spection.

The essential part of air-brake gear de-

signing was said to be as bad as the in-

spection. The braking power of the light

car is only 70 per cent., which is very

low for heavily-loaded cars; but by ig-

norance, design 'and carelessness in ar-

ran.ging levers the braking power is fre-

quently as low as 40 per cent, of the light

car. .^niong the defects mentioned as re-

ducing the efficiency of brakes from lack

of attention, aftcr'they have gone into

service, are—the inside of the cylinders

becoming a bed of rust, and the packing

getting so dry and li.ird that the air will

blow through the packing without mov-

ing the piston. Dry cylinders, gunimcil

triple valves, torn hose and defective

gaskets, all have their share in impairing

the usefulness of the air brake on freight

cars.

.Veglcct of the air hose was severely

ccnsure<l. "Perhaps," said the author,

"there is no part of the air-brake system

more neglected, and at the same time

more important, than the short pieces of

hose that connect our main lines of pipe

between the cars. .\ neglected inspec-

tion and renewal of this seemingly insig-

nificant part has been the direct cause of

more wrecks and loss of property on

freight trains, during two years past, than

any other cause or causes. With ordinary

careful inspection, well-instructed engin-

eers and properly equipped locomotives,

we have had air hose burst in trains—not

simply in tens, but by fifties in a month,

and it is reasonable to expect that other

railroad companies are having similar ex-

perience."

That is rather a discouraging condition

of aflfairs. and it means to us that the air

hose of brakes are kept in service after

their season of usefulness is over. First-

class air hose has a fairly uniform life.

When it has been in service about its

allotted time, a rigid inspection ought to

be made to ascertain its condition. The

fact is, however, that there are too many

inferior hose on air brakes, because the

railroad purchasing departments are too

much influenced to purchase cheap ar-

ticles, no matter how inferior they may
be. This may not be the policy followed

by the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern.

but it is nevertheless a policy largely pur-

sued, and we have no doubt that many of

the expensive wrecks- to freight trains

have resulted from this species of dear

cheapness.

The principal remeily recommended by

Mr. Waitt, to cure the prevailing maladies

o; air brakes, is thorough and systematic

inspection. He also wants the train

crews to be provided with the tools neces-

sary for putting defective air brakes in

order. .-Vs a means of increasing the effi-

ciency of the air brake, he recommends

the use of instruction cars and schools,

where train men and others may acquire

proficiency in the handling of air brakes.

This is all in the right direction, but we
submit that enginemen and trainmen, as a

rule, are quite proficient enough in knowl-

edge of the air brake if they only have a

brake in fit condition to be handled.

Nearly all railroad companies examine

their train men, to test their knowledge

of the air brake, and the practice is rapidly

increasing: but the movement to provide

systematic means for repairing defects of

brakes on freight cars moves slower than

the mill of the gods; but it is starting,

and will eventually do some fine grinding

upon those who act as if their responsi-

bility for the condition of air brakes ended

when the car left the shop.

.•\ curious feature of this miserable con-

dition of air brakes on freight cars is.

that it prevails mostly on cars belonging

t( railroads east of the Mississippi. West-

ern roads have learned how to inspect

their freight-car brakes and keep them

in working order. That proves that

brakes that go far from the home road can

be kept in good order, and it is true that

the railroads in other parts of the coun'.ry

are doing likewise. There are inspection

plants at various interchange points, east

of the Mississippi, for finding out the

ccindition of brakes; but they are used

principally to reject cars. There is griev-

ous absence of the spirit that moves, not

to make a rejection, but to effect an im-

provement. A rule exists_ on all well-

managed roads that the engineer must

try his brakes when the engine is

coupled to a train. .\ rule equally bind-

ing ought to be enforced that no air-brake

car should pass an interchange point or

making up yard without the brake being

tested, and no car with a defective brake

should be permitted to go upon the road.

This policy would be a little troublesome

at first, but it would pay railroad com-

panies the cost many times over, in the

prevention of wrecks and delays from

brake failures.

i i S
The Fastest of Fast Runs.

The Uro.iks Lcuonuitive Works. Dun-

kirk. N. v., have published a pamphlet

giving full particulars of the extraordi-

nary fast run made from Chicago to Buf-

falo on the Lake Shore & Michigan South-

ern Railway on October 24th. The

pamphlet contains a table giving leading

particulars of the fast record-breaking

runs made by the London & Northwest-

ern and Caledonian Railways: the New
York Central, and the Lake Shore &
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Michigan Southern Railway. Fine hall-

tone cuts of engines "599" and "564," of

the Lake Shore are given, and a variety

of press comments upon the run are

(|Uoted. This pamphlet will be a very con-

venient reference to those interested in

high train speeds, as it contains official

figures of the three fastest runs on record.

Any one interested in fast speed can ob-

tain a copy of the pamphlet on applying

to the Brooks Locomotive Works. Dun-
kirk. N. Y.

The builders have sent us the following

facts concerning the fuel and water used by

Brooks engine "564" which made the run

of 86 miles in 70 minutes and 46 seconds,

an average speed of 72.92 miles per hour:

Distance run 86 miles.

Coal used, total 3.250 lbs.

Coal used per mile 37-79 lbs.

Water evaporated 3.700 gals.

Water evaporated 30.833.33 lbs.

Water evaporated, per lb. of coal.. 9.48 lbs.

These figures present facts which make
the record more surprising than ever. The
engine has 28 square feet of heating sur-

face, and burned coal at the rate of 2,746

pounds an hour, which is close on 100

pounds to the foot of grate area. The
prevailing doctrine and belief is. that fuel

burned under such conditions must result

in great waste of heat, yet this engine's

l)oiIer evaporated 9.48 pounds of water to

the pound of coal, very good performance

for a well-designed stationary boiler. It

is evident that there are still a good many
things about the economical rate of com-
l>ustion that have not yet been satisfac-

torily settled by the engineering world.

^ i i
Increase of Heating Surface.

During a discussion on Wide Fire-

boxes at the Western Railroad Club. Mr.

William Forsyth, mechanical engineer of

the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy. made
the point that locomotive designers are

not increasing the area of heating sur-

face of their boilers so fast as they are in-

creasing the grate area. An examination

of the designs of new locomotives built

in the last few years, will show that the

tendency has been to exercise ingenuity

in making the grate area larger, while no
effort worth mentioning has been de-

voted to making the heating surface

greater. Unless some radical change is

effected on our design of boilers, the

.\merican locomotive as seen on some
roads has reached the limit of its capacity.

The driving wheels limit the width, and
the bridges, to say nothing of a dangerous
high center of gravity, limit the height of

the boiler; there is no advantage gained

in making the boiler longer, and so we
find that boilers as large as can be carried

are in use on different roads.

Mr. Forsyth advocates a radical change,

in the adoption of a special form of water-

tube boiler which has proved superior to

the locomotive boiler as a steam maker
for the engines of fast torpedo boats. Mr.

Yarrow, the famous English shipbuilder,

has been very successful in the designing

of water-tube boilers for torpedo boats,

and his types are employed in various

navies, where large steam making ca-

pacity is needed in small space. The de-

sign of a locomotive boiler that would
have both water tubes and ordinary flues

w;is presented by Mr. Forsyth. The
firebox and boiler appear to be about the

same size as the firebox and boiler of the

C, B. & Q. locomotive illustrated on page

748 of the December number of "Loco-
motive Engineering." While the firebox

shown in the engraving referred to has

187.4 square feet of heating surface, the

firebox with the water tubes would have

579 square feet. A change of this kind

might entail troubles that are not ex-

perienced with the common firebox; but

it is a proposed improvement which is

worthy of a trial. Various forms of water-

tube boders have been tried for locomo-
tives with very unsatisfactory results, but

that is no reason why a good, practical

water-tube boiler may not yet be made a

success.

i i i
Prospects of Using Oil as Fuel.

Railroad officers are frequently impor-

tuned by inventors of oil-burning appli-

ances to adopt their devices and burn oil

in locomotive fireboxes, great claims of

saving being made. There are circum-

stances under which liquid fuel is cheaper

than coal, but they are very rare. At the

last meeting of the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers the subject was dis-

cussed with a result that brings no com-
fort to the oil advocates. The question

was submitted: Are there any conditions

under which oil fuel is cheaper than coal

for generating steam at points on the At-

lantic seaboard?

The answers given to this question were

to the efifect that if a man owned an oil well

and a coal mine, the oil would be the

cheaper fuel; but, under existing condi-

tions, the companies controlling the oil

wells keep the price of oil so high that

coal is the cheaper fuel. There is no diffi-

culty in using oil fuel in a locoinotive, but

the supply is not nearly equal to provide

fuel for one-tenth the locomotives running

in this country. In fact, it is estimated

that the locomotives in use on the Penn-

sylvania Railroad alone would use half

tlic oil production of this continent if they

were all burning oil.

i g ®
How Throttling Superheats Steam.

A question in connection with steam

which many engineers find hard to under-

stand is, "Why does throttling the steam

cause superheating?" The impression

among many people is. that the superheat-

ing results from the friction of the steam

in passing through the restricted opening.

This is not correct. The superheating

consists of the extra heat that was in the

steam when it was at the higher pressure.

For instance, we have a boiler carrying

180 pounds pressure, and the throttle

opening is kept so restricted that the

steam entering the dry pipe is reduced to

140 pounds pressure. The heat in steam
at 180 pounds pressure above the atmos-
phere is 379.4 degrees Fah., while the

heat of saturated steam at 140 pounds
pressure is 360.6 degrees Fah. When the

steam descends to the lower pressure,

without doing work, it has, therefore,

nearly 20 degrees more heat than what is

required to keep it in a gaseous condition.

The reason that economy sometimes re-

sults from throttling steam down to a

lower pressure is, that the gas is able to

give out some heat to the cylinders before

any water is formed. Steam passing from
the boiler without reduction of pressure

is always at the dew point, so to speak,

always ready to turn into water on the

least amount of heat being abstracted

from it. During the whole journey from
the dry pipe to the atmosphere, the steam
is meeting something that robs it of heat

and turns it into a misty vapor. The bad
effects of this vapor inside of the cylinder

are cumulative, for it carries off heat with-

out doing any work, and every drop
formed helps to condense more steam.

It is to restrain this action that appliances

for superheating the steam are used in

connection with some steam engines.

li i ^
Effect of Throttling.

Steam engineers have been so long ac-

customed to believe that waste of heat

results from throttling steam in its way
to the steam chest, that it is hard for them
to admit that there may be exceptions to

the rule in favor of a full open throttle.

About a year ago Mr. Charles T. Porter,

one of the niost celebrated mechanical en-

gineers in the country, described, in a

paper read before an engineering society,

experiments which he had made to find

out the exact effects of throttling steam,

and asserted that under certain circum-

stances throttling resulted in saving

steam. For a locomotive, the time when
throttling might prove beneficial would
be when the engine was working so very

light that the reverse lever might be kept

in the center notch or very close to it.

Before Porter published his discovery

many locomotive engineers claimed that

they used less fuel at short cut-oflfs, when
the steam was throttled, but that was
generally considered a prejudiced view in

favor of a bad practice.

During the past year, since we pub-

lished an account of what Porter's experi-

ments had demonstrated, several of our

friends have been making tests and ob-

servations of the efifect of throttling, and

they unite in saying that a locomotive can-

not be operated economically with a cut-

oft' shorter than 25 per cent. In certain

cases it has been found economical to ad-

vance the reverse lever a notch ahead of

the 6-inch cut-oft', and reduce the admis-
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sion of steam by throttling. Compound
locomotives appear to waste steam when
they are worked closely hooked up. In

a letter to the "Railroad Gazette" Mr. J.

H. Symington, mechanical expert for the

Richmond Locomotive Works, says: "I

believe that few men realize that a light

throttle is often the most economical
throttle to use. With our high boilers ana
short domes there is great difficulty in

getting dry steam.* * * On all engines

there is a certain throttle opening which
conduces to a maximum efficiency by
superheating the steam sufficiently in its

passage through the contracted opening
to insure dry steam in the cylinders, and
at the same time maintain a good initial

pressure in the steam chests." He then

tells that in his e.xperience with the

"Tramp" compound he found throttling

an advantage wlicn running light.

It is well known that locomotives, and
all engines having cylinders exposed to

the weather, lose a great proportion of

the steam by cylinder condensation. The
range of temperature of the cylinder is so

great that the initial steam finds the cylin-

der acting as a condenser, since its metal

has to be heated up from the temperature

of the exhaust steam to the temperature

of the ingoing steam. The reduction of

pressure due to throttling superheats the

steam, and it contains a certain amount of

heat that can be taken away by the cylin-

ders without turning the steam into water.

This appears to justify to some extent

the practice of the old fogy engineer who
prefers to run with the throttle partly

closed.

^ g ^

BOOK REVIEWS.

"Seventh Annual Report on the Statistics

of Railways in the United States." For
the year ending June 30. 1894. By the
Statistician of the Interstate Commerce
Commission. Government Printing'
Office, Washington. D. C.

This is the usual elaborate report, with
tables giving full information on almost
every subject concerning railroads. .M-
though the data is over a year old, it is in

the main correct, and should be used in-

stead of floating statements in the news-
papers, as a basis of information on Ameri-
can transportation matters. You can get
a copy free by making request through
your Congressman.

"Catalogue of the Hopkins Railway Lib-
rary, at Palo Alto, Colo." By F. J. Teg-
gert, Asst. Librarian. Price $1.50.

This is a very large and complete cata-
logue of almost everything ever printed
about railroads. It seems to be the larg-
est collection of railroad books and pamph-
lets in America. If there is a better we
do not know of it.

"Poor's Directory of Railway Officials
and Manual of Street Railways." By
H. V. and H. W. Poor. New York.
This is the usual list of officials of rail-

roads, both under the heading of the road
and classified. There is also a mass of
tables and other data published for the in-

formation of investors, and a lot of adver-
tising. This is as good an official list as it

is possible to make an annual publication.

The changes of olficials on American rail-

roads amount to some thousands in a year,
thus largely destroying the usefulness of

such a list. The recent issue of a monthly
correction list, by one of the annually pub-
lished lists, has done more than anything
else to show the weakness of any list com-
piled at so wide an interval as one year.

"Sketch Portfolio of Railroad Stations
and Kindred Structures." By Bradford
Lee Gilbert. Published by the "Rail-
road Gazette," New York.

This book is portfolio shaped, about
ioJ^xi3j/8 inches, and containing half-tone
and line sketches of many railroad sta-

tions in this country and other buildings
of a public and private nature. It is a

handsome and useful book for any rail-

road architect. There is no text, simply
the pictures with briefest possible descrip-
tions. No price is given.

^j '^'j A© jsf ig

Useless Loss of Life.

On the morning of December i8th, a

steam valve or pipe connection in the en-

gine room of the American Liner "St.

Paul" burst, scalding to death nine nun
of the engineer's crew.

Only a couple of weeks before a similar

accident, but with fewer fatalities, oc-

curred in the engine room of the Olympia
Theatre, in this city.

Long and large steam pipes arc always

subject to dangerous strains, that are apt

to cause a rupture.

Our engraving shows the details of

construction of a valve made by the Fos-

ter Engineering Co., of Newark, N. J.,

that is intended to guard against just such

risks. This safety device, if placed in a

steam-pipe system anywhere, will shut ofT

the supply of steam from the boiler the

moment there is a rupture. The valve is

automatic, costs little and insures much.

$ ^ ^

The Pennsylvania employs 47.000 men,

and pays out annually to them $.^6,000,000;

the Panhandle lines employ 8.600 men,
and the wages paid annually are $8,000,-

000; the Pittsburg, Fort Wayne & Chica-

go employs 10.000 men, and pays them
annually $6,300,000.

PERSONAL.
La Molt .\nies has resigned as master

mechanic of the Beech Creek R. R.

Mr. John D. Campbell has resigned the

position of master mechanic of the Buflfalo

& Susquehanna R. R.

Mr. G. W. Seidel has been appointed

master mechanic of the Baltimore & Le-

high, with headquarters at Baltimore. Md.

Mr. W. W. Wilson has been appointed

general manager of the Gulf Beaumont &
Kansas City, with headc|uarters at Beau-

mont, Tex.

Mr. F. N. Hibbits, master mechanic of

tlie Rochester division of the Erie, has

been appointed train master of the East-

ern division.

Mr. W. J. Parker has been appointed

superintendent of the Western Railway of

Guatemala, with headquarters at San
Felipe, Guatemala.

Mr. T. S. Inge has been appointed

master mechanic of the Southern, with

headquarters at Burlington, N. C.

Mr. R. L. Herbert has been appointed

master mechanic of the Southern Pacific,

with headquarters at Victoria, Te.x.

Mr. R. H. Garland has been promoted
from general car inspector to be general

foreman of the Pennsylvania shops at

West Philadelphia.

Mr. Henry C. Robinson has been ap-

pointed assistant superintendent of the

southern division of the Boston & Maine,

with headquarters at Boston, Mass.

The headquarters of Mr. S. A. Sliep-

pard. master mechanic of the Carrabelle,

Tallahassee & Georgia, have been re-

moved from Carrabelle to Lanark. Fla.

Mr. .\dolfo Magar has been elected di-

rector general of the Western Railway of

Guatemala. He is spoken of as a most
enterprising and successful railroad man-
ager.

^Ir. J. Shigemachi Fujita. assistant

locomotive superintendent of the Nippon
Railway, at Tokio, Japan, is traveling in

this country, examining our railway ma-
chinery.

Mr. Patrick Sterling, head of the me-,

chanical department of the Great North-

ern, of England, and one of the ablest men
of his age, died on the nth of November,

aged 76.

Mr. J. R. Lane has been appointed

superintendent of the Macon & Birming-

ham, in charge of transportation, road-

way and machinery department, with

headquarters at Macon, Ga.

Mr. F. J. Cole, mechanical engineer

of the B. & O., has resigned that position

to accept a similar one with the Rogers

Locomotive Co. The B. & O. are in

need of a man to fill his place.

Mr. Richard Durborrow has been pro-

moted from the position of general fore-

man to that of master inechanic of the
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Pennsylvania, at West Philadelphia, in

place of Mr. Garrett, retired.

Mr. A. E. Brown has been appointed

general foreman of the shops at Somer-

set. Ky., of the Cincinnati, New Orleans &
Texas Pacific. He was formerly a loco-

motive engineer on the road.

Mr. J. W. Evans has been appointed

trainmaster of the Choctaw, Oklahoma &
Gulf, w^ith headquarters at South Mc-

Alester, I. T., to succeed Mr. F. L. Moel-

ler. superintendent of transportation, re-

signed.

Mr. Ira C. Hubbell has been appointed

purchasing agent of the Kansas City,

Pittsburg & Gulf. Texarkana & Fort

Smith and Kansas City & Independent

Air Line, with headquarters at Kansas

City, Mo.

Air. J. P. Boyle, trainmaster of the

Keokuk & Western, has been appointed

superintendent of that road, with head-

quarters at Keokuk, Iowa, and will also

have jurisdiction over the Des Moines &
Kansas City.

Mr. A. K. Stone, of Glasgow, Mont..

has been appointed assistant superintend-

ent of the Fergus Falls division of the

Great Northern, with headquarters at

Melrose, Minn., in place of Mr. C. C. Pon-

sonby, resigned.

Mr. G. F. Huggins has been appointed

general superintendent and engineer of

the Choctaw, Oklahoma & Gulf, with

headquarters at South McAIester, I. T.,

to succeed Mr. J. D. Bradford, superin-

tendent, resigned.

Mr. H. A. Ivatt has been appointed

locomotive superintendent of the Great

Northern Railway of England, to fill the

vacancy made by the death of Mr. Patrick

Sterling. Mr. Ivatt was formerly loco-

motive engineer of the Great Southern &
Western of England.

Mr. S. B. Fisher has been appointed

assistant chief engineer of the Missouri,

Kansas & Texas, with headquarters at

Parsons, Kan. He was formerly chief

engineer of the Milwaukee & Northern

and afterward chief engineer and superin-

tendent of the Everett & Monte Cristo.

Mr. W. Augustus, master mechanic ot

the Keokuk & Western, has taken charge

of the machinery of the Des Moines &
Kansas City, which has been absorbed

by the Keokuk & Western. He holds the

title of superintendent of motive power,

with headquarters at Centerville, Iowa.

Mr. Frank Tourney has been appointed

master mechanic of the Rochester divi-

sion of the Erie, with headquarters at

Rochester, N. Y., to succeed Mr. F. N.

Hibbits, appointed trainmaster of the

eastern division. Mr. Toumey was for-

merly foreman of the shops at West New-
burgh, N. Y.

Among our visitors last month was

Mr. J. B. Elwell. master mechanic of the

East Louisiana. He came north to look

after the purchase of some locomotives

and cars. Mr. Elwell is a Boston man,

but he has been in the South for twenty-

one years, and this is his first visit to the

North in that time.

Mr. T. A. Mackinnon. general manager

of the Boston & Maine, has been made

first vice president of the road, with

authority over the operative and construc-

tion departments. Mr. Mackinnon is one

of the best-known railroad men in New
England, and is making a fine record on

tlie Boston & Maine.

Mr. Thomas W. Adams has been ap-

pointed superintendent of car department

of the New England Railroad, with head-

quarters at Norwood, Mass. Mr. Adams
is a son of Mr. F. D. Adams, superintend-

ent of the car department of the Boston &
Albany, and was for years foreman of the

principal car shops of the Boston & Al-

bany.

Mr. George F. Evans, superintendent

of the southern division of the Boston &
Maine, has been appointed assistant gen-

eral manager of that road, with head-

quarters at Boston, Mass. Air. Evans

has been superintendent of the southern

division since March, 1892, and was for-

mery general manager of the Louisville.

Evansville & St! Louis.

Mr. M. A. Miles has been appointed

traveling engineer of the Madison di-

vision of the Chicago & Northwestern.

He has been for some time a passenger

engineer on the same division. A cor-

respondent writing about the appointment

says that the engine men are all highly

pleased about the appointment, and con-

sider that he will be the right man in the

right place.

Mr. William G. Bean, assistant division

siiperintendent of the Boston & Maine at

Concord, N. H., has been appointed

superintendent of the southern division of

that road, with headquarters at Boston,

Mass., to succeed Mr. George F. Evans,

promoted. Mr. Bean was superintendent

of the southern division of the Concord

& Montreal before that road was absorbed

by the Boston & Maine.

Mr. P. H. Schreiber has been ap-

pointed master mechanic of the entire

Chattanooga division of the Cincinnati,

New Orleans & Texas Pacific. Mr.

Schreiber has been master mechanic of

the second district for the past six years,

and his jurisdiction has now been ex-

tended to cover the territory which was

formerly in charge of Mr. I. W. Fowle,

who has resigned to go into Other busi-

ness. Headquarters at Chattanooga.

Mr. William Apps, master mechanic ol

the Illinois Central, has been appointed

master car builder of the Canadian Pacific,

with headquarters at Montreal, to succeed

Mr. J. Higginson, resigned. Mr. Apps

has been master mechanic of the Illinois

Central shops at Chicago since October,

1891, and was master car builder of the

Chicago & Eastern Illinois from June to

September, 1891. From May, 1881, to

1887, he was general foreman of the car

department of the St. Paul, Minneapolis

& Manitoba, and from October, 1887, to

May, 1891, was master car builder of the

Western Railway of Alabama.

In the course of a series of visits to the

general offices of various Western rail-

roads lately, the writer heard many com-

ments about the reorganization of the

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, and, with

scarcely an exception, regrets were ex-

piessed that Mr. D. B. Robinson was

not made president. There seemed to be

no objection to Mr. Ripley, but railroad

men generally seemed to be enthused in

favor of Mr. Robinson, whose personality

seems to bind many friends in his favor.

The talk was that he had labored so

vigorously and so successfully to bring up

the condition of the Santa Fe property

that his work deserved the recognition

that would have been accorded had be

been elected president. ^

Mr. Chas. E. Schaff, assistant general

manager of the Cleveland, Cincinnati,

Chicago & St. Louis, has been advanced

to position of general manager of the

road, with headquarters at Cincinnati,

Ohio. Mr. Schafif has risen through the

train service of railroads to the high

position which he has now attained.

Twenty-four years ago he began work as

brakeman on the Pittsburg, Cincinnati &
St. Louis, and advanced through the po-

sitions of fireman, conductor, yard mas-

ter, train master, to the position of gen-

eral superintendent. He went from the

Peoria & Pekin Union to be assistant

general manager of the Big Four. His

advancement gives general satisfaction

throughout the system.

The following were elected officers of

the reorganized Erie railroad at a meeting

of the directors, November 14: E. B.

Thomas, president; Andrew Donaldson,

third vice president; G. G. Cochran,

fourth vice president; Stetson, Tracy,

Jennings and Russell, general counsel;

J. A. Middleton. secretary; Edward

White, treasurer; J. T. Wann, auditor.

The following appointments are made:

C. R. Fitch, general superintendent, Erie

Railroad division; A. M. Tucker, general

manager, N. Y., P. & O. R. R.; A. E.

Mitchell, superintendent of motive power;

W. Lavery, assistant superintendent of

motive power; C. W. Buchholz, chief en-

gineer; A. Mordecai, assistant chief en-

gineer; D. I. Roberts, general passenger

agent; E. B. Shefifer, purchasing agent.

General Superintendent Fitch, General

Manager Tucker, of the N. Y., P. & O.;

Fourth Vice President Cochran, and

General Passenger Agent Roberts an-

nounce that all officers and employes in

their respective departments will be re-

tained, unless otherwise specifically or-

dered.
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One of the most interesting men we
have met for a long time is Mr. J. \\ .

Thomas, Jr.. assistant general manager
of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St.

Louis, who contributes an article on

European railways tothis issue of "Loco-

motive Engineering." We do not think

there is a railroad officer in this country

who has more intimate acquaintance with

the whole operating departments than Mr.

Thomas, who is a slim, wiry, sandy-haired

gentleman, whose abounding energy and

vim keep his bones clothed with little else

besides skin and muscle. His father,

president and general manager of the

road, held the same position during his

son's rise into manhood, and after gradu-

ating from college the junior got the

choice of working in any department of

the service to which inclination drew him.

At one time he is said to have worked on

the track, and one of the men in the shop,

speaking about him. said, "Why, Mr.

Thomas knows more about track work

than any road master in Tennessee." He
learned the machinist trade in the shops,

and while there got the engine fever and

wanted to go running. His father was op-

posed to this, and as persuasion did not

avail, got him assigned to an engine on a

hard local run, where there were long

hours, hard work and very little enjoy-

ment. He held on to that job for a year,

and then his father decided that the youth

was in earnest, and gave him an engine

on a decent run. He ran an engine five

or si.x years. Then he had a turn as con-

ductor. At one time he was a telegraph

operator, and the first move of promotion

was being made train master. The road

is run very much on paternal lines, and

^Ir. Thomas knows the good and bad

points of every man in the service. When
it Ijeconics necessary to discipline a man.

his mind is constantly on those who are

dependent on the culprit, and many a

man has got ofT easy from seriouS scapes

because punishment would be hard on his

wife and children. One time Mr. Thomas
went North to negotiate with the presi-

dent of a signal company to put in a sig-

nal system upon certain portions of his

road. The price asked for the signals

seemed very high, and Mr. Thomas said

that he would rather devise a signal sys-

tem lor himself than pay that price.

"Why," the president replied, "there is

not a man south of the Ohio River with

brains enough to devise a signal system."

"We shall sec." .said Mr. Thomas, and he

returned home and designed one of the

best signal systems that has ever been

u.sed on a railroad. The employes say

that Mr. Thomas has a very alarming

bark, but he does not bite. With his men
he seems to be the hero of the business.

According to the sentiment that prevails

among the trainmen on the whole line,

there may be other managers who know
something about railroading, but. if they

want to get down to the more artistic

points, they had better come and talk

w ith Mr. Tliomas

EQUIPMENT NOTES.

The Big Four are in the market fur si.\

passenger cars.

The Grand Trunk are in the market for

four passenger cars.

The Chattanooga Southern have placed

an order for loo cars.

The Mexican Central are reported to

he in the market for freight cars.

The Long Island Railroad people are

asking bids for fifty gondola cars.

The Denver & Rio Grande have ordered

550 freight cars, of 60.000 pounds ca-

pacity.

The Illinois Central have ordered 200

more freight cars, increasing a large or-

der placed some inne ago.

The Midland Terminal of Colorado are

in the market for ten passenger cars and

IOC freight cars and five consolidation

locomotives.

The Boston & Maine are in the market

for 100 platform cars. They have just

placed an order with Rhode Island for

twenty locomotives, and expect to order

five more.

The Boston & Albany are about to

order more of the eight-wheel passenger

engines of the Schenectady type, illus-

trated in "Locomotive Engineering," Sep-

tember last.

s i i
The latest news from Jim Skeevers is

to the effect that the grief committee and

the old man have him cornered upstairs

in the general office. We expect to hear

from him for next month's paper.

i i i
The Xew York. New Haven iSc llart-

ftrd gave some of their men an unusual

cause to feel merry at Christmas. The
wages of firemen was raised from $2.00

to $2.10 a day, and the pay of freight

brakemen was advanced from $1.90 to

$2.00.

i i i
At the December meeting of the New

York Railroad Club. Mr. John .\. Hill,

an editor of this paper, who has been

secretary for the past four years, declined

to serve longer in that position, and Mr.

W. G. Wattson, superintendent of the

West Shore Railroad, was appointed to

take his place.

i S i.
The Pennsylvania Railroad people

have been put to great expense and in-

convenience lately for want of water at

.Mtoona. For months they have been

hauling about a million gallons a day.

When the cold snap came about the mid-

dle of December, there was so much diffi-

culty experienced in transferring the

water from the portable tanks that they

were compelled to shut down the works.

i i i
The Manhattan Railroad- Company are

seriously considering propo.sals to change
friim >i|r.im loinmotivi-; to electric mo-

tors. Those who claim to be familiar

with the inside affairs of the management
say that President Gould is in favor of

l)roceeding to make the change at once,

but that Mr. Russell Sage, one of the

largest stock holders of the properly, is

strongly opposed to making any change.

The students of the Stevens Institute of

Technology holding the Railway Master

Mechanics scholarships appear to take an

active part in the literary work of the in-

stitution. We notice that Mr. \\'. D. Fu-
nis, son of Mr. W. C. Ennis, master me-
chanic of the New York, Susquehanna

& Western, is one of the editors of

"Stevens Life," and Mr. W. H. Jennings,

son of Mr. William Jennings, superintend-

ent of motive power of the Mexican Inter-

national, is a special correspondent for

the same lively journal.

^ i& ih

\ material called "Mannocilin" has

lately been introduced into this market

from Germany, which is said to be an

absolute remover and preventative of

rust. It is used largely in Germany, and

is reported to have taken the place of

tallow, white lead and other mixtures

formerly used to protect bright metal

work. We commend it to the attention

of those who are responsible for keeping

l)olished rods and other bright work free

from rust. A sample of the material will

be sent by Otto Goetze, 25 Whitehall

street. New York, to any of our readers

on application.

i i S
riu' Siemens & Halske Electric Co.,

which are now- proprietors of the Grant

Locomotive Works, of Chicago, have re-

cently finished twelve lo-w-hecl locomo-

tives that were commenced by the old

company. The engines are fine looking

machines and have the appearance of first

class work and material. The cylinders

are 19x24 inches, and driving wheels 62

inches diameter. The boiler is straight,

Belpaire firebox, the whole giving 1,845

sciuare feet of heating surface. The
weight of the engines in working order

is 128.600 pounds. The engines are for

sale.

i i i
.

There are several roads using rattled

scrap for crank pins and piston rods,

among which may be mentioned the Chi-

cago, Rock Island & Pacific and Chicago

& Northwestern. There seems to be a

revival in respect of the material of ihesj

two details, after having Iain dorn .mt for

some time, and choice selected .scrap is

again being put into these parts. The mat-

ter of kind of scrap is covered by the word

"selected," it w-ill be noticed, and is vague

enough; but, with the best of care in this

regard, the results must be unsatisfactory,

unless more attention is given to the

working it than has been done in too

many cases that we can recall.
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The Northivestern's Locomotive
Testing Machine.

Almost every reading railroad man has

heard in the past year of the plant erected

at Chicago by the Northwestern Railway

Company lor the purpose of testing their

locomotives as they come out of the shop.

Instead of running them around the yard,

they go upon the tester and are "broken

in."

Breaking in engines was not the origi-

nal aim sought by Mr. Robert Quayle.the

superintendent of motive power, and his

able assistant. Mr. E. M. Herr. but to pro-

tween its deck and the foot board, so that

coal may be taken off the tank, as well as

water, if it is found desirable.

Simply stated, the plant consists of a set

of supporting wheels set in a pit in such a

way that the drivers of a locomotive may
be made to rest upon them; brake wheels

on these supporting shafts, and automatic

means of controlling the brakes upon
them, and means to prevent the engine

leaving the supporting wheels.

Without going into elaborate detail of

sizes, etc., we will try to make the con-

struction of this plant clear.

The heavily braced and anchored fram-

ing at rear of pit supports the drawbar

and stands the strain of the pulling of the

locomotive that is being tested.

Fig. 3 is an end section of pit. supports,

and one pair of supporting wheels. The
supporting wheels are old drivers, with

steel-tired wheels, turned off so as to take

the drivers on—all of them are 56 inches

in diameter. The carrying a.\les are 10

feet s'/i inches long, and have on their

outer ends cast iron brake wheels 32
inches in diameter, with 5'/j-inch faces,

chilled.

LOCOMOTIVE ON TESTING PLANT, NORTHWESTERN SHOPS, CHICAGO.

vide means for carrying out inexpensive

experiments that would show where the

elticiency of their engines could be im-

proved.

Mr. Quayle built a testing machine at

South Kaukauna, Wis., when he was
master mechanic of the Milwaukee &
Lake Shore road, and knew pretty well

what was needed in his new plant.

Our large engraving shows one of the

Northwestern's latest passenger engines

on the plant ready for testing.

As will be seen, her tank stands beside

her—the tester occupies one stall of the

roundhouse—and a platform is built be-

Fig. I is a sectional side view of tlie pit

and machine. The pit is 28 feet 3 inches

long, 15 feet wide, and 7 feet 2 inches deep

inside the brick walls.

The boxes of the carrying axles rest on

heavy cast iron rails or bed plates, which

in turn are supported on heavy longitudi-

nal timbers resting on ties. These iron

rails have T slots and a rack in them, and

there are pinions on each set of housings,

or bo.xes.that permit of their being moved
along the base, so as to admit of setting

the carryin.g wheels to the same centers

as any locomotive's drivers lliey may wish

to test.

.Vround these brake wheels there are

arranged 21 small brake shoes (half this

ninnber twice as large would have done

as well) on a steel band, the ends of

wliich are attached by lugs to the bell-

crank shown in Fig. 4. One arm of this

crank is extended, and is fnlcrumed to the

piston of a 6-inch air cylinder. There is

one of these brake wheels and brakes on

each end of each axle.

.Around each of these brake wheels, and

its prony brake, there is arranged a sheet

steel casing shown in Figs. 4, 5 and 6.

This lias a water-tight joint at the axle

and is kept filled with water up to the top
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of the brake wlieel. The water is taken in

at the bottom, as shown in Fig. 6, and

runs out at the top from hose nipple

shown at left in Figs. 4 and 5. Tliis pre-

vents heating and insures uniform brak-

ing effect. These water connections arc

all by hose, so that changing the position

of carrying wheels does not affect them.

Air from a common connection is taken

under the pistons of all the 6-inch govern-

ing cylinders, the supply of air being

taken from the regular shop supply.

An ingenious device consisting of a

combination of an I section rail and U-
shaped cap rail, with legs that rest di-

rectly on the axles of the carrying wheels,

is used to get the engines upon the ma-
chine. They are so made that when en-

FIG. 1.

iin this plant, under any and all condi-

tions, will prove something. Many things

now in doubt will be settled by experi-

ments here.

When they get their dynamometer on

the drawbar to register the exact pull,

they can tell better and easier what en-

gines are doing.

With self-recording gages on the brake

cylinders, the power developed can be fig-

ured out now.

The beauty of this plant is, for breaking

in engines, that you can crawl all over

-Master Mechanics Lonimittecs this year

may try som ^original experiments on it

that will be oenetit to all railroads.

i i i
The Corning brake shoe, which has

chilled pieces that press upon the parts of

the tread not worn by the rail, is meet-

ing with extraordinary success on the

roads where it is in use. Mr. G. R. Brown
writes:

"Replying to your inquiry concerning

the Corning brake shoe, as used on the

Fall Brook Railway, I have to say that, on

SECTION AND PLAN OF NORTHWESTERN TESTING MACHINE.

FIG. 3. END SECTION.

gine reaches the crown of wheels, the

rails are free to be lifted out of the way.

On the axle of the back pair of carrying

wheels they clamp a wooden pulley, made
in halves, and from it runs a round belt

to the pulley of a common ball governor,

and this governor controls the amount of

air that is admitted to the brake cylinders.

So, you see, it is perfectly easy, by chang-
ing the size of pulleys, to arrange to let

a locomotive run at any given speed. The
governor is very sensitive, and will hold

the speed within a very few revolutions of

what is wanted.

Indicator cards taken from an engine

and under the engine while at full speed

and see just how she works, and faults, if

there are any.

So far, the principal thing done on the

plant has been to note the effects of dif-

ferent proportions of valves and arrange-

ments of valve motion—the result being

that on almost all their engines they have

cut out inside lap.

When one of these big passenger loco-

motives is making a sixty-mile an hour

gait on the tester with her nose ten feet

from the door she looks reckless, and

makes a man wonder what she would do

if the drawbar broke.

October 8th. we etiuippeil an entire pas-

senger train with the Corning brake shoe,

and they have run continuously since that

date, making 9,000 miles and 3,550 stops.

"From a personal examination. I find

the shoes have worn a scant 3-16 of an

inch, there being no visible wearing or

cutting of the tires.

"From the engineer who has charge of

the train I learn that the adhesive effec-

tiveness of the Corning brake shoe is all

that we desire, being, I should judge, 25

per cent, greater than the shoes we have

been using.

"I look upon the economy and dura-

This device has only been in use since . bility of the Corning brake shoe with such

.\ugust. and all the useful things that may favor that on December "th. 1S95. the

be found out there have not yet been Fall Brook Railway Company adopted it

tried It is v.rv 1il<lv that some of the as their standard shoe."
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Our New Year's Issue.

We are proud ol the niaK'iitii-ciu num-

ber of 'Locomotive Engineering" lor the

first month of i8g6. It is a specimen of

what the paper will be every succeeding

month, only that we expect to make it a

little better every time. Every month we

are spreading the net a little wider, which

catches good things for our reading pages,

and we can assure our readers that little

will escape that is worth putting before

them.

Readers will find the advertising pages

well worthy of being carefully examined.

For artistic effect this department will

bear favorable comparison with anything

ever done in advertising. These pages this

thai there arc features about some coupler^

which can be defended in the courts—an

idea that many people have come to con-

sider doubtful. The most important de-

cision was given by the United States Cir-

cuit Court at St. Louis, holding that out-

side parties were liable for infringement

if they manufactured knuckles without the

consent of the patentee. Owing to a de-

cision of the courts, given years ago, that

it was legal to make, lor repairs, cutters of

a reaping machine without permission of

the patentee, many manufacturers have

assumed that they were at liberty to make
and sell any part of a patented article, so

long as the parts so made were to be used

for renewal or repair. There are few parts

A New Disease.

The New York "World" recently de-

scribed the cause of delay to the steam-

ship "Paris," as follows:

"The eleventh boiler was incapacitated.

Oil or grease got into the water and

"churned' so the water was inconvertible

into steam. This boiler will be thrown

out of service."

i i
.\ good thing to carry under the hat is

a knowledge of the fact that a given weight

of water when evaporated to steam in

a vessel that is tight enough to prevent

its escape, will leave a weight of steam

equal to that of the water from which it

locomotii/^

THE OI.DKST ROLLING STOCK IN ENGLAND. BODMIN & WADEBRTDGE BRA"NCH, LONDON & SOUTHWESTERN RY.
IN T'SE FOR FIFTY YEARS.

month constitute condensed catalogues of

all the important railroad supply manu-

facturers on this continent. Purchasing

agents, heads of mechanical departments

and other officials interested in ordering

supplies, will find the buyers' finding list

in this paper a very convenient book of

reference, when anything is wanted. We
have provided the means of hanging up

the paper, and submit the request that it

be given a prominent place within reach of

the buyer.

W W !Ai

Car Knuckles Are Protected by Coupler

Patents.

There have been several lawsuits against

car-coupler companies for infringement of

certain parts decided lately, which indicate

of standard railway appliances that are not

made and sold by unauthorized parties

under this claim. Besides car-couplers. air-

brake mechanism, parts of signaling ap-

paratus, parts of safety valves, lubricators,

and a great many other things have been

made by parties having no interest in the

))atents. The decision on knuckles is

likely to exert a wholesome eflfect upon

this line of industry.

h % ^
.'\mong the railroad changes of the

month has been the purchase of the Des
Moines & Kansas City by the Keokuk &
Western. The D. M. & K. C. was a 3-foot

gage line 112 miles long, with nine loco-

motives and 217 cars. It traverses a fine

agricultural country in Iowa.

was evaporated, or, one pound of water

will make one pound of steam. This will

be one pound weight and not one pomid

pressure, and a proper understanding of

this fact will divest the subject of its

murky features at the start.

The handsomest calendar for 1896 we

have received or seen, is sent out by the

Ajax Metal Co. (Inc.), Philadelphia, Pa.

You can get one by writing for it.

i i ^
Formulas are a good thing to have,

when they are correct, but how many who
use them every day know whether they

are following false prophets or not? For-

tunate is the man who can build his own
formulas.
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Wear of Tires in India.

/{Ji'/ors :

In reference to the curious wear on

driving-wheel tires in India, these six-

wheel coupled "goods" are engines per-

haps of English build, and years ago the

equalizer was an unknown quantity in

their engines, and I believe is not gener-

ally used even at the present. In engines

of this class, as you well know, it is next

to impossible to distribute the weight ex-

actly, as a weak or strong spring, or the

length of hangers, makes a great differ-

ence, as there is no equalizing medium;
and if so, this particular driver may be the

slighted one, thus causing the wheel to be

virtually overbalanced, viz., the balance

weight, for equalizing the centrifugal and

reciprocating parts, especially when run-

ning fast, is greater than weight on this

driver. Why it should be on the left

driver is hard to account for without it is

a mountain road and curves in one direc-

tion; say running shut ofif, where the mo-
mentum of the different parts has no

steadying medium and the left wheel is

on the elevated side of track on the outer

rail.

I remember a goods engine built at the

Swindon Works of the G.W.R.R. of Eng-
land, and put in service on the Wolver-

hampton division; they had similar

trouble with it. and they found it was ow-
ing to not having weight enough on that

driver; the balance weight to overcome,

say. I -.3 or l/i of reciprocation, and the

centrifugal balance, was too much; after

the weight was distributed she was all

right.

In the .case mentioned by me both

drivers were in the same boat; we had no

mountains.

Gko. ,Sm.\rT.

Edgcniont, So. Dak

'k % ^
A Water=Pump Governor.

Editors

:

For the benefit of any readers of "Loco-

motive Engineering" who use a force

pump for washing boilers, and who would

like a good governor for same, I would

like to describe one used at this place.

They use here a common No.4Kno\vles

pump, situated in the stationary engine

room, quite a distance from the round-

house. K signal bell near the pump was

formerly used to notify the engineer when
to increase or decrease the speed of the

pump. Now, a great difficulty encount-

ered in this manner of working was, that

In order to signal the engineer the boiler

washer had to frequentljf go some dis-

tance to the handle connected to the bell,

and was oftentimes compelled to go to

the engine room and regulate speed of

pump himself. This was very annoying,

as well as expensi\'e.

The foreman of shop tools and macliin-

LocoMOTivE Encineerinq. N. Y.

ery noticing this fact, set his wits to work

to devise means for overcoming the difli-

culty, and met with success by thinking

out a simple and cheap governor, which I

will try and describe. He made this of

stick brass:

Cylinder A, Fig. I, being 2x4 inches

inside; into this is fitted piston B, the

lower end of which carries a common
leather packing such as is used in the

Westinghouse air-brake cylinders. The
upper end of piston has three square

grooves which form a water packing.

Around the outside of the cylinder,

near the top end, is shrunk a wrought

iron band with a lug attached, as shown,

the lug forming a fulcrum for lever C, to

which piston rod D is connected; the

long end of lever C being attached to the

handle of a simple circular cvit-ofif valve

in the steam pipe.

The application of governor is shown in

Fig. 2; the base to which the cylinder is

fastened being a small piece of tank steel,

which in turn is secured to the pump by

one of the nuts holding the discharge

valve chamber cap in place. .\s pressure

is generated in this chamber, it is trans-

mitted to cylinder A through pipe E, and

forces piston B upward, raising lever C,

which closes cut-off valve in steam pipe.

To render the governor more positive

in its action, the lever C has its upper

edge notched and weight F hung there-

from. When the governor was first tried,

it was found that it opened the steam

valve too quickly, causing the pump to

jump. To obviate this, a brass connec-

tion, with a thin brass button in it having

a l-16-inch hole through its center, was
placed in pipe E; this prevented the water

from either entering or escaping from

cylinder A too quickly. After this was
done, the governor worked perfectly. It

is now regulating two pumps, which are

placed side by side, and will govern either

one or both of them nicely. About the

only fault which, perchance, might be

found with it is that if applied to a very

large pump it might prove rather un-

wieldy; but for small pumps it gives en-

tire satisfaction, maintaining an even pres-

sure at all times.

L. C. Hitchcock.
Los Angeles, Cal.

i © ^
A Case of Cracked Firebox.

Editors :

I have been very much interested in

reading the valuable correspondence of

late in "Locomotive Engineering," in

reference to above important subject, and
as I have had quite a little trouble where
I have been employed in the above line. I

would like to give you a little of my ex-

perience.

We had frequently small cracks take

place in sheet, invariably at top and bot-

tom of stay-bolt head; these generally ap-

pear atter'boiler is washed out, and if they

Ao not take up, and leak bad, we have to

pull fire and cool her off, and boiler-

maker goes in and puts in a copper plug
or two and hammers up stay bolt. This

will keep tight until boiler is washed out
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again—or about one month. When it is

washed again, it is found that the crack

has extended so that it is necessary to

put in two or three more plugs; this state

of things went on for a little longer, when
boiler-maker informed me that he would
have to cut the piece out and put on a

patch, which I allowed him to do, and he

proceeded to cut out the piece, which

took in four stay-bolts, under side of

patch being about 3 inches from mud
ring. After he cut out piece he proceeded

to get patch fitted and drilled, and got

into firebox to bolt patch on temporarily.

In doing so, the side slieet gave a noise

like a pistol and cracked itself upwards
along the line of stay-bolts for a distance

of 17 inches.

On examination of the fracture I found

that the sheet had separated where fract-

ure started, a distance of 3-32 inch, show-

ing that it had been either too short or

had been pressed apart by stay-bolts be-

ing too tight in holes. As this happened

about six weeks ago, and weather was
warm, and boiler had been empty for two
days, I could not account for it by uneven

temperature.

Can it be that this was caused by stay-

bolts being put in a good fit—what we
might call nearly steam tight—and then

subjected to an unnecessary hammering
which would result in making head and

part of stay-bolt in hole similar to that

cruel tool called a boilermakers's drift

pin? Then, when the fire heated the head

of stay-bolt, heat would pass in some dis-

tance, which would cause bolt to expand,

but hole would not allow it without fract-

uring the sheet. I have also a theory

which I would like to give in relation to

sheets cracking vertically instead of hori-

zontally. I have noticed often that the

stay-bolts get more hammering on the

top and horizontal sides of the heads than

they do on the bottom side; this happens

because the man doing the work cannot

get such a handy blow on the bottom as

he can on the sides. This hammering

down on the side horizontally has the

effect of making the stay-bolts a powerful

wedge which exerts its force to split the

sheet vertically.

I would like to ask any of the numerous

and talented correspondents who have

had experience with the hollow stay-bolt,

if the sheet shows cracks when it is used,

just the same as when .the solid stay-bolt

is used. I have never had any experience

with hollow stay-bolts, and would like

this information.

W. S. Hughes.
Providence, A'. I.

g i i
Was It Luck? An Incident of Old-

Time Railroading.
Jidilois :

In the summer of '73 I was running a

"Manchester" on one of our great West-

ern trunk lines pulling what was then

known as the "night express," and it was

while on the road with this train that I

met with perhaps the most' peculiar chain

of entirely unusual incidents during my
long experience running an engine, and

in the absence of any one of them a dis-

astrous head-end collision would have oc-

curred.

We were west-bound with No. i, and

should have met No. 12 freight and No.

2 at A . We reached there on time,

and headed into a siding, permitting No.

2 to pass. Following the departure of

this train, we backed out and pulled up

to the station, making our regular stop.

The signal was displayed denoting tele-

graph orders, which, when delivered to

the engine, found us thirteen minutes

late. While standing at the station, I ob-

served that the relief valve in main reser-

voir was not operating properly— it was

in the days of "straight air"—and the 70

pounds we were supposed to carry had

increased to about 90. This higher pres-

sure would give no more than a safe brake

force, so far as wheel sliding was con-

cerned; for at that time the low braking

force employed was so much superior to

hand brakes that maximum efficiency was

not a ruling consideration.

From A to T was a distance of

nine miles, the first three miles being

down a grade of 70 feet to the mile, the

remaining si.x miles being level, with

numerous curves among the bluffs. A
half mile from the foot of the grade was a

water tank, where, with seven cars, it

was our invariable practice to stop for

water; but on the night in question, while

standing at A , the fireman reported

sufficient water to make M . fifteen

miles away. It should here be remarked

that this trip was the only one we ever

made, with seven cars, without taking

water at this tank.

One and a half miles east of T was

a lane crossing seldom used by vehicles,

and it was not a practice to whistle at

this point, particularly at night.

In approaching T , the track began

curving at the whistling post a half mile

east of the station, continuing through

and past the station grounds. T-—- was

simply a passing point having a siding

some sixty rods in length and a depot,

located about midway between the

switches. In approaching from the east,

the switch and depot were obscured from

view by a blufT just east of the switch.

On the opposite side of track, parallel to

it and about twenty rods away woods

skirted the right of way. The only resi-

dent of the "town" was the station agent,

who occupied a portion of the depot.

Upon leaving A , we attained a high

rate of speed, in descending the grade,

which was kept up across the "bottom."

As we approached the lane, for some
reason which I cannot explain. I sounded

the whistle and shortly after the station

signal at the whistling post. About this

time I noticed the reflection of a light on

the woods, and my first impression was

that No. 12 had left its head light un-

covered, denoting that the main line was
not clear; next the thought occurred that

Den. F. was conductor of the freight,

and, contrary to the general practice, he

always sent a llagman out at stations, as

well as elsewhere.

These thoughts passed my mind in an

instant, and I applied the brakes. This

had partially reduced the speed when I

saw a headlight rounding the bluff. "Over
she went" on two pipes of sand, and the

occupants of the cab located themselves

on the steps preparatory to alighting

among the stumps along the way.

Seeing the prospects were fair for stop-

ping, we remained on the engine, finally

stopping on a trestle 20 feet in height,

and the two engines so close together

that in going from one to the other—the

bridge was too narrow to pass along

their side—I stepped from one pilot to the

other.

The station agent had company that

night and was sitting in the telegrai)h

office with his guest, a lantern furnishing

the light. He heard No. 12 whistle for

the station, followed shortly after by our

whistle for the lane crossing, and, notic-

ing by the sound of the former, coming
through the dense wood, that they were

not going to take the siding, he ran out

with his lantern and flagged them.

Now to recapitulate. Had not the re-

lief valve stuck, giving us an excessive

pressure of air, 20 pounds more than we
usually carried; had we stopped for

water at the tank; had I neglected to

whistle for the lane; had I not known of

the flagging habit of Conductor F., or had

the station agent been in bed. where that

hour usually found him. those trains

would inevitably have come together

with dire results, from lap orders.

Is it any wonder that in retrospecting

on old-time railroading, in thinking of the

circumstances as above related, I often-

times wonder "Was it luck?"

S. J. Knn)i;R.
Chicago. III.

i i ^
Wide Fireboxes.

Editors :

There are so inany "ink marks" which

refer to me, not only on page 760 of your

December issue, but also on pages 746

and 761, that I accept with pleasure your

implied invitation to reply. Under pres-

sure of limitation of time, as well as out

of consideration for readers who may not

be interested, I will endeavor to be brief.

Acknowledging, with thanks, your very

complimentary expressions in your edi-

torial, "Does Large Grate Area Promote

Fuel Economy?" as to the merit, from a

historical point of view, of my paper on

"Wide Firebox Locomotive Boilers."

read before the Western Railway Club, it

seems to me that your article, by clear

implication, makes me, first, an advocate

of "the use of inordinately large grates,"

and, second, to hold that the grate area of

a locomotive cannot be made "too large
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for the economical use of fuel," neither

of which positions I have assumed, either

in the paper referred to or elsewhere.

The quotation from John C. Hoadley's

paper was undoubtedly taken by me as a

text for my own, and I assumed that the

facts which prove "the advantages that

result from the use of a large firebox and

the evils that flow from small grate

areas" were so familiar to railroad men as

not to need recital. That the ordinary

small grate will not give steam for the

normal working of the engine under load,

without a nozzle so cramped as to throw '

about 10 or 15 per cent, of coal out of the

stack, and involve unnecessary and ex-

pensive work in pushing the steam out

of the cylinders. I maintain to be both a

fact and an evil. That a wide firebox can

be worked with a much lighter exhaust,

with an inferior grade of fuel, and with

abundance of steam for maximum re-

quirements, I know to be a fact, and un-

less these, and whatever other results it

develops, are advantages, and decided ad-

vantages, I am unable to understand why
it has been continued in service over eigh-

teen years, why between eleven and twelve

hundred are in use to-day. and why roads

of the standing of the Philadelphia &
Reading, the Delaware, Lackawanna &
Western, the New York, Ontario &
Western, and the Lehigh Valley, make
it their standard, and put it on their latest

and highest-class engines.

I do not pretend to say just how many
pounds of coal per square foot of grate

per hour is most economical, and I do

not think that to-day anyone else can do

so with absolute accuracy. Neither do I,

for a moment, maintain that as large a

grate is necessary for bituminous coal as

for anthracite, or that some of the present

wide fireboxes used with anthracite are

not larger than they should be. I am,

however, perfectly certain that wide fire-

boxes, of proper area, will give as good

results with good bituminous coal as they

have given and are giving with good

anthracite, buckwheat, pea, slack, lignite,

or any other mineral which is combusti-

ble. That they have done so in a long

period of service with bituminous coal is

. within my personal knowledge, and for

the proof that they will continue to do so

in regular service, under the highest re-

quirements. I shall have to ask you to

await the record of the new C, B. & Q.

engine, No. 590.

Your position that an excess of air is

drawn through a thin fire when the engine

is working light, is not. I hope, intended

to encourage the evil practice of carrying

heavy fires w-ith a sharp exhaust to pull

the air through them. As I read it, it is

an acknowledgment of the necessity of a

variable exhaust, and, if so, I am heartily

with you. Again, you are entirely in the

fashion in suggesting that the grate area

may be made too large. This is the stereo-

typed expression of some high authorities

who run in the narrow firebox rut, ap-

parently because they have ahvajs been

running in it, and with them any grate is

too large which extends beyond the out-

side of the fratiies. Very naturally, they

cannot find firemen who can keep steam,

day in and day out. with a narrow grate

ten or eleven feet long, but they never

try the experiment with the same or a

greater area in a short and wide grate.

A wide firebox is not necessarily an "inor-

dinately large" firebox, and one of its

chief merits is that all the grate area re-

quired, be it much or little more than

that of a narrow firebox, may be provided

without using an inordinately long grate.

As to "Over-Cylindered or Under-

Boilered," you misunderstood me as re-

pudiating "over-cylindered" and recom-

mending "boiler not large enough" as

more correct. Engines have often been

"over-cylindered" and probably still

oftener "under-boilered." I merely quoted

the expression of a gentleman in whose

case the latter expression happened to be

unquestionably the more correct one. The

boilers on his road were too small, but

the cylinders were not too large, and when

the boilers were made "large enough"

the cylinders were proper for them and

for the duty of the engines.

Finally, your correspondent on "Early

Wide Fireboxes" (page 746) is wrong as

to the Dripps engines. The firebox of

the "Monster" of 1835 was not above the

frames, because "there was no frame; the

jaws or pedestal for each box was riveted

to the boiler itself" ("Locomotive En-

gineer," Volume III., page 21). The en-

gines of "Vancleve & Co.," of 1852, re-

ferred to, were, doubtless, the later "Mon-

sters" of Vancleve & Dripps, of about that

time, and there is no evidence that they

ditlered from the first one in this par-

ticular. Unless something more definite

than this can be shown. I insist on my
claim that Milholland first put a firebox

above the frame in the "Vera Cruz," in

1857-

J. Snowden Beli,.

I'itlshiiixli. I'a.

i i i
The Japanese government have deter-

mined to build their own locomotives, as

far as practicable, and there is an official

in the United States at present investi-

gating our methods of building rolling

stock. A competitive test was made

some time ago between a British-built

locomotive and one built in Japan. The

gage of the road is 3 feet 6 inches. Both

were tank engines. The British engine

had cylinders 14 x 20 inches and a total

weight of 35 tons. The cost on ship-

board, with freight and insurance, was

$8,560. The Japanese engine was com-

pound, with cylinders 15 and 22^x20
inches. In the test, the Japanese engine

hauled a train of 122 tons with a coal

expenditure of 22.2 pounds to the mile;

and the British engine, with a train of

1 18.6 tons, used 24.8 pounds of coal per

mile. The Japanese engine cost $8,960.

It seems to us that American builders

could supply these engines at consider-

ably less money.

^ i i
Some experiments in train lighting by

electricity are going on on the London,

Tilbury & Southend Railway. The sys-

tem combines the use of a storage battery

and a dynamo. The battery and dynamo
are suspended below the frame of the car.

The generator, which only absorbs about

1-3 of a horse power, is driven by a link

belt from an 18-inch pulley on the axle,

and by a simple and ingenious device its

speed of rotation and the difference of

potential at its terminals are kept practi-

cally constant through a wide range of

train speed. When the train is slacking

up, the dynamo has to be cut out of cir-

cuit, which is done automatically.

i i, i
Reports were current a month ago that

a large sale of steel rails, for delivery in

California, had been effected by the pro-

prietors of an English rolling mill. The

report elicited some warm protection

speeches from politicians. It turned out

to be another case of much ado about

nothing. The Carnegie Co., Pittsburg,

got the order, and the steel will be rolled

from iron made from ore mined by Amer-

ican workmen.

i © i
Periodically the link is called upon to

stand a comparison with some new

scheme that is guaranteed to tip over all

the old records in the way of economical

steam distribution; but the old thing

seems to wiggle out of all pits digged for

it, and evaporates as many pounds of

water per pound of coal as any other de-

vice controlling the slide valves of a loco-

motive.

There is a small, illustrated catalogue

of perforated sheet metal, published by

A. J. Beckley & Co., Meriden, Conn.,

which every boiler-maker ought to have

in his pocket. It is full of useful infor-

mation about sheet iron and other things

in which boiler-makers are directly in-

terested.

^ i i
Two committees of the Master Me-

chanics' Association have sent out cir-

culars of investigation lately. One calls

for information concerning slide valves,

and the other calls for facts about driving-

box wedges. It may not be out of place

to remind the members of the Master Me-

chanics' .\ssociation that the season for

answering these circulars is at hand.

i i i
There is a well-defined sentiment crop-

ping out among the more advanced roads

against the use of truck check chains.

Those arguing in the negative seem to

have the best of it.
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The Elmira Air-Brake and Technical

Cluh.

The Elmira Air- Brake aiitl Teclinical

Club, of which T. H. Gonware is Presi-

ileiit and Clias. Twiss is Secretary and
Treasurer, was organized some little time

Cunducted b>

raugcment, well lighted, of ample pro-

portions and neatly finished. A staunch

rack supports tlie working eiiuipment. and
gives easy access to all of the parts. An
eight-inch pump furnishes the pressure

and pumps into the first main reservoir.

lender, iuur ireiglu anil two passen-

ger cars, and for si.x cars of air signal-

ing apparatus, is neatly arranged and sus-

pended overhead. Pressure gages are

plentifully supplied to make clearer to the

student the demonstrrilious fif the instruc-

Alli liKAKE IXSTKfCTIUN ROOM, !>., i.. & \V. KY. SHOPS, ELMIRA, N. Y.

ago. and has been brought up to the front

rank, abreast of the other technical rail-

road clubs, by the methodical manage-
ment and active interest of its officers and
members.

The air-brake instruction room, in

which the cluh holds its regular meetings

the .second Tuesday and fourth Friday of

each month, is splendidly equipped for the

purpose, as is shown in the accompanying
illustration. It is ideal in design and ar-

which delivers clean, fresh air to the sec-

ond one. Two brake valves, the plate

D5 and E6, are located within easy reach,

and by proper cut-out cocks either valve

may be used at the option of the instruc-

tor. A sectional plain triple, direct-con-

nected, works tandem with the driver-

brake triple, and makes easy to the be-

ginner that principle of the greater pres-

sure governing the lesser.

The piping for the brakes on en.gine.

tor. A blackboard is conveniently located

on the right side wall, and assists the

gages in carrying conviction to the doubt-

ing mind. .\ sectional freight-car equip-

ment is mounted on a substantial table,

and, with the sectional parts scattered

about on the floor, admits of thorough

investigation of the air-brake system by

the student. Below the blackboard is a

handsome valve-motion modef, whereby
the mysteries of "cut-ofi," "lead" and
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""lap"' are made clear, and teaches the

engineer, in case of break-downs, just

what parts should be disconnected, and
tells him how to avoid the humiliation of

being towed in with the greater part of the

running gear of his engine loaded upon
the back end of the tender.

Surely such worthy ambitions which

lead to higher education in railway mat-

ters and the consequent formation of

clubs of this nature are commendable,
and deserve the hearty support and sub-

stantial encouragement of the railway

officials. Higher-grade men will thereby

be made, and their intelligent service will

prove its superiority over that had from
machine-made men.

Better Location for Angle Cocks on
Tenders.

Anyone who will take the trouble to

look at the location given angle cocks on

tenders of our diiiferent railways, will be

forcibly impressed with the absence of

method employed in numerous instances.

That more care should be taken in locat-

ing angle cocks to insure against acci-

dental closing, is evidenced by the follow-

ing from a correspondent, who writes:

"I notice in your December number a
cut of a curious railway accident on a

western railway in France, and that the

engineer claimed that the Westinghouse
automatic brake worked all right till he

went to stop at the station; but this was
disproven, because the brakes worked
"O. K." just as the train stood in the sta-

tion, and all blame, of course, falls on the

engineer. Now, I have had two cases

that might have been just as disastrous if

the conditions had been the same. The
brake on a four-car train had been work-
ing all right until I applied it to stop for a

railroad crossing. I knew by sound of

exhaust from valve that there was some-
thing wrong and that I had but the tender

brake(there being no driver brake on en-

gine). I called for brakes and reversed

engine at once; fortunately, the train

crew, assisted by a couple of line repair-

ers, responded at once, and we stopped
with front end of engine against crossing

gate, doing no damage. On investigation

I found angle cock at rear end of tender

shut ofif. A few months later I had the

same thing happen coming into a small

station, but I had a clear track and tliere

was no damage done this time. Tlie angle
cock was under tender and I have reason
to believe it was struck by something. In

either case had the conductor applied his

emergency brake it would have worked,
but if an accident had occurred and the
rear end of tender been destroyed, as is

generally the case, it would then have
been a case of the engineer frittering

away air in numerous slight applica-

tions, or, what is more likely, forgetting

to apply the air till too late."

Air Qage and Signal-Testing Device.

An effective device for locating troubles

in the air-signaling apparatus, and also

for testing air gages without removing
them from the locomotive, is shown in

the accompanying illustration. Mr. Fred.

Hain, general air-brake inspector of the

W. N. y. & P R. R., at Buffalo, is the de-

signer, and speaks highly of it for round-

house service. As shown in the

cut, the device consists of an

air gage, two cut-out cocks, a

small pet cock and two hose

couplings, one air brake and

the other signal line. When
coupled to the air brake hose

Article III., shall make application to the

Secretary, his application to be signed by

two members of the Association in good
standing, be recommended by the Super-

intendent of Motive Power, Master Me-
chanic or Master Car Builder of the road

upon which he is employed; and by pay-

ing the necessary fee of $3 the Secretary

will enroll his name.

Copies of the Constitution

and By-Laws may be had by

applying to the Secretary.

S. D. Hutchins, 196 E. Nagh-

ten street, Columbus, O., is

President; P. M. Kilroy,

at the rear of a tender or

to the pilot pipe of the

engine to test the air

gage in the cab, the cut-

out cock to the signal-

testing part of the device

must be closed. Whentestingthesignalap-

paratus, the air-brake part, of course must
be closed. This is a device which all round-

house air-brake men should have, as it

will show surprising discrepancies in air

gages, and will prove an able "detective"

in discovering "crooked work" in the

workings of the signal apparatus.

The Air-Bral<e Association.

In response to numerous queries of

correspondents desiring information re-

garding the requirements for membership
in the Association of Railroad Air Brake
Men, the following extract from their

Constitution is given.

ARTICLE III.

Membership.

Sec. I. There shall be two classes of

members, Active and Associate. Each
member must sign the Constitution or
authorize the Secretary to sign it for him.

Sec. 2. Any person having a general
knowledge of the operation or construc-

tion of air brakes in any branch of the

service in which he may be employed,
and in the employ of a railroad corpora-
tion, may become an active member.

Sec. 3. Any person having a general

knowledge of the operation and construc-
tion of air brakes, and otherwise em-
ployed, may become an associate mem-
ber; and be entitled to all the privileges

of an active member, except holding of-

fice.

ARTICLE IV.

Application for Membership.

Any person desiring membership in

this association, and possessing qualifica-

tion provided for in Sec. 2 and 3 of

Pine Bluff, Ark., is Secretary, and Otto-

Best, 135 Hardee street, Nashville, Tenn.,

is Treasurer.

The annual dues is fixed at $2.

The third annual meeting, beginning-

the second Tuesday of next April, will

be held in Boston, Mass.

^ i i
The advertisements in this issue speak

for themselves, and are so artistically dis-

played as to require no supplementary

puff.

i i i
All the special advertisements occupy-

ing one-quarter page or more in "Loco-
motive Engineering" are arranged by our

department of illustration, in charge of A^
Leighton Donnell.

% % %
The first turntables used for turning

locomotives in New England were six feet

in diameter. That was for engines carried

on four wheels. The introduction of the
leading truck made these short tables use-
less, and Payne Aldrich, of Worcester,
Mass., began building turntables, 34 feet

diameter, which were considered immense
articles in those days, early in the sixties.

His table became the standard type of

America, and continued to monopolize fa-

vor until superseded by the simpler form
of iron and steel turntables.

i i ^
We notice in the December 12th issue of

the "American Engineer and Railroad
Journal" the announcement of the absorp-
tion of the "National Car and Locomotive
Builder." The new paper will be known
as the "American Engineer, Car Builder
and Railroad Journal," and on January
1st a transformation will be made in its

appearance, and the price reduced to $2
per year. Mr. M. N. Forney will be in

charge of the editorial department. Our
prediction of short life for the twice-a-
month paper came true sooner than we
expected.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
A German's Experience with " Fresh "

Air Brakes.

Mister J 'editor :

Ef you vill list alowe me von letdle

sphase in dot "Locomotion Enjineering."

I vould ligke to say me a coople verds

aboud lodts of vailures ofe dese are

bragkes. Some dimes I dink me dot idt

vos der vault ofe der Mans vat pulls der

stchring ef he vouUl somcdinies reed dere

bapers dot lehrn him der puisness, he

vould tindt nie out dot derc is no vailure

ofe der Bragkes ef you ust Icdt him pe ven

you londt kno somcdinks aboud him. I

vant to told you som leetdle dings vot

hepbcns som dimes a vile past ago.

I vas Bragkmans on der thrain dot I

vas sphokcn aboudt. Vee hedt er mans
for Enjinehr vols name vas Lum, undt I

vant to dolt you he vas one schmart fel-

lohs; vat he tout kno aboud der Enjine

undt der are Bragks vould magke von
letdle boock. Now vee sthart out von
tay mit von big drain ofe cole, undt

fhrate, undt som gars lodedt niit are on

der bed endt. Everydings vent aroundt

schwiniing undil der hill vee coom on

top. Dis is vere der puisness goomense
dot I esk me som gwestions aboudt. Ven
vee sthops der hill top oup der Enjin-

ehrs, he say. "Bagkcr (dot's my name),

magke dot englie coockse ophen undt

ledt out der are," undt he sthop dose

pumb ofe der .'Kre Bragkes on der enjine.

undt bloseder vind all avay; den Lum. he

say. "Bagker, glose dose englie cookse,"

undt den he schtart der pumb som
aghain. I say me to der Enjinehr. "Lum.

vot for you do dot; der oder mens tondt

do dese vay?" Den Lum he .say, "Bagker,

ef you vant von gloss beer vould you

traw him in der morning to trink in der

efternoon?" undt I say, " No, he voult

pe sthale." Den Lum he say. "Dot's idt,

der are vas sthale:" undt he say der

Bragkes moust hef frishare, so dey vork

goot. Dis vas der segret of der Are

Bragkes. Den he say dose oder fellohs

vas von big fools. I magke me der

sthudy of dis puisness, undt findt dot

dose Are vas gombosed of gescs. und he

say someding aboud o.xcerjen undt high-

derjen, dwenty-tree (23) undt sivcnty-

siven (77) barts, respegdfuly; undt he say

der oxerjen vas der lightest, undt efter

idt vas gonfindt so long voult be on top

vere dose piphes coom der are droom
oudt. Ven der bragkes vas apblied der

lidte are cooms oudt fehrst undt vas to

veak to do der vork. Dese is der reesen

vee rede som quite a leetdle aboud

bragke vailurs. He vas also cggsblane

der levferige undt piston trevel ven der

Conducthcr coom ahedt und schware som

purty hardt. Den vee schtart der hill

down mit dose bragkes charget oup mit

frish arc, undt dey vorket so goot dot der

fierst apblegation put der buUseye oudt

in der gaboose, upsedt der sthofe undt

. madte a jenny coopler bloush midte

shame. Undt now ven Lum pass by der

poys say, "Dere goes frishare!" I dink,

Mr. Yediter, I vill sighn me my names
mit der biler magker for dose "Locomo-
tive Enjineering." imdt sthudy me dese

are Bragke gwestions. undt tindt me my-
self oudt.

J.\con Baker.
Elniira, N. }'.

i i e*

Handy Tool for Entering Brake
Pistons.

Editors :

I inclose herewith a rough sketch of a

very simple and handy device for com-

pressing the packing expander and

leather of brake-cylinder piston, prepara-

tory to replacing piston in cylinder The
one I use is made of y^x3-i6-inch bar

steel, bent flatwise and to a circle large

enough to clear release spring and reach

midway of piston. The ends are turned

at right angles to a height of i'/^ inches.

Tlie distance between these uprights is

same as diameter of piston head.

The expander of an 8-inch brake cylin-

der is generally very stiff and dilTicult to

compress by hand. By pulling this de-

vice over the packing midway of piston

head, it compresses expander and holds

packing leather close up to the follower

plate. When piston is entered in to the

cylinder the device will push off readily.

I would say in connection, that by filing

oflf the sharp corners of brake cylinder

there will be no danger of cutting packing

leather.

J. A. jKS.'--ox.

A'asliville, 'I'enn.

i i i
Unite Theory and Practice.

Editors :

The recent article by S. D. Hutchins in

October number of "Locomotive Engin-

eering" is very opportune; for though a

greater interest in the brake is being

daily manifested, one of the weakest

points yet is the inability of the men
handling and caring for it to locate de-

fects readily and correctly that same may
be properly reported or repaired. As
stated in the paper on "Instruction," and

contained in the Proceedings of the First

.Annual Convention of the Association of

Railroad Air-Brake Men, "any defect in-

telligently reported is as good as half re-

paired already."

The following is related as showing
' how much unnecessary trouble and ex-

pense occasionally results through lack

of this necessary knowledge, even though

the will to do well exists.

Recently I rode with an engineer haul-

ing a heavy passenger train. He com-
plained that for over two weeks his tank

and driver brakes would release after each

reduction when making a stop, and

though he had frequently reported it, the

rouiulluiuse people seemed unable to

remedy the trouble. In fact, he said, they

seemed to doubt that it existed, as both

brakes worked all right with the light

engine. Noticing that when brake-valve

liandle was moved to "service" the gage
hand would drop very rapidly, and that on

returning handle to "lap" that gage hand

would raise quickly and train-pipe ex-

haust close abruptly, he was asked if

brake valve had not been working badly.

He said he had noticed it did not work
quite right, but, as he was able to make
the stops without trouble, did not intend

to report it until the tender and driver

brake had been fixed. Many readers will

recognize the cause of the trouble, as the

valve was a W. .\. B. Co.'s Plate D-8 pat-

tern.

A gasket was cut for the joint where

the equalizing reservoir couples to the

valve, and inserted during a stop at which

there were a couple of minutes to spare.

.'\s a result, the trouble with the brake

valve was remedied, and, as w'cll, that

with the driver and tender brake. The
old gasket had been compressed until the

opening through it was very small (there

being no lip at the joint to prevent) and

acted as a choke, causing the trouble as

described.

One of the first principles of "opera-

tion," as taught by most, if not all air-

brake instructors, is that to cause the re-

lease of a brake through the triple valve

the. train-pipe pressure must be made
higher than that in the au.xiliao' reser-

voir. .\lso, that with a train of any con-

siderable length the exhaust from the

train pipe must be closed gradually, else

a rise at point of discharge will result and

some adjacent brakes likely be released;

that to prevent this is the object of the

e(|ualizing discharge valve.

If the engineer and repairman had

borne these points in mind, and, noticing

the incorrect action of gage, done a little

reasoning from cause to effect instead of

going blindly at the work, much valuable

time (which means money) would have

been saved and the service bettered.

This mi.ght be termed one of "Skeev-

ers' " object lessons; at any rate, it was

effectual, for the engineer remarked at

parting. "Well! there is one trouble that

will never catch me again."

Without in the least decrying the utility

of an instruction car or plant, it is urged

that the instructor should not confine

himself to either alone; but, instead, im-

prove every opportunity to examine the

condition of brakes on cars and engines

in service, and where same are found

faulty, to explain to the train, engine or

car man what the trouble is. how located

and the manner in which same should be

reported or reitaircd.
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Watching the roundhouse repair book

and, where same is used, the air-brake de-

fect card or sheet, will frequently indicate

to the instructor where and what infor-

mation is needed.

It should ever be borne in mind that

the end sought by instruction is not to

assist the student in passing a good exam-

ination, but, instead, that he may be en-

abled to operate and care for the brake

in the most economical and excellent

manner.

In many cases where the air-brake

student can locate a trouble when the

symptoms are given him by the instruc-

tor, in practice he is unable to do as well

through inability to recognize the symp-

toms. Thus is demonstrated the need

of a closer association or blending of

"theory" and "practice," that the knowl-

edge of construction and operation gained

in the instruction car or room may be

applied and its usefulness thus demon-

strated.

Such work, as indicated, will also raise

the instructor in the opinions of the men,

because they will see he is "practical" as

well as "theoretical," and that the ulti-

mate use and benefit of the knowledge

gained is not merely to pass an examina-

tion or to discourse wisely before a crowd

on the subject of air brakes.

F. B. F.\RMER.
Sf. Paul, Minn.

i i i
Answer to Conger's Problem.

Editors :

When brakes were set with full service

application, thef coach brake having the

longest piston travel equalized at a lower

pressure than the engine and tender

brakes, and consequently released first

when train pipe was slowly recharged.

When set with the emergency application,

the coach brake equalized nearly ten

pounds higher than engine and tender

brakes, and therefore had to let go last.
'

C. B. Conger.
Grand Rapids, 3Iick.

^ ^ i
Cumming's Solution of Conger's

Problem.
Editors :

Referring to "Conger's Problem," in

December issue, I would be pleased to

give the following as the reason the

brakes released as they did. When we
expand air from the au.xiliary reservoirs

into the brake cylinders in'fuU service or

emergency application, the cylinders with

the longer piston travel are charged at a

lower pressure: therefore, in slowly re-

charging the train pipe, the low-pres-

sure triple acts first. Now, in the emer-

gency application in this case it is dif-

ferent, as the engine and tender had the

old-style triple and the coach had the

quick-acting triple. The engine and ten-

der- brake cylinders were not charged any

higher in the emergency application than

they were in the service application, but

the coach brake cylinder was charged

higher by the additional 20 per cent, pres-

sure coming from the train pipe. In mak-
ing the slow release it would take longer

for the pressure to start the coach triple

than to start triples on engine and tender;

therefore the difference in time of release

of the three brakes as mentioned.

H. CUMMINGS.
Meadville, Pa.

Synnestvedt's Solution of Conger's
Problem.

Editors

:

In your last issue, Air-Brake Depart-

ment, I noticed a problem inserted by Mr.

Conger, of which I beg leave to offer the

following solution.

In general I would say that the differ-

ent pressure at which the engine, tender

and coach brakes released was due to

the difference in the equalized pressures,

resulting from variations in the propor-

tionate capacities between the respective

reservoirs and cylinders with the unequal

piston travels. The reason there was a

different result in case of emergency ap-

plication from that obtained in service is

because in emergency application the

coach had a higher equalized pressure

than either the engine or tender, due to

the fact that it was provided with a quick-

action brake, while the triples on the en-

gine and tender were undoubtedly of the

plain type. When the emergency valve

on the coach opened, pressure from the

train pipe as well as from the reservoir

was vented to the brake cylinder, while

the engine and tender cylinders did not

receive any such augmented brake pres-

sure, but in both service and emergency

applications equalized at practically the

same ultimate pressure.

To consider it more in detail, let us

take, first, the case of a service applica-

tion. Approximately, the equalized pres-

sures in the three cylinders with the pis-

ton travels given (presuming, of course,

that the proper size reservoirs were used)

would be somewhere near this : Engine

51, tender 52 and coach 50. Now, when
the train-pipe pressure was gradually re-

stored, as is stated to have been the case

(the engineer's valve having been put

around to only service position), the

coach, having only 50 pounds to over-

come, released first; the engine, being

next lowest, 5! pounds, released next; and

the tender, having the highest pressure,

52 pounds, of course, released last.

Looking next at the emergency appli-

cation, we may safely assume that the

pressures after full equalization were

something as follows: Engine 51, tender

52 (these two being the same as before)

and coach about 58. due to the additional

pressure coming from the train pipe.

Now, when the train-pipe pressure was

gradually increased, the engine pressure

(51 poimds), being lowest, released first;

the tender (52 pounds), being ne.xt, was

the next to release; and the car, having

58 pounds, would, of course, be the last

to come off.

Paui, SynnestvkdT.
Chicago, III.

i ^ i
A Hint to Air-Brake Instructors.

The successful air-brake instructor is

he who can make clear to the minds of his

pupils the apparently mysterious actions

of the brake, and who patiently and

kindly smooths the way in such a man-

ner that they cannot help understanding

its construction and operation. Some in-

structors, through incompetency or de-

sign, represent the air brake system to

be exceedingly intricate and almost im-

possible of comprehension by the ordin-

ary man. Others burden their pupils with

unnecessary and inopportune detail, and

instead of clearing the pathway to an

understanding of the brake, they only

succeed in creating bewilderment which

causes discouragement in him who, if

properly handled, would, by giving better

service, prove a valuable recommendation

to his instructor.

Let an instructor be on his guard when
he hears one of his pupils remark: "I wish

I were as well posted on the air brake as

you." .A course of instruction which will

call forth such a remark has not taken

seed, and instead of imparting needed in-

formation to the pupil, it has fallen flat

and resulted only in unhealthy praise for

the instructor. It is a deplorable tact that

some instructors seem to work for such

praise. But the instructor may feel justly

proud and happy when his instructions

have been of a kind which causes his

pupil to lose sight of class, instructor

and all in his mental wrestle with valves,

pressures and pipes, and impels him to

say, "I have learned more from that man's

instructions than I knew before." This

is the highest and most flattering compli-

ment the true instructor can receive. An
instructor, if given proper support by his

officials, will prove his competency by the

high grade of air brake service furnished

by his men. Verily a man is known by

the company he keeps.

i i i
Hereafter correspondence over nom de

plumes, and also that without signature,

will be considered as anonymous com-

munications and will not be published.

The department has among its contribu-

tors the most prominent members of the

Air Brake Association as well as other

writers of ability and repute, and there is

no reason why writers should object to

attaching their signature for publication

to any article which is worth the trouble

of writing.

i i i
A gold mine has been opened up to the

air-brake instructor who is sufficiently

skillful to- beguile his superior officers

into a thorough understanding of the air-

brake system.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
On Alr-Brakc Subjects.

(i) A. J. A., Springfield, Mass., writes:
Please explain what is meant by total

i7fht^^A°V^^'' ^ "' "'<= Proceedings
of the Air-Brake Men's Second Annual
Convention? A.-It is the leverage re-

?hX i'°
P™^"" a certain pressure oi>the brake shoes, based on a certain cylin-der pressure. For example: An eight-inch brake cylinder gives 3,000 pounds

pressure, emergency action. A total lev-erage of seven would be required to givea brake force of 21.000 pounds to thebrake shoes.

(2) H. A. R., Newark, N. J., writes:

tPlf'^l'^ f".?
"^5°'".e rule which will

tell me whether the air pressure, whichblows from the exhaust port of the triple
valve when brake is off. comes from a leaky
slide valve or a poor rubber-seated valveA.—Charge the auxiliary reservoir, andthen cut out the brake at the cock in the
cross-over pipe. If the leakage at theexhaust port continues and the brake re-mains off the escaping pressure comestrom a badly-seated slide valve or other
auxiliary reservoir fault. If the brake
sets and the blow of escaping pressure
ceases, the trouble lies in the rubber-
seated valve For further information
see report of Committee on Care of the
Triple \alve and Brake Cylinder, in the
Air Brake Men's First Annual Proceed-
ings.

(3) D. R. A., Boston, Mass., asks:

.

I. What kind of leather is best for pack-mgs in air-brake cylinders on freight andpassenger cars? I make my own pack-
ings from regular oak-tanned leather, but
1 am to d that it is not as good as oil-anncd leather. 2. How long should aleather run in ordinary service? A —

i

Hie leather packings furnished by the
air-brake manufacturer is vastly superior
as It IS specially prepared with a view ofgiving longer and better service, and costs
less than that cut from ordinary leather
2. I he conditions of service and care given
It are such varying factors in this case that
It would be impossible to say positively
1 wo or three years is considered a goodterm of service before renewing, although
there are many cars in service which have

time
renewals in much longer

(4) J. R. B., Rochester, N. Y., asks:
I. Why does tapping the top head of theeight-mch pump with a hammer start itsometimes when it stops? 2. Would yourecommend coal oil for cleaning the air

cylinder of the pump? A.-i. Usually
because the reversing piston and mainsteam valve have become dry, from lack
of sufficient lubrication, and are, in con-
sequence unable to break loose from
their high rictional contact with the sides
of their cylinders. Proper care in keep-
ing the lubricator filled and feeding andnot striving to make an oil record at theexpense of the wear of the parts of thepump, will cause this trouble to disappearToo tightly-fitted and badly-worn valvemotion and steam cylinder parts greatly
aggravate the trouble. 2. No; the lowproof of coa oil. and its consequent ten-dency o explode from heat in air cylinder
disqualify it for this purpose. A pail ostrong lye water, drawn in at the suction
valves when pump is running slowly andafterwards drawn off at the main reser

cle.'nnr"' tP'"^ '' ""= "''"' satisfactory
cleaner. The lye water should be fol-lowed up with a rinse of clean water.

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING.

There are very few freight cars in Europe
equipped with air brakes, but public senti-
nient in the more progressive countries
IS pushing railway companies to apply
continuous brakes to every car run on
steam railways. There have been several
destructive accidents on British railways
lately through heavy freight trains' break-
ing in two on steep grades. The public
trouble themselves very little about how
much railway companies break up freight
rolling stock through avoidable collisions,
but when accidents of this kind menace
the safety of passenger trains then there
is a howl. That noise is on now.

li i i
If the human system, through neglect

and abuse, be allowed to degenerate into
a diseased condition, it cannot be ex-
pected to perform the work which that
of a thoroughly conditioned athlete will
do. So it is with the air brake. If al-
lowed to drift into disuse, it will not be in
satisfactory operative condition when
wanted. Constant operation is as essen-
tial to it as regular exercise is to the
human system. Switch all air brake cars
ahead and keep them working.

^ i i
A thorough knowledge of the con-

struction and operation of the brake, a
store of truly practical experience to draw
upon, the patience of Job, and an angelic
disposition generally, are invulnerable
plates (without flaws and blow holes) in
the armor of the successful air-brake in-
structor.

^ ^ i
Considerable air brake matter which

should appear in this month's issue has
been laid over until next, on account of
scarcity of space. Several correct solu-
tions to Conger's problem have been re-
ceived too late for publication.

g g g
Mummies.

That mummy is become merchandise,
that Misraim cures wounds and Pharaoh
is sold for balsams, has long been matter
of current knowledge, but it is rather a
new thing to "brace" a royal mummy for
a first-class railway fare, and lay upon it

an octroi duty at the city gates, as lately
befell in the case of one of the sepul-
chered royalties discovered by Brugsch
Bey and scheduled for transmission to the
Museum of Alexandria. The discoverer
would not trust his prize in the luggage
van, and the railway guard insisted on
collecting full fare upon it; at the gates
of Cairo it encountered another obstacle
"Wh^t have you there?" queries the of-
ficial. "Mummy? Ah, he pays." No or-
dinance was found governing the case,
and the mute and unrepining object was
entered as dried fish (duty, two piasters)
Its custodian no doubt exploding in
paroxysms of early Egyptian profanity.
i>uch are the steep and thorny ways of
resurrection which await the unsepul-
chered Pharaohs, and it seems as if Great

Britain, which now practically holds sway
over their old dominion, might make
them a- little smoother. Even if it were
held necessary to levy a municipal impost
upon them, they ought to be properly
classified and not put in the same cate-
gory with red herrings or smoked Yar-
mouth bloaters. Brugsch Bey ought to
make a serious row about it. and invoke
the intervention of the Foreign Oflice as
speedily as possible.—Ex.

i i g
The University of Minnesota, at Min-

neapolis, has instituted a department of
locomotive engineering, which is in charge
of Prof. H. Wade Hibbard, lately mechan-
ical engineer of the Lehigh Valley Rail-
road, and a graduate of Cornell University.
Students entering this department will
receive very good instruction on every-
thing relating to the design, construction,
operation and maintenance of locomo-
tives. The university has published a
pamphlet, giving particulars of the in-
struction imparted in this direction, which
they will gladly send to any one interested

^ i i
The Erie and the Southern roads have

each put into service recently one or more
Jones & Lamson flat turret lathes, to
cheapen the cost of production of both
pins, studs, etc. No live shop manager
can afford to make small parts on a com-
mon lathe if they are needed in any con-
siderable number.

i i i
The New York Central Railroad Co.

have commenced issuing checks for carry-
ing bicycles, the charge being about
twenty-five cents per hundred miles. The
officers of the company think that the
owners of bicycles will be satisfied with
the arrangement, as the check gives them
the means of identifying their own bicy-
cles at once.

There appear to be good prospects of
a reorganization of the Reading Railroad
property, a strong syndicate having pro-
posed a plan that seems highly equitable
to all the immense interests concerned.
The small minority opposition that gener-
ally rears its head when any plan for
settling the affairs of the company is pro-
posed, is shouting no, but the cry against
a settlement is not likely to carry much
weight.

^ ^ g
The Lcland- & Faulconer Mfg. Co., of

Detroit, Mich., have recently put on the
market a trimmer for patternmakers that
IS something new in this line, all parts be-
ing adjustable for wear without removing
a single piece from the machine.

i i i
The Page Woven Wire Fence Co., of

Adrian, Mich., have recently booked sev-
eral orders for fence to be erected in Great
Britain and other foreign countries.
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CRR DEPHRTMENT /^

Superstructure of Cars.

When the exceptionally heavy weights

and generally questionable features of the

lower part of a car can furnish a pretext

for biting criticism from those whose
opinions are not a merchantable article,

any further comment from the same
authority will not, of course, cause sur-

prise.

The idea that a car must, of necessity,

be put up on the lines of an armored
cruiser, will not stand the probe of inves-

tigation, and this has been demonstrated

so often that there would appear to be no

opening for the old, time-worn fallacy to

obtain a lodgement among intelligent

builders; but the fact remains that it is

still doing its deadly work; and always in

places where a draftsman is regarded as

an incumbrance, and where the officials

never tire of calling attention to "our fine,

strong cars."

The full import of this swelling-with-

pride process dawns too vividly on the

observer when sizing up the massive pro-

portions of the details, when taking in the

wealth of material used in their make-up.

It is not an unusual thing to find cars

of 60.000 pounds capacity having posts,

braces and plates of dimensions that are

simply too heavy for any calls that can

ever be made on them in resisting shocks

due to shifting loads, or, in fact, any other

cause. The racking efifects of yard and
road service, especially the former, are

the evils to provide a remedy for, and

when they are met, the problem is solved

for that particular case. This proposition

holds for any car, no matter what its ca-

pacity or service. Should the posts and

braces of a car be increased, because its

capacity is greater than former practice?

We think not, for the reason that the

shocks of service are precisely identical in

all cars, and the effects must be similar.

The position is therefore taken that the

upper framing, found by experience to be

correct for a 40,000-pound car, must also

be sufficiently heavy for one of greater

capacity.

This statement might have to be modi-

fied, if abnormally high cars were placed

in the balance against those of ordinary

height; since the height is the governing

element to be considered as aflfecting the

strength of the frame (it,of course, being

weaker, and less able to resist shocks as

Conducted by ORVILLE H. REYNOLDS, M. E.

the height is increased), but our tunnels

and bridges name the extremes to which

we may go, and this fact will bear us out,

that there cannot be enough difference in

height of cars to warrant such a dis-

parity in dimensions of like parts.

The dimensions of posts seem to be

chosen, in most cases coming under our

observation, with no well defined idea of

their duty; guess-work, or a blind groping

after results, are too plainly responsible

for the situation; this is apparent to the

most casual onlooker when a two-foot

rule is brought into action.

Corner posts range from 3^ to 5

inches: door posts from 4 to 6 inches;

intermediate posts from 2 to 3 inches.

Braces are seen to be a plaything in the

hands of the builder, running from l^
to 2j4 inches; and as for side plates, they

stand silent witnesses of the blunderer's

art; they are found to be from 2^2 x 6 to

4x8 inches.

These are frigid facts; no rioting of a

diseased mind; just simply figures taken

from cars of practically the same outside

dimensions, and the lesson they carry is

that dead weight will continue to reduce

dividends, until these parts are designed

for the work they are required to do.

These strange conditions can be ac-

counted for by the fact that the later cars

were constructed so that the upper fram-

ing would form a truss—and thus re-

lieve the sills of a portion of the load,

which would pass up the posts and down
the braces, depositing itself at the bol-

sters; in other words, a bridge, in which

the bolsters figure as the piers.

The various designers, while preserving

the general idea of a truss, in form at

least, seem to have gone wildly astray as

to what constitutes the most economical

type of same, with the resulting hopeless

tangle of sizes for the parts under con-

sideration. The province of these parts

is to form a cover for the load, to either

preserve it from the elements, or insure

safety while in transit—the posts to sup-

port a roof, and the braces applied as

stiffeners and to resist shocks. This was

the original intent that has evoluted into

dimensions demanding investigation, and

limiting lines for the guidance of those

who do not know when the boundary is

reached.

The question forces itself to the front,

Are not some of the committees overdue,

who have been appointed to take action

on car design? It would seem to be so,

when from 2,000 to 3,000 pounds can be

saved in weight in the upper framing of a

freight car body, thus increasing its ratio

of paying load to unit of dead weight

—

and therefore its earning capacity by just

the number of pounds saved.

Overweight is inexcusable in any part

of a car, and while it can be condoned

when within reasonable limits in the case

of sills, there can be no apology for it

when found in the super-structure.

The present agitation of the car ques-

tion cannot but result in good to all con-

cerned in their design, if it does nothing

else than to bring out a healthy discussion

of it. Out of this will surely come pre-

scribed lines for standards in construc-

tion.

i i i
Would it not be a good idea for the

malleable iron people to spread their litera-

ture over the land, and have it carry glad

tidings to points remote or near, where

gray iron gods are still worshipped? A
pictorial representation—a kind of "be-

fore and after," that will show both a gray

and malleable casting of the same part,

and the reduction in weight effected by

the use of the latter, would, we think, do

the business. If the weights were marked

good and plain, it might bring conviction

home to many who will not be convinced

by the most voluble tongue.

i i i
The season is upon us when the hot-box

will be in evidence again. Minus zero

temperatures and lubricants never in-

tended for frosty weather, are a combina-

tion that is sure to produce the easily

recognized bouquet always accompanying

the hot-box. The first condition it is im-

possible to avoid, but the second is one

that can and should be provided against

in a measure, by the use of a lubricant that

will lubricate at a tiiue when it is needed.

© i i .

The weight of the coaches on the New
York elevated roads is 26,000 pounds, and

they have a seating capacity of 48 people.

This is getting the dead weight per unit

of paying load down to a business level.
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A Steel Car.

The Pennock Bros, have designed and
built at their car works, at Minerva, O., a

steel flat car of 60,000 pounds' capacitv,

which is now in service in the yards of the

as an example of advanced practice in the

field of car work, not from the fact that it

is of steel, but by reason of the form of

that material, bringing out the greatest

strength with a minimum weight, which

FIG. 1.

KIG

I'll

Carnegie Steel Co., for whom it was con-
structed.

This car having no cast iron or wood
among its component parts, stands alone

is one of the best tests of the engineering
ability of its designers.

The half-tones and section, kindly fur-

nished us by the builders, will make un-

necessary any lengthy description, show-
ing, as they do, the new ideas so well

worked out to a successful end. Fig. i is

a sectional view of the sills, taken just for-

ward of the body bolster, shown at the

left side of il-

lustration and at

the c ross- 1 i e

beams. It is

seen that the

sills are made
up of seven
channels 14J

inches wide and
!4' inch thick,

with flanges 8

inchcsdeep; the

channels are

placed side by
side, extending

the full length

of car, and are

tied by /s-inch

rods passing
across the car,

close under the

web of channels

and through the

struts of malle-

able iron that

are shown fitted

between and
around the
flanges of chan-

nels, and which
also stiflfen and
support the
webs.

The center
channel is given

the needed
strength by the

T-sections run-

ning full length

of car and riv-

eted to the
flanges on un-

der side of the

channel, as

shown at />' B.

Fig. I. To these

tees the draft

rigging is secur-

ed, the inner

flanges being
cut away for a

distance of 11

inches to receive

the draft springs

a n d followers,

thus making a

shoulder which
forms a ])art of

the draft lug

;

the followers

are secured in

position by
guidesspanning

the 1 1-inch gap on under side of the

tees.

The draft springs are double, and of

40,000 pounds' capacity at each end of car,
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which is entirely in line with the needs of

the time, and is notable because a large

percentage of the newer equipment goes

into commission with springs of only one-

half that capacity.

At the outer flange of each outside chan-

nel is fitted an angle section extending

down to the cross-tie beams, which rest on

and are secured to the short leg of the

angle. From the cross-ties the angles

taper up to the body bolsters, giving a

pleasing effect and added strength to the

channels, the short leg of the angle being

in tension.

The body bolsters are made up of a steel

plate I X ID inches for a compression mem-
ber, and three i!4-inch rods to take care of

the tension ; these rods also pass across the

car just under the web of the channels.

The cross-ties, made of 6-inch I-beams,

are found occupying their usual places,

but entirely hidden by the drop of the out-

side angles, and the absence of longitud-

inal truss rods is not so marked in con-

sequence.

A test of this car, made bj- the Carnegie

Co., would seem to show that truss rods

were not a necessity, as the car held up

over ten pounds of load to one of bod}-, the

latter weighing 11,780 pounds, and the

load 118,000 pounds. The deflection at

center was )i inch, and the sides or edges

An Old Bolster in a New Light.

A few loaded freight cars which were

making lots of fuss about going on a sid-

ing recently, attracted everybody's atten-

tion in the immediate vicinity. Having a

few minutes to devote to just such cases as

this, we proceeded at once to use them up.

The cause of the row was apparent at

once—down on the side bearings—every

one, except a car having trussed wooden
body-bolsters ; one of the old type, that is

supposed to have outlived its usefulness

years ago and fallen before the march of

improvement in body-bolsters ; but here it

was, as proud as a king at having brought

its load thus far without any sign of weak-

ness ; and the car, a new 60,000-pounder,

was loaded, too.

Here was food for reflection—and having

time for this also, we reflected, wondering
what new surprise was in store for us,

with what facility some smooth theories

went to smash. Here is an obsolete form

of construction elbowing its way to the

front, and forcing recognition by worth

alone, standing out prominently as the

"noblest Roman of them all," simply be-

cause it don 'flay down in the harness.

Among divers types and forms of metal

and wood bolsters, a search of the train

showed onl}- one that had the requisite

stiffness to hold the side bearings apart

-8—6

'/i inch, and no permanent set after stand-

ing forty-eight hours.

The estimated capacity of the body, at

one-half the elastic limit of steel, is 104,000

pounds, and at the elastic limit 208,000

pounds, with a uniformly distributed load.

A load of 60,000 pounds is therefore less

than 30 per cent, of the elastic limit, and
an So.ooo-pound load is less than 39 per

cent, of the elastic limit, which would ap-

pear to be safe enough for all contingen-

cies of service. Fig. 2 shows how the car

was loaded for the test.

Fig. 3 shows the car without load, expos-

ing the channel floor ; and Fig. 4 shows
the body elevated, revealing the under

side of framing and the light construction

of an all-metal car.

The drawbar is seen to pass through the

end sills, a construction that brings the car

6 inches lower than is possible with draft

timbers, bringing the draft central, and at

the same time eliminating one great source

of grief from the car department by wip-

ing out of e.xistence the draft timbers.

It is claimed by the builders that the cost

of maintenance of this car will be 25 per

cent, less than for the average wooden car,

leaving out in each case the wheels, axles,

journal bearings, springs and couplers.

Patents have been granted the Pennock
Bros., covering all kinds of cars, freight

and passenger.
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In our August issue of the current year

we took the ground that " the volume of

the inside of a car should be the index of

its capacity," and "this once established

for airrafff ladings, it would be a long

stride toward the goal of a standard ;
" we

are eonfinned in this position by the pres-

ent attitude of some of the best authorities

on the uses and abuses of the car.

It is generally understood to be the aim

of the transportation department of rail-

roads to have a car loaded to its full ca-

pacity in both directions of its haul ; how
often this is realiz.ed the layman will never

know, but the fact is that they seldom

have a full load one way even, except in

case of rush in certain seasons, say the

fall, when crops are moving, or on coal

roads—in the latter case there is little

cause for complaint about a full load one

way—they always get it to the limit.

These may be taken as the extremes in

which a car gets a load near to its marked

capacity ; the inference, then, is that there

must be a large part of the year when the

rolling stock of most roads is running un-

derloaded ; indeed, we have man}' times

had to face the lightly loaded train, when
engaged in testing locomotives on one of

the trunk lines, because the lading was

away below the train's capacity, and had to

be content with filling out with empties to

get the tonnage up somewhere near to the

engine's maximum hauling capacity, and

this was in a comparativeh- busy season,

when loads could be reasonably expected.

Whatever the causes for the light lad-

ing, it was an exceptional case to find a car

of 40,000 pounds' capacity that would aver-

age a load of over 25,000 pounds, or 62.5

])er cent, of what it was designed to carry.

This may be accepted as a fair indication of

what is still an active condition on most

lines to-day, not excepting many that

make a pretense of loading on the tonnage

basis, which affords a solution of the par-

ticular evil under discussion.

This is the situation with which we are

confronted, and it holds good for the 60,000-

pound cars also. The wisdom of placing

larger cars in commission to handle the

same traffic, that is known to be more than

provided for hy the cars now in use, would
seem to be called into question when
vHewed in the light of these facts, since

the load cited above as an average one
would, when haidcd in a 60,000-poiind car,

be a less per cent, of the car's capacity

than in the first case noted ; for the rea.son

that the light weight of these cars, as Iniilt,

is about 30,000 pounds ; then dividing the

load by the rating of the car, we have
60,000-1-25,000=42X1 or less than half its

c.ipacity.

These figures show that a larger car will

not afford relief, for it has been demon-
strated that an increase of capacity brings

in its train an increase of dead weight per

unit of paying load, that must be carefully

looked after and kept down, for its influ-

ence on the dividends is equally as deadly

as the light load.

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING.

Following on these lines, with a 70,000-

pound car having same load as before, we

find it hauling only 36:? of its capacity.

When viewed from the standpoint of

dead weight to paying load, and assuming

the average load as before, the results are

also unsatisfactory. The 40,000-pound car

will weigh about 26,(XX3 pounds, and 26,-

oooH-25,cxx)=i.o6 pounds of dead weight

per pound of paying load ; if the car were

loaded to its maximum we would have a

ratio of 40,000^-26,000=0.65 to i between

these values.

The 60,000-pound car with the assumed

average load is found to have a ratio of

30,000-5-25,000= 1.2, and with a full load

we have 60,000^-30,000=0.5 pounds of

dead weight per unit of paying load. A
-0,000-pound car we will a.ssume to weigh

about 35,000 pounds, until it is decided

authoritatively what the volume of such a

car shall be. This weight, it is seen, has

the same ratio to paying load as the

60,000-pound car when both are loaded up

to their capacity, but the bugbear of the

average load .still remains, and we find the

relative values to be equal to 35,000-^25,

000=1.4 pounds of dead weight to i pound

paying load.

Summarizing briefly and reversing the

values, the 40,000-pound car will haul 0.96

pounds of paying load for each pound of

dead weight, while the actual capacity is

equal to 1.53 pounds. The 60,000-pound

car will carry 0.83 pounds, while the rate

is 2 pounds, and for the 70,000-pound car

we see that it has 0.72 pounds of paying

load per pound of dead weight, against a

capacity of two to one as in the case of the

60,000-pound car.

The lesson learned from these figures, as

gathered from the facts of known practice,

would seem to point to the average load as

the vital factor to be considered in the de-

sign of a standard car. If this is taken as

a correct view of the situation, our freight

equipment should be lighter and smaller,

rather than heavier and larger. Could the

cars of high capacity be loaded at all times,

then the prol)lcm would be easy of solution ;

but the law of averages is in force and

must be considered, notwith.standing the

tonnage basis of loading is supposed to

govern.

In these deductions, drawn from facts

that are plain to all, we have reached after

only one important part of the theme. The

matter of increased first cost, cost of main-

tenance, etc., has been left open for debate

by those more directly interested ; but

enough has been said to convince all of the

need of prompt action in arriving at a

standard that will be based on the actual

existing demands of traffic.

g i i
A very large percentage of the cars of

the B. & O. arc in bad order, so much so

that they have to decline freight orders on

account of the dearth of cars. Letting re-

pairs go might have been economy last

summer, but it is something else now.

THE

BAKER
CAR

HEATERS
Hot Water,

Non-Frcczini^,

Self ReiTulatinij.

A Jolntless,

Flexible Steel

FireT^roof

Heater,

impossible

to break in a

wreck.

Single and
Double

Circulating"

Systems.

Five other styles.

Best antl

Simplest Steam
Apparatus.

Special Fittings

for

Baker Heaters.

Made and Sold only by

Wm. C. Baker,
(Successor to Baker Heater Co. ),

143 Libert)^ St.,

New York.

Send for catalogues.
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THE DAYTON
RAILWAY ^^
CROSSING ^ dt

yjJ\ 1 lli*n^^^^

BEST, CHEAPEST,

SAFEST.

NO VALVES OR LEAKS,

DIRECT ACTING, =^.^=.-*=^=^

NEVER OUT OF ORDER,

IN USE ON LEADING ^^
^J X ^J A X-<IVX^J • e^*e^ t^ e^* e^* c^*a^ s^* c^*

GUARANTEED FOR A»^=^

PERIOD OF FIVE YEARS.

THE CRAIG- ^.^^

^^^^ REYNOLDS
FOUNDRY ^^^^
COMPANY, ^^.^^.je

DAYTON, OHIO.

EASTERN AGENT,

Ernest S* Cronise,
ROOM 33,

37 BROAD STREET,

NEW YORK.

WESTERN AGENT,

'

John McKinnon,
374 the rookery,

CHICAGO, ILL.

New Style Large Three=Spindle Ver-
tical Boring Machine for Car Work.

This is a very heavy machine, designed

for railway car work. It will bore holes

up to 3 inches in diameter in different

work.

Its advantages are: The avoidance of

so frequently changing augers, as in the

single spindle machine; the convenience

of all its parts to the operator, and the

rapidity and ease of adjustment.

It is arranged for three augers, the

spindles being separately adjustable,

either across the work or vertically; the

transverse adjustment being made by

levers supplied with a friction lock, and

under instant control of the operator.

The vertical motion of the spindles is

CAR TIMBER BORING MACHINE.

produced by the movement of a counter-

balanced lever.

The transverse movement of the

spindles is I2 inches from center to cen-

ter; their vertical motion is to bore

through 14 inches of timber. They are

furnished with stop collars for gaging the

depth of the bore, and have different sized

pulleys to vary the speed of the augers.

The countershaft is on the floor, at-

tached to the back of the column, one

belt from it conveying the power to all

the boring spindles. Above the table,

and attached to each side of the column,

are adjustable stops to prevent the bits

lifting the material from the table.

The table has a series of large rollers,

the two outside ones being driven by
chains, and the internal rolls being con-

nected and driven by gearing on the

countershaft that operates in either direc-

tion, moving the timber by power to the

right or left by the movement of a lever

in front of the table. A hand wheel and

screw is connected to the rolls, in easy

access to the operator, for moving the

timbers laterally by hand.

The carriages of the spindles are gibbed

to a heavy frame, which with the tables

and countershaft are all attached to a

heavy column.

J. A. Fay & Co., 530 to 550 West Front

street, Cincinnati, Ohio, are" the makers

of the machine. They should be written

to for further particulars regarding it.

i i i
An Original Drawing by Geo. S. Qriggs.

Some of our front end and stack ex-

perts, who have an idea that they are the

inventors of the modern "choker," or re-

duction of size at base of stack—and there

are many of them—may be interested in

the drawing shown herewith.

This is one of George S. Griggs' famous

drawings—cut out of a piece of card

board the e.xact shape of the outside, with

the dimensions marked on.

This engraving was traced from the

original card, now owned by Mr. Albert

Griggs, a son of the designer of the fam-

ous old engines on the Boston & Provi-

dence. This drawing was' made in 1857,

and from it the first diamond stack was

constructed. Had Mr. Griggs taken out

a patent on the diamond stack he would

have made a fortune.

Mr. Griggs was also the first to use a

brick arch.

This little "drawing," made partly with

the shears and partly with ink, settles for

good and all who it was that first con-

tracted the base of the stack to increase

the pull on the fire.
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A Gage Tester That Tests.

The engraving shown herewith rep-

resents a Crosby weighted gage tester,

and is at once the simplest tester we know
of and one the least liahle to get out of

order.

The gage is not part of the device, but

is the gage being tested. The instrument

consists of a stand from which rises a

cyhnder, having accurately fitted into it

a piston with an area of exactly one-fifth

of a square inch, which moves freely up
and down. Attached to the top of the pis-

ton rod is a disk for supporting the

weights: each u eight is marked with the

number of pounds pressure per square

inch it will exert on the gage. From the

bottom of the cylinder two tubes project:

one forms a standard for holding the gage
to be tested and is furnished with a coup-

ling to connect it with a three-way

cock; the other rises at an inclination and
forms the reservoir for oil, having within

it a screw plunger for forcing the oil in-

ward or outward.

The weights for testing up to 300
pounds are brass cases filled with lead:

the additional weights for testing up to

l.ooo pounds are of iron. It is made by
the Crosby Steam Gage and Valve Co., of

Boston, Mass.

I| i g
The locomotive boiler allows of a de-

sign that w-ill give a liberal heating surface

for a small diameter of shell, but a multi-

tubular boiler must have a feed water that

is free from mineral impurities, if it is to

preserve its evaporative efficiency: and
this fundamental proposition has probably
caused as much unrest as any other one
thing, to the operating officials of a road
running through a district where coal is

expensive and the water is loaded to the
limit with scale-producing properties.

The Tool-Room.
Tlie tool-room should have for one of its

cardinal principles—and have it lived up
to—that a tool should be kept in the best

pos,sible condition of efficiency to do work,

in order to be a paying factor in economical

operation of any shop.

.\ full recognition of this is always evi-

denced by the shelves and racks being well

filled with taps, reamers, jigs for ilrilling.

reaming and laying out of work, and also

by the special tools that have their share

in reducing shop expenses, simply because

a man can do better work and more of it

when he has the means to this end.

Time was when the tool-room was noth-

ing but a ])lace for the stowing away of

alleged tools, covcre<l thick with grease

;

some mud-plug taps held down in the cor-

ner by socket and "S" wrenches, and

they, in turn, under a 24-inch jack,

crowned by a lot of .snoutle.ss oil cans. In

the darkest and most inaccessible hole, a

torch was necessary to

find anything. A tap or

reamer spewed up from

the depths of this place

and put to work would
be so dulled and unfit

for use that their shrieks

of protest would put to

shame an)' picture of In-

ferno ever drawn by

Dante. The echo of their

wail can still be heard,

)ut it is growing fainter with each succeed-

ng generation of foremen, whoYiave some-
how learned that their ability to manage a

plant is rightly measured by their success

in keeping up tools and designing quick

methods of doing work with antiquated

machine tools that were far better in the

scrap pile than in the tool-room.

Men without sense enough to grip a

hammer are (juick to see any indications

of incompetency in a foreman, and quicker

to take advantage of it to satisfy their

yearning for rest. With such a foreman
the ".soldier" is in a veritable paradise,

and at the same time the management is

anxiously waiting for business to pick up.

A go-as-you-please ratchet drill, with a

half-stripped screw and teeth that ought to

be in the dentist's hands, is not the kind
of a tool to do work with; neither is a

straight edge that is not straight, nor a
spirit level whose bulb is in a chronic .state

of unrest, and must be equated before it is

in a condition to give an accurate reading;

and the "big square," suffering from the

effects of a fall in its younger days, and has
to be gone over to see how much it's out

before any confidence can be placed in it,

is just as unreliable as the rest. These are

all doing business in their way, in more
than one shop in the country to-day, and
would not be in the condition noted if they
had a tool-room to call home.
The man who has pride enough to keep

his overalls in a pre.sentable condition of

neatness will draw the line on a shop that

knows no other and better way to keep up

MERRILL BROTHERS,

Turnbuckles and
Parallel Vises,

nt Ave. and South Uth St.,

Brooilyn, IJ. Y.

TlilH vise 1b exfelled by none for heavy niactlilie
or railroad shop work.

Steam Working Models of

Loeomotives.

EVERYBODY delighted with the little

engines—" 8g7 " and "999.' Build

your own engines—and study valve motion
all you want. Complete sets castings in

two sizes for building working model
latest style heavy Schenectady S-Wheeler

;

Large Drivers, High Saddle—Right up
to date.

Send 4 cents in Stamps for

Catalog'ue.

G. H. OLNEY,
163 Herkimer Street,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

EVERY
AMBITIOUS

FIREMAN
Is looking forward to the day when
he will become a full-fledged loco-
motive engineer.
A good book to study is

GRmSHAWS
LOCOMOTIVE CATECHISM.

It asks 1.300 questions, and v;ives
1.300 simple. plain. practical answers
about the Locomotive. No mathe-
matics, no theories~jus/ facfs It

contains 400 pa^es, 200 illustrations
and many plates.

I»rice, $2.oo« by mail.
Circular tells more about it. Send

for it.

„, - 1 Cash commission and pre.

AeentS Wanted.- mium Riven, send 'or fun
I particulars.

NORMAN W. HENLEY & CO.. Publishers.

132 Nassau St., New York.

S. N. CLARKSON,
CHAMPLAIN BUILDING,

CHICAGO, ILL.

JOBBER IN AMERICAN

WATCHES.

The Clarkson new 21 jeweled movement
is the finest on the m.irkct.

Price, only $35.00.

Send for our latest price list.

EstabHshed 1884.



The Smith

Exhaust Pipe
Is guaranteed to save on an Engine

burning 10 tons of coal per day at

$3.50 per ton JO per cent, or $3.50.

THIS MEANS:
$105.00 per Month.

$1,260.00 " Year.

$63,000.00 on 50 Engines.

$126,000.00 " 100

«^ t^ t^

This is a Matter Worth

Looking Into,

46 Railroads are now using this

device, and 400 Locomotives

were equipped with it

during 1895 alone.

The Smith Triple Expansion Exhaust

Pipe not only reduces coal consumption, but

reduces back-pressure in cylinders, noise from

exhaust and extends the life of engines.

Blue prints for measurements on appli-

cation to the Sales Agents.

The General Agency Co,

32 Park Place, New York.

1435 Old Colony Bldg, Chicago, III.
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tools ; and the outcome in all cases is, that

the shop loses a good man, and his place

is filled by the party without even a two-

foot rule, who will revel in his greasy sur-

roundings and prepare himself for a per-

manent stay. There is never any difficulty

in keeping this kind of a shop filled with

tourist talent.

The condition of a tool-room, and the

methods carried out therein, have as much

to do with the personnel of a shop as any

other influence. It is among the first fea-

tures referred to by the foreman, who is

justly proud of his creation—if he has one

worthy of the name—and the visitor to a

shop can easily and accurately make an

estimate of its standing in the line of pro-

gression by the manner in which he is

escorted to or steered from the tool-

room.

In the organization of the tool-room

local conditions must govern to a large ex-

tent, although the experience and grief

others have had in the direction is always

a valuable guide, just as in every other

pioneer move ; but no matter what the

conditions are, there is one essential ele-

ment that must be considered as having

more weight than all others, and that is

svstem ; whether poor or good, it is the

keynote to the situation.

With a course of procedure outlined

looking to a place for everything, and a

criminal code to insure everything being

in its place, the tool-room starts on its

mission of usefulness, and before it is

fairly under way, little avenues for im-

provement will suggest themselves. If

the right man is in charge, these hints

will be heeded and elaborated on to the

fullest.

The next move is to put some machine

tools in commission and have them located

where the operator can see his work ;
the

want of proper light will certainly render

;/// the best-laid plans for a tool-room.

The tools required to make a start need be

few, but the best of their kind : One 12-

inch lathe, with taper attachment ;
one

16-inch drill, with sensitive attachment;

one twist-drill grinder and two vises, one

large and one small.

These tools will enable a mechanic to

keep the tools of a good-sized plant up in

shape, provided he is not obliged to pass

tools through the wicket to a clamoring

mob on the other side of the same, and is

allowed to attend strictly to his legitimate

duties. The price of a boy to do the hand-

ing out and taking in, keeping tab on

every tool, and who is made responsible

for the tools being placed in their racks

properly, is a trivial expenditure when put

in the balance against the time wasted by

the one-man-for-all polic}'.

No stated or stereotyped arrangement of

the tool racks and other conveniences can

he spread thin enough to cover all condi-

tions. The special needs of a case must

be provided for by any arrangement that

will best meet them. Press the brains and

they will do the rest.
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A tool-room started on these simple lines

will, if managed half right, let a little

light into many a place that never be-

fore knew what it was to have its hair

combed.

In the Eiigiiieeriiig 3Iaga-inc of No-

vember there is an interesting article on

the prevailing scarcity of skilled labor, a

subject which is daily impressing itself

more forcibly upon the employers of labor.

It is a melancholy fact that the average

American does not display much ambition

to become highly proficient at the busi-

ness he engages to learn, even though that

business is to be depended on for a life's

sustenance. The sentiment on this sub-

ject is much lower in our .shops and fac-

tories than it is in Europe, and it is, no

doubt, in a great measure due to the dif-

ference of sentiments that the difference

in skill exists. We find, in visiting shops

and factories, that a large proportion of

the most skillful workers employed were

born abroad. When a boy or giri goes

into a shop or factory in Europe to learn a

business the sentiment is found that those

who turn out inferior workmen or work-

women are looked upon with contempt.

This is a very great stimulant to make

those learning a business strive to become

first-class in every respect. There is very

little of this kind of sentiment found in

America. We are so intensely independ-

ent that it is considered the inherent right

of a man or woman to remain an inferior

hand if he or she sees fit. The growing

practice of performing accurate operations

by machinery is reducing, to a great ex-

tent, the necessity for close manipulation

by workmen, and this to some extent re-

duces the incentive to acquire exceptional

skill, but it has not such a deteriorating

effect as the sentiment that it is no dis-

grace to be an inferior hand. We have

heard a great many recommendations

made these last few years for promoting the

instruction of more highly skilled work-

men, but we have never heard a word said

about the sentiment which permits them

to feel comfortable while looked upon as

inferior hands. We believe that the first

move towards a thorough remedy of the

lamentable condition of affairs will be a

crusade of education to change the exist-

ing sentiment.

The Webb C. Ball Co., Cleveland, O.,

manufacturers of standard railway time-

keepers, have watch movements named

for the several railway organizations, as

"B. of L. E.," "B. of L. F.." "O. R. C."

an^ "B. of R. T." Mr, H. Walter Webb,

the third vice president of the N. Y. C. &
H. R. R.. used the Ball watch in timing

the record-breaking run of the "999." and

it was also used on the L. S. & M. S. Ry.

for the official timing of their recent fast

run.
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The Gould Balanced Valve.

Something entirely new in balanced

slide valves is shown in our illustration of

the Gould device for this purpose. The
aim of the inventor has been, evidently, to

approach as closely as possible to the piston

principle and still make it applicable to

any slide valve.

The balancing is obtained by means of a

semi-circular balance plate set into the

steam chest ; the top of the valve is of the

same contour and has balance strips let

into it, which bear against the balance

plate in the usual manner.

In construction the two semi-circular

When the valves require facing, the

same amount of metal is planed off the

edges of the balance plates that is removed
from the faces of the valves, and thus the

relative positions of the valves and their

plates are made to remain constant.

The letter A' refers to the oil cup, reach-

ing to within ,',, inch of Ijalance plate //.

E shows two small ribs on the top of H to

carry the oil full length of plate. C are

four small lugs on steam chest cover to

prevent excessive longitudinal movement
of plate H. F shows spring pockets for

the helical springs holding the packing

out against plate //.

LoooMorivB fwotwccjvrwo. N

GOULD BALANCED VALVE.

plates for one engine are planed off on
their longitudinal edges, clamped together

to form a complete circle, and then placed

in the lathe and bored out. The valves

have their port faces planed, and are also

clamped together and their backs turned

into a complete circle slightly smaller than
the balance plate, after which they are

grooved for the balance strips. The strips

are then turned to fit the grooves, and of a

proper diameter to fit the plates, which,
by the way, are made to fit loosely in the

chests, and thus automatically adjust them-
selves to any inequalities due to wear of

the valve.

There is a small steam port extending

over the top of valve between the packing,

or balance strips, at each end of valve, and
connecting with the openings G, which
allows the live steam from the port to come
in contact with the back of valve in order

to balance it against the cylinder pressure.

These ports are located in the face of the

valve, so that the steam from the port C
eciualizes the pressure to that acting on the

piston.

The inventor states that an engine

equipped with this balance has made 4, 142

miles during the month of September, and
more mileage in October, with no work

The Interest in Graphite Lubrication

is Rapidly Growing;. Testimony

from all parts of the Country, to the

Economy and Efficiency of Dixon's

Pure Flake Graphite.

Not in years have R.R. engineers and R.R.
officials shown such special interest in any-
thing as they have lately in watching the re-

sults of using Dixon's I'ure I'lake (".raphite.

The locomotive, mighty and powerful
though it be, is subject to ills and accidents,
an<l like a fiiiiiui Joriiui, is apt to become
indis])osed at most inconvenient times.

W'lien an engineer who is running a lo-

comotive under instructions to "get there,"
is bothered with hot pins, and rod brasses,

reduced by hasty or incompetent men, and
finds that a very small quantity of ])ure flake

graphite in the oil cools the pins and
brings any other working part of his engine
that may be "groaning" or "s<iuealing"
into perfect condition, he is very certain
to become a very strong advocate of that
which h.is saved him time and annoyance.
The railroad olTicial may not be specially
interested in the welfare of the engineer,
but when he becomes convinced that in
u.sing Dixon's pure flake graphite the en-
gineer has not only saved himself from
great annoyance, but has saved oil and coal
and wear and tear of engine, he becomes
an e(|ually strong advocate of properly pre-
pared graphite.
During the month of September, 1895,

an engineer on the .'\tchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe road used fifteen pints of valve
oil, and burned 89 tons of coal in running
3,032 miles, and doing 25 hours of switch
work. He was as saving as possible in the
use of valve oil and coal, and his engine
made the best record for the month on that
division. During the month of October,
however, with tile aid of less than two
ounces of Dixon's pure flake graphite he
made about 5,3<x) mile.s, and switche<l 12

hours, using only 17 pints of valve oil and
121-V tons of coal, saving about 5S-; of oil

and 30'; of coal, not counting switch work.
In his report he says :

" I was just as sav-
ing as 1 could be in oil and coal both
months, and the engine handled put as
many cars as any engine of her class on
this division. I was telling some of the
men here what the engine had done in the
month of October, and I was accused of steal-

ing oil and bu3-ing oil, but I did neither.

There is no use of my recommending
Dixon's pure flake graphite, as it will speak
for itself."

.-V general foreman on the Burlington &
Missouri River Railroad in Nebraska, re-

jiorts as follows: " \Vc have been experi-
menting a little with Dixon's pure flake
graphite, and truly it is a wonderful thing.

.\t finst, we used a little of the finely pul-

verized througli our relief valves on steam
chest, and found this made the engine very
much easier to handle, especially after
using water brake down 3 per cent, grades
for distances varying from 4 to 10 and 12

miles. We now mix it with valve oil and
find it saves nearly 90 per cent, of oil. On
our ten-wheel engines it is a great help.
The valve motion works as smooth and
easy as a stationary engine, no ([uivering
and straining of transmitting blades owing
to dry valves after using water brake or
engine foaming, and it does not wash off.

It is the greatest anti-friction agent I have
seen in my 32 years in the business. I have
examined our valves and cylinders and
find that it docs not gum, but is cleanly in

its action, putting a splendid face on the
working parts.

The Joseph Dixon Crucible Company of Jersev
City. N. J., are the manufacturers of this marvel-
ous graphite, and any communication addressed
to them will receive prompt answer.
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af^4 SASHTON
MUFFLER

With Top Outside Pop
Reg:ulator.

Open Pop Valves
AND Gages.

JHJASHTON VALVE CO.
271 Franltlin Street, Boston, Mass.

Mechanical

Books*

BOOKS FOR ENGINEERS,

FIREMEN AND ALL

ENGAGED IN MECHANICAL PURSUITS.

Send name and address for 48-page Cata-

logue. Sent gratis on application.

D. VAN NOSTRAND CO.,
PUBI-ISHERS,

23 MURRAY AND 27 WARREN STREETS.

MOORFS ANTI- FRICTION

DIFFERENTIAL

Chain Pulley Block

A New Movement.

A Perpetual Compound Lever.

Powerful, Simple and DuraWe.

Light, Compact and Strong.

One Man Can Lift to the Full

Capacity of the Block.

Self Sustaining at Any Point.

The Block Always Hangs Plumb

Moore Mfg. and Foundry Co.

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

E C. BOYER,
DAYTON,
OHIO.

Sole Hanufacturer iHaxon Patent)

•^-^ Railroad
Screw Jacks.

Durable,

Strong,

Efficient.

Employing "" traveling
men. I give the Railroads
the benefit of low prices.

done to tlie valves whatever up to date,

the valves being perfectly tight and the

reverse lever moving easily with one hand,

with a full throttle and 130 pounds of

steam.

All of the above claims

have been made good by

other and familiar sys-

tems of valve balancing
;

whether this one is su-

perior to all, the crucial

test of time and the boys

at the throttle can best

determine.

stopped up, showing that there is a uni-

form draft throughout all the flues. The
engine will steamjagainst both injectors.

She is very free from spark-throwing and

keeps the smokebox clean. The engine

has cylinders 18x24 inches,

and has a single exhaust noz-

zle 5 inches diameter.

The Richardson Lock Nut

Co. are about to reorganize.

The capital stock will be in-

creased and works built for

the manufacture of nut locks.

Catalogues in English and Spanish on Application.

An Enigmatical Bill of Fare

For a dinner served on the dining cars of

the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul rail-

way, will be sent to any address on re-

ceipt of a two-cent postage stamp. Apply

to Geo. H. Heafford, General Passenger

Agent, Old Colony Building, Chicago, 111.

Qeorgia Southern Ex=
tension Front.

A drawing from

which the e.xtension

front shown in the an-

nexed engraving was

made was sent us by

Mr. G. D. Harris, mas-

ter mechanic of the

Georgia Southern &
Florida Railway. It

has been applied to an

engine on his road, and

Mr. Harris says that

the engine is making

65 miles to the ton of

coal in passenger ser-

vice, and is giving very

great satisfaction. The
engine has been run-

ning ten months, and

none of the flues have LOCOMOTIVE ENOtNEERtNO. N. Y.
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Electric Bar Shears.
The Hilles & Jones Co., of Wilmington.

Del., recently furnished a well-known lo-

comotive works a bar shear for cutting up
heavy scrap, and we illustrate it to show
the marked progress in this type of tool.

It is driven through a multipolar iron-

clad motor on the same foundation with

the machine, and has a capacity for shear-

ing flat or round bars up to i6 square

inches of section.

The massive lines of the machine may
be inferred from the spur gear which is

3,'/> inches pitch, and to inches face; the

total weight of machine complete is about

45,000 pounds.

The starting rheostat is attaclicd to the

there was a tendency to expend super-

fluous etTort in saving oil while the more
important matter of saving fuel is neg-

lected. It is strange that this fact is

not more generally recognized. On
roads where the engineers are practically

persecuted into the saving of oil, we find

glaring evidence that economy of coal is

not urged upon those who could easily

save more money by careful and intelli-

gent methods of firing than the whole oil

bill amounts to. It is all right to put

some restraint upon the man who has

fallen into the habit of pouring oil on
every bearing every time he stops the

train; but the simple injunction to the

fireman to close the dampers when the

ELECTRICALLY DRIVEN BAR SHEAR.

main frame in a convenient location, and
a steam or compressed air cylinder is used
for counterbalancing the weight of the

sliding head. The machine is built to be
driven either by belt, engine or motor,
and of sizes to suit all classes of work.

i i i
The Best Valve Motion.

The stove gang were discussing valve

motion and telling lies about the smart-
ness of engines that each of them had
handled, when the question was put to an
old timer for settlement. "Boys," said he,

"the best valve motion I ever had hold of

was a 17-inch cylinder engine with a boiler

built for a 19-inch cylinder. I alius

notice that an engine with a big boiler has

a good valve motion."

In the course of a discussion at the

Western Railway Club. Mr. J. Barr
quoted the anecdote told by "Locomotive
Engineering" about the fireman under
examination who was asked what he
would do if he saw a collision inevitable

and answered. "Seize the valve oil can
and jump olT." Mr. Barr admitted that

engine is not working would save more
money to railrond companies.

4* © ^
Ice gathered from goose ponds is un-

healthy. Ice water itself is unhealthy.

Unfiltcred water is not as good as filtered

water. It seems to us that any railroad

can afford to use Major's filter. It is

simply a porcelain covered steel bucket
with a stone filter in the bottom, this sets

loosely in the ordinary cooler. The ice

and water are put into this vessel and the

filtered water rises around the filter. The
water is not as cold as ice water, but is

pure and fit for use. The filters are a

little extra—that are used to make a bad
thing good. They are not of the kind of

improvements that rc(|\iire throwing away
a fairly good thing.

i i i
The Central Georgia have obtained

control of the Macon & Northern, a line

running from .\thens to Macon, a dis-

tance of 107 miles. The purpo.se of the
purchase was to give the Central Georgia
a Hue to Macon, and shut out the Sea-
board Wv Line.

IMPROVED TRACK BOLTS

Iron track bolts with cut threads
are smaller in the threads than in

the .shank, and are weak. The aver-

age tensile strength of a 4 inch ^
iron bolt is 17.615 pounds, and the
elongation, before breaking, only y%
of an inch, the elastic limit being
but 12.750 pounds. The tightest

bolt in a joint will snap first and so

on—always break in the thread.

TVE^V SXVLE.
Soft steel bolts with cold-rolled

Harvey Grip '

' threads are stronger

in the threaded part than the shank.
The average tensile .strength of a 4
inch y^ bolt, is 28.639 pounds—62

per cent, better than the iron boll.

The average elongation before break-

ing is f8 of an inch— i better than

the iron bolt. The elastic limit is

20.201—58 per cent, better than the

old style bolt.

NE\%' STYLE Nl'XS

Are chamfered

as shown,and the

threads turned

out on bearing

s i d e — >-ou al-

ways have two

full threads, not

chafed, to tighten up on.

FACTS.
These Improvements give more

than double the strength, elasticity

and safety to splice bolts ; the weak-

est point in track. They require no

washers or nut locks and are almost

as cheap as the old iron bolts.

The process is patented, and the.se

bolts are made only by

J. H. Stcrnbergh k Son,
READING, PA.,

.\Mi TllF.

KANSAS CITY BOLT & NUT CO.,

KANSAS CITY, MO.
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THE

BROTHERHOOD

BRAND
OF

OVERCLOTHES

ARE THE BEST!

IN EVERY WAY.

ASK FOR THE BUTTON.

H. S. PETERS,

DOVER,

N.J.

Weak Car Couplers.

Towards the end of November there

were a series of coupler tests made at At-

lanta, Ga., by the officials of Robert W.

Hunt & Co., Chicago. A large number

of couplers of various kinds were tested

by a 1,640-pound drop, and the opera-

tions were witnessed by a large number of

railroad officers, who displayed a very

keen interest in the result. We have not

yet received the official figures and can-

not give detailed particulars, but we re-

ceived some lessons from the tests that

are not likely to be mentioned in the of-

ficial report. Several of the couplers

broke regularly under the first drop of

three feet, and some of them did not seem

capable of standing the shock that would

result from the weight falling half that

distance. One coupler, which has been

notorious for its weakness, went to pieces

under some of the drops, and its design

and material, as seen when broken, gave

convincing testimony that the coupler is

dangerous when found on cars in trains

that run faster than five miles an hour.

With the wretched reputation this coupler

has, it is a strange thing that railroad of-

ficers are still to be found purchasing a

death trap of this kind and putting it

upon their cars. The craze for cheap nas-

tiness never descended lower.

The couplers not of steel were sup-

posed to be made of malleable iron, but

several of them did not show any of the

traces of malleable iron in their fracture.

They had the appearance of common cast

iron. Some of those that broke most

readily were badly made, the core not

having been held central. Several of one

make that broke under the first blow,

had less than ^ inch of metal on one side

of the stem. Couplers that were made in

what might be regarded as first-class

n^alleable iron foundries stood very well.

Those that broke most readily were made

in small establishments where the art of

making malleable iron is in the early

progressive stage.

Froin what we saw of these tests, we

would caution railroad men against pur-

chasing couplers that do not have a good

reputation. We would also advise pur-

chasers to subject some of each lot of

couplers to a drop test; and, lastly, we

would say. Do not accept malleable iron

couplers .that are made in foundries where

they scarcely know how to make decent

cast iron.

i i i
The faculty of the University of Mmne-

sota, Minn., are trying to make arrange-

ments with one of the railroads with term-

inus in Minneapolis to fit up a testing

plant for locomotives to be used by the

students. The University people expect

eventually to have a testing plant of their

own similar to that at Purdue University,

but in the meantime they will be satisfied

with the use of an apparatus similar to that

used by the Chicago & Northwestern

Railway at Chicago,

WHAT YOU WANT TO KNOW.
Questions and Answers.

(i) J. H. N., Philadelphia, Pa., writes:

If 2 is ",-< of 6, what is 1-3 of 9? Some
people say 2, and some say 454; will you
please answer and oblige? A.—An an-

swer would be out of place in these col-

umns, and we would like to know how the

above can find any possible connection
between his question and locomotive en-

gineering.

(2) Enquirer, Lowell, Mass., writes:

I. Why does an engine use more w.iter

when heated in the tank before being forced

into the boiler, than when forced in cold,

and how warm does it have to be before

there is any perceptible difference? A.

—

An engine should not use more water in

one case than in the other, to do a given

amount of work, since a certain number
of heat units must be put into the water

to raise its temperature to that due to the

pressure, no matter whether this is done
to the water in the tank by the heater

pipes, or in the boiler direct. 2. Does ox-

alic acid, used in cleaning the brass work
of an engine, harden the brass? A.

—

There is a difference of opinion about this.

We cannot say.

(3) Joe A., Temple, Texas, writes, re-

peating his question about getting an

engine in without towing, if the left-hand

link and right-hand main pin were broken,

and asks if the unbroken link could not be

used on the left side. A.—Theoretically

the link on the right side can be trans-

ferred to the left side, and perform all its

functions as well as though it were in its

original place, but there are some practi-

cal reasons that might make this move im-

possible. In the first place the right hand
link would require to have its ends re-

versed when placed on the left side, in or-

der to bring the saddle and pin into

proper relation with the lifter; if, now,

the saddle is mid-length of the link, it

will work all right, otherwise it might

not; again, there is more than a passing

chance that the saddle pin will not fit the

lifter, or the rocker pin fit the block, or

the eccentric rod pins fit the link, because

there is not the same attention paid to

duplication of parts on a small road as on

one with a larger equipment; these, and

other reasons, only aggravate a situation

already overflowing with grief, therefore,

our first answer: "Get ready to be towed

in as soon as possible."

(4) J. H. S., Fort Worth, Texas,

writes

:

Please state in next issue of your very

valuable journal, what is the best motion

for a valve in a 17 or 18-inch lo-wheeled

engine. The amount of lead, i-io, 1-16 or

i-32-inch; outside lap, Ys, or Yn inch; in-

side lap, 1-32, 1-64, or line and line; also

amount of lift throttle valve should have

to supply boiler pressure at any point of

cut-off and speed, and if, according to

vour opinion, it is better to use dowel pins

in bull rings? These questions refer to an

engine for freight service on a pretty hard

division. A.—There are too many un-

known quantities in these questions for

us to give decisive figures; among the

important omissions are travel of valves

and diameter of wheels. Assuming the

first to be 5 inches and the second to be

56 inches, we should say 1-32 inch or less

tor lead; -)4 inch for outside lap, and 1-16

inch for inside lap. It is impossible to

state the amount of lift for throttle

valve, under the conditions you name,

because diameter of throttle pipe is not

known, and even if it were, the informa-
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tion would be valueless. We would use

dowel pins in tlie bull rings.

(5) J. L. B., Redburn, Pa., writes:

To settle a dispute we have agreed to

leave it to you: i. I claim that the valve

travels faster when the reverse lever is in

forward notch, than when it is hooked up
cl'ose to the center, engine to be running
at the same speed in both cases. A.

—

This can be answered by supposing the

valve to have a travel equal to the stroke

of piston, in which case the speed of valve

and piston would be the same; since the

travel of valve is affected by the position of

reverse lever, the results are the same as

would be had by changing the throw of

eccentric; and if, now, the travel or throw

be reduced to zero, or in other words, the

center of axle and center of eccentric are

co-incident, the valve will not move; it is

plain then that since the travel is depend-

ent on the position of the reverse lever,

or what is the same thing for illustration,

the throw of eccentric, the speed of the

valve must increase as the travel or throw

is increased. 2. I also claim that the

crosshead travels faster while the pin is

going over the top quarter than when it

is going over the bottom quarter. Who
is right? A.—You are wrong, there is

no difference in the velocity of the cross-

head when the pin is on the upper or

lower quarter.

(6) F. S., Magnolia, Va., writes:

Please explain why an angle plate on

a rail joint always cracks from the top.

while an ordinary fisli plate on the same
joint will crack from the bottom? A.

—

This question was referred to Prof. P. H.

Dudley, who kindly replies: "Your in-

quiry why an angle plate cracks at the top

and a plain bar cracks at the bottom,

while true for many conditions, is not

true for all; for many angle bars fail from

the bottom upward. A few years ago the

majority so failed which were under my
observation. When a wheel runs over a

joint, the latter is depressed; the metal

on the underside of the angle plate being

in tension, while that of the top is in com-
pression, but as the wheel rolls on until the

joint is midway between a pair of wheels

or drivers, the tendency for the ends of

the rails is to rise, which is checked to

some extent by the angle plates or plain

bars; but the character of the stresses

is reversed—the top now being in ten-

sion while the bottom of the bars or plates

is in compression. If the stresses, either

on the top or bottom of the bar, caused

by the bending under the wheel loads,

are near the elastic limit of the metal, it

is only a matter of time when the bar will

fail, either from the top or bottom accord-

ing to the maxiinum stress. With the

higher standard of tracks of the past few

years, the stiffcr rails and better designed

angle plates, made of higher grades of

steel, but few fail from either the top or

bottom."

(7) J. H. H., Burbank, Col., writes:

Will you please answer these questions

in your valuable paper: i. What is the

difference in the firebox, flue and front

end arrangement, for burning bituminous

coal and oil? A.—The firebox for bitu-

minous coal usually has a brick arch ex-

tending crosswise and back from the flue

sheet at an inclination, the front of arch

being on line with lower row of tubes.

A deflecting plate is used in the smoke-

box, passing from the upper row of tubes

to a point near the bottom of arch, and

having provision made for adjustment in

lowering and raising so as to equalize the

flow of gases through the tubes. There

is also a wire netting placed across the

smokebox, below the top of exhaust noz-
zles, to intercept the cinders on their way
from the firebox to the smoke stack. A
firebox for burning oil has (in the Urqu-
hart system) its bottom portion lined with
fire brick, and above this lining is an arch,

which is closed at the front, and extending
about half the length of the box. There is

no difference in the arrangement of flues

for the two fuels. 2. How is the oil fed

to the burner; does it flow by gravity,

or is it pumped? A.—The oil flows by
gravity to an injector placed just above
mud ring of firebox, where it is sprayed

and forced under the brick arch by steam
from the injector. 3. What is the princi-

ple of the Eames vacuum brake? A.

—

It is that of a vacuum on one side of a

diaphragm, and a corresponding pressure

of the atmosphere on the other side. The
vacuum is produced by exhausting the air

from the brake train pipe by the aid of an

ejector; steam passing through this iii-

strumcnt causes an induced current of air

from the pipe, and atmospheric pressure

sets the brake with an intensity due to the

vacuum produced.

^ i i
In spite of the improvement in business,

people who visit dealers in railway sup-

plies still hear a great many complaints

about the small volume of orders being

placed by railroad companies. In this

respect we have found one firm an excep-

tion, which is the Q. & C. Co., of Chicago.

President Quincy is pushing things so

vigorously that he is able to give the com-

forting assurance that business is first-

rate, and his manner appears to sustain

what he says. They have had a very

lively demand for their various special-

ties—the Servis tie plate is meeting with

increased demand, and the McKee brake

adjuster is every month growing in popu-

larity. Their car door has been applied

to many of the cars now under construc-

tion, and their later specialty, Arbor-

lineum, a material prepared to prevent

decay of timber, is making a very promis-

ing record. Their metal sawing machine

scarcely needs mention, as it does not

have any rival.

i i i
The Lehigh Valley Railroad Company

have made a contract with the Hall Signal

Co. for the equipment of 186 miles of

track. There are to be 186 block sec-

tions, each post having a home and a dis-

tance signal. The number of switches in-

cluded in these blocks is 462, all of which

will be equipped with indicators to pre-

vent their being turned off from the

main track when a train is approaching.

When these signals are in place the Le-

high Valley will have 235 miles of track

protected by Hall signals.

The Cooke Locomotive & Machine Co.,

Paterson, N. J., have a beautiful framed

photograph of their latest record-breaker,

which they will send to every superintend-

ent of motive power in the world on appli-

cation for it. The picture will be an at-

tractive ornament to any office.

An Inkling of Maine Sport.

There seems to be an ever-increasiiig inclination

for our local Imntsmen to liunt big (ramo. ami to

them it is doubly liiliKlitfiil to Itnow tlmt u joiinii'y

of a few sliorl liours will carry tlieni to a .•^cclion

of the Pino Tree State that is literally alive with

fine specimens of moose, caribou, bear ami otlier

larKe iranie.

The following narrative, clipped from a recent

issne of Otdting,ii-. an intercstinp and realistlcde-

scrlpllon of tile many exciting' yet pleasinu sur-

roundings which attend a moose hunt

:

• We started about 3 o'clock for a large barren,

a mile or more away. Just a.s we struck tiie open-

ing of the trail to tlie little lake, wesawontlie
opl)osite sliore ft bull moose. His antlers flashed

in the sun with every motion, and ids c«»at ap-

peared almost as black as ink. Crouching at once

In the friendly screen of the alders, we quickly

made prei)arations to call.

"The hull was taking tilings in a most leisurely

style, but at the first note of the challenge he be-

came an active, fierce ojiponent. He was eager

and ready for fight, and he started at once to come
around the edge of the lagoon, giving with each

step a short, sharp grunt, as much as to say. ' I'll

cook your mutton, presently.'

'The distance he had to come was aliout a quarter

of a mile, and lie stoi>ped every now and then to

give fortli a bellow in answer to our renewed invi-

tation to come and have it out.'

"The sight of that great raging brute was one

never to be forgotten.
" In all my previous experiences in hunting I had

seen nothing to equal it. for it must lie remem-

bered that tlie bull was in full view for nearly two
hours.

"The fear that some whiff of wind might carry

the taint of our presence to his keen scent ; tlie

dread tliat some slight defect in the call would

alarm his sensitive hearing; the necessity to re-

main as quiet as the grave in our hiding ; his par-

tial disappearance when the trail led around some

liiige boulder, or a few yards into the forest, kept

our excitement at fever heat.

"When he was within a hundred yards or so of

us he halted, lie was evidently stripping for work.

Tossing his head, striking his hoins against tlie

saplings, pawing up the mud and moss, ami throw

iiig it over his back, he presented a sight rarely

granted to the hunter. His stop troubled us, as he

niiglit fool about till dark.
" A whispered consultation was held. The feasi-

bility of trying to creep nearer to him was dis-

cussed. We dreaded to risk aiiotlier call, as the

slightest failurd in its tone would be fatal. Finally,

in desperation, we uttered one more call, and so

perfect was it tliat the liuli at once started for-

ward. We could hear the rattling of his antlers

against the trees, and the welcome bark given

with each step. Nearer and nearer came the

sounds, till at last tiiey ceased, and a liellowing

challenge followed so close to us tliat it made

the few hairs on my head fairly stand on end.

Rising, 1 belield a sight wliicli few city men liave

seen. Within ten yards, his magnificent antlers

towering over his massive head, his eyes red and

savage, and his mane erect and bristling, stood the

' king of the Maine woods.'
• A rasli movement, a tremor of the arm. might

have spoilt it all. and the probaliility that a wound

would send him charging down upon us did not

tend to steady me.

"Aiming until I could sec tlie very curl in the

center of his forehead. I pulled the trigger. Though

blinded for a moment by tlie smoke. I knew from

the thrashing the game was mine."

This experience is by no means an occasional but

frequent occurrence, as many a hunter can attest.

The train leaving via the Eastern Division of

tlie n.'ston & Maine Railroad each day at 7 P. M.

will land you at Greenville (from which point

ISo deer were shipped during October of this year

before noon of tlie following day, and the country

all about there for miles and miles nbonnds In the

richest of game trophies, and a week spent gun-

ning in Maine forests will be one of the happiest of

your life.
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Standard on

most

of our

Railroad

Systems

Servis
Tie Plates

Combine

Safety-

Economy

Uniformity

in Track

McKee
Brake /\djuster

For automatically

taking up the

Slack

caused by wear of Brake Shoes

Q 5t G Go's Specialties
^
^

Applied on over

200,000 Cars

in the United States

Dunham
<ind

Q dc G
^ Gar Door

Equipment

Gold Metal
SawinA Machines

Hundreds in use on street and steam

railroads in the United States

and abroad
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Star Headlight Company,
Rochester, N. Y.

Makers of Headlights, Railroad Signal Lamps and Lanterns for

Locomotives, Cable and Electric Cars, both

Oil and Electric.

"We do not belong to the Headlight Trust."

All Burners stamped with our name on hand-wheel.

Branch Office, Western Union Building, Chicago.

IT DOES NOT
Pay to attempt to build your own

Cranes and Air Hoists. It costs

more. Results are less satisfactory.

Buy an improved article and

be pleased.

SEND FOR CIRCULARS.

Mlftttti9 |mmlrj:}r%iitimnitC^

1522 MONADNOCK BLOCK, CHICAGO.

Works : Harvey (Chicago Suburb).

b %'«^^'«'%%^'%%^'%««'%'%'%%'«'%'%'V%'%^^'%'V%'V%'%%'%^ I(^w
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ANNEY
CAR COUPLER

I FOR :: PASSENGER :: AND J f THE :: ORIGINAL :: M. C. B f
rfr, FREIGHT CARS, .< .< .< .•«

'f* ^> STANDARD :: COUPLERS, f^r,

i"" LOCOMOTIVE TENDERS "1"

"f
OLDEST, :: SIMPLEST, 't'

f AND PILOTS. .< .-* .< .* .< t |; BEST. .< GUARANTEED.
|;

I THE BUHOUP-MILLER .^.^ I

t COUPLERS, FOR PRIVATE |

I AND VESTIBULED CARS. |

The McConway & Torley Co.,

PITTSBURGH, PA.
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Something New, Insuring Great Economy.

"^^ ,<<S^5S

»99*d60»a9

Acme Triple Bolt Cutter.
Built in three sizes, I inch, i',i inch and

2 inch, and furnished with pump, counter-

shaft, wrenches, automatic and three sets

of cap dies for each machine.

Designed especially for manufacturing
purposes, to produce as large a quantity of

work possible for a single operator to

handle and still run at a rate of speed in-

suring long life to machine and dies, and
producing perfect work. Tests of these
machines have shown results warranting
us in saying that these objects have been
fully attained.

These machines are very compact, all

parts within easy reach of the operator.

There are openings in the bed directly un-

der each head allowing oil and chips to fall

in a pan, which has a screen bottom and is

of a capacity sufficient to hold the chips

of a day's work where they can be left to

drain over night and pan drawn out and
emptied instantly in the morning. The
carriages are long, giving ample bearing.

The long levers move the carriages. The
short levers close the vises and are adjust-

able to any angle. This makes the move-
ment of both carriage and vises quick and
easv.

The heads are the "Acme" latest im-
proved, made with extra long die-rings,

lined with tool steel blades throughout.
They are 5 inches shorter in total length
than usual form of Acme Head. The yoke
which opens and closes the head is locked
by a toggle between lower end of the 3'oke

and head stock. The upper end of yoke is

connected with a nut that works on a screw

having a knurled head and the dies are

thus adjusted to size without stopping the
machine, by means of the knurled head
screw. The toggle is controlled by a rod
passing through a bracket on the car-

riage; this rod carries two adjustable col-

lars which are set to open and close the

head automatically.

These machines may also be arranged so

that they can be used as a single, double or

triple bolt cutter at will.

Workmanship is the best throughout,

and this machine will produce one-third

more work with a single operator than any
double machine built, at the same time
turning out the best work, and still being
run at a slower speed than is customary to

run this class of machinery.

THE ACME MACHINERY CO., .

Cleveland, Ohio,

Leading Makers of Bolt and Nut Machinery. •

Acme Bolt Cutters, Acme Nut Tappers, Acme Pointing Machines,

Acme Bolt Headers, Acme Threading Machines, Acme Nut Facers,

Acme Stay-Bolt Cutters.

A CATALOGUE ILLUSTRATING AND DESCRIBING THESE MACHINES
IS YOURS FOR THE ASKING.
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Put it in the Tool Box
• On the Locomotive, in the Roundhouse,

Repair Shops, or wherever

a Wrench is needed.

THERE'S MERIT IN THE
SUGGESTION BECAUSE

THERE IS MERIT IN

flail's Improved Pipe Wrench
It is Strong as well as Light in Weight,

It is Drop Forged from Tool Steel.

It will Grip Galvanized as well as other Pipe,

It will open a Malleable Fitting without Crushing the Pipe,

It cannot Lock or Wedge on the Pipe,

IT CAN BE SHARPENED
ON A GRINDSTONE OR

EMERY WHEEL
WITHOUT TAKING APART.

IT WILL GRIP A NUT OR FITTING SO THAT
IT CANNOT SLIP.

Hall's Improved Pipe Wrench

S»ML HAUS SON NEW YORK U.S.A.

IN USE AS A

SCREW WRENCH.

MANY ENGINEERS ARE USING THIS WRENCH AND THEY ALL LIKE IL

Any Part of this "Wrench Broken Mith Fair Usage
will be Replaced Avithout Charge.

Samuel Hall's Son, 229 w. 10th St., New York.

^'%'%%'V%%%%'VV%%'%'V^%%%%%%'%*'«'*^/»^^^%%i%%^>%%'V%'%'%i%%%%'%%V%'%%'%%%%'%'%'%%'%^'%%^
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Wc Make a Superior Line of Tools
FOR WATER, GAS and STEAM FITTERS.

ARMSTRONG
PIPE -THREADING AND
CUTTINQ=OFF MACHINES

For Hand or Power. Sizes i to 6 inches.

fAf^ I J. This is a high-grade Tool and will thread and cut pipe from
IMUi I 2 one to four inches, inclusive. Is operated by hand or power,
preferably the latter for the larger sizes. Weighs, with countershaft,
I, ICO pounds, and is furnished complete with set of right-hand dies.

Cuts and threads pipe from one to six inches, inclusive.
Usually operated by power. Weighs, with countershaft,

about 1,450 pounds. Is simple and compact in construction. Gears and
bearings run in oil in an enclosed chamber.

No. 3

ARMSTRONG STOCK AND DIE OUTFIT N«. 2.

Armstrong's

Adjustable no. 3 Armstrong pipe machine

STOCKS AND DIES
Can be adjusted to the variations in the size of fittings. Work
easier and accomplish the desired results in less time than
.solid dies.

The Armstrong Dies, being made in parts, can be more per-
fectly constructed ; the cutting edges reached more directly

;

the work done with greater precision and uniformity.

These goods are universally acknowledged
to be the BEST on the market.

They are manufactured from the best

material, and are thoroughly reliable.

Outfits of several sizes.

No. I Armstrong Pipe=Th reading

and Cutting=Off Machine.
This machine is operated either by hand or power. Cuts and threads pipe from

one to three inches, inclusive. Is so designed that when cutting off pipe the dies are
opened for the pipe to pass through without being removed from the machine. Gears
and bearings are enclosed in an oil chamber, which protects them from chips and dirt,

and keeps bearings perfectly lubricated. Other desirable features.

These Machines are furnished with automatic cut-off.

For Catalogue, address No. I MACHINE.

ARnSTRONQ HANUFACTURINQ CO.,

139 Centre Street, NEW YORK. BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

%'%'%'%>^^%'%^»«^«^%«/%^/«^'%/%/^«/%^%/%^«/%^%/%/%^/»^%^^tt/%^«^».%/%/%/%/«^%^^^^^%%%/«^%/«
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ClK

Jlir-Brakc Company.

III s^

J\mM\ Capacity

:

250,000 freight Car, 6,000 Passenger Car and

10,000 Locomotive Brakes.

^^S«!i
II -s^

350,000

freight and Passenger Cars

and 26,000 Locomotives

already equipped.

Pittsburgh, Pa.
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The Richardson and Allen-Richardson Patent

BALANCED SLDE VALVES,
Over 10,000 Engines Equipped*

Cory's Force Feed

LUBRICATORS,

Standard

CRANK PDSf GAUGES.
ooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
o o

ALLEN-RICHARDSON

BALANCED SLIDE VALVES.

Sho'w great saving of wear of entire valve

motion, great steam economy, from tight

valves. Over 10,000 engines equipped.

SUPERIOR

STEEL SPRINGS
LOCOMOTIVE
SPECIALTIES,

MADE BY

M, C, HAMMETT
TROY, N. Y.

COMPLETE CATALOGUES
AWAITING YOUR ADDRESS.

Ooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
o . o

o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o

o

o

o
o
o
o
o
o

o

o

STANDARD
CRANK PIN GAUGE.

Sliows -where pin is bent and worn, without

removing pin from wheeL A very conven-

ient and money-saving appliance.

ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo.
o o

o 5 e ^.^^ o
o M-M, ( ) o
o Ton. )i °
°

I "'lr==^-7r-^ / I °

o
I,

'n'^^fe^jT'
o s;jii o

° ^ °
o ^&i o
o KM o
o ^ ^W o

o o
O .0
o o
O ' ' o

o CORY LUBRICATOR. o

o A positive means of oiling all important bear- q
o ings from cab while running at full speed, prevent- o
o ing hot bearings, delays and expensive accidents. ^
o o
ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
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The Safety Car Heating and Lighting Co.

/60 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

(^ f$> »$> r$7 >$»

Car and Buoy Lighting.

This company controls in the United States the celebrated

Pintsch system of Car and Buoy lighting. It is economical,

safe, efficient and approved by railway managers and tlie

Lighthouse Board of tlie United States, and lias received the

highest awards for excellence at the Workfs Expositions at

Moscow. Vienna, St. Petersburg, London, Berlin, Paris,

Chicago and Atlanta. Sixty-five thousand cars, three thous-

and two hundred locomotives, and four hundred and sixty

buoys are equipped with this light.

Car Heating Systems by Steam.

The superior Steam Jacket system, universally used in con-

nection with the Baker Heater.

The direct Steam Regulatmg system.

Automatic Steam Couplers.

Highest awards World's Exposition, Ctiicago, 1893, and Atlanta,

1895, for Excellence of Design and Good Efficiency.
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{each -TRACK - SANDER.
^ -^i ^ ti

Where you can see Leach

Sanders in operation

:

Wisconsin Central 6

Fall Brook 68

Missouri, Kansas & Texas 9

Chicago & Alton 7

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western 121

New York, Ontario & Western 10

Kansas City, Ft. Scott & Memphis 14

Houston & Texas Central 8

Fltchburg: 141

General Electric 10

Delaware, Susquehanna & Schuylkill .18
Chesapeake & Ohio 16

Buffalo & Susquehanna 13

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern 30

New York, Lake Erie & Western 10

Seaboard Air Line 21

Lehigh Valley 60

Western Railroad of Alabama— ~. 15

New York, New Haven k Hartford 132

Delaware & Hudson Canal Co 8

Chicago & Northwestern .14

Burlington, Cedar Rapids & Northern 43

Pennsylvania 16

New York, Chicago & St. Louis 12

CiMcinnati, Hamilton & Dayton 4

Norfolk & Western 33

Michigan Central 11

International & Great Northern (Texas). . . 84

Cleve., Columbus, Cin. & St. Louis 8

New York Central & H. R. R. R 16

Southern Pacific 37

Memphis & Charleston 19

Western New York & Penn 1

1

Terre Haute & Indianapolis 4

Southern 127

Cent. R. R. & Banking Co. Of Georgia . . 6

Boston & Maine 14

Canadian Pacific 113

St. Clair Tunnel Ry 8

Plant System of Railways 6

Cleveland, Canton & Southern 10

Beech Creek 43

Atlantic Coast Line 94

Boston & Albany 124

AND lOO OTHER ROADS.

For Catalog and other infor-

mation, address

Henry L* Leach,
176 Huron Avenue,

NORTH CAMBRIDGE,
MASS., U. S. A.

DELIVERS a fine spray of sand just

where you want it not enough to

retard train. Uses little air. Engi-

neer's valve warns him if he leaves it open

when not wanted. Does not prevent use

of old sand lever for emergencies. Saves

half the sand. Prevents tire wear, hot

boxes and stalling of trains. Saves its

cost both in fuel and sand.

^1^=^ Specify it for new engines—
saves cost of application.

Price, $25.00,

F.O.B. Cars Boston
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IF YOU SPECIFY

Utica Locomotive Gauge
(No. 6),

Utica Cab Gauge for Heat-

ing (No. 3 Special),

Utica Air-Brake Gauge,

You will have 3 Clippers backed

by a good guaranty and be sure of

RESULTS

IN LONG SERVICE.

UTICA STEAM GAUGE CO.

ro-r2 Fayette Street,

UTICA, N.Y.

THE
ftti ftrt f\t«sTURTEVANT

YSTEM OF

Heating and Ventilation.
This system is particularly adapted to large shops and is in use in

many of the best railroad and locomotive shops in the country.

B. F. STURTEVANT COMPANY,
WORKS, BOSTON, MASS.

BRANCH STORES.
3!l Olioer St., Boston, Mass. 75 (jucen Victoria St., London, E. C. Eng.

131 Liberty St., Sleic York, \. V. 21 West Nile St., Glasgoa-, Scotland.

135 North ad St., Philadelphia. Pa. 87 Zimmcrstrasse, Berlin, Germany.
16 South Canal St., Chicago, 111. Z KungsholmsCorg, Stockholm, Sweden.

Iiijttiiiipiiirll

I' .rjB prr:..

]i-

^^ !'

-.-x

FOR ROUNDHOUSES.
It removes ice and snow in one-third

the time usually employed, and clears

buildings of moisture and smoke.

FOR PAINT SHOPS.
It gives unilnrm temperature, and

hastens the drying and finishing o£

work.

LOCOiTWLive £n^irletri/tp M/ Plans and Estimates Cheerfully

Furnished.
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A Complete Set of Nine

Nicholson's Expanding Lathe Mandrels*

,, i p ill p m ft

%m

\Af ill t2.Ke in everything: from one to seven inches.

JtlSt tflink of the pile of solid mandrels you would have to have to cover that range.

INO trouble or loss of time in using these mandrels, work set by a tap of the hammer,
always true. Work can be set over jaws to face either end.

lVi3.Cie or the best tool steel, hardened and ground to gage.

SETS OF SIX OR NINE. SENT ON TRIAL. IN USE ON 30 RAILROADS.
ASK FOR CATALOG. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

GEO. L. WEISS, General Agent, 139 Ingleslde Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.

The Lonq & Allstatter Company,
HAMILTON, OHIO, U. S. A.

PUNCHING & SHEARING MACHINERY

Over 350

styles & sizes

for

all kinds of

Punching and

Shearing

in Metal by

Power.

We have

A CATALOGUE

while

not complete,

will give you

an idea of the

large variety of

Machines

we make-

write for it.

Single, Double, Twin, Horizontal, Angle-Iron, Hand or Automatic
Spacing, Gate or Multiple, Punches or Shears, Belt,

Steam or Electrically Driven, for all purposes.
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We

ManuTr

the

Most

Complete

Assortment

of

Wood

Working

Machinery

for

Car

and

Locomotive

Builders.

Correspondence

Solicited.

Plans,

Specifications

and
Estimates

on

Application.

J. A. Fay

&Co.
630 to 650

West Front Street,

CINCINNATI,

No. 3. Extra Large Patent Automatic Car Gaining
Machine.

No. 6. Large Car Mortising Large Three-Spindle Vertical No. 3. Large Patent Automatic Cutting-Off

and Boring Machine. Car Boring Machine. Machine.

No. 1. Large Car Sill and Timber Dressing Machine.

To work on four sides timbers up to 17 inches wide,

and 8, 10, or 12 inches thick.

No. 5. Patent Universal Car Tenoning Machine.
For single, double and triple tenons,

gaining, etc.

r^ • 'rhm -^.^ It
'

No. 2. Extra Heavy Large Car Sill and Timber Dressing Ma-
chine. To work on four sides timbers up to 20 inches

wide, and 8, 12 or 16 inches thick.

No. J. Improved Car Brace Cutting-Off Saw.

%

No. 10. New Patent Bght-Roll Double Cylinder "Lightning"
Ffooring Machine.

®:

Four-Spindle Automatic Horizontal Car Boring
Machine.

f/\v \ ?S.

Nja-':.... .a^:.^

No. 6. New Large Six-Roll Double Cylinder Patent Planing Large Eight-Spindle Vertical Car Boring Machine,

and Matching Machine.
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THE

Tabor Molding Machine
Will Rain Up, Draw the Patteims and Gate the

Mold, Cope and Drag at the same Z7istani,—the

Operator simply Opens and Closes a Lever Valve

once, and carries away his mold.

400 DAILY.

One Plan's Work.

USED FOR

Brake Shoes,

Brake Heads,

Journal Brasses,

Draw Bars,

Car Castings

of all kinds,

Injectors,

Valves,

Pumps,

300 DAILY.

One Man's Work.

. MAKING
CASTINGS FOR

Pipe.

Pipe Fittings,

Pulleys,

Hangers,

Hydrants,

Radiators,

and even

Sash Weights*

ONE Man, in ONE HOUR, on One 16-inch machine, puts up

TWENTY-THREE 14 inch x \1 inch x 10 inch MOLDS complete,

handling his own Sand and Flasks or, in ONE DAY, ONE
HUNDRED AND FIFTY COMPLETE MOLDS, Ready to Pour.

« « « 1i « fS

The Tabor Manufacturing Co.,

39 Cortlandt Street, New York City,
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ADVANTAGES i^^ MORAN FLEXIBLE JOINT
ALL METAL CONNECTION

ABSOLUTELY FLEXIBLE.

POSITIVELY STEAM TIGHT
UNDER ANY PRESSURE.

INDESTRUCTIBLE,
SHORT OF WRECK.

NO DELAYS, NO REPAIRS,
FIRST COST IS THE ONLY COST.

«$> f$» ftft

Steam, Oil, Hot Ashes or Dirt

Does Not Affect Its Life.

»$» f$> »$»

SPECIAL JOINT FOR STEAM HEATING CONNECTION BETWEEN ENGINE AND TENDER.
Sectional View Shows Automatic Relief Trap.

SHOWING APPLICATION OF THE ABOVE BETWEEN ENGINE AND TENDER.

PARTICULARS OTV APPLICATION.

MORAN FLEXIBLE STEAM JOINT CO. (Inc'd).
(^HENRY U. FRANKEL. President).

149 THIRD STREET, LOUISVILLE, KY.
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SIMPLICITY

DURABILITY.

ECONOMY
SAFETY

DEMONSTRATED BY MANY YEARS' SERVICE.

THE ORIGINAL

STEEL TIRED WHEEL
OF THE

FUSED TYPE

tef?'^"^

MANFD BY

WASHBURN
CAR WHEEL
COMPANY,

HARTFORD,

CONN.
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RECORD BREAKER.
L. S. & M. S. R.R., OCT. 24, J 895.

72.9J MILES PER HOUR, DISTANCE 86 MILES.
MAXIMUM, 92.3 MILES PER HOUR.

Brooks Locomotive Works,
DUNKIRK, N. Y.

MAKERS OF

Locomotive

Engines
FOR

ALL SERVICES,

From Our Own De-
signs or those of

Purchasers.

COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVES,

M. L. HINMAN, Pres. and Treas.

R. J. GROSS, Vice-Presicknt.

T. M. HEQUEMBOURG, Secretary.

DAVID RUSSELL, Superintendent.

H. TANDY, Ass't-Superintendent.

F. H. STEVENS, Ass't to President.
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PinSBURGH LOCOMOTIVE WORKS,

PITISBORCH. PA, U. S. A,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Locomotives adapted to Every Variety of Service,

From Standard Designs or

Purcliasers' Specifications.

BUILDERS OF

The Most Successful Compound Locomotives

in the World.

WILSON MILLER, President. D. A. WIGHTMAN, General Manager.
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Baldwin Locomotive Works.
ESTABLISHED 1S31.

Annual Capacity, One Thousand.

SINGLE EXPANSION AND COMPOUND LOCO-
MOTIVES.

Broad and Narrow Gauge Locomotives,
Mine and Furnace Locomotives, Com-
pressed Air Locomotives, Steam Cars
and Tramway Locomotives, Plantation

Locomotives, Oil Burning Locomotives.
Adapted to every variety of service, and built accurately to gauges and tem-

plates after standard designs or to railroad companies' drawings. Like
parts of different engines of same class perfectly interchangeable.

Electric Locomotives and Electric Car
Trucks with Approved Motors.

f^n f^n r^n f^ f\^ f^n

BURNHAM, WILLIAMS & CO.
PHILADELPHIA. PA., U.S.A.
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HILLES & JONES CO.,

WILniNQTON, DEL.,

U.S.A.

9$ ^ 1$ f$

MACHINE TOOLS
FOR CAR AND LOCOMOTIVE SHOPS,

CAR AND STRUCTURAL WORK QEN=

ERALLY. ^^i^i^^^^^i^i^^^^^^^^

*
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OFFICES:
NEW YORK: 66 Broadway.

CHICAGO: 94 J The Rookery.

ST. LOUIS: 319 Commercial Building.

87

GOULD COUPLER CO.
MANUFACTURE

M»C»B» Freight Couplers, M»C*B* Passenger Couplers,

M*C*B* Tender Couplers, M.C.B. Pilot Couplers,

Continuous Platforms and Buffers, Vestibules,

Malleable Iron Castings, Locomotive

and Car Axles, Steel Castings*

WORKS:
STEAM FORGE, DEPEW, N. Y.

MALLEABLE IRON, DEPEW, N. Y.

CAST STEEL, ANDERSON, IND.
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RAND DRILL COMPANY,
23 Park Place, New York, U. S. A.

Air Compressors for every kind of serv=

ice. Belt = Driven Compressors for

Railroad Shop Work—small, medium
or large capacity. Vertical Compres=
sors and Compressors driven by water
power or electricity.

CLASS "e" belt-driven compressor.

Compound Steam and Air Cylinder

Two=Stage or more Compressors are

the best and most economical Com=
pressors made. Write for Catalog and
state about the capacity you want.

UAxn coMpntiND air and steam cylinder COUPBESSOR.

.WE ARE SPECIALISTS IN AIR COMPRESSING.

AIR COMPRESSORS
FOR RAILROAD SHOPS,

BELT AND STEAA4 DRIVEN.

Why use

Air-Punips

when a full-grown

Air Compressor

is much more

economical ?

We ha\c Bulletins

and Catalogues

descriptive of

I ngersoll-Sergeant

Machinery;

send lor them.

THE INGKRS0LL-SER(;EANT DRILL CO.,

Havemeyer Building, 26 Corti.andt St., New York.

]\Ifrs. of Air Compressors, Rock Drills, ("hannellers, Coal Cutters,

The P.. hie Air Lift Pump.
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MILLING MACHINES.
IN STRENGTH AND CONVENIENCE OF OPERATION, THE NEW CINCINNATI

STANDS UNEQUALED.

MILLING MACHINES A SPECIALTY.

THE CINCINNATI MILLING MACHINE COMPANY,
CINCINNATI, O., U. S. A.

PHOENIX PORTABLE POWER TOOLS
Ten Leading Railroads using Plioenix Air Tools

:

Pennsylvania Railroad Co.
N.Y. Central & Hudson River R. R.

Chicago, Burlington &. Quincy R. R.

Atlantic Coast Line. Lehigh Valley R. R.

Southern Pacific Co. Boston & Albany R. R.

Culf, Colorado &. Santa Fe R.R.
Chicago Creat Western Railway.

Union Pacific System.

For Drilling^ Reaming,
Xapping) Countersinking^,

etc.

OPERATED BY COMPRESSED AIR.

SIMPLE.

STRONG.

EFFICIENT,

BAUNGED.

These tools are perfectly Balanced. No danger to

smallest drill. Will drill 1 1-2 Inch hole in steel. The
finest reaming tool driver. Speed entirely under control

of operator. Used by the six largest locomotive works.

200 on trial-never one back-duplicate orders from most
of our customers.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

Guaranteed to develop more

power with less consumption of air

than any other air tool of like

character on the market.

Patented March 28, 1893; April 30, 1895.

• 9

No. 1001 HAMILTON STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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WE have boiiijht space here tor a year : we are going to say something new eacii

month, and we wont waste space in scare headings or superlatives. We
want to talk business.

In order to save a requisition you have put an old Brake-Pump at work in the

Repair Shop insteail of a good economic;;! Air Compressor.

it furnishes some air and it uses steam at full

stroke.

Pretty soon more brake-pumps are added to sup-

ply the demands for more air. These new ones also

use steam at full stroke. After you get a dozen, you

won't think it's a very economical scheme, particu-

larly when you consider that brake-pumps are waste-

ful of other things than steam. They are designed

for simplicity, not economy. When you throw them

out, remember this :

We make two styles of Air Compressors for Rail-

road Shops. Both are economical in the use of

steam. Both are economical in the places where

brake-pumps are wasteful.

One is built for large amounts of air, at a pressure

of 80 or 100 pounds per inch. The other is for

moderate quantities of air, at a moderate pressure.

The larger one is our standard "Compound Air

^
Compressor" and is now in use at hundreds of

(
places in the United States. If you want testi-

ly monials we will give you letters of introduction to

\ the men who pay the coal bills lor them. The

smaller one is shown in the Cut. It was designed

especially for this kind of work, and is the only

steam actuated Compressor we know of that fills

the requirements so exactly. It runs fast when air

is being used rapidly ; it just crawls when little is

being used ;
it regulates its air delivery under all

conditions. Its steam consumption can be regu-

lated by the cut-off while it is running its fastest. It is well built ; it is economical : it is

compact ; and it can be set either horizontally, vertically, crossways or upside down. It

works just as well one way as the other. It is cheap in the l:>eginning, and much cheaper

than any other in the end. If you will read our Catalog you will know why. The

book is interesting to read, and is free.

THE NORWAl.K IRON WORKS COMPANY,
South Norwalk, Conn.
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tember 15th, 1895.

l:sq.
,

lerintendent of Motive Power:

Answering your inquiry as to our Self-Acting
InjecTor of 1887, Class N. Improved, shown in the accompany-
ing cut, we would say that the features which commend it

most particularly for present locomotive service, are:

Its CERTAINTY to work, without adjustment, with steam
pressures ranging from 15 lbs. to 250 lbs.;

Its CERTAINTY to give automatically a constantly
increasing quantity of water with increasing steam pressure,
and vice versa;

And its CERTAINTY to avoid waste of water at the
over flow.

It is so strong in maintaining its jet that no conditions
of service are severe enough to stop it permanently, but if

from any cause the jet should break, it would re-establish
itself so quickly that the engineer would never know it had
broken.

Its range is so great that the engineer can set i t at

the beginning of his run to suit any train he is hauling, and
continue the same feed to the end.

No other injector will do all this .

You no doubt know what it costs your Company to obtain
and store the water supplied to its locomotives, but we
believe there are few railway officials who have any concep-
tion of the quantity of water WHICH IS WASTED ALONG THE ROAD
BY OTHER FORMS OF INJECTORS.

We hope you will give our ''Improved'" Injector a severe
trial, and we remain, v- 4. i'

' Yours truly,

Wm. Sellers & Co. , Incorporated,
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Columbian Metallic Rod - Pacleing.
Principal Points: SIMPLICITY AND DURABILITY,

NO SPRINGS. OLD GLAND USED.

Friction Next to Notliing. Provides for Engine Running Out of Line.

Three Packing Rings for Freight and Switching Engines.
One Packing Ring for Passenger Engines.

C, — SECTIONAL METALLIC PACKINGS FOR AIR PUMPS CAN BE APPLIED WITHOUT 'f^ ,x.
<£l>-^ DISCONNECTING. NO CHARGE FOR TRIAL SETS. k^^

COLUMBIAN METALLIC ROD-PACKING CO.,

CHICAGO OFFICE: 1411 and 1412 Manhattan Buildinsf. 1225 and 1226 Betz Building, PHILADELPHIA.

THE

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

LOU. D. SWEET. Qen'l Mgr.

AMS Automatic Coupler
is rapidly gaining favor with Railroad

Managers. Its simplicity, cheapness and

durability, and the fact that it works with old link

and pin couplers—with which the majority of cars

are yet equipped— makes it desirable for all re-

newals and repairs. It is strong and has few parts.

Conforms to the U. S. Law, and is a cheaper

and better coupler than the vertical-hook. Any

road can afford to put the Sams on its old

equipment. We give systems the right to make

and use drawbar and lever attachments, and sell

them the pins at $1.00 each.

Cast Iron Bars weigh about 1S5 lbs.;

Malleable, 135 to 140 lbs.

Can furnish Malleable Bars at $4.25 each, F.O. B. Chicago.

Pins, $1.00 each, F. O. B. Detroit.

SAMS AUTOMATIC COUPLER CO., 516 Equitable Bldg,, Denver, Col,

Boston BblttngCo. Established 1828.

JAMES BENNETT FORSYTH, Mfg. Agt. & Oen. Man.

ORIQINAL MANUFACTURERS OF

MECHANICAL RUBBER GOODS
FOR RAILROAD USE.

AIR BRAKH AIM> CAR HEATIISG HOSE.
WATER. STEAM. TANK AND TENDER HOSE.

SHEET RUBBER AND PISTON PACKINGS, GASKETS, VALVES, RUBBER MATS AND MATTING

gSe, 9S8,
14 North

SeO Bevonahire Street. HOSTO\.
Foxtrth St., l-IIILADELPUIA.

.'it Ilrratur SIrril, ATl.AXTA, On.
ino flianihrm SIrril, Xi:w YOUK.

34 Frimont Street, SAX FHASCISCO, Cnl.

IO» .W<i.fi.»..<i Street. ClIICAtiO.
3S0 JiasI H liter St., MILWAUKEE, Wla.
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Emery Wheel

Mfg. Co.,

TIFFIN, O.
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ALSO MANUFACTURERS OP

Advance Safety Emery
AND

Corundum Wheels,

WITH OR WITHOUT
WIRE WEB,

AND

Emery Wheel fflachinery.

Send for Catalogue and Discounts.

A CENTRAL DRAFT AUTOMATIC COUPLER with Positive Self=Opening Knuckle
without the Use of Weight, Spring or Lever, will open on any grade

up to 1200 feet to the mile.

V rn/viDAivv ^aV ^p
COMPANY,

'%yv,QFIELD, ov^^^•
^

THIS ATTACHMENT HAS BEEN IN SERVICE FOR THREE
YEARS WITHOUT A SINGLE BREAKAGE.

"THE CHAMPION,"
A Strictly Automatic Coupler and
Un=Coupler. Self=opening Knuckle.

No Springs.

By its use it is impossible for cars to be wrecked by bars

pulling out or breaking and falling on track. Will couple

on any curve. Can use link and pin with or without

knuckle.

FOR ENGINES, PASSENGER AND FREIGHT CARS.

Address, THE CHAMPION AUTOMATIC CAR COUPLER CO., KENTON, OHIO.
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S
CHLENKER'S AUTOMATIC

REVOLVING DIE BOLT CUTTER

and NUT TAPPING MACHINE.

DOES NOT REQUIRE
skilled labor lo op-

erate. Works auto-

matically. Capacity,

4,000 ^s - Inch bolts,

with 1 ", in. of thread

per day.

Simple in construction;

very compact ; strong:-

ly built, and at a price

that will surprise you.

Interesting: data as

to work done on these

machines, and proofs

of their economy if you
wish.

PIADE BY

HOWARD IRON WORKS, Buffalo, n. y.

NUT TAPS, HAND TAPS,

GAS PIPE TAPS, SCREW PLATES,

TAP WRENCHES, DIES, VISES, ETC.

SILAS HOWE. Pres't and Treas.

EVOCH PETERSON, Vice-Pres't and Sec'y.

TheWmOGibsonGo,
Plfrs. of Superior Grades of Every Description of

Car Seat
Air Brake
Trolley

Coupler
Engine and Valve

SPRINGS
Special Springs for all purposes

Made to Order.

GUT TH/S OUT

!

Railway Department,

NATIONAL IMALLEABLE CASTINGS CO.

1525 Old Colony BIdg., Chicago, III.

Please mail to my address a copy of your illus-

trated pamphlet on the TOWER COUPLER.

Keep posted regarding: progress in M. C. B. Couplers,

by watching the Tower, which leads

the procession.

Finest
Coach
Parlor Car
Sleeping Car
Street Car
Rattiui Elevated

Seats
PLUSH - RATTAN - ELASTIC SLAT

With either ' Reversible' or ' Walk-Over' Back.

Output Larger than All Other

Seat Makers combined.

For Electrical Lines, Car Builders,

and all kinds of Machinery

12 & 14 South Jefferson St. , Chicago.

Our " Walk-Over " Pattern is the Finest of its class.

See cut of "Standard" here next month.

EITHER IS BETTER THAN ANY OTHER MAKE.

The Hale & Kilburn M%. Co.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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P*HEARTff^^' -COFFIN-PROGESS^,

H=^k0U0HENEffWrG0mN1>R0GES5rPATENTBtH.

CAMBRIA IRON COMPANY,
Office 218 S. 4th St., Phila., Pa.

WORKS AT
JOHNSTOWN, PA.

Drivingjruck, Passenger& Freight Axks,

Piston and

Side Rods,

Cranio

Pins.

It. lM>:>IKHo\
Sl'P.t- i.M.

R. SALES AGEN
33 Wall St., Ne>* York

SOFT STEEL ARCH BARS, BENT AND DRILLED.

-r.<V

N.Y. Office for Rails and Fastenings, 33 Wall St.

Locomotive

BOILER, \

Smoke Stack,\
Tank and Sheet

STEELS.

Quality Unsurj

Plates up to 118 inches in widtli.

SHOENBERGER STEEL CO
PITTSBURGH, PA.

Spark Arrester Plate.

HENDRICK
LOCOMOTIVE SPARK

PLATE

THE HENDRICK MFG. CO., LTD.,

CARBONDALE, PA.

"HERE'S A WHEEL"
OF TWO PARTS,

A Wrought Iron Center,-a Steel

Tire-and Nothing Else.

READING MATTER FOR THE ASKING.
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^
MiiPI u -:l/^»^ sent:

r*

Rhode Island LocomotiocWorks,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Charles Felix Mason, President.

Earl Philip Mason, Vice-President.

William P. Chapin, Treasurer.

Arthur Livingston Mason, Secretary

Joseph Lythgoe, Agent and Supt.

S. A. Stephens, Traveling Agent.

NEMT YORK OFFICE,

IsTos. 31-33 I=^iiae Street.

.^.

',v--m;.
^ •MMi

H. K. PORTER & CO., 6th and Wood Sts., Pittsburgh, Pa.,
BUILDERS OF

Light Locomotives,— Steam, Compressed Air and Electric,— for all gauges of track,

every variety of service, 3 to 45 tons weight.

STANDARD AND NARROW GAUGE LOCOMOTIVES ALWAYS KEPT ON HAND, IN STOCK.

Propositions, with Specitications and Photographs, promptly furnished on bona tide inquiry.

iT|»^;J,«OT, tf^--*V'i^
Paa™ n tips'.-?

^ Beveled Packing Ring
Simple, Self-supporting,
Durable, Standard.

American Balance Slide Valve Co.

San Francisco, Ciil. or Jersey Shore, Pa

THE Lima Locomotive and Machine Company, lima, ohio.

Manufacturers and
Builders of

Shay Patent and Direct Connected Locomotives, Freigtit and Caboose Cars, all kinds of
Steel Castings, Brass and Gray Iron Castings, Car Wheels and Railroad Work.

C03E».M!SI»0I>B'IDE]VC:E souxctteid.

LATROBE STEEL CO.,

T| MANUPACTURERS

R
OF

EFOR

LOCOMOTIVE

AND CAR WHEELS.
s

IHatn Olilce and AVorkn, Latrobe, Pa.
BraiK'li Oflire,

Kiillllt Biiildinu;, I'liiladolphla.

<'liica<;<> Office,
WcKlcrii I iilun Hiilldiii;;,

IVew York OlDrr,
Home Life lusurante Building.

St. EiouIm onicr,
Vnlon TriiNt Building.

XANGYE'S
Hydraulic Lifting Jack.

A GOOD, RELIABLE JACK
for Liftinfc or Pushing in

any direction. The lever

Is for pumping it up, the key
lowers and stops it at any
point, when it is again

ready for lifting, saving

time and trouble.

Various sizes made, from 4 tons
to 200 tons.

Joseph F. McCoy Co.,

26 Warren St., New Yorlt.

<3rOXJIjI3'S

Steam and Water Packing
Patctitr.i Juti,. 1, 1^^".

EeiH-clallv ailaiiUrd for I.O. oiiii.tiv**.
' .Never stick, the Throttle.

Tlie Original Ring Paclclng.
In ordering i;lve kxact dlnineter ot StulfiD^

bni and Valve Stem.
None irenulne without this Trade Mark.

THE QOULD PACKiNQ CO.,
EAST CAMBRIDGE. MASS

FLATTURRET LATHEI

STRAIGHT AND TAPER FRAME BOLTS, ETC.

SEND FOR A COPY OF

"RAPID LATHE WORK,"
By New Method- Hartness System.

JONES & LAMSON MACHINE CO.,
SPRINGFIELD. VERMONT, U. S. A.
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ANNUAL CAPACITY,
1,000.

Single Expansion and

Compound Locomotives
Broad and Narrow Gauge Locomotives, Mine and

Furnace Locomotives, Compressed Air Locomotives,

Steam Cars and Tramway Locomotives, Piantation

Locomotives, Oil-Burning Locomotives.

Adapted to every variety of service, and built accurately to Rauges and tem-
plates after standard designs or to railroad companies' drawings.
Like parts of different engines of same class perfectly interchangeable.

Electric Locomotives and Electric Car Truclcs
witfj Approved Motors.

BURNHAM, WILLIAMS & CO., Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.

* PITTSBURGH, PA
Pittsburgh Locomotive Works,

URGH, PA.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

OCOMOTIVE gNGINES|^(
For Broad or Narrow Oauge Roads

From standard designs, or according to specifica-
tions, to suit purchasers.

Tanks, Locomotive or Stationary Boilers
furnished at sliort notice.

Wilson Miller, Pr. & Trs. D. A. Wiqhtman, Suft

niCKSON MFG. CO.^"^ SCRAKJTON, PENK.

Locomotives of every style and size. Stan-
dard and Narrow Gaug:e, made to Standard
Gauges and Templets. Also for Plantations,
Mines and Loggfing.

S2H'cifications on application.

JAS. P. DICKSON, President.
E.W.Weston, V.-Pres. Wm. H. Perkins, Sec.ifcTreas.

John Dkvine, Superintendent.

e® STEEL TIRES
ON LOCOMOTIVE DRIVING WHEELS

AND ON

STEEL-TIRED WHEELS.
GIVE XHE BESX RESUL,XS FOR EVERV VARIETY OF SERVICE.

THOMAS PROSSER & SON, 15 Gold Street. New York.

PHOSPHOR BRONZE :S.^ locomotm.nd^car bearings

BRASS and PMOS. BRONZE CASTINGS from >!i- lb. to 5,600 lbs. in WEIGHT.

SCHOEN MFG. CO.
PRESSED

STEEL MATERIAL

FOR CARS.

PITTSBURGH,

- PA. -
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PRESSED ::STEEL::TRUCK:: FRAMES
AND PRESSED STEEL PARTS FOR CAR AND TRUCK CONSTRUCTION

FOX SOUIP PRtSStD Slittl COMPANY.
\ GENERAL OEFICES : Western Union Building:, CHICAGO.
) WORKS: JOLIET, ILLINOIS.

JAMES B. BRADY, General Sal'is Asfenl, Havemeyer BuilJinsf, NEW YORK.

DRAKE & WEfRS, Gleveland, O.
ASPHALT CAR ROOFING

TIio <'1i<>a|»PMt, BrNi and ITloHt l>nrabl(> 4 ar ICoof Kliowii. In use by Sevciity
RalkroaclN. Twelve years successful use without a single failure. A new roof furnished Tree fur

every one th;it fails in ten years.

£S£ O. ZSL. ^X1..^Z3L£3 j£k.]DJ'XTSa7£3Xl.
Insurer th«' Maxiniuiu pressure on the Uriike Shoes itt nil times.

Manufactured by PRATT & LETCHWORTH,

The Peerless Duplex Pipe Threading and Cutting iviachines.

P.O. Q. C. No. 2,
Improved.

ACCURATE AND MINUTE ADJUSTMENT OF DIES,

QUICK RELEASE OF DIES AFTER THREAD IS CUT,

AND EFFECTIVE GRIPPING CHUCKS.
Anv of our Machines can be equipped with Bolt Dies.

Write for descriptive circularsantl munition Locomotive Engineering

.

Combination Bench and Pipe Vises.

Emery Surfacers and Screw Punches.

BIGNALL & KEELER MFG. CO.
r 1-1 In. to V in. Plpo &nd

Nipplca.
Works: Edwardsville, III. St. L,ouls, 9IO.

First
For Farm.
For Railroads.
Around Parks and Cemeteries

The National
Machinery Co.

TIFFIN, OHIO,
HEADQUARTERS FOR

BOLT & NUT MACHINERY,
AND

Complete Outfits for R.R., Car and Locomo-
tive Shops, including Special Machinery.

Send for our last Illustrated Catalogue.

{'orreHpondv nci' invitftt

.

Jtlnr I'rints furtiifthed.

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO.,

Adrian, I^Iich.

GALENA OIL WORKS,
ii.iMrn.i>i.

Galciiii Kimiiic. <'<>a<-li ami «'ar 011»,
(lie Maiii<lar<l l.iilirlcaliiii; Oil*

ol AiiK-rit'U.

SAFETY SPEED and ECONOMY are the results of

th.- use <.r (inlpua Oils. luLD TEST. 1(1 to 15 BEIX>W
ZElto Those oils .lo not ri-.-c/.i- In llii-n.l. lest weather,
whlli- thev are ailalMiililr !. Ilii- li.'tl.M ,lliiiatc-».

In the useof anh'iia oils tliiri- Is an entire freedom
from hot hoxes. exct-pt when these are caused by me-
eha.il.i[l.l.f,-,ts.

Tli.-.i.l"ipil.in.>f tialena Oils OS standard railway lu-

lirhaiils hv a hirse niaj.irltv of the leadluK railways of

thisiouiitry 1.S an evldenee of their superiority, while
the- fact that the same roads use these oils today that

us.d tlii'Mi more than ai years OKO. Is an evldenie of

tlxlr uniformity from venr to vrnr andyearlii anil out.

i;;.l.iiiii 'llsnn- in ix.lii^lv.' u>..' niion thrio lontlnu-
ons llii.- from llo-ton aii.l N.w ^ ork to ihi- I'.ielUe

lonvt nnil upon om- i-onlinni>us lini' from the City of

M,-,xl.'o lo N,w York, lhus,l.nion>tr.illUK their adapta-

lilUtv toalKenipHralnr.saiid.limnl.'S. Being eiitlrel.v

free 'from j;um. III. m- oils are not alfected by dust and

''^"'wl^li'M,' fnV'ni'sh our customers SIBLEY'S PERFEC-
TION V.\1.VK I iIL. which Is also used exclusively upon
a majority 6f the loadlnu railways of America.

GALENA Oil- WOKKS, Limited,

Chables Miller, President.

CHiCAoo Brascr Office, Franklin, Pa.
Phienlx Building. 138 Jackson St.

SIGNAL OIL WORKS,
LIMITED,

FRANKLIN, PA.
MAN'lTAfTCIlEIlS OP

SIBLEY'S PerfectaYALTE OIL,

The only perfect Locomotive Valve Lubricant.

J. C. SIBLEY, Prest.

PUMPS ARE OUT

OF DATE
^^

ON S^i

LOCOMOTIVES.
Becausu injeLt<'rs are better in every way.

Pumps are also out of date for boiler washing
purposes. Here is a jet instrument that occupies
no riiom. needs no foundation, and takes cold
water, deliverinv; it hot. The best washer for
the boiler. With the testing^ attachment you can
put 800 pounds of hot water pressure on a boiler
using UK* pounds of steam. The whole thinp: in
compact .shape, showing just what pressure you
are usin^'- Vuu can buy ten for the price of one
pump of the same capacity.

ALSO. UTTLE QIANT tHJCOTORS.

Rue nig. Co., 119 N. 9ih, Philadelphia, Pa.

VALVOLINE OIL *"^ !"«« been used on many of
^^^m^^m^^^^^^^ theleadlnR railroads In thIscouD-
try und abnind. It has noe<|unI in iiuallty aii<l mileage.

W. A. BOYDEN, General Agent.
lo7 Chamber. Street, IVKW YOKK.
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Notice Lake Shore's FAST RUN V
WELL THEY HAD ARCH FE.UES OF ALGERITE K. C. I.

Manufactured by TYLER TUBE & PIPE CO.. Washington, Pa. R. R. Representative, G. E. MOLLESON, 39 Cortlandt St., N. Y. City

:^\

i Prop

'
<if" ikdhkapouSl

"

lis;'?

lytj INFALLIBLE
t/i]l

FOR raUSNIIIG GOLO.SItVER.PUTEO-
WAItt.PIICKEl.Tlll.BR(lSS.COPP£RCIc.« v -

DIRECTIONS /V <^
.Tik« a lilOeofIts (Wish ms jiiIldollr.^r V"'-'^ nAtte Mela] [art udttaiTripexar ^

Sample >^'«K)«!*«*n^°'i

FREE

Cn

EARLE G. BACON,
Engineer,

HAVEMEYER BUILDING,

NEW YORK.
Work"! : Paiifi<: Iron Works, Farrei

Foundry and Machine Co.

Hoisting Engines
^ And WIHCHES for every

possible duty.

Parrel's (Blake Pattern)

Rock^Ore Crushers

Railroad Cranes
The Standard for 2 5 Years.

COMPLETE MINING AND
CRUSHING PLANTS

OL'B SPECIALTIS:^.

ILLINOIS< CENTRAL

»1juis
SOLID VESTIBULE TRAIN.

Daily at 9.00 p. ra. from Chicago. New and elecant
equipment, bnilt expressly for this service. I'rain
lii:lite<i thron-'hont bypas. Tickets and furtlier infor
mation of ynnr local ticket au-ent, or by ad<lressing
&. H HAJJ30N. G. P. A. lU. Cent. R. R. Chicago, nE

USED ON These and Others.
NEW YORK, NEW HAVEN AND HARTFORD R. H.
MICHIGAN CENTRAL RY CENTRAL VERMONT RY.
LAKE SHORE AND MICHIGAN SOUTHERN R. R.
FORT WORTH AND DENVER RAILROAD
WESTERN MARYLAND RY. MARIETTA 4 N GA. HY.

Zenoleum
y B^I'^I 111 tr^ V^ WESTERN MARYLAND RY. MAHitiiAOtix. tj«. nr. |

j Passenger Coaches and Stations
\

(L THE A. H. ZENNER CO., 106 SHELBY ST., DETROIT, MICH. J

MANUFACTURER OF

MALLEABLE IRON.
QUALITY GUARANTEED.

OFFICE AND WORKS: I^ANCiSTEK. NEW YOUK.

C. E. ROOD. H. M. BROWN.ROOD & BROWN,
CAR WHEEL WORKS,

RAILROAD. CAR, ENGINE, TENDER AND TRUCK WHEHLS
Made from the Best Charcoal Iron.

Office and Works : nOWAKD and THOMAS str. ets

allison^ISfc. CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

FREIGHT CARS AND
LOCOMOTIVE BOILER TUBES.

WROUGHT IRON PIPE OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.

:E»HT31i-A.I>E3IjI*I3[I-A., i».a..

The Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Railway

/T IN COMPLETENESS OF EQUIPMENT.
COMFORT OF TRANSPORT.

I I— /I l—\^ PROMPTNESS OF SERVICE.
I ^ Aa I JC^ fast and elegant TRAINS.

A. J. SivnXH, G. P. ii/id T. A., Cle\-eland, Ohio.

CRANES, TROLLEYS, PORTABLE HOISTS, OVERHEAD TRACK.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

IVIARIS BROS.,
2343 & 2345

CALLOWHILL ST.,

Philadelptiia, Pa.
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.A.lNri>

ENGINEERING
BY OUR EFFICIENT CORRESPONDENCE METHOD.

Do not wait lor LI CK to put vr.u in the wnv to uttend a Technical College. OUR INSTITUTE WILL (lO TO VOU. You beRin where past opportun-

\U left VOU with the first Icssori in arithmetic if necessary. 1 he ennlncers and instructors on our staff are able, well-known men. Our text-books

have been specially written lor us. H.>th the text and our system of individual instruction by mail are admirably adapted to this method of study.

WE PLACE AN EQUIPMENT OF ELECTRICAL APPARATUS IN THE STUDENT'S HANDS !^pt.l'"?ud^'e"d.'"lt'"c?udesl'dT^am„':Vra"nd•:;r^^^^

and other apparatus. It is a better outiit than many first-class college laboratories have. There is nothing wanting in the way of facilities to

enable us to succeed with the instruction work.

The little illustration is intended to convey an idea— perhaps it is

poorly done ; our artist is not a designer of electric locomotives—which

everv luan and boy will quickly grasp. Klectrifity and Hechaiiics

are twin brothers—inseparable mates. " Will electric supersede steam

locomotives ? " is frequently asked. Perhaps not to any great extent on

present roads, but electric road mileage is growing faster than steam

road mileage and will equal it at no distant day.

A few days ago a Western railroad man wrote us that P. M. Artliur,

Chief of tlio l{. 1.1. E., liaii ret'oiiiiiieiKlcd our Institute to liini.

A SPECIAL PROPOSITION
^° ''''"

'''co\7T.l%' ^.'I^"'
"^''*

GET A COPY OF OUR NEW CATALOGUE, FREE ON APPLICATION.

-vvu ua.ijso i»xj:bijish tixu

^1.30 -A. -VEZ-a-H.-

The "Scientific Machinist" Is a
lO-page semi > monthly journal for

men engaged in constructing, operat-
ing and repairing machinery, and for
all mechanics. Each issue contains
specially prepared and illustrated articles on Machine Shop, Steam Engineering and Lleclii-

cal Machinist Practice.

Every \early Subscriber {for a time) \^lll Receive Free a Leather-Bound
Copv of the New Mechanical-Electrical Pocket Dictionary, with Standard
Tables, etc. Price, SI. SO.

A CLUB RAISER WANTED IN EVERY SHOP ON THE CONTINENT. 'Tu'l'p'.^^lf.^S''

AdrfreB^s^fo^r^S^chool^Catpa^ogue nnd J^^ SCIENTIFIC MACHINIST CO., 49-50 BUCKSTONE BUILDINQ, CLEVELAND, 0.

"BEST AND GOES FARTHEST."

Steel to Steel

or

Steel to Iron.

A Cheap,

Rapid, Clean

Flux.

•M»..A UEI-M.A.I*.'*^-

A
NEWWELDING COMPOUND.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE PAMPHLET.
Manufactured by

E. G. NEWHALL & CO.,
Mention " Locomotive Engineering;'' when writing. Uil 1 IvLyl 1 y iVllv^ll*
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FIRE! FIRE! FIRE!
A RECORD OF OVER 300,000 FIRES KINDLED
FOR LESS THAN 2 CEBJXS PER FIRE.ECONOMY UNPARALLELED.

The Rapid Adoption of the LKSLIB KINDLER is Substantial Proof of its

Superiorit}'^ over all known means of kindling Locomotive Fires.

All question as to the Economy claimed no longer a matter of opinion. Results obtained in

General Practice have fully ESTABLISHED THE FACT that with the Leslie Automatic
Fire Kindler One Car Tank of crude oil will kindle flore Fires than 107 Car Loads,
or 750 Cords, of wood.

For full particulars, address J. S. LESLIE, PatcrSOn, N.J.

" There is but one suggestion we might make

—

and our desire to criticise would impel us to make more
—if we could find anything to mike criticisms about,
and that is instead of calling this most neat, complete and
comprehensive catalogue, A Book of Tools,' it should
have been called '^he Book of Tools, for it has no equal."

F. E. REED & CO.,
Worcester, Mass.

ItA BOOK OF TOOLS ^^

IS OUR CATALOGUE. IT CONTAINS 550 PAGES, UPWARDS OF 2,000
ILLUSTRATIONS, AND WILL BE SENT POST PAID TO ANY

ADDRESS UPON RECEIPT OF 25 CTS. IN STAMPS.

CHAS. A. STRELINGER & CO.,

DETROIT, MICH.

50 per cent. Saved
by

Finishing Locomotives and Coaches
-witb

Rogers'Railway Specialties
Rog:ers' Locomotive Finish.

Rogers' Locomotive Jaclcet Enamel.
Rogers' Locomotive Cab Enamel.
Rogers' Coach Body Enamel.
Rogers' Caboose Enamel.
Rogers' Target and Signal Enamel.
Railroad Seat Enamel.
Railroad Radiator Enamel.
Railroad Steam Pipe Enamel.
Railroad Graphite Paint.

Railroad Truck Paints.

Railroad Station Paints.
Railroad Varnishes and Japans.
Red Seal Coach and Car colors.

Refrigerator Car Paints.

Great Economy in Coach, Car and Locomotive painting.

Enormous saving in time, labor and material.

Fully equal or superior to old methods in durability.

Thoroughly tested by leading railway lines.

Write us for information and Descriptive Catalogue.

DETROIT WHITE LEAD WORKS,
107 Jones St., Detroit, 9Iicli.

*'^peaKing about net results," the

Best Uarnisb Is tbe cheapest in

the end. ««««««««««««««ts««is

iii.l)arlaitd$ Son's***

*6ngli$b Uarnisb h m
best because it is Durable, Reliable,

economical and Brilliant. «««««««««

^\* ^^ ^^

Dries as well in Winter as in Summer.

Don't be deceived by first cost — but
analyze the cheapness of our varnishes
from your own test. " NET RESULTS
EVERY TIME." ^^a^^^^^^^t^*^
We want to send you samples to try.

mrite T. C. Reynolds, Sales Jfgent

for United States and Canada,

4 Gold Street, new Vork,*«««**«««

Or our " Home Missionary^ will call on you.
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BETHLEHEM^IRON CO.
SOUTH BETHLEHEM, PA.

STEEL RAILS,
BILLETS AND MUCK BAR,

STEEL FORCINGS,
Hollow Shafting. Cranks. Rolls, Guns and Armor.

Rough, Machined or Finished, Fluid Compressed, Hydraulic Forged.

NEW YORK OFFICE ; 80 Broadway. PHILADELPHIA OFFICE : 421 Chestnut Street.

CHICAGO OFFICE; Marquette BIdg.

MMJ>^
MILLS CST.1844

938 941 N.2^,
IROH

AOVIS, MO.

SSSTAY BOLT IRON?
t ^"TT.

'.S9ttt<y^4'^nfen'^»f

"CYRUS ROBERTS"

Hand Car Specialties
WARRANTED

EASY RUNNING.
LIGHT IN WEIGHT.

PERFECT WHEEL.

Roberts, Throp & Co.,
THREE RIVERS. MICH.

'..^,^J£.^^JI£.9£ILS^

OUR WBT ^'^^P;'JfjZ?s%s.Mss^..^y..<'
-,vas d.si,neJ.nd huUt to '•"^'- '"'"[':',;;,ZrsnnJ of son.e of th. most

„uans unknou;,. In 'f""'"S '''/""':\\!„\re-cminc,,llv success/... It

ure to mail you. Have you ^^^'f^"'
^ _ „pg_ cO., Detroit, Mich.

should have one. LELAND & FAULCONER M^O. , ^^^^.^^^^

Ou, .oundr, makes a hig h-grade ot Gray '

;

"

"

J'^' ";^
, 11 '^

Staaidard , Eegravtag Co,,
6i Ann Street, New York City,

Make Extra Deep Plates for all Illustrative Purposes.

They do all the work for Locomotive Engineering. 5END FOR PRICES.

FOSTER
FOSTER
FOSTER
FOSTER

Pressure Ke^ulators.
ReJucinK Val\es.

Air- Brake —^^m
Pump Oovcrnors.

Inside Boiler Checks.

lOSTER ENdlNEERIMJ CO.,
M;\\ ARk. N. J.

American Packing Rings
Are especially adapted for Locomotives,
and Kive the best results at fastest speeds
and with highest steam pressures.

For Circulars, address

J. H. DUNBAR, Youn^stown, Ohio.

IMPROVED PNEUMATIC

TRACK SANDING
APPARATUS
FOR LOCOMOTIVES.

HENRY L. LEACH,
176 Huron Avenue. North Cambridge. Mass.

Eifflieerliif COc

Design and
Erect

NICETOWN, PHILA.

49 Dey St., NEW YORK,

Locomotive Coaling Stations

and Supply

Coal and Ashes

Handling Machinery,

Of MiO'dlern DeslgUp

To meet any conditions.

Western House

:

Link-Belt Machinery Co.. CHICAGO.

The \('\\' I'll lima II <(> III pa 1*1 III 4' II I sli-i'p-
iiiX ('afro, < i iicl 11 iiali lo < hi«'a:^o,

<\ H. A: U. ir>.

These cars are the finest that have ever be«M
turned out of the Pullman shops and are dupl
cates of the maj^nificcnt cars on the New Y»-v
and Chicajjo Limited.
They are divided into nine rooms, each room

containing a double lower and upper berth of the
pattern used in the open slcepinR car. The rooms
arc much larger than the staterooms in the
largest steamships ; each room being furnished
in a different colored tapestry from its neighbor,
and containing a wash-stantl which is built into
one corner. This wash-stand is arranged so that
it is really a receptacle for hats, bonnets and
small articles; also containing a clothes brush
hair brush, comb. etc.. and by pulling down the
metal handle a large silver wash basin is brought
into position, and right above the basin are two
faucets, one for hot and the other for cold water.
In addition to this is a faucet connecting with a
drinkiny fountain of ice water. In the other cor-
ner of the room is a handsomely cushioned seat,
which can be turned to one side, exposing the
do ;ct.

Klectric bells and every convenience that can
possibly be cr<nvdod into a hotel-room are in
these compartments. The prices are the same as
in thestandard open sleeping car, and our patn»ns
liave the choice, as we run one car of ea.h pat-
tern on every night train of the C H & H. and
Honon, between Cincinnati and Chicago, both .lj>

acLonimodaie those who do not know the advan-
tages ^if the; new car and wrefcr the old style on

.

account ot familiarity wiih them, and to enable
us, except in great rushes, lo give every <ine a
lower berth. • *

D. G. EHWARns.
(IKNERAL P.ASSEN'GEU AGENT. CINCINNATI. O.
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The Cameron

Steam Pump.

COMPLETE WITH BOILER.

The A. S. Cameron
Steam Pump Works,

Foot of East Twenty-third Street,

Send for iriustrated Catalogue. NEW YORK.

7nE screw being
lubricated and

protected, the Jack
IS always ready foi

instant service. Rail-

road men appreciate
the importance ol
havine Jacks always
in good workin^r con-
dition. Serious de-
lays freguently occui
in getting common

Jacks so that they can be worked when suddenly
required in train service.
Common Jacks are frequently destroyed in efforts

to make them work quickly after the screws are
set with rust and dirt. This consideration alone
makes the CHAPMAN JACK the most economica)
one to purchase.

THE CHAPMAN JACK CO., CLEVELAND, OHIO.

THE MONKEY-

WRENCH OUT OF SIGHT

The Detroit Improved Standard Garfield Injector

FOR LOCOMOTIVES

a Has Widest Range of Capacity.

Handles Warmest Water.

Easily Manipulated. Positive Action.

Economical to Maintain.

Interchangeable with Other Standard Machines.

DETROIT LUBRICATOR CO., Detroit, Mich.

RICHARD DUI>CiKOJ>f, 24 and 26 Columbia St., New fork

Maker and Patentee of

Improved Hj^draulic

JACKS,
a,, i|ir-i|r^

J^~Jack8 for Pressing on Crank-
Pins or Car-Wheela made to order.
Communications by letter wiU

receive prompt attention.

OUR ROUND JAW NONPAREIL RATCHET is the
liandiest tonl fi.r riiiinint,' repairs that can b^

found. Its hardened steel jaws and handy adjust-
ment make it keep hold wlien once set ana y<-iii

can Ket it on in out-of-the-way places, and take cpff

a nut without takini; jaws oft, and wliere yon
couldn't get in an eiehth of a turn with the clumsy
monkey - and it will take hold close up where
the old wrench can't get. This picvcnis marrinc
finished nuts and parts around them. A thousand
places for it around a locomotive where it can save
time and money. We'll send a f'atalonue Free.

312 ERRACE,
BUFFALO, N. Y.

YOKE

Punches, Holler Tube Expanders and Direct Acting Steam Hammers.

J. FRANCIS SMALL, Proprietor.

HICAGO

ELECTRO-MECHANICAL

ENTERPRISE COMPANY,

(^ --> f$n f^ r^ f^ f^ f$^ f^ f^ f^

Suite 1339 & 1340

Monadnock Block, Chicago.

We invent to order. We make draw-

ings lor anything. We design Machin-

ery or Devices in Mechanics. Chemistry

or Electricity. We solicit Patent Causes.

We are in a position to interest capital

in any new device of merit in our line.

Correspondence solicited and held

strictly confidential.

»$>r$»<$»f$7f$>'$»'$''$»r$"$'r$'r$'

A
MONTHLY JOURNAL devoted to Steam
Engineering and Practical Work relative

to the Economic Generation and Trans-

mission of Power. Sixty-four pages, pro-

fusely illustrated. Price, $1.00 a year.

Send for Sample Copy—FREE. Address,

The Power Publishing company.
'World BuildiiiKi J«e'w York.

DETRICK $c HARVEY IVIACHINE CO,

THE KEYSTONE MFG. CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

ADAMS AUTOMATIC BOLT -THREADING
AND NUT -TAPPING MACHINE.

Made in all Sizes to Cut from 1-4 in. to 6 in.

T\>f sinijileat ntui m<ist iltir^Me machine in existence. The
threadinc lieH'l in niinle iMilirtly i.f sti-el. No links, levers, spinngs,

;'»pa, casi^s, liliicliB or die ring's hi or about tlie head. Separate

Heads aiirf Dies f.irnmhed.

Write for dwsrrij.tiv.- riniilar ami price list.

Mfrs. of THE OPEN SIDE IRON PLANER.
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The Improved Standard Roupler
NEW YORK:

ao
Cortlandt St.

M.C. B. TYPE. FortjtJ steel Knuckle and Lockint; Pin. Only') parts, No piviit pin.

Simplest in (lesi>;n. stronKcst in service. Tnousands in use.

STANDARD COUPLER CO.
QEO. A. POST. PBE8. A. P. DENNIS, See

Smillie
DOUBLE ^ - <^»»^ '^4. THE SMILLIE COUPLER & MFG. CO.,

RniinlPr ^^ ®' aav street, Newark, N.J.

TRADER-
COUPLES BY SLOW IMPACT.

MARK 'Obli ^^"

New York Office: 39 Cortlandt Street.

HAS ONLY FOUR PIECES.

THE TROJAN CAR COUPLER COMPANY, TROY, N.Y.

M. C. B. Type.

The knuckle may be thrown open for couplintr by the hand rod at the side of the car, rendering it unnecessary for the
trainmrn lo ^t^ between the ears to open the kniitklr.

NEW YORK OFFICE: 49 Wall Street.The Strong:est and the Only Safe Coupler.

CHICAGO OFFICE, 1 030 >flONADNOCK BUILDING.

Pneumatic Tools.GREAT LABOR-SAVING
DEVICE FOR

CALKING BOILERS.
BEADING FLUES,

HEADING RIVETS,
CHIPPING CASTINGS.

CUTTING KEY SLOTS.
DRIVING NAILS AND SPIKES,

ESPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR RAILROAD SHOPS.

T^iriii (ec«.d. 'X'x'c^o X^loxoei a. 3^ri33.-ia,t^.

-^.i^t^^'
^lilT All Hammers sent on ten days" trial subjui-t to ai'iTu\ al. and Knarantet d f<ir i ne year against repairs.

™ CHICAGO PNEUMATIC TOOI. CO.,
1553 Monadnock Block, Chicago.

Ramapo Wheel and Foundry Co.,

MANUFACTURERS OK

BOLTLESS STEEL-TIRED WHEELS
For Passenger and Locomotive

Service.

Tires with Annular Wet and Hook,

Best Charcoal Iron Double-Plate

or Spoke Centers,

Wedge-Shaped Retaining Ring.
MCTION OP BOLTLBeS FASTENINQ.

A Continuous Circumferential Fastening.

CHILLED IRON WHEELS
Oi Superior Quality,

Drawing Boom, Passenger and

Freight Cars,

Locomotives, Tenders,

Plantation and Mine Oars.

Cylinder Packing Rings.

Simple, Safe, Economical.

Congdon Brake Shoes

For Chilled Iron Wheels,

Outwear from 4 to 6 ordinary

Shoes and enhance

mileage.

Office and Works: RAMAPO, N. Y'.

Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburii,N.Y.

MANUFACTURE

BRAKE SHOES
For Steel-Tired Wheels.

ROSS, for Steel-Tired Car and Tender Wheels,

ROSS-MEEHAN, for Locomotive Drivers,

SHEPPARD, for Blind or Bald-Tired Drivers.

Narrow Gauge Gars, Switches, Autoinatic Stands.

YOKED, BOLTED AND ^ PRING RAIL FROGS, CROSSINGS,

TRAtK EQUIPMENT,

RAILROAD AND MACHINERY

CASTINGS,
HEAVY AND LIGHT.
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3,000
VARIETIES.

-^^^^^^I!^!^_ZS}!1_^!±[!NCT PLANTS.

Main Office

and Address,

Providence, R.I., U.S.A.

NICHOLSON FILE CO,

Nicholson— Great Western~
X. F. (Extra Flnei, and

American,

The Standard
Brands.

""VD BtiAVER FALLS. PaT

f!^»«tflfttrtrstfl(4" ftftfttfl«trtr\trtf\tfl

«^($>($>($»«^*$«$>«$»«$><$»

WE DEFY COMPETITION.
CRABTREE METALLIC PACKING.WITH

WHY?
Because, It is Automatic; dispenses witli Bowls, Followers

and Springs.

Because, It protracts the Life of Rods—Friction is reduced

to Minimum.

Because, It gives Longest and Best Service at Lowest Cost.

For Information and Facts, address

The Crabtree Metallic Packing: Co., McCook, Neb.

TWI-STDRll^LS, SPRING COTTERS.
rhame;rs.taps,flat spring KEy5,

,
EMBRyWH^ELDRESSHRS, GRINDERS

CIB/ELAND.O.OFFlCEgWKS ^

NEW.YORK,94-READE ST.
LONDON.ISB QUEENVICTORIA .^T
PARIS , 68 RUE Dfi IvlARAlS;

LOCOMOTIVE SPRINGS
WITH PATENT V SHAPE BANDS.

manufactured by A. FRENCH SPRING CO.

A. FRENCH, GEO. W. MORRIS, D. C. NOBLE.
Pres. Gen, Mgr. Sec. and Treas,

J. E. FRENCH, P. N. FRENCH,
Vice-Pres. Gen'l Supt,

Yl* ^ PITTSBURGH, PA. ^(f
MANUFACTURERS OF

Elliptic and Spiral Springs
OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.

SUBSCRIBE FOR
and ADVERTISE IN QUARTERLY DIGEST

OF PHYSICAL TESTS Hydraulic Pumps and Pre«e..

Riehle Bros. Test Hach. Co., R»l>i<. Jacks, lro„ Founder, and

OtU J^ naatt^r S,ta Dtiila -MachinisU. RiKHLK Hros. T.yth& Master its., Phila., m. co. .Slore, 19 N. eth .si,
Publishers and Proprietors. Phiia. N.Y.offlce,93LiberivSt.
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SECOND-HAND MACHINERY.

ESPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR CAR SHOPS.

86-lncb X 31 reel Wllmartb Triple Hoiired Euglue Lathe.
M-luch X ao feet IJuecln • " „ "

, _ ",

1 each. a>Hnch x Vi feet. Winch x 17 feet Poud Englue
Lathes, C. Rest ami P. C. Feed. , ^ „ „ . _,

36-liich X \'i feet New Haven Engine Lathe, C. Reat ana
P C. Feed.

iihivh X W feet l>ratt A Whitney Euiflne Lathe, C.
"^ Hest and P. C. Fecnl. ^ „ „
3U inch X 11 feet Sellers EliRlne Lathe, C. Rest and P. C.

18-lnch X 9 feet Pratt & Whitney EnRlne Lathe, C. Rest
and P. C. Feed.

2 Benieut Car Axle Lathes.
3 " 33-luch Car Wheel Borers.

eOlnch Pond BorhiK an<l TurulUK Mill (3 heads).

4.'i-lneh Burnhnlii
" "

Stvic • M" lilikfonl rnlvcrs.il Radial Drill.

IWltiiH llvilraullc l'ri><-i|.lalen. V,' Inch x 42-Inch).

avton Watson N: stlUniiin llroacliInK Press.

3 1-3 Inch Hurlliurl Cuttlni; Off Machine.
33-lneh x .r^-liicli x in fed Pond Planer (3 heads).

ailnch x.v. Inch x u; r.'ct • •

4> Inch X 111 inch x ID feet New Haven Planer.

No S lir.m n A sliariic lulversal Miller complete.
No. 4 i;arvlu H. li. Miller.

No. 3 Uralnnnl II. li. Miller.

13 Inch H,-nn-nt slMKcriall feeds).

14.Inch Lowell Machine Co. Traverse Shaper.
"feel Power Hciiillni; Rolls.

6 " Warren Send I'nlvei-sal Radial Drill.

S3-Inch Pond Drill, ii. tiears and Power Feed.
IS^feet liap Lathe. ...,„,, ^
Slln.. 47 In. X k; feet Pond Machine Tool Co. Lathe, C.

Rest and P. C Feed.
3<>-luch X 33 feet Poud Mach. Tool Lathe Co., C. Rest

and P. C. Feed. „ „
lllneh X i; feet nlnlsilcll Lathe. R. * F. Rest.

14-lneh X f. feet S. A^liton lliuid l.jithc, Plain Ijlb Rest.

31-lnchxl4 feel K. K. Uecil Liithc. i
' ,
Rest and P. C. Feed.

IB-lnch X s feet Hlnl-.dcll l.athc. liaise anil Fall Rest.

26-Inch X 3ii-lnch x i. f.cl iv.nil Mach. Tool Co. Planer.
73.1nch Newark I'lill. > liilhc, 3 Tn.il-..

21ilnch Stevens Pnlli\ l.athc, 1 Tool.

13 Inc-h Warren Tniv.-llnu Head sluipi-r.

700 Machine Tools in Stock. Send for Lists.

PRENTissTooL&,SyppLyCo,.ll5LibertySt..N,Y.

CHICAGO STORE. 62 AND 64 SOUTH CANAL ST.

WANTED-AN IDEA. ^[,1';;,'-;

some simple thing to patent? Protect your ideas :

thev may brine vou wealth. Wrile JOHN WED-
DERIU'RX & CO.. Patent Attorneys. Wasliinfrton.

D. C, f.ii- their Sl.soo prize ofTer.

Eclipse.-; Them All—Thirty-five and a

Half Hours, Chicago to Jack-

sonville, Fla.

The Monon Route, with its customary

enterprise, has put on a new fast train

that makes the run between Chicago and

Jacksonville in 35^ hours.

This train is composed of elegant Pull-

man Perfected Safety Vestibuled, Open
and Compartment Sleepers, including

Drawing-room and Buffet Sleepers, as

well as comfortable day coaches, with

Monon Celebrated High-back Scats.

This train leaves Chicago daily at 8:32

P. M., arriving at Cincinnati next morn-

ing. 7 -SO', Chattanooga, 5:50 P. M.; At-

lanta, 10:40 P. M.; reaching Jacksonville

at 8:20 the second morning, in ample

time to make connection with all lines for

points in Central and Southern Florida.

This is the fastest time ever made by

any line between Chicago and Florida.

Frank J. Reed,
Genl. Pass. Agt., Chicago.

City Ticket Office, 232 Clark street.

Chicago.

For time-cards, pamphlets and all other

information, address L. E. Sessions. N.

W. Pass. Agt., Minneapolis, .Minn.

The Ohio Locomotive Injector
Economical m Repairs.

Simple construction, ea.sily taken apart for clean-

intj, fewer parts with corresponding reduction in

cost of repairs.

Frank W. Furry, General Manager,

130J Monadnock lilock, Chicai;o.

WORKS:
W.MiSWUKTIl, O.

P.A_TEIsrTS
FOR INVENTIONS,

GEO. P. WHITTLESEY,
Atlantic Building, Washington, D. C

EXPERT SEARCHES AND OPINIONS,

^y RAILROAD INVENTIONS A SPECIALTY.

E. SPANCENBERC'S
Manual of Steam Engineering,

('niitiiinini^ more than 2,000
(Questions \v i t h Arjrued

I An.iwers. und over r>00 illus-

f
trations ; also Ids Aritli-

" metie. Alffehra, Piai)« and
Siiiid Geometry, are sold by every relialile book
dealer for 75c. per volume. Will be sent post-
paid after receipt of price liv The Laboker's In-
8TKt:cTioN I'LiB. Co., 'AW N. :j(lSt., St. I.miis, Mo.

IHiNew" NATHAN"
(Sei Illustration), and

MONITOR INJECTORS

LOCOMOTIVES.
"NATHAN" SIGHT-FEED LUBRICATORS.

For Locomotive Cylinders and .\ir Brakes

STEAM FIRE EXTINGUISHERS.
For Switching and Yard Engines.

BOILER "VN^ASHERS.
Road and Guide Oil Cups, etc.

Send for nESCUIPTIVE CATAL.OGUES.

NATHAN MFG. CO., 92 & 94 LWy St.,

Western Office, 147 & 149 Van Buren St.. Chicago, III

tandard Steel Works
PHILADELPHIA.

STEEL TIRES
Manufactured by an Improved Procetl

Insuring Solidity.

Wrought Iron Centres.

Steel Tired Wheels.

REPRESENTATIVES:

CHICAGO, 1013 MONADNOCK BLDG.,

FITZ-HLIQM & SPENCER.

ST. LOUIS. B16 NORTH THIRD ST.,

ANDREW WARREN.

STOP!,n^^SS,PREVENT
The Leaks ODCUCMT Leakage in New Cars

inOldCars, rnLf LII I by Using

Just What You Want— Low Prices— Prompt Shipments— or Contracts taken

Address. P. H. MURPHY MFG. CO., East St. Louis, III.

Murphy Steel Gar Roof.
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t5TEELTlRE5,
On Locomotive Driving Wheels, and on Steel=Tired Wheels,
Give the Best Results for Every Variety of Service.

The Cast Steel Works of Fried. Krupp, Essen, Germany,
Cover an area of 1,200 acres, employ about 25,000 men, have the most improved plant, and stand unique,
from the fact that they have their own Ore and Coal Mines, Blast Furnaces, etc., and that every stage of
manufacture is under their own supervision, and are not (like others) dependent on the open market for a mis-
cellaneous assortment of crude material ; which, in connection with 75 years experience, enables them to turn
out a product of a very superior quality, second to none, and at the same time the different grades of Steel
are always of the same uniform quality.

Cranl< Pins, Piston Rods, Spring and Tool Steel, Steel=Tired
Wheels, Axles, Shafts and Steel Forgings up to 70 Tons,

Steel Castings, etc.

Steel of Every Description Forged, Rolled, or Cast into any form
or article desired.

After a test of over 35 years, the " KRUPP TIRE" has proved itself the best in the

market, and parties, when ordering Locomotives, would do well to insert in their specifications

that " KRUPP TIRES" be used on the driving wheels, and thereby obtain an article which
will give entire satisfaction.

THOMAS PROSSER & SON,
15 Gold. Street, Ne-snr York.

TAYLOR BEST YORKSHIRE

Piston Rods, Axles and Crank Pins,

USED BY THE LEADING RAILROADS.

R. NlUSHBTS"^''^'''''krBBCr'''''''"

These Goods are the Standards of Excellence.

Sole Representatives in the United States,

Nos. 11 and 13 Oliver Street, Boston.

No. 143 Liberty Street, New York.
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ROSBY STEAM SAGE &mLVE
MANUFACTURERS OF

High Grade Steam Appliances.

CROSBY POP SAFETY YAL,YES for Locomotive, Marine, Stationary and Portable Boilers.

^Il'FFI^ED POP SAFETY VALVES: Effective in relief of steam, noiseless and with no

back pressure.

WATER RELIEF VALVES for relievins over-pressure in pumps, hydrants, hose, etc.

REVOLFTIOIS COrNTERS: Positive in action and sure to count.

RECORDING GAGES: Compact, accurate and reliable.

ORIGINAL SINGLE BELL CHIME WHISTLES.
THE BOSWORTH FEEM WATER REGULATOR, for maintaining an even water line in

fast-steaming boilers. ^^^aiicI many otiier Specialties.

The Crosby Pat. Tliermostalic Water-Back Pressure Gage.

With the extremely high pressure at vvhicli steam is now carried.
gages often become lieated to a high degree and the tube springs
become expanded and consequently weakened, so that they offer less

resistance to the steam pressure and the pointer shows more than
actually exists. This has been the cause for much complaint, where-
ever, from the necessary conditions, the ordinary steam gage is sub-
jected to extreme heat, as is the case on U. S. cruisers. "Ocean
Oreyhounds," modern locomotives, and in many other situations. To
remove this cause of complaint, the Crosby Patent Thermostatic
Water-Back Pressure Gage has been devised, and is now offered to

the public. It is fully guaranteed to register the pressure of steam
correctly throughout its working range at any temperature from 150
to 200 degrees F.

Tlie Crosby Steam Engine Indicator.

In no department of science has there been greater progress dur-
ing recent years than in that of mechanical and steam engineering.
The Crosby Steam Engine Indicator is an " up-to-date " instrument
in every particular. Within a recent time, without any great change
in its outward appearance, important improvements have been made,
which, in the aggregate, place it far in advance of any other instru-

ment of its kind, and. in competent hands, it is capaple of giving
more accurate results than have hitherto been obtainable. It is fur-

ni.shed, when desired, with
Sargent's Electrical Attach-
ment, by which any number
of diagrams can be taken
simuUaneouslv.

Crosby Patent Pressure Gap Tester.

mji

This machine is designed and constructed on scientific principles and is a standard of
niatlu-matii.al accuracy.

Of it. Mr. John R. Freeman, M. E , Chief Dept. of Inspection, Associated Factory
Mutual Insurance Cos., Boston, Mass., in an address before the ASSOCIATION OF
KX(;iNEERIXG SOCIETIES, said that he believed it to be fully equal to a first class
mercury column in accuracy, and much superior to it in convenience and quickness of
manipulation.

Railroads, Mills. Factories, Scientific Schools, Electric Light and Power Plants, and
all establishments where any considerable number of pressure gages are used, should be
provided with a Crosby Gage Tester. It is capable of testing gages of any pressure up to

1,000 lbs. The price depends upon the number of weights furnished.

Send for Circular, giving full description and prices.

Manufacturecl Only by the

CROSBY STEAM GAGE & VALVE CO.,
Branches : New York, Chicago, and London, Eng. Main Office : BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.
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Armstrong Tool Holders,
Patent Feb. 2S, 1893, and March 12, 1895.

For Turning, Planing and Boring Metals.

Saves Forging, Dressing and Tempering of Lathe and Planer 1 ools.

70 PER CENT. GRINDING — 90 PER CENT. TOOL STEEL.

Suitable for all kiud.s of work. (^ Made iu I2 sizes About 50,000 already in use.

Master Mechauics take notice.

O
CO

c

Chicago and Eastern Illinois

Railroad.

Office of Supt. Motive Power and Machinery.

Danville, 111., Nov. 15, '95.

Armstrong Bros. Tool Co.,

Chicago, III.

Dear Sirs:—We have given the

Tool Holders you sent here for trial

a good hard test on wrought iron,

cast iron and steel. They have

ofiven orood satisfaction, and are

first-class tools.

Yours truly,

ALLEN COOKE,
Supt. M. F. and Mach'y.

Why not give them a trial NOW ?

SEND FOR CATALOGUE. Manufactured Only

Armstrong Brothers Tool Company,
80 Edo^ewood Avenue, Chicago, 111.
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Specialties:

Locomotive Packins^, Valve Stem and Piston Rod; Metallic Packinjr

for Air Pumps, McDonald's Balance Valve, Gollmar Bell Ringer,

Norris Lever Lock Mechanism, Mcintosh Imp. Automatic Oil

Cellar and Sight-feed Cup, Saylor's Portable Drilling, Reaniing and
Tapping Machine, "Arctic" Bearing Metal, Valve Stem Clamp, Oil

Cups, Swab Cups.

United States Metallic Packing Co.,

427 No. Thirteenth St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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Necessary Tools in a Modern Shop.

20 INCH TURRET MACHINE.

For Studs and Bolts from >< to 2}2 inches in diameter; also a great variety of work where

duplicate parts are required.

^^
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HERE'S A FILTER FOR A WATER COOLER
one that filters the water and doesn't simply

catch the large particle of dirt and let the

small ones pass through.

This filter is brand new — simple, easy

to use and practical. It consists of enameled

iron cylinders, at the bottom of which is a

section of the famous Gate City Stone Filter.

They are also made of galvanized iron. The
Filter is put into a water-cooler (it comes in

different sizes, so as to fit any kind of cooler),

ice is put in it and the water poured in. The
water flows down through the filter and up

again around the sides, where it is kept cool

by flowing all around the steel filter.

One of the best features is a great saving

of ice; it melts only one-half as fast as or-

dinarily.

Another good point is the ease with which
the filter may be cleaned.

This up-to-date device is known as

MAJOR'S WATER FILTER.

Take a look at one and see what a fine

thing it is.

To stick things use MAJOR'S CEMENT.

Cheap, Quick and Certain.

Full particulars of

the Inventor, A. MAJOR,

461 PEARL STREET, NEW YORK.
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Williams,White & Co., Moline, Illinois.

Forging Machinery.

COAL CHUTES FOR COALING LOCOMOTIVES.

OUR NEW IMPROVED EYE-BOLT MACHINE is the

finest machine of the kind ever built. The strongest, most

convenient, easiest to feed, with the greatest range. It will

turn eight-inch eyes and hooks and smaller, and will weld.

No railroad shop can afford to be without one. The price

very reasonable.

OUR No. 6 BULLDOZER, WITH NEW CLUTCH, is the

finest bulldozer ever made for car and railroad work. The
same dies will fit No. 6 as fit No. 5, but No. 6 is much
more massive. With the new clutch the machine can be

easily stopped in the very act of forging or bending if

desired. This is not possible with the ordinary clutch.

Please investigate.

OUR 90 and 130 POUND JUSTICE HAMMERS are par-

ticularly fine models. Have just shipped one to Glasgow,
Scotland. These machines are built with the greatest care

and thoroughness.

Please examine our TAPER ROLLING MACHINES for

tapering brake-beam standards, etc.

THE BULLDOZER.

MAKERS OF—Blast Furnaces, Cold Hydraulic Tire Setter,

Crank Drop Presses, Double-Ended Bulldozer, Emery
Jointer, Eye-Bolt Machine, Friction Board Drop Presses,

Gang Boring Machine, Multiple Drilling Machines, Mul-

tiple Punch and Shear Machines, Punching and Shearing

Machines, Pulley Drilling and Tapping Machines, Skein

Setters, Skein Press, Steam Hammers, Staple Machine,

The Bulldozer, Tire Rollers, Taper Rolling Machines.

JUSTICE HAMMER.

"-pv^

I 1^

Ci'

PUNCH AND SHEARS.
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XAi'WVcm.,

The Butler Drawbar Attachment Co.

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

rtrt ftrt rtrt r\tr> f^n ftn ntrt rtft ftrt

HE Butler Attachment, with Yoke, is an absolute

Spring Protector, Most Durable, Economical^

and the Strongest Device on the market.

Over 200,000 Cars now running with this attachment,

in every variety.

Offers the most advantages of any attachment tor the

cost of ordinary stops.

Our No. 68 is the best— up to date — write for

working drawings.
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HYDRAULIC JACKS
IMMENSE STOCK.

BASE JACK.

EVERY ONE GUARANTEED.

CLAW JACK.

WRECKING JACK.

POWER WHEEL PRESS.

Car Wheel Presses. Crank Pin Presses.

Rail Benders,

Rail Web Punches,

etc., etc.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE 8.

ADJUSTABLE CRANK PIN PRESS. RAIL BENDER.

WATSON & STILLMAN, 204-210 East 43d street, NewYork, N.Y., U.S.A.
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PERFECTION
IN BOILER COVERINGS.

MAGNESIA ^<^<^^^dt^
SECTIONAL LAGGINGS

FOR LOCOMOTIVES. ^4

KEASBEY & MATTISON
COMPANY^.^: ^^ jidt^^^^
AMBLER. PA.«.< ^j^^*^ d^^^^jt.j*.^*^
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MAGNESIA
SECTIONAL LAGGINGS

FOR LOCOMOTIVES.

THE POINTS.

This Lagging lasts as long as the boiler

—

if properly fitted in the first place. We are

particular about this and send a little book on

the subject free.

Magnesia can only be destroyed by abrasion.

Never chars—like wood. Never gets hot—like

asbestos.

Easily removed for inspection purposes. You

can take out one or more blocks anywhere

without disturbing the rest.

Write us about it.

A PERMANENT INVESTMENT.
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Automatic Compound Belt

Air Compressors*
Patented August 13, 1895.

Built in two sizes. Njs. 1 and 2.

These compressors are the most economical machine as rej?ards

power expended and work produced.

It occupies very little space and can be located under a line shaft

or where belt power can be applied.

It is entirely' automatic in action in maintaining air pressure and
oiling. When the desired air pressure in the receiver is obtained, the

machine stops riinntng ; commencing again when the pressure in the

receiver falls from 3 to 5 pounds, and continues to run until the sup-

ply is more than the demand. Saving power, wear, etc.

The large cylinders gather in the air and makes one compression.

As the air passes to the small cylinders it is cooled before entering it,

where it is compressed again and enters the receiver.

These cylinders have trunk pistons and are packed with an im-

proved metalhc packing that causes very little friction, and are per-

fectly tight. The cranks driving them are set over them and opposite

one another, balancing the work, and making a very steady running

machine. All the oil from the bearings runs down, lubricating the

piston and lower bearings. The valves are all made of drop forged

steel and work vertically, requiring no springs, sitting squarely on
their seats without friction.

The automatic device is positive and can be set for any pressure

desired by shitting the weight on the lever as shown in the cut.

No.
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PRATT & WHITNEY CO.
HARTFORD, CONN., U. S, A.

f^tr> r\trtf^nr^n rtrtntrt rtrt ftrt ntrt rtrt

MACHINERY AND TOOLS
For General and Railway Machine Shop Service*

Modern Machine Tools for Manufacturing, on the Interchangeable System, Locomotive Work,

Electrical Apparatus, Bicycles, Typewriting Machines, Guns and Sewing Machines.

Specially Designed Machinery for Manufacture of Brass Goods, Agricultural Implements, etc.,

and for every purpose where accurate, rapid and economical production is essential.

Single and Double Head Milling

Machines used as Substitutes for

Planers for Heavy and Rapid Cutting

in Cast and Wrought Iron and Steel.

Turret-Head Machines and Tools

for Turning, Forming and Threading

Irregular Pieces of Circular Cross-

section in Brass, Iron and Steel.

Metal Band Sawing Machines for

Cutting Sprues from Brass Castings.

Milling Cutters.

Holders, with Inserted Cotters for

Turning, Shaping and Threading

Metals.

Spiral Shear Punches.

No. 7 DOUBLE-HEAD MILLING MACHINE.
Specially Designed for Milling Locomotive Connecting and Side Rods and other parts.

Entire depth of channel cut from solid forging at the rate of 2 inches per minute.

U. S. Standard Thread Gauges, M. C. B. Standard Automatic

Coupler Gauges.

Am. Ry. M. M. Association Standard Locomotive Wheel Center

and Tire Gauges.

Automatic Weighing Machines for any Material that will pass

through a spout.

U. S. Standard Hand and Machine Taps and Dies, Standard Reamers, Straight and Taper, and

every variety of Small Tools required for Modern Railway Machine Shop Service.

f$»f$sf^(^r$<f$<f$»f$»»$»»^

Send for Illustrated Catalogue and Prices. Correspondence Invited.

RAIL MILLING MACHINE
For Manufacture of

Frogs and Switches by Milling instead

of planing joints.
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BEMENT, MILES & CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OI-

Modern Macliiiie Tools,
Philadelphia, Pa.New York Office,

39 Cortlandt Street.

Chicago Office,

1534 Marquette Buihling

- ^i-ii^'m'j"- "I •i.*w.^»*n

View np 21st Rtrf.ft Works.

Machine Tool Equipments for Railroad

and Manufacturing" Plants.

Works: 21st a\d Cait.owhii.i, Strkf:ts, axd 24111 and Wood Streets.

Latest Designs—Modern Improvements—Up-to-Date.

The Stiffest Tools on the Market -Streni^th^not mere Weight.
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TIRES

LATROBE STEEL CO.

LOCOMOTIVE
AND

CAR WHEEL TIRES,

Weldless Soft Steel

Flanges

For High Pressure Pipe.

PRINCIPAL OFFICE,

GIRARD BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

N. Y. OFFICE, 33 WALL STREET.

CHICAGO, WESTERN UNION BUILDING.

ST. LOUIS, UNION TRUST BLDG.
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AARON FRENCH, T. E. FRENCH, GEO. W. MORRIS, D. C. NOBLE, P. N. FRENCH,

President. Vice-President. General Manager. Secretary and Treas. General Supt.

A. FRENCH SPRING CO.,
Office and Works: Pittsburgh, Pa*, 2tst and Liberty Sts*

MANUFACTURERS
OF SPRINGS OF

EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Re'ease Spring.

Locomotive Spring with V-Shaped Band.

Draft Spring. Patents on V Band Springs owned exclusively by the A. French Spring Co. Draft Spring.

AGENCIES:

New York, 88 Boreel BIdg. Chicago, 408 Western Union BIdg. St. Louis, 505 Union Trust Bid g.
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PHOSPHOR
BRONZE

IN INGOTS AND CASTINGS.

ctfl ffn f\trt

LOCOMOTIVE
AND CAR
BEARINGS
A SPECIALTY.

<^ f$? (^

BRASS AND PHOSPHOR
BRONZE CASTINGS,
FROM % tt). TO 10,000 lbs.

IN WEIGHT.

PAUL S. REEVES, PHILADELPHIA.
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Pneumatic Railway Gate.
TEN YEARS OF SATISFACTORY SERVICE.

IN USE ON MORE THAN FIFTY LEADING RAILROADS.

Rigbest Jfward at lUoria's Columbian Exposition, m. :

"Excellence of design and workmanship of Pneumatic Crossing Gates, accom^
pushing their operation without mechanical connections underground."

r«,%%%/%%%^%^%%'%v%'%^^'%'«'%%%«'%%%'%^'%%%'%%%%%'*^v%%%'*^«'«'«'*^v»<v%%'»>vv%«/v%'V%^^'V*/%^

Several crossings operated by one watchman. Trolley wires are no obstruction.

PNEUMATIC DEVICES FOR OPERATING DERAILS ON
STREET CAR LINES,

WATER TIGHT AND PERFECTLY LOCKING; CAN BE CONNECTED OR
INTERLOCKED WITH THE GATES WHEN DESIRABLE.

PNEUMATIC SEMAPHORES that can be interlocked with either of the foregoing devices,

with draw bridges, or with each other.

All machinery simple, durable and free from obstruction by frost at any location or season.

WM. R ELLIOTT, Manager.

PNEUMATIC GATE COMPANY,
J 00 Washington street, Chicago.

St. Louis Steam Engine Company,
i8 South Commercial St., St. Louis, Mo.

MANUFACTURERS OP

The Star Engine
For Small Electric Light Plants, Dairies,

Canning Factories and all other pur-

poses where from 3 to 20 h. p.

is required.

The Star Air Compressor ||'
Both Belted and Direct-Connected, are the Latest ^^

and Best Design for Pneumatic Tools, Oil
Burners, Air Hoists, Pumping Water

and all other purposes where
Compressed Air is used.

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS TO THE TRADE.
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GOULD & EBERHARDT, Newark. N.J.

Builders of High-Class Machine Tools,

DOUBLE TRIPLE QUICK STROKE SHAPERS
nute

HE \

h

Give double the number of strokes per minute (on sliort work),
OVER ANY OTHER MAKE IN THE WORLD.

IS CAST ON VISE

ONLV STBiNC THtot

Used by all the

Laro-e "-"^""^^"

Railroads,

Government
' Arsenals,

and

or
Uberhardt's Patent " D. T. (|." Stroke Slinpor, j

, •

with New Patent E.xtension Base and Extra Support. L^eaCll n
16,20, 24, 28 and 33 inches. 12, 14, 18 Single Geared. i--^

r H'ms

Established 11840.

10, 1). in. IS, o(). 04^ Ms; and :;-,' inches.

EQEBHAROT S PATENT J.,lv7
LIGHTNING LATHE a PLAN

Eberh.\rdt's Patent
Improved Strong Design in Engine Lathes, j T/-TT^^^TT^Tr-

IG, 20. 24, 2S, ;J2 inches, etc. i-,IGH 1 NING

Tool Holders.

Savk Time and Money. Try One.

Thousands in Use.

EBERHARDT'S PATENT
NEW TYPE MOTOR GEAR CUTTER,

30, 40, 50, 60, 72, 84 inches;

ACCOMPLISHES WONDERFl'L RESULTS
BY THE AID OF

1

K h

Improved Design Iron Planers. 1^
'J I. :J"- 111., etc-

Hbcrhardl's I'atenl Standard
Drill I'ress,

25, 32, 37, 43, 48 and r,2 inches.

EberhardtV I'.ani; Drill Press,
with Tapper and Compd.

Table.

NO 2 N°3
TRADE MABK

WK BUILD MACItl.XKS TO CUT

EBERHARDT'S PATENT
"RADIAL-DUPLEX" CUTTERS, mS gears and racks.

SPUR, 151'V

WORM
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(Uhat arc your mm ?

Here is a partial list of what we build

:

Engine Lathes of all swings.
Shafting Lathes.

Heavy Forge Lathes.

Driving-^vheel Lathes.

Lathes for turning steel-tired car-wheels.

Lathes for turning printing-press cylinders.

Single Axle-lathes.

Double Axle-lathes.

Planing Machines for general work.
Planing Machines for frogs and split-sw^itches.

Planing Machines for connecting rods.

Plate-planing Machines.
Double Plate-planing Machines.

Shaping Machines.
Slotting Machines.

Slotting Machines for heavy forge work.
Slotting Machines for locomotive-frames.

Screw Machines.
Vertical Drilling Machines.

Radial Drilling Machines.
Arch-bar Drilling Machines.

Multiple Drilling Machines for special purposes.

Multiple Drilling and Tapping Machines.
Car-wheel Drilling Machines.

Etc.. etc, etc.

Horizontal Boring and Drilling Machines.
Horizontal Boring, Drilling and Milling Machines.

Pulley-boring Machines.
Vertical Turret-boring and Turning Machines.

Chord-boring Machines.
Cylinder-boring Machines.

Cylinder and Valve-port Boring Machines for Corliss Cylinders.
Double Boring Machines for duplex pumps.

Car-wheel Boring Machines.
Boring and Turning MUls.

Boring and Turning Mills for steel tires.

Boring and Turning MiUs with extensible housings.
Hydrostatic Presses for locomotive-drivers and car-wheels.

Hydrostatic Forcing Presses for shafts and similar work.
Quartering and Crank-pin Machines for locomotive-drivers.

Cutting-off Machines.
Double Cutting-off and Centering Machines.

Plate-bending Rolls for sheet, tank and boiler work.
Plate-bending RoUs for ship plates.

Vertical Bending RoUs for armor plates.

Plate-straightening Machines.
Shaft-straightening Machines.

Pipe Cutting-off Lathes.

Retaining-ring Bending Rolls.

Car-wheel Plate Lathes, etc, etc, etc, etc

IF YOU CANNOT FIND IT HERE, WRITE US.

THE NILES TOOL WORKS co.

ENGINEERS AND BUILDERS.
_aoo»»©»«»»*»«»«©e««o««

DRIVING-WHEEL LATHE.

WORKS:

HAMILTON, OHIO,
BRANCHES

:

NEW YORK. PHILADELPHIA. BOSTON.
CHICAGO. PITTSBURGH.
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Rtcbmond Cocomotivc and machine lUorks

Ricbmona, Ulrglnla, U. $. K,

Builders of « « « «

ti ti Locomotives ti -^i

Both Simple and Compound, for every service.

1

l--_.^ggSs^

mitb a large and modernly equipped plant,

to which extensive additions have recently been

made, m \m\z an opportunity to bid upon

locomotives to specifications or to our own

designs for the service required. « « «
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:?^2E

ROGERS LOCOMOTIVE COMPANY,
OF PATERSON, N. J.

NEW YORK OFFICE, 44 EXCHANGE PLACE.

R. S. HUGHES, President. G. E. HANNAH, Treasurer.

G. H. LONGBOTTOM, Secretary. REUBEN WELLS, Superintendent.

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINES and TENDERS
AND OTHER RAILROAD MACHINERY.

J

fT^^^^
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LOOK AT
OUR LATEST RECORD BREAKER.

WE WILL SEND A LARGE
FRAMED PHOTOGRAPH-
A FACSIMILE OF THE.^.^

ABOVE -TO ANY SUPT,

OF MP, ON REQUEST,

t^t^9^

COOKE
LOCOMOTIVE AND
MACHINE CO.,

PATERSON, N.J., U.S.A.
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P
^RUST^
ermanently

and^bsolutely

Prevented

On Bright Parts of Locomotives,

Tools, Machines, Etc.,

BY USING

ar)T)ociHr)
MANUFACTURED ONLY BY

Eb. mMiller Si riDaiin,

CHARLOTTENBURG, GERMANY.

USED BY THE

GERMAN GOVERNMENT RAILROADS,
THE LEADING IRON AND STEEL WORKS,

MINES, GAS AND WATER WORKS,
AND FACTORIES IN ALL

BRANCHES.

Send for ti'stiiiionicils ; zvc liavc many like

the folloicing:

Head OFFif^Es of the

^Bavarian State IRailwav??.

Munich, Dec. 14, 1892.

In answer to your favor of the IJth inst., we
herewith notify you that the Mannocitin made by Ed.

Muller & Mann, Charlottenburg;, has been adopted by
us as rust preventive, and that we consequently have
instructed our three Central Depots to purchase their

requirements of Mannocitin from the above firm.

(Sig.) ENGLERT.

One coat of Mannocitin permanently protects the metal against

weather and water, and against fumes of muriatic acid and ammo-
nia. Contains no acids. Leaves no marks. Easily apphed. Quickly
removed.

Mannocitin is the cheapest Rust Preventive,

because IT IS THE BEST.

For particulars, testimonials and sample, write to

®tto (3oet3e, ^. s. soic aocnt,

J 9 WHITEHALL STREET,

NEW YORK.

THE

Official R.R. Standard Watch
Has been approved and adopted as the Original Stan-

dard Time Service Watch, after a critical test by expert

practical railroad men who were appointed for that

purpose.

It was found to cover the field of their requirements

for an absolutely safe and trustworthy timepiece as

fully and perfectly as it is

possible to build a watch.
The Official R.R. Stan-
dard Watch has no gold

stripes, lace fringes, red

tape, or any other non-
sense about it, and there

is nothing confusing or

puzzling about the grade,

as but one model— one
grade—and one quality

is built, which is

the best result that
well-paid skill and
experience can pro-

duce.

Simplicity—dura-
bility—and safety
— are the prime
factors in its con-
struction,and they
back up its integ-

rity through and
through as secure-

ly as U. S. Bonds.
It is apace with the
advanced ideas of

modern railroad

equipment, and
leads the lightning express trains along the lines of

safety, to terminal points, without a doubt or a stop In

its accurate time keeping.

Information and facts lOnccrning this luatch can be had by calling on
thefollowing rel>utut>le houses, loho are authorized sole agentsfor their re-

spective districts, or by addressing the manufacturers :

J. R. Reed & Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Smith, Sturgeon & Co., Detroit, Mich.

B. H. Steif Co., Nashville, fenn. Marcy & Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

Jas. Allan & Co., Charleston, S.C.

H. C. Graffe, Fort Wayne, Ind. H. Joseph, Mattoon, 111.

C. C. Fried, Springfield, O.
Harvey Fritz, Oil City, Pa. W. C. Davis, Elkhart, Ind.

Michie Bros., Cincinnati, O.
F. F. Bonnett, Columbus, O. W. D. Wilcox, Utica, N. Y.
Jas. Mix, Albany, N. Y. Frank Hammond, Buffalo, N. Y.

Eustis Bros., Minneapolis, Minn.
W. F. Fisher & Bro., Chattanooga, Tenn.

Harrington & Freeman, Boston, Mass.

Wm. Walcott, Toledo, O. Maier & Berkele, Atlanta, Ga.
Geo. W. Dickenson, Ashtabula, O.

H. J. Howe, Syracuse, N. Y. C. C. Gere, Urbana, 111.

R. H. Smith, Hinton, W. Va.
Albert Bach, Sandusky, O. G. G. Case, Jackson, Mich.

Davis Bros., Gallon, O.
Walter Smith, Youngstown, O. J. Will Kirk, Adrian, Mich.

J. Gansel, Grand Forks, Dak.
Kruckenemeyer & Cohn, EvansvUle, Ind.

Linn & Leedy, Wabash, Ind. Chas. MiUer, Bellefontaine, O.
W. Scarborough, Long Island City, N. Y.

Frank Byrd, Memphis, Tenn.

THE WEBB C. BALL CO.,
Watch Manufacturers,

BaU Bldg., cor. Superior and Seneca Sts,, CLEVELAND, O.
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RAILWAY
AND

CAR SHOP
EQUIPMENT.

PROPOSITIONS
Covering entire equipment sub-

mitted. Perfect satisfaction guar-

anteed.

TERMS
To suit purchasers. No pay-

ment required in the United

States until machinery is installed

and accepted.

During the past fifteen or twenty

years I have equipped large num-

bers of railway and car shops,

and in every instance entire satis-

faction has been given.

GEO. PLACE
145 Broadway^ New York City.

Locomotive Firebrick
MADE BY

Garden City Sand "

Co,, \

CHICAGO, ILL.

< < <t^^ ^^v^

piREBRICK of all kinds adapted to ^ "^

all services and of a guaranteed

quality. An in- - - . ^

teresting book
on thewhysand

wherefores of

locomotive fire-

brick, awaiting

your address.

CHICAGO

Flexible Shaft Co.
J42-144 Ontario St., Chicago, 111.

Makers of the "Chicago Flexible Shaft," Tools and
Appliances for all purposes.

Made under an improved process, insuring great

strength and increased durability.

We make a specialty of furnishing complete plants for

portable drilling, tapping, reaming, grinding,

scratch brushing, etc.

STANDARD AND SPECIAL SIZES.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
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A Tell -Tale ^
You can^t

Neglect the

Warning

Given by a

Broken Stay-

Bolt^if it^s

^^ Falls Hollo^

It won^t be

Happy 'till

You fix it*

V>- Absolutely Safe.

No waiting till there are

many broken and then

—trouble.

Every Stay - Bolt is a

Detective.

Ask for Circular.

Falls Hollow

Stay-Bolt Co*

Cuyhoga Falls^

Ohio,

^ That Tells.

The Hancock Locomotive Inspirator,
TYPES A, B, C and D,

Adapted to the several differing styles of Standard Fittings.

Combines all the latest and best ideas in

BOILER FEEDERS,
Constructed with the special purpose of filling fully the most exacting demands of modern

railroad requirements. It is simple in construction, and the inside parts of all types are inter-

changeable. It is reliable under all conditions, and of great range. It can be easily taken apart

and repaired at small expense. It will lift water when Inspirator and Suction Pipe are hot, or

when water is at a temperature of 120'' Fah., and deliver to Boiler at steam pressures of 35 to

200 lbs. without adjustment. It has a minimum capacity of less than 50 per cent, of its maxi-

mum, and its capacity increases with increase of Steam pressure up to 200 lbs.

MANUFACTURED BY

THE HANCOCK INSPIRATOR CO., Boston, Mass., U.S.A.

Westingliouse Electric and Manufacturing Company
Tue Laiiest M Most Comnletely Epiped Electrical ManiifactnriiiE Estalilistimeut in tlie Worlfl.

POWER, INCANDESCENT LIGHTING. ARC LIGHTING,
FROM THE SAME CIRCUITS.

We have purchased and are the SOLE OWNERS of the patents issued to Nikola Tesla for POLYPHASE ALTERNATING
SYSTEM, now recognized to be the most successful system for lighting and power purposes.

We furnish complete lines of apparatus for the perfect equipment of ISOLATED PLANTS for Hotels, Office Buildings. Flats

and Factories.
STANDARD SYSTEMS

for distribution of lights and power in LARGE MANUFACTURING ESTABLISHMENTS, MILLS and MINES.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC RAILWAY SYSTEM, the Most Durable, Economical and Efficient on the market.

NEW YORK, 120 Broadway.
BOSTON. E.xchatiKe Building.

CHICAGO New York Life Building.
TACOMA, WASH., 102 South loth St.

PITTSBURG, Westinghouse Building.
BUFFALO, Erie County Bank Building.

PHILADELPHIA, Girard Building.
ST. LOUIS, American Central Building.

CHARLOTTE. N.C 36-38 College St.

SYRACUSE, N. Y., Bastable Building.
SAN FRANCISCO. Mills Buildin,'!:.

WASHINGTON, D. C, 1333 F St, N.
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Protection Durability - Economy.

IMPROVED

^'^•4^fW^^''^ Asphalt Products
TRADE MARK

For Freight Car Roofs and Railway Buildings

of All Kinds.

GET OUR SAMPLES AND PRICES

A. E. FILLEY MFG. CO.,
39-41 Cortlanclt Street, New York.

West Shore R. R. Freiglit Houses, VVeehawken, N. J., covered in i8>2 with

WARREN'S Anchor Brand Natural Asphalt Roofing
THIS ROOFIXG IS ALSO IN fSK BY

Boston & Albany R. R. New York, New Haven ^\: Hartford R. R.

Toledo, St. Louis & Kansas City R. R. New York Central & Hudson River R. R.

Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co. Thomson-Houston Electric Co.

This roofing is manufactured from Trinidad natural asphalt materials, and will not dry

up and become brittle under exposure to the weather as coal tar roofings do.

We shall be pleased to furnish sample of this roofing which has been in use over 15

years, in which the felt is as tough and pliable and the cement as soft and elastic as when first

applied. For circulars, specification form^, etc., address,

Warren Chemical & MaRutacturing Co.,

50 Fulton Street, New York.
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GOLD
CAR HEATING CO.

NEW YORK:
FRANKFORT & CLIFF STS.

CHICAGO

:

652 THE ROOKERY.
E. H. GOLD, REPRESENTATIVE.

Upwards of 7,000 Cars and Locomotives are equipped with our Systems of

Car Heating ; also adopted on some of the largest

Railways in Europe.

HEATINGSYSTEMS
Storage Heaters with Heat Storage

Fluid in hermetically sealed tubes. ^

Storage Heaters with Inner Heat Stor-

age Body of Earthenware or Terra-

Cotta.^^^i^^^,^^^'^^'^

Duplex Double Coils for use with Baker

Heater Hot Water Circulator, with or

without Sealed Jet System. ^ ^ j^ ^

Direct Steam with Plain Piping. ^ ^

Gold's "Universal" Straight-Port

Coupling, which couples with the

Sewall, is the only one extant having an

Adjustable Brass-Faced Seat, supplied with

Gold's Automatic Gravity Relief Traps,^
which are a positive preventative against

freezing. ^ ^ jt ji ^ ^ ^ ^ .^ ^ ^

«trt r\trt fttrt f\trt f\tft rtft
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There can be but one best, and applied to

coverings for cars, roundhouses, stations, train

and storage sheds, it undoubtedly is P. & B.

Ruberoid Roofing. Absolutely acid, alkali

and water proof,—strong, durable, elastic, in-

expensive. Manufactured most carefully with

basis of best wool felt—not paper—no tar

—

won't run at any heat—and guaranteed.

We will satisfy you on all these points

—

and many others—if you will let us.

The Standard Paint Co^
Sole Manufacturers,

2 Liberty St., New York.

CHICAGO: 186 Fifth Ave.

-. vv LONDON: 39 Victoria St., S.W.

» N^ RALPH L. SHAINWALD, President.

- ro

• .1*^
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P. & B. Insulating Papers for Refrigera-

tor Cars are the acknowledged leaders of all

others. More generally used and giving better

satisfaction. Will not rot or lose their useful-

ness with age. Impervious to actions of gases

or fumes of any kind, absolutely moisture proof

and air tight. P. & B. Preservative Paint

for all structural work—bridges, buildings, etc.,

will protect from corrosion or decay. Are you

interested ? Write us and get full particulars.

The Standard Paint Co*,

Sole Manufactofefs,

2 Liberty St., New York.

CHICAGO: 186 Fifth Ave.

LONDON: 39 Victoria St., S.W.

RALPH L. SHAINWALD, President.
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gorninQ Brake Sim 0o.,
Corning, n. V.

1427 ttlonddnock Block, Cbtcago.

E. W. APPLEGATE, General Sales Manager. CHAS. F, PIERCE, Western Sales Manager.

manufacturers of €onipo$itc Brakc Shoes

Tor Cocomotlvcsjrcigbt €ar$, Street €ar$ and electrics.

This Letter speaks for itself:

Corning, N. Y., December 9th, 1895.

Hon. W. E. GORTON,
President Corning Iron Works, Coming, N. Y.

Dear Sir

:

Referring to the Corning Brake Shoe, as used on the Fall Brook Railway,

on October 8th we equipped an entire passenger train with the Corning Brake Shoe

and they have run continuously since that date, making 9>0(X) miles and 3,550

stops.

From a personal examination I find the shoes have worn a scant 3- J 6 of an

inch, there being no visible wearing or cutting of the tires.

From the engineer who has charge of the train I learn that the adhesive
effectiveTness of the corning brake shoe is all that we desire.
being, I should -udge, twenty-five per cent, greater than the shoes
WE have been using.

I look upon the economy and durability of the Corning Brake Shoe
with such favor that on December 7th, J 895, the Fall Brook Railway Company
adopted it as .their^standard shoe.

It is FAR superior to any shoe this Company has ever used.

Very truly yours,

(Signed) G. R. BROWN,
General Superintendent Fall Brook Railway Company.

These Shoes are Equally Efficient on Steel-Tired and Cast Wheels.

Can refer to railroads on which the Corning Shoe, with no damage to wheels, has outworn

eight common cast shoes.
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Pl^itl tl^ill^f ^^^ evlmaricdl Column Design with and

I lUIII 1 1 ZIIIVI %i^ witbouf back gear.

Adapted to the requirements of the modern R. R. $bop.

modern

milling

at a

fair

Price.

Plain,

Bonest,

efficient

«$»

($>

<$»

<$»

»^

(^

(^

(^

($»

($»

«^

«i^«^

you

can not

Afford

to use

a Planer

on

(Uork

this Cool

will

l)andle.

e^«^

Cist Price, without back gear, $6oo.oo. Cist Price, with back gear, $6$o.oo.

m. D. fOrbeS 6. Co., Roboken. n.3. U.$.jfl.

U07 Budson Street, (near !4tb Street Terry.)

Correspondence Solicited. Send for Pamphlet and Discounts. Mention "Locomotive Engineering:.'
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ORIGINATE, OTHERS IMITATE.
IN ORDERING

Hydraulic Jacks, Punches, Roller Tube Expanders,

Wheel Presses, or Direct Acting Steam Hammers,

SPECIFY

DUDGEON'S LATEST IMPROVED
And take no other^ If you would procure

the best value for your

money*

: USED BY :
• •

: LEADING RAILROADS j Sy i|v/ \

: :

: THE WORLD OVER, i

Hydraulic Head Punch.

Elevating Hydraulic Crank Pin and Small Wheel Press.
Frtim One Hundred Tons up.

Improved Tube Expander.
^This tool will expand two sizes up to v in., and three sizes above.

Small Wheel Press.

Sixty Tons up.

Correspondence will receive prompt attention.

24-26 COLUMBIA ST., NEW YORK CITY, U.S.A.

Ori§:inal Inventor, Patentee and Manufacturer of the Hydraulic Jack,

AND CONTROLLER OF PATENTS FOR THE SAHE, AS FOLLOWS

luly 8, I85J.

Aug. I, 1865.

Apl. 15, 1873.

Feby. 2, 1882.

Jan. 23, 1883.

May 6, 1884.

Nov. 17, 1885.

Nov. 17, 1885.

Jan. 12, 1886.

Sept. 13, 1887.

Sept. 13, 1887.

July 5, 1892.
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Shickle, Harrison & Howard
Iron Company,

Fotiuders of Open Hearth Steel Castings.

\
Railway Supplies

j

j Our Specialty, j

Pat. July 4. 1S93; Feb. 13. 1894.

The S. H. & H.
Cast Steel Body and

Truck Bolsters.

Will wear without repair the natu-

ral life of car.

Note.—Spring Seats recessed to conform to any height of truck. Center Plate and Side Bearings made
to match any design.

The S.H.&H.
COUPLER.

Made of Open Hearth

Steel throughout.

Completely automatic

and also provided with

Special Device for

Releasing in case of

emergency. Pat. Jan. 16, 1894 ;
April 30, 1895 ( 3 Pats.

Driving Wheel Centers, Driving Boxes, Cross Heads,
Rocker Arms.

Knuckles for M. C. B. Couplers. General Machinery Castings.

FOR OTHER INFORMATION, PRICES, ETC., WRITE

SHICKLE, HARRISON & HOWARD IRON CO.,

St. LOUIS, MO.
Chicago Office, GENERAL AGENCY CO., Agents, 643 The Rookery.
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manning, maxwell ^ moorc,
111 Clbertv Street, Hew Vork.

Railway Supplies.

Complete Equipments for Railroad or Manufacturing Plants,

Ashcroft Manufacturing Co.'s Specialties, Steam Gages, Tabor Indicator, etc.

Consolidated Safety Valve Co.'s "Pop" and Muffler Valves.

We can supply anything wanted for the Shop,

NEW
RAILWAY

QUADRACYCLE
\l \l'l l:v I 111

RAILWAY CYCLE MFG. CO.,

HAGERSTOWN, MD.

ESPECIALLY adapted for all classes of railway

men whose duties call them to inspect tracks,

bridges and buildings, telegraph lines, ties and

timber. Absolutely indispensable for Maintenance of

Way Department and is indorsed by prominent Road-

masters, Supervisors and Roadway Foremen as a pracr

tical labor-saving and time-saving invention.

COLD SAW CUTTINC-OFF

MACHINES. _ 'n -f
~| 1 3

NEWTON MACHINE TOOL WORKS,

Engineers and Tool Builders,

PHILADELPHIA.

^:7M

IT
only costs ONE CENT PER INCH to reach

100 readers of the most interesting and

instructive R. R. mechanical paper on

earth. Cents invested in "iLocomotive

Engineering" advertising columns [become

dollais.

Locomotive Photographs.
The largest collection on earth. Thousands to
hclect from. All Railroads -Hritish, French. Ger-
man, Italian, American, etc., etc. 8x6 size, ascents
each: 10x8 size. ^6 cents each. Sample carte locts.
stamps. New illustrated list for 1895, post free.

9 South Place. Flnsbury, London City, England.
Agent for L'ulled Stiilis. It. N. Tikma.>s, 19 West 42il St.,

New York.

Our Line Engravings are made by the

wax process, a plan securing accuracy and
distinct lines on original copper plates.

They are made hv BRADLEY & POATES,
10 '&. 12 Vandewater St.. New York City.

HYDRAUUC
RIVETERS — Fixed and Portable.

PUNCHES, SHEARS, PRESSES, LIFTS,

CRANES AND ACCUMULATORS.

The Camden High-Pressure Valves.

MATTHEWS' FIRE HYDRANTS. EDDY VALVES.

VALVE INDICATOR POSTS.

CAST IRON RIPE.

R. D. WOOD & CO.,
Entriiiccrs, Iron Koiiiidors. Macliiiiists,

400 CHESTNUT STREET,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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Cash must accompany order. No books sent C. O. D. Give name of book and author, and zee can furnish afiy book -canted. The list

below is especially recommendedfor mechanical readers. All books sent by mailfree for price named, unless otherwise stated.

A liibrary of Steam Engineering. Feh-
renbiitcli. 1895. The latest and the best book un
Steam Entrineerin^. liUistrates and esphiins every
kind t'f ^iteam engineeriuj?. stationary, locomotive
and uKtiiue. lias chapters on the niallicnialirs of
steam entcineering, coverint' all possible iioints.

but in plain figures. No 'higher'" mathematics
used. Can be understood by any man with a com-
mon school education. A whole library of steam
engineering. Highly recommended. 800 pages.
Price $3.00

% % %
Ali'-Brake LatecliUiii. t'oiijjer. 1895. This

is Conger's " Air-Bralie and Signal Instructious"
rewritten ami improved, containing tiie air-brake
and si;;iMl instructions approved iLiy the lUaster
Car Btnlilers' ami Master Mechanics' Associations ;

also the standard list of questions for air-bralie

instruction. This is tlie latest and best book on
airbrakes. Issued Novemijer 1, 1.S95. Price. ..!i5c.

Air-Brake fractice. Phelan. 1890. The
only practical book about handling the air brakes
on the road, by a practical man. Bound for

pocket $1.00

^ © i
Alexander's Keady Reference. Alexander.

1898. A flrst-class work. Tells what to do in al-

most any kind of breakdown on the road— $1.50

% m %
American Foundry Practice. West. 1889.

Treats of all kinds of molding, by a practical

man $3,50

i ® ©
Appleton's Encyclopedia of Applied

Meclianlcs. 1880. In two volumes. History and
brief description of every kind of machinery ever
known and used. Very valuable $15.00

Bound volumes of Locomotive Engineeking
for 1894. No other years in stock $3.00

i i i
Bnilcting^ and Structures of American

Railroads. Berg. 1803. Plans and specifica-

tions for all kinds of buildings and structures of

any class used by American railroads $7,50

% % %
Car IJuiider's Dictionary. A complete il-

lustrat'd rnrytlnpedia of car construction. Nearly
six thousand illustrations $3.00

i i i
Car Ituliricution. Hall. Ought to be read

by every one interested in keeping journals run-

ning cool $i.oo

i i i •

Catecliiam of tlie iiocoinoiive. Forney.
1890. Enlarged. Illustrated. 60.000 sold. Every
beginner wants it, and every engineman ought to

have it $3.50

^ i i
Compoand l.oconiotive8. Wood. 1894. En-

larged. Tells the history and explains the prin-

ciples of all the kinds of compound locomotives in

use $3.00

i i
Disease, of the Alr-Brake System.

Synnestvedt. 1894. Tells how to find and repair
every defect that the air-brake system is liable to

have «1.00

Engineer*a Catechism. Fowler. 1893.

Especially for stationary engineers, and good.iSSc

% %
Kngineer'8 Pocket-Book. Trautweln. 1894.

The latest, and one of the best engineer's pocket-
books extant. Kept up to date. Logarithms.
area£ and circumference of circles, etc. Full of

Information S*'' -^^

Knginemen^a Guide,, Time and Pocket-
Book. Kinne. 1892. Rules of procedure in a break-
down, for handling air, etc. Contains a time book.
Good for three years. Bovmd for pocket— $1.00

% %
Knginemeu'^s Pocket Companion. Booth.

1895. Contains pages arranged for time-keeping.
Has Traveling Engineers' Examination for Engine-
men, articles on brakes, valve setting, combus-
tion, and much valuable information for engine-
men $1.00

Kvolution of the Air Brake. Synnestvedt.
1895. A brief but comprehensive history of the de-
velopment of the modern radroad brake, from the
earliest conception contained in the simple lever,

up to, and including, the most approved forms of
the present day $1.00

^ i
Haswell's Engineer's Pocket-Book. 1892.

Probably the best auth(.irity in engineering mat-
ters. Rules for almost everythins $4.00

i ^ i
Heat Considered as a Mode of motion.

Tyndall. 1885. The greatest engineering book
ever published. The foundation of sound engi-

neering education $a.50

Indicator Practice and Steam Kngine
Economy, llemenway. 1898. The simplest and
best treatise on indicating $'4.00

i ^ i
Key to Steam Engineering. Williams.

1892. More especiaUy for stationary engines, but
good information for anyone. Boiler, engine,
combustion, evaporation, etc., explained m a
common-sense way 50c,

Link antl Valve Motions. Auchlncloss.
13th Edition. Juet Revised. 1695. The principal

authority on the subject $'-4.oo

Locomotive CatecUism. Urimshaw. 1894.

Latest book out. Contains 1.300 questions and
answers about locomotives and air brakes. Fully

illustrated $'2.00

Locomotive Kngine-Kunning and Man-
agentent. Illustrated. Sinclair. 1893. En-
larged. Best work on running and care of locomo-
tives. Plain facts plainly stated $^.00

iiocomotive Meclianism and Engineer-
ing. Reagan. 1894. By a practit.'al locomotive
engineer. Up to date. A good book $"4.00

i i
liocomotive Kunning Repairs. Hitch-

cock. 1892. A practical treatise on runnmg repairs,

by a practical man. Numerous diagrams and il-

lustrations 50c.

Modern Iiocomotive Construction. Illus-

trated. Meyer. 1892. Tells how to design, figure

out and make every part of a locomotive. A work
of reference, especially valuable to draughtsmen
and those in charge of building and repairs. Large
andelaborate $10.00

© i i
Patent Binders for Locomotive Engikeer-

iNG. Steel collapsible back ; heavy boards, covered
with r-loth. The best binder made $1.00
We sell a cheaper Binder 35c.

Pocket Primer of Air-Brake Instruc-
tion. Rogers. 1894. Something new in the in-

struction book line JfiSc.

i i i
Practice and Theory of the Injector.

Kneass. 1894. The only complete work on the in-

jector yet published. All about all kinds of inject-
ors $1.50

Progressive Examinations of Locomo*
tlve Kngineers and Firemen, Hill. 1893.

Three hundre<i (luestions, and answers to them, on
firing and running. Standard form of examination
on several roads. Contains colored plates of
standard train and engine signals. Every fireman
should have this hook 50c.

% %
Hail^vay Car Construction. Voss. 1892.

Full details for making every form of railway
car $3.00

Rules ot Interchange. The code of roles
governing the interchange of cars from one road to
another, the carding system, settlement of repairs,
etc 10c.

Simple Lessons in Dra>ving, for the
Shop. Reynolds. 1893. Twelve lessons that can
be done with a $10 set of instruments. The rudi-
ments of drawing in the best form 50c.

Slide Valve Gear*. Halsey. Third edition.
1894. The plainest book on the slide valve. Fall
of diagrams, but no mathematics $1.50

i ^
Standard Code of Train Rules. Edition of

April, 1895. The code adopted by the American
Railway Association, in almost general use as a
basis. The authority on train operating. . .$1.00

Steam Boilers. Wilson. 1888. On the de-
signing of boilers. The standard authority on the
subject $a.50

The Kngineer^s Kpitome. Smith. A col-

lection of Facts. Figures and Formulas. Things
that a stationary engineer should know. Ways
to figure out everything 50c,

TIte Mechanical Kngineer^a Pocket
Book. Kent. 1895. A reference book of rules,
tables, data and formulae for the use of engineers,
mt'clianics and students. The latest and best
piH-ket book. Bound in soft leatlier, with flap.

The author has verified every rule and table used,
brought tlie whole vpork up to date, and covered
the field more completely than has any previous
author $5.00

i i i
The Modern Machinist. Usher. 1895.'^A

practical treatise on modern machine shop meth-
ods. Illustrated by 257 engravings Does not con-
tain descriptions of machine tools, but of special
tools and appliances, methods and plans of doing
work with them. The book is one that every
mechanic should have $!i.50

% i
The Train AVire. Anderson. 1890. An ex-

haustive work on train dispatching and on the safe
movement of trains $l.!i5

WItat an Engineer Slionld Kno,r
Abont Electricity. Clough. 1894. An elemen-
tary explanation of electric power and light appli-
ances, for engineers and mechanics. A splendid
little book 50e.

Address

N.W Books will be added monthly.

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING,
256 Broadway, New York.
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Buyers' Finding List.

-"^
^^^.''."Bouing CO.. Boston. Mass.

^"
WestfnKhonse Air Brake Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Air Brake aage. „ ..

Utica Steam tiaRC Co.. Utica. N. \.

^'^f:!^ ^,V.Te?r'?;;t"rNewar.. N. J.

^\^.:^!'.:rrr"dompressor works. NOW YorU.

Pedrick & Aver Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

^"i?"H."lfae" le'"|-Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

*'"'
Pe°drick & Aver Co.. Philadelphia.Pa.

WhUimr Km,ndrv Equipment Co.,Ch,cago, 111.

''""°!r,c
"""""'.

Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

^'%';S"re;rarrCo.. Bo.Iou, Mass.

*"cambria Iron Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Automatic Switch Stands.
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.

^'''cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia Pa.

liould Coupler Co., BufEalo, N. Y.

H. M. Jones & Co., Boston, Mass
Krupp .T. Prosscr & Son, New \ork),

«"\r''.^'''Sirdl' V?.Ve Co., San Frisco, Cal.

M, C. Hammett, Troy, N. ^ .

Bearing Metal.
, , , u- r>„

Aiax Metal Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Paul S. Reeves, Philadelphia. Pa.
.

US. Melallic Pkg. Co .
Philadelphia, Pa.

Bell Ringer. ,„ ^
Trumbull Mfg. Co.. Warren O
U. S. Metallic Packing Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

^' Boston Belting Co., Boston. Mass.

Shultz Belting Co., St. Louis, Mo.

^""^-..f^.M'prcssed Steel Co., Chicago, 111.

Boiler and Firebox Steel.

Sh..cnberger Steel Co.. Pittsburg, Pa.

Boiler Checks Inside.

Foster Engineering Co., Newark, N. J.

^"pituburg Locomotive Works, Pittsburg, Pa.

Boiler Iron. „ , . ««
Ewald Iron Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Boiler Testers. „,.,.,.. „„
Rue Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Boiler Tools. ^, „ ,

Richard Dudgeon. New York.

Hilles & Jones Co., Wilmington. Del.

Long & Allstatter Co., Hamilton, O.

Boiler Washers.
Nathan Mfg. Co., New York
Rue Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Bolt and Rivet Headers.
, „^ ri

Acme Machinery Co., Cleveland, O.

Bolt Cutters. „ ^, , j n
Acme Machinery Co.. Cleveland. O.

Howard Iron Works, Buffalo, N. \

Bolts and Nuts. „ , d„
I H Stcrnbergh & Son, Reading. Pa.

Bolt Threading Machinery. „ . . ,.,
u'uKk & llarvoy MachineCo., Baltimore.Md.

Boring and Turning Mills.
. r- „„

BulUird Mch. Tuol Co.. Bridgeport, Conn.

Brake Adlusters.
Q. & C. Co.. Chicago, 111.

Brake Shoes. ,. >. ..

Corning Brake Shoe Co., Corning N. \ .

Ramapo Iron Works, HiUburn, N. \.

Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co., Ramapo, N.Y.

Brass Castings. ,..,,,.- tj„
Aiax Metal Co., Inc.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Paul S. Reeves, Philadelphia, Pa.

^"
Gould Coupler Co., BufEalo, N. Y.

Bulldozers. ,,,
Williams, White & Co., Moline, 111.

''''utica'steam Gage Co., Utica, N. Y.

Allison Mfg. Co., Phil.-idelphia. Pa.

Lima Locomotive & Machine C Lima, O.

Uaniapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.

*^"paurl"^Reeves. Philadelphia, Pa.

*"'a?."Sip"n Auto. Car Coupler Co Kenton, O.

Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. \

.

Ludlow Coupler Co., Spnncheld. O.

McConwav & Torlcy Co., Pittsburg: Pa.

NMional Malleable tastings Co., Chicago, 111

Pratt * Letchworth, Buffalo, N. Y.

Sams Automatic Coupler Co., Denver. Col.

Shicklc. Harrison & Howard Iron Co., St

Smill'ie Coupler & Mfg. Co., Newark, N. J.

Standard Coupler Co., New \ ork.

Trojan Car Coupler Co.. Troy. N. Y.

Car Door Equipment.
Q. & C. Co.. Chicago, 111.

Car Heating.
William C. Baker. New York;
(;„M Car Heating Co.. New \ ork

Safety Car Heating & Ltg. Co., New York.

''" Safely "c-r Heating & Lighting Co., New
York.

'^°'ue°tr"!i1'White Lead Works. Detroit, Mich.

Car Rooting. „, , , ^
Drake <s Weirs, Cleveland, O.

A. E. FiUev Mfg. Co.. New \ ork.

p H Murphy Mfg. Co., E. St. Louis, 111.

Standard Paint Co., New York
Warren Chemical & .Mfg. Co.. New \ ork.

'^"Ha'c^'i Kilburn Mfg. Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

Car Ventilators.
M. C. Hammett. Troy, N. \.

'^'S^.k^Stcel Wheel Co., Scranton, Pa.

Krupp (T. Prosser it Son. New YorkK

Lima Locomotive «.- Machine Co ,
Lima, O.

Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co Ramapo.N.Y
Roberts, Throp & Co., Three Rivers. Mich.

Rood & Brown. Buffalo, N. \

.

Standard Steel Works, Philadelphia, Pa.

WashC-n Car Wheel Co., Hartford, Conn.

Cattle Guards.
O. & C. Co., Chicago, 111.

Cement.
.\ Ma) or. New \ ork.

'''"^?o!:"' M'IgTFdy. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

*^'"c?o™eam Gage & Valve Co.,Boston,Mass.

Clocks. ,,, „ ,

lohn J.
McGrane, New \ork.

Coal Handling Machinery.
p^,j,.,^„,nhia Pa

Link lieU Engineering Co., Philadelpma, ra.

Coal Chutes. ,,,
Williams. White & Co., Molme. 111.

Correspondence Schools. ^ . n„
Intornafl Corres. Schools Scranton Pa.

The Scientific Machini.st Co., Cleveland. O.

Corundum Wheels. T-iosn n
Sterling Emery Wheel Mfg. Co., Tifhn, U.

^""fanning. Maxwell & Moore, New York.

Maris Bros., Philadelphia, Pa.

William Sellers & Co.,.Philadelphia Pa

Whiting Foundry Equipment Co.,Chieago, 111.

Crank Pin Gages.
M. C. Hammett, Troy, N. Y.

'^"cam'brik iron Co., Philadelohia, Pa.

B M. Jones & Co., Boston, Mass
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son, New \ ork).

'^'"Rlmapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.

Disinfectants. „ . .. „„i,
A. H. Zenner Co., Detroit, Mich.

Drawbar Attachment.
r-i„,„.inTi,1 n

Butler Drawbar Attachm't Co.. Cleveland. U.

'^"a'eveland Twist Drill Co Cleveland, O.

Standard Tool Co., Cleveland, O.

Ejectors. , , , . ti

Rue Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

^'^'^:^?i!^^!"^''nf>;'^"^^tur«h,Pa.

''"' L^iand "'Fauleoner Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.

^"stl-rl^Iig" mery Wheel Mfg. Co ,
Tiffin, O.

The Tanite Co., .Stroudsburg, Pa.

"^""Detroit White Lead Works, Detroit, Mich.

^"^S^Louis Steam Engine Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Engravings. ,, _^ .

Bradley & Poates, New York.
Stantlard Engraving Co., New York.

Exhaust Pipe. .

The r.cncral Agency Co., Ne,w \ork.

Expanding Mandrel. .

("eo L Weiss, Cleveland, O.

Files and Rasps. „ .

,

r, <

Nicholson File Co., Providence. R. 1.

Filters.
.\. Major. New \ ork.

Firebrick. , „ ^., . .^ m
Garden Citv Sand Co., Chicago, 111.

Fire Kindlers.

I. S. Leslie. Paterson, N. J.

''"
Chicl^fn-exible Shaft Co., Chicago, 111.

'''"M';!r'anFre"brjStcamJ.,intCo..Louisville,Ky.

Flues and Tubes.
. , , , . „

Allison Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.

Tyler Tube & Pipe Co.. Washington. Pa.

''"Tuffalo F<.rge Co.. Buffalo. N. Y.

Forging Machinery.
Williams, White & Co,, Moline, 111.

•"""Whf.inrFomul^y Equipment Co„Chicago, 111.

Frogs and Crossings. ,,.,,. ., „
ftamapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.

Gages. „ ,-
Ashton Valve Co , Boston, Mass.

Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co., Boston

°"j'.'!s'?)ixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J.

Hammcri*. „ _ ,, ,. m
Williams, White & Co.. Moline. 111.

"'"uau'vay Cvcle Mfg. Co ,
Hagerslown. Ind.

Roberts', Throp &Co., Three Rivers, Mich.

Headlights. „ , ., .,

Star Headlight Co., Rochester. N. \ .

Heating System for Shops.
BulTalo Forge Co.

B. F. Sturtevant Co., Boston, Mass.

Hoisting Engines.
Earle C. Bacn, New \ ork.

Hollow Stay-Bolt Iron , „ ,,^ ^
piTlls Hul. Stay-Bolt Co., Cuyahoga tails, O.

Hydraulic Jacks.
Richard Dudgeon, New York.

Jos. F. McCoy Co., New York.
Watson & Stillman. New York.

Hydraulic Tools.
, , ,.. „

Riehlc Bros., Philadelphia.Pa
Watson * Stillman, New \ ork.

R. D. Wood & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Indicators. ^, „ ,

Ashcroft Mfg. Co.. New York.

Crosby Steam Cage and Valve Co., Boston.

'"''Automatic Injector Co., Cincinnati, O.

Havden & Derby Mfg. Co., New \ ork.

Nathan Mfg. Co., New York
Ohio Injector Co.. Chicago, 111.

Rue Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa
WillianiSellers & Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

'"'"nancuck Inspirator Co., Boston, Mass.

'-"XldwirLocomotive Works, Philadelphia Pa.

Brooks Locomotive Works. Dunkirk, N, \

.

Cooke Loco. & Maehine Co.. Paterson. N.J.

Dickson Mfg. Co., Scranton. Pa.

Lima Locomotive & Maehine Co,. Lima O.

Pittsburg Locomotive Works, Pittsburg, Pa.

H. K. Porter & Co.. Pittsburg, Pa.

K 1. Locomotive Works. Providence. K. 1.

Richmond Loco. & Meh. Wks.. Richmond V a.

Rogers Locomotive Works, Paterson, N 1.

Schenectady Loco. Wks.. Schenectady. N.\.

Lubricators ^ .^ . ... nt-^u
Detroit Lubricator Co.. Detroit, Mich.

M C. Hammett, Troy, N. Y.

Nathan Mfg. Co.. New York.
Lubricating Oils.

Galena Oil Works. Ltd.. Franklin. Pa.

Leonard & Ellis. New York.
Signal Oil Works. Franklin, Pa.

"'"=Hc.ment°.'l!uies & Co., Philadelphia. Pa

Bullard Machine Tool Co.. Bridgem.rt, Conn.

W. I). Forbes & Co .
Hoboken N J.

Gould & Eberhardt. Newark. N. J.

Hilles & Jones Co.. Wilmington. Del.

Jones & tamson Machine Co., Springfield \l.

lodge & Davis MachineTool Co.L incinnati.O.

Manning, Maxwell & Moore. New York.

National Miichincry 9?;;,"' iH--, 'j i„,,i„ Pa
Newton MachineTool Wks.. Philadelphia, Fa.

Niles Tool Works Co., Hamilton, O.

(Veo. Place, New York.
Pratt & Whitney Co.. Hartford Conn.

Prentiss Tool and Supply Co., New York.

William Sellers* Co.. Inc P'-'l'^delphia Pa.

Magnesia Sectional Laggings for Locomotives.

Kcasbev & Mattison Co ,
Ambler. Pa.

Malleable Iron.

C. li. Rond, Lancaster, N. i.

Mechanics' Tools, ^, . ,,,

Armstrong Bros. Tool Co., Chicago, 111.

Keystone Mfg. Co., Buffalo N \.

Chas A. Strelinger & Co., Detroit. Mich.

Metal Polish. ,

C, W. Hoffman. Indianapolis, Ind.

Metal Sawing Hachines.
Pratt & Whitney Co., Hartford, Conn.

() & C. Co., Chicago, HI.

""'Sn^""ti Mfliing MachineCo .Cincinnati, O.

W D Forb»s& Co., Hoboken. N.J.

Pratt & Whiting Co., Hartford, Cimn.

Mining nachlnery.
Earlc C. Bacon. New \ ork.

(iates Iron Works, Chicago. HI.

"'Th!cago"Eiectro.Mechanical Enterprise Co.,

ChicSg". 111.

Molding Machines.
'labor .Mfg. Co., New York City.

""Mofv^inl Iron Works, Buffalo, N. Y.

Nafhan Mfg. Co.. New York.

IS, Metallic Pkg. Co,. Philadelphia, Pa.

Over Clothes. •

II. S. Peters. Dover, N. J.

"'bi?sumi Belting Co.. Boston, Mass.
.

CO imbian Metallic Rod-Paeking Co.. Phila.

Gould Packing Co.. East Cambridge. Mass.

[^"s'Me^'JicPa'cking Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

''"Ai"^e.'*'l";^''"siide Valve Co.. San Frisco. Cal.

J. 11. Dunbar. Youngstown, O.

Paints. ^ „ -^ „,.
standard Paint Co., New York.

"""'""gc P. Whittlesey. Washington. D. C.

'''"'.""'hfso^'l'cJ'forated Metal Co Chicago. 111.

"

'•>
1 Bccklev & Co.. Meriden, Conn. ^ -

ThJ Hendii^k Mfg. Co.. Ltd., Carbondale, Pa.

Pho'ographs.
F. Mc.circ, l.olKlon, Eng.

Pipe Threading and Cutting Hachlnery

Bignall * Kcfkr Mfg. Co., Ldwardsville, 111.

Pipe Threading Machinery.
Armstrong Mfg. Co., Bridgeport, Conn
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Pipe Wrench
Sam'l L. Hall's Son, New York.

Piston Rods.
Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
B. M, Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.
Thomas Prosser & bon, New York.

Planers. ,,^
Detrick & Harvey Machine Co., Baltimore, Md.

Pneumatic Tools.
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.. Chicago, 111.

Pressed Steel Materials.
Schoen Mfg. Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Pressure Regulators.
Foster En^'ineering Co., Newark, N. J.

Newark Regulator Co.» Newark, O.

Pump Packing,
Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.

Pump Valves.
Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.

Punching and Shearing Machinery.
Long & Allstaltcr Co., Hamilton, O.

Railroad Jacks.
E. C. Hover, Dayton. O.
A. O. XuVtun, Boston. Mass.

Railroad Signal Lamps.
Star Headlight Co., Rochester, N. Y.

Railway Fence Posts.
International Steel Post Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Page Woven Wire Fence Co., Adrian. Mich.

Railway Fences.
International Steel Post Co., St. Louis. Mo.
Page Woven Wire Fence Co., Adrian, Mich.

Railway Gates.
Craig-Reynolds Foundry Co., Dayton, O.
Pneumatic Gate Co.. Chicago, 111.

Reducing Valves.
Mason Regulator Co., Boston. Mass.

Retaining Rings
Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co., Ramapo, N.Y.

Rubber
Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.

Rust Preventing Compound.
Otto Goetz, New York.

3afety Valves
Ashton Valve Co., Boston, Mass.
Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co.,Boston.Mass.

Sanding Apparatus
Henrv L. Leach, North Cambridge, Mass.
Sherburne & Co., Boston, Mass.

Screw Jacks.
Chapman Jack Co., Cleveland, O.

Shafting
William Sellers & Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

Spark Arrester Plate.
Hendrick Mfg. Co.. Carbondale, Pa.

Springs.
A. French Spring Co.. Pittsburg, Pa.
Wm. D. Gibson Co., Chicago, 111.

Spring Steel
Thomas Prosser & Son, Neyr York.

Stay-Bolts.
Ewald Iron Co., St. Louis. Mo.
Falls Hollow Stay-Bolt Co., Cuyahoga Falls,0.
B. M. Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.

Steam Qages
Ashcroft Mfg. Co., New York.
Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co., Bostor.
Utica "Steam Gage Co., Utica, N. Y.

Steam Hammers
Bement. Miles & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Steam Hose
Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.

Steam Pumps.
A. S.Cameron Steam Pump Works, New York

Steel
Cambria Iron Co , Philadelphia, Pa.
Ewald Iron Co.. St. Louis, Mo.
B. M. Jones & Co., Boston. Mass.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son. New York).
Latrobe Steel Co . Latrobe, Pa.
Schoen Mfg Co.. Pittsburg, Pa.
Shoenberifer Steel Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Steel Tired Wheels.
Buius Steel Wheel Co., Scranton, Pa.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son. New York).
Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co.. Ramapo, N.Y.
Standard Steel Works. Philadelphia. Pa
Washburn Car Wheel Co., Hartford, Conn.

Steel Tires.
Latrobe Steel Works. Latrobe. Pa.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son New York).
Standard Steel Works, Philadelphia, Pa.

Steel Truck Frames.
Fox Solid Pressed Steel Co., Chicago, 111.

Stocks and Dies.
Armstrong Mfg. Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

Stone Crushers.
Gates Iron Works, Chicago, 111.

Switches.
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.

Tanks
Pittsburg Locomotive W^orks. Pittsburg. Pa.

Testing Machines.
Riehle Bros. Testing Machine Co., Phila.

Tie Plates.
Q. & C. Co., Chicago, 111.

Tires.
Lairobe Steel Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Tool Holders.
Armstrong Bros. Tool Co.. Chicago, 111.

Tool Steel
B M Tones & Co., Boston. Mass.

Track Bolts.

J H Sternbergh & Son, Reading, Pa.
Track Equipment

Ramapo Iron Works. Hillburn, N. Y.

Turret Hachines-
HuUard Mch, Tool Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

Turnbuckles.
Cleveland Citv Forge & Iron Co., Cleveland, O.
Merrill Bros..' Brooklyn, N. Y.

Twist Drills
Cleveland Twist Drill Co.. Cleveland, O.
Standard Tool Co., Cleveland, O.

Typewriters.
Williams Typewriter Co., New York.

Valves.
Amer. Bal Slide Valve Co., San Frisco, Cal.
Ashton Valve Co.. Boston, Mass.
Jenkins Bros.. New York.
Ross Valve Co., Troy, N. Y.

Valves, Reducing.
Foster Engineering Co., Newark, N. J.

Varnishes.
Detroit White Lead Works, Detroit, Mich.
F. C. Reynolds, New York.

Ventilating.
Buffalo Forge Co.

Vestibules.
i.iould Coupler Co.. Buffalo, N. Y.

Vises.
Bignill & Keclcr Mfg. Co.. Edwardsville, Til.

Merrill Bros., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Watches.
S. N. Clarkson & Co.. Chicago, III.

[ohn I, McGrane. New York.
Tlie Webb C. Ball Co., Cleveland, O.

Welding Compound.
E. G. Newhall & Co.. Detroit, Mich.

Wire Fences.
Page Woven Wire Fence Co., Adrian, Mich.

Wood Working Machinery.
J. A. Fay lV- Co , Cincinnati, O.

Wrought Iron Pipe.
Allison Mfg. Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS.
PAGE

Acme Machinery Co 6g
Aitchison Perforated Metal Co 103
Ajax Metal Co., Inc Cover
'X.Ili.son Mfg. Co 99
American Balance Slide Valve Co 96
Armstrong Bros. Tool Co 109
.\rmstrong Mfg. Co , 71
Ashton Valve Co 61

Automatic Injector Co Cover
Bacon, Earle C 99
Baker, Wm. C 56
Baldwin Loco. Works 85 and 97
Beckle>, A. J. & Co 99
Bement, Miles & Co. 120 and 121

Bethlehem Iron Co 102

Bignall & Keeler Mfg. Co 98
Boies Steel Wheel Co 95
Boston Belting Co 92
Boyer, H C 61

Brooks Ivoco. Works 83
Buffalo Forge Co Cover
Bullard Machine Tool Co m
Butler Drawbar Attachment Co 114
Cambria Iron Co 95
Cameron, A. S., Steam Pump Works 103
Champion Auto. Car Coupler Co 93
Chapman lack Co. 103
Chicago Electro-Mechanical Enterprise Co 103
Chicago Flexible Shaft Co 132
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co 104
Cincinnati Milling Machine Co 89
Clarkson & Co.. S. N 58
Clayton Air Compressor Works Cover
Cleveland City Forge and Iron Co Cover
Cleveland Twist Drill Co Cover
Columbian Metallic Rod-Packing Co 92
Corninu^ Brake Shoe Co 13B
Cooke Locomotive and Machine Co 130
Crabtree Metallic Packing Co 105
Craig- Reynolds Foundry Co 57
Crosby Steam Gage and Valve Co 108
Detrick & Harvey Mch. Co 103
Detroit Lubricator Co 103
Detroit White Lead Works 101
Dickson Mfg. Co 97
Dixon, Joseph, Crucible Co Co
Drake & Weirs 98
Dudgeon, Richard 103 and 140
Dunbar. J. H 102
Ewald Iron Co 102
Falls Hollow Staybolt Co 133
Fav,J.A.&Co 78
Filley. A. E. Mfg. Co 134
Forbes, W. D. & Co 139
Foster Engineering Co 102
Fox Solid Pressed Steel Co g8
French. A., Soring Co. 105 and, 123
Galena Oil Work.*;. Ltd 98
Garden City Sand Co 132
Gates Iron Works Cover
Gibson, Wm. D. Co 94
Goetae, Otto 131
Gold Car Heating Co 135
Gould Coupler Co 87
Gould Packing Co q6
Gould & Eberhardt 126 and Cover
Haeseler, C. H.. & Co 89
Hale & Kilburn Mfg. Co 94
Hall's Son, Sam'l 70
Hammett, M. C .73 and Cover

125

96

PAGE
Hancock Inspirator Co 133
Hendrick Mfg. Co 95
Henley, Norman W., & Co 58
Hilles & Jones Co 86 and Cover
Hoffman, Geo. W ggHoward Iron Works g^
Ingersoll-Sergeant Drill Co 88
Iniernational Correspondence Schools Cover
International Steel Post Co 105
Jenkins Bros Cover
[ones, B. M., & Co ,07
Jones & Lamson Machine Co ! . 96
Keasbey & Mattison Co 116 and 117
Keystone Mfg. Co 103
Laborers' Instruction Pub. Co 106
Latrobe Steel Co g6 and 122
Leach, H. L 75 and 102
Leland >^ Faulconer Mfg. Co 102
Leslie, J. S ,01
Leonard & Ellis gs
Lima Locomotive and Machine Co 96
Link Belt Engineering Co 102
Long & Allslatter Co 77Ludlow Coupler Co

, g^
Major. A ^ '.'.'.nz
Manning, Maxwell & Moore ...142
Maris Bros gg
Mason Regulator Co Cover
McConway & Torley Co 68
McCoy, Jos. F., Co gg
McGrane, John J Cover
Merrill Bros

. 58
Moore, F '. ... ....142
Moore Mfg. and Foundry Co 61
Moran Flexible Steam Joint Co 80
Murphy, P. H., Mfg. Co 106
Nathan Mfg. Co 106
National Machinery Co gs
National Malleable Castings Co 04
Newhall, E. G. & Co !*.*ico
Newton Mch. Tool Works 142
Nicholson File Co !!!!!'io5
NilesTool Works 127 and Cover
Norton, A. O Cover
Norwalk Iron Works Co 90
Ohio Injector Co 106
OIney. G. H "

gg
Page Woven Wire Fence Co gS
Pedrick & Ayer Co "

nS
Peters. H.S Cover and 63
Pittsburgh Loco. Works 84 and 97
Place, George 132
Pneumatic Gate Co
Porter, H. K., & Co .!."""

Pratt & Letch worth
Pratt & Whitney Co !"!".'! !irg
Prentiss Tool and Supply Co "106
Prosser, Thos., & Son 97 and 107
y. & C. Co 65, 66 and Cover
Railway Cycle Mfg. Co 142
Ramapo Iron Works ,[ 104Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co.. . 104
Rand Drill Co '..'.'..'.'.'.'..'.'.'.

88
Reeves, Paul S 97 and 124
Reynolds.F. C ,01
Rhode Island Loco. Works g6
Richmond Loco, and Machine Works '.'.'.'.128

Riehle Bros. Testing Machine Co loc
Roberts, Throp & Co ."102

Rogers Locomotive Co
Rood & Brown
Rood, c. E !!!!!!!!!!
Ross Valve Co " ' Cover-
Rue Mfg. Co ;;; gg
Safety Car Heating and Lighting Co 74
St. Louis Steam Engine Co 125
Sams Automatic Coupler Co [ m
Schenectady Loco. Works !!!.'."! 82
Schoen Mfg. Co '.'.'.','.'.

an
Scientific Machinist Co ."..!'.!! 100
Sellers, William & Co., Inc \ 91
Sherburne & Co Cover
Shickle, Harrison & Howard Iron Co 141
Shoenberger Steel Co gg
Shult?. Belting Co Cover
Signal Oil Works, Ltd " qg
Smillie Coupler & Mfg. Co 104
Smith Exhaust Pipe Co 50
Standard Coupler Co 104
Standard Paint Co „6' aiid 1^7
Standard Steel Works. 106
Standard Tool Co ' "10-
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A Drop-Hook, Chilled Tire,

"Camel-Back" Locomotive

is out of date still they

^vill run.

f\Tr»- -r>tfl

Williams No. 3. Takes in lar§:est K.K. blanks— 14 inches.

THE BEST, MOST DURABLE AND EFFICIENT MACHINE.

containing the Latest improvements (the " 999 " of

all Typewriters), is

ifMwiLLL^MS
Prints direct on paper, no ribbon; writing in plain sight.

Unequaled Speed. Heavy Manifolder.

Universal Keyboard.

SEND FOR CATALOG.

THE WILLIAMS TYPEWRITER CO.
253 Broadway, New York.

EUROPEAN OFFICE,
21 CHEAPSIDE. LONDON, E.

Ribbon - Daubing Type-

writing Machines with the

"raise-up-and-peek" attach-

ment are also out of dale

they are the " camel-back
"

typewriters.

The Williams No. 1
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Cercovado Railway, Brazil.

BY LEWIS GLEASON.

On entering the beautiful bay of Rio de

Janeiro, the most imposing sight that at-

tracts the traveler's attention are the num-
erous peaks rising from the chain of

mountains which serve as a picturesque

background for the city, over which they

seem to stand like grim sentinels. Old

sailors will point out many fantastical

256 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

"Rigyenback " system, a counterpart, as

near as possible, of the pioneer road of

that description, which runs up the Righi

mountain, in Switzerland.

Years before the introduction of rack

railroads, the summit of Cercovado was

reached by a graded road—easy, but cir-

cuitous—winding to the mountain top.

Close to this roadway runs one of the

at|ueducts which supplies the city with

No. 2-

streets, the modest little station at Laran-

gieras (Street of the Orange Trees) is

reached. Here, for the sum of two

milreis (about fifty cents), a ticket can be

bought, which entitles the holder to take

a ride to the top of the mountain and

return.

The train consists of engine and one
car, of the usual type employed on roads

of this class, and of Swiss manufacture.

RIO DE JANEIRO, FROM SL'iMMIT OF CERCOVADO.

shapes which the peaks and depressions

of this mountain range assume, such as

the Sleeping Giant, the Church Qrgan,
tlie Ship under Sail, the Two Brothers,

and the Padre's Hat. Each peak has its

own distinctive name—the Sugar Loaf,

Cercovado, Tijuca, etc.

Cercovado (humpbacked) is the most
imposing peak of the group, as well as

the most interesting, from the fact that

up its rugged side's runs a rack railroad.

pure mountain water. It is an antique

but solid-looking piece of masonry, built

one hundred and fifty years ago, when
Brazil was a colony of Portugal. It has

stood the test of time, and evidently is

good for centuries to come.

To reach the station of this mountain-

climbing railroad, a tramcar can be taken

from the Lergo do Carioca, in the center

of the city: and after a pleasant ride

through some of the principal residence

The engines are built so that the boiler

stands comparatively level on the average

grade; cars are constructed in like man-
ner, thus bringing the floor of car level

when placed on inclined track. Engines

are equipped with three separate cog-

wheels, operating from a drum placed

nearly central under boiler. The cogs of

these wheels fit into the teeth of the rack

rail, which is placed centrally between the

ordinary rails. By this arrangement the
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engine can climb up the steep grade, and
descend same with safety.

Ample braking power is provided on

grandest of panoramas to look upon. To
the East and South are seen the restless

\i-ater'; of the South .Atlantic: to the

ing bare and gloomy. Three thousand feet

below is the fair city of Rio, its yellow-

painted and red-tile-roofed houses re-

lieved by the bright green color of the

trees and plants in its public squares and
parks. The ships riding at anchor in the

bay look like specks upon its bosom.
Looking over the east side of the moun-
tain, is seen a perpendicular wall of rock;

1,500 feet downward, under its shadow, is

the beautiful botanical garden, the pride

of Rio de Janeiro, whose lofty palms and
tropical plants look dwarfed from this

dizzy hight.

The tourist, after feasting the eye again

and again on the beauties and grandeur
of Nature, and the handiw.ork of man, so

lavishly spread on every hand, reluctantly

leaves the scene with an inward feeling of

tliankfulness for the pleasure afforded by

a view from the summit of Cercovado.

The descent is inade at about the same
rate of speed as the ascent—forty minutes

after leaving the summit, the train has

arrived at the end of its five-mile journey,

The Cercovado Railroad is operated

by a private company, and fairly well

patronized. While it has long since ceased

to be a novelty to the citizens of Rio de

Janci.ro, however, it can be safely as-

sumed that every man, woman and child

of the 600.000 inhabitants of the city and

vicinity has at least made one trip to the

summit of Cercovado; and no stranger

would be justified in leaving the city with-

out taking a trip on the rack road, and
HoixT sylvi-:sti-;r, o\ ko.\d to cercovado.

botji engine and car. Accidents on ac-

c6unt of brake failures hardly ever occur.

Thej.car Will seat forty passengers. The
grade varies from 16 to 25 per cent., the

, latter being the percentage at, the Point

Sylvester, where the road is carried over

;a chasm on a very neat iron trestle (shown
iti one of the illustrations accompanying
this article).

The little engine has to work to her lull

capacity to push the one car up the heavy

grade. At a point called "Painheres" i.';

located a large hotel much frequented by
the citizens of Rio during the summer
months. It is 2,000 feet above the city.

The pure mountain air is a safeguard

against the yellow fever. The nights are

delightfully cool and the scenery magnifi-

cent. At this point, the tourist bound for

the top has to change cars; a heavier en-

gine is necessary, on account of the

sharper curves, and a little heavier grade.

Finally we come to the end of the line, on
account of want of space for the roadbed,

the mountain top coming to a sharp point.

A journey of about one hundred yards

up a series of steps cut into the solid

rock, brings us to the top. So small is

the natural space at the summit, a wall had

to be built around it to accommodate the

small building or observatory which
crowns the peak.

From this observatory, 3,000 feet above

the sea level, the visitor has one of the

BOTANICAL CARDBK, KR) UK JANKIRO. CKRCOVADO I.\ THE DISTAXCE.

North, the magnificent bay of Rio de Jan-

eiro, dotted with three hundred islands; to

the West, the Organ mountains, look-

from this mountain peak, look upon one
of the finest views in the world.

There is another rack road in Brazil,
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on the line of railway known as "Estrada

do Ferro, Principe do Grao Para," which

runs from Rio de Janeiro to the fashion-

able summer resort of Petecoplis. The

rack roads of Brazil have the advantage

•over like roads in other parts of the world,

such as Righi, Mount Washington and

Pike's Peak. On account of the snow,

these roads are open only a few months

during the summer season; the Brazilian

roads do business all the year round.

Distortion of Flue Sheet.

Some time ago, officials of the Penn-

sylvania Railroad shops at Juniata made

very exhaustive experiments, to find out

liow much movement there was in a loco-

motive boiler when heat was applied.

The main purpose of the experiments

was to ascertain how much the back flue

sheet pushed upward when the fire was

first started. This upward movement is

believed to be the cause of much damage

to the flue sheet, and leads to leakage of

the front top seams of the firebox, partic-

ularly with Belpaire boilers. Very sen-

sitive apparatus was applied, which mul-

tiplied the movement about, five times.

The moment the fire was lighted the

levers began fluctuating rapidly, and they

settled down when the heat had time to

extend to the different sheets. The great-

est movement was found about twelve

inches in the middle of the Rue sheet,

which went up about 1-16 inch. The

greatest movement took place immedi-

ately after the fire was lighted. It grad-

ually decreased to nothing at the sides of

flue sheet. If all locomotive boilers act

in this way, the movement of the back

flue sheet could be compensated for by

putting a few flexible stays in the middle

front of the crown sheet.

Incidentally, they found out that a loco-

motive boiler is wonderfully susceptible

to changes of temperature. When the

boiler was full of cold water and no fire

on the grates, they applied a blower in

the smokestack, and the rush of air at

ordinary temperature made changes

which drew down the front of the roof

sheet of the firebox about i-ioo inch. This

was tried repeatedly and the same effect

followed. The cause was reasoned out

thus: The air, being considerably warmer

than the water inside the boiler, expanded

the flues, pushing the back flue sheet

outward. That, in its turn, pulled down
the crown sheet, which drew the roof

sheet with it. When these changes fol-

low such small changes of temperature,

we can readily understand the distortion

caused by a fire-door being thrown wide

open as a locomotive reaches the top of a

grade, where the fire has been forced to

the very utmost.

When the fire was started, no uneven

movement of parts was found, except that

of the back flue sheet. The back sheet of

the inside of the firebox did not move

Jim Skeevers' Object Lessons.

Train Delays—Sullivan's Lesson How to Cure

the Trouble on Freight and Passenger

Trains—The Grief Committee.

BY JOHN .\I,EXA.NDER.

Sullivan, the general superintendent,

always delighted in rawhiding Massey,

and he commenced on Skeevers before

that worthy had gotten his seat warm.

The Air Line has been notorious for

train delays—freight and varnished cars

alike—and Sullivan seemed to take a sav-

age delight in writing and telegraphing

the mechanical department, asking what

office owned a pretty daughter, and a

clerk in Sullivan's office was young.

He also knew the girl.

Visiting with his prospective "poppa"

one evening, he remarked that "His

Highness" was working up some new
scheme, and proceeded to explain that

Sullivan was having a tabulated report

gotten up of the passenger-train delays

for six months and the cause. As the

cause was taken only from the conduc-

tors' reports, there was a woeful lot of

"low steam," "hot box on engine," "lost

time. act. wind." and "bad coal." Both

SUMMIT OF CERCUVADO.

was the matter with this engine and that,

and carrying his complaint to the old

man.

Skeevers made up his mind to give Sul-

livan an object lesson.

Sullivan told the general manager that

he (Sullivan) would spring an object les-

son on Skeevers at the first "council of

war."

This "council of war," as he was pleased

to call it, was a new idea of the general

manager's. He had noticed the custom

of having all the master mechanics meet,

ihat Skeevers introduced, and proposed

that all the heads of departments should

meet monthly in his office. The first

meeting was set for a certain Saturday

three weeks away.

Now, the old time-keeper in Skeevers'

men wondered what he was going to do

with it.

The elder man told Skeevers in the

morning—and Skeevers knew.

The general .manager's car was in for

repairs, and Skeevers took the Boyer

speed recorder off it and had it put on

Dick Murray's engine, boxed over, and

put the key in his pocket. Murray was

sent for and told to keep still and saw

wood. He was not supposed to know

what was in the box; if asked, to say that

Mr. Skeevers told him that he was getting

ready to indicate the engine—which was

true.

Dick Murray's engine is double-crewed,

on a local passenger train, over two divis-

ions.

Then Skeevers Iiad some slips printed.
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with a list of the stations on the road, with

room enough between the names to write

a line, and sent for every passenger engi-

neer on the division. He also sent a sup-

ply of the slips to each division master

mechanic, with instructions.

The result was that the evening before

the date of the "council of war," Skeevcrs

had a complete record of every delay to a

passenger train on the whole road. Ho
knew between what stations time was
lost, at what station, and just how many
minutes and seconds could be properly

charged up. This information was in the

shape of many thumb-marked slips; but

Skeevers got his best clerk up to the

house that evening, and they tabulated tlu-

whole thing, and he had it in his breast

pocket when he shook hands all around
in the old man's office.

"Gentlemen." said the old man. open-

ing a box of domestic cigars and placin.g

them on the table, "this is an informal

meeting. I desire that each and all of

you will talk freely here on everything

that has any bearing on the operating of

the road. Suggestions are in order. Com-
plaints can be made and remedies will be

discussed. If there is any friction be-

tween department heads, here is the place

to apply the grease. I shall refrain from

saying much—suppose I act as judge? If

there is any man present who thinks he

has a plan for saving a dollar, or improv-

ing the service, we will discuss it. Sulli-'

van, here, always has a suggestion: Doris

is a kicker; O'Hara's pet grievance i.s

over-worn tires on frogs, and Skeevcrs'

hobby is object lessons. Gentlemen, I'm

listening to you."

For about two minutes after the old

man sat down tlvere was a very embarrass-

ing silence, and then General Superin-

tendent Sullivan arose and pulled out a

formidable-looking table, full of figures,

red and blue lines, and an array of totals.

"Your Honor, and Gentlemen of the

Jury," began Sullivan, who is a taking

kind of fellow: "I hardly expected to as-

sume the role of attorney for tjie prosecu-

tion, but it seems as though that honor
should be mine.

"Gentlemen. I ask you if there is any

one bad thing our road is noted for above
another, and we were asked to name it, if

there is one of you who would venture to

dispute me if I declared it was delays to

passenger trains? We seem to be more
unfortunate in this matter than neighbor-

ing roads: the newspapers are pounding
us, the .general manager making personal

inquiries, and delays are getting no better.

"Going into details proves something,

and I propose putting before you a mass
of statistics, compiled from the ofilicial

reports in my office, that .shows the num-
ber, extent and cause of all delays to pas-

senger trains for every day of the past

year.

"Before .going into details I will siniplv

(|uote you the totals, to show to what ex-

tent the delayed-train business has reached

and the percentage of each known cause

of delay.

"I find that of 9,388 passenger-train trips

made during the year. 4.9.31 trains arrived

at destination or connecting train points

late. If an outsider should declare to any
of us that more than half our trains were
late, we should resent it. but it's a fact,

nevertheless.

"Investigating iurllier. 1 find that there

are five legitimate causes of delay.

namely:

"Defects of equipment;

"Motive-power failures;

"Hot boxes on trains;

"nperating faults;

"The elements.

"The total delays for the first only

amount to the small sum of, 3 per cent.,

uhich. I think, you will all agree with me
in saying, reflects .great credit on our gen-

eral manager"—and the taffycr bowed low-

to the judge.

"Operating failures—delays in dispatch-

ing, etc.—5 per cent. The elements.

wind, snows, wash-outs. etc.. 9 per cent.

Hot boxes on trains. 14 per cent. Mo-
tive-power failures. 69 per cent.

"Gentlemen of the Jury: I leave the case

in your hands; each oi you can now sec

the amount of total delay and what part

of it comes under your jurisdiction. I

think, if it were not for stealing the thun-

der of my friend Skeevers, I should be

strongly tempted to call this an object les-

son." .\nd with a smile of triumiih.

"Himself" sat down, while the train-

master and the inirchasing agent clapped

their hands.

Slowly the old man rose to his "pins."

looked around the circle, took his cigar

out of his mouth, and said:

"Gentlemen, this is the one sore place

in my life, and Sullivan has tore the scab

oflf. I think he has done a good thing in

compiling this information. It's a basis

to work on. In other days I should have
abused Massey and threatened to dis-

charge him; but now we have a new head
lf> the''"oflfending department, and I shall

certainly expect a reform in it—in fact. I

believe I shall demand it. But.—well,

there is one thing more to be done before

I get too angry, and that is to hear from

Mr. Skeevers. Maybe he's got an object

lesson bigger than this one up his sleeve

—but. of cour.se. a man who conies pre-

pared for battle is tw-ice armed. ^Ir.

Skeevers. it looks as if the burden of

proof lays with the attorney for the de-

fence, and you seem to be that attorney."

.Skeevers stepped over to his overcoat,

fished up his package of slips and his

balance sheet, and laid them on the

table.

"If It Please the Court." he began,

gravely: "It seems a good business policy

when you bring in your bank-Tjook from
balancing it. to produce the vouchers.

"I take exception, your Honor, to your
allowing the attorney for the prosecution

to bring charges against an officer for

the shortcomings of his predecessor in

office.

"These statistics extend back a year. I

claim an alibi for my client, the superin-

tendent of motive power, and stand ready

for trial on any charges that may be made
against him during his term of office."

"Quite correct." said the judge, with a

merry look in his eye, for he knew that

Skeevers was loaded.

"Statements based on last year are too
far away to be a good basis for instituting

reforms, but last month would be of use.

The learned counsel for the transporta-

tion department states that he has a de-

tailed record there of every day."

"I have." broke in Sullivan.

"Very well." said Skeevers. "Let me
ask from what source this information

was obtained?"

"From the conductors' reports made at

the lime."

"If the learned counsel for the other

side had lived and worked with conduc-
tors as long as I have, he would not so

freely take their simple word on so impor-
tant a matter. Men whose excuse for a

delay can be shifted from their own
shoulders to some inanimate thing, like

a hot box. or a bad coal pile, can hardly

be expected to protect the coal or the hot

box.

"But. generalities prove nothing spe-

cific. You can't charge a man with being

a thief and send him up without proving

a specific case. You have got to point

out at least one actual theft. Now, with the

permission of the Court, I will state that

1 have some evidence to offer, irrefutable

evidence.

"For nearly a month past. I have had
a Boyer recorder on -' and '8,' from
this end of the road to the other; the

sheets are here, and have no interest on
earth but to tell the cold, naked truth.

Further, I had printed and put into the

hands of every passenger engineer on this

road a slip like this"—holding one up

—

"with a list of the stations. These slips

arc dated, and state number of train and
engine, and give the names of crew; and
each engineer has marked down at the

time and place—not the end of the run

—

just what time was lost between stations,

and at stations, with the cause.

"With this data, your Honor. I hope to

at least explain some of these delays; and,

now, going into details, I should like to

cross-examine a little, and would ask the

last witness and lawyer combined to please

stale to the Court, how much late No. 8

arrived, say. last Saturday?"

Sullivan ran his finger along a line on
his chart, and then followed down a red

line. Skeevers stretched a long recorder

sheet across the table, and sorted out a

slip.

"Twenty-one minutes." said Sullivan.

"What caused this delay, according to

your information?"

-Again Sullivan consulted his chart, and

looked up a bundle of reports in a file.
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"Lost seven minutes at Holilin, clean-

ing fire and taking water; twelve minutes

at Carey's, hot box on train; eight min-

utes at Midland crossing, brakes stuck

—

twenty-seven in all; made up six."

"If It Please the Court," said Skeevers,

"I should like to call attention to the fact

that seven minutes' delay at Holdin is a

remarkable record for celerity. No
through train—no matter how light or

fast—ever stopped at Holdin and got

away in less than six minutes, and ten is

a fair average. The cause of this is three-

told, and I will leave it to you whether or

or no any of them should be charged to

the motive-power department. In the

first place, no train can pass there without

water; the tank is located in the yard,

making it necessary to make a special

stop for it. This takes three to five min-

utes. This delay to every train should

This delay to every train is directly

chargeable to bad equipment at station

and want of judgment in making time

card. Good judgment in the latter could

be made to remedy the fault of the other,

ill a large measure.

"Now, then, to proceed. The other side

report a delay of 12 minutes at Gary's

—

a little town of fifty inhabitants—cause,

hot bo.x on train. Gentlemen, the speed

recorder says that this train stood at

Gary's 16 minutes, and the engineer's slip

says: 'Sixteen minutes at Gary's: con-

ductor went over to store and bought

two sacks of potatoes and a tub of butter,

had them carried over to the baggage car,

and asked me to make up the time, as they

were for Iilr. Sullivan.' Evidently, the

report of 'hot box' is a plain lie. This

can be charged in the liar column, or

a.gainst the operating department, or the

"This should be charged to faults of

operating. Probably it would be a good

thing to send for the Westinghouse in-

struction car, or the fool-killer.

"Now," continued Skeevers, calmly,

"take our Atlantic express—makes the

fastest time, the most connections, and

loses the most time. Will the judge please

mention any date, and we will compare

data?"

"Try the 13th."

"That's unlucky," said Sullivan. "But

let's see; 13th—Arrived six minutes late;

engine not steaming.'
"

Skeevers hunted up his slip.

" 'Lost six minutes on running time.

Cause—picked up officers' car loi at

Holdin, making eleven, six sleepers; left

Holdin three minutes late, lost three on

hill.'

"Here is another case of operating,"

A SUGAR JUICE TRAIN OF TANK CARS IN QUEENSLAND, AUSTRALIA.

be charged to bad equipment; water plugs

should be placed at the station, so that

trains in either direction could take water

at the station stop. In the second place,

it is register station. In the third place,

it is a big town and there is lots of

baggage and express to unload. In the

fourth place, there is no cinder pit going

West, making fire-cleaning hard. In the

fifth place, the head of our operating de-

])artment seems to understand nothing of

the cause and necessity for all this time at

Holdin, and makes out his time-card with

leaving time only. Between Taylor's and

Meadows, a suburb of Holdin, going

West, a distance of 10 and 3-10 miles, the

time of express trains is a little over 28

miles per hour; it's down hill on straight

track—have to kill time daily—there is no

dead time at Holdin, and the time from

there to Parkland, West, on a grade of 64

feet per mile, is 30K' miles per hour.

culinary department, or any place it may
please the Court—except against the fel-

low who made up some of the time."

The old man looked so hard at Sullivan

that his cigar went out.

" 'Eight minutes at Midland crossing,

brakes stuck.' Your Honor, the honest

recorder says that the stop at Midland

crossing occupied only a fraction of a

minute, just a full stop and no more. I

would ask the Court who lies—the Boyer

or the conductor?"

"The conductor!" said the old man.

"Yet," continued Skeevers, "here is a

nine-minute stop half-a-mile west of the

crossing. Let us see what the engineer

says"—and he picked up one of the

tliumb-marked slips:

" 'Conductor pulled on brake to put ofif

tramp; didn't know enough to close closet

valve (kind without spring); had to bleed

off brakes.'

said Skeevers. "The general superin-

tendent stops our most important train,

already too heavy, to put on his private

car, to come 47 miles on the heaviest grade

we have; when, by waiting si.xteen min-

utes, he could have come in on the

Granger local, a three-car train, arriving

home only thirty minutes behind the ex-

press. Will you charge that to engine

failures?"

The judge bit the end off his cigar,

made a memorandum in his note-book,

but didn't say anything.

"What about No. 3, yesterday?" asked

Sullivan.

"What does your conductor say?"
" 'Eighteen minutes; engine not steam-

ing.'
"

Again Skeevers hunted up a slip and

read: " 'Arrived eighteen minutes late;

lost four minutes on Hardscrabble Hill

on account of leaky flues and bad coal;
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fifteen minutes at Coolredge, waiting for

two freights to saw by—two so-car trains

east ordered to meet double-header west;

siding wouldn't hold, down trains couldn't

back up.' I dislike very much to say any-

thing to show that the coal-dust and snow
now furnished, and called "fuel," is not

bad—for it is—but here is a case of fool-

dispatching. Coolredge holds 21 cars; a

28-car double-header is ordered there,

against two so-car sections on down-
grade, for a meeting and passing-point

for No. 3. Time could have been saved

by letting No. 3 meet the up freight at

Downs and passing both sections there,

or of holding the two extras at the junc-

tion for the up freight—they were ore or

company coal loads. Will you charge

this all to failures of motive power?"
The old man made another note.

"What about No. g's engine, last Mon-
day?" asked Mr. Sullivan.

"That was a failure of the motive power,

a main crank-pin broke. Some of Mr.

Shaver's special brand of steel—cost the

company a cent and an eighth less than

the steel I ordered; but this one accident

cost more than all the new crank pins put

in in ten years—and, beside, we haven't

settled with Robert's widow yet."

The judge made another note.

"Your Honor," said Skeevers, bowing,

"I leave this specific case in the hands of

the Court and jury. I confess that I

find in these slips, made out by my orders,

many delays for causes directly chargea-

ble to the motive-power department. I

should like to call your attention to one

important point Mr. Sullivan has entirely

overlooked, and that is the fact we have

not had a hot box on a passenger-engine

truck, tank or on any coaches in the past

three weeks. I have put good lead-lined

brasses under them all; when I get the

mail and express cars fixed, we will be

pretty free from that, if decent oil is fur-

nished. Mr. Shaver's patent cheap

brasses may do for freight cars that arc

too old for service, but we don't want
'em to run. I am after our men about hot

boxes.

"There is a world of trouble ahead of us

on account of bad material put into boil-

ers, but we will have to shoulder that.

"Delays to passenger trains on this

road is a scandal, and the whole truth is

not told even in papers that are agin' us;

and I, for one, shall labor to reduce them
—not to see how much I can make
someone else reduce them. I am going

after every cause of delay in my depart-

ment and hunt it down, and I hope all the

others will do the same. I shall suggest

that the simple word of men at the end of

trips shall not be asked about delays; con-

ductors will lie, and I have known engi-

neers to handle the truth carelessly.- Why
not provide our engines with recorders?

The record sheet tells the truth, the whole
truth and nothing but the truth, and will

compel others interested to tell the truth

with it; and what we want is truth.

"Mr. Sullivan is right in taking the

matter up; his evidence is hearsay evi-

dence, but it's the kind he has been used

to. If we start to stop these delays on
his information table, we start wrong. We
want to give the medicine only to the sick

men.

"With recorders on the engines, we can

find the truth; then we can treat every

missed connection and late train as an

accident, and call for a report as such, and
find the real cause of delay; then we can

put the plaster on the sore place. I ven-

ture to say the motive power will have to

bear its share, but it won't be lonesome.

"If every one of us tries, he can do

something to make it easier to get the

trains through on time—let's break up
this Air Line habit of being everlastingly

late. Suppose there is no precedent for

coming in on time, day in and day out

—

let's make a precedent."

Skeevers sat down and the old man got

up, amid a profound silence.

"Gentlemen," said the general manager,

"I second Mr. Skeevers' motion. Let's

every one of us tackle his part of this

problem and show some results at our

ne.xt meeting. Mr. Shaver, order enough
recorders for all our engines—no, let's

see, as many as Skeevers wants. If at

any time within a year it's proven in one

of these experience meetings that all our

passenger trains have been on time for a

month, I'll buy every mother's son of ye

a suit of clothes; and if it ever gets so near

the millenium that all trains are on time

for a month, I'll make it a house and lot,

and drop dead into the bargain, and leave

the job to Sullivan or Skeevers—say! by

George! how would it do to offer a prize

to the engineer that brings his train in on
time for thirty consecutive days?"

"Suppose you make it—unless delayed

by causes beyond his control," said Skee-

vers.

"Oh, that would be too expensive."

"Well, outside of the motive-power de-

partment?"

"I'm afraid if you was the lawyer,

Skeevers, that they'd rob the treasury and

I'd have to fire Sullivan. You'd prove

that the shadow of his car made the track

greasy and that
"

His office boy brought the old man a

message.

"What's this, what's this"—putting on

his "specs," he read aloud:
" 'Engineers' Grievance Committee of

the System respectfully ask that you name
a day next week, preferably Tuesday or

Wednesday, when they can meet you to

talk over a matter of mutual interest.'

" 'Grievance Committee.' Holy Moses!

and me having to go East to-nght. Say,

this beats the devil. Say, Sullivan—no;

you better tend to the conductors. Skee-

vers, what do these men want? I don't

care what they want, they can't have it.

'Grievance Committee.' Say, Skeevers,

you see these men and settle with them.

I can't bear to rawhide with 'em; they get

me crazy. What do you suppose they

want, anyway."

"Same old thing—overtime, hostlers

at terminals, and so-forth."

"Well, Skeevers, you see 'em; but be

firm with 'em, Skeevers. Say I was
called East, see; say the finances of the

road won't
"

"But, Mr. Wider, why not go to the

root of the matter and settle it? They
have seen you three times in a year, and
you have been 'called' East twice; why
not settle it?"

"That's the talk, Skeevers; 'settle it;'

give 'em to understand that we can't af-

ford to pay overtime—why, Sullivan fig-

ured it up and it's a fortune, Skeevers, a

fortune—and they are so demmed un-

reasonable. But you can do it, Skeevers;

give 'em one of your object lessons and

show 'em—but how can you satisfy 'em,

that's the point?"

"If you leave it to me I'll satisfy them,

and save the company paying overtime to

amount to one per cent, of the engineers'

pay-roll."

"Say, Skeevers, do you want my job?

No? Well, whisper; how will you do
it?"

"Give 'em the overtime they ask!"

"The dcv ! Say, but you said no."

"Then I'd stop the cause of overtime,

and—presto, change!—there you are."

"Well, explain; I suppose it's another

object lesson."

"Mr. Wider, there is not an engineer

or fireman on this road that wants to earn

a cent laying on sidings; but they do want

pay when they are obliged to lay there.

Pay them; then get after the causes of

delays, stop this 'kid' train-dispatching,

and get some railroad men there. Stop

this mahogany-desk train rating, and

make your trainmasters use a little sense

and consult the weather a little in rating

train-loads. Kill off some of these yard-

masters who block yards so that trains

can't get in. Lay off a few roadmasters

who allow sectionmcn to take up rails on

the time of regular trains. Stop this ever-

lasting flagging of work trains against

regulars. Hunt the heads of departments

and bear down on those who produce no

results, and in a few months you will

have the trains coming in before the first

hour of delay, which belongs to the com-

pany, is up. The men need rest, we want

them to get over the road; nothing on a

railroad earns a cent except the car-

wheels—and tlien only ^vhen in motion.

Move 'em!"

"Skeevers, I'll stay and see the boys

myself—but you be there. You don't

happen to have a twin brother just like

yourself? No? I thought not; cusses

like you come only one in a bo.x

—

and

there ain't but one box."

The assembled men felt rather out of

the conversation, and commenced to look

at their watches and coats. The old man
noticed this and dismissed them.

"Gentlemen of the Jury," said he: "You
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couldn't have found any other verdict.

You are all guilty! Go home and think,

think hard, and don't dare to think what

anyone else might or ought to do. Just

think what you can do to relieve the situa-

tion, and one month from to-day meet me
here and let me know just what you have

done—not what you are going to do, but

net! Good-night!"

As the old man and the vice-president

went down the stairs, the general man-

ager asked: "What do you think of my
man, Skeevers?"

"Appears to know what he's talking

about; wouldn't be surprised if he was a

rough diamond."
" 'Rough diamond!' Why, sir, he's a

regular diadem; yes, sir, a diadem, with

Koorinoors and crown jewels and pearls

and cut-glass and cats-eyes and whiskers

on it. Why, sir, if I had a Skeevers at

the head of every department of this road,

I'd lay down four tracks of eighty-pound

silver on rosewood ties inside of ten

year! Yes, sir; and I'd equip it with

nickel-plated '999's.' and I'd—well, say.

I'd eat all the freight the Midland got to

carry!"

^ i i
A correspondent, writing, in anotlier

part of the paper, on the cutting of wheel

flanges, gives some explanations of this

trouble, which are very well worthy of

attention. There are very few disorders

about railway machinery which cause

more annoyance than the ;:utting of wheel

flanges, and it is very often difficult to

identify the real cause. All sorts of far-

drawn theories are given to account for

cutting of flanges, when the cause is not

apparent. This correspondent, evidently

a very close observer, found that tapered

journals and the coning of wheel tread

not being uniform, had more to do with

the cutting of flanges than any other

cause. This seems to be a very rational

cause for making wheels run to one side,

and it is strange how little attention has

hitherto been given to it.

i ^ i
Mr. McKelvey, roundhouse foreman of

the Pennsylvania Railroad shops at AI-

toona, sent out 5,423 engines from one

roundhouse in the month of November
last. He had taken all those engines into

the house, and put them in order to take

out their trains. If any roundhouse fore-

man in the country can show a record

equal to this, we should like to hear the

particulars. Mr. McKelvey is noted for

making certain that all the work reported

to be done on locomotives is faithfully

executed before the engines go out.

i i i
An unusual sight that recently could

be seen in the Seaboard Air Line shops

at Portsmouth, Va., was workmen con-

verting two officers' private cars into bag-

gage cars. A new policy has been

adopted by the company, which means
more business and less pleasure.

The Helve Hammer in a Railroad Shop.

There are few shops without a certain

representation of the numerous types of

steam hammers, drop hammers and helve

hammers, and it is the latter that we de-

sire to touch up on this occasion, for the

reason that it don't receive the attention

it properly deserves.

In most railroad shops the helve ham-

mer is located in such a position as to be

inaccessible to all—generally near the

spring-maker's fire—but, whatever the

causes for its non-use. it is notorious that

the steam hammers are always in demand.

The helve hammer stands in a good
many shops at the present time, with only

a few calls in the course of a day on its

splendid capacity for fast work, and posi-

tively none whatever for the rapid dupli-

cation of parts by means of dies.

©
o

Among those who seem to have an

exact appreciation of the full value of this

tool, is the management of the Chicago,

Rock Island & Pacific Shops, at Chicago,

and the amount of work that can be

turned out by a helve hammer is not an

unknown quantity there. These ham-
mers are never idle, for the reason that

there are dies fitted to them to cover so

many jobs that it is but the work of a

moment to have the hammer in readiness

for any order, from one to a thousand

pieces, and to show what is being done at

the shops named, we illustrate some of

the dies in use, together with their pro-

ducts and the output of same per day.

The several stages in making the finished

part will be referred to by letters—F. O.

indicating first operation, and S. O. the

second. The completed article is shown

in solid black. For brevity, only the

lower die is shown, as the upper one is

similar in all respects.

Fig. I, a clevis for truck safety chains,

is made of a bar of ii.-^-inch iron, having

an enlargement welded to each end; and

;))

<-3-->

the first operation in the dies is to round

these ends into a ball. After this is done
to the lot of several hundred, the dies are

changed for the second operation, and
the ball ends are flattened to 4 inches

diapieter, and the ij^-inch holes are

punched by the same dies, forming the

eyes. This finishes the clevis as far as

oj
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Coupling pins, as slunvn in Fig. 3. arc

made of I '/j-incli liar iron, in dies similar

to those already shown, and by the same

cycle 01 movements: these are completed

at the rate of 200 per day.

Imh:. 4 shows dies for coupling pins

also, but of a heavier type, as used on

tenders. These pins are rectangular in

section. iy4.\l-ii inches: and. having flat

;m
heads with a collar, the work is simply a

drawing-out process from the round bar.

The output for these pins is 200 per day.

The shanks and eye-ends of train hooks

are formed in dies shown in Fig. 5. These

hooks are made of i-5s-inch square iron.

one end of the bar being drawn to a point,

and the opposite end having the eye i'^

formed in the dies, which are made e.x-

actly similar to those for the clevises and

eye-bolts. This completes the hammer
work on the hooks, and they are then

bent to shape in the bulldozer.

Wedge bolts are drawn an<l headed in

1^.

\
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iised were sucli as to fonii tlic wlit-el fit.

and the portion of pin outside of the

wheel, over the largest bearing, thus mak-
ing but two sizes to swage—tlic lathe

doing the rest.

Each bar has material in it sufficient for

six pins, as shown in Fig. i8; and, when
leaving the hammer, it is taken to a special

cutting-ofT machine (located near the

hammer), where, resting in two gear-

driven heads, it is faced-ofif at the ends,

and cut up into suital)le lengths by tem-

plate. This squaring-up and cutting" to

length saves some considerable time and

expense at the lathe, and is a good tiling,

as everv lathe man knows who has wreck-
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New York, Ontario & Western Pas-
senger Locomotive.

Our illustration shows a 17x24 engine

designed by Mr. Geo. W. West, superin-

tendent of motive power of the New
York. Ontario & Western R'y, and built

by the Cooke Locomotive & Machine
Co., Paterson, N. J.

This engine embodies some practical

ideas in locomotive design that are likely

to attract no little attention in railway cir-

cles, for it is built not only for speed, but

to accomplish some other results quite

as valuable in railway operation, among
which may be mentioned economy in

fuel consumption; and the performance
thus far more than justifies the belief that

it is built wisely.

A glance at the picture will not be con-

vincing as to new points in detail, but they

are there, the proportion of parts telling

the story of modern practice in every

line.

The 17-inch cylinder in connection with

the Wooten firebox and 68-inch wheels,

and 76,000 pounds holding all to the rail,

is a combination not commonly met in

these days, when the tendency is to get

There are two advantages in the 17-inch

cylinders over larger sizes—first, they

give less weight on the truck; and second,

they present less surface for refrigerating

effects of the atmosphere, and also less in-

ternal surface for condensation; and
these are said to be vital factors in the

economy of a locomotive, by some people

who have given the subject a little atten-

tion.

Decreasing the diameter of cylinder,

increasing the boiler pressure, and at the

same time the diameter of the wheel, to-

gether with the best-known practice in

construction, has produced a machine
that fills all the conditions that were re-

sponsible for its existence.

Gage. 4 ft. Syi in.

Height top of stack from rail, 14 ft. 11 in.

Height center of boiler from rail, 8 ft.

6^ in.

Weight of engine in working order,

110,000 lbs.

Weight on drivers in working order,

76,000 lbs.

Weight on truck in working order. 34,000

lbs.

Total wheel base of engfinc, 23 ft. 1 in.

big cylinders on anything that can give

the faintest assurance of supplying them
with steam.

There are no conveniences omitted

that can bring comfort to the engineer

and fireman in the performance of their

duties, and this may have some bearing

on her exceptional record.

This engine with 175 pounds boiler

pressure will have a mean eflfective pres-

sure of about 90 per cent., or 157 pounds,
and neglecting internal friction will exert

a pull on the drawbar equal to 16,000

pounds.

With the 76,000 pounds on drivers, the

ratio of adhesive weight to tractive power
is 4.7s, a proportion that gives a coeflfi-

cient of adhesion of 0.21, and one that will

not make mauling the sand pipe any part

of the fireman's duty—under average con-
ditions of the rail.

The diameter of the boiler, it will be
noted, is one usually given to an 18-inch

cylinder, with this difference in favor of

the boiler, that it is not choked with

tubes; the heating surface of firebox be-

ing relied on, as it should be, to furnish

the heat for the liberal water storage.

Rigid wheel base of engine, 8 ft. 6 in.

Total wheel base of engine and tender,

47 ft. 2 in.

Cylinders, 17 x 24 in.

Length of ports, iS/4 in.

Width of steam port, I'/i in.

Width of exhaust port, 3 in.

Piston, with follower.

Piston packing, Stevens.

Piston rod, of hammered iron, 3}^ in.

diam.

Piston rod packing, metallic. X. Y., O.

& W. standard.

Slide valve. Richardson balanced.

Slide valve lap, ]J in. outside.

Slide valve, full travel, 5-'.,' in.

Driving wheels, four.

Driving wheels, diam. outside tires, 68

in.

Driving wheels, diam. of center, 62 in.

Driving wheels, tires material, Latrobe

steel.

Driving wheel tires, size, 3 x s.)^ in.

Driving axles, steel.

Driving axles, diam., S in.

Driving axles, length of journal, ii'^ in.

Engine truck, center bearing.

Engine truck, wheels, 33 in.

Engine truck, axles of, hammered iron.

Engine truck axles, diam., 5 in.

Engine truck axles, length of journal,

9 in.

Crank pins of, steel.

Crank pins> main journal, 5 '4 x.4'2 'u.

Crank Pins, side rod journals, 4X3'4 in.

Boiler, straight top w'ith wide firebox.

Fuel, fine anthracite coal.

Working pressure, 175 lbs.

Shell material, carbon steel.

Firebox material, Shoenberger steel.

Thickness, shell plates, I2 m.
Thickness, sides firebox, /„ in.

Thickness, front of firebox, ^j in.

Thickness, crown of firebox, y^ in.

Thickness, flue sheets, ^^ in.

Diameter first course, outside, 56 in.

Firebox, length, 9 ft.

Firebox, width, 7 ft.

Firebox, depth of front, 44'^ in.

Firebox, depth of back, 39 J^ in.

Tubes, material, charcoal iron.

Tubes, number, 197.

Tubes, diam., length and thickness, 2 in.

diam., i: ft. 1 in., No. 11.

Crown stays, radial stays.

Grate, combined rocking bars and water

tube.

Ashpan, cast iron with plate iron top

section.

Smoke stack, 16 in. diam., straight.

Exhaust pipe, Smith triple.

Injectors, two No. 8 monitors.

Brake, Wcstinghouse-American, outside

equalized.

Lubricators, Nathan triple sight feed.

Car heater, consolidated.

Frame, white oak.

Trucks, combination.

Truck wheels, 33 in. chilled.

Truck axles, hammered iron.

Truck axle journals, 4^ x 8.

Tank, capacity for water, 3,750 gallons.

Tank, capacity for coal, six tons.

Tank, weight loaded, 7S,o(X) lbs.

i ;! i

We have it from a reliable source, that

the new Erie organization is likely to

come into possession of the engine "E.

B. Thomas,"designed by the Erie engin-

eers, and built for them by the Cooke
Locomotive & Machine Co. This en-

gine, embodying the ideas of men who
handle the machine, and are better fitted

to pass on many points of construction

than any other authority, was exhibited

at the World's Fair, and fully described

in this paper for May, 1893. This ar-

rangement is the result of a conference

of President Thomas with a committee

of Erie engineers, and is a deserving re-

cognition of the work of progressive

men, notwithstanding it comes at a late

day.

^ g ^
On last Labor Day there was a bad

accident on the New York & Sea Beach

R. R., which brought upon the company
damage suits, aggregating $1,000,000.
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Ten=Wheel Pittsburgh Compound for

the Vandalia.

The handsome full-page illustration

shown herewith represents the latest de-

velopment of the compound locomotive,

as built by the Pittsburgh Locomotive
Works.

This form of locomotive can fairly bo

stated as representative of the best Ameri-

can practice for two-cylinder compounds.
The extended wagon-top. radial-stayed

boiler is here to stay. If it has drawbacks

—and no doubt it has— it has many ad-

vantages over any other form, notably in

the facilities for washing out and keep-

ing it clean.

Hollow staybolts are an improvement
in American practice that is gaining head-

way very fast. Very little, if any. depend-

ence is placed on the hammer test on

many roads. Certainly the staybolt with

the hole entirely through it will tell at

once when a breakage occurs.

The Vandalia management have been

for some time experimenting with com-
pounds, and tliis seems to be the result

of their investigations. The weights and

dimensions are as follows:

Fuel, bituminous coal.

Gage of track, 4 ft. 9 in.

Total weight of engine if working
order, 127,000 lbs.

Total weight on driving wdieels, 101,000

lbs.

Driving wheel base of engine, 11 ft.

Total wlieel base of engine, 21 ft. 8 in.

Total wheel base of engine and tender,

49 ft. g]/: in.

Height from rail to top of stack, 14 ft.

7K-in.

Cylinders, high pressure, diameter and

stroke, 19x26.

Cylinders, low pressure, diameter and

stroke, 29x26.

Slide valves, balanced.

Piston rods, steel, 3J-2 in. diani.

Type of boiler, extended wagon top.

Diameter of boiler at smallest ring, 60

inches.

Diameter of boiler at back head, 69 in.

Crown sheet supported by radial stays.

Staybolts, i in. hollow staybolts. spaced

4 in. from center to center.

Number of tubes, 256.

Diameter of tubes, 2 inches.

Length of tubes over tube sheet, 12 ft.

Sin.

Length of firebox, inside, 108 in.

Width of firebox inside, 323-^ in.

Working pressure, 180 pounds.

Kind of grates, cast iron, rocking.

Grate surface, 24.0 sq. ft.

Heating surface in tubes, 1653.0 sq. ft.

Heating surface in firebox, 152.0 sq. ft.

Total heating surface, 1805.0 sq. ft.

Diameter of driving wheels outside of

tire, 56 in.

Diameter and length of journals, 8x9 in.

Diameter of truck wheels, 28 in.

Diameter and length of journals, 5x10

in.

Diameter of tender wdiecls, .33 in.

Type of tank, level top.

Water capacity, 4,000 V. S, gals.

Fuel capacity, .300 cu. ft.

Weight of tender with fuel and water,

78,700. lbs.

Type of brakes, Westinghouse .Ameri-

can automatic.

i i ^
Adjusting Blocl<s for Boring Cylinders.

I\Ir. Jas. Cullen. superintendent of mo-
tive power of the Nashville, Chattanooga

& .St. Louis Ry.. has in operation in his

shops a device for leveling and adjusting

cylinders for boring, and one that ought

Learn to Write English.

In an article contributed by Henry
Floy to the "Engineering Magazine,"
we find that the author investigated very
fully the question, "Are we educating too

many electricians?" His decision was
in the affirmative, and he gives what
seem to be reliable statistics to prove the

position taken. In the article occurs
the following sentence: "The letters

written by the graduates of one college

were particularly noticeable as indicating

their authors' lack of training in the use

of good English!"

We believe that there is a tendency

v/y/yy^myyM/M/yy/my^

to be a valuable aid in setting a cylinder

in line with the boring bar, whether the

job is bored in a lathe, where a large per-

centage of this work is done, or in a regu-

lar cylinder-boring machine.

A pair of cast iron frames or bases of a

suitable height are bolted to the bed of the

machine—one at the inside of each flange

on the end of cylinder; on these frames

: Hi
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More Kinks from the Rock Uland
Shops.

The papers on special methods of

handling work in a smith shop, which
have appeared in these columns, have
adhered rigidly to the text, which was
specially on the forming of shapes by
pressure and impact. Some good forg-

ing by dies is done, however, under the

^ _^
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The Deceptive Performance Sheet.

Every railroad man who has paid atten-

tion to methods of making up mileage

sheets, knows that the comparison of the

statements made by different roads is de-

ceptive. The Master Mechanics' Asso-

ciation have striven at different times to

bring about uniformity, but without suc-

cess. The existing condition of these

statements is commented on by Mr. J. H.

McConnell thusly:

The monthly statements of locomotive

performances sent out by railroads, when
compared, show a wide difference in cost,

and unless the conditions of making them

up are known the comparisons are unsat-

isfactory. Some roads allow engines

only actual mileage between terminals,

regardless of length of time making the

trip. Should the train be delayed several

hours by switching or meeting trains, no

mileage is allowed. If held at terminal

waiting trains, no mileage is allowed. In

helping service, the engine is only credited

with actual mileage. While the crew will

receive a day's pay, the engine may make
but 30 miles in 12 hours.

It is the practice of a number of roads

to allow constructive mileage to all en-

gines in passenger and freight service.

Some roads add 10 per cent, to the mile-

age, as it is claimed to make up for the

coal, and oil in taking the engines from

the roundhouse to the train, and in leaving

the train and being put in the roundhouse.

In addition to this, they are allowed 10

miles per hour for switching or lay-outs

on the road. Where overtime is paid

the engineer, the engine is given mileage

to make up for it. By this system of

watering mileage, sl locomotive report is

made to show a good average on coal and

oil, and low cost for repairs, and a large

individual engine mileage, when the ac-

tual cost is 10 to 15 per cent, greater than

that shown by the report.

Taking the annual reports of some
Western roads, considering the freight

engine mileage, with freight car mileage,

they show the following percentages of

freight engine mileage to freight car mile-

age: 4.06 per cent., 4.76 per cent., 4.37 per

cent., 4.24 per cent., 5.35 per cent., 5.32 per

cent.

The combined mileage of passenger and

freight trains, compared with the engine

mileage in same service, shows following

percentages of engine to car mileage: 8.78

per cent., 7.57 per cent., 7.44 per cent., 7.76

per cent., 11.29 pcr cent., 6.48 per cent.

The following gives number of cars per

train when figured on same basis for all

the roads: 18.80, 18.66, 23.60, 22.86, 20,99,

17-73, 24.66.

There is no uniformity in rating trains.

One road rates 2 empties as i load, others

3 empties 2 loads, and others 5 emp-
ties 3 loads. A train of 10 loads and 20

empties, under these systems, would be
called, respectively, 20 loads, 22 loads and

24 loads. But the showing on paper

would convey the impression that one

road was hauling a greater number of

cars per train than another, when there is

a probability that the road showing the

smaller train haul was moving the same
tonnage.

Following this matter still further, the

average tonnage for a loaded car for the

year on five roads shows: 12.87 tons, 9.09

tons, 9.87 tons, 11.40 tons, 12.26 tons.

With such a variation in the manner of

allowing mileage and rating trains, no
satisfactory comparison can be made; and

until all roads show the cost of moving a

loaded passenger and freight car one mile,

locomotive performance sheets will be of

little value for comparison.

i i g
Pneumatic Sand Sifter.

The meagre mechanism of the foundry

has lately received the important addition

of the machine illustrated in the annexed

engraving. It is a sand-sifting machine,

operated by compressed air. It consists

of a heavy oak frame, containing a swing-

ing riddle or sieve, that can be removed

by simply lifting it out of the frame when
necessary to use a sieve of different mesh.

The motive power is a substantial bal-

anced rotary motor, which drives the

gear connected to the three-pointed

knocker attached to the sieve. Foun-

dries which are using these machines

state that they not only cover their cost

in a short while by saving in labor, but

that the tempering of the sand can be

done much better than by hand. Those

interested in such a machine are requested

to correspond with C. H. Haeseler &
Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

i i i
Operating Tools by Electricity.

We find that nearly all the men in

charge of railroad shops are becoming
alive to the advantage of employing elec-

tric motors for driving certain parts of

their machinery. We have lately heard

more than one shop manager say that if

he had to equip a new shop he would
put no line shafting in it. This indicates

a highly progressive spirit; but the desire

for doing away with line shafting may
lead to expensive mistakes if it is not

obeyed judiciously. Those looking to-

wards the introduction of electric motors

as means of transmitting power, should

bear in mind that there are losses inci-

dent to the use of electric motors that

may be as great as the loss by friction

that results from the use of shafting.

The electric motor can be used most
economically for driving machines that

are frequently used when other machines
are idle, as, for instance, wheel lathes

that are frequently employed after regu-

lar working hours. Machines placed in

positions diflicult to reach from a line

shaft, and the machines in boiler and
blacksmith shops, can also very often be
operated to advantage by electric motors;
and there may be gain in doing away with

overhead shafting to make room for trav-

eling cranes. Otherwise, line shafting

is likely to be found as satisfactory as any
means that can be employed for trans-

mitting power.

Some remarks made in the "American
Machinist," by an electrical expert, on
the subject of transmitting power by elec-

tricity, are worthy of attention. He says:

"Too many electricians—electrical en-

gineers and electrical editors alike—seem
to proceed upon the idea; that if elec-

tricity offers a means of doing a piece of

work it therefore offers the best means.

"Our attention was recently called to a

case of a factory proprietor in Connecti-

cut who had applied an electric motor to

a special case in his workshop with de-

cided advantage—so much so that he at

once conceived the idea of driving his en-

tire plant with motors, and proceeded to

take advice in the matter from those who
should have been able to give it. With a

single exception, his advisers assured him
that the proposed application was a legiti-

mate one, from which he would reap

many advantages. The exception (who,

to his still greater credit, was a manu-
facturer, and directly interested in making
sales) was a gentleman whose mental

vision had not been blinded by the bril-

liancy of electrical achievement. He saw,

on investigation, that the conditions were
such that the various machines were very_

compactly arranged, and the running of

them was practically continuous. In other

words, the amount of idle shafting and
belting to be eliminated by electrical

transmission was small, and as the actual

power consumed by the machines could

not be changed, electrical transmission

could save nothing, and the proprietor

was so advised."

i i i
When the average reporter, who col-

lects facts of interest for press dispatches,

writes anything about train accidents,

such as collisions of passenger trains, he

invariably tells that the engineer whistled

for brakes and reversed his engine. Those
who have got it through their skulls that

air brakes are provided for stopping trains,

sometimes say that the engineer grasped

the air pump, but the favorite expression

is that he whistled for brakes. That

seems to convey the idea that he was mak-
ing a noisy effort to stop.
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Sketching.

In tracing the progress ot any mechani-

cal idea, we tintl it so closely interwoven

with lines and figures in the mental sketch-

book, tliat the effort to put it in tangible

shape is sometimes too nuuh for the

author of the visions, because he cannot

put his thoughts on paper and niake a per-

FlG 1.

"
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cated mechanism—when once their appli-

cation is learned.

In order to use these hints, it is neces-

sary to be entirely clear, mentally, on the

point of what we desire to sketch, if it is

a creation of the brain awaiting develop-

ment. As many views should be made
of the thing to be shown as would tell us

all we require to know about it; the views

taking rank in importance usually by the

amount of detail in them. In general,

the side view will be found to be the im-

by letters—as, section on line A B or C D
etc.—leading at once to its identification.

One important point to be kept in mind

when starting on a sketch is, that only one

side can be drawn at a time, and that the

best position from which to sketch any

view of an object is immediately in front,

looking squarely at it, and dropping out

of sight all thoughts of perspective, leav-

ing nothing in the mind's eye except the

view to be drawn, as the mental picture

IS what must be reproduced.

Half Scctiun at A D Section at CD
L^mmutivi: Eiigiiiierinjj

portant one—as, for example, the side of

a locomotive. This view is also known
as "side elevation." Around this should

be grouped the other views or elevations,

in such a position as would indicate what

they represent; this method brings the

end view or elevation to a point nearest

the end of the side elevation that it delin-

eates, the top view or plan above the

side view, and the bottom view or in-

verted plan below the latter.

These views are known as "projec-

tions" in the drawing office, and are

the same in the sketch, notwithstanding

they are produced by means of the eye

and a steady hand, instead of the T-

square.

In arranging the views on the side of

the elevation from which they are taken,

it will be found to simplify the subject,

and will also give the advocates of the

different angles of projection an oppor-

tunity to continue the fight for their

theories.

These points have reference to the out-

side of an object only, or the parts that

are visible to the artist; but the interior

or invisible portions are of equal import-

ance and must also be represented. Such

views are known as "sections." A sec-

tion is named by the direction in which

the body is supposed to be cut—as, when
lengthwise, it is called a "longitudinal

section;" or, if taken in a transverse direc-

tion of the figure, it is called a "cross-

section." But, in intricate figures, it

is necessary to state at what part the sec-

tion is taken, no matter what the direc-

tion; and it then locates itself at once. A
section can therefore occupy any position

on the sketch, since reference to it is made

A cylinder. Fig. 6, will require but two

views to explain what it is. Following

the instructions laid down, the center line

should be drawn first, around which to

construct the figure. Laying ofif points

each side of this center line, and at equal

distances from it, the diameter will be

delineated when the points are connected by

drawn through points as explained for

Fig .5, the center of the circle being at

the intersection of center lines.

.A prism, Fig. 7, in side view is exactly

similar to the preceding case, and is

drawn on center lines as before. The end

view, constructed on the center lines, is

also necessary here, to make the figure

complete; and so with all figures having

more than two dimensions.

In the outline sketch of a boiler. Fig. 8,

which is drawn from center lines, all

three views are set ofT with one common
center line as a base—as will be seen, it

passes through the smokebox, the barrel

of the boiler and the boiler head. These

center lines on the sketch serve a double

purpose: First—they make it possible to

give a symmetry to the sketch, that would

be wanting by any other freehand

method; second—they are indispensable

when putting in dimensions, for the rea-

son that they are in the very places where

figures are required.

Fig. 9 is a locomotive driving box,

sketched in accordance with the center-

line method, and the views arranged as

suggested. The grouping and sections

represent good practice for the subject.

The side elevation is also a half section,

which is a clear method of showing the

outside and interior in the same view. The
view marked "Section at G D" is a full

section taken on line CD. This view could

have been made a half section and halt

elevation, and shown the same as the

side elevation, thus saving the labor on

the left-hand view; but the three views

were made to emphasize the possibilities
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tice. The vital thing to keep in mind is,

to have the figures so plain that there can

be no question as to their value.

The examples before us refer to free-

hand work exclusively, as we have seen,

in which the matter of proportion de-

pended entirely on the eye and hand.

There is, however, what is called a

"sketching pad," that is made expressly

(or draftsmen's use in rough sketching;

this pad is 8xio inches, and cross-sec-

tioned into squares one-eighth of an inch

wide, in blue lines on a smooth, firm

white paper. This paper being ruled, it

is not difficult to make a sketch that will

approximate closely to the correct size.

The best feature about it, perhaps, is the

fact that the artist is relieved of most of

his responsibility in getting the sketch

to its proper proportions; as, from the

luling, the sketch can be drawn to any

scale desired.

The crank pin in Fig. lo is sketched on

this paper, at a scale of lYi inches to i

foot, or one-eighth size, in which each

square represents one inch. In the first

process, the sketch had precedence, and

the sizes were determined afterwards. In

Fig. 10, the sizes must necessarily be

found before the lines can be drawn, if the

scale idea is followed out; and this tends

to reduce the chances for error.

While a clean, mechanical-looking

sketch excites pleasureable emotions in

the observer, it is possible to conceal in

those lines that we admire, some very

expensive mistakes, when the figures are

not correctly put on; and, as we have

found in the heartless school of experi-

ence that there is no excuse discovered

up to date for a "bull" thus made, we do

not hesitate to recommend that accuracy

should be the first and constant care, let-

ting the artistic features come in for a

close second. "It is better," as an old

draftsman once told us in our callow

days, "to be sure than sorry.

O. H. R.

i i i

Increase in Capacity of Cars and

Locomotives.

"Twenty-five years ago," said Mr. J. H.

McConnell, in a paper read before the

Western Railroad Club, "a large portion

of the freight and passenger traffic in the

United States was handled with 16 x 24-

inch cylinder engines. On a few roads

with heavy grades 45-ton ten-wheel en-

gines and so-ton consolidation engines

were used. The maximum load in a

freight car was 20,000 pounds; and to pre-

vent loading cars beyond that limit, a

charge of double first class was added to

the excess. With an increase in freight

traffic came the 28.000-pound capacity

car; this was very shortly followed by the

32,000-pound capacity car. As new equip-

luent was needed, the 40.000-pound ca-

pacity car was introduced, which for a

time was considered as having reached
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the limit lor freight cars. The 50,000-

pound capacity car followed, then the

60,000-pound capacity car, while to-day

wc see occasionally a car with a capacity

of 80,000 pounds. The modern refrigera-

tor car, with its load and ice weighs about

100,000 pounds.

"The 20,000-pound capacity car carried

300 bushels of grain; the modern box car

carries 1,000 bushels of grain. Every

part of the railway equipment, the track

and bridges has been increased to keep

up with the advance in the freight car.

The same is true of the passenger equip-

ment. With the 30,000-pound car we had

the sleeping car weighing 60,000 pounds,

and considered by many people entirely

too heavy for the track. It is quite com-

mon now to see coaches weighing 80,000

pounds, and sleepers weighing 100,000

pounds. The 56-pound rail was followed

by the 60, 67. 70, 75, 80, 90-pound rail,

and lOO-pound rail is being laid on some

of the Eastern roads. The locomotive,

to meet the increased service, has grown

from a 30-ton eight-wheel engine to a

60-ton eight-wheel engine; the ten-wheel

engine from 45 tons to 70 tons, and the

consolidation engines from 50 tons to

80 tons.

"The question is often asked if the mod-

ern locomotive moves as much tonnage

in proportion as the smaller engine did

twenty-five years ago. Old engineers fre-

quently remark that the engines of to-day

do not do the work in proportion to their

size that the smaller ones did twenty-five

years ago. Facts show that we are get-

ting better work with the modern engine.

Every condition is more favorable to the

modern engine; we have greater weight

on driving wheels, larger heating surface

and increased steam pressure. Some

records show a consolidation engine built

in 1870 to have had 20 x 24-inch cylinders,

a total weight of engine of 100.000 pounds,

with 85,000 pounds on driving wheels,

1,500 feet heating surface in the boiler,

and 140 pounds steam. A consolidation

engine built in 1895 shows a great diflfer-

cnce in everything except the cylinders,

which are the same. The total weight of

engine now is 150,000 pounds; weight on

drivers, 137.000 pounds; heating surface

in boiler, 2.200 feet; steam pressure. 180

pounds. The engine of 1870 hauled 24

loads weighing 528 tons, while the 1895

engine hauled a train of 35 loads weighing

1,120 tons over the same division. The

increase in passenger service is amost as

marked. Twenty-five years ago, with a

time schedule of 22 miles an hour, it

would have been considered an impossi-

bility to make an engine haul 10 cars on

a schedule of 40 miles an hour; yet it is

now done every day, and these engines

maintain a speed of 55 miles per hour be-

tween stations, with 10 cars. Have we

reached the limit with the modern en-

gine, and have we determined how much a

locomotive can be made to earn for the

company;'

Favors Springs Made by Specialists.

In the Master Blacksmiths' Conven-

tion, Mr. R. A. Mould, of the Erie, said:

"From my own practical experience and

knowledge, from my observation in repair

shops and railroad shops, and what I have

seen of manufacturing springs, I con-

scientiously say that I do not believe a

spring can be made in the ordinary repair

shop to compete with those of the special-

ist in spring-making. On our road, at

least at the point where I am, we repair

no spring only in a case of emergency,

and then we go through the usual form,

as is done by all mechanics. We use fish

oil in tempering, and apparently our

spring comes out all right, and possibly

docs as good service as though from the

manufactory. But that is only one spring;

while the manufacturers represent in all,

tonnage from the lowest to the highest

rate. We do not know the tonnage that

is placed upon the different springs where

they are applied. We are furnished with

blueprints of a certain number of leaves.

We build them accordingly, and they

take the place to which they are to be

applied. We do not know the strain those

springs must endure to do their work

properly; and I, for one, believe it is use-

less in the ordinary repair shop to under-

take to compete with the general spring

makers of this country, because I believe

that in the long run we are getting a better

spring, with better service and with less

expense to our companies that employ

us."

Other speakers expressed great admira-

tion for the methods followed by the A.

French Spring Works, in the manufac-

ture of springs and for the material used.

gig
In setting the flues of locomotives, the

most common plan is to put copper fer-

rules on the firebox end and the plain

tube on the smokebox end. The copper

ferrule is put on the firebox end as a

means of helping to prevent leakage, and

it is very useful for that ; but it would

pay railroad companies to put ferrules

on the other end, also, if it were only for

the saving of time effected in removing

flues. When the flues get covered with

scale, and a few lower rows have to be

removed, it is a most difficult job drawing

them out through the small holes made

to snugly fit the size. The twisting and

hammering necessary to get the flues out

often results in distorting the hole, and

even in cracking the flue sheet. The

companies that use ferrules in front have

no trouble in getting the tubes out. Fer-

rules cost little, and their use is a con-

venience worthy of general adoption.

Our January issue of 30.000 copies is

nearly exhausted, order now if you want

one.
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Agreements, Contracts, Specifications,

Installation and Repairs.

In the early days of railroading, before

many roads were built and while the rights

of each were in process of development, it

appeared a just and reasonable thing for

one road to grant any other road the privi-

lege of crossing its tracks whenever such

a thing was desired—it being understood

that the road making the crossing would

be responsible for the maintenance of the

same. As business increased and the de-

mand for other tracks arose, the question

immediately presented itself as to who
should pay for the additional crossings

made necessary thereby, each road very

generously desiring to make the other road

stand the entire cost.

This led to the roads interested drawing

up an agreement, in which it w^as clearly

stated who should maintain the crossing

and what proportion of the cost each road

should bear when any new work was to be

put in.

The expediency of so doing having been

established, any road desiring to cross the

tracks of another was forced to sigti an

agreement whereby they were to put in

and forever maintain the crossing at their

own expense, and, furthermore, would put

in and maintain any crossings made neces-

sary by the laying of new tracks by the

road first built.

The protection afforded at a crossing by

the use of an interlocking plant having, in

comparatively late years only, attracted

the attention of railroad officers, no men-

tion was made in the earlier crossing

agreements of any appliances to make the

use of the crossing safe, a flagman to sig-

nal trains being all that was thought

necessary at even the busiest crossings.

In these ca,ses, when it was desired to in-

stall an interlocking plant, a new agree-

ment had to be drawn up, covering the

proportion of the original cost which each

road should bear, and what proportion

each should pay of the cost of operation

and maintenance, one road or the other

taking charge of the installation, operation

and maintenance and billing against the

other for their proportion of the cost.

At the present da\-, when one road de-

sires to cross the tracks of another, the

requirement is generally made that an in-

terlocking plant shall be put in and main-

W. M. bLLIOTT, Signal Engineer, C M. & St. P. R.R.

tained by the road wishing the crossing,

as well as putting in and keeping up the

crossing frogs, ties, etc., whether or not

the business over either of the tracks will

be such as to warrant the additional ex-

pense. But as laws have been passed in

several of the States requiring all new
crossings to be protected, and as it is in

most cases only a question of a few years

before an interlocking would be needed,

it is certainly good policy for any road in

drawing up an agreement allowing another

road to cross its tracks, to include an in-

terlocking plant in its requirements, stat-

ing what form of apparatus will be re-

quired. Such an agreement should prac-

tically be an "iron clad " affair, covering

every point, of which the following list

coinprised the main items called for in an

agreement lately made and which are

given here for the information of those

who may not be familiar with what may
be required.

First. That the party of the first part, or

the road first built, shall have the use of

the tracks now owned and operated by it

without any material impairment of their

usefulness or safety by the party of the

second part, or the road desiring to put in

the cro.ssing.

Second. That all crossings which it is

the desire of the first party to construct,

maintain and operate over the tracks of

the second party shall be furnished and

properlv put in by the party of the second

part.

Third. That the second party will fur-

nish all the materials for and construct

and put in all crossing frogs, crossing sig-

nals, gates, targets and other fixtures, ac-

cording to plans and specifications fur-

nished by the first party. All parts to be

forever maintained and kept in good re-

pair at the sole cost of the second party.

And in case of failure to promptly furnish

and put in or keep in repair any of these

parts, the party of the first part may do the

work and bill against the party of the sec-

ond part for the full amount so expended.

Any damages resulting from defective con-

dition of said parts being paid for by the

party of the second part, saving the party

of the first part harmless therefrom.

Fourth. In the passage of the respective

trains of the parties interested over the

crossing, the passenger trains of the party

of the first part shall have preference over

the passenger trains of the party of the

second part, and in like manner the freight

trains of the party of the first part shall

have preference ; but in all cases passenger

trains shall have preference over freight

trains of either roid.

Fifth. If at any time a difference of

opinion between said parties shall arise,

the question in dispute shall be referred

to a board of arbitration consisting of

three competent disinterested parties, one

to be chosen by each of the parties to the

agreement, and the tw-o so chosen to

choose a third. That written notice shall

be given of the time and place of meeting,

and that at the time and place appointed

they shall proceed summarily to hear and

dispose of the matter in dispute, the deter-

mination of such board of arbitration being

absolutely final and conclusive upon the

parties interested.

Sixth. That within ninety days from the

date of these presents the party of the

second part will provide said crossing

with an interlocking plant, with pipe home
signal connections, electric locking, and

annunciators, and if at any time a device

satisfactory to the chief engineer of the

party of the first part be manufactured for

the purpose of giving a continuous rail

over the crossing on the line having the

right of way over the same, it shall be put

in and connected with the interlocking

plant. The specification, locking, dog-

sheet and general plan of the interlocking

shall be submitted to and approved by the

party of the first part before the contract

shall be executed. That the party of the

second part shall bear the entire cost of

such interlocking plant, operating and

maintaining it at their own expense. That

any additional tracks laid by either party

are to be connected to the interlocking

and maintained at the sole cost of the party

of the second part, and that the party of

the first part may take charge of and main-

tain and operate the plant, if the operation

and maintenance by the party of the sec-

ond part be not satisfactory to the party of

the first part, the party of the second part

paying all bills upon presentation for the

amount expended in maintaining and oper-

ating .said interlocking plant.

While the above conditions comprise

the most important points generally con-
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sidered in an agreement between two

steam roads, there are several other points

which have to be included when the agree-

ment is entered into by parties controling

a steam railroad with those controling a

line operated by electricity. Briefly, these

are, that all overhead wires shall be main-

tained at a height of twenty-three feet

above the tracks of the steam road, con-

ductors to be arrange<l for the return elec-

tric current, so as to prevent, as far as pos-

sible, leakage from its tracks, that will

affect the operation of electrically con-

troled railway signals, telegraph or tele-

phone wires. That the overhead electric

wires shall be so arranged as not to inter-

fere in any way with the operation of the

street gates, which the steam road is com-

pelle 1 by city ordinance to maintain at

such points of crossing.

The agreement having been signed by

the parties interested, the next step is to

prepare the plans and specifications for the

interlocking and submit them to the sig-

nal companies for their bids. The plans

submitted by the railroad company, when

drawn up by the signal engineer, usually

consist of a plan of the tracks with all the

derails, switches and signals required,

properly shown and numbered, the loca-

tion of each and the distance from the

crossing being clearly stated. Lines repre-

senting tlie connections to the switches

and signals are also drawn, as well as lines

to show where any heavy boxing is to be

put in and which it is desired to have the

signal company include in their bid.

Where no signal experts are employed by

the railroad company, a plan of the tracks

is usually submitted to the signal com-

panies with a request that they draw up a

plan showing the proper signals to be used

and how the several connections should be

run, their bid being made upon the plan

so drawn up.

Their bids are usually made upon speci-

fications gotten up by them for the kind of

apparatus which they manufacture, it be-

ing understood that the work is to be put

in to the satisfaction of the railroad com-

pany contracting for the same. These

specifications usually state the kind of

machine, the number of levers and the

number of switches and signals to be oper-

ated. They also give the size of the tower

and of what the signal connections shall

be made, practice in this regard being dif-

ferent on the different roads. The switch

connections are given in detail, the size of

pipe, method of fastening and means of

compensation being also given. The dis-

tances apart that the pipe carriers and wire

pulleys are to be spaced is stated, as well

as the sizes of the different foundations

and the thickness of lumber to be used in

the boxing.

The part of the work that the railroad

company is expected to do is plainly

stated, comprising, for the most part, tlu

track work in preparing the .switcht.^,

derails and movable frogs ready to be con-

nected. All preliminary grading necessary

to be done and i)ro])er drainage wherever

required. To furnish broken stone, sand

and cement for concreting the heavier

foundations, and to provide permits for

building the towers and for digging across

streets when necessary- in cities. Railroad

companies having a signal department

usually submit with the plans to the signal

company for their bid, any specifications

in regard to details that they may wish to

have followed when the work is put in.

These generally relate to standards of the

railroad not called for by the specifications

of the signal company, or where some
apparatus is to be used of a different de-

.sign from that manufactured and furnished

by the company bidding on the work.

The bids having been submitted and a

selection made, the contracts arc signed

and the work commenced by the signal

company, the rajlroad furnishing the ma-

terial and doing the work that it was

agreed in the contract they should do.

The signal expert appointed bj' the rail-

road to inspect the work goes over the

ground with the signal company's fore-

man and gives the exact location of the

tower, the derails, signals and where the

pipe lines shall pass under the tracks.

The different ways of doing work are ais-

cussed and an understanding arrived at as

to what will be considered good work and
what the railroad will require, it being

specified in the contract that the . work
shall be done to the satisfaction of the rail-

road company.

As the work proceeds, points in regard

to construction will, from time to time,

come up which the signal inspector will

be expected to settle, to prevent a possible

rejection on his part when the plant has

been completed. Inspections will have to

be made quite frequently to see that the

work is being properly done and that the

standards of the railroad are being followed.

When railroads have a regularly organ-

ized signal department, they often install

a plant with their own men, buying the

material from one of the signal companies,

as their experience has been that the work
will, at least, be better done, even if it

should cost no less.

After the plant has been completed and
before it is put in service, each lever

should be connected to the switch or sig-

nal it is to throw, and a trial made to see

that every part works properly. To do
this without interrupting traffic only one
switch, or the switches to be worked bv

one lever, should be connected at the same
time, the connections to the ann plate

casting of the signal being left connected,

as, until the blade is bolted up no indica-

tion is made.

Should the work prove satisfactory, a

day is appointed on which the plant will

be put in service, this being a day or so be-

fore the signal company will have finished

the boxing, painting and other work that

can be completed after the plant is ready

to be connected up and put in service.

Notice of the fact is given to all the rail-

road companies interested, so that pro]H-r

bulletins can be issued notifying Irainiiien

that the interlocking will be put in service

at such a time and that they must be care-

ful to obey the signals in running over the

crossing. In connecting up the plant the

signal blades should first be bolted on,

this being done so that all the blades will

be put up at the time apjioiiiled for the

plant to go into service. After the time

has passed, but not before, the derails may
be connected up, the trainmen then being

responsible for the consequences should

they allow their train to run past a signal

when at danger.

With States that require an inspection

to be made by the railroad commissioners,

or some one appointed by them, before a

permit will be granted allowing trains to

proceed over a crossing without .stopping,

an appointment with the Commission
must be made, when they will inspect the

plant, blue prints of the general plan,

locking and dog sheets being sent in for

examination and approval before the in-

spection is made. Should the work have

been done as they think it ought to be to

make the operation of the plant safe, a day

is usually named in which the plant may
be put in service, the permit when received

reading as having been issued on that day.

Should the locking of the levers not

meet their approval, or some part be left

undone, in their judgment essential to the

safe operation of the plant, a permit is re-

fused and, when the changes or additions

desired have been completed, another in-

spection has to be made. For this reason,

when the Railroad Commission has to

approve the plans and inspect the inter-

locking, it is a very good scheme to sub-

mit the plans to them before the work is

proceeded with, so that no delay will be

caused by any objection on their part.

If some other interlocking plant is

already in service on that division, a bulle-

tin notice is all that need be issued to

trainmen, informing them that the inter-

locking will be put in service. But if it is

the first plant to be installed, a set of rules

should be issued to the men and an exam-

ination made to see that they know how

to read the signals and understand wh.it

the consequences will be if they disregard

them. These rules should describe a sig-

nal and explain what the different indica-

tions mean ; they should make it clear as

to which signal will be used to govern a

given track, and what will be the .several

duties of the trainmen when using the

tracks protected by the interlocking.

After a plant has been accepted by the

railroad and put in operation, they are

then responsible for its condition and will

have to see that it is kept in good working

order, repairmen and inspectors being

kept for this purpose. The organizatioii

of the force differs on almost every road,

each one believing that theirs is the best

and that the others are either not keeping

U]) the plants as they should be, or else arc

doing it at a very much greater cost.
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Several roa'.s employ men as inspectors,

who are responsible for the proper condi-

tion of the plants within a certain district,

other men being employed to do the work
and report to them. Each repairman is

given so many plants to take care of, he

being expected to go and look them over

as often as possible, making any adjust-

ments or slight repairs that may be needed.

Should there be no repairs to make, he is

to put in his time cleaning up the plant,

or, at any rate, looking for work.

This way of doing things is, in the long

run, a somewhat expensive one, as in most
instances there is no work for the repair-

man to do, or rather, none but what in

the majority of cases the signalman can

look after. The man's time has to be

charged to repairs, whether there is any

work to be done or not. In case of any
large amount of repairs being needed, ad-

ditional help has to be employed, as one

man is not able to do very much b}' him-

self, and while the claim may be made
that by keeping a man on the ground
almost' all the time the plant will not be

run down sufficiently to need any verj-

general repairs, experience and reason will,

I think, prove that this is not so, and that

no matter how well this man may attend

to his duties, it is not practicable for

him to keep the plant in first-class con-

dition, or, in other words, from wearing

out.

Another plan is to divi^-le the road into

districts, making each one so large that

the repairman is able to get aroinid only

occasionally, making inspections and
light repairs only and having help fur-

nished him when any large amount of work
is to be done. At some central point an

additional force is employed, which is used

in putting in any new work, making gen-

eral repairs, or any repairs needed in case

of accident. These men should all be ex-

perienced workmen, one or two of them
being capable of taking charge of or put-

ting their hands to any work that may
turn up. They should be able to do a

good job in pipe fitting, machine work,

blacksniithing, carpentry, cleaning bat-

teries and adjusting relays, and while such

men are not to be found every day, if the

signal engineer will see to it that only-

good men are employed and that they are

given a chance to learn, they will become
very efficient and be able to do good work
in any of the lines enumerated. Of course,

at very large plants, one, or perhaps two
repairmen will be needed at all times,

their presence being made necessary more
as a protection in case of accident, to keep
the road from being blocked, than because

of the amount of work there is to do.

Another plan, again, is to have practi-

cally no regular repair force, but only such

men as are needed for new work and gen-

eral repairs. On the road following this

plan, the signal engineer has the hiring of

one of the operators, who will be responsi-

ble for the maintenance of the plant and
must make all necessary repairs and ad-

justments while attending to his other

duties. This man must have had sufficient

experience, before being appointed to a

position, to enable him to make any ordi-

nary repairs, and being in a position to

reap the benefits from keeping the plant

in good condition, is very apt to do so,

provided he can find the time. And right

here is where the greatest objection to the

plan can be made, for, if the road at that

point is a very busy one, then the man
will certainly not be able to leave the

tower long enough to do anything more
than to change the adjustment of the con-

nections, or to clean and oil the different

parts when necessary.

Of the three ways spoken of, the last is

mucli the cheapest, but if the chances of

accident and possible delay to trains where

this plan is followed be taken into consid-

eration, the conclusion must be arrived at

that it is economizing in the matter of

labor at the expense of safety. Where a

road has in service a number of block sig-

nals, interlocking plants and switch sig-

nals, sufficient to keep a regular repair

force employed, such as is outlined in the

second plan, it will be found by far the

best and easiest method of having any

new work done or repairs quickly- made.

The cost will be but little, if an}% more

than 'with the last plan outlined above,

and the equipment w'ill be kept in better

condition.

In regard to the railroad employing their

own men and putting in their own work, I

think that, as a rule, this is not a good

plan, for unless the railroad has as good

foremen as the signal companies employ,

and they seldom have, the work will be

more cheaply done by the signal company.

The claim that the work will be much
better done when put in by the railroad

will not count for much, if a competent

inspector is appointed to supervise the in-

stallation, as the signal companies are cer-

tainly willing and try to put in the work
to the entire satisfaction of the parties hav-

ing the work done. Their reputation is at

stake, and while they may not do as good
work when no one is sent to supervise the

installation, they can hardly be blamed

for this, as they have not to take care of a

plant after it is finished, and by doing new
work only, do not find out the weak
points in their work.

Unless a railroad will employ the ser-

vices of a good foreman, it will, I venture

to sa3', cost them more in putting in an in-

terlocking plant than if the work was done

by one of the signal companies. The
chances of a man's doing the work wrong
and having to go over it a second time are

so great, and the work is so often done in

the country, where the men have of neces-

sity to be left very much to themselves,

that unless the man in charge not only

knows how to do the work, but is capable

of properly handling men, the work
will cost very much more than was ex-

pected.

As a matter of protection, in case of acci-

dent or breakage of the apparatus, every

signalman should be taught how to discon-

nect and spike a derail or switch, to make
adjustments, or any repairs that may be
needed to make it safe for trains to pass

through the interlocking. A catalogue of

the apparatus manufactured by the signal

company installing the plant will be found
an excellent book to put in each tower, as

the signalmen will then be able to make
themselves familiar with the correct name
of each part, and, in case of accident, to

give page and order number of any new
pieces that may be wanted, in this way in-

suring that the right parts will be sent

him.

To enable the signalman to make tempo-
rary repairs, he must be provided with a

set of tools, of which the following is a list

of those commonly furnished, the articles

needed in furnishing a tower when first

put in service being also given : One ma-
chinist's hammer, one spike maul, one
hand axe, one hand saw, one claw-bar,

one 1 2-inch combination monkey wrench
(Fig. i), one socket wrench for 3^-inch

bolts, one pair lo-inch Button's pliers, two
cold chisels, one fine file, six sheets emery
cloth, one long-neck oil can, one short-

neck oil can, one squirt can, one white

hand lantern, one red hand lantern, two
red flags, one telegraph table with drawer,

one office chair and cushion, one bracket

lamp, one corrugated rubber mat the

length of the machine, one Seth Thomas
eight-day clock, six fire buckets, six hand
grenades, one water bucket, one tin drink-

ing cup, one broom, one mop, one coal

hod, shovel and poker.

The number of fire buckets and hand
grenades in this list may be surprising, as

one would hardly think there would be

much danger of a tower catching fire when
as isolated as they usually are. But the

fact is they catch fire very easily, from

matches carelessly thrown away, from
blazing grass and from many other causes,

and, from the fact of their being isolated,

generally burn down entirely after once

catching fire, the interlocking machine
being destroyed, causing delay and great

inconvenience in the handling of trains.

To reduce the chance of a fire no lamps

should be allowed in the tower, nor should

any greasy waste be allowed to lie around

or accumulate. The lamps should be

cleaned in the day time, in a house provided

for the purpose—the design shown in

Fig. 2 being that of the coal and oil house

supplied to all of the interlocking plants

of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul

railway—the house being placed not less

than one hundred feet from the tower.

For the guidance of the signalman, the

following set of rules, signed by the gen-

eral superintendents of the roads inter-

ested, is framed and put in all the towers

of the St. Paul Company, the man in

charge being held strictly accountable for

the proper obser\'ance of every one of

them :

I. Trainmen are instructed to obey the
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directions and signals of the signalman
;

you will, therefore, see that trains are

passed without delay or stoppage when it

is known to be safe to do so.

2. Precedence on conflicting routes will

be determined by time cards. A delayed

train must not be given the line when run-

ning on the time of an opposing regular

train.

3. The normal position of signals is at

danger; of derailing switches, open; of

levers, thrown ahead, where they must al-

ways remain when no train movements
are being made. Each signal in succes-

sion must be thrown to its normal position

as soon as rear of train has passed it.

4. When train gives notice of its ap-

proach, set switches and signals for the

desired route ; but be sure that no ob-

stacles exi.st on route before setting signal

for it.

5. When a signal has once been given for

any train, should it be necessary to change
the position of signals or switches, the

signal may be changed to danger, but the

switches must not be changed nor the sig-

nal given to another train on an opposing

route until the train which first had the

signals has come to a full stop.

6. No switching which requires block-

ing the main track must be allowed within

five minutes of the time of any regidar

train.

7. Levers used in switching must be re-

turned to their normal position as soon as

switching is completed.

8. In case of derailment at switch, dis-

connect switch and take detector bar off

by removing clips from rail. Take great

care to protect interlocking from unneces-

sary damage while replacing cars or loco-

motives. Report all cases of failure of

trainmen or others to observe proper pre-

cautions to prevent unnecessary damage,
as you will be held accountable for the

same. Pass no trains after derailment un-

til all parts liable to damage have been ex-

amined and steps taken to protect trains.

Be sure that track is safe before allowing

trains to pass over.

9. In case of accident, notify division

superintendent and mechanical engineer

at once by telegraph and call section fore-

man.

10. In case of accident to switch, discon-

nect it, set it for the main line and spike

it. Use a flagman to protect all discon-

nected switches.

11. Should it be impossible from de-

rangement to throw signals when switches

are closed train mu.st come to full stop
;

signalman may then flag it past home sig-

nal after protecting all conflicting routes

by placing their signals at danger.

12. Never move a switch lever when a

train covers the switch or detector bar.

13. During freezing weather move all

levers frequently and keep apparatus free

from snow or ice.

14. You are not allowed to and must see

that no one but an authorized workman
makes any change in the apparatus or

locking, exce])t under written order from

the division superintendent or mechanical

engineer.

15. Do not handle the apparatus rough-

ly
;

pull the levers with a stea<ly move-

ment, being especially careful to move the

signals without injurious jerk.

16. Keep all switches, locks and detec-

tor bars clear of cinders, ballast, sand, etc.,

and keep apparatus oiled.

I". Report at once any disregard of rule

forbidding use of sand by engines, with

number of engine, train, etc.

iS. Inspect all switches, signals and

l-'i'nn S - 1.

CHICWGO, MILWAUKEE & ST. PAUL
RAILWAY CO.

n.MI.V SIGNAL RKI'ORT.

Tower.

Time M 189 .

.

To '

Is apparatus in good working order?.

What trains have been delayed?

Xote carefully any defects, looseness or break-

a>fe of apparatus or trouble with lamps, and state

what steps you have taken to repair. Give train

and engine numbers in cases of disobedience of

sijinal rules.

Remarks

:

(Thirteen blank lines.

)

.Signalman.

Fig. I.

lighted lamps carefully as often as the

weather or other conditions may require,

reporting every case of trouble.

19. Lamps must be handled carefully
;

keep them clean and in order, as per spe-

cial circular of instructions ; light and
place them in position at the proper

time.

20. Daily reports must be filled out ac-

cording to instructions and sent regularly

to division superintendent and mechanical

engineer. These reports must be full and
intelligible, giving e.xact character and lo-

cation of trouble or defects in plant and
pattern number or correct name of broken

part.

21. Allow no one to enter tower whose

These reports are of great assistance in

keeping track of the workings of the dif-

ferent plants and of any accidents or de-

lays which may have happened. It also

permits of a record being kept of almost

ever^ thing that takes place at each of the

towers, and by summarizing them com-

parisons can be made of the performance

of each.

The following list is a somewhat con-

densed summary of these reports for forty-

one interlocking plants for the month of

July, 1S95, from which some idea can be

formed of what has occurred during the

month, and has been mentioned in the

reports :

Damage by accident, 2.

Failure through neglect of operator, 5.

LocoMorii/ff ENOiNecniNo. N. Y

duties do not re<|uire him there, without a

written permit from the division superin-

tendent or mechanical engineer.

The daily reports alluded to are made on

manifold paper of the form as given here-

with, a copy being made out each day by

each of the signalmen and sent to the

proper officers.

FIG. 2.
COAL AND OIL HOUSE. C, M.

& .ST. P. RY.

A. Coal room, floor plank laid on
cinders.

J^\ Oil room, earth floor.

C Zinc-lined shelf.

Train off track at derail, i.

Ran through open derail,

trailing point, i.

Defects of apparatus ; lack

of adjustment, 6.

Other defects, 2.

Track relays out of adjustment, i.

Failures of circuits from other causes,

2.

Large repairs completed, 8.

Number of times at work making re-

pairs, 88.

Inspections made by repairmen, 147.
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Trains delayed
; defects of apparatus, I.

Trains delayed by other trains, 32.

'A
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Nashville, Chattanooi^a & St. Louis

Shops.

fEDITORIAL CORRESPONDENCE.]

A traveler going from Chattanooga

over the Nashville. Chattanooga & St.

Louis Railway, sees close to the track

near Nashville a village of red brick build-

ings, which a railroad man will readily

identify as the locomotive and car repair

shops of the railway he is riding on. A
brief glance in passing impressed me
with the belief that these were the finest

shops south of the Ohio River; a day

spent examining them convinced me that

there are few such fine shops to be found

on this continent.

The shops w'erc built four or five years

ago, on a triangular site about two miles

from Nashville, the main line of the N., C.

& St. L. bounding the ground on one side

and the Charlotte pike on the other. The

shops consist of eight or ten substantial

buildings, very tastefully designed and

rather ornate, with stone foundations.

A FINK ROUNDHOUSE.

Beginning at the apex of the ground,

we examine the roundhouse, which is of

brick, has 40 stalls, and is 75 feet between

walls. The roof is a light steel truss,

supported by pillars of double Z-bars.

The doors open inward. The pits are

arched to secure proper drainage, and

special attention has been bestowed upon

sewers to carry off water. In fact, a no-

ticeable feature about the whole of the

shops is the excellent system of drainage

and water supply. There is a substan-

tial floor of oak planks set on a con-

crete foundation. Movable smoke jacks

are used, and for every two stalls there is

a slatted ventilator on the roof. The
appliances for washing out boilers are

the most approved for doing the work
with hot water.

There is a good equipment of brake-

testing appliances in one part of the

house, which is also used by Mr. Otto

Best for the instruction of the trainmen.

Otto is one of our most accomplished air-

brake experts, and has a set of well-in-

formed trainmen.

Near the entrance to the roundhouse

are the clinker pit, coal chute, water tank,

sand house and oil house. Engines have

an outgoing track, separate from that

used to enter. They are so arranged that

an engine on the clinker pit, or at any ot

the other supply places mentionea, does

not interfere with an outgoing engine.

After a very careful examination of this

roundhouse as a building, of the methods
for caring for the engines, and the con-

veniences for handling supplies, I came to

the conclusion that it was the most com-
fortable and convenient engine house I

had ever seen.

THE SHf)P.S A.S A W^HOLE.

Leaving the roundhouse by a side en-

trance which is used for moving engines

to and from the machine shops, we en-

counter the power house, light house and

smaller buildings. Entering the main

building, we find a splendidly-lighted ma-

chine shop, and, annexed thereto, the

erecting shop, 250 x 100 feet Separated

from this by a transfer table is a building

250 X 60 feet, where accommodation is

provided for the boiler shop and tender

repair shop. At right angles to this are

the blacksmith shop, 200 x 70 feet, and

foundry; 200 X 6o feet. Beyond these

buildings are the sand house for foundry,

pattern storage and store house. Along-

side of the iron-working buildings are a

large storage platform and a variety of

service tracks; then beyond them are the

wood-working shops. By this arrange-

ment, car and locomotive shops, with

their minor offices, are grouped into a

ground plan that is almost square. The
arrangement is very convenient, for no

electing or finishing building is far from

the shop where its supplies originate.

For instance, the foundry and blacksmith

shop are situated so that their product

can be sent to the locomotive shops or to

the car shops with the least possible

trackage. The planning of the whole es-

tablishment has been done with the view

of making the handling of material be-

tween the various shops as convenient as

possible.

The shops, as a whole, form a monu-
ment of the good sense of the manage-

ment. President Thomas employed good

engineers to plan and supervise the build-

ing of the shops; but all the arrangements

of buildings and tools were put under the

charge of Mr. James Cullen, superintend-

ent of motive power. He was interested

in having convenient shops, and knew
what he wanted. The result is an estab-

lishment which will meet the wants of the

system for many years.

THE M.\CHIXE .SHOP.

The machine shop has the tools grouped

with the view of performing all operations,

to an article, with the least possible hand-

ling. As we enter the shop, we find the

first section devoted to wheel and axle

work. Here are, in convenient proxim-

ity, wheel borers, wheel presses, axle

lathes, and all tools needed for this species

of work. Wheels are turned out from

this point ready to go under locomotives

and cars. From here they are run upon
an adjoining trackand distributed to the

various shops. Carloads of them are

brought here from the foundry, with very

little handling. The principal labor in

handling weight is done by two overhead

traveling cranes—one of five tons' capac-

ity, the other for lighter weights. The
heavy tools are all placed so that the

work can be conveniently handled by the

traveling cranes. Some of the tools are

served by differential pulley blocks, and
the intention is to introduce 'air hoists.

They are piping the shop to transmit the

power necessary for operating a variety

of pneumatic tools. All the tools neces-

sary for finishing cylinders are grouped

together, and the same plan is followed for

frames and all the heavier parts of locomo-
tives. The tools, as a rule, are first-class,

but there are a few that might be retired to

advantage. The light machine tools are

placed near the windows, beside the vise

benders.

They have a very well-arranged tool

room, which contains a good collection

of first-class small tools, gages and tem-

plates.

The tracks of the erecting shop are set

at right angles to the machine shop, and

work is handled by the overhead cranes.

The locomotives belonging to this rail-

road are required to do very heavy work,

as there are numerous steep grades. On
such roads there is generally much grief

from broken piston rods. I was surprised

to find that the N., C. & St. L. have very

little annoyance from this source. They
fit the rods very carefully, grinding them

into crosshead and piston. They say that

there used to be considerable trouble from

broken piston rods when they used fib-

rous packing, but that the use of metallic

gland packing and ground fits has almost

ended that source of annoyance. They

also say that when fibrous packing was

used, bent piston rods were common, but

that disorder is no longer known.

THE BI,ACK.SMITH SHOP.

All the other shops are well provided

with tools, and are well managed by good

foremen. The blacksmith shop is note-

worthy in this respect, having a fine col-

lection of formers devised by Mr. Grant,

the foreman, an old Scotchman, whose

heart is very much in his work.

THE CAR SHOPS.

The car shops are arranged similar to

the iron working shops, the passenger-car

shop and paint shop—two fine buildings

—

being set parallel, with a transfer table

between. The planing mill and freight-

car repair shop are set parallel, and at

right angles to the others. The car de-

partment is as well equipped for doing

work economically as any shop to be

found. There was nothing of special in-

terest in these shops, the only notable

thing being that great care is taken to do

the work well. They are particularly

careful about the selecting of wheels and

the fitting of axles. All wheels are put in

centers before being put under cars, and

if they are found 1-16 inch out they are

not put under passenger cars.

MAKING THE EMPLOYES COMFORTABLE.

Much attention is bestowed upon pro-

viding comforts for the workmen. All

the shops are heated by the Sturtevant

system, which in summer is used to cool

the shops. Unusually good lavatories are

provided, and the men have neat cup-

boards for holding their clothes. The
management appear to take a personal in-

terest in the welfare of the men, and their

kindness is appreciated. There are more
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passes given to employes on this system

than on any railroad of equal size in the

country. iNlr. Thomas, assistant general

manager, not only gave passes to Atlanta

for all who wished to attend the Exposi-

tion, but got sleeping-car passes for most

of the women who made the journey.

A. S.

i © ^
Great Inventions Originated in New

Jersey.

We notice in an article published by

"The Stevens Indicator" that Mr. J. El-

freth Watkins, curator of the technologi-

cal collections in the National Museum
at Washington, claims that New Jersey

was the first to give the following inven-

tions to the industrial world:

"The first steam engine on the Western

Continent was erected at the Belleville

Copper Mines, near Newark, in 1753, by

Hornblower, sixteen years before Watt

began his investigations.

"The first steamboats driven by a single

and twin screw propellers were con-

structed by John Stevens, at Hoboken, in

1802 and 1804.

"The 'Phoenix,' the first steamboat to

navigate the ocean, was designed, con-

structed and navigated by Jerseymen

—

John Stevens and his son, Robert L.

Stevens, in 1807-1808.

"The first charter for a railroad in

America was granted by the Legislature

of New Jersey in 1814, for a railway from

Trenton to New Brunswick, during the

war of ;8i2.

"The machinery of the 'Savannah,' the

first steamship to cross the Atlantic ocean,

was constructed at the Vail Works, Speed-

well, near Morristown, N. J., in 1818.

"The first steam locomotive in America

to convey human beings on a railroad

track was constructed at Hoboken in

1825.

"The first successful experiments with

the electro-magnetic telegraph, based

upon the discoveries of Professor Henry,

of Princeton College, were made by Vail

and Morse at Speedwell Works, near

Morristown, in 1838."

i © i
Cleaning An Oil Cask.

. BY SAM SHORT.

"I had a funny ej:j)erience with my
stationary engineer the other day," re-

marked the master mechanic from Maine.

"Fritz is a good man and attends to

his duties in fine shape, but he is not

burdened with an overplus of brains.

"He came to me and said: 'Mr. M., I haf

some abbles dot I vill make de cider, an'

I vud lige un oil gask for holt de cider.

Vill you sell me de gask?'

"'Put cider into an oil cask?' I said;

'why, you must be crazy. No one could

drink cider that w-as flavored with kero-

sene oil.'

" 'But, Mr. M.,' said Fritz, 'I vash de

gask mit shteam.'
" 'Well, you may take a cask,' I said.

"An hour or two after that conversa-

tion, I happened to be passing the engine

house, and there was my. brave Fritz pre-

paring to 'vash his gask mit shteam.'

"There is a ijX-inch pipe leads from the

boiler house through the wall, to the

outside. It is used for blowing out the

boiler. There is a cock outside for con-

venience of opening. The pipe is pretty

close to the ground, but not so close that

the bung of an oil barrel cannot be pushed

on to it.

"When I got there, Fritz was working

the end of the blow-off pipe into the

bunghole of the barrel. It was a tight

fit, but after considerable wrestling he

got it in. Then he reached over for the

blow-off cock and opened it gradually.

As the pressure accumulated, the ten-

dency was for the steam to force the cask

off the pipe. Fritz resisted this, with

all his weight lying upon the cask; and

as he found that he could hold it in posi-

tion, he reached over and opened the

blow-off cock wider. Then there was a

struggle between the forces of fat and

muscle and the power of expanding steam.

One end of the cask would jerk out; then,

under the weight of Fritz, it would bound

back, and the other end would plunge to

escape from its moorings. There seemed

to be nearly an equal combat between the

contending forces, when, all at once, cask

staves, hoops and Fritz went into the air

in a promiscuous mass! They all came

down together, after having gone up

about twenty feet, and I ran up, expect-

ing to find Fritz dead. He looked up,

a little dazed; and, lifting a stave and look-

ing at it, he remarked: 'By golly, I clean

dat gask goot!'
"

© i i
Position of Exhaust Nozzles.

It appears still to be an open question

whether single or double nozzles are cal-

culated to produce the best results with a

locomotive. If there is carelessness in

managing the locomotives, which permits

nozzles to get badly coated with incrusta-

tion, double nozzles can be used with the

least obstruction to the escape of steam.

Where constant care is exercised to keep

the tip clean, a smgle nozzle orr a well-

designed exhaust pipe will let the steam

out with a minimum of back pressure.

With a badly-designed exhaust pipe, a

single nozzle will send so much steam

into the exhaust passage of the adjoining

cylinder, that a serious loss of power

and waste of steam results. In fact, the

steam from one cylinder shoots over into

the other, putting obstructive pressure

upon its piston.

Bad designs of exhaust pipes are not,

however, confined to those intended for a

single nozzle. Mr. Lape, superintendent

of motive power of the Southern Cali-

fornia, speaking on the subject of exhaust

nozzles, said: "In some engines built

not long ago we ordered double nozzles,

and the builders put in nozzles iiyi inches

across the front. We had a good deal of

trouble with the engines not steaming,

and we took those nozzles off and put on

our own, which are only g}i inches across,

and it made all the difference in the world.

When double nozzles are too wide, the

steam is not delivered central into the

stack, and the draft-creating effect is im-

peded." This is a phase of the nozzle

question which has received little atten-

tion. In fact, we do not remember having

seen it mentioned before in any public

utterance of railroad mechanical men; yet

it may make all the difference between a

good and bad-steaming engine. Many
experimenters have labored to find the

relative effects of high and low nozzles;

but none of them seems to have paid any

attention to the spread of the exhaust

tips.

^ ^ i
Doubling Train Speed.

Hiram S. Maxim, the famous inventor,

has been writing to "Cassier's Magazine"

about the possibilities of train speed, in

which he predicts that our fastest speed

of to-day will be the slow speed of the

future, when electricity gets turning the

wheels of surface railroad trains. He said

he could see no reason why we might not

expect to double the speed of steam-

driven trains, by so constructing the

trains that they could pass through the

air without any great resistance. He says

the trains should be pointed at both ends,

and have the appearance of being in one

piece—even the wheels and the axles

should be boxed in. He had found in

his experiments that atmospheric skin

friction on a smooth surface is so very

small that it need not be considered as a

factor at all; that the power required to

drive a rough or irregular body through

the air is very great.

If Mr. Maxim is correct in what he says

about the reduced resistance, particularly

of smooth surfaces, we think it would

pay some railroad company to make a

practical test of the thing, even before

they begin to abandon their steam loco-

motives.

g © ^
Automatic signaling devices are not

in favor among trainmen in Europe.

They have been so long accustomed to

depend on human intelligence for giving

notice of danger, that they have no con-

fidence in any other method. In the

neighborhood of London, fogs are fre-

quently so thick that extra signalmen

have to be placed about one or two

hundred yards apart. An automatic sig-

naling arrangement would be perfectly

suitable under such circumstances, and

could be made more reliable than flag-

men, but the engineers object to anything

of the kind, and the officials back them.

The enginemen say that they have "no

use for anything that can't swear at a

' chap ' when he don't pull up at the time

he ought."
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Who Fir.st Contracted the Base
of Stack?

Editors :

I learn from page 57 of the January

number of "Locomotive Engineering."

that the question "is settled, for good and

for all. who it was that first contracted

the base of the stack to increase the pull

on the fire." It might, perhaps, be con-

sidered presumptuous for me to question

the correctness of the above statement;

but I think I will provoke no just cause

for censure if I describe a device in use by

me in 1843 or '44. in a locomotive called

the "Franklin." I put a horizontal parti-

tion in the smokebox. above the tubes,

and made the inside pipe of the smoke-

stack (all stacks in those times had an

inside pipe) much smaller at the bottom

than at the top. and put it down through

the top of the smokebox and connected

it with the partition. By this arrange-

ment, the smokebox, for all practical

purposes, was made smaller, the inside

chimney longer; and being smaller at the

bottom tlian at the top. all tended to and

did "increase the pull on the fire."

Springfieldy Mass. Wilson Eddy.

[It appears to us that Mr. Eddy has

shown beyond dispute that he was the

first to contract the base of the stack for

the purpose of increasing the draft. In

his long career as master mechanic of the

Boston & Albany Railroad, Mr. Eddy
originated a great many improvements

which have found a permanent place on

the locomotive. But he made so little

noise about what he had done, that others

have repeatedly received the credit—Eds.]

^ i i

Qovernors for Water Pumps.

Editors :

I notice in the January issue of "Loco-

motive Engineering" where Mr. Hitch-

cock mentions and describes an attach-

ment for water pumps. We are using

a No. 6 Knowles pump for boiler-wash-

ing, and for some time we experienced

considerable trouble and delay in getting

pump started and stopped. Several

months ago we attached a Westinghouse
governor to the pump, thus obviating all

previous difficulties and maintaining an

even pressure at all times, and not re-

quiring any attention other than to fill

the lubricator.

T. L. Stevens.

Temple Station, Tex.

A Chuck for Screwing Stay-Bolts.

Editors :

I send you a drawing of a chuck for

screwing in stay bolts which I find far

superior to any I have ever seen, and

which is being successfully used in the

Mo. Pac. Ry. shops at St. Louis.

B, the jaws, are eccentric like, and of

such shape they will satisfactorily grip

from J,s to I 3-16 staybolts. When jaws

are placed in ball A, a spring is placed

on the inside of each jaw, and will thereby

be held open for the purpose of relieving

itself quickly. A plate on the inside and

one on the outside hold jaws in place.

The object in making a ball is, it can be

tady engines were then generally known.

This engine had, when Gus. " took " her,

as he expressed it. a 14-inch boiler and

16-inch cylinder, but he managed to get

along fairly well, being a first-class en-

gineer and ambitious to make a record.

In time, the old "8," like all engines,

went into the back shop, and the master

mechanic concluded to give her 17-inch

cylinders. Eventually she came out,

thoroughly overhauled, with lots of

polished brass and variegated striping,

and Gus., with many misgivings, resumed

his place in the cab. Everything came

his way excepting steam, and his grief

and trips were inseparable.

held at any angle. This chuck will be

easily understood from the drawing.

F. W. Rokhhel,
Tool-maker, Mo. Pac. Ry.

-SV. Louis, Mo.

Too Much Cylinder.
Editors :

It is not so very many years ago that

the practice became quite common to

employ locomotive cylinders entirely too

large for the capacity of the boiler, and

cases were not rare when the inevitable

was to occasionally stop between stations,

cut loose, pump up, raise steam and go

ahead.

Gus. L. was an unfortunate individual

who, some twenty years ago, was run-

ning a " Dutch wagon," as the Schenec-

He generally stopped about three times

to get her hot while covering the division

of 70 miles, but never a word' of com-

plaint.

One day the writer was standing in

the roundhouse, conversing with the

M. M., when Gus. happened along. The
" old man " called Gus. to him and said :

" Gus., what is the matter with you ?"

"Nothin'."
" I think there is."

"Maybe," said Gus., "but I didn't

know it."

"Gus., here you have been running

a new engine with 17-inch cylinders, while

Bob Lawton has a little Detroit with

1454-inch cylinders. You start out of

B , right behind him, with the same

number of cars, and he gets home and

has a pretty fair night's sleep before you
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show up. Now, what's the matter with

you ?"

Gus. straightened up, looked the M. M.
squarely in the face and replied: "Well,

Mr. G., what in h • does the size of

the cylinders amount to if you ain't got

nothin to put in them ?"

Chicago, III. S. J. Kidder.

Cutting of "Wheel Flanges.

Editors :

We have been troubled greatly on our
mountain road with cut driving-wheel

flanges. We have tried water, throwing
the wheels, moving and redistributing

the weight, but all to no purpose. The
flanges generally cut more on the left

side; but, of course, that is easily ac-

counted for, as the pull over the division

is heavier one way than the other, and one
way they run over a great part of the

division shut off.

But this is not always the case; for in

some instances they cut the reverse. In

these cases, no doubt, one wheel is a little

larger than the other, which I have
proved in a few instances; in others, the

journals have not been trued up when in

shop. The journals are taper; and if

one journal is the least larger than the

other, even if both journals are worn out

of parallel the same, the wheel will habit-

ually crowd the rail next the large part of

the large journal, whether on the oflf or

near rail. I have also noticed that the

least difference in the coning will cause

drivers to crowd—and a great deal less

than people generally think.

I remember on one occasion a wheel
having two badly worn flats, which was
put down to two things—one person put

it down to soft spots in the wheel; and a

second, who knew, put it down to steam
distribution, and, of course, looking very

wise and scientific while explaining. But
I sawed wood and would not allow my
little soul to soar to such altitudes. I

had tried the journals—they were oval,

and the flats on the wheels were causd

by the same. The wheels were turned

up twice with the oval journals never

touched. The wheels had the same flats

again; but the third time the journals

were trued up—no more flat spots, but

a wheel that did good service for every

1-32 worn from her tire. This engine

was always called a "Sheol" of an en-

gine to keep together; but after this she

got a good name, and the wiseacres who
tried to soar forgot their arguments of

"too much lead," "bad steam distribu-

tion," soft tires," "not properly bal-

anced." But your humble servant

"caught on"— it taught him a lesson not

to be too scientific, not to be too theoreti-

cal, not to cram more than my little in-

tellect could thoroughly digest, and then

—and not till then—cry for more.

My pointer is this: We don't look at

little or common practical things enough
to account for some things that may hap-

pen; but are liable to be led far away
from the reality by wishing to show how
learned we are, by bringing forward some
abstruse problem which we know and
hope the other fellow does not.

Edgemont, So. D. G. Smart.

g ® i
A New Method for Counterbalancing a

Locomotive, and Other Sugges-
tions for Improvement.

Editors :

The inclosed sketch will convey my
ideas of a steady-running high-speed loco-

motive. You will notice I have taken a

radical departure from present practice

in designing driving wheel centers. To
show that I do not believe in light wheel
centers, the wheels under the "Eli" are

unusually heavy, and in making them so,

I am following a natural law—in fact,

two of them—momentum and inertia.

Do I hear some one say: "That man is a

lunatic. Those heavy wheels will pound
the track to pieces." My good brother,

don't get excited; those wheels are all

harmony of the moving parts, and be-

tween the moving parts and upper works.

The heavy wheels also overcome the

inertia of the unbalanced factors of the

reciprocating parts. These unbalanced

factors are "the unknown quantity," due

to a variation in speed and point of cut-

off. In my road experience, I had occa-

sion to handle two engines of the same
size, but of different build, except that

one had unusually heavy wheels, while the

other one had unusually light ones. Now,
I have often leaned out of the cab window
and watched this little "Cooke" spin

along as steady as a clock, without a

shock or jar. This experience convinced

me that heavy driving wheels with their

stored energy, are the secret of a steady-

running engine.* Our modern large

boiler, high-saddle engines, with light-

running gears, may look very nice, but

they are hardly the correct thing. Too
much top hamper; better carry a little

ballast. A clipper cannot carry royals

on an empty bottom.

You will also notice the 19x22 cylin-

DE SANNO'S "ELL'

right. And now comes the hammer-blow
man—well in the main he is about right.

What is it produces this so-called "ham-
mer-blow?" Simply by bunching the

counter-balance in the rim of the wheel

and outside the path of the crank. You
will notice in these heavy wheels the

counter-balance is outside the path of the

crank; but it is carried around the wheel

to a point nearly in line with the crank-, at

which point the rim is chambered to

meet the weight of the crank and recip-

rocating parts.

I claim that the heavy wheels are

easier on the track than light ones, for

the reason that the stiff springs required

will overcome the inertia of the light

wheels, and force them into low joints.

Heavy wheels absorb all shocks without

transmitting them to the upper works.

Heavy wheels overcome the inertia of

the reciprocating parts, while these parts

overcome the inertia of the light wheels;

hence, an unsteady-running engine. What
we are after is a running balance; and, to

get it as near as possible, there must be a

ders. This short stroke is another illus-

tration of my road service; having had

as good satisfaction with 16x22 cylinders

as 16x24, both doing the same work. It

is very good practice to reduce the

stroke and increase the diameter in high

piston speed. A long, quick stroke is

not a natural movement in both piston

and valve travel. Long cylinders on

locomotives are back numbers. I pro-

pose to run with the links up out of the

dirt, as it is just as easy to have them in

that position; but it calls for a change in

the location of the reversing shaft; which

also calls for a change in the guide yoke,

as shown in sketch.

The "Eli" is not drawn to a scale, the

proportions being guess-work. The type

of boiler is not arbitrary. Sketch repre-

sents a 68-inch wheel.

No; I am not trying to see how differ-

* Now, let me be understood. These wheels are

quoted as heavy. The heavy feature is the rim;

while, by making the centers of steel, I aim to

have hub. crank and spokes as light as possible,

consistent with strength.
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ent 1 can make an engine; rather, to gci

out of some old ruts.

The "Eli" lias no wedges. The shoes

are cast iron with chilled faces and

flanges. The shoes are cast heavy enough
to prevent chilling so deep as to prevent

planing the jaw fit. The chilled surface

to be ground on an emery grinding ma-
chine. Shoes and driving boxes to be

fitted up by machinists, not helpers.

Main frames and jaws, steel castings.

Forward section of frame, best hammered
iron Smith triple-expansion e.xhaust.

All bearings, crosshead gibs, rod brasses

and bushings to be Ajax Metal Co.'s

specialties. Steam and air gages, Utica

Steam Gage Co."s specialties. P. R. R.

chime whistle. Rue's "Little Giant" in-

jectors. Leach sanders. Detroit lubri-

cators. Electric headlight. American
driver brake. Valves, balanced. One
inch outside lap, line and line inside. One
thirty-second lead, full gear forward.

Blind, full gear back. Steam ports,

l/'Axi'/i; exhaust, i8x2j/2; travel of valve,

41/2 inches. Rocker—lower arm, 8J/2

inches; top arm, loj^ inches long. This

variation is to get a quick motion to valve.

Driving-axle journals, Sj/a.xii; piston

rods, 3)4 steel, secured in crosshead by

split nut. Metallic packing for piston and
valve rods. Valve rods, i}i. Rocker,

steel casting, s inch diameter, cored out.

Eccentric rods. Schenectady T-ends; on
eccentric straps, connection.

Now, boys, if yon want a regular wind-

splitter, all wool and a yard wide, pin your
faith to the "Eli," and get there every

time. Criticise her all you please; but be

sure you are right and I am wrong.

\V. DE Sanno.
/'<;« Handle Shop, Indianapolis, liid.

^j il g
Safety Case for Broken Balance Valve

Springs.
Editors :

I forward you rough sketch of a safety

case for holding broken springs under

strips of balance valves.

On the Black Hills Division of the

Burlington and Missouri River, we have

had considerable trouble, valves being

broken by broken springs getting out

from under valve strips. We tried dowels
and small lugs under strips; also bands
around valves. These were more or less

valuable; but now and then we would
have a broken valve from this cause.

Now we use the case as shown, which is

fitted at each end of valve made of 1-16

sheet iron, the corners welded. B lies

flat in groove at end of valve, with spring

resting on it, and strip moves vertically

on top of spring, inclosed at corners by
walls D and O. A protrudes into the long

groove extending from one end of valve

to the other. The end A is bent down
and filed to razor edge, so that edge al-

ways bears tight on bottom of groove.

This is perfect, as we have not lost a

single piece of broken spring, nor had a

chipped valve since June 1st, making a

considerable saving in valves and ex-

pense putting them in. The cases cost

IS cents apiece, fitted and in place, when

B

D D

you make a dozen; and about 25 cents,

making single pairs.

I may state, referring to the sketch,

li is bent slightly, so that ends arc always

down solid.

Rdgemont, So. D. G. Smart.

% % %
When Full Throttle Wastes Steam.

Editors :

Some months ago I read an article in

"Locomotive Engineering," concernin,!?

short cut-off. The writer stated that,

while riding on an engine, he noticed the

engineer worked his engine one notch

further down than usual, over a particular

part of the road. When asked the reason,

the engineer said that he had a long run

to make for water, and by working his

engine at a longer point of cut-off, and
less throttle, he could make the run with

case, while otherwise he could not. The
man writing did not give any theory for

this. Perhaps he agreed with most of

our theoretical enginemen, that the short-

est point of cut-off, with wide-open throt-

tle, is the most economical way that an

engine can be worked. Nearly all of our

best master mechanics concur with this

idea. When a fireman is called for ex-

amination for promotion, the question is

asked. How would you work your engine?

He invariably answers, At the very short-

est points of cut-off, with wide-open throt-

tle. He does not make this statement be-

cause he thinks it the most practical or

economical way; but he makes it because

he knows that that theory is advanced by
most all theoretical enginemen, though he

knows by experience that it is not always

the most economical way in which an

engine should be worked; yet he does

not wish to disagree with the man con-

ducting the examination, because he car^

only explain the practical side of his idea,

and cannot give the theoretical reasons

why it is not always practical or economi-

cal to follow out this theory. He knows,

however, by experience that too much of

any good thing is not always best, and

expansion is no exception. The old man
that he fired for did not always run with

throttle wide open, and he knows the old

man was the best runner on the road. He
cannot give the reason why the old man

did not always work his engine at shortest

possible cut-off. Possibly the old man
himself could not know; yet they both

knew, by practical skill attained by long

experience, that there is only one point,

considering conditions, at which an

engine can be worked that she may per-

form her duty with economy and dispatch,

and that point is not found by going to

either extreme on the quadrant.

Mr. J. A. Ewing, Professor of Engin-

eering, says; "There is only one way that

steam can be worked expansively with

success, and that is by experiment; con-

sequently, when an engineer starts out

with a train, there can be no fixed rule

whereby he may be governed in regard

to handling his engine, but, considering

size of train, grade and speed, it must be

left to the skill and intelligence of the

cngineman." Nearly all theorists claim

that the most economical way an engine

can be worked is at the very shortest

points of cut-off. Their theory is, that

by throttling at boiler the steam becomes
wire-drawn, thereby losing a part of its

expansive force.

This is true; but there is another factor

that must be considered—That is, the

loss of heat and power, produced by con-

densation and re-evaporation on the walls

of cylinder and piston, which is sure to

occur when working steam too expan-

sively. Cylinder condensation is increased

when the ratio of expansion is increased,

because the metal is then brought into

more prolonged contact with low-tem-

perature steam.

When steam is admitted into the cyl-

inder, it strikes the walls and piston, leav-

ing a film of water thereon after the point

of cut-off has been reached and expansion

commenced, and piston nears end of

stroke, the steam then being reduced to a

lower temparature. The water on cyl-

inder walls is re-evaporated from heat of

cylinder, thus taking heat from cylinder,

and also augmenting the volume of steam

to be exhausted, causing back pressure;

and all heat taken from cylinder to re-

cvaporate the water is lost, because the

walls must again be heated on return

stroke. Consequently, an increase of ex-

pansion beyond a certain limit does not

increase the efficiency of an engine. When
the limit is passed, the loss of heat from

condensation overbalances the economy
from expansion.

\V. ]•;. WincHON.
Logansporl, Ind.

ii i ©
Proper and Sufficient Cylinder Lubri-

cation.
Editors :

It is now thought by nearly all con-

cerned, that the best way to lubricate

valves and pistons of steam engines is

by the continuous feed, through a sight-

feed lubricator. But the question of how
many drops per minute should each valve

and piston get, in order to sufficiently
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lubricate them, is a question I have often

been asked by the enginemen, foremen

and heads of machinery departments.

This question, however, cannot be an-

swered without many considerations of

conditions and surroundings. When first

two-pint lubricators were placed on loco-

motive engines, it was considered far too

small an amount to run one hundred

miles, or over a division. Drops were fed

almost to a running stream, and then

often the auxiliary cups were used in ad-

dition. But the time has arrived when
men have accomplished hundreds of miles

with such a reduction in the consumption

of oil that a few years ago would have

been considered impracticable. But

though strange it may seem, yet it is cor-

rect, that one may use less oil on one en-

gine than he could possibly get along

with on another engine of the same class,

size and build.

Many reasons could be given for this.

I have seen engines that called for ii and

12 drops per minute, when others would

do well with 6 or 7. But much depends

on the engineman, how he carries his

water in boiler, whether he runs with dry

or wet steam; also the size of drops, which

may be small or large, caused by the

point of feed and oil passages being

clogged or not, or the different tempera-

tures of the oils used, or the class of oil

used. All these conditions are to be con-

sidered.

I know of four tests having been made
to ascertain the amount or number of

drops there are in a pint of oil, as fed

from a Nathan lubricator. These tests

were made in the East, West, North and

South; neither of them knowing, at the

time, of the others making a test, or the

number of drops which the others ob-

tained; and while each of them were care-

ful, and took much care to be accurate,

yet they differed much in the results of

their tests; still each used the Nathan lu-

bricator and the Galena oil. I think that

some of the above-stated conditions were

the cause of the difference in the number

of drops obtained in these four tests.

By putting the numbers of each test to-

gether, and then taking the average, we

can get very near to the correct number

of drops in a pint of oil (Galena) fed from

a Nathan lubricator, which is 13,200. Now,
I will not undertake to say how many drops

per minute each engineer shall use, but

will say that it is very surprising how little

oil will serve all purposes or requirements

of the majority of locomotive engines, and

some enginemen accomplish more than is

thought possible, keeping valves and pis-

tons in good condition. Some engines

will do well with 3 and 4 drops per minute,

while others seem to want 6 or 7; but I

will name 5 drops a minute for each side

of locomotive. A large number of en-

gines will run well on 5 drops per minute.

So at this rate of feed, we give you the

number of hours it will take to feed out a

Nathan double or triple teed lubricator.

and the miles run in freight and passenger

service, making it so plain to enginemen
that they can tell to a few minutes or

miles when it will stop feeding, by spend-

ing a little time considering the following

table:

z
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Gain or Loss from Use of Electric

Motors ?

The successful operating of the better

classes of street railroads by electricity,

made it manifest that that form of trans-

mitting power could be applied, without

any diiliculty, to elevated railroads and

suburban railroads now operated by

steam. The Metropolitan Elevated Rail-

road of Chicago presents the first object

lesson on a large scale of what can be

done in operating trains by electricity.

The trains are operated as smoothly and

as quickly by electric motors as other

elevated railroads are by steam locomo-

tives, and passengers not informed about

railroad power would not appreciate any

difference in the trains handled by the

two forms of motors. When the cost of

operating by steam locomotives and by

electric motors is compared, there is

found to be very little difference between

the two. Electric motors which can be

run to advantage with a single-car or two-

car train, effect some saving at times when

traflic is light, and provide the means of

giving frequent service at small expense.

As the trains are operated on the Metro-

politan Elevated of Chicago, an important

item of saving is in the wages of trainmen.

There is only one motorman employed,

as against an engineer and fireman on a

steam locomotive, and the wages of the

motorman is low. This will be leveled

up after a time. The wages of motormen

is low, because the companies employing

such men act upon the assumption that

little skill is required to handle an electric

motor. The men employed are probably

dear at the price paid for their services;

but it is only a matter of time when the

managers of electric railroads, stimulated

by public sentiment, will learn that cheap

motormen are dear at any price, and that

it will be a good investment to pay men

for being skillful in their business. Hav-

ing one man in charge of an electric

motor will not long be tolerated by the

traveling public and by those responsible

for protection of human life. The law

requires that there shall be two men in

the pilot house of all ferry boats, where-

ever traffic is heavy. The sudden sick-

ness of a single man involves risks too

appalling. The same precautions are

necessary in the case of elevated railroad

trains. One of the electric elevated motors

in Chicago has already fallen into the

street, and there is good reason for be-

lieving that such accidents will be com-
mon unless first-class help is employed

and two men kept on the motors.

When changes on these lines are taken

into consideration, it will be found that

the cost of operating by electricity will

be about as great as that resulting from

the use of locomotives. On the Metro-

politan Elevated, the cost per car-mile is

said to be about 3 cents less than that of

operating trains on the Manhattan Ele-

vated. All the machinery on the former

line is almost new, and structure and per-

manent works require no repairs. When
motors require to be rebuilt, when rails

and ties must be renewed, when the struc-

ture begins to need repairs and painting

must be done to buildings and all exposed

parts of structure and buildings, the time

for a fair comparison will have arrived.

Meanwhile, the managers of roads having

steam locomotives that are doing work
satisfactorily, had better figure very close-

ly what the eventual cost will be, before

they venture to try electric motors as sub-

stitutes for their steam locomotives.

Current reports say that the directors

of the Manhattan Elevated Railroad are

seriously contemplating changing from

steam locomotives to electricity. Should

this change be made, they will find it to

be exceedingly difficult to save anything

on wages by making such a change. The
people of New York would not tolerate

one man in the cab of a motor handling

elevated trains, and the nature of the

structure and service wou.ld require the

employing of men who are familiar with

the track and with the handling of trains

on lines difficult to operate safely. The
men possessing these qualifications could

not be hired cheaper than the men now
handling the locomotives. The wisest

course would be to train the men they

have to the use of electric motors. These

men are skillful in the handling of trains,

and their presence in the motor cab would

be a guarantee of safety. Their responsi-

bilities would not be reduced, and there-

fore it would be unreasonable to expect

that they would work for less pay.

s s i

Qas Engines and the Making of

Cheap Oas.

Gas engines are making rapid progress

as motive power for driving machinery,

and there are indications that they will

soon come largely into service for driving

electric machinery. As a gas engine will

give one horse-power from an equivalent

of 54 pound of coal, as against from 2 to

5 pounds for good steam engines, the sav-

ing effected is very material. What has

kept the gas engine from coming more
rapidly into use has been that it was very

liable to get out of order, and it was not

easily regulated to run evenly. It is said

that these shortcomings have been en-

tirely overcome by recent improve-

ments.

Recent improvements in making cheap

gas also help the cause of the gas engine.

In gas, as it used to be made, there was
almost as much waste of heat as in the

making of steam now. Soft coal was put

in an iron retort and coke placed in a fur-

nace under it to drive off the gas. When
the gas was all driven into gas holders,

the coal from which it was made was
drawn out and quenched with water, be-

coming coke by this process, with enough
heating power to supply the furnace for

the next retort full of soft coal.

Nowadays gas is chiefly made from wa-

ter, with some mineral oil mixed with it

to give it greater illuminating power.

When this gas is roughly made it is

called producer gas; when it is scrubbed

and cleansed from its impurities it is called

water gas.

Water, as every professor of chemistry

tells his classes, is composed of two gases

—oxygen and hydrogen. Oxygen exists

in the air diluted with four times its bulk

of nitrogen; it is non-inflammable, but

necessary to support combustion, which

it does by uniting with the burning ma-

terial to form oxides. Hydrogen, on the

contrary, is very inflammable, and, if lit,

will burn with the oxygen of the air to

form the oxide of hydrogen, which we

call water.

For a long time after it was known that

water was composed of two gases, chem-

ists tried in vain to find some simple

method of splitting it up. For a whole

generation the only two ways they knew
of doing this was either to pass an elec-

tric current through it or to pass a stream

of steam over red-hot iron filings.

This was a slow process and was not

adapted for making gas for commercial

purposes. But it struck some genius

that red-hot coal might be used to absorb

the oxygen, instead of iron filings. The
method of making water gas was thus de-

vised.

To make water gas, a charge of coal

is put into a closed furnace. As soon

as the mass of coal is red hot, the admis-

sion of air is cut off and jets of steam

blown into the burning fuel. The intense

heat splits the steam into its constituent

elements, and part of the oxygen released

combines with the fuel, leaving a mixture

of carbonic oxide, which is inflammable,

and hydrogen. When the burning coal

shows signs of being extinguished, the

gases formed are drawn off, the dampers

are opened, and the process is repeated.

The product of this operation is known as

producer gas, which is well adapted for

use in gas engines. To make the gas

suitable for illuminating purposes, it goes

through a refining process.

i i i

Westinghouse .i\ir Brake Co. have

issued a circular of general information,

giving a great deal of useful facts about

the equipment of cars and locomotives

with air brakes. There has been too much
of a tendency to put on all cars the brakes

suitable for the lightest equipment, the

consequence being that many trains are

inefficiently braked. This circular indi-

cates the character of the brakes which
should be used on different weights of

cars. It ought to be a handy reference

for every official, responsible for the

equipment of cars and locomotives with

air brakes. We recommend eveo'one

interested to apply for the circular.
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The Father of the American Locomo-
tive.

Many people, who ought to be better

informed, believe that the steam engines

that operate our factories, propel our

steamboats and pull our railroad trains,

are merely itnitations of machines origi-

nally iinported from Europe, and that

all our pioneer mechanics did was to

adapt the engines to American purposes.

The facts are very different.

If James Watt, the inventor of the con-

densing engine, and the crowd of Euro-

peans reputed to be the inventors of the

locomotive, had never been born and

their work had remained undone, it is

doubtful if the mechanical progress of

America would have materially suffered.

When Watt, in Scotland, was strug-

gling to obtain assistance in his work
of developing the low-pressure conden-

sing engine, Oliver Evans, a native of

Delaware, was working out his inven-

tion of the high-pressure engine, where

power was obtained direct from the ex-

pansive force of steam. Both inventors

started from the same point, which was

the atmospheric engine of Newcomen.
Watt aimed at using steam very little

above the pressure of the atmosphere,

the vacuum formed in his condenser

being the principal source of power.. His

engine was necessarily a ponderous, slow-

moving machine, a very heavy cylinder

being necessary for the development of

moderate power. Evans, on the other

hand, made high-pressure steam the

potent principle in his engine. By the

•employment of high-pressure steam with

Ihigh piston speed, he aimed at obtaining

moderate power with very light machin-

ery. Mechanically, Evans was as suc-

cessful as Watt, and his engine was much
better adapted to the needs of a new
country. The trouble with Evans was,

that he was a quarter of a century ahead

of his time, for America had not begun

to feel its need of a steam engine, the me-

chanical industries in the country being

few and the water power unparalled.

This is really the explanation of the

nation's indifference towards Evans' great

invention.

Under very great discouragement, Evans
perfected his engine and established its

utility. He was brought up to the trade

of a millwright, and the skill which he

acquired in his business gave him great

advantages in working out the details of

the steam engine. The backward condi-

tion of the people's knowledge in regard

to mechanical matters, towards the end

of the last century, may be inferred from

the fact, that when Evans applied to the

Legislature of Pennsylvania for a patent

on the steam engine, it was promptly re-

fused, and several of the leading scientific

men of Philadelphia denounced it as a

useless invention. Yet some of the men
who were most active in their opposition

lived to see that same engine driving ma-

chinery all about the city.

Although his work has never received

proper recognition from the mechanical

world, Evans' engine is the prototype of

the high-pressure, high-speed engine that

became our national standard, and of

which the locomotive is the most success-

ful representative. Readers who receive

their knowledge about inventors from

such sources as the romances of Smiles,

called "Lives of the Engineers," believe

that Richard Trevithick invented the

high-pressure engine; while the facts are,

that Evans applied for a patent on the

high-pressure steam engine fifteen years

before Trevithick began experimenting

in that line. One cause of the popular

mistake is, that many English industrial

writers, while thinking it necessary that

they should be thoroughly versed regard-

ing the scientific experiments carried on

in Egypt and Greece thousands of years

ago, have been perfectly content to re-

main ignorant of what is going on m
America in their own time.

About the time Evans made his first

engine, the subject of improving the

means of inland transportation was ex-

citing a great deal of attention in the

various States, and Evans believed that

he could successfully apply his engine

to the running of carriages on common
roads. He worked for several years on

that problem, but finally abandoned road

traction on account of the interior con-

dition of the existing highways. That he

could make his engine run a carriage

under favorable conditions he proved,

by making the engine of a steam scow

he built for Philadelphia propel the craft,

which was mounted on wheels, through

the streets of the city. This was in 1804,

and was the first case of a vehicle being
moved by steam on the American con-

tinent.
,

Oliver Evans was a prolific inventor,

an accomplished mechanic and a far-

seeing man. In any other country he

would have been regarded as a hero who
achieved a great victory in the walk of

industrial progress ; but we are so inde-

pendent and prone to hold one man as

good as another, that we habitually re-

fuse to give even empty honor to whom
high gratitude is due. The life and labors

of Oliver Evans ought especially to be
familiar to our mechanics, for his suc-

cesses under the most depressing con-

ditions teach lessons that all of us ought
to learn. His steam engine made but

little progress into favor during the life

of its inventor, but he had perfect faith

in its great future. He predicted that

his high-pressure engine would yet be

the means of accelerating travel, so that

people would leave Washington in the

morning, dine in Philadelphia, and sup

in New York. Oliver Evans has the

right to be regarded as the father of the

American locomotive ; for, although he

never built a locomotive of the railroad

type, he designed the essential parts of

the engine and pointed out the line of its

proper development.

The Practice of Throttling Steam.

A correspondent, who is a road fore-

man of engines, takes up, in another
page, the question of throttling locomo-
tives. It appears to be a practice, when
examining firemen for promotion, to ask:

"How would you work your engine?" and
the answer expected is: "At the shortest

possible point of cut-off." We believe the

better answer would be: "At the point of

cut-off found to be most economical."

It is many years since Clark, the famous
engineer, gave to engineering literature

the expression, "Expansive working is

expensive working;" but his views were
long ignored. There is no doubt that the

hard-and-fast order to work all locomo-
tives at the shortest possible point of cut-

off has been responsible for much waste

of steam.

At the last convention of the Travel-

ing Engineers' Association, there was a

curious discussion raised by Mr. George
H. Brown, master mechanic of the Chi-

cago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, who said:

"I will state in connection with this, that,

on the road on which I am employed, we
had an engine in passenger service, and
while in charge of a certain engineer

the coal performance was carefully

watched. This man was as fine a runner

as could be found anywhere, took the

very best of care of the engine in every

respect, and a good man for making
time. The valve motion of his engine

was particularly adapted to working
steam on a very short cut-off; the boiler
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carrying i8o pounds of steam. The re-

sults of the engine were always inferior

to those of four others of the same class

and in the same service, in fuel perform-

ance. About one year ago that engineer

left the road to take a better situation else-

where, and the engine was put in charge

of another man, equally as good, and

since that time the performance of the

engine has been watched very closely.

The first man worked full throttle on

all occasions where speed would admit

it. The other man was not so particular

about it. He was apt to lift the reverse

lever back to the shortest possible cut-

oflf, and the throttle less than wide open.

The engine shows an average of about

two miles to the ton better performance

with coal with the last-named man than

it did with the first. I am not prepared

to say that it is altogether due to the man,

or the engine, although the last-named

man, ordinarily, should have had the

poorest showing, because the engine had

been longer in service. You can draw

whatever moral you please from it, but the

results were not radical enough to say

that either man was right or wrong.

"With such trains as they haul on ordi-

nary roads, the engine would perform

excellently with 4^^-inch cut-ofT. The

next notch forward of the first was an

intermediate notch. The cut-oflf was

G'A inches. This is where the second

man has been doing most of his work."

Several of the members attempted to

show that the engines worked with the

longer cut-of? must necessarily be more

wasteful of steam than that worked at

4.1/3 inches. They insisted that witli the

lower pressure of steam caused by throt-

tling, the steam must have been wetter

than that of the higher pressure used

with a full open throttle. That is just

where they were wrong. The throttled

steam would be slightly superheated.

The man who worked his engine cutting

off at 6>^ inches, happened to strike

about the shortest cut-off that a locomo-

tive can be operated on to advantage.

Those who were most in favor of short

cut-offs have rarely advocated anything

short of quarter stroke. A shorter cut-

off than that is certain to produce loss

from cylinder condensation.

After all, there is good reason for be-

lieving that the army of locomotive en-

gineers know enough about their business

to work their engines in the way that

would do the work with the least possible

expenditure of steam. They are a highly

intelligent class, and naturally know more

about how to work a locomotive than

scientists who have never spent a day in

a locomotive cab. All concerned may
therefore feel confident that when an en-

gineer is running with the steam partly

throttled, he has good reasons for so do-

ing. Don't make a hard-and-fast rule of

how the engine should be worked, for

firemen under examination for promo-

tion.

Does It Pay to Build Belpaire

Boilers?

Since we published the engravings

and description of the new type of express

locomotive for the Chicago, Burlington

& Quincy. in our December issue, we

have heard a great deal of talk about the

engine, particularly about the boiler,

which is much admired. The question

has frequently been asked, Why have

the "Q" people abandoned the Belpaire

boiler ? That question we cannot answer;

but we think that several railroads which

cling to the Belpaire would save money

by changing to some other type. In

the first place, it is a very expensive

boiler to build, and in service it is less

satisfactory than other forms that cost

less.

There may be railroads using Bel-

paire boilers that find them as cheap to

maintain as those having radial-stays or

crown bars ; but we have failed to find

out where they are. The Belpaire boiler

is reputed to be the strongest form in

use ; but we do not find that it is more

exempt from accidents than well-designed

wagon-top or straight boilers, and it

certainly is more troublesome to keep

tight. From some cause, not clearly

determined, the front corners are much

given to leaking. All sorts of strength-

ening and stiffening devices have been

tried to remedy this source of annoyance,

but with very little success.

Considering the trouble experienced

with the Belpaire boiler, it is strange that

it has not been abandoned for the good,

reliable wagon-top boiler, which gives

plenty of steam room, carries water better

than any other boiler ever tried, gives

excellent distribution of weight on the

wheels, and exhibits no weak spot to keep

boiler makers busy. This attribute of

carrying water well means something that

ought to receive serious attention from

the designers of boilers. Boilers that

do not carry water well, and are given

to priming as soon as there is five or six

inches of water above the crown sheet,

are wasteful of steam. When the steam

room is contracted, water is constantly

passing into the dry pipe along with the

steam, and all the heat that has l)een put

into that water is worse than wasted. The

moisture passing into the cylinders with

the steam acts as a condenser to take the

energy out of more steam as it reaches

the cylinders. There is good reason for

believing that the enormous amount of

loss from cylinder condensation m some

locomotives is due, in a great measure,

to the initial condensing action of mois-

ture carried out of the boiler.

Mr. W. F. Dixon, who was chief

draftsman of the Rogers Locomotive

Works, a good authority on locomotive

construction, writing on this subject,

said :

"There is one objection to the Belpaire

boiler—and, indeed, to any straight boiler,

ppart from any (|uestion of boiler-making.

to be found more especially in the case of

eight and ten-wheel engines—and that is.

the unduly large percentage of the total

weight of the whole machine which is

thrown on the leading truck.

"With the ordinary wagon-top, crown-

bar or radial-stay boiler, with the firebox

down between the main and back axles,

the drivers of an eight-wheeler get, on

an average, about 64 per cent., and a ten-

wheeler about 74 per cent., of the total

weight; but if the Belpaire boiler is used,

this percentage in the case of the eight-

wheeler sinks to about 61 per cent., and

of the ten-wheeler about 68 per cent. The
reason of this is, that with the wagon-

top boiler a sufficiently large space can

be obtained for steam room over the

crown sheet, while keeping the waist of

boiler tolerably small in diameter; but

the Belpaire being straight on top in the

great majority of cases, the waist must

be increased at least four inches in

diameter in order to obtain the necessary

steam room. The larger the waist, the

larger the sniokebox and front end must

be; the branch and exhaust pipes must

be longer and heavier; and, altogether,

the weight of the front part of the boiler,

which comes directly on the truck, is

materially increased. Whether the Bel-

paire boiler presents advantages to offset

this disadvantage is a moot question."

Against all these drawbacks, the only

explanation offered for preferring the

Belpaire boiler is, that it is a particularly

strong form. There seems to be little

weight to this argument, when other

boilers have been found just as safe, while

costing less for construction and main-

tenance. We think it would be edifying

to compare the cost for repairs of the old

Class P locomotives of the Pennsylvania

Railroad, with their wagon-top boilers,

and that of the newer engines, which have

Belpaire boilers.

^ ^ i

The tcclinical schools and industrial

educational establishments, that are in-

creasing so rapidly all over this con-

tinent, are doing much to impart informa-

tion concerning mechanical matters to

the mass of the people. This will have

a very wholesome effect in preventing

the people from being decoyed into tak-

ing financial interest in schemes that are

impracticable and based on claims of ac-

tion contrary to the principles of nature.

What has been badly needed among the

rising generation of the past, was accurate

knowledge respecting nature's laws. The

common schools have too often taught

smatterings of various " isms " which the

pupils would never find useful in their

daily lives. Time devoted to vagaries of

study would have been well spent

on natural philosophy. In this respect,

technical schools are doing the elemen-

tary work which ought to be carried out

in the day-schools.
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A Turn of Fortune's Wheel.

About the time the January number of

"Locomotive Engineering" went to press

the proprietors secured a controlling in-

terest in the capital stock of the Ameri-

can Machinist Publishing Co.; and at

the annual meeting of the company, An-
gus Sinclair was elected president, and

John A. Hill managing director. "Loco-
motive Engineering" and the "American
Machinist" are now under the same man-
agement, and the offices of the latter

paper have been moved to the fifteenth

floor of the Home Life Insurance Build-

ing, 256 Broadway, adjoining the offices

of "Locomotive Engineering." The in-

tention is to keep the papers entirely sep-

arate, and to make vigorous efforts to

improve the reading pages of both papers.

The "American Machinist" has been

changed to the same size of page as

"Locomotive Engineering," and a cover

put on.

There is a little sentiment connected

with Sinclair and Hill securing control

of the "American Machinist." Both

of them left railroad life to work
for the American Machinist Publishing

Co. In 1883, Angus Sinclair left the Bur-

lington, Cedar Rapids & Northern to be-

come associate editor of the "American

Machinist," and about the same time John
A. Hill, then on the Denver & Rio

Grande, began to figure as a contributor

to the paper. In 1888 the American

Machinist Publishing Co. commenced
publishing the "Locomotive Engineer,"

and Mr. Hill was appointed editor. At

that time the present proprietors of "Lo-

comotive Engineering" had as much ex-

pectation of controlling the movements of

the moon as they had of controlling either

of these papers; but it came round that in

1891 they raised the wherewithal to pur-

chase the "Locomotive Engineer." The
enlarging of the scope and size of the

paper, the changing the name, and the

earnest endeavors exerted to make it the

best and most interesting paper published,

are known to our readers. Our ambition

now is to make the "American Machinist"

as good and successful in its field as "Lo-
comotive Engineering" has been with

railroad men.

The new officials will not do any edi-

torial work on the "American Machinist,"

a highly efficient staff of editors being en-

gaged on that department, all of them
being well known mechanical engineers.

i i i

Water-tube boilers are making rapid

headway in Great Britain, for use in places

where a maximum steam-making power is

required in a minimum of room. It is

only a short time since this type of boiler

was first tried in torpedo boats; but it has
now been applied to five or six boats, and
is reported to be giving much greater

satisfaction than the ordinary tubular
boiler.

PERSONAL.
Mr. J. J. Dewey has been appointed

foreman at the Erie shops at Hornells-

ville, N. Y.

Mr. C. W. Risley has been appointed

superintendent of the Lima Northern,

with headquarters at Lima, Ohio.

Mr. R. H. Brown has been appointed

chief engineer of the Delaware & Hudson,
with headquarters at Albany, N. Y.

Mr. W. Atwood has been appointed as-

sistant train master of the Lehigh Valley

Railroad, with headquarters at Sayre, Pa.

Mr. E. F. Adams has been appointed

foreman of locomotive repairs of the

Southern Railway shops at Birmingham,

Ala.

Mr. L. B. Houck has been appointed

superintendent of the St. Louis, Kennett

& Southern, with headquarters at Ca-

ruthersville. Mo.

Mr. W. J. McLean has been appointed

master mechanic of the Third Division of

the Plant System, with headquarters at

Montgomery, Ala.

Mr. W. H. Young has been appointed

master mechanic of the Charlotte Harbor
division of the Southern, with headquar-

ters at Sanford, Fla.

Mr. F. E. Falk has been appointed gen-

eral store-keeper of the Cleveland, Akron
& Columbus Railroad, with headquarters

at Mt. Vernon, Ohio.

Mr. E. Svindell, of Chicago, has been

appointed R. H. foreman at San Bernar-

dino, Cal., in place of Mr. Geo. Langton,

transferred to Los Angeles.

Mr. W. D. Trump has been appointed

assistant to the general manager of the

Flint & Pere Marquette Railroad, with

headquarters at Saginaw, Mich.

Mr. Robt. T. Pace has been appointed

purchasing agent of the Atlanta & West
Point Railroad and Western Railway of

.Mabama, with headquarters at Atlanta,

Ga.

Mr. C. B. Hart has been appointed traf-

fic manager of the Hutchinson & South-

ern, with headquarters at Hutchinson,

Kan. He was formerly with the Rock
Island.

Mr. J. B. Musgrove has been appointed

superintendent of motive power of the

Panama Railroad. He was formerly on

the Chattanooga & Lookout Mountain

Railway.

The friends of Mr. N. J. Paradise, mas-

ter mechanic of the Hannibal & St.

Joseph, will be sorry to hear that he was

recently stricken with paralysis while

traveling.

Mr. G. W. Barns, for some time chief

clerk to Supt. Egan, of the Great Western
Railway, has been appointed superintend-

ent of the Vincent Stock Yards at Des
Moines, la.

Mr. W. A. Garrett has been appointed

superintendent of the Western division

of the Wabash Railroad, with office at

Moberly, Mo., in place of F. H. McGuig-
an, resigned.

Mr. Geo. C. Jones has been appointed

division superintendent of the Grand
Trunk, with headquarters at Montreal,

Can. He was formerly chief train de-

spatcher of the Wabash.

Mr. C. F. Parker has been appointed

general manager of the St. Louis, Alton

& Terre Haute. He was formerly as-

sistant general manager, and is a son of

the president of the road.

Mr. J. W. Lutterell, master mechanic of

the Illinois Central shops at Burnside, 111.,

has had his jurisdiction extended to the

car department, and performs the duty

formerly done by Mr. Wm. Apps.

Mr. W. E. Hodges has been appointed

assistant to President Ripley, of the

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad.

Mr. Hodges has been for some time traf-

fic manager for Frazer & Chalmers.

Mr. C. A. Wickersham has been ap-

pointed superintendent of the Alabama
Great Southern, with headquarters at Bir-

mingham, Ala. He was formerly train

master on a division of the Southern.

Mr. H. S. Cable has been elected vice-

president of the Rock Island & Peoria

Railroad. He is manager of the Manitou

& Pike's Peak Railroad, and is the son

of President Cable of the Rock Island.

Mr. Seely Dunn has been appointed

superintendent of the Owensboro & Nash-
ville division of the Louisville & Nash-

ville Railroad. He was formerly train

master on another division of the road.

Mr. Geo. Donahue, master mechanic

of the Erie shops at Cleveland, Ohio, has

been transferred to Meadville, Pa., to suc-

ceed Mr. F. B. Smith, who left to go to

the New York, New Haven & Hartford.

Mr. T. C. Sherwood has been ap-

pointed general manager of the Kansas
City, Pittsburgh & Gulf, with headquar-

ters at Kansas City, Mo. He was for-

merly with the Des Moines & Kansas

City.

Mr. Daniel Breck has been appointed

assistant to President Smith of the Louis-

ville & Nashville, with headquarters at

Louisville, Ky. Mr. Beck has been for

several years superintendent of the same

road.

Mr. A. J. Frazer has been appointed

superintendent of the sixth division of

the Southern Railway, with headquarters

at Birmingham, Ala. He was formerly

superintendent of the Alabama Great

Southern.

Mr. John C. Doyle has been appointed

general master car builder of the Mis-

souri, Kansas & Texas, with headquarters

at Sedalia, Mo. He was formerly master
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car builder of the Texas lines of the same

company.

Mr. T. E. Brooks has been appointed

train master of a division of the Louis-

ville & Nashville, with headquarters at

Clarkesville, Tenn. He was formerly

chief clerk to the superintendent of trans-

portation of the road.

Mr. J. C. Gregory has been appointed

superintendent of the Galveston, Hous-

ton & Henderson Railroad, in addition to

being superintendent of the International

& Great Northern. His headquarters are

at Palestine, Texas.

Mr. Wm. A. Garrett has been appointed

superintendent of the Western Division of

the Wabash, with headquarters at Mo-
berly, Mo. He has been for some time

terminal superintendent at St. Louis for

the same railroad company.

Mr. Frank E. Charles is foreman of the

East St. Louis Connecting Railway shops

at East St. Louis. He is a graduate of the

Burlington, Ceder Rapids and Northern

shops at Cedar Rapids, and is a particu-

larly well educated mechanic.

The numerous friends of General John

B. Gray, so long associated with the

American Brake Co., will be sorry to

learn that he is in very delicate health.

He has gone South in the hopes that the

change of air will help him.

Mr. A. M. Tucker has been made agent

for the Western Lines of the Erie, with

headquarters at Cleveland, Ohio. He was

for many years general manager of the

New York, Pennsylvania & Ohio, and

his duties will not be much changed.

Mr. A. W. Greenwood has been ap-

pointed superintendent and master me-

chanic of the East Broad Top Railroad,

with headquarters at Rockhill Furnace,

Pa. He has been for some time acting

superintendent and master mechanic.

Mr. Willard Kells has been appointed

master mechanic of the shops at Cleve-

land, Ohio. He was formerly general

foreman of the shops at Meadville, Pa.

He is a son of the late Ross Kells, super-

intendent of motive power of the Erie.

Mr. John Muir has been appointed traf-

fic manager of the Panama Railroad, with

headquarters at Colon, Colombia. Mr.

Muir has been for several years Eastern

traffic agent of the Pacific Mail Steamship

Co., with headquarters in New York.

Before Mr. Chas. M. Hays, late general

manager of the Wabash Railroad, left St.

Louis to go to Canada to begin his duties

as general manager of the Grand Trunk,

he was given a farewell reception at St.

Louis by a great many of the old em-
ployes of the road.

Mr. H. Delany has been appointed mas-
ter mechanic of the Philadelphia & Read-

ing at Philadelphia, with office at Berks

street. Mr. Delany was for several years

superintendent of motive power of the

Louisville, New Albany & Chicago Rail-

road.

The machine and car shops of the At-

lantic & Danville Railway Company have

been removed from Portsmouth, Va., to

Lawrenceville, Va., 96 miles from the

former place. The office of Master Me-
chanic Reid has been transferred from

Portsmouth to Lawrenceville.

Mr. J. E. Giniperlin, formerly general

superintendent of the Cincinnati, Dayton

& Ironton Railroad, has accepted the po-

sition of general agent for the Boyer

jacks. He will devote himself especially

to the railroad business. The head-

quarters of the Boyer Jack Co. are in

Dayton, O.

Mr. Oscar G. Murray, second vice-

president of the Cleveland, Cincinnati,

Chicago & St. Louis, has been elected

third vice-president of the Chesapeake &
Ohio. This was done for the purpose of

having Mr. Murray represent two roads

on the Board of Managers of the Joint

Traffic Association.

Mr. Thomas Williams, general foreman

of the erecting shops of the Baldwin Lo-

comotive Works, and William McCarroll.

traveling engineer for the same concern,

have gone to Russia to set up and put

into service the large order of compound
locomotives recently turned out for the

Russian government.

We learn that Mr. H. B. La Rue, the

well known railroad supply man, has been

engaged by Merchant & Co., of Philadel-

phia, as a traveling salesman. Mr. La
Rue is one of the best known and oldest

salesmen in the railroad supply business,

and there are few men who have so many
warm friends among railroad officers.

Mr. A. W. Worley, who has been in the

store department of the Great Western

Railway at Des Moines, la., has been

promoted to be chief clerk to Supt. Egan,

in place of G. W. Barns, resigned. Mr.

Worley has been one of the best friends

of "Locomotive Engineering" in the

West. His headquarters are at Des
Moines, la.

Mr. G. A. Akerlind has been appointed

chief draftsman of the mechanical depart-

ment of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pa-

cific, at Chicago. He has been for years

in the drawing office of the Brooks Loco-

motive Works. He was winner of one of

the prizes given by "Locomotive Engin-

eering" two years ago for the best design

of locomotive.

Mr. Geo. B. Reeve has been appointed

general traffic manager of the Grand
Trunk Railway, with headquarters at

Montreal, Can. He has been in a similar

position on the Chicago & Grand Trunk
for the past fifteen years. This is the be-

ginning of the changes likely to be made
by General Manager Hays in reorganiz-

ing the personnel of the Grand Trunk
Railway.

We are pleased to learn from a circular

issued by Burnham, Williams & Co., of

the Baldwin Locomotive Works, that

Messrs. Samuel M. Vauclain, .Alba B.

Johnson and George Burnham, Jr., have

been admitted to partnership. That is a

cheerful New Year's day announcement,

and is a pleasant acknowledgment of

men whose services have been very val-

uable to the firm.

Mr. John D. Campbell has resigned the

position of master mechanic of the Buffalo

& Susquehanna, to take effect when his

successor is appointed. Mr. Campbell

has been in bad health since he went to

Galeton, and is unable to hold the posi-

tion on account of the place, which is

quite malarial. The management of the

road are looking for a man to fill the

position, and have several names undei

consideration.

Mr. J. J. Casey has resigned his posi-

tion as assistant superintendent of ma-

chinery ot the Illinois Central, to accept

the position of superintendent of Haskel

& Barker Car Co., of Michigan City, Ind.

He was formerly superintendent of mo-

tive power of the Yazoo & Mississippi

Valley, and for some time superintendent

of Missouri Car & Foundry Co. He was

in charge of the car department of the

Illinois Central.

Mr. George Thompson has been ap-

pointed master mechanic of the Beach

Creek Railroad in place of Mr. La Mott

Ames, resigned. Mr. Thompson has been

for several years general foreman of the

shops at Jersey Shore and has been in the

habit of taking charge in Mr. Ames' ab-

sence. A correspondent in Jersey Shore,

writing about this appointment, says: "It

is highly satisfactory all round, especially

to the men, and that Mr. Thompson de-

serves any good thing that we can say

about him. being a first class shop man-

ager and a good executive officer."

About the time we went to press last

month, Thos. A. Lawes, mechanical en-

gineer of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chi-

cago & St. Louis at Indianapolis, was

appointed superintendent of machinery of

the Chicago & Eastern Illinois, to take

the place of Mr. Allen Cooke, resigned.

Mr. Lawes is a very able mechanical en-

gineer, and has had considerable experi-

ence as a master mechanic, so his new po-

sition will have no novelty for him. He
is one of the most industrious workers

on the committees of the Master Me-
chanics' Association, and his report last

year on boiler tubes excited a great deal

of attention.

Mr. Wm. C. Arp has been appointed

superintendent of motive power of the

Vandalia Lines, with headquarters at

Terre Haute, Ind., to succeed Mr. G. H.

Prescott, resigned. Mr. Arp has been on

the Pennsylvania Railroad all his working

life, having served his apprenticeship on

the Northern Central, at Williamsport,

Pa. He rose through the usual course of
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foreman and to master mechanic, the po-

sition which he held at Dennison, C, for

several years. This appointment results

from the Pennsylvania Railroad Com-
pany having taken possession of the Van-

dalia Lines.

On the occasion of his leaving the Chi-

cago & East Illinois, Mr. Allen Cooke

and his wife were surprised by a deputa-

tion of the officials of the road and pre-

sented with some very valuable presents.

Mr. Cooke has left railroad life for good,

and intends to devote his time to looking

after his own property. Mr. Cooke has

been a long time with the Chicago & East

Illinois, and was considered one of the

ablest master mechanics of his genera-

tion. He has at different times been of-

fered good positions elsewhere, but he

preferred to remain with the Chicago &
East Illinois. General regret is ex-

pressed at his quitting the position he has

honorably held so long.

Mr. R. B. Reading, who has been for

several years general foreman of the Ele-

vated Railroad shops in New York, has

received indefinite leave of absence, having

been appointed by Prest. Gould to super-

intend some of his private industries. The
appointment is very creditable to Mr.

Reading and puts him in a good position

for advancement, but he dislikes the idea

of leaving railroad life, and hopes to be

able to return to it after he gets the fac-

tories running smoothly which are now
under his charge. Mr. Reading is a grad-

uate of the Erie mechanical department,

and was for some time with the Pullman

Car Co. before going to the Elevated. He
is very popular with the men on the Ele-

vated, and general regret is expressed on

account of his leaving the shops.

Many master car builders and master

mechanics will be interested in learning

that ]\Ir. Joseph Wood, for some time

general manager of the Pennsylvania

lines west of Pittsburgh, has been elected

fourth vice-president of the company. It

is only a few years ago since Mr. Wood
attended the Master Car Builders Con-

ventions and took an active part in push-

ing through the adoption of the M. C. B.

coupler and other standards. He was

then superintendent of motive power at

Columbus. He rose to that position

through the engineering department, and

was a decided success. As an operating

officer he lost none of his prestige gained

in the engineering and mechanical de-

partments, and his elevation testifies that

the directors of the company appreciate

his ability.

Mr. William Thornburgh, general sup-

erintendent of the Columbus, Sandusky &
Hocking Railway, has adopted the sys-

tem of "Discipline without Suspension,"

which he has taken from that practiced

by Mr. George R. Brown, genera! super-

intendent of the Fall Brook Railway.

He has issued a circular, describing the

system, Willi some modifications suitable

for the road where he is in charge. He
calls lor the cooperation of the heads of

the departments to make the new system

a success, and we have no doubt but what

he will greatly improve the service of the

road by the action he has taken. While

a strict disciplinarian, Mr. Thornburgh

has very warm sympathies for mistakes

made unthinkingly, and we have no doubt

whatever but his popularity will be in-

creased by the action he has taken in this

matter.

The "Railway World" is publishing a

very interesting series of articles, giving

"Reminiscences of a Railroad Engineer,"

by W. Hasall Wilson, president of the

Belvidere, Delaware & Philadelphia Rail-

way. Mr. Wilson is said to be the oldest

railroad president in the United States,

and he has had a most varied railroad ex-

perience, which makes his reminiscences

of very great value. He rose through the

engineering department of the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad, having worked as a road-

man on the South Carolina Railroad. He
was assistant engineer on the construction

of the first part of what is now the Penn-

sylvania Railroad, and he has been with

the company ever since, rising by degrees

until he became president of one of the

proprietory roads. We understand that

his reminiscences are going to be pub-

lished in book form. It will be one of the

most valuable contributions ever given to

railroad history.

In the death of Thomas Prosser, Sr.,

the railroad supply business loses one of

the older representatives, who was exceed-

ingly well and favorably known to rail-

road men. He died at Brooklyn last

month, in the sixty-seventh year of his

age. He was head of the steel firm of

Prosser & Sons, who are the American

representatives of the Krupp Manufactur-

ing Co., of Germany. He was born in

Worcester, England, but came to this

country with his parents when he was a

young lad. Forty-five years ago he estab-

lished himself in the steel business in

Paterson, N. J., and opened a store in

New York City. A year afterwards he

became the representative of the Krupp
Co., and to his energy and good man-

agement is due much of the popularity

which the Krupp steel has enjoyed among
the railroads of this country. The busi-

ness will be carried on by his sons, who
are almost as favorably known among
railroad men as their father.

g i i
The Standing Committee of the Supply

Men's Association have sent out a cir-

cular, intimating that it is their wish that

a very complete exhibition should be

made at the next convention at Saratoga.

Those who wish to show articles that are

of interest to railroad men should apply

at once to Mr. W. C. Ford, Secretary of

the Standing Committee, 29 Broadway,

New York.

EQUIPMENT NOTES.

The Mexican Central have ordered 550

freight cars with the St. Charles Car Co.

The Quebec Central are reported to

have ordered some 50,000-pound box cars.

The Bay Terminal of Toledo, Ohio, is

reported to be about to order some cars

and locomotives.

The Chicago & Grand Trunk are hav-

ing four passenger cars built by the

Barnes & Smith Co.

Schenectady has received an order for

10 six-wheel connected engines from the

Chicago & Northwestern.

Brooks have received orders for s en-

gines for the Ilinois Central and 5 for the

Chicago & Northwestern.

The Chicago & Northwestern have

placed an order with the Peninsular

Works for 550 feight cars.

The Cincinnati, Jackson & Macinaw are

reported to be in the market for a num-
ber of freight locomotives.

The Madison Car Co. have received an

order from the Overland Fruit Dispatch

Co. for 100 refrigerator cars.

Brooks have received an order from

the Buffalo Creek road for three heavy,

six-wheel, switching engines.

The Duluth, South Shore & Atlantic

have ordered 500 gondola cars from the

Michigan Peninsular Car Co.

The Pittsburgh Locomotive Works have

received an order from the Arkansas &
Choctaw for some mogul locomotives.

The Illinois Central have ordered 200

freight cars from the Mt. Vernon Car

Works. They will all have Westinghouse

air brakes.

The Duluth, South Shore & Atlantic

have placed an order with the Peninsular

works for 600 freight cars. They will all

be equipped with the Westinghouse air

brake.

The Fitchburg have ordered five mogul

locomotives from Schenectady of the type

illustrated in "Locomotive Engineering"

last June. A report that they are com-

pounds is not correct.

The Maryland Steel Co. have, in their

shops at Sparrows Point, Md., the famous

Strong locomotive, "Darwin," converting

her into a four-cylinder compound, after

designs by Mr. Strong.

The presidents of the anthracite coal

roads met in New York, about the end of

last month, and tried to form an agree-

ment which would stop the demoraliza-

tion of rates, which has prevailed for the

last two years.

What is probably the largest locomotive

form of boiler ever built, was recently de-

signed by Mr. F. W. Dean, mechanical

engineer, of Boston. The boiler is 10 feet

in diameter, has two corrugated furnaces,

and has 5,300 square feet of heating sur-

face.
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Baldwin's people have recently received

orders as follows: 2 engines for the New
York, Philadelphia & New York; 6 con-

solidations for the Diihith & Iron Range;

I ten-wheeler for the United Verde &
Pacific; 6 consolidations for the Central

Railway of Brazil; 6 eight-wheelers for the

Lima & Northern; i special engine for

the Philadelphia & Reading; and 32 en-

gines for the Eastern Railway of Russia.

The later have Westinghouse air brakes

and the American brake on drivers.

« *̂
The boiler of a passenger engine, be-

longing to the Delaware, Lackawanna &
Western, exploded while the engine was

in the roundhouse, one day last month.

Fracture took place on the course nearest

to the smoke box. It is very difficult find-

ing out what was the cause of the ex-

plosion, as the sheets seem to be in good
order, and no signs of corrosion were

found. Fortunately no one was killed by

the explosion, although the fireman was
rather severely injured.

@ S @
While a passenger train of the West

Shore Railroad was approaching a deep

cut. near New York, George Cole, the

engineer, saw a big negro roll a large

rock down upon the track. Cole applied

the brakes promptly, and stopped the

train before striking the obstruction, then

he and his fireman chased the would-be

train-wrecker and caught him. The negro

was armed with a razor, and slashed the

men rather badly before he was overcome,

but they took h,irh along, and landed him
in the hands of a sherilT.

S i i
Mr. C. F. Quincy has been receiver of

the Q. & C. Co. for several years, and he

has been discharged by the courts'within

the month, his vigorous and successful

management having brought back pros-

perity to the company. The past receiver

is now treasurer and general manager.

^ a g
BOOK REVIEWS.

"Machine-Shop Arithmetic." By Fred
H. Colvin and Walter Lee Cheny, Edi-
tors of "Machinery." The Practical

Publishing Co., East Orange, N. J.

Price so cents.

To a mechanic wishing to learn the
problems of everyday shop experience,
this little book will be the best pocket
companion we have ever examined. It

has been prepared by two mechanics, who
make no pretensions to a range of mathe-
matics soaring above the heads of plain
lathe or bench h^nds. There is nothing
in the book that a man who has learned
arithmetic will have difficulty in under-
standing, and every problem and rule in

it ought to be understood by every me-
chanic with ambition to become anything
higher than a common workman. The
first subjects taken up are decimals,
square root, cube root and mensuration.
The rules of these divisions of arithmetic
are plainly stated, and examples given of
their application to shop practice. The
formulas employed to indicate methods
of calculation are very simply explained.

If mechanics would study this depart-
ment a little, they would not be so readily
scared by an article that contains a few
formulas to indicate abbreviated calcula-
tions. We regret not having the space to
give a more detailed review of the book.
Among the principal chapters are: Rules
for Screw-Cutting; Drilling for Taps;
Depth of Thread; Bolts and Nuts; Speed
of Pulleys and Gears; Speed of Milling
Cutters; Speed of Drills and Taps; Speed
of Grindstones and Emery Wheels; Prin-
ciples of Screw-Cutting.

S i i
Mr. G. R. Henderson, mechanical en-

gineer of the Norfolk & Western, is an

ideal chairman of a committee of investi-

gation. In connection with a committee
of the Master Mechanics' Association,

appointed to investigate the subject of

slide valves, he is issuing monthly bulle-

tins to the rest of his committee, report-

ing progress and stimulating interest in

the work. This is a plan well worthy
of imitation. From the latest bulletin,

we learn that Mr. Philip Wallis, of the

Lehigh Valley, is making a dynamome-
ter, to be used in tests; that Mr. Ham-
mett, of Troy, N. Y., has promised to

donate a new Richardson balanced and
an Allen balanced valve; that the commit-
tee have determined to make tests at Pur-

due University with the C. B. & Q. loco-

motive; that the Norfolk & Western Co.

have agreed to make the necessary valve

yokes and valve rods to conduct the ex-

periments; and that the Schenectady Lo-
comotive Works have been asked to do-

nate a steam chest, with fittings for test-

ing the special Allen valve.

i i i
The Burlington, Cedar Rapids &

Northern Railway people are using

Keasbey & Mattison's magnesia sectional

lagging for all their locomotives, and
they are satisfied that it is the cheapest

material they have ever used. They
order a carload at a time, have the sec-

tions made to fit the boilers, apply the

material with care and skill—with the

result that the lagging needs no atten-

tion till it has to be removed, that the

boiler may be examined. Then it is put

back, and found as good as when applied.

i i i
The hollow staybolts, referred to in

the article on the Union Pacific shops at

Omaha, on page 8 of January number,

were made by the Falls Hollow Staybolt

Co. We are informed by this company
that several of the large railroad systems

have adopted the hollow staybolt exclu-

sively in the construction of their fire-

boxes. This staybolt is made of the best

quality of charcoal iron, and every stay-

bolt is guaranteed to give satisfaction.

^ ^ i
The Fitchburg Railroad people have

adopted the Union Switch & Signal sys-

tem of contfolled-manual signals in the

Hoosic tunnel. The trainmen are reported

to feel thorough confidence in the system,

which makes collisions almost impossible.

The Compania Mexicana de Ferro-

carrilcs Industrials has received a con-

cession from the Mexican Government to

construct and operate several railroads,

and the necessary telegraph and telephone

lines, in the Federal District and the

States of Mexico, Hidalgo, Puebla. More-
los and Michoacan, to connect the various

lignite or coal mines with factories, min-

ing establishments or towns. The rail-

roads are for the transportation of

freight. The road will be constructed

and operated entirely by American cap-

italists.
,

3 i i
Fire destroyed the office of the Whiting

Foundry Equipment Co.'s works at Har-

vey (near Chicago), on the evening of

January 6th. The drawings and records

were saved, and new office quarters con-

venient to the works were at once en-

gaged. The fire communicated to the

erecting shop, damaging a portion of

roof; but the machine, cupola, blacksmith

shops, foundry building and power house

were not harmed. Work will continue as

usual. The space formerly occupied as

an office will be added to the machine and

erecting shops, to increase the capacity

of these already crowded departments,

and a new and separate office building

will be' erected at once. The company
announce that they will be able to handle

all business as usual, without delay or in-

terruption.

i i i
Samuel Hall's Son, 229 West Tenth

street. New York City, manufacturer of

Hall's improved pipe wrench, which has

gained such a widespread popularity dur-

ing the past year, states that any part of

this wrench broken with fair usage will

be replaced without charge; also, that

Messrs. Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden
Co., of San Francisco., Cal., have been

appointed distributing agents for the Pa-

cific Coast.

i i i
A correspondent in Chicago writes us,

saying that the fireman who was on the

engine when the famous fast run was made
on the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern

Railway, ought to have as much credit as

the engineer. This writer is disappointed

because he does not know even the name
of the fireman. We are in the same posi-

tion, although we have tried to obtain

the name. We are afraid that this hero,

like many others, will pass through the

world with his famous achievement as-

sociated with no name.

^ g g
We learn from the officers of the Fitch-

burg Railroad that they are having verj

satisfactory results from a system of elec-

tric lighting which is in use on some of

their suburban trains. It combines pri-

mary and storage batteries, and after

charging will keep the lights going for

forty hours.
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Danny Dugan's Air=Brake School.
" 'Lo dere! Wot t'ell? Say, isn't yuse

dat air brake felly wot uster come chasin'

yerself t' chin de ol' man w'en I was 'is

offus kid? I t'ought so. Days a natchel

look on yer mug.
"Say, yuse is queered t' see me here in

dese togs? I t'ought so. Say, dis chob's

chust me size. Dat offus chob fitted me
like a pair o' Jew pants. Dat's straight.

Chasin' errands ain't in it wid a chob

firin'. See? Say, I've been stuffin' rocks

into a hog now fur nearly t'ree munts,

and I'm stuck on me chob. I'm feelin'

like a t'ree-time winner, an' am 'ere t' stay

wid bote feet. See?

"Wot's dat? Keep 'er hot? Wot t'ell!

Say, de devil o' Tyrone ain't in it wid me,

an' dat goes. Say, some o' dem big mugs
wot t'ink deys firemen—I kin give dem
weight and lose 'em in a walk, an' dat

goes. See?

"Say, on de level, me injineer is a dead

hard stiff t' fire fur. W'en 'e ain't drag-

gin' de links on de ties 'e's opening' de

injectur wider. Dere's no low tide wid

August. It's all de time high tide wid 'im.

"An' dis ol' injin' '84,' is a bloomin' re-

frigerator, an' dat's right. She'd make
more boodle hired out to an ice cream

joint 'an she does haulin' cars. Say, all

de boys lays down wid de '84' on de hills

and gives her time t' boil 'er water. See?

"Say, August is wot dey calls a long-

stroke man. I doesn't know wot dat

means, but I tumbled long ago dat it is

somet'ink wot makes a felly's back hurt.

"One day I says t' August, says I:

'August wot t'ell's dat long stroke?'

" 'Dat means she cuts 'er fire better,'

says August. ' Dat's wot it means,

Danny.'

"I t'ink dat August is dead onto de

game, 'cos w'en August points 'is finger

at de coal pile, den at de fire door an'

makes dem dinkey pantomine motions

wid 'is 'and, it queers me t' t'row de rocks

into 'er fast enough. She cuts de fire all

to pieces. If it wuzzent fur de grates I

t'ink dat de ash-pan would be cut out too.

Dat's right. I'm givin' it to yuse on de

level. See?

"Wot's dat? Does I know anyt'ink

about dem air brakes? Sure! Say, dat's

me long suit. Mebbe I'm shy on trumps,

but I'm gettin' a lead-pipe cinch on de

air-brake biz. Say, some of de fellys

t'ink dat de air-brake school's a fake, and

dey's dead sore on it. but let me tell yust

dat I gives it de hug. I pushes it along.

See?

"Wot's dat? How did I get interested

in air brakes? Dead easy! Say, dis is

de way dat it was, see? Las' T'anksgivin'

ev'nin', w'en I chases myself up to see

Sadie; yuse know dat Sadie's me steady.

Wot't dat? Yuse ain't on? Say, yuse is

a farmer, sure. Sadie's me reg'lar com-

p'ny. She's me best goyle. See? Wot
t'ell?

"Sadie, she says t' me, says she: 'Danny,

wot t'ell does yuse know about dem air

brakes?' Dem's not ezactly her words,

but dey means de same t'ing.

" 'Not'ing,' says I. 'I ain't played a

chip on de game.'
" 'Den yuse 'ad better play de new air-

brake school fur a winner, an' put every

plunk yuse got in yer bloomers on it,' says

she. See?
" 'W'y,' says I.

" 'Because,' says she, 'I heerd Mr. Sim-

mons say dat every mug uv an injuneer

and fireman had t' swally dere dose at de

new air-brake school wo's just been fin-

ished.' Mr. Simmons is de master me-
chanic an' is de man wot Sadie woickes

fur. 'I heerd 'im tell Mr. W'ite, wot's 'is

foreman, dem very words. 'E said dat

de time was now almost here dat all de

fellys 'ud have to know de air brake to

hold 'is chob.' See?

"Den Sadie says t' me, says she: 'Dan-

nie, dat means dat yuse has t' get into de

push. I wants yuse t' get a hump on yer-

self an' learn all about dem air brakes,

or I'll break yer face.' Dem want de

same words she said, but dey means de

same ting. Sadie talks more highfallutin'

langwidge. See?

"Den me an' Sadie chewed de rag for

a while. She said de new air joint was to

be give to some mug wot understood de

whole t'ing from start to finish,an' dat I

mus' Stan' in wid 'im somehow, an' get de

inside track of de odder fellys. No more

firemen would be set up wot couldn't pass

a way up air-brake examination. Hujly

Gee! Say, de t'rottle fever's got a dead

strong grip on me, and I liked to hear

dat, I don't t'ink.

"I t'ought I saw my openin' to score a

point, so I makes a right-hand lead fur

Sadie's left ribs and I lands like dis. 'If

I tackles de air-brake bizness, Sadie,' says

I. 'and puts it t' sleep, will dat make me
solider wid yuse?'

"'Sure!' says she. Say, Sadie's the

stuff, all right, an' wot she said makes me
feel like a t'ree-time winner. Dat's on

de level. See?

"Say, de nex' day I chases meself down

to de air joint. Dere was four million

fellys dere. Wot? Four million? Well,

at first I tought dere was, but I guess dere

wuzzent quite dat many. Dere was a

young felly dere talkin' de dinkiest lang-

widge yuse ever heard, an' he wore a go-

ahead and back-up cap and blonde shoes.

Wot? Tourist cap and tan shoes? Yes,

I guess dat's right, but de rig would queer

an older man, sure.

"Say, dere was more rag chewin' dan

I ever heerd before. Dey all wanted t'

talk, and dey all kicked t' see w'ich would

teach de instructor, as dey call de bloke

wid de swell clothes. But de young felly

was cool and perlite like, an' one after de

odder was brought down t' 'is milk. At

first de t'ing was a reg'lar wranglin' bee.

"Say, I wasn't in it a little bit for a min-

ute wid dem big tall fellys, and I coudn't

see not'ing. Jus' den some mug pulled

me coat sleeve, an' w'en I turns around, I

sees dat it was Fiddle Face Farley, wot

married Sadie's sister, an' 'e keeps de dirt-

iest engine an' is de laziest fireman on de

road. But fur purs'nal reasons I wants to

stand in wid 'im, aldough he is lazy.

" ' 'Lo, Danny,' says 'e.

"
' 'Lo,' says I. 'Are yuse onto de

game?' says I.

" 'Sure,' says 'e. 'I knows more about

de game in a minute dan dat felly knows

in a munt.'
" 'Put me on,' says I. 'I'm a dead

green farmer on dis lay.'

"Say, de way Fiddle Face looked at me
den made me dead sore in a minute. Dat

look said plainer dan words: "Danny, yuse

ain't in it wid me for a minute. Yuse has

no business on the 'eart. Get off!' But

Fiddle Face 'as been firin' more dan t'ree

years. So I took it. See?

"I wos just about t' tell 'im t' button up

some of dat pity or dere'd be a scrap,

w'en 'e saj's, says 'e: 'Listen close, Dan-

ny, 'cos I t'ink dis is too deep fur yuse to

understan'. Does yuse see dat curly

spring?' says 'e.

" 'Sure,' says I.

" 'Well, dat's wot sets de brake.' says

'e. 'Den de murgency pressure works de

exaggarated falve, and de brake lets off

t'rough de excess port until de pump
recharges de cylinder again.' Say, I've

found out since dat dat was de rankest
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.stringin' I ever got. I t'oiight dat Fiddle

Face was a corker den, an' wished dat I

was onto de game half as much as he was.

I t'ought dat he orter have a chob wid de

Westin'ouse; but I 'as learned more, an'

know dat he's only a big game of wind,

an' was a-stringin' uv me. T'ell wid a

fool, even dough he's only a day old!

"Say, w'en de odder mugs all left, I

chases up to de young felly, an' says I to

him, says I: 'Say, can a felly like me wot's

a farmer at dis bizness learn de tricks of

de dinky falves wots ev'rywhere here?'

" 'Cert,' says he, 'De ting's dead easy.'

" 'Say, yuse is a peach,' says I. 'AH

dem fellers was tryin' ter string yuse, but

yuse was cool and perlite like, and stood

dem all off. Every man of them was put

on Queer street before you trun 'em

down.'
" 'Dere all right,' says 'e. 'We'll get

along better next time.'

" 'Say!' says I. 'I wants t' get de bulge

on dese tricks bad, an' will do anyt'ing if

yuse will cinist put me on. See?'

"Den he looked up and smiled, and we

shook hands. He axed me my name, an'

said he was glad t' see one man at least

dat didn't know it all. Den he takes me
fur more dan an hour, jus' de same as

dough I was some swell chap, an' he told

mc all about de dinky falves an' dere

tricks, an' he filled me nut wid wheels.

But I remembered a whole lot of it..

"I t'ought I never'd get onto dem falves,

but de young felly dropped dat high-

falutin' langwidge, an' 'e made de t'ing s'

dead easy dat I couldn't 'elp see it.

" 'Danny', says 'e, 'does yuse know any

t'ing about dem air brakes?'

" 'Nary a t'ing,' says I.

" 'I'm glad o' dat,' says 'e. 'Youse 'as

no wrong ideas to undo,' says 'e. Den "e

says, says 'e: 'Danny, de first kind of an

air brake wuz wot dey calls a straight air

brake. De very first t'ing wot wuz done

wuz fur de pump t' squeeze de air into de

main drum on de injun, an' den we wuz

ready to set de brake. Before de brake

wuz set, de only place dat air wuz, wuz in

de main drum on de injun. Dere wuz

none on de cars. Dere wuz a pipe from

de main drum to de t'ree way cock. De
main train pipe begin at de t'ree-way

cock, and run de whole lengt' o' de train.

Each and efTery car 'ad wot wuz called

a brake cylinder, wot wuz connected to

de main train pipe by a dinky pipe. We'n

de injineer wanted t' set de brake—an' 'e

wuz de only mug wot could set it
—

'e

trund de t'ree-way cock han'le a bit, an'

de squeezed air in de main drum went

t'rough de t'ree-way cock into de main

train pipe, t'rough de dinky pipe t' de

cylinder. Dis 'ud push de piston out

and pull de lefers around an' dey 'ud pull

de brake shoes up onto de wheels, and rub

hard. Dis 'ud stop de train. W'en de

injineer wanted t' t'row de brakes off, he'd

trun de han'le a' de t'ree-way cock de

odder way a bit, w'ich 'ud shut off de

squeezed air comin' from de drum, an' de

air wot pushed de piston out o' de cylinder

'ud come back t'rough de dinky pipe and

main train pipe to de injun again, as far

as de t'ree-way cock, an' den 'ud pass out

t'rough a hole in de cock to de open air.'

"Say, dat wuz good English langwidge.

wot I understands. Dere wuz not'ing

highfalutin' 'bout dat. I gets onto dat

straight wid bot' feet, and dead easy, too.

"Say, dat young felly's a peach. Yuse

kin bank all yer plunks dat he savvies his

drill on the air brake. Not only dat, 'es

dead onto how t' chin about dem brakes

to a felly like me, wot's a farmer atde
biz.

"Den he says, says 'e: 'Danny, now de

.Tutomatic brake is chust opposite to de

straight air. De pressure fer de cylinder

is a zallary razzerboy under de car, but

I'll tell yuse more about dat nex' time.'

He tol' me dat I had better chase meself

home now. as I had all my nut would hold

widout bustin', and I t'ought so too.

"Say, dat felly's a peach, an' dat's dead

straight. But, Hully Geel but dat air

brake is a bute. Dat graduating valve

and zallary razzerboy is out o' . Wot
t'ell? Wot? T'ree-t'irty? Say, it's after

t'ree o'clock now. Say, Slobby, did yuse

call August? All right! Go chase yer-

self. y'ugly man's boy! I ain't got time t'

jolly wid yuse now. Well, s' long till I

sees you again. I'll put dis brake valve

togedder again before Long Stroke sees

it, fer he'd be sure t'ask, w'ere t'ell all dem
dinky pieces came from. Yes! All right!

Sure! Dat's wot I'll do. Wot i'ell?

Dat's straight! I'll chase meself dere

every time I'm in. Yes, I'll tell yuse more

about how I gets along de nex' time.

S'long!"

i i i
A Brake That "Wears Out Brake

Shoes."

As proof to illustrate the increased effi-

ciency of an improved tender foundation

brake gear over an old discarded style, a

correspondent states that more brake

shoes are worn out with the new rigging

than with the old. By some few oflficials,

upon whom false economies have a death

grip, the change which calls forth this ex-

traordinary remark would be received

with alarm and disapproval, and might

possibly bring disaster upon the head of

the intrepid individual who made it: but

the officials of the nature above referred

to do not have their abiding places on the

Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Rail-

way. The oflicials of this linp know the

value of the change and appreciate the

value of the man who made both it and

the fitting remark.

It is quite safe to assume that a brake

which does not wear out shoes in a rea-

sonable time is doing but little work. It

is not asserted that the prime considera-

tion in a brake rigging is that it shall wear

out brake shoes as fast as possible. On
the other hand, it is denied that brake

shoes shall last for years. Foremost of all

considerations, the brake should have a

proper holding power, and "you can't get

something for nothing."

In making a brake shoe, the most im-

portant consideration should be the selec-

tion of a metal which will oflfer good fric-

tional qualities; and after this should fol-

low anything which increases the lon-

gevity of the shoe. Unfortunately for the

good of the brake, the order of these con-

siderations is often reversed. The experi-

ments of the M. C. B. Association have

brought out a great deal of information

regarding brake-shoe metals, and their

further experiments will bring out more.

So far, soft cast-iron heads the list.

Insufficient pressure at the brake shoes,

due to too low proportion of leverage,

hard metal in the shoes and faulty design

of brake gear, are condemning irregulari-

ties which permit undue longevityof brake

shoes, and flourish to a greater degree on
tenders than on any other vehicle in the

train. The energies of the air-brake man
cannot be better directed than to procure

a first-class tender brake—one that will

"wear out brake shoes."

i i i
The New "High-Speed" Brake.

An excellent paper, entitled "Air-Brake

Equipment, and Its Application to Roll-

ing Stock," was read by Mr. R. A. Parke,

of New York, at the November meeting

of the New England Railroad Club.

Space will not permit of our reproducing

it in its entirety, as we would like to do,

and. in consequence, an extract of that

portion which describes the Westing-

house "high-speed" brake is made, which

is as follows:

"The remarkably fast time which has

become an established element in practical

passenger service within the past three

of four years.'however, has developed a de-

mand for even a better stopping efficiency

than that assured by the ordinary quick-

action brake, and this requirement has

instigated a modification of the quick-

action brake apparatus which decreases

the length of stops from high speeds

about twenty-five per cent. As no de-

scription of this modification has been

published, and as its importance to the

safety of fast trains is becoming liberally

recognized, a brief sketch of the features

peculiar to the apparatus will be given,

before a general review of present air-

brake practice is undertaken.

"It has long been known that, while

practically the same frictional resistance

to the rotation of the wheels is required

at all speeds to induce them to slide upon

a dry rail, the same brake-shoe pressure

produces much more friction at low

speeds than at high speeds. It has there-

fore been customary to so limit the maxi-

mum brake-shoe pressure that the friction

developed at low speed shall not be

sufficient to cause injurious wheel-sliding.

The total friction at any instant is the

direct measure of the resistance which is
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then retarding the motion of the train,

and a uniform bral<e-shoe pressure there-

fore offers much less resistance to the

motion of the train at the high speed in

the beginning of a stop than at the low

speed toward the end. It is evident that

a much greater brake-shoe pressure could

be employed at high speed than at low

speed without sliding the wheels, and

this is the purpose of the modification of

the quick-actior> brake which is now

known as the 'high-speed' brake.

"The high-speed brake is, essentially,

a quick-action air brake operating under

a high air pressure. In emergency appli-

cations, it creates at first a high brake-

cylinder pressure which is gradually and

automatically reduced to sixty pounds

while the speed is being reduced, and in

service applications it limits the cylinder

pressure to sixty pounds. These results

are effected by the use of an automatic

relief valve which is attached to each

brake cylinder, and consists of a piston,

a slide valve and an adjustable spring.

The spring is so adjusted that the valve

is inoperative when the air pressure in

the brake cylinder is sixty pounds or less.

If, after the cylinder pressure has reached

sixty pounds, the supply of air to the

cylinder continues, but with no greater

rapidity than occurs in any service appli-

cation of the brakes, a large port in the

relief valve is opened and permits the

excess supply of air to freely discharge

from the brake cylinder to the atmos-

phere, so that no increased cylinder pres-

sure occurs. In an emergency applica-

tion of the brakes, however, the air is

supplied to the brake cylinder so rapidly

and in so much greater volume that the

'

pressure rapidly rises above sixty pounds

and causes a longer travel of the relief

valve piston, whereby the large port of

the relief valve merely opens and instantly

closes again, and the air is caused to

escape from the cylinder to the atmosphere

through a more restricted port, until the

the pressure has been thus reduced

nearly to sixty pounds. When the pres-

sure becomes reduced to sixty pounds,

the further escape of air is cut off and

that pressure is retained in the brake

cylinder until the brakes are released from

the locomotive.

"As locomotives which haul high-speed

trains are generally also used in other

kinds of service, it may be frequently

necessary to change from standard train-

pipe pressure of seventy pounds to high

pressure and vice versa. In order that

this change may be quickly effected, the

feed-valve attachment of the engineer's

brake valve is removed and replaced by

a flanged fitting, from which two small

pipes lead to a bracket under the running

board. This bracket supports two feed

valves, the one set at seventy pounds

pressure and another set for the higher

pressure, and contains a three-way cock

by which either feed valve may be used as

required. The pump governor is also sup-

plied with a Siamese and two diaphragms,

one set at ninety and the other at one

hundred and twenty pounds. The small

air pipe leading from the main reservoir

to the ninety-pound diaphragm of the

pump governor is supplied with a cock

which is open when a main reservoir

pressure of ninety pounds is used, and

closed when the higher pressure is re-

quired. Of course, if the locomotive is

used exclusively to haul trains equipped

with the high-pressure relief valves, the

ordinary arrangement of engineer's brake

valve and pump governor fulfils the re-

quirements by merely adjusting them for

the higher pressures. The train-pipe

pressure used with the high-speed brake

is from one hundred to one hundred and

ten pounds.

"Experimental tests of the high-speed

brake have demonstrated the importance

of the use of sand on the rails in all

emergency stops. Not only is a better

stop made, but in case of a bad rail the

use of sand is practically a necessity to

prevent the wheels from sliding with the

high cylinder presure employed. It is

highly desirable that the application of

sand should be automatic, so that '
the

movement of the handle of the engineer's

brake valve is all that will be required of

the engineer in emergencies. The reasons

for this are the same ones that condemned

the use of a separate operative valve for

the driver brake, when it was formerly

employed as an emergency appliance. It

is therefore urgently recommended that,

in all cases where the high-speed brake

apparatus is applied, a track-sanding

apparatus shall be used which will operate

automatically in every emergency appli-

cation of the brakes.

"Besides shortening emergency stops

about twenty-five per cent., another im-

portant advantage in the use of the high-

speed brake is the ability to make more

than one effective application of the

biakes without recharging. The impor-

tance of this feature in fast train service

was well illustrated by an incident which

occurred some months ago. A train

equipped with the ordinary quick-action

brake was running at the rate of about

sixty-five miles per hour when the en-

gineer observed a block signal set against

him. He had hardly obtained a full

service application of the brake before the

signal cleared and he released them. The

speed had not been perceptibly reduced,

but the air pressure in the auxiliary re-

servoirs had been reduced to fifty pounds,

and, before it could be restored, the train

rounded a curve just beyond the block

signal tower, and the engineer encountered

a drawbridge signal at danger. An
emergency application of the brakes was

promptly effected; but, when the train

stopped, the locomotive was within ten

feet of the open draw. That train is now

equipped with the high-speed brake, and

it is found that, immediately after a full

service application and release, there is

still sufficient air pressure to make a con-

siderable better emergency stop than

could at any time be made with the ordi-

nary quick-action brake.

"Still another advantage of the high-

speed brake is the positive limitation of

the brake-cylinder pressure to sixty

pounds in all service ajiplications, regard-

less of the train-pipe pressure used. Al-

though the brake leverage is such that a

cylinder pressure of sixty pounds pro-

duces a go per cent, braking power, and this

braking power is available in full service

applications, not a single pair of wheels is

reported to have been removed from the

Empire State Express trains on account

of flat spots, during the two years that

those trains have been equipped with the

high-speed brake apparatus."

Quick-action triple valves on locomo-

tives and tenders, even though containing

very heavy graduating springs, would be

of value in assisting quick action through

engines and tenders having very crooked

piping, and would also place a check on

careless hostlers who make numerous un-

necessary emergency applications in mov-

ing engines about coal and ash tracks,

and over the turn-table; for, with a con-

tinuance of their present careless practice,

they would soon be called to account for

damaged brake rigging. Making this

change, however, would be catering to

unworthy practices.

i i i

An excellent article on tender brakes

by C. B. Conger, which appears elsewhere

ill this department, is instructive and

shows that the author is well posted on

the subject. The foundation gear which

he shows in an accompanying sketch is

all that he claims for it. It is simple and

effective. The only objection to it is that

the multiplication of power necessary to

brake at a standard percentage must be

made in thebrake-beam levers; but, doubt-

less, his tenders are all nearly of a uniform

weight, and his plan is therefore good and

justifiable.

i i i

If your driver and tender brakes do not

"wear out brake shoes" they are not hold-

ing as they should. Examine them and

ascertain the cause. A pressure gage

connected into the cylinder may furnish

some startling and valuable information.

© i i

One of the inconsistencies incident to

an alleged air-brake failure, or to an acci-

dent in which suspicion is directed to the

air brake, is the minuteness with which

every possible detail is observed, and the

wonderful exhibition of memory by the

parties involved.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
A Valuable Illustrating Device for Alr-

Brake Instructors.

F.ditors

:

Inclosed herewith I forward to you a

sketch of an interesting and useful device

which has been designed by Mr. P. P.

Haller, air-brake inspector of the C. & O.

R.R., for use in instructing men in the

operation of the quick-action triple valve.

Fig. A represents the back view of a sec-

tional triple, showing the relative location

of the mechanism which Mr. Haller has

added, for the purpose of causing the

main piston to move the emergency and

check valves when it (the main piston) is

moved to emergency position. All of the

readers of "Locomotive Engineering" are,

doubtless, familiar with what is known as

a "sectional triple valve," such as nearly

all of the instructors use in illustrating

lessons on the brake. It will be readily

understood, therefore, what is the object of

this arrangement. All the levers and rods

being placed behind the valve, prevents

confusion arising in the mind of the

learner, on account of their presence.

In Fig. B is shown a perspective view of

the operative parts, removed from the

triple valve. From this it can be easily

seen how a downward movement of the

lever 3, which rests on the top of the

emergency piston inside of the triple cas-

ing, will at the same time produce an up-

ward movement of the lever 8, which bears

against the under side of the check valve.

Thus, when the graduating stem is moved
by the main piston striking it, on an emer-

gency application of the brakes, the rod

marked No. I travels to the left, moving
lever No. 2 so as to push down on rod 4;

and this, in turn, pushing 5 and 7 to the

right and moving 8 upward, raises the

check valve, which is just below the emer-
gency valve, but not shown in the drawing,

just at the time that the lever No. 3 pushes

the emergency valve and its piston down-
ward. In the device used by Mr. Haller,

the lever arms are so proportioned that the

emergency devices will begin to move just

as the emergency port under the slide

valve is uncovered; and when the main

piston is clear back, the emergency valve

will stand open about one-quarter of an

inch. The sleeve on the rod No. l makes
it easy to adjust the parts so that this

proper proportionate opening will take

place just at the right time.

The levers are all made of steel so they

will not yield, and the joints fitted with

as little lost motion as possible.

Chicago, III. Paul Synnestvedt.

Oulck-Action Triple Valves for En-
gines and Tenders.

Editors :

In my solution of Mr. Conger's prob-

lem, published in your January number, I

notice an error which I desire to correct

Rests oil tu)> of
Bmeraency Piston

before some considerate reader does it

for me. Where it is stated that in release

the engineer's valve handle was "put

around to only service position," it

should, of course, have read "running

position" instead.

This problem of Mr. Conger's brings

to my mind a question which has often

arisen before

—

i. e.. Why would it not be

good policy to use a quick-action triple

valve on the engine and tender as well as

on the cars? Are the railroads not com-
mitting a serious blunder in following

the usual custom? I am not, of course,

unmindful of the fact that there are some
arguments which might be urged against

departing from this established practice,

but it seems to me that the points in favor

of the use of quick-action apparatus on

both engine and tender are very material.

In cases of emergency action, the strain

thrown upon the drawbars during the

moment when the car brakes are set, and
the engine brakes only setting, must be

enormous. Is it not very probable that a

large number of the break-in-twos which
occur at various times might be traced

directly to the lack of a quick-action

brake on the engine? It is a matter of

record that in a large number of the ex-

perimental tests of the quick-action brake

on fifty cars, made at different times, the

train has pulled apart, generally near the

front end.

P.\i'i, Synnestvedt.
C/iicago, III.

[The preliminary exhaust port in the

brake valve being restricted to a size which

shall permit of a sufficiently rapid reduc-

tion being made in the train-pipe pressure,

to cause the pistons to pass the leakage

grooves in the brake cylinders of a long

train, and not cause an emergency appli-

cation on a one-car train, would prohibit

the use of the quick-action triple valves

on locomotives and tenders, unless some
special provision, such as heavier graduat-

ing springs, were made. And if such

springs were given sufficient stiffness to

withstand the effects of a heavy continued

service reduction, the additional cylinder

pressure gained by a quick-action appli-

cation would be very small.

That the plain triple valves on the loco-

motive and tender are not the cause of the

train breaking in two in fifty-car train

emergency tests, is proven by the fact that

the breakage does not take place at the

.time of application, when the slower-act-

ing triples of the engine and tender would
throw the greatest strain on the couplings

by a lunge forward; but, instead, the

breakage invariably happens shortly be-

fore the train comes to a standstill, and
a considerable length of time after all

brakes have applied and are fully equal-

ized. The parting, however, can be more
properly traced to the difference in the

frictional qualities of the brake shoes

througliout the train, as they may not

have the same effective bearing on the

wheels, or they may be made of slightly

different grades of metal.

When quick-action application has been
made on a fifty-car train, and after the

pressures have equalized in the brake cyl-

inders, the different holding power of the

many brake shoes creates a series of inter-

nal disturbances throughout the train, dur-

ing which one part of the train may have
tlie drawheads extended, while a few cars

further forward they may be found com-
pressed. This compression and tension

is confined to no particular place in the

train and may be found duplicated in sev-

eral places, according to the holding

power of the brake shoes. As the shoes

become heated and their holding power
increased, the strain on the couplers be-

comes so great that a breakage often oc-
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-curs at a weak point. Sometimes more

than one brealtage occurs.

The breakage cannot be arbitrarily

blamed to the opposing forces of the for-

ward and rear ends of the train, but it is

the result of numerous small factions, so

to speak, which are formed and reformed,

according to the varying friction of the

shoes in different parts of the train, until

the factions combine into tv«o great op-

posing forces, which pull the train apart

at a weak point. This may, in turn, cause

another reforming of forces, which may
cause a second, and even a third break

before the train is brought to a standstill.

With the elimination of the unfavorable

conditions which prevent a uniform hold-

ing power of the brake shoes, this trouble

will be very greatly reduced.—Ed.]

i i i

The Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis

Railroad Standard Tender=
Brake Gear.

Editors :

I am sending "Locomotive Engineer-

ing" a blueprint of our standard tender-

brake rigging which we are putting on

all of our engines. It is almost exactly

four of the levers out of the six that can

be interchanged on all our tenders, and

also on our passenger cars, as they also

have four and a half to one brake-beam

levers. The only non-standard proportion

which we have is the cylinder levers, but

they are the same length over all. I am
waiting to find a broken cylinder lever;

and until I have one, I will believe we

have got the best tender brake possible

to get.

About three years ago we commenced
to change our tender brakes to the pres-

ent kind, and there are but two or three

engines which haven't got the improved

gear; but they will get it when they come
in the shop for repairs. I feel that we

have given this brake gear a good hard

trial, and that I can recommend it to any

road that wants a first-class tank brake.

One strong proof that this brake gear is

better than our old one is that it wears

out more brake shoes. But if you want

good service you must pay for it. You
can't get something for nothing.

OTTO Best,

A. B. Inspr. N., C. & St. L. R. R.

Xashviltf, lenn.

[Our correspondent's fears are entirely

without foundation; for it matters not

whether the spring under the key of the

angle cock be right or left-hand wound,

as experiment will prove. Mr. Holmes

did make some experiments in this line

some time ago, and the results obtained

seemed to indicate that the right-hand

wound spring was at fault. Subsequent

experiments, however, proved that the

true cause of the cock closing was due to

the manner in which the man handling the

hammer delivered the blow. Instead of

striking squarely on top of the key, the

obstructions required him to strike a

slightly glancing blow. By selecting the

proper side, it was found that he could

close or open the cock at will. The same

principle is used every day in shop work,

where a square or hexagon nut may be

either tightened or loosened by striking a

little nearer one corner than the other, on

the same face of the nut. Mr. Holmes'

first article caused considerable alarm

amongst railroad people at the discovery

of this supposed fault; but their fears were

dispelled by experiments made by them-

selves, and further experiments made by

like the kind recommended in the De-

cember number by Mr. S. J. Kidder.

In order that we may fasten the cylinder

like it is done on a passenger car, I have

a cast-iron foot made and fasten it to the

cylinder head with studs and nuts. It is

very easy and economical to do this. Care

must be taken that the studs are tight.

As there is a push on this foot instead of

a pull, there is no danger of tearing it

oflf. The brake-beam levers are all stand-

ard, four and a half to one, and are inter-

changeable on light and heavy-weight ten-

ders. All tenders are braked at lOO per

cent.

The cylinder levers are all the same

length over all, but the middle hole for

the connecting rod is drilled so that the

braking power will be lOO per cent. This

plan gives us a standard proportion of

brake-beam levers for our tenders, and

the difference required to suit the brake

power to the tender is made in the cylin-

der levers. This gives us different-pro-

portioned cylinder levers for the various

weights of tenders; but cylinder levers

seldom if ever break. I have not had to

replace a broken one yet. We have the

satisfaction of knowing that every tender

is holding its own share, and that we have

Train-Pipe Angle Cocks Working Shut.

Editors :

Reading the case of train-pipe angle

cock closing from being struck by a loose

deadwood, as described in the December

issue of "Locomotive Engineering," calls

to my mind the experimenting that Mr.

Holmes did in that line, as described in

"Locomotive Engineering," in 1893. He
found that by striking sharp blows with

a hammer on top of handle, every angle

cock could be closed; also found every

one that closed had spring No. 4 wound
right-handed the same as a screw. In

one old cock he found a left-hand spring,

which was put in a cock in back of a

tender; and opening the cock partly by

hand, and then striking it on top of

handle, it gradually worked open. Then
took out left-hand spring and put in a

right-hand one, repeated the hammering,

and the cock closed again. From the

above facts, as pointed out to us by Mr.

Holmes, we are of the opinion that angle

cocks with the spring No. 4 wound right-

handed, are just as dangerous as a car

running over the road with a loose dead-

wood.

Walter ,C. Gar.\ghtv.

/iiittiiiiore, Md.

Mr. Holmes, the results of which were

printed on page 172, May number, 1894.

—Eds.]

Chicago & West Michigan Tender
Brake.

Editors :

Mr. Kidder illustrates a very good de-

sign for a tender brake in the December

number, which is likely calculated for new

work, as it shows the passenger style of

cylinder head, which is not ordinarily used

on tenders.

When it is necessary to put a double-

connected brake on an old tender (a single

truck brake on tender is not safe) and use

the old material, it is quite a puzzle some-

times to get the brake cylinder set so it

will not interfere with the various pipes

for steam heat, air brake, air signal, and

at the same time have it come where you

can hitch on to the brake levers where

they will move freely.

We use a plan, here illustrated, which

has some advantages. In the first place,

it is perfectly equalized on all beams, and

the levers are all just alike, as to size,

length and proportion; they cannot be put

in wrong and spoil the action of the brake.
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The brake cylinder sets near one side o(

the tender frame, between the trucks,

where it is accessible to clean or repair.

It should be just far enough in so the

equalizer lever on end of push rod from

piston will clear the inside of No. 2 pair

of wheels nicely; this equalizing lever is

about 14 inches long. This will let the

brake levers set at such an angle that

their bottom ends will be up high enough

to clear crossings, etc., so they will run

no risk of being torn off. Then the brake

levers will be low enough at top ends to

clear everything on tender framing, and

the brake rods run the same way truss

rods and pipes do, so they are not as likely

to catch on them.

Both bottom and top rods, as well as

levers, should be a standard length for

sanie type of tender frame and truck ar-

rangement, so only one set need be carried

in stock, and careless repairers cannot

spoil the brake by putting on wrong style

of rods.

The dead-lever guide or stop should be

set so lever will be connected to outside

hole with new shoes, and have holes

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING.

brake is not used— if the push rod is fas-

tened to piston sleeve so piston release

spring will pull rods back also, and clear

shoes from wheels. A piece of thick rub-

ber hose slipped over push rod, and thick

enough so it will stick fast on outside of

push rod and inside of sleeve, does this

act nicely. Have a quarter-inch hole

drilled in this sleeve, close to the end, to

put a pin in. When you take down the

cylinder head, to clean or repair the

leather packing, this pin will keep the

piston from cotning out and chasing the

repair man out of the pit.

A tender can be braked for 100 per cent,

of its light weight, as the tools, and what

water and coal are on a tender, even at the

end of a run, will give the necessary mar-

gin to keep the wheels from skidding.

The absence of dead levers takes away

the braking power from the brake beam

that has no lever, to the exact amount of

the strain on top end of live lever.

There is so small a percentage of the

total weight taken care of, when braked

on one truck only that it does not help

much. A good tender brake, so arranged

to prevent foreign substance from getting

on the valve seat.

To operate the valve, arrange to cut out

the governor and create an excessive

pressure in the main drum, which will

force the valve downward from its seat

Levers all same Piitlet'ii

IjeveniQe, i.s to I

LivM ll'eilll'l of Tender IMM.

enough to take up the slack till shoes are

worn thin enough to change.

If chilled wheels are used, the bottom

rods will need one hole for connecting

pin at one end and two at the other. With

steel-tired wheels, however, bottom rods

need extra holes at each end to allow for

tire being turned, thus decreasing size of

wheel more than one hole can take up.

Chilled wheels do not decrease in diameter

very much before they are changed and a

new pair of standard size put in.

If you use an old 12x33 auxiliary reser-

voir, such as we find on a great many old

tenders, remember that an 8-inch cylinder

with 8-inch piston travel will equalize at

7 or 8 pounds higher than with a 10 x 24

auxiliary, so you must figure on a strain

on the push rod from piston as 2.850

pounds, instead 2,500. This higher piston

pressure gives 1,425 pounds to top end of

. eadh live lever.

The auxiliary reservoir can be set most

any place under the tender where it is

convenient to get at triple and piping; but

it pays to put it near the other side of

tender frame, opposite the cylinder, where

tender wheels or axles won't strike it, and

where it can be got at easily when neces

sary.

It helps the work of the brake—if hand

tvcumotire £nffintr^-~. X I

.

that it is easily adjusted and taken care

of, will save you many a close call when

running Ight, or passing through crowded

yards to and from the roundhouse. Air

brakes are put on to stop with; but if they

are not in the best possible shape, you

can't stop in a hurry .when you need to.

C. B. Conger.
Grand Rapids, Mich.

% % %

nu
\Si±±^j

An Automatic Drain and Relief Valve

for Main Reservoirs.

Edilors :

I am sending for illustration in "Loco-

motive Engineering," a sketch of a useful

device for draining the main reservoir.

The operation is as follows:

Fig. I shows a sectional view of the

device. The valve seat is screwed into

the bottom of the main reservoir /i; the

valve / opens downward; the grooved

plate (I rests on spring E; & and c are nuts

on end of valve stem; i is a pin through

opening under valve, to prevent it from

falling out in case stem 1 breaks. The

spring £ is of a tension slightly in excess

of the pressure allowed by the governor;

b and c are adjusting nuts to give desired

tension to the spring. Dotted line is a

perforated cover over spring and valve.

and blow the water out of the drum. The

discharge is straight down, to prevent the

water from spraying.

Fig. 2 shows the device in place in the

drum.

W. DI-: S.\NNO,

Pan Handle Shops.

Indianapolis. Ind.

S i i
Designers and Inventors Please Notice.

Editors :

I would like to ask the readers of "Lo-

comotive Engineering" if any of them

have invented or designed any special de-

vice for easy handling of the pi/^-inch

pump. The 8-inch pump was easily

handled by numerous schemes, but for

the gVi there seems to be a scarcity of

such special tools. What is wanted is

something by which the pump can be

lifted easily by hand or a rope.

J. B. noWNIXG.

.hl-an-uis Cilv, k'an.

i i i

That slack adjusters are not mere

vanities will be proven to any one caring

to make an investigation of their merits.

Considerable information may be ex-

pected from the Air-Brake Association's

committee report on slack adjusters, at

their coming convention in Boston next

April.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
On Air-Brake Subjects,

(5) F. S., Mobile, Ala., asks:

What is the main object of putting the
plug in the bottom head of the air cylin-

der of the 9'.4-inch pump? A.—That the
piston may be moved to the upward limit

to facilitate removing and putting on the
upper steam cylinder head.

(6) H. G. A., Somerville, N. J., asks:

1. Was my solution of Conger's prob-
lem correct? 2. In the last, or emergency
application, on account of the driver brake
having such short piston travel, wras not
the driver brake auxiliary reservoir pro-
portionately smaller than the auxiliaries
for the other brakes? If not, it vi-ould not
release sooner than the coach brake. A.

—

I. With the exception of the reference in

question No. 2, your solution was correct.

A.—2. The three inch piston travel on
the two driver brake pistons, and the
extra amount of pipeing between the
triple valve and the cylinders would
cause the auxiliary pressure to equalize
at about the same pressure as that of the
tender brake at seven inches.

(7) F. P. A., Newbern, N. C, writes:

Will you please give us information in

regard to train signal blowing when
brakes are released, and when the cord
has not been used. We have searched
for leaks on the engine, tender and cars,

but have not found any. A.—The supply
valve of the pressure reducing valve is

held from its seat by some foreign sub-
stance, allowing main reservoir pressure
in the signal line. When brakes are re-

leased, the main reservoir pressure is re-
duced below that in the signal line, and
the latter pressure returns to the main
reservoir, making the reduction which
causes the signal whistle to sound. Clean
and examine the reduction valve, and the
trouble referred to will disappear. For
further information on signal valve kinks,
see page 704 of November issue. The
roundhouse repairman should provide
himself with a testing device. This will
show up your trouble, and any other
which the signal will take on.

(8) J. R. N., Buflfalo, N. Y., asks:

Is an auxiliary reservoir which meas-
ures 12 .X 33 inches the right size for
8-inch brake cylinders? I notice that
some engines are so equipped, and that
the same size is used on larger brake cyl-

inders. Would you please say which is

right and which is not? A.—Eight-inch
cylinders should have 10 x 24-inch auxil-
iary reservoirs, and lo-inch cylinders
should have 12 x 33 inch. When driver
brakes were first introduced, it was the
practice to supply the two driver brake
cylinders and the tender cylinder from a
12x33 auxiliary reservoir under the ten-
der. The one reservoir supplying three
brake cylinders proved a failure, and a
separate reservoir for the driver brake
was furnished. This change rendered the
12 x 33 auxiliary too large for the 8-inch
tender brake cylinder, and the brake
manufacturers arranged to exchange a
10 x 24-inch reservoir for the old 12x33.
A number of roads took advantage of this
exchange, but others have not. This ex-
plains the presence of the 12 x 33 reservoir
on the 8-inch cylinders you mention.

(9) J. B. D., Arkansas City, Kan.,
writes:
A gi/^-inch Westinghouse air pump

broke out a piece of the small reversing
piston (No. 79 in Plate E5) and part of the
packing ring. A new piston (yy and 79)
was put in. but pump would not work;
nor would it work with any other piston

until a hole was drilled in the cylinder
head (No. 84) and a small bolt put in for

a stop. Until then the piston would
travel so far that it would cover up port 9,

and allow no steam to enter to reverse
the piston. What was the trouble? A.

—

The manufacturers have discovered that

too little clearance has been allowed be-
tween piston head 77 and cylinder head 84,

and that, after a season's wear, it is pos-
sible for the piston 77 to travel so far as to

block port .'/, as you mention, and will

permit no steam to enter through to re-

verse the main valve piston. All gj^-inch
pumps now being made have the port 9
so arranged that no amount of wear can
allow the piston 77 to cover port 9 and
block the steam from entering. We would
advise you to remove the bolt mentioned,
which answers the purpose of a stop pin,

and to slightly elongate the port 9 in the

direction of the cylinder head 84. This
elongation should be made with care.

(10) E. R., Wilkesbarre, Pa., writes:

In Conger's problem in December
number of "Locomotive Engineering," I

would say that in applying the brake in

full service, the driver brake would
equalize at a higher pressure than tender
and coach; also tender had a higher pres-

sure after equalizing than coach on ac-

count of it having shorter piston travel

than the coach. The coach having the

longest piston travel of all would release

first when main drum pressure was fed

slowly into the train pipe. In applying
brakes in emergency, the quick action
would operate on the coach, and would
cause it to equalize at a higher pressure
than either the tender or driver brake,
and a slow increase of train pipe pressure
would cause it to release last. The driver
brake triple being nearest the engineer's
valve would release almost as quick as the
tender brake, although it equalized at a
higher pressure. Would not the frictional

resistance in train pipe cause the driver
triple to let go ahead of the tender triple

in this case? A.-—Although your answer
to Conger's problem arrived too late for

printing in January number, we have de-

cided to publish it in this number. Fric-
tional resistance in the train pipe would
be inconsiderable in this case, inasmuch
that the train pipe is very short and the
pressure being- fed into it slowly finds

space to occupy without traveling any
great distance, and at a very slow rate of

speed. Frictional resistance is a very con-
siderable factor in long pipes where air

pressure travels swiftly through them,
but in the case cited it has very little, if

any, efTect.

(11) J. W. H., Wilkesbarre, Pa., writes:

After coupling on to an eight car pas-
senger train the other day, the inspectors

called for a test of the air brakes. I made
a reduction, and all brakes applied, with
the exception of the fifth car. The inspec-

tor looked around it, and tapped the triple

valve with hfs hammer, but the brake
would not set; he said he thought it was
gummed up, so he cut it out. What was
the matter with it? A.—Tapping a triple

valve with a hammer is proof positive that

the man does not know what the trouble
is. but hopes that tapping will cure it.

There are cases where tapping, in connec-
tion with other treatment, will bring a
contrary triple valve to its senses; but
tapping is not a cure-all for every ail-

ment. The first thing to be done is to try

the bleeder cock, and see if there is pres-
sure in the auxiliary reservoir; possibly
the strainer or the feed groove is clo.^ged

with dirt, and either prevents or partially

restricts the passage of air from the train

pipe to the auxiliary. Quite likely the lat-

ter condition existed, and the reduction
made was too light to influence the triple.

Possibly the brake did set partially and
leaked off either through the leakage
groove or defective leather packing. Pos-
sibly the hand brake was set, and caused
the piston to stop on the leakage groove.
Water may have accumulated in the triple

and frozen. Never cut a brake out be-
cause it does not set. It can give you no
trouble, and in the cases cited, it may go
to work of its own accord after the cause
has been voluntarily or naturally re-

moved. "Gummed up" is the stock ex-
cuse of the hammer tapper and others of
the same grade.

(12) F. P. M., Port Morris, N. J.,

writes:

On page 12, lesson i, of his "Pocket
Primer of Air Brake Instruction," Mr.
Rogers says, "Coupling engine on to a
charged train, and opening the angle
cock on the train first in place of the en-
gine, is a reckless waste. If there are
thirty cars in the train, 12,000 cubic inches
of air is wasted through the brake cylin-

ders." While I see that if the cock on
engine is opened first, the hose is charged
from the main reservoir; but the hose
only holds about thirty or forty cubic
inches, and the train pipe of a thirty-car

train could easily afford to contribute
that amount without scarcely moving the
triples, let alone using such a quantity of
pressure as 12,000 cubic inches. Please
explain. A.—It is not a question alone of

filling the empty hose. It is possible for
the cock to be opened sufficiently slow to
fill the hose without applying the quick
action; then the waste would be as you
figure. But Mr. Rogers rightly assumes
that the thirty cars are fitted with the
standard quick-action triples now gener-
ally used, and if the train angle cock is

opened first as quickly as train men
usually do, the rush of pressure from the
first car into the empty hose will cause
quick action on that car. Once the first

triple opens up its quick-action ports, it

not only increases its brake cylinder pres-
sure by what comes from the train pipe,
but the reduction made sets the second
brake, the second sets the third, and so
on throughout the train. Quick action
is like igniting a train of powder; once
started, it will help itself along. Opening
the car angle cock gives the start in this

instance.

i i ©
Mr. Otto Best handles the truth reck-

lessly, but not pervertedly, when he states

in his communication in this department

that "one strong proof that this brake

gear is better than our old one is that it

wears out more brake shoes." At first

this statement may seem absurd and de-

rogatory, but a moment's reflection will

convince one of the volume of truth and
propriety which it contains, and that no
stronger evidence could be advanced in

support of the efficiency of the new gear.

i i i
There is no better way of keeping men

bright on the air brake after they have

been instructed and passed examination

than to require all air-braked cars to be

switched ahead, coupled up and used.

Practice will keep men bright, besides

teaching them more. Not only are the

men benefited by this plan, but constant

use will keep the brakes in better con-

dition.
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CAR DEPARTMENT.
Conducted by Orvllle H. Reynolds. M. E.

N. Y. C. & H. R. R. 60,000-Pound
Box Car.

By the courtesy of Mr. Wm. Buchanan,

superintendent of motive power and roll-

ing stock of the New York Central, we
illustrate their 60,000-pound box car,

which has some points of excellence not

found in all cars of its class.

Standing out prominently, is the strong

construction with a downward tendency

in dead weight, that shows plainly the

designers are not seekers after effects

through the channels of uselessly large

equipment; there is no "straining in the

direction of the front row for heavy cars;

no effort whatever has been made to be

in line with the craze for a car that would

eclipse anything of its kind—for dead

weight.

The whole trend of improvement has

been in the strengthening of the present

are no longer of any value. What has

been said of templates applies with equal

force to the drawings, bills of material

and estimates of cost—all of the greatest

importance in a railroad car shop, and too

expensive to cast aside at the whim of an

official having the authority to ride rough-

shod over the superior judgment of those

who are alive to the minutest details of

their business.

That the car under consideration is

not the outgrowth of conditions inimical

to the best practice, is evident at once.

Tn general dimensions are: Length over

end sills, 35 feet; width over side sills,

8 feet 10 inches; length inside, 34
feet 4 inches; width inside, 8 feet 3 inches;

height from sill to plate, 6 feet II inches;

width of door openings, S feet.

Fig. I shows a half-sectional side ele-

vation of the framing, in which is seen the

'

i A/ i: ' / A
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exhaust Pipe

Back pressure reduced because we use a 9-inch

nozzle which gives free and unrestricted pas-

sage to steam, and back pressure being greatly

eliminated, we get increased speed and power,

at the same time making a large saving in coal

consumption.
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sill being cut to receive itj, stands away

from end sill the thickness of the outside

Sheathing; a bolt passing diagonally

through post and sill makes the whole

secure and. with the rounded corner on

post, the finish is pleasing in effect. This

construction will be noted as not of the

ordinary kind for freight cars, partaking

of passenger-car practice.

The door posts, 4^4x4^^, are lipped and

tenoned at both top and bottom, and rab-

beted for sheathing and lining; and the

remarkable thing about these posts is, that

they are not cut to pieces for framing rods

Reduction in noise of exhaust is ow^ing to

increased area of our nozzle, and the throiving

of sparks and cinders from the stack is pre-

vented because of the modified blast, which

does not draw^ green or partially consumed coal

into smoke arch.

«$>

Engineers are able to keep to schedule time

in the face of adverse circumstances with great

economy of power.

«$»

The above claims are not theoretical, but

have been fully proven on 46 railroads, who
will attest to the value of this device.

<$»

Blue prints for measurements on application

to the Sales Agents,

Cbe General flgency Co.

$2ParkR,newyorK.

1455 Old Colony Bldng.,

Cbicago, Til
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block that is seen, as a rule. A surface

like that will stand up under the severest

usage; it is a notable improvement over

common practice.

This car has the wooden body bolster,

6Hxi6 inches, with two J4x6-inch steel

plates between the three sections; and,

besides tliis, there are two ij^-inch trus.s

rods with i 4-inch ends, to get in their

work at critical periods. We have it from

the proper authority that these bolsters

never go down, and that they are always

free at the side bearings, under the worst

conditions of loading; this record ought

LoeoiiuiUi'e J^nffinenniig

MalfFlan i'loor Keinovcd

Fig. 2

and girths. The side posts, Sx2'/2 inches,

seat in coat pockets at top and bottom;

while the end posts, 5x3 inches, are

tenoned at both ends.

All braces are 25^x6 inches; the nine

carlines are i^^xj.xg inches; the end plates

are 3x6x13 inches. There are 54-'"c'i

framing rods at side door-posts, inter-

mediate posts, corner posts and end posts;

no rods at the bolster posts, except the

•)4-inch diagonals—another good thing,

saving the plate from unnecessary carving.

Fig. 2 shows eight sills in this car; 5x8

inches at the center. 4'/2x8 inches at the

outside and 4x8 inches intermediate. The
end sills are 6x105-4 inches at center and

954 inches at ends, into which the long

sills are double-tenoned. The cross-tie

timbers are 4x11 inches and carry four

saddles, 9J/2 inches deep, for the body
truss rods which are 15^ inches diameter

at the body and have i54-inch ends. The
diameter of these rods and the depth of

truss tell of an acquaintance with princi-

ples of trussing, that is sadly wanting in

many cars.

The buffer blocks, 5x115/2x355^ inches,

are gained on the outer and under faces

for an angle iron 3^x6 inches, extending

the whole length of block, and well se-

cured by two bolts in addition to the two
central truss rods. This is one of the best

forms of construction to receive the shocks

of buffing that we have seen; there are ab-

solutely no openings for distortion and the

generally cussed appearance oi the buffer

Via- 3

Half section through
Door

to be of some weight with any who have

an itching to achieve distinction in bolster

design, with a view to retiring the old

standby.

A strong job is made of the under-

framing to resist shocks, by bolting to the

under side of center sills a 5 x 5j4-inch

oak timber, continuous from body bolsters

to needle beams, and also between the

latter, making about as solid a construc-

tion against buffing as one would care to

see. To distribute the draft-rig strains,

a i-inch tie rod having a flat, lugged end,.
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which is secured to the outside iacc of

draft timbers, extends on tlie line of draft,

back to the inside face of needle beams,

where provision is made for a nut adjust-

ment. These are points in good construc-

tion not run up against every day.

Fig. 3 is a half end elevation and section

that explain themselves.

Fig. 4 shows some strong points in

draw-gear practice, that are worthy of

imitation. There is a 7 x i7^^-inch oak

filler, abutting against the rear draft lugs

and body bolsters, and securely bolted to

the draft timbers, making an ideal job to

and center plates of that type are popular

with many carmen, for the reason that the

steel pins will come out of a "ruction" in

better shape than will the cast-iron center

plates, when the latter are made with

shouldered bearing faces, and thus receive

all the shock. This difficulty was sup-

posedly met when the steel plates were in-

troduced; such plates now stand up all

right, but the shear on pins is not

helped any by contact with the thin mater-

ial of the plates, as made at present.

There is no doubt that this trouble would

be greatly relieved if both plates were

Fly- -i

resist end shocks and save the draft-rig

extending, as it does, from drawbar to

drawbar on the center line of strain. It

efTectually destroys the evil tendencies of

the underhang of the drawbar, with its

lever arm of sYz inches below the sills.

Fig. 5 is given to show what is being

done with the uncoupling levers. As
shown, they are made to pass to opposite

side of car, so as to be operative from

either side. They are an improvement on

the old style easy enough.

The Fox steel truck is under these cars,

giving little trouble and always ready for

business. Master Car Builder Crone has

good reason to think this equipment

right.

A box car of 6o,ooo pounds' capacity, as

strong as this, and that tips the beam at

30,000 pounds, or less, <» right.

i i i
Shocks in Freight Cars.

The effect of hard usage on a freight

car hardly ever leaves its impression on

the observer in a lasting way, until some-

thing fails that will necessitate more than

a casual inspection. Then the full signifi-

cance of the terrible blows that are ab-

sorbed by the members is apparent.

Shearing is the effect on the center pin

when a center plate with ball faces is used;

flanged upward at the hole, and thus give

a greater bearing surface for the pin. If

this is done, the job will not be complete

without flanging the bolt holes as well;

otherwise they will take the shear, as they

already do whep the center pins are too

small to fill the holes in the plates.

That steel truck transoms are not ex-

empt from these disturbances, is shown

in the condition of trucks on many heavy

cars. It is an ordinary occurrence to

find a permanent set at the center, not less

than ^2 inch, the effect of the shock trans-

mitted through the bolster; the ends of

the transoms being held rigidly, the blow,

of course, got in its work at the point

of the least resistance, which was at the

renter, and the result could be nothing

else than a distorted transom—all because

the weak points above had been reinforced

to resist the shocks of service, leaving

them to be absorbed right where they left

their footprints.

An
Experience

with
I>ix<>n*s

Pure Klake
Graphite

Bring^s t\\\s Result.
Dkckmhur 17, 1895.

Jo.s. Dixon Cricihi.k Co.,

Ji;r.skv City, N. J.

Sirs—Yours of Nov. 14, 1895, also sam-

ples of Dixon's Pure Flake Graphite, re-

ceived. The sample was not enough to

give it a fair trial, but having a very hot

driving box shortly after receiving the

sample, I trie<I it on the hoi box, and from

the result, I was certain that the graphite

was all right. I had two driving boxes

that I could not get to run cool, and I could

not depend on them for a short distance

even, and had them packed every trip, so

I purchased two pounds of Dixon's Pure

Flake Graphite and mixed it with part

valve and part engine oil, and the next trip

was called for a fast stock run. I oiled the

boxes through the air holes and started her

out on a forty-mile-pcr-hour gait, and kept

it up all over the division. It is needless

to say that she did not give me anj' trouble.

The boxes run a little wanu that trip, but I

kept using the graphite for three or four

trips, and the engine runs all right now
and has ever since I first used the graphite.

I have not had a hot driving box, nor have

I had the cellars of the boxes, which had

been running hot, packed since. I recom-

mend all engineers to use Dixon's Pure

Flake Graphite. It's just the stuff. When
I couple on to a fast freight now I am not

worrying whether the engine will run cool

or not, as I always carry a supply of

Dixon's Flake Graphite on the engine

ready for use. I could hardly get over the

road on my allowance of valve oil. but after

one or two doses of the graphite daily in

the cylinders, / can run on '/^ less valve

oil and the engine docs her work more

easily and satisfactorily. Everj' engineer

should have a supply of Dixon's Pure

I'lake Graphite ready for hot journals, as

it will save him time and trouble in ex-

plaining "why she run hot," and " why he

didn't make better time," to saj' nothing

of the oil record. It is worth to me ten

times what it cost me, in saving me worrj'

and trouble.

P. S.—You are at liberty to use this let-

ter, but do not give my name nor the name
of this city, as I did not get permission

from our officials to use the graphite.

We «lall)r rcfclvc Icllor* Ukr Ilio

nlM>i't'. aiKl » <* arr Irj'liiu: 10 foiivinoo
ralltvaj' odlrlalx l>) Juki mk'Ii IcIKt*
Hint a can <>r Dlxon'f. <;ra|>lillr In <|iille

IIM iiri'CMwar}- 111 a I<m-oiii<»iIi<; 4-al» apt a
iiioiikc)' \%'r«'iii-li 4»r an oil I'aii. SaiiiplcN

ol' IltlH (^rapliil)- ami |>an>|>lil<'l nllli
li'kllnioMialn ai-)' ni'IiI i<> an) ofllclal ur
4'iiulnffr rr<'0 o(" <Jiai-;i*'.

JOS. nixoTN cKi'cini.i! co.,
Jerse.v CUy, J«. J.
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9 LOCOMOTIVE

NOW BEING USED

AND

UNIVERSALLY

ADOPTED

AS THE

BEST

LOCOMOTIVE

LAGGING

MADE.

SEND BLUE PRINTS FOR ESTIMATES

TO

Keasbey&MattisonCo

AMBLER, PA.

If we examine the intluences at work to

produce these resuhs, we will find tliat the

kinetic energy' of a car at even slow speeds

will be such as to rack the strongest con-

struction when resisted in short spaces.

The amount of this energy in foot-

pounds equals weight multiplied by ve

locity- -^ 20; and taking values as follows,

we have 90,000 pounds for weight of car,

733 f^et per second for a speed of five

miles per hour, which is assumed to be

about the size of the kick a car gets in

ordinary switching service. Substituting,

we have 90,000 X 7-33^ -^ 64.4 = 75,088

foot-pounds, which represents the amount

of work the car will do in coming to rest.

The distance moved through in coming

to a stop is the next factor in measuring

the resistance or shock, since to increase

the one we must diminish the other; there-

fore, if the car is brought up standing in

the distance of one foot, we will have a

blow of 7S,o88 -=- I = 7S,o88 pounds to be

absorbed by the car in coming to rest in

a distance of one foot.

This work done is the kind of work that

keeps rolling stock in the shop— not out

of it—and the lesson in these figures is,

that heavy buffer springs are needed on a

freight car to ward ofif the brutal effects

of these yard kicks, for it is notorious that

draft springs are too weak to be of any

assistance in relieving shocks to any help-

ful extent, as 20,000 pounds will put them

together solid.

The trend of improvement in the draft

rigging has been to reinforce the draft

timbers, and thus have immunity from

the effects cited; little attention being

given it, except from the standpoint of

rigidity. We can't help but think that

this is the wrong point of attack from

which to approach the problem of reduc-

ing the effects of shocks to freight cars.

Draft Springs.

Weak draft springs are receiving no

little attention of late, with a view to in-

creasing. their stiffness under the increas-

ing drawbar pulls of the heavier equip-

ment, and the resulting creations are

wonders of their kind. We have seen

almost every sort of a makeshift to ac-

complish the end sought, except the one

of increasing the diameter of bar and coil

—the very thing that the wants of the

situation would suggest— and the reason

why it is not done is, because there is a

standard distance over the shank of draw-

bar for the fit of spring yoke, and this

dimension has determined the diameter

of outer coils of the spring. The yoke

being 6;/2 inches inside, it is deemed im-

practicable to make the spring more than

6l4 inches outside. Rather than change

this standard to lines that would fill all

requirements, almost every conceivable

arrangement of springs has been tried,

from placing two coils side by side and

one above the other, to the tandem style.

It is needless to remark that there are ob-

jections to all these methods of reaching

sufficient stiffness, and still retain the

proper amount of elasticity to reduce

shocks to a minimum. As the thing

looks to us, it were fully as well to tie to

an increase of size (opening the yoke for

the purpose), rather than to tnultiply the

complications, as is now being done,

without any material improvement in the

situation—or, if any, at a cost that looks

bad when weighed against that of the

simpler construction.

i i i
Some Causes of a Hot Car Journal.

The method of polishing a car journal,

as followed in many shops is barbaric to

the last degree; and there can be but one

effect when put in service—that is, to get

hot. A journal to run cool, when not over-

loaded, should be turned as true as possi-

ble, and then polished without destroying

the truth of it. It must be understood that

it should be as smooth as it is possible for

a tool to make it, before any effort is

made at polishing. It is an ordinary oc-

currence to turn a journal and leave it

rough, with the exception of putting the

thing in shape with a file. This is the

barbarous part of the operation. No
journal ever ran cool on leaving the lathe

with one of these buft'alo finishes; because,

in the first place, there is no man on earth

who can file anything in a lathe and have

the object filed preserve its truth—every

push of the file will make a series of facets,

and these little flat spots are what makes

the journal out of round. And, besides

this, there are scratches put in the surface

that emery may gloss over, but cannot re-

move. These will hold the emery; and,

between the abrasion and the flat spots,

that journal is doomed at the start. It is

better to close the surface by means of a

steel roller, after the journal is trued, than

to give it a dose of file and emery. When
a journal is turned, it should be finished

with as smooth a cut as possible, and with

as little filing and emery as possible. Many
a broken journal has had its genesis right

there, in the incipient groove left by the

file.

Ignorance About the Properties of

Wood.

In the introduction of a report on
" Timber," made to the United States

Department of Agriculture by Filibert

Roth, the author says:

" Although wood has been in use so

long and so universally, there still exists

a remarkable lack of knowledge regard-

ing its nature in detail, not only among
laymen, but among those who might be

expected to know its properties. As a

consequence, the practice is often faulty

and wasteful in the manner of its use.

Experience has been almost the only

teacher, and notions—sometimes right,

sometimes wrong—rather than well-sub-
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stantiated facts, lead tlic wood consumer.

Iron, steel and other metals are much
better known in regard to their proper-

ties than wood. The reason for this

imperfect knowledge lies in the fact that

wood is not a homogeneous material,

like the metals, hut a complicated struc-

ture, and so variable that one stick will

behave very difTerently from another

stick, although cut from the same tree.

Not only does the wood of one species

differ from that of another, but the butt

cut differs from the top log, the heart-

wood from the sapwood, the wood of

the quickly-grown from the old monarch
of the forest. Even the manner in

which the tree was sawed, and the condi-

tion in which the wood was cut and kept,

influence its behavior and quality. It is.

therefore, extremely difficult to study the

material for the purpose of establishing

general laws, and it becomes necessary

to make a specific inspection of the in-

dividual stick which is to be applied to

a certain purpose. The selection, not

only of the most suitable kinds, but of

each stick for the purpose for which it

is fit, will enter into that improved

practice to which we may look both for

greater economy and greater efficiency."

i g i
A large number of engineers in. and in

the neighborhood of Chicago, have or-

ganized to form an Engineers' Social

Club, similar to a very successful one

which is located in New York. The
committee of organization are anxious to

receive as many engineers as possible for

charter members. Chicago is a good
point for establishing a club of this sort,

and we have no doubt but that it can be

made a thorough success. The proposal

is, that the charter members pay $50

—

this amount to cover initiation and one

year's dues—and that others joining the

club be required to pay this amount for

initiation only. It will be seen that there

is a decided advantage in joining as

charter members. Anyone wishing to

obtain full particulars should apply to D.

L. Barnes, Monadnock Block, Chicago,

111.

i i i
The Southern Pacific Company deserve

the credit of being the first railway com-
pany to make the decimal gage, adopted

by the Railway Master Mechanics' Asso-
ciation at last convention, the standard of

the road. A circular has been issued by
Mr. H. J. Small, superintendent of motive

power of the Pacific System, and J. J.

Ryan, superintendent of motive power of

the Atlantic System, intimating that these

gages have been made standard, and will

be furnished at all the shops at an early

date. The circular says that after these

gages have been received, master me-
chanics and foremen of car repairs will,

in making requisitions for sheet metal,

tubes, wire, etc., use the decimal gage for

specifying thickness. This is a movement

well worthy of imitation by other roads.

Railroad companies exercised very great

influence in making the standard screw

threads a success by adopting them and

holding to the sizes. If they will act in

the same manner towards the decimal sys-

tem of measurement, it will be only a few

years when the present state of confusion

in regard to such measurements will be

at an end.

i ^ i
The Great Western Railway of England,

which in early railway days was famous

for its wide 7-foot gage and its fast loco-

motives, has not been noted for the last

generation or two for fast trains; but the

management have been wakening up
lately. This line is the most direct route

to the southwest of England, and the land-

ing of the Hamburg-American Line
steamers' passengers at Plymouth has in-

duced the Great Western to convey the

passengers to London in the shortest pos-

sible time. Special boat trains are now
run, which make an average speed of about

55 miles an hour. It was expected that a

rival line, the London & Southwestern,
would start racing with the Great West-
ern; but there are no indications that any-

thing of the kind will be done.

i i g
Some mechanical fallacies are very hard

to kill out. We supposed that the Swin-
erton polygonal wheel had lost its grip,

but we find by a newspaper notice that the

company which controls this peculiar in-

vention are struggling to force it into use

for street-car service. We understand
that the Lobdell Wheel Co. are making
cast-iron chilled wheels after the Swiner-

ton design for street-car service. We
hope they will be able to demonstrate
more value for the thing than what sur-

face railroads were able to do.

The claim is made that purchasers of

steel for the making of springs in railroad

shops are more responsible than the

blacksmith for the failure of the springs.

The steel is seldom uniform, material of

the same reputed grade being often very

different in quality. The diflerence is so

great that the blacksmith has difficulty

in giving some of it the proper temper.

i i ^
People interested in boiler work ought

to send to the Forbes Mfg. Co., Ithaca,

N. Y., for their illustrated pamphlet de-

scribing the Forbes flue cutter. They will

see something new in the line of flue

cutters.

i. i i
There were 364 failures of tires on British

railways during nine months, ending with

September last. Fifteen were engine tires.

6 were tender tires, 3 were coach tires, 1.]

were caboose tires, and 327 were wagon
(freight car) tires. Of the wagon tires, 249

belonged to private owners.

PNEUMATIC RAILWAY GATE. !!r:,l\.*K"',i",' "'."'li'-
" Rxcvllifncp "f IValcn aiid Workiiianiit)i|i ii( riicuiitiiilr 4'mftBine
<;»lr«,»tvi>m|. IUhit.it ihclr i.|.rrn(ini, withml iiirtliatilcal cttniirclJoM
Ufnt<rrKr(>uii<l." Tbe unly purrly imriituilU- tln'li-«? for tfaU )tur)>OM. Ik
lucc«Mful UBV for vrxrnoii niuHt tirst-<-|H^ii r»flunvB,

Trolley wlrvs ir* ito nl>Mt'u>'tioii. S«vml croMlD^noprriktcd by on*
wstcbm%n.

PNEUMATIC GATE CO.,

100 WASHINarON STREET, CHICAGO.
W r. I iii..rr. \l„..,ft.

THE BEST IS THE CHEAPEST.

The Star Engine.
The Star Air Compressor.

Write for Prices and Circulars.

ST. LOUIS STEAM ENGINE CO.,
18 So. Commercial Street, St. Louis, Mo.

Mr. Journeyman,
When the Foreman gave you that jo' of

fractional screw cutting: the other day,

why did you ask the Foreman " what gears

to put on? "--and now

Mr. Foreman,
Why didn't you tell Mr. Journeyman

"what gears to put on" instead of put-

ting him OFF, and then, first chance you

had (When Mr. Journeyman wasn't look-

ingi going in to have the head draughts-

man figure them out for you?

Why Not Learn to Figure?

Machine Shop

Arithmetic,
By Fred. H. Colvin and Walter Lee Cheney,

Editors of " Machinery."

Not only tells you HOW to make

every calculation that ever comes up

in a shop, but tells you WHY,

Well Bound. Handy for Pock i.

Only 50 cents. Stamps taken.

PRACTICAL PUBLISfflNG CO.
ro North 18th St., East Orange, N. J.

r Brotherhood

>^'' CAB SEAT,
Adjustable Back.

Model of '96.

We make a great many styles and sizes.

Prices range from $2.00 to $12.00. Every seat
on 30 days' trial. Satisfaction guaranteed or
money promptly refunded. For full particu-
lars and catalogue, address

STANNARD & WHITE, Appleton, Wis.
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ILLINOIS CENTRAL

SOLID VESTIBULE TRAIN.
Daily nt 9.00 p. m. from ChicaHO. New and elegant
equipment, built expressly for this service. Train
lighted throughout by gas. Tickets nnd further infor-
IDation of ynnr local ticket tiuenL or by addressing
A. H HANSON. G. P. A. 111. Cent S- K. Chicago. XLL

E. SPANCENBERG'S
Manual of Steam Engineering,

Containing more than 2,000
Questions with Argued
Answers, and over 500 illus-

trations ; also his Arith-
"metic. Algebra, Plane and

Solid Geometry, are sold by every reliable book
dealer for 75c. per volume. Will be sent post-
paid after receipt of price hv The Laborer's In-
struction Pub. Co., 314 N- 3d St., St. Louis, Mo.

Locomotive Photographs.
The largest collection on earth. Thousands to
select from. All Railroads— British, French, Ger-
man, Italian, American, etc., etc. 8x6size, 25'cents
each; 10x8 size, ^6 cents each. Sample carte 10 cts.
stamps. New illustrated list for 1895, post free.

^F". aii:oon.:E,
9 South Place. Finsbury, London City, England.

Agent for United States, H. N. Tiemann, 19 West 42d St.,
New York.

The Chicago Flexible Shaft Co.,

Manufacturers of

FLEXIBLE SHAFTS
under an

Improved Process
insuring

Great Strength
and

Increased Durability

WtRRtNTED THE BEST.

SUPERIOR SHAFTS

For All Purposes.

Also
Special

and
Standard
Tools and
Appliances

SEND FOR
CATALOGUE

CHICAGO FLEXIBLE SHAFT CO..
Nos. 142-4-t Ontario St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Boston & Albany Driving Box.

We illustrate herewith the standard

driving box of the Boston & Albany

road. Its unique feature consists in the

form and manner of fastening in the brass

of the box. This brass is in three pieces

—two side pieces, alike, and a key piece.

No machine work is done on the brass,

the lumps are filed off, the pieces put in

place and the key-piece driven in, lock-

ing the whole together—the key having

1-16 of an inch taper.

As will be seen, the lower ends of the

side pieces fit into V-shaped grooves in

the box; this keeps the brass central and

locks it in place.

The brass pieces are recessed for bab-

bitt, the openings going clear through to

the iron, and when poured the babbitt of

itself locks the three parts of the bearing

together.

This device has been in use a long time

sliape of an increase of hours from eight

to ten hours, at $3.50 per day.

"These contracts were forced upon the

men by the company, drawn by their legal

advisers, made a matter of record to tie

the incn during the Fair. The receiver is

now being sued to pay the balance due

—about $1,100. I know you are publish-

ing news of a mechanical nature only;

but as your paper attracted many men
here by taking notice of the high rate of

pay offered, you might consistently take

note of the present state of affairs, and tell

your readers that those men never got the

high rate offered, but they expect to get

it through the courts."

"Cross-Eyed" Headlights.

The Air Line "flyers" are provided with

the double headlight devised by Col. N.

H. Heft, of the electrical department of

with good results. When a shell brass

driving box can be made without ma-
chine work on the box or brass to fit them
together, considerable saving of time and
money is effected.

Rate of Pay on the Chicago Elevated.

A correspondent in Chicago writes: "I

read a very nice editorial in 'Locomotive

Engineering' about three years ago, e.x-

toling the management of the Alley Ele-

vated road here on account of the high

rate of pay they were so liberal in giving

their trainmen. We had three years' per-

sonal contracts at that time, calling for

an advance from $3.50 per day of eight

hours to $4.25 at the beginning of the

third year. Before the Fair closed, our

first advance was due. We got it in the

the Consolidated. Superintendent Os-
tiander explains the use of the two head-

lights, which, it appears, are set "cross-

eyed," or precisely as the eyes are set in

some cross-eyed persons. They are set

thus so that each will throw a light across

the other's rays. The light on the right-

hand side is thrown over to the left, and
that on the left over to the right. It has

been found that this arrangement is of

great advantage in throwing a light

around a curve.

i ^ i

There was a terrible train accident on a
railroad in South Africa, on December
30th last. One of the cars jumped the

track on a curve. Thirty-seven persons
were killed and fifty others severely in-

jured.
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The Hughes Equalizing Device.

The device Iierewith illustrated is

patented by Mr. Thomas Hughes, an en-

gineer on the St. Louis Southwestern
Railroad (Cotton Belt Route), at Pine
BIuflF. Ark., and is intended to prevent
the undue flange wear of the forward pair

of driving wheels, so common on moguls
and consolidat'-d locomotives. The pat-

ented features are those whereby the pony

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING.

speaks very highly of its efliicient service

there. Sketches of the condition of for-

ward and rear tires of engine No. 175
sjieak plainly for the goodness of Mr.
Hughes' invention. This engine has made
67.984 miles in switching service at Bird's

Point, where the track is very crooked
and of a generally trying character. Mr.
Hughes had been presented with a hand-
some check by the Cotton Belt line for

Bni/incering

truck is guided from a center line behind,

much in the same manner that a bicyclist

guides his wheel when riding "hands off."

The leaning of the engine toward the in-

side of the curve guides the pony truck,

instead of the pony truck guiding the en-

Lvcumi/tibc Bnyinttring

gine, Ofttimes the tires of the leading

pair of wheels on locomotives using a

pony truck are turned off for fiange wear
long before the tread requires return-

ing. This device claims to save this very
considerable expense.

A number of mogul engines on the Cot-
ton Belt Route have been equipped with
this device for some time, and Superin-
tendent of Motive Power Galbraith

the use of the device on some of their en-
gines. A number of other roads in the
Southwest have the device in service trials.

Any further information may be had by
applying to Mr. Hughes.

Pedrick & Ayer Co., of Philadelphia,
Pa., are reported to be very busy with
their various specialties for railroad

shops. They are receiving numerous
orders for their straight lift pneumatic
hoists, which are reported to be very
popular. They are built in three styles,

to suit different kinds of work: No. i is

for ordinary lifting of material to be
handled quickly; No. 2 is adapted for

exact lifting, such as putting work into

lathes, etc.; and the third style is intend-

ed for foundries and similar work, where
the load is varying.

The Foster Engineering Co., of New-
ark, N .J., has received an order for

eleven of their new "Class W" steam-
pressure regulators, ranging in size from
iVn to 4 inches, for the United States

cruiser "Newark," now at Montevideo.
These valves are to take the place of their

old styles, furnished the "Newark" when
she first went into commission.

|i ^ i
The Ashton Vahe Co., Boston, are giv-

ing away a beautiful calendar. Those
who like to have a pretty picture asso-
ciated with the passing line of days and
months, should send for this calendar
without delay.
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"VJiyhy Not

Educate

^ Yourself

Steam Engineering ?

t^^tJ^ fj^ t^r*f^^

"VJ^HY not study systematically

Steam Engineering, Mecnan- '

ics. Mechanical Drawing, etc., etc.,

when you can do it easily, cheaply,

and conveniently, by the

(^*t^*eJ* t^* t^*^^ t^r* t^^ t^*^^ ^?* t^* t^^ t?^ t^* *^* e^™t^*'

"% "CORRESPONDENCE'*
Jj

t^* t,?*(J* t^r* f^* t^^ t^r* t^^ t^r* t^* t^* t^* t^* (^•(^•(^•e^^t^^

method, without losing any time

from your work?

"VJ^HY not qualify yourself for a

more desirable and better-paid

position ?

t.?* t.?* t^* (3^

^^lyHY not commence at once, as

no previous education, other

than ability to read and write, is re-

quired ?

t^* (^™ f^* e^*"

SCHOLARSHIPS not forfeited be-

cause of inability to pay install-

ments promptly.

CTUDENTS not required to com-
plete courses in any given time.

Can take as long as may be necessary,

GREAT SUCCESS IN TEACHING.

TWENTY-SIX
TECHNICAL COURSES.

OVER TEN THOUSAND STUDENTS.

CEND for FREE Circular, stating

the subject you wish to study, to

THE International
Correspondence
Schools,

BOX 801,

,....,.o.......SCRANTON, PA.

Mounting Blueprints.

They have at tlie Rock Island shops in

Chicago, a method of mounting blue-

prints for use about the shops, that while

not new in principle, is new in the extent

to which it is carried out. The print is

mounted on a piece of Russia iron of the

proper size, coated with shellac, and filed

A Badly-Worn Tire.

Most of us have seen badly-worn tires

on locomotives that are run as long as

possible between the times of shopping;

but the tire illustrated in the annexed en-

graving is the worst we have ever seen,

and is probably as bad as any tire ever

used. There is a section of it in this

FRONT TIRE FRONT TIRE

DIAGRAM SHOWING TIRE FLANGE WEAR OF ENGINE 1",,

St. Louis Southwestern, equipped with Hughes Patent Spring Equalizing and Guiding Attach-
ment

;
made 137.934 miles on incline service, with^curve to left.

on its edge in a cabinet made for the pur-

pose; and one made with the object of

filing will hold many prints in a small

space.

Those mounted for use in the smith

shop were on sheets of Russia iron izy^ x
14^ inches, and 12I/2 x 24}/^ inches, leav-

ing a border of !4 inch of iron all around
the print. There are other sizes of

mountings, but the above comprise the

principal work in hand, and were most
in use.

The sizes of prints for details for loco-

motive and car work were properly fixed

for standards in the drawing office, as

most suitable for the work, and they are

adhered to in all cases.

When a print becomes obsolete through

correction, or change of design in any

particular, it is at once filed away and re-

placed by the new, furnishing a record of

progress that is accessible at all times to

the foreman, without a trip to the drawing
office.

This system may be said to be the sur-

vival of the fittest, for almost everything

in the way of preservation of the prints

had been tried, only to be cast aside as

falling short of the ideal—from the roll-

ing-up process and mounting on wood or

strawboard, to the present metallic back-

ing that will stand the hard usage of ser-

vice in the smith shop. Some of these

prints were so bright and clean that it

was not easy to believe that they had seen

three or more years' constant use at the

forge.

office, and it is regarded as a great curi-

osity by our railroad visitors. It was re-

moved from a locomotive belonging to a

coal-mining company, which was sent to

Altoona for repairs. The dotted line

shows the original outline of the tire.

i ^ i

The West Shore Railroad management
have issued an order that no cars of less

than 30,000 pounds' capacity shall be

received from interchanging roads.

This rule has been made necessary

through accidents caused by the small,

weak cars breaking down in trains. Rail-

road companies that still have old cars of

less than fifteen tons' capacity, ought to

keep them on their own lines to be run

in trains composed of light cars. The
consolidation locomotive and the cars of

thirty tons' capacity crush the old, weak
cars like egg-shells.
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WHAT YOU WANT TO KNOW.
Questions and Answers.

(8) W. H. M., Louisville, Ky.. writes:

Does piston travel faster when passing

over top quarter than bottom quarter, or

does it gain in velocity after leaving top

quarter? A.—There is no difference in

the velocity of a piston at the instant of

pin passing the quarters. The piston

loses velocity in nearing the centers from
either quarter, instead of gaining it.

(9) J. A. B., Grant, Pa., writes:

I would like to know why the steam

from the cylinder cocks seems to have

more force when the engine is cut back
than when running in full stroke. A.

—

It is not plain why this should be so. On
the contrary, the greatest force is present

when running at maximum cut-ofT; for

the reason that there is a greater volume
of steam to escape from the cylinder cocks

at the long point of cut than in the shorter

points, assuming throttle opening to be

the same in all cases.

(10) E. P. K., Toronto, Can., writes:

Is the piston rod of a locomotive on a

line with the centers of the driving wheels,

or is it a little higher? On our designs I

think it is the latter case. Why is this?

A.—The center line of pistons on a loco-

motive is usually higher than the center

line of drivers, and this is made necessary

to give more room for the cylinders, be-

tween the engine truck wheels. It is im-
possible to use a truck wheel larger than
26 inches diameter on many engines, be-

cause the cylinders and frames are not
high enough to clear.

(11) J. S. Moncton, N. B., writes:

There is a small round hole through
the center of our balanced valves into the

exhaust cavity of the valve. What is that

hole put there for? We had an argument
on this, and I was asked to refer the ques-
tion to you. A.—The function of the hole

in the top of the valve is to carry any
steam that may leak by the balance strips,

out to the exhaust, and not allow it to

remain on top of the valve to destroy the
balance. If the balance strips leaked
badly, and allowed steam to reach the top
of the valve, it is plain that the latter

would no longer be balanced, as far as

relief from pressure on the top was con-
cerned.

(12) E. S. D., Tacoma, Wash., writes:

Will you kindly inform me what is a
good thing for front ends and steam pipes
on locomotives? I have been trying to

find something that will stand the heat
and not burn, scale or wash ofif. I have
used plumbago and enamel paint; but they
do not stand. Can you also tell me what
is good to clean brass work? A.—In our
January issue we print a recipe for stack
black, furnished by Mr. Ayers, that is

said to be a good thing; and we should
think it would also do a good job on the
front end, and on steam pipes as well.

The United States metal polish, sold
everywhere, is a good thing for brass
work, following it up with lampblack for
the final shine.

(13) W. O., Richmond. Ind., writes:

I would like to know if a 60 horse-power
boiler having 60 pounds of steam pres-
sure per square inch, would have more
pressure than a 10 horse-power boiler
with 60 pounds of steam pressure per
square inch. O says it would not; B says
it would. A.—The larger boiler would
have the greater total pressure, tending to
rupture it; for the reason that it would
have more area for the pressure per unit
of area to act on. To find this bursting
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effort, multiply the diameter of the boiler

in inches by its length in inches, and mul-

tiply this product by the steam pressure

in pounds per square inch. It will then

be seen that the size of the boiler is the

governing factor in determining the total

pressure, when gage pressures are equal.

(14) J. E. G., Brainerd, Minn., writes:

I. Which cylinder heads of a Rotary

snow plow are termed front and back
heads, respectively? As you are aware,

the cylinders of a Rotary snow plow are

reverse to locomotive practice. A.—The
ends of the cylinders nearest the forward

end of plow are at the front; therefore, what

is called the back head on a locomotive

is the front head on the plow. 2. If the

piston rod passes through what is termed

the back head (in locomotive practice) in

Rotary, which engine is called the right-

hand engine? A.—Taking, again, the

front of the plow as a base of operations,

the cylinders arc properly located when
viewed from the rear of the plow—that is,

the right and left-hand cylinders will be
found, respectively, in the positions

named.

(15) Wm. P., Toronto, Ont., writes:

In answer to Question 157 of Decem-
ber issue, you give a rule to find the ca-

pacity of an engine; but I seem to think

you have made an error, or else I do not
understand your formula. As it is an im-

portant rule, I herewith submit to you
the manner in which I have worked the

question, and which shows a difference

of II tons. Please state if my answer is

correct. A.—Your answer is not correct,

because your expression 17 X 17 X -7854

X 126 X 24 -=- 64 is wrong. The question

is simply one of finding the horizontal

effort at the rail, and the correct formula,

17 X 17 X .7854 X 126 X 24 x 4 -7- 3.1416 X 64
= 13655 pounds, is based on the principle

of work, which in mechanics means the

overcoming of a resistance through a

space. There can, therefore, be no work
without motion. Then, referring to the

formula as stated above, the area of the

piston (17 X 17 X .7854) multiplied by the

mean effective pressure (126 pounds),
gives the total pressure on the piston,

which multiplied by the stroke (24 inches),

gives the distance in inches moved
through by the force; and the product is,

therefore, inch-pounds of work done in

one stroke of the piston. Multiplying this

work done in one stroke by the number
of strokes in one revolution (4), we have
the total work done by both cylinders in

one revolution of the wheels. Dividing
this work in inch-pounds by the circum-
ference of the driving wheel in inches, we
have a quotient representing the force in

pounds exerted between wheel and rail as

the wheel revolves, provided tlie latter has
weight enough to prevent slipping. This
fundamental formula is used merely to

make the subject clear; it is simplified

for practical use by reduction in cancella-

tion. It will be seen that .7854 (]4 ") will

go in 3.1416 (") four times, and these two
factors arc therefore eliminated; these are
then two fours which cancel themselves,
and the formula thus stands, 17 X 17 X
126 X 24 -^ 64. as first stated. The same
result would have been obtained on the
foot-pound basis, as will be seen by solv-

ing the expression (17 X I7 X 7854 X
126) X 8-^3.1416 X 533. in which the
factors are pounds and feet. In order to

handle any problem in which work is in-

volved, it should be clearly understood
that the product of the force and the dis-

tance through which it moves must be
equal to the product of the resistance and
distance through which it is overcome.
In the last proposition, we find the work
done on the pistons to be the force 28.599.5

ELECTRICITY AND MECHANICS

TAUGHT AT HOME
by our efllcleDt correKpondfnee niclhoil Spprtil

propnHlllon for Hn outfit of KlfOIrliHl Ap|mral«B

KItKK, nini open, (ii't our rnlnloBiif

THE SCIENTIFIC MACHINIST CO..
4«-iO BlackMone Blilg., ( l.EVKI.ANK. O.

American Packing: Rings
Are especially adapted for Locomotives,

and Rive the best results at fastest speeds

and with highest steam pressures.

For Circulars, address

J. H. DUNBAR, Youngfstown, Ohio.

Ferguson's Patent

Self-Feed Tube Expander.

Used in the Principal Railroad Boiler Shops
and by Locomotive Builders in the

United States.
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A. L. HENDERER,
999 Maryland Ave.,Wilmington, Del., U.S.A-
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pounds moved through a distance of 8
feet, and the product is therefore 228,796
foot-pounds. The resistance, 13,655
pounds, was found to be overcome
through a distance of 16.75 feet (the cir-

cumference of the wheel); and this pro-
duct is also equal to 228,796 foot-pounds,
fulfilling the above conditions.

i ® i
The National Malleable Castings Com-

pany, of Cleveland, Chicago, Indianapolis

and Toledo, have sent out a finely illus-

trated catalogue, showing their various

works and their various products. It is

a well-bound book of the standard size

(9x12), substantially bound, and the let-

ter-press and engravings got out in the

very best style of half-toned work. Very
striking perspective views are given of

their works at Cleveland, Chicago and
Toledo, and the principal articles made
in the various establishments are illus-

trated and described. The catalogue

covers 113 pages, and the articles illus-

trated number up to about 20,000, al-

though all these articles are not illus-

trated. Railroad men will, however, find

nearly everything made of malleable iron

for cars and locomotives shown in the

book. It will constitute an excellent ref-

erence for articles of this kind, and de-

serves a prominent place in the files of

every officer having anything to do with

ordering railroad supplies.

i i ^
We have received a report of the pro-

ceedings of the third annual meeting of

the Traveling Engineers' Association.

It is of standard size and contains 168

pages, which are full of matter that can-

not fail to interest railroad men. The re-

port reflects great credit upon the secre-

tary, Mr. W. O. Thompson, of Elkhart,

Ind. If one might make a suggestion for

the next report, we should say that put-

ting a good index to it would be a decided

improvement. Reports were made on a

variety of interesting subjects relating to

the economical operation of locomotives,

and good lively discussions followed the

reading of the reports. Every engineer

in the country interested in economical

locomotive operation ought to read this

report carefully. It can be obtained from
the secretary, Mr. W. O. Thompson.
Elkhart, Ind.; price 50 cents.

©. i g
"Monobar" is the name of a pamphlet

issued by the Link-Belt Engineering Co.,

of Philadelphia, Pa., which describes ap-

paratus for elevating and conveying ma-
terial. Master mechanics and others in-

terested in the handling of coal, ore and
such material will find this a very useful

pamphlet to study over.

g g i
In our January issue the advertisement

of the Railway Cycle Mfg. Co., of Hagers-
town, Ind., appeared as Hagerstown, Md.
We regret that this mistake was made.
We understand that the company is doing
a very good business. Anyone wishing
to communicate with them will find them
at the Indiana address.

We have received from Messrs. S. F.

Paterson and A. S. Markley, a copy of

the Proceedings of the Fifth Annual Con-
vention of the Association of Railway Su-

perintendents of Bridges and Buildings,

held in New Orleans, La., October, 1895.

This report is replete with the results

of tests of material entering in bridge and

building construction, and is of the great-

est value to the engineering fraternities,

as emboding reliable information of

interest to all engaged in the use of native

woods.

It is particularly valuable to the car

departments of railroads, in the tabulated

statement of the strength in tension, trans-

verse and compression, both with and
across the grain, of timber used in car

construction. It is a document full of

meat, and should be in the hands of every

car-department official in the land.

^ i i
The first number of "Home Study,"

published in Scranton, Pa., has reached

us. It is a monthly, devoted, as its title

indicates, to advancing the studiously in-

clined by means of lessons in each issue,

which are to be followed at home, much
after the style of the "correspondence

school." It covers a field embracing, ac-

cording to the prospectus, all branches

of engineering—mechanical, civil, steam,

electrical, mining— and also popular

science. It is published by the Colliery

Engineer Co.

i © g
A remarkably well-designed crane for

catching mail bags at stations when a

train is passmg, has been patented by Dr.

A. P. Hauss, New Albany, Ind. A com-
mittee of post-office experts made a

special visit to New Albany last month
to test the crane. It worked so satis-

factorily that there are good prospects of

its being adopted by the Government.

g ^ i
The Gold Car-Heating Co. shipped

for Sheffield, England, on January 14th,

material to equip 500 cars with their

steam-heating system. The Great North-
ern, of England, has also recently adopted

this system as standard for their line.

They are shipping over 100 sets of their

straight port couplings, per day, to satisfy

the calls of the home trade, and are still

behind on orders for same.

i J§ ^
The "Digest of Physical Tests and

Laboratory Practice" is the name of a

quarterly publication commenced with

January by Frederick A. Riehle, of Phila-

delphia, Pa., which contains a great deal

of information concerning laboratory

practice, and will be sent free to parties

interested on application to the pub-

lishers.

i i i
A. Irving, 20 Magnolia avenue, Jersey

City, N. J., will pay 50 cents for a travel-

ing engineer's chart; write first.

^^ ^E»^ASHTON
MUFFLER

With Top Outside Pop
Regfulator.

ALSO

Open Pop Valves
AND Gages.

THf ASHTON VALVE CO.
271 Franklin Street, Boston, Mass.

PURE WATER ESSENTIAL TO
HEALTH.

((^(^5^ S^(^5^(^(^

^/^ FILTER that reaUy filters has long
"^ been a thing impossible to get. A. Major,

of 46 J Pearl street. New York, has invented

one that actually fills this "long-felt want."

It filters the water

instead of simply

catching the
larger particles of

dirt and letting

the smaller ones

and noxious bac-

teriapassthrough.

Major's filter can

be placed in any

water cooler, and

can be cleaned

out as easily as a

saucepan. The
filtering device
consists of a piece

of porous stone that extracts all the impurity

from the water. The filter can be filled up
with ice if desired, and the impurities that too

often exist in the ice are also eliminated before

the water reaches the faucet.

g. SUGGESTIOH.

able
When you want something reli-

Ask for the "Utica" Gauge.

UTICA STEAM GArCE CO.,
70-72 FAYETTE ST., UTICA, N. Y.

Shop Foremen
Can save time and trouble

by using the NICHOLSON
EXPANDING MANDREL
for Lathe Work. Fit any-

thing', always true and ready.

Send for a little book of

pointers to

GEO. L. WEISS,
139 Ingleside Ave., Cleveland, O.

MERRILL BROTHERS,
Sent Avenue and South Uth Street, Brooklyn, N; 7.

Turnbuckles and Parallel Vises.
Best In market for railroad use. These turnbuckles

are made without a weld.
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SECOND-HAND MACHINERY.
ESPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR CAR SHOPS.

8(i-lnch X 21 feet Wllnianh Triple Geared Engine Lathe.
Winch X -X feet LInioln ' " "
1 each, 2<1 Inch x IJ feet. ISInch x 17 feet Pond EnRlne

Lathes, C. Rest and P. C. Feed.
26-Inch 1 12 feel New Haven Engine Lathe, C. Rest anil

P. C. Feed.
Mlnch X 10 feet Pratt & Whitney Engine Lathe, C.

Rest and P. 0. Feed.
JO-lneh X 11 feet Sellers Engine Lathe, C. Rest and P. C.

Fee<l.
IS-lnch X 9 feet Pratt it Whitney Engine Lathe, C. Rest

andP. C. Feed.
2 Bement Car Axle Lathes.
2 " 32-lucli Car Wheel Borers.
1 •' JSluch •

(jO-lnch Pond Boring and Turning Mill (2 heads).
43-lncb Burnbutii " " " " *'

Style 'B"Blckfor(l rnlvei-sal Radial Drill.
ir>a)-ton Hydraulic Press iitliitcii. 12 Inch x 42-Inch).
6l)-t<m Watson .* stiltnuni Broaching Press.
a 1-2-loch Hurlliurl Culling Clir Machine.
S2.lnch X 32 Inch x in fret Pond Planer (2 heads).
36 Inch x»Min'h .\ IC. feci " '•

42-Inch X It) Inch x 1(1 feet New Haven Planer.
No. S Bronn >» Slmrne Universal Ulller complete.
No.4 Oarvln B. (i. jflller.

No. 2 Bralnanl H. <i. Miller.
12-Inch Bciiiciit SI,,tier mil feeds).
14.1uch I.«n\ill Miichluc Co. Traverse Shaper.
7 feet Powir li.ricling Holls.
6 " Warren SiinlCnIversnl KHillal Drill.
S2lnch Pond Drill, B. Uears and Power Feed.
15-feet Gap Lathe.
»l-ln., 4r-ln. X 16 feet Pond JIachlne Tool Co. Lathe, C.

Rest and P. C. Feed.
26-Inch X 22 feet Pond .Mach. Tool Lathe Co., C. Rest

and P. C. Feed.
14-Inch X ti feet Blalsddl I.nthc, U. & F. Rest.
14-luch X f. feet S. .\slit,,ii lljui.l I.nlhc. Plain Gib Rest.
21-luchxl4 feet F. K. Kc.-.l l.iillu'.C.Rcst ami P. C. Feed.
16-lncb X S feet Blnlsil.ll l.ntli,.. Raise and Fall Rest.
26.|nch X 21'. Inch x i; feci I'.m,! Mach. Tool Co. Planer.
?2-lnch Newark !'uilr\ latiit-, 2 Tools.
26 Inch Stevens I'ullcv l.atlic. 1 To^

'

12-luch Warren Trav.-lhiK' Mead Shapcr.

700 Machine Tools in Stock. Send for Lists.

PRENTissTooL&SuppLYCo.,ll5LibertySt„N.Y.

CHICAGO STORE. 62 AND 64 SOUTH CANAL ST.

THIS CUT SHOWS OUR

Duplex Compressor,
HAVING COMPOUND AIR CYLIN-
DERS, WITH INTER-COOLER AND
COMPOUND STEAM CYLINDERS
WITH MEYER CUT-OFF VALVES.
THIS IS THE BEST CONSTRUCTION
FOR SMALL AND MEDIUM SIZES.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

RAND DRD-L CO.,
23 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

1327 MONADNOCK BLOCK, CHICAGO.

A Full Line. Over 300 Sizes.

PUNCHES
AND

SHEARS
FOR

I R. SHOPS

'^'ff||*l^''"^^'N|,||j||^

Write for fully illustrated descriptive circulars
and catalogue 'of Double, Single, AnRlc-Har.
Gans:, Horizontal, Twin, Boiler, Spacinjf, Gate.
Multiple, Belt, and Steam-Driven Punches and
Slleors.

THE LONG & ALLSTATTER CO.

HAMILTON, OHIO, U.S.A.

EARLE C. BACON,
Engineer,

HAVEMEYER BUILDING,
NEW YORK.

Works: Pncific Iron Works, Farrel
Fotimiry and Machine Co.

Hoisting Engines
Ani WINCHES for every

possible duty.

Parrel's (Blake Pattern)

Rock^ Ore Crushers

Railroad Cranes
The Standard for 25 Years.

COMPLETE MINING AND
CRUSHING PLANTS

'iLB BI'KCIAJTIKh.

Steam Working Models of

Loeomotives.

EVERYBODY delighted with the little

engines—"897" and " yyg. ' Build

your own engines—and study valve motion

:ill you want. Complete sets castings in

two sizes for building working mockl

latest style heavy Schenectady S-\VheeIer
;

Large Drivers, High Saddle—Right up

to date.

Send 4 cents In Stamps for

Catalog'ue.

G. H. OLNEY,

HALL'S
IMPROVED

PIPE-WRENCH

1 rnniiBiM.iim»
J

It is Strong as well as li^-ht In welg-ht.

It Is drop-lorg-ed from tool steel.

It win g-rip g-alvanized as well as other

ripe.
It win open a malleable fitting- without

crushing the pipe.

It cannot lock or wedge on the pipe.

It can be sharpened on a grindstone or

emery wheel without taking apart.

^m^^^

As a Screw Wrench it has nu equal.

Any part of this Wrench brolcen
with fair usage will be replaced without
charge.

SAMUEL HALL'S SON,
229 West lOth St., New York.

DUNHAM, CARRIGAN & HAYDEN CO.,

San Francisco, Cal.,

Distributing Agents for the Pacific Coast.

163 Herkimer Street,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

GALENA OIL WORKS,
(LIMITED).

GaU'iia Kiiiiiiie, <'<>aoli ami Car Olln,
lUc Stautlitrd l.ubi-l<'alliiK UilH

of Aiuerli'U.

SAFKTV, SPEED niul ECONOMY arc tho reaulti of
theusiMif lialenaOlls. CULD TKsr. 1" I., is DF.LOW
ZEKi ). Those oils do not {rceze In tin- 1 "l.list wi-ather,

while thfv are adaptabli' to the lioltist iTln.atfS.

Ill llic- u's<' of Ualeua Oils there l.s an entire freedom
fnini h"t i....\es, except wbeu these are caused by m©-
ehanUal.lefeets.

, , „
Tlie iidoptlunof Onlenn Oils as stan.lar.l railway lu-

hrliants liv a larue inajorllv of tlir l.a.llnk- railways of
thlsc.Miiui-v lsanevldene<> of thilr suiierinrlty, while
the fact Ihat thesanic' rciads use these cdls today that
use.l ilieiii more than -li years an'K l.s an evidence of

their iiiiitoriiiHy fmrii vear to year and year In and out.

iialeiia I dlsafe iM ex'Tiislve tise uiion three eoutlnu-
ous lines fr..ni H(.sliiii and New ^-'rk to the raelllo

coast and ui»in one enntlnnous line from the rlty of
Mi'.xleo l,> Ni'W York. Iliiisdemonslral Ini; their adapta-
hllltv to. ill leniperatnresandcllmales. lielng entirely

free from i-'iim. the.se oils are not ulfected by dust and

'"""\Ve'"aLso turni'sh m'lr customers STBLEV'S PERFEC.
TIOX VALVE OIL. which Is also used exclusively upon
a majority of the IcadluK railways of America.

(JALENA OIL WORKS, Limited,

CHAliLES Mll.tER, President.

Chicaoo Branch Office, Franklin, Pa.
PhcBnlx Building, 138 Jackson St.

SIGNAL OIL WORKS,
LIMITED,

FRANKLIN, PA.
MANl'FACTUREUS OP

SIBLEY'S PerfECtiojVALTE OIL,

The diily pL-rfrr-t l.i 'urnni i\ i- \ ;ilv<' Lubrii-aiit.

J. C. SIBLEY. Prest,

l^.MI.W'AV AND CAR SHOP
EQUIPMENT.

POR PROPOSITIONS AND TERMS ADDRESS;

OKOROE PLACE,
14.1 HROADU A\. NEW > ORK CITY.
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'ystem

of Smitb $bop Outfits
Consists of the

Sturtevant Pressure Blowers^
For Supplying Blast to Forges.

Steel Plate Exhaust Fans^
For Removing Smoke and Gases.

Sturtevant Steel Plate and

Cast Iron Forges^

Complete Systems of Pipingf and Connections.

Send for

Catalogues]

and Prices.

B. F. STURTEVANT COMPANY,
WORKS, BOSTON, MASS.

BRANCH STORES:
34 Oliver St., Boston, Mass. 75 Queen Victoria St., London, E.C., Eng.
J3I Liberty St., New York, N.Y. 21 West NUe St., Glasgow, Scotland.

135 N. 3d St., Philadelphia, Pa. 87 Zimmerstrasse, BerUn, Germany.
16 South Canal St., Chicago, III. 2 Kungsholmstorg, Stockholm, Sweden.

You probably use borax for

welding.

Did it ever strike you that a

Sood (Uelding Compound

is better and cheaper ?

Represents six old American files weliled together eolifllv at separate heata so that no trace

of the teeth Hhow in the stock. After the ivelil was made tney were doubled back in the center

and the end >ir»\vn down under the hamnier into a solid t>ai of tool steel and a lathe tool

made of the end.

(J6ran^)

INVESTIGATE

Jintt and l>aiiiitier

melding Compound,
Manufactured by

E. G, NEWHALL & CO,,
DETROIT, MICH.

SAVE YOUR WHEELS.

THE CORNING BRAKE SHOE mbs

on parts not worn by rail. Acknowledged

by experts to be the best wheel-dressing

shoe ever offered to railroad men.

Corning Brake $boc Co.,

Corning, n, V»

1427 monadnocK Block, Chicago Tils.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Composite Brake Shoes,
FOR

LOCOMOTIVES, PASSENGER AND FREIGHT

CARS, STREET CARS AND ELECTRICS.
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Columbian Metallic Rod-Packing.
PRINCIPAL POINTS: Slmpllclly and Burabimy.

Provides for Eng:ine Running Out of Line.

No Springs. Old Gland Used.

Friction Next to Nothing.

Protracts Life of Rods.

Three Packing Rings for Freight and Switching Engines.

One Packing Ring for Passenger Engines.

Sectional Metallic Packings for Air Pumps; can be applied without disconnecting.
No charge for trial sets. Send orders to

COLUMBIAN METALLIC ROD-PACKING CO., 1225 ^ 1226 Betz Bldg., Philadelpliia.
CHICAGO OFFICE. 1A11 AND 1412 MANHATTAN BUILDING.

MANUFACTURER OF

MALLEABLE IRON.
QU ALITY GUARANTEED.

X Ij n.O .A. ID TATOn^ .a. SJr»ECI-A.
OFFR'K AND WdKKS : LAXC ASTM H. NEM YOICK.

XjT-

C. E. ROOD. H. M. BROWN.ROOD <& BROWN,
CAR WHEEL WORKS,

^XTT'r'.A.IjO, 3Nr. TT.

RAILROAD, CAR, ENGINE, TENDER AND TRUCK WHEELS
Made from the Best Charcoal Iron.

Office and Wdrks : HOWAKD iiml THOMAS Streets

HYDRAULIC
IVETERS — Fixed and Portable.

PUNCHES, SHEARS. PRESSES, LIFTS,

CRANES AND ACCUMULATORS.

The Camden High-Pressure Valves.

MATTHEWS' FIRE HYDRANTS. EDDY VALVES.
VALVE INDICATOR POSTS.

CAST" IRON PIPE.

R. D. WOOD & CO.,
Eniriiiccrs, Iron Koiiiiders, Mncliiiiists,

400 CHESTNUT STREET,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

JHICKLE, HARRISON & HOWARD IRON CO
FOUNDERS OF OPEN-HEARTH STEEL CASTINGS.

ST. LOUIS,
MANUFACTURERS OF

THE

S. H. & H. Cast Steel

Body and Truck
Bolsters.

WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR.

STOIPI i^ E5 "V'E nsrT

I

LEAKS IN OLD CARS AND LEAKAGE IN NEW CARS BY USING

MURPHY STEEL CAR ROOT
p. H. MURPHY MFG. CO.. East St. Louis, III

JUST WHAT rOU WANT. LOW PRICES.
PROMPT SHIPMENTS OR CONTRACTS TAKEN,

Notice Lake Shore's FAST RUN 9
WELL THEY HAD ARCH FLVES OF ALGERITE K. C. I.

Manufactured hy TYLER TUBE & PIPE CO., Washingflon, Pa. R. R. Rcrresentativc, G. E. MOLLESON, 39 Cortlandt St., N. Y. City

BY
USING R.^l..

, . £^ - 1 Zl - 1 ^°" ''^^P y°"'' ^""^ °" ^^^ ^°^ longer, thereby effecting a large saving.

arlati $ rnallSb Uarttl$bC$ ^- ^ Reynolds, Sal^ Agem for Umted states and Car^ada,
^-' ^ ^^ 4 Gold Street, New York.
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For Railroad Shops, Gar Builders, bc.

xzxG-xz isx>£:x;x3

TRAVELING & SWING CRANES.

TURNTABLES, INJECTORS

ETC.. ETC.

^S^^ Beveled Packing Ring
- Simple, Self-supporting,

Durable, Standard.

American Balance Slide Valve Co.

San Francisco, CaL or Jersey Shore, Pit

Williams, White & Co.,
J*IOLINE, ILL., U. S. A.

MAKERS OF

AUTOMATIC JUSTICE HAMMERS,
COAL CHUTES FOR COALING LOCOMOTIVES,

BULLDOZERS, DROP HAMMERS,
'^, STEAM HAMMERS, PUNCHES AND SHEARS,

EYE-BOLT MACHINES,
TAPER ROLLING MACHINES.

«it'HCULAR5

i''^: SENT

Buyers' Finding List.
Air Brake Fittings.

Cranu Co., Chicago, 111.

Air Brake Hose.
Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.

Air Brakes.
Westinghouse Air Brake Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Air Brake Gage.
Utica Steam Gage Co.. Utica, N. Y.

Air-Brake Pump Governors.
Foster Engineering Co., Newark, N. J.

Air Compressors.
Clayton Air Compressor Works. New York.
IngersoU-Sergeant Drill Co.. N. Y. City.
Norwalk Iron Works Co.. South Norwalk, Ct.

Pedrick & Aver Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Rand Drill Co.. New York.
St. Louis Steam Engine Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Air Drilling Hachine.
C. H. Haeseler & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Air Hoists.
Pedrick & Ayer Co., Philadelphia. Pa.
Whiting Fou'ndry Equipment Co.,Chicago, 111.

Arch Bars.
Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Asbestos.
H. W. Johns Mfg. Co., New York.

Axles.
Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
(jould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
B. M. Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.
Krupp iT. Prosser & Son, New York).

Balanced Slide Valves.
Am. Bal. Slide Valve Co., San Frisco, Cal.
M. C. Haramett, Troy, N. Y.

Bearing Metal.
Ajax Metal Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Paul S. Reeves, Philadelphia, Pa.
U. S. Metallic Pkg. Co', Philadelphia, Pa.

Bell Ringer.
Trumbull Mfg. Co.. Warren. O.
L:. S. Metallic Packing Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Belting.
Boston Belting Co., Boston. Mass.
Shultz Belting Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Body Bolsters.
Fox Solid Pressed Steel Co., Chicago, 111.

Boiler and Firebox 3teel.
.Shoenberger Steel Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Boiler Checks—Inside.
Foster Engineering Co., Newark, N. J.

Boilers.
Pittsburg Locomotive Works, Pittsburg, Pa.

Boiler Iron.
Ewald Iron Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Boiler Testers.
Rue Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Boiler Tools.
Richard Dudgeon. New York.
Hilles & Jones Co.. Wilmington, Del.
Long & Allstatter Co., Hamilton, O.

Boiler Washers.
Nathan Mfg. Co., New York.
Rue Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Bolt and Rivet Headers*
Acme Machinery Co., Cleveland, O.

Bolt Cutters.
Acme Machinery Co.. Cleveland, O.

Bolt Threading Machinery.
Detrick& Harvey Machine Co., Baltimore,Md.

Books.
Locomotive Engineering, New^ York.
Practical Pub. Co. E. Orange. N. J.

Boring and Turning Mills.
Bullard Mch. Tool Co.. Bridgeport Conn.

Brake Adjusters.
Q. & C. Co., Chicago, 111.

Brake Shoes.
Corning Brake Shoe Co., Corning. N. Y.
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillbum, N. Y.
Ramapci Wheel* Foundry Co., Ramapo, N.Y.

Brass Castings.
.A.jax Metal Co., Inc.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Paul S. Reeves, Philadelphia, Pa.

Buffers.
Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Bulldozers.
Williams, White & Co., Moline, 111.

Cab Seats
Stannard & White, Appleton, Wis.

Cars.
Allison Mfg. Co., Philadelphia. Pa.
Lima Locomotive & Machine Co.. Lima, O.
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillbum, N. Y.

Car Bearings.
Paul S. Reeves, Philadelphia, Pa.

Car Couplers.
Champion Auto. Car Coupler Co.. Kenton, O.
Gould Coupler Co.. Buffalo, N. Y.
McConwav & Torley Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
National Malleable Castings Co., Chicago, 111.

Sams Automatic Coupler Co., Denver, Col.

Shickle. Harrison & Howard Iron Co., St.

Louis, Mo.
Smillie Coupler & Mfg. Co., Newark, N. J.

Standard Coupler Co., New York.
Trojan Car Coupler Co., Troy, N. Y.

Car Door Bquipment.
Q. & C. Co., Chicago, 111.

Car Heating,
William C. Baker, New York.
Gold Car Heating Co., New York.
SafetvCar Heating & Ltg. Co., New York.

Car Lighting.
Safetv Car Heating & Lighting Co., New York.

Car Paints.
Detroit White Lead Works. Detroit. Mich.

Continued on page Z04.
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BUYERS' FINDING LIST—CoM/iViKfo'.
Car Rooflng.

P. H, Murphy Mfg. Co., E. St. Louis, 111.

Stanilard Paint Co., New York.
W.irren Chemical & Mfg. Co.. New York.

Car Seats.
Hale & Kilburn Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Car Ventilators.
M C. llammett, Troy, N. Y.

Car Wheels.
Holes Steel Wheel Co., Scranton. Pa.
Krupp iT. Prosser & Son, New York).
Lima Locomotive & Machine Co., Lima. O.
Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co., Ramapo, N. V.
Roberts, Throp & Co., Three Rivers, Mich.
Rood & Brown. Buffalo, N. Y.
Standard Steel Works, Philadelphia, Pa.
Washburn Car Wheel Co., Hartford, Conn.

Cattle Quards.
O. & C. Co., Chicago, 111.

Chain Pulley Blocks.
.MiM.re .\ffg. & Fdy. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Chime Whistles.
Crosby Steam Gage& Valve Co.,Boston,Ma5s.

Clocks.
lohn J. McGrane, New York.

C«al Handling Machinery.
Link Bell Engineering Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Coal Chutes.
Wiiliams, White & Co., Moline, III.

Correspondence Schools.
Internat'I Corres, Schools Scranton, Pa.
The Scientific Machinist Co., Cleveland, O.

Corundum Wheels.
Sterling Emery Wheel Mfg. Co.. Tiffin, O.

Cranes.
Manning, Maxwell & Moore, New York.
Maris Bros.. Philadelphia, Pa.
William Sellers & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Whiting Foundry Equipment Co.,Chicago, 111.

Crank Pin Qages.
.M. C. Ilammett, Troy, N. Y.

Crank Pins.
Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
B. M. Jones & Co., Boston, Alass.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son, New York).

Crossings.
Ramapo Iron Works. Hillburn. N. Y".

Drills.
Cleveland Twist Drill Co., Cleveland, Oi
Standard Tool Co., Cleveland, O.

Electors.
Rue Mfg. Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

Electric Lighting and Power Apparatus.
Westin.irhouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.,Pittsburgh, Pa.

Emery Grinders.
l.claiul tV Faulconer Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.

Emery Wheels.
Sterling Emery Wheel Mfg. Co , TifBn, O.
The Tanite Co.. Stroudsburg, Pa.

Enamel.
Detroit White Lead Works. Detroit, Mich.

Engines.
St. Louis Steam Engine Co., St. Louis, Mo. J.

Engravings.
Bradley & Poates, New York.
Standard Engraving Co., New York.

Exhaust Pipe.
The Ciencral .Agency Co., New York.

Expanding Mandrel.
Cieo L Weiss, Cleveland, O.'.

Piles and Rasps.
Nicholson File Co., Providence, R. I.

Filters.
.\. Major. New York.

Fire KIndlers.
J. S. Leslie, Paterson. N. J.

Flexible Shaft.
Chicago Flexible Shaft Co., Chicago, 111.

Flexible Steam Joint.
Moran Flexible Steam JointCo.,Louisville,Ky.

Flues and Tubes.
.\llison Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.
Tyler Tube & Pipe Co., 'Washington, Pa.

Forges.
BufTaUi Forge Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Forging Machinery.
Williams, White & Co., Moline, 111.

Foundry Equipment.
Whiting Foundry Equipment Co.,Chicago, 111.

Frogs and Crossings.
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.

Gages.
.\shton Valve Co., Boston, Mass.
Cr<isby Steam Gage & Valve Co., Boston.

Qraphlte.
Jc'S Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J.

Hammers.
Williiims, White & Co.. Moline. 111.

Hand Cars.
Railway Cvcle Mfg. Co., Hagerstown, Ind.
Roberts, Throp & Co., Three Rivers, Mich.

Heating System for Shops.
Buffalo Forge Co.
B. F. Sturtevant Co., Boston, Mass.

Hoisting Engines.
ICarR- C. Bacon. New York.

Hollow Stay-Bolt Iron
Falls Hoi. Stay-Bolt Co., Cuyahoga Falls, O.

Hydraulic Tools.
Richie Bros.. T. M. Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Watson tt Stillman. New York.
R. D. Wood & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Indicators.
A.shcroft Mfg. Co.. New York.
Crosby Steam Gage and Valve Co., Boston.

Injectors.
Automatic Injector Co., Cincinnati, O.
Hancock Inspirator Co., Boston, Mass.
Hayden & Derby Mfg. Co., New York.
Nathan Mfg. Co.. New York.

Continued on page soj.

The Ohio Locomotive Injector
Economical in Application.

Interchangeable with the principal Injectors in n.se,

iuciirring no expense in attaching it.

Frank W. Furry, General Manager,

1302 Monadnock Block, Chicafjo.
WORKS :

WADSWOKTH. O.

OFFICES
66 Broadway

NEW YORK
Mil The Rookery

CH1C.\Q0
319 Commercial BIdg

ST. I.OUIS

GOULD
COUPLER

Co.

WORKS
Steam ForRe

BLHHALO, N. Y.

Malleable Iron

DLPEW, N. Y.

Cast Steel

AiNDERSON, IND.

ADVANTAGES OF

THE MORAN FLEXIBLE JOINT

For a Steam Heating Connection

Between Engine and Tender.

ALL METAL CONNECTION.
ABSOLUTELY FLEXIBLE.

Positively Steam Tiglit under ANY Pressure.

Indestructible Short ot Wreck. No Delays. No Repairs.

First Cost is the Only Cost.

STEAM, OIL, HOT ASHES, OR DIRT,

does not affect Its Hie.

MORAN FLEXIBLE STEAM JOINT CO,. Inc'd.

MliNkV l". IR.WKtL. President.

149 THIRD ST., LOUISVILLE, KY.Sectional View of St.in<lnrd

Railrojiil Joint. showinK
Automatic Relief Trap.

THE ACME MACHINERY CO.
CLEVKLAND, OHIO.

Manufucturere of^^ ACME BOLT & RIVET HEADERS
nifoNingUA Double Aatomatlc ItoltCntterH

Cvittitifr from % in. to 6 In. diam.

Mso. Sepaiiatb IIeads and Dikh.

First Premium Cincinnati Centennial.
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D. SAUNDERS' SONS,
MANUFACTURERS OF

grj::)fi«^ PIPESoMACHINES
i.r'' ^"^ '^\*-^:!Si^i-

V

FOR HAND AND POWER.
All sizes % inch to i6 inch for Pipe Mill, Gas and

Steam Fitters' use. Tapping Jlachines
for steam fittings. Also,

Steam and Gas Fitters' Hand Tools.

SBSD FOR CATALOOUB.

No. 4 B Machine, u. ,0 4- Hand or Power 100 Athcrton St., Yottkers, N. Y.

ISEWXOIS MACHINE
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BUYERS' FINDING LIST-CVn//>iK<-a'.
Railroads Continued.

B. & A. K. R., Boston, JIass.
I. C. R. K.. Chicago, 111.

Monon Rome, Chicago, 111.

Railway Fences.
Pajje Woven Wire Fence Co., Adrian, Mich.

Railway Gates.
I'ni uinaiic Gate Co., Chicago, 111.

RetaininK Kings.
RaiiKipo Wheel & Foundry Co., Ramapo, N. Y.

Rubber
Boston Beltinp Co., Boston, Mass.

Rust Preventing Compound.
Otto U.itl/.u, New York.

Safety Valves
Ashton \'al\'e Co.. Boston, Mass.
Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co.,Boston,Mass.

Sanding Apparatus
lUiiry L. Leach, North Cambridge, Mass.
Sherburne & Co., Boston, Mass.

Sbaftln^
William Sellers* Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Spark Arrester Plate.
A. J. Becklcy & Co., Meriden, Conn.
Heiulrick Mlg. Co., Carbondalc. Pa.

Springs.
.\. French Spring Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Spring Steel
Thomas Prosser & Son, New York.

Stay-BulU.
Ewald Iron Co., St. Louis. Mo.
Falls Hollow Stay-Bolt Co.. Cuyahoga Falls.O
B. M. Jones & Co.. Boston, Mass.

Steam Qages.
.\shcroft Mfg. Co., New York.
Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co., Bostor.
Utica Steam Gage Co.. Utica, N. Y.

Steam Hammers.
Bement. Miles & Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Steam Hose
Bost<in Belting Co., Boston, Mass.

Steam Pumps.
A. S. Cameron Steam Pump Works, New York

SUel.
Cambria Iron Co , Philadelphia, Pa.
Ewald Iron Co.. St. Louis. Mo.
B. M. Jones & Co.. Boston. Mass.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son. New York).
Latrobe Steel Co . Latrobe. Pa.
Schoen Mfg Co.. Pittsburg, Pa.
Shoenberger Steel Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Steel Tired Wheels.
Boies Steel Wheel Co., Scranton, Pa.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son, New York).
Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co . Ramapo, N.Y
Standard Steel Works. Philadelphia, Pa
Washburn Car Wheel Co., Hartford, Conn.

Steel Tires.
Latrobe Steel Works. Latrobe, Pa.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son New York).
Standard Steel Works, Philadelphia, Pa.

Steel Truck Frames.
Fox Solid Pressed Steel Co., Chicago, 111.

Stocks and Dies.
Armstrong Mfg. Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

Stone Crushers
Gates Iron Works, Chicago, lU.T

Switches.
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.

Testing Machines.
Riehle Bros. Testing Machine Co., Phila.

Tie Plates.
Q. & C. Co., Chicago, III.

Tires.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son. New York.)
Lairobe Steel Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Tool Holders.
-Armstrong Bros. Tool Co.. Chicago, 111.

Tool Steel
B. M Jones & Co., Boston. Mass.

Track Equipment
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn. N. Y.

Tube Expanders.
A. L. Henderer, Wilmington, Del.

Tumbuckles.
Cleveland City Forge & Iron Co.. Cleveland, O
Merrill Bros., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Turret Hachlnes.
Bullaril .Mch. Tool Co., Bi^dgeport, Conn.
Jones & Lamson, Springfield, Vt.

Twist Drills.
Cleveland Twist Drill Co.. Cleveland, O.
Standard Tool Co., Cleveland, O.

Valves
Ashton Valve Co.. Boston, Mass.
Jenkins Bros.. New York.
Ross Valve Co., Troy, N. Y.

Valves, Reducing.
Foster Engineering Co., Newark. N. J.

Varnishes.
Detroit White Lead Works. Detroit, Mich.
F. C. Reynolds, New York.

Ventilating Pans.
BnlTal.) Forge Co.

Vestibules.
Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo. N. Y.

Vises.
Bii:n!'ll & Kccler Mfg. Co.. Edwardsville, 111.

Merrill Bros., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Watches.

S. N. Clarkson & Co.. Chicago, 111.

John I McGrane New York
The Webb C. Ball Co., Cleveland, O.

Welding Compound.
K. (,. Newhall & Co.. Detroit, Mich.

Wire Fences.
Page Woven Wire Fence Co., Adrian, Mich.

Wood Working Machinery.
J. A. Fav & Co.. Cincinnati, O.

Wrought Iron Pipe.
Allison Mfg Co . Philadelphia. Pa.

TheNew-NATHAN"
(See ILLUSTKATION-I, .^N'D

MONITOR INJECTORS

LOCOMOTIVES.
'NATHAN" SIGHT-FEED LUBRICATORS.

Fur Locomolive Cylinders and Air Brakes.

STEAM FIRE EXTINGUISHERS.
For Switching and Yard Engines.

BOILER ^A^ASHERS,
Road and Guide Oil Cups, etc.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE CATALOQUES.

NATHAN MANUFACTURING CO.,
92 & 94 Liberty St., New York.

Western Offlce, 147 4 H9 VAN BUEEN STEEET, CHICASO. ILL.

BOSTON & ALBANY R. R.
The only line from or to New Knijhind ruiinin;.;- tlirouji^ll Sleepiilgf Cars

over the Kew VorU. Central & Hudson River, Lake Sliorc &
Miclits:aii Southern, lUieliig-an Central and " Bi}>: Four'*
«• ft ^du

SHORTEST AND QUICKEST LINE TO THE WEST,
NORTHWEST AND SOUTHWEST.

Five superb trains between Boston and New York, via Springfield Line.

For information, maps, time-tables and reservation of berths apply to

A. S. HANSO^t,
Gc'/iircj/ Passetiger Af^ent, Boston. Mass.

First
\ c'"' o^JT^' w PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO.,
- For Railroads.
I Around Parks and Cemeteries. Adrian, ]>Iicb.

THE

^tandard Steel Works
PHILADELPHIA.

STEEL TIRES
Manufactured by an Improved Process

Insuring Solidity.

Wrought Iron Centres.

Steel-Tired Wheels.

REPRESENTATIVES!

CHICAGO. 1013 MONAONOCK 8LDG.,

riTZ-Mi'QH & sPE^c^:R.

ST. LOUIS. B16 NORTH THIRD ST.,

ANDREW WARREN.
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pEDRICK & AYER CO.,
^

1001 Hamilton Street,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

COMPOUND AUTOMATIC AIR COMPRESSOR•—Drlveo by a

belt, regulates Itself au-

tomatically, maiutalu-

lug the pressure within

three pounds at any cle-

sired point ; compcund-
1 aud water jacketed ;

will supply air at less

tbau half the cost for

fuel of brake pumps.
Runs only so long as air

is belug used. Delivers

44 cubic feet of free air

I er minute.

Requires no attention but oiling, and but little of that. Case Du&t-Proof.

S- QUR NO. 2 LIFT is for

delicate and exact work

;

it can be made to lift or lower

any amount at wHI, and has

an automatic stop that will

keep the load at the desired

height under any conditions,

and leave the operator free to

use both hands in adjusting

work. Ideal as a lift over

machine tools.

ALL KINDS OF SPECIAL

TOOLS FOR RAILWAY

REPAIR SHOPS.

Automatic Molding Machines*

300 DAILY
ONE

MAN'S WORK

PATTERN SET FOR
CHRISTIE

BRAKE SHOES.

No. 2.

The Tabor Manufacturing Co,^

39 Cortlandt Street, New York, N. Y.

Eclipses Them All—Thirty-five and a Half Hours, Chicago

to Jacksonville, Fla.

The Monon Route, with its customary enterprise, has put on

a new fast train that makes the run between Chicago and Jack-

sonville in 35 ;4 hours.

The train is composed of elegant Pullman Perfected Safety

Vestibuled, Open and Compartment Sleepers, including Drawing-

room and Buffet Sleepers, as well as comfortable day coaches,

with Monon Celebrated High-back Seats.

This train leaves Chicago daily at 8:32 P. M., arriving at Cincin-

nati next morning, 7:30; Chattanooga, 5:50 P. M.; Atlanta, 10:40

P. M. ; reaching Jacksonville at 8:20 the second morning, in ample

time to make connection with all lines for points in Central and

Southern Florida.

This is the fastest time ever made by any line between Chicago

and Florida.
Frank J. Reed,

Genl. Pass. Agt., Chicago.

City Ticket Office, 232 Clark street, Chicago.

For time-cards, pamphlets and all other information, address

L. E. Sessions, N. \V. Pass. Agt., Minneapolis, Minn.

BORING AND TURNING MILLS
ARE SUPERIOR TO LATHES FOR FACE PLATE WORK.

We have a variety of sizes and a large stock
for immediate shipment.

THE BULLARD MACHINE TOOL CO.,

E. P. BULLARD, Pres't. BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
New York Office, 86 LIBERTY STREET.

Mechanical

Books*

BOOKS FOR ENGINEERS,

FIREMEN AND ALL
ENGAGED IN MECHANICAL PURSUITS.

Send name and address for 48-p,'J.ge Cata-
logue. Sent gratis on application.

D. VAN NOSTRAND CO.,
PUBLISHERS,

23 MURRAY AND 27 WARREN STREETS,
NE^V VORK.
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MARIS BROS.
Philadelphia, Pa.

Manufacturers of

CRANES
•'^ POWER BRIDGE

^^ CRANES, HAND

BRIDGE CRANES,

JIB CRANES.

Portable Hoist,
Holds load at any point.

Overhead Track,

Trolleyr Switches.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLiCITED.

EVERY
AMBITIOUS

EIREMAN
Is iookinp forward to the day when
he will bei-ome a full-fled>;ea loco-
motive eny:ineer.
A Kood book to study is

GRimSHAW'S
LOCOMOTIVE CATECHISM.

I: asks i.jooquestions, and Rives
I, i.x simple. plain, practical answers
about the Locomotive. Ni) mathe-
matics, no theorieA—Jus/ /i!i/s It

contains 400 paj^es. 200 illustrations

and manv plates.
Price, $2.00, by mail.

Circular tells more about it. Send
for it.

i Cash commission and pre.

Wanted, a mlum given. Send 'or full

(
particulars.

NORMAN W. HENLEY & CO., Publishers;

132 Nassau St., New York.

Agents

LOCOMOTIVE WORKS & CAR SHOPS

NEED THE BEST TOOLS
WE MAKE THE HIGHEST GRADE ONLY OF

PIPE THREADING and
CUTTING-OFF MACHINES

I HAND OR POWER. '

OUR AOJUSTftBLE STOCKS AND DIES ARE THE
MOST CONVENIENT. DURABLE AND SATISFACTORY

TOOLS OF THE KIND IN THE WORLD.

SECURE OUR CATALOa.

^ ARMSTRONG MFG. CO.,

No. 3 Machine.

BRIDQEPORT, CONN.,
104-116 KNOWLTON ST.

NEW YORK,
HQ CENTRE ST. No. 1 Machine.

(]RANE COMPANY,

Manufacturers of AlR BRAKES,
Air Brake Repairs^

Also, Air Brake Pipe,

Air Brake Fittings,

CHICAGO,

The Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Railway

IT
LEADS

IN COMPLETENESS OF EQUIPMENT.
COMFORT OF TRANSPORT.
PROMPTNESS OF SERVICE.
FAST AND ELEGANT TRAINS.

A. J. Smith, G. P. and T. A., Cleveland, Ohio.

If you want to know

the history of air-brake

invention, send $ 1 ,00

for ^^ Evolution of the

Air Brake/' illustrat-

ing all the kinds ever

tried. Address,

Locomotive Engineering,

256 Broadway, New York.

LEONARD & ELLIS.

Trade Makk.

OILS FOR RAILROADS.

has long been used on n:iny
VALVOLINE of the leading railroads in this

^•^ OIL ,^J* country and abroad. It has no

yvrvT , . ^ T .T» e<^ual in quality and mileage.

W. A. BOYDEN, General A^ent,
J 57 Chambers Street, NEW YORK.

MOORE'S ANTI- FRICTION

DIFFERENTIAL

Chain Pulley Block

A New Movement.
A Perpetual Comround Lever.

Powerful, Simrle and Durable.

Light, Comract and Stronsf.

One Man Can Lift to the Full

Capacity of the Block.

Self Sustainins: at Any Point.

The Block Always Hangs Plumb

Moore Mfg. and Foundry Co.

mLWAUKEE, WIS.

DON'T YOU THINK there must be a saving effected by the use of PHOENIX
PNEUMATIC TOOLS for drilling, reaming and tapping, when over two

hundred have been placed on trial and none rejected ? send for circular.

C. H. HAESELER & CO., lOOl Hamilton St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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lUasbburn Car lUbeel Co,

Barfford, Conn.

^ makers of ^
^ Steel Cired Wheels,

^

True to start with—and stays so.

Ashcroft Mfg. Co.

SPECIALTIES

:

Double Tube Bourdon

Pressure Gaug:es

for Steam, Water or

Ammonia.

Tabor Indicators.

BROWN'S

Adjustable Pipe Tongs.

Packer Ratchets.

Pipe Stocks and Dies.

Pipe Fitters' Tools.

Ashcroft Gauges

are Dust-proof, Accurate

and the Standard every-

where.

Movement no connection to back of case.

MANNING, MAXWELL & MOORE,

INlUlmiAlL lU; VJ^ li>f.

III Liberty Street, New York, U. vS. a,

Consolidated

Safety Valve Co.'s

ORIGINAL

RICHARDSON

"POP"

SAFETY VALVES

are the Standard on many

roads.

The Best Muffler

EXTANT.

Sample sent on trial.

WORKS AT

Bridgeport, Ct.
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IF YOU ARE THliNKING
OF

PNEUMATIC H AMMERS
FOR

FLUE BEADING OR HEAVY CHIPPING,
DON'T DO A

THING

UNTIL YOU SEE THE

c cCHOTEAU'

Vou won't have anything: else then.

LET U5 SEND YOU A CATALOG.

UNITED STATES METALLIC PACKING COMPANY.

No. 427 N. 13th Street, Philadelphia, Pknna.

This Roofing is manufactured from Trinidad Natural Asphalt materials, and will not dry up and
become brittle under exposure to the weather, as Coal Tar Roofings do.

It is durable, easily applied, and easily repaired.
We shall be pleased to furnish sample of this Roofing which has been in actual use for over thirteen

years. Send for circulars, samples, etc., to

^ Durable JiQpFiNC.

Warren Clicniical & Manufacturing Co.,

50 Fulton Street, New York.
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WOOD WORKING MACHT
FOR

CAR BUILDERS.

The No. 3 AUTOMATIC HOLLOW CHISEL MORTISER
AND BORER shown herewith, is cksigned for use in all kinds of

timbers, heavy and light, used in Car and Bridge Construction. It can

be used for Single or Double Mortising, for Gaining, Countersink-

ing, End Tenoning, and Boxing. The chisel has a travel of 10 inches

in depth, and a vertical range of 13 inches. Mortises up to 2>2 inches

square can be made.

Further particulars of this or other of our machines cheerfully fum
ished on application.

J. A. FAY & CO.,
530 to 550 West Front Street, CINCINNATI, Ohio.

Finest
Coach
Parlor Car
Sleeping: Car
Street Car
Rattan Elevated

Seats
PLUSH - RATTAN - ELASTIC SLAT

With either 'Reversible' or

«

Walk-Over' Back.

Output Larger than All Other

Seat Makers combined.
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PRESSED:: STEEL::TRUCK:: FRAMES
AND PRESSED STEEL PARTS FOR CAR AND TRUCK CONSTRUCTION.

rOX 60UIP PR^SS^P 6T^^U COMPANY.
I
^SIVouL'^iIl^^^^^^^^^^

JAMES B. BRADY, General Sales Agent, Havemeyer Building:, NEW YORK.

LOCOMOTIVE SPRINGS
WITH PATENT V SHAPE BANDS.

A. FltKNClI, GKO. W. jMOHKlS. D. f. NOItl.K.
I'res. ocn. Mgr. Sec. and Treaa.

J. E. FRENCH, P. N. KRENCIl,
VleoPres. Gen'l Supt.

Y^»^ PITTSHUUCiH, PA. ^(f
MANUFACTURERS OF

Manufactured by A. FRENCH SPRING CO.
Elliptic and Spiral Springs

OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.

ALL SIZES HIGH GRADE AIR COMPRESSORS.
FOR OPERATING

Air Drills, Air Hoists and all Pneumatic

Tools used in Railroad Shops.

ROCK DRILLS, TUNNELING AND QUARRYING MACHINERY.

Till' Ingi-:rsoll-Sergeant Drill 0).,^^r:^^^<""^

Sterling.

Emery Wheel

Mfg. Co.,

TIFFIN, O.

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OP

Advance Safety Emery
AND

Corundum Wheels,

WITH OR WITHOUT
WIRE WEB,

AND

Emery Wheel Machinery.

Send for Calalog-ue anJ Discounts.,

The Peerless Duplex Pipe Threading and Cutting Machines.
p. O. Q. C. No. 2,

Improved.
ACCURATE AND MINUTE ADJUSTMENT OF DIES,

QUICK RELEASE OF DIES AFTER THREAD IS CUT,
AND EFFECTIVE GRIPPING CHUCKS.

Any of our Machines can be equipped with Bolt Dies.

Write for th-srrijttivc cirrularsand mention Locomotive Engineering.

For 1-1 In. to 2 In. Pipe and
Nipplrt.

Combination Bench and Pipe Vises.

Emery Surfacers and Screw Punches.

BIGNALL & KEELER MFG. CO.
Works: Bdwardsville, 111. St. L,oul»«, Mo.

WANTED—AN IDEA. '^^^^'^
scimo simiile tliinp ti> imtcnt !• I'mtciM vimr iilens

;

Ihi'y may briiiK yuil wfiiltli. Writii JOHN WKD-
IiKKUUltN & CO.. I'atiTit Atlornevs. Wiisliiiicton,
II. ('.. fnr tlii-ii- Sl.soo iiri/.i- olTi-r.

FOR INVENTIONS.
GEO. p. WHITTLESEY,

Atlantic Building, Washlnirton, D. C
EXPERT SEARCHES AND OPINIONS,

^?~ RAILROAD INVENTIONS A SPECIALTY.

SCHOENMFG.CO.
PRESSED

STEEL MATERIAL

FOR CARS.

PITTSBURGH,

- PA. -
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3,000
VARIETIES.

Main Office

and Address,

Providence, R.I., U.S.A.

E^f^^I!j:!^_^oim_msTnvcr plants

NICHOLSON
Nicholson— Great Western—

X. F. (Extra Fine), and
American,

The Standard
Brands.

^"D BEAVE/i FALLS. P~

THE BAKER CAR HEATERS
SINGLE AXD DOUBLE CIRCULATION.

Jointless, Flexible, Steel Fire-Proof,

T"i\/r /^TUCD C"rvi CC Impossible to break them.
rlVb (JlHi:;,K ol YLCO. impossible to burn a car with them.

Special Fittings for Baker Heater Work
Perfected Jointless Safety Vent.

MADE AND SOLD
ONLY BY WILLIAM C. BAKER,

(Successor to Baker Heater Co.)

143 Liberty Street, New York.

NEW
RAILWAY

QUADRACYCLE
mauk i:v ihk

RAILWAY CYCLE MFG. CO.,

HAGERSTOWN, INDIANA.

ESPECIALLY adapted for all classes of railway

men whose duties call them to inspect tracks,

bridges and buildings, telegraph lines, ties and

timber. Absolutely indispensable for Maintenance of

Way Department and is indorsed by prominent Road-
masters, Supervisors and Roadway Foremen as a prac-

tical labor-saving and time-saving invention.

Ramapo Wheel and Foundry Co.,

manufacturers of I

BOLTLESS STEEL-TIRED WHEELS
For Passenger and Locomotive

Service.

Tires with Annular Web and Hook,

Best Charcoal Iron Double-Plate

or Spoke Centers,

Wedge-Shaped Retaining Ring.
WCTIOrt OF BOLTLESS FASTENINQ.

A Continuous Circumferential Fastening.

CHILLED IRON WHEELS
Of Superior Quality,

Drawing Eoom, Passenger and
Preight Cars,

Locomotives, Tenders,

Plantation and Mine Oars.

Cylinder Packing Rings.

Simple, Safe, Economical,

Congdon Brake Shoes

For Chilled Iron Wheels,

Outwear from 4 to 6 ordinary

Shoes and enhance

mileage,

Office and Works: RAMAPO, N. Y.

Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn.N.Y.

MANUFACTURE

BRAKE SHOES
For Steel-Tired Wheels.

ROSS, for Steel-Tired Car and Tender Wheels,

ROSS-MEEHAN, for Locomotive Drivers,

SHEPPARD, for Blind or Bald-Tired Drivers.

Narrow Gauge Gars, SwItctlSS, Aaton^atic Stands.

YOKED, BOLTED AND ^ PRING RAIL FROGS, CROSSINGS,

TRAtX EQUIPMENT,

RAILROAD AND MACHINERY

CASTINGS,
HEAVY AND LIGHT.
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New York Office,

Taylor Building,

39 Corflandt St.

Chicago Office,

1534 Marquette BIdg

BEMENT, MILES & CO.,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

MANUrACTUREKS OF

Metal IVorking Machine Tools,

For Railroad Shops, Locomotive and Car Builders,

Machine Shops, Rolling Mills, Steam Forges, Ship Yards,

Boiler Shops, Bridge Works, etc., etc.

STEAM HAMMERS.
steam and Hydraulic

RIVETING MACHINES

"There is but one suggestion we might make

—

and our desire to criticise would impel us to make more—if we could find anything to make criticisms about,
and that is instead of calling this most neat, complete and
comprehensive catalogue, 'A Book of Tools,' it should
have been C3 Ued T'he Book of Tools, for it has no equal."

F. E. REED & CO.,
Worcester, Mass.

^^A BOOK OF TOOLS tt

^^ <^Uf^, CAJALOGUE. IT CONTAINS 550 PAGES, UPWARDS OF 2,000
ILLUSTRATIONS, AND WILL BE SENT POsV PAID TO ANY

ADDRESS UPON RECEIPT OF 25 CTS. IN STAMPS.

CHAS. A. STRELINGER & CO.,

DETROIT. MICH.

Westingliouse Electric and Manufacturing Company
Tee Largest and Most Couiiiletely Epippeil Electrical MannfactnriiiE Estatilistimeut in ttie World.

POWER, INCANDESCENT LIGHTING. ARC LIGHTING,
FROM THE SAME CIRCUITS.

We have purchased and are the SOLE OWNERS of the patents issued to Nikola Tesla for POLYPHASE ALTERNATING
SYSTEM, now recognized to be the most successful system for lighting and power purposes.

We furnish complete lines of apparatus for the perfect equipment of ISOLATED PLANTS for Hotels, Office Buildings, Flats

and Factories.
STANDARD SYSTEMS

for distribution of lights and power in LARGE MANUFACTURING ESTABLISHMENTS, MILLS and MINES.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC RAILWAY SYSTEM, the Most Durable, Economical and Efficient on the market.

NEW YORK, ijo Broadway.
BOSTON". Exchange Buildinfj.

CHICAdO New Y.irk Life BuildinR.
TACOMA, WASH., 102 South loth St.

PITTSBURG. Westinghouse Buildinp.
BUFFALO, Erie Cuuntv Bank Buildinsr.

PHILAnF,I,PHL\, Girard Building.
ST. LOUIS. American Central KuildinR,

CHARLOTTE. N. C. 36-38 CoIleRe St.

SYRACUSE, N. Y., Bastable Building.
SAN FRANCISCO. Mills BuildinT.

WASHINGTON. 1). C. 1331 F St. N

Pneumatic Tools.GREAT LABOR-SAVING
DEVICE FOR

CALKING BOILERS,
BEADING FLUES,

HEADING RIVETS,
CHIPPING CASTINGS,

CUTTING KEY SLOTS.
DRIVING NAILS AND SPIKES.

ESPECIALLY AI i.\l'll':i) I'l >K KAlI.RDAIi SHOPS,

v\/ 111 ^oA-d "F-ST^o F1-U.OIS a, 3VXlxa.vi.to.

All Hammers sent on ten days' trial subject to approval, and guaranteed for one year against repoira.

CHICAGO PNEUMATIC TOOL CO.,
553 Monadnock Block, Chicago.
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FIRE! FIRE! FIRE!
A RECORD OF OVER 200,000 FIRES KINDLED
FOR LESS THAN a CEISXS PER FIRE.ECONOMY UNPARALLELED.

The Rapid Adoption of the LESLIE KINDLER is Substantial Proof of its

Superiority over all known means of kindling Locomotive Fires.

All question as to the Economy claimed no longer a matter of Opinion. Results obtained in
General Practice have fully ESTABLISHED THE FACT that with the Leslie Automatic
Fire Kindler One Car Tank of crude oil will kindle flore Fires than 107 Car Loads,
or 750 Cords, of wood.

For full particulars, address J. 5. LESLIE, Paterson, N.J.

The Hancock Locomotive Inspirator,
TYPES A, B, C and D,

Adapted to the several differing styles of Standard Fittings.

Combines all the latest and best ideas in

BOILER FEEDERS.
Constructed with the special purpose of filling fully the most exacting demands of modern

railroad requirements. It is simple in construction, and the inside parts of all types are inter-

changeable. It is reliable under all conditions, and of great range. It can be easily taken apart

and repaired at small expense. It will lift water when Inspirator and Suction Pipe are hot, or

when water is at a temperature of 120'' Fah , and deliver to Boiler at steam pressures of 35 to

200 lbs. without adjustment. It has a minimum capacity of less than 50 per cent, of its maxi-
mum, and its capacity increases with increase of Steam pressure up to 200 lbs.

MANUFACTURLD BY

THE HANCOCK INSPIRATOR CO., Boston, Mass., U.S.A.

A. W. SOPER, Pres. ROBT. ANDREWS, Vice-Pres. C. H. Howard, Sec. W. R. Thomas, Treas. R. M. DrxoN, Engineer.

The Safety Car Heating and Lighting Co.
160 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,

H
EATING SYSTEMSo—By hot water circulation and direct steam with regulating devices.

Reliable and uniform heat. Economical and rapid circulation. Gibbs automatic coupler
of Westinghouse t3'pe, absolutely steam-tight.

IIGHTING SYSTEM.—The celebrated Pintsch compressed oil gas method. In use on over

64,000 cars in Europe and America. Adopted by the U. S. Lighthouse Board for
' lighting Buoys. The best, most economical and only safe light for Railroad purposes.

IN BRILLIANCY AND CLEANLINESS UNSURPASSF'^

Boston Belting Company, Bstablished 1828.

AIR
BRAKE

HOSE
GUARANTEE,

"We guarantee our Air-Brake Hose to be made of the
best materials, perfect in workmanship, and that each
section when delivered, and if properly tested, will not
burst at less than ten ilOi times the average pressure
required in service."

JAMES BEISNEXT FORSVXH, Mfg. Agft. & Gen. Man.
OriifiititI Manufacturers of

Mechanical Rubber Goods
FOR RAILROAD VSE.

AIR BRAKE AND CAR HEAXII^JG HOSK.
^'ater, Steam, Tank and Tender Ho«4e.

SHEET RUBBER AND PISTON PACKINGS, GASKETS, VALVES, RUBBER MATS AND MATTING.

236, 238, 260 Devonshire Street, DOSTOBf.
51 Decatur Street, ATLANTA, Qa. 109 Madison Street, CHICAGO.
100 Chambers Street, NEW YORK. 380 East Water Street, MILWAUKEE, Wis.

24 Fremont Street, SAN FRANCISCO, Cal. 14 North Fourth Street, PHILADELPHIA.
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OUT THIS OUT!
Railway Department,

NATIONAL MALLEABLE CASTINGS CO.,

1525 Old Colony Bldg-t Chicago, III.

Please mail to my address a copy of your illustrated pamphlet on the TOWER COUPLER.

r'(^^zxxz^^^5«^i^y^xx^^xxx^yi^i««rxx;^ri^;^i^xxirifc

1^=" Keep posted regarding: prog:ress in M. C. B. Couplers, by watching: the Tower, which leads the procession.

THE0-

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

LOU. D. SWEET, flenl Mgr.

AMS Automatic Coupler
is rapidly gaining favor with Railroad

Managers. Its simplicity, cheapness and

durability, and the fact that it works with old link

and pin couplers—with which the majority of cars

are yet equipped— makes it desirable for all re-

newals and repairs. It is strong and has few parts.

Conforms to the U. S. Law, and is a cheaper

and better coupler than the vertical-hook. Any

road can afford to put the Sams on its old

equipment. We give systems the right to make

and use drawbar and lever attachments, and sell

them the pins at $1.00 each.

Cast Iron Bars weiKh about 185 lbs.;

Malleable, 135 to 140 lbs.

Can furnish Malleable Bars at $4.25 each, F.O.B. Chicago.

Pins, $1.00 each, F. O. B. Detroit.

SAMS AUTOMATIC COUPLER CO,, 516 Equitable Bidg,, Denver, Col.

THE TROJAN CAR COUPLER COMPANY, TROY, N.Y.
The knuckle may be thrown open for couplinj^ by the hand rod at the side of the car, rendering it unnecessary for the

trainmen to k^o >)etwoen the cars to open the knuckk-.

M. C. B. Type. The Strongest and the Only Safe Coupler. NEW YORK OFFICE: 49 Wall Street*

CHICAGO OFFICE, 1030 MONADNOCK BUILDING.

Smillie °r Coupler
trade:.

COUPLES BY SLOW IMPACT.
MARK

<j.»»^ *% THE SMILLIE COUPLER & MFG. CO.,

^ 91 Clay Street, Newark, N.J.

New York Office: 39Cortlandt Street.

.cV HAS ONLY FOUR PIECES.
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The Improved Standard Coupler
NEW YORK;

26
Cortlandt St.

M.C. B. TYPE. Forged steel Knuckle and Locking Pin. Only 3 parts. No pivot pin. STANDARD COUPLER CO.
Simplest in design, strongest in service. Thousands in use. GEO. A. POST, Pres. A. P. DENNIS, Sec.

TWI-ST DRILLS, SPRING CotTERSr^
RBAMERS,TAPS,FLAT SPRING KtyS,
EMBRyWHEELDRESSERS;GRINDERS

CLEVELAND.O.OFFICE^WKS.

'

NEWY0RK,94READE ST.
L.ONDON,]58 QUEEN VICTORIA .^T.

PARIS, 68 RUE DE MARA IS.
o

ddr«.*su ;ofnmi."ication» to th« Company.

WM.M'CONWAY. PresKlent.

C P- KRAUTH. Secretary.

A J- DRAKE Superintendent

LEABLE Iron Castings.
'^Sole Man (I fac Hirers Of

/ THE JANN EY COUPLER
/ FOR PASSCN&tR AND FREIGHT CARS.

r

'/^///.s/////////. '/I/.

"THE CHAMPION"
^j^v A Strictly Automatic Coupler and Un=coupler.

-.i»« Self=opening Knucl^le. No Springs.

By its use it is impossible for cars to be wrecked by bars pulling^

out or breaking and falling on track. Will couple on any curve.

Can use link and pin with or without knuckle.

For Engines, Passenger and Freight Cars.
1 ,Lir^°

Address, The Champion Automatic Car Coupler Co.,

KENTON, OHIO.
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A"
IR COMl'RESSORS
AND AIR PUMPS
USE STEAM

—

Steam means Coal, and

Coal costs Money. It's

Money you want to save.

A Locomotive brake

pump carries steam at

the full boiler pressure

throughout the entire

stroke. With boiler pressure at 70 lbs., and air pressure at 70 lbs., a " NORWALK

'

Compressor cuts off at yi stroke.

THAT'S ECONOMY.
A Locomotive brake pump can't raise the air any higher than its boiler pressure.

It isn't built to. With boiler pressure at 70 lbs., and air pressure at 125 lbs. instead of

70 lbs., the cut-off in the NORWALK is a little later in the stroke, that's all. You turn

a hand wheel while the machine is moving, and the pressure goes up.

THAT'S CONVENIENCE.
Convenience and economy are both on the side of the Norwalk. Send for a catalog

and you will be convinced. The Pennsylvania R.R. was, and bought 15 " Norwalks."

THE NORWALK IRON WORKS CO.,

107 Water St., South Norw.alk, Conn.

ti ti tiClK (Ucstingbousc

m Brake Company,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

ti ts

^^^ 4BHA.

m='S

Hnnual Capacity:

250,000 frelfibt Car, 6,000 Passenger Car and

10,000 Cocomotive Brakes.

350,000 freight and Passenger Cars and 26,000

Locomotives already equipped.
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AIR
Do you think you

can save money

by making your

own eQuipment ?

Just consider it a

moment.

Get our prices.

WORKS:

HARVEY (Chicago Suburb),

HOISTS
OUR "TYPE A" HOIST IS

UNEXCELLED.

PATENT GOVERNOR VALVE.

SPEED REGULATOR.
SAFETY STOP.

AUTOMATIC SHUT OFF.

PATENT EXHAUST.

Send for our CRANE CIRCULAR and read about it.

Illjitht5|mmtrrji%tiinnpiit€tt
1522 MONADNOCK BLOCK, CHICAGO.

dilillliaillllliSilllllidillllli

THIS is the only single

* tube "Automatic, or

Re-starting," Injector
that will start with 25 lbs.

of steam and work up to

200 without trouble.

IT is a plain, heavy busi-

•* ness m a c h i n e,—no

small priming jets, pipes

or valves.

ANI/Y 24 pieces— less

" than half the usual

number of parts.

TVETACHABLE Coni-

^ cal Tube, — the one

that wears most,—a new
one can be put in in five

minutes.

CIMPLER, lighter and
*^ the cheapest guaran-

teed Injector on the mar-

ket.

SilllllittillllliaHlllli^illllli

THE AUTOMATIC

SINGLE-TUBE BOILER INJECTOR

MABllIKACXURED BV

The Automatic Injector Company,
Nf^, 82 West Third Street,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

AllllliSillllHaillllliaillllli

PUT down your road
^ failures and repair

bills by using a solid in-

strument with no jim-

cracks to it.

f ESS parts means less

repairs, less first cost

and less trouble.

CTOPS and starts with
*^ one movement of

lever, restarts if broken,

—you know that instru-

ment is feeding if lever

is back.

pUARANTEED! We will
u place this instrument

on any boiler for trial,

and if not entirely satis-

factory will remove same
free of all expense. Let

us show you what we
can do.

^(|||||l^(|||||l^l|||||l^(|||||l

i|||||#(|||||l#l||||l#l||||l#

•<llll|l*llll|l^l|lil|l#>lllll>
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PUMPS ARE OUT

OF DATE

ON ^
LOCOMOTIVES.
Because iniectors are better in every wav

Pumps are also out of date for boiler washing
purposes. Here is a jet instrument that occupies
no room, needs n<> foundation, and takes cold
water, delivering; it hot. The best washer for
the boiler. With the lestin>; attachment you can
put 3(H1 pounds of hot water pressure on a boiler
usinj; 100 pounds of steam. The whole thinp in
compact shape, showing just what pressure you
are using^. You can buy ten for the price of one
pump of the same capacity.

ALSO, UTTLE GIANT INJECTORS.

Rue Mfg:. Co., 119 N. 9th, Philadelphia, Pa.

IMPROVED PNEUMATIC

TRACK SANDING
APPARATUS
FOR LOCOMOTIVES.

HENRY L. LEACH,
176 Huron Avenue. North Cambridge, Mass.

Link-Belt

Eiglieeriif Co.
NICETOWN, PHILA.

Design and 49 Dey St., NEW YORK,
Erect

Locomotive Coaling Stations

and Supply

Coal and Ashes

Handling Machinery,

Of Modem Besifi,

To meet any conditions.

Western House

:

Link-Belt Machinery Co.. CHICAGO.

Xlic i\4*i%' Pii 1 liiiaii <'«»iii parliiK'iil sircp-
Ills Car N, 4'iiii-i II iiat i 1<» < li i<-a^:o,

< . II. A l>. Ky.

« These cars are the finest that have ever bewn
turned out of the Pullman shops, and are dupli-
cates of the magnificent cars on the New York
and Chicago Limited.
They are divided into nine rooms, each room

containing a double lower and upper berth of the
pattern used in the open sleeping car. The rooms
are much larger than the staterooms in the
largest steamships ; each room being furnished
in a different colored tapestry from it-s neighbor.
and containing a wash-stand which is built into
one corner. This wash-stand is arranged so that
it is really a receptacle for hats, bonnets and
email articles; also containing a clothes brush.
hairbrush, comb. etc.. and by pulling down the
metal handle a large silver wash basin is brought
into position, and right above the basin v.tc two
faucets, one for hot and the other for cold water.
In addition to this is a faucet connecting with a
drinking fountain of ice water. In the other cor-
ner of the room is a handsomely cushioned seat,
which can be turned to one side, exposing the
closet.

Electric bells and every convenience that can
possibly be crowded into a hotel-room are in
these compartments. The prices are the same as
in thcstandard open slecpingcar, and our patrons
have the choice, as we run (me car of each pat-
tern on every night train of the C. H. & D. and
Honon. between Cincinnati and Chicago, both to
accommodate those who do not know the advan-
tages of the new car and prefer the old style on
account of familiarity with them, and to enable
us, except in great rushes, to give every one a
lower berth.

D. G. EDWARDS.
GENERAL Passenger Agent, Cinclvnati. o.

bethlehem'^iron CO.
SOUTH BETHLEHEM, PA.

STEEL RAILS,
BILLETS AND MUCK BAR,

STEEL FORGINGS,
Hollow Shafting. Cranks, Rolls, Guns and Armor.

Rough, Machined or Finished, Fluid Compressed, Hydraulic Forged.

NEW YORK OFFICE : 100 Broadway PHILADELPHIA OFFICE: 421 Chestnut Street.

CHICAGO OFFICE: Marquette BIdg.

"CYRUS ROBERTS"

Hand Car Specialties
WARRANTED

EASY RUNNING,
LIGHT IN WEIGHT,

PERFECT WHEEL.

R^oberts, Xlirop & Co.,
THREE RIVERS, MICH.

^^^'^^'"'^'^^''"ou'rWET emery G«';^Jf/,,, ,/,„ ^,« l,y no

- n.as desi.n^dand built to -"'^^'."XXi^rscmJ of .o„u of themos

rj - - -^" " ''" >'--°'"' °' ''"^ ';""
IT'S. :l I . i

'

'

i

'
. . M I ij

A
MONTHLY JOURNAL devoted to Steam
Engineering: and Practical Work relative

to the hconomic Generation and Trans-
mission of Power. Sixty-four pages, pro-

fusely illustrated. Price, $1.00 a year.
Send for Sample Copy— FREE. Address,

The Power Publishing company.
World UulIclltiK. ?<en- Torb.
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ID II

no]

PROCESS *'
FTOUUFIENEIP

*fTOUGHENED BreOFFIN PROCESSTPATENTEDii

CAMBRIA IRON COMPANY,
General Office, Philadelphia, Pa.

WORKS AT
JOHNSTOWN, PA.

Drivingjruck, Passenger& Freight Axles,

Piston and

Side Rods,

Cranli

Pins.

H.. POMERov,
Sales Agent,

o. 33 Wall street,
NEW YORK.

SOFTT STEEL ARCH BARS, BENT AND DRILLED.

N.Y. Office for Rails and Fasteningfs, 33 Wall St.

i
' iHlliVJ

biDiilllir

Locomotive

BOILER,

Smoke Stack,

Tank and Sheet

STEELS.

Quality Unsurpassed.

Plates up to 118 inches in widtli.

SHOENBERGER STEEL CO
PITTSBURGH, PA.

Spark Arrester Plate.
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The Cameron

Steam Pump.

COMPLETE WITH BOILER.

The A. S. Cameron
Steam Pump Works,

Foot of East Twenty-third Street,

Send for Illustrated Catalogue. NEW YORK.

SAMPL
FREE

3w being
ated and
the Jack
ready fox

tant service. Rail-
men appreoial€
mportanee of
It' .laclis always

con-
de-

lays frefjiiently occui
In eettine cnninion

Jacks so that theT can be worlsed when suddenly
required in train service.
Conimdn Jacks are frennentiv destroyed inetfortf

to make them work quicklv after the .icrews are
set with rust and dirt. Tliis cnnsidcratiim alone
makes the CHAPMAN JACK the most economical
one to purchast-.

THE CHAPMAN JACK CO.. CLEVEUNO, OHIO.

^HE DETROIT IMPROVED

SIGHT FEED CYLINDER LUBRICATORS

FOR LOCOMOTIVIBS I

ARE WIDELY USED AND MOST FAVORABLY KNOWN.
No. Z, Oils both Cylinders. No. 3, Oils both Cylinders and the Air Pump.

Economy in Oil, E.\pense for Repairs, and Glasses—the Leading Features.

C9~ THE DETROIT AIR PUMP LUBRICATOR WILL RUN ONE THOUSAND MILES WITH
HALF-APINT OF OIL.

DETROIT LUBRICATOR CO., Detroit, Mich.

RICHARD DUDGEON,
24 Sl 26 COLUMBIA ST.,

ISEW VOKK.

ilAKKK .IND P.\TE.NTEE OP

I.MPROVED

HYDRAULIC JACKS
Punches, Roller Tube Expanders, and

Direct Aelln<; Meant IlaninierM.
^^ Jacks for Presslnp on Crank Pins or Car-Wheels

made to order. Conuuimlcations by letter will receive
prompt attention.

TAYLOR BEST
YORKSHIRESTAYBOLT IRON

Axles, Piston Rods, Crank Plus and Forglngs of all
Descriptions) used by Leading Ballroada.

R.MUSKET'S SPECIAL AND

TITANIC STEELS
SOLE REPRESENTATIVES IN THE UNITED STATES,

B. M. JONES & CO.,
Boston, 11 aud 13 OliTer street. Neiv York, 113 Liberty Street

The National
Machinery Co.

TIFFIN, OHIO,
HEADQUARTERS FOR

BOLT & NUT MACHINERY,
AND

Complete Outfits for R.R., Car and Locomo-
tive Shops, including Special Machinery.

Send lor our last Illustrated Catalogue.

Corrrspondeiire iiiri/c«f.
Utile I'rintx furnished.

The Pratt & ITIThitimey Co.,
HARTFORD, CONN., U. S. A.,

MASUFACTfRElts OP

STANDARD CYLINDRICAL SIZE and U. S. STANDARD THRE.4D GAUGES.
Special Gauges of every variety of interchangeable production.

REAMERS, TAPS AND DIES.
In all usual styles for Machinists. Pipe I-'ittors and Boiler Makers.

Benshaw Ratchet Drills, Combination Lathe Chucks, Die Stocks, Bolt Cutters,

Lathes, Planers, Drilling, Milling, Profiling, Cutter Grinding, Die Sinking,

and Drop Forging Machines, Forging and Trimming Dies.

MONITOE MACHINES FITTED WITH TOOLS
For finishing to Sample. .Screw.i, Studs, Locomotive Fittings, I'lumbers' and Gas Fitters' Brass Goods.

CATALOG VE X SENT ON APPLICATION.
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/ooke Locomotive and Machine Company;
PATERSON,

N.J.

Gcn'l Agents, BRYAN & McKIBBIN, J 20 Broadway, New York City.

Rhode Island LocomotiDe Works,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Charles Felix Mason, President.

Earl Philip Mason, Vice-President.

William P. Chai'In, Treasurer.

Arthur Livingston Mason, Secretary

Joseph Lythgoe, Agent and Supt.

S. A. Stephens, Traveling Agent.

^vri>^ .1

THE Lima LocoMOTiVE and Machine Company, lima, ohio.

Manufacturers and
Builders of

Shay Patent and Direct Connected Locomotives, Freight and Caboose Cars, all kinds of
Steel Castings, Brass and Gray Iron Castings, Car Wheels and Railroad Work.

SOXjICITEI>.

LATROBE STEEL CO.,

T| MANUFACTURERS

R
OF

NEW YORK OFFICE,

HXTos- 31-33 ZPine Stroet.

^^^-'^f^acfiJi^

H. K. PORTER & CO., 6tli and Wood Sts., Pittsburgh, Pa.,
BUILDERS OF

Light Locomotives,— Steam, Compressed Air and Electric,— for all gfauges of track,

every variety of service, 3 to 45 tons weight.

STANDARD AND NARROW GAUGE LOCOMOTIVES ALWAYS KEPT ON HAND, IN STOCK.

Propositions, with Specifications and Photographs, promptly furnished on bona fide inquiry.

EFOR

LOCOMOTIVE

AND CAR WHEELS.
S

main Office and H^orks, I.atrobe, Pa.
Braiidi Offlre,

Bullitt Building, Philadelphia.
Chlras;o Office,

W^estern Union Building.
New York Office,Home Eiire Insurance Building.
St. Loulx Office,

CTnlon Trust Building.

POP SAFETY VALVES,
MIIFFLED AND PLAIN.

IMPROVED

STEAM GAGES,
SINGLE BELL

CHIME WHISTLES.
A perfect equipment

for a locomotive, giv-
ing noiseless relief, ac-
curacy anil steadiness,
ai^reeahlfione. Specify
these goods when or-

dering tocomotives.

CROSBT STEAM GAOE

AND VALVE CO.,

Boston, Mass.

Branches :

New York, Chicago, and

London, England.

<3^otrua3's
Steam and Water Packing
*

Patented June 1, ie«0.

Especially adapted for Loiomotives.
Never sticks the Throttle.

The Original Ring Packing.
rdenng ^ive exact diameter of Stuffiog

Bf>x and Vaive Sf*;m.
None genuine without this Trade Mark,

THE aOULD PACKING CO.,
EAST CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

Our Line Engravings are made by the
wax process, a plan securing accuracy and
distinct lines on original copper plates.
They are made by BRADLEY & POATES,
10 & 12 Vandewater St., New York City.

•^-^JL^_ !*• HEETVES, PKilactelphia.
-iimsoTs

;!f LOCOMOTIVE AND CAR BEARINGS
CASTINGS. ' A SPECIALTY.

BRA5S and PH05. BRONZE CASTINGS from >^ lb. to 5,000 lbs. in WEIGHT.
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Oa#@m STEEL TIRES
ON LOCOMOTIVE DRIVING WHEELS

AND ON

STEEL-TIRED WHEELS.
GIVE XHE BEST RESVI.Y8 EOR EVERV VARIEXY OF SERVICE.

THOMAS PROSSER & SON, 15 Gold Street. New York.

EDWARD ELLIS,
President.

WM. D. ELLIS,

Vice-Pi-es. and Treas.

A. J. PITKIN,
Superintendent.

A. P. STRONG,
Secretary.

Schenectady Locomotive Works, Schenectady,

COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVES,

LOCOMOTIVES

STANDAED
DESIGN
FUR ALL

CLASSES OF

SERVICE,
OK FIU'M

DESIGNS
FURNISHED

RAILROAD
COMPANIES.

Showing an Economy of 1 5 to 30 per cent, in Fuel and Water.

/\Ti"mj.e>,l C}€k.i3a,dt-y, 400.

Kogers Locomotive Company
OF PATERSON, N. J.

New York Office, 44 Exchange Place.

MANUFACTURERS OF

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINES & TENDERS
And Other Railroad Machinery.

R. S. HUGHES, President.

G. E. HANNAH, Treas. G. H. LONGBOTTOM, Sec'y.

REUBEN WELLS, Siioerintendent.

niCKSON MFG. CO.
*-'^ SCRAISXOKJ, l»EI»iIS.

Locomotives of every style and size, Stan-
dard and Narrow Gauge, made to Standard
Gauges and Templets. Also for Plantations,
Mines and Logging.

Specifications on application,

,JAS. P. DICKSON, President.
E.W. Weston. V.-Prcs. Wm. 11. Pekkins, Sec.& Treas.

.loHN Devise, Suiterint^'ridcnt.

STANDARD ENGRAVING CO., " ^ew ^-ork cty,
Make Extra Deep Plates for all Illustrative Purposes.

They do all the work for Locomotive Engineering. SEND FOR PRICES.
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ESTABLISHED
1831. BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVE WORKS. ANNUAL CAPACITY,

1,000.

Single Expansion and

Compound Locomotives
Broad and Narrow Gauge Locomotives, Mine and

Furnace Locomotives, Compressed Air Locomotives,

Steam Cars and Tramway Locomotives, Plantation

Locomotives, Oil-Burning Locomotives.

Adapted to every variety of service, and built accurately to Rauees and tem-
Elates after standard desiKns or to railntad compaoies' drawings.
Ike parts of different engines of same class perfectly interchangeable.

Electric Locomotives and Electric Car Trucks
with Approved Motors.

BURNHAM, WILLIAMS & CO., Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.

BMJBtliiiiii iiiii fw^^i

2ii—^
ESTABLISHED J 865.

Richmond Locomotive
AND

Machine Works^
RICHMOND, VA.

LOCOMOTIVES FOR EVERY SERVICE.

Brooks Locomotive Works, Dunkirk, n. y.

M. L. IIiNMAN, Pies, and Tresis.
i\ H. Stevens, Ass't to the Pres.

R. J. Gross, Viee-Pres.
'1*. M. Hequembuuko, Seo'y

David Russell, Supt.
U. Tandt, Ass't Supt.

BUILDERS OF LOCOMOTIVE EN-
GINES FOR ANY REQUIRED

SERVICE
from our own designs or those of purchasers.

Perfect interchangeability , and all work fully guaranteed.

Compound
Locomotives

FOR

Passenger aad Freight Service.

ANNUAL CAPACITY 400.

Wilson Miller.

President.

D. A. Wit;uTJUAN,

Gen'l Mgr.

Pittsburgh Locomotive Works,
PITTSBURGH, PA., U.S.A.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Locomotives adapted to

every variety of service, ffom standard
designs or purchasers' specifications.

BUILDERS OF
Tfie Most Successful Compound Lo-

comotives in the World.

subscribe

for:and

adver1ise in DIGESToF PHYSICAL TESTS
FRED'K A. RIEHLE. Hvdraulk- Pumps snd PrewM,

PUBLISHER. Rible .Inks, Iron Founder, nnd

1424 N. 9th STREET, S''ri"'of- "'.'J'^y 'IfrJ-null «nri nuiA ^^- *'"• ^^ore, 19 N. 6th ht.,
PHILADELPHIA. Phll«. N.V.OflI«,93LibertySt!
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CasA must accompany order. No books sent C. O. D. Give name of book and author, and we can furnish any book wanted. The list

betow is especially recommended for mechanical readers. All books sent by mailfree for price named, unless othencise slated.

A Library of St^ani Englneerin|;. Feb-
renlmtoh. 1895. The latest and the best book on
Steam EnRineerinK. Illustrates and explains every
kind of steam engineering, statiiniary. loconi()tive

and marine. Has chapters on the uiathematies of
steam entrineerinj:. covering all possible points.

but in plain litrnrVs. No "niKher" nuithematies
useil. Can be understood by any man with a com-
mon school education. A whole library of steam
enRineering. Highly recommended. 800 pajces.

Price S5.00

Alr-Brake Catecbisiii. Conger. 1895. This
Is Conger's 'Air Brake and Sipnal Instructions"
rewritten and improved, contaming the air-brake
and signal instruct i».>ns approved by the Master
Car Builders' ami Master .Mechanics' Associations ;

also the standard list of questions tor airbrake
Instruction. This is the latest and best book on
air brakes. Issued November 1, 1895. Price.. .!45c.

Alr-Brake Practice. Phelan. 1890. The
only practical book about handUng the airbrakes
on the road, by a practical man. Bound for

pocket 8l-"0

^ W @
Alexander's Keady Reference. Alexander.

1892. A flrst-class work. Tells what to do in al-

most any kind of breakdown on the road— $1.50

© i i
American Foundry Practice. West. 1889.

Treata of all kinds of molding, by a practical

man S'S-S"

i i i
Appleton'a Encyclopedia or Applied

Mechanics. 1880. In two volumes. Hi.storyand

brief description of every kind of machinery ever

known and used. 'Very valuable $15.00

i i ^
Bound volnmea of Locomotive Engineering

for IKM. No other years in stock $3.00

© i i
Bnlldlnga and Structures of American

Kallroada. Berg. 1893. Plans and specifica-

tlons for all kinds of buildings and structures of

any class used by American railroads $7.50

i i i
Car Builder's Dictionary. A complete il-

lustrated encyclopedia of car construction. Nearly
six thousand illustrations $5.00

^ i i
Car Ijubrlcatlon. Hall. Ought to be read

by every one interested in keeping journals run-

ning cool $1.00

© i ^
Catechism uf the L.ocouiutlve. Forney.

1890 Enlarged. Illustrated. 50.000 sold. Every
beginner wants It, and every englneman ought to

have It $3.50

i i i
Compound Liocomotlves. Wood. 1894. En-

larged. Tells the history and explains the prin-

ciples of all the kinds of compotind locomotives in

use $3.0O

@ @ @
Diseases of the Air-Brake System.

Synnestvedt. 1894. Tells bow to find and repair

every defect that the air-brake system Is liable to

have t^-OO

i i i
Bnglneer's Catechism. Fowler. 1893.

Especially for stationary engineers, and good.*6c.

i i i
Bnglneer's Porkel-Book. Trautweln. 1894.

The latest, and one of the best engineer's pocket-

books extant. Kept up to date. Logarithms,
areas and circumference of circles, etc. Full of

Information $9.00

Address

New Books will be addetl monthly.

Englneiiien's Guide, Time and Pocket-
Book. Kinne. 189i. Rules of procedure in a break-
down, for handling air, etc. Contains a time book.
Good for three years. Bound for pocket $1.00

i i ^
Englnemen'ri Pocket Companion. Booth.

1895. t'onmins pages arranged fi^r timekeeping.
Has Traveling Engineers' Examination for Engine-
men, articles on brakes, valve setting, combus-
tion, and much valuable information for engine-
men $1.00

Evolution oi the Air Brake. Synnestvedt.
1895. A brief but comprehensive history of the de-
velopment iif the modern railroad brake, from the
earliest ci'iiceptiim contained in the simple lever,

up to, and including, the most approved forms of

the present day $1.00

i i i
Haswell's Engineer's Pocket-Book. 189-.!.

I*robably the best authority in engineering mat-
ters. Rules for almost everything $4.00

Pocket Printer of Alr-Brake Instruc-
tion. Rogers. 1894. Something new In the Jn-
structlon book line

"'
.!i5c.

^ i i
Practice and Theory of the Injector.

Kneass. 1894. The only complete work on the In-

jector yet published. All about all kinds of Inlect-

brs......... $1.90

Progressive Examinations of Locomo-
tive Engineers and Firemen. Hill. 1893.

Three hundred questions, and answers to them, on
firing and running. Standard form of examination
on several roads. Contains colored platos of
standard train and engine signals. Every fireman
should have this book 50c»

i i i
Rallivay Car Construction. Voss. 1898.

Pull details for making every form of railway
car $3.00

i ^ ^ i
Heat Considered as a Mode of Motion.

Tyndall. 1885. The greatest engineering book
ever published. The foundation of sound engi-

neering education $!4.50

Kules ot Interchange. The code of rules
governing the interchange of cars from one road to
another, the carding system, settlement of repairs,

etc lOe-

i ^ %
Indicator Practice and Steam Engine ^^•"'P'* '"'"'"""' '"''r"'",'"^' '"7

.

Economy. Hemenway. 1892. The simplest and ?»»?P- R^^J'^'df- 1893 Twelve lessons that can

best treatise on indicating $a.00 be done with a $10 set of mstruments. The radl-
. 5, .«-. ments ot drawing m the best form 50c.

^ i i jsj ffe ffe

Key to Steam Engineering. Williams. WWW
1892. More e.ipecially for stationary engines, but Slide Valve Gears. Halsey. Third edition.

good Information for anyone. Boiler, engine, 1894. The plainest bfjok on the slide valve Pull
combustion, evaporation, etc., explained In a of diagrams, but no mathematics $1.50
common-sense way 50c.

«( itj jsJ

@ @ W standard Code of Train Rules. Edition of
Link and Valve .(lotions. Auohlncloss. April. 1895. The cotle adopted by the American

13th Edition. Just Revised. 1895. The principal Railway Association. In almost general use as a
authority on the subject $'*.00

basis. The authority on train operating... $1.00

@ i ^ gigLocomotive <,atecUlsm. (irimshaw. 1894. utenm Bnllera WiUnn 18SS On the Ar.
Latest book out. Con^ins 1^ questions and

3,^^„\;^?, ?,", ^^^Th'Ii'^^^dardTutho'ri^'on t'h^
answers about locomotives and air brakes. Fully auKiect $9.50
Illustrated $a.00 »" J'^'' \ v -vgig i i i
Locomotive Engine-Running and Man- The Engineer's Epitome. Sinlth. A.col-•

agement. Illustrated. Sinclair. 1S93. En- lection of Facts. Figures and Formulas. Things

larged Best work on running and care of locomo- that a stationary engineer should know. 'Ways

tlvcs. Plain facts plainly stated $a.00 to figure out everythlng^j. ^ .
.
.50c.

g i i g i i
Locomotive Mechanism and Engineer- The Mechanical Engineer's Pocket

Ing. Reagan. 1894. By a practical locomotive Book. Kent. 1895. .K reference book of rules,

engineer. Up to date. A good book $a.00 tables, data and formula* for the use of engineers,
rj)

fjj
A mechanics and students. The latest and bestWWW pocket book. Bound in soft leather, with flap.

Locomotive Running Repairs. Hitch- The author has verified every rule and table used,
cock. 1893. A practical treatise on running repairs, broUL-ht the whole work up to date, and covered
by a practical man. Numerous diagrams and il- the field more completely than has any previous
lustrations *"«• author $9.00

i g i g i i
Machine Shop Arithmetic. Colvm & .p,,^ Modern Machinist. Tsher. 1895. A

Cheney. 18afi. Plain ru es showing shop men how
practical treatise on modern machine shop meth-

to calculate speed of pulleys and gearing, how to ^^ Illustrated bvii? engravings Does not con-
figure the gears for screw cutting and giving a j^,„ dpseriptions of machine tools, but of special
great many facts about tools which every mechanic ^^^^ g,,^| appliances, methods and plans of doing
ought to understand »"«• ^ork with them. The book Is one that everv

^ ^ ^ mechanic should have $H.90

Modem Locomotive Conatrnctlon. nlu3- g g g
trated. Meyer. 1892. Tells how to design figure xh. Tr.li. Wire AnHerxon 1890 An «i-

and those in charge of building and repairs.^ Large movement of trains _
$!.'•»

andelaborate _.
$10.00 g g @

g g @ \Vhat an Engineer Should Know-
Patent Binders for Locomotivk Enoinekr- About Electricity. Clough. 1891. An elemen-

INO. Steel collapsible back ; heavy boards, covered tary explanation of electric power and light appll-

wlth cloth. The best binder made $1.00 ances. for engineers and mechanics. A splendid

We sell a cheaper Binder 95«. little book SOc.

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING,
256 Bro.\dway, New York.
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Ten-Wheeled Compound—Southeast-
ern Railway of Russia.

Our halt-tone of the Vaiiclain com-

pound for Russia, represents a lot of sev-

enty-two ordered by that government; it

is a good illustration of breed-crossing,

combining prominent features of botli

parents.

The drivers, having steel centers, have

a beautifully light appearance; and so

with engine and tender trucks, which

have wrought-iron centers. The method

of securing the driving-wheel tires to the

wheel centers will take many of us back to

early practice: they are held by slirinkagc

NEW YORK, MARCH, 1896.

tha; and the tender, which is of the si.x-

wheeled type, is made in two compart-

ments, the lower of which has a capacity

of 486 cubic feet for water, and the upper

a capacity of 236 cubic feet for naphtha.

It will be noted that each tank wheel has

a brake shoe on both sides.

General dimensions are as follows:

Fuel, naphtha.

Gage, 5 feet.

Cylinders, high-pressure, diameter .'uul

stroke, 14 x 26 inches.

Cylinders, low-pressure, diameter and

stroke, 24 x 26 inches.

Driving wheels, 72 inches diameter.

No. 3.

Tubes, of iron, 2 inches diameter.

Number of tubes, 223.

Length of tubes, 14 feet 3 inches.

Firebox, length, 8oj4 inches.

Firebox, width, 36 inches.

Firebox, material, red copper.

Firebo.K sheets, sides and back l4 inch

thick.

Firebox sheets, crown, y^ inch thick.

Flue sheets, }$ inch at back, J/2 inch at

front.

Staybolts. copper.

Smokebo.x, extended.

Smokestack, straight.

Frames, material, hjimmcred iron.

against a shoulder, and also by tap bolts

through rim into the tire. All tires of the

engine and tender trucks are held by re-

taining rings.

The little bull's-eye lamps, and the mur-

derous-looking, scythe-like extensions

just under them, are so distinctively for-

eign that it carries the observer miles

away—only to return again when the eye

takes in the familiar lines of our .A.meri-

can engine,

A hand rail like the two-story structure

shown, is new to most of the present gen-

eration on this continent, ajid it may be a

revelation to them when we say that there

was a time when every engine running in

this country had something like this fence

for a hand rail. It looks odd on a modern
engine.

This engine is designed to Ijurn naph-

COMPOUND UIL KUKNBR FUR RUSSIA.

Driving-wheel centers, steel, 66 inches

diameter,

Driving-a.xle journals, S inches diame-

ter, 9 inches long.

Driving-wheel base, 14 feet.

Total wheel base of engine, 26 feet 3

inches.

Weight on drivers, about, 99,000

pounds.

Total weight of engine, about, 139,000

pounds.

Material of boiler, homogeneous cast

steel.

Thickness of material in boiler, -^-^ inch.

Form of boiler, straight.

Diameter of boiler at smokebox, 60

inches.

Working boiler pressure, iSo pounds

per square inch.

Kind of seams in boiler, double-riveted.

Truck wheels, number, four, steel-tired.

Truck frame, wrought iron, swiveling

bolster.

Truck wheels, 35J-2 inches diameter.

Truck-axle journals, sH inches diame-

ter, 10 inches long.

Cylinders, each cast with half saddle.

Pistons, heads and followers, cast iron.

Piston rods, steel.

Piston packing, approved steam.

Guides, material, steel.

Crossheads, cast iron.

Piston rod and valve-stem packing,

metallic.

Valve motion, shifting link.

Driving tires, cast steel, 3 inches thick.

Driving tires, front and back flanged,

Syi inches wide.

Driving tires, middle plain, 6!'2 inches

wide.
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Driving boxes, steel.

Driving-wheel hubs lined witli brass.

Main and side rods, No. r hammered scrap.

Injectors, two.

Cab, wood.

Tender wheels, 4l?-< inches diameter.

Tendcr-a.xle journals, 6,'4 inches diame-

ter, 10 inches long.

Westinghouse automatic brake on en-

gine and tender.

^ i i
A recent return of the Russian Govern-

ment gives the length of lines now work-

ing in that country as 21,947 miles, of

which about two-thirds belong to the

State, and are worked by it. A further

length of 8,556 miles is either in course

Roanoke Machine 3hops.

About tliirteen years ago, wlien the

Norfolk & Western Railroad Company
was formed by the consolidation of a

variety of old railroads, a number of

capitalists interested in the company or-

ganized what was known as the Roanoke
Machine Co. This company built shops

at Roanoke for the purpose of repairing

and building rolling stock for the Nor-
folk & Western, and for doing a general

manufacturing business. What was con-

sidered the best engineering talent of the

country was engaged to design and ecjuip

the shops, to make them models of their

kind for doing the work in every de])art-

ment expeditiously and cheaply. There

all the tools that were considered the best

of their kind thirteen years ago, are not

now run to good advantage, compared
with many modern shops; because cranes

are too light and too slow, while manu-
facturing tools possess the same draw-

backs. A large volume of work is, how-
ever, turned out, considering the facilities:

but success is due in a great measure to

the personal efTorts of the men in charge.

The erecting shop and boiler shop
occupy one long building, which is

traversed by two traveling cranes. Three
tracks arc laid longitudinally in the build-

ing, the intention having been to use the

outside tracks for the locomotives and
boilers undergoing repairs, and the mid-

Fig. 1 EMERY WHEEL C.KIKDER FOR HARDICXKD BUSHES.

of construction or about to be com-
menced. Account should alsO| be taken

of 1,656 miles in operation in Finland.

The Russian Minister of Means of Com-
munication has just made a tour in Si-

beria for the purpose of inspecting the

works of the Siberian. A line has been

authorized from Vologda to Archangel,

and 7,000 men are now employed upon

the works. The leng[th of this line will

be about 600 versts. The Moscow, Kiew
and Voronege has been making surveys

for two new lines, the first to run from

Briansk to LgofT, parallel with the

Koursk and Orel, and the second from

Woroshba to Seredinaja-Buda. The
Smyrna and Cassaba has commenced the

works of a line from Ala-Chehir to Kara-

Hissar; the new line will be 156J4 miles

in length.
—"Railway World."

are several impressive object lessons to

be learned from a study of these shops

to-day.

The first of these is, how quickly facili-

ties which are considered away beyond
foreseen needs are overtaken by current

requirements. These shops were ex-

pected to do all repair work of the N. &
W. for many years, build all the locomo-

tives and cars that the company would

have call for, and sell locomotives and

cars sufficient to meet the demands of

nearly all Southern railroads for two
decades; yet to-day they arc overcrowded

with the repair work of the Norfolk &
Western alone.

The next object lesson is, how rapidly

tools, methods and manufacturing facili-

ties become antiquated.
,
These shops,

with their overhead traveling cranes and

die track for service. The original

capacity of the erecting shop was twelve

or fifteen locomotives a month. At
present they are getting out one locomo-

tive for every working day. All the

tracks are occupied by locomotives and

boilers, and cranes manage somehow to

lift out those that are finished; but they

are operations done on small margin.

They have a few new tools, but the princi-

pal part of the increased output is due to

improvement in pushing the work along

systematically, by the better arrangement

of tools and thf: speeding up of others.

Piece work is largely followed in all

departments, except the boiler shop, and

the men are evidently satisfied with it, for

labor unions are strong in all the shops.

Piece work was abandoned in the boiler

shop after it had been put in operation.
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The success of piece work in these shops,

appears to result from mutual confidence

between the workmen and the officers

in charge. The officers are not sitting

up nights figuring on how they can cut

down prices on the men who are making
good wages.

They have a fair variety of small labor-

saving devices, but they have done very

little with air. They expect, however, to

put in an air-compressing equipment

soon, and to pipe all the shops and put in

all the leading air-operated tools that are

so economically employed in man_y other

railroad shops.

They have not yet got to the length of

about 3 feet high, away from the wall.

A man at work can go all around the vise.

With rods and similar long work, one end

is supported on a trestle. Each vise-man

has a small, portable drawer bench, in

which he holds the articles necessary for

his work. It needs no rhetoric to show
the advantages of having no vise benches

attached to the walls of a shop. Let any

man of observing habits recount the ob-

jectionable uses made of the.hiding places

provided by common vise benches, and
all men not hidebound by bad habits will

acknowledge that he who made provision

for abolishing the vise bench was a genius

worthy of the gratitude of shopmen. The

For some classes of locomotives they

are using cast-steel driving-wheel cen-

ters, and for others they use gun metal.

The latter metal is found very satisfactory

for driving-axle boxes.

They employ bronze for driving boxes;

and when the bearing gets worn, slot out

the box and put in a new bearing.

They true all crank pins on the quar-

tering machine. Broken crank pins and
side rods are rare.

Nearly all the shops of the system have

adopted the practice of butt-welding flues,

as recommended by "Jim Skeevers."

They are making all new ashpans of

5-i-inch iron, and fitting the dampers to

grinding all the tools on a special ma-
chine; but they have done tlie next best

thing — put small tool-grinding emery
wheels at short distances apart all over

the shops, which prevents the men from

wasting time walking long distances to

grindstones. A great many of the finish-

ing operations are done on grindstones

and emery wheels. All car bearings are

ground on emery wheels before being

lined with soft metal. The tool shown
on Fig. I is an attachment put on a lathe

for truing up the bushings of links by a

small emery wheel. The policy followed

throughout the shops in the finishing of

work is: Make the rubbing parts true,

but waste no time on brightening outside

appearances.

What to me was a new arrangement of

vises is in use here. They have no vise

bench proper, but attach the vise to a post

Fig. a. A SUBSTITUTE FOR THE VISE BENCH.

vise arrangement is illustrated in Fig. 2,

which shows the rod department.

The work in the shops for both loco-

motive and car work gave proof that the

mechanical department is pursuing a sys-

tematic and intelligent policy of keeping

down the weight of rolling stock, at the

same time maintaining the strength neces-

sary. Alalleable iron and steel are largely

displacing cast iron in car construction.

Apart from the lightening of parts which

results, they find the stronger material

much more reliable. Those /who make
common castings have pushed their cheap-

ening process so far that any kind of iron

is considered satisfactory for a common
casting, and the natural result has fol-

lowed. Common castings, as turned out

at many foundries, are dear at any price.

Among miscellaneous notes taken

were:

be nearly air-tight. The ne.xt move neces-

sary is a handle with good leverage that

can be set in graduated notches.

They have fitted up a number of loco-

motives with solid wedges, as an experi-

ment. There was complaint at once from

some of the engineers, but others like the

change. The engines are under careful

supervision, and on the results obtained

will depend the decision in favor of or

against solid wedges.

In connection with the visit to these

shops. I wish to acknowledge the kind-

ness received at the hands of Mr. R. H.
Soule and his assistants. Mr. H. A.

Gillis, master mechanic in charge of the

shops, was tireless in his attentions, and I

am indebted to Mr. G. R. Henderson, me-
chanical engineer, for the photographs

from which the engravings were made,

and for many other favors. A. S.
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Southern Railway Shops at Knoxville.

During the war time, a controversy

was carried on in Northern papers con-

cerning the wisdom of the Government

taking and keeping military possession

of Knoxville, Tenn., the contention being

made that the place was not of strategic

value. A peaceful question of the same

character has been raised lately as to the

strategic value of the place as an industrial

center for railroad work. That city has

always been the mechanical headquarters

of the East Tennessee, Virginia & Georgia

Railroad, and for that system it was a

perfectly satisfactory distributing point.

The company had miserable shops—dark,

dismal, scattered and overcrowded—and

they determined five years ago to build

new ones. A fine site was selected about

two miles from the city, and building was

begun. Before the new shops were finish-

ed, the depression in business came on.

work was abandoned, and the road went

ance of the shops ami tlie character of the

surroundings can be well understood

from an examination of the annexed en-

graving, which was produced from a

photograph taken from a hill overlooking

the shops.

As these shops are the most recent in

construction and equipment, railroad men
will be interested in learning details about

them. As can be seen from the engrav-

ing, the buildings stand parallel with each

other; and engines, cars, supplies and ma-

terial are taken to and from the various

shops by transfer tables that are served

by tracks at each end. For a few years

there was a tendency to disparage the use

of transfer tables in connection with re-

pair shops: but I have never seen any-

thing tried that was so convenient. The

only serious objection to their use has

been that the pits are apt to get tilled with

snow in winter, but this drawback has no

(nrcf in Tennessee.

he was receiving a cordial welcome from

Traveling Engineer M. J. Reams, Air-

Brake Inspector Broadnax, Master Car

Builder Corinth, and a string of others

whom I failed to recognize. They were

all interested readers of the paper, and

were delighted to welcome one of its rep-

resentatives. It is pleasant to record that,

during my visit to Knoxville, nearly every

railroad man I met was a subscriber to the

paper, and most of them were prepared

to express likes or dislikes for what ap-

peared in the various departments.

Escorted by a pleasant company, I lost

no time in getting out to the shops. The
greater part of two days spent there en-

ables me to judge pretty fairly what they

have got.

A .MODEL ROLXDHOf.SE.

Tlie reader will see by the picture of the

shops, tliat after paying our respects to

Master Mfclianic Michael in his con-

into the hands of a receiver. It came out

as a part of the Southern Railway. That
great railway system was reorganized on
the basis that the whole property should

be put in first-class order and kept in that

condition. The management soon dis-

covered that the repair shops in operation

were inferior and behind the require-

ments, so they pushed forward the finisli-

ing and equipping of the Knoxville sh(;ps

that there might be efTected the repairs

of the locomotives and cars on adjacent

divisions. The management did the best

they could under the circumstances, but

there is a feeling as in the war situation,

that Chattanooga would have been a

stronger strategic position.

GENF.RAI. ARR.\XGEMENT.

If the loss in this move is with the

Southern Railway, the gain is with the

fair city of Kno.xville; and the people of

the place are wonderfully proud of the fine

shops which give employment to a large

number of men. To be placed in a con-

venient location which did not entail extra

labor to prepare the ground, the Knox-
ville shops have as beautiful a location as

anything we have ever seen. The appcar-

The shops are all substantial brick

buildings, well lighted and drained, and

warmed throughout by the Sturtevant

system. Even the roundhouse is heated

in this way. The intention is to keep the

fans at work in the hot summer months,

keeping up a circulation of fresh air.

.\s we make a general survey of the

buildings, it strikes us that there is too

much space between each building and
the transfer table; but a little considera-

tion convinces us that the first impres-

sion was wrong. The space is utilized for

holding locomotives or cars to be stripped

before they enter the shop, and also for

doing finishing work before they are taken

away. The arrangement increases the ca-

pacity of the shops, and it keeps the build-

ings well apart, which is a useful safeguard

in case of fire.

.\ CORDIAl. RECEPTION.

On reaching Knoxville early one rainy

morning in the beginning of February, I

met with a pleasant surprise. The sleep-

ing-car conductor recognized the writer,

and told some of the railroad men that the

S. P. of "Locomotive Engineering" was

in the dining room, and in a few minutes

venient office, which is part of the store-

house building, the natural starting-

point was at the roundhouse. That build-

ing has been laid out for fifty stalls, but

only a half has been built. It is 70 feet

between walls, and is the best-equipped

engine-house I have ever been in. It is

well lighted, and the Sturtevant system of

heating makes it the best-ventilated en-

gine-house in the country; for the incom-

ing air forces out any smoke that may
escape past the smoke jacks. There is one

slat ventilator on the top of the roof for

every two stalls. The house contains all

the best appliances that have been de-

signed for washing out and firing up en-

gines promptly, except an oil lighting

plant. Air pipes encircle the house, and

are employed for testing brakes and for

stimulating fires when engines are wanted

in a hurry.

The air blower used in the smokebox
was a novelty to me. A long pipe is bent,

with an opening wide enough to span the

top of the smokestack, and attached to the

end which goes down the smokestack is a

tapered socket which goes into the ex-

haust pipe. Putting this in the nozzle in-

sures a jet through which the air is
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passed central with the smokestack, and

therefore it does the maximum work in

creating draft. An air connection is made
with the outside pipe, and no drilHng of

smokebox connecting with permanent

blower pipe is necessary.

Careful consideration was given to the

best kind of floor for this and other build-

ings, and vitrified brick laid on a substan-

tial foundation was selected. It promises

to give entire satisfaction.

Much attention is devoted to cleanli-

ness and prevention of fire. The oil and

dope buckets are in iron tanks, and all

greasy waste is kept in iron boxes. Mr.

Dunn, the roundhouse foreman, has a

decided taste for cleanliness and order.

Railroad roundhouse at Renovo, in the

'/o's, he designed and put in a drop pit of

this kind, and it was the first of the kind

tried. It is in use to-day. Nearly all the

patentees of drop pits have followed Mr.

Thomas' ideas.

A useful thing posted in this house is

a drawing showing details of the inter-

cepting valve of the Pitkin compound
locomotives. Mr. Dunn gives profitable

instruction to the engineers by the use of

this drawing.

.\ir brakes are tested by the pressure

in the roundhouse air pipes. Connection

is made with a nipple at the bottom of the

main reservoir. Taking the cap off this

nipple lets any accumulated water escape.

turns out only seven or eight locomotives

a month; but where that volume of work
is doubled, the case is different.

The machine tools are grouped to suit

the ideas of Mr. Thomas, and they could

Tiot w-ell be improved upon. The arrange-

ment has been made with the view of

doing work with the least possible hand-

ling. The number of labor-saving ap-

pliances found in this shop indicates that

Master Mechanic Michael has made a

wise selection in appointing Mr. R. J.

Farrell foreman of the erecting shop, and

Mr. T. P. Roberts foreman of machinery.

The shops are equipped throughout

with Sellers shafting and Gilbert split-

wood pulleys. The machine tools are not

CURVED BRIDGE ON NORFOLK & WliSTlCkX. Xi;.\k ITLASKI,

and the fine condition of the place is no

doubt due to his care. He has in his

office a novelty in the shape of a large

board with slides which hold names. The
names of all the engineers and firemen

are on these slides, and they are arranged

in the order of seniority.

DROP PITS.

A conspicuous thing about this round-

house is the drop pits, tliere being no less

than seven of them, some of them for

driving wheels, others for trucks. The
repair work is wonderfully facilitated by

these appliances.

In connection with this, it is only fair

to mention that Mr. W. H. Thomas,
superintendent of motive power of the

Southern Railway, under whose super-

vision these shops were equipped, is really

the father of the drop table operated by

hydraulic machinery. When he was

roundhouse foreman of the Pennsvlvania

As the brakes of all engines are tested

every time they come into the house, there

is not likely to be much accumulation of

water in the reservoir.

The sandhouse is a model of its kind,

and the sand is elevated by compressed

air. The coaling station and the cinder

pit are also models of convenience.

THE M.\CHINE .SHOP.

The machine shop and erecting shop

are under one roof. The capacity of the

shop is now about eight locomotives a

month, but they expect to nearly double

that output. The engines stand in stalls

at right angles to the line of the shop,

and the tools occupy the other side. The
weak point of this shop is that it is not

provided with overhead cranes, but the

shortcoming has been to a great extent

obviated by the use of numerous air

hoists. It is a question if overhead trav-

eling cranes are profitable in a shop that

numer(>us, but they are worked iur all that

i; in them. There is a Jones & Lamson
special turret-head lathe which is held in

great esteem by the foremen. They say

that it will do as much work in turning

out bolts, studs and similar articles as

three ordinary lathes. Bement & Miles

tools appear to be in the majority, and

ir goes without saying that they are in

high favor. Most of the other tools are

from Pond, Sellers or Niles. The equip-

ment is as select as anv'thing to be found

in any railroad shop.

Compressed air is supplied to all the

buildings by an Ingersoll-Sergeant air

compressor. The demand for this power
has been so great that the compressor has

been overworked, but they are preparing

to relieve it by the storage of a large

tank. For this purpose they are build-

ing a cylindrical tank 58 inches by 16 feet,

foet.

Several Plavcr tools are used for cut-
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ting staybolts, and a rotary engine for

drilling staybolfs. driving boring mills,

valve-face planers, and a variety of other

work.

THE TOOL ROOH.

The tool room is outside the middle

of the shop, and has a good equipment of

small tools, gages, measuring instruments

and templates. The tools required for

keeping this equipment in order are in

the tool room. Part of the place, is par-

titioned ofT as an air-brake testing and

instruction room, and it has been well

arranged for this purpose under the di-

rection of Mr. Broadnax. air-brake in-

spector. All tools and blueprints are

checked out, and all must be returned on
Saturday. .Arrangements are making to

was tried with i-inch lap and it did not

display any loss of tractive power. The
result was that all the engines were given

the longer lap, and they all do the work as

well with considerable saving of fuel.

BIG PIPK TO SOFTKN .\IR-PfMI' K.XHAUST.

They follow a practice here with the air-

pump exhaust which is worthy of imita-

tion. With the small exhaust pipe usually

employed, the exhaust steam from the air

pump escapes with so much velocity that

it stimulates the fire like a strong blower,

and causes much waste from steam blow-

ing off at stations. These people use a 2-

inch pipe in the smokebox for the air-

pump exhaust, and the escape of steam is

so slow that it has scarcely any effect upon

the fire.

RKSILT.S OK i:.\ I illN

introduce the messenger system for dis-

tributing tools to the workmen.

TO PREVENT KLAXGE CUTTING.

Most of the locomotives that run into

this point, or are sent here for repairs,

run on very crooked track, and the prob-

lem of keeping down wear of wheel

flanges, and hubs, has received serious at-

tention. The ten-wheel engines had mostly

swing trucks and the bald tire in the mid-

dle. Decided improvement has been ef-

fected by blocking the trucks and putting

the bald tire in front. They have tried

soft metal to some extent to take up hub
wear, and also cast-iron disks. They are

now using brass disks exclusively, finding

that they wear better and are more reli-

able than cast iron. They are applied to

the hub in two half-round sections and

held by brass screws.

iNCRE.\SE or L.^P.

They had a somewhat unusual experi-

ence with a lot of consolidation engines

that were received with j4-'nch lap. They
were extremelv wasteful of fuel, and one

orr i)i' SE.-\sox.

CLE.VNING K.KH.\UST PIPES.

They have a novel way of cleaning the

e.xhaust pipes of the heavy incrustation

of oil and soot that accumulates inside.

Scalding in the cleaning vats had been

tried without doing much good. When
an engine comes into the shop, they now
take the exhaust pipe outside and start a

wood fire inside of it. Burning a few hand-

fuls of pine strips cleans od the incrusta-

tion completely.

STOPPING BRE.VKIXG OF PI.'sro.N RODS.

Breakage of piston rods has been al-

most entirely prevented by a novel method
of fitting the rod into the crosshead. The
outside of the opening in the crosshead

is made slightly bell-mouthed, so that the

rod will be free to move. The end of the

fit is turned conical and is keyed up

against the end of the hole. This appears

to relieve the concentration of stress

which makes most piston rods break at

the neck of the fit. At all events, the

practice prevents the breaking of rods.

Their experience with the Leach sander

has been so satisfactory that they are

putting it upon all engines as they pass

through the shop.

They are putting five braces from tube

sheet to tube sheet of all boilers, and

find that the practice is a valuable pre-

ventative of leaky tubes.

THE BLACKSMITH SHOP.

Mr. Michael is very proud of his black-

smith shop, which is a clean, well-ordered

establishment, with side draft forges

which are models of compactness' and

have a frame attached where the black-

smith hangs the tools mostly in use. The
foreman, Mr. C. L. Ruderley, is intelligent

enough to be an interested reader of "Lo-

comotive Engineering," and he expressed

himself as having got valuable informa-

tion from the articles on formers and other

blacksmith subjects. He has a very good
assortment ot formers himself, and is han-

kering after more: "but his ruling am-

bition is to get a bulldozer and a heating

furnace. A few other tools and appliances

put into this shop would help to cheapen

its product.

THE CAR SHOPS.

The passenger-car repair shop has a ca-

pacit)' of 150 cars a year, and is well pro-

vided with appliances for handling ma-
terial. This and the paint shop are as

well-designed and properly-kept buildings

as I have ever been in. Like the other

shops, they are heated by hot air and

lighted by electricity.

They are working a large force of men
in the freight-car repairs shops, and are

putting on air brakes on sixty cars a

month and automatic couplers on 100 cars.

They are putting the Janney-Buhoup
coupler and platform on all passenger cars

as they come into the shop.

The planing mill is remarkably well-

arranged, and has fine working exhaust

pipes for carrying away chips and shav-

ings. There are three lines of main shaft-

ing across the shop, power being trans-

mitted by ropes. Any line can be thrown

out of action when the tools are not in

use. The tools in this shop are very

good. Among the new ones are an end-

sill inortiscr, a hollow chisel niortiser, a

4-spindIc borer and several saws. Most
of the tools are from J. A. Fay & Egan
Co. Cincinnati, and from Berry & Ortton,

Philadelphia.

Steam is conveyed by an underground

conduit from a central point to the various

shops, and every shop has its own engine.

Most of these are Philadelphia Corliss.

The exhaust steam passes into the Stur-

tevant heating coils.

A feature about these shops which

deserves special notice is cleanliness.

Neatness prevails in every department.

There is no greasy waste, dilapidated cast-

ings, abandoned shoes or worn-out hose

to be perceived anywhere. The appear-

ance of the men is also unusually good,

which might be expected of an establish-

ment where the majority of the men are

readers of technical papers. A. S.
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Burning Coat Dust.

The problem of burning the untold tons

of refuse coal, the dust and unmarketable

accretions of years, lying in great heaps

at every coal mine, is nearing a solution,

if the accounts of experiments made in

Germany are correct.

This refuse is first passed through a pul-

verizing process, to bring it to a uniform

degree of fineness. The first experiments

with this fuel were made by introducing

it into the furnace by means of a light air

blast from a fan, the dust being mixed

with air upon entering the firebox. Re-

sults were so flattering that continued ef-

fort developed the fact that natural draft

was sufficiently strong to take the dust

into the firebox.

No grate bars are required; the com-

bustion is said to be perfect, and the sav-

ing in cost of fuel is said to be 20 per cent.

No fireman will be needed with this de-

(although just how, it is not stated), but it

will be in such a way as to "give the

I ower-producing properties of two ordi-

nary locomoives;" and "if it can be suc-

cessfully operated," the promoters say,

'it will be the greatest work ever accom-
plished in railroad engine building." We
are also to be "astounded at the speed,

luel economy and strength of tlie new re-

constructed engine."

This assurance of wonderful things

from the old steam standby is a timely

one, for it revives a confidence that has

been badly shaken by the reported big

things we were going to have from elec-

tricity. It is pleasant to be awakened
from this nightmare, in which the idol of

our thoughts was seen to be relegated to

tlie scrap heap, and supplanted by a

hideous black thing with a pole like a

dorsal fin, extending from its back to an

electricallv-charged wire. It is indeed

Central Railway of Brazil.

BY LEWIS GLEASON.
The United States of Brazil, the second

largest republic in territory and popula-

tion on the American Continent, has not

a very extensive railway mileage. Statis-

tics as to the exact mileage are not easily

obtained. It is estimated at 6,000 miles.

The most important system is that

owned by the Government, under the

official title "Estrada de Ferro Central do
Brazil." This translated into English

reads, "Road of Iron Central of Brazil."

It is not now a road of iron, but a road

of steel. In this article we will call it

Central Railway of Brazil.

The system consists of about 800 miles,

main line and branches. This apparently

small number of miles of railway, for a

country of the size of Brazil, does not

seem so strange when its coast line of

upwards of 4,000 miles, and the many

RESULT OF NOT SUPPORTING AN OLD BRIDGE WHILE PUTTING A NEW ONE UNDER IT.

vice, it will be noticed, as the dust is taken

into the firebox automatically with the

draft. If that fact had been kept dark, the

scheme would have had a certain plaus-

ible look that would invite the good opin-

ion of everyone interested in the demoli-

tion of the dumps.

The automatic stoker will never dis-

place the fireboy; the best it ever has or

can do is to make life a little easier for

him, and when that is done its mission is

filled.

^ m

A Record Breaker.

The Balanced Locomotive & Engine

Company is engaged, we understand, re-

building the locomotive "A. W. Darwin,"

that has a record (?) of 61 miles in 60

minutes, with a ten-car train; and when it

is put in shape, it is expected to "accom-
plish more wonderful feats."

Four cylinders, two high-pressure and
two low-pressure, are to be harnessed up

good to know that the locomotive of our

youth is about to be given a new lease of

life, "if it can be successfully oper-

ated."

It will be too dead to bury before turn-

ing a wheel, if such stufT as we have

quoted is allowed full play in cold type.

The best use they can put the author of

it to, is to fire up with him.

Five years ago nearly all boilers having

radial stays to support the firebox crown
sheet, were reported as giving troiible

from the cracking and bulging of the

back flue sheet. The subject came up

for discussion in the mechanical associa,-

tions and clubs, and the assertion was

made that the trouble could be obviated

by putting sling stays in the front row.

Many people ridiculed this idea, but there

are very few radial-stay boilers built

nowadays that do not have the front stays

put in so that the flue sheet can expand

without obstruction.

large navigable rivers in various parts of

the country, are taken into consideration.

The most thickly inhabited portions of

Brazil are along the coast, and adjacent

to the large rivers, which afford trans-

portation from one point to another by

water.

The Central Railway of Brazil was

built and has always been operated by

the Government, except a few small roads

that were built by English companies,

and afterwards bought by the Govern-

ment.

The control of the railroad department

is vested in a Cabinet officer, titled "Min-

ister of Industries." He, in turn, ap-

points the Director, an officer whose

duties are about the same as those of a

general manager on an American road.

The Director appoints the general officers

of all departments—engineering or main-

tenance of way, operating and mechani-

cal—and they, in turn, their subordinate

officers. The Chief Engineer has for

assistants a corps of resident engineers,
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each one having a division of about one

hundred miles of roadbed, with bridges,

buildings and everything pertaining there-

to in his keeping. Roadniasters. super-

visors, etc., report to and receive their

orders from the resident engineers. Those

officials have neat houses and well-kept

grounds, provided for them by the Gov-

ernment, free of charge.

The Chief of Traflic has charge of the

operating, and all matters pertaining to

the passenger and freight departments of

the system. He has a large oflkial staff to

assist him. There are no superintendents

nor train dispatchers. There are minor

oOicials, however, who discharge a por-

tion of the duties of a superintendent of

our home roads. The absence of train

dispatchers from the list of minor otTicials

will be explained further on. The Chief

of Traffic has also under his immediate

supervision all station agents, telegraph

operators, train crews, and all employes in

any manner connected with the traffic

department. It is an office of much re-

sponsibility, ably filled for many years

by the present incumbent. Dr. George

Rudaniaker Greenewald. a courteous gen-

tleman and thorough railroad man, be-

loved by all the employes. He is a Bra-

zilian.

The Superintendent of Locomotives

—

or, to give him his official title, "Chief of

Locomotion"—has charge of all locomo-

tives and other rolling stock, and the en-

fire mechanical department devoted to the

construction and maintenance of same.

He is assisted by a corps of division mas-

ter mechanics, in charge of the shops,

located at various points of the system.

Those officials also have very neat resi-

dences, provided by the Government.

The road runs through portions of the

States of Rio de Janeiro, Minas-Geraes

and Santo Paulo, the important city of

Rio de Janeiro being the terminal point.

The Central station in Rio is an im-

posing structure, two stories high, and o:

a style of architecture peculiar to the

country. The ground floor, as is custom-

ary in all buildings of like nature, is oc-

cupied by the ticket offices, telegraph

office, waiting and refreshment rooms.

It is a busy place. The road docs a large

suburban business: trains for this service

are run at intervals of thirty minutes.

The second floor of the station building

is occupied by the offices of the managing
and transportation departments.

If the reader will now kindly accom-
pany me. I will take him on a trip, by the

"Minas Express," over the Central Rail-

way of Brazil, and point out objects of

interest along the route:

Uur train makes an early start, 5 A. M.
Previous to that hour, there is a busy
scene in and around the station. "Til-

Inirys" — a two-wheeled vehicle, much
used in Rio, for the transportation ol

passengers—are dashing up and unloading

their passengers; street cars are also con-

tiibuting their portion: wagon loads of

newspapers; also the very important mail

car, which is run by the Street Railway

Company over their lines from the

(.icneral Post Oflice, and which draws up
:ilongside of the mail car in the train.

'] he transfer of the mail from the one

conveyance to the other is quickly made.

Around the two ticket offices—one for

the sale of first-class, and the other for

second-class tickets—is a packed mass
of humanity, kept in order by uniformed

officers. As we were aware of this crowd,

we went early and got our tickets in good
season, for which we paid a sum of about

two cents a mile. A second-class tickei

costs just half that sum. As the cars are

generally crowded, we get to the train

.IS soon as possible to seciire our seats.

Before we can pass into the train shed,

we must show our tickets to the uni-

formed door-tender: he punches them and

allows us to pass on; we enter the car,

secure our seats, by placing thereon an

umbrella, bag or any other article, to

show that the seat is taken. The rail-

road hog is not unknown in Brazil, al-

though the bristles don't stick out quite

as far as they do on his Northern brother.

Now that we have secured our seats,

and having some time to look around

before leaving time, we get out on the

platform and find that the train shed is

about the same as a well-regulated train

shed at home. There are two platforms,

each long enough to accommodate a

train of fifteen coaches; there are four

tracks under cover. The platforms are

of equal height with the car platforms.

This system is observed at all stations;

therefore there is no climbing up and

down the car steps. It also does away
with the pleasant duty of the trainmen,

helping nice-looking young ladies on

and off the car; and also the necessity of

their having to look the other way when
an old lady with a few bundles heaves in

sight.

Our train is composed of engine and

eight cars, consisting of mail car, com-
bination baggage and train-crew car,

three first-class and three second-class

coaches-^all American type and American

built. Engine and cars are equipped with

the Westinghouse air brake. No bell

cord is used nor other signaling device

fiom train to engine, except by conduc-

tor's valve, which can be used to stop the

train if necessary. This valve, as is the

common practice, is located in toilet

room, with a lever projecting through

partition. This lever is protected by a

glass case, to keep the curious from in-

terfering with it. There is a notice

printed over the case, reading: "In case

of accident, break the glass and pull the

button."

Our engine is a standard American
eight-wheel passenger engine; cylinders

18 X 24, and drivers of 5 feet 10 inches dia-

meter; equipped with all modern im-

provements, such as extension front, air

pmnp, driver brake, sight-feed lubricat-

ors, injectors, and one pump on left side.

Engine crew consists of three—engineer,

fireman and oiler. This number is found

on engines in all classes of service, except

the large mountain engines, which have

an e.xtra fireman. Train crew consists

of conductor, two ticket collectors, bag-

gage master, and three brakemen. No
free baggage allowed; whatever goes in

the baggage car has to be paid for; every

piece is weighed, and has to be prepaid.

There is no express system like that

in use on American railways; all such

business is done by the railway direct,

without the intervention of another com-
pany.

Re-entering the car, we find all the

racks, and every available space in the

aisles, occupied with bundles, small tin

trunks, traveling bags, etc. On account

of having to pay for checked baggage,

the passengers bring into the car as

much small baggage as they may have.

The cars are wide and roomy, (the gage

of the track is 5 feet 3 inches); the seats

are arranged like those in Pullman cars.

Cane seats and cane backs; no upholst-

ery whatever—it would afford too good

a hiding place for insects and dust. The
toilet and wash room is in the center of

the car—a roomy apartment, furnished

with a mirror, towel and wash basin.

There are two water tanks—one for wash-

ing, the other for drinking purposes; no

ice furnished.

Punctually on time, the collectors blow

their whistles, the conductor waves a little

green flag which he carrries, the engineer

gives one toot of the whistle and pulls

out.

As we pass through the yard, we notice

they have an interlocking switch systein.

In looking to the right, we see a tunnel;

this is on the short branch that goes

down to the bay. All ships with coal or

other merchandise come alongside the

pier, and by means of traveling cranes

have their cargoes transferred into the

railway cars.

One mile out from the Central station,

we pass through to the freight yards at

Santo Diago. Here all freight trains are

made up and received ; here is also

located the principal roundhouse of the

.system, and a large repair shop. The
buildings are modern and present a neat

appearance. There is also a plant here

for the manufacture of Pintsch gas, with

which system all the coaches are equipped:

also many of the passenger engines use

it for headlight and cablight purposes.

As we are now passing over that por-

tion of the road on which the suburban

service is operated, we find the stations

close together. As our train is an express,

we make no slop until we reach the end

of the suburban system. We find at all

stations a block-signal system in use; this

system extends over the suburban por-

tion of the road only. We run along over

a splendid rock-ballasted track, a "o-pound

steel rail, principally supported by steel
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tie plates; for tliere is no improvement

in track or equipment, with a few excep-

tions, but what you find on this system.

We notice as we pass that the stations and

grounds around them are neat and well-

kept; every one has its little flower gar-

den.

Eight miles from the Central station

we pass Engenho do Dcntro. the prin-

cipal shop of the system and headquar-

ters of the mechanical department. The
office building is very handsome, between

which and the main line is a beautiful little

park, filled with trees and tropical plants,

fountains and well-kept walks. The shops

are large and spacious, and very well

provided with tools for the repair of en-

gines and cars. No engines in road ser-

vice are kept at this shop; it is exclusively

for general repairs. They build no new
engines; it is cheaper to buy them. They
build many new coaches, however, the

beautiful hard woods of Brazil being very

well adapted for that purpose. Mounted
on a pedestal in the pattern shop, we find

the first locomotive engine run in Brazil,

a little inside-connected affair built in 1852

by Braithwaite, of London. It is a good

model of the English engine of that date.

There are eight hundred employes.

They never have a reduction in either

working hours or pay. The working

hours are from 7 A.M. to 9.30, breakfast

hour from 9.30 to 10.30, and quit at 4

P.M.—very sensible working hours, in-

deed, in a country more especially where

the people only eat two meals a day. The
mechanics of all classes are principally

natives and Portuguese. Strikes are not

frequent, but not wholly unknown; an un-

popular official will get up a strike quicker

than any other cause. The quantity of

work turned out at these shops may not

be as large as that of an equal plant on

American railways, but the quality of the

work w-ill bear favorable comparison;

more especially is this true of the ma-

chine and blacksmith work. There is an

electric light plant, but no necessity for

artificial heating of the buildings; a re-

frigerator system to keep them cool, at

least nine months in the year, would be an

improvement.

Our first stopping place is Cascadura,

the end of the suburban service, ten miles

out from the Central station. So far, we
have been traveling through the pleasant

suburbs of Rio de Janeiro. A few words

more in regard to the suburban service,

which is very well managed indeed. The
cars are of American type, first and second

class; an equal number of each in a train,

which consists of from eight to twelve

coaches, with a small four-wheeled bag-

gage car at each end, drawn by powerful

six-wheel coupled engines, suburban type,

built specially for this traffic. The rate of

fare for the ten-mile journey is two hun-

dred reis (ten cents) for first class, and

half that sum for second class. The only

difference between the first and second-

class coaches is—the first class have cane

seats and backs; the second have a hard-

wood board seat and back. The style

of couplings used in all cars of the broad
"

gage system is the screw shackle; all cars

and engines are provided with spring buf-

fers. There is a screw attachment be-

tween the shackle, for the purpose of tak-

ing up the lost motion; between the buf-

fers there is a safety chain coupling on

each side of the screw shackle arrange-

ment, for additional security in making up

the trains; the couplings are not at all

times tightly screwed up, which causes

some bad jarring in stopping and start-

ing. It seems strange that a road which

has adopted most of the modern improve-

ments has not long ago discarded the

screw shackle coupling.

Leaving Cascadura, we get out of the

city. We are now in a valley; looking in

every direction, we see mountains. At

Sappopemba we come to the end of the

double track, four miles west of Casca-

dura; we also part company here with

stone ballast, and will have to make the

balance of the journey over a dirt road-

bed. It is the practice to completely bury

the ties; this is done for the purpose of

preserving them from the hot sun, which

checks them—in the rainy season the water

enters these openings, and rots them out

in a short time. This system of burying

or covering up the ties is observed on all

roads in Brazil that use wooden cross ties.

This station is a junction for the branch

line that runs to Santa Cruz, eight miles

in length. At Santa Cruz are large

slaughter houses, where all cattle for the

supply of the Rio de Janeiro meat markets

are slaughtered; they generally have from

four to five thousand head of stock on

hand. A large number of live stock is

brought from the Argentine Republic and

Uruguay for this market, the home arti-

cle not being sufficient to supply the de-

mand.

We now pass through a sparsely-set-

tled country, as will be the case until wc
get to our journey's end. In Brazil you

see no well-cultivated farms, nor neat

country homes; an occasional mud cabin

is seen; or a large plantation house, with

its usual accompaniment of small build-

ings for the employes. A church is gen-

erally provided for the spiritual welfare of

the employes.

We now reach Belem (Bethlehem), a

small village at the foot of the Serra do

Mar (Mountains of the Sea) chain of

mountains, the end of the first freight di-

vision. From this place to Barra do

Pirahy, heavy mountain engines are used

for freight service; they are of a type

known as "twelve-wheelers"—four pairs

of drivers coupled and four-wheel truck.

The grade for twenty-five miles is three

per cent. Passenger engines are changed

here also, for the purpose of cleaning the

fire; the engine which brought our train

from Rio is cut off, fired, cleaned, and is

ready to take the next passenger train up

the mountain. The claim for this is, they

want a good clean fire to start up the

mountain with.

We are now on our way up the

mountain; at one place we get a glimpse

at an embankment, high up on the moun-
tain side. It is high up; but after passing

around many curves and through a few

tunnels we get up there, and keep on

rounding curves and popping through

tunnels, getting higher and higher.

Finally we come to a tunnel two miles

long, in the center of which we get to the

highest point.' From here to Barra do

Pirahy the road is down hill, but not

quite so steep as that which we have just

ascended. From Belem to the summit

've passed through eleven tunnels; from-

this point to Barra do Pirahy we find

four more, making fifteen in all—in a dis-

tance of thirty-six miles. It is a very

fine piece of engineering; the tunnels

could have been avoided had the engin-

eers who made the original survey known
the country a little belter. There is

another road now under construction

between Belem and Barra do Pirahy,

which will have an easier grade and only

one tunnel, this road is being being built

by a private corporation, which has not

(luite as much money to build tunnels as

the Government had when it built the

Central, more especially when they can

get along without them.

Barra do Pirahy is a nice little town

on the Parahyba river, and is the most

important junction point on the system.

At this point the branch to Santo Paulo

intercepts the main stem; this branch is

three hundred miles long from here to

Santo Paulo. Here we find a very neat

roundhouse and repair shop; the build-

ings are subsiantial brick structures,

ncEt-looking and conveniently arranged

lor the keeping-up of the running repairs

on the large number of engines, for which

the place is headquarters.

Leaving Barra do Pirahy, we cross the

Parahyba river on a substantial iron

bridge, in fact, all bridges are of this

n:aterial—no wooden structures u.sed.

We followed the course of the Parahyba

to Entre Rios—next division point, eighty

miles distant — over a level roadbed;

subject, however, to washouts during the

rainy season.

On our arrival at Entre Rios we find

a town of five thousand inhabitants.

A branch road of twenty miles runs from

this poirt to Porto Nova. This being

a division point, there is a small engine-

house and shop, with a very few tools, of

a very ancient build.

Once more we leave the valley and get

amongst the mountains. The road fol-

lows the Parahyba River, and follows its

course, more or less, to Juiz de Fera, the

most important and progressive city in

the State of Minas Geraes. This city has

several manufacturing establishments and

a very good electric light plant, nil driven

by water power.

After passing Juiz de Fera. we have a
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fairly level piece of track for twenty miles,

to the foot of a mountain known by the

name of Serra de Mantiquera; the road

winds up this mountain in a snake-like

manner for twenty miles, the grade rang-

ing from 2j^ to 3 per cent. There are

three tunnels on this mountain, all of short

distance. On getting up near the sum-

mit and looking downward, you can see

the roadbed at three different places on

the mountain side. At a station called

Sitio, on the mountain top, there is a

junction with a road of thirty-inch gage;

it is a part of quite a large system called

the "West of Minas," which is .a meter

gage (3 feet 35^ inches), with the excep-

tion of the branch from Sitio to St. John

del Rey, which is fifty-six miles long and,

as before stated, thirty inches wide. At

this point we are 4,000 feet above the level

of the sea, in a beautiful climate; during

the months of June and July heavy white

frosts are quite common, and sometimes

a thin coat of ice forms on the water.

From here to Lafayette the road is up-

hill and down; the coimtry is dreary and

uninteresting. At Lafayette we come to

the end of the broad gage system (5 feet

3 inches) and the commencement of the

narrow or meter gage line. Here we have

to change cars, if we want to continue

our journey. We are now 320 miles away
from Rio, and twelve hours and twenty

minutes in the journey. At Lafayette there

is a small engine shed and shop, with a

few tools—very few, indeed—to keep up

the running repairs on the thirty-six en-

gines in service on the meter gage line.

This line is 125 miles long, with a branch

of forty miles to Ouro Preto, the capital

city of the State of Minas Geraes. Tliey

keep on extending the meter gage line,

and expect in the near future to connect

with the railway system of the State of

Bahia.

The Santo Paula branch is a very im-

portant line, over which a double daily

express service is operated between the

cities of Rio and Santo Paulo. From
Barra do Pirahy to Cruxeiro is broad

gage, from the latter town to Santo Paulo

it is meter gage, 158 miles in length, built

by an English company and operated as

such for a number of years—finally pur-

chased by the Government, and added to

the Central system. I understan'd it is the

intention to widen the gage from 3 feet

3f^ inches to 5 feet 3 inches: this will give

a broad gage line from Rio to Santo

Paulo, do away with transferring at Crux-
eiro, and make it possible to send trains

from Rio to the interior of Santo Paulo

by way of the Santo Paulo and Paulista

Railway systems, which are of equal gage.

At Santo Paulo there is a very good shop,

which employs four hundred men.

Now that we have gone over the sys-

tem, a few remarks in regard to its traffic

and method of running trains may be of

interest. The traffic from Rio to the in-

terior consists of general merchandise,

coal, lumber, etc.; from the interior to

Rio the traffic is cofifee and other planta-

tion products, live stock and numerous

other articles. The road does a large

business, being the only trunk line from

Rio to the interior. Outside of the regu-

lar passenger or express trains, they run

a number of mixed trains; the passenger

business is large. The water on all parts

of the system is excellent for boiler use;

it forms no scale. A boiler can be run for

three months without washing out; I have

known cases where they have run for six

months. Flues will last for years. Ex-

penses for boiler work are very light;

leaky flues or fireboxes are almost un-

known. The largest item of expense is

the coal; this all comes from England

—

semi-bituminous, a very small percent-

age of smoke; a very good thing on ac-

count of the many tunnels. Coal at Rio

costs about eight dollars per ton.

The road at one time was laid with iron

rails; these have all been replaced with

steel. As there is no market in the coun-

try for old rails, they use them for various

purposes; the entire system is fenced with

old rails; they are also used for columns

for the station and warehouse buildings,

telegraph poles, etc.

The big bell found at all stations plays

an important part. The bell is generally

suspended near the telegraph office; a

cord connected with the clapper leads into

the office. The approach of all trains is

made known by two strokes for west-

bound and three for east-bound trains;

these are given after train has left next sta-

tion; one stroke is always given before a

train leaves a station. There are a cer-

tain number of strokes for calling the dif-

ferent employes: by this means the tele-

graph operator does not have to leave his

office to deliver messages. All engines

have bells, but they are very rarely used;

the whistle is kept busy, however—it more
than makes up for the silence of the bell.

The station agents are virtually the

train dispatchers. Each conductor car-

ries a small green flag attached to a short

staflf by day, and a hand lamp, square in

form, with white, red and green glasses,

at night. The green flag and green glass

are for signaling the engineer to start.

Conductors and collectors are provided

with whistles, to notify passengers that

the train is ready to start; all freight

brakemen are also provided with whistles,

for signaling purposes in switching

arotnd stations and yards. In addition

to this they have a code of hand and

lamp signals. The whistles are used

when enginemen can hear the sound, but

cannot see the party making it. Con-
ductors and enginemen all carry a train

book; the engineers have one to use when
running without a conductor. This book
is arranged in form for the purpose of

agent entering the arriving and departing

time of a train from his station, to which

he signs his name. No train is supposed

to leave a station without receiving per-

mission in this form from the agent.

We will suppose the train to be a reg-

ular, with its time and rights specified on

the time card. Previous to leaving a

terminal, the conductor goes to the agent

and presents his book; the agent signs it;

then the train has permission to proceed.

In case it gets behind time, it must not

leave a station without permission from

the agent; no train is allowed to leave a

station until preceding train has arrived

at next station.

In the case of an extra train, previous

to leaving, the agent from whose station

it takes its departure notifies all agents

over whose territory the train is to pro-

ceed, so that they may be on the look-

out for it. He then advises his telegraph

operator to ask agent at next station if

the train has permission to come to his

station. The agent replies yes or no, as

the case may be; if in the affirmative, the

agent signs the conductor's book, and

this gives the train permission to proceed.

All communications between the agents

and telegraph operators are set down in a

book kept for that purpose, with their

signatures to the questions and answers.

The same formality has to be gone

through with between all the agents along

the route as passed between the agent at

first and second stations; in case the train

does not have to stop at way stations,

when agent finds out that road is clear to

next station, he will give the train a white

signal, which is sufficient clearance. In

the absence of a signal, or if a red flag is

displayed, of course the train comes to a

stop and cannot proceed until it gets per-

mission by the agent signing the con-

ductor's book; if there is no conductor,

he signs the engineer's book. By this

system the trains are virtually run from

one station to another, each agent acting

as dispatcher. This works very well when
the telegraph line is working all right; if

it is interrupted, no extra trains can be

run, neither can delayed schedule trains

proceed. The idea of not permitting one

train to proceed until preceding train has

arrived at next station is a good one

where the stations are close together.

Where business is heaviest, if stations are

over five miles apart, they have a tele-

graph office half way; it is a block system

with semaphores left out. The system of

moving trains may seem complicated, but

it works very well.

On passenger trains the conductor has

nothing whatever to do with the tickets;

there are collectors for that purpose. He
receives and distributes all letters and

packages relative to railway service; he

has a space fitted up in one end of the

baggage car for his use. No markers are

used on last car of train; in fact, no flags

are used for any purpose, except a red

flag for danger and a white for safety.

All American-built freight cars are

equipped with air, but never used; the rea-

son for which I do not know. On the

mountains there are from five to six

brakemen to a train of twenty-five cars;
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they do good work, and a runaway train

is a rare occurrence. No matter what the

condition of the weather, the brakenian

has to stay on the cars. On freight trains

there arc no caboose cars. One red flag

by day, one red lamp at night, attached

to rear end of last car, are considered a

sufficient safeguard to protect hind end.

The engines are all equipped with the

water brake; this is another device never

used. All freight trains have a bell cord

extending from rear car to engine.

Brakemen do not have to change switches

at stations. There are two switch tenders

at all stations, one at each end of passing

track; they have to attend all switches

nearest their respective positions. As the

road is Government property, and em-

ployes are supposed to be in uniform,

their respective employments and their

classification is known by their caps. In

most all grades of the service there arc

from two to three classes; for instance,

there are two classes of firemen and

three of engineers. The third-class en-

gineer has two gold bands on his cap, the

second-class man has three, and a first-

class man four. They have to pay a cer-

tain sum for every promotion: this money
goes into a mission fund. Firemen are

paid by the day, engineers by the month.

A second-class fireman receives three and

a half niilreis per day, a first-class man
gets four and a half. A third-class engi-

neer is paid two hundred and fifty milreis

per month, a second-class man receives

three hundred, and first-class four hun-

dred. In addition to this, there is a cer-

tain sum paid montlily, as a premium, to

those who have no fines levied on them
during the month.

A milreis at par or gold value is equal

to fifty-four cents; but owing to the fact

that no gold or silver is in circulation, and

the paper money very much depreciated

—worth at this writing only one-third of

the gold value—it makes their pay look

very small when figured up on a gold

basis. Assuming that three milreis in

paper are equal to one in gold, we find

tliat a first-class fireman would receive

tlie munificent sum of eighty-one cents

per day, and a first-class engineer seventy-

seven dollars and forty cents per month.

On the other hand, if the money was at

par value, the first-class fireman would
receive two dollars and forty-three cents

per day, and a first-class engineer two
hundred and thirty-two dollars and
twenty cents per month.

The first-class men enjoy many privi-

leges. Their commission is signed by
the Minister of Industries; consequently,

the commission cannot be revoked by
any other official. Heads of departments
can, of course, reconmiend the dismissal

of a first-class employe to the Director;

he, in turn, to the Minister. A first-class

employe, however, has to commit a very

serious offense indeed to be dismissed

from the service, more especially if he has

any political backing. Employes are ad-

viinced very slowly to the grade of first

class, while a long term of service on the

road is a good recommendation. Many
other matters are considered; a political

pull is an excellent thing to have. First-

class men receive the same pay, no matter

what service they may be assigned to,

freight or passenger. When an employe
is sick or disabled, his pay is not stopped.

The usual system adopted for the dis-

cipline of employes who violate the rules

and regulations, or the destruction of

property through ignorance or careless-

ness, is by the infliction of a fine in pro-

portion to the seriousness of the offense.

The employes are all, with few excep-

tions, either native Brazilians or Portu-

guese. There is no color line; the pure

black or mulatto stands on equal footing

with his white brother; his color is no
impediment to his filling the highest posi-

tion his abilities may entitle him to. I find

amongst tlic trainmen—and the same is

true of all classes of employes—much
more sociability amongst themselves, and

a more courteous bearing toward the

traveling public, than is commonly found

on our home roads. Taken as a whole,

the Brazilians are naturally polite.

We have within our borders a much
larger supply of practical railway men
than can find employment, who would be

glad to go to other countries, provided

they could find employment at remuner-

ative wages. To this class Brazil offers no
encouragement; there is no difficulty in

finding natives to fill every position in

railroad service.

The workingmcn of Brazil do not know
or enjoy as many comforts as do the work-
ing class of the United States. Their

wants are few and simple; their pay is so

very small they can never possess a home
of their own—at least such are very few.

They are smart and industrious, not by
any means illiterate, and of very temper-

ate habits. I cheerfully bear testimony

to the fact that during an experience of

several months' duration on various parts

of this system I never saw an employe
under the influence of liquor—not for the

want of means or opportunity; for every

little grocery store and hotel, or eating

house, keeps wines and liquors for sale.

Rum is very cheap, also very intoxicating;

some of the people use it, but never get

drunk. Honesty and sobriety are two
excellent features of the Brazilian char-

acter. In conclusion, the writer will»al-

ways bear in grateful remembrance the

many acts of kindness and courtesy ex-

tended him by the officials and employes
of the Brazilian Central Railway.

This is the season when committees ap-

pointed to make reports to the mechani-

cal conventions ought to get actively to

work. Those who have not answered
circulars ought to look them up and com-
municate with the chairmen of the varioiis

committees without delay.

The Motocycle.

What is practically a new form of loco-

motion is making rapid progress among
all the nations whose people are much in-

clined to travel. Few of our readers are

probably familiar with the word "moto-
cycle," but we are greatly mistaken if

il does not soon become as well known as

the word "bicycle." A motocycle is a

self-propelling carriage used on common
roads. In nearly every large city, vehicles

of that kind are beginning to be seen

on the streets, and it is ccrtam that they

will rapidly increase in number.

Various kinds of motive power are em-
ployed for driving the motocycles, but

up-to-date gasoline has been used most
successfully. French inventors have done
the most to develop the motocycle, but

Americans are taking it up, and the in-

dications are that they will perfect and

push it into popularity in a very short

time. There are said to be scores of fac-

tories in this country preparing to build

motocycles.

Last summer there was a race of moto-

cycles from Paris to Bordeaux and back,

and one gasoline motor made the journey

of 730 miles in 4Q hours—an average

speed of 15 miles an hour. On Thanks-

giving Day a motocycle race took place

in Chicago under very unfavorable con-

ditions. There were about 4 inches of

slush and snow on the ground when the

start was made, and the weather was very

bad; but one gasoline carriage made the

run of 54 miles in 10 hours and 23 min-

utes.

i i i

To Straighten a Rolled Blueprint.

There is pcrliaps nothing that will

make the nerves tingle with exasperation

any more than the tendency of a blueprint

to curl, after it has been rolled up for

some time. Paper weights are no good
to hold the thing flat. Pulling the print

over a sharp edge is only a measly sub-

terfuge, for it will not effect a cure until

the paper is at the tearing point—and it

won't do to mutilate some prints. A sure

relief from this trouble is to put the print

in water and let it become thoroughly

wetted—it can't be harmed by this process

—and after the wetting, lay it out flat to

dry.

No matter how unruly, or how badly

creased if folded, the print will be as sub-

missive as any shrew ever handled by a

Petruchio. This is a point worth noting

by anyone who has to consult rolled or

folded prints. It takes the kinks out of the

paper just as soon as the water gets in

its work.

i i i

Loose deadwoods striking the angle

cock, and loose train pipes which vibrate

against the deadwood or other parts of

the car, are dangerous things, as they will

sometimes cause the cock to close.
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Gage for Squaring an Engine.

A gage for squaring shoes and wedges
from lines througli center of cylinders,

illustrated herewith, is used by Mr. Jno.

Tonge, master mechanic of the Minne-
apolis & St. Louis road, and is a creation

of General Foreman Fred Williams, who
has perhaps devoted as much of his time

to devising short cuts to results as any

other man holding a like position. We

wedge faces and hold tlic gage rigidly in

place.

A trial of the gage points on the center

lines in the two positions (front

and back), shows what is to be
done with the shoes—where a

liner is to be removed or one
applied. In the plan view, the

A country boy who was brought up iu

a remote region of Scotland had occasion
to accompany his father to a village near
which a railway passes. The morning
after his arrival, when sauntering in the

garden behind the house in which they
were staying, he beheld with wondering
eyes a train go by. For a moment he

have shown up many of his labor-savers

in the past, and he is therefore no stranger
to our readers.

This tool is made up of a 3-inch T-bar
long enough to reach across engine frames
to outside faces of shoes; attached to the

web of this T-section is a pair of J^-inch
adjusting bolts, secured to the web by a

pin and jaw connection, and knurled nuts
with steel points or centers.

.
At each end of the T-bar is secured,

parallel with its flange, an extension i inch
in diameter, on the end of which is an arm
at right angles to the T-bar, and there-

fore parallel with the center line of cylin-

ders. These arms are secured to the i-

inch extension by a split joint closed by .1

slotted screw, which allows the arm to be
revolved through a complete circle and
clamped at any point, a collar behind it

preventing any change of adjustment end-
wise.

The opposite end of arm has a gage
point, with a milled head, and this is also

clamped after setting. The longer points

shown in the details are for engines having
varying distances between centers of cyl-

inders; their position is shown at A, Fig.

I. where all the details are given on a

comprehensive scale.

Fig. 2 shows the practical application

of the device, in which C D represent

lines through the center of cylinders, in

the plan view; the T-bar extending across

frames, with its flange bearing against the

shoe faces, and the whole thing secured
in position by means of the adjusting bohs
with their steel points, which enter the

Locomotive ENOtNEERiNo. N.

Fig. i.

job is shown completed and the shoes

square with the cylinders on top of frame,

with the inner edge of the blade at the

original center line of jaw, scribed on the

side of frame, to show that the shoes are

square with the center lines, and also

prove the accuracy of the old centers.

stood staring at it with astonishment, and

then running into the house, he said,

"Fayther, fayther, come oot! There's a

smiddy ran off wi' a row o' hooses, and

it's awa' doon by the back o' the toon

like mad!"
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Tire Indicator.

A device for making an accurate out-

line of the tread of a driving-wheel tire,

showing the amount of wear at every

point, is herewith illustrated, by per-

mission of Mr. John Medway, super-

intendent of motive power of the Fitch-

burg Railroad, where it was created and

has done excellent work in recording the

wear of tires.

Fig. I is a top view, showing the

stylus, or marking point, in contact with

the paper; and Fig. 2 is a side elevation,

showing the application of the contour

point to the wheel's periphery. The

frame is made of thin steel, and consists

of a U-shaped piece 14 x H inch, having

feet turned at one end, to which is secured

a piece of wood. On this frame is made

to slide a crosshead E, of the same

material as the frame, and pivoted to this

head are two links having a parallel

motion, which are also pivoted to the

contour arm: this arm carries the stylus

F. or marking point, the point being con-

trolled by a spring to insure contact with

the paper on which the record is made.

We quote the method of its operation

Nozzles.

BV GEO. S. HODGINS.*

The prevalent use of water during the

summer months, for outdoor purposes in

cities, has, among other things, devel-

oped two very different kinds of water

sprinklers. The form of the aperture of

discharge of water so used, plays a most

important part in determining the results

obtained. The name "nozzle" is given

to the spout of pipe for discharge, com-

monly tapering, and placed at the end of

a flexible tube or hose. For want of

more definite description, they may be

called, respectively, the "fire-engine noz-

zle" and the "garden-sprinkler nozzle."

The essential difference between them

may be stated more exactly by regarding

the first as the one which throws a con-

centrated stream, and the second as

spreading or spraying the water. The ob-

ject to be gained by the use of the fire-

might be given by supposing an ordinary

plain finger-ring of square section forced

into the end of an inch pipe. Another

rough approximation to the fire-engine

nozzle might also be had by screwing on

the end of an inch gas-pipe a cap, such as

is used by plumbers to close the end of

a pipe not required for immediate ser-

vice, and drilling a three-quarter inch

hole in the end of the cap. Either of

these illustrations presents an abruptly

contracted aperture very similar to that

of the fire-engine nozzle, and in some de-

gree not unlike the form of exhaust pipe

from the description kindly furnished by

Mr. Medway: "Press, with the hand, the

straight-edge A firmly against the face of

wheel center B, moving the point C up to

the base of tire.

"With the pointer D resting on flange

of tire, draw crosshead E outward, when

the pointer will follow the periphery of

the tire, and the steel point of the stylus

F will inscribe a corresponding impres-

sion on the paper G.

•'When the outer edge of the tire is

reached, the stylus is withdrawn to its

normal position, the stylus liberated, and

the crosshead again drawn outward. This

will produce the base line of tire section.

from which the thickness of tire may be

measured at any point.

"With the use of carbon sheets, dupli-

cates or manifolds may be secured, and

thus give a pern'anent record of the con-

dition of tires at all times."

This looks like a practical and inex-

pensive way to make a record of tire

wear, and commends itself on the score

cf accuracy, which we have never heard

claimed for many other devices for doing

this work.

engine nozzle is the throwing of a quan-

tity of water over a comparatively long

distance, and delivering it as much as pos-

sible in bulk where it will do most good.

A fireman is enabled, by the use of a

properly designed nozzle, to reach, if

need be, the roof of a high building with

a powerful stream of water, or to throw

it over an inaccessible area to a point

where fire is raging. The object sought

by the use of the nozzle of the garden-

sprinkler kind is, on the other hand, to

cover the largest area possible by a dif-

fused and not very violent jet of water.

The construction of the fire-engine

nozzle, or one best adapted for the pro-

duction of a concentrated jet, is that of

a gradually tapering tube, through which

water under pressure is forced. The tip

or extreme end of this nozzle is partially

blocked with a square-shouldered ring

of metal. An illustration of this form

•Canadian Pacific Railway, Windsor, Ont.

used in many locomotives at the present

time.

When water under pressure is forced

down the gradually tapering fire-engine

nozzle, its speed is uniformly increased,

so that at the point of exit it has attained

a very much increased velocity. This

speed of exit is still further augmented

by the partial obstruction of the square-

shouldered ring at the extremity of the •

nozzle. A theory which may possibly

help in the understanding of the principle

upon which this mode of construction is

based, may be tentatively stated thus:

The moving body of water passing

through the nozzle encounters a certain

amount of frictional resistance offered by

the sides of the tapering tube. The par-

ticles of water which come in contact with

the walls of the nozzle are rolled along,

over and over, thus forming an indefinite

series of minute water rollers, upon which

the central stream passes with compara-

tively little frictional obstruction. The

square-sectioned ring placed at the noz-

zle receives the pressure of the number-

less little rollers as' they progress down

the tube, and it has therefore, from its

position and form, a tendency to turn

their direction of motion to one at right

angles to the general line of motion of the

whole body of water. These rolling par-

ticles are pressed upon by those behind,

and are at last forced to move inward

from all sides, towards the center of the

circular aperture. This inward and to-

ward-the-center motion imparted to the
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film of water which had passed down

along the sides of the tube, and given just

at the moment of escape, has probably

the effect of neutralizing, in a certain de-

gree, any tendency which the main jet

would otherwise have to spread. The

sharp ring at the opening makes what

hydraulic engineers would probably call

the "orifice" in a thin plate or wall. This

kind of aperture through a thin plate

—

thin in comparison to the diameter of the

jet—produces a still further slight contrac-

tion of the steam just after it has left the

pipe; this further contraction being tech-

nically called the "veina contracta," or

contracted vein. The tendency of the

water to spread is therefore delayed by

the use of the fire-engine nozzle, and a

powerful concentrated and solid stream

of water for a considerable distance is the

result.

In the garden-sprinkler jet the result

is alinost completely the reverse. The

water tnoving down this tapered nozzle

has its velocity increased as it nears the

muzzle, as in the other example. The

same phenomena, which for the purposes

of illustration have been outlined may be

supposed to exist here also. The exceed-

ingly minute and infinite series of water

"ball-bearing" roller particles reduce the

friction of the central mass, but at the

nmzzle the aperture opens out slightly,

and in a direction different to the gradual

tapering of the nozzle walls. It may be

said to resemble in shape the old-

fashioned, bugle-mouthed blunderbuss.

The direction of the emerging particles

of water is therefore outward and away

from the center line of motion of the

whole, and a spraying, scattering jet or

cone of water is thus produced.

If this tentative and roughly-sketched

working hypothesis be admitted as ap-

proximately true, it may be interesting to

apply a similar line of reasoning to the

consideration of the effect produced by

the abruptly contracted nozzle or tip in

use on many of the locomotives in ser-

vice on our various railways. The ordi-

narily-used exhaust-pipe is a rough copy

of the fire-engine nozzle. The tapering

pipe bears a close resemblance to the

water tube, and the contracted tip pre-

sents a close analogy to the sharply-de-

fined partial obstruction of the fire-engine

nozzle. The steam from the cylinders is

shot out at each exhaust, almost, if not

quite, without touching the sides of the

smokestack, and in a measure resembles

the concentrated jet thrown by the fire-

engine. The intermittent character of the

exhaust, however, renders it capable of

expelling a certain amount of air each

time it passes out of the stack. It is able

to throw out, at each pulsation, a quantity

of air which, for sake of illustration, may
be supposed roughly to equal in volume

that ocupied by, say, two or three bottle

jacks standing on end. The quantity is

not relatively great with reference to the

volume contained in the whole smoke-

stack; but the (act that the concentrated

jet of steam is capable of causing a

draught, and so stimulating the action of

the fire, is, to a large extent, dependent

upon the violence with which it expels

the air. The more rapidly a relatively

small quantity of air is driven out at each

exhaust, the better will be the draught.

The "sharpening" of the draught by the

further contraction of the exhaust tip is

evidence that the rapidity with which

the expulsion of the air is effected is what

is most fully relied upon to produce a

satisfactory and powerful draught. As

each separate exhaust removes a definite

quantity of air from stack and smokebox,

a further supply of fresh air enters at its

only mode of ingress—through the grates.

Various means are employed to cause the

concentrated jet to suck air out of the

smokebox: but the high velocity of the

jet, and its ability to pass out without

striking any obstruction, is the end

sought.

An innocent, though instructive, ex-

periment may be made by anyone who
happens to possess the requisite qualifi-

cations. The experimenter should be one

who takes pleasure in watching the im-

proved appearance of a small plot of grass

about his dwelling, after successive appli-

cations of water from the garden hose.

He should also have a garden nozzle cap-

able, as many are, of alteration froin what

will give a spreading or spraying jet, to

one which will throw a comparatively

solid and compact stream of water, when
it becomes necessary to reach the more
remote portions of the lawn. Above all,

the experimenter should be a devotee of

what Mr. J. M. Barrie playfully calls "My
Lady Nicotine:" and he should smoke,

as all good smokers do, the famous Arca-

dia mixture—said to be made only by one

redoubtable firm in London. If such an

exceptionally blessed experimenter will

turn his garden nozzle so that it will

throw, as nearly as may be, a solid jet, he

will find that the water issues from the

nozzle with little or no disturbance to the

surrounding air, to a considerable dis-

tance from the mouth of the nozzle. The

rapidly moving and compact stream of

water will pass through the atmosphere

as a rod or arrow shaft might do. If he

now smoke so that a few puffs from his

briar-root pipe will pass toward the jet,

he will find the smoke blow over or under

the jet, and that very little will be ab-

sorbed by the water. If, however, the

nozzle be transformed so as to give a

spreading and spraying jet, the smoke
blown gently toward the water will be

readily caught up and disappear in the

sparkling cone. This seems to show that

the spray has the power of producing a

certain slight current of air in the direc-

tion of the jet, which the other does not

seem to possess.

An examination of the steam nozzle

of almost any injector will reveal the fact

that it has no obstructed tip; its function

being to pick up, if one may so say, the

water which lies behind and around it,

as the spraying jet from the lawn sprink-

ler did with the smoke.

Mr. W. H. Thomas, assistant superin-

tendent of motive power on the Southern

Railway, contributed a most interesting

paper to "Locomotive Engineering,"

which appeared last March. In it was

given the result of experiments with a

nozzle or exhaust tip which was certainly

designed to spread- or spray the jet of

steam, and which purposely caused it to

strike the sides of the sinokestack in

passing out. Such an e.xhaust takes out,

at each release of steam, a stackful of air.

This is presumably a much greater quan-

tity than that expelled by steam from the

concentrating tip. A large diameter of

tip, and consequently a less violent action

on the fire, was said to produce most

beneficial results. If these facts are as

stated, may it not be that the advantage

gained by the less violent exhaust is in

large measure due to the greater air-

drawing quality of the spreading or lawn

sprinkler jet.

For sake of illustration, it was sup-

posed that the exhaust from the con-

tracting tip threw out of the stack a

quantity of air roughly approximating in

volume to, say, that of two or three bottle

jacks standing on end, as compared with

the entire stackful removed by the steam

from the spreading tip. It appeared that

the draught on the fire was produced by

the very rapid expulsion of the relatively

small amount of air, which was driven

out almost explosively. The exceedingly

rapid removal of the air produced a

greater rarefication, not to say vacuum,

in the smokebox, and particles of air from

without moved with great rapidity to

take the place of those driven out. But

here another fact becomes apparent. The
movement of air from without toward the

firebox, though rapid at each exhaust,

is nevertheless over only a short distance

each time. This rapid but small move-
ment of air toward the grates is due to

the relatively small but violently expelled

volume from the smokestack. If the

smoker above referred to were to occupy

the fireman's seat on a locomotive, run-

ning at a high speed, he might have

ocular demonstration of this fact. The
windows of the cab being shut and the

back curtain down, if the damper in the

firebo.x door be slightly opened, the ex-

perimenter might watch the behavior of

a puff of smoke from his briar. He
would probably notice the 'smoke first

float off in a cloud which would hang
motionless for an instant. It would sud-

denly descend a short distance, perhaps

one or two inches, and again remain sus-

pended in the atmosphere for a moment,

until the next exhaust drew it rapidly

down through a second short distance,

the smoke just pausing before again

quickly sinking in response to the pulsa-

tions of the locomotive. The successive
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beats oi the engine wimUl, tlirougli the

medium of the puff of smoke, be rendereJ

visible in their etTects, until the fragrant

cloud disappeared through the opening

of the damper.

With the use of the spreading tip, a

stackful of smoke would be ejected more

slowly, though the larger quantity pass-

ing out would require a similarly large

(luantity to come in to replace it. It

would enter at a relatively slower velocity,

and would blow in through the grate bars

and play on the fire with an even, more

continuous, slightly prolonged, but per-

haps more bellows-like effect.

i i i
A short time ago one of the leading

railroad companies purchased axles for

150 cars, which they were building in

their own shops. One of the axles broke

before the car got out of the yard; several

others broke in quick succession. The

result was that all the cars were called in,

imtil a thorough examination of the axles

could be made. They were, finally, all

rejected and better axles put in. The sci-

entific men who investigated the cause of

failure attributed it to what they called

"segregation of metals." which has a very

bad effect on a certain part of the mass

of matter in the very large ingots which

are now almost universally used in rolling

mills. A segregation of metals is the

tendency of certain elements to concen-

trate at the spot which solidifies last. In

ingots, this spot is in the center of the

ingots, towards the top: to this point

moves a large percentage of phosphorus

and other elements that are drawn to the

hottest spot, and act to delay solidification

of the metal. Railroad men, familiar with

this subject, are protesting against the

use of large ingot molds that have come
into use. It seems a source of danger

which ought to be very carefully watched

by the interests responsible for the safety

o' railroad rolling stock.

Experts with alloys have long been able

to judge to some extent the quality of

brass by its color. A system has lately

been introduced by a British chemist,

which enables the quality of the brass to

he very accurately judged by a color test.

Drillings of brass of a known quality are

sealed in a glass tube, which is perfectly

air-tight. Drillings of any other sample

are put into tubes and compared with the

color of the known sample. After a very

little practice, a man, can tell in what par-

ticular the brass to be tested varies from

the sealed sample.

The Westinghouse Company recently

furnished four of the electric lighting ma-

chines used at the World's Fair, to the

United Electric Light & Power Com-
pany, of New York City, and they are fur-

nishing current for lighting a consider-

able portion of the metropolis.

The Holt Slide Valve with Cut-off

Plate.

A cut-otf designed for a locomotive

slide valve by Mr. Albert Holt, of Holt &
Sons, engine builders and machinists.

England, is one of the mechanical pro-

ducts of 1895. The inventor says the

tlevice has been in use for many years on

stationary engines built by the firm; and

believing the same fuel economy could be

eflected on a locomotive as was found in

stationary practice by its use, he has

Flo- 4

—JCjcftat'nttlti'ort

1
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Improved Inside Checks for Locomo=
tive Boilers.

Editors :

Presuming that you might be interested

in the accompanying print, illustrating the

safety boiler check, which has become the

standard, and now being applied to all

new locomotives on the Pennsylvania

Railroad Co.'s system, I have taken the

liberty of sending it to you.

As you are no doubt aware, this com-

pany has been using inside checks for a

great many years, of the hinged valve

type; but their tendency to remain open,

owing to deposits of sediment on the

hinge, has always been a source of trouble,

and their inaccessibility for needed re-

pairs created a demand for an inside check

valve that could not be rendered inopera-

tive on this account, and one that could,

in case of needed regrinding, be removed

for that purpose without disturbing the

joints on the boiler or removing the

jacketing, as was

necessary with
the old type.

The writer,
while general

foreman of the

P., W. & B. R.

R. machine shops

a t Wilmington,

.saw the necessity

for a check valve

of this kind, and

devised the one

shown on accom-

panying print, which was eventually made
the standard of the company.

By reference to the engraving it will

be seen that the check is composed of a

flange, securely riveted to the boiler and

calked, with a recess in the front face to

receive a flange valve casing projecting

into the boiler and carrying the valve.

From the inner face of the plate, and

extending into the boiler and over the

top of the check valve, is a projection,

or finger, which acts as a stop to the up-

ward motion of the valve, which operates

in a vertical direction, allowing the water

to enter all around the valve opening,

washing the seats thoroughly in its pas-

sage.

The valve casing is securely fastened to

the riveted flange by four tap bolts, over

which is placed the elbow to which the

feed pipe is attached, also secured to the

riveted flange by four studs. That por-

tion of the check that could cause any

trouble in case of a rear-end collision is

therefore very securely fastened to the

boiler, is all under the jacket and as flose

to the boiler as possible, the only pro-

jecting portion being the pipe elbow,

which is made very light at its junction

with the flange, so as to give way at that

point in case of its being struck in an

accident.

The flange on the elbow projects partly

into the jacket to make a good finish; and

on being removed, the valve casing can

be drawn out through the hole in the

jacket, made for the flange of this elbow,

without disturbing or removing it, as was
formerly required.

As stated before, the valve acts in a ver-

tical direction, which is a v?ry important

point, from the fact that the valve is not

seated by pressure after the injector is shut

oflf, as is generally supposed, but by grav-

ity alone, as will be readily seen, when we
consider that the pressure is the same on

both sides of it at the moment of closing,

owing to there being a check valve in the

injector.

This fact was the cause of the old type

of hinge valve failing in so many instances,

when but a small quantity of sediment had

deposited on the hinge.

The flange and elbow, as shown, are

malleable iron castings, the valve and cas-

ing being of brass; and, as will be seen,

all superfluous metal has been discarded

that could be done, consistent with

strength.

The checks have been applied to about

one hundred locomotives so far, and have

given entire satisfaction; and knowing
that it is always your aim and desire to

give your readers the benefit of anything

that enters, particularly, into any of the

parts of the locomotive that must neces-

sarily be made safe so as to protect the

men who handle them, and also the trav-

eling public in case of accident, I send you
the print and description

of the check valve, so that

you may be able to place

it before your readers if

you so desire.

Wii,i,iAM Wright,
Chief Draftsman,

P. R. R. Co.

Altootia, Pa.

Long Mileage.

Editors

:

Thinking you would

ike to hear of good mileage for

a locomotive, I will give you state-

ment of same as made by P. R.

R. Class P engine 2106, running be-

tween Harrisburg and Renovo on Sus-

quehanna division N. C. and Eastern di-

vision P. & E., on passenger trains Nos.

3 and 6, varying in length from four to

sixteen cars. This engine was built at

Altoona shops, June, 1893, and put in ser-

vice July I, 1893, and was in continuous

service until January 31, 1896, when en-

gine was taken out of service and sent to

Renovo shops for general repairs. This

engine made during this time the follow-

ing mileage:

For 1893, 47,956 miles; 1894, 101,214

miles; 1895, 102,175 miles; and January,

1896, 5,075 miles; making a total of 256,420

miles. This engine during this time gave

us no trouble with leaking flues.

Sunbury, Pa. L. J. Guyon,
Road Foreman of Engines.
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The Westlnghouse Air-Brake Com-
pany versus The Boy den Brake

Company.
Editors :

The issue by the Boyden Brake Com-
pany of a circular, dated December 31st.,

1895, in which that company asserts,

among other misleading statements, that

the decision of the Fourth Circuit Court

of Appeals in favor of that company is

final, makes it necessary for us to state

that the United States Supreme Court has.

upon petition of our counsel, based upon

a few of the serious errors involved in that

decision, granted a writ of certiorari di-

recting the case to be sent up to it for

revision and final judgment.

The Boyden Company's statement was

manifestly prepared before the Supreme
Court granted the writ of certiorari, and

it will thus be seen that that company is

not yet finally authorized to make and

sell quick-action brakes without liability

for infringement of our patent rights.

We have never doubted that the final

decision in this case will reaffirm the

validity of our pioneer quick-action air-

brake patent (No. 360,070, the one in

dispute), as already established in other

courts; for Judge Hughes, in his decision in

favor of the Boyden Brake Company, says:

"That this invention of Westinghouse,

thus undefined (the Court then referring

to the second claim), is one of the highest

value to the public, and that it is a pioneer

one in the art of quick-action brakes, is

not denied, and is conceded. It is con-

spicuously one of those pioneer inventions

which entitle the proprietor to a liberal

protection from the courts in construing

the claim;" a statement in accord with

the opinions of the other courts, which

have, in each instance, conceded and
affirmed the pioneership and value of

this invention.

In each of the three previous decisions

in favor of this patent, the second claim

has been upheld, and has not, in any

manner, been held to be insufficient, even

in any technical sense, to fully cover the

invention; and we therefore the more
strongly feel that our confidence in the

ultimate determination of this litigation

in our favor is well founded.

The Boyden Brake Company has issued

an illustration and description of a new
form of quick-action triple valve, which,

it states, was subjected to a satisfactory

rack test at Altoona, by the Air- Brake

Committee of the Master Car-Builders'

Association. This new valve has not

hitherto been the subject of litigation

under our patents, and has never, to our

knowledge, been commercially used or

tested. We believe that the construc-

tion of this valve comes clearly within

the claims of one of our patents, and we
have promptly brought suit against thf

Boyden Company, to restrain that com-
pany from making and selling this new
valve.

It will not be out of place to call atten-

tion to the fact that railway companies

have, in numerous instances, been mis-

led by the statements of various parties

manufacturing brakes, in infringement of

our rights, and the loss inflicted upon

those who have purchased brake ap-

paratus in reliance upon those statements

has already been very great. We feel

convinced that we are fully justified in

believing that our patents fully cover all

of the forms of quick-action brakes which

have so far been offered for sale, and that

the courts will finally so decide.

Thk Wi^tinghouse Air-Brake Co.

H. H. Westinghouse, General Manager.

Piltshiirzli, /'a.

i i i
Water Pump Regulator.

Editois :

I send you sketch of a regulating de-

vice, as I applied it to a Smith & Vaile

duplex
_
pump, at the Great Northern

Railway shops, Spokane, Wash.
The roundhouse is 1,200 feet from the

pump house, and the pump is 60 feet

sa

5ffi \

from the engine room, therefore I found

it necessary to put on something to reg-

ulate the pressure, and the device shown
did the business in good shape.

.\t the turn of the steam pipe A into

the steam chest, is applied a iJ/^-inch

angle valve having a stem without a

thread; on the bottom of this valve is a

stuffing box made to admit a small rod
f\ which is an extension of the piston

rod from cylinder O, and which reaches

the threadless stem in valve B. The
cylinder O is 2 inches in diameter and has

cupped leather packing; the bottom of

the cylinder connects with a J-l-inch pipe

into the discharge.

The operation of the device is as fol-

lows: The valve B is opened wide and

the pump left to govern itself; as the

pressure of the discharge increases its

communication with the cylinder D raises

the piston and its extension C against

\alve li and closes it, thus shutting ofT

steam from pipe .-l and slowing down the

pump.
The same company has a deep-well

artesian engine of the same make as the

pump, with cylinder 11 X36 inches, which

raises water from a well 205 feet deep,

and delivers it into a tank 75 feet high,

making a lift of 280 feet. This engine

requires 60 pounds pressure to do its

work.

Davenport, la. A. G. Ramsev.

i i i
Didn't Know It Was Loaded.

/utitors :

Joe Smilax was an old-time engineer

on an Iowa railroad. He was evidently

one of that class of unfortunates who are

born tired, as his natural instincts seemed

to eschew work when by any possibility

it could be avoided. Following Joe's

promotion, his name had been placed on

the extra list—not a bad job, by the way,

as the pay was by the day, work or play.

These extra men were sometimes called

upon if there was more repair work than

the roundhouse men could attend to, and

delegated to help the machinist, or put at

some job not requiring special toolsorex-

pert workmanship. Joe liked running ex-

tias, for it was not often that he was called

upon for roundhouse work, and one trip,

more or less, constituted a week's work:

while on pay-day his wallet was inflated

with a sum of money equal to that of the

regular men, who were almost daily try-

ing to pull one or more cars up thq grades

more than the engines were capable of.

One morning the "Powesheik" came in

with steam pipes leaking, and the "old

man" sent for Joe and assigned to him
the task of grinding in the recalcitrant

rings which formed the joint between the

pipes and saddle. The front-end door

was open, the petticoat already removed
from its moorings, and the steam pipes

had been relegated to the floor below.

Joe surveyed the situation, put on his

overalls and jumper, and prepared for the

inevitable. First he procured a board

which was placed across the base of the

arch for a seat, and another for a back-

board; then some pieces of bagging which

were arranged for cushions over them:

next a can of oil and a box of emery, and

the preliminaries were all arranged, and

Joe looked forward to a long, soft snap.

Seating himself on his improvised divan,

he began grinding one of the ball-joint

rings, the manipulation of his long arms

partaking of that slow, graceful move-

ment so natural to a lazy man. Time wore

on much faster than did the ring; and as

the shadows of evening were about fall-

ing, Joe concluded to indulge in a quiet

smoke. About the walls of the round-

house, at divers places, signs were dis-

played, "No Smoking Allowed," this be-

ing one of the inexorable rules of the

"old man" which must be respected.

Now Joe knew that the M. M. made
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frequent trips about the house and
grounds, so he decided to take advantage
of a quiet nool< (he had been there many
times before) where he could lenjoy his

pipe with no fear of discovery; but that

was where Joseph made one of the mis-

takes of his life. He got up, walked back
to the cab, threw a large chunk of wood
into the firebox, and, gliding in after it,

lighted up. Pretty soon the M. M. drop-

ped round to see how everything was pro-

gressing. Mounting the front end, he

observed Joe's absence; then picking up
the ring, he examined it closely and found

that after five or six hours' work (?) Joe
had got some of the rust off the joint. As
he laid down the ring and started to

leave, he noticed- smoke issuing from the

flues; and divining that Joe was playing

Lueomotii'e Enginiimng

I'iy. 2

"possum" at their other end, quietly step-

ped into the cab and closed and latched

the firebox door. Meantime several of

the boys loitering about seated themselves

on a convenient bench to await the out-

come. The M. M. dismounted and walked

away.

A few minutes elapsed, when from the

inside of the engine came a report like a

small-bore Catling gun, immediately fol-

lowed by a succession of unearthly yells;

then a long, ghastly groan and all was

still. Several of the boys—the writer

among them— scaled the cab, pulled open

the firebox door, and Joe's head and

shoulders were thrust through the aper-

ture; then he fell limp across the door

ring. We pulled him from the firebox

and set him up on the quadrant. His face

was black with soot and oil, but striped

like a Pawnee Indian from the perspira-

tion which was streaming down his fore-

head, while his drenched clothes fitted

like a tailor-made bathing suit. After a

time he revived, but in his excited state

was at a loss to determine whether his

consternation was the result of a practical

joke or a supernatural visitation.

This incident happened in the early

days of experimenting with steel sheets

for fireboxes. A side sheet had cracked

from contraction, making the loud report

—Joe, of course, getting the full benefit

of it, incased as he was inside the closed box.

It is needless to add that while the inci-

dent did not, in the future, stimulate Joe's

avidity for work, it did break up his habit

of utilizing a firebox for a private smok-

ing room.

Chicago, III. S. J. Kidder.

L

for different sizes of holes in boiler sheets.

Of course, in such case we screw up the

three set screws c o c^ and let the drill

press do the rest. For small size of holes,

and where there is not much space, we
use the tool as shown in Fig. i, and for

larger holes like Fig. 4; this will keep
cutter from scattering.

The body is made of cast steel, and the

plate of axle steel. We also have a tool

of the same style, but larger in propor-

tion, which we use for drilling and bevel-

ing dry pipe holes in flue sheets.

We have used these tools for over five

years, and they have given very good
satisfaction.

ElDiiia, i\. )'.
J. A. El-SENAKBR.

i i i
Weight of Rails Per Mile of Track.

Editors :

In your last issue of "Locomotive En-

gineering" there was a rule given for find-

rtrj. 3

A Useful Tool for Locomotive Work.
Editors :

Send you a full-size sketch of an ad-

justable tool, made at the N. C. R. shops.

Elmira, N. Y., expressly for drilling

different sizes of holes in cylinder form of

boiler sheets or in round corners of fire-

boxes.

Say, we want a hole. 4 inches diameter,

underneath in the boiler. We drill a

54-inch hole first—this will receive bit 4;

now we put a ratchet on shank D and set

up screw in ratchet, tight, so when turn-

ing will act much like a shaft between

centers; we now feed cutter E with screw

B, gently, and in this way will quickly

drill a good hole.

We also use this tool on drill press.

-a

?
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Safety Device for Gage Cocks.

Editors :

Having been a close reader of your

valuable paper for a year or more, and

having obtained some useful information

from the same, I take the liberty to send

you herewith a sketch which I think

would probably interest, if not benefit,

some of your readers; depending, of

course, on your generosity to publish it.

The sketch represents a gage cock in

the boiler head, with appliances attached

for protection against an outburst of

steam in the cab, in case of an accident

causing the gage-cock body to break at

the boiler head.

The valve A., shown inside of the cage.

will, in case of breakage, close up and

seat itself at B H, thereby cutting off the

flow of steam and water; the bridge or

stop C preventing closure of the steam

passage, except in case of accident.

I think this appliance can be used

successfully on boiler-head fountains,

gage cocks, air-pump throttles, water-

glass cocks and boiler checks. If you

can see enough merit in this to give it

space in your journal I shall be greatly

obliged, and will cheerfully furnish any

other information concerning it that may
be desired.

Georgetown, Ky. HerbertJMuir.

i i i
Uniform Reports of Locomotive Per-

formances—Authorized Stand-

ard Forms.
Editors :

At the January meeting of the Western

Railway Club, the subject of Uniformity

in the Reports of Locomotive Perfor-

mances was incidentally discussed by

several speakers, resulting in the adop-

tion of a motion, offered by Mr. W. For-

syth (C, B. & Q.), to submit the matter

to the next association meeting of master

mechanics, proposing that the tons

hauled be the basis of a standard report,

to be agreed upon.

This move is in the right direction, and

is one which may be so handled as to re-

sult in more important benefit than would
ordinarily be expected, as it will bring

into view certain facts in transportation

service in which the average master me-

chanic has no voice or influence, and

which really now serve to make up a good
share of the differences which exist in

the earning capacity of engines in tons

hauled.

An ideal situation is one where, no mat-

ter how hard or variable the service may

be, the heads of departments are harmoni-

ous and combined in action, interest and

understanding for the best results in train

service; and this will be, within reason-

able limits, for a maximum amount of

engine service at the least cost practicable

per ton hauled. But will the statement of

tons hauled place the reported perform-

ances upon an equal basis for general

consideration of the merits of engine

work? I am of the opinion that there

are numerous instances where it will not

give a good understanding, e.xccpt there

are given with the tonnage statement other

data of equal importance. Frequently the

motive-power official has very little in-

sight, other than of the mechanical de-

partment, in this connection; as, for in-

stance, no one acquainted with the road

departments would expect equal results

in hauling capacity from the same size and

class of engines when considering state-

ments made by the Baltimore & Ohio and

the Lake Shore roads, respectively, as

there is not a common ground for com-

parison of work done in the tonnage

hauled.

What, then, is desired is to give uni-

formity in reports, showing the results

on an understandable basis for the proper

information of interested ofificials; for it

must be acknowledged that the master

mechanic is not alone in interest, and this

fact will be quite evident when informa-

tion is properly presented.

As a matter of personal experience in

this direction, the writer recalls his own
situation some fifteen years back, and the

means then taken to show up the work

done by his engines. This may interest

others, as illustrating the points consid-

ered important to be stated—in addition

to a tonnage statement—in locomotive per-

formance reports. About the time stated

1 was engaged as master mechanic with a

Southwestern road, where the organiza-

tion was nearly an ideal one; and during

six years of service with them, the hauling

of trains was the frequent subject of con-

ference between the officials, and the en-

gine capacity had increased, on the main

line of road, to an extent seemingly the

maximum of efficiency in freight service

on that road. Desiring to make a better

showing, however, than seemed practic-

able with the engines then used, one of

the chief items of an annual report by the

master mechanic was an argument for

heavier engines, with higher steam pres-

sure and increased cylinder area, rather

than for any increase in the number of en-

gines on the main line. In this report was

stated the average size of the freight-

engine cylinders, wheels, weight thereon

and the steam pressure; and, with the help

of the engineering department, a state-

ment of grades of road was also given in

as brief form as then seemed prac-

ticable; as will be seen in the table follow-

ing:

LOCOMOTIVES—M.MN LINE.

Average diameter of freight-engine

clyinders, 16.92 x 24 inches.

Average diameter of freight-engine

drivers, 4.85 feet.

Average weight on drivers (eight-wheel

engines), 49,848 pounds.

GRADES—MAIN LINE.

Miles. Per Cent.

Total length of ascending

grades going South 223.55 3^.8

Total length of descending

grades going South 221.05 3804

Total length of level, prac-

tically so 131-31 -2-8

575.91 100.

Maximum ascending grade going

South, 74.40 feet per mile.

Maximum descending grade going

South, 72.20 feet per mile.

Longest heavy ascending grade going

South, 68.6 feet per mile for 9.200 feet.

Longest heavy descending grade going

South, 70.2 feet per mile for 9,500 feet.

Average ascending grade going South,

34.97 feet per 223.55 miles.

Average descending grade going South,

34.41 feet per 221.15 miles.

This information is, of course, of the

ordinary character, easily obtained, usually

from road profiles, available to officials,

and may as easily be stated by divisions

of road for local information and com-

parison. But, as above stated, it is of a

road apparently not severe to work, as a

whole; nor would the engines now be

considered as within the ordinarily heavy

class. The report served its purpose as

intended, viz., decided the management

in favor of an increased engine capacity

as circumstances permitted to be sup-

plied. It settled more than this, as prep-

arations were instituted by the engineers

for improvement in the roadbed and struc-

tures, as a preparation for heavier engines.

The average work done on the main

line in train service at this time was, for

one year's work, 18.4 loaded cars, rating,

as was then the custom, two empty cars

to one loaded; and, from the data given,

it could readily be determined whether

the average was good or bad, provided

the tonnage statement was also available,

which, at this time, it is not.

A more recent experience enables the

writer to present examples in tabular

form from the equipment of a large sys-

tem of roads, showing the variety which

may exist where engines were purchased

as the best of their respective sizes within

a period covered by a score of years

—

scarcely an official lifetime. This table

shows the advance made from light to

heavy power within that time; and it will

be noticed also that a good number of the

light engines are much too light for even

the theoretical duty, which is less than

is now practicable with the increased

steam pressure used on engines to-day,

and also used on the heavier engines of
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the table, although all are there on the

same bases for the sake of uniformity of

statement.

This table is not a practical one to pre-

sent with locomotive reports, as is the

first one given, but serves to illustrate

the subject:
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Management of Locomotives.

At the last meeting of the Railway

Superintendents' Association, Mr. W. F.

Potter, general superintendent Flint &
Pere Marquette road, read a report on tht

management and handling of locomo-

tives. It was rather an odd subject for

the Railway Superintendents' Associa-

tion to discuss, but Mr. Potter made a

very good report and handled the sub-

ject very judiciously. He did not at-

tempt to discuss the subject from -a

mechanical engineering standpoint. The
following remarks were made under the

heading, "How to Obtain the Maximum
Service from a Locomotive During the

Whole Extent of Its Life."

"True economy demands that a loco-

motive should exhibit its maximum ser-

vice and be worked to the limit of its full

earning capacity throughout its entire

life. It is not possible, of course, to

arrive at this perfect requirement of

economical sen'ice, but an effort should

be made to approximate it as closely as

possible. The first condition to such

approximation are shops of sufficient ca-

pacity to meet all demands which may be

made upon them for repairs, equipped

with such modern tools and machinery

as will enable work to be done with the

highest economy. When this condition

is satisfied, in many cases there should be

a shifting of the standards of economy.

The first consideration with many officers

is to keep a locomotive out of the shop as

long as possible; in other words, to make
it show the greatest possible number of

miles run between shopping. That is

one standard of economy, and much
energy is devoted to that end, regardless

of whether engines are performing eco-

nomical service for the company, and re-

gardless of track, roadbed and structures.

Mileage thus attained, during which time

locomotives have actually been losing

money for the company, is entered as

one of the factors of economy.

"It is needless to point out that the real

interests of the company are thus fre-

quently sacrificed in the effort to maintain

a false standard of economy. It is, of

course, desirable to have engines show as

large a mileage between shoppings as

possible, but the other highly important

factors of economy should not be sacri-

ficed to this end; the end should be con-

ceived only within the limits of economi-

cal mileage. The factors of economy in

all departments must harmonize and cor-

respond in order that the best interests of

the company may be served; they cannot

conflict with each other. What is true

economical practice for the company in

one department must be true in all others,

so far as the particular item to which it

relates has a bearing on the achievement

of economical results in other depart-

ments. These discordant facts should

be harmonized as far as possible. Gen-

eral results are what should be consid-

ered. Superintendents and mechanical

officers must work hand in hand with a

perfect understanding. In the present

state of the railway business no detail of

economy which promises, however slight-

ly, to add to the net revenue derived from

operation can be neglected."

i ^ ^
A Money-Saving Drop Pit.

The annexed engraving illustrates a

drop pit used in the Burlington & Mis-

souri River Railroad shops at Edge-

mont, S. D. They have considerable

trouble with cut flanges of driving

wheels on that district, which is moun-
tainous; and this pit was put in so

that they could lower a pair of driving

\v heels and turn them round in quick

time, without the labor of jacking up the

engine. The foreman of the shop, writing

to us about the pit, says that changing two

pair of wheels paid for the expense of

building the pit. The work can be done

so expeditiously that they are able to get

considerably more mileage out of the en-

gines. A hydraulic ram is used for doing

the work of lowering and lifting the

wheels. In the engraving, A. is the hy-

draulic ram, B the cylinder, and G the

turning pit.

i ^ i
Locomotives for Russia.

The last order which the Baldwin Lo-

comotive Works obtained, for thirty-two

locomotives for Russia, was given on the

condition that they would be ready for

shipment in seventy-five days. The build-

ers expect to ship them in about forty-five

days after the order was received, which

is an extraordinary performance in view

of the fact that the locomotives had to be

built according to rigid specifications.

One requirement is that the boilers must

all be tested by the municipal authorities

of Philadelphia, and certificates given that

they are capable of carrying a high steam
pressure safely. The test requirements
arc very rigid. There is no other loco-

motive building establishment in any
country which could have built these en-

gines in the short time given to the Bald-

win Locomotive Works.
The reason why the order depended

upon an extraordinarily prompt delivery

of the locomotives was, that they will be

required to haul the passenger trains that

will transport the immense concourse of

people expected to visit Moscow in May
next, to witness the coronation of the

Czar and Czarina. This is to be a most
imposing event, and will draw visitors

from every part of the empire.

ii @ i
Secure Rooms for ttie Mechanical

Convention.

Persons who expect to attend the rail-

road mechanical conventions at Saratoga,

N. Y., in June next, ought to lose no time

in securing rooms at the Congress Hall

Hotel, which will be the headquarters for

both associations. We notice efforts

making in some quarters to influence vis-

itors to stay at other hotels, which is

scarcely fair, considering the efforts that

have always been made by the proprietors

of Congress Hall to make the guests com-
fortable and satisfied. To advise people

to go to other hotels is also unfair to the

Committee of Arrangements, which set-

tled the headquarters at the place where

they were able to secure the most satis-

factory terms. A few years ago, when
the two associations decided to meet in

Saratoga, a committee visited all the lead-

ing hotels to ask for terms, and the pro-

prietors of all the hotels except Congress

Hall displayed no inclination to be ac-

commodating, and they would not grant

rates that could be accepted. When they

discovered afterwards how big a thing the

conventions were, they were anxious to

secure the business; but we consider

that it would not be fair for guests to

desert the hotel where they were always

well treated to satisfy rival proprietors.

i i i
The Pennsylvania Railroad Company

has awarded contracts for 31,000 tons of

steel rails at $28 per ton; 23.000 tons for

the lines east of Pittsburgh, and 8,000 tons

for the Western lines. The contracts

have been divided among the following

companies: Carnegie, 9,000 tons; Cam-
bria, 6,000; Pennsylvania Steel, 6,000;

Lackawanna, 2,coo, and Illinois Steel,

8,000 tons.

i S i
The Welsh tin-plate manufacturers are

agitating to raise a fund of $100,000 to be

used for missionary purposes. They pro-

pose sending agents to foreign countries

to advocate the increased use of tin plates

for packing and domestic purposes.
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CAR DEPRRTMENT
.eo

Norfolk & Western Railway—60,000
Pound Box Car.

In harmony with the demand for a car

to satisfy the conditions imposed by

heavy trafific, and in direct compliance

with the phase of it that looks to a con-

struction embodying modern practice, the

Norfolk & Western Railway has pro-

duced the 60,000-pound car shown in our

illustration.

Originality in the working out of

details is prominently in evidence in this

car; and the fact that it had its baptism

in the struggle for trade, only within the

closing of the year just passed, lends ad-

ditional interest to all whose thoughts

turn lightly, or otherwise, to the large-

car problem, than which there is nothing

of greater import for the carman to

wrestle with at the present time.

The length of this car outside of end

sills is 36 feet I inch; the width over side

sills is 8 feet 9 inches; the length inside

of lining is 33 feet 8% inches; the width

inside of lining is 8 feet 2% inches, and

the height under carlines is 6 feet gj^

inches. With these figures we have

1,880 cubic feet capacity, and from which

it is seen that the owners build their faith

in a car that will likely be loaded some-

where near its capacity in both directions

of haul; or, in other words, it is evidently

designed to haul average loads at a cost

far below that possible with the larger

and heavier cars.

That light construction has received its

proper share of attention is proven by

the double-board asphalt roof—the side

plates only 3 x syi inches, the side door

posts 35^ X $1/2 inches, the intermediate

posts 21/2 X 4 inches and the braces also

2^ X 4 inches. These dimensions all tell

of a determination to cut down the weight

of the superstructure to a point that is

lower than usually found in cars of a

lesser capacity, and is a practice that ma>
be profitably followed by others who are

seeking an opening to reduce the weight

of a car without impairing its strength.

The side posts are tenoned 154 inches

into sills and plates—no cast pockets for

either posts or braces. The corner posts

are 5 inches square, rabbeted on the inside

for the lining; the sheathing passing over

both outside faces.

Measures have been taken to produce

Conducted by ORVILLE H. REYNOLDS, M. E.

an end in this car that is exceptionally

strong, and one that has, in a marked

degree, points that are unique in freight-

car design, vieing closely with the best

recent passenger-car work in respect of

the introduction of steel at the weakest

place in the car; and it is certainly a

matter for commendation when the old

methods, that have been found so sadly

wanting, are cast aside for a construction

!

which is built up the complete end, and

w-hich takes the place of the end sill as a

foundation for the posts and end braces;

it will be noted as a heroic departure

from the old weak end, so long and

piously adhered to.

Resting on this sill at the corners are

cast-iron pockets for the 3 x 4-inch end

braces, the pockets having a flange which

extends up on the inside face of corner

H X 15 Long Tiriat Cliaiti ii-ith {iings

END VIEW
that cannot fail to give satisfactory results

—namely, an end that will not punch out

from ordinary causes.

As the illustrations show, there is a

sub-sill, s inches deep and yYi, inches

wide, on top of the sills and resting one
inch on the outside sills; it is rabbeted

on the underside 2 inches, leaving a

beveled lip on the inner face to lap over

the flooring, and is secured at the cross-

ing of each long sill by a f^-inch bolt

with cast washers. This is the timber on

posts, to which they are secured by a

5^-inch bolt with the head let in flush

under the sheathing; the pockets are also

secured to the sub-sill by a ^-inch bolt;

the whole forming an angle iron stifTener

at the corner, in addition to its function

as a pocket for the end brace.

The end intermediate posts are of a

composite character, made up of 4-inch,

7-pound I-beams, to which are secured

3 X 4-inch wooden posts fitted between

the flanges. The I-beams rest in cast-
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iron pockets, which are secured to the

sub-sill by J-^-inch bolts passing through

the base; these pockets are provided with

a lip on the under face, which locks into

the sub-sill and acts as an additional stay

ag^ainst any forces from the inside. At the

top of post there is a combination post

and brace pocket, to receive the I-beam

and end brace; this pocket is secured to

the end plate by two joint bolts through

the base.

While the side of car has but one girth

SH X 3yi inches, the end has two 3J4 x 4%
inches; and these are tied by two f^-inch

rods passing across the car on the inside,

flush with the lining, the lower rod passing

through the sheathing with a cast washer

under nut. The side girth has a strap bolt

through the upper girth and corner band,

with a lug let into side girth.

Corner bands are at the plates, in the

usual way; but they are missing at the

sills, being replaced by the ^-inch strap

bolt with lugged ends into side sills. The
54-inch post rods, one at each corner and
one at end post, tie the end vertically and
contribute to making an ideal end for a

box car.

shocks from the inside are taken care ol

so admirably, the outside has also been
looked after, as can be seen by a reference

to the sectional elevation, which shows
an end sill 8 inches wide and 10 inches

deep at the center, tapering to the ends

from the front and bottom; this sill pro-

jects iJ4 inches beyond the outside face

of side sills; and, standing with its inner

bottom, constitutes a design both strong

and light. The location of the outer truss

rods nearer the center of the bolster than

is usual, assists greatly in relieving the

latter of deflection; since the stress at the

center of bolster from these rods is pro-

portional to the load deposited there by
the rods, multiplied by its distance from
the center, or its lever arm, the nearer the

tofvmutut l^ni/tntrring

The mechanical progress shown in the

development of the strength of these ends

will stand as a live object lesson to car

designers for some time, and as an in-

centive to renewed effort in strengthening

other weak points that have been battled

with to no purpose thus far. And while

face J4 inch forward and clear of the end

sheathing, there can be no fear of a smash

from ordinary external sources.

A body bolster made up of two 6-inch

steel I-beams placed 7 inches centers, to

which is riveted a steel plate 5-16 inch

thick and 14 inches wide at both top and

center of bolster that the load can be left,

the less will be the fiber stress at that

point. These facts are evidently plainly

understood in the case under considera-

tion.

A stifTener, made of one piece gyi

inches wide and 7 feet 6 inches long, is

placed centrally over the bolster and be-

tween the center sills, to which it is se-

cured by six J^-inch bolts; this is a good
method of getting strength at a point

usually weak from overhang.

The draft rigging is also reinforced by

a solid block extending from the rear

draft-lug to the bolster; and from this

point there is a piece of 3 x 4-inch material

running to the cross-tie timbers, bolted

to under side of center sills. A block of

the same size is placed at the inner face of

each cross-tie, to relieve these members
of shock.

The truck carrying this car is of the dia-

mond type, but has some novelties in its

design not common in freight-car work.

among which may be noted the collarless

journal 4''/i x 8 inches, and 6 feet 3 inches

from center to center. The old stop

wedge, so long the companion of this

type of journal, is conspicuous by its ab-

sence. The lateral motion is kept within

bounds by means of a bar carried in re-

cesses cast in the walls of the journal

box, in which it is rigidly held in all direc-

tions except at the top, at which point it

is secured in position by a bolt passing

through the box, making a neat mechani-

cal job, and at once and forever ridding

the car department of a long-standing

eyesore.

Another of the uncommon features is

the composite bolster of two 9-inch steel

I-beams, filled with oak between webs and

flanges and securely bolted. A simple
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calculation will show this bolster to be

one of the strongest in service to-day

—

as it shows itself the simplest.

The tie strap is offset upward J4 inch,

and the arch bars are spread i8 inches

at tlie center, making an arch of excep-

tional rigidity; and with the steel chan-

nel spring seat, and inside-hung metallic

3*S

the designer had the courage of his con-

victions and refused to perpetuate all the

glaring defects of the past.

We are indebted to Mr. R. H. Soule,

superintendent of motive power of the

Norfolk & Western Railway, for his draw-

ings, from which our illustrations were

made.

sylvania lines, a large number of rails

and old car axles are so carefully dis-

tributed that the irregularities of the road-

bed and the effect of the sharp curves are

obviated."

This is a detail of dead-weight practice

not generally understood by car men;
but it would doubtless be in evidence in

HALF I'LAN

brake beams, the whole thing has a busi-

ness-like appearance.

Taken in the concrete, there are many
points about this car that entitle it to a

position in the front rank with the best;

and in some particulars cited it stands

alone, in our estimation, as an example

of advanced car practice, simply because

How to Make an Easy=Riding Car.

A contemporary informs the world

that "most of the private cars in which

the prominent railway officials of the

United States travel are weighted down
to make them ride easy." It goes on to

say: ''In the compartment between the

floors of all the private cars of the Penn-

the event of a collision, when those rails

(presumably T-rails) and axles shot from

their moorings and mowed a death-deal-

ing swath—not in the car, but outside of

it. It seems to us that this catapult prin-

ciple would not be a good thing to emu-

late by builders of private cars.

The supposition has gotten abroad
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among the knowing ones, that a private

car, or in fact any other car, would be

heavy enough to insure an "easy motion"

without any artificial aids, when the

springs were correctly designed for their

loads; because there is a certain definite

relation between the elasticity of a spring

and the load it carries. It therefore looks

strange to some people when they read:

"It is not generally known that the weight

of some of these private cars exceeds that

of the heaviest Pullmans," and "The ordi-

nary day coach is divested of all super-

fluous matter; but the practice of modern
mechanics is to keep enough weight on

the frame and trucks to make the cars

ride easy, and at the same time preserve

the necessary degree of equilibrium with

safety."

This is a strange state of affairs in car

construction, and will be recognized as

something new, even by the most cranky

advocate of heavy weights. For the in-

formation of those who are likely to be

deceived by the above quotations, we will

say that, while there are some few cases

of heavy private cars, their weight is due

primarily to the immensity of their pro-

portions, together with the heavy kitchen

and storage attachments, rather than to

the junk-shop features between the sills.

Day coaches, it is well understood by

those interested, are always heavy

enough, without any extraneous addi-

tions by the "modern mechanic" to make
them so. As a matter of record, it may
be said that a 50-foot coach has a wide

range of weight, going from 50,000

pounds to 65,000 pounds—all due to the

amount of material in their make-up; and

the difference in weight is traceable di-

rectly to the stronger construction, ves-

tibules, etc., while the cars will have the

same seating capacity. No one can claim

that any attempt has been ma.de to make
these cars ride easier by the addition of

dead weight for the purpose.

No; the "modern mechanic" is not

busying himself just at present with

schemes to increase the dead weight of

coaches to make them ride easy. He is

resting secure in the knowledge that they

have been heavy enough for some time

without any assistance from him.

i & i(

An English Sleeper.

The "Transport," of London, Eng., has

an account of a new sleeping car just

placed in commission on the east coast

route to Scotland, by the Northeastern,

Northern, and North British companies,

of England, which are said to have

many improvements over old practice. It

says: "Heretofore the cars used have

been of the ordinary Pullman pattern, and

the compartment car with British modifi-

cations. The latter necessitates the pos-

sibility of sharing the apparent seclusion

with a fellow passenger. In the car re-

ferred to, each passenger has a room to

himself, this result being accomplished

by placing the berths crosswise of the car.

The beds are unusually wide, and each

room is equipped with a mirror, a double

rack for heavy and light articles, a table,

a paper and letter satchel, a watch pocket,

a water bottle and glass, and a good
supply of pegs for hanging garments.

The car is 52 feet long, mounted on four-

wheeled bogies, and weighs 25 tons.

Next to the sleeping compartments,

which are four single and two double, is

a smoking compartment which can be

converted into a sleeping room when
necessary. The car is heated by the Gold
system, and each section is supplied with

a valve by which each passenger may
regulate the temperature to suit. The
car was designed by Mr. David Bain, and

constructed under the direction of Mr.

Wilson Worsdcll, the locomotive super-

intendent of the system. The interior

finish is in white sycamore, with panels

in teak moldings."

Our English friends are setting a pace

in sleeping-car design that, it seems to us,

would be a profitable thing for American
roads to copy. It took some little time

to educate them to the need of a sleeper;

and now that they find it a necessity, they

have built on lines that indicate a true

appreciation of how to fill the want. The
weight of 25 tons, or 56,000 pounds (less

than our day coaches), shows plainly that

they do not propose to haul the 100,000-

pound affiairs we have on this side.

Sound judgment!

^ ^ ^
California Redwood.

The ideal material for car-building is

California redwood, which is almost uni-

versally used for that purpose on the Pa-

cific Coast. The indications new are

that car builders will soon have to content

themselves with a less desirable and dura-

ble material, for the redwood is going the

way of the buffalo and of the Red Indian.

The immense trees which have been long

the wonder of tourists are growing scarce.

Since 1856 the commercial value of these

trees has been steadily growing, and in

spite of the protests of the lovers of nature

the demand has been met with a ready

supply. A wood that will not rot, is hard

to burn, easy to work up, of a rich ma-
hogany color, and not difficult to procure,

holds out too many inviting inducements

to expect any mercy from the human race.

Redwoods have been found prostrate, in

perfectly good condition for lumber, over

and around which another redwood had

grown that is between 500 and 600 years

old. In clearing the ground after the

lumber has been taken oflf, the roots have

to be cut and dug out, for they will not

burn on account of the amount of water

they absorb: Fires, which are almost an

annual occurrence in the spruce and pine

forests, stop on the borders of the red-

wood groves. The absorbent nature of

the lumber and the absence of resin and

pitch make it of the highest value in build-

ing in case of fire. A redwood fire will

die out in a gale of wind. Added to these

virtues are the facts that it will not warp,

is impervious to the effects of fresh

water, and sustains a high polish. It is

little wonder, then, that only State laws

and personal philanthropy can preserve

these giants from total extinction.

i i i
At the last convention of the Master

Mechanics' Association, arrangements

were made to remodel the Master Car

Builders' Rules of Interchange; the Arbi-

tration Committee and delegates from the

various railroad clubs having been given

the work to do. Meetings were held last

November, and the rules as remodeled,

were published for discussion by the vari-

ous railroad clubs, as a preliminary for

their consideration at the ne.xt Master

Car Builders' Convention. The rules

sent out are not much different from wh.it

they were before, so far as the text is con-

cerned, but the spirit is radically different.

In the old rules the teachings seemed to

be impressing upon car inspectors excuses

for refusing to accept cars. The spirit of

the new rules teaches that cars must be

accepted unless under exceptional circum-

stances. It seems that the new rules will

greatly facilitate the movement of cars.

i i g
There is said to be at the present time

a revival in England of the subject of

ridding themselves of their old bob-tailed

passenger coaches, and replacing them

with the American type of car. Cutting

through the crust of conservatism is an

uphill operation among our cousins

across the water, and this step is, on that

ground, a tribute to their good sense,

which, though stifled by a reverence for

old-time practice, has at last asserted it-

self. The short time that Pullmans have

been in service over there has had much
to do with this change of sentiment, and

we believe that when the beauties of our

system are well understood that they will

never care to return to the temptation-

tiaps that laid low a Valentine Baker.

i S i
The Chicago, Peoria & St. Louis Rail-

way has adopted the Brown System of

Discipline, as developed on the Fall Brook
road. NVe are pleased to note that the

officials on this road, as well as the

Columbus, Sandusky & Hocking, call the

system by the originator's name.

g i S
The Lehigh Valley has purchased con-

•trol of the Elmira, Cortland & Northern

from J. Roger Maxwell, Henry W. Max-
well and Austin Corbin. The road is 140

miles long, and runs from Elmira to Cam-
den, Oneida County. It will give Lehigh

Valley more good territory and add a

valuable feeder to the main line. This

purchase may mean the extension of the

road to Watertown, and possibly to the

St. Lawrence.
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British Locomotive Designers are

Slow.

"In our last issue," says the "Railway

Herald," of London, "we commented

upon the tardy progress made in loco-

motive engineering in this country, and

attributed it to the jealousy exhibited by

by superior officials. But this is only one

cause of the state of afifairs we were com-

plaining of. The unconquerable conser-

vatism and the unbounded conceit which

too often characterize the relations be-

tween the British employer and employe

have also much to do with the stagnant

state of this branch of railroad engineer-

ing. Save one or two noteworthy excep-

tions, no experiments are being carried

out to ascertain the best proportions of

locomotives. It is lamentable to find that

the United States engineers are much
ahead of us in this respect, for on that

side of the Atlantic there are already at

least two plants for experimenting with

locomotives; one at the well-known Pur-

due University, Lafayette. Ind., and the

other at the Chicago shops of the Chica-

go & Northwestern Railway.

"A long study of and comparison of the

v.orking details of locomotives made in

this country for home and colonial rail-

ways, has revealed the fact that the branch

of railway engineering relating to the de-

signing of locomotives is still in a most

unscientific and chaotic state. It seems

as though personal fancy had more to do

with design than judicious reasoning. For
instance, while one engineer, designing

an engine with i8-inch cylinder, will

adopt a 3J/2 to 4-inch steam pipe, another

will make the same 5 inches. On one

line, large engines will have a small

dome—say i foot 9 inches inside diameter;

but on another well-known line the same

will be made 2 feet 6 inches. On the

other hand, one or two engineers would

not hear of domes at all. Most engines

have conical chimneys, tapering so that

the large end is at the top; but there are

lines where the chimney is perfectly

straight, and a few where it tapers the op-

posite way! Many of our engineers will,

perhaps, be surprised to hear that the

cylindrical chimney is the best. This is

the result arrived at in Hanover, after

prolonged experiments embracing over

30,000 readings! There have, indeed, been

experiments in this country, and the re-

sults arrived at have been, and are still,

most valuable; but to-day the conditions

of railroading are changing so rapidly

that the lack of fresh data about locomo-

tive construction will soon make itself

severely felt.

"Another and no less important aspect

of the question is points of design, which

have more to do with practical daily

working than theoretical considerations.

It is here that conceit and jealously come
into play. Every locomotive engineer

cannot nowadays afford to spend a few

years on the footplate of a locomotive.

Many of our engineers are, indeed, tal-

ented men. They design locomotives

which are more or less successful, but

which, in minor details, show a lack of

practical knowledge of the requirements

of daily working. The public may not

know this, but there is one class of rail-

way servants who do know it, and have

engine, are too often ignored. Why?
Because our engineers won't give them-

selves the trouble, when they are design-

ing a new type, to ask their trustworthy

enginemen how such and such a thing

works, or whether it is easy to handle,

or examine, etc. Look at the diversity
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for years put up with it. It is no disgrace

for the designer that he does not know
all these little points; he cannot know
everything; but he has in the engine

driver a guide whom he could consult

with advantage. The comfort of engine-

men, and the easy handling of the various

parts connected with the driving of an

of practice in reversing gears; engines

which ought to be fitted with a reversing

screw have a lever, and vice versa. Look

at those abominable structures which, un-

der the name of cabs, disfigure some of

our best locomotives, owing to a want of

consideration or of sense; the roof, which

should extend over the tender footplate.
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does not frequently protect more than

half that on the engine.

"Engine drivers and their firemen are

the best judges of these matters. The
narrowness of the limits within which the

European, but more especiallj' the Brit-

ish, locomotive must be kept is not an

excuse for our engineers to ignore the

comfort of their cnginemen. Both in

the States and in Germany seats are pro-

vided for engine-drivers. What plausible

argument can be brought against their

much-needed introduction in England?

We think that only a question of tem-

perament, and difference in education,

can account for these discrepancies in the

practice of our locomotive engineers. But

to the men who day after day have to ride

on an uncomfortable engine in all sorts

of weather, the question is a vital one."

i i ^
Machine-Shop Practice One Hundred

and Thirty Years Ago.

One of the oldest and most famous

engineering establishments in Great

Britain is the Soho Foundry, at Birming-

ham, which was built by Boulton & Watt
in 1762. Here most of the famous engines

turned out by the firm were built, and the

methods employed were imitated for many
years by other firms ambitious to attain

business success. There appear to have

been very few changes made, even to the

present day. The "Engineer," in an ar-

ticle on this old establishment, says:

"The tools are in certain respects un-

ique. They form part and parcel of the

place. They have been made where they

stand. They are an integral part of the

premises. We do not say that they could

not be moved; we do not say that they

were made without any idea that they

would ever have to be moved. At every

turn, too, we meet with devices which

have been brought out time and again as

new, and we feel that master minds have

been at work—the minds of men who
thought very clearly, who knew exactly

what they wanted to do, and then did it in

the best manner; and all the while we note

that the influence of the millwright made
itself felt, and that things were done as

meclianical engineers would not do them
now, but as they could have been done

in Murdoch's day, or not done at all.

There are square-threaded screws, for ex-

ample, two inches in diameter, ten or a

dozen feet long, four threads to the inch,

and these have all been cut with hammer
and chisel! What would the average

modern fitter think if he was asked to

undertake such a job? One of the fore-

men who has been for more than thirty

years at the works told us that he very

well remembers seeing some of the old

hands cut screws with a chisel, and he

was when himself an apprentice taught the

art. The bar was supported in a triangu-

lar wooden trough, and the screw cut bit

by bit to a template. It is easy to see that

under these conditions screws would be

used sparingly, at first, at all events. *

* * In the principal machine shop, one

end of which is an erecting shop, are two

heavy vertical planing machines. Tht
frames are secured to the wall by stout

braces, and the carriage holding the tool

travels. The work to be planed is

secured on a table at the ground level,

and the planing is done on the side next

the wall. The system was adopted be-

cause very heavy castings were made and

had to be handled—castings weighing as

much as nine or ten tons, and in later

years as much as twenty-five tons, as,

for example, the oscillating cylinders of

the Irish Channel mail boats. There

were no planing machines that would

carry such a load, and even if there were

it was thought much more economical of

power to drive the tool along the work

than to drive the work under the tool;

O Loose T
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WEBB'S SAFETY WATER CiLASS.

and in the present day it is beginning to

be found out that the moving tool is more

economical than the moving casting.

The principle has long been employed in

plate-edge planing machines.

i i i
Webb's Safety Water Glass.

One of the most absolute wants of the

l.jcomotive to-day is a safety device to

prevent the pieces of a water-gage glass

from flying like parts of a burst shell, to

the injury of the enginemen. Many devices

have been tried in this country for that

purpose, but none of them have proved

s-alisfactory. We arc therefore glad to

reproduce from "Engineering" the fol-

lowing illustrations and description:

"The widespread use of steam, at what

would a few years ago have been con-

sidered an extremely high pressure, has

made the breakage of a gage glass any-

thing but the trivial alTair it was in days

gone by. The fragments of glass become
in such cases regular projectiles, and may
inflict nasty injuries on the fireman. It

has also to be observed that the solvent

action of water on glass is consider-

ably increased at high pressures, so that

gage glass fractures have also increased

in frequency. In Figs. I and 2 herewith

VIC illustrate a simple form of guard,

designed by Mr. F. W. Webb, the chief

mechanical engineer of the London &
Northwestern Railway, which has been

used on the locomotives of the line with

very great satisfaction. As will be seen,

the safety device consists in incasing the

glass. In the case of a breakage, the wire

by the ends, which rest in grooves formed

in the buts at the top and bottom of the

glass, holds the fragments of glass together.

Once the steam and water have been shut

off, the broken glass is easily replaced by

compressing the spring, which can then

be removed. Another point of interest

about the gages is the method by which

they are packed, a dish or shield of metal

being placed over the india-rubber washer,

and preventing it from getting out of

shape. The shield, it will be seen, is

flanged out, so as to rest on the top of the

glass gage fitting. This device is said to

increase the life of the rubber very con-

siderably."

i i i
The boiler plates for twenty of the thirty

two locomotives, under construction in

the Baldwin Locomotive Works, for

Russia, were made at the Paxton Rolling

Mills, Harrisburg, Pa. The plates were

all required to stand very exacting tests,

and the physical inspection was unusually

rigid. The steel was required to show a

tensile strength of 35 to 42 kilograms

per square millimeter (about 50,000 m
60,000 pounds per square inch), and an

elongation in 8 inches of 25 per cent., both

longitudinal and transverse. With the

exception of twenty plates H '"ch by 87

inches wide, the material varied from '/i

to }i inch thick by 74 inches wide and

under. Of the 104 plates rolled, three

failed in tensile and one on gage. In

elongation the remaining 100 plates

averaged 27.46 per cent, in the longitudi-

nal direction, and 27.90 per cent, in the

transverse—the latter result not generally

looked for. All the steel slabs were fur-

nished by the Pennsylvania Steel Co.,

mjide in open hearth basic furnaces, and

showed an average analysis as follows:

Carbon, 0.165; phosphorus, 0.014; man-

ganese, 0.37, and sulphur, 0.27.

g ^ ^
We understand that the Chesapeake &

Ohio people are experimenting with an

electric train signal in place of the or-

dinary air signal, and that it works very

satisfactorily.
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Where First-Class Machinists Are
Trained.

Speaking of the individual skill devel-

oped in men trained in jobbing shops,

"Chordal," in a letter contributed to the

American J/cic/n'/iis/ fifteen years ago,

says :

RESOURCEFUL MECHANICS.

"You go into one of these rough-and-

tumble shops and watch a man at a lathe.

He whistles and sings, and skylarks, and

smokes, maybe, and does a hundred other

things which the high and mighty think

ought to send a man to the penitentiary for.

But don't that chap do the work, though ?

Don't he earn and get good wages, and

don't the proprietor make more off of him

every day than the high and mighty do off

of three men who were brought up to use

every modem facility, and who are

stumped if one of the aforesaid facilities

happens to get broken ? Watch the outre

machinist as he works. He runs an 1 8-inch

lathe, perhaps, and the work brought to

him might well be, and in a better fixed

shop would be, distributed among big

lathes, little lathes. Fox lathes, planers,

Blotters, milling machines, cutting ma-

chines, drilling machines, screw machine-s,

bolt cutters, gear cutters, etc. But this

chap does everything which is laid to his

lathe. Some he does tip-top, some he

leaves slouchy, but all of it is done as well

as is required. He does this all the time.

Every job he does is something he or any-

body else never did before, but he does it

all the same. This man is no mere ma-

chine wound up and set to running ever}--

day routine work.
" This is one of my Simon Pure machine

shops, doing job work new and old ; and

this fellow we see is a lordly lathesman, a

real machinist. You may set him down in

any shop in the world where there's a

lathe and a job to do and he can do it.

He will jump at new and better ways.

but he is not helpless in the meantime.

Oh, ye puny chaps who claim to be lathes-

men ! You know only one way of doing

things, and that's the way jou were taught

to do it. You only know how to do one

job, and that's the job you worked on

while you were being taught ; and you

can't do that job when you get in another

shop away from home. Ain't you ashamed
to ridicule a poor one-horse machine shop,

when every man in it is immeasurably

your superior? Ain't you ashamed to

claim fellowship and equal wages with

these sharp fellows, full of mechanical wit,

who do work every day which you don't

even dare to undertake? You say they

can't do it well. You can't do it at all.

USING .\ I.-\THE ON PL.4NER WORK.

"Look at the job this lathesman gets.

He is sitting on a ca.sting and handling a

connecting-rod strap. It's a rough forging

for a strap to hold square boxes. You
can't see a bit of lathe work upon it any-

where or a chance for any. Prettv soon

he gets his present job done. Now he

puts a miserable-looking angle plate against

his face plate and sets this strap in some
shape. He fishes a dirty piece of paper

out of his tool box. This paper contains

a memorandum of sizes which he took

down verbatim as the foreman gave them.

He goes to work, and in two hours lays

two hours of planing on the floor. He has

surfaced that strap nicely and .squarely all

over the outside. There's but one planer

in the shop, and that is too crowded to be

doing any work that can be done in any-

other machine. That planer will stand

idle six months in the year, so it would be

folly to get another, and thus be ready for

the rush which never comes when you are

ready.

"Here goes for the next job. Twelve

stubs about two feet long one and three-

quarters diameter to have thread cut

eight inches on one end. No turning

—

simply a thread to be cut. They belong

to a bridge job, and the bolt cutter has no
dies for this size. When this job is done,

he puts on a chuck and proceeds to chase

out twelve hot-pressed nuts for these bridge

bolts. It's a nasty job, but it has to be

done, and it is done well.
'

' Next comes some nice lathe work ; a

couple of valve stems and three small

wrists. They are finished to the sizes given

and nicely polished. He gets them done

and feels proud of them. Bless him, any

latheman can do such work.

NUMEROUS WAYS OF TURNING A TAPER.

" Here's a brass casting for a 2-inch stop

cock, and by it lies the old one. It is a re-

pair job. The old one is bursted wide open.

The plug is swelled, but not broken. Does
a foreman come around and instruct this

man how to do this job? No, sir. His

orders were to 'rig up that cock.' He
takes the casting, chucks it, and in half an

hour has a 2-inch pipe thread chased in

each end. Now he chucks crosswise, and
you suddenly notice that this cock must be

bored tapering. How is this fellow going

to bore this hole ? Will he go and get a

nice taper reamer ? Not in this shop. Will

he fit up some kind of a reamer? Not he.

He is fitting up an old water cock, not

making reamers. He'll set the head of the

lathe over, won't he? No, he won't. Thank
God the head of the lathe can't be swiv-

el ed ! Will he set the Slate taper attach-

ment over ? Guess not, seeing as he never

heard of Slate ; and don't know what a

taper attachment is. Will he use the com-
pound rest ? He may some day when such
a thing gets into the shop. Will he stick

a wedge under the back wing of the car-

riage ? No. He never heard of it, and is

not so deep an inventor as to think of it

just when he wants it. Will he wrap a

cord around his cross-feed screw handle,

and tie it to his tail stock and thus get the

taper? No, he has no time to invent this

ingenious plan. Will he find a fancy little

sliding-head boring bar somewhere ? Not
a bar. Has he a mandrel which he can

screw his chuck on, and thus do the job on

the steady rest? No, sir. He won't do any
of these smart things, and he won't tell

you that the shop ought to have a Fox
lathe for such work, and he won't tell you
how the Metropolitan Cock Company bore

them out, for he don't know and don't

care. All he cares for is to finish that

cock as well as the job is needed.
'

' He whistles a very peculiar air in a very-

soft manner, and turns his cross crank

slowly to keep time. The result is a hole

which is tapering, if it is nothing else. It

would have taken him just about as long

to bore it straight. He takes the job out,

puts on a face plate and puts the old cock

back in the lathe. He chalks it and ham-
mers the swells in. Then he sets his lathe

over and takes a light cut over it. Then
he makes a close fit in the cock, but keeps

the plug large. Now he goes to the lathe

and files the hole. The tapering was all

right, but the sides were not straight. He
files carefully but boldly, watching the

tool marks in the hole and trying the

plug. Soon he is done with the filing,

and, returning to his lathe, completes the

fit of the plug. Now he guides it in, and
soon there ain't a file mark or a tool mark
in the hole or on the plug. It is a first-

class job quickly done in a third-class

manner."

i i i
Americans on First Russian Railroads.

During the month we enjoyed a most
interesting visit from Mr. Fred. C. Weir,

the well-known president of the Weir
Frog Co., of Cincinnati, Ohio. Mr. Weir
is a Connecticut State man, and when rail-

roads were in their infancy in New Eng-
land he entered the mechanical depart-

ment of the N. Y., N. H. & H. R.R., and
rose to be general foreman of locomotive

repairs at New Haven. That was early in

the fifties, in the time when American
railway men were devoting considerable

attention to railroad matters in Russia,

When the Russian Government first de-

termined to commence the building of

railroads, about 1845, they concluded that

the cheap system of railroads, which had
been built in America, were the best

adapted to their needs. With this idea in

view, a commission of Russian engineers

came to this country to investigate the

methods of building and operating our
railroads. The result of their investiga-

tions was, that Major Whistler, who built

what is known now as the Boston & Albany
R.R., was engaged to go to Russia to su-

pervise the construction of the Moscow &
St. Petersburg Railroad. When he was in

consultation with the Emperor concerning

the route to be followed, the head of all

the Russias drew a straight line between
Moscow and St. Petersburg and said,

"There is the route I want you to follow.

"

Major Whistler followed the directions as

closely as the nature of the country would
permit, and a very- satisfactory survey was
the result.

When the question of the most suitable

machinery for this railroad came up.
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American engineers were naturally con-

sulted. Ross Winans, the well-known

American engineer, obtained the contract

to build the railroad rolling stock required

for the Russian railroad. Cine of his sons,

familiarly known as Tom, went out to

Russia and hail active charge of all the

work agreed on. While he was there, Mr.

Fred. Weir was engaged to go out and take

charge of the repair and maintenance of

the rolling stock. After the engines and

cars were built, the Winans obtained a con-

tract from the Russian Oovemnient to

maintain the rolling stock at the following

prices : For every empty freight car T,y2

cents a mile was paid, and for every loaded

freight car 4 cents per mile ; for keeping

the passenger cars in running order 7

cents per mile was paid, and 20 cents

for every engine and tender. Among the

items of repairs was the painting of freight

cars and engines twice a year. As this

drain of frequent painting was considered

rather heavy on the contractor, J 18. 75

extra was allowed every two years on every

freight car, and J93.75 on passenger cars.

During the time of the Crimean war the

passenger equipment was wholly iuade-

(|uate to ihe demand for transportation of

troops, and the greater part of the freight

equipment was converted into vehicles for

carrying .soldiers, rough seats being placed

in each car. When this was done, Mr.

Winans claimed the allowance of passenger

car maintenance, which was 7 cents per

mile, for all the freight cars that were used

in transporting soldiers. The claim for

this aggregated 6,000,000 roubles or about

^,500,000. The Government objected to

paying this e.xtra charge, and the case had
to be decided by the courts. When Mr.

Winans was preparing to sue the Russian

Government, he learned that Mr. Benjamin
Latrobe, the well-known American civil

engineer, was in Paris. Mr. I^atrobe had
originally been educated for a lawyer, but

had ended by following the profession of

civil engineering. Mr. Winans sent an
inquiry to Mr. Latrobe, asking what he
would charge to come to St. Petersburg

and take charge of the case against the

Russian Government? Not wishing to go
there, Mr. Latrobe answered, 150,000, and
his offer was at once accepted. Under his

management, the case was won for the

plaintiffs, and they felt so well satisfied

that Mr. Latrobe was given a present of

$5,000 extra to cover incidental expenses.

Mr. Weir talks cjuite enthusia.stically

about the treatment which he received

from the Russian officials, and of every
one he came in contact with while staying

in that country. He wishes to go over
next year and pay a visit to his old friends.

It will be news to many of our readers
that Russian railways were the first to use
exceptionally heavy locomotives for freight

service. In 1S51, Winans built mogul en-

gines with cylinders 18 x 22 inches, and a
few years later he built a pair of passenger
engines for pulling the royal trains which
had cylinders 22 x 22 inches.

Attributing toiler Hxplosions to

Unnatural Causes.

.\ writer in the Locomotive Engineers'

Jouiiia', who gives his views on the sub-

ject of boiler explosions, finds fault with

LocoMOTivK Enc.inkkrinc because the

editors had failed to publish an article on

the same subject contributed by the com-
plainant. The article consisted principally

of a theory that boiler explosions were

caused by some mysterious agency which

suddenly generated an irresistible gas

pressure that rendered steel or iron plates

useless. Theories of that character have

frequently been advocated, but those who
are best able to judge of the causes of

boiler explosions all agree that they are

dangerous fallacies. Boilers explode be-

cause some part is not strong enough to

withstand the pressure put upon it by nat-

ural causes. We decline to publish irra-

tional theories about boiler explosions,

because they do not have a place in the

gospel of sound engineering, and we are

apprehensive of our readers falling into

heretical beliefs on a subject so important

to their worldly welfare. Our motto is :

Keep the steam gage correct, do not meddle
with the safety valves and see that vigilant

inspection is made for broken stay-bolts.

It is al.so a safe plan to see that there are

two gages of water in the boiler. Believ-

ing that boiler explosions are due to the

act of God or to causes beyond human
control does no harm to a minister or

lawyer, because their habits are not going

to be influenced by the belief ; but when
ideas of that kind get into the head of an

engineer they are likely to have a bad in-

fluence, since they may lead him to ne-

glect the precautions necessary to prevent

accidents to boilers.

As a rule, injustice is done to the man
in charge when a boiler explodes. A worn-
out boiler that has received no systenuitic

inspection, and has held together with

mysterious persistency, goes to pieces one
day, and all those who are really re-

sponsible for a death-trap being where it

could do harm, at once shout, "The water

must have been too low." This cry of low
water is nearly always raised as a fog to

hide the real culprit. Hot sheets are

weaker than cool ones, and boiler ex-

plosions have resulted from overheated

furnaces ; but cases of this kind have been
very rare comjiared to those that have
resulted from broken stay-holts and cor-

roded sheets.

There is a good deal of excuse for people

thinking that something mysterious mu.st

have been at work to tear a boiler into

pieces. The boiler has been working
under the same pressure day after day
without showing any sign of distress, and
it suddenly goes to pieces without any
warning. That seems strange when the

whole bearing of the case is not under-

stood. Although no weakness has been
apparent, there have been stay-bolts break-

ing gradually, or there may have been a

crack in some sheet, working deeper and

deeper with every infinitesimal bend due to

change of pressure. A time comes when
the stayed surface or the cracked plate be-

comes too weak to resist the pressure

within, and the explosion is too sudden to

give warning. Unexpected and, inexpli-

cable failures or breakages are quite com-

mon in all lines of industry ; but they do

not attract so much attention as boiler

failures, because the effects are not so

destructive. A link in the chain of a

crane breaks under a lighterj load than

the same chain lifted two hours before.

.\ crank shaft breaks, not with the en-

gine working at its maximum power or

speed, but under comparatively light duty.

.\ locomotive axle breaks when the engine

is jogging along at a quarter of the speed

made the day before. Every man handling

tools, or familiar with appliances subject

to shocks and severe strains, remembers
some case of unaccountable breakage.

These things are strange, but few people

think that Satan or some other evil power
had any hand in the failure. It is only

when a boiler explodes that the mysterious

agency is aired. The most careful^investi-

gation may fail to identify the broken stay-

bolts, the cracked sheet, corroded seam or

brittle plate, but those who are given to

reasoning between cause and effect will

certainly abide in the faith that one of

these, or some other natural cause, has led

the boiler to grief.

The unreasoning terror that a boiler short

of water e.xcites in the average individual

was amusingly illustrated in a news item

in a morning paper. The fireman in

charge of the heating plant of a large

hotel had a pet monkey which made head-

quarters in the boiler room. One morn-
ing there was no heat in the house, and on

investigation it was found that the monkey
had opened the blow-off cock of the boiler,

having imitated an act the fireman was in

the habit of doing. When the guests

complained about the cold, the landlord

assured them that they were fortunate in

not having been all blown into eternity,

for it was a miracle that the boiler did not

explode when the water was run off !

g ^ i
When Courting Was a Crime.

There is in the possession of Mr. Charles

J. (Vould, presi<lenl of the Gould Coupler

Co., a curious deed executed by one of his

ancestors in 1686. It is written on faded

parchment, and is addre.ssed to all Christian

people to whom this present deed of gift

shall come, that certain lands were deeded
by John Gold to his sons John and Thomas.

I'rom a pamphlet on mining, ((uarrying

and smelting ores in Boxford, by Sidney

Perley, we learn that one of the first iron

works established in .America was built

on land owned by this John Gold, and
that he was a leading man in the enter-

prise. His descendants remained in the

business, and Mr. Charles J. Gould, who is

principal proprietor of the largest forge in

Buffalo, is direct in the line of descent, his

side of the family having always followed
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the iron business since it was first begun.

From the same pamphlet we note that

the first iron smelting was carried on by
Henry and James Leonard,who had learned

the business in England. The iron was
made from bog ore for which about one

dollar (four shillings and sixpence) an

ox-cart load was paid. When the bog ore

was exhausted, New England lost its hold

as an iron-producing State.

The new industrj- established among the

rustic settlers seems to have .stirred up
some discord, for Daniel Black, a Scotch-

man employed in the works, was fined five

pounds for making love to Edmund
Bridge's daughter Faith, without her

parents' consent. The prosecution did no

good, for the Scot was persistent, and, of

course, eventually married the girl, and be-

came one of the principal owners of the

works.

It is recorded that about twenty years

afterwards Daniel Black took part, with his

wife's father and two others, in taking

forcible possession of the works leased by

Henry Leonard.

These Leonards were unfortunate in New-

England, and they moved to New Jersey,

where they established iron works and

prospered. They deserve to be remem-
bered by those interested in the American

iron trade, for they were the first to intro-

duce the infant industry on this continent.

The American colonies of England were

prohibited from engaging in the manu-
facture of iron up to 1645, when the

Leonards got the restriction removed.

They opened the first foundry in Lynn,

Mass., but remained there only a short

time before they removed to Rowley
Village, which was afterwards named Box-

ford. The pamphlet referred to says that

the Leonards were descended from a noble

English family. This is probably a mis-

take, as the headquarters of the family

used to be in Perthshire, Scotland.

The ironmaster, John Gold, was one of

the leaders in a revolution that happened
a hundred 3'ears before Washington's

time. In 1686, the agents of James II

treated the New England colonists with

cruel tj-ranny. Captain Gold commanded
a company of militia, and was so outspoken

in opposition to the tyrant that he was
arrested and imprisoned in Boston jail.

When the tyrannical king was chased froin

his throne, Captain Gold helped to turn

his agents out of America.

i i i
A Wonderful Machine.

BY SAM SHORT.

This story was told by one of the boys at

the Junction, as we .sat round the hall

stove in the Mogul Hotel.

"When I first came to the Junction,"

said Charlie Foster, one of the gang
bosses, " I went to board in the Commer-
cial House, which was crowded with en-

gineers and firemen. They were the top

roosters there, and a shop man could sel-

dom get a bite from a dining-room girl till

all the enginemen were served.

"All these fellows were bursting with talk

about fast runs, narrow escapes, and stu-

pendous feats in getting over certain hills

without doubling. Ed. Woods would hold

the table in silence while he told how he
kept her going on No. 3, with one car extra,

and made up forty minutes between here

and Albert Lea. Al. Towne had a thrilling

tale of how he and Bilh- Brant were com-
ing back over the Coal Division with a

snow plow, at night, and forgot about the

short rail at Elmira. Both engines and
plow were out in the country a quarter of

a mile before they stopped, and never a

rod broken or axle bent. Such talk as that

made the machinists silent ciphers.

" When an exciting story was not on, the

smaller lights would get in records of

minor incidents. Long John would tell

the narrow escape he had on the Pacific

division, when Dave De Gear stopped with

his passenger train between stations to

have a shot at some prairie chickens. By
superhuman efforts, John succeeded in pull-

ing up so that his engine just touched the

hind car. Tom Myers would tell how

» quickly he got the ' 36 ' disconnected

and going, when she broke her back-up

eccentric ; and Tom Jones would report the

story of how near he escaped from having

his checks called in when the ' 42 ' broke

her side rod going down Morse Hill. Then
Harry Walbrandt would give more particu-

lars of how he hooped up the ' 92 ' to

make West Branch against the ' Cannon
Ball, ' and how she rushed past like a flash

a minute after he got on the side track.

"We had got tired of this kind of

monopoly, and the machinist side was de-

termined to have an inning. George
Dorward, who ran the big engine lathe,

sat opposite me at the table, and he made
up his mind to take the first share of the

talk. He posted me to help him out with

a story.

" The table seats were hardly filled,when
Fatty Flint began the story about his

thrilling experiences bucking snow with

the ' President ' at Reinbeck. He said :

" ' You see the cutting was about fifteen

feet deep and as hard as my head. They
cut the face of the snow square, and we
went back two miles to take a run at it.

By the time we were a hundred feet off the

bank,we were going seventy miles an hour,

and the snow loomed out like a mountain.

I shut off steam, but Sam kept his throttle

open. He said to me after, ' Why did you
shut off before you struck the snow. Fatty?'

" ' Shut off
!

' said I, ' I was so scared that

I would have jumped off, if I had time.'

"'Frank McConnachie was conductor,
and '

" ' Well, I went over and saw that ma-
chine to-day,' broke in Dorward with a

voice that said, I can tell you .something

better than Fatty's oft-told quarrels with

McConnachie.
" ' I tell you it's a dandy. It's astonish-

ing the fine work it does and the quantity

of steel it can slice oiT.

'

'

'
' How does it do the work ?

' I inquired,

pretending breathless interest.

"'Well,' he said, 'the apparatus must
be seen to be properly appreciated. Won't
all you boys come round in the morning
and see our newest tool ?

' he inquired,

and a chorus of ' Certainly ' was the an-

swer. George had got the house.

"'On what principle does it work?' I

inquired again.

" ' It is difficult to give a clear explana-

tion, ' replied George. ' By means of a

fulcrumed attachment, the reciprocating

power of the prime motor is converted into

circular movement. The power in this

form is transmitted through connected
arbors and pidleys to the main shaft of the

machine. The principal member of the

machine is a disk, which revolves upon a

vertical plane. Power is applied through
the axis of this disk. When the speed of

the arbor is moderate, the periphery is

moving at great velocity. All work is done
on the periphery of the disk. Hardened
steel and chilled iron are by mere impact
reduced to any shape the operator may de-

sire. I tell you, it eats away a piece of tool

steel in great shape.'

" ' What in thunder is the machine, any-

how ?
' demanded Tom Meyers, acting as

spokesman for his crowd.

"'Oh, it's our new grindstone,' said

George, with a serious face, and a chill of

melancholy struck the crowd. Then Ed.
Woods, with a look of disgust, called

upon Fatty to tell about McConnachie's
meanness.

"The machinist side took turns after

that. There was seldom a day that a story

was not told about some lathe that had
run away and smashed things, a planer

that was noted for collisions, or a boring
mill given to queer tricks. Our yams
were about as true, and more original than
those that came from the enginemen."

i ^ g
That the product of the Westinghouse

Electric & Manufacturing Company is ol

world-wide demand has again been de-

monstrated, recently, by the company
receiving orders to equip an electric rail-

way in the Isle of Man, the little island,

near the coast of Ireland, which has been
made famous by Hall Caine, the great

novelist; another order for electric rail-

way apparatus for the city of Coventry,

England; and a third order for electric

motors and railway generators for Cape-
town, South Africa. The company is also

about to ship an order for electric rail-

way apparatus to Bangkok, Siam, India.

i i i
The Interstate Commerce Commission

have sent out advance sheets of their an-

nual report, intended for the use of the

press. The sheets give the most salient

and interesting parts of this report, and
contain over six thousand words.

i © i
The Colorado Midland is out of the

.Atchison system, having completed the

deal with the Denver & Gulf.
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i i i
Operating Locomotives witli Different

Crews.

When from any cause the traffic on a

railroad is beyond the capacity of the

locomotives operated in the ordinary way,

the men in charge will resort to any prac-

tical method for securing more mileage

from the engines. The most convenient

and satisfactory method of operating lo-

comotives is to have every engine as-

signed to a regular engineer and fireman,

and confine the mileage to the physical

endurance of the crew. When they need

rest, the proper way is to lay the engine

up until the men are able to go out again.

There has never been a question among
master mechanics and cnginemcn of that

plan being the best way of operating a

locomotive, in order to secure the great-

est possible mileage between periods of

shopping for repairs, and for doing the

work with the least possible consump-
tion of fuel and supplies. The only ques-

tion has been. Does it pay to keep a ma-
chine worth ten or twelve thousand dol-

lars standing idle while the crew are rest-

ing?

The subject of operating locomotives

with different crews has been investi-

gated several times by committees ap-

pointed by the Railway Master Me-
chanics' Asociation, and it has been very

exhaustively discussed. The advantages

of operating locomotives with more than

one crew might be summarized in a short

paragraph to the cfTect that it saves a

large investment of capital in power, de-

creases the amount of fuel wasted in hous-

ing, banking fires and restarting them,

and saves roundhouse room, fuel and

plant for warming thcni in severe weather.

Where there are an unequal number of

trains in opposite directions, the pool sys-

tem gives the men equal hours of rest and

equal work. Against these advantages

there have been objections raised almost

as long as the Moral Law. The old ob-

jections and several new ones have been

very well summarized in a paper read by

the veteran master mechanic of the Pitts-

burgh, Cincinnati & St. Louis, Mr. Will-

iam Swanston. Mr. Swanston is one of

the most experienced and sagacious me-

chanical men in this country, and his

views are always well worthy of consid-

eration.

In the paper referred to, Mr. Swanston

stated that, after two years' trial, the

Pittsburgh, Cincinnati & St. Louis had

abandoned what is known as the "chain-

gang" system of running locomotives.

The cause that led to the change was the

additional e.xpenseof running locomotives

on the first-in-first-out system. They were

not able to do the work with fewer en-

gines, and the cost for operating and re-

pairs was increased. The engines not

being assigned to any one crew, none of

the men took any special interest or care

of them, nor was this expected of them.

It was therefore necessary to employ ad-

ditional men in the roundhouses to do

the work that was formerly expected of

the crews. This additional help increased

the roundhouse expense per engine han-

dled a little over 11 per cent., or $5,000 per

year. This included light repairs which

are done in the roundhouse to engines in

service or that may be laid up for a few

days. They also found that, by compar-

ing the two years of service in the "first-

in-first-out" system with the two years

next preceding its introduction, 20 per

cent, less mileage between shoppings had

been obtained in passenger service, and

24 per cent. less in freight service. With
this reduction of mileage between shop-

pings for general repairs, they had a cor-

responding increase in the cost of repairs.

In theory, it is said that two engines of the

same builtj, in the same service, the re-

pairs made and looked after with the

same care, should give the same service,

leaving accidents out of the question; yet

they found that such results had not been

obtained, and the only reason was that

the personal interest which the crews

take in engines that are assigned to them

in the extra crew system is left out in the

others. To make up for the work done

by the crew, they added to the round-

house expenses; but this did not balance

the loss created by taking the responsi-

bility of the condition of the engine away

from the crew and placing it on the men
employed in the roundhouse. Efforts

were made to have the enginemcn report

work needed on engine at the end of each

trip, and discipline applied for not report-

ing; but with all, the reports were not

carefully made, because of the lack of in-

terest in the engine on which they had
just made a trip, and because the same
crew may not have the same engine again

for several trips; and thus the duty of re-

porting work is left to the next crew or

to the engine inspector to find out.

Some railroad oflicers who incline to

look upon enginemcn as merely animated

machinis which ought to be compelled

to do their duties faithfully, no matter how
their engines are operated, ignore a very

important force in all human affairs—that

is the tendency towards excellence pro-

moted by sentiment. Like a wise man,
Mr. Swanston gives the human equation

full consideration, insisting that personal

interest in the performance of any duty

is of the utmost importance, and no work
is well done that ignores this principle.

* It applies not only to engine crews, but

to all branches of railroad service, to the

officers as well as to the other grades of

employes, and no discipline will take its

place. The principle which stimulates

men to take a personal interest in the

tools they work with, or the duty they are

called on to perform, makes better men
of them. The engineer and fireman who
cares only for the trip and not for the

engine, who only oils round' starts and

stops, or to keep up steam, and who feels

that his responsibility ends with the trip,

will make but little progress toward im-

provement; but with the responsibity for

the condition of the machine comes a

personal interest in it, which must result

in advancing their knowledge of the

engine, and thus making them more
valuable men. Railroad companies which

went into the pooling system have not

been logical concerning results. They
will not put pooled engines upon trains

that they are anxious to get through

promptly. If the practice does not suc-

ceed in one case it fails in the other.

When the circumstances which tend to

saving with single-crewed engines, and

to waste in those operated in chain gangs,

are considered, and the results estimated,

it is very doubtful if the saving of the cap-

ital that would supply a locomotive for

each crew is profitable. In fact, we are

assured that there are very few companies

operating the chain-gang system that

would not find the spending of money to

purchase enough engines to provide one

for each crew a highly profitable invest-

ment. Of course, railroad companies

which cannot raise the increase of capital

to purchase all the locomotives they need

are excusable for doing the best they

can with the engines they have got; but

it is every day becoming more apparent

that running locomotives without regular

crews is an expensive policy.
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5hop Rules and the Selection of Shop
Foremen.

Americans, as a people, do not enjoy

the dictation of "rules and regulations"

displayed to regulate their walk and con-

versation. It is noticeable that many men
resent the notice "No smoking allowed,"

and -incline to prove by practice that

parties putting up such notices have no

legal authority to prohibit smoking at

the particular places indicated.

This sentiment which moves men to

resent gratuitous "rules" causes bad feel-

ing in the shops conspicuous for the exhi-

bition of prolix and minute details as to

how workmen shall conduct themselves

in the establishment. To post up rules of

behavior for workmen is to assume that

they do not understand how to conduct

themselves as men, and occasionally the

rules also tell them, in more or less plain

words, not to steal. This is supposed

to be complimentary to the ninety and

nine honest men in every hundred, but

somehow these dull-headed fellows look

upon the injunction as a standing insult.

When trouble arises, the managers cannot

understand the lack of loyalty among the

workmen. People who understand human
nature are sparing in the display of shop

rules. They understand that many trifles

exert more galling effects than serious

hardships, and leave their marks over a

greater surface.

Proprietors, master mechanics, or man-
agers who attempt to regulate the conduct

of workmen by posted rules, imply want

of confidence in the foreman. There is

frequently conspicuous want of judgment
displayed in- the selection of foremen,

which causes confusion which the head

of the shop is really responsible for. The
framing of strict shop rules is then re-

sorted to as a remedy.

An impression is widespread that the

first requisite for a good foreman is that

he should be a first-class workman. This

is a grave mistake. One of the most suc-

cessful foremen we have ever known was
promoted from the position of time clerk,

and he was no mechanic at all. But he

possessed in an eminent degree the faculty

of managing men—no driving. The men

.

believed that they were splendidly treated

by this foreman, and they very quickly got

over the resentment at having a man put

over them who was no mechanic; but they

all turned out more work than they did

under the old foreman, who had the name
of being a hustler and a driver.

There is a weakness on the part of some "

managers in favor of the noisy man for

foreman. They think he will make things

rush, and he breeds only clamor. If the

same man's methods as a workman were
quietly observed for a few weeks before

experimenting with him as a foreman, the

promotion would nearly always be indefi-

nitely postponed. Everything else being
equal, a good workman should be selected

for promotion to the place of foreman;

but more important than manipulative

skill is the possession of executive ability.

It is more important that he should have

the capacity of seeing ahead, and of know-
ing how to keep work moving from the

rough to the finish without a hitch, than

it is that he should be able to show a

workman the best way of doing a job, al-

though that is a capability not to be de-

spised. Personal habits ought to receive

the first consideration. No matter what

a man's mechanical abilities may be, his

influence will be bad if he is not honest,

honorable, sober and of good habits.

We have known many human brutes who
came, through mismanagement, to be

foremen, and even went higher; but we
never knew a case of the kind where the

employer was not a sufferer.

An incompetent foreman always keeps

a shop in a ferment and the workmen
irritated. He does not know how to keep
the work going systematically, and he

complains and scatters blame around when
he himself is the only culprit. If employ-

ers will follow a strict rule of appointing

only good moral men as foremen, and if

they will select persons thoroughly com-
petent, they need not trouble themselves

about the printing of shop rules. The
precept and example of those in authority

will be a good enough law for every mem-
ber of the establishment.

i i i
Why Railroads Cling to Antiquated

Machinery.
Between the fierceness of competition

that keeps transportaton rates too low
for living profit, the burdens laid on by
unfriendly legislation, and the injunctions

from Wall street to keep down expendi-

tures, railroad companies are what we
might call chronically hard up. When a

mechanic accustomed to the high-class

tools employed by the manufacturers of

railroad machinery, examines the tools

in a railroad shop and finds them slow,

inaccurate and antiquated, he naturally

exclairiis, "There is bad management
here, or most of these tools would be

sent to the scrap heap."

The truth is that the men in charge,

from the president of the company down-
ward, appreciate that it would pay in the

long run to purchase new and modern
tools; but stockholders are not willing

to have their dividends reduced for the

benefit of future owners of the property,

and so they inspire the directors to re-

fuse appropriations for expenditures that

can be postponed. The root of many
evils which afflict railroad management
may be traced to the fact that the owner-
ship of railroad stock is so transitory that

the holders are interested only in what
they can make at present. The future

prosperity of the property is nothing to

them. This is why rolling-stock trusts

are so common, and it accounts for the

scarcity of first-class cars and locomotives

on many railroads.

Cathode Rays for Detecting Defects in

Machinery.

When the announcement was made that

Professor Roentgen had discovered a

method of photography which would pic-

ture the inside of bodies, engineers at

once perceived a line of practical useful-

ness in applying the process to the dis-

covering of hidden flaws in metal. Sur-

geons have lost no time in employing the

cathode rays for indicating the position of

fractured bones, and we now learn that

several engineering establishments are

preparing to make the best possible use

of the process for examination of metal.

If the cathode rays will reveal hidden flaws

in shafts, axles, crank pins, etc., it will be

the means of preventing numerous acci-

dents.

The whole process, even in its present

elementary state of development, is so-

strange and wonderful that the mind is

opened to accept almost anything as pos-

sible for its revealing power. To expect

that the rays may yet be made to show the

inside of a steel ingot as clearly as the

unaided eye sees through a glass of clear

water, is not nearly so improbable as it

was to suppose six months ago that a

photographic process might be discov-

ered which would make a picture of the

position of the bones in a human hand.

We should not be surprised in a few years

to find cathode-ray photography em-

ployed in all repair shops to examine the

internal condition of the working parts

of engines, and to see the photographic

laboratory looked upon as a necessary

part of every well-ordered repair plant.

i i ^
There is a movement among general

passenger agents to abolish the use of

unlimited tickets entirely. On the other

hand, public sentiment inclines to de-

mand that no tickets shall be limited.

People say that when railroad companies

are paid for a ticket, it is their plain duty

to carry the passengers no matter what

time the transportation may be demanded.

The claim is made that selling unlimited

tickets encourages "scalping." The pub-

lic have little sympathy with the abuse of

"scalpers" by passenger agents, for they

are well aware that there would be no

"scalpers" if it were not for the aid and

comfort given to them by railroad com-
panies. In this connection, it would be

well for railroad men to reflect that every

move made to take away privileges from

the tfaveling public results in helping to

bring about restrictive legislation.

^ i i
The report of the Kansas Railroad

Commissioners for 1895 makes the total

income for the year show a net decrease,

as compared with 1894, of nearly $10,-

000,000, while operating expenses were

reduced less than $6,000,000. Only two

of the twenty-si.x roads making reports

paid a dividend. Thirteen roads were in

the hands of receivers.
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Reform the Performance Sheet.

Under the caption, "The Deceptive Per-
formance Sheet," we published last month
some remarkably good reasons given by
Mr. J. H. McConnell for reforming the

existing methods of making out perform-
ance sheets. The remarks on the subject

have excited widespread discussion, and
intimation has been given that the ques-
tion will be brought up at next Master
Mechanics' Convention with a view of

having standard methods established.

This is a very good idea, as it will bring
out renewed pressure in favor of a much-
needed reform; but we are under the im-
pression that the Master Mechanics' As-
sociation recommended in 1892 a uniform
locomotive performance sheet which
would have eliminated the misleading fig-

ures which many of these sheets now
contain. Apart from anything that can
be done to make performance sheets uni-

form, there are almost insuperable diffi-

culties in the way of showing a fair com-
parison of work done on a straight, level

system of railroads, with that done on a
road traversing mountainous districts,

where gradients are heavy and curves
numerous.

In the correspondence pages of this

issue Mr. George W. Gushing discusses

in an interesting manner the subject of

"Uniform Reports of Locomotive Per-

formance," and, incidentally, the im-
portant intimation is given that some-
thing more than an account of tonnage
hauled is needed in a standard perform-

ance sheet. As now made out, perform-

ance sheets are valuable only in providing

the means of making monthly compari-
sons of the work done by locomotives

operating under fairly uniform conditions

—that is, for engines which are hauling the

trains they can handle over the same road

day after day. If the cost of operating

varies to any extent, the performance
sheet gives warning that something is

wrong. It is manifestly unfair, however,

to make the performance sheet of one
road a basis of comparison for the cost

of operating on another road, where the

conditions are entirely different, and the

methods of making out the reports are

different.

The varied methods of making charges

against locomotives constitute, however,

the great difficulty, and enable some roads

to make a much more favorable showing
than others that are really dong the work
more economically. On some roads, all

new engines purchased are charged to

capital stock; while on others, they are

charged to repairs. Some companies
charge the cost of new appliances, such as

air brakes, to the repair account; while

others charge it to a betterment account.

On some roads, the damage caused by
wrecks is charged to locomotive repairs;

while on others a separate account is kept,

and repairs made necessary by accidents

not due to engine failures are not charged

I

to operating expenses. The method of

charging a variety of other expenses dif-

fers materially on diflfercnt roads. On
some roads allowances of mileage are

made for delays, for switching, etc.; while

on other roads, merely the mileage be-

tween terminals is allowed. The mechani-
cal departments cannot effect the neces-

sary reforms in this diversity of practice,

without receiving the co-operation of the

accounting departments.

This confused condition of making out

performance sheets does real harm some-
times. The general manager ot a crooked,

hilly road, that charges every source of

locomotive expense to the cost of opera-

ting, and allows no mileage except what
is actually run, has been known to take

the performance sheet of another road
and make complaints because the other

seemed to be operated at considerable

less expense per mile run. The other

road was level and fairly straight, had
light engines, charged the expense of

betterments, wrecks, etc., where they be-

longed, and allowed engines mileage for

«lelays. He was not familiar with the

methods of making out items for the per-

formance sheet of the other road, and his

complaints seemed reasonable because

they were based on false information.

We know of a case where a superintend-

ent of motive power was invited to resign

because he did not keep his engine ex-

penses as low as that of another road
which was bent on making the best pos-

sible showing. We know of general man-
agers who are keenly interested in the pos-

tal card summaries of performance sheets

sent out by other companies, and who use

them to make odious comparisons for the

spiritual edification of the heads of their

mechanical departments. The cards that

have the Ananias stamp impressed most
plainly upon their countenance are the

most cherished.

A thorough reform of the delusive per-

formance sheet is not practicable, for it

would require to show the footiitons of

work done by the engines. A reform that

would be of great value is merely to fol-

low the recommendations of a committee
which reported to the Master Mechanics'

Convention in 1892. That committee, of

which Mr. George F. Wilson was chair-

man, made a series of recommendations
which, if followed, would insure uni-

formity in the methods of making
charges. We question if a single railroad

company changed their methods at the

instance of that report. The subject, how-
ever, deserves to be agitated. Every word
publicly expressed against the existing

want of uniformity of performance sheets

helps the cause of reform, which must
come sooner or later. Meanwhile we
would advise every man interested to get

a copy of the Master Mechanics' report

for 1892, turn up page 124, and read the

report on "Uniform Locomotive Per-

formance," also the discussion that fol-

lows.

Utility of Small Driving Wheels.
When consolidation and other powerful

freight locomotives first came into use,

there was a tendency among designers to

make the driving wheels as small as pos-

sible consistent with the speed required.

This was done with the view of making
the engines as powerful as possible for

the weight and size of cylinders. En-
gines with unduly small driving wheels

were found to be costly for maintenance,

and they were nearly all hard on fuel. On
account of these admitted objections, the

tendency for the last ten years has been to

make the driving wheels larger. Mr.
McConnell, of the Union Pacific, con-

tends that this is a wrong policy. At the

Western Railway Club he said:

"About five years ago, in 1890, the com-
pany purchased 130 new locomotives, and
since that time there have not been any

locomotives purchased. A number of

them were designed for fast freight ser-

vice, and on the mountain divisions, with

an ordinary light train, they gave good
service for fast freight, but we had more
locomotives of that character than were

necessary for the service. We changed
the wheels on those engines from 62

inches outside of the tire to 51 inches in

diameter, and the result was it increased

the train haul on those engines from 16

cars to 22 cars to the train. The com-
pany had some consolidation engines

with Wootten boilers, and they gave very

unsatisfactory service. We built some
new consolidated engines in Omaha to

take their place. The cylinder was the

same size, but we reduced the size of the

wheel from 56 inches down t,o 51 inches.

The other engine pulled 22 cars over the

road, and the new ones 30. They are do-

ing it without any more coal and without

any more expense."

^ ^ '^

BOOK REVIEWS.
"Shop Kinks and Machine Shop Chat."
By Robert Grimshaw. Published by
Norman W. Henley & Co., 132 Nassau
Street, New York. Price $2.50.

This is a book 5^ .\ 8 inches, bound in

cloth, and the 379 pages contain what its

title indicates. There is much between
the covers that will be of interest to the
younger generation of shop workers; and
some of the older ones might profit by
it also, for that matter. The old-timer
will find many of his pet schemes and shop
secrets brought to light, and the "cub"
will see many things on which to exercise
his thinking machine. There are old
kinks and new ones—all of use in the shop
or out of it—for which credit is given
where due; which, by the way, is not an
old kink. The index is arranged so
that it is a useful adjunct to a useful

work.

s s i
There is talk of operating the St. Louis

tunnel by electricity. Since the Balti-

more & Ohio people ijegan operating the

Baltimore tunnel with electric motors, the

St. Louis people have discovered the

gases in the tunnel that extends from the

Union Station to the bridge to be more
intolerable than they were before.
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PERSONAL.

Mr. M. V. Meredith has been appointed

general manager of the South Haven &
Eastern Railroad, with headquarters at

Lawton, Mich.

Mr. John Purcell has been appointed

assistant mechanic of the Atchison, To-
peka & Santa Fe at Argentine, Kan., in

place of Mr. J. Forster, promoted.

Mr. A. D. Ward has been appointed

purchasing agent of the Chicago Great

Western, with headquarters at St. Paul,

Minn., in place of Mr. John Warwick, re-

signed.

Mr. Harvey Middleton has resigned as

general manager of the Pullman Car
Works. He has held that office for five

years—a long time, considering the diffi-

culties of the position.

Mr. R. B. Agnew has resigned as di-

vision superintendent of the Chicago,

Rock Island & Pacific at Colorado

Springs, Col., to become manager of a

new hotel at Cripple Creek, Col.

Mr. Frank C. Smith, trainmaster of the

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific at Hor-
ton, Kan., has been appointed division

superintendent of that road, with head-

quarters at Colorado Springs, Col.

Mr. Frank George, heretofore assistant

superintendent, has been appointed su-

perintendent of the Spokane Falls & Nor-
thern and Nelson & Fort Sheppard roads,

with headquarters at Spokane, Wash.

Mr. S. A. Faulkner, formerly general

clerk, mechanical department of the

Wheeling & Lake Erie Railway, has been

appointed general storekeeper of the same
road, with headquarters at Norwalk, O.

Mr. T. R. Wadleigh, road foreman of

engines of the Norfolk & Western, has

resigned to accept the position of South-

ern Inspector for Messrs. Castner & Cur-

ran, general agents of the Pocahontas

Coal Co.

Mr. V. E. McBee, heretofore superin-

tendent of the Third division of the Sea-

board Air Line, at Atlanta, Ga., has been

appointed general superintendent of the

entire system, with headquarters at Ports-

moutfh, Va.

We are requested by Mr. Allen Cooke
to mention that notwithstanding his resig-

nation from the Chicago & Eastern Illi-

nois, he is not inclined to retire perma-
nently from railroad life. He feels too

active for that.

Mr. J. B. Swan, formerly of the Indian-

apolis shops, more recently in the shops

of the Pan Handle at Dennison, as fore-

man of the car department, has been ap-

pointed foreman of the Pan Handle shops

at Columbus, O.

Mr. J. Forster, assistant master me-
chanic of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa

Fe at Argentine, Kan., has been ap-

pointed master mechanic of that road at

La Junta, Col., a -position heretofore held

by Mr. I. Conroe.

Mr. Peter Maher has been appointed

master mechanic of the Indiana, Illinois

& Iowa Railroad, with headquarters at

Kankakee, 111. He will have charge of

all matters pertaining to motive power,

machinery and cars.

Mr. A. L. Moler has been appointed

general foreman of the Cincinnati, Hamil-

ton & Dayton Railway, with headquar-

ters at Hamilton, O. He was formerly

in the employ of the New York & North-

ern at Tupper Lake, N. Y.

Mr. Geo. S. Fowler, of Fort Wayne,
Ind,, who has a large acquaintance among
the railroad trade, has accepted a position

under the new management of the Kala-

mazoo Railroad Velocipede & Car Co.,

as their traveling sales agent.

Mr. I. Conroe, master mechanic of the

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway at

La Junta, Col., has been, at his own re-

quest, appointed traveling engineer of the

same road. He previously held the same
position before being promoted to master

mechanic.

Mr. E. M. Roberts, a well-known mas-

ter mechanic, who resigned from the

South Carolina Railroad several years

ago, has been appointed master mechanic

of the Southern Iron Car Line, with office

at the shops of the company at At-

lanta, Ga.

Mr. Robert Tawes has been appointed

master mechanic of the Toledo, Ann Ar-

bor & North Michigan Railway, with

headquarters at Owosso, Mich. He will

have charge of maintenance of motive

power, cars, machinery on boats, and

water stations.

Mr. George Wilson, of Philadelphia,

the popular agent of the Columbia Pack-

ing Co., has resigned. Mr. Wilson has

been exceedingly successful with the rail-

road articles which he has handled for

dififerent companies. He is open for a

new engagement.

Among the locomotive engineers of the

Pennsylvania stationed at Harrisburg,

Pa., twenty-one have been in the com-
pany's service over twenty-two years, the

average of that number being 28.8 years.

The oldest engineer there is Mr. John Mc-
Neil, with a continuous service record of

forty years.

Mr. O. F. Nichols has resigned as chief

engineer of the Brooklyn Elevated Rail-

road, and has been appointed first as-

sistant engineer of the new East River

Bridge at New York. He has been chief

engineer of the Brooklyn Elevated road

since 1881, and was also general manager
from 1892 to 1894.

Mr. N. J. Paradise, general master me-
chanic of the Hannibal & St. Joseph, died

a month ago of paralysis. He was born in

Quebec, Can., and came to the United
States when he was about twenty years

old, and went to work for the Chicago,

Burlington & Quincy Railroad, where he

steadily rose to the position he held at

the time of his death.

Mr. Edmund Berkeley, formerly super-

intendent of the third division of the

Southern Railway, has been appointed

superintendent of the Third division of

the Seaboard Air Line, with headquarters

at Atlanta, Ga., to take effect February i,

to succeed Mr. V. E. McBee, promoted.

Mr. Berkeley resigned from the Southern

Railway last September.

Mr. William O'Herin, superintendent

of motive power and machinery of the

Missouri, Kansas & Texas, has been ap-

pointed superintendent of machinery and

equipment, and will have charge of the

locomotive and car departments, with

headquarters at Sedalia, Mo. The office

of superintendent of car department has

been abolished.

Mr. Oscar G. Murray has been elected

first vice-president of the Baltimore &
Ohio Railroad, and has resigned the posi-

tion of second vice-president of the Cleve-

land, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis.

Mr. Murray has been a remarkably suc-

cessful traffic manager, and it is under-

stood that he will devote his energies prin-

cipally to that department of the Balti-

more & Ohio.

Mr. J. H. Sample has been temporarily

released from the duties of general super-

intendent of the Northern Ohio, and has

been appointed acting general superin-

tendent of the Cleveland, Akron & Co-

lumbus, to succeed Mr. J. H. Barrett, re-

signed. The authority of Mr. D. S. Hill,

general superintendent, and Mr. G. T.

Jarvis, assistant general superintendent of

the Lake Erie & Western, has been ex-

tended over the Northern Ohio.

Mr. C. P. Krauth, the genial secretary

and treasurer of McConway, Torley &Co.,

Pittsburgh, Pa., is said to be the best

philatelist, or authority on stamjas, in

America. He collects stamps and ex-

changes with some of the best experts in

Europe, and is also a celebrated writer

on the subject. He also collects or pro-

duces very amusing anecdotes, and we
have exchanged a good many stamps for

his stories, with the impression that the

best of the bargain was on our side.

Mr. C. H. Hudson, chief engineer of

the Southern Railway, has had conferred

upon him the additional title of mechani-

cal engineer of the road. He was for

years general manager of the East Ten-

nessee, Virginia & Georgia, and was one

of the most eminent civil engineers in the

Northwest before he went to the road

mentioned. It is understood that the

superintendent of motive power will con-

sult with Mr. Hudson on all important
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matters relating to the mechanical de-

partment.

President Hill, of the Great Northern,

is one of the best financiers in America.
There is talk all the time that he covets

control of the Northern Pacific. If that

is true he will get it eventually. No one
understands better than Mr. Hill what
has brought the Northern Pacific to grief

and the real difficulties in the way of re-

organization. In a recently published

conversation he is said to have asserted

that the mortgages are bigger than the

property. When that is the case the bond-
holders must agree to make concessions.

Mr. W. L. Derr, superintendent of the

Eric at Port Jervis, contributed an inter-

esting article to the "Engineering Maga-
zine" for February, on "Railroad Acci-

dents and Emergency Service." Most of

the paper is devoted to "Wrecking," and
much sensible advice is given to men hav-

ing charge of this troublesome work.

Good suggestions are also given concern-

ing the care of wounded persons. The
paper is well worthy of being printed in

pamphlet form for the use of trainmen

and those engaged on wrecking service.

Mr. Albert G. Blair, who has been gen-

eral manager of the Wheeling & Lake
Erie since February i, 1892, was on Feb-
ruary I2th chosen president of that road,

to succeed Mr. F. R. Lawrence. Mr.
Blair has been with the Wheeling & Lake
Erie since October, 1882, and was gen-

eral freight agent until July, 1889, when
he was appointed traffic manager. He
held the last-named position until he was
made general manager. He was con-

nected with the Canada Southern Rail-

way from 1875 to October, 1882, and has

been in railway service since 1870.

Captain Wade, who has been superin-

tendent of motive power of the Richmond
& Danville and its successor, the South-

ern Railway, for fifteen years, has re-

signed that position. Captain Wade be-

gan railway work in October, 1857, as

machinist in the shops of the Alabama &
Tennessee road at Selma, Ala., and from

1858 to 1876 was connected with the

Greenville & Columbia, successively as

machinist, engineer and master mechanic.

He was then for five years master me-
chanic of the Richmond & Danville, be-

fore being made superintendent of motive

power in 1881.

The Kalamazoo Railroad Velocipede &
Car Co., which has been doing business

for the last twelve years as a co-partner-

ship, was incorporated February 5th, Mr.
G. W. Miller retiring. The new officers

are as follows: H. C. Reed, President; E.

S. Roos, Vice-President; H. G. Haines,

General Manager, Secretary and Treas-

urer. Mr. Reed, the new president, is a

capitalist and promoter having large in-

terests in various manufacturing enter-

prises of Kalamazoo. The new manage-

ment proposes to enlarge and increase its

facilities for manufacturing and to fur-

nish goods of unexcelled quality in its

line, so as to merit increased confidence

and continued orders.

Mr. E. Dawson has been appointed

general master mechanic of the Kansas

City, Pittsburgh & Gulf Railway, with

headquarters at Pittsburgh, Kan. Mr.

Dawson gave up the position of superin-

tendent of machinery of the Des Moines

& Kansas City Railway to accept the ap-

pointment mentioned. He served his time

in the shops of the Great Western Rail-

way at Swindon, Eng., and came to this

country in 1881. He went to work on
the Chicago & Northwestern Railway as a

machinist under Mr. Robert Quayle, who,

finding him a progressive young man,

promoted him by degrees until he was
made assistant master mechanic of the

Fremont. Elkhorn & Missouri Valley

Railroad.

Mr. W. H. Thomas, assistant superin-

tendent of motive power of the Southern

Railway, has been promoted to be the

head of the motive-power department, in

place of Capt. Wade, resigned, with head-

quarters at Washington, D. C. Mr.

Thomas was originally a Pennsylvania

Railroad man, having learned the business

at Renovo, where he rose to be foreman.

He held positions on the Mobile & Mont-
gomery, Louisville & Nashville and

Chesapeake & Ohio. From the latter road

he went to be superintendent of motive

power of the East Tennessee, Virginia &
Georgia, a position he held for nine years,

until the road was absorbed by the South-

ern Railway. He has been exceedingly

successful in every position he held.

Though a man of few words, he is ex-

ceedingly active in the performance of

his duties.

Mr. F. D. Adams has resigned as mas-

ter car builder of the Boston & Albany,

on account of advanced age, and will re-

tire from active work. He was born Au-
gust .30. 1822, and has been in railway ser-

vice since 1859. He began as master car

builder of the Buffalo & Lake Erie, now
a part of the Lake Shore & Michigan

Southern, and from 1868 to 1870 was su-

perintendent of the Ohio Falls Car Com-
pany. He was appointed master car

builder of the Boston & Albany in 1870.

He began car work, in 1847, with the Nor-

wich Car Company, of Norwich, Conn.,

where he remained until 1853, when he

went to Buffalo, N. Y., as a contractor in

the Buffalo Car Works. He was then en-

gaged as a contractor in Michigan until

1859. Mr. Adams has been a conspicuous

figure at the annual conventions of the

Master Car Builders' Association for

many years, and his absence from future

meetings will cause universal regret.

Mr. C. H. Zehnder has resigned the

presidency of the Jackson & Woodin Mfg.

Co., after a continued service of seventeen

years, having begun his business career

at the age of twenty-three, as clerk to the

vice-president and general manager, the

late C. J. Jackson, and occupied suc-

cessively the position of secretary, super-

intendent, vice-president and general

manager, and for the last three years

president. During his management of this

company's business it has been greatly

enlarged, their trade having been ex-

tended over almost the entire country and
a new and profitable branch of business

developed. Mr. Zehnder has, at the so-

licitation of the large and wealthy stock-

holders of the Dickson Mfg. Co., accepted

the presidency of that old and well-estab-

lished concern, and it is the purpose of the

new management to greatly increase its

facilities and develop some new lines of

business. The success of the Jackson &
Woodin Co. was in a great measure due

to the business energy of Mr. Zehnder,

and his friends expect great things from

his new management of the Dickson Mfg.

Co.

Recently, intelligence reached Barnard

Castle of the death of Michael Bradley,

which event had taken place in Sunder-

land, at the residence of a relative. The
deceased was, until quite recently, an in-

spector of permanent way on the North-

eastern Railway, and resided at Prospect

Place. Barnard Castle. He was born in

1815. and. in early life, entered the service

of the Darlington and Stockton Railway,

long prior to amalgamation. The head

officials of the Northeastern Railway

Company declared that, on his retirement,

the deceased was" the oldest railway ser-

vant in the world. Mr. Bradley was held

in the highest regard by the company for

the long and faithful performance of his

duties. With the exception of a fort-

night's absence, occasioned through in-

jury to his foot, which was sustained in

laying plates on a new line of railway, de-

ceased, for considerably over Half a cen-

tury, was daily at work. So anxious was
Mr. Bradley to superintend the new work
that, even in this emergency, he was con-

veyed to work on a stretcher, at his own
request.

—
"Railway Herald."

A Scotch paper, sent us by an admirer

of the gentleman so kindly mentioned,

says: "Mr. John F. Macintosh, chief of the

locomotive department of the Caledonian

Railway, who succeeded the late Mr.

Lambie at St. Rollox, is a man in the

prime of life, his abilities are of a high

order, and the employes liavc all a good

word for their worthy superintendent. He
prefers to counsel instead of drive, and as

a consequence the greatest harmony pre-

vails in the works. Mr. Macintosh is a

native of Montrose, but put in his early

years' work in Arbroath. While in the

execution of his duty as an engine driver,

he met with an accident which entirely

changed the current of his life. He was

obliged to leave the 'footplate,' but the
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company, recognizing that he was no or-

dinary engine-driver, gave him another
situation in a different sphere. He rapidly

passed through the various grades open
to a railvifay official, and became assistant

locomotive superintendent. Then the di-

rectors, on the death of Mr. Lambie,
chose him as superintendent. He is a man
of great tact and originality, clever both
with hand and head, and many of the

huge locomotives turned out from St.

Rollox owe their success to his careful

planning."

In the death of Mr. David Kinnear
Clark, in London, January 22d, in the

seventy-fourth year of his age, one of the

most eminent mechanical engineers of

this century has passed away. For half a

century he has been a regular writer on
engineering subjects, and he has been
accepted as authority on every subject

he wrote upon. Mr. Clark was a native

of Glasgow, and learned the machinist

trade in tlie Phoenix Iron Works there,

and was afterwards draftsman in a famous
engineering office in Edinburgh. From
there he went to be locomotive superin-

tendent of the Great Northern of Scot-

land Railway, a position which he held

about three years. He devoted a great

deal of his spare time while holding that

position to investigating the correct prin-

ciples of locomotive construction, and his

researches were given to the world, in

1855, in his famous book on "Railway
Machinery." That is one of the most
admirable books ever written. It was
published about twenty-two years after

the first successful locomotive demonstra-

ted that a new era in inland transporta-

tion had arisen. It represents the deduc-

tions of experiments made by the author

to establish rules of practice in designing

and operating locomotives, almost entirely

founded on his own experiments and ex-

perience. It has been a guide and refer-

ence and a handbook regarding all classes

of locomotives in all countries ever since

it was published. Mr. Clark established

the leading principles of locomotive en-

gineering which the world has followed

as standard, and his conclusions were
drawn with such remarkable care and
judgment that in few cases have they

been questioned.

"Railway Machinery" was Clark's mas-
ter work, but he prepared other engineer-

ing books that would have made any
other writer famous. "A Manual of Rules,

Tables and Data for Mechanical Engin-
eers" is an exceedingly useful book, and'
is a trustworthy reference for mechanical
engineers. Another work of Clark's is

on the Steam Engine, which is very ex-

haustive in its treatment of the subject.

i i ©
When the subject of holding the con-

vention in the Coliseum Building, Sixty-

third street, Chicago, III., was under dis-

cussion, it was urged that the noise caused

by the exhaust from the locomotives pass-

ing that building was a decided objection.

This question was promptly met by Gen-
eral Superintendent Sullivan, of the Illin-

ois Central, who informed the superin-

tendent of terminals that their company
were equipping their locomotives with the

Smith triple exhaust pipe, which will

entirely obviate the noise from the ex-

haust of locomotives while in motion.

© © i
Adopt Gage for Sheet Metal, Tubes

and Wire.
The following letter, which explains it-

self, has been sent by Secretary Sinclair,

of the American Railway Master Me-
chanics' Association, to all the railroad

companies which have not adopted the

decimal gage for measuring sheet metal,

wire and tubes:

"The decimal gage for measuring sheet

metal, wire and tubes, made standard by
the American Railway Master Mechanics'
Association, has been adopted by over fifty

railroad companies, some of them—like

the Pennsylvania Railroad Co.—being
among the largest corporations on this

continent. The general adoption of the

gage in the near future seems to be as-

sured. This movement will end the in-

convenience, delay and confusion that

now prevail through the use of various

number gages which are not uniform.

"The Pratt & Whitney Co., Hartford,

Conn., have constructed special machin-
ery for the manufacture of the gage, and
they are now putting it upon the market,

the cost being $5 per gage.

"I wish again to direct your attention to

the advantages of adopting this gage, and
urge that you will introduce it on your
system, and thereby help to accelerate its

progress into general use."

When a switchman is required to per-

form the dangerous operation of un-

coupling a car which a locomotive with

a pilot on is pushing in front, he had bet-

ter insist that a stop be made before he

attempts to pull the pin. In a somewhat
famous case, where a switchman was
severely injured while attempting to un-

couple a car from the front end of an en-

gine, the Supreme Court of Alabama has

just decided that the plaintiff was guilty

of contributory negligence in going be-

tween the pilot and the car.

The Foster Engineering Co., of New-
ark, N. J., have just received a large order

from England for valves ranging in size

from 54 inch to 10 inches; have also

shipped twenty-five of their air-brake

pump governors to Vienna, and made a

further large shipment of valves to Bre-

men.

i ^ ©
The Norwalk Iron Works Company

has just shipped a 14X 16-inch compound
air compressor to the Pennsylvania Rail-

road Company for use at Pittsburgh. This

makes nineteen Norwalk air compres-
sors in use on the Pennsylvania lines.

i i i
The Westinghouse Electric & Manu-

facturing Co., of Pittsburgh, have re-

ceived a number of awards at the Atlanta

Exposition for the handsome exhibit of

electrical apparatus made. Several gold
and silver medals are among them.

i i ^
EQUIPMENT NOTES.

The Erie have ordered 2,250 box cars.

The Duluth, Missoba & Northern have
ordered 600 ore cars.

The Chattanooga Southern have or-

dered 100 freight cars.

The Long Island have placed a con-
tract for so passenger cars.

The Ohio River is reported to be in

the market for 300 freight cars.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western
are calling for bids for 1,000 cars.

The Lake Superior & Ishpeming has
placed a contract for 400 ore cars.

The Central Vermont have ordered 13

passenger cars from Jackson & Sharp.

It is persistently asserted that the Cleve-

land, Lorain & Wheeling are in the mar-
ket for cars.

The Geiser Co., Waynesboro, have
placed an order for six private freight

cars of 60,000 capacity.

The Adirondacks & St. Lawrence have
ordered ten locomotives from the Schen-
ectady Locomotive Works.

The Rhode Island Locomotive Works
have received an order from the Boston
& Maine for 20 locomotives.

The Lake Shore & Michigan Southern
have, within the last month, ordered 2,100

freight cars of various kinds.

The Cooke Locomotive Works have
received an order from the Wheeling &
Lake Erie for 12 locomotives.

The New York Central have ordered

2,150 freight cars of 60,000 capacity. They
will have Fox trucks, Gould couplers and
Westinghouse air brakes.

Among recent orders received by the

Baldwin Locomotive Works are five very

heavy engines for the Lehigh Valley, one
for the Norfolk Southern, one consolida-

tion for the Lehigh Coal & Navigation

Co., and one consolidation for the Nor-
folk & Western.

The Lake Superior & Ishpeming have

placed an order with the Pittsburgh Lo-
comotive Works for ten locomotives of

the following character: five 19 x 26-inch

six-wheel switchers; two 20 x 26-inch sim-

ple consolidations, and four 20 and 31 x 28-

inch compounds.

A heavy tank engine, with eight wheels,

all coupled, has been built at the Colum-
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bus, O., shops of the Pittsburgh, Cin-

cinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad, to

work as a pusher on the Madison Hill

grade, which rises 413 feet in a length of

7,012 feet, and this was operated by a

rack rail locomotive from 1848 till 1868.

The engine weighs 70 tons on a wheel-

base of IS feet 6 inches, and has driving

wheels 4 feet 2 inches diameter and cylin-

ders 22 X 28 inches. The tanks extend

along the sides of the boiler, and carry

about 2,000 gallons of water. The en-

gine was designed by Mr. S. P. Bush,

superintendent of motive power.

General Manager Thomas M. Camp-
bell, of the International & Great Nor-
thern, recently visited Dallas, Tex., in his

new car, the Cherokee, which is one of

the most beautiful specimens of workman-
ship ever seen there. The thing about

the car of which Mr. Campbell is most
proud is that every splinter and every

rivet, every truck and every truss from

end to end and from top to bottom, was

made right in Texas, and most of the ma-
terial was grown in Texas. The interior

is handsomely decorated with historical

pictures, the one of Columbus discover-

ing America being especially striking. All

of the work was done at the shops of the

International & Great Northern at Pales-

tine.
—"Exchange."

© g ^
The Ontario & Western Fast Passen-

ger Engine.

During a recent visit paid to Mr. J. E.

Childs, general manager of the New
York, Ontario & Western Railway, the

writer learned some interesting facts con-

cerning the performance of the eight-

wheel passenger engine lately built by

the Cooke Locomotive Works for the

New York, Ontario & Western Rail-

way, and illustrated in the February

issue of "Locomotive Engineering."

Mr. Childs, a civil engineer of much prac-

tical experience, favored the use of small

cylinders in combination with high steam

pressure, but most of the other general

officers believed that reducing the size of

cylinders was likely to prove an expensive

mistake. Mr. Childs, however, agreed

with the designs made by Mr. George W.
West, superintendent of motive power,

and the engine was built. A report of

tests made proves that no mistake was

made in the design of this engine, for she

has shown a surprisingly good fuel

record. It will be remembered that the

boiler pressure is 180 pounds, and the

cylinders 17 x 24 inches. The tests were

made againt engines with cylinders 18 x

24 inches, and 140 pounds steam pressure.

The report says:

"We completed the test of coal con-

sumption on engines hauling out trains

Nos. I and 2, Thursday, P.M., January 2,

1896.

"Engine No. i hauled the train fourteen

days, 2,020 miles at a cost for fuel of 3J4
cents per engine mile. One of our best

engines, using anthracite lump coal,

hauled this train thirty days previous,

making 4,050 miles at a cost of 6% cents

per engine mile; this includes fuel used

in keeping fires over Saturday night

until Monday morning in both cases, as

the trains are not run over Sundays.

"Our average cost for fuel for the six

months ending December 31, 1893, was
8.61 cents per engine mile; for 1894, 7.52

cents; and for 1895, 6.68 cents per engine

mile, showing a saving of nearly 3 cents

per engine mile under the average for

1895, and 4.86 under 1893; this was a

square deal from start to finish—no ad-

ditions or allowances.

"Every pound of coal was weighed on
both engines, which were kept under

steam during the entire test, and fuel

burnt while at rest is included in these

figures.

"We think this is the proper way to

compound locomotives."

Another report about the engine says:

"No. I took our train No. 2 from Mid-
dletown to Weehawken, Friday night,

burning pea coal exclusively, in two hours

and two minutes, with five cars, and made
eleven stops. Best run ever made on this

road. Left Wickam Avenue Station 6:20

P.M., and stopped dead at Weehawken
8:22 P.M. Ran last thirty-four miles, in-

cluding one stop. Little Ferry and Wee-
hawken Tunnel, in forty minutes."

© i i
We noted a month or two ago an amus-

ing account given by General Manager
Hallstead, of the Delaware, Lackawanna
& Western, of how the power of lies per-

formed fast train speeds. According to

the "Globe Democrat," there are men in

St. Louis with great accomplishments in

the manufacture of unparalleled speed.

That paper says: "'You see,' said Frank

Gildersleeve, the St. Louis agent of the

Big Four route, to the tourist who was

comparing the fast runs of American rail-

ways with those of other countries, 'al-

though the connection you have chosen

via this line is 102 miles further than the

local line to the particular point to which

you have just purchased your tickets, the

actual running time via the Big Four is

only thirty minutes longer, which, as you

will see at a glance, is equivalent to travel-

ing 102 miles in thirty minutes, or the

enormous speed of 204 miles per hour;

and I say, without fear of successful con-

tradiction, that this speed has never been

equaled. We make this connection daily,

and only have a few tickets left.'
"

i i i
In discussing Mr. McConnell's paper

on "Locomotive Service," Mr. G. W.
Rhodes contended that the author was

not correct in making the statement that

"the train expense is greater, the gen-

eral expense is greater, and the entire

expense of operating a railroad is greater

than in 1870." He said: "In the motive

power department the cost of material is

very much less, the way of doing the

work and cost of labor is very much less,

and I believe, if the gentlemen in the

transportation department will tell us

what they know about their department,

that they will say that the cost of operat-

ing railroads is materially less to-day

than in 1870." We believe that nearly

everyone who has studied railroad ex-

penditures will agree that the position

taken by Mr. Rhodes is correct.

g i ^
The law requiring all cars to be

equipped-with grab irons and to have the

drawbars a certain height above the rail

went into force on February isth, and

not a few railroad companies have been

caught like the foolish virgins who ne-

glected to put kerosene in their lamps.

The tracks at some interchange points

have been overcrowded with cars, held

that the grab irons might be applied, or

that they might be raised to the required

height. The matter of raising the height

of drawbar has been managed in a very

crude and unsatisfactory fashion by some
companies. They block up the center to

attain the required height, and do nothing

with the side bearings. We have heard of

cars raised in this way, having a space of

three inches or more between the top

and bottom side bearings. A car in this

condition running fast round a sharp

curve is very likely to tip over.

A somewhat unique folder has been

issued by Mr. Stanyan, general superin-

tendent of the Barre Railroad Co. It

gives half-toned views of the picturesque

country through which the "Sky Route,"

as the railroad is called, passes. The
principal business done by the "Sky
Route" is the transportation of granite,

and the railroad has done a great deal to

promote that industry in New England.

We should judge from the view shown
in the folder that the "Sky Route" has

many attractions for people with a taste

for fine scenery, and the mountainous na-

ture of the country would indicate that it

would be a good place for health resorts.

i i i
The announcement is made in London

"Engineering" that the common objec-

tion to graphite for lubricating purposes

in Britain is to be overcome by the intro-

duction of the Dixon flake graphite. A
firm in London has arranged to handle

that material.

i s i
The New York, New Haven & Hart-

ford have placed an order with Manning,

Maxwell & Moore. New York, for $30,000

worth of machine tools.

i i i
The Canadian Pacific are getting out

drawings for new locomotives which will

soon be ordered.
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Danny Dugan's Air=Brake School.

Danny's Debut as a Fireman— Difference Be°
tween the Straight and Automatic

Air=Bral<e Systems.

"Wot t'ell? Say, I'm as glad t' see

youse as dough I tored me shirt. How's
dey comin'? Say, I'm dead tired. Chust
got in from a t'irteen-hour layout at Mil-

ler's. Me kittle, de ol' '84,' wot's a re-

frigerator, breaks a senturk strap and
punches a hole in de boiler. See?

"Say, does youse t'ink steam come out

o' dat punched hole? Naw; not on yer

life; twuz ice. See? Wot? Well, mebbe
dat's not ezackly on de level, but I says t'

August, says I, dat if 'e didn't cheese

draggin' uv dem links on de ties dat 'e

'ud bust a senturk strap ur sumtink, an'

I calls de turn on 'im dis time, sure.

"Wot's dat? Don't dem layouts make
me wish fur me ol' ofTus chob back agin?

Naw; not on yer tintype. Wot t'ell? A
chob firin' 's chust me size. Wot? I

never put youse onto w'y I shakes de

oflfus chob to go firin'? Dat's right.

Well, dis is de way dat it wuz. See?

"W'en I pulls dat dinky dog wot Mrs.

Agnew 's dead stuck on from under de

big Adams Express truck on Broadway,

an' den wants t' t'ump de driver fur tryin'

t' run over de pup. wot 'as hair like waste

an' looks like a Chinaman, I makes meself

solid wid Mrs. Agnew. She cries an'

hugs de pup wot's ugly as a camel, an'

den says as 'ow I wuz a hero, an' all dat

sort o' stufT, an' promises t' pull 'er ol'

man's leg fur a chob fur me. See?
• "Say, let me give youse de tip dat w'ile

Mrs. Agnew 's stuck on dat ugly pup, she

wears de bloomers in dat family, an' wot
she says goes wid 'er ol' man, wot's gen-

url supurntendent. See? Say, she t'rowed
me right in de push. I quick gets solid

wid all de fellys wot's clerks in de ol'

man's ofifus, an' wid Miss Jennie, too,

wot's de typewrite. Say, dey wuz right

people, sure.

"Say, now's de time w'en I begins t'

lose out. W'en Van Allen comes t' take

Mr. Canfield's chob as chief clerk, I goes

out uv it. Mr. Canfield wuz right people,

an' dat goes, but dat mug of a Van Allen

wuz de biggest slob wot I ever sees come
from college. Say, dat mug wuz s' green
dat de horses 'ud bite at 'im w'en 'e chases

hisself across Broadway, and dat's

right.

"Say, Van Allen wuz de son uv some
big highfalutin mug wot owns some o' de

road, an' 'e wuz de biggest farmer uv a

railroader dat youse ever sees. Say, dat

chump wuz afraid o' de cars, so dey goes
t' breakin' 'im in easy. First dey takes

'im t' Fort' avenoo t' get 'im uster de

horse cars. Den dey promotes 'im t'

Broadway t' get uster de cable cars. Den
w'en 'e could stand in Jersey City yard
w'ile a switch engine passes 'im, an' 'e

doesn't fall down, den 'e comes an' tells

de ol' man 'ow t' run a railroad. Wot?
Stringin' youse. Nit. Cross me fingers.

Dat's on de level. See? T'ell wid a fool,

even dough he's only a day old.

"Say, one day I snaggs me toe in de
ofifus carpet, an' stumbles agin Van Allen,

an' 'e cusses me an' calls me names wot
means fight. See? Say, dat scrap wuz a

bute. We truns over de desk wot be-

longs t' Miss Jennie, de typewrite, an' den
over goes de bookcase, buttered side

down. Miss Jennie hollers awful, an'

we'n de special officer pulls us apart, I

wuz shy two teet 'nd me mout' hurt, but
de big stifif wuz bleedin' like a stuck pig.

He 'ad a black eye an' a blue one, an' 'is

left ear hung on by a bit uv skin, wot I

didn't bite clean t'rough. See?
"Say, dat sluggin' match queers me wid

de ol' man, an' 'e fires bote me an' de big
stiff, bodily. Me proud spurrit wouldn't
let me go sellin' poipers agin on de Bow-
ery, an' I gets in hard lines. Good t'ings

didn't come me way s' swift wot I breaks
me neck adodgin' uv 'em.

"One day, at noon hour, I meets Miss
Jennie, de typewrite, chasin' 'erself across

Broadway t' feed 'er face. ' 'Lo, Miss
Jenny,' says I.

" 'Lo Danny,' says she. Den she up an'

tells me dat Mrs. Agnew, me side pard-

ner, chases 'erself t' de offus dat mornin',

an' not secin' 'er Ten T'ousand Dollar

Beauty, a.xes w'ere wuz Danny Dugan.
" 'Fired.' says Miss Jennie.
" 'Fired?' says Mrs. Agnew. 'Who

fired 'im?'

" 'De ol' man,' says Miss Jennie.

'Fired 'im fur fightin.' Den Miss Jennie

goes an' coughs up to Mrs. Agnew all

about de scrap. See?
" 'Is it straight dat de big stiff cussed

Danny," says she. Dem want just her

words, but dey means de say t'ing.

" 'Sure,' says Miss Jennie; an' wid dat

Mrs. Agnew chases 'erself int' de ol'

man's private ofifus, an' about five minutes

later she chases 'erself out agin wid 'er

nose up in de air as dough she smells

somet'ink bad, an' den she takes de eleva-

tor down stairs.

" 'Now don't youse give me away,

Danny,' says Miss Jennie, 'fur I'll git it

in de neck if youse squeals on me. Dere's

sometink goin' t' drop, an' youse '11 soon

be on Easy Street agin, Danny,' says she,

an' den she quits me. Wot? Squeal on
dat goyle, wot's a dead game turrowbred?

Not on yer tintype, I don't t'ink.

"Say, de next day I gits a letter wid

a pass from de ol' man's oflfus, sayin' dat

I must chase meself to see Mr. Simmons,
wot's de master mechanic, an' present de
inclosed letter t' 'im. See?

"Say, I t'ought I wants t' see chust how
bad de ol' man wuz stuck on me, an' 'ow

de letter piped me oflf t' Mr. Simmons, so

I holds de letter over de tea kittle till it

opens up; den I reads it an' seals it agin.

Dis is wot it says: 'De bearer, Danny
Dugan, is too strong fur ofifus woick.

Giv de mug a chob firin.' Give 'im de

worst ol' kittle youse got wot'll boil water.'

See? Dat's 'ow I falls heir t' dat cold-

blooded '84' an' August. Say, wuzzent
dat a dose?

"Does youse git onto de purceedin'

operandi? Doesn't youse see dat Mrs.

Agnew pulls de ol' man's leg fur a chob
fur me, an' beats 'im wid low cards, an'

den 'e wins out by beatin' me in a show
down. See? Say, Mrs. Agnew's me good
side pardner, an' I t'inks a heap o' her.

She gives me de kind heart twice, an'

wot she says goes wid me, an' dats on de

level.

"Wot's dat? Air-brake school? Say,

dat joint's a winner, sure. I doesn't do
a t'ing but gives it de hug. An' Mr.

Jennings, wot's de 'structor, 's right

people, an' dat goes. See? His woick's

fine, an' w'en 'e chins about dem brakes

youse kin get on. Youse don't t'ink a

fonygraf's buzzin' youse agin time. An'
let me give youse a tip dat 'e 's got speed

an' curves, bote. W'en 'e chins t' Mr.

Simmons an' Mr. W'ite, 'e talks de high-

est falutinest langwidge wot 'ud cork

youse; but w'en 'e chins to me an' de odder

fellys wot trots in me class, 'e drops all

dem swell gags, an' talks straight English

wot wese is onto. See?

"Say, de last trip in, me an' Eddie Mor-
ris, an' two o' de gafters on Blakey's crew,

chases down to de joint, an' Mr. Jennings

gives us de glad hand an' welcome heart.

" 'Fellys,' says 'e, 'dis time I'm not

goin' t' make de t'ing s' dead easy dat
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youse may catch on, but I'm going t' go
youse one better, an' make it s' dead easy

dat youse can't help catcliin' on.' See?

Den he spouts lil<e dis:

" 'De straight air brake's like a brewery
before dere wuz any saloons. Every time

a mug wants t' wet 's w'istle 'e 'as t' chase

hisself clean down t' de brewery, fur dere

wuz no booze anyw'ere but at de brewery.

Wid de straight air brake dere wuz no
squeezed air anyw'ercs but in de main
drum, an' de cylinders all got it from

dere. Wen de street cars stop runnin',

or anyt'ing happens, den de felly can't

chase down t' de brewery fur 'is booze,

an' 'e goes t'irsty. Wen de train pipe

busts, de main drum can't send squeezed

don't do a t'ing but keep squeezed air

'specially fur it. Wen de cylinder uses

up all de air in de zallary razzerboy, den

de main drum sends it some more, chust

like de brewery sends full kegs t' de sa-

loon w'en de drunks swally de slop all up.'

See? Say, dat's as good English as I

ever hears, even on de Bowery.

"Say, youse orter see de way dat 'Scis-

sors,' dat tall, t'in, rusty-headed front gaf-

ter o' Blakey's looked at Mr. Jennings.

I t'umpcd dat mug de second trip dat I

makes fur callin' August rotten, but dem
dead easy words o' Mr. Jennings knocked
more into dat glass head dan I could wid

me dukes. Wot, youse ain't onto 'glass

head'? Say, youse is a dead green far-

de zallary razzerboy only holds squeezed

air enough t'set de brake one or two times,

den it must get more air from the main

drum. If de beer is low in de keg, youse'll

have t' take short drinks. If de squeezed

air is low in de zallary razzerboy, de

brakes wont hold good. If de saloon li-

cense runs out, de joint is closed. Den
you see de place, but no booze. If de

air brake gets out o' fi.\. an' is cut out, you
has de same t'ing as de saloon widout de

license. Youse kin see de iron hangin'

under de car, but it's no brake; it's scrap

iron, an' won't stop de car any more dan

will spittin' on de wheel. See?

"Say, I'll have t' quit youse. I'm dead

tired, an' must go home an' pound me
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is more mecbanical and superior to the

forms hitherto illustrated in "Loco-

motive Engineering." In this plan a

bracket is attached to the tender frame,

and is necessary in order that the tender

trucks may be interchangeable, which is

believed to be a most important consid-

eration. Those forms in which a bracket

is employed on the port cylinder head,

involve an arrangement of truck levers

that prevent the trucks from being inter-

changeable, as the brake beam levers of

both trucks are inclined in the same direc-

tion.

As a rule, tender-brake apparatus has

been applied in a rather slipshod manner,

and iiac not been confined to the railway

shops alone, aJ some of the locomotive

works have been supplying foundation

gear on new equipment that is rather start-

ling as a mechanical paradox. Railways

and locomotive builders that have not an

equally efficient standard form of tender-

brake gear, would do well to adopt this

one, as it will give much better satisfac-

tion than many of the forms used on

their tenders at the present time.

^ i i
Coming: Convenfon of the Air>Brake

Men.

The Association of Railroad Air-Brake

Men will hold their third annual conven-

tion in Boston, Mass., beginning on Tues-

day, April 14, 1896. Secretary Kilroy is

sending the members a circular letter

which contains the , following informa-

tion:

Headquarters will be at the American

House, where the following rates have

been secured: Rooms—one person in a

room, $1 per day; two persons in a room,

$1.50 per day. Meals are not included,

but may be obtained at the hotel, or else-

where, as desired.

The convention will be called to order

in the main hall of the hotel at 9 o'clock,

Tuesday morning, April 14th.

No charge will be made to parties who
wish to make exhibits, but all exhibits

must be closed during the hours when

the convention is in session.

A large attendance is promised, and

indications are that the Boston Conven-

tion will be even more successful than

the two preceding ones.

g i i
A Definition.

Failure of the Air Brakes—An impos-

sibility; a misnomer. A once popular,

but now almost obsolete term used by

knowing employes in making out deten-

tion and accident reports, to hoodwink

innocent and credulous officials; a favor-

ite excuse used by guilty employes to shift

the real cause of certain irregularities

from themselves to a defenseless but wor-

thy servant. A phrase used by the lay

press to tell how little they know about

brakes, and how easily their reporters

are gulled.—Air-Brake Dictionary up to

date.

Mr. Kidder's sketch of a well-designed

tender brake in December number has

caused much interest to be manifested in

tender brake gears. It goes without ar-

gument that tender brakes, as a rule, are

more faulty in design and defective in

condition than any other brake on the

train. Persons to whom the designing of

tender brakes is entrusted should make a

canvass of all tenders under their charge,

and see if there are not some which have

no dead levers, are braking on but one

truck, or what is equally objectionable,

a double brake so designed that with cer-

tain wear of shoes it is possible to concen-

trate the entire brake power on one truck.

We predict that some freaks will be

found.

i i i
There is a very convenient instruction

rootn fitted up beside the master me-

chanic's office at the Seaboard Air Line

shops, Portmouth, Va., where Mr. W. J.

Hartman instructs all classes of trainmen

concerning particulars of train mechan-

ism. There are apparatus illustrating

every detail of air-brake mechanism, and

everything relating to steam heating and

all other mechanism which trainmen

ought to understand. This includes

methods of putting in various car brasses,

and the best way of dealing with accidents

to all sorts of running gear, including

accidents to the locomotive. Most of the

devices have been got out by Mr. Hart-

man, and some of them are very ingeni-

ous. The work done in that room is cer-

tain to make the trainmen self-reliant in

dealing with the numerous disorders to

which train mechanism is subject.

i i i
p. M. Kilroy, Secretary of the Air-

Brake Men's Association, presents an odd

problem to the readers of "Locomotive

Engineering" this month. He specially

advises that the car from which this brake

gear was sketched was not a Cotton Belt

car but was a foreigner which strayed into

the Pine Bluflf yards and was caught. We
hope our readers will jump on to this

freak, and make it give an account of itself.

i i i
That the tender brake is generally

recognized to be the "weak sister" among
train brakes, is evidenced by the West-

inghouse Air-Brake Company's recent

preparation of a model design of tender-

brake rigging, which is illustrated in this

issue. It is a good one, and will "wear

out brake shoes."

i i i
The P. R. R. air-brake instruction car,

which we understand has been out of ser-

vice for some time past, is now making a

trip over the Philadelphia, Wilmington

& Baltimore division. Mr. Robert Mc-

Laren, locomotive engineer on the Pitts-

burgh division, and T. J. Mendenhall,

locomotive engineer on the New York

division, are in charge.

CORRESPONDENCE.
An Air=Brake Problem.

Editors :

The rotary valve of a D 8 brake valve

was reported leaking, and was repaired

by the repairman in the roundhouse. The

engineer, preparatory to taking the en-

gine out of the roundhouse, started the

air pump slowly, and then began to oil

around. As he was a careful engineer,

and his mind was also on oil records,

some little time was consumed before he

returned to the cab, where he was sur-

prised to find the main-reservoir pointer

registered a hundred pounds and the

train line pointer was at zero. He opened

the stop cock at rear of tender, and no

air came out of the train pipe. The brake

valve handle was in full release position.

All stop cocks were in proper position,

and there were no blind gaskets or frozen

pipes. Engine was delayed atout two

minutes before engineer discovered what

was wrong. What was the trouble?

riattsnwuth. Neb. E. B. Thrall.

Kilroy's Problem.
Editors :

The accompanying sketch of brake

leverage was taken some time ago from a

foreign car in our yards by Mr. C. S.

Lvctimulii't Ennincering, N. 1'.

Shallenberger and is sent you hoping it

may be of interest to your readers, and

that it may be the means of leading to a

better understanding of foundation brake

gear by the general air-brake man.

The car brakes on but one truck (which,

of course, is wrong), and has an 8-inch

brake cylinder and quick-action triple,

which gives a total cylinder pressure of

3,000 pounds. There are two live levers,

and no dead levers. There is but one

fixed point, which, with other details, is

given in the sketch.

Piiii- Bluff, Ark. P. M. Kilroy.

i i i
The Hurst Pressure»Retaining

Attachment.
Editors :

Under separate cover I am sending you

a blueprint of an appliance patented by

John M. Hurst, master mechanic of the

Great Salt Lake & Hot Springs Railway.

This device has been used for nearly two

years on the Utah Central Railway, which

has some four and six per cent, grades,

and has done its work perfectly. It gives
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the engineer complete control of the train,

and he does not have to release brakes to

recharge the train pipe and auxiliary

reservoirs.

The operation of the appliance is as fol-

lows: Immediately after making an ap-

plication of the brakes, the brake valve

handle is placed in full release position to

recharge the train pipe and auxiliary

the Hurst retaining valve (Fig. i) by the

Hurst retaining pipe (Fig. 4), and regis-

ters on gage (Fig. 3). When air is re-

leased through cock (Fig. 9), reducing

pressure in chamber H i, the pressure in

chamber H 2 raises valve H 7 and releases

air from Hurst pipe through H 11, re-

ducing pressure at K 3, interposed valve

(Fig. 6) allowing triple to release L i,

RETAINING
VALVE

reservoirs. The Hurst pipe holds the

brakes on until time to release. The re-

lease is made by opening the cock. Fig. 9.

When making an application of the brakes,

the air pressure coming from the prelimi-

nary exhaust port is carried in pipe run-

ning from engineer's brake valve to Hurst

retaining valve (Fig. i) and supplemetary

reservoir (Fig. 2), and registers on gage
(Fig. 3). The pressure released from the

train pipe at the brake valve is carried to

NTERPOSED
VALVE L

LncoMorivK ENOiNBCniNO. H. V

L. 7 and Westinghouse pressure-retaining

valve I.

An application of the brakes can be

made, showing ten or fifteen pounds on
the gage (Fig. 3); then it can be run up to

twenty or thirty pounds more, increasing

or diminishing as the judgment of the

engineer dictates. If it is necessary to cut

out any brake in the train on account of

broken brake beam or other cause, the de-

vice does not interfere with the working

of the other cars. This device does not

require a large main reservoir, and could

be worked without one, for that matter,

for the reason that it is not necessary to

release brakes to recharge the train pipe

and auxiliary reservoirs. It saves the air

pump and pump repairs, as the pump does

not have to be run fast to keep up the

supply of air. It is especially adapted to

long trains and high speeds, as it is possi-

ble to recharge immediately after an appli-

cation for use in case of an emergency or

accident. It save the brakemen from run-

ning over the train to turn up or down the

pressure-retaining valves, as they can al-

ways be left turned down.

Cars with this appliance work in har-

mony with the plain automatic cars in the

train, which use the retaining valve the

same as other cars. The automatic cars

work behind cars with this device the

same as if the whole train was automatic.

In place of the interposed valve piston

L 2, we use a diaphragm the same as in

the Hurst retaining valve (see sectional

view). Patent provides for either piston

or diaphragm. The cut of the duplex

hose coupling shows for itself.

W. A. L.^NGKORD,

Conductor Utah Central Ry.

Sail Lake Cily, I 'la/i.

[The general idea of a brake system

having two lines of pipe started almost

with the first conception of the automatic

brake, and is probably described as clearly

in patent No. 144,006 as in any of the later

ones. No. 235,922 contains a description

of this mode of operation, that was de-

signed by the W. A. B. Co. and was given

a practical test on the Denver & Rio

Grande road. There was absolutely no
trouble with any of these plans working
all right. The objection seemed to be

that they all cost more than they came to.

It is a matter of record that the mainten-

ance of the hose is by far the largest ex-

penditure in keeping brakes in order, and
any proposition that would look like

doubling this item is not apt to be received

with any great amount of ardor by people

who have to pay for keeping up brakes.

So great was the prejudice against the

automatic brake by those who had but

little faith in the new system, that the first

trains equipped with it were also fitted

with the straight air brake; and, by the

interposition of a check valve on each car,

either brake could be used at the pleasure

of the engineer.

In fulfilling the exacting requirement.-*

of heavy mountain service through the

West and other sections, the lack of faith

had in the automatic system in early days

has been supplanted by the absolute con-

fidence of the many who daily place their

lives in its keeping.

The design is ingenious, and, doubt-

less, performs its work creditably and
effectively as stated by our correspondent.

But it is hardly probable that any double-

line system will become popular and
marketable at this stage of the art.—Ed.]
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The Knowles Slack Adjuster.

Editors :

Inclosed herewith please find a sketch

of the Knowles brake adjuster; also a

mechanical description, etc. The ad-

juster has been in service upwards of one

year, and is now running between St. Paul

and Boston, giving perfect service in all

kinds of weather.

The advantages claimed for the device

are as follows:

First—It is simple, reliable and positive

in action, and is well calculated to meet

the requirements of an automatic brake

adjuster.

Second—It will keep all levers at right

A common brake pin H is placed in hole

at back end of tooth bar B.

When the live lever exceeds its proper

travel, the pawl G will drop over another

notch. In releasing the brake, the pawl

G holds live lever at N, and causes pawl

F to advance a notch. The pawl G also

holds the tooth bar down firmly on pin

A-, and as the pawl F rises to advance

a notch, the bearing is thrown more at »?,

which holds the pawl F firmly in place.

Fig. I is a perspective sketch of pin A.

removed from its place in hole M in the

lever jaw. Fig. 2 shows section through

longitudinal center of pin A. Dotted lines

show the angle to which the ends of pin

angles to the rods which operate them,

when the brake is set, dead levers in-

cluded.

Third—With this system the thickness

of the brake shoes is not limited to the

capacity of the dead levers for taking up

the wear; consequently, thicker shoes

may be used.

Fourth—It will compare favorably with

any similar device now on the market in

point of durability and cost.

The mechanical description is as fol-

lows: The live lever terminates in a fork

or jaw of the size and shape shown in the

sketch. Two holes are drilled through

the jaw; the bottom 'one is i inch in

diameter, and the top one 5^ inch. A pin,

of either dropped or forged steel, is made
to fit bottom hole. On the top side of

pin 4, and midway between its ends, a

depression is made wide enough to receive

the tooth bar B, and of a depth nearly to

its center, as shown at c. The back half

of pin A is further depressed as shown at

d, so as not to come in contact with tooth

bar B. By reason of a lip or projection

on pin A (shown at e), the tooth bar B has

a bearing on pin A between the point

c and e. The draw pawl F is made of

drop-forged or cast steel, with slotted

holes in lower ends, and is heated and

closed over tenoned ends of pin A. The
pawl G is attached and held in place by

two pins N, one on each side, driven or

screwed into holes in forked end of lever.

A are tenoned. A recess is cut in hole M
for the purpose of admitting the lug e.

Louis Knowles.
3/i)i>ieapolis, Minn.

[Mr. Knowles incloses a letter to us

from E. A. Williams, mechanical super-

intendent of the Minneapolis, St. Paul &
Sault Ste. Marie Railroad, compliment-

ing the device for the satisfaction it has

given on his line in service trials.—Ed.]

i i i
Quick Action Triples on Engines and

Tenders—Graduating Springs.

Editors :

In reply to the editorial comment on

my communication regarding the advisa-

bility of using quick-action triples on en-

gines and tenders, I should like to say a

few words.

It cannot be denied that the various con-

ditions of brake-shoe friction, etc., en-

countered on long trains have much to

do with the numerous break-in-twos

which occur on emergency application of

the brake, and it is not for a moment con-

tended that the lack of a quick-action

v^lve on the engine is the sole cause of

such trouble; but it seems to be an in-

controvertible fact that, if the engine brake

sets after the car brakes are fully applied,

there must be a very severe strain on the

drawbars as a result. Considering the

difference in the size of the quick-action

port and the service port, it is very evi-

dent that there must be quite an appre-

ciable difference in time between the at-

tainment of full pressure on the first cars

and full equalization in the engine-brake

cylinders.

The point made in the comment re-

ferred to, i. e., that break-in-twos gener-

ally occur near the end of the stop, cer-

tainly seems opposed to the writer's the-

ory; but it is not hard to explain, on the

ground that on neither engine nor cars do

the brakes shoes take hold very violently

at high or moderate speeds. It is also a

matter of record, based on tests almost

too numerous to count, that the friction

of brake shoes varies as the shoe becomes

heated; but this does not always result in

increased friction, but sometimes, al-

though not very often, in a decrease of

holding power.

It is to be noted further that emergency

applications are often made when the

train is at low speed; and as the brakes

then take hold much more violently, it

is reasonable to suppose that the slower

action of the engine brakes must produce

a severe strain on the drawbars.

The danger of too frequent use of the

emergency application on the lone en-

gine, in case it were equipped with quick-

action brakes, must, of course, be ac-

knowledged to be an objection to their

introduction in such equipment; but it

could be readily overcome, as suggested,

by the use of a stiffer graduating spring,

and this would not make a difference

in emergency pressure sufficient to be

material (not, in any event, over a couple

of pounds); and it is, after all, not so much
the small proportionate added pressure

as the quickness of action which is the

great consideration in emergency braking.

The sfatement that the present degree

of sensitiveness of the quick-action valves

would result in emergency applications

on the lone engine, even in service posi-

tion of the engineer's valve, is another

thing which inclines the writer to the be-

lief that the present standard of gradu-

ating spring is not heavy enough. This

belief has been growing on me for quite a

long time past, and it may not perhaps

be inopportune at this time to start a dis-

cussion on it.

The present position is this, i. e., to se-

cure the very minutest gain in time of

application on a fifty-car train—a gain

which can only be expressed by the use

of fractions of a second as small as hun-

dredths—the triple-valve mechanism has

been made so sensitive that, with a long

train of brakes in operation, what might

be called a reasonably rapid service ap-

plication is impossible. The preliminary

and service discharge ports must be made

so small that accurate stops for water

or coal can only be made with the very

greatest difficulty, skill and loss of time.

The use of the emergency application is

forbidden the engineers; and yet the ser-

vice ports are so proportioned that, with
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a long pipe to operate, the graduated in-

crease in braking force comes so slowly

that it is difficult sometimes to make even

respectable station stops without coming

into a station at a snail's pace.

I have heard many engineers say that

it is veo' strange that with the plain au-

tomatic brake they could make accurate

stops with comparative ease and without

shock or violence; yet with the quick-

action brake, limiting themselves to the

service application notch in the engineer's

valve, they find it almost impossible at

times to stop a long train with reasonable

accuracy without loss of time.

It is very common for the officials to

make comments on the engineer's work

with the brake, damning him for loss of

time or damage due to violent applica-

tions: but when I hear anything of this

kind. I always think of the engineer's

position, and wonder how the official, if

placed in the same position, would make
out. Goodness knows there are careless

engineers without number, but there are

also many careful men amongst them,

and these ought certainly to be given fair

play. The men are not always alone to

blame.

Chicago, III. P.\UL Synnestvedt.

[Experiment has proven that an appli-

cation of the brake from the time air en-

ters the cylinder until the maximum pres-

sure has been developed, is but little dif-

ferent in the plain and quick-action

triples, as the emergency port of the

quick-action triple is in play but an in-

stant, during which the desired portion

of train-pipe pressure is vented to the

brake cylinder; thea it closes, and the ser-

vice port finishes the application with

pressure from the auxiliary reservoir. The
service port of the plain triple, which is

considerably larger than the service port

in the quick-action triple, is wide open

during the entire application; hence the

slight difference in time of applications.

The comparison between the size of the

emergency port of the quick-action triple

and the service port of the plain triple,

is liable to mislead, and is not applicable

to the point under discussion.

Should the brakes be applied from

some point a considerable distance back

in the train, then the strain on the draw-

bars would be great, indeed, and the train

would play "crack the whip" with the en-

gine; but as the application is begun at

the engine, and the time of full applica-

tion of brakes on engine and head cars

is so nearly simultaneous, the strain on

the draw-bars at time of application is

not nearly so severe as later on, when all

brakes have attained full pressure, and the

break-in-twos occur.

The belief that the graduating springs

are being made lighter, in order to short-

en the time of emergency application on

a fifty-car train, is an erroneous one, as

the lighter springs which have been re-

placing the heavier ones for the past two
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years, are the springs originally used in

the first quick-action triples, and which

were temporarily abandoned until such

time as the older forms of brake valves

should give way to the equalizing dis-

charge type. The latter form of brake

valve has been so generally adopted by

railways that the original graduating

springs are now being replaced.

The charge that the service application

has been sacrificed, in order that a few

hundredths part of a second's time might

be gained in the quick-action application

on a fifty-car train, is entirely speculative,

and is without any foundation whatever.

A train of fifty cars, running at a speed of

thirty miles per hour, recently was

stopped by a continuous service applica-

tion in a little over a half a train length.

A five-car passenger train, running thirty

miles per hour, was likewise stopped In

335 feet. Fifty-car freight trains arc not

required to make milk-platform stops,

neither are they supposed to make Em-
pire State Express speed into a water-

tank stop.

Better judgment and greater skill is un-

questionably necessary to successfully op-

erate air brakes on long freight trains

now than was required some years ago,

when shorter trains were equipped with

plain triples. The engineer must be

brought up abreast of the times. The
brakes cannot be retrograded to suit old-

time practices. If we were to go back-

ward by replacing the quick-action triples

with plain ones, or cquivalently stiffen the

graduating springs to a degree that would

permit the resumption of old-time reck-

lessness and familiarity with the emer-

gency position of the brake valve, wc
would be back to the M. C. B. brake trials

at Burlington in 1887.

If our correspondent would trouble

himself to acquire a little closer personal

acquaintance with the requirements and

governing practices of actual service, in-

stead of permitting a few back numbers

to play upon his credulity, he would

recognize the fact that we are to-day

faced by conditions different from those

of fifteen or twenty years ago, and whose

requirements must be met by suitable

means, even though the means supplied,

while fulfilling their purpose, do not re-

ceive the approval of a few who have not

advanced with the times.

In meeting with the many railway offi-

cials throughout the country, we have

yet to hear one begrudge an engineer all

the time necessary to make a creditable

stop; and we have yet to hear the first one

curse an engineer for consuming time

necessary to make a smooth stop. How-
ever, there are some officials, and many
passengers and train crews, too, who have

used strong language when roughly han-

dled. The latter paragraph of the article

is so heavily diluted with politics that

nearly all trace of logic and fact is lost.

—

Ed.]
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The New Twelve-Inch Brake Cylinder.

When the Westinghouse Air-Brake Co.

designed their lo-inch automatic brake

apparatus, it was properly adapted to such

cars as were then built, and which to a

considerable extent are still constructed.

In order to meet the need of a more
powerful brake for sleeping cars and un-

usually heavy passenger equipment cars,

they designed, and have been furnishing

for several years past, a 14-inch brake

equipment therefor; but the prevalent

practice of building passenger equipment
cars weighing from 50,000 to 70.000

pounds, makes a brake apparatus of in-

termediate power desirable for the latter

class of these weights; and that company
will hereafter manufacture for such cars

a schedule of quick-action automatic

brake apparatus with a 12-inch cylinder,

which will be known as "Schedule R."

The introduction of this new schedule

will enable three different schedules of

air-brake apparatus for passenger equip-

ment cars to be furnished, as follows:

Schedule C (lo-inch cylinder, 12 x 33-

inch auxiliary reservoir and Plate E 24

triple valve), for weights over 30,000 and

up to 50,000 pounds.

Schedule R (12-inch cylinder, 14 x 33-

inch auxiliary reservoir and Plate E 27

triple valve), for weights over 50,000 and
up to 70,000 pounds.

Schedule P (14-inch brake cylinder,

i6x'33-inch auxiliary reservoir and Plate

E 27 triple valve), for weights over 70,000

pounds.

In attaching this apparatus to cars, the

levers of the foundation brake gear should

be so proportioned as to exert a brak-

ing pressure of 90 per cent, of the light

weight of the cars, based on a total cylin-

der pressure as follows: For Schedule C^,

4.700 pounds; for Schedule R, 6,800

pounds; for Schedule P, 9,200 pounds.

@ g i
An unusual amount of information may

be expected in the report of the proceed-

ings of the Air-Brake Men's third annual

convention. The committee reports, now
in the hands of the printing committee,

are the combined contributions of the

best-known and authoritative air-brake

men in the business; and if bound and

sold over the name of any single one of

the contributors, would bring five times

the price which will be asked for a copy

of the report. Look out for a pleasant

surprise.

i ^ i
Correspondents should send in their

communications as soon as possible after

reading "Locomotive Engineering," and

not wait until later. Several correct solu-

tions of Conger's problem were received

too late to be given credit last month.

i i ^
Orange Pound sends a description of a

badly designed tender brake, but neglects

to inclose sketch as he intended.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
On Air-Brake Subjects.

(13) E. M. J., Indianapolis, Ind., asks:

Is the high-speed brake used extensive-
ly anywhere yet, and how does the price
compare with that of the ordinary quick-
action brake? A.— It is practically limited
as yet to use on the Empire State Express
trains on the New York Central road,
and on the Congressional Limited on the
Pennsylvania line. It has not yet been
placed for sale on the general market.

(14) W. K. B., Albany, N. Y., asks:

Are there any E 6 brake valves which
should have the air pump governor at-

tached to the train-pipe pressure? A.

—

Not if the brake valve has the regular
feed-valve attachment, in which case it

should be connected to main-reservoir
pressure. But if the excess-pressure
valve, such as was temporarily furnished
in some instances while the feed-valve at-

tachment was being perfected, is used,

then the connection to train-pipe pressure
is all right. Where any of these old ex-

cess-pressure valves are found on D 5 or
E 6 valves, they should be sent to the

manufacturer in exchange for a feed-valve

attachment, and the governor connection
changed accordingly.

(is) J. B. D., Arkansas City, Kan., asks:

What causes a D8 brake valve to

release brakes after they have been set

and brake valve handle is brought back
on lap? Brakes would release every time
with this particular valve. A.—You do
not mention whether the application is

an emergency or service. If it is the for-

mer, the leakage of pressure from the

equalizing reservoir past the packing ring

in the equalizing piston, raises the pres-

sure in the train pipe higher than that in

the auxiliary reservoirs. If it is the latter,

the leakage of pressure from the main
reservoir past the rotary valve or the ex-
cess pressure valve into the train pipe.

Try the leaky rotary valve test for the
latter.

(16) J. R. T., Buffalo. N. Y., asks:

If cars equipped with i-inch train pipe,

or i>:4-inch hose, fitted with one inch
couplings, as is being found on many
cars of late, are mixed in with cars in

train equipped with i^^-inch train pipe
and the standard quick-action automatic
brakes, would the i-inch pipe and coup-
lings in any way interfere with the proper
working of the quick-action brakes in

the train? A.—Tests have proven that

there is but very little difference in favor
of the i54-uich train pipe when all cars

are cut in, so far as time of application is

ccncerned; but when certain cars are cut

out, the large pipe has an increased ad-
vantage over the inch pipe in being able

to let quick action pass through the cut-

out cars, when the inch pipe would not
be«ble to do so. Inch couplings do not
fit well in i;;I-inch hose, and should not
be used.

(17) T. L. J., Chicago, 111., writes:

I had an 8-inch pump overhauled. The
top head was given new reversing-valve
bush, valve and stem; also new reversing
piston and bush, new main-valve rings

and bushings. When steam was turned
on, the upward stroke was made slowly

and laboriously, while the downward
stroke was made rapidly, and with a

"chug." As the pump did not work sat-

isfactorily, the new head was removed
and replaced by one which had been in

service for some time. Where and what
was the trouble? Air valves were O. K.

A.—As the exchange of top heads re-
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moved tlie trouble, it is safe to say that

the irregularity existed in some part of

the reversing gear which would.not allow
the main valve to give a full supply of

steam to the lower end of cylinder.

The trouble should be looked for in the

obstruction of ports (probably due to

fitting), in the admission port to rever-

sing-valve bush, ports leading to and from
reversing-piston bush, in the fit of bush-
ings, and in the fitting of the reversing

piston and its stem.

(i8) W. H. C, Rocky Mount, N. C,
writes:

We have an engine here whose signal

blows correctly with engine and tender

alone, but when coupled to train it will

blow incorrectly—say. when the con-
ductor pulls cord it will blow four times

when it should blow three. I have cleaned

the diaphragm in signal valve, cleaned the

reducing valve attached to main drum,
and have blown out the pipes and drained

the drum; but all to no avail. Please

inform me what is the cause of the trouble,

and how to remedy it. A.—The manner
in which the conductor pulls the signal

cord probably has considerable to do with

the case. The pull should be of about a

second's duration, with two seconds in-

terval. If you use the angle cock in mak-
ing your roundhouse test, you are follow-

ing a misleading practice whi;h is no
test whatever. You should get up a

testing device as illustrated on page 704

of November "Locomotive Engineering,"

and follow out the instructions as given

on that page. A little practice will enable

you to locate and correct any trouble

arising with the signal apparatus.

(19) T. B. J., Chicago, III., asks:

What is the cause of air-signal whistle

blowing after reducing valve and signal

valve have been thoroughly cleaned, pump
started, forty pounds or more in the main
leservoir; and when brake-valve handle

(D 8) is moved from running to full re-

lease position the whistle will blow? 2.

What is the reason the whistle on same
engine will blow, when it should not,

when the engine has a train of coaches;

and will not blow on the light engine,

except when the angle cock is opened to

try it, or' when coupling is being made to

train? A.— i. It is probable that the sup-

ply valve does not seat, and permits

signal-line pressure to return to main
drum. Perhaps the bottom part of re-

ducer has been screwed so tightly into

the upper part that gasket 11 has been
thinned at the edges and allows more
than 40 pounds in the signal line. Test

with a gage. A.—2. Stem in signal valve

ioo tight. Pipes on engine tight, but

those on coaches leak. Stop "trying"

your signal with the angle cock. Get a

testing device as shown on page 704,

November number, and you can make
these things give an account of them-
selves.

(20) C. W. P., Netcong, N. J., writes:

Please explain why the triple valve is so

called. One of our boys claims that be-

cause it equalizes the three pressures^
auxiliary reservoir, train pipe and brake
cylinder—it so derives its name. I claim

it is because it does three acts with one
move of the valve. When the train-line

pressure is reduced for an application of

the brakes, it moves down and closes the

feed port, closes the exhaust port, and
opens up the graduating port to the brake
cylinder. When the brakes are released,

the valve again performs three acts with
one movement: for when the train-line

pressure is increased by pressure from
the main reservoir, the triple valve goes

to release position, and opens the feed

port, opens the exhaust port, and closes

the graduating port. Please decide this

question for us. A.—Any one of the fore-

going set of triple functions might be suf-

ficient to give the valve its name. Another
one might be added. Pressure passes

through it three times—in going from
the train pipe to the auxiliary reservoir,

thence to the brake cylinder, and then to

the atmosphere. But the name is derived

from the three great functions which the

valve performs—viz., applies brakes, re-

leases brakes, and recharges the auxiliary

reservoir.

(21) P. K. S., St. Paul, Minn., writes:

A train of seven or more cars left one
of our terminals the other day, equipped

wMth mixed quick action and plain VVest-

inghouse brakes. The Inspector made a

test in the yard, and pronounced the

brakes all right. The first stop was eight

miles out of town, on a heavy down grade,

where there is a railroad crossing. The
engineer made an application, but the

train did not stop, and the hand brakes
were called into use to bring the train to

a standstill after running by. The angle

cocks were examined and found all right.

The brakes were tried once more, but

would not apply. The train was brought
to the depot, and a mail car was taken in,

and the brakes then worked all right. The
engineer says that after coupling up, the

pointer on his gage in the cab fell to sixty

pounds. The driver and tender brakes
worked all this time. What was the cause?
A.—These apparently mysterious actions,

and alleged brake failures, are the most
difficult to handle satisfactorily at long
range. The only way to settle the matter
efifectually is to be on the scene at the

time of the occurrence, and there locate

the cause. Evidence coming second or
third handed is known by air brake men
to be not only unreliable, but sometimes
is badly perverted. The "O. K." which
is given at the end of one of these examin-
ations, and especially if the cause remains
undiscovered, is self-condemning, and
carries more harm than good. The trouble
no doubt occurred while the train was en
route from your coach yards to the city

depot. The examination was doubtless
made by a switch crew, and in face of the
facts that the cause was not found, their

"O. K." was of no value whatever. The
mere taking of the mail car into the train

could have no good effect on the remain-
ing cars, except what was had from ma-
nipulating the angle cocks. That a bene-
fit was obtained by such a manipulation is

evidenced by the perfect working of the
brakes thereafter; this, with the additional
evidence of the gage dropping to sixty

pounds when the coupling was made, and
the fact that the driver and tender brakes
worked all right through the entire time,
is strong circumstantial evidence (and the
only evidence of any value to be had in

this case) that an angle cock was wholly
or partially closed, despite the declara-
tions of the men who claim to have tested
the brakes at the terminal, and those who
pronounced everything "O. K." after the
exarnination at the crossing. Sometimes
shifting obstructions get into the train
pipe, but their symptoms are different
from those in this case.

Light Weight, Middle Weight and
Heavy Weight may be convenient desig-

nating terms for the classification of dif-

ferent weights of passenger cars, which
will henceforth use ten, twelve and four-

teen-inch brake cylinders, respectively.

Ai".\NTED. — An experienced foreman of loco

motive repairs desires a positii>n as foreman

of railroad repair shops. Bust references.

.\ddress. T. H.. I.ocomotivk Km.ini i- hini-..

book:s
KOK LOCOMOTl V E EXO I N K K K S,

l-iKKMKN, Machinists, Boiler
M.\KHRS. ETC.

Catalogue contatninfir all tlic latest and best

works on these subjects can be had FREE by ad-
dressin)^

PHILADELPHIA BOOK COMPANY,
I'racticalf Sctvutiftr ami Tirhnlcttl Jtoohs,

10 S. KIntU St., PItiliKlflpUia, Pa.

HAWKINS"'AIDS" TO ENGINEERS
EXATINATIONS. with
Question.s and Answers.

."lU X T.Uj. leather, gilt edge. S'-J, postpaid.

Send for lii'scriptive f'at.ilopue of this

and other Engineers' Hooks.

XHEO. AITDEI. & CO.,
(!:t liflh Iriniir )•. I.llh SI i;,t . V. V.

DO YOU WANT
TO KNOW HOW THE SPEED

TO FIND
PULLEYS
DRILLS AND TAPS
MILLING CUTTERS
GRINDSTONES
EMERY WHEELS

9
Whether ANY thread can be cut on your

lathe and what gears will cut it—no matter

whether the lathe is geared simple or com-

pound ?

n
MACHINE SHOP

ARITHMETIC
By FRED H. COLVIN and

WALTER LEE CHENEY.

tells you HOW to find these and about all

calculations you need in the shop, such as

estimating weights, finding areas, etc., and
also tells you WHY—knowing WHY pre-

vents making mistakes.

Handy in size: price. 50c. Stamps taken.

= Practical Publishing Company,

rs Worth Hightccnth Street,

EAST ORANGE, N. J.

We can supply any Book or

Too! vou need.

ILLINOIS ^CENTRAL

SOLID VESTIBULE TRAIN.
Dfiil)* nt 9.00 p. m. from Chirnco. Now nn*\ eleennt
Hquipment, built excrf^silr f(tr tni<« nervice. Train
llKlifci! throu-hoiit by cnn. Tickets iind furtliir infor-
mution of vdiir lociil ticket (iu**nL or by iKidressina
A- H HANSON. Q. F. A. 111. Cent S. Si. Cbica»?o, UL
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Tir A MTCr\
f

Airentsevt'i-ywluTe, to representW All 1 dJ • a leadiiiji: mimufjirturintr cum-
Ijany for its Iiii^li fci'Mde of Asbestos sti-jiin !'i|it.' Jt

BoiK'f ('<>vi-riii;;s- Extn^ilent opporl iiiiiti<-s for tlie

rk^lit parlit-s. For luirtioulars. ;ul<lress. II, care
LnioAloriVK KnGINREUI N(i.

BIGNALL & KEELER MFG. CO.,

Works: I
EDVVARDSVILLE, ILL,

I ST. LOUIS, MO.

Builders oi-- the

PEERLESS
Duplex Pipe Thread-

ing Maciiines,

Continuous

Feed

Ratchet Drill

COMBINATION VISES,

WITH REMOVABLE
PIPE JAWS.

GALENA OIL WORKS,
(LIMITED).

Galena Engine, Toaeli and Car Oils,
llie Standard Liibriiating Oils

of America*
SAFETY, SPEED and ECONOMY are the results of

the use of Galeua Oils. COLD TEST, 10 to 15 BELOW
ZERO. These oils do uot freeze in the coldest weather,
while thev are adaptable to the hottest climates.
In the use of Galeua oils there is au entire freedom

from hc.thMxes. except when these are caused by me-
chanical di't.'.-ts.

Tlie iid.i|.tioM of Galena Oils as standard railway lu-

bricants In- ii large majority of the leading railways of
thl»c"uiiii\ is an evidence of their superiority, while
the tail that the- same inads use these oils to-day that
use<l tln-ni ninre than :,'i) years ago, is an evidence of
their uniformity from year to year and year in and out.

Galena Oils are In exclusive use upon three continu-
ous lines from Boston and New York to the Pacific

coast, and uj>on one cnnfinnnns line from the City of
Me.xic.i t., \ew Y. irk. thus ilcTn^nstrating their adajita-

bllitv to all teMii.erafnrcsand climates. Beim; entirely
free from Kum. these <.ils are not affected by dust and
sand as other oils are.

, „ „ „„„..,
We also furnish our customers SIBLEY'S PERFEC-

TION VALVE OIL. which is also used exclusively upon
a majority of the leading railways of America.

GALENA OIL WOKKS, Limited,

Chahles Miller, President.

Chicago Branch OrncE.
PhceniiBuildlii!;, 1.:

FrauUUn, Pa.
Jackson St.

E. SPANCENBERC'S
Manual of Steam Engineering,

Containing more than 2,000
Questions with Ar^rued
Answers, and over 500 illus-

trations ; also his Arith-
metic. Algebra. Plane and

CMJK~

A Full Train Load Not Always
Economical.

We find that there are very few railroail

mechanical men who are inchned en-

tirely to agree with Mr. McConnell in

his assertion that a "locomotive should

haul every ton of freight it is capable of

doing, regardless of cost of fuel or re-

pairs." In discussing this question, Mr.

E. M. Herr, of the Chicago & North-

western, made some points that are

worthy of consideration. He said:

"It is true that the more tonnage an

engine can be made to haul, the less cost

per ton-mile it is to the company for fuel

burned on this engine. While the cost

of the fuel per engine mile is increased,

if it is figured, as is undoubtedly the most

correct way to figure it, on the car mile,

or, still better, the ton-mile basis, it will

always be found that a reduction in cost

per ton-mile has been made by increasing

the average load. It does not, however,

follow that the engine should be loaded

pull them, but the reports showed that

we were not getting more tonnage over

the road. On analyzing the reason for

this, it was found that the trains were

largely delayed at meeting points (I will

say that our passing track facilities were

not adequate), and it was decided to re-

duce the trains. They were quite largely

reduced in the number of cars hauled,

and the amount of tonnage over the di-

vision was very largely increased by do-

ing so. The increase came about from

the fact that, while the engines were not

hauling as many tons of freight per train,

and, figuring from the standpoint of the

engine economy, and from the standard

of fuel burned alone, the engines were not

showing an economical operation; yet

looking at it from the broad standpoint

of the amount of tonnage that could be

moved over that division with a certain

amount of power, we were able to make
a much better showing, and a consequent

gain in revenue for the company, by re-

THE OLD "FRANKLIN," SEABOARD AIR LINE.

Solid Geometry, are sold by every reliable book
dealer for 75c. per volume. Will be sent post
paid after receipt of price bv The Laeoker's In
STRUCTioN Pub. Co., 314 N. 3d St., St. Louis, Mo.

heavily to produce the most economical

results, or that the cost for repairs and

fuel can be entirely neglected, although

there are other conditions that enter in,

which will bring down the economy of

this kind of operation still more than the

increase of repairs.

"As you increase the tonnage that each

engine is expected to haul, you necessarily

decrease the ability of that engine to make
the time over the road, and it is quite

possible to increase the tonnage that is

put upon the engine to such an extent

that, owing to the longer time that it

takes for this engine to get over the road,

you will show an actual increase in the

cost of operation, and a consequent detri-

ment to the service, instead of a gain.

"I know this was the case in an ex-

perience I had one time when I was in

the transportation department. We had

a heavy run of business in one direction.

Anxious to move as much freight as pos-

sible, we loaded the trains heavily, kept

adding cars to the trains as we thought

the engines could pull them, and they did

ducing the trainload instead of increas-

ing it."

Nearly all the speakers who discussed

the paper took a similar position. Among
them were J. N. Barr, G. W. Rhodes, A.

E. Manchester, S. P. Bush, William For-

syth and others.

S ^ i
The Old " Franltlin."

One of our readers, Mr. John G. Justice,

of Waycross, Ga., sends us a very old

photograph of a very old engine that is

of some interest. Our engraving shows

this engine as she appeared in 1876, after

many rebuildings.

The "Franklin" was built by Richard

Norris at Philadelphia, many years ago.

Her cylinders were 13 x 26 inches, with 4

feet 4 inch driving wheels. She origin-

ally had an independent cut-ofif, six ec-

centrics, four rocker arms, two levers

and a two-story steam chest, but these

superfluous parts were all removed at

one time or another, in her different wres-

tles with the back shop.

The "Franklin" was kept for use by the
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Seaboard Air Line, principally for break-

ing in her young engineers; and many of

the men in the West and Southwest, who
are now running fine machines, had their

first experiences on the "Franklin." Mr.

Ben. Lacy, wlio is now Labor Coniniis-

sioner for North Carolina, put in a good
many quiet days hauling gravel with this

old engine, when he was a kid runner.

The photograph shown was an amateur

affair taken at Manly Station, on the R. &
A. R.R., nearly twenty years ago.

i i i
'The Chicago Drainage Canal" is the

title of an illustrated pamphlet issued by

the IngersoU-Sergeant Drill Co., for the

purpose of showing the machinery they

have in use on the Chicago Drainage

Canal. There are interesting illustrations

of the work on different sections of the

canal, and the various methods of doing

the work. The Ingersoll-Sergeant drill

and their channeling machines have per-

formed important work in the excavation

of that great canal. The pamphlet, by

means of fine engravings, gives a very

good idea of the stupendous work done

and of the machinery employed to do it.

Those interested should send for the

pamphlet, which is of the standard size.

i i i
The Capital Machine Tool Co., of Au-

burn, N. Y', are out with a new catalogue

and price list of their vises, jack screws,

etc. The list of vises includes every style

lequired by railroad mechanics; also a

full assortment of ratchet screw and lever

jacks, including special makes of the lat-

ter for loaded cars, heavy wrecking, etc.

Diameter of screw, height and lifting ca-

pacity are given. This company also

manufacture the Tornado bicycle pumps,

which are described in their catalogue.

i i i
We are informed by the Smillie Coup-

ler & Mfg. Co. that the motion of the

Gould Coupler Co. for a restraining

order, before the United States Circuit

Court, was not opposed by them, as they

had only made a few couplers for experi-

ment of the kind that the Gould people

object to. The Smillie Coupler Co.

manufacture quite a variety of couplers,

but the Browning patent does not apply

to them.

i i i
Although "Locomotive Engineering"

has not the name of being a car builder's

paper, the car department is rapidly gain-

ing repute as containing the most valu-

able information about cars to be found in

any paper. One of the principal superin-

tendents of motive power in the country

recently wrote: "I read your paper with

interest and pleasure, and have noted the

publications in the car department, which

are certainly practical and good."

^ i 4*

On February 4th last the Chicago

Pneumatic Tool Co. received an order

from London for ten more of their pneu-

matic hammers—the size used for bead-

ing flues and calking boilers. They had
rcdeived several orders previously from

London for hammers to be used for same
purpose.

gi i i
The Star Headlight Co., of Rochester,

X. Y., recently secured an order for 196

locomotive headlights, to go to Russia.

The Star headlghts are being used by

many other foreign railroads and are

highly thought of.

i i i
The Kalamazoo Railroad Velocipede &

Car Co. shipped last month one each No.

9 "Special" steam inspection car and 2

horse-power gasoline motor car to Aus-

tralia. They shipped also one 8 horse-

power gasoline motor car to Mississippi,

and one No. 9 "Special" steam inspection

car to Buenos Ayres, South America.

i i i •

The committee of the Traveling En-
gineers' Association appointed to report

on the "Standard Form of Examination

of Firemen for Promotion, and New Men
for Employment," have sent out a circular

asking for information. The circular con-

tains ten questions, which, if answered,

will bring a great deal of useful informa-

tion about the practice followed in pro-

moting firemen to engineers and hiring

new men.

i i i
An illustrated circular has been issued

by the Sams Automatic Car Coupler Co..

of Denver, giving a few facts about the

coupler. This coupler is of the link-and-

pin type, operated automatically. A
great many roads in the West are using

it, and it seems to be growing in popu-

larity.

i i i
The paper by J. H. McConnell, read at

the Western Railway Club, on "Loco-

motive Service," stirred up one of the

liveliest discussions ever heard at any rail-

road club. Many of the members criti-

cised severely the statements made, but

somehow most of them veered round to

acknowledge that the paper took sound

ground concerning railroad operating.

i i i
On February 15th, the principal loco-

motive and car repair shops of the Mexi-

can International Railroad at Ciudad Por-

firio Diaz were burned down. The loss

is estimated at $200,000.

i ^ i
The talk is that the New York. New

Haven & Hartford, having swallowed

nearly all the railroads in New England,

is now gaping for the Boston & Albany.

The bait is said to be $230 per share foi

the stock.

i i i
During the month of January, 113 sets

of the Leach sanding device were sold for

locomotives.

Questions and

Jinswers. A True Story with
Few Words.

CHAPTER L FIRST CALL, ^t,^*,

Q. How do you do ?

A. Do as I please.

Q. Ever use P. & B. Rube-
roid car roofing ?

A. Don't want any. It's no
good.

V* Q. Have you ever tried it ?

A. No ! Don't want to.

Q. Let me send you a car

rco^ FREE.
A. All right, go ahead, send

it along.

CHAPTER IL SECOND CALL. »»i

lA rionth Later.) <W»

Q. How do you like the f
Roofing ? J

A. First-class,—beats any-
j

thing I ever used. *^

Q. Is it to be compared with 'j

those cheap paper roofs "j

on the market ? 'j

A. No! It don't break or
f^

tear, seems strong and 'j

elastic. 'j

Q. What do you make it of? "j

A. The best of cow hair and 'j

wool felt. 'j

O. What protection would V
you give us .''

j
A. A written guarantee for ''^

ten years. ^
Q. What ! Give us a new Y

roof if ours wears out

in that time ?

A. Yes, sir ; every time.

^rtntrt<^t1r*, CONCLUSION. Attrt^rt'.^t'*

All right, I'll send a requisition

to the Purchasing Agent to-day

for 500 roofs. If they keep on
being as good we will use them
all the time, and recommend it

along with your Standard Paints

and Insulating Papers. By the

way, that's a neat books of sam-
ples your folks send free— best

assortment I've seen. I keep it

on my desk for reference.

unu- VNOrt. The above products are niun
factured solely hv the STANDARD PAINT tk

CO., 2 Liberty 5t..New York. y
Branches. Chica(;n ami London. ^
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Some Suggestions

FOR THE PREVENTION OF

TRAIN DETENTIONS.

At tlie December meeting of tlie New Yoi'k Rail-

road Club the subject of tlie cause of train deten-

tions was discussed. Mr. C. M. Mendenliall liail

prepared a very interesting taljle stimving tlio

percentages of the various causes. Fifty-tive per-

cent, of tlie delays was traceable to the engine, and

45 per cent, was due to hot iournals, etc., on the

cars. Mr. Mendenhall's table showed that tlie

greatest number of delays were caused by hot

bearings, and that out of every hundred delays

caused by undue friction and overheating of parts

on locomotives, 48 were caused by Imt driving

b'lxes and £0 were caused by hot crank pins. In

other words, if a positive cure can be found fur

hot boxes, hot crank pins, and liot eccentrics, then

the chief causes of train detentions will be elimi-

nated.

If there is any lack of inspection in tlie round-

house, or any careless or hasty work in the reiiair

shop then just so much greater is the liability of

delays.

At the present writing there is no solution of-

fered for the prevention of delays, due to exces-

sive friction and consequent overheating, that is

looked upon so favorably by engineers and officials

as the one recommending the use of Dixon's

specially prepared pure Flake Graphite.

For the past year superintendents of motive

power, master mechanics and engineers have

been making exhaustive tests that have demon-

strated beyond any reasonable doubt that where

engines liave been equipped with Dixon's Graph-

ite, and the graphite properly used, there have

been no delays due to hot driving boxes, crank

pins or eccentrics.

Unfortunately in years gone by experiments

made with inferior qualities of graphite, commonly

known as plumbago or black lead, brought such

unsatisfactory results that plumbago lubrication

was very generally condemned by ofBcials, and

locomotive engineers were forbidden to make use

of it, as the experiments made demonstrated that

brasses were cut and engine cylinders almost

ruined by the sharp grit contained in the plum-

bago.

A tew engineers, however, were convinced that

if pure flake graphite could be obtained very

many of the difficulties of locomotive engineering

would be easily overcome. Samples of Dixon's

Pure Flake Graphite were obtained and experi-

ments were made in a cautious manner and in a

STiall way. A main pin that had refused to run

cool, even after the brasses had been carefully

filed and had been treated with white lead and

deluged with water without effect, responded to

the Dixon Graphite, and when the engine reached

her destination the crank pin was cool for the

first time in many trips.

An engineer, who^e engine had been running liot

in spite of all the lubricants tliat had lieen tried,

was handed a sample of Dixon's Graphite by his

superintendent and told to try it. "Another job

put on me," said the engineer, who claimed that

the fault was in the engine and could not be

remedied without going to the repair shops. That
night the engine left St. Louis for a fast run with

a passenger train to Kansas City. On his return

to St. Louis, the engineer reported that the graph-

ite cured all the difficulty previously experienced.

It has been proved that ordinary engine oil and
Dixon's Graphite will accomplish what the finest

valve oil has failed to do, and hundreds of engin-

eers are confident their engines are doing easier

and better work and saving oil and fuel through

the agency of Dixon's Pure Flake Graphite.

Samples and testimonials and all information

will be furnished by the Joseph Dixon Crucible

Company. Jersey City, N. J., who are the only

manufacturers of a pure flake graphite, it being a

product of tlie famous Ticonderoga mines owned
by the Dixon Company.

The Tribulations of a Reformer.

BY SAM SHORT.

Guy Andrean was a machinist runner,

and was celebrated on the Prairie Central

as the neatest dandy that ever made over-

alls appear graceful adornments of the

form divine. Cleanliness and neatness

were something of a craze with Andrean,

and woe to the fireman who did not keep

everything in apple-pie order. Alter

many changes he got a fireman after his

own heart, a Swede, who, having been a

sailor and accustomed to pumice-stoning

decks twice a day, proved a success. The

boys used to say that twice a day Gus

scrubbed the deck of the "S4," the engine

run by Andrean, but that was an exag-

geration.

Andrean was as particular about all

parts of the engine being kept in the best

working order, as he was about her being

kept clean. There was not a pin, bolt or

bearing that he did not know the exact

condition of as accurately as he knew the

condition of his clothes. He used to rail

about the filthy condition of the round-

house pits, and say they were not fit for

a hog to wallow in—they were not clean

' enough—but all the same, he never came

in from a trip without descending into

these nasty pits and examining every part

under the engine. Every nut and bolt

was felt, every oil hole was scanned, and

the oil cellars were taken down regularly

and the waste cleaned or stirred up.

The other enginemen had not abound-

ing love for Andrean, and called him a

crank. But no engineer got over the

road with so few delays, and he never had

any accidents to his engine, or detentions

on accotmt of hot pins or bearings. The

others said this was because he had a

fool's luck.

As will happen with a man who makes

his meeting-points every time, Andrean

became a favorite with the train dispatch-

ers, and they talked about him without

guile. Before long, the trainmen came

to understand that Andrean got there

more regularly than any other engineet

on the road, and these men shouted their

admiration, although he had several times

kicked brakemen off the engine for bring-

ing loads of Missouri real estate to the

holy deck on their boots. Before people

knew it, Guy was the hero of the road.

Master Mechanic Worth was a neat

man himself, but by force of circum-

stances he had the slouchiest lot of fore-

men to be found in the State of Missouri.

Every shop and yard about the place had

the finger-writing of these slovenly fore-

men written all over, in the shape of dirt

and misplaced material. Worth had

periodical fits of storming about the need

for more order and cleanliness, but little

good came of them. There would be a

brief move to clean up; then, in a day or

two, all hands would drop back into their

old careless, comfortable ways.

Jonah Wesley was roundhouse fore-

man. He had a great affinity for filth.

and did not believe in hiring extra help

to clean up things that did no harm lying

about. One night he fell over an aban-

doned oil box that was lying near the

turn-table pit—fell into the pit head fore-

most and fractured his skull. The posi-

tion of roundhouse foreman was vacant

three days afterwards, and Worth offered

it to Andrean. After much persuasion,

Andrean was prevailed on to try the job

for a month.

He got permission to hang about the

roundhouse for a day or two before he

took hold. Business was rushing on the

road, and an engine no sooner reached

the yard before the train dispatcher was

asking how soon she would be ready to

go out. The feed-water was bad, the

track was in wretched condition and the

engines were badly run down, so the main

roundhouse was not a seat of idleness.

The morning Andrean took hold he

found that three of his machinists, two

helpers and four wipers were out sick.

They had the shakes. He had expected

to inaugurate his rule by starting to clean

up; but getting inavoidable work done

to the engines took all his attention, and

he went home, long after quitting time,

feeling that he had doubled the road with

a way freight. This experience was re-

peated for several days, and between times-

he was cogitating over the cause of so-

much sickness among the men. At first

he laid it to the accumulation of greasy

waste, abandoned overalls, worn-out

hemp packing, dilapidated oil cans, frag-

ments of lunches and other rejected ma-

terial that littered every hiding place

about the roundhouse. One day he

started every wiper and laborer under his

charge to clean out this litter, and got it

all piled up outside to wait for cars to

carry it away; but still the heavy stench,

which he thought came from that rubbish,

greeted his nostrils in the morning. Then

he proceeded to search farther, and dis-

covered that the inside of the house was

encircled by a sewer which held eighteen

inches of selected filth that could not

escape because the drainage pipe had been

set on the wrong level.

Next day, Andrean put in an urgent re-

quest to the master mechanic that the

escape drain should be opened forthwith

and the pipe lowered two feet. Worth

was anxious to have the work done, but

it did not belong to his department, and

he did not propose to be saddled with

expense that belonged to the engineering

department. He would make a request

for the work to be done.

Ten days passed and nothing had been

done with the drain, and cars had not

been furnished to carry away the dirt

collected from under benches and other

hiding places. The general superinten-

dent happened round, and Andrean

thoughtlessly complained about the dif-

ficulty in getting things done that were

necessary for the health of the men. The

G. S. went and blamed the master me-
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chanic for neglecting work that ought to

have been done years ago, and the master

mechanic intimated to Andrean that he

had not been put into the roundhouse to

boss the wliole road. Andrean regretted

leaving the "54," ahhough she was getting

very loose in the joints.

Andrean did not feel that his life's hap-

piness was bound up in his holding the job

of roundhouse foreman, but he inwardly

admitted that he had no right to complain

to the G. S., and took Worth's growl

without proest.

Next day was Sunday, and he went to

the engine house, dressed in his church-

going garb, intending to start up a little

cleaning that he felt was badly needed.

The floor of the engine house had been

originally stout oak planking, but it was

io thickly enameled with grease that a

•visitor was in doubt whether it was as-

phalt or congealed tar. Andrean wanted

to try an experiment of scalding off the

coating of grease with hot water. There

were very few engines in the house, and

it was a good chance to get the work done

well.

An engine had just come in with a full

head of steam, and her boiler would sup-

ply any quantity of boiling water. The

three boiler washers were in attendance,

ready for business. Andrean told Tim
Walsh, the head boiler washer, to go be-

low and connect the wash-out hose to the

blow-off cock. When this was done, he

called to the hostler to open the blow-off

cock gently. He held the hose to show

how the stream of hot water should be

applied.

"Why don't you open that cock," he

shouted to the hostler.

"Shure, I have turned the lever, sur,"

called back the hostler, "and the wather

won't come."

"Tap the cock," he called to the boiler

washer, "it is choked up with mud."

The boiler washer tapped the blow-off

cock, which was full open, and the water

rushed through the hose with terrific

force. The hose began slashing about

like a huge boiling flail. It threw An-

drean headlong into a pit, and wiped the

floor with a party of visitors who had

come to pay their Sunday morning visit

to the roundhouse. Then it swiped over

the boiler and brought down the fireman

tvho was polishing the bell, and it swung

in all directions, seeking more victims;but

all had fled, some of them falling into pits

as they ran through the blinding steam.

When the hose ceased to flail around

on account of the boiler being empty,

four men were picked out of pits, two of

them badly scalded. Andrean was in the

worst condition. They carried him home
very tenderly; and he lay in the house for

four weeks, prominent parts of his per-

son done up in cotton batting, anointed

with sweet oil and lime water.

When the master mechanic came to pay

a visit of sympathy Andrean intimated

that he was done with running round-

houses. The "54" was good enough tor

him. He kept to this resolution.

s ^ i
The "American Machinist," among the

best-known of .\merican technical papers,

has changed owners, a controlling share

of the capital stock having been purchased

by Angus Sinclair and John A. Hill, edit-

ors and proprietors of "Locomotive En-

gineering." Twelve years ago Mr. Sin-

clair, who is author of the well-known

book, "Locomotive Engine-Running and

Management," left railroad life to be-

come associate editor of the "American

Machinist." Four years later the "Amer-

ican Machinist" Publishing Company
started a monthly magazine called "The

Locomotive Engineer," and Mr. Hill was

engaged as editor. That paper had a

rather feeble existence, so far as the busi-

ness end was concerned, till four years

ago, when Messrs. Sinclair & Hill pur-

chased it, changed the name to "Loco-

motive Engineering," and made it an

eminent success. The same energy will,

no doubt, exert a good influence on the

"American Machinist." Several improve-

ments arc already apparent. The size of

page has been greatly reduced and a

cover put on. An electrical department tor

mechanics has been introduced, and we

understand that a variety of other changes

are contemplated which will make the

paper more valuable.
—"Engineering."

g ^ i
Mr. W. E. Willetts, a conductor, has

just recovered $1,750 damages from the

East Coast Railway of Florida, and they

have given him a "clearance" from the

black-list, besides paying his attorney's

fees. Mr. Willetts left the road to take

service with another line, when one of the

officials wrote a letter putting him on the

black-list. Mr. Willetts is now suing for

salary during the time the black-list kept

him out of a job. We believe this is tht

first case where damages have been re-

covered for black-listing—we hope it will

be the last crime of the kind that needs

punishment.

i i i
The Monterey & Mineral Belt Railroad,

01 which J. A. Robertson, formerly gen-

eral manager of the Monterey & Mexican

Gulf road, and Baltimore capitalists are

the owners, is to be extended to Mate-

huala, Mex., a rich mining camp. The

objective point of the road is the city of

Mexico. The road is now in operation

for twenty miles, and is doing a heavy

traffic in ore.

g i i
An editorial article appeared recently in

the Sedalia, Mo., "Star-Sentinel," on com-

pound locomotives, which said a great

many complimentary things about the

Richmond compounds in use on the Mis-

souri, Kansas & Texas. It stated that

the working of these engines is giving

general satisfaction, and that they are the

most successful compounds in use.
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The Hydraulic Jack and Press.

A correspondent asks us who was tlie

inventor of the hydraulic jack, and what

is the principle it works on, which calls

for a longer answer than can be put in our
" What You Want to Know " Department.

The hydraulic jack which all railroad

men are familiar with is a special form of

hydrostatic press, and was designed by

Mr. Richard Dudgeon, a Scotchman, who
settled in New York and built a business

of making various forms of hydraulic ma-

chines. A variety of other jacks were

afterwards designed on the principle of

the hydrostatic press.

The inventor of the hydrostatic press

was Joseph Braniah, a Yorkshire, Eng-

land, mechanic, born in 1749. Bramah
was the son of a farmer, and was pre-

vented from following his father's busi-

ness by an accident which lamed him for

life. Owing to this apparent misfortune

he was sent to learn a mechanic trade,

for which he had a strong natural ability.

He established a business in London, and

was soon distinguished for the number of

ingenious apparatuses which he invented.

The hydrostatic press was the most valu-

able of his inventions. He lived till the

end of 1814.

The hydrostatic press was applied to

various industrial purposes soon after its

invention, as it provided a compact and

convenient means of applying enormous

pressure when speed was not essential.

But it remained for the last two genera-

tions to properly develop its utility.

The pressure exerted by a hydrostatic

press depends upon the relative areas of

the small pump plunger, which forces in

the water or liquid, and that of the ram,

which transmits the work. The pressure

on the ram exceeds that on the plunger

inversely in proportion which the area of

latter bears to that of the former.

Human ingenuity was not the first to in-

vent a hydrostatic press. According to

Ewbanks, there is a beautiful illustration

of the principle of Bramah's hydrostatic

press in the contrivance by which bees

store their honey. The cells, open at one

end and closed at the other, are arranged

horizontally over each other, and in that

position are filled with liquid treasure.

Now, suppose a series of glass tumblers or

tubes, laid on their sides and piled upon

one another in like manner, were required

to be then filled with water. It certainl}'

would require some reflection to devise a

plan by which the operation could be per-

formed ; but whatever mode were hit upon,

it could not be more ingenious and effective

than that adopted by these diminutive en-

gineers.

At the further or closed extremity of

each cell they fabricate a movable piston

of wax, which is fitted air-tight to the

sides, and when a bee arrives laden with

honey (which is contained in a liquid

form in a sack or stomach), she penetrates

the piston with her proboscis, and through

it injects the honey between the closed

end of the cell and the piston, and then

stops the aperture with her feet.

The piston is, therefore, pushed forward

as the honey accumulates behind it, till at

last it reaches the open end of the cell,

where it remains, hermetically sealing the

vessel and excluding the air. As soon as

one cell is thus charged, the industrious

owners commence with another. It will

be perceived that the piston is propelled

precisely as in the hydrostatic press ;
the

liquid honey being incompressible (with

any force to which it is there subjected),

every additional particle forced in neces-

sarily moves the piston forward to afford

the required room. Without such a con-

trivance the cells could no more be filled

and kept so than a bucket could be with

water while l)'ing on one side.

Were the organization of bees closely

examined it would doubtless be found that

the relative diameters of their proboscis

and of the cells, and the area of the pumps

(bellows) in their bodies, are such as

are best adapted to the muscular energy

which they employ in working the latter.

Were it otherwise, a greater force might

be required to inject the honey and drive

forward the piston than they possess. In

the case of a hydrostatic press, when the re-

sistance is too great to be overcome bj' an

injection pump of large diameter, one of

smaller bore is employed.

g ^ ^
Invention of the Locomotive Whistle.

There is a "cock-and-bull" story in

"Cassell's Magazine" about how the loco-

motive whistle came to be invented. It

goes on to say that in 1833 a farmer with

a load of eggs having been struck at a

crossing, the expense to the railroad com-

pany was so great that one of the directors

went to George Stephenson and got him

to invent the locomotive whistle.

Stories of this kind merely excite the

ridicule of people fairly well informed

about the history of inventions. A steam

whistle, something in the form of a letter-

carrier's whistle, was in use about the be-

ginning of this century; but the cup whis-

tle was not invented till about 1830. It

was first used at the Dowlais Iron Works,

in Wales, and is supposed to have been

the invention of a workman named Will-

iam Stephens. It was first applied to a

locomotive in 1835 by Bury, a well-known

locomotive builder in England.

i i i
Only a few years ago, the loss in the

foundry of steel castings was so great

that many concerns, otherwise well

equipped, hesitated to attempt that kind

of work. The improvements that have

been made in this respect in the last five

or six years, may be inferred from the

tact that, in casting 386 driving-wheel cen-

ters lately, the Pennsylvania Steel Cast-

ing & Machine Co., of Chester, Pa., only

lost four castings. The castings turned

out were also noticeable for solidity and

exemption from defects.
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WHAT YOU WANT TO KNOW.
Questions and Answers.

(id) J. B. D., Arkansas City, Ark., asks:
Is emery a product of the United States?

A.—It is found here and in other parts of
the world, but the chief supply comes from
the Grecian Archipelago and Asia Minor.

(17) P. R. H., Bristol, Vt., asks:
I. If either, when docs an engine start

the easier, on the top quarter or on the
lower quarter? A.—There is no differ-
ence in the power developed on the quar-
ters; therefore, a locomotive will start
with equal facility when the crank is on
the top or bottom quarter. 2. Will an
engine run easier with the pin on an arm
than as they are on the driver? A.—They
would both be crank arms, with no ad-
vantage in either case.

(18) J. D., Covington. Ky., writes:
In "Locomotive Engineering" of

August, 1895, you state that the new Class
P engines built by the Pennsylvania Rail-
road Co. have ;4 inch inside clearance.
Docs this mean J4 "'ch on each side when
the valve is in center of seat, or does it

mean that when the valve is in its central
position it has % inch clearance on each
side, making the sum }4 inch? A.—The
valves have ;4 inch clearance on each side
when in their central position.

(ig) G. L.. New Orleans, La., writes:
Will you be so kind as to tell me the price

of one of the largest locomotives? A.

—

The cost of locomotives, large or small,
is dependent on the cost of material and
labor, and will average about 10 cents per
pound of engine alone. Thus, putting the
weight of engine, without tender, at

114.500 pounds, the cost would be $11,450
for engine and tender complete. This cost
will be variable, of course, with the
amount of detail on the engine, and may
reach as high as 12 cents per pound.

(20) E. R. S., Angus, Minn., asks:
I. Does water in the ashpan help to

form clinkers on the grates? If so, why?
A.—Never knew that it would do so; the
quality of fuel has more -to do with clink-
er formation than any other cause. 2. I

have read about sudden disappearance of
oil in lubricator when engine is shut off;

please explain the cause. A.—We are as-

sured by the builders that this can occur
only when the valve from the boiler to the
condensing chamber is closed. 3. Will
the Detroit lubricator "cross-feed"? A.

—

No; if all passages are kept unobstructed.

(21) F. K. C, Watertown, N. Y., writes:

A friend of mine, a machinist by trade,

claims that if a locomotive would liold its

boiler pressure and maintain it at 150
pounds, it would run faster at full stroke
and wide-open throttle than it would by
working steam expansively. I claim not.

Which is right? A.—It can be shown
that when a cylinder is filled with steam
at 150 pounds pressure per square inch,

the steam will do three times as much
work as a cylinder filled with steam at 50
pounds pressure, provided there is no
back pressure: and the engine would have,

in a given time, velocities proportional
to the work done by the respective pres-

sures; therefore, your friend is right.

(22) E. R. S., Angus, Minn., asks:

I. What is a stretcher? A.—Assuming
from what follows that the stretcher re-

ferred to is a part of the valve rod, it may
be defined as a long nut having a right-

hand thread in one end and a left-hand

thread in tlie other, into which are fitted

the valve stetn and valve rod, respectively.

A movement of the nut in either direction

will lengthen or shorten the distance from
center of rocker arm to center of valve

face. 2. Can the stretcher be taken down

when the valve is in the forward end of
steam chest? If not, why not? A.—In
many steam chests there is not room be-
tw-een the valve and inside of chest to dis-

connect the stretcher when the valve is in

the position noted; since any movement
to remove the stretcher tends to lengthen
the rod and stem, the valve should not
be forward of its central position on the
seat when it is necessary to remove the
stretcher.

(23) F. K. C., Watertown, N. Y., asks:
I. Why is it an injector will work so

quietly at times, then again it will work
just the opposite, when conditions are
just the same? A.—The sound given out
by a working injector is caused by the
condensation of steam used in its work-
ing, and also the friction of the water; the
colder the feed water, the louder the sing-

ing, and the greater the volume of water
passing through the instrument, .^ny
variation in sound from the injector, there-

fore, implies a change of conditions. 2.

Why do locomotive builders place injec-

tors on the inside of cab, instead of out-

side, where they belong? The noise and
heat are a nuisance, besides having the
windows covered with frost in the winter.

Will you not advocate placing injectors

outside of the cab, where they should be?
A.—The question of convenience in hand-
ling will govern in this case, as in many
others: although there is no doubt that

the instrument would do as well in one
place as another.

(24) E. R. S., Angus, Minn., asks:

I. How do you find the capacity of an
injector? A.—Take the builder's delivery

rating in gallons per hour, or apply the

injector to a boiler and find its capacity

by a practical test under the required con-
ditions. 2. How do you find the horse-
power of a locomotive boiler? A.—The
horse-power of a boiler is measured
by its steam-generating efficiency; and
since this must necessarily be a variable

quantity, owing to the number of in-

fluences which afTect it, as heating surface,

ratio of grate to heating surface, quality

of fuel, rate of combustion, etc., any for-

mula that gives correct results in one case

will be wide of the mark in another; there-

fore, it is plain that no rclialile rule can be

laid down to determine this (|uestion. The
great diversity in ratios of heating and
grate surfaces is shown in the case of two
19-inch engines of recent build, now run-

ning on Western roads: In the one case

there is 1,580 square feet of heating sur-

face to 44.5 square feet of grate; and in

the other we find 1,004 square feet to 26.5

square feet. Tests are now under way at

one of the testing plants, which will tend

to give us some reliable information on
this subject; and when completed, we shall

publish the results.

(25) E. R. S., Angus. Mini;., asks:

Is there any rule by which to find the

amount of water used by a locomotive?
A.—To determine the quantity of water
passing through a locomotive boiler, it

will be necessary to know how much has
been received in and discharged from the

tank, and in order to find this amount we
must know the capacity of tank. .\ simple
method of finding the capacity is to fill

the tank and draw off the water in

weighed quantities into a barrel on scales.

which are located in the pit under the

tank, and at the same time noting the

amount of fall of water in the tank by
means of a graduated stick or rule about
6 feet long. Each inch of fall will have
its corresponding weight of water, and
from this the weight of water per inch of

rise is deduced. The difTerence between
the inches of water at start and finish is

the total number of inches used bv the
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Ijoiler, and multiplying these inches by the
known weight per inch will give pounds
of water evaporated; dividing this amount
by 8.33, the weight of one gallon of water,
the quotient is the total gallons used. A
water meter that will give correct read-
ings under the rough conditions of road
service, is the best medium by which to
measure the water consumption of a loco-
motive boiler.

{2&) W. J., Forsyth, Mont., writes:
I. Will you kindly tell me, through

your columns, what the hole on top of a
balanced valve, through to the exhaust
cavity, is for? A.—See Answer No. n
in the February issue. 2. Why will an in-

jector working, say, at its full capacity,
supply a boiler as long as the water is kept
near the top of water glass, but when al-

lowed to get down to, say, half a glass or
lower, will then steadily lose water, the
throttle and reverse lever being in same
position? I have noticed this phenome-
non for years, but could not figure out
whether an engine used more water when
the water was low in the boiler, or whether
the injector threw more water when the
water line was higher above the delivery

line. A.—The steady loss may be more
apparent than real, for this reason: When
water shows in the top of the glass with
a given pressure, the boiler is working at

its greatest efficiency, because it then has

a large volume of water heated to a tem-
perature due to the pressure, and this vol-

ume furnishes a storage or reserve to draw
on; therefore, the supply does not dimin-
ish rapidly as when the volume is less.

The steam space in a boiler is compara-
tively small when water is carried at the

maximum height, and it is correspond-
ingly large wdien carried half-glass high;
any alteration in the height of the water
comes slow, for that reason, and may lead

to the belief that it is falling, because the

injector is a longer time in filling the

greater space. 3. Why will an engine
with balanced valves "pull' so much harder
on the reverse lever when you are "put-

ting her down in the corner" after shut-

ting of¥, than an engine with the plain

slide valve? A.—The greater weight of

the balanced valve is responsible for this.

The Jones & Lamson Machine Co. have

recently received orders for 2 x 24 flat

turret lathes from the following parties:

New York, New Haven & Hartford R. R.

Co.. Hartford, Conn., two machines;

Goldie & McCullough Co., Gait, Ont;

J. I. Case Threshing Machine Co., Ra-

cine, Wis.; Boston & Maine R. R. Co.,

Concord, N. H., two machines; Westing-

house Air-Brake Co., Wilmerding, Pa.

i « ^
The Fox Machine Co., Grand Rapids,

Mich., write to the makers of Man-
nocitin: "Our test of Mannocitin was

as follows: Took a small iron pulley,

finished; coated one side with Mannoci-

tin, subjected it when dry to a steam jet,

turning wheel so that all sides received

equal steam abuse; placed it out in the

rain and snow for five days, and at the

end of this time the uncovered side was a

mass of rust. That portion covered by

Mannocitin was as bright as new finish;

it was washed off with turpentine, and the

result was simply marvelous. It will pre-

vent rust, and we shall use it in preference

to anything else.

Th^ Standard Paint Co., at No. 2 Lib-

erty street, New York, have samples of

their Ruberoid roofing put up neatly in

packages, showing the several thicknesses

of the material they furnish customers.

The covers of these samples tell all about
the guarantee that goes with the goods,
and give all information regarding its

merits and uses that any prospective pur-

chaser would care to know—except the

price; the latter and samples will be fur-

nished free on application.

The Clayton Air Compressor Works,
Haveineyer Building, New York, report

recent sale of large duplex steam-actuated

air compressor of their latest improved
pattern, to the Pennsylvania Railroad

Company, for the various applications of

this power in their Altoona shops. This

company also has orders for several large

compressors froin other railroad com-
panies for their shop uses of compressed

air, and are also doing a large business in

smaller compressors for testing and in-

flating hose and bicycle tires and for sup-

plying crude-oil burners.

i i ^
On the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy

road, one day last month, between Gales-

burg and Mendota, a distance of eighty

miles, was made the fastest time ever made
on that system, beating even the mile-a-

minute record between the same points

several months ago. The run was made
by the Texas flyer with four cars. The
actual running time for the eighty miles

was one hour, eleven minutes and thirty

seconds.

i %

"A Third of a Century of Progress" is the

name of a beautifully illustrated pamph-
let recently issued by the B. F. Sturtevant

Co., of Boston, Mass. It is got out in a

highly artistic style, and tells a very in-

teresting story about how the company
originated and developed to its present

great proportions. If we had the space

to spare, we would be glad to publish the

pamphlet entire, and consider that it would

be found interesting reading; not being

able to do this, we recommend that any-

one interested in pressure blowers, ex-

haust fans, and the most approved methods

of heating shops, should send to the com-

pany for the pamphlet. Incidentally, the

pamphlet tells the story of the life of

B. F. Sturtevant, the founder of the com-

pany, who started out in life as a young

shoemaker, and ignored the old Roman
maxim, "Ne supra crepidum sutor judi-

caret," which advises the shoemaker to

aspire not above his last. He had brains

enough to desert his last for higher pur-

suits, and by the force of brain power,

integrity and perseverance built up one of

the finest industrial properties to be found

in New England.
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INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS.
PACK

Acme Machinery Co =^3

Aitchison Perforated Metal Co 28^

Ajax Metal Co., Inc Cover

Allison MfR. Co =84

American Kalance Slide Valve Co -'82

Armstrong Bros. Tool Co Cover

Armstrong Mfg. Co =88

Ashton Valve Co 27*

Audel. Theo. & Co 272

Automatic Injector Co 28*)

Bacon, Earle C 28.S

Baird, H. C. & Co 278

Baker, \Vm. C 291

Baldwin Loco. Works 3<^5

Ball Co., The Webb C Cover

Beckley, A. J. & Co 281

Bement, Miles & Co 206

Bethlehem Iron Co 297

Bignall & Kceler Mfg. Co 273

Boies Steel Wheel Co 301

Boston Belting Co 300

Boyer. E. C Cover

Bradley & Poates 303

Bradley Co 285

Brooks Loco. Works 305

Buffalo Forge Co Cover

Bullard Machine Tool Co 293

Cambria Iron Co 301

Cameron, A. S., Steam Pump Works 302

Champion Auto. Car Coupler Co 299

Chapman Jack Co 302

Chicago Flexible Shaft Co 280

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co 296

Cincinnati Milling Machine Co .284

Clarkson& Co., S. N 278

Clayton A ir Compressor Works Cover

Cleveland City Forge and Iron Co Cover

Cleveland Twist Drill Co Cover

Corke Locomotive and Machine Co 303

Crane Co 288

Crosby Steam Gage and Valve Co 303

Detrick & Harvey Meh. Co 284

Detroit Lubricator Co 302

Detroit White Lead Works 295

Dickson Mfg. Co 304

Dixon, Joseph, Crucible Co 275

Dudgeon, Richard 302

Ewald Iron Co 300

Falls Hollow Staybolt Co 273

Fay, J. A. & Co 295

Forbes, W. D. & Co 287

Foster Engineering Co 280

Fox Solid Pressed .Steel Co. 202

French, A., Spring Co 2112

Galena Oil Works, Ltd 273

Gates Iron Works Cover
Goetze, Otto Cover
Gold Car Heating Co 270

Gould Coupler Co 283

Gould Packing Co 303

Gould & Eberhardt Cover
Haeseler. C. H.. & Co 304
Hale&Kilbum Mfg. Co iq.
Hall's Son. Sam'l 281

Hammett. M. C Cover
Hancock Inspirator Co 297
Henderer, A. L 278
Hendrick Mfg. Co 301

Henley, Norman W., & Co 278
Hilles & Jones Co Cover
Hoffman. Geo. W 302
Indiana Bicycle Co Cover
IngersoU-Sergeant Drill Co 292
International Correspondence Schools. 279
Jenkins Bros Cover
Ji.hns .Mfg. Co., H. W Cover
(ones, B. .«., & Co 302
Tones & Lamson Machine Co Cover
Kcisbcv & Mattison Co 277
Keystone Mfg. Co 288
Laborers' Instruction Pub. Co 273
Latrobe Steel Co 303
Leach, H. L 300
Leiand •*<: Faulconer Mfg. Co 300
Leslie. J. S 297
Leonard & Ellis - 280
Lima Loccimotive and Machine Co --303
Link Beit Engineering Co 300
Long & Allstalter Co 281

Major. A 276
Manning, Maxwell & Moore 204
Maris Bros 2--^

JlcConway & Torley Co 2 ,

,

SECOND-HAND adapted for Car*''shopsl'
SIHull .\ ,'" f.'.I lliK'.ilii 1 ii|.|i- (M-ar.'il Kiifluf l.iilli.-.

.".l.-lll.xjlin. I'nIHl KllBdU' l.atllf. I'. Itist uiiil 1'. I. Ir.-il.

42 lu.x- HI ft. I'llU.Ul KiiK. Uitlie, C. Rest ami P. (.'. Kii-.l.

4t<-liK-h X U fei't I'oiul Muelliue Co. Engine Lathe. C
Kist and 1'. C. Ktid.

SMiich X s fei't I'oiul Machine Co. Enitluo Ijithe, 1

Re.^t and 1'. C. Feed.
SOIn.x 12 ft. FItlelil EllK. I.athe. C. Rest and P. C. K.m.I.

3S lux r.' ft. Putuuin Knt:l"t' l.utlie, C. Itc^I. P. C. IVcd.
>c;^liulix2T flit. 1; UTiil 12 fei-t Pond KuKliii- Uilhi-. C.

Ki'st mid P. C. IVed.
241uch X 12 feet New Uaveu EU),'lue Lathe. C. Rest and

P. C. Feed,
^tueh X 10 feet Pratt & Whitney Engine Lathe, C.

Rest and P. C. Feeil.
22-liiih X II feet F. E. Reed Engine Lathe, C. Rest aud

P. C. Feiil.
.

JO-lnch X s fi-el ITatt ,» Whitney Engine Lathe, C. Rest
aud P. C. Feed.

2t>.lui'lt X II feel \Vm. Sellars Engine Lathe, C. Rest and
P. C. Feed.

18-lueh X 9 teet Pratt & Whitney Engine Lathe, C. Re.sl

and I". C. Feed.
ITluih X 7 feet Biinent Engine Lathe. Plain Jll) Rest
Ifrlucll X 10 feet Bullard lOuglue Lathe. I'lalu Jib Rest.

15-Inch X r, feet FIntlier Engine Lathe. Plain Jib Rest.

T2-IirIi Niwark Pulley Lathe i2 TooLs).

Slt-fnch Triple (learrd I'lt Lathe.
(H hull Pond Poring and Turning Mill |2 Heads).
13lneh llurnhaiii HorliiKaiul Turning SI 111(1 Ifeaill.

x; liii-h Hiidk-'por' Holing anil Turning Mill < I Head).
4.S Ini-n Ilini.-nt I'ar Wlierl Uori-r, (Power Lift).

:»lrii'h Iliin.-nl Car Win il Hon r.

(ivton U alson .^ stlllnian Pn>aelilug Press.

Slvle • U" I(l,-l;for(l Full rnlv.r^-alljadlal Drill.

No I Warn-nSiml CnlMT.'.al Kadlal Drill.

No. 2 Dansi-h Plain Radial lirlll.

Ollnih Ulc'krcird Itollir Makers' Prill.

Sll-linll New Haven 111 HI, H. (iears aud P. Feed.
:5ll Im-li I'rcntR-e Prothers l»rlll. B. Gears and P. Feed.
1', liii-ti (Jouid \- I'.lKTlianlt I'rank Shaper.
I.-) Inch II. 'WIS ,* Phillips Crank Shaper.
1' Ini-h WarrinTravilIng Iliad Crank Shaper.
12-lneh P.-tts I raveling Heail Crank Shapir.
r' liieh Ittnnnt slotter. I'l Ini-h Lowell SIottiT.

No .', (ilaiit Kiv SiatiTiCuts:;'. In. wide, ai in. long).

Power Shaft Ivey Sealer. Lot Portable Borlug Pars.

WE HAVE A LARI^IE AND ASSORTED STOCK OK
NEW TOOLS AND IN^ ITE COKRESPOSDESCE.

PRENTissTooL&,SuppLyCo.,ll5LibertySt..N.Y.

CHICAGO STORE. 62 AND 64 SOUTH CANAL ST.

Tiie Chicago Flexible Shaft Co.,

Manufacturers of

FLEXIBLE SHAFTS
under an

Improved Process
insuring

Great Streng:th

and

Increased Durability

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Continued on page zSi.

Warranted the Best.

SUPERIOR SHAFTS

For All Purposes.

Also
Special

and
Standard

Tools and
Appliances

SEND FOR
CATALOGUr

CHICAGO FLEXIBLE SHAFT CO..
Nos. U2-44 Ontario St.. CHICACiO. ILL.

#f^. Stow Flexible Shaft

INVE-.TEOt

AND MANUFACTURED BY THE

Stow Mg. Co.

Bingfhamtcin, N.Y.

ESTABLISHED IN

For Tappiiis:

and Reaming;
Stay Bolt

Holes in

BOILERS

PORTABLE DRILLING.

THIS CUT SHOWS OUR

Duplex Compressor,
HAVING COMPOUND AIR CYLIN-
DERS, WITH INTER-COOLER AND
COMPOUND STEAM CYLINDERS
WITH MEYER CUT-OFF VALVES.
THIS IS THE BEST CONSTRUCTION
FOR SMALL AND MEDIUM SIZES.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

RAND DRILL CO.,

23 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.
J327 MONADNOCK BLOCK, CHICAGO.

LEONARD & ELLIS.

TitADE Mark.

OILS FOR RAILROADS.
" " has long been used on nmy
VALVOLINE of the leading railroads in this

jtjt OIL v"*^** country and abroad. It has no

rr. .T» » T . » . T equal in quality and mileage.

W. A. BOYDEN, General Agent,
J 57 Chambers Street, NEW YORK.

HYDRAULIC
RIVETERS- li.xcd and Puri.ihle.

PUNCHES. SHEARS,
PRESSES, LIFTS, CRANES

and ACCUMULATORS.

M;itthews' Fire Hydrants, Eddy Valves,
Valve Indicator Posts.

THE CAMDEN HIGH-PRESSURE VALVES.

CAST IRON PIPE.

R.O.WOOD&CO.,S=r-
400 Chestnut Street. PHILADELPHIA. PA.

FOSTER
FOSTER
FOSTER
FOSTER

Pressure Regulators.
Reducing V'alves.

Air-Brake
Pump Governors.

Inside Boiler Checks.

roSTRR ENOINEERINa CO.,
SKNVAKk. N. J.
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McCoy, Jos. F., Co Cover
McGrane. John J Cover
Merrill Bros -i-jt

Moore, P . - 281

Moore M i^. and Foundry Co 28S

Moran Flexible Steam Joint Co 283
Murphy, I'- H.. Mtg. Co 2S6
Nathan Mfjf. Co 285
National Machinery Co 302

National Malleable Castingrs Co 2g8
Newhall, E G. & Co 287
Newton Mch. Tool Works 284
Nicholson File Co 284

Niles Tool Works Cover
Norton. A. O Cover
Norwalk Iron Works Co 288

Ohio Injector Co 283
Page Woven Wire Fence Co 286
Pedriuk & Ayer Co 293
Peters. H. S. Cover
Philadelphia Book Co 272
Pitt^buryh Loco. Works 305
Place. George 281

Pneumatic Gate Co 286
Porter, H. K.. & Co 303
Power Publishing Co 300
Pratt & Whitney Co , . 302
Practical Publishing Co 272
Prentiss Tool and Supply Co 280
Pro-«ser. Thos., & Son 304
Q. & C. Co Cover
Ramapo Iron Works . 291

Ramapo Wheel «fe Foundry Co 2gi

Rand Drill Co 280
Reeves, Paul S .. — 303
Reynolds. F. C , 304
Rhode Island Loco. Works 303
Richmond Loco, and Machine Works 305
Riehle Bros. Testing Machine Co ^^5
Roberts, Throp & Co "oc>

Rogers Loromotive Co 304
Rood & Brown 286

Rood, C. E 286

Ross Valve Co Cover
Rue \lfg. Co 297
Safet v Car Heating and Lighting Co 297
St. Louis Steam Engine Co 286
Sams Automatic Coupler Co 298
Saunders', D Sons 2r

Schenectady Loco. Works 304
Schoen Mfg. Co 291
Scientific Machinist Co 278
Sellers, William & Co., Inc 282
Sherburne & Co Cover
Shickle, Harrison & Howard Iron Co 286
Shnenberger Steel Co 30
Shultz Belting Co Cover
Signal Oil Works, Ltd 281
Smillie Coupler & Mfg. Co 298
Smith Exhaust Pipe Co 271
Standard Coupler Co 299
Standard Engraving Co 304
Standard Paint Co 274
Standard Steel Works 285
Standard Tool Co. 299
Star Brass Co 281

Sterling' Emery Wheel Mfg. Co 291
Stow Mfg. Co.' 280
Strelinger. Chas. A., & Co 296
Sturtevant, B F., Co 287
Tabor Mfg. Co 295
The Tanite Co Cover
The Egan Co 293
Trojan Car Coupler Co 21

"

Trumbull Mfg. Co 282
United States Metallic Packing Co 290
Utica Steam Gauge Co 276
Van Nostrand. D. Co 293
Warren Chemical and Mfg. Co 290
Washburn Car Wheel Co 291
Watson & Stillman . Cover
Wedderburn, John, & Co 281

Weiss, Geo. L 276
Westinghouse Air-Brake C*^ 29
Westinghouse Electric and Mfg. Co 296
Whiting Foundry Equipment Co 289
Whittlesev. Geo. P Cover
Williams. White & Co 28;

Wood, R. D. & Co 280

A Full Line.

PUNCHES
AND

SHEARS
FOR

R. R. SHOPS

Over 300 Sizes.

Write tor fully illustrated descriptive circulars
and catalogue of Double, Single, Angle -Bar,
Gang, Horizontal, Twin, Boiler, Spacing, Gate.
Multiple, Belt, and Steam-Driven Punches anc?

Shears. ^

THE LONG & ALLSTATTER CO.

HAMILTON, OHIO, U.S.A.

SIGNAL OIL WORKS,
LIMITED,

FRANKLIN, PA.
MANTFACTUREItS OF

SIBLEY'S Perfatloi VALVE OIL,
The only perfect Locomotive Valve Lubricant.

J. C. SIBLEY, Prest.

Locomotive Photographs.
The largest collection on earth. Thousands to
select from. All Railroads—British, French, Ger-
man, Italian, American, etc., etc. 8x6 size, 25 cents
each; 10x8 size. :i6 cents each. Sample carte 10 cts.

stamps. New illustrated list for 1895, post free.

IF. a^ooi^:E3,
9 South Place, Finsbury. London City. England.

Agent for United States, H. N. Tieblann, 19 West 42d St.,
New York.

WANTED-AN IDEA. JT,?n°kTf
some simple thinic to patent? Protect your ideas;
they may bring vou wealth. Write JOUN WED-
DERBURN & CO.. Patent Attorneys, Washington,
D. C. for their $1,800 prize offer.

RAILWAY AND CAR SHOP
EQUIPMENT.

FOR PROPOSITIONS AND TERMS ADDRESS

GEORGE PLACE,
I 4S BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY.

HALL'S
IMPROVED

PIPE-WRENCH

It Is strong: as well as lig'ht in weight.
It is drop-torg-ed from tool steel.

It will grip galvanized as well as other

pipe.

It will open a malleable fitting without
crushing the pipe.

It cannot lock or wedge on the pipe.

It can be sharpened on a grindstone or
emery wheel without taking apart.

As a Screw Wrench it has no equal.

Any part of this Wrench broken
with fair usage will be replaced without
charge.

SAMUEL HALL'S SON,
229 West 10th St., New York.

DUNHAM, CARRIGAN & HAYDEN CO.,

San Francisco, Cal.,

Distributing Agents for the Pacific Coast.

WANTED.
A situation as Chief Shop Clerk by a
man who has had over ten years' exper-

ience in the motive power and car depart-

ments of a prominent road. Is engaged
at present, but wishes a position where
loyalty to his immediate superior and hard
work for the interests of the department
will be appreciated.

Refers by permission to well-known
officials and has first-class testimonials

from former employers. Willing to go any-
vphere. Salary expected, $i2ooto S1500.

Address, SHOP CLERK,

Care Locomotive Engineering.

STAR BRASS MANUFACTURING CO.
CHAS. W. SHERBURNE, President.

MANlI-ACTtRERS OF

Star Improved Locomotive Steam Gages.

Star Improved Locomotive Pop Safety Valves,
MUFFLED OR PLAIN.

Victoria Car Lamps,
AND OTHER

STANDARD APPLIANCES.

The Star Steam Gages are the only Non-corrosive Gages made, also
the onlv Gages fitted with our Patent Corrugated Seamless Drawn
Spring'Tube. which for its non-setting qualities is unequaled.

-31 to 39 LAT>iCASTER STREET, BOSXOIV, MASS.
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Buyers' Finding List.
Air Brake Fittings.

Cr;iiK- Co.. Cliicago, 111.

Air Brake Hose.
Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.

Air Brakes.
WestinRlioiise Air Brake Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Air Brake Uage.
I'tica SIcain Gnge Co., Utica. K. Y.

Air-Brake Pump Governors.
Foster ICii^ineering Co., Newark, K. J.

Air Compressors.
Clavit>n Air Compressor Works. New York.
In>;ersoll Sergeant Drill Co.. N. Y. City.
Norwalk Iron Works Co.. South Norwalk, Ct.

Pedrick & .'Vyer Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Rand Drill Co.. New Y'ork.
St. Louis Steam Engine Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Air Drilling nachine.
C. H. Hacseler & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Air HolsU.
I'edrick & Ayer Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Whiting Foundry Equipment Co.Chicago, 111.

Arch Bars.
Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Asbestos.
11. W. Johns Mfg. Co., New York.

Axles.
Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Uould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
B. M. Jones & Co., Boston, Mass
Krupp iT. Prosser & Son, New York).

Balanced Slide Valves.
Am. Hal, Slide Valve Co., San Frisco, Cal.

.M. C. Hammett, Troy, N. Y.
Bearing Metal.

Ajax Metal Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Paul S. Reeves, Philadelphia, Pa.
U. S. Metallic Pkg. Co , Philadelphia, Pa.

Bell Ringer.
Trumbull Mfg. Co.. Warren. O.
U. S. .Metallic Packing Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Belting.
Boston Bolting Co., Boston. Mass.
Shultz Belting Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Body Bolsters.
l'..x S.,lid Pressed Steel Co., Chicago. 111.

Boiler and Firebox 5teel.
Shoenberger Steel Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Boiler Checks- Inside.
Fo.ster Engineering Co., Newark, N. J.

Boilers.
Pittsburg Locomotive Works, Pittsburg, Pa.

Boiler Iron.
Ewald Iron Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Boiler Testers.
Rue Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Boiler Tools.
Richard Dudgeon, New York.
Hilles & Jones Co., Wilmington, Del.
Long & .Mlstatter Co., Hamilton, O.

Boiler Washers.
Nathan .Mfg. Co., New York.
Rue Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Bolt and Rivet Headers.
Acme .Machinery Co., Cleveland, O.

Bolt Cutters.
Acme Machinerv Co.. Cleveland, O.

Bolt Threading Machinery.
Detrick& Harvey Machine Co., Baltimore.Md.

Books.
II C. Baird & Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.
N. W. Henley & Co , New York
Locom<)tive Engineering, New York.
Practical Pub. Co. E. Orange. N. J.
Philadelphia Book Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

Boring and Turning Mills.
I'.ullar<l Mch. Tool Co., Bridgeport Conn.

Brake Adlusters.
g. A: C. Co., Chicago, III.

Brake Shoes.
Kamapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.
Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co., Ramapo, N.Y.

Brass Castings.
Aja.x Metal Co., Inc.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Taul S. Reeves, Philadelphia, Pa.

Buffers.
(lould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Bulldozers.
Williams, White & Co., Moline, III.

Cab Seat.<
Stannard & White, Appleton, Wis.

Cars.
Allison Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Lima Locomotive & Machme Co.. Lima, O.
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.

Car Bearings.
Paul S. Reeves. Philadelphia, Pa.

Car Couplers.
Champion Auto. Car Coupler Co.. Kenton, O.
Gould Coupler Co.. Buffalo, N. Y.
McConwav & Torley Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
National Malleable Castings Co., Chicago, 111.

Sams Automatic Coupler Co.. Denver, Col.

Shickle. Harrison & Howard Iron Co., Sv
Louis, Mo.

Smillic Coupler & Mfg. Co., Newark, N. J.
Standard Coupler Co., New York.
Trojan C.ir Coupler Co.. Troy, N. Y.

Car Door Equipment.
g. ,V C. Co., Chicago, III.

Car heating.
William C. Baker, New York.
Gold Car Heating Co.. New York.
SafetvCar Heating & Ltg. Co., New York.

Car Lighting.
Saiei y Car Heating& Lighting Co., NewYork

Car Paint.s.
Detroit White Ix;ad Works. Detroit. Mich.

Continued on page 2S3.

WrmnMn'fic^Jmij.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

MODERN MACHINE TOOLS.

9f

.\0 TE :— Our Improved Tools are designed to meet Hie

most exacting requirements of Modern Railivay Mac/line and

Repair Sliops. In addition to all the Standard Toots, we fre-

quently make modifications thereoffor specialpurposes.
Sf

TRAVELING CRANES, SWING CRANES.CAR CRANES, eic.

Turntables, Testing Machines, Steam Hammers, etc.

INJECTORS FOR LOCOMOTIVES,

SHA lllNGi AND ALL ITS APPURTENANCES FOR TRANSMITTING POWER,

Beveled Packing Ring
Simple, Self-supporting,

Standard.

American Balance Slide Valve Co.

Williams, White & Co.,

MAKERS OF

AUTOMATIC JUSTICE HAMMERS,
COAL CHUTES FOR COALING LOCOMOTIVES,

BULLDOZERS, DROP HAMMERS,

i ; rj] STEAM HAMMERS, PUNCHES AND SHEARS,
^^

\ EYE-BOLT MACHINES,
'

-• TAPER ROLLING MACHINES.
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Made with Lever or Screw

for starting.

Works: Wadsworth, Ohio. i^r

i'he Ohio Injector Company,
Frank \V. Furr\-, Gen'l Manager,

1302 Monadnock Block, - Chicago.

OFFICES:
66 Broadway,

NEW YORK.

941 The Rookery,
CHICAGO.

319 Commercial BIdg.,

ST. LOUIS.

Gould
Coupler

Co.

WORKS:
Steam Forge.

BUFFALO. N. Y.

Malleable Iron,

DEPEW. N. Y.

Cast Steel.

ANDERSON, IND.

GOULD FREIGHT CAR BUFFER

ADVANTAGES OF

THE MORAN FLEXIBLE JOINT

For a Steam Heating: Connection

Between Engine and Tender.

ALL METAL CONNECTION.

ABSOLUTELY FLEXIBLE.

Positively Steam Tiglit under ANY Pressure.

Indestructible Short of Wreck. No Delays. No Repairs.

First Cost is the Only Cost.

STEAM, OIL, HOT ASHES, OR DIRT,

does not affect its life.

MORAN FLEXIBLE STEAM JOINT CO., Inc'd.

HENRY U. FRANKEL, President.

Sectional View of Standard
Railr..ad Joint, showing
Automatic Relief Trap.

(49 THIRD ST., LOUISVILLE, KY.

THE ACME MACHINERY CO.
CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Manufacturers of

ACME BOLT & RIVET HEADERS
me RingleA Donble Antomatic Bolt Cntters

Cutting from % in. to 6 in. diam.

Also, Separate Heads and Dies. —r-^
First Premium Clnclmiatl Centemiial,

383

BUYERS' FINDING \.\Sl-Co>Uinued.
Car Roofing.

P. H. Murphy Mfg. Co., E. St. Louis, 111.

Standard Paint Co., New York.
Warren Chemical & Mfg. Co., New York.

Car 3eats.
Hale & Kilburn Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Car Ventilators.
M. C. Hammett, Troy, N. Y.

Car Wheels.
B..ies Steel Wheel Co., Scranton. Pa.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son, New York).
Lima Locomotive & Machine Co., Lima, O.
Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co., Ramapo, N. Y.
Roberts, Throp & Co., Three Rivers, Mich.
Rood & Brown. Buffalo, N. Y.
Standard Steel Works, Philadelphia, Pa.
Washburn Car Wheel Co., Hartford, Conn.

Cattle Guards.
Q. & C. Co., Chicago, 111.

Chain Pulley Blocks.
.Moore Mfg. & Fdy. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Chime Whistles.
Crosbv Steam Gage& Valve Co., Boston, Mass.

Clocks.
lohn J. ilcGrane, New York.

Coal Handling IVIachinery.
Link Belt Engineering Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Coal Chutes.
Williams. White & Co., Moline, 111.

Correspondence Schools.
Internat'l Corres. School* Scranton, Pa.
The Scientific Machinist Co., Cleveland, O.

Corundum Wheels.
Sterling Emery Wheel Mfg. Co., Tiffin, O.

Cranes.
Manning, Maxwell & Moore, New York.
Mans Bros., Philadelphia, Pa.
William Sellers & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Whitini;^ Foundry Equipment Co..Chicago, 111.

K 11 W^ .id & Co , Philadelphia, Pa,
Crank Pin Gages.

M. C. Hammett, Troy, N. Y.
Crank Pins.

Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

B. M. Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son, New York).

Crossings.
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.

Drills.
Cleveland Twist Drill Co., Cleveland, O.
Standard Tool Co.. Cleveland, O.

Ejectors.
Rue Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Electric Lighting and Power Apparatus.
WistiUKhouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.,Pittsburgh,Pa.

Emery Grinders.
Lclaiid cV Paulconer Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.

Emery Wheels.
Sterling Emery Wheel Mfg. Co ,

Tiffin, O.

The Tanite Co., Stroudsburg, Pa.
Enamel.

Detroit White Lead Works, Detroit, Mich.
Engines.

St. Louis Steam Engine Co.. St. Louis, Mo.
Engravings.

Bradley & Poates, New x ork.
Standard Engraving Co., New York.

Exhaust Pipe.
The General Agency Co., New York.

Expanding Mandrel.
Geo. L Weiss, Cleveland, O.

Files and Rasps.
Nicholson File Co., Providence, R. I.

Filters.
A. Major. New York.

Fire Kindlers.

J. S. Leslie. Paterson, N. T.

Flexible Shaft.
Chicago Flexible Shaft Co., Chicago, 111.

Flexible Steam Joint.
Moran Flexible Steam Joint Co. .Louisville, Ky.

Flues and Tubes
Allison Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.
Tyler Tube & Pipe Co., Washington, Pa.

Forges.
BuflFalo Forge Co., Buffalo, N, Y.

Forging /Machinery.
Williams, White & Co., Moline, 111.

Foundry Equipment.
Whiting Foundry Equipment Co.,Chicago, 111.

Frogs and Crossings.
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.

Gages.
Ashton Valve Co., Boston, Mass.
Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co., Boston.

Graphite.
Jos. Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J.

Hammers.
Williams, White & Co.. Moline, 111.

Hand Cars.
Railwav Cvcle Mfg. Co., Hagerstown, Ind.
Roberts, Throp & Co., Three Rivers, Mich.

Heating System for Shops.
Buffalo Forge Co.
B. F. Sturtevant Co., Boston, Mass.

Hoisting Engines.
Earlc C. Bacon. l<Iew York.

Hollow Stay-Bolt Iron
Falls Hoi. Stay-Bolt Co., Cuyahoga Falls, O.

Hydraulic Tools.
Riehle Bros., T. M. Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Watson & Stillman. New York.
R. D. Wood & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Indicators.
Ashcroft Mfg. Co., New York.
Crosby Steam Gage and Valve Co., Boston.

Injectors.
Automatic Injector Co., Cincinnati, O.
Hancock Inspirator Co., Boston, Mass.
Hayden & Derbv Mfg. Co., New York.

Continued on page 2S4.
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BUYERS' FINDING USI-Con/iniied.
Injectors—Continued.

Nathan MIk- Co., New York.
Ohio Injfctor Co.. Chicago, 111.

Rue Mfg. Co., Philadelphia. Pa.
William Sellers & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Jacks.
K. C. Boyer, Dayton. O.
Richard Dudgeon. New York,
A L. Heniierer, Wilmington, Del.
A. O. Ntirton, Boston. Mass.
Watson A- Stillman, New York.

LaSK'ngs for Locomotives.
Keasbcv * Mattison Co , Ambler. Pa.

Locomotives.
Baldwin Locomotive Works, Philadelphia, Pa
Brooks Locomotive Works. Dunkirk, N. Y.
Cooke Loco. & Machine Co.. Palerson. N.J.
Dickson Mfg. Co., Scranton. Pa.
Lima Locomotive & Machine Co.. Lima, O.
Pittsburg Locomotive Works. Pittsburg, I'a.

H. K. Porter & Co.. Pittsburg, Pa.
R. 1. Locomotive Works. Providence. R. 1.

Richmond Loco. & Mch. Wk>.. Richmond,

V

Rogers I.Kjcomotive Works. Paterson, N
, Schenectady k-.Y.Schenectady Loco. Wks.

Lubricators
Detroit Lubricator Co.. Detroit, .Mich.
M. C. Hammett, Trov, N. Y.
Nathan Mfg. Co., New York.

Lubricating Oils.
Galena Oil Works. Ltd.. Franklin. Pa.
Leonard & Ellis, New York.
Sijinal Oil Works. Franklin, Pa.

Machine Tools.
Bument. Miles & Co., Philadelphia. Pa.
Btillard .Machine Tool Co . Bridgeport, Conn.
W. D. Forbes cV Co., Hoboken. N J.
Gould & Kberhardt. Newark, N. J.
Hilles & tones Co.. Wilmington. Del.
ijones & Lamson Machine Co.. Springfield. Vt.
Manning, SLlkwcII & Moore, New York.
National Machinerv Co.. Timn. O.
Newton Machine Tool Wks.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Niles Tool Works Co., Hamilton, O.
Geo. Place, New York.
Pratt & Whitney Co.. Hartford Conn.
Prentiss Tool and Supply Co., New York.
William Sellers* Co., Inc.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Malleable Iron.
C. K. Rood. Lancaster, N. Y.

Mechanics' Tools
.\rnistrong UroS. Tool Co., Chicago, lU.
Keystone Mfg. Co., Buffalo. N. Y.
Chas A. Strelinger & Co., Detroit. Mich.

Metal Polish.
G. W. Hoffman. Indianapolis. Ind.

Metal Sawing Hachlnes.
Pratt & Whitnev Co.. Hartford, Conn.
Q. & C. Co., Chicago, 111.

Milling Machines.
Cincinnati Milling Machine Co .Cincinnati, O.
Pratt tV Whiting Co., Hartford, Conn.

Mining Hachlnery.
I'-arle C. Bacon. New York.
Gates Iron Works, Chicago, 111.

Molding Machines.
Tailor Mfg. Co., New York City.

on Cups
Nathan Mfg. Co.. New York.
V. S. :Metallic Pkg. Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Over Clothes.
H. S. Peters, Dover, N. J.

Packing.
Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.
Gould Packing Co., East Cambridge, Mass.
Jenkins Bros.. New York.
H. W. Johns Mfg. Co., New York.
U. .S. Jletallic Packing Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Paints.
Standard Paint Co.. New York.
Detroit White I^ad Works, Detroit, Mich.

Patents.
John Wedderburn & Co.. Washington, D. C.
George P. Whittlesev. Washington. D. C.

Periorated Metal.
Aitchison Perforated Metal Co.. Chicago, 111.

.\. J. Beckley & Co.. Meriden, Conn.
The Hendrick Mfg. Co.. Ltd., Carbondale, Pa.

Phomgraphs.
F. Moore. London. Enp.

Pipe Threading and Cutting nachlnery.
Bignall & Keeler Mfg. Co.. Edwardsville, III

Armstrong Mfg. Co., Bridgeport. Conn
D. Saunders' Sons, Yonkers, N. Y.

Pipe Wrench
Sam'l L Hall's Son. New York.

Piston Rods
Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia. Pa.
B. M Jones & Co.. Boston, Mass.
Thomas Prosser & Son. New York.

Planer."*.
Detrirk & Harvey Machine Co..Baltimore.Md.

Pneumatic Tools.
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.. Chicago. 111.

C H. Hacscler & Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Pressed Steel Materials.

Schoen Mfg. Co.. Pittsburg, Pa.
Pres.^ure Regulators.

I'oster I**ngineering Co.. Newark, N. J.
Newark Regulator Co., Newark, O.

Pump Valves
Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.

Punching and Shearing Machinery.
Hilles & Jones Co.. Wilmington. Del.
Long & .\llst.-itter Co.. Hamilton. O.
R D Wood & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Railroads.
C. H. & D. Rv.. Cincinnati. O.
L. S. & M. S. Ry.. Cleveland, O.

D. SAUNDERS' SONS

L PIPE

MANUFACTURERS OF

CUTTING

THHEADING

FOR HAND AND POWER.
MACHINES

"^^ -Ml sizes '4 inch to 16 inch for I'ipc- Mill, Cias and
Steam I'itters' use. Tappiiij; Macliiiies

for stfam filtinj;s. .\lso,

Steam and Gas Fitters* Hand Tools.

SllND FOR CATALOaUE.

No. 4 B Machine.'.,, to 4 Hand or Power ' ''^' Atherton bt., YOnkCrS, IN. Y.

Continued on page iSj.

IVEWTON MACHIIVE TOOL WORKS,
VINE AND 24th STREETS,

PHILADELPHIA.

^^ t^* t^^

Milling Machines
r-oK .a.IjIj c:;xj./^ssx:s ott iii-i^rvvv "wo'tiit.

^-"New Cincinnati"

Milling: Machine

is unequaled in
(,o"^pl^teness.

Write for complete information.

The Cincinnati Milling Machine Co.,

CINCINNATI, O.

SPECIALTY, MILLING MACHINES.

DETRICK tc HARVEY MACHINE CO.
js .A. jlm Ti i\a:on :e: , 3vi3=>.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

ADAMS AUTOMATIC BOLT -THREADING
AND NUT -TAPPING MACHINE.

Made in all Sizes to Cut from 1-4 in. to 6 In.

•n-.- .Irii, l,-.i »n.l ni...l .liir.lil, ,,,^-hiino In ,iM^„c,. Tli,-

ll.r. ».lii.K hea.l \a nin.lf .-ulireK <>t n 1. -No Ibk*. Uwn, Bprtin;!.,

• iil.N. i-AHeH, bloi'ki (ir rile TlnuH 111 or nliout tlitf livad. Svunrnt*
I l.'Ailii nnH l^lfH fiiri>lith.'.l.

WrH." f..r.1.....,,"^' rfn-l^r n .1. .. II. (.

Mfrs. of THE OPEN SIDE IKON PLANER.

ALLISON^lirC. CO.,
M.W'UFACTURERS OF

FREIGHT CARS AND
LOCOMOTIVE BOILER TUBES.

WROUGHT IRON PIPE OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.

i>i3:TXj.A.i>E:3Lir»ia:i-A., r»-A..
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TheNew"NATHAN
(See Illustration 1, and

MONITOR INJECTORS

LOCOMOTIVES.
"NATHAN" SIGHT-FEED LUBRICATORS.

For Locomotive Cylinders and Air Brakes.

STEAM FIRE EXTINGUISHERS.
For Switching and Yard Engines.

BOILER ^A^ASHERS,
Road and Guide Oil Cups, etc.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES.

mCKFLBli

Nathan Manufacturinq Co.,

92 & 94 Liberty St., New York.

Western Office, 117 4 U9 VAII BUrvEN STUEET, CHICAGO. ILL.

BOSTON & ALBANY R. R.
The only line from or to New England running througb Sleeping: Cars

over the :Vew York Central & Hud.soii River, Lake Shore &
Micliigrau Soutlierii, Mieliigan Central and "Big Four"
^> R.^Cl4

SHORTEST AND QUICKEST LINE TO THE WEST,
NORTHWEST AND SOUTHWEST.

Five superb trains between Boston and Xew York, via Springfield Line.

For information, maps, time-tables and reservation of berths apply to

A. S. HAIVSOX,
G>->!t-ra/ Passenger Agent, Boston, Mass.

m^^^^^^^i1^-^'^-^Mf^W$^^1^-^^f^^fl''^f^^p.

Bradley
3 Styles==22 Sizes.

M Bradley
^' Company,
'iSfi. Syracuse,

vSk N. Y. Hammers
^;!^g4^"'^^'0.^^^^1g^^?^^^^*5^^"^^"S^^"^^^"S^^'S^:^?

THE

s
z
o

« g^i

Itandard Steel Works,
PHILADELPHIA.

STEEL TIRES
Manufactured by an Improved Process

Insuring Solidity.

Wrought Iron Centres.

Steel-Tired Wheels.

REPRESENTATIVES:

CHICAGO. 1013 MONADNOCK BLDG.,

FITZ-HUOH & SPENCER.

ST. LOUIS, 516 NORTH THIRD ST.,

ANDREW WARREN.

BUYERS' FINDING \A%^— Continued.
Railroads Continued.

B. & .K. K. R-, Boston. Mass.
I. C. R. R.. Chicago, 111.

Monon Route. Chicago, 111.

Railway Fences.
Page Woven Wire Fence Co., .\drian, Mich.

Railway Gates.
Pneumatic Gate Co., Chicago, 111.

Retaining Rings „ „ vt ,r
Raraiipo Wheel & Foundry Co., Ramapo, N. Y.

Rubber.
Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.

Rust Preventing Compound.
Otto Goetze. New York.

Safety Valves
Ashton Valve Co., Boston, Mass.
Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co.,Boston,Mass.

Sanding Apparatus
Henrv L. Leach. North Cambridge, Mass.
Sherburne & Co., Boston, Mass.

Shafting.
William Sellers & Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

Spark Arrester Plate.
A. J. Becklev & Co., Meriden, Conn.
Hendrick Mfg. Qo., Carbondale, Pa.

Springs.
A. French Spring Co.. Pittsburg, Pa.

Spring Steel
Thomas Prosser & Son. New York.

Stay-Bolts
Ewald Iron Co., St. Louis. Mo.
Falls Hollow Stay-Bolt Co., Cuyahoga Falls,0.

B. M. Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.
Steam Gages.

Ashcroft Mfg. Co., New York.
Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co., Boston.
Utica Steam Gage Co.. Utica, N. Y.

Steam Hammers.
Kemcnt. Miles & Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.

Steam Hose
Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.

Steam Pumps.
A. S Cameron Steam Pump Works, New York.

Steel.
Cambria Iron Co , Philadelphia, Pa.
Ewald Iron Co.. St. Louis, Mo.
B. M. Jones & Co., Boston. Mass.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son, New York'.
Latrobe Steel Co . Latrobe, Pa.
Schoen Mfg Co.. Pittsburg. Pa.
Shoenberger Steel Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Steel Tired Wheels.
Boies Steel Wheel Co., Scranton, Pa.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son. New York).
Ramapo Wheel &• Foundry Co., Ramapo. N.Y.
Standard Steel Works. Philadelphia. Pa
W'ashburn Car Wheel Co., Hartford, Conn.

Steel Tires.
Latrobe Steel Works. Latrobe, Pa.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son New York).
Standard Steel Works, Philadelphia. Pa.

Steel Truck Frames.
Fo.\ S.ilid Pressed Steel Co., Chicago, 111.

Stocks and Dies.
Armstrong Mfg. Co., Bridgeport, Conn,

Stone Crushers
Gates Iron Works, Chicago, III.

Switches
Ramapo Iron Works. Hillburn, N. Y.

Testing iVlachines.
Riehle Bros. Testing Machine Co., Phila.

Tie Plates.
Q. & C. Co., Chicago, 111.

Tires.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son. New York.)
Latrobe Steel Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Tool Holders.
Armstrong Bros. Tool Co., Chicago, 111.

Tool Steel
B. M Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.

Track Equipment
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn. N. Y.

Tube Expanders.
\. L Henderer. Wilmington, Del.

Turnbuckles.
Cleveland City Forge & Iron Co., Cleveland, O.
Merrill Bros.. Brooklyn, N. Y.

Turret Hachines.
Bullard Mch. Tool Co., Bridgeport, Conn.
Jones & Lamson. Springfield, Vt.

Twist Drills.
Cleveland Twist Drill Co.. Cleveland, O.
Standard Tool Co., Cleveland, O.

Valves
Ashton Valve Co.. Boston, Mass.
Jenkins Bros.. New York.
Ross Valve Co., Troy, N. Y.

Valves, Reducing.
Foster Engineering Co., Newark, N. J.

Varnishes.
Detroit White Lead Works. Detroit, Mich.
F. C. Reynolds. New York.

Ventilating Pans.
Buffalo Forge Co.

Vestibules
Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo. N. Y.

Vises.
Bign-11 & Keeler Mt,g. Co.. Edwardsville, 111.

Merrill Bros., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Watches.

S. N. Clark.son & Co.. Chicago, 111.

[ohn 1 McGrane New York
The W'ebb C. Ball Co., Cleveland, O.

Wetdini; Compound.
E. G. Ncwhall & Co.. Detroit, Mich.

Wire Fences.
Page Woven Wire Fence Co., Adrian, Mich.

Wood Working Machinery.
[. A. Fay & Co., Cincinnati. O.

Wrought Iron Pipe.
Allison Mfg Co . Philadelphia Pa.
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For Farm.

For Railroads.

Around Parks and

Cemeteries.

PAGE WOVEN WIRE
FENCE CO. ADRIAN, MICH.

MANUFACTURER OF

MALLEABLE IROX.
QU ALITY GUARANTEED.

H. -A. I Ij n.O -A. 33 TT^TOH^ .A. Sir»ECI-A.IjT"X-.
OKFICE AM) WllKKS : 1.AXC iSTJi It, NHH i'OliK.

C. E. ROOD. H. M. BROWN.ROOD & BROWN,
CAR WJi^EEL WORKS,

RAILROAD, CAR, ENGINE, TENDER AND 'tRUCK WHEELS
Made from the Best Charcoal Iron.

Office and Works : noWAKH ;ii"l TIHiMAS str. i-ts

PNEUMATIC
RAILAVAY GATE.

TE^ YEARS OF SATISFACTORY SERVICE.

in use on more than fifty tt-ading Railroads.

P.VEUMATIC GATE CO..

100 WASHINGTON STREET, CHICAGO.

THE BEST IS THE CHEAPEST.

The Star Engine.

The Star Air Compressor.
Write for Prices and Circulars.

ST. LOUIS STEAM ENGINE CO.,

18 So. Commercial Street, St. Louis, Mo,

QHICKLE, HARRISON & HOWARD IRON CO..
FOUNDERS OF OPEN-HEARTH STEEL CASTINGS.

ST. LOlIS,
MANUFACTURERS OF

THK

S. H. & H. Cast steel

CAST-STEIIL BODY AND TRUCK BOLSTERS.

WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR.

Body and Truck
Bolsters.

STOipi iR iRE"V EJ nsrT

I

LEAKS IN OLD CARS AND LEAKAGE IN NEW CARS BY USING

MURRHY STEEL CAR ROOR
p. H. MURPHY MFG. CO.. East St. Louis, III

JUST WHAT YOU WANT. LOW RRICES.
PROMPT SHIPMENTS OR CONTRACTS TAKEN,

Notice Lake Shore's FAST RUN?
WELL THEY HAD ARCH FLUES OF ALGERITE K. C. I.

Manufactured by TYLER TUBE & PIPE CO., Washingfton, Pa. R. R. Representative, G. E. MOLLESON, 39 Cortlandt St., N. Y. City

Bound Volumes for 1894 ^te'oniy'^fewirf'"''"*'-
'-'"''"°! "''=
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You probably use borax for

welding.

Did it ever strike you that a

6ooa melding Compound
is better and cheaper ?

Represents sii oM American files welded together solidiv at separate heats so that no trace
of the teeth show in the stOL-k. After llie weld waa made they were doubled back in the center
and the end drawn down under the hammer Into a solid bar of tool Steel and a lathe tool
made of the end.

INVESTIGATE

yjmm contpound,
Manufactured by

E G, NEWHALL & CO,,
DETROIT, MICH.

Te'-A.CJUT iJNrG;-i]sr:E:s.

I302 Hudson Street. HOBOKEN, N. J.

TWO I'.i.ocKs FnoM 14th street ferhv.

Cbe$twmm

of Smith $bop Outfits
Consists of the

Sturtevant Pressure Blowers,
For Supplying Blast to Forges. \ al^^^j^

Steel Plate Exhaust Fans,
For Removing Smoke and Gases.

Sturtevant Steel Plate and

Cast Iron Forp-es ^- ^' STURTEVANT COMPANY,
^^^,

^ ^ WORKS, BOSTON, MASS.

Complete Systems of Piping and Connections. BRANCH STORES:
34 Oliver St., Boston, Mass. 75 Queen Victoria St., London, E.C., Eng.

Send for J3I Liberty St., New York, N.Y. 21 West Nile St., Glasgow, Scotland.

Catalogues 135 N. 3d St., Philadelphia, Pa. 87 Zimmerstrasse, Berlin, Germany.
and Prices. 16 South Canal St., Chicago, 111. 2 Kungsholmstorg, Stockholm, Sweden.
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CR/INES, TROLLEYS, PORTABLE HOISTS, OVERHEAD TRACK.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE^

MARIS BROS.,
^;^' .(.!;(

I
2343 & 2:145

1 U4U i^^LLOWHILl ST.,
' ' « Ji I pjiiiadelphia, Pa.

LOCOMOTIVE WORKS & CAR SHOPS

NEED THE BEST TOOLS

No. 3 Machine.

WE MAKE THE HIGHEST GRADE ONLY OF

PIPE THREADING and
CUTTING-OFF MACHINES

I HAND OR POWER. ^

OUR ADJUSTABLE STOCKS AND DIES ARE THE
MOST CONVENIENT. DURABLE AND SATISFACTORY

TOOLS OF THE KIND IN THE WORLD.

SECURE OUR CATALOG.

ARMSTRONG MFG. CO.,
BRIDQEPORT, CONN.,

104-116 KNOWLTON ST.

NEW VORK,
139 CENTRE ST. No. 1 Machine.

rRANE COMPANY,

Manufacturers of Air Brakes,
Air Brake Repairs,

Also, Air Brake Pipe,

Air Brake Fittings,

CHICAGO.

The Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Railway

IT
LEADS

IN COMPLETENESS OF EQUIPMENT.
COMPORT OF TRANSPORT.
PROMPTNESS OF SERVICE.
FAST AND ELEGANT TRAINS.

A. J. Smith, G. P. and T. A., Cleveland, Ohio.

EARLE G. BAGON,
Engineer,

HAVEMEYER BUILDING,

NEW YORK.
W,.rk.: I':.. Hi.- lr.,11 VV-Tka, Furwl

huunilry kiiii MftchlDc Co.

Hoisting Engines
And Ti:tCHES for everj

;o33it)le duty.

:J'_.^ Parrel's 1 Blake Pattern)

Rock^Ore Crushers

Railroad Cranes
The Standard (or 25 Years.

COMPLETE MINING AND
CRUSHINQ PLANTS

i^'ilDsii

BEATS THE MONKEY-

WRENCH OUT OF SIGHT
OUR ROUND JAW NONPAREIL RATCHET is the

liuuiiirst loitl for riiiiMin;; rcpuirs that c;in be
I'lmiul, Its iiardened steel jaws and handy adjust-
nieiit make it keep hold wlien once .set and jiui
I'aii i.'1'l it on in out-of-the-way jiliices, and take oft

H nut without takinir Jaws off, and where you
couldn't i.'tt in an eitrhili of a tuin with the elnnisy
monkey and il will take hold elose up w loTe
the old wrench can't ud. This prevcnt.s niarriuK
finished nuts and parts around them. A thousand
places for it arotiml a locomotive where it can save
time and money. We'll send a Calaloirilc Free.

312 TERRACE,
BUFFALO, N. Y.THE KEYSTONE MFG. CO,,

MOORFS ANTI- FRICTION
DIFFERENTIAL

Chain Pulley Block

A New Movement.

A Perpetual Compound Lever.

Powerful, Simple and Durable.

Ligfht, Compact and Stronsf.

One Man Can Lift to the Full

Capaeity of the Block.

Self Sustainins: at Any Point.

The Block Always Hangs Plumb

Moore Mfg. and Fonndry Co.

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

\JJ^ COMPRESSORS. >^ >- >- >-> >-

ryjR NEW Catalog explains
^^ why the NORWALK Air

Compressor is more economical

THAN A "BRAKE PUMP."».-»'

If you are interested in saving

money we will SEND IT TO
: YOU—FREE.

The Norwalk Iron Works Co.,

107 Water Street,

50. XORWALk; CONN.
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AIR
Do you think you

can save money

by making your

own equipment ?

Just consider it a

moment.

Get our. prices.

WORKS

:

HARVEY (Chicago Suburb).

HOISTS.
OUR "TYPE A" HOIST IS

UNEXCELLED.

PATENT GOVERNOR VALVE.

SPEED REGULATOR.
SAFETY STOP.

AUTOMATIC SHUT OFF.

PATENT EXHAUST.

Send for our CRANE CIRCULAR and read about it.

[itiit5i(miiiitrii%upti'iit€tt

1522 MONADNOCK BLOCK, CHICAGO.

aillllll#lllllliailllllia<llllll

THIS is the onh' single

* tube "Automatic, or

Re-starting," Injector
that will start with 25 lbs.

of steam and work up to

200 without trouble.

IT is a plain, heavy busi-

* ness m a c h i n e,—no

small priming jets, pipes

or valves.

ANLY 24 pieces— less

" than half the usual

number of parts.

DETACHABLE Coni-
" cal Tube, — the one

that wears most,—a new
one can be put in in five

minutes.

CIMPLER, lighter and
^ the cheapest guaran-

teed Injector on the mar-

ket.

^If^lf^J^P

THE AUTOMATIC

SINGLE-TUBE BOILER INJECTOR

MAI<»IIFACXU«ED BY

The Automatic Injector Company,
Nn, 82 West Third Street,

CINCINNATt, OHIO.

sidiyiiyi
pUT down your road
^ failures and repair

bills by using a solid in-

strument with no jim-

cracks to it.

T ESS parts means less

^ repairs, less first cost

and less trouble.

CTOPS and starts with
^ one movement of

lever, restarts if broken,

—you know that instru-

ment is feeding if lever

is back.

rUARANTEED! We will

^ place this instrument

on any boiler for trial,

and if not entirely' satis-

factor3' will remove same
free of all expense. Let

us show you what we
can do.

'l|||l'#l|||l#l|||ilt

^lllllll^lllllllSlI

mm
\mm
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IF YOU ARE THINKING
OF

PNEUMATIC H AMMERS
FOR

FLUE BEADING OR HEAVY CHIPPING,
DON'T DO A

THING

UNTIL YOU SEE THE

c <.CHOUTEAU"

Vou won't have anything else then.

LET US SEND YOU A CATALOG.

UNITED STATES METALLIC PACKING COMPANY.

No. 427 N. 13th Street, Philadelphia, Penna.

This Rooting is manufactured from 'I'rinulad Natural Asphalt materials, and will not dry up and
become brittle under exposure to the weather, as Coal Tar Roofings do.

It is durable, easily applied, and easily repaired.
We shall be plea.sed to furnish sample of this Roofing which has been in actual use for over thirteen

years. Send for circulars, samples, etc., to

yf Durable R^ofinc.

Warren Chemical & Manufacturiug Co.,

50 Fulton Street, New York.
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a!d$l)burnear(UM€o.
fiartford, Conn,

^ makers of ^
^ Steel Cired aibeels,

^

291

THE BAKER CAR HEATERS
SINGLE AND DOUBLE CIRCULATION.

Jointless, Flexible, Steel Fire-Proof,

d\/C /^TUCD CTVI CC Impossible to break them.
rlVb UlrlhK oil Lbj>. Impossible to burn a car with them.

Special Fittings for Baker Heater Work
Perfected Jointless Safety Vent.

MADE AND SOLD
ONLY BY WILLIAM C. BAKER,

(Successor to Baker Heater Co.)

143 Liberty Street, New York.

Sterling.

Emery Wheel

Mfg. Co.,

TIFFIN, O.

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OP

Advance Safety Emery
AND

Corundum Wheels,

WITH OR WITHOUT
WIRE WEB,

AND

Emery Wheel Machinery.

Send for Catalog:ue and Discounts.

Ramapo Wheel and Foundry Co.,
manufacturers of

BOLTLESS STEEL-TIRED WHEELS
For Passenger and Locomotive

Service.

Tires with Annular Web and Hook,

Best Charcoal Iron Couble-Flate

or Spoke Centers,

Wedge-Shaped detaining King.

Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn,N.Y.

MANUFACTURE

MOTION OF BOLTLESS FASTENINQ.

4 Continuous Circumferential Fastetlng. Simple, Safe, Economical.

CHILLED IRON WHEELS Congdon Brake Shoes
Of Superior Quality,

Drawing Eoom, Passenger and fC" CMIIed IrOH Wheels,

Preight Cars, . . ..„•,.
Locomotives, Tenders,

Outwear from 4 to 6 ordinary

Plantation and Mine Oars. Shoes and enhance

Cylinder Packing Rings. mileage.

Office and Works: RAMAPO, N. Y.

BRAKE SHOES
For Steel-Tired Wheels.

ROSS, for Steel-Tired Car and Tender Wheels,

ROSS-MEEHAN, for Locomotive Drivers,

SHEPPARD, for Blind or Bald-Tired Drivers.

Narrow Gauge Gars, Switct]6S, AutomatiG Stands.

YOKED, BOLTED AND ^ PRING RAIL FROGS, CROSSINGS,

TRAtX EQUIPMENT,

RAILROAD AND MACHINERY

CASTINGS,
HEAVY AND LIGHT.

SCHOEN MFG. CO.
PRESSED

STEEL MATERIAL

FOR CARS.

PITTSBURGH,

- PA. -
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PRESSED:: STEEL ::TRUCK:: FRAMES
AND PRESSED STEEL PARTS FOR CAR AND TRUCK CONSTRUCTION.

rox 90UIP FRteeto s-rtti company. ; 'wSIVoISVllS:"
'"'°" '^^^^^^^^

JAMES B. BRADY, General Sales Agent, Havemeyer Building-, NEW YORK.

A. FRENCH, GEO. W. MORRIS. D. C. NOBLE.
Pres. Gen. Mgr. See. and Treas

J. E. FRENCU, P. N. FRENCH,
VIcePres. Gen'l Supt

LOCOMOTIVE SPRINGS

^*
^ PITTSBURGH, PA. ^(/

WITH PATENT V SHAPE BANDS.
Gives More Elasticity to Short Plates

V-
MANUF.^CTURERS OF

Elliptic and Spiral Springs
Miinufacturedby A. FRENCH SPRING CO. OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.

ALL SIZES HIGH GRADE AIR COMPRESSORS.
FOR OPERATING

Air Drills, Air Hoists and all Pneumatic

Tools used in Railroad Shops.

ROCK DRILLS, TUNNELING AND QUARRYING MACHINERY.

The Ingersoll-Sergeant Drill Co.,^^^.l^T^:

ClK me$tjndbou$e ^S# ^S» ^K#

ti ti J\\t Brake Company,
Pimburgb, Pa.

Jinnual Capacity:

250,000 Trelfibt Car, 6,000 Passenger Car and

10,000 Locomotive Brakes.
•^•{A ^"^A.

350,000 Treigbt and Passenger Cars and 26,000

Locomotives already equipped.
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PEDRICK & AYER CO.,
* 1001 Hamilton Street,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

COMPOUND AUTOMATIC AIR COMPRESSOR.-D.iveu by a

belt, regulates itself au
tomatlcally, maiutalu-

Ing the pressure withiu
three pounds at any de-

sired point ; compound-
ed and water jacketed ;

win supply air at less

than half the cost for

fuel of brake pumps.
Ruu3only so long as air

is beiut; used. Delivers

44 cubic €eet of free air

per minute.

Requires no atteni:on but oiling, and but little of that. Case Dust-Proof.

QUR NO. 2 LIFT is for

delicate and exact work

;

it can be made to lift or lower

any amount at will, and has

an automatic stop that will

keep the load at the desired

height under any conditions,

and leave the operator free to

use both hands in adjusting

work. Ideal as a lift over

machine tools.

ALL KINDS OF SPECIAL

TOOLS FOR RAILWAY

REPAIR SHOPS.

Wood-Working Machinery
Complete Equipments or Single Machines for Car and

Locomotive Shops, Pattern Makers, etc

No. 5 'A Heavy Car Tenoner, Single or Double Heads, Upright Spindle

for Double Tenons, Automatic Feed to Tenoning Table.

Improved Iron Frame Dimension Planer, Cylinder Slotted on all four

sides, and to raise and lower by power. In sizes, 24, 28 and 30

inches,- wide, and to plane from JO to 60 feet long.

No. 2,

Correspondence Solicited. Catalogue on Application.

THE EGAN CO.,

419-439 W. Front Street, Cincinnati, 0.

Eclipses Them All—Thirty -five and a Half Hours, Chicago

to Jacksonville, Fla.

The Monon Route, with its customary enterprise, has put on

a new fast train that makes the run between Chicago and Jack-

sonville in 35^ hours.

The train is composed of elegant Pullman Perfected Safety

Vestibuled, Open and Compartment Sleepers, includmg Drawing-

room and Buffet Sleepers, as well as comfortable day coaches,

with Monon Celebrated High-back Seats.

This train leaves Chicago daily at 8:32 P. M., arriving at Cincin-

nati next morning, 7:30 ; Chattanooga, 5:50 P. M.; Atlanta, 10:40

P. M. ; reaching Jacksonville at 8:20 the second morning, in ample

time to make connection with all lines for points in Central and

Southern Florida.

This is the fastest time ever made by any line between Chicago

and Florida.
Frank J. Reed,

Genl. Pass. Agt., Chicago.

City Ticket .Office, 232 Clark street, Chicago.

For time-cards, pamphlets and all other information, address

L. E. Sessions, N. W. Pass. Agt., Minneapolis, Minn.

BORING AND TURNING MILLS
ARE SUPERIOR TO LATHES FOR FACE PLATE WORK.

We have a variety of sizes and a large stock

for immediate shipment.

THE BULLARD MACHINE TOOL CO..

E. P. BULLARD, Pres't. BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
New York Office, 86 LIBERTY STREET.

Mechanical

Books,

BOOKS FOR ENGINEERS,

FIREMEN AND ALL

ENGAGED IN MECHANICAL PURSUITS.

Send name and address for 48-page Cata-

logue. Sent gratis on application.

D. VAN NOSTRAND CO.,
PUBLISHERS,

23 MURRAY AND 27 WARREN STREETS,

r«E"W VORK.
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3,000
VARIETIES.

Main Office

and Address,

IM

Providence. R.I., U.S.A.

'CHOLSON
UCKET. a. ,., >./.0 Ht^AVEa FALLS.TT

Nicholson— Great Western --

X. F. (Extra Fine), and
American,

The Standard
Brands.CO

True to start with—and stays SO.

Ashcroft Mfg. Co.

SPECIALTIES

:

Double Tube Bourdon

Pressure Gaugfes

for Steam, Water or

Ammonia.

Tabor Indicators.

BROWN'S

Adjustable Pipe Tongfs.

Packer Ratchets.

Pipe Stocks and Dies.

Pipe Fitters' Tools.

Ashcroft Gaugfes

are Dust-proof, Accurate

and the Standard every-

where.

Movement no connection to back of case.

MANNING, MAXWELL & MOORE.
I M iU; iW vv=^'

III Liberty Street, New York, U. S. A.

Consolidated

Safety Valve Co.'s

ORIGINAL

RICHARDSON

" POP "

SAFETY VALVES

are the Standard un many

roads.

The Best Muffler

EXTANT.

Sample sent on trial.

WORKS AT

Bridgeport, Ct.
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WOOD WORKING MACHT
FOR

CAR BUILDERS.

The No. 3 AUTOMATIC HOLLOW CHISEL MORTISER
AND BORER shown herewith, is designed for use in all kinds of

timbers, heavy and light, used in Car and Bridge Construction. It can

be used for Single or Double Mortising, for Gaining, Countersink-

ing, End Tenoning, and Boxing. The chisel has a travel of JO inches

in depth, and a vertical range of J 3 inches. Mortises up to 2,'2 inches

square can be made.

Further particulars of this or other of our machines cheerfully fum
ished on application.

J. A. FAY & CO.,
530 to 550 West Front Street, CINCINNATI, Ohio.

Automatic Molding Machines,

400 DAILY
ONE MAN'S WORK.

300 DAILY
ONE

MAN'S WORK

PATTERN SET FOR
CHRISTIE

BRAKE SHOES.

The Tabor Manuiacturing Co,^

39 Cortlandt Street, New York, N. Y.

50 per cent. Saved
toy

Finishing Locomotives and Coaclies

vrltb

Rogers' Railway Specialties
Rog'ers' Locomotive Finish.
Rogfers' Locomotive Jacket Enamel.
Rogers' Locomotive Cab Enamel.
Rog:ers' Coacli Body Enamel.
Rog-ers' Caboose Enamel.
Rogers' Target and Signal Enamel.
Railroad Seat Enamel.
Railroad Radiator Enamel.
Railroad Steam Pipe Enamel.
Railroad Graphite Paint.
Railroad Truck Paints.
Railroad Station Paints.
Railroad Varnishes and Japans.
Red Seal Coach and Car Colors.

Refrigerator Car Paints.

Great Economy in Coach, Car and Locomotive painting,

Enormous saving in time, labor and material.

Fully equal or superior to old methods in durability.

Thoroughly tested by leading railway lines.

Write us for information and Descriptive Catalogue.

DETROIT WHITE LEAD WORKS,
107 Jones St., Detroit, 9Iicli.

Finest
Coach
Parlor Car
Sleeping Car
Street Car
Rattan Elevated

Seats
PLUSH - RATTAN - ELASTIC SLAT

With either ' Reversible' or ' Walk-Over' Back.

Output Larger than All Other

Seat Makers combined.

Over

150 Roads

Use

these Seats.

Our "Walk-Over" Pattern is the Finest of its class.

See cut of " Standard'* here next month.

EITHER IS BETTER THAN ANY OTHER MAKE.

The Hale & Kilburn M%. Co.
PHILADELPHIA. PA.
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Hew York Office,

Taylor Building,

39 Cortland! St.

Chicago Office

1534 Marquette BIdg.

BEMENT, MILES «& CO.,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

HANUrACTURERS Or

Metal IVorkiiig Machi^ie ToolSy

For Railroad Shops, Locomotive and Car Builders,

Machine Shops, Rolling Mills, vSteani Forges, Ship Yards,

Boiler Shops, Bridge Works, etc., etc.

STEAM HAMMERS.
steam and Hydraulic

RIVETING MACHINES

" There is but one suggestion wc might make

—

and our desire to criticise would impel us to make more
—if we could find anything to make criticisms about,
and that is instead of calling this most neat, complete and
comprehensive catalogue, '^A Book of Tools,' it should
have been called "''he Book of Tools, for it has no equal."

F. E. REED & CO.,
Worcester, Mass.

^^A BOOK OF TOOLS tt

IS OUR CATALOGUE. IT CONTAINS 550 PAGES, UPWARDS OF 2,000
ILLUSTRATIONS, AND WILL BE SENT POST^ PAID TO ANY

ADDRESS UPON RECEIPT OF 25 CTS. IN STAMPS.

CHAS. A. STRELINGER & CO.,

DETROIT. MICH.

Westingliouse Electric and Manufacturing Company
Tiie Largest and Most Completely Epippeil Electrical MannfactnriiiE EstaWistifflent in tlie World.

POWER, INCANDESCENT LIGHTING. ARC LIGHTING.
FROM THE SAME CIRCUITS.

We have purchased and are the SOLE OWNERS of the patents issued to Nikola Tesla for POLYPHASE ALTERNATING
SYSTEM, now recognized to be the most successful system for lighting and power purposes.

We furnish complete lines of apparatus for the perfect equipment of ISOLATED PLANTS for Hotels. Office Buildings, Flats

and Factories.
STANDARD SYSTEMS

for distribution of lights and power in LARGE MANUFACTURING ESTABLISHMENTS, MILLS and MINES.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC RAILWAY SYSTEM, the Most Durable, Economical and Efficient on the market.

NEW YORK, I20 Broadway.
BOSTO.V. ExchanKc Kuildins;.

CHIC.\(>0 New York Life Building.
TACOMA, WASH., 102 South loth St

PITTSBURG, Westinghouse BuildinK.
BUFFALO, Erie County Bank Building.

PHILADELPHIA, Girard Building.
ST. LOUIS. Atllcrican Central HuililinR.

CHARLOTTE. N. C , 36-18 C<illeKe St.

SYRACUSE, N. \., Bastable Building.
SAN FRANCISCO. Mills Buildin.T.

WASHINGTON, I). C.. 1333 F St. N.

Pneumatic Tools.GREAT LABOR-SAVING
DEVICE FOR

CALKING BOILERS.
BEADING FLUES,

HEADING RIVETS,
CHIRRING CASTINGS,

CUTTING KEY SLOTS,
DRIVING NAILS AND SPIKES,

ESPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR RAILROAD SHOPS.

•\;«riii (oad. 1*T7cro X'l'uoei £t.

All Ilanimer.s sent un ten days' trial subject to ai>i>r<>val. and Kuaranteni Tur iv.v year against repairs.

CHICAGO PNEUMATIC TOOL CO.,
553 Monadnock Block, Chicago.
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FIRE! FIRE! FIRE!
A RECORD OF OVER 200,000 FIRES KINDLED
FOR LESS THAN 2 CET^JXS PER FIRE.ECONOMY UNPARALLELED.

The Rapid Adoption of the LESLIE KINOLER is Substantial Proof of its

Superiority over all known means of kindling Locomotive Fires.

All question as to the Economy claimed no longer a matter of opinion. Results obtained in

General Practice have fully ESTABLISHED THE FACT that with the Leslie Automatic

Fire Kindler One Car Tank of crude oil will kindle flore Fires than 107 Car Loads,
or 750 Cords, of wood.

For full particulars, address J. 5. LESLIE, Paterson, N.J.

The Hancock Locomotive Inspirator,
TYPES A, B, C and D,

Adapted to the several differing styles of Standard Fittings.

Combines all the latest and best ideas in

BOILER FEEDERS.
Constructed with the special purpose of filling fully the most exacting demands of modern

railroad requirements. It is simple in construction, and the inside parts of all types are inter-

changeable. It is reliable under all conditions, and of great range. It can be easily taken apart

and repaired at small expense. It will lift water when Inspirator and Suction Pipe are hot, or

when water is at a temperature of 120^ Fah., and deliver to Boiler at steam pressures of 35 to

200 lbs. without adjustment. It has a minimum capacity of less than 50 per cent, of its maxi-

mum, and its capacity increases with increase of Steam pressure up to 200 lbs.

MANUFACTURED BY

THE HANCOCK INSPIRATOR CO., Boston, Mass., U.SA.

A. W. SOPER, Pres. ROBT. Andrews, Vice-Pres. C. H. Howard, Sec W. R. Thomas, Treas. R. M. Dixon, Engineer,

The Safety Car Heating and Lighting Co.

11(60 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,

EATING SYSTEMSo—By hot water circulation and direct steam with regulating devices.

Reliable and uniform heat. Economical and rapid circulation. Gibbs automatic couplet

of Westinghouse type, absolutely steam-tight.

IIGHTING SYSTEM.—The celebrated Pintsch compressed oil gas method. In use on ovet

64,000 cars in Europe and America. Adopted by the U. S. Lighthouse Board for

' lighting Buoys. The best, most economical and only safe light for Railroad purposes.

IN BRILLIANCY AND CLEANLINESS UNSURPASSF-^

H

PUMPS ARE OUT

OF DATE

ON

LOCOMOTIVES.
Because injectors are better in every way.

Pumps are also out of date for boiler washing
purposes. Here is a jet instrument that occupies
no room, needs no foundation, and takes cold
water, delivering it hot. The best washer for
the boiler. With the testing attachment you can
put 300 pounds of hot water pressure on a boiler
using 100 pounds of steam. The whole thing in
compact shape, showing just what pressure you
are using. You can buy ten for the price of one
pump of the same capacity.

ALSO, LITTLE GIANT INJECTORS.
Rue Mfg. Co., 1 19 N. 9th, Philadelphia, Pa.

BETHLEHEM^IRON
SOUTH BETHLEHEM, PA.

STEEL RAILS,
BILLETS AND MUCK BAR,

CO

STEEL FORCINGS,
Hollow Shafting. Cranks, Rolls. Guns and Armor.

Rough, Machined or Finished, Fluid Compressed, Hydraulic Forged.

NEW YORK OFFICE : 100 Broadway. PHILADELPHIA OFFICE: 421 Chestnut Street.

CHICAGO OFFICE: Marquette BIdg.
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CUT THIS OUT!
Railway Department,

NATIONAL MALLEABLE CASTINGS CO.,

1525 Old Colony BIdg;., Chicago, III.

Please mail to my address a copy of your Illustrated pamphlet on the TOWER COUPLER.

^••••••y fyyyyyy^r^^^xyyy^y^^r^A'^'-.

Keep posted regfarding prog:ress in M. C. B. Couplers, by watching: the Tower, which leads the procession.

THE

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

LOU. D. SWEET, Qen'l Mgr.

AMS Automatic Coupler
is rapidly gaining favor with Railroad

Managers. Its simplicity, cheapness and

durability, and the fact that it works with old link

and pin couplers—with which the majority of cars

are yet equipped— makes it desirable for all re-

newals and repairs. It is strong and has few parts.

Conforms to the U. S. Law, and is a cheaper

and better coupler than the vertical-hook. Any

road can afford to put the Sams on its old

equipment. We give systems the right to make

and use drawbar and lever attachments, and sell

them the pins at $1.00 each.

Cast Iron Bars weigh about 185 lbs.;

Malleable, 135 to 140 lbs.

Can furnish Malleable Bars at $4.25 each, F.O.B. Chicago.

Pins, $1.00 each, F. O. B. Detroit.

SAMS AUTOMATIC COUPLER CO,, 516 Equitable BIdg., Denver, Col,

THE TROJAN CAR COUPLER COMPANY, TROY, N.Y.
The kuuckle may be thrown open for coupling by the hand rod at the side of the car, rendering it unnecessary for the

trainmen lo ^o t5ct\veen the cars to open the knuckle.

M. C. B. Type. The Strongest and the Only Safe Coupler. NEW YORK OFFICE: 49 Wall Street.

CHICAGO OFFICE, 1030 MONADNOCK BUILDING.

Smillie Z' Coupler
TRADE.'

COUPLES BY SLOW IMPACT.
MARK

^y^'^ ^^^ THE SMILLIE COUPLER & MFG. CO.,

' f^O) 91 Clav Street, Newark, N.J.

\\ New York Office: 39 Cortlandt Street.

HAS ONLY FOUR PIECES.
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Ti Improved Standard RouPLER
NEW YORK:

ao

M.C. B. TYPE.

Cortlandt St.

Forjjf.l Stcol Knuckle and Locking Pin. Only i parts. No pivot pin. STANDARD COUPLER CO.
Simplest in design, strongest in service. Thousands in use. GEO. A. POST, Pres. A. P. DENNIS, Sec.

^ TWI6T DRILLS, SPRING COTTERS,
RHAMERS,TAPS,F1AT SPRING KEYS.

)
EMBRyWHgELDRESSERS, GRTNDHRS

CLEVELAND.0.OFFICE5WKS. '-

NEW YORK ,94RHADE ST.
I
L0ND0N,]58QUEENVICT0R1A.^T.
PAR13, 68 RUE DB^ARAIS.

iijdre.aall ;cm rr, u n.cat.on* to the Company
WMM'CONWAY. F=re5ident.

C. P. KRAUTH. Secretary

A J. ORAKE.SLporintendent.

LEABLE Iron Castings.
Sole Maniifaciurer^ Of

/ THE JAPEY COUPLER
/ rriD PAccrwrrR Awn FRrir.HT r.AR';

'A7/s/j///y//f. y^/.

fOf? PASSENGER AND FREIGHT CARS.

"THE CHAMPION
»

A Strictly Automatic Coupler and Un=coupler.

Self=opening Knuckle. No Springs.

By its use it is impossible for cars to be wrecked by bars pulling

out or breaking and falling on track. Will couple on any curve.

Can use link and pin with or without knuckle.

For Engines, Passenger and Freight Cars.

Address, The Champion Automatic Car Coupler Co.,

KENTON, OHIO.
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Boston Belting Company, i:8tal>li>.lit.-d 1828.

AIR
BRAKE

HOSE
GUARANTEE

"We Kuarantee our Air-Brake Hose to be made of the
hest materials, perfect in workmanship, and that each
section when delivered, and if properly tested, will not
burst at less than ten 10 times the avcraite pressure
required in service."

JAIHES BENXETT FORSVXH, I^IfR. Ajft. & CJeii. ]«aii.

OrlKiit'*' Maiitifiiclurf rf* of

Mechanical Rubber Goods
FOR KAII.KOAI) I Si:.

AIR BRAKK AND CAR HKAXING HOSK.
Water, Steam, XaiiU and Tender Hose.

SHEET RUBBER AND PISTON PACKINGS, GASKETS, VALVES, RUBBER MATS AND MATTING.

2S6, 238, 260 nevunHhlre Street, BOHT<>9i.
51 Decatur Street, ATLANTA, Oa. 100 Madison Street, CHICAQO.
100 Chambers Street. NRW YORK. 380 East Water Street. MILWAUKEE. Wis.

24 I remnnt .>i|rcft. 5AN KPANCISCO. Cal. I « North Pourth Street. PHILADELPHIA.

IMPROVED PNEUMATIC

TRACK SANDING
APPARATUS
FOR LOCOMOTIVES.

HENRY L. LEACH,
176 Huron Avenue. North Cambridge, Mass.

Liik°Bi

Eigiieerlig COo

Design and
Erect

NICETOWN, PHILA.

49 Dey St., NEW YORK,

Locomotive Coaling Stations

and Supply

Coal and Ashes

Handling Machinery,

Of M>o4eri Beslgi;

To meet any conditions.

Western House:
LINK-BELT MACHINERY CO.,

CHICAGO and NEW ORLEANS.

The New Pill Iman <'oiii|>n rime ill Sleep-
ing i'arH, <'iiieiiMialf Ut 4'liie»;::o.

<'. II. A I». Ky.

These cars are the finest that have ever been
turned out of the Pullman shops, and are dupli-
cates of the magnificent cars on the New York
and Chicago Limited.
They are divided into nine rooms, each room

contaming a double lower and upper berth of the
pattern used in the open sleeping car. The rooms
are much larger than the staterooms in the
largest steamships ; each room being furnished
in a different colored tapestry from its neighbor,
and containing a wash-stand"which is built into
one corner. This wash-stand is arranged so that
it is really a receptacle for hats, bonnets and
small articles; also containing a clothes brush,
hair brush, comb. etc.. and by pulling down the
metal handle a large silver wash basin is brought
into position, and right above the basin are twn
faucets, one for hot and the other for cold water.
In addition to this is a faucet connecting with a
drinking fountain of ice water. In the other cor-
ner of the room is a handsomely cushioned seat.
which can be turned to one side, exposing the
closet.
Electric bells and every convenience that can

possibly be crowded into a hotel-room are in

these compartments. The prices arc the same as
in the standard open sleeping car, and our patron -

have the choice, as wc run one car of caeh pit-

tern on every night train of the C. H. & D. anil

rionon, between Cincinnati and Chicago, both i

accommodate those who do not know the ad vin-

tages of the new car and prefer the old style ti.

account of familiarity with them, and to enabh
us, except in great rushes, to give every one a
lower berth.

D. G. EDWARDS.
General Passenger Agent. Cincinnati. O.

"CYRUS ROBERTS"

Hand Car Specialties
WARRANTED

EASY RUNNING.
LIGHT IN WEIGHT.

PERFECT WHEEL.

Roberts, Throp & Co.,
THREE RIVERS. MICH.

5«;

OUR WET EMERY f''^^f.",.,,,/,„,„„., *v «.

- .oa. <,esi,n.iand built to "•'Z">;:'';!:!,:tZ^^nuJ of so,., of t,.,nost

0„. ,„„ndn ...es a hioh-orade C Gray ;o"^"' "";• "
, |

I . I

. . j

'

PoVTEfi,
A

MONTHLY JOURNAL devoted to Steam
Engfineerlng: and Practical Work relative

to the Economic Generation and Trans-
mission of Power. Sixty-four pages, pro-

fusely Illustrated. Price, $1.00 a year.

Send for Sample Copy— FREE. Address,

The Power Publishing company.
'^'orld UulldiiiK, 9iew Tork.
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HEARTlTI' COPFIN PROCESS r TOUGflENEir

. PTOUOHENEO BrcOFFIN PROCESS; PATENTEDi

CAMBRIA IRON COMPANY,
General Office, Philadelphia, Pa.

WORKS AT
JOHNSTOWN, PA.

Drivingjruck, Passenger& Freight Axles,

-^ir

SOFT STEEL ARCH BARS, BENT AND DRILLED.

1%

,. ..j:

N.Y. Office for Rails and Fasteningfs, 33 Wall SL

[T^

Locomotive

BOILER,

Smoke Stack,

Tank and Sheet

SXEEI.S.

Quality Unsurpassed.

Plates up to 118 inches in width.

SHOENBERGER STEEL CO.
PITTSBURGH, PA.

Spark Arrester Plate.

HENORICK
LOCOMOTIVE SPARK

PLATE

THE HENDRICK MFG. CO., LTD.,

OARBONDALE. PA.

"HERE'S A WHEEL"
OF TWO PARTS,

A Wrought Iron Center,-a Steel

Tire-and Nothing Else.

READING MATTER FOR THE ASKING.
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The Cameron

Steam Pump.

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING.

The Detroit Improved Standard Garfield Injector

FOR LOCOMOTIVES

a Has Widest Range of Capacity.

IlantUes Jf'armest Water.

Easily Manipulated. Positive Action.

Economical to Maintain.

Interchangeable with Other Standard Machines.

DETROIT LUBRICATOR CO., Detroit, Mich.

RICHARD DUDGEON, ^* ' 'i^^'-^J^S'^
^''-

COMPLETE WITH BOILER.

The A. S. Cameron
Steam Pump lYorks,

Foot of East Twenty-third Street,

Send for Illustrated Catalogue. NEW YORK.

Sample
FREE

JT7HK screw being
i luhricated and

[)r(»tected, the Jack
i.s always ready foi
instMiit service. Rail
road men appreciate
tile i in p (I r t a n c e of
liavlntr Jacks always
in cood working Cfin
diti'^n. Serious de-
lays fre(juently "ccui
in (rcttmtr cfimmon

lacks so that tliev can be worked when suddenly
required in train service.
Ct>mmon .Tacks are frequently destroyed In effort?

to make them work ipiickly after the screws are
tet with rust and dirl. This consideration alone
makes the CHAPMAN JACK the most economical
one to purchase.

THE CHAPMAN JACK CO., CLEVELAND, OHIO.

IIAKEK A.VD PATENTEE OF

lMI»KOVI-:i>

HYDRAULIC JACKS
I'uiicliefH) llolltT Tube l''x puiKlrrM, and

I>lrect At'tlng Steam IluinnierM.
ty Jacks for Pressing on Crank Phis or Car-Wheels

made to order. Communications by letter will receive
prompt attention.

TAYLORAreSTAYBOLT IRON
Axleo, Piston Itods, Crauk Plus and Forglngrs of all

Descriptions, ased by I<eadlng Ballroada«

R.MUSHET'S SPECIAL AND
TITANIC STEELS

SOLE REPRESENTATIVES IN THE UNITED STATES,

B. M. JONES & CO.,
Boston, 11 au<l 13 01i?er street. New Yobk, 143 Liberty Street.

The National
Machinery Co.

TIFFIN, OHIO,
HEADQUARTERS FOR

BOLT & NUT MACHINERY,
AND

Complete Outfits for R.R., Car and Locomo-
tive Shops, including Special Machinery.

Send for our last Illustrated Catalogue.

Correspondenre invitttf.
Hhir f'rints fitrnished.

The Pratt& Whitney Co., Hartford, Conn.,u.s.A.

SINGLE AND DOUBLE HEAD MILLING MACHINES used as Sub.stitutcs loi

I'lancr.s lor Heavy and Rapid Cutting in Cast and Wrought Iron

anil .StLH-l.

TURRET-HEAD MACHINES AND TOOLS for Turning, Forming and Thread-
ing Irregular [^ieces of Circular Cross-section in Brass, Iron and
Steel.

METAL BAND SAWING MACHINES for Cutting Sprues from Brass Castings.

MILLING CUTTERS. HOLDERS, with Inserted Cutter.s for Turning. Shaping
.iiui Threading Metals. SPIRAL SHEAR PUNCHES,

CATALOaUE L SENT ON APPLICATION.



LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING.

/obke Locomotive and Machine Company,
PATERSON,

N.J.

Gen'l Agents, BRYAN & McKIBBIN, J 20 Broadway, New York City.

Rhode Island LocomotiDe Works,
PROVIDEISCE, R. I.

Charles Felix Mason, President.

Earl Philip Mason, Vice-President.

William P. Chapin, Treasurer.

Arthur Livingston Mason, Secretary

Joseph Lythgoe, Agent and Supt.

S. A. Stephens, Traveling Agent.

KEW YORK OFFICE,

n>Tos- 31-33 IF^iiao Street.

d'-^^^ , ^.^^ .r^h
^1 U~~A,,{: OV^J*

ili[ tfiM.

H. K. PORTER & CO., 6tli and Wood Sts., Pittsburgh, Pa.,
BUILDERS OF

Light Locomotives,— Steam, Compressed Air and Electric,— for all gauges of track,

every variety of service, 3 to 45 tons weight.

STANDARD AND NARROW GAUGE LOCOMOTIVES ALWAYS KEPT ON HAND, IN STOCK.

Propositions, with Specifications and Photographs, promptly furnished on bona fide inquiry.

T r

lt"T?--T^-^*-™

THE Lima Locomotive and Machine Company, lima, ohio.

Manufacturers and
. Builders of

,:-iJ!^ij-~»-'''ii''''~

Shay Patent and Direct Connected Locomotives, Freight and Caboose Cars, all kinds of
Steel Castings, Brass and Gray Iron Castings, Car Wheels and Railroad Work.

LATROBE STEEL CO.,

T| MANUFACTURERS

FORR
OF

ESLOCOMOTIVE

ANDCAR WHEELS.
WORKS, LATROBE, PENNA.

Automatic Steel Couplers,

Elliptic and Spiral
Springs and Steel Castings.

>IA NIPACTUflEII AT
WORKS, MELROSE PARK, ILL.

Main Office, 1200 Girard Building. Philadelphia.

r,,..,„„i, I Old Ciildiiv Buildiiif;'. Chicago.

Offl'e' ^ 33 Wall St.vrt.NVw York.umi ts,
I ,_-„„„, |-,„,| iiiiji.iiiii;, St. Louis.

POP SAFETY VALVES,
MCFFLED AND PLAIN.

MPROVED

STEAM GAGES,
SINGLE BELL

CHIME WHISTLES.
A perfect equipment

for a locomotive, giv-
ing noiseless relief, ac-
ciirarv aiKi stejidineaa.
at,n-iM-;tbl._' tout'. Specify
these goods when or-

dering locomotives.

CROSBY STEAM OAfiE

AND VALVE CO.,

Boston, Basa.

Branches :

New York, Chicago, and

London, England.

Steam and Water Packing
Patciitett June 1, 1(^811.

Especially adapted for Loi:oniotive'".

Never aticke the Throttle.

The Original Ring: Packing.
Iq ordering givt exact diameter of Stuffing

Box and Valve Stem.
None ^eQuine without this Trade M&rk.

THE GOULD PACKING CO.,
Tr,;aa. CAST CAMBRIDGE. MAeft

Our Line Engravings are made by the

wax process, a plan securing accuracy and
distinct lines on original copper plates.

They are made by BRADLEY & POATES
10 & 12 Vandewater St., New York City'

f"vVlJL S. HEEVES, Philadelphia..
. m;^»60Ts

j^ LOCOMOTIVE AND CAR BEARINGS
CASTINGS. ' A SPECIAL.-TY.

BRASS and PMOS. BRONZE CASTINGS from >^ lb. to 5,000 lbs. in WEIGHT.
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mm STEEL TIRES
ON LOCOMOTIVE DRIVING WHEELS

AND ON

STEEL-TIRED WHEELS.
GIVK THK KKST RKSVLTS KOR EVERV VARIEXV OF SKRVICK.

THOMAS PROSSER & SON, IS Gold Street. New York.

Schenectady Locomotive Works, Schenectady,

N.Y.

EVERY DESIGN UP TO DATE.

Annual Capacity, 400.

COMPOUNDS wxfcw

Showing Economy of from 15 to

30 per cent.

DESIGNS FURNISHED, OR
ENGINES BUELT TO R.R.

Rogers Locomotive Company
OF PAXKRSON, N. J.

Hew York Office, 44 Exchange Place.

MANUFACTURERS OF

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINES & TENDERS
And Other Railroad Machinery.

R. S. HUGHES, President.

G. E. HANNAH, Treas. G. H. LONGBOTTOM, Sec'y-

REUBEN WELLS, Suoerintendent.

niCKSON MFG. CO.
MCKAI^iTOKi, rENN.

Locomotives of every style and size, Stan-
dard and Narrow Gauge, made to Standard
Gaug-es and Templets. Also for Plantations,
Mines and Logging.

.Spt-ri/iratioii.t on applieati4>n,

.IAS. P. DICKSON, President.
K.\V. Weston. V.-Pres. Wm. H. Perkins. Sec.i& Treas.

John Devine, Superintendent.

STANDARD ENGRAVING CO.,
°'

new york city.

Make Extra Deep Plates for all Illustrative Purposes.

They do all the work for Locomotive Engineering. SEND FOR PRICES.

DOKT YOU THINK there must be a saving effected by the use of PHOENIX
PNEUMATIC TOOLS for drilling, reaming and tapping, when over two

hundred have been placed on trial and none reiected ? send for circular.

C. H. HAESELER & CO., lOOl Hamilton St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

BY
USING

W2 . .. d^ > a TI - • Yo" keep your cars on the road longer, thereby effecting a large saving.

garland $ tnglisb yarnisbes ^- ^ ^^^°^^4Void"s^i/.: New y1i*!
"''" "' """^
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ESTABLISHED
1831. BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVE WORKS. ANNUAL CAPACITY,

1,000.

Single Expansion and

Compound Locomotives
Broad and Narrow Gauge Locomotives, Mine and

Furnace Locomotives, Compressed Air Locomotives,

Steam Cars and Tramway Locomotives, Plantation

Locomotives, Oil-Burning Locomotives.

Adapted to every variety of service, and built accurately to pauses and tem-
Elates after standard designs or to railroad companies' drawings.
Ilie parts of different engines of same class perfectly Interchangeable.

Electric Locomotives and Electric Car Trucks
witii Approved Motors,

BURNHAM, WILLIAMS & CO., Philadelphia. Pa., U. S. A.

ESTABLISHED J865.

Richmond Locomotive
AND

Machine Works^
RICHMOND, VA.

LOCOMOTIVES FOR EVERY SERVICE.

Brooks Locomotive Works, dunhrk. n.y.

M. L. HiNMAN, Pres, and Treas.
F. H. Stevens, Ass't to the Pres.

R. J. Gross, Vice-Pres.
T. M. HEquEMBouKo. Sec'y

r—T_ David Russell, Supt. BUILDERS OF LOCOMOTIVE EN-
I ' H. Tandy, Ass't Supt. GINES FOR ANY REQUIRED
,^ECT^ ^ SERVICE

from our OMvn designs or those of purchasers.

Perfect interchangeability, and all work fully guaranteed.

V Compound
Locomotives

FOR

Passenger and Freight Service.

AINNUAL CAPApTY 400,

WILSON MILLER.
Presidert

D. A. WIGHTMAN.
Gen'l Mgr

Pittsburgh Locomotive
Manufacturers of Vv OrlCS ^^^TSBURGH, PA.

Locomotives adapted to every variety of

service, from standard designs or

purchasers' specifications.

Builders of the Most Successful Compound
Locomotives in the World.

For Iron and Steel Specimens,
Chains, Car Couplers, Links and
Pins, also Brake Beams, Car
Springs, Wire, Cement, Oil, etc. RIEHLE TESTING MACHINES

Hydraulic Pumps and Presses. Robie Jacks.
h-MTi Founders and Maciiinists. Rielile Bros.
Tustine Machine Co.. Store 19 N. 6th Street.
Philadelphia ; New York office, 93 Liberty St.
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Cash must accompany order. Xo books sent C. O. D. Give name of book and author, and iue can furnish any book -wanted. The list

be/ow is especially recommended for mechanical readers. All books sent by mail free for price named, unless othericise slated.

A Library of Steam EnginevrInK- Feh-
renbati-h. 1895. The lati-st hiuI the best book on
Steam Kiifriiieerinp. Illiistralesand explains every
Kind of steam entrineeriug. blationary. K)eomotive
and marine. Has eliajiters on the uiathomalies of
steam entrineeriup. eoverine all possible points,
but in plain ligures. No " uipber " mathematics
used. Can be understood by any man with a com-
mon scliuol education. A whole library of steam
engineering. Highly recommended. 800 pages.
Price «5.00

Air-Brake (.'utecliUin. Conger. 1895. This
Is Conger's "Air Hrake and Signal In.struetions"
rewritten and iini)ruved. containing the air-brake
and signal instructions approved by the Master
Car Builders' and Master Mechanics' Associations ;

also the slandanl list of questions for air-brake
Instruction. This is the latest and best book on
airbrakes. Issued November 1, 1895. Price. ..545c.

i ^ i
Air-Brake Practice. Phelan. 1890. The

only practical book about handling the air brakes
on the road, by a practical man. Bound for

pocket Sl.OO

^ ^ i
Alexander's Keady Reference. Alexander.

1892. A first-clajis work. Tells what to do in al-

most any kind of breakdown on the road— $1.50

® ^ i
American Foundry Prarllte, West. 1889.

Treats of all kinds of moldint:, by a practical

man. S^.so

Appleton*0 Kncyt!lop<*clla of Applied
flfechanies. 1880. In twi) volumes. History and
brief description of every kind of niaobinery^ever

known and used. Very valuable $15.00

i i i
Bound volumes of Locomotive EseiNEEUiNG

for 1894. No other years In stock S3.00

i i i
Buildings and Structures of American

Hallroads. Berg. 1893. Plans and specifica-

tions for all kinds of buildings and structures of

any class used by American railroads $7.50

i i i
Car Builder's Dictionary. A complete 11-

lostrated encycloped ia of car construction. Nearly
six thousand illustrations $5.00

i i i
Car Iiubricatlon. Hall. Ought to be read

by every one Interested in keeping journals run-

ning cool $1.00

i i i
Catechism uf the l.oconiotlve. Forney.

1890. Enlarged. Illustrated. 50.000 sold. Every
beginner wants It, and every englneman ought to

have It $3.50

g g ^
Compound Liocontotlves. Wood. 1894. En-

larged. Tells the history and explains the prin-

otpTes of all the kinds of compound locomotives in

use $3,00

g g g
DUeaae* of the Alr-Brake System.

Synnestvedt. 1894. Tells how to And and repair

every defect that the air-brake system Is liable to

have tl-OO

^ • ^ ©
Knglneer's Catechism. Fowler. 189.3.

Especially for stationary engineers, and good.*6c.

g i i
Kn^lneer's Pocket-Book. Trautwein. 18M.

The latest, and one of the best engineer's pocket-
books extant. Kept up to date. Ix>garlthm8,

areas and circumference of circles, etc. Full of

Information $5.00

Address

New Boeks will be added moathly.

ICnglnemen's Guide. Time and Put-ket*
Book. Klnne. \fi9i. Rulesof procedure inabreak-
down. for handling air, etc. Contains a time book.
Good for three years. Bound for pocket $1.00

i ii i
Knginemen's Pocket Companion. Booth.

1895. Contains pages arranged for time-keeping.
Has Traveling Engineers' Examination for Engine-
men, articles on bnikes, valve setting, combus-
tion, and much valuable information for engine-
men $1.00

Rvolutlon €»i the Air Brake. Synnestvedt.
1895. A brief but comprehensive history of the de-
velopment of tin- modern radroad brake, from the
earliest conception contained in the simiile lever,

up to, and including, the most approved forms of
the present day $1.00

Has^vell's Engineer's Pocket-Book. 189'..*.

Probably the best authority in engineering mat-
ters. Rules for almost everything $4.00

i i i
Heat ConHlUered as a Mode of Motion.

Tyndall. 1885. The greatest engineerinir boctk

ever published. The foundation of ^sound engi-

neering education 8a.50

© i i
Indicator Practice and Steam Knglne

Economy. Homenway. 1892. The simplest and
best treatise on Indicating $a.00

Key to Steam Engineering. Williams.
1892. More especially for stationary engines, but
good Information for anyone. Boiler, engine,
combustion, evaporation, etc., explained in a
common-sense way 50c.

Pocket Printer of Alr-Brake Instmc*
tion. Rogers. 1894. Something new in the In-

struction book line aSc.

i i i
Practice and Theory of the Injector.

Enoass. 1894. The only complete work on the In-

jector yet published. AU about all kinds of inlect-

brs $1.50

g ^ i
Progresi^ive KxumlnatlonH of Locomo*

ttve Kngineem and Firemen. Hill. 1893.

Three hundred questions, and answers to them, on
firing and running. Standard form of examination
on several roads. Contains colored plates of
standard train and engine signals. Every fireman
should have this book 50ce

Railway Car Contitmctlon. Voss. 1892.

Full details for making every form of railway
car $3.00

Rules ot Interchange. The code of mles
governing the interchange of cars from one road to
another, the carding system, settlement of repairs,

etc 10c.

g ^ ^
Simple L>eii8on8 in Drawing, for tlie

Shop. Reynolds. 1893. Twelve lessons that can
be done with a SlO set of instruments. The rudi-
ments of drawing in the best form — 50c.

^ %

^ i
Link and Valve Motions. Auchincloss.

13th Edition. Just Revised. 1895. The principal
authority on the subject ..- $'<.00

i %
Locomotive oatechism. urimshaw. 1894.

Latest book out. Contains 1,300 questions and
answers about locomotives and air brakes. Fully
illustrated $!8.00

Slide Valve Geam. Halsey. Third edition.
1894. The plainest bojk on the slide valve Full
of diagrams, but no mathematics $1.60

i i i
standard Code of Train Rules. Edition of

April, 189.'). The code adopted by the American
Railway Association. In almost general use as a
basis. Th€ authority on train operating...$1.00

i i i
steam Boilers. Wilson. 1888. On the de-

signing of boilers. The standard authority on the
sul)Ject $a.SO

Locomotive Knglne-Rnnning and Man- The Engineer's Kpltome. Smith. A col-

ageinent. Illustrated. Sinclair. 1893. En- lection of Facts, Figures anti Formulas. Things
larged. Best work on running and care of locomo- that a stationary engineer should know. Ways
tlves. Plain facts plainly stated $a.00 to figure out everything^ 60c.gig g g i
Locomotive Mechanism and Engineer- The Mechanical Engineer's Pocket

Ing. Reagan. 1894. By a practii'al locomotive Book. Kent. 1S95. A reference book of rules,
engineer. Up to date. A good book $'4.00 tables, data and forniulie for the use of engineers,

tft (Jj cj) mechanics and stuJents. The latest and best© S ™ , pocket book. Bound in soft leather, with flap.
Locomotive Running Repairs. Hitch- The author has verified everv rule and table used,

cock. 1892. A practical treatise on running repairs, brought the whole work up lo date, and covered
by a practical man. Numerous diagrams and 11- the field more completely than has any previous
lustrations 80c. author $5.00

g g g g g g
Machine Sliop Arithmetic. Colvln & .p,,^ Modern Machinist, fsher 1895. A

Cheney. 891.. P ain ru es showing shop "i''" li""'
practical treatise on modern machine shop meth-

to calculate speed of pulleys and gearing ho« to
^,,g Illustrated by a',7 engravings Does nut con-

figure the gears for screw cutting and givg a
^^^^ descriptions of ma.'hine tools, but of special

great^niany facts about tools which every meolmnic
^^^^^ ^^^^ appliances, meth..ds and plans of doing

ought to understand SOc.
^^^^ ^^^j^ ^^^^ ^,^^ ^^^^^ j^ ^^^ that every

^ g ^ mechanic should have $H.60

Modem Locomotive Constrnrtion. Illtis- g ' g g
trated. Meyer. 1892. Tells bow to design, figure

out and make every part of a locomotive. A work ^
The Train AVIre. Anderson. 1890. An ex-

of reference, especially valuable to draughtsmen haustlvc work on train dispatching and on the safe

and those in charge of building and repairs. Largo movement of trains »i.4B

andelaborate $l0.6o g g g
@ @ @ What an Engineer Should Know

Patent Binders for Locohotivb Engineer- About Electricity. Clough. 16M. An elemen-
ING. Steel collapsible back : heavy boards, covered tary explanation of electric power and light appll-

with eloth. The best binder made $1.00 anees. for engineers and mechanics. A splendid
We Bell a cheaper Binder asc. mtle book 60c.

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING,
256 Broadway, New York.
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Philadelphia & Reading Shops.

During the first fifty years of its his-

tory, the Philadelphia & Reading Rail-

road Company was the most prosperous

railroad corporation on the American

Continent. The prosperity resulted to a

great extent from exceptionally good
management, which, by a most liberal

policy, developed the magnificent busi-

ness resources of the district traversed.

Besides doing all in their power to .de-

velop the anthracite coal-carrying busi-

ness, the managers pursued a niost en-

terprising policy in the building-up of

their railroad property. No expense was

spared to make roadbed and machinery

second to none to be found anywhere.

They not only wanted the best of rolling

stock, but their liberal policy brought the

best personal ability into their service.

This is how it caine that the Philadelphia

& Reading Railroad exerted such a pow-

erful influence in developing the railroad

machinery of this continent and estab-

lishing the prevailing forms.

The company was incorporated in 1833,

but no part was opened for traffic till 1842.

Eleven years later, when the road was

still less than 100 miles long, the gross

earnings amounted to $2,688,288. Dur-

ing the same year the earnings of the Bal-

timore & Ohio, with 379 miles of track,

were $1,325,563. Most of the earnings

came from the carrying of coal, but the

volume of merchandise had increased

nearly one hundred per cent, for every

year the road had been in operation—

a

good indication of how successfully the

railroad was developing the local indus-

tries of the district between Philadelphia

and Pottsville, which is now an almost

continuous chain of manufacturing towns.

From the inception of the company,

Reading was chosen as the mechani-

cal headquarters, and land was pur-

chased on what was then the out-

side of the town, for the erection of

shops that would be sufficient to build

and repair all the rolling stock and other

machinery necessary for operating the

road. The shops are still on the site

originally selected, but they are now
nearly in the heart of the city.

When the first Philadelphia & Read-
ing shops were built, the men in charge

had no examples of others to guide them
in designing, and they had to work out

NEW YORK, APRIL, 1896.

for themselves the arrangement likely to

be most convenient. The original idea

was to put all the shops under one roof

—

car building, locomotive building, repair-

ing of the same, and the tools and appli-

ances for doing the work. The belief was

that this would make a particularly com-

pact arrangement, and that there would

be the least possible loss of time and

labor in the moving of material. This

company took the lead in increasing the

capacity of cars and locomotives; but for

many years after the road was in opera-

tion, the cars were about 4^/2 tons capac-

ity and the locomotives less than 20 tons

in weight. Increasing the power of loco-

motives was more easily accomplished

than increasing the size of cars, for in

1853 they had between six and seven

thousand small iron coal cars that had

wonderful vitality. The capacity could

only be increased as the cars wore out,

and they wore very slowly. An illustra-

tion of the durability of these cars is to

be found in the fact that two of them can

still be seen daily conveying the ashes

away from the new station at Philadel-

phia.

The managers of the road, who were

dominated by English stock and bond-

holders, were always allowed to make
liberal expenditures on the betterment of

the property. They double-tracked the

road, built the best kind of bridges, and

purchased first-class appliances for doing

the work in all departments. They paid

the best wages to mechanics, and that

naturally attracted the best men in the

country to Reading. Until the policy

was inaugurated which ultimately

brought the company into financial diffi-

culties the Philadelphia & Reading shops

held the position of a training school for

railroad mechanics—afterwards enjoyed

by the Pennsylvania shops at Altoona.

The first master mechanic of the road

was a Mr. Simpson, whose term of office

was brief. He was succeeded by Mr.

Louis Kirk, who was then considered one

of the best mechanics in the country.

The manageinent were constantly urging

him on to effect improvements on the

rolling stock, and he did work that en-

titled him to be considered an engineer-

ing leader in his day; but his superiors

thought that still better ability could be

secured, and they engaged Mr. James Mil-

No. 4.

hoUand as mechanical superintendent,

who had made an enviable reputation

while in charge of the machinery of the

Baltimore & Susquehanna Railroad.

Mr. Milholland did more to develop the

capacity of the locomotive than any man
except Ross Winans.

In January, 1854, the old machine shop

burned down one Sunday night. Mr.

}iIilholland directed Mr. L. B. Paxson,

now superintendent of machinery, and

another draftsman, to set to work and

prepare drawings of a new shop, and

I'ave them ready by Tuesday morning,

so that he could take them to Philadelphia

to submit to the management. They
were done in time—without details, of

course. The plans were agreed to and

the shop built without loss of time. It

now forms the machine shop and erecting

shop of the present works, and compares

favorably in many respects with the most

modern buildings. The structure is 184 x

480 feet, and is covered by iron truss

roofs that appear as well-designed as any

of the steel truss roofs now coming into

favor. Engines are taken into the build-

ing by one entrance at the side, from a

turntable outside. Then they are trans-

ported to the erecting track on a transfer

table inside.

Viewed from a modern standpoint, the

great fault of the shop is that it is not

high enough to put in overhead traveling

cranes. As they are turning out about

one engine a day, the expense of jacking

up engines is very serious compared with

what it would be to lift by cranes.

A curious thing about the shops, which

is no doubt an inheritance from the time

when practices were established without

the guidance of experience, is that they

use no pits, but raise the engines high

enough from the floor level to do work
below. I understand that among im-

provements contemplated are the raising

of the roof to admit of traveling cranes

and the putting-in of repair pits. The
whole of this building is now devoted to

the repairing of locomotives and to the

tools used for doing the work. As they

generally have about sixty engines in at

one time, it takes a good deal of room to

accommodate them. The engines stand

crosswise of the shop in two rows, and

have the transfer between them. The ar-

rangement is compact, and is as good as
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any plan I have seen foi a shop holding

so many engines. The tools are set at

one side of the building, and are grouped

to finish particular jobs with the least

possible moving. _
There have been num-

erous changes made in the arrangement

of tools since Mr. E. E. Davis, the pres-

ent shop manager, took charge. For

instance, in the part of the shop devoted

to wheel work we find a hydrostatic press,

driving-wheel lathes, key-seat milling

machine and crank-pin lathe, all set so

that thoy can be reached by one crane.

When a set of wheels leaves this group

of tools, it is ready to go under the en-

gine.

The cylinders come direct from the

foundry to a group of tools suitable foi

the work to be done. A crane lifts it on

to a boring and facing machine, and,

after the preliminary operations are fin-

ished, swings it on to a planer. A man
then docs the laying-out; and after the

planing is done, the crane takes hold

again and puts it upon a special form of

shaper made by Bement & Miles, where

the ports are planed. The holes are next

laid out and drilled upon a neighboring

machine, the two cylinders are bolted to-

gether, and they are then ready to go to

the erecting department. Rods, frames

and all other parts are fitted and finished

on a similar plan with the necessary tools

at hand.

Of course, I am aware that this system

is followed in other shops, but I think

Mr. Davis has arranged the details better

than anything I have ever seen elsewhere.

Mr. Davis has devoted great attention to

compensating for the want of traveling

cranes, by introducing pneumatic lifts,

carriers and swing cranes wherever they

can be employed to advantage. The shop

has been piped for compressed air, a Ped-

rick & Ayer compressor has been intro-

duced, and a variety of portable tools

driven by air put in. More are promised,

and there is about the place an air of life

and enterprise that it did not always have.

The erecting department is managed

very systematically, and on a comprehen-

sive plan calculated to keep all work

moving without delays and for placing

responsibility of failure or of inferior work

where it belongs. There are three erect-

ing foremen who have each charge of

about eighteen engines. Each erecting

foreman has three track foremen, else-

where called "gang bosses." These men

are responsible for the work being prop-

erly done. The erecting foremen see that

the engines are stripped as they come into

the shop, send the different parts to the

departments where repairs must be done,

condemn what is worn out, and send

orders to the storekeeper for new parts

or material required in repairs. They are

responsible for getting back the repaired

work to the erecting shop by the time it

is needed. The track foremen keep the

work going on the engines, set the valves,

and assign the men for doing the work
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generally. When anything is found de-

fective about an engine that leaves the

shop, it is reported to the erecting fore-

man, who opens the vials of his wrath

upon the track foreman.

Sub-division of labor is carried out as

far as possible. One man or set of men
always labor on the same class of work.

One man faces all valves and bores all

cylinders for the pits he belongs to. Ano-

ther trues up and lines all guides. The

facing of pedestals and putting-up shoes

and wedges belongs to another mechanic,

who sees that the engine is ready for the

wheels. The cab work is done by one

man, and another sees that all piping of

injectors, lubricators, heaters, gages and

air connections is put in good order.

The smokebox work belongs to one man,

who does the work by contract, and the

removing and setting of flues is paid for

in the same way to another man. The

same with the removing and applying of

jacketing and lagging. Certain men do

nothing but fit boxes to axles; others fit

up all eccentrics and eccentric straps. If

one man is not equal to the work to be

done, he receives help. But he under-

stands that as soon as his work on one

engine is done, another is waiting for

similar attention. The work throughout

the whole fitting and finishing depart-

ments is conducted on the same plan. It

approaches as near as possible the prac-

tice in manufacturing establishments, of

keeping men on recurring operations at

which they naturally attain high manipu-

lative skill.

There are about i,ioo men employed

in the various shops, and they turn out

about thirty locomotives a month, most

of them being heavy consolidated en-

gines. They also do a good deal of iron

work for cars, and turn out all sorts oi

articles needed by the various depart-

ments.

There is a very good apprentice system

in the shops, there being one apprentice

for about every ten men. Sons of em
ployes of the company receive preference,

but they must be of good character and

able to pass an examination in reading,

writing and arithmetic before they will be

accepted. During apprenticeship they

are required to attend evening classes to

learn drawing or mechanical physics. Un-
less they do that, they will not be em-

ployed after their apprenticeship is fin-

ished. While a boy is learning the trade,

he is moved periodically from one line of

work to another, until at the end of his

time he has had the opportunity of learn-

ing all kinds of operations in his line.

The next best shop to the machine

shop is the boiler shop, where a great

deal of good work is turned out. The
facilities for doing work are not the best,

but they are improving them as fast as

circumstances will admit. They are put-

ting into this shop a Hilles & Jones com-
bined punch and shears, and other neces-

sary tools will be put in soon.

They have a fine roomy iron foundry,

which turns out about 5.000 pounds of

first-class castings daily—and they are as

fine castings as can be found anywhere.

The loss of cylinder castings is as low as

any foundry where castings of that kind

are made. The only criticism to be made

of this shop applies to nearly all foun-

dries—no power tools are employed. It

i.=: a curious fact that the foundry is the last

shop to be provided with labor-saving

appliances.

The blacksmith shop is across the track

from the other shops, in a very inconven-

ient location, and is badly in want of a

fire. Nothing but a good hot fire will

put some shops upon a modern basis.

In connection with the blacksmith shop

is the hammer shop, where the curious

are now finishing cabs in the natural

color of the wood, which is light. The

enginemen like the change, and say that

it is less coflin-like than the old finish and

is less suggestive of coming events. An-

other good point about the cabs is that

the windows drop down, and all of them

can be dropped even with the lower sash,

leaving an unobstructed opening all

round.

Among tools lately put into these shops

are a Putnam gap lathe, two Bement &
Miles upright drills, one 36-inch BuUard

boring mill, and a 12-inch Acme bolt

header. In addition to these, a variety

of small tools have been purchased, most

of which landed in the tool room.

The car shops are now entirely separate

from the iron-working shops, and oc-

AFTER FIFTY YEAliS OF SERVICE.

helve hammer shown in the annexed en-

graving is still to be seen at work. That

hammer is of historical interest, for it is

said to be one of the first steam helve

hammers used in this country. It was

designed by Louis Kirk, and has been

hammering iron into shape for fifty-odd

years. I watched it do some slabbing,

and it did fair work, although somewhat

wheezy in its actions.

Above the machine shop they have a va-

riety of minor shops that are very good.

The electrotyping establishment is one

of the most perfect plants I have ever

seen in connection with a railroad shop.

Besides electrotyping, there is a great

deal of gage and lock work done in the

same place, and they have first-class ap-

pliances for working with.

The cab and pattern shops are also

models in their line. I notice that thev

cupy fine quarters about three miles far-

ther west. A visit to them will provide

matter for another story.

Mr. Davis has introduced the practice

of holding weekly meetings with his fore-

men, to discuss matters for the good of

the establishment. The practice works

very satisfactorily in other places, and

will no doubt do much good in Reading

when those concerned get accustomed to

the practice. A. S.

g i i
A writer in an English railway paper

says that the inconvenience of locomo-

tives which cause enginemen to get

knocked ofT and mangled when perform-

ing necessary duties is in line with the Ar-

menian atrocities. In both cases the pub-

lic get accustomed to the slaughter and

use no effort to get it stopped.
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Some New Engines for the Great

Western of England.

BY P. J. COWAN.
During the year 1895 two new classes

of passenger locomotives have been in-

troduced on the Great Western Railway of

England. To the first of these types be-

longs the "Agamemnon," Engine No.

3032, a photograph of which is here given.

As will be seen from the illustration, it

.\verage trainload, 200 tons.

Engine No. 7, the "Armstrong," be-

longs to the second type. It is a 4-coupled

bogie express passenger engine, for work-

ing the fast but heavier tratTic on the

harder portions of the line. The main

features of the construction are the same

as those of Engine No. 3032. already de-

scribed, except that cylinders are 20 x 26

inches and the 4-coupled wheels are 7 feet

THE AOAMEMN'ON --GREAT WESTERN.

running at about fifty-one and a half to

tiity-three and a half miles per hour.

Engine No. 3564 is Mr. Dean's latest

design for a metropolitan engine to work
on the Underground System. The lead-

ing wheels are given a slight amount of

play, to facilitate the passage of the engine

round curves. The engine is fitted with

condensing arrangements for condensing

the waste steam from the engine.

Engine No. 867 is a standard G. W. R.

shunting or switching engine. It is a sad-

dle-tank engine and has a small coal

bunker. This is a type of engine in great

favor in England; nearly all lines have

engines of this design for yard work, and

tlu-y are found to be much more useful

than tender engines, as they occupy less

space.

Through the kind permission of Mr.

W. Dean, the locomotive superintendent

of the line, we are enabled to give the four

illustrations of engines on the G. W. R.,

taken by Mr. P. J. Cowan, of Hampstead,

London.

We have several times lately heard the

question discussed who was the first de-

signer to put the back springs of ten-

wheel and mogul locomotives between

the top and lower bar of the frames.

Till- plan came into common practice

about ten years ago. As far as we can

has single driving wheels. The boiler has

a raised firebox shell, which system is

being adopted by Mr. W. Dean in all his

latest engines on the G. W. R. The

frames are double slab frames of the

ordinary English pattern, the driving-

wheels having bearings both on the inside

and also on the outside frames. The

front end of the locomotive is carried on

a bogie. The crossbridge or connecting

piece between the two bogie frames

passes under the bogie instead of above,

as is the usual English practice. The die,

in which the ball or socket bearing the

bogie is given a slight lateral movement,

is held steady by very strong helical

springs. The following are a few dimen-

sions and particulars of the engine:

Two inside cylinders, 19 x 24 inches.

Diameter of drivers, 7 feet 8 inches.

Diameter of bogie wheels, 4 feet.

Diameter of trailing wheels, 4 feet 6

inches.

Weight on drivers, 18 tons.

Weight on bogie, 18 tons.

Weight on trailing wheels, 13 tons.

Total weight of engine and tender in

working order, 81 tons 10 cwt.

Total wheel base of engine, 23 feet 6

inches.

Length over buffers of engine and ten-

der, 57 feet 7.54 inches.

Heating surface of boiler, 1,516.33

square feet.

Working pressure of boiler, 160 pounds

per square inch.

Tank capacity of tender, 3.C00 gallons.

THE •AR.MSl'RONi; •

in diameter. In consequence, the weights

are slightly different: Thus, on the bogie

there is 19 tons 6 cwt.; on the driving

wheels, 15 tons 18 cwt.; and on the trail-

ing wheels, 15 tons 12 cwt. The dimen-

sions of the boiler are identical with those

of Engine No. 3032.

These engines burn 31 pounds of coal

per mile (including lighting up) with a

load of about 200 tons behind them.

Between Swindon and Paddington, 77^
miles, these engines do very good work.

^GREAT WESTERN.

karn, tl;at arrangement was first used on
the class of ten-wheel engines popularly

called "gtinboats," and built by the Phila-

delphia & Reading in 1868.

i i i
Several have asked for the name of the

fireman who fired the ten-wheeler. No.
"564," on lier fast run on the Lake Shore.

His name is William B. Stanford, and he

does not put on any extra lugs about the

run cither. He lives in Buffalo.
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Jim Skeevers' Object Lessons.

Experimenting With Staybolts—Common Sense
and Current Practice Playing With

Fire—A Simple Cure Are We
Criminally Careless.

BY JOHN ALEXANDER.

Skinny Skeevers, like Br'er Rabbit,

"he la' lo' 'en say nuffin' " for six weeks

—

for Skinny was sawing wood.

Everything was running along on an

"Anythin' out of the usual?"

"Yes. I rather think it is—it's the only

good job on the road. I've almost a

notion to say it's the only safe one."

"Tut, tut, man! What if ye was called

on a jury? Such talk would send us to

the next higher court—but that reminds

me, SulUvan is cussin' mad about them
new freight engines, and I've came up to

see what ye got to say. What did ye re-

CONDENSING ENGINE, UNDERGROUND SERVICE.

machinery stopped, and Denny Conway
left his sledge in the air, just where it was,

and made a bee-line for his lunch pail.

"Thank the Lord we can talk now,

without shouting our lungs out," said the

old man, taking a fresh chew of fine cut.

"So you're afraid of 'em, eh? Well, tell

me what you're doin'—what did you do

to this one to make it so good?"

"Well, you know we've had trouble

with broken stays, cracked sheets and
endless firebox grief"

"Yes. and I remember tw;o years ago,

when you was foreman here, you showed
me what poor staybolt iron Shaver was
buying, and I let you order some fancy

brands—what did ye ever do with it?"

"Well, I put a set of each of three kinds

in the new fireboxes in the 78, 79 and 80,

the old Grants; the 78 has Taylor iron;

the 79, Laurel Tennessee iron, and the

80, Falls Hollow—been in from thirty to

twenty-seven months."

"Any trouble?"

"Yes; just about the same as with the

cheap—less of it, that's all."

"Broke?"

"No, less breaks than usual, but

stripped in sheet, cracked sheets and

leaks—made up my mind it was some-
thing beside the material in the bolts.

Just come over here; I want to explain

to you."

even keel, some things a little better than

they had been, nothing worse, and the

men in the shop and in the ofKce began

to think that Skeevers had found his

level.

Sol. Swishel, nick-named "Old Pensel-

wany," remarked that, "His nips has bid

off more as a mout'ful. He don't been

no suber'dend't motif bower for a tam,

yob too pig for 'im." All the members

of the pessimist party in the Stove Com-
mittee agreed with Sol., but soon dropped

the subject to exchange experience and

tell lies about the "good old times," when
they had pumps and outside oilers—and

no time card.

Last Thursday the General Manager
pushed open the door to Skeevers' office

and asked: "Where's Jim?"

"Out in the shop, sir," replied the

stenographer, respectfully. "Won't you

have a chair, Mr. Wider?— I'll send for

him."

"No, I'll go out. Where'll I be likely

to catch him?"

"In the boiler shop, sir—he's been livin'

there for three weeks or more."

, "Ha, ha," said the old man, "bet you
'leven dollar bill he's got an object lesson

out there."

Skeevers was looking in the door hole

of a boiler set up on blocks, when the

old man showed up.

"What ye got, Skeevers?" yelled the

old man, pitching his voice an octave

above the music of the riveting hammers.
"New firebox," answered that worthy,

laconically.
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duce the pressure on 'em for?—they're

bran new."

"I was afraid of 'em."

"Losin' your nerve, hey?"

"No, losin' crown sheets and side

sheets and no end of staybolts, and awful

afraid I'll lose some boilers—and some

men."

"Explosions?"

"Yes."

"Look out for them—an explosion is

the worst advertisement a. railroad can

have, and costs the most money."

Just here the shop whistle blew; the

Skeevers steered the general manager

up to a dust-covered boiler on another pit.

"This boiler has a new firebox half set,"

said Skeevers, "and it's one I've experi-

mented with a bit, to prove how not to

do staybolt work.

"It was the day the 136 blew in her side

sheet at Downs, and the side-sheet and

staybolt chill was on me full force, that

I happened in here, and noticed the men
putting in stays on this boiler.

"A big fielper was screwing in stays

on the side sheet—the regulation stay-

bolts, threaded all over and squared at
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one end to take the wrench. I noticed

that he entered tlie staybolt in the out-

side sheet with his fingers and then put

on a little 6-inch wrench, running the

bolt down to the inside sheet quickly,

and then put on an i8-inch two-handled

wrench, and threw himself on it, and

jerked and grunted to force the bolt into

the firebox sheet. I thought that the out-

side hole had been tapped out a little to

straighten up the threads, and was a lit-

tle larger, perhaps, until I noticed that the

outside sheet at this particular point was

a patch and new steel. Something

wrong there, I thought; so I ordered him

to take it out. He had a hard time of

it, but it came out finally, and the thread

that had entered the firebox was all

'chewed up,' half stripped. Then I com-

menced to think.

"If that stay-bolt was cut by one die, it

must be practically true. But here's a

place where 'practically true' is not true

enough, so I measured the threads on

several new bolts—they were 'out.'

"I then went and got the tap that the

sheets were threaded with, took it to the

"On the end of this tap I made a rose-

bit, as you will see, and no reamer on

the shank—we punch all holes in the

sheets before they are rolled up; we

punch these seven-eighths of an inch in

diameter. This rose reamer cuts out

this hole one-sixty-fourth of an inch, and

trues up the inside hole with the outside

one.

"Now, I have here a true thread in

both sheets, and a threaded bolt ought to

screw through both sheets easy—but they

wouldn't.

"My tap was true, but my staybolt was

wrong.

"I had provided U. S. standard 12-

thread dies, but the bolt-cutter wouldn't

make a bolt and maintain twelve threads

to the inch, do what we would. We
could screw these stays into the outer

sheet easily, but it was just as hard as

before to make the bolt enter the firebox

sheet, and, after thinking it over, I de-

cided that we could only succeed with a

bolt cut with a lead screw machine. Then
I was in despair, for I had no die machine,

and to cut 'em in a lathe would make 'em

get a bill for these tools at half the list

I wrote Shaver about it yesterday.

"I got those tools to work day before

yesterday—and here's the result.

"This firebox was put in with screw

stays that fit in the thread. They were

all put in with a 6-inch wrench by hand,

and I watched 'em all go in. You could

not tell when the bolt entered the second

sheet. If there are any strains there, it

is due entirely to the riveting, and is uni-

form and all in one direction. I believe

it's the only good staybolt job on the

road.

"In this half-finished job I have made
some experiments. I found that the fire-

bo.x sheets had to spring, sometimes in,

sometimes out, to take the bolt—indeed,

the boilermakers often used a sledge on

the side sheets to make a bolt enter. We
cut off one bolt in there with a hack saw,

and when two-thirds cut through, it

broke with a report like a pistol, and the

ends separated about one-sixty-fourth of

an inch. The second bolt from it in the

same row did not snap when sawed, but

when the saw blade cut it through, it

,^^^^^^,Wl.^v^^vv^w-v-v-*—.r-

tool room, and measured it carefully. It

was one of the regulation kind—long

reamer on one end, gradually becoming

a tap near the shank, marked 12 threads

per inch— it was a half a thread too long.

"I went around the other side of this

boiler and watched 'em tapping out holes.

They put the tap through, entered it in

the fire sheet hole, and drove it through

with the air motor. When the thread was

being cut in the inside only the plain

shank of the tap was in the hole in the

outer sheet—no excuse for the threads

being matched so that a bolt would screw

through both sheets without trouble; the

tap was not obliged to start at the same
point in each sheet—I could fix that, and

I did.

"I made a new tap, like this print, 12

threads to the inch, U. S. standard in-

stead of the V. I made the thread tap

proper only two inches long, and a second

threaded hob behind it, and the same dis-

tance from center to center as the aver-

age distance between sheets in firebox

sides—four inches.

"Now, this tap being solid, the threads

are true and in line, and after the thread-

cutting tap has done its work in the outer

sheet, the tap drops through, and the hob,

or second set of threads, enters the

threads of the outside sheets and holds

the tool in position to cut the thread on
the inside sheet, so that these threads

will match the threads in the outside

sheet—do you follow me?"
"Yes, yes, go ahead."

as costly as silver—but Massey came to

my relief.

"Massey! Didn't know he ever helped a

mortal out of a hole .in his life. Why, it

was him that put all these staybolts in

the wrong way!

"The old way, Mr. Wider, everybody

puts 'em in that way, even the best makers

—but Massey helped me out.

"I went over to see him the last time

I was up, and he was whining about what

I'd like—a lot of extra tools.

"You know the Keyser Car Works,
over on their line, been shut up for two

years—failure—you may know that it was

a wheel within a wheel—Midland officers

all in it—well, they had to take the works,

and they turned over all the machinery

to Massey to fit out his shops—it was all

practically new, too. On a car I found

an Acme bolt-cutter with a lead screw. It

had been stopped with a job in its teeth,

the threaded end of a truss-rod. I got

this out and measured it, and it was 10

threads to the inch exactly. It had a lead

screw for every pitch used, and in ordin-

ary work the whole thread was used—no
change gears, no worn screw in one

place; it had U. S. standard dies, and

was all ready for business. I wanted that

tool worse than anything I ever asked

for, but I didn't tell Massey so.

"Before I came away I bought that

bolt-cutter; but Massey would not let it

go unless I took the bolt-header that

went with it—the header was just what
I wanted, but I didn't say so. You will
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pinched the blade so that we could not

get it out—and it's there yet.

"That is where the trouble conies from

—the threads are stripped or the bolt is

under compression or tension when it is

put in, and before it is asked to carry any

load. If a bolt is short, and under initial

strain, while those around it are normal

or under slight compression, the load it

has to carry is many times that of its

neighbors, and it breaks. That throws

its load upon those next to it, and in time

these give way and cause a disaster.

"You may not realize the trouble we
have. Last Friday one of our new Mo-
guls came in for a broken rocker. Being

a good chance, I had the inspector look

over her staybolts and test them with a

hammer. He reported seven broken. We
took them out, and only five were broken.

When fired up, one bolt leaked, and when
tested under pressure, we found fifty-

three broken on one side—that's enough

to make your flesh creep.

"No one but those who are held re-

sponsible know how dangerous this stay-

bolt matter is, especially with the higher

.

pressures—it's a veritable powder maga-

zine. Almost every day we hear of loco-

motive boiler explosions.

"Our new engines are just as bad as

our old ones—the staybolts are put in in

the same way. Here's one of the bolts

we took out of that new mogul. Look
at it. It's threaded its whole length with

a sharp V thread. Now, if you wanted

to break a bolt, you'd nick it. This has
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twelve nicks to the inch (more or less)

clear around the bolt and sharp at the

bottom—it would be a fool if it didn't

break.

"Come over here and I will show you

how I made the bolts for that firebox

there in the "115." This is my bolt header

—the one I got from Massey. I use stay-

bolt iron seven-eighths of an inch in dia-

meter, and use this header to upset the

ends to one inch diameter, the firebox

end an inch long, the outside end an inch

and a half long. Now, my cutter threads

only these two ends, does far less cutting

—hence more of it and more uniform

work, and leaves the center of the bolt

one-sixty-fourth of an inch smaller than

the root of the thread; the skin is left on

the iron; it is more flexible, does not

rust, and, having fillets at each end nf en-

"You practice what you preach, don't

ye, Skeevers?"

"Well, try to; but really this staybolt

question is a serious one. It is costing

railroads thousands of dollars a day to

watch and repair staybolts, and I believe

half of the trouble is solved by the use

of the U. S. standard thread, a tap with

correct lead for both sheets and a stay-

bolt with a thread that matches the tap

—

all kept by gages to a standard. The
trouble is not so much in the abuse of

the staybolt after it's once in—it's the

abuse it gets in putting it in.

"The old bolt had a drunken thread in

a drunken hole; it was nicked to break;

the thread was the worst form to secure

even contact; the firebox end was often

stripped in entering it—it is now, and

always has been, a bad job.

the material, it the work is done wrong

—

if there are any sand foundations—there

will surely be trouble.

"The more care and pains and know-

ledge used to properly construct the

bridge pier, the more permanent and sub-

stantial the structure.

"Every minute of good work on a fire-

box means hours of safety on the road.

Every ounce of neglect means a pound

of repairs—every atom of ignorance, an

ocean of trouble.

"And if careful work will save anything

on the Great Air Line, I don't propose

to tolerate any 'good enough' boiler

work."

"Correct you are, James," said the old

man, reverently; "do so some more, from

everlastin' unto everlastin', world without

end. Amen!"

OLD B. & O. ENGINES-AN INSIDE-CONNECTED.

largement, has no nick for a breaking

point. It has seven-eighths inch of clear,

straight iron for strength, with the threads

put on the outside altogether.

"I have ordered a set of these taps from

Pratt & Whitney for each shop on the

road—when they come, I shall order in

all staybolt taps of every kind on the

system, and destroy them. I am going

to order in all staybolt iron also, and

make every bolt used on the road right

here on this machine and send them out

ready cut. In this way we will in time

get to a standard, and I am sure we will

have safer and better boilers."

"Gosh, Skeevers," said the old man,
dryly, "I was goin' to ride down to the

office on the switch engine—but dogged
if I don't believe I'd better walk."

"I guess she's all right," said Skeevers,

"I reduced her pressure to 120 this morn-
ing."

"What we want in this country is more
conscientious boilermaking—more brains

and less bull strength. Go to the builder

and see the piece-work rush in putting in

"stays, and then wonder we have trouble.

"Why are we running those boilers

naked? To calk leaks in seams, because

of that same rush and no care and no
thought in the work.

"These builders and most of the mas-
ter mechanics of the country will quote

you the name and price of the boiler ma-

terials they use when disaster comes to

their work, and perhaps they use the

best materials. But suppose you bought

a nickel-plated engine with all the latest

kinks, and put her into service—wouldn't

she go into the creek just as quick as a

Black Maria, if yoti built a bridge pier on

sand?

"The firebox is the foundation of a

locomotive boiler, and, no matter what

The Profitless Practice of Hunting for

Lost Sheep.

Everybody who has attended Sunday

school, or been drilled on the New Testa-

ment, will remember the parable, in St.

Luke, of the lost sheep, which says:

"What man of you having an hundred

sheep, if he lose one of them, doth not

leave the ninety and nine in the wilder-

ness, and go after that which was lost un-

til he find it?"

Since that parable was spoken, it has

been a favorite text of preachers and

theologians; but it is rather odd to find

it taken as the subject of a paper read at

a railroad club: Mr. J. N. Barr, of the

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, had the

courage to do this lately, and the sermon

preached was probably the most practical

one that has ever emanated from the text.

He used it to show that certain railroad

departments are constantly leaving the
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ninety and nine sheep to be devoured by
wolves and dogs, while they go hunting

after the one sheep that would better be

left to its fate. The traffic department
that for the one hundredth increase of

business oflfers inducements beyond the

value of the gain, is portrayed as the most
expensive searcher after lost mutton.

Among the expensive inducements of-

fered are increased speed of trains, more
frequent trains, special cars.

The extra expense thus entailed upon
the operating department is plainly stated;

and every practical railroad man not in-

fluenced by the passion for securing traf-

fic at any cost, appreciates the loss en-

tailed to railroad companies. Of the spe-

cial car inducement, he said:

'The case of special cars is somewhat
peculiar and complicated. Refrigerator

hauled empty; and after weighing all

these points it may have been determined

that such a size of car is of economic
value—but the probabilities are decidedly

the reverse. It looks very much to the

writer as if these large cars were simply

built with a view of enabling the traffic

official to ofTer a rebate to the shippers,

which he does not take out of his own
pocket, but which is. all the same, taken

from the general treasury of the railroad

company."

The transportation department was al-

leged to neglect the many for the one by

demanding: I. Increase in size of loco-

motives. 2. Increase in size and capacity

of cars. 3. Increase in rail section. 4.

Increase in labor on all the above. 5. In-

crease in consumption of fuel. While the

tr.insportation officials may be interested

locomotives, the cost of fuel and supplies,

seems to be the paramount consideration.

If a locomotive were to make daily trips

without a train, the performance sheet

would undoubtedly show this locomotive

to be the most economical on the system,

and the chances are that its performances

would be pointed to with pride, while its

operation had actually been a direct loss

to its owners. Of course, this condition of

affairs could not exist if the value of the

service of the engine were based upon the

actual tonnage hauled. To determine this,

however, rciiuires an increase in expendi-

ture for clerical services, and such an in-

crease is one that is watched with a jealous

eye.

'The result is that information as to

the relative economy of different classes

of locomotives is generally of the vaguest

cars, for example, arc undoubtedly a ne-

cessity, and are demanded by the require-

ments of traffic. The same is true of stock

cars, coal cars and a number of others

which have apparently grown into the

position they occupy. In the case of furni-

ture cars, which are simply box cars too

large for ordinary economic service, a

number of interesting questions arise; and
this is especially true in the case of furni-

ture cars of unusually large dimensions,

which have recently been placed in ser-

vice. There is little doubt but that these

large cars, measuring 40, 45 and even 50

feet in length, have been furnished with

the intention of influencing traffic. The
builders of the cars may have carefully

considered the increased cost of construc-

tion and of maintenance, the certainty that

nearly half the mileage made by them
would be empty mileage, the probability

that ordinary cars would stand idle at a

point to which these new mammoths arc

OLD B. & O. EXGINES-WHAT IS IT?

in these matters, the interest is not of the

vivid character as is the case with the sub-

ject of size of trains and pay-rolls of train-

men. The responsibility for expenses in

the other items rests on other shoulders.

As a result, the demands for locomotives

and cars of greater size and capacity, and
for rails of greater weight, come from

those directly, and to a certain extent ex-

clusively, interested in the transportation

of trafiic. These demands have been com-
plied with to such an extent that many
close observers of to-day feel almost con-

vinced that the economical limit in size

and capacity of both cars and locomotives

is exceeded in present practice.

Mr. Barr did not exempt his own de-

partment from the inclination to leave the

others to their fate and go gadding after

the single sheep. He said:

"In the maintenance of motive power
and rolling stock a similar state of affairs

exists. The cost of repairs of cars and

character, and the conclusions on the sub-

ject are seldom more than more or less in-

telligent guesswork. An inspection of any
performance sheet will show one locomo-
tive performing what is supposed to be the

same service as another precisely like it

in construction, with a consumption of

from 10 to 20 per cent, less fuel. A small

expenditure for clerical labor will defi-

nitely fix responsibility in cases of this

kind, and this enables the application of a

proper remedy. The one lost piece of

money is found, but the ninety and nine

have suffered much by the saving.

"We hear too often the complaints that

locomotives are overloaded in service.

The pressure in this respect by the mo-
tive-power man arises from the fact that

his eye is on the repair bill and the coal

pile to the exclusion of all other items.

The coal pile is so large, in fact, that he

cannot see the railroad. The transporta-

tion man seems to take a demoniac de-
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light in wearing out the power and burn-

ing up the coal pile. This, of course, may
be carried to extremes, but a locomotive

should be built so as to permit vforking

to its fullest capacity without suffering

injury or undue wear of parts, whenever

it may be necessary, and if it is not so

built the motive power man has not done

his duty. He should not look to the

transportation department to help keep

down his cost of repairs and fuel bill by

sacrificing the efficiency or economy of

a department in which he is not directly

responsible.

"Tliere are many ways in which the

motive-power man may, in his search for

the one lost sheep, neglect the ninety and

nine. In the matter of oil consumption

there seems at the present time almost as

much attention paid to economizing in

its use as is paid to economy in the use of

fuel. This may result in making a good

in copper pipes with cast-iron fittings,

but the fittings were soon eaten away by

galvanic action, (copper pipes should al-

ways have brass fittings).

In 1890 they put two new engines in

service with dry pipes that had been

treated, as an experiment, by the rustless

iron process, known as the Bower-Barflf

Process," which leaves the article coated

with black oxide of iron on the outside

and inside. This is done by heating them

red-hot and then treating with steam.

The pipes were complete with fittings be-

fore treatment, and calked afterward.

After over five years of service, one of

these pipes was recently taken out and

found to be in almost perfect condition.

An iron dry pipe was put into an en-

gine, untreated, in 1891, and had to be

taken out within three years on account

of being eaten nearly through on the bot-

tom.

tools was completely ruined. It now
turns out that the damage is not more than

one-tenth of what it was calculated to be.

The prevention of total loss was due to a

highly bold and intelligent action on the

part of Mr. Wm. Jennings, the superin-

tendent of the mechanical department.

The fire had got well started before the

fire department was ready to begin opera-

tions, and Mr. Jennings saw that it was

impossible to save the buildings, which

were of wood and very dry. So he gave

orders that no water should be thrown

upon the fire. He got together a good
force of laborers, and as soon as they

could get near enougli to the buildings

they were set to work shoveling sand and

earth upon the glowing embers, care be-

ing taken to smother the tools. The non-

conducting materials thus applied made
the tools cool slowly, and very few of them

were found to be warped when they were

oil record, and is a result to be desired;

but if by doing this, care in the use of

fuel is neglected, dollars may be lost

where cents are saved. In fact, if atten-

tion to the various items of expenditure

were proportioned to the amount of the

same, the result might show a decided im-

provement in general results."

g ^ ©
A New Method of Preserving Dry

Pipes in Locomotive Boilers.

Mr. G. R. Joughins, superintendent of

motive power of the Norfolk & Southern

Railway Co., some years ago tried an

experiment with dry pipes that shows
interesting results. They have water on
that road which attacks iron dry pipes

very quickly and destroys them. The
first engine for the road was put in ser-

vice about fifteen years ago, and the

wrought-iron dry pipes were very quickly

eaten through. In their place they put

OLD B. & O. ENGINES—HOOK MOTION.

The Norfolk & Southern Railway Co.

have had pipes treated by the Pittsburgh

Rustless Iron Co., and also by the Wells

Co. Beautiful examples of this class of

work can be seen on house hardware

made by the Yale & Towne Co., of Stam-

ford, Conn.

It might be worth the while of some of

our superintendents of motive pow'er, who
are having trouble and expense with

pitted dry pipes, etc., to try this process.

It is inexpensive, and seems to resist the

corroding action of some waters.

Prevented Destruction of Tools in a

Burning Building.

Reports were current in the railroad

papers that the Mexican International

Railroad had lost $200,000 through the

burning dowa of their repair shops at

Piedras Negras, Mex. The impression

was that the fine equipment of machine

cleaned up. A temporary shop was

erected, and nearly all the tools worked

as well as they did before the fire. If the

usual practice had been followed of pour-

ing water upon the fire, most of the tools

would have been ruined.

i i ^

It is reported that New York capitalists

have obtained valuable concessions from

the Chinese Government to build a rail-

road which will be about 1,400 miles long.

China long stood out against railroads,

which to that conservative race seemed

the superlative innovation of Western

lunacy. It is said that Chinese residents

of America are subscribing liberally to

the new enterprise for their native land.

The emperor of China has issued a decree

recommending that his subjects subscribe

money for the building of railroads and

directing them to encourage that kind of

enterprise.
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The Premium System Promotes Dis-

honesty.

The system of paying premiums to en-

ginemen for the saving of fuel and sup-

plies has never been popular on American
railways, and it has been abandoned re-

peatedly after protracted trial. The pre-

mium system is almost universal on Brit-

ish railways, and we were under the im-

pression that it was highly popular and
profitable to the companies and to the en-

ginemen. It therefore surprised us to

read in "Engineering," statements which

seem to indicate that the boasted premium
system is a delusion, a snare and very

much of a fraud. In discussing the cause

signal checks, a heavy load, a greasy rail,

road slacks, and many other excuses, into

the accuracy of which it is quite impossi-

ble always to inquire; and when every

man in the link does the same thing, it

resolves itself into awarding the premium
for coal consumption alone. It is, in

fact, quite impossible to combine the two
conditions; and the sooner they are

treated as two entirely separate affairs, the

better it will be for all concerned. Not
long ago, we remember losing time with-

out any apparent cause on an important

Great Western express. We applied to the

driver for an explanation. His answer

spoke volumes: 'Why, sir, we arc paid to

coal premiums is a mistake, and requires

a great improvement and alteration.

"The statement contained in your arti-

cle, that time is lost on many occasions

in order to save coal, is perfectly true. It

is equally well-known that when trains

are a few minutes behind time, it would
be an advantage if a driver were to pick

up a minute or two on the journey; but

the coal premium prevents his doing so.

"A still more important point, however,

comes to light with reference to double-

engine running. There are very many
instances daily in which the trains are

made up to the exact number of coaches

which entitles a driver to take a second

of Great Western express trains losing

time, an editorial writer in "Engineering"

says:

"We are convinced that the true reason

(of losing time) lies not with the engines,

which are perfectly capable of doing the

work that is required of them, but is a di-

rect result of the stupid system of award-
ing premiums for the consumption of

coal. Theoretically, no doubt, the system

is admirable; a man is awarded the sum
of £io at the end of the year if he has con-

sumed not more than a certain number
of pounds of coal per mile—provided al-

ways that his conduct has been exemp-
lary. Now, under the head of conduct,

the question of keeping booked time is

considered, and the company say that a

man cannot obtain his premium unless

he has kept time with his train. But it

is possible for a driver to account for

every single minute dropped by pleading

OLD B. & O. ENGINES—TftE " JIUD DIGC.EK.'

lose time on this line; I want to earn my
premium; that's what's the matter.' This,

in eflfect, is the result of the present sys-

tem: A driver sees by the coal sheet that

his consumption is too high; he deliber-

ately sets himself to lose time. To adopt

the expressive language of the shed, he be-

comes 'a coal dodger.'
"

Mr. Clement E. Stretton, a well-known

civil engineer, took up the subject and

wrote to "Engineering:"

"Theoretically, it may sound admirable

that the man who burns the least coal

shall receive a reward; but in practice,

the result is most unsatisfactory, and is

not to the advantage either of the com-
panies, the drivers or the passengers.

"Years ago, as an engineering pupil, I

had the usual time acting as a fireman,

and then saw and heard quite enough of

'coal dodging' and the 'tricks of the trade'

to convince me that the whole system of

or pilot engine, if he desires assistance.

If the day be fine, and but little wind, it

frequently happens that the one engine

can easily convey the train; but it would
require the consumption of 2 or 3 pounds
per mile more coal. The result is, that

if the driver is a 'coal dodger,' he will

take the pilot engine to help, rather than

burn the extra coal in his own firebox.

"Now let us look at the matter from the

company's point of view. A pilot engine

runs a distance of, say, one hundred miles

with the train, and has to return either

'light' or attached probably to a train

which does not require it, and the result

is two hundred miles of pilot working at

I shilling per mile in order to save 2

or 3 pounds of coal per mile; and it is a

well known fact that very much of the

double-engine running which is to be seen

on some lines is the direct result of the

coal premium system.
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"Unfortunately, there are so many
'tricks in the trade' that the driver who'

burns the least coal very generally does

not get the premium; indeed, the more

honest a man is, the less chance he has of

obtaining it.

"In consequence of the unfairness of the

whole system, large numbers of the best

drivers and firemen in the country decide

to have nothing whatever to do with the

'premium.' They burn the coal necessary

to do the work properly, and give no at-

tention to the place in which they stand

on the coal list. On the other hand, some

men become such 'coal dodgers' that it

might be thought to be their chief duty.

"A man who desires to act honestly has

a great difficulty. For instance, when a

man takes charge of an engine in the

morning, he finds a quantity of coal on the

son put in practice the well-known re-

mark: 'If we can't beat 'em, we must cheat

'em?'

"The Society of Locomotive Drivers

and Firemen, and the Amalgamated So-

ciety of Railway Servants, years ago care-

fully investigated the whole subject, and

have always been opposed to the present

system of coal premiums; and have urged

that it would be far more to the interests

of the companies, and also to those of the

men, it the premium were to be given to

the drivers and firemen for keeping time

with the trains, and for general good con-

duct."

A modification of the baffle plate for pro-

jecting downward air passing through the

firebox door has been introduced by Mr.

Old B. & O. Engines.

We give in this number some reproduc-

tions of very old photographs of very old

engines once used on the Baltimore &
Ohio Railroad. We are unable to give

any data about these engines. We found

the photographs framed in the office of

Mr. Harry Monkhouse, assistant superin-

tendent of motive power of the Chicago,

Rock Island & Pacific Railroad, who was

many years ago connected with the Balti-

more & Ohio, but he did not seem to be

very full of the history of the engines.

Undoubtedly there are many men living

who know all about many if not all of

the engines shown.

The ten-wheel "Camel-back" was a

favorite engine on the B. & O. Railroad,

and as late as 1870 they had one hundred

and ten of these in service, and built them

OLD B. & O. ENGINES-- CAMEI^BACK." TEN-WHEELER.

tender. How is he to estimate how
much? At the coal stage, when he takes a

supply of coal, how is he to estimate that

he receives the right weight?—for the

boxes of coal vary considerably, and espe-

cially so in cases in which tips at Christ-

mas are given by some of the drivers to

the coal-stage men. At the end of the

day a quantity of coal is left upon the

tender, but the driver can only guess as to

how much.

"It often happens that one man at night

fills up his coal sheet as leaving a ton "on

the tender, but the next man who comes
to take charge of the engine estimates

that he takes only half a ton. What be-

comes of the difference? Is one or the

other driver mistaken in his estimate?

Is one trying 'coal-dodging'? Or are both

men perfectly honest, and has some third

person in the night helped himself to half

a ton of coal and put it on his own ten-

der? In other words, has some third per-

S. P. Bush, superintendent of motive

power of the Pennsylvania lines west ol

Pittsburgh. The baffle plate is movable,

and is raised and lowered by a connection

with the outside door. The baffle plate is

the simplest form of smoke-preventing

device in use.

When we gave particulars of the Cooke

engine on the Ontario & Western, which

has been making such an enviable record,

we omitted to mention that it is equipped

with the Smith exhaust pipe. The free

release of steam that results from the use

of that pipe has no doubt helped, to a

considerable extent, to the success of the

engine.

The Boston & Maine have adopted the

Brown System of Discipline, neglecting,

however, to give the author any credit.

as late as that. The "Mud Digger" we

know was one of Ross Winans' early ex-

periments with freight engines, having the

engine independent of the driving-wheels

and geared thereto. The eight-wheel

connected engine shown on page 314 is

an old-timer, yet the B. & O. have some

engines of that kind—or had a year or

two ago—still in switching service. The
engine shown on page 315 is probably the

oldest of the lot, being a very old eight-

wheeler with Bury boiler and close trucks;

in fact, none of the engines having trucks,

have the modern spread truck. The
eight-wheeler inside-connected, shown on

page 313, is a very handsome engine for

her day.

We wish some of the old-time B. & O.

men would give us some history of these

engines. It would be interesting.

i i i
Extra copies of the colored instruction

chart in this number 25 cents, in tube.
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Angular Advance.

The above words are as old as the loco-

motive, and it would seem that some of

those writers who have taken the subject

in hand for the enlightenment of the

learner, should have a proper respect for

the age of it, to at least present it in such

a way as to leave no doubt of its correct

meaning under all possible conditions of

locomotive practice.

There are some principles that are not

clearly elucidated by the bare statement

of their functions for some one set of cer-

tain conditions, and those involved in the

angular advance of an eccentric are di-

rectly within the meaning of above prop-

osition. Every expert on valve motion

is fully alive to this fact; but the tyro

who is pounding his mental faculties into

line, trying his best to master the motion

of a slide valve, is likely to be dis-

heartened by the complexities of the thing

their employment is apparent. The same
letters denote like parts in both figures;

the centers of both axles and pins lie in

the same line; and the angular advance ol

Fig. I is equal for both eccentrics, because

the line V D is perpendicular to line

.1 ii, which is the center line of motion-
that is. the centers of axle and piston co-

incide with the center line of valve when
the latter is opening the steam port to

admission and the piston is at the begin-

ning of the stroke.

In Fig. 2 the center line of motion .1 IS

of the valve, as laid down from actual ex-

isting dimensions, is found to be below

the center line of axle, pin and piston,

and is seen to be at an angle with the

center line A B of Fig. i. This angle de-

pends on the length of rocker arms and

also on the length of eccentric rods, and

decides the position of the eccentric cen-

ters and therefore the angular advance

First, we must have the valve and pis-

ton in their proper relation to each other

at the beginning of the stroke; the valve

must, by these terms, open the steam port

by the amount of lead decided on, when
the piston is at the beginning of its stroke

and the crank pin therefore on its center.

Second, the center lines of the valve mo-
tion arc laid down, taking for the first di-

mensions the horizontal and vertical dis-

tances betwen the center of rocker shaft

O and the center of axle. Third, the

length of rocker arms is laid off by

drawing an arc to represent the paths of

the upper and lower rocker pins when in

motion. Fourth, a line is next drawn
from the center of the axle tangent to the

arc in which lower rocker pin travels, and
this will be the center line of motion A B
in Fig. 2. Fifth, the line E F is drawn
through the center of the axle, perpen-

dicular to line -1 B.

FiJ.l

as he finds it. and makes a fresli start only

to go down again, unless a helping hand
is extended to break the fall.

Fig. I is the cause of much of the trou-

ble; it is the diagram which is usually ex-

ploited as the Alpha and Omega of the

whole subject, while, as a matter of fact.

it can give a correct position to the valve

only when the center line of the valve is

coincident with that of the piston—a con-

dition seldom or never found in a loco-

motive where the motion of eccentrics is

transmitted to the valve through rocker

arms. Here the center line of motion A B
passes through the centers of axle and
crank pin, and the line C D, from which
we are told the angular is laid off, is per-

pendicular to -1 B, AH this is very nice

for stationary practice, but it is certainly

out of place in works treating on locomo-
tives. That this is not understood is evi-

dent by the appearance of another work
whi5;h has the method shown by our Fig. i.

and there will probably be more of them
before the events of the year pass into

history.

Fig. 2 contains only a few more lines

than the above, but they simplify the

problem, so that the actual reason for

on the axle, as will be seen when the line

'-' /'' is drawn through the center of the

axle and perpendicular to the center line

of motion 1 B.

The line C J) is square with a line

through axle and pin, while the line E F
is smiare with the line A 7? as it should be.

Th" eflfect of the angularity of this line

of motion is at once apparent by measure-

ment from the line C D to the center ol

eccentrics; the upper distance is Y2 inch

longer than the lower. This difference,

it is plain, would be greatly increased as

the length of the lower rocker arm was

increased, or as the length of the eccen-

tric rods was diminished, and it is fre-

quently the case that the center of the

lower eccentric is found to be on the line

(' Ji. or even back of it, for the above

reasons.

To find the correct position for the ec-

centrics, or the angular advance, we have

seen that Fig. i will not do for the condi-

tions in Fig. 2. There are a few funda-

mentals connected with the subject, that

are just as easy to master as the' lines in

Fig. I. and they have the advantage of

putting one right for any combinations

likely to arise with the eccentric question.

The center line // of the upper rocker

arm can next be drawn perpendicular to

the valve face, and terminate in its arc;

after which the center line / of the lower

rocker arm is drawn perpendicular to the

center line of motion A. B, giving the arm
its "offset," as it is called, which is simply

making it square with the line A B.

These lines H and J represent the posi-

tion of the rocker arms when the valve

stands central over the ports.

The lap may be taken at j, inch and

the lead at ^ inch ; and since the valve is

in its middle position with rockers, as

shown, it follows that, to be open to lead,

or ,'{ inch, the upper rocker pin must be

moved back Jjt inch from the position

shown by dotted lines; and since the

top and bottom lines are of equal length,

as drawn, the upper pin will go back and

open the steam port, and lower pin will

go forward, each on the respective arcs.

From these new positions the full lines

•/ and K are drawn, showing the valve to

he open when the piston is at the begin-

ning of the stroke.

Taking for a radius the distance from

the center of the axle to the center of the

lower rocker pin when in its middle posi-
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tion, the link arc can be drawn; and with

the same radius, with the new position of

rocker for a center, arcs cut on the path of

the center of eccentrics at -W ^ will give

their correct positions. These points will

be found parallel to line Z^' P and at an

angle with line C D.

The center lines of eccentric rods are

drawn from the centers M JV to the points

of connection P on the link, to complete

the figure, and not because thev are

ride comfortably enough with alternated

joints; but when the track is permitted

to run down and low joints are the rule,

the cars sway from side to side in a fashion

that is very uncomfortable, to say the

least of it.

During a recent journey in the South,

tlie train encountered a piece of track in

bad condition, with the joints broken, It

broke the temper of every man who at-

tempted to stand in front of the wash

cle lias been placed in the way of this en-

terprise. The completion of and opera-

tion of a real railway in China—for the

pioneer road now running from Tient-

sing is chiefly a coal carrier and has little

but local business—will doubtless work a

revolution in sentiment and ultimately re-

sult in a very large amount of railway

building in the great empire, in which
American builders and operators will

have no small share.

NEW DESIGN OF LOCOMOTIVE FOR GREAT WESTERN OF ENGLAND.

needed to e.xemplify the matter under con-

sideration.

It is now seen how variable is the con-

nection between the angular advance and
the position of crank pin, as shown in

Fig. i; and the need of our X-ray to pene-

trate the opacity of the subject will, no
doubt, be conceded by those who have

ever had a struggle with it.

O. H. R.

Broken Rail Joints.

Some years ago certain railroad men
raised an agitation in favor of laying rails

to break joints. We never could see

wherein any advantage could result from

the rails being laid in that way, but there

are a good many disadvantages which

present themselves readily enough to rail-

road men. We do not hear any more
agitation in favor of breaking joints, but

we occasionally realize the discomfort to

travelers that results from the practice

having been adopted. If a roadbed is

kept in first-class condition, a train will

basins. The curious spectacle was to be

seen of men washing themselves with one

hand and holding on by the other. Even
with that precaution, an unusual lurch

would send them bumping against each

other, or against the sides of the toilet

room.

^ ^ g
Railroads for China.

Adversity often stirs up nations and in-

dividuals to efforts formerly thought be-

yond capacity. The hammering which

China received from Japan seems to have

stirred the Celestial Empire into senti-

ments of progress that a thousand years

of peace would have failed to e.xcite. The
first manifestation of this is the report

that the Chinese Government has signed

a contract with an Anglo-American syndi-

cate to build a railway from Hankow to

Pekin, a distance of 700 miles. This line

has been contemplated for some years,

and was sanctioned by the emperor in

1889. Chinese public sentiment, how-
ever, is strongly adverse to the introduc-'

tion of modern methods, and every obsta-

A correspondent of the "Engineer's

Journal," writing about the obstacles to

prompt dispatch of business at conven-

tions, dwells to some extent upon the loss

of time caused by wrangles over parlia-

mentary rules. This is a nuisance that is

felt in nearly all conventions, and ought
to be suppressed. Some men who have

no information to impart, and yet are

ambitious to attain prominence, strive to

make themselves conspicuous by dilating

on what they think they know about rules

of procedure. Rules of that kind have been

framed to facilitate the transaction of busi-

ness, and the men who are constantly

raising points of order do not compre-
hend the spirit of such rules.

i i g

One of the most convincing sort of

trade catalogues we have seen recently has

just been issued by the Cincinnati Milling

Machine Co. This concern makes a

specialty of one thing—that means ex-

cellence.
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^ ^ ©
Metric System of Measurements

Demanded.

For the last thirty years, the advocates

of the French system of weights and

measures have been laboring unceasingly

to make the metric system the only legal

one in this covmtry, and there appears

reason to believe that they will eventually

succeed in their self-imposed mission. A
similar band of enthusiasts, in favor of

the French system have been working in

Great Britain, and they have made so

much progress in that conservative land

that a committee of the House of Com-
mons have recommended that in two years

the metric system of weights and measures

shall be rendered compulsory in the

British Isles. Now comes a report from

Washington that the House Committee

on Coinage, Weights and Measures, have

recommended that the metric system of

weights and measures shall be adopted by

the various departments of the Govern-

ment by July I, 1898, and by the nation at

large January i, 1901.

It is certain that a reform in the weights

and measures, as used in the various

States of the Union, is necessary and de-

sirable, but few advocates of the change

realize the stupendous nature of the

changes which would be involved by me-

chanical industries in changing from the

inch to the meter unit of measurement.

The confusion that exists in the measures

of capacity in different States is likely to

induce the advocates of uniformity to

throw their influence on the side of the

radical change in our unit of length, which

is of the first importance in mechanical

operations.

A good case for the need of reform in

measures of capacity is made out by the

committee, hayseed legislation having

bred confusion, like that made a law lately

by the Legislature of Vermont, which en-

acts that in measuring certain commodities

one bushel and three-quarters of a peck

shall be deemed a bushel.

The barrel of oil or cider in Pennsyl-

vania, Ohio, and many other States, ac-

cording to legal provision, contains 31^
gallons, but in actual fact it contains 40

or 42 gallons. The gallon of milk in

New York contains 231 cubic inches, and

in Minnesota it is fixed by law at 282.

The standard bushel used by the United

States in the Custom Houses, and fur-

nished as standard to the various States,

is 3 per cent, smaller than the standard

bushel of Great Britain. The bushel of

oats varies from 26 pounds in Maryland

to 36 pounds in Oregon and Washington.

The bushel of barley weighs 32 pounds in

Louisiana and 50 in California. The
laws of New York and Oregon make 42

pounds of buckwheat a bushel, while those

of Minnesota and Nebraska call for 52

pounds, and Kentucky 56 pounds. The
bushel of rye weighs 32 pounds in Louis-

iana, but grows to 56 pounds in Ohio.

Potatoes weigh 50 pounds to the bushel

in Washington, 56 in Pennsylvania and 60

in Ohio. In Maine, 44 pounds make a

bushel of apples, while 57 are required in

Wisconsin. A bushel of salt weighs 50

pounds in Virginia and several of the

States, but reaches 70 in Massachusetts,

and brings down the scale at 80 in Col-

orado.

That state of affairs, which certainly

ought to be remedied at once, presents a

good excuse for meddling with the unit of

length, in which there is no confusion.

When the attempt comes to be made to

substitute the meter unit for the inch, the

difficulties in the way of carrying out the

change will become apparent. Great

Britain has a vast foreign trade in ma-

chinery and all kinds of hardware, much
of it going to countries that have adopted

the metric system. Complaints are often

heard that making all parts to con-

form to inch standards is already putting

her manufacturers at a disadvantage with

Continental competitors. In that event,

Britain will endure vast inconvenience to

put her people on even terms with rivals,

and, consequently, the metric system may
be introduced successfully. The case is

different in this country. Our foreign

trade in machinery articles is so insignif-

icant compared with the home industries,

which would find the making of a change

in measurement inconvenient, that the con-

sideration of the advantage of the metric

system in dealing with foreign nations

is likely to receive very little attention.

All our mechanical industries will be

greatly affected by the attempt to change

our system of measurement, but it seems

to us that railroad companies will feel the

inconvenience to be the most embarrass-

ing. There is no line of machine work,

except arms and ordnance, where so much
has been done to establish standard forms

and sizes as in railroad rolling stock, and

it is very unlikely that the interests in-

volved will agree to have their standards

abrogated, or to have the sizes designated

by the array of figures required to repre-

sent dimensions based on the inch into the

fractions of a meter.

The most important line of standard

sizes ever established is the United States

screw threads. Nothing else is used on

railroad rolling stock. To the railroad

men who agreed to adopt the system when

first proposed, is due much of the credit

for putting an end to the confusion of

varied sizes of screw threads that prevailed

before this reform was effected. It is not

to be supposed that they will voluntarily

agree to make a radical change on the

standard sizes of screw threads merely to

comply with a sentiment in favor of uni-

versal uniformity. Unless a change were

made to have an integral number of

threads per decimeter, the number of

figures necessary to denominate the sizes

would be intolerable. It is impossible to

express integral numbers of threads to

any part of the meter, without changing

the existing pitch of standard screw

threads. The e-xisting uniformity has been

obtained by so much hard work and per-

sistent effort that those enjoying the ad-

vantages of uniformity are not likely to

experiment with a return to confusion of

sizes.

The enthusiastic advocates of the metric

system in this country are mostly college

teachers and theorists, who do not realize

at what cost a change of measurement

would be effected. There is no great ob-

jection to the meter as a unit of measure-

ment, except that the parts of our existing

system cannot be represented in divisions

of the meter without the use of numerous

figures. In itself, the meter, which is

.39-37 inches long, is not any more con-

venient than the yard; and the decimeter,

the first division or tenth of a meter, 3.937

inches, is not so convenient a unit for shop

measurement as an inch is; while the next

division, a centimeter, or 0.3937 inch, is

too small to make a convenient shop unit.

In shop practice it has been found most

convenient to use the millimeter as a unit,

which is 0.03937 inch, or a little over 1-32

inch. These objections might, however,

be tolerated, and the inconvenience en-

dured, if we could take the metric system

and apply it to our existing sizes without

too much labor. That cannot be done.

If ever the metric system comes to be

adopted, an entire change of sizes must

be made. The parts made to inch meas-

urement must be retained until they are

worn out, and new designs introduced

that are measureable by even divisions of

the meter. It would be quite impractic-

able to apply the metric measurement to

existing gages.

Those who have worked in machine

shops using both forms of measurements,

say that the binary (Jivisions of the inch

lends itself more readily than the decimal

divisions for memorizing dimensions. Let

us put some of our popular dimensions

into metric figures. Take an engine with
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cylinders 20x24 inches, driving wheels

66 inches diameter, boiler 62 inches diam-

eter. By the metric system this is ex-

pressed: Cylinders, 508x609.6 mm. ; driv-

ing wheels, 1,676.4 mm. diameter; boiler,

1,574.8 mm. diameter. If our dimensions

were arranged according to the metric

scale, of course the decimals would be

omitted; but still, no man could remem-

ber the figures so easily as he can under

our system of inches. The mm. as a unit

is too small for ordinary mechanical cal-

culations.

The successful operating of a machine

shop depends in a great measure on sizes

being readily understood and easily re-

membered. When a mechanic examines

a drawing, it is of the greatest importance

that the dimensions he is going to put

into wood and iron should come to his

mind without study or calculation with

marking materials. The fewer figures he

has to grasp mentally in a measurement,

the less chance there will be for mistakes.

A common job in a machine shop is to

make a bolt i 7-16 x 6],i inches, with taper

1-16 inch in 12 inches. A machinist reads

that on the drawing, and his familiarity

with the 2-foot rule enables him to go on

with the job without an instant lost in

making calculations. Under the metric

scale, the bolt referred to would be de-

scribed: 36.5125 X 158.75 mm.; taper,

'.5875 in 3048 nim. If the machinist was

as familiar with the millimeter scale as

our men are with the foot rule, it is ap-

parent that the increase in figures in-

creases the liability to make a mistake in

the measurement. There is not an estab-

lished dimension which has become stand-

ard with us that would not present similar

difficulties when the metric system of

measurement was applied.

If the enthusiasts for the metric system

could look understandingly into a well-

equipped tool room, they would receive

object lessons that would teach the diffi-

culties and expense to be encountered in

making a revolution in our established

metrology. They would see an immense
variety of taps, dies, reamers, drills, gages

and expensive measuring instruments that

would have to be abandoned. In the ma-
chine shop they could examine screw-

cutting lathes that would require new
lead screws and screw-cutting gearing,

milling machines that would have to be

radically changed, and a variety of other

tools that would require alterations.

The time may come when sentiment

will rise so far above business considera-

tions that a change will be made from the

inch to the meter unit. But it is certain

that the cost of that luxury will run into

many millions of dollars.

i ^ i
Rules to Calculate Train Resistance

Need to be Changed.

We have repeatedly referred to glaring

errors in engineering text-books, and to

the misleading calculations that are based

on erroneous formulas. Some of the ac-

cepted formulas are so glaringly wrong
that the engineers who employ them
sometimes make statements which are

simply ridiculous. One of the worst

examples of an erroneous formula is that

of Clark's for train resistance, which is

used by nearly all writers who make cal-

culations relating to the power required

to move trains at various speeds. The
exceptionally fast speed made by the

Brooks ten-wheeler pulling a special train

on the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern

last fall, has been taken advantage of by
several writers in English engineering

papers to prove, by calculations based on
Clark's formula, that the speed attained

was away beyond the possible capacity of

the locomotive. The calculations were all

right—only they were based on false

premises. If the Clark formula were cor-

rect, there is not a locomotive in America
which could keep a train of four cars run-

ning at a speed of 70 miles an hour; yet

that speed is maintained daily on many
railroads. All the text-books we know
of, except Kent's, give formulas that

represent the train resistance of 70 miles

an hour to be about 35 pounds per ton.

To keep a train running at 70 miles an

hour against that resistance would re-

quire tractive power of about 9,000

pounds. Owing to the high piston speed

necessary for a train velocity of 70 miles

an hour, there are few locomotives that

will keep up a cylinder pressure sufficient

to develop a traction power of 6,000

pounds. This has been demonstrated

often by engineers using the steam en-

gine indicator, and it is proof positive

that the ordinarily accepted formula for

train resistance is erroneous. This rule

makes the initial resistance on starting

to be about 6 pounds per ton, increasing

with the square of the speed.

American engineers have enjoyed ex-

ceptional opportunities for finding out

accurate facts concerning the power re-

quired to move trains under the varying

conditions of railroad operating. Dyna-

mometer cars are employed on several

railroads, in charge of engineers who be-

come experts in their business; and the

indicator has been employed on American
locomotives by numerous investigators,

sufficiently competent to read all the les-

sons of the indicator diagram.

The experience of these investigators

indicates that no hard-and-fast rule can

be established by which to calculate the

resistance of trains. From a great mass
of data which the writer has collected on

train resistance, from the records of

various dynamometer cars, and from indi-

cator diagrams taken on a variety of roads

with different kinds of trains, it appears

that the train resistance per ton is greatest

with empty cars and lowest with heavily

loaded freight cars. In tests made on the

Cliicago, Burlington & Quincy. a train

of loaded freight cars weighing 940 tons

was run at a speed of 20 miles an hour
with an average resistance of 5^ pounds

to the ton. A train of empty freight cars

weighing 340 tons, run at the same speed,

showed an average resistance of about

12 pounds per ton. The resistance of

passenger trains is about 7 pounds per

ton when running at 20 miles per hour.

At 70 miles an hour the total resistance

is about 19 or 20 pounds per ton, instead

of 35 pounds, as given in the old rules.

When the proportionate increase of re-

sistance is followed to 100 miles an hour,

it is found to be about 26 pounds per ton.

The proportions of the Brooks loco-

motive that is under discussion enable

the engine to exert over 100 pounds trac-

tive force for every pound of cylinder

pressure. A little over 60 pounds mean
effective pressure would give the engine

the capacity to haul a train of 244 tons (in-

cluding weight of engine and tender) at

the rate of 100 miles an hour. As the

boiler pressure was 180 pounds per square

inch, and the engine is provided with a

valve motion that produces remarkably

quick admission and release opening, no
engineer capable of making mechanical

calculations ought to doubt that the re-

ported speed was genuine.

Another Railroad Using the Brown
System.

Two divisions of the Louisville & Nash-
ville have had a modification of the Brown
system of discipline without punishment
in use for five months, and it is reported

to work satisfactorily all round, although

some of the men are still suspicious that

the change in dealing with them may
finally be employed to their disadvantage

in some way. We find that this senti-

ment, based on unworthy suspicion,

lingers on other roads where the Brown
system of treating men in manly fashion

has been introduced; but the discontent

is confined to those who are not disposed

to behave themselves, or to others under
the influence of that species of low-down
railroad man.

In some respects the plan adopted by
the Louisville & Nashville, and which
was worked out by Mr. G. E. Evans,

superintendent of transportation, goes

farther than the Brown system, for it

purposes giving credit to men for good
records, which is used to exempt them
from punishment when anything happens
which, under ordinary circumstances,

would lead to suspension or dismissal.

For instance, a suspension of 15 days will

be canceled by a good record for one year,

a suspension of 30 will be canceled by a

good record for two years, and so on.

The practical outcome of the adoption

of this system has been that, during the

five months it has been in use, on one
division where there is a total of 234 men
employed, one man was discharged and
twenty disciplined without suspension.

The wages saved to these men was $1,067.

On the other division where there are 207

men, eleven cases of discipline without
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suspension occurred, saving the men in

wages a total of $6oi.

We believe that the saving in wages
alone does not begin to represent the

benefits likely to result from the intro-

duction uf systems of this character,

which are based on a desire to do justice

between man and man. Such a method
is calculated to keep the men in closer

touch with their ofliccrs, and it is an
effectual check upon the impulse punish-

ment so often meted out to railroad men
and frequently inflicted without proper
investigation. The common plan is to

punish every man severely for any fault

or mistake, regardless of his previous

record. When it becomes necessary to

look into the record, the chances arc that

greater care will be exercised to see who
is actually to blame. Any plan of man-
agement that promotes care and delibera-

tion in the infliction of punishment can-

not fail to be of benefit to railroad men
generally.

i i i
Baltimore & Ohio in Receivers' Hands.

The most luit.-ible event of last nuinlh

in railroad affairs was the passing of the

Baltimore & Ohio into the hands of re-

ceivers. It has been known for several

years that the finances of this company
were in a very precarious condition,

, brought about principally by the pur-

chase of controlling interest in roads that

did not earn the char.ijes incurred. There
is also reason for believing that the finan-

cial managers, on finding that the in-

creased fixed charges and dividends on
stock could not be paid out of earnings,

resorted to the ruinous practice of paying
unearned dividends, in hopes that in-

creased earnin,cfs in following years would
justify them in resorting to that means
for maintaining the credit of the com-
pany. Until the day that the property
was put into the hands of the courts, the

directors expected to be able to borrow
money to pay the interest on the bonds,

and failing in that at the last moment they

applied for receivers.

Owing to the increasing embarrass-
ment of the company, a policy has been
pursued that allowed the whole of the

magnificent property to run down, no ap-

propriation having been granted for re-

pairs or maintenance which could pos-

sibly be avoided. The result of this has
been that rolling stock deteriorated so

that the business could not be conducted
economically, and the track! bridges,

buildings and machinery have fallen into

a condition which calls for the immediate
expenditure of large sums of money. The
receivers are reported to be exerting
themselves energetically to raise the

money necessary to regenerate the ma-
chinery with the least possible delay. Lo-
comotives and cars are to be put at once
in good order, and the new rolling stock
necessary to do the business properly will

be purchased. It is a melancholy sight

to see a fine property like the Baltimore

& Ohio going into the hands of receivers,

but it is better that a radical remedy of

that kind should be resorted to than to

let the property sink deeper into the mire
by unavailing attempts to keep up ap-

pearances that were deceptive.

i i i
Mr. Paul Reinhard touches a very ten-

der spot when he aflirms his belief that

accidents caused by rails spreading are

the result of negligence on the part of

trackmen. The press of this country,
in reporting such cases, generally class

the cause as "unavoidable," and if the

editor has an annual pass he is liable

to go farther and say it was an "act ot

Providence." Even railroad ofiicials,

when investigating the cause of accidents,

stop suddenly when they run up against

the words "rails spread." That settles

it, and no further inquiry is made. These
good people cannot be expected to know
that track is put in proper line at first,

and when it begins getting rough the rail

spreads only by almost imperceptible de-
grees, and that in order to allow tlie wheels
to drop between, the rails would have to

move about four inches, and this would
require from one to two weeks at least.

Nor do they know that ties are put in

new. and if an accident was caused by
their being rotten, that this process has
been going on for from four to ten years.

In either instance they do not think of

blaming the trackman for not seeing these

things as he daily inspects his section.

If they did, the foreman might have to

answer for his negligence before a crimi-
nal court.—"Roadmaster and Foreman."

i i ©
BOOK REVIEWS.

"One Thousand Pointers for Machinists
and Apprentice Boys ; or. The Best
Mechanical Way to Perform Every Im-
portant Job on a Locomotive." Illus-
trated. By Charles McShane (Practical
Machinist). Price $1.50. Published bv
the press of the "Eight Hour Herald."
Chicago.

Such is the ambitious title of a work
of 135 pages, in the preface of which we
are informed of its purpose in the literary
wrorld. This is explained by its dedica-
tion to the International Association of
Machinists, with the hope that it will be
found an educator. Methods for doing
locomotive work are described in an in-
terestingly clear and concise way, that
will make it understood by the shopman.
Laying off new work and how to do it

—

the actual manual part— will be found a
useful thing for the young mechanic who
is anxious to push himself to the front.
There are good things in this little book,
and also some bad ones. It tells us: "A
single nozzle [meaning an exhaust nozzle]
should contain one-tenth the number of
square inches in both cylinders." This is

a serious error, since it would give for a
pair of 19-inch cylinders an area of 56.7
square inches, which is equal to a diameter
of 8.5 indies for the nozzle. This cannot
be proper pabulum for an apprentice or a
full-fledged machinist, when the correct
size of such a nozzle should be between
4.5 and 5 inches. Again, it says: "Com-

pound engines are in use on many roads.
Some of them have both high and low-
pressure cylinders." This can hardly be
called information that will help the appren-
tice or be a guide to the machinist. There
are many other objectionable statements
that are spared by the reviewer for want
of space. The book should be revised so
as to eliminate the incorrect portions,
and the price cut in two, before success
can be predicted for it.

i i i
The New York Railroad Club placed

itself squarely on record on the large car

question at the February meeting, after

a short discussion of one of the best and
most comprehensive reports on any sub-

ject that we have ever read, embodying
as it did a review of every phase of it from
the standpoint of all departments inter-

ested. The following resolution was re-

ported and adopted: "Resolved, that it

is the sense of the New York Railroad

Club, on the question of large capacity

cars for general interchange service, that

box and stock cars shall not be built to

exceed a capacity of 60.000 pounds, and
that this club earnestly recommends to the

traffic associations that, in making their

rates on light, bulky freight, such rates

shall be based on the cubic capacity of the

car." It is unnecessary to say that we
are gratified at this action of the club and
its indorsement of our position in the

matter. We will indulge in retrospect

merely enough to .say that our car record

for 1895 was, in the light of the above reso-

lution, not a mistaken one.

i i i
During the high winds prevailing in this

vicinity recently, two peculiar accidents

occurred which never would have been
chronicled if a few dollars had been placed

where they belong. They were cases of

passengers being blown from the car plat-

forms when the trains were moving at

speed betweeen stations, and on different

roads—a man in one case and a woman
in the other, and both badly injured, all

for the want of a platform gate, which
would have insured a safe passage between
the cars of the train. A verdict for fat

damages would be the most convincing
argument for these roads that a pinch-

penny policy don't pay where the safety

of passengers is involved.

i i i
The New York, New Haven & Hart-

ford road have a parcel rack in their pas-

senger coaches, running continuously
from end to end of the car, with compart-
ments long enough and deep enough to

hold the chattels of the average passenger,

securely and safely. They are an im-
provement over the smaller aflfair in use
on most railroads.

i i Oi

Watson & Stillman, 210 East Forty-
third street. New York, have just issued

a new catalogue of their hydraulic tools

for railroad work, which will be sent to

anyone interested.
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SWITCH SIGNALS.
By W. H. ELLIOTT, Signal Engineer, C, M. & St. P. R.R.

[fifteenth paper.]

of the fixed signals, the first to come in

use in the early days of railroading were

the ones intended to indicate to engineers

the position of the switch, a target of simple

form placed upon a revolving stand being

SWITCH TARGET USED TO INDICATE
DANGER.

the device used, very much as is the com-

mon practice of to-day. Naturally,each road

adopted a form the}^ thought the best, a pro-

ceeding which resulted in almost every

road using a different pattern, the clear

signal on one road in many instances being

used on other roads to indicate danger.

As the switch signals are used solely to in-

dicate the position of the switch, whether it

II

»,ir- re«,B^>" *^'

TARGET USED TO INDICATE SAFETY.

is open or shut, it cannot be said that much
confusion would result from their being

used in opposite ways on different roads,

and no doubt this is the true reason why

—

up to the present time—there has been no
change in the practice, and a standard for

all roads seems to be as far off as ever. Prac-

tice has demonstrated that the best signal

is one of position and not of form or color
;

but as there is no simple means by which
the indication can be given in this way,

practice has almost entirely resolved itself

into one of form, colors being also made
use of, particularly where forms to give

two separate indications are used, one for

safety and the other for danger.

Outside of the form of the signal, of

which the best is certainly the most dis-

SWITCH TARGET GIVING INDICATION
FOR MAIN LINE OR FOR THE

SIDE TRACK,

tinct, there are three different methods in

use of indicating by means of a target the

position of a switch, the first being when the

target is visible and an indication made for

the danger
;
the second where the target is

made to show for safety but not for danger,

and the third where with two targets on the

same shaft, one is used to indicate safety

and the other danger. As illustrating this,

figures I, 2 and 3 plainly show the three

ways spoken of. Of the three the last is

certainly the only one ihat meets the re-

quirements of one of the first principles of

signaling, which is that an indication must
be given for safety as well as for danger.

As between the other two, the first is by
far the better, the presence of a signal being

a much more forcible indication and more
likely to be noticed than is the absence

of one, and as it is much more important

to have the danger signal seen and acted
upon than it is with the one indicating

safety, the first is the one that should be
adopted. Again, with the signal showing
for safety, one signal will often be obscured
by another signal, so that if it should be
left at danger, it would be almost impos-
.sible for the engineer to notice the fact

until quite close to the switch. For this

reason, and because of the difficulty met
with in obtaining two forms that are dis-

tinguishable at any great distance, the plan

of using a signal that will give a danger
indication onh-, is belived by many to be
the best.

Practice in regard to the usefulness of a
switch signal would be much improved if

Locvrnotlrw CngnFtg.i

HIGH TARGET STAND GIVING INDICA-
TIONS.

the target was elevated, as is shown in

figure 4, the top of the stand being about
twelve feet above the top of the rail. As
will be noticed, this stand is provided with
targets to give the two indications, one a
form composed of circular discs joined
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together, and the other a straight piece of

sheet-iron with pointed ends and fastened
to the shaft in an inclined position.

The difference between the two foruis

with this signal, which has been quite ex-
tensively introduced, is not distinguishable

at so great a distance as one would suppose
at first sight, owing to tlie vertical height
of the inclined piece being but li'" -

dication of this fonn of signal—as has ;U-

ready been pointed out—being more posi-

tive and distinguishable at a much greater

distance than any other. .\s the switch is

the danger point, and is provided with a

signal—a red target in the day time and a

red light at night—the signal placed at a

di.stance becomes in reality a distant signal

:iiid slunilil be so used, the blade being

U. S. & S. CO. INTERLOCKED SWITCH STAND.

than that of the circular di.scs. Should the

upper and lower ends of these pieces be

left on making the outer edges vertical

lines intersecting the two inclined sides, as

shown by the dotted lines in the figure, the

difference in the form of the two targets

would be much more noticeable and be dis-

tinguishable at a much greater distance.

While the target ordinarily used on a

switch-stand answers the purpose of a sig-

nal fairly well when the track is straight

and the target can be seen, there are a

number of places on almost every road

painted green and the end notched, while

at night the light should show green when
the .signal stands at danger.

In connecting the signal with the switch,

it .should be so arranged that the signal

would have to be put at danger before any

movement of the switch could be made,

and that in closing the switch and clearing

the signal the switch would have to be

completely closed before any movement of

the signal could take place—or, in other

words, the levers operating the switch and

signal should be interlocked. And in the

manner of accomplishing this are to be

found the only differences that exist be-

tween the many device^ that are used or

have been designed for this purpose.

The simplest construction is that of a

two-levered stand, such as was shown in a

previous article for working a distant sig-

VILW .-^UdV. 1

where it is desirable to have a signal placed

at some distance off from the switch, to be

worked in connection with the switch to

give warning to an approaching train of

the position that the switch is in. The
conditions to be met are that any signal so

used should be of the semaphore pattern,

and placed on a high pole as in the case of

oi a block or interlocking signal, the in-

.1. l.ljt, 1. V.'.li).

nal in connection with a home block signal,

locking bars with a movable dog to work

between being attached to each lever, so

that the lever working the .signal could be

pulled over only when the lever working

the switch had been reversed.

.\Uhough simple, this arrangement is

comparatively an expensive one, the levers

and locking parts being made of many

small pieces carefully fitted, and for this

reason has not come into use as much as

have some of the less expensive designs.

The design shown in figures 5 and 6 is

one made by the l"nion Switch & Signal

Co., the levers being interlocked in a very

simple manner. As an additional safe-

guard, the lever working the signal is

locked with the switch by means of a lock-

rod (seen in figure 6), so that it is impos-

sible to move the lever to clear the signal

miless the switch has been properly closed.

As will be seen, the arrangement consists

of two levers, fulcrumed on a base casting,

one of the levers being provided with a

GIBBS' INTERLOCKING SWITCH STAND
AT "DANGER."

wheel around which the connection to a

distant signal is made to pass, and the

other with a crank-pin placed at the

proper radius, to which the connecting-rod

to the switch may be fastened and the

switch thrown when the lever is pulled

over from one side to the other. By pass-

ing the connections to the signal around

the wheel in the manner shown, the proper

movement of the wires is obtained for

working the signal, one wire being pulled

in and the other unwound. Both move-

ments of the .signal are thus made positive,

and the possibility of a wrong indication

being given is verj' much lessened.

The locking of the levers to prevent

their both being moved over at the same

time, and thus giving a wrong indication
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while the movement was being made, is

accomplished by means of two pins (seen

in figure 5), which work at right angles

with the levers and fit into holes drilled in-

to the center castings, lugs being provided

on each lever, which forces one of the

pins into the hole in the other lever, until

the lever that is being moved is pulled en-

tirely over. With the switch closed and

the sitrnal at safety, the switch-lever is

LcictinuiCinc £nyi'ieer

Fl<j. 8

MOTION PLATE OR CAM OF GIBBS' STAND.

the objection that can generally be made to

any arrangements using two levers, in that

there is always a possibility of the locking

or other parts being removed in making
repairs to the switch or stand, and by a

failure of the section men to properly re-

place them, the signal might be left at clear

with the switch open.

As this has happened in several instances

where two-levered arrangements have been

used, very bad accidents being the result,

it would seem desirable to have an arrange-

ment with which it would not be possible

for this to occur. Such a one has been de-

signed and patented by Mr. George Gibbs,

Mechanical Engineer of the C, M. & St.

P. R'y, and is shown in figure 7, a drawing

of the motion -plate being shown in figure S.

As will be noticed, the body of the stand

is cast in one piece, the crank-shaft for

moving the switch to which the target is

fastened being made to turn in bearings in

the center of the casting. In place of a

direct connection being made from the

crank to the head-rod, the connecting-rod

is attached to a sliding-bar working in

grooves cast in the bottom of the stand, a

pin being provided on the bar which fits in

the slot of the motion-plate or cam at-

tached to the lower end of the shaft and

moves the bar whenever the cam is turned.

This movement provides for the opening

and closing of the switch ; to work the sig-

nal, a gear-wheel having a groove around

which a chain may be passed is fastened

to the sliding-bar in such a way that when
the cam is in a certain position teeth cast

on its outer circumference will engage with

the teeth of the gear-wheel and turn it.

tions take place at different times during

the turning of the switch-lever, and thus

make the arrangement safe, as the signal

should be changed only after the switch is

closed or before it has been opened, the

teeth are put on that side of the cam which
will cause them to engage with the gear-

Fig. 9
SIGNAL CONTROLLER.

locked until the signal-lever is moved to

its extreme position, when the signal will

have been changed to danger ; with the

signal at danger and the switch open, the

signal-lever cannot be moved until the

switch-lever is pulled over to its extreme

position and the switch closed. There is

nothing, however, to make the switchman

throw the signal-leverback and clearthe sig-

nal before locking the switch (unless the

lock is fastened to the handle), so that it

sometimes happens that the signal is left at

danger with the switch set for the main line.

The arrangement, though, works very well,

and has been well designed to overcome

ALLENTOWN ROLLING MILL CO. INTER-
LOCKED SWITCH STAND.

wheel only when the slide has been moved
to close the switch, the wheel at other

times being free and not moved by the

movement of the cam. As the signal is

weighted to stand at danger, unless held

at safety by a pull on the wire, and the

first motion of the lever made to open the

switch turns the gear-wheel unwinding

COMPENSATING ARRANGEMENT ON DISTANT SIGNAL CONNECTIONS.

the chain to which the wire to the signal is

attached being wound up.

In this way, by turning the shaft, the

cam is made to do two things : one to work

the sliding-bar to open and close the switch,

and the other to turn the wheel pivoted on

the bar to wind or unwind the chain and

work the signal. To make these two opera-

the chain, the signal is allowed to go to

danger before the switch-points have

moved, the pin on the slide-bar being

brought into contact with the spiral groove

of the cam to move the switch only after

the chain has been unwound from the

wheel. In turning the lever to close the

switch and clear the signal, the first move-
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ment turns the cam and moves the sHding-

bar only, thereby closing the switch, a

further movement bringing the gear-wheel

back, causing the teeth to engage with

those on the cam. turning the wheel and

clearing the signal without any further

movement of the bar.

Should it be desired to connect up two

switches to one signal, so that when eitlier

or both switches are opened the signal will

stand at danger, a device known as a con-

troller is made use of, which is shown in

figure 9. This device accomplishes the pur-

pose for which it was designed, by taking

up the slack in the wire, when the switch

nearest the signal is closed, and allowing

ELLK ^ ^..^^ . ;.lL.\LLY-LOCK.t:D
SWITCH STAN'D.

the signal to be worked in the usual man-

ner by the stand that is farthest away. The
wire from the stand nearest the signal

being attached to the slide of the controller,

when that switch is opened the middle

wheel of the controller is allowed to be

drawn in between two other wheels, the

wire to the sigfnal being slackened up

sufficiently to allow the signal to go to

danger. When both switches are closed,

the wire is drawn in the same as if only

one stand was used and the signal is pulled

to clear. In serv-ice this stand has given

very good results, and but one objection,

that of having but one wire to work the

signal, has been found with it, dependence

being placed upon gravity to make the

signal go to danger when the switch was

opened. While this would seem to be a

very serious objection, owing to the danger

of wires or chain freezing up in winter, in

practice this has not proved to be the case,

if care be used in the installation to secure

proper drainage. As there is but one wire

the signal will work with a nmch lighter

pull, the extra work of moving the other

arm of the crank is made to work in a

plane immediately below the slide, the lat-

ter striking on the arm so that it cannot

be pulled down unless the crank has been

turned to a position causing the distant

signal to indicate danger. With the slide

down the crank is of course locked, so that

Fi,j. 13

DETAILS OF ELECTRICALLY-LOCKED SWITCH STAND.

wire being dispensed with and the signal,

therefore, being much easier to keep ad-

justed.

An interlocking switch-stand and signal,

which possesses several novel features, is

one made by the .\llentown Rolling Mill

Co., and shown in figures 10 and 11, the

signal blades—which are of the usual sema-

phore pattern—not been shown. As will

be seen by reference to figure 10, which is

a view of the stand, two levers are used:

one to work the distant signal, and the

other the home signal and the switch. Two
wires are run from the operating lever to

the distant signal, the lever being made in

the form of a T-crank with the wires at-

tached to the two arms, so that when one

is pulled by a movement of the lever the

other is slacked up. Working above the

top of the T-crank, in grooves cast in the

frame of the stand, is a slide to which is

attached the cable used to pull the signal

to danger, the blade being made of cast-

iron, which considerably overbalances the

weight of the spectacle arm on the op-

posite end. The slide when in its normal

position, or raised as shown in the figure,

(its in a groove cut in the head of the

switch-shaft and locks it, preventing the

switch from being opened until the slide is

pulled down. This is done by raising the

switch-lever handle, an arm projecting

through the yoke and engaging with a lug

on the slide, pulling it down, and with it

the signal to the danger position, when the

switch can be thrown.

To interlock the T-crank operating the

distant with the home signal, the upper

the distant signal cannot be cleared until

after the slide has been raised, which oc-

curs only when the home signal goes to the

safety position after the switch has been

closed.

The ingenious arrangement used at the

distant signal for automatically compen-

sating the expansion and contraction of

the wire, so as to always bring the signal

l"XLOCKING SWITCH.

down to the same angle with the vertical,

is shown in figure 11. The two lines of

wire from the interlocked stand are at-

tached to a loose lever hung on two pins

fastened in the opposite arms of a T-crank,

the middle arm having attached to it the

pipe connection to the signal casting, this
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signal being of the usual construction and

weighted to go to danger when an\' part

becomes disconnected or breaks. Should

a wire break, the tension of the other wire

would pull the loose lever off from the T-

crank and leave it free for the signal to go

to danger by gravity.

To take up expansion and contraction of

the wire lines, the T-crank, instead of being

bolted to a rigid foundation, is fastened to

one end of a crank, the other or longer

TURNING SWITCH.

arm being weighted to put a tension on the

two levers, and as the weight is very much
in excess of any pull required to work the

signal, the crank is made to act the same

as if fastened to a rigid body instead of to

a movable support.

Mechanically this stand is well designed,

and the arrangement for compensating the

wires is a very good one ; but on the whole

the arrangement cannot be said to be a

very reliable one, owing to the short travel

of the wire and to the fact that the

normal position of the home signal is

at safety. From the short travel and

the spring in the wires it is possible to

unlock the stand without changing the dis-

tant signal to danger should the cranks or

wires become in any way fastened, and

from the other objection that it is certain

that the signal would indicate safety if cer-

tain parts should break, or be left discon-

nected by a malicious or careless work-

man. In point of fact, there seems to be

at the present day no mechanical switch-

signal which does not possess some ob-

jectionable features ; so that if a reliable

device is desired that can be made to

work with but few failures, and these only

on the side of safety, recourse must be had

to some form of automatic electric signal.

They are expensive, it is true ; but is it not

better to use such a device if by its action

almost perfect protection can be secured ?

In very dangerous places the matter of ex-

pense should not be allowed to enter into

the question, as a de\'ice that can be relied

upon is worth all that it costs.

Experience has demonstrated that the

automatic electric signal can be made to

work with certainty at any distance from the

switch, to show to an approaching train the

position the switch is in, and by putting a

visible indicator at the switch, a warning

can also be given to anyone desiring to

use the switch that a train is approaching.

Taken in connection with this subject, an

electically-locked switch stand has been re-

cently patented by the writer, by which con-

trol of the switchman- be put in the hands of •

an operator at any distance away, enabling

him to prevent a train from leaving a

siding or branch for the main line, unless

it was so desired. In this device, of which

a general view is shown in figure 12 and

the details in figure 13, an electro-magnet

is made to lock a slide controlling a lock-

rod or plunger, which passes through a

lock-bar attached to the points of the

switch, so that unless the magnet is ener-

gized the rod cannot be withdrawn and the

switch opened. As will be seen, the arma-

ture of the magnet is made to drop into a

notch cut in the slide controlling the

lock- rod, the upper end of the latter being

brought under the switch-lever, so that the

sw'itch cannot be shut and locked in the

usual way without forcing the lock-rod

through the lock-bar, and allowing the

armature to drop in the notch in the slide

and lock the rod until the magnet is again

energized.

To work the switch, the two levers are

raised together, as shown in figure 14, the

upper lever allowing the lock-rod to be

raised with it if the slide has been un-

locked, withdrawing the lock-rod from

the hole in the lock-bar before the switch-

lever has cleared the slot in the switch-

stand and the spring of the switch has

tell exactly when the switch has been

opened, and also if it has been closed after

the switch has been used, a disc indicator

placed in the tower being put in the circuit

for this purpose. Where the switch is

placed at any very great distance, bells or

a telephone can be put in for purposes of

communication, the wires for operating the

switch being used for this purpose also and

the cost of additional wires saved. This

switch has now been used for over a year

and has given excellent results. If properly

installed few or no failures will occur, and

these need not cause more than a few min-

utes delay or the time required to unscrew

and take out but one bolt.

Another device that is used in connection

with the ordinary switch-stand as a protec-

tion for main-line trains, and which has of

late been quite extensively introduced, is

the one designed by Mr. Pennington, of

the "Soo Line," and now known as thePet-

tibone-MuUiken Derailing Switch. This

derailing switch, while in reality an inter-

locking device, is intended for use at all

storage or passing tracks, where the con-

ditions are such that a car might accident-

ally roll out on the main line and block it

;

so that in taking up the subject under the

head of switch-signals, one is not depart-

ing very far from the spirit of the title,

even if there is no signal used in connec-

tion with the device. As will be seen by

reference to figure 16, which is a general

plan of the arrangement, connections are

made from an ordinary switch-stand to a

derailing-switch placed in the side-track

at such a distance from the main-line

switch that a car being derailed would not

foul the main line. To work the derail, a
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Fig. 16

PETTIBONE-MULLIKEN DERAITJNG SWITCH.

LiKomotive Engineering

been brought to bear on the lock-bar. Im-

mediately the switch-lever has been raised

to a horizontal position, the lock-lever can

be dropped and the switch turned in the

usual manner, as shown in figure 1 5.

To enable anyone desiring to use the

switch to know when it has been released,

without being put to the labor of trj-ing to

raise the lock-lever, a small indicator has

been provided, which works behind a thick

piece of glass put in the side of the bo.x

covering the magnet, which will show
when the switch has been unlocked, so

that anyone finding it locked need only

watch the indicator and take it easy.

A circuit-breaker, pro\'ided in the box, is

made to break the current through the

magnet, as soon as the slide has been part

way withdrawn, so that the operator can

small T-crank and connecting-rod is bolted

to the ties at the switch and at the derail,

the connecting-rod being attached to the

end of the head-rod in each instance. The
two arras of the T-crank being connected

tegether by wire, it follows that when the

switch is opened and the T-crank turned,

the crank at the derail is moved a corres-

ponding amount, the derail being moved at

the same time as the switch. By arranging

the connections so that when the switch is

set for the main line the derail will be open,

it will be seen that if the switch is kept

closed, as it should be, ample protection

is afforded against cars accidentally run-

ning out and blocking the main line. This

device has one very great recommendation,

and that is its cheapness, for the field of its

usefulness is large, the need for some de-
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vice of this kind beiii}:; made evident on

any road almost every day. Beyond its

cheapness the construction used has but

little to recommend it, and the wonder is,

from the large chance of accident due to

the lightness of its parts, that no case for

which it was responsible has as yet

been reported. Judging by what has

been found best in all other kinds of track

work the parts are all made too light, and

while there would appear to be no necessity

for making any part stronger than the wire,

which is the weakest part, the fact that the

device is generally put in and has to be

cared for by section men, calls for a con-

struction sufiSciently durable to stand the

treatment it will receive.

By using wire instead of a more solid

connection, there are possibilities of acci-

dents happening from any one of the fol-

lowing causes

:

That, if the wire pulling the derail point

closed should lireak, the point would most

likely be pulled open by the tension on the

other wire, especially if a train was pass-

ing at the time.

That a wire which may be broken at any

time by trainmen stepping on it, a thing

they most certainly will do, is a very -weak

connection by which to hold a facing

point switch closed.

That, having only section men to care

for it, the connections are apt to get out of

adjustment from expansion and contrac-

tion, and in so doing allow the point to

open sufficiently to be caught by a sharp

flange.

Should the parts be made stronger and

pipe used in place of wire, an arrangement

safe enough for every purpose would be

had and one that would need little or no

repairs. The manner of running the pipe

and making the connections is also shown

in Fig. i6, the pipe being run on carriers

screwed to the ties, where it will be out of

the way of trainmen working around the

switch. To arrange for compensation two

cranks are made use of, as shown in the

figure, it not being possible to put in the

usual " lazy-jack " compensator, on ac-

count of the large foundation needed.

To this arrangement the only criticism

that can be made is its cost, which is more

than double that of the wire connection

and if taken in comparison amounts to a

great deal when there are many of them

to be used. However, this is a matter for

each one to decide, whether the additional

safety secured by the use of the pipe con-

nection is worth the increased cost. Un-

doubtedly, the subject is one well worth

looking into by those interested.

In closing this the last article of the series,

which I hope have proved interesting to the

many readers of " Locomotive Engineer-

ing," let me acknowledge my indebtedness

to Mr. Geo. Gibbs for the very valuable

suggestions and able criticisms made by

him while these articles were being writ-

ten. While some may criticise the frank-

ness with which the opinions concerning

the different devices have been expressed,

I will say they arc such as have been

formed by me for the greater part from a

personal experience with the several de-

vices mentioned, and that in thus publicly

expressing my views it has been done with

the hope that they may be of some benefit

to others situated as I am and aid Ihem in

their work.

THE END.

A Pneumatic Belt-Shifter.

Compressed air is on record in another

new field of usefulness in machine-tool

economy. This time it is our pleasure to

Fig. 4, in which the piston, and therefore

tlie belt shifter, are held in a central posi-

tion by two coiled springs when the belts

are on the loose pulleys. The springs are

compressed, and their resistance is easily

overcome, when air is admitted to the op-

posite ends of the cylinder, which action

will put the belt on either the forward or

backing pulleys.

While the march of improvements has

been going on in machine-tool construc-

tion, and conveniences for the rapid turn-

ing-out of work have been schemed out

and perfected, the countershaft has appar-

ently been forgotten in the shuffle until

Wb /i^/i n /rPi n n n ^

note its application to countershafting.

for the purpose of shifting a belt from the

loose to the tight pulleys, and the reverse.

Figs. I and 2 give a clear idea of as neat

and mechanical a job as can be found in

any shop. The device consists simply of

a small air cylinder with a piston travel,

such as will give the belt the proper

throw; the cylinder is piped from each end

to a two-way cock, the plug of which has

a bar with a looped cord within reach of

the operator. Attached to the piston is

an arm which extends down to the bar

carrying the shifter forks—air does the

rest. These views and Fig. 3 explain the

whole thing for a belt requiring but one

movement.

Tools having a backing belt are pro-

vided for by the arrangement shown in

recently. It is certainly strange that the

old, long, wooden shifter, as crude as a

Iiomc-niadc cider press, has not been

abandoned before. The forked clutch,

that noisy abomination for shifting a belt,

will have to walk the plank too. to make
room for the newcomer, in shops having a

compressed-air system; and if there are

any shops without air at this day, it would

pay them to put it in at once, if for no

other purpose than to utilize this device

on their tools.

Mr. H. A. Fergnsson, assistant master

mechanic, and his foreman, Mr. A. J.

Kline, of the Pennsylvania Railway, at

the Meadows shops, are responsible for

this really good thing, which has been in

use now about two years. They have also

made a brake to suddenlv arrest the mo-
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tion of a machine tool, and have appHed

it to a slotter, to stop the tool at any part

ol its stroke. It is only necessary to pull

the air on the shifter, and touch the button

on the brake, to stop the machine almost

instantly; this is accomplished by an air

piston moving against the large end of

cone on the machine. The beauty of this

kind of a brake is best appreciated by those

of us who have burned the palms of our

hands trying to make a quick stop on a

large machine.

Kinks of this kind are what help the

output of a shop, and the best feature of all

is, they reduce the element of danger to

a lower limit than it had before, by placing

in the hands of the operator the means to

stop his machine at once in time of immi-

nent danger.

i i i

What a " Soulless Corporation " Did

for the Public.

At a hearing before a committee of the

Senate of New Jersey, to take evidence

in favor of a bill giving the directors of

the Greenwood Lake Railroad permis-

sion to lease their road to the Erie Com-
pany, Ex-Mayor Hewitt, of New York,

gave evidence which is a striking com-
mentary upon the common cry bf "soul-

less railroad corporations." He said:

"I am the president of the New York
and Greenwood Lake Company, and have

been for seventeen years. The road was
begun in 1870 to form a part of a system

to run from New York to the great lakes.

In 1873 th6 railroad company went to the

wall, and I was made the receiver.

"The termini in the State of New Jersey

were the Montclair Railroad and the New
Jersey Midland. As receiver for the Mid-
land I acquired possession of these roads,

but seeing that I had plenty to do with

the company in New York, I asked the

Court to appoint a receiver for the New
Jersey roads, and Garret A. Hobart was
made receiver. After several years Mr.
Hobart conducted the road at an im-

mense loss, and seventeen years ago a

new company was formed, and since that

time I have been forced to advance over

$300,000 out of my own pocket. Then the

State of New Jersey came along and
taxed us, and collected the taxes regu-

larly. In this way the State has collected

$68,000 from me for running a railroad

at my own expense. Meanwhile the peo-
ple have traveled up and down the road
at less than it cost me to operate it.

"The reason Mr. Hobart was unable
to run the road at a profit was because he
had to pay heavily for terminals. When
I took it I arranged for this with the
Erie Company, and it was given for noth-
ing. It is a high tribute to the gener-
osity of what is popularly known as a
'soulless corporation' that it should take
such a kindly position regarding a line
that would otherwise have been forced
to suspend. The Greenwood Lake Rail-

road, I can say, in all these years has

never paid a cent to its stockholders or

officers.

"I tliought that I was at the end of my
troubles when I got this wreck into work-

ing order, when I made its receipts rise

from $80,000 to $500,000 a year, and when
I arranged to make a contract which

would insure to the people of the section

of the State through which it passes good
service, improvement costing another

$500,000 and a chance to develop the re-

sources of the country. I was surprised

when I learned that this bill was 'held up.'

maintenance—two factors that seem to

be little understood, as would appear

from the number of modern frames that

are high representatives of the cobbler's

art.

Our illustration shows the frame for

a 4.000-gallon tender. There are four

longitudinal sills made of 10-inch steel

channels, 19 feet 3 inches long, all placed

with the flanges to the outside; at the

front these channels abut against a

I X lo-inch girder, to which they are se-

cured at the corners by a I x lo-inch

angle, riveted with eight ^-inch rivets

HALF SECTION A-Bz Locamafiix Enijxneenng

HALFSECTION THROUGH CENTRE
OF FRONT BOLSTER

I was told that, unfortunately, this bill

was introduced by the same Senator and
at the same time with another bill, and
that somebody had a grievance against

the railroad company, and that this bill

could not pass until that controversy was
settled. I never knew until then that

New Jersey had degenerated to the vicari-

ous sacrifices in vogue in ancient times."

Steel Tender Frame—Norfolk & West-
ern Railway.

Mr. R. H. Soule, superintendent of

motive power of the Norfolk & Western
Railway, has a steel tender frame in use on
his road that embraces all of the essentials

necessary to long life and low cost of

through each leg. The center sills are

secured to the i x lo-inch girder by a

double angle, also riveted with j4-'nch

rivets.

At the back end the construction

is the same, except that the girder is

I X 14 inches. The front and rear bumper
timbers are bolted to these girders, bind-

ing the whole thing firmly into a stiff

unyielding framework.

The bolsters are made up of two com-
pression members 1x4 inches, placed

i6;4 inches from center to center, with

the ends against the inner faces of the

outside sills and the center passing under
the center sills. Immediately above
these, resting on the sills, are the two ten-

sion members 54 >= 6 inches, to which they
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are riveted with J^-inch rivets at the ends,

and bolted at the center sills by two i^^-

inch bolts through each sill and bolster

plate.

At the center of the frame, between the

bolsters, are four ^ x 4-inch binders, two
on top and two on bottom, placed 15

inches centers and riveted through tianges

of sills at each crossing. There are four

braces i .\ 4 inches, placed diagonally,

with edge up, between the binders.

Bolted to the upper face of the com-
pression members of the bolsters is a ;-<-

needed on many engines with long fire-

bo.xes.

It will be noted that the back of the

coal space is sloped at an angle of forty-

five degrees. This is a decidedly good
thing on fast runs, where time for shovel-

ing down coal is at a premium, or hoboes

are not traveling, to help out at the

critical period.

The frame shown is used alike for pas-

senger and freight service, by changing

the arrangement of the coupling and buff-

ing accessories at the rear. For passen-

shown in this issue with the 60,000-pound

car—the principal difference lying in the

wheels, which are 36 inches diameter, in-

stead of 33 inches: and the axles, which
arc collared, as shown in the plan of ten-

der. The springs are double elliptic, on
the front truck to give an easy motion,

and the helical spring is used on the rear

truck: this fact makes necessary a shal-

lower bolster on the front truck, on ac-

count of the greater height of the

elliptic spring, since the arch bars are

similar and have the same amount of set in

LOyCITUDINAL SECTION TIIIiOUGH CEXTItE
inch plate, fitted between the center sills,

afTording a bearing for the center plates;

all tendency of this plate to buckling is

provided for by two channels between

the center sills and over the center plates.

The i54-inch decking is secured di-

rectly to the sills by two carriage bolts

through the flanges at each crossing.

The tank is evidently designed for water,

although the coal space is not as small as

it first appeared, being Hared out at the

front, which increases the capacity some-
what; but the best feature of the flare lies

in the added space for the fireman to get

a swing at the door—room that is badly

ger service a vertical plane coupler is ap-

plied.

It reads strangely to mention a bufling

device in connection with a freight tender;

but it is a good thing, and, of course, was

adopted on this road. Another improve-

ment prominent in this tender, and rarely

seen, is the step at the rear corners, for

the convenience of trainmen, making road

switching a comparatively safe operation

when pitted against the dangerous acro-

batic feats performed on brake beams,

where no other provision exists to get

standing room.

The truck is generally similar to that

both cases. With the changes noted, the

trucks are alike, both having tiie steel

bolster and spring plank, and both of

the rigid type.

The mechanical execution of all details

is of the highest order—nothing left un-

done to insure the stability of every part

when once put in place; and that means
volumes when repairs are to be considered.

A frame of this character will come out

of a "racket" distorted, perhaps, but it can

be put in shape again for future service,

and every motive power man knows that

is not an easy thing to do with the old

wood affair with its splintered remains.
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The Boston & Albany's New Air=

Brake Plant.

The new air-brake schooling plant re-

cently installed by the Boston & Albany
at their Springfield shops, as illus-

trated above, is the best-designed and
most complete plant yet brought to

our notice. T-he compactness and sim-

plicity of design, so that the plant may be

transplanted in an instruction car at some
time in the near future, and the painting

of the exterior of the pipes, valves, cylin-

BOSTON & ALBANY INSTRUCTION ROOM.

ders and reservoirs in bright representa-

tive colors, instead of the orthodox black

or Tuscan red, are the distinctive features

of the plant.

The plant was designed by E. G. Desoe,

general air-brake inspector and instructor

of the system, and approved by T. B. Pur-

vis, master mechanic. The color scheme
is original with Mr. Desoe, who, in de-

signing the plant, was so forcibly im-
pressed with the advantages to be had
from the employment of different colors

to designate the several pressures of the
air-brake system, that he at once deter-

mined to adopt it. Too much cannot be
said in praise of the progressiveness of the
higher officials in supplying such an effi-

cient means for bettering the air-brake

service on their line.

The very important consideration of

good ventilation and lighting has been
well attended to, as the room selected in

which to place the plant is about twenty

feet square, eleven feet from floor to ceil-
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ing, and has six windows. The furniture

consists of desk, chairs to seat about

twenty men, wash bowl and vise bench.

A large steam-heat radiator furnishes the

necessary warmth.

Tlie operative parts of the plant for in-

struction consist of E-6 and D-8 brake

valves, so arranged that they may be

worked singly, or in combination to rep-

resent "double heading;" two 12-inch

driver-brake cylinders with levers at-

tached to a fixed pivot at the lower end,

tender brake, ten equipments for freight

cars, and a complete air signaling appara-

tus for seven .passenger cars. Arrange-

ments have been made whereby the hose

at rear end of tender may be connected to

any of the ten cars, and thus change the

position of the cars in the train. A con-

ductor's valve and a "back-up hose" are

connected to the last car, to illustrate how
trains should be handled when backing

into stations. Signal and air-brake hose

are arranged on the pilot pipes, to instruct

brakemen in the proper coupling of

hose.

Sectional valves of the entire system are

supported by a stand in front of the instruc-

tor's station for handy reference. From
his position at the brake valve, the instruc-

tor can, with the aid of a long pointer, call

to their view any part of the apparatus

without disturbing the position of the

members of his class. Thirty-one gages

are used. Every part containing a pres-

sure has a gage. All parts having main-

reservoir pressure are painted red; train

pipe, blue; equalizing reservoir, black;

auxiliary reservoir, brown; brake cylin-

der, yellow; and signaling apparatus,

green. The piping is full car-lengths.

The indispensable sectional triple works
tandem with the tender-brake triple. The
pump and main storage of air pres-

sure are in the engine room, several

hundred feet from the schooling plant,

thus doing away with a boiler and much
noise. The piston travel of the ten cars

may be varied by the used of white oak

blocks fitting inside of the piston sleeves,

and cushioned by special rubbers.

A lever, with several holes so spaced as

to change the proportion, is arranged with

suitable ropes, pulleys and weights, and
is located on the wall back of the train to

demonstrate the laws of leverage.

General Superintendent Robeson, who,

with his other progressive ideas, takes a

lively interest in air-brake matters, has

ordered that all employes whose duties

bring them in contact with the air brakes

shall receive a course of instruction which

will enable them to pass a satisfactory ex-

amination, when a certificate will be issued

to them. Classes of about ten men each

will be held every other day, the alternate

days being spent by the instructors on the

road in actual service. Active interest is

already manifested by the men, who arc

anxious to "get at" the new plant. Mr.

Desoe and Assistant Inspector H. S. Wal-

ton will give the instructions.

The Convention of Air-Brake Men.

At 9 A. M., April 14th, the .-Mr-Brake

Association will assemble in convention

in the main hall of the American House,

Boston, Mass. This will be the third

annual convention of this young associa-

tion, organized a few years ago, since

which time the membership has increased

from about a dozen charter members to

nearly two hundred actives and associates,

representing all sections and classes of air-

brake service in the United States.

The honest endeavor and persistent

effort of the organization to obtain "a

higher efficiency in air-brake service" has

enlisted the sympathy and support of

many railway officials in its worthy aim.

It is upon the Air-Brake Association

that the railways will largely depend in the

future for economical maintenance of air

brakes, and it is but meet that it should

be encouraged in every possible way. A
prominent member and ex-president of

the Master Car Builders' Association the

other day remarked that he believed there

was more work needing attention ahead

of the air-brake men than before any of

the other associations. When the work of

reclaiming unused air brakes on freight

cars, and the installations of testing plants

are considered, the gravity of the situa-

tion and the logic of the remark will be

appreciated.

That it may receive ample support from

railway officials and achieve merited suc-

cess, is the wish of "Locomotive Engin-

eering."

i i i
E. O. Desoe's Colored Pressure Chart.

A most efficient adjunct to air-brake

instruction methods, and which is the in-

vention of Mr. E. G. Desoe, general air-

brake instructor and inspector of the Bos-

ton & Albany Railroad at Springfield,

Mass., is shown in our special colored

chart in this number.

Besides giving the location and separa-

tion of the different pressures in a man-
ner that they may be easily comprehended
and remembered, another valuable feature

is presented in the proportion lines at the

top and upper left-hand corner of the

chart, which show the status of the sev-

eral pressures during the functions of the

dilTerent brake-valve positions. A little

study of the chart will reveal other inter-

esting features than those seen at the first

casual glance.

The use of graphics to convey an idea

is much superior to dry figures and tech-

nical phrases, and the use of this colored

chart will no doubt prove mutually ad-

vantageous to the instructor and his class.

Mr. Desoe is to be complimented upon
his useful invention.

i i s
Portraits of the Officials of the Air-

Brake Association.

The familiar faces of the hustling of-

ficers of the Air-Brake Association will

be recognized in the group of portraits

on another page of this department. They
are a wide-awake lot, and look able to

direct the affairs of their association in a

manner "to obtain a higher efficiency in

air-brake service."

^ ^ ^
Better Position for Locating the Air

Oajje.

A correspondent deprecates the iso-

lated and useless position to which the

air gage is frequently relegated in the

cab of a locomotive, and suggests that it

be made smaller and be brought down to

a better location on the engineer's brake

valve. Those who have noted the grow-

ing tendency to misplace the gage,

will endorse the objections raised as wise

and timely.

Personal observations made during the

past several months to ascertain to what

extent this objectionable practice pre-

vails, has brought out a number of start-

ling facts which substantially support our

correspondent's views. The most com-
mon practice seems to be to locate the

air gage on the fireman's side, from four

to si.K feet from the engineer's seat, and

where it is utterly impossible to tell with-

in ten pounds of what pressures the two
pointers indicate. Another objection is

to roll the gage around so the pipe con-

nections may be made at the side instead

of the bottom, and it will disconcert any-

one who is accustomed to see the gage
set squarely. Still another is to present

the side of the gage to the engineer.

The most deplorable case, however, was
one recently observed where the triple

sight-feed lubricator and the cab lamp
were interposed between the engineer and
air gage. The only glances given the

gage by the engineer during the entire

trip was when he got down on the foot-

board. While this was an exceptional

case, still there are others equally objec-

tionable on account of the great distance

and angle at which the gage is located.

While we are strong in our belief that

the gage should be closely watched in

order that perfect work may be had, we
recognize the inability of the engineer to

do so when the gage is badly located,

and we would be in favor of extending
the bracket to which the brake valve is

fastened, so the gage may be fastened di-

rectly to it. Arrangements could be

made to throw light upon it at night, and
we would then have some reason to be-

lieve that our recommendations to use

the gage in braking would be followed up.

The easiest and best method of main-
taining freight brakes is to keep them in

constant service Switch all brake cars

ahead and obtain the benefits of their ser-

vice, besides preventing them from drift-

ing into a neglected condition from
which, later on, considerable expense will

be involved in reclaiming them.
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OFFICERS OF"THE ASSOCIATION OF RAILROAD AIR BRAKE MEN.
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WHY THE AIR-BRAKE SERVICE IS

PRAISED ON SOME ROADS, AND
COMPLAINED OF ON OTHERS.

LOOK ON THIS.

An initial reduction oi live to seven

pounds in service application will set the

brakes lightly, and allow the slack of

train to hunch gently without shock and

without damage to lading and equipment.

There will be no fault found here.

.^fter making the initial reduction of

five to seven pounds, the careful engineer

awaits the crowding ahead sensation which

he knows is coming, and will tell him

that the slack is bunched; then he knows

his train is solid, and the brakes may be

applied with any degree of force, and no

damage will follow. Should he be obliged

to release, he will use the same care again

in gathering his slack. He remembers

that if the train is to be smoothly handled

the slack must first be gently gathered,

and in starting the train the slack must be

taken out one car at a time. There will

be no carrying of chains, and "chaining

up" broken draw gear at water tanks and

such places with this man. The crew will

tell of his skill, which will go far towards

making a successful reputation for him.

The emergency application should never

be used at water tanks and other such

places. The careful man is right in be-

lieving less damage is done the train

and to his reputation by running by and

backing up occasionally than to "steal a

little snap" of the emergency. If grade

renders it impossible to back up, he will

take no chances, but will cut oflf his engine

to take water.

Several feet can usually be gained by

using steam while brakes are applied. The

careful engineer knows the bad effects of

rough applications, and studies to avoid

them.

If assistance in stopping is needed by the

air brakes, the hand brakes immediately

back of the air cars should be set, thus

limiting the slack which shall run in and

out to the air cars.

Should the train part back of the air-

braked cars, the engineer should sound

the broke in two signal, and keep the

head section clear of the rear section until

it is stopped. If the break in two is be-

tween air cars, steam should be immedi-

ately shut off, and the two sections allowed

to come together as soon as possible,

thereby decreasing the severity of the

shock and the amount of damage done.

With piston travel properly adjusted,

and careful handling the air brakes on
freight cars will cease to be blamed for

causing destruction of property.
The engine and tender brakes should

be inspected, and tested to know that they
are doing their share of the work. The
system of inspection should be reliable

and complete.

THEN ON THIS.

A careless application oi uncertain

amount will generally set the brakes too

hard, and will cause the slack to bunch

violently. When the caboose brings up.

the occupants experience a shock similar

to that of a collision.

The careless engineer knows no crowd-

ing ahead sensation. He sets the brakes

hard, and the crew is made to feel the

shock which they compare to running

into a stone wall. At first they feel like

cutting oflf the caboose each time the air

brakes are used to- make a stop, but they

finally compromise by setting up the ca-

boose brake to hold slack out of last few

cars. So far, so good; but when the air

brakes are released, and particularly if

steam is immediately used, the slack runs

out. one car at a time, until it brings up at

a point where it is held stretched in the

opposite direction by the caboose brake,

and the strain caused may be too great for

the draw gear to stand, and a draw bar is

either broken or pulled out. The com-

plaint will soon be raised that stock and

merchandise is being knocked down, and

that the damage done by the brakes more

than oflfsets their usefulness.

The emergency application, and even

that little "flash" that is "stolen" by a

dash past the service position, is the cause

of much damage when train is down to

slow speed. The shock is not felt on the

engine, but is severe back in the train.

Such practices are productive of a large

crop of broken draw bars and delays from

"chaining up." The shock is always

greater at low speeds.

"Kicking oflf" brakes on a freight train

tends to break it in two. A reckless man
thinks because he feels no shock on the

engine that there is none. He will insist

he makes no shock.
If the crew insists upon doing the brak-

ing on the rear cars, while the engineer

uses the brakes on head cars, the old ad-

age of "Too many cooks, etc.," will be re-

peated. One salts while the other pep-

pers.

An attempt to keep the head section

clear of the rear section^ when the part is

between air cars, will only succeed mo-
mentarily, and will make a wider gap to

increase the shock and collision which is

sure to follow sooner or later. The dam-
age ofttimes done by following the wrong
practice is frec|uently attributed to hurst

hose. The wider the gap is made, the

greater will be the collision which fol-

lows.
Roth good and poor men will do poor

work with poor tools. Good brakes must
be had if good work is to be expected

from the men. An inspection to alone

ascertain if all rods, levers, shoes, etc.,

are in place is not sufficient. The pump
may make but little pressure, and brakes

may leak oflf shortly after an application.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Carrier for Brake Levers and Rods.

liditors :

To overcome the frictional resistance

and disagreeable grinding of the link on

carrier irons, as used on Hodge system

of car levers, the writer, after a trial of sev-

eral months, submits cuts of a carrier

which gives excellent satisfaction. In

recommending appliances for railway

cars, simplicity in construction is an im-

portant consideration, and is contained in

this device.

The cuts show castings from same pat-

tern, riveted or bolted together. The
link is inserted by a half turn, and hung
on the hooks as shown The sheaves oper-

ate in the slots, on edge of a f^ x i^-inch

carrier iron. The centers or "stops" in

wheels are ^-inch cold-rolled steel, and

side castings 3-16 malleable.

W. H. DlRANT,

Ins. A. B. Concord & Mont. R. R.

Concord, A\ H.

"Stick to Good Standards, as a Poor

One is Worse Than None."

Editors :

In the February number of "Locomo-
tive Engineering" there appeared a de-

sign of a tender brake as used by Mr. C.

B. Conger. I would like to say that this

style of brake was used by our road for

a number of years, and was discarded to

be superseded by the style of tender brake

designed by Mr. James CuUen, superin-

tendent of motive power of the Nash-

ville Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway,

a cut of which appeared in your February

number.

The following good reasons for dis-

carding that style of tender brake were

the inducements which prompted our

road to make the change:

1st. .Ml brake-beam levers in our im-

proved system are of the same proportion

—namely, ^Y: to l—the total length be-

ing the same for all truck levers, thus

making them interchangeable.

2d. The cylinder levers are the same

length over all for all tenders, the braking

power being regulated by the location of

the middle hole in these levers.

3d. There are a great many tenders

which have sloping tanks: these require

less braking power on the back truck
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tlian on the front truck. In order to vary

the braking power on the trucks, it is only

necessary to locate the middle hole in the

cylinder lever to suit the requirements

of each truck. This feature of the design

makes it especially desirable for switch-

ing engines with sloping tanks where the

maximum amount of braking power
should be used.

Otto Best,

A. B. Ins. N. C. & St. L. R.R.

.\'as/ivi//c, Tt'tin.

Central Vermont Air=Brake Schooling

Plant.

Editors

:

A photograph of an air-brake school

we have just completed at the shops of the

placed a sectional valve to explain its

movements. On the tender brake is a

plain triple valve, under which is placed

a sectional valve coupled to and working

tandem with the former. On the frame

near the freight brake is a sectional valve

(quick-action) to explain the movements.

Each cylinder is numbered, likewise the

auxiliary reservoir, showing at a glance

which ones are connected. It is painted

on the gage which represents the auxiliary

reservoir and likewise the brake cylinder.

Added to this equipment is the air signal-

ing apparatus.

You will notice this is only a small plant,

but we believe it embodies all the general

information necessary to post men in the

principles of the automatic air brake.

I might say that we have also added to

done four successive times, of course

.charging auxiliaries to 70 pounds for each

trial. At no time did it take over 8 min-

utes. On one trial the air was all out of

auxiliaries in 45.2 minutes.

For the information of those who ex-

pect to solve this problem, it is stated

that there were gages connected to the

quick-action triple on the baggage car

which showed train-pipe and auxiliary

pressure on a duplex gage. The brake

cylinder pressure was shown on another

gage. These gages were so placed that

they were all plainly visible to the in-

structor at the brake valve. He could

therefore handle the brake valve and watch

the exact effect on pressures in car brake

equipment.

All the brakes were lo-inch quick-action

Central Vermont Railroad at this place,

is herewith sent you for illustration in

"Locomotive Engineering."

The plant consists of a driver brake,

tender brake, four passenger cars and one

freight car, with the average piping, viz..

sixty feet of train pipe for the engine and

tender, and at every forty feet a cross-

over pipe with its cut-out cock to each

passenger and freight brake. Attached

to the train pipe is a conductor's valve.

On the freight brake is a pressure-retaining

valve. Attached to each brake is either

a duplex gage or two separate gages, to

display the action taken place at any

movement of the triple valve, and to show
the equalizing pressure at the various pis-

ton travels.

To operate the brakes we use the im-

proved engineer's equalizing discharge

brake valve, Plate E-6, over which is

our school, valve-setting machine, sec-

tional views of injectors and lubricators,

which are not shown in our photograph.

Wm. Dobson,
A. B. Insp. & Inst. Cent. V. R. R. Shops.

St. Albans, I't.

i i ^
Another Problem from Conger.

Editors :

Some months ago, while illustrating

some mistakes in air-brake operation to

the class, we used a four-car passenger

train for our "instruction plant," and with

a B-ii engineer's brake valve (otherwise

known as the "small brass brake valve")

we were able, by successive reductions

of train-pipe pressure and lapping the

valve after each reduction, to waste the

pressure in the auxiliaries from 70 pounds

down to less than s pounds and not have

any one of the four brakes set. This was

coach brakes in Ai shape; feed ports

clean and proper size; piston travel on

full application, 6 to 7 inches; leakage

grooves 2^/^ inches long; no hand brakes

set; no bleed cocks opened, and no leaks

of any kind around the equipment to be

found. It was one of our passenger

trains ready to go out which was being

used by the class. On a pleasant day thTs

makes a good air-brake school.

What is the solution of this problem?

C. B. Conger.

Grand Rapids, Midi.

^ i i
A SquarC'Shouldered Air 'Brake.

Editors :

While the subject of location of brake

cylinders on freight cars is under con-

sideration, I would like to make a sug-

gestion that I believe merits investiga-

tion. It is a well-known fact that there
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are many cars in service already equipped

with air brakes, and many more to be

equipped, with cross-tie timbers so close

together that they will not admit the

present design of brake apparatus so it

will be convenient to make necessary re-

pairs, etc. In some cases it is practically

impossible to remove the back cylinder

head without lowering the whole appa-

Floor

necessity for a drain valve that will auto-

matically relieve main reservoirs of the

water that accumulates in them.

The principal things to be considered

in the construction of air-brake attach-

ments are their simplicity and reliability

under all conditions. In the accompany-

ing cut. an idea may be obtained of a sim-

ple contrivance that will operate under

Floor

eye-bolt used at our shops for lifting air

pumps on and off engines.

Setting this frame on the running board,

securing it to the hand-railing with the

M7/

k.
—i^" Silt

J X It'lfase
, _ . Valve

ratus. My suggestion would be to place

the auxiliary reservoir up between the

longitudinal sills, with the top up close

to floor, and bolt the cylinder directly

underneath the auxiliary, and connect

triple to brake cylinder as with the pas-

senger-car equipment. The present de-

sign of auxiliary could be changed to

admit of this. Necessary flanges allowed

to bolt to cylinder and to sills by means

of a flat bar of iron across the two sills.

If necessary, this bar could be let into

the sills. The auxiliary and brake cylin-

der could be cast as a whole, or separate.

Auxiliary could be made with square cor-

ners, which would give same volume of

air and take up less room. The release

valve could be tapped into end of auxil-

iary, and suitable connections made with

rod to side of car. Connection could be

made between auxiliary and triple by

pipe, or some ingenious method could be

arranged where pipe would not be neces-

sary. This design would merely take up

what room the brake cylinder and triple

would occupy. I should think this would

be a good arrangement on hopper-bottom

cars. There may be objections to this

idea that I cannot foresee

J. A. JESSON,

L. & N. R. R.

LouisTille, Ky.

i ^ g
Automatic Draining Device for Main

Reservoirs— Better Location for

the Air Oage.
Editors

:

After a careful study of the device for

automatically draining main reservoirs,

submitted by Mr. de Sanno and illustrated

in February number of "Locomotive En-

gineering," I conclude that it is no very

great improvement over the simple drain

cock now in use. It consists of numer-

ous parts, and requires more or less atten-

tion to keep it in adjustment. Besides,

it cannot be operated as quickly or easily

as the old-style relief cock, and is liable

to get out of order.

However, Mr. dc Sanno has accom-

plished some good in calling the attention

of those interested in air-brake work to the

Cyl.

all pressures and all conditions of weathei

and climate. The device consists of a

hollow copper or brass ball, arranged to

move up and down in a cage. It has a

long stem extended from the top through

a hole in the top of the cage, to serve as a

guide and to prevent the ball from tipping.

The ball forms a perfect air-tight jointwith

its seat. A spring is placed over the ball,

and is so adjusted as to permit the water

to float the ball and escape when there

is no air pressure in the drum. This, to

£i>cviriuM(« i^nqiixmrifkO

my mind, is a simple and effective con-

trivance.

Would like to know which is the best

location for the air gage in the cab. I

would suggest that it be made smaller, and

be attached to the engineer's brake valve.

On many locomotives it is placed where

it is almost impossible to see it without

the aid of a telescope or the newly dis-

covered X-rays.

J. P. Ki;i.i.v,

New England R. R.

East liart/ord. Conn.

i @ i

Device for Lifting Air Pumps.

Editors :

In answer to the request in February

number of "Locomotive Engineering,"

requesting a simple way of lifting the gyi-

inch pump, I inclose sketch of frame and

SMfvmottrt EngtnaeHfy

straps which can be adjusted to any

height, and screwing the eye-bolt into the

reversing cap opening of the head, offers

an easy and secure way of handling the

9j/<-inch or any size air pump.
M. A. KiNNKY,

A. B. Ins. N. Y., C. & St. L. R. R.

Cli!ca_e;o. III.

i i i
Metallic Packing for Driver-Brake

Pistons.

Editors :

The accompanying sketch will illustrate

a metallic packing for pull-up driver-brake

pistons, which I have been giving a thor-

ough trial for several months, and which

has given entire satisfaction.

The packing is made by the Cincinnati

Dudley Metallic Packing Co., and is guar-

anteed for two years. It is less expensive

than any other metallic packing that I

know of, and is the only packing I have

seen that will work to entire satisfaction

on a pull-up driver brake.

The conical rings « and 6 bear against
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the rod, and dished rings c and d bear

against the rubber which incases the rings.

Center ring e is a flat separator which is

grooved to collect the lubricant and hold

it on the rod. The black line around the

packing shown in the sketch is rubber

which adjusts the ring to the rod. Tight-

complete. The pump is then raised to posi-

tion, eye-bolts removed, plugs put in, and

the job is finished. In the writer's estima-

tion this is a decided improvement over

the rope sling which was formerly used.

This device has been used for a number
of years on the old 8-inch pump, and since

Locomotive Enoinoerina

ening up on the gland nut causes the

rings to close on the piston.

It is unnecessary to disconnect the rod

to renew this packing. But as the driver

brake has no gland it is necessary to dis-

connect the rod to first apply the packing.

P. P. H.^LLER,

A. B. Ins. C. & O. Ry.

Covington, K'y.

i i i
The Triple Valve's Christening. ,

Editors :

In the March number of "Locomotive

Engineering" "C. W. P." asks why a

triple valve is so called, and gives reasons

for his idea. No doubt your air-brake

editor gave the functions of the triple

valve correctly. My reason for calling

it a triple valve is because it is a valve

casing composed of three valves' within,

namely, a piston valve, slide valve and a

graduating valve.

Chicago,' III. Geo. D. Boam.

[The triple valve was given its present

name before the graduating valve was in-

troduced, and at a time when the graduat-

ing function was performed by the grad-

uating spring.—Eds.]

A Pump Lifter.

Editors :

In reply to inquiry made in the January

number of your paper, relative to the

handling of gjX-inch pumps, I inclose

herewith a sketch of a simple device used

by the D., L. & W., at Scranton, Pa., and

the easy manner with which a hot pump
is taken ofl is every evidence of its extreme

value.

It is easily seen by the sketch that the

only change necessary is the drilling of

two holes through top head of steam cyl-

inder, which are tapped for Yi gas pipe

plugs, and should be so proportioned as to

about balance pumps. Two eye-bolts, lo

inches long, are then screwed in pretty

snug, and with the assistance of a clevis

and a bolt with key the arrangement is

Loto»u>tive En^iiverina

the advent of the gj-o-inch it has more
than proved its equal to the increased

weight.

Ai,Ex. B. Brown,
D., L. & W. R. R,

Scranton, Pa.

i i i
Has the Service Application been

Sacrificed ?

Editors ;

In your March issue appears a contri-

bution of mine with an editorial comment
annexed, about which I crave the privi-

lege of a few words.

In presenting some arguments in favor

of the use of quick-action brakes on en-

gines and tenders, I spoke of the differ-

ence in time of application due to the

difference between the sizes of the quick-

action and service ports in the triple

valve. The comment referred to says:

"This is liable to mislead, and is not ap-

plicable to the point under discussion,"

and that "the emergency port is in play

but an instant, during which the desired

portion of train-pipe pressure is vented

to the brake cylinder; then it closes, and

the service port finishes the application,

with pressure from the auxiliary reser-

voir." With a drawing of the triple valve

before me, I am unable to puzzle out how
it is possible that, with the emergency

valve held open by reservoir pressure

above its piston, it can close before

that pressure has equalized with what

is below it, which is the same as that

in the cylinder. Of course, the train-pipe

pressure will cease to enter after it has

equalized with that in the cylinder,

whether the valve remains open or not;

but it is to be noted that before the flow

from the train pipe ceases, there is a

pressure in the cylinder of about 35, and

in some cases even 40 pounds, and surely

that is sufficient, especially at low speeds,

to produce considerable strain on the

drawbars, entering as it does through a

port nearly an inch in diameter.

Further along I find the following:

"The belief that the graduating springs

are being made lighter, in order to

shorten the time of emergency applica-

tion on a so-car train, is an erroneous

one." If that is not the case, the only

remaining reason which can be given is

that it may possibly give a very slight ad-

ditional proportion of train-pipe pressure,

which extra gain the figures will show to

be but a small percentage of the total

braking force. In a paper recently pre-

sented before the Western Railroad Club,

Mr. Waitt questioned whether all the

benefits accruing from the introduction

of the quick-action brake were not more

than offset by the damages resulting from

its use. While I do not by any means

take such an extreme view of the case as

this, I do not believe that, in most of the

valves in use, the proper limit of sensi-

tiveness has been overstepped, and with-

out any sufficiently weighty reason.

Proceeding now to another statement

which seems to require comment, I quote

as follows: "If we were to go backward

by replacing the quick-action triples with

plain ones, or equivalently stiffen the

graduating springs to a degree that would

permit the resumption of old-time reck-

lessness and familiarity with the emer-

gency position of the brake valve, we
would go back to the M. C. B. brake

trials at Burlington in 1887."

If there is any statement in my last arti-

cle which in any degree, even the remot-

est, warrants the inference that I have

made any such suggestion, I should like

to have it pointed out. Neither in terms

nor in_ substance have I ever made any

such statement. Plainly and specifically

stated, my contention is, that the triple

valves, as at present generally made, are

more sensitive to emergency actions than

the practical conditions of service re-

quire, and that, in consequence of this

supersensitiveness, injury has been done

the service functions of the brake, by

making it a matter of great difficulty to

make accurate stops without use of the

emergency application. To overcome

this, I recommend the use of a stiffer

graduating spring, and then it follows as

a logical inference that the service ports

in the engineer's valve could be made
considerably larger without danger of

getting emergency application when it is

not wanted. This does not in any way
involve the permission of "recklessness"

or "familiarity with the emergency posi-

tion" of the engineer's valve, but, on the

contrary, would tend very largely to

check just such destructive practices.

I have ridden on the rear car of a so-car

train equipped with valves having the

"standard" graduating spring, during the
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making of emergency stops, and 1 have

ridden on the same train during the mak-

ing of emergency stops after the "tem-

porary" graduating springs were put in,

and, as far as any one's ordinary percep-

tions and sensations were concerned, there

was practically but very little dilTerence

between the various stops made. I have

also seen many rack tests made with

valves having light springs, and with

valves having heavy springs, and there is

not a very great diflference in the results

obtained.

On the other hand, on a single car, a

valve with a light spring in it will often

make an emergency application when the

air is exhausted through a hole only

10-64 of ^n inch in diameter, while one

having a heavy spring will stand a reduc-

tion nearly twice as rapid without giving

quick action.

It may now be seen that my charge

that the service application has been sac-

rificed to some e.Ktent for the sake of an

infinitesimal gain in time of emergency

applications on long trains is not, as is

charged, "entirely speculative" or "with-

out any foundation whatever."

P.\ui. Synne.stvedt.
Chicago, III.

[As the emergency port begins at the

seat of the non-return check valve, and

ends at the entrance of the port to the

brake cylinder, it will be closed the mo-
ment the check valve seats, regardless of

the position of the emergency valve and

piston. Tests prove that the port is open

but a very small fraction of a second.

The adwmce copy of the report on Piston

Travel that will be read before the Air-

Brake Men's Convention this month has

just been received, and contains valuable

indicator cards of brake cylinder pressure

which go to prove that our correspond-

ent's figures of the train-pipe pressure

that goes to the brake cylinder in an

emergency application are considerably

too high.

The tension of the graduating springs

in the quick-action triple valves, and the

size of the service ports in the brake

valve, have been determined and decided

upon after due deliberation and full con-

sideration of the requirements of service.

The fact that a 50-car freight train, run-

ning at a speed of 30 miles per hour, has

been stopped in half its length, by a con-

tinuous service application, and a 5-car

passenger train, running at the same speed,

was likewise stopped in 335 feet, should,

we believe, be sufficient evidence that the

service application has not been sacrificed

in order that an infinitesimal gain may be

added to the already quick emergency fea-

ture.—Eds.]

^ i i
Solution to Kilroy's Problem.

F.ilitors :

I send the following solution of Mr. Kil-

r ly's brake leverage problem in the March
jQumber of "Locomotive Engineering:"

Let the tension in tie bar between the

tivo brake levers be .r.

Then, since pull at each end must be the

same, we have a pressure of .v pounds in

the two pivots, each 8 inches from the

brake shoes.

Pull in rod at top of long brake lever =:

— = ; or short brake lever =— = —
32 4 24 3

Taking moments about fulcrum, we have

r X
- (:o)+- (8) = 3.000 (16), or ,r — g,ooo
3 4
pounds.

Pressure on brake shoe with lung lever

= 9,000 + 52_-i— = 11,250 pounds ; on the
32

shoe with short lever = 9,000 + - - =
24

12,000 pounds.

Tension in pull rod to long lever =

z = 2,250 pounds; in puU rod to short
32

1 9000 (8) ,

lever = —^ = 3,000 pounds.
24

Boston, Mass.

H. M. Crane.

Answer to Thrall's Problem.

Editors :

The feather or dowel had been lost or

removed from the brake-valve handle,

which allowed the handle to be put on the

rotary key, so that when the handle was

in release position the. rotary valve was

in emergency position, thus cutting ofT

all communication between the main

reservoir and train line. There was no

steam on the engine at the time repairs

were made, and the test which should

have followed was neglected.

Plaltsmoulh, Neb. E. B. Thr.m.l.

[R. E. State, of the Big Four Railway,

at Bellefontaine, O., and Geo. D. Boam,
Chicago, 111., send correct solutions of

this problem.—Eds.]

i i i

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
On Air-Brake Subjects.

(22) H. L. K., Dayton, C, writes:

In Question No. 2 in January number
of "Locomotive Engineering" you say:

"Charge the auxiliary reservoir and then
cut out the brake at the cock in the cross-

over pipe," etc. Please explain how the

brake could set after it has been cut out.

A.—Although the brake is cut out from
the main train pipe, yet train-pipe pressure

is had between cut-out cock and triple-

valve piston, and any reduction therein

would set the brake the same as if the

cut-out cock was open and a reduction was
made in the main pipe.

(23) J. C, North Bend. B. C, asks:

For what purpose is the short groove in

the seat of the D 8 engineer's brake valve

situated between porfand feed portf-' .\m
I right in supposing that it was intended
to empty the equalizing reservoir when
handle was placed in emergency position,

which it does not do? A.—It is placed
there to make the dividing line between
the full release position and running posi-

tion as narrow as possible, thereby pre-

venting a lap between these two positions
if the handle were carelessly left at an in-

termediate point between these two posi-
tions.

(24^ C. II. \V., Frankfort, N. Y., asks:

Why is the air cylinder of an air pump
lagged? It don't seem to me to be the
proper idea. A.—Mainly to preserve the
.symmetry of the pump, that it may be in

keeping with the remainder of the loco-
motive. A jacketed steam cylinder and
a bare air cylinder would be quite unat-
tractive looking. While the principle of

jacketing the air cylinder may seem im-
proper from a mechanical sfandpoint, yet
it is believed that no considerable loss is

had from so doing, as the pressure the
pump works against is moderately low.
No douln the temperature of the air de-
livered to the main reservoir would be
lower if the jacket were removed, but the
heating of pumps is believed to be more
often due to the wear of the air cylinder
and poor fitting packing rings than the
heat retained by the use of lagging.

(25) \. L., Grand Rapids, Mich.,
writes:

Will you kindly give us a decision,

through the columns of "Locomotive
Engineering," on a question which we
have been discussing considerably, and
which is as follows: .\ train consisting

of forty loaded and empty cars, equaling
900 tons. On this train there are brakes
on ten loaded cars of 340 tons weight.
Another train consisting of the same
number of cars, and the same tonnage,
has brakes on ten empty cars, equaling
140 tons. With the brakes properly ad-
justed, and all other conditions being
equal, which train will make the quicker
stop? .X.—Theoretically, the first train

will have the very slight advantage on ac-

count of having the retarding power ap-
plied to the greater proportion of the
gross tonnage. The advantage mentioned
is gained during the application of the
brakes on the ten cars, which is almost
infinitesimal. A greater variation in dis-

tance would probably be had from differ-

ent stops of tlie same train, than between
these two.

(26) W. W. P., Newark, O., writes:

I. Why is opening, where equalizing
reservoir joins D 8 brake valve by pipe
at "T" made so small? 2. After service
application has been started is it possible
to obtain the emergency, and if so, up to

what point? 3. Referring to the 8-inch
pump, what is the use of the small port
extending from near the top of the revers-

ing piston cliamljcr down to the opening
through which the reversing piston works
through? 4. Will you please give rule to

find at what pressure air will equalize
when allowed to freely expand from a

cylinder of specified size into another cyl-

inder of different capacity? .•\.— i. To
restrict the passage of air into the C(|ualiz-

ing reservoir when recharging, thereby
assisting to hold down the equalizing pis-

ton which has a tendency to rise, owing
to the greater freedom with which the air

admitted from the main drum will pass
to its under side. 2 See answer to Ques-
tion 36 in December number. 3. To
drain the condensation from the top of
reversing piston, and also furnish a water-
tight packing for the piston rod, which
prevents it from wearing rapidly. 4. See
answer to "C. F. S." in this issue.

(27) J. .\. W., Marshalltown. la., writes:

Will you please inform me where the
troidile lay in the following two cases,

which were overcome without knowing
tlu- true cause: I. What is the cause of
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an air pump giving short, quick, jerky
strokes when the reversing rod is per-

fectly straight? 2. A pump, after being
given a thorough overhauling, and re-

ceiving nevif bushings, valves, rings, etc.,

refuses to start. Everything seems to

work perfectly free and easy. A.— i. In-

sutificient steam pressure to hold the re-

versing slide valve to its seat. Conden-
sation and leakage past worn parts will

cause it. When the pump is first started,

and when the governor is beginning to

shut oiT steam, these jerky strokes are

liable to occur with almost any pump after

being in service some little time. Open-
ing the pump throttle a little will some-
times stop it. 2. With the scarcity of data
furnished it is difficult to say. Would
suggest that you e.xamine the port from
the main-valve chamber to the reversing
slide-valve chamber; also the main-valve
stop pin, and the lengths of the other
valves, etc.. in the steam end of the pump.
Possibly some foreign substance prevents
full travel of one of the valves.

(28) A. B. C, McGregor, la., asks:

Where does the triple valve piston re-

main after making a lo-pound service re-

duction, and engineers' valve is placed on
lap position? In a train having twelve
head cars equipped with quick action
triple valves going down a heavy grade,
the retaining valves on the six first cars

are turned up and retain a pressure of fif-

teen pounds each after the brakes have
been fully applied and then released.

After all auxiliary reservoirs have been
fully recharged a second application is

made. Would the six first cars with re-

tainers turned up be exerting a greater
braking power than the second six, and
if so, how much more? A.— i. On lap.

In other words, the slide valve stands
with the graduating port in register with
the cylinder port, and the graduating valve
is seated; thus closing the passage through
the slide valve. All ports are covered.
2. The six head brakes would be exerting
greater power than the other six. On the
second application, after a five pound re-

duction, assuming that all cars have their

piston travel adjusted at seven inches, a

five pound reduction would give approxi-
mately on the head and rear cars respec-
tively, 35 and 5 pounds; another five pound
reduction would give about 50 and 30;
another five pound reduction would give

52 and 50, and the fourth five pound re-

duction would give about 52 and 50
pounds.

(29) C. F. S., Sioux Falls, S. D., asks:

Will you please give in next issue of
"Locomotive Engineering" a rule for
finding at what pressures the auxiliary
reservoir and train-line pressure will

equalize after service and emergency ap-
plication of the brakes? A.—The Boyle
or Marriotte law. which says that the
pressure varies inversely as the volume,
is about the best rule applicable in this

case, but the result obtained from it, as
well as from other formulas, does not
agree exactly with actual practice, be-
cause the changes in temperatures are not
considered. For your own use, the fol-

lowing would perhaps be most suitable.

Multiply the capacity of the auxiliary
reservoir in cubic inches by 85 pounds
(70 pounds train-line pressure plus 15
pounds atmospheric pressure), and divide
the product by the capacity of the auxili-
ary reservoir and brake cylinder, and the
quotient will be, appro.ximately, the pres-
sure plus IS pounds atmospheric pressure
in the brake cylinder after a full service
application. Example: Capacity of freight
auxiliary reservoir =z 1.625 cubic inches.
Capacity of 8-inch brake cylinder at 8-inch

stroke = 8 X 8 X 7854 X 8 = 400 cubic
inches. 1625 X 85 = 138125 -^ 2,025 — 68
— 15 ^ 53 pounds. No formula for com-
puting the pressures after an emergency
application can be given, because of the

numerous and conllicting variables in-

volved.

(30) R. P. S., W'aycross, Ga., writes:

Please explain why, in handling the

D 8 engineer's brake valve, the following

takes place: With the handle in running
position, we pump pressure of 90 pounds in

the main reservoir and 70 pounds in the

train line, and governor stops. Placing
handle in full release position, the black
pointer, which registers train-line pres-

sure, will register same as main-drum
pressure. Now, in returning the valve
handle to running position, the black
hand will fall back to 70 pounds and start

air pump. The black pointer falling,

shows an escape of pressure in train line.

Where does the air escape, and where
does it go to? A.—In placing valve
handle in full release position the main-
reservoir and train-line pressures equalize,

as you doubtless know; consequently,
both pointers will register alike, and the
governor, which is connected to train-line

pressure will stop. If the handle be re-

turned to running position immediately
after the pointers register alike, the fall of

the black pointer will be quite rapid, and
shows that it is caused by the auxiliary

reservoirs drawing the amount from the
train pipe through the triple-valve feed

grooves. If the handle remains in full

release position some considerable time
before it is returned to running position,

the fall of the black pointer will be slow'er,

and is due to leaks in the train line, which
will probably cause brakes to creep on.

Look for leaks in train line, equaliz-

ing reservoir to brake valve, pump gov-
ernor, and all of their connections. The
pump will start again when train-line pres-

sure is reduced to the point where it is

set for.

(31) J. H. D., St. Paul, Minn., writes:

I. In his cut of tender-brake gear in

February number of "Locomotive Engi-
neering," Conger says that the leverage
is 4.8 to I. What does that mean? 2.

Assuming that the lever is 24 inches long,

with the fulcrum point at 6 inches, all I

can make out of it is a pull of 3,750 pounds
on the short arm when a force of 1,250
pounds is exerted at the top end of long
arm. Where am I wrong? 3. What does
he mean by 100 per cent, brake power?
A.—It means that the brake-beam levers

are so proportioned that the pressure at

the brake shoe will be 4.8 times the pull

on the top end of his lever. The propor-
tion of a lever is determined by dividing
the distance between force and fulcrum
by the distance between fulcrum and
weight. In this instance the total length
of lever is divided by the short end, and
the product is 4.8. 2. Your figures are
correct, but it must be remembered that

the sum of the forces at the two ends
gives the pressure at the middle point
of the lever. If your 24 x 6-inch lever be
used for a brake-beam lever, it will, ac-
cording to the preceding answer, be a 4 to

I lever, and will give 1,250 pounds at the
top end, 3,750 pounds at the lower end, and
5.000 pounds, the sum of the two ends, at

the brake shoe or middle point. The point
of the lever to which the brake beam is

attached is always figured as weight. 3.

He means that the pressure of the cylin-

der multiplied through the leverage will

give a pressure to the brake shoes equal
to the weight of the tender resting on the
wheels. The percenta.ge of brake power
is determined by dividing the pressure de-

livered to all of the brake beams by the
weight of the vehicle. In this case the
combined pressures of the four beams is

24,000 pounds, which divided by the
weight of the tender, which is also 24,000
pounds, gives 100 per cent, brake power.

The Wisconsin Cefitral Railroad Co.

has filed a sensational answer to the fore-

closure suits of the Farmers' Loan &
Trust Co. in the Northern Pacific case,

claiming that all the mortgages on the

Northern Pacific property are null and
void, and that the bonds issued under
them are virtually worthless. The amount
of bonds issued under these mortgages is

more than $46,000,000. This claim is

based upon the fact that in the act of Con-
gress granting the Northern Pacific its

charter, the issuance of mortgages by the

company was expressly forbidden unless

the consent of Congress had been ob-

tained. The company secured consent to

issue construction bonds, but the lien

created in this way was shortly after

satisfied. AH of the mortgages issued

since that time are claimed to have been
issued without the consent of Congress.

^ § ^

A certain prominent and progressive

motive-power ofijcial, who was recently

asked if he intended sending his air-brake

inspector to the coming convention of

Air-Brake Men in Boston, replied as fol-

lows: "I most certainly do. I would as

soon think of not attending the M. C. B.

and M. M. conventions myself as to allow

him to remain away from the Air-Brake
I\Ien's convention. Our freight brakes

are in good shape, for we switch all air-

braked cars ahead and use them. We
will have no air brakes to reclaim. I look

to my air-brake man to keep up our pres-

ent good service, and want him to keep

up with the times."

In order that all subscribers may have

their paper as near the first of the month
as possible, "Locomotive Engineering"

will go to press about the 20th hereafter,

and, in consequence, all air-brake matter

must be in by the 15th.

Several contributions sent us for pub-

lication this month have been side-tracked

on account of not being accompanied by

the name of the sender. Anything worth

writing is surely worth signing.

A perusal of the parallel, "Why the

Air-Brake Service Is Praised on Some
Roads and Complained of on Others,"

may clear the way to "a higher efficiency

in air-brake service."
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Some Experiments on the Effect of

Tube Expanders versus Rollers

on Tube Sheets.

Editors :

In the February number of "Locomo-
tive Engineering," I was much interested

in the article on the "Distortion of Flue

Sheets," and the experiments made by the

Pennsylvania Company at their Juniata

shops in locating and determining the ex-

pansion and movement of flue sheets when
fires were kindled in firebox.

This distortion of flue sheets has en-

gaged our attention at the Dubuque shops

of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul

Railway, as, no doubt, it has in every other

railroad shop in the country, and it has

^
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been the subject of much speculation as

to the actual, as well as the theoretical,

cause; for the enlarging of the holes in the

flue sheets, and especially the great dis-

tortion of those holes in the upper portion,

and more particularly towards the upper

corners, has been variously charged to the

continued expansion and contraction, as

well as by the use of the flue expanders and
flue rollers. Boiler makers differ very

much as to the effect produced by either

cause.

In June, 1895, two engines were under

repairs at these shops; one engine receiv-

ing a new flue sheet in firebox, the other

a new firebo.x complete. After the flues

in one engine had been set in the usual

manner, by the use of a Prosser sectional

expander, two flues were removed from

the region of the upper corners and the

hole in flue sheet calipered. It was then

found that the flue holes were ,\ inch out

of round. Two flues were removed from

the flue sheet of the other engine, and the

flue holes were found to be ^ inch out

of round. This before a fire had been put

into the boilers at all. It was then de-

cided to make a careful measurement of

the movements of the flue sheet, due to the

use of either a Prosser expander or using

an ordinary flue roller.

Attached you will please find diagram

of the movement of flue sheet of Engine

464. This engine has 175 2^-inch flues;

the firebox entirely new. A center mark
was made on flue sheet, and two circles

were scribed on flue sheet before flues

were expanded. After flues were expanded

the same gage was used from the com-
mon center, and from this the movement
of the flue sheet was located, and the re-

sults were somewhat astonishing. The
diagram shows more plainly than any

words what occurred. It shows that the

sheet was expanded between points A.—A

f^ inch ; between points D—D ^j inch.

Flues were expanded with common sec-

tional Prosser expander, and the boiler

makers doing the work knew that a rec-

ord would be taken of the movements of

the sheets, and were thus, perhaps, more
than ordinarily careful not to expand the

Fit,'. 3. BE.XDKU Fl.UE ROI.I.Ek USED IN
ROLLING FLUES OF ENGINE 'M.

flues more than what would be absolutely

necessary in order to insure a good job.

A set of flues put into Engine 780; the

flues, which were rolled with a common
Dudgeon roller, having one of the rolls

with a bead (see cut) upon it, so as to ex-

pand the flues into the sheet much the

same as is done with the use of Prosser

expander. The same circles were scribed

on the sheet, and the same observation

taken of its movement after flues were

set as with Engine 464. It was shown
that with the use of the roller no percepti-

ble spreading of the flue sheet took place.

Boiler makers have maintained that they

could enlarge the holes in a flue sheet

the same by use of a flue roller as by using

an expander. The results show that this

is not done. We gave this an ample test

by inserting short sections of flues into

a discarded flue sheet, the holes of which

had been reamed out true; and when the

flue was rolled out almost as thin as paper

by constant rolling, it was shown that the

holes in the flue sheet were not enlarged

—

also that it is practically impossible to

properly expand a flue into a hole by the

use of an expander without enlarging the

hole in flue sheet.

It might be said that the boiler makers
did not use good judgment in driving the

tapered pin of the expander; that they

drove it harder than necessary. The say-

ing that "What is one man's meat is an-

other man's poison" might hold good
here. There is no man can judge the force

of the blow that he uses in driving the

tapered pin of flue expander. Trials of

this show that, whereas one boiler maker
expanding a flue into the sheet, the flue

will be forced out with a hydraulic pressure

of about 3 tons; another man's judgment

riae Sheet
c n B

a
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in expanding another flue will require a

force of 7 or 8 tons to remove it. This

before the flue has been beaded.

Diagram 2 shows the appearance of the

flue sheet taken from the firebox of an

old engine. The flue sheet, where riveted

to the crown sheet, is pushed upwards J4

inch, as shown in the sketch. No ex-

pansion or contraction will ever produce

such an appearance as this. The metal

in that sheet had been forced upward by

continued repairs, using a flue expander.

Fig. ,3 shows the form of beaded roller

that was used in setting the flues of En-

gine 780. It merely takes the place of one

of the ordinary flat rollers, so as to pro-

duce a bead on inside of flue sheet the

same as is done by the Prosser expander.

I am not prepared to argue as to the

respective merits of expanding flues or

rolling them; each road has its favorite

methods. There is, perhaps, enough in

this article and the diagrams illustrating
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to show that it is not altogether contrac-

tion and expansion that is the author of

many of the evils of fireboxes leaking, but

the fault is purely mechanical.

The above experiments vifere made under

the supervision of General Foreman J. C.

Miller, who drew the lines on the flue

sheets and took all measurements person-

ally.

Geo. H. Brown.
Dubuque, la. Dist. M.M.

i i i
Frightful Wear of Tires.

Editors :

In your February number you gave an

article on a badly-worn tire and a section

of a tire removed from a locomotive be-

longing to a coal company, which was

sent to Altoona for repairs. In 1872 I

took charge of a Canadian wooden rail-

way of standard gage, laid with maple

rails 4 inches wide on the tread. The
tires were 7 inches wide, 3 inches thick,

of steel; engine, Rhode Island build;

14x24 cylinders; engine employed on
constructing the line. The tires required

turning after the first summer's work, as

shown on the diagram inclosed. At the

close of the second summer's work the

tires were completely worn out, as per dia-

gram, and in several places were running

on the wheel centers, having nothing to

hold the tire together except the flanges

on each side. The road was not operated

in the winter time, and during the sum-
mer it required a very liberal use of sand.

A flat four-wheeled car was run ahead of

the engine, well supplied with sand and a

man on each side to put sand on the rail.

The engine only ran about 30.000 miles to

wear the tires completely out, when the

wheels were sent to the Grand Trunk
shops at Montreal to get a new set. I am
sorry to say that I neglected to secure a

section of the broken tire for exhibition.

John Dodsworth.
Farnhaxi, P. Que.

i i i
First American Contract to Build Loco-

motives for Russia.

Editors :

In yours of March, pages 255, 256, you
state that Ross Winans, the well-known
American engineer, obtained the contract

to build the railroad rolling stock required

for the Russian Railroad. Are you not

under a mistake in making this statement?

I think you will find that the contract for

building the Moscow & St. Petersburg

Railroad was given by Major Whistler to

Carmichael, Otis & Co., and the building

of the rolling stock to Eastwick & Harri-

son, of Philadelphia, and of Thos. Winans,

of Baltimore—thus making the firm of

Eastwick, Harrison & Winans. As I was'

in the employ of Eastwick & Harrison at

the time the contract was given, and was

offered a position on the staff which they

took to Russia, and took the last engine

which that firm built in Philadelphia to

the Philadelphia & Reading Railway, 1

feel confident that on further inquiry you

will find that my statement is substantially

correct. As statements made in your val-

go for advice and the use of tools. His

own brains have been his tutor during

the whole performance. If anyone who
is able to do so, would take him in hand

and push him along, he would develop

into one of this country's brightest mas-

ter mechanics. Under the head of "Kid
Engine Builders," and under the circum-

stances above related, I claim the world's

championship in engine building for

young Walter Moyer.

The principal dimensions of this little

engine are as follows:

Gage of track, 4^ inches.

Cylinders, ^ x ij4 inches.

Steam ports, 1-16 x i inch.

Diameter of'drivers, 4^ inches.

uable journal will, no doubt, be handed

down as authentic, although not perfectly

correct, and thus far being misleading, a

few words explaining the omission would

make the statement correct and maintain

your standing as a correct historian.

Farnhaiii, P. O. John Dodsworth.

[We gladly publish this correction.

The article referred to contained state-

ments which were received in good faith.

—Eds.]

i ^ ^
A Boy Who Built a Locomotive and

the Tools to Make it With.

Editors :

In talking about or describing little en-

gines made by young boys. I beg leave

to relate the story of Mr. Walter Moyer,

of this city. When 16 years old, young

Moyer made the locomotive of which I

send you a photograph, and which I be-

lieve to be the smallest coal-burner in

this country. Mr. Moyer's workshop was

the back porch in the hotel kept by his

father; there he had his foundry, his ma-

chine shop and his carpenter shop. He
made his own cupola, his own lathe, and

the most of his other tools; made his

patterns and castings, as well as every-

thing else connected with the engine;

and the engine is as complete as any en-

gine ever turned out by the Baldwins or

other builders.

Now, young Moyer's father is not a

master mechanic, nor his uncle a fore-

man of a machine shop, where he could

Diameter of smallest boiler ring, 354

jnches.

Firebox. 4>^ x 2^ inches.

Tubes. 12; J^-inch; io54 inches long.

Boiler holds 3 quarts of water.

Tender holds S quarts of water.

Weight of engine and tender, ready for

the road, 50 pounds.

J/eP/iersott, Kan. A. R.^mstrdm.

i i i
Causes and Cures for Cutting Flanges.

Editors :

I am constrained by knowledge deduced

from personal observation to differ ma-

terially from the theory advanced by Mr.

Smart in the February issue of "Loco-

motive Engineering," pertaining to the

cause of engines cutting the flanges on

their driving-wheel tires. The peculiar

case of conical wear of the driving-box

journal, he cites, is not sufficient criterion

to warrant the taking of this instance as

a general cause of engines crowding their

flanges to the rails. While this peculiar

case may have a tendency to produce this

effect, it is not indicative of any general

principle.

Several cases of cut flanges have come

under my notice. By careful and thorough

investigation, it has been ascertained that

the most prominent causes of these pe-

culiar freaks were due to the engines be-

ing out of level on their driving springs.

One engine would be cutting a front

flange, another cutting the rear flange;

this one would be crowding the rail on
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the right side, that one crowding the rail

on the left side. The opposite sides to

which these Hanges were being cut were
found to be low; and by leveling these

engines on their driving springs, it would
remedy these defects.

When the tread of the tire is exces-

sively worn, it will require additional con-

sideration to get the wheel to travel uni-

formly on the rails. This may be ac-

complished by making the sides with cut

flanges a trifle lower than the opposite

side.

Engines with high cylinder saddle and
high centers are more susceptible of

throwing their equilibrium outside the

away from the flange. But, if necessary,

the flange can be made heavier to the

center line of brass and running out to

nothing at each end. As will be seen, the

thrust of the forward and back is borne

by a solid brass on center line of axle, and

these can be kept adjusted to take up wear.

Conroes, Tex. J. W. Deboi.t.

i i ^
Removing; Flues Through the Front

Tube Sheet.
Editors :

Noting your comment on the practice ot

setting flues in locomotive boilers, that

copper ferrules are used in the firebox

end and none in the front end of boiler

t-oc.-'«or/vc Knei-N££nino N

line of gravity than engines with low cen-

ters. Hence, it will be observed that en-

gines with high centers are the most con-

spicuous in cutting their flanges.

J.\MKS Fr.\ncis.
Carbondale, Pa.

i i ^
Proposed Adjustable Driving Box.

Editors :

Inclosed is a drawing of a driving box
which I think will do away with the

troubles of loose brasses and pounds to

which the driving box is subjected. The
cut represents a side view of box, showing
the crown brass, which is put in solid,

and the two side brasses B B, which are

adjustable and come through the box and
bear against the wedge which adjusts the

brasses as the wear comes on them.

These brasses have an offset in them, at

B, where they bear on the wedge to keep

them from working out of the side of the

box, which is not shown. This shows
where the brasses come through the box
so the wedge can bear and be adjusted.

The flanges may be weak, but the brasses

are not supposed to touch them. As the

wedge is adjusted, the brass will be moved

in smokebox, and that difficulty is ex-

perienced in removing the flues through

the small hole of the front flue sheet, and
that twisting and hammering is necessary

to get the flues out.

Now, is it not a better plan, when flues

arc to be removed from a boiler, to take

out the dry pipe and pass the flues out

through the hole in front flue sheet? For
this reason: When boiler has run long

enough to have flues in such condition

that they must be removed on account

of scale, should not the inside of the boiler

shell be cleaned of the accumulated scale,

and not suffer it to remain and thus reduce

the amount of space inside the boiler?

To this end, I think that the throttle,

stand pipe and dry pipe should in all cases

be removed so as to admit a man to the

interior of boiler, to clean it properly and

examine the condition of the seams and

shell when the flues are removed. More
damage is done to flues a dozen times over

in attempting to remove them through

their own holes in the front flue sheet,

than it would cost to remove the throttle,

stand pipe and dry pipe.

Geo. H. fiRowN,
Dubuque, la. Dist. M.M.

Preventing Trouble with Lubricators.

Editors :

"My lubricator feeds irregularly, or im-

perfectly," is a complaint that is frequently

made by engincmen at terminal stations.

Those reports are plainly indicative of

strangulation in the small tubes that con-

duct the oil from the oil cavity to the oil

pipes. These are chiefly caused by in-

crustation, by the lodgement of foreign

matter, or by the accumulation of fine

particles of sediment in its internal tubes.

Incrustation is caused by the ingredients

in inferior grades of oil, and, under the

circumstances, is unavoidable. In this

case, immersing in a vat of strong lye is

the most efTective remedy.

The accumulation of sediment and

foreign matter can, however, be more

easily removed. Just before filling your

lubricator, open all the valves except the

one on the back under the condensing

chamber. Then, turn the steam into the

lubricator and give the engine simul-

taneously a little steam, to prevent the

steam from the lubricator making its

egress through the cylinders, instead of

passing down through the feed glasses,

past the feed valves, up the tubes in the

interior of the lubricator, and escaping

through the drain cock.

This method will clear the feed valves

and tubes very well. It is essential, to

insure the clearing of both tubes, to close

the feed valves alternately, observing at

the same time that the steam continues to

escape freely through the drain ifock.

The small orifices in the discharge

tubes that conduct the oil from the top of

the feed glasses into the oil pipes will

occasionally become blocked, but they

can be easily opened by disconnecting the

oil pipes from the lubricator, and boring

those tubes out with a fine steel wire.

It is truly annoying to an engineman,

when his mind is freighted with the re-

sponsibility incidental to the demands of

his hazardous position, to have some im-

perfection to develop in his machine as

he dashes along, unable to give it proper

attention; but by subjecting your lubrica-

tor to this process of treatment once or

twice a week, much vexatious anxiety can

be averted and your lubricator will always

feed freely.

Carboiidale, Pa. J.vmes Francis.

i i i
Metal-working planing machines arc in

almost all cases the snails of the machine

shop. It is a rare thing to find them
speeded higher than 15 feet per minute,

and we have seen them run at only 9 feet

per minute. In our opinion, builders of

these tools would vastly improve them it

they would arrange them to receive mo-
tion from a three-step cone, giving a

range of speeds from 16 to 32 feet per

minute. Never mind the quick return

—

sacrifice it if it stands in the way of the

proposed improvement.
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A Malleable Iron Piston Head.

Editors :

Inclosed please find blueprint of malle-

able iron piston head that we are now
trying on our road. As you will see from
the blueprint, these pistons are put up in

two sections and riveted together. We
have two on trial on Engine No. 9, 17 x 24

inch Baldwin; so far they have been giving

good satisfaction. The
weight of the piston

complete, with 3-inch

X* steel rod and two fl-

inch steam rings, is

175 pounds, as against

265 pounds with cast-

iron spider, follower,

bull ring and packing

\ rings.

We ran No. 9 on a

heavy freight train for

two or three trips, and

two trips on through

passenger train,

Charleston to Au-

gusta, 137 miles. After

making these trips we
had the pistons re-

moved and weighed,

and found that they
'^""""^'"^»"

were still tight and no

water had gotten inside.

I would recommend for pistons larger

than 17 inches, six hubs for rivets instead

of four, as shown in drawing for 17-inch.

Jos. F. Bl,ACICWOOD,

Gen. F'man, S. C. & Ga. Ry.

Charleston, S. C.

Stopping. up of Single versus Double
Nozzles.

Editor :

I should like to make one or two re-

marks from this side of the Atlantic, with

regard to your paragraph headed "Posi-

tion of E.xhaust Nozzles," on page 171 of

the issue of "Locomotive Engineering"

for February.

Where there is incrustation, it is said

that "double nozzles can be used with the

least obstruction to the escape of steam."

It is difficult to see how this can be.

The surface of a single large exhaust pipe

is considerably less than that of two small

ones, and it is the whole of the inner sur-

face that gets coated with incrustation,

which after a time must of?er a great deal

of resistance to the escaping steam. After

a pipe has been in service for some time,

a vertical section of it presents an outline

inside like the teeth of a saw.

Another point I cannot agree with is,

that in a single exhaust pipe "the steam

from one cylinder shoots over into the

other, putting obstructive pressure upon

its piston." If it did pop over next door,

it would find the folks "not at home," be-

cause when the exhaust port of one cylin-

der is open, the other is closed. In any

ca.5e, the exhaust is delivered more cen-

trally into the stack with a single pipe,

343

and when it has become foul there is less

friction than with two separate ones. This

seems also a consideration against the use

of annular exhausts, as they must get very

choked after a time, though no doubt

they save coal when new.

I should think it would be a good thing

if exhaust pipes could be arranged on a

hinge, so they could be turned down flat

and scraped out frequently, as any at-

tempt to clean them in position would
send the chips down into the cylinders.

C. E. D. M.\RSHALL.
Hassocks, Sussex:, Eng.

Boiler Inspection at Reading.

On the Philadelphia & Reading they

have in operation a system of boiler in-

spection which has put an end to acci-

dents to locomotive boilers, that were very

common a few years ago. They inspect

all staybolts every month, and every three

months the dome cap and stand pipe are

removed, and the inside of the boiler in-

spected as closely as circumstances will

permit. Every time the flues are removed
the inside of the boiler receives a thor-

ough exainination. A hydraulic test with

hot water is made every three months.

What appears to us the most important

feature of the boiler inspections, is the

careful method of selecting staybolt in-

spectors. When a boiler comes into the

shops at Reading which is considered a

good subject for testing the skill of boiler

inspectors, the inspectors are called in,

and every man is required to test all the

staybolts and report on those he considers

broken. The report of every man is com-
pared with that of the general inspector.

If anyone displays want of skill he is sent

to other work. The general inspector's

report is verified by the staybolts when
the firebox is removed, and is generally

found to be correct.

A writer in "Engineering," discussing

the live subject of the metric system, says

that the Americans adhere closely to the

British weights and measures. As far

as we are aware, there is no British meas-

ure used in the United States.

The Rand Drill Co. report the sale of

six compressors to the A., T. & S. F. Ry.

for the different shops along their line.

This makes ten railway shops that have

been fitted up by the Rand Drill Co. dur-

ing the month of February.

i i i
We now have Mr. Brown's description

of his "Discipline Without Suspension"

in pamphlet form; price ten cents each,

fifteen for one dollar.

The "Signal" articles are completed in

this number—they will be issued in book
form at once.
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PERSONAL.

Mr. De Courcy May has been appointed

general manager of the Dickson Manu-
facturing Co., of Scranton, Pa.

Mr. W. H. Woodin has been elected

vice-president of the Jackson & Woodin
Manufacturing Co., of Berwick.

Mr. T. E. Cramer has been appointed

master mechanic of the Great Northern,

with headquarters at Barnesville, Minn.

Mr. Geo. Burns, assistant to the general

manager of the Queen & Crescent, has

been appointed fuel agent of the Wabash.

Mr. Robert L. Harris has been ap-

pointed chief engineer of the South Shore

Railway, with headquarters at Yarmouth,

Nova Scotia.

Mr. D. M. King, the veo' able traveling

engineer of the Seaboard Air Line, has

been chosen an alderman of the city of

Raleigh, N. C.

Mr. F. G. Wheeler has been appointed

purchasing agent of the Oregon Railway

& Navigation Company, with office at

Portland, Ore.

Mr. R. Atkinson, who has been acting

mechanical superintendent of the Cana-

dian Pacific, has been made mechanical

superintendent.

Mr. John K. Cowen, president, and Mr.

Oscar G. Murray, first vice-president of

the Baltimore & Ohio, have been ap-

pointed receivers of that road.

Mr. A. G. Browne has been appointed

assistant traffic manager of the Richelieu

& Ontario Navigation Co., with head-

quarters at Montreal, Quebec.

Mr. Joseph Clough has been appointed

foreman of the St. Louis, Keokuk &
Northwestern at St. Louis, Mo., to suc-

ceed Mr. C. E. Lamb, promoted.

Mr. J. A. Gordon, trainmaster of the

Cincinnati division Cincinnati, Hamilton

& Dayton, has been appointed superin-

tendent of the Wellston division.

Mr. J. N. Wilbur, division master me-

chanic of the Burlington lines in Missouri

at Brookfield, Mo., has been appointed

master mechanic at Hannibal, Mo.

Mr. E. L. Brown, heretofore master of

trains of the St. Paul & Duluth, has been

appointed superintendent of that road,

with headquarters at St. Paul, Minn.

Mr. R. B. Turner, division superin-

tendent Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton,

has been appointed general superintend-

ent, succeeding Mr. Waldo, promoted.

Mr. S. B. Floater, superintendent of the

Wellston division Cincinnati, Hamilton

& Dayton, has been transferred to the D.

& M. division, with offices at Lima, O.

Mr. Merl Middleton has resigned the

position of Western manager for the

Safety Car Heating & Lighting Co., to

accept a position with the Standard Steel

Co., Philadelphia.

Mr. J. B. Michael, the genial master

mechanic of the Southern Railway at

Knoxville, Tenn., has become tired of

hearing his friends asking, "Why don't

you get married?"

Mr. T. E. Adams, master mechanic of

the Northern division of the Great North-

ern, has been appointed superintendent

of the Dakota division, with headquarters

at Grand Forks, N. D.

Mr. Joseph W. Sherwood has been ap-

pointed superintendent of the Toledo, St.

Louis & Kansas City, with headquarters

at Frankfort, Ind. He was formerly sup-

erintendent of the Big Four.

Mr. R. Harding, superintendent of the

Dakota division of the Great Northern,

. has been promoted to be general super-

intendent of the Western district, with

headquarters at Spokane, Wash.

Labor Commissioner Lacy, of Raleigh,

N. C, who was previously a very popular

locomotive engineer, is going into the

banking business, and has resigned the

position of labor commissioner.

Mr. Joseph Richardson, foreman of lo-

comotive repairs of the Kansas City, St.

Joseph & Council Bluffs at Kansas City,

Mo., has had his jurisdiction extended

over the Hannibal & St. Joseph.

Mr. C. E. Lamb, foreman of the St.

Louis, Keokuk & Northwestern at St.

Louis, Mo., has been appointed division

master mechanic at Brookfield, Mo., to

succeed Mr. J. N. Wilbur, transferred.

Mr. J. A. Fickinger, formerly chief en-

gineer of the West Virginia & Pittsburgh,

has been appointed general manager of

the Monongahela River Railroad, with

headquarters at Monongahela, W. Va.

Two mechanical engineers in the ser-

vice of the Government of Japan are visit-

ing this country inspecting our railroad

machinery. It is reported that they may
place orders for locomotives and machine

tools.

Mr. H. D. Titus, superintendent of the

Auburn divi&ion of the Lehigh Valley at

.'\uburn, N. Y., has had his jurisdiction

extended over the Elmira, Cortland &
Northern, which has just been acquired

by the Lehigh Valley.

Mr. H. P. Greenough has been ap-

pointed superintendent of the Rock Isl-

and & Peoria, with headquarters at Rock
Island. 111., in place of Mr. H. B. Sudlow,

resigned. He has heretofore been super-

intendent of telegraph.

Mr. C. G. Waldo has been appointed

general manager Cincinnati, Hamilton &
Dayton, to succeed Mr. W. M. Greene,

resigned. Mr. Waldo has for several

years been general superintendent. He

forms no$. 21 and 22
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32 Park Place, or 1433 Old Colony BIdg.,
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HYDRAULIC
RIVETERS-FixeJ and Portable.

PUNCHES, SHEARS,
PRESSES, LIFTS. CRANES

and ACCUMULATORS.
Matthews' Fire Hydrants, Eddy Valves,

Valve Indicator Posts.

THE CAMDEN HIGH-PRESSURE VALVES.^^ CAST IRON PIPE. i^M
Engineers,

R. D. WOOD & CO., -^.founders.

400 Chestnut Street,

Machinists,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

4

CTANDARD RAILWAY
GATE CO., Manufacturers of

Safety Gates for Street Crossings
of Railroads. Gates at several
crossings handled from one tower
and at any distance.

OPERATED WITH LEVERS.
SIMPLE, QUICK IN ACTION AND RELIABLE

IN WINTER.

Send for Catafogue.

Standard Rwy. Gate Co.,
SAGINAW, MICH.

GALENA OIL WORKS,
(UMITED).

Galena Eiisiiif; Coach and Car Oils,
the Standard Lubrioatiug Oils

of America.
SATETT, SPEED and ECONOMY are the results of

the use of Galena Oils. COLD TEST, Hi lo 15 BELOW
ZERO. These oils d.. not fnive In tli.-inl.lestweather,
while they are aclapliioi*- to tlio liott< si climates.
In the use of (ialuiia oils tht-ro is an entire freedom

from hot boxes, except when these are caused by me-
chanical defects.
The adoption of Galena Oils as standard railway lu-

bricants by a large majority of ttu' icadiiit,' raihvay.s of
this country Is an evideiiri'"of tlitir su|icri<intv, while
the fact that the same roads use llirs,- oils to. lay that
used them more than L*ll years aKo. Is an e% ideuce of
their uniformity from year tt) year and year in and out,
GalenaOilsareinexcluslveu.se upon three continu-

ous lines from Boston and New \ ork to the PaclJlc
coa.st,and upon one coiitiruious line from the City of
Mexico to New York, thus dfiiionst rating' their adapta-
bility to all temperatures and rllinati'S. Being entirely
free from gum, these oils are not affected by dust and
sand as other oils are.

We also furnish our customers SffiLEY'S PERFEC-
TION VALVE OIL. which is also used exclusively upon
a majority of the leading railways of America.

GALENA OIL WORKS, Limited,

Charles Miller, President,

Chicago Branch Office, Frankl in, Pa.
Phcenix Bull s .lar-kson St.

E. SPANCENBERC'S
Manual of Steam Engineering,

Coiitainint^ more than 2.000
Questions with Argued

,
Answers, and over 500 illus-

(trations; also his Arith-
- ,., „ 'metic. Alcebra. Plane and
bolid Geometry, are solil by every reliable book
dealer for 75c. per volume. Will be sent post-
paid after receipt of price bv The Laboker's In-
struction Pub. Co., 314 N. 3d St., St. Louis, Mo.

was formerly purchasing agent of the

same road.

Mr. A. C. Michaelis has been appointed
general manager of the Guatemala Rail-

way. He was formerly general freight

and passenger agent of the Mexican
Central, and held for some years an im-
portant position on the International &
Great Northern at St. Louis, Mo.

Mr. T. L. Chapman, who was for years

superintendent of motive power of the

Chesapeake & Ohio, has been appointed
assistant to Mr. W. H. Thomas, super-

intendent of motive power of the South-
ern Railway. Mr. Chapman will attend

to the office work of the mechanical de-

partment.

Mr. P. S. Blodgett has been promoted
to be general superintendent of the Lake
Shore & Michigan Southern, to succeed
Mr. W. H. Canniff, general manager. Mr.
Blodgett rose on the Lake Shore through
the freight department to be superintend-

ent, and from that position went gradually

to that which he now occupies.

Mr. W. A. Mills, heretofore assistant to

the president of the Columbus, Hocking
Valley & Toledo, has been appointed
general manager of that road, with head-

quarters at Toledo, O. Mr. Mills has been
assistant to the president for two years,

and from September i, 1881, to February
22, 1S93, was general freight agent.

Mr. F. A. Chase, master mechanic of

the Kansas City, St. Joseph & Council
Bluffs and Hannibal & St. Joseph at St.

Joseph, Mo., has been appointed general

master mechanic of those roads and the

St. Louis, Keokuk & Northwestern and
Chicago, Burlington & Kansas City roads,

comprising the Missouri lines of the Bur-
lington system, with headquarters at St.

Joseph.

Mathew Dodd, one of the best-known
engineers in the South, having been for

twenty years on the Seaboard Air Line,

was shot and killed by a negro tramp
whom Dodd had ordered off his engine,

on February 20th. Mr. Dodd was a pro-

gressive man and has served the Seaboard
Air Line as traveling engineer and master

mechanic. His murderer was hanged on
March 17th.

George Stichter, one of the best-known
engineers on the D., L. & W. road, has
been promoted to the general foreman-
ship of the Hoboken, N. J., terminal.

George has pulled one train, the Dover
Express, day in and day out, for twenty-

four years, and on the day of his promo-
tion the commuters who have been riding

behind him regularly made him a present

of a handsome gold watch, a Bible and
ten dollars in money. George is now well

fixed.

Mr. Wm. H. Canniff, who has been for

the past four years general superintendent

of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern,
has been promoted to position of general

manager. Mr. Canniff entered the ser-

vice of the company in 1863 as night

watchman on what was then an independ-

ent road, but is now part of the Lake
Shore. Two years afterward he was
made station master, and held similar

positions of increasing importance till

1879, when he was made track master.

From that he rose to be assistant super-

intendent and general superintendent.

He is an excellent railroad man, a good
executive officer, and highly popular with

all those he comes in contact with.

Mr. Wm. M. Green has been appointed

general manager of the Baltimore & Ohio.

Mr. Green is the son of a rich railroad

manager, and entered railway service,

at the age of fifteen, as a clerk on the

Columbus & Hocking Valley Railroad.

He rose very rapidly to be general man-
ager of the Big Four before that road

came under the Vanderbilt control. Of
late he has been general manager of the

Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton. Al-

though most of his experience has been

in office work, he has made himself quite

familiar with all departments of railroad

operating, and is regarded as a particu-

larly able man in his line. He is only

thirty-seven years old—a very young man
to hold such an important position.

Mr. W. G. Wattson, superintendent of the

Hudson River division of the West Shore

road, and secretary of the New York
Railroad Club, was attacked in his office,

on March 7th, by a discharged detective

of the road, who shot him twice, once in

the shoulder and again in the abdomen,
inflicting injuries from which the victim

died on the loth. It is to be hoped that

such a dastardly crime will be promptly

and severely punished. Mr. Wattson only

obeyed instructions in dismissing the

man for drunkenness, and stated that he
had saved him from discharge before.

Men who shoot down employers for dis-

charging them, and girls for refusing to

marry them, should be put, along with

mad dogs and rattlesnakes, where they

can do no more harm. Mr. Wattson was
the son of a clergyman, and was born in

Maryland forty-two years ago. He be-

gan railroad service as a telegraph opera-

tor, then was station agent and train dis-

patcher on roads in Pennsylvania. He
went to the West Shore in 1883, and was
for several years car accountant before

being made superintendent.

i i i
Tables showing the speed in feet per

minute at which metals can be most
economically worked, are a great con-

venience in the shop, if they do nothing
else than stand as a rebuke to the slow-

speed and fine-feed man who insists that

"we didn't run 'em up so where I served

my time." Coarse feed and a speed that

is just within the safe side of drawing
the temper of the cutting edge of tool,

can be given as a general proposition, and
a safe one, for all metal-working machine
tools.
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EQUIPMENT NOTES.

The Mexican Central have ordered ten

engines from Rliode Island.

The Seahoard Air Line is about to

order fourteen 8-\vheel engines.

It is said that the Lehigh Valley are

preparing to receive bids for ,3.000 cars.

The Central \'erniont are said to be in

the market for ten or twelve locomotives.

The Delaware. Lackawanna & Western

are reported to be in the market for ten

locomotives.

It is said that the New York. New
Haven & Hartford contemplate ordering

forty passenger and freight locomotives.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western

have placed an order for one thousand

cars with the Jackson & Woodin Mfg. Co.

The West Shore are in the market for

about 250 cars in small lots, mostly to fill

up blank numbers. They will be box and

coal cars.

It is said that the Mexico, Cuernavaca

& Pacific Co. arc about to place orders for

the entire rolling-stock equipment and

shop machinery for the road.

Negotiations between the General Elec-

tric and the Westinghouse Electric Com-
panies have resulted in an arrangement by

which both companies will work in har-

mony.

The Philadelphia & Reading have

placed an order for 525 cars with the

Union Car Co., and 500 cars with the

Lebanon Car Works. All are coal cars

except twenty-five refrigerators, which

went to the L^nion Car Co.

The Norfolk & Western have leased

from the Railroad Equipment Co., of New
York, eight consolidation engines—six of

them compound and two simple—built for

the Toledo, Ann Arbor & Michigan by

the Cooke Locomotive Works.

The Wheeling & Lake Erie have placed

an order for twelve locomotives with the

Cooke Locomotive Works. Reports

were current that the Wheeling & Lake
Erie were about to order 1,000 cars, but

we understand that the order is not to be

given, and that the company intend de-

voting the money to putting the cars they

have in first-class shape.

The Canadian Pacific, says the "Rail-

road Gazette," has under consideration

the building of a large engine for service

on heavy grades on Rocky Mountain
division, with 20 x 26-inch cylinder and

48-inch driving wheels; also ten heavy

switching engines, with cylinders 18 x 24

inches and driving wheels 51 inches diam-

eter. The engines will probably be built

in the company's shop.

Baldwin's people have built a second

single-driver passenger engine for the

Philadelphia & Reading, and the two en-

gines are now employed pulling the fastest

trains between Jersey City and Phila-

delphia. The same builders have just

finished two heavy eight-wheel passenger

engines for the same road, w^hich will be

employed on the fast train service between

Philadelphia and .\llantic City.

The Brooks Locomotive Works are

building three ten-wheelers for the Ohio

River Railroad, two consolidations for the

Buffalo & St. Mary's River Railroad, two

ten-wheelers and one mastodon with

cylinders 21 x 26 for the Adirondacks &
St. Lawrence. It is said that Dr. Webb
placed the orders for his road on account

of the great record made by the Brooks

engine when pulling his special train.

i i ^
The great increase in the volume of

business transacted at the Boston city

ticket oftice of the Boston & Maine Rail-

road has necessitated an enlargement of

quarters, and after February ist the com-

modious offices at 322 Washington street,

at the corner of Milk street and opposite

the old South Church, will be oc-

cupied as its city ticket office. The
location is the one for a long while

used by the N. Y. & N. E. R.R., but the

renovation which has been going on for

the past month has greatly transformed

its appearance. The alterations and ad-

ditions that have been made will now make
the office of the Boston &: ]\Iaine system

the largest and most convenient in the city.

The appointments are of the latest and

most improved order, and are especially

designed to facilitate and expedite the

prompt transaction of the business de-

mands of the many patrons of the road.

i ^ ©
President Ripley, of the Santa Fe sys-

tem, has done a very popular thing by giv-

ingordcrsthatall the reading-rooms along

the road shall be reopened. The most

unpopular thing that the late Allen Man-
ville did on the Santa Fe was the closing

of these rooms, which had been opened

for the amusement and edification of the

employes. It was done to save a trifling

expense, and it raised so much dissatisfac-

tion that we feel certain that the movement
cost ten times what the saving amounted

to. President Ripley is doing all in his

power to cut all unnecessary expenses,

but he has been broad-minded enough to

see the advantage of giving the men every

opportunity to improve their minds and

to have amusements which are beneficial.

In giving the order he said: "The com-
pany owes this to the men. Those who
prefer to improve their minds with good

books and papers while off duty will now
have an opportunity to do so. The men
in many Western towns, where the saloon

is often the only resting-place, will, I

think, appreciate this move and take ad-

vantage of it."
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More Information Concern-

ing the Use of Graphite

on Locomotive Engines.

In many cases a theory is so well founded that

practice readily demonstrates all stateiucnts made.
This seems to be the case with regard to the state-

ments made about Dixon's Pure Flake Graphite.

In practice, it has beeu found that an engineer

with a can of this Graphite in his cab, is insured

against the annoying delaysand against the worri-

ment which so frequently attend the engineer by
the development of a hot pin, or the heating of a
driving box, or some other difficulty consequent
upon a fast run and a heavy train.

It is well known to railway officials that many
articles are offered them which seem thoroughly
valuable when in the hands of mechanical experts

or the inventor's own representatives. With
Dixon's Pure Flake Graphite, however, no skilled

representative has been sent out by the Dixon
C'<impany to apply it, or even to show any engineer
how to apply it. The Dixon Company have simply
sent out samples to the engineers, and have said

to them, "Here is something which we believe will

be useful to you. It is a pure Flake Graphite. It

is the best solid lubricant known to science. It is

not intended to take the place of engine or valve

oils, but to be helpful to those oils and to save
oil."

The engineer has been recommended to try it in

his engine valves, in cylinders, on his eccentrics

and pins, and in his driving boxes, and wherever
there seems to be undue friction which oil is not
sufficient to overcome.

For a thorough and complete test the engineer
has been handed two samples. Both equal in

quality, both Pure Flake Graphite, but one more
finely pulverized than the other for use in the deli-

cate parts, and for use in polishing the pistons of

air brakes, etc.

The Dixon Company have probably received a
thousand letters during the past year from loco-

motive engineers all over the country, and there
has not been an exception as yet to the good words
fur Pure Flake Graphite. The following is a fair

s.imple. and shows not only how satisfactory the
Graphite proved, but how careful the engineer has
been in making his report

:

" I can recommend Dixon's Pure Flake Graphite
very highly for hot pins, as we are bothered a
greatdeal with them. The division of the L, V. R.R
that I run on is up a long heavy grade for 57 miles.

It avfrages W^ feet to the mile. Time is fast and
trains are hea^y. The first use I put the Flake
Graphite to was on a consolidated engine, and the
pin was hot enougli to fry meat. I simply took the
cup out of the strap, and poured the Graphite in

the strap hole. Then I put the cup back and filled

tne cup with engine oil and Graphite, and for 30

miles up hill with stock train I pounded the
engine as hard as she would stand, and at the top
of the hill found the pin cool.
' The second time I used the Flake Graphite,

was when I went out with a ten-wheeler. I took
an engine that was filed up with bastard-cut file

and new brasses, and had never been run to smooth
up. The grade all the way fi-om Sayre to Alpine is

29 miles, and we rise 330 feet in that distance. I

had 25 large-sized cars of coal in train. The pin ran
warm, but not so warm but that I could bear my
hand on it. 1 used the Graphite on it the same as
in the first place and went in cool, and coming back
with symbol train it did not bother.
" I have used Di.xon's Pure Flake Graphite on

valve seats with the best results, and for hot pins
it is the best stuff I have used. As I have been
running an engine for the past 25 years, I have
naturally used nearly everything, and, therefore,

am fully competent. I think, to judge of the merits
of Dixon's Pure Flake Graphite in comparison
with other lubricatingraatcrials."

Samples and circulars will I e furnished by the
Dixon Company, Jersey City, N. J.

Horizontal Boring and Milling; Ma-
chine.

We illustrate a new combined boring

and milling machine, made by the New-
ton Machine Tool Works, of Philadel-

phia. There has been a demand in rail-

road shops especially for a heavy boring

machine that could be converted into a

milling machine without being compli-

cated or troublesome to change. As a

rule, combined machines are very expen-

sive, and some of the important points

are sacrificed to produce the combina-

tion. As can be seen by the accompany-
ing illustration, this machine can be

changed almost instantly from a boring

machine has about double the power
of the average horizontal boring machine

of the same capacity. The feed pulley on

the end of the worm shaft is belted to the

cone pulley on the quadrant, and another

belt is used on the top cone pulley for

feeding the bar. When required to be

used as a milling machine, it is only neces-

sary to change the belt on feed cone pul- \

ley on the knee and adjust the proper

tension with the quadrant.

i i i
The Page Woven Wire Fence Co.,

Adrian, Mich., report a large increase in

business over this time a year ago. Some
of the first orders received this year were

—

to a milling machine without being at all

complicated.

The boring bar of the machine is 454

inches in diameter and has an automatic

feed of 42 inches. The knee, as shown
in illustration, is 6 feet long. The ma-

chine will bore to the center of 65 inches

over the carriage. While the general out-

line of the average horizontal boring ma-

chine is carried out, the driving and feed

mechanism is entirely different. On the

sleeve that drives the boring bar is a

phosphor-bronze triple-lead worm wheel,

and driving this is a hardened steel worm,
which has combination thrust collars of

phosphor bronze and hardened steel on

each end. The driving cone pulleys and

back gear are on the side of the

worm shaft. By this combination the

one of 22 miles from the Maine Central

Railway, and another from the Nashville,

Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway for

car lots. A number of roads are adopting

the Page fence as their standard.

^ g ^
The Detroit White Lead Works, De-

troit, Mich., suffered a bad loss by fire at

their factory on Jones street on February

27th; but as they had a good stock in

their warehouse, and at their West Detroit

factory, they are in shape to fill orders

as before.

E. C. Boyer, of Dayton, C, has issued

a new catalogue, in colors, of his lifting

jacks—lever and screw. He makes a

specialty of jacks for car repair work.

Catalogue sent free.
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Careless Valve Settinjc.

Several years ago the Manhattan Ele-

vated Railroad people made a series of

experiments with locomotives, using

compressed air of high tension. The
pressure at the beginning of a round trip

was about 600 pounds to the square inch,

and the calculation was that there would

be a pressure of about 200 pounds in the

air tanks when the journey was com-
pleted. During the first few trips, the

engineer in charge, who was exceedingly

well informed on the volume of com-
pressed air necessary to perform certain

work, was surprised to discover that the

air-tank pressure fell to nearly 120 pounds

per square inch. He reviewed his calcu-

lations and found nothing wrong, so he

applied an indicator to the cylinders of

the engine. The diagrams indicated that

the valves were not well set, but they were

not out sufficiently to cause an irregular

exhaust. A careful adjustment was, how-
ever, made, and after that there was about

200 pounds pressure in the air tanks ai

the end of each trip.

Few people would believe that the sav-

ing represented in the case mentioned

could result from merely adjusting the

valves. There is a tendency in some
quarters to pay very little attention to

valve setting, an approximation to even

cut-off being considered sufficient. The
engineers who complain when their en-

gines are lame are considered cranks, and

their complaints unworthy of notice. On
some roads it is rare to hear a freight en-

gine exhausting true, and not a few crack

passenger engines sound 'as if they had
lost one exhaust per revolution. There
are the best of reasons for believing that

a lame engine is wasting steam that might

be saved with very little labor in squaring

the valves.

A general locomotive foreman of a

New England railroad, talking about

valve setting during a recent conversa-

tion, mentioned an incident of his ex-

perience which convinced him that too

much care could not be exercised in hav-

ing the valves of locomotives properly

set. "Years ago," he said, "when I first

took charge of the division shop, the old

engine which I used to run came from
the general repair shops after receiving

a thorough overhauling. I had run the

engine for three years, and knew her to

be a free steamer and a fine working en-

gine. When she was sent out after the

general repairing, the engineer com-
plained that she would neither steam nor

run. I thought it was a case of prejudice,

and expected soon to hear no more com-
plaints, but the engineer persisted in say-

ing that the engine was no good; so I

went out on the engine and ran her my-
self during part of a trip. She certainly

was a very different engine from what
she used to be. She steamed badly, did

not run freely and rode hard. I com-
menced at the smokebox and tried all

sorts of adjustments without improve-

ment. The pistons were examined and

found all right, and I ascertained that

steam was not wasted by too much piston

clearance, as I had known to happen be-

fore with an engine that got new pistons

of reduced thickness.

"There was a young man of the town

who was attending a technical school in

Boston, and he used to spend a great part

of his leisure time about the engine house.

He heard the talk about the engine work-

ing badly, and wanted to receive perniis

sion to apply an indicator to the cylin

dcrs. I did not know much about these

things and was opposed to it at first, but

finally I talked to the master mechanic,

and he gave me permission to drill the

cylinders and prepare the needed appli-

ances. The student took cards all over the

division, and reported that the valves

were badly set. That I thought absurd,

for I had trammed the valves by the

stem marks and they seemed all right,

and the engine did not exhaust as if the

valves were out. The young fellow spoke,

however, so confidently about 'post ad-

mission." "excessive back pressure,' and
other signs of wickedness as revealed by
the diagram, that I directed the steam
chest covers to be taken off and the

valves run over. Then we found thai

the valves were set about ]/s inch blind.

With a valve travel of 4J^ inches and
links over 70-inch radius, this made a

curious distribution of steam. New valves

had been put in with about 3-16 more
lap than the old ones had, and by some
act of carelessness the valves were set by

the old punch marks. When we set the

valves properly, the engine worked as

well as she ever did.""

A current newspaper item says that

when M. E. Ingalls became president of

the Cheasapeake & Ohio, he decided that

the passenger trains should have some
distinctive feature that would attract at

tention. He ordered that all the passenger

coaches should be painted orange yellow,

with maroon trimmings. The color was
popular, and so marked was the appre-

ciation that the fast freight train's cars

were also painted an orange hue, and
when the stations were rebuilt, remodeled
or repainted the orange was used. In

time even the switch irons and the signs

appeared in that color. It would seem
that everything belonging to the road or

connected with it had the orange color.

The agrent at Culloden station had lost a

leg and a wooden member was in use.

It dawned upon his mind that his leg was
not in harmony with the characteristic of

the road, and he had the leg painted a

gorgeous orange yellow, with the maroon
added. .'Ml the engines are built as near

alike as possible, the size being the only

change from the uniformity that prevails

on the C. & O.

(US^
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standard Gages.

The American Railway Master Me-
chanics' Association has made several

efforts to reform the confusion that ex-

isted in wire gages, and they seem to have

succeeded at last. In 1882 Mr. R. H.

Briggs submitted a report to the associa-

tion on a standard wire gage, and the dis-

cussion that followed showed that the

members were very desirous to have one

reliable method of measurement. They
proposed that the measurement should be

in positive parts of an inch, the Brown &
Sharpe micrometer gage to be used for

measuring. The recommendations were

to that effect, but nothing seemed to come
of this action.

Mr. Jacob Johann, superintendent of

machinery of the Chicago & Alton Rail-

road, who has always been noted for his

progressive tendencies, urged that they

adopt a gage similar to what has now been

done, but most of the other members
seemed to think that measuring by the

micrometer would be perfectly sufficient.

In connection with the report, Dr. Cole-

man Sellers, who labored so hard in the

interest of uniformity in machine details,

wrote: "I think that plates should be

rated by their thickness in inches, and the

decimal of an inch conforming, as far

as possible, to the existing division of the

inch, by the binary division; thus, ;.< incli.

i/f inch, 54-'"ch plates answer the purpose

of the trade and the purpose of calculated

strength better than the expression of the

thickness of the spaces in a gage, which

spaces must be translated into inches.

"Before they can be used in computa-

tions, when we get below 1-16 inch, it

may be well to have some gage; but even

in this case I am inclined to favor the use

of the small plate gage, with screw, made
by Brown & Sharpe, and the expression

of all thickness by the thousandth of an

inch. I do not believe in this thing of a

gage founded on the French measures,

'because I hope the craze for that system

is on the decrease, and that in America

we will never adopt the French system."

The Death-Roll of a Year.

The latest annual report of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission says:

"During the year ending June 30, 1894.

1,823 railway employes were killed and

23,422 were injured. Compared with the

previous year, this shows a decrease of

904 in the number of employes killed and

8, .307 in the number of employes injured.

One reason for this large decrease in

casualty is the reduction, to the extent of

95.394, in the number of employes. No
statistics covering the year ending June

,30, i8gs, have as yet been compiled. It is

known, however, that the equipment of

cars with handholds and grabirons has

been rapidly going on. that the majority

of all cars are now so equipped, and that

a large number of cars and locomotives

have also been fitted with train brakes

and automatic couplers during the year.

It is believed therefore that the ratio of

accidents for the year ending June 30,

189s, will show a still further decrease.

For the year ending June 30, 1894, the

number of employes for each employe

killed was 428, as compared with 320 in

the previous year. The number of train-

men employed for one killed was 156, as

compared with 115 in the previous year.

This a marked improvement, and is be-

lieved to be due to the use of better safety

equipment.

"The Supreme Court of the United

States has held in cases cited that the

hazardous character of the. business of

operating a railroad seems to call for

special legislation with respect to railroad

corporations, having for its object the

protection of their employes as well as the

safety of the public, and that it is incum-

bent upon promoters of works of neces-

sity and utility, where such occupation is

attended with danger to life, body or

limb, to provide all appliances readily at-

tainable known to science for the preven-

tion of accidents, and that neglect to pro-

vide such appliances will be regarded as

proof of culpable negligence."

i i i
The Nashville, Chattanooga & St.

Louis do a very heavy business on what

is mostly single track, but they operate

the road with extraordinary exemption

from serious accidents. They have had

only two rear-end collisions in nine years,

and one passenger killed in twenty-seven

years. These evidences of successful

management are due entirely to the ad-

mirable system inaugurated by President

Thomas. The road is not run under the

Brown system, but the officers are un-

usually generous and fair in the treatment

of their men, and all hands seem to feel

a personal responsibility in performing

their duties faithfully and well.

^ ^ i
A new danger to men running locomo-

tives has lately come to notice on Scotch

railways. Within a very short time of

each other, three engine drivers on Scotch

lines have been alarmed by explosions on

their locomotives. In each case there was

a report in the firebox, followed by the

discharge of live coal on the foot-plate to

the accompaniment of a disagreeable odor.

It seems that the colliers had been careless

to a degree in the handling of their sup-

plies of dynamite, and allowed portions of

it to get amongst the coal. It must be k

rather uncomfortable feeling for men on

a locomotive running at high speed to re-

flect that a few sticks of dynamite may be

mixed up with the coal on the tender.

i i i
Work on driver and tender brakes that

will enable them to "wear out brake

shoes" is more to be desired than quick-

action triples. ,
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Inspection of Staybolts.

There have been a number of serious

explosions of locomotive boilers within

the last month, which naturnlly direct the

minds oi people interested in the safety

of railroad men to the need of constant

vigilance to detect the causes which lead

to this form of disaster. We do not

mean to imply that any of the accidents of

recent occurrence might have been pre-

vented by rigid inspection; but we are

aware that when a railroad is scarce of

motive power, and the engines are in de-

mand to go out again as soon as they

reach a terminus, there is a tendency in

many quarters to put olT the periodical

boiler inspection to a time when the en-

gines can be more conveniently spared.

The most dangerous parts of a boiler are

those secured by staybolts. Breakage of

these bolts brings more locomotive boil-

ers to grief than all other causes combined.

The most important article in boiler in-

spection rules should be "Test the stay-

bolts often and carefully." A leading

superintendent of motive power, talking

to the writer about boiler explosions,

said that he had had connection with thir-

teen exploded boilers, and he could trace

the cause of every one to broken stay-

bolts.

There is very great diversity in the times

and methods of boiler and staybolt in-

spection. On some roads the staybolts

are inspected every time a boiler is washed

otit:" on others they are inspected every

three months; while on not a few roads

they are inspected just when the foreman

in charge thinks it ought to be done. On
some roads, any boiler-maker who can

drive a rivet is considered competent to

inspect staybolts; on the best managed

roads, men who have displayed skill in

detecting broken staybolts are appointed

inspectors. What is urgently needed are

good reliable men for inspectors, and the

doing of the work regularly and system-

atically.

The general offices of the United States

Metallic Packing Company have been

moved to their works. 427 North Thir-

teenth street, Philadelphia, Pa., and all

communications to this company should

be addressed there.

i g i

The Q. & C. Co., of Chicago, are now
handling the Perfection oil purifier, a de-

vice for separating shop oil from the im-

purities. This device saves much oil that

is ordinarily wasted—and thousands of

dollars' worth is wasted every month in

railroad machine shops.

The Gold storage system of car heating

is making rapid progress into use in Great

Britain and is very popular.

WHAT YOU WANT TO KNOW.
Questlona and Answer*.

(27) J. L. G., Azusa, Cal., asks:

What amount of royalty is charged by
Wootten firebox or boiler company, or

any other such parties, on similar devices?

A.—We cannot say, for the figures are

inaccessible to us. A letter to the parties

controlling these patents will elicit the

desired information.

(28) H. T. F., New Kent, Va., asks:

I. Why are some furnaces 32 inches

wide and others 42 inches? I refer to

shallow fireboxes. A.—There is no good
reason for narrowing up a shallow fire-

box to 32 inches, and many good reasons

can be given against such practice. The
distance over frames is the governing
factor in the design of shallow bo.xes; and
in order to keep the length within reason-
able limits, say 10 feet, the width should
not be less than 40 inches.

(29) J. N. F., McGraw, Pa., writes:

Please state whether light is blown by
the wind in any way, or will it travel in

the opposite direction to the wind just as

well? A.—Light will travel as well

against the wind as with it. The rays

sent radiating in straight lines from a
luminous body will go in all directions

alike, if the body is undisturbed, as in an
incandescent lamp, the filament of which
is in a vacuum and therefore safe from the

action of the wind.

(30) Wm. C, Dayton, C, writes:

I would like to know, through the col-

umns of "Locomotive Engineering," what
was, or is, the largest cylinder used on a
compound locomotive of to-day. and how
much is allowed to extend over the rail.

A.—The largest compound cylinder we
have a record of is 31 inches diameter and
26 inches stroke, on a 21 .x 31 .x 26 mogul,
built by the Rhode Island Works. We
cannot say what the e-xtrenie width is on
this engine.

(31) J. E. I., Corning, O., writes:

There has been quite a discussion here
in regard to valves blowing, and we would
like to see it discussed in "Locomotive
Engineering." Cananengincm.in tell which
valve is blowing with the Richardson bal-

ance valve and single nozzle? If so, how?
What I mean is: Can an cngincman come
into the shop and report the exact valve
that is blowing every time? It has been
the practice for enginemen to report both
valves for examination. A.—This can
often be determined by sound when the
piston packing rings are tight; but we do
not know of any absolutely certain method
by which to locate tlic blow under the
conditions you name.

(32) D. A. S., Las Vegas, Mexico,
writes:

When an air-pump e.xhaust pipe is

connected to exhaust passages in cylinder
saddle, does the steam exhausted from the

pump go into the cylinders when engine
is running shut off? A.—That is what the

effect would be under the conditions you
name, but that method of connecting the
exhaust pipe from pump to smokcbox is

one that should not be allowed in practice.

The proper way to pipe the exhaust from
air punip is to carry the pipe into the

smokebo.x about on a line witli the top of

exhaust nozzle, to the side of which it

should be securely clamped, and the end
of pipe turned up under the stack open-
ing.

(m) J- J- C., Clinton, 111., writes:

In your January issue, under the head
of "Notes from the Union Pacific Shops
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at Omaha," you have given a diagram
showing the oval bore of a cylinder, on
page II. Now, as this comes under the

subject of front ends, will you kindly in-

form me what relation exists between size

of cylinder and front end, if any? A.

—

The cylinder with oval bore, referred to,

has no connection with the subject of

front ends, no more than the sectional

elevation of same, just below it on the
same page, and the other views of it on
page 12. The diagram of the oval shows
the construction lines of a cylinder for

the sandpapering machine operated by air,

the working of which is described on page
10 and illustrated on page 12.

(34) C. H. W., Frankfort, N. Y.,

asks:

I. Why is a relief valve put on the steam
chest of some engines? A.—The function

of a relief valve on the steam chest is to

admit air to the cylinders when the en-

gine is running with a closed throttle, and
thus stop any tendency of admission
through the exhaust nozzles, which would
occur through the pumping action of the

piston when not working steam. 2. Is

the relief valve ever put on when the

valves are plain, or unbalanced? A.—Yes;
the kind of valve it is used with can have
no efifect on the working of the relief

valve; the results obtained are the same
with any type of slide valve. 3. Is the

relief valve ever left of? when balanced
valves are used? A.—No; not for that

reason alone.

(35) H. R., Gamaru, New Zealand,

writes

:

As I am a subscriber to your valuable

journal, I wish to make a request upon
your office. There are a number of

opinions as to the merits of the compound
engines called the Vauclain, the Brooks
and the Richmond. Will you please in-

sert or send special plain and accurate

drawings of the three above-named con-

structions, showing the conveyance of

steam from the high-pressure to low-

pressure cylinders? A.—We should be
glad to extend the favor you ask, but lack

of space sufficient to give all the partic-

ulars that would render the information

of any use to you, will prevent publication

of these drawings. This subject is ex-

haustively treated in Wood's "Compound
Locomotives," which can be obtained,

post paid, for $3.

(36) W. B. C, Milwaukee, Wis.,

writes:

We have a dispute here about the de-

flector plate in extension front of a loco-

motive. Will you be so kind as to give

me your opinion on this, in regard to

raising or lowering of the plate, and what
effect it will have on the blast? A.—

•

The effect of the deflector plate on the

blast is to increase or diminish the flow of

the gases through the tubes, as can be

readily understood if the deflector is

imagined to be removed entirely, in which
event there would be no obstruction to

the draft. If, on the other hand, the de-

flector is supposed to extend to the bottom
of the smokebox, it is plain that there

could be no draft whatever through the

tubes. Between these extremes there is

a means found that regulates the proper
amount of draft through the tubes, and the

best position of the plate is one that will

clean all the flues and at the same time
equalize the "pull' on the fire over the

whole grate.

(37) W. H. D., Catskill, N. Y., asks:

Why is the forward-motion eccentric

always coupled to the top of link on en-

gines that run on surface roads? A.

—

The reason for coupling-up, as you state,

is that the eccentrics are placed on the

axle so as to give the proper movement
to the valve, only when the forward-
motion eccentric is connected to the top
of link. This you can demonstrate for

yourself by taking a valve-motion dia-

gram that shows the link in the iorward
motion, and drawing a line from center of

backing eccentric to top of link, and a

line also from the center of go-ahead
eccentric to bottom of link. You will

find the rods are crossed, and in this posi-

tion the back-up eccentric controls the link

and therefore the movement of the valve.

Now, by tracing the movement, it will be
found that the engine would move in the

reverse direction from that intended by
the setting of eccentrics, for the reverse

lever would be in the forward motion
while the valve gear would be in the op-
posite motion. The top of link is there-

fore the correct point of connection for

the forward-motion eccentric.

(38) R. P., Two Harbors, Minn., writes:

I. I have been firing a consolidation
engine with cylinders originally 20 x 24
inches; these cylinders have been bored
out until one is 20j4 and the other 20^
inches in diameter. Would not this en-
gine be lame without her valve gear was
changed? If so, how would you change
it to equalize her? A.—The engine would
not be appreciably lame with the small
difference in volume of cylinders, which
for a cut-ofif at half-stroke would be 0.O4
cubic foot; this would not warrant any
change in cut-off to equalize the volume
at e.xhaust. 2. If she was square in the
exhaust, would she not be stronger on
one side than on the other? A.—Yes, be-
cause of a difference of 8 square inches
in piston area; and here we have a good
reason for equalizing the work done in

the cylinders by giving an earlier cut-off
to the larger cylinder, or a later one to
the smaller cyUnder. 3. If the engine was
of equal strength, would she not be lame
in the exhaust? A.—Yes, because, for

reasons given above, it will require prac-
tically 0.3 inch difTerence in the cut-off to
equalize the work done; and this will be
sufficient to make a distorted exhaust, but
not of enough consequence to be con-
sidered when weighted against the evils
found in the train of a larger cylinder
working against a small one.

(39) B. W. R., Chicago, 111., writes:

A wild train from the South broke in

two after passing two reverse curves and
around a bluff; flagman was sent back to
flag a passenger train which was about
due. Flagman went back sufficient dis-

tance and stopped passenger train; the
passenger train then closed up to rear end
of freight train. Flagman was sent back
from passenger train to flag a freight

which they had passed on a siding a mile
or two back. In the meantime, the lead-

ing freight train, wishing to back up a

few car-lengths to get in on siding, blew
three whistles, which were immediately
answered by passenger engine, and both
trains commenced to back up. The flag-

man at rear of passenger train took these

whistles as a signal for him to come in,

which he did; but after passing the first

reverse curve, and when nearing the sec-

ond, he heard the freight train coming.
His position was such that he could see

neither train, but he immediately started

back to flag the freight train; but it came
around the curve, close on to him, and
passed him and went into rear of passen-

ger train, doing, however, but compara-
tively little damage. Now the query is:

Who was at fault for the freight train get-

ting into the passenger train? The safe

;
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way, no doubt, was for flagman to have
remained out a sufficient distance until the

coming train reached him; but the fact

that it is ahnost tlie universal custom for

flagman to hurry back to his train at the

first signal for moving ahead, leaves the

query open: Who was to blame? A.

—

The blame of the accident lay with the

man responsible for having one set of

signals mean two things. The standard

code of train rules gives four long blasts

of the whistle for calling in flagman from

north or east, and four long and one

short blast for calling flagman in from

the opposite directions. Had that rule

been in use. the accident would not have

happened.

(40') \V. II. M.. Murphysboro. Ill-

writes :

Will you kindly inform me how to build

a boiler for a small locomotive, the cylin-

ders of which are to be 2^ x 3 inches,

and the boiler ^V2 inches diameter? The
distance between flue sheets is to be 19^
inches, and the firebo.x SJ4 inches wide by

iZVi inches long. What I wish to know
is, how I can obtain healing surface to

supply the two cylinders with steam. A.

—This subject of heating surface, and ratio

of grate surface to same, is one in which
there is a great difference of opinion, but

we may closely approach good results by
assuming that the total heating surface

of boiler in square feet equals the area of

one cylinder in square inches multiplied

by 6. Numerically expressed, this would
read for a 20-inch cylinder: .314.16X6 =
1,884.9 square feet; and this would repre-

sent the total heating surface for an en-

gine having cylinders 20 inches in dia-

meter, agreeing closely with engines of

that size in service. The area of the

heating surface in the tubes can be found
by deducting the heating surface of the

firebox from the total heating surface re-

quired, as found above. Since you have
decided upon the grate area, it is only
necessary to have a height for the firebox

in order to get its heating surface, and
this may be taken at 8^2 inches for your
boiler. The length of flues you have also

given, and the diameter to give the surface
required can now be calculated. The
number of flues, as computed, may be
too many to go in the flue sheet and
leave the proper amount of space between
the flues to give a good circulation to

the water: this can be found quicker by
laying off the sheet than by calculation
for the computed diameter of flue. The
union or space between the flues should
not be less than ^'j inch for this boiler.

"The height of flue sheet given js for a
wagon-top boiler and firebox above the
frames.

The Baldwin compound "single" on the

Philadelphia & Reading, illustrated in

these columns last August, has made such

a splendid record in fast passenger ser-

vice that we understand her double was
ordered and built, and is now sharing

honors with the "385," which was first put

at work.

The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co., of

Chicago, have recently shipped good-

sized orders to France, Russia, New Zea-

land, Australia, Austria and England. It

^ pays to advertise in "Locomotive Engi-

neering."
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^hy Not...

Educate

^ Yourself

Steam Engineering ?
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"YJ^HY not study systematically
j

Steam Engineering-, Mecnan- '

ics. Mechanical Drawing, etc, etc,

•when you can do it easily, cheaply,

and conveniently, by the
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method, without losing any time

from your work?
4 4 4 4

"VYTHY not qualify yourself for a

more desirable and better-paid

position ?

CCHOLARSHIPS not forfeited be-

cause of inability to pay install-

ments promptly.

CTUDENTS not required to com-

plete courses in any given time.

Can take as long as may be necessary.

I GREAT SUCCESS IN TEACHING.

TWENTY-SIX
TECHNICAL COURSES.

I
OVERTEN THOUSAND STUDENTS.

CEND for FREE Circular, stating

the subject you wish to study, to

THE International
Correspondence
Schools,

BOX 80 J,

i,,,,.. o. SCRANTON, PA.
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A Full Line. Over 300 Sizes.

PUNCHES ^^ ^^^
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ILLINOIS CENTRAL

SOLID VESTIBULE TRAIN.
Daily nt 9.00 p. m. from Chicago. New and elegant
equipment, built expressly for this service. Train
lighted throu"hout by gas. Tickets and further infer
jnation of your local ticket aReaw or by addressing
A. H HANSON. G. P. A. lU. Cent. S. B. Chicago, IlL

SHEARS
FOR

R, R. SHOPS

Write for fiillv illustrated descriptive circulars
and catalogue of Double, Single, Angle -Bar.
Gang, Horizontal, Twin, Boiler, Spacing, Gate.
Multiple, Belt, and Steam-Driven Flinches anc'

Shears.

THE LONG & ALLSTATTER CO.

HAMILTON, OHIO, U.S.A.

SIGNAL OIL WORKS,
LIMITED,

FRANKLIISr, FA.
MANUFACTURERS OP

SIBLEY'S Perfection VALVE OIL,

The only perfect Locnmotlve Valve Lubricant.

J.C. SIBLEY, Prest.

Locomotive Photographs.
The largest collection on earth. Thousands to
select from. All Railroads—British, French. Ger-
man, Italian, American, etc., etc. 8x6 size. 25 cents
each; 10x8 size. ;;6 cents each. Sample carle 10 cts.

stamps. New illustrated list for 1895, post free.

9 South Place. Finsbury. London City. England.
Agent for United States, H. N. Tiemann, 19 West 42d St.,

New York.

HALL'S
IMPROVED

PIPE-WRENCH

It is strong as well as light in weight.
It is drop-forged from tool steel.

It will grip galvanized as well as other
pipe.

It will open a malleable fitting without
crushing the pipe.

It cannot lock or wedge on the pipe.

It can be sharpened on a grindstone or
emery wheel without taking apart.

As a Screw Wrench it has no equal.

Any part of this Wrench broken
with fair usage will be replaced without
charge.

SAMUEL HALL'S SON,
229 West 10th St., New York.

DUNHAM, CARRIGAN & HAYDEN CO.,

San Francisco, Cal.,

Distributing Agents for the Pacific Coast.

RAILWAY AND CAR SHOP
EQUIPMENT.

FOR PROPOSITiONS AND TERMS ADDRESS

GEORGE PLACE,
14S BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY.

MOORFS ANTI- FRICTION

DIFFERENTIAL

Chain Pulley Block

A New Movement.
A Perpetual Compound Lever.

Powerful, Simple and Durable.

Light, Compact and Strong.

One Man Can Lift to the Full

Capacity of the Block.

Self Sustaining at Any Point.

The Block Always Hangs Plumb

Moore Mfg. and Foundry Co.

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

rRANE COMPANY,

Manufacturers of Air Brakes,
Air Brake Repairs,

Also, Air Brake Pipe,

Air Brake Fittings,

CHICAGO,
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Buyers' Finding List.

Air Brake Fittings.
Cranu Co , Chicago, III.

Air Brake Hom.
Boston Belting Co., Boston. Mass.
X Y. Belting & Packing Co., New York.

Air Brakes.
WestinghoHSe Air Brake Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Air Brake Uage.
Vlica Slcain iiage Co.. Utico. N. Y.

Air-Brake Pump Governors.
Foster ICnj^ineering Co., Newark, N. J.

Air-Brake Filter.
Von Weisenllue AirBrake Filter Co., Scran-

ton, Pa.
Alt Compressors.

Clayton Air Compressor Works. New York.
IngersoU Sergeant Drill Co.. N. Y'. City.
Norwalk Iron Works Co.. South Norwalk, Ct.
Pedrick & Aver Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Rand Drill Co., New Y'ork.
St. Louis Steam Engine Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Air Drilling nachlne.
C. II. llaeselercS Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Air Hoists.
Pedrick & Ayer Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Whiiing Foundry Equipment Co.,Chicago, 111.

Arch Bars.
Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Asbestos.
H. W. Johns Mfg. Co., New Y'ork.

Axles.
Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Uould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
B M. Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.
Krupp iT. Prosscr & Son, New York).

Balanced Slide Valves.
.\m. Bui. Slide Valve Co., San Frisco, Cal.
M. C. Hammett, Troy, N. Y'.

Bearing MeUI.
Ajax Metal Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Paul S. Reeves, Philadelphia, Pa.
r. S. .Metallic Pkg. Co , Philadelphia, Pa.

Bell Ringer.
Trumbull Mfg. Co.. Warren. O.
U. .S. Metallic Packing Co., Philadelphia, F'a

Belting.
Boston Belting Co., Boston. Mass.
K. Y*. Belting & Packing Co.. New Y'ork.
Shultz Belting Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Boiler and Firebox Steel.
Shoenberger Steel Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Boiler Checks—Inside.
Foster Engineering Co., Newark, N. J.

Boilers.
Pittsburg Locoinotive Works, Pittsburg, Pa

Boiler Iron.
Ewald Iron Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Boiler Testers.
Rue Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Boiler Tools.
Richard Dudgeon, New York.
Hilles & Jones Co., Wilmington, Del.
Long & Allstatter Co., Hamilton, O.

Boiler Washers.
Nathan Mfg. Co.. New York.
Rue .Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Bolt .Machinery.
Acme Machinery Co., Cleveland, O.

Bolt Threading Machinery.
Del rick & Harvey Machine Co., Baltimore,Md.

Books.
H. C Baird & Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
N. W. Henley & Co., New York.
Practical Pub. Co. E. Orange. N. J.
Philadelphia Book Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.-

Boring and Turning Mills.
Bullard Mch. Tool Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

Brake Adjusters.

(J. & C. Co., Chicago, 111.

Brake Shoes.
Kamapo Iron Works, Hillbum, N. Y.
Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co., Ramapo, N.Y.

Brass Castings.
Ajax Metal Co., Inc.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Paul S. Reeves, Philadelphia, Pa.

Butlers.
Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Bulldozers.
Williams, White & Co., Moline, 111.

Cab Seat5
Stannard & White, Appleton, Wis.

Cars.
Allison Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Lima Lijcomotive & Machme Co.. Lima, O.
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillbum, N. Y.

Car Couplers.
Gould Coupler Co.. Buffalo, N. Y.
McConwav & Torley Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
National Slalleable Castings Co., Chicago, 111

Sams Automatic Coupler Co., Denver, Col.
Shickle. Harrison & Howard Iron -Co., Si

Louis, Mo.
Smillie Coupler & Mfg. Co., Newark, N. J.
Standard Coupler Co., New York.
Trojan Car Coupler Co., Troy, N. Y.

Car Heating.
William C. Baker, New Y'ork.
Gold Car Heating Co., New York.
Safety Car Heating & Ltg. Co., New York.

Car Lighting.
Safety Car Heating& Lighting Co., NewY'ork

Car Paints.
Detroit White Lead Works. Detroit, Mich.

Continued on page 355.
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PHILADELPHIA, PA.

MODERN MACHINE TOOLS.

^ most exactinf^ requirements of Modern /Railway Machine and

Repair Shops. In addition to alt the Standard Tools,, we fre-

quently make modi/icafions tht-reoffor spra'ai Purposes.
%

TRAVELING CRANES, SWING CRANES.CAR CRANES, etc.

Turntables, Testing Machines, Steam Hammers, etc.

INJECTORS FOR LOCOMOTIVES,

SHAFTING AND ALL ITS APPURTENANCES FOR TRANSMITTING POWER.

;
Beveled Packing Ring
Simple, Self-supporting,
Durable. standard.

j^
American Balance Slide Valve Co.

3 San Frauclsco, Cal. or Jersey .Shore. Pi

Williams, White & Co..
MOLINE, ILL., U. S. A.

MAKERS OF

AUTOMATIC JUSTICE HAMMERS,
COAL CHUTES FOR COALING LOCOMOTIVES,

BULLDOZERS, DROP HAMMERS,
'^ STEAM HAMMERS, PUNCHES AND SHEARS,

N EYE-BOLT MACHINES,
^ TAPER ROLLING MACHINES.

I
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The Ohio Locomotive Injector
Economical in Use of Steam.

Takes less steam to operate it, lias unusual range
of delivery, and works equally well whether mini-

mum or maximum quantity of water is required.

Frank W. Furry, General Manager,

1302 Monadnock Block, Chicago.
WORKS

:

WADSWORTH. O.

OFFICES
66 Broadway

NEW YORK
941 The Rookery

CHICAGO
319 Commercial Bidg

ST. LOUIS

QOULD
COUPLER

CO.

WORKS
Steam Forge

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Malleable Iron

DEPEW, N. Y.

Cast Steel

ANDERSON, IND

/f=.

T^PWf'

GOUl_D TENDER COUPLER

ADVANTAGES OF

THE MORAN FLEXIBLE JOINT

For a Steam Heating Connection

Between Engine and Tender.

ALL METAL CONNECTION.

ABSOLUTELY FLEXIBLE.

Positively Steam Tight under ANY Pressure.

Indestructible Short o( Wreck. No Delays. No Repairs.

First Cost is the Only Cost.

STEAM, OIL, HOT ASHES, OR DIRT,

does not atlect its lite.

MORAN FLEXIBLE STEAM JOINT CO., Inc'd.

HENRY U. FRANKEL, President.

^'fl?^l^T!^n'.'^^^l^-^l% 149 THIRD ST., LOUISVILLE, KY.
Automatic Relief Trap.

THE ACME MACHINERY CO
CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Manufacturers of

ACME BOLT & RIVET HEADERS
Acme singled Double Aatomatic Bolt Catters

Cutting from J^ in. to 6 in, diam.

\lso, Separate Heads and Dies.

P^BtPremluin Cincinnati Centennial.

BUYERS' FINDING \.\%'\-Co7itinued.

Car Rooflng.
P. H. Murphy Mfg. Co., E. St. Louis, 111.

Standard Paint Co., New York.
Warren Chemical & Mfg. Co., New Yoric.

Car Seats.
Hale & Kilburn Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Car Ventilators.
M. C. Hammett, Troy, N. Y.

Car Wheels.
Boies Steel Wheel Co., Scranton, Pa.
Kalamazoo R. R. Velocipede & Car Co., Kala-

mazoo, Mich.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son, New York).
Lima Locomotive & Machine Co., Lima, O.
Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co., Ramapo, N. Y.
Roberts, Throp & Co., Three Rivers, Mich.
Rood & Brown. Buffalo, N. Y.
Standard Steel Works, Philadelphia, Pa.
Washburn Car Wheel Co.. Hartford, Conn.

Cattle Guards.
g. & C. Co., Chicago, 111.

Cliain Pulley Blocks.
.Moore .Mfg. & Fdy. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Chime Whistles.
Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co.,Boston,Mass.

Clocks.
John J. McGrane, New York.

Coal Handling Machinery.
Link Belt Engineering Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Coal Chutes.
Williams. White & Co., Moline, 111.

Correspondence Schools.
Internat'l Corres. Schools Scranton, Pa.

The Scientific Machinist Co., Cleveland, O.

Corundum Wheels.
Sterling Emery Wheel Mfg. Co.. Tiffin, O.

Cranes.
Manning, Maxwell & Moore, New York.
Claris Bros., Philadelphia, Pa.
William Sellers & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Whiting Foundry Equipment Co., Chicago, 111.

R. D, Wood & Co , Philadelphia, Pa,

Crank Pin Qages.
M, C, Hammett, Troy, N, Y,

Crank Pins.
Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
B. M. Jones & Co., Boston, Mass,
Krupp (T, Prosser & Son, New York).

Drills.
Cleveland Twist Drill Co., Cleveland, O.
Standard Tool Co., Cleveland, O.

Drilling IVlachines,
Gould & Eberhardt, Newark. N. J,

Electric Lighting and Power Apparatus.
Westint'house Elec. & Mfg. Co,,Pittsburgh,Pa.

Emerv Grinders.
Leland & Faulconer Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.

Emery Wheels.
Sterling Emery Wheel Mfg. Co., Tiffin, O.

Enamel.
Detroit White Lead Works, Detroit, Mich.

Engines.
St, Louis Steam Engine Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Engravings.
Bradley & Poates, New York,
Standard Engraving Co., New York.

Exhaust Pipe.
The Ciencral Agency Co., New York.

Expanding Mandrel.
(tco. L. Weiss. Cleveland, O.

Files and Rasps.
Nicholson File Co., Providence, R. I.

Filters.
A, Major, New York.

Fire Kindlers.
1. S. Leslie. Paterson. N. J.

Flexible Shaft.
Chicago Flexible Shaft Co., Chicago, 111.

.Stow ^lfg. Co,. Binghamton. N. Y.
Stow Flexible Shaft Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Flexilile Steam Joint.
Moran Flexible Steam JointCo,,Louisville,Ky.

Flues and Tubes,
Allison Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Tyler Tube & Pipe Co., Washington, Pa.

Forges.
Buffalo Forge Co., Buffalo. N. Y.

Forging Machinery.
Williams, White & Co., Moline, )U.

Foundry Equipment.
Whiting Foundry Equipment Co.,Chicago, III.

Frogs and Crossings.
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.

Graphite.
Jos Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J.

Hand Cars.
Kalamazoo R. R. Velocipede & Car Co., Kala-

mazoo. Mich,
Roberts, Throp &- Co,, Three Rivers, Mich.

Heating System for Shops.
Buffalo Forge Co.
B, F. Sturtevant Co., Boston, Mass.

Hoisting Engines.
ICarle C. Bacon, New York.

Hydraulic Tools.
Kichard Dudgeon, New York.
Watson cfe Stillman. New York.
R, D, Wood & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Indicators.
Ashcroft Mfg. Co.. New York.
Crosby Steam Gage and Valve Co., Boston.

Continued on page ss^-
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BUYERS' FINDING LIST Continufd.

Injectors.
Automatic Injector Co., Cincinnati, O.
Hancock Inspirator Co., Boston, Mass.
Hayden * Derbv Mfg. Co., New York.
Nathan Mfg. Co.. New York.
Ohio Injector Co., Chicago, III.

Rue Mfg. Co., Philadelphia. Pa.
William Sellers & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Jacks.
E. C. Hover, Dayton. O.
Richard L)udv;eon. New York.
A L. ilenderer. Wilmington, Del.
A. O. Norton, Boston. Mass.
W.itson lit Stillman, New York.

Laggings for Locomotives.
Kiasbey * Mattison Co., Ambler, Pa.

Locomotives.
Baldwin Locomotive Works, Philadelphia, Pa.
Brooks Loconjotive Works. Dunkirk, N. Y.
Cooke Loco. & Alachine Co.. Paterson, N.J.
Dickson .Mfg. Co.. Scranton. Pa.
Lima Locomotive & Machme Co.. Lima, O.
Pittsburg Locomotive Works. Pittsburg. Pa.
H. K. Porter & Co.. Pittsburg, Pa.
R. I. Locomotive Works. Pmvidcnce. R. I.

Richmond Loco. & Mch. Wks.. Richmond, Va.
Rogers Locomotive Works, Paterson, N. t.

y,>].Y
Lubricators

Schenectady Loco. Wks., Schenectady,

Detroit Lubricator Co.. Detroit, .Mich.
M. C. Hanunett, Trov, N. Y.
Nathan .Mfg. Co., New York.

Lubricating Oils.
Galena Oil Works. Ltd.. Franklin. Pa.
Leonard & Ellis. New York.
Signal Oil Works, Franklin, Pa.

Machine Tools
Heinent. Miles & Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.
Hullard Machine Tool Co.. Bridgeport, Conn,
Delrick & Harvev Mach. Co., Baltimore, Md
W. D. Forbes & Co., Hoboken, N. J.
Gould & Ebcrhardt. Newark, N. J.
Hilles & Jones Co.. Wilmington, Del.
iones & Lamson Machine Co.. Springfield, Vt.
tanning, Ma.twell & Moore, New York.

National .Machinery Co.. Tiffin. O.
Newton Machine Tool Wks.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Niles Tool Works Co., Hamilton, O.
Geo. Place, New York.
Pratt & Whitney Co., Hartford. Conn.
Prentiss Tool arid Supply Co., New York.
William Sellers & Co.. Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.

Malleable Iron.
C. E. Rood. Lancaster, N. Y'.

Mechanics' Toots
Armstrong Bros. Tool Co., Chicago, 111.

Keystone Mfg. Co., Buffalo. N. Y.
Chas A. Strelinger & Co., Detroit. Mich.

Metal Polish.
G. W. Hoffman. Indianapolis. Ind.

Metal Sawing Hachlnes.
Pratt & Whitney Co.. Hartford, Conn.
O. & C. Co., Chicago, 111.

Milling Machlne.4.
Cincinnati Milling Machine Co , Cincinnati, O.
Pratt & Whiting Co., Hartford. Conn.

Mining riachlnery.
Earle C. Bacon. New York.

Molding Machines.
Tahi.r Mfg. Co.. New York City.

Over Clothe5.
H. .S. Peters, Dover, N. J.

Packing.
Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.
Gould Packing Co.. East Cambridge, Mass.
H. W. Johns Mfe. Co., New York.
Jenkins Bros., New York.
N Y'. Belting & Packing Co.. New Y'ork.
U. S. Metallic Packing Co.. Philadelphia, Pa,

Paints.
standard Paint Co.. New York.
Detroit White Lead Works, Detroit. Mich.

Patento.
Ii.lin Wedderburn & Co.. Washington, D. C.
iioorgc P. Whittlesey. Washington. D. C.

Periorated Metal.
Aitchison Perforated MefalCo.. Chicago, 111.

A. J Bccklcv & Co., Meridcn, Conn.
The llendrick Mfg. Co., Ltd., Carbondale, Pa.

Photographs.
V. .M'M>ri-, Lond')n, Eng.

Pipe Threading and Cutting riachlnery.
Bignall & Kecler Mfg. Co., Edwardsville, 111.

Armstrong Mfg. Co., Bridgeport. Conn.
D. Saunders' Sons, Yonkers, N. Y.

Pipe Wrench
Sam I I, Hall's Son, New Y'ork.

Piston Rods
Cambria Iron Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.
B. M Jones & Co.. Boston, Slass.
Thomas Prosser & Son. New Y'ork.

Pneumatic Tools.
Chica;ro Pneumatic To<)l Co.. Chicago. 111.

C H. Ilacscler & Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.
Pressed Steel Materials.

Schoi-n Mfir- Co.. Pittsburg, Pa.
Pre.4.4ure Regulators.

I'oster Engineering Co.. Newark, N. J.
Newark Regulator Co., Newark, O.

Pump Valves.
Boston Beltine Co., Boston, Mass.
N Y. Belting & Packing Co.. New York.

Punching and Shearing Machinery.
Hilles & Jones Co.. Wilmington. Del.
Long & .Vllstatter Co., Hamilton, O.
R. LJ. Wood & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Continued on pagessy.

The Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Railway

IT
LEADS

IN COMPLETENESS OF EQUIPMENT.
COMFORT OF TRANSPORT.
PROMPTNESS OF SERVICE.
FAST AND ELEGANT TRAINS.

A. J. SrvllTH. G. p. jud T. .-/.. Cleveland, Oliio.

X ^^. V I S E S lor Machinists
^ ^

\4!r^r -^»_ BICYCLE PUMPS
""^ JiCK SCREWS.

Send for I'ataloguo " .\
"

%

CAPITAL MACHINE TOOL CO.,

AUBURN, N. Y. ^

ARMSTRONG LATHE AND PLANER TOOL.

Saves Fokging, T<x)l Steel, Time.
SKM> K'H C.Ar.\L<KU K.£

DROP FORGED

or STEEL

ARMSTRONG BROS. TOOL CO.,

9S West Washington St., CHICAQO.

Built in Eight Sizes.

NEWTON
MACHINE TOOL WORKS,

ENGINEERS AND TOOL BUILDERS,

PHILADELPHIA.

Duplex Milling
Machines,

PATENTED.

Milling Machines
Are latest in design, with important improvements, and
will do more and better work than others. The reason
why is fully explained in pamphlet, sent to any address

-vj-v

THE CINCINNATI MILLING MACHINE CO.
CINCINNATI, O.

DETRICK & HARVEY

MACHINE CO. Mfrs.^i

Baltimore, Md.

OPEN

SIDE

PLANERS.
THIES

ALLISON MFC. CO.,
M.VNUF.'VCTl'RERS OF

FREIGHT CARS AND
LOCOMOTIVE BOILER TUBES.

WROUGHT IRON PIPE OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.

i»i3:xij-A.iDE;iLi3Pia:i-A., i'.a..
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THE

^tandard Steel Works
PHILADELPHIA.

STEEL TIRES
Manufactured by an Improved Process

Insuring Solidity.

Wrought Iron Centres.

Steel-Tired Wheels.

REPRESENTATIVES:

CHICAGO. 1013 MONADNOCK BLDG.,

FITZ-HUOH & SPENCER.

ST. LOUIS, 516 NORTH THIRD ST.,

ANDREW WARREN.

leNew"NATHAN"
(See Illustration i, anh

MONITOR INJECTORS

LOCOMOTIVES.
"NATHAN" SIGHT-FEED LUBRICATORS.

For Locomotive Cylinders and Air Bralies.

STEAM FIRE EXTINGUISHERS.
For Switching and Yard Engines.

BOILER WASHERS,
Road and Guide Oil Cups, etc.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE CATALOQUES.

NATHAN MANUFACTURING CO..
92 Sc 94 Liberty St., New York.

Westera Cfflce, 147 4 149 VAIT EDKEII STREET, CUIZLZO. ILL.

Bradley
Forges
FOR HARD COAL AND COKE.

THESE FORGES will heat irons

fast enough to keep a hammer-man
busy, and have features that make them
the best on earth.

Patent Arch Top
That Cannot Sag.

Rocking Grate
Insures a Clean Fire.

Dumping Ash Pan,
Air Box Always Free.

7 SIZES. SEND FOR PRINTED MATTER.

THE BRADLEY CO.
SYRACUSE, N. Y.

BOSTON & ALBANY R. R.
The only line from or to New England running througftl Sleepingf Cars

over the New York Central & Hudson River, Lake Shore &
Mictiis:an Southern, Michififan Central and "Bis: Four"R R^ds

SHORTEST AND QUICKEST LINE TO THE WEST,
NORTHWEST AND SOUTHWEST.

Five superb trains between Boston and New York, via Springfield Line.

For information, maps, time-tables and reservation of berths apply to

A. S. HAIKSOX,
General Passenger Agent, Boston, Mass.
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Railway Fences.

Page WViven Wire Fence Co., Adrian, Mich.

Railway Gates.
Pneumatic Gate Co.. Chicago, 111.

Standard Ry. Gate Co.. Saginaw, Mich.

Retaining Rings
Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co., Ramapo, N. Y.

Rubber.
Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.
N. Y. Belting & Packing Co., New York.

Rust Preventing Compound.
Otto Goetze, New York.

Safety Valves
Ashton Valve Co.. Boston. Mass.
Consolidated Valve Co.. Bridgeport. Conn.
Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co.,Boston,Mass.

Sanding Apparatus
Henry L. Leach, North Cambridge, Mass.
Sherburne & Co., Boston, Mass.

Shafting
William Sellers & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Spark Arrester Plate.
.V. J. Beckley & Co., Meriden, Conn.
Hendrick Mfg. Co.. Carbondale, Pa.

Springs.
A. French Spring Co.. Pittsburg. Pa.

Spring Steel
Thomas Prosser & Son. New York.

Stay-Bolts.
Ewald Iron Co., St. Louis. Mo.
Falls Hollow Stay-Bolt Co., Cuyahoga Falls,0.
B. M. Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.

Steam Qages.
Ashcroft Mfg. Co., New York.
Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co., Boston.
LTtica Steam Gage Co.. Utica, N. Y.

Steam Hammers.
Bement. Miles & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Steam Hose.
Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.
N. Y. Belting & Packing Co., New York.

Steam Pumps.
A. S. Cameron Steam Pump Works, New York.

Steel.
Cambria Iron Co , Philadelphia, Pa.
Ewald Iron Co., St. Louis, Mo.
B. M. Jones & Co.. Boston. Mass.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son. New York).
Latrobe Steel Co . Latrobe, Pa.
Schoen Mfg Co.. Pittsburg, Pa.
Shoenberger Steel Co., Pittsburg. Pa.

Steel Tired Wheels.
Boies Steel Wheel Co., Scranton, Pa.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son, New York).
Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co., Ramapo, N. Y,
Standard Steel Works. Philadelphia. Pa.
Washburn Car Wheel Co., Hartford, Conn.

Steel Tires.
Latrobe Steel Works. Latrobe, Pa.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son New York).
Standard Steel Works, Philadelphia, Pa.

Steel Truck Frames.
Fox Solid Pressed Steel Co., Chicago, 111.

Stocks and Dies.
Armstrong Mfg. Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

Switches.
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.

Tie Plates.
Q. & C. Co.. Chicago, 111.

Tires.
Krupp fT. Prosser & Son. New York.)
Lairobe Steel Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Tool Holders.
Armstrong Bros. Tool Co.. Chicago, 111,

Gould & Eberhardt, Newark, N. J.
Tool Steel

B M Jones & Co., Boston. Mass.
Tube Expanders.

.\. L, Henderer, Wilmington, Del.
Turnbuckles.

Cleveland City Forge & Iron Co., Cleveland, O.
Merrill Bros. .'Brooklyn, N. Y.

Turret Hachtnes.
Billiard Mch. Tool Co., Bridgeport, Conn.
Jones & Lamson. Springfield, Vt.

Twist Drills.
Cleveland Twist Drill Co.. Cleveland, O,
Standard Tool Co., Cleveland, O.

Valves.
Ashton Valve Co.. Boston, Mass.
Jenkins Bros.. New York.
Ross Valve Co.. Troy, N Y.

Valves, Reducing.
Foster Engineering Co., Newark, N. J.

Varnishes.
Detroit White Lead Works. Detroit, Mich.
F. C. Reynolds, New York.

Ventilating Fans.
Buffalo Forge Co.

Vestibules
Gould Coupler Co.. BufTalo. N. Y.

VUes.
Bigmll & Keeler Mfg. Co.. Edwardsville, 111.

Capital Machine Tool Co., Auburn, N. Y.
Merrill Bros., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Watches.
John J. McGrane. New York.

Welding Compound.
E. G. Newhall & Co.. Detroit, Mich.

Wire Fences.
Page Woven Wire Fence Co., .\drian, Mich.

Wood Working Machinery.
I. A. Fay & Co., Cincinnati. O.

Wrought Iron Pipe.
Allison Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia. Pa,
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For Farm.

For Railroads.

Around Parks and

Cemeteries.

PAGE WOVEN WIRE
FENCE CO. ADRIAN, MICH.

C. E- ROOD,
MANUFACTURER OF

MAIiLEABIiE IRON.
ZI.A.

QUALITY GUARANTEED.

OFFICE AND WllliKS : I.A\(dSTlilt.NEW VOIIK.
ijT-y.

C. E. ROOD. ROOD & BROWN, H. M. BROWN.

CAR WJHEEL WORKS,
RAILROAD, CAR, ENGINE, TENDER AND 'tRUCK WHEELS

Made from the Best Charcoal Iron.
Offic'eiinil Works: noWAKD and THOMAS i>treets

PNEUMATIC
RAILIJVAY GATE.

TEN YEARS OF SATISFACTORY SERVICE.

In use on more than fifty It-ading Railroads.

PXEUMATIC GATE CO.,
W.M. r. KllI'iTT. M:iiiak'<T.

100 WASHINGTON STREET, CHICAGO.

THE BEST IS THE CHEAPEST.

The Star Engine.

The Star Air Compressor.
Write for Prices and Circulars.

ST. LOUIS STEAM ENGINE CO.,

18 So. Commercial Street, St. Louis, Mo.

CHICKLE, HARRISON & HOWARD IRON CO
^-^ c-/-># # a;/->c-DO (->c- r\C3CKI-U C AI9TU f^TPFOUNDERS OF OPEN-HEARTH STEEL CASTINGS.

ST. LOUIS,
MANUFACTURERS OF

XHK

THF. S H & H CAST-STEEL BODY AND TRUCK BOLSTERS.

WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR.

S. H. & H. Cast steel

Body and Truck
Bolsters.

STOIPI IF* I^ E3"V EI IN"T

I

LEAKS IN OLD CARS AND LEAKAGE IN NEW CARS BY USING

MURRHY STEEL CAR ROOF
p. H. MURPHY MFG. CO.. East St. Louis, III

JUST WHAT YOU WANT. LOW PRICES.
PROMPT SHIPMENTS OR CONTRACTS TAKEN*

Notice Lake Shore's FAST RUN V
WELL THEY HAI> ARCH FLUES OF ALGERITE K. C. I.

Manufactured by TYLER TUBE & PIPE CO., Washiniftoii, Pa. P. R. Rcrrcsciitativo, G. E. MOLLLSUN, 39 Cnrllandt St., N. Y. City

Bound Volumes for 1894 ^teUy''"fewirr'"-*'-
^1°" "-; '"^^^
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EIGHTEEN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
is the amount which it is estimated will be re-

quired to equip the balance of freight cars in the
United States with M. C. B. Couplers. The law
requires this to be done

In Va
Is not the Coupler question a very important

V<iil«»c ""*'' ^"'' **"'"'•' '* ""t have your careful study?
I "or^» How much of this money will be wasted by roads

which do not get the best ?

THE TOWER COUPLER
Is pronounced hy railroad officials who are using

and are well posted about couplers in general to be

SEND FOR PAMPHLET REGARDING IT TO
WORKS:

CHICAGO, CLEVELAND,
TOLEDO, INDIANAPOLIS.

:« The Coming Coupler*
RAILWAY DEPARTMENT

National Malleable Castings Co*,
1525 OLD COLONY BLDG., CHICAGO.

THIS is the only single

* tube "Automatic, or

Re-starting," Injector
that will start with 25 lbs.

of steam and work up to

200 without trouble.

IT is a plain, heavy busi-

* ness machine,—no

small priming jets, pipes

or valves.

ANLY 24 pieces— less

" than half the usual

number of parts.

TvETACHABLE Coni-
^ cal Tube, — the one

that wears most,—a new
one can be put in in five

minutes.

CIMPLER, lighter and
^ the cheapest guaran-

teed Injector on the mar-

ket.

(|||||l#l|||||lMl|||||i^l||||l-g

=11= El I

THE AUTOMATIC

SINGLE-TUBE BOILER INJECTOR

MATWUKACXURED BY

The Automatic Injector Company,
Nn. 82 West Third Street,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

#||l||#i||i||iS.|||||>#.|||||i

PUT down your road
^ failures and repair

bills by using a solid in-

strument with no jim-

cracks to it.

T ESS parts means less

repairs, less first cost

and less trouble.

CTOPS and starts with

one movement of

lever, restarts if broken,

—you know that instru-

ment is feeding if lever

is back.

GUARANTEED! We will

^ place this instrument

on any boiler for trial,

and if not entirely satis-

factory will remove same
free of all expense. Let

us show you what we
can do.

^I|||||I#I|||||ISI|||I|IPI||||I'

aillllnaillllMilllMillllli

LOCOMOTIVE WORKS & CAR SHOPS

NEED THE BEST TOOLS
WE MAKE THE HIGHEST GRADE ONLY OF

PIPE THREADING and
CUTTING-OFF MACHINES

( HAND OR POWER. ^

OUR ADJUSTABLE STOCKS AND DIES ARE THE
MOST CONVENIENT, DURABLE AND SATISFACTORY

TOOLS OF THE KIND IN THE WORLD.

SECURE OUR CATALOG.

= THE ARMSTRONG MFG. CO.

No. 3 Machine.

Bi^lDQIZPORr, CONN.,
04-116 KNOWLTON ST.

NEW YORK,
tSO CENTRE ST.

EARLE G. BACON,
Engineer,

HAVEMEYER BUILDING,
NEW YORK.

Works: Parific Iron Works, Furrel
t,'! Foundry aod Machine Co.

Hoisting Engines
And WIHCHES for every

possible duty.

Parrel's {Blake Pattern)

Rock^Ore Crushers

Railroad Cranes
The Standard for 25 Years.

COMPLETE MININQ AND
CRUSHING PLANTS

ova BFECIAI.TIES.
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QFPnMn UAMD MACHINERV.-Especially
OLliUnU-nAnU adapted for Car Snops.

84-luch X ai feet Llui.'i>lii Triple Ocoroii EnKlno Lnllie.

S<>lu.x '.M ft. I'l.u.l Kiihliii' l.allie. C. lUst li„J 1". C. liiU.
42.111.x 111 rt. 1- l.ielil L.ii;. Lathe. C. Ue.st ii.ul P. C. I- .eil

4trlueti X 14 feet Poiul Muettluo Co. Kugiiie Ijillie. C
Itesi Ulld 1'. C. Kee.1.

Si-lliell X S feet I'm.il Moehlno Co. EuRlne Lathe, C
Rest iiml V.C. FeeJ.

ao-lu.x r.' ft. mlihl Km;. I.nlhe. C. Ri-st and P. C. Feed,
asiii.xljrt. Pimiiim KiiKlae Lathe, O. lie,..t, P. C. 1 ewL
2li-tilcli X 2; feet. It anil 12 feet Poud £u»;lue Lalbe, C.

Rest aud P. C Kee<l.
34-lDcb X Vi feet New Uaven EnglDe Lathe, C. Ret»t uud

P. C. Feed.
2t-lueb X lU feet Pratt & Wlillney Eunlne Lathe, C.

Rest aiul P. C Keetl.
•ii-liieh X 14 feet K. E. Reed EnRlue Lathe, C. Rest aud

P. (.'. Feed.
ai>.lnch X 8 feet Pratt ,4 Whltiie.v EiiKlue Ijithc, C. Rest

aud P. C. Feeil.

'JO-Iuch X 11 feet Win. Sellars Kuglue Lathe, C. Rest and
P. C. Feed.

IS-lueb X 9 feet l"ratt ,lt Whltue.v EnRlne Lathe, C. I'.est

aud P. C. Feed.
IT.Iueh X I feet lieinent FZnKlne I^the, Plalu Jib Rest.

l(i-luch X 10 feet HulLird Lim'lne L.itlie. Plain Jib I:e: t.

15-lneh X »j feet Flull.er F.iiiJine Lathe, Plalu Jib Rest.

TMueb Newark I'ulU.v Lathe rJ Toolsl.

SlUiieh Triple lieare.l pit Lalhe.
SJlneh Pond l!.>rlin: an.l TurulUK Mill i3 Headsl.
43.|neli Iliiniliain Ittirliif; and Turning MUld Uead).
ST.lueh lirlilk'eiHtrt IlorliiKand TurnliiK Mill ( 1 Head I.

48.iueb Renieiit far Wheel Porer, iPower Llftl.

33-lneh Henient Car Wheel Hon r.

eiHon W iits..ii & Stllliiian HriMohlUK Press.

Style" H llk-kfiril Full t'lilvervantiullal Drill.

No. 1 Warnn Seiiil riilversal Radial LirllL

No. .> llau>-.h Philn Uadlal I'llM.^ „
M.lueh lllekford H,.ll. r .Makers' Drill,

ae-lueb New ILivc-ii I'rUl. 11. Hears aud P. Feed,
ao-lueh I'renluelli-oth.rs Drill, U. Hears aud P. Feed.
15-lneh li.mhl ,•* KlM-rhiir.U Crank Shaper.
LVlnch Hewes .* I'liUUiis ( nink .sluiper.

l-J.lneh Warren Triivelliin llea.l iriiiik sliaper.

IS-lneh Belts Travi-Hiik- Ilea. I Crank shapi r.

la-lnch Benient Slotter. M Inch I.nw ,11 sh.tter.

No. 5 Ulant Kev Seater iCuts :i\ In. whle. ai lu. Iuuk).

Power Shaft Key Seater. Lot Portable UorlU); Bars.

WE H.WE A L.\RciK AND AS.SORTKD STOCK < >K

NEW TOOLS AND 1NVH K coHHKSl'oNDKNl E.

PREiiTissTooL&SuppLYCo.,ll5LibertySt.,N.Y.
CHICAGO STORE, 62 AND 64 SOUTH CANAL ST.

LEONARD & ELLIS.

Traue MaUK.

OILS FOR RAILROADS.
.^-^ has long been used on n iny
VALVOLINE of the leading railroads in this

jtjt OIL u*~J* country and abroad. It has no

.»!».. r.TVr equal in qtiality and mileage.

"W. A. BOYDEN, General Agent,
J 57 Chambers Street, NEW YORK.

The Chicago Flexible Shaft Co.,

Manufacturers of

[•^FLEXIBLE SHAFTS
under an

Improved Process
insuring

Great Strength
and

Increased Durability

WiRRiNTEO THE BEST.

SUPERIOR SHAFTS

For All Purposes.

Also

Special

and
Standard

Tools and
Appliances

SEND FOR
CATALOGUE

CHICAGO FLEXIBLE SHAFT CO.,
No*. 142-44 Ontario St., CHICAOO, ILL.

MARIS BROS.

~7
Philadelphia, Pa.

Manufacturers of

CRANES
POWER BRIDGE

CRANES, HAND

BRIDGE CRANES,

JIB CRANES.

Portable Hoist,
Holds load at any point.

Overhead Track,

Trolley!- Switches.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

Stow Flexible Shaft
INVENTED

AND MANUFACTURED BY THE

Stow Mfg. Co.
Binghamton, N. Y.

For Tapping

and Reaming

Stay Bolt Holes

• in BOILERS.

PORTABLE DRILLING.

AN X RAV PHOTOGRAPH
Crookes Tube adds testimcny to the jS in

the FT^AT TURRET LATHE—it is the

coming type of manufacturing lathe. It cuts

the cost without cutting the worker. It com-
bines the convenience of engine lathe with
speed and accuracy of a special tool. Spe-
cial tools seldom required.

3once .< Xiinieon Springfield, Vt,

Sole Builders and Sole Agents In L'.S A.

PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD.

Stow Fleiible Shaft Co.
' IRIDIRK SCHOM, Prop.
26th and (allo»hill Slreets,

Philddelphid, Pd.

MASUFACTuHtHS OF

FLEXIBLE SHAFTS,
PORI\BLi: ORIlllfM>,

UIM'ISO, Rl AMINO,
and BOKINO MAIHIMS.
Also Tools for Kmerj- Wheel
UriniUu};, Meial and Wood

I'olistiini:, (111-

r tie Hriisliingund

sr-A. C'lipplni:.TT Builder of .'Jpee-"*^' lal.Maelilnesfor

PERSONALLY-CONDUCTED

Pleasure

Cours
Under the Escort of a Tourist Agent

and Chaperon.

^ t:t*Kailrds. Itii

and IloilfT Milk
ers. C'uiiliUfl

Etc.

SlvVERAL years ago, with the foresight which

-haracterizes the management of the Penn-

sylvania Railroad Company, a tourist depart-

ment on a scale more complete and elaborate than

had ever been known before was established and
equipped. Tourist agents of experience and abil-

ity were placed in charge of the various parties,

and the novel and original feature of a chaperon

was introduced out of special regard for the wel-

fare and comfort of the ladies. The tours were
projected into the most attractive sections of the

land, the most pleasing routes were chosen, and
the rates and conditions of the tickets were made
on the most liberal basis.

The public was quick to recognize the advan-

tages offered by tours so carefully planned and so

conscientiously executed, and testified to their

appreciation of the Company's eflForts by an an-

nually increasing patronage.

No other series of tours planned by the Tourist

bureau of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company
has met with the popular favor shown the three-

day tours to the

NATIONAL CAPITAL.

The dates for these delightful trips have been
selected with great care, and arranged to suit the

convenience of the Company's patrons.

The rates are phenomenally low for the service

rendered. The feature of a railroad company as-

suming all the details and incidental arrange-

ments necessary to the perfect enjoyment of a
short vacation is a high mark in the evolution of

modern travel. The personally-conducted tours

of the Pennsylvania Railroad are always carried

out in the highest grade of excellence.

WASHINGTON, D. C,

The ubjective point, is a city entieared to every
American from asst)ciations, while it wears the

laurel wreath of honor as the handsomest city in

America, and one of the most beautiful capitals

in the world. No point in the East gives so much
in return for a review of its beautiful buildings

anil surroundings as Washington.
The series of tours offers to the people of

New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey. Delaware,
and Connecticut an exceptional chance for famil-

iarizing themselves with the Nation's Capital.

The tours will leave New York,

APRIL 2d and 23d,

and MAY 1 4th, 1 89b.

Each tour covers a period of three days, and
the rate, including transportation, meals en route,

and two days' accommodation at Washington's
best hotels, is $14.50 from New York, and $11.50

from Philadelphia; $13 $<> ^rom New York, not
inducting meals en route.

Detailed itinerary will be sent on application
to Tourist Agent, 1196 Broadway. New York ; 860
Fulton Street. Brooklyn; ^05 Washington Street,
Hoston ; or Room 411 Broad Street Station.
Philadelphia.
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pEDRICK & AYER CO.,
*

1001 Hamilton Street,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

COMPOUND AUTOMATIC AIR COMPRESSOR-Druen bv a

belt, rj^ulates itself au-
tomatieully, malutaiu-
iDg tbe pressure withiu
three pounds at any de-

sired point ; conipouud-
edaiid water jacketed

;

will supply air at 'less

thau half the cost tin-

fuel of brake pumps.
Ruiisonlyso long as air

13 beiug used. Delivers
44 cubic feet of free air

per minute.

Requires no attention but oiling, and but little of that. Case Dust-Proof.

QUR NO. 2 LIFT is for

delicate and exact work

;

it can be made to lift or lower

any amount at will, and has

an automatic stop that will

keep the load at the desired

height under any conditions,

and leave the operator free to

use both hands in adjusting

work. Ideal as a lift over

machine tools.

ALL KINDS OF SPECIAL

TOOLS FOR RAILWAY

REPAIR SHOPS.No. 2.

Jhe ^ORWALK IRON WORKS COMPANY
has supplied sixty-seven Compound Air Compress-

ors to Railroads and to Bridge and Car Shops in this

country. Of these sixty-seven the Pennsylvania R. R.

has nineteen, the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe six,

the New Jersey Central four, and so on through the list.

Every one of the

Compressors in=

eluded in this list

is capable of de-

livering more

than one hundred

cubic feet of air

per minute, (we

haven't counted the little fellows) while most of them
are three times that size. We will send our Catalog

free of charge, to any shop official who is sufficiently

interested in keeping down expenses to ask for it.

THE NORWALK IRON WORKS CO.

107 "Water Street,

SOUTH NORWALK, CONN.

Eclipses Them All—Thirty =five and a Half Hours, Chicago

to Jacksonville, Fla.

The Monon Route, with its customary enterprise, has put on
a new fast train that makes the run between Chicago and Jack-
sonville in 35^4 hours.

The train is composed of elegant Pullman Perfected Safety

Vestibuled, Open and Compartment Sleepers, including Drawing-
room and Buffet Sleepers, as well as comfortable day coaches,

with Monon Celebrated High-back Seats.

This train leaves Chicago daily at 8:32 P. M., arriving at Cincin-

nati next morning, 7:30 ; Chattanooga, 5:50 P. M.; Atlanta, 10:40

P. M. ; reaching Jacksonville at 8:20 the second morning, in ample
time to make connection with all lines for points in Central and
Southern Florida.

This is the fastest time ever made by any line between Chicago
and Florida.

Frank J. Reed,
Genl. Pass. Agt., Chicago.

City Ticket Office, 232 Clark street, Chicago.

For time-cards, pamphlets and all other information, address
L. E. Sessions, N. W. Pass. Agt., Minneapolis, Minn.

STANDARD ENGRAVING CO.,
61 ANN STREET,

NEW YORK CITY,

Make Extra Deep Plates for all Illustrative Purposes.

They do all the work for Locomotive Engineering. SEND FOR PRICES.

Don't you think SSertMhe'r;

I

Send for Circular H.

C. H. HAESELER & CO.
1001 HAMILTON ST., PHILA., PA. 1^

Phoenix Pneumatic Tools
For drilling, reaming and tapping, when over

two hundred have been placed on trial ana

none rejected}^t^^^^,^^^^^
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RAILROAD RUBBER REQUSITES.
AIU HR.VKK HOSi:.

ELEVAXOR BKI/riNt;. SXEAM HOSE.

WATER HOSE. SKiNAI. HOSE. TENUER HOSE.

MAX'ri^JC; AND XREAnS. PISTON ROI> I>ACKIN<;. SHEET PACKINCi.

NEWYORK BELTINC&PACKING CO.LTD

PlONFERS AND LEADERS, New York City.

Belt Driven Air G)mpressor.

We Claim
First.

To manufacture compressors in greater variety of types, and for a wider range of uses, than any otiier Iiouse.

Second.

To have introduced more real improvements— not mere innovations— than any other house.

Third.

To sell more compressors than any other house, absolutely without exception.

Rand Drill Company^
Makers of Steam and Belt Driven Air Compressors of all sizes and for all purposes,

100 Broadway, New York City.

Monadnock BIdg., Chicago. Ishpeming, Mich. Denver, Col. Sherbrooke, P. Q., Can. Apartado 830, Mexico City, Mex.

STAR BRASS MANUFACTURING CO.
CHAS. W. SHERBURNE, President.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Star Improved Locomotive Steam Gages.

Star Improved Locomotive Pop Safety Valves,
MUFFLED OR PLAIN.

|l Victoria Car Lamps, stan£^^o°aVp17anoes.
"^^

The Star Steam GaRes arc the only Nun-corrosive llapes made, also

the only GaKes fitted with our Patent CorruKatcd Seamless Drawn
Sprinc Tube, which for its non-setting qualities is unequaled.

31 to^so I.A]>JCASTER STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

^'^-^

Si I

I I-

SHERBURNE'S AUTOMATIC TRACK SANDIING '

-

APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTIVES.

ViiT saniiliit.' till- trijrk iii<t:inilv wtifii liraki- is applifd. and by
I Mast in sl.'irliiji: or hand I'last only.

SHERBURNE <£ CO.,
Wo. S3 OLIVER STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
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alamazooRR Ueloclpede^ Car €o.
KALAMAZOO, MICR, U.S.A.

»««•«»»»•««••••

l$95 Panern

—Standard

•-Section

l)and €ar

WHEELS and other parts made INTER-
CHANGEABLE with Cars of other

Manufacturers when desired.

^ Our New Hand Car Wheel iscom-

^ posed of but Two Pieces. Tire is shrunk

onto Malleable Center,

There are no parts such aa Holts, Separate Hul.B,

etc. to work loose. Noringlne fiound as in other

/I'es of Plate Wheels. It ia the most durable

d economical Wheel on th*) market, weight

coLSidered.

We manufactureMetal Sur-
face Cattle Guards and fifty

different styles of Cars, in-

cluding Steel Velocipedes,
Ball Hearing Velocipedes,
and a New Mailway Safety
made throughout similar
to a road bicycle.

Correspondence solicited.

Have you seen our com-
plete Illustrated Catalogue
containing Engravings of

our full line of Hand. Push
and Inspection Cars, Steam
and Sail Cars, etc. ? It is

sent free to those who men-
tion Locomotive Engi-
neering.

•••••••••••••••••••'

AIR
Do you think you

can save money

by making your

own equipment ?

Just consider it a

moment.

Get our prices.

WORKS

:

HARVEY (Chicago Suburb).

;'jl^

HOISTS
OUR "TYPE A" HOIST IS

UNEXCELLED.

PATENT GOVERNOR VALVE.

SPEED REGULATOR.
SAFETY STOP.

AUTOMATIC SHUT OFF.

PATENT EXHAUST.

Send for our CRANE CIRCULAR and read about it.

IIljttiii5|mwi«iJ%iiiiun*iit€tt
1522 MONADNOCK BLOCK, CHICAGO.
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iUasbburn €ar (Ubeel €o.

Bartford, Conn.

^ makers of ^
^ Steei tired Ulbeels,

^

THE BAKER CAR HEATERS
SINGI.IC AKD DOUBLE CIRCULATION.

Jointless, Flexible, Steel Fire-Proof,

Cl\/C /^"TLJCD CTVI CC Impossible to break them.
rIVb UlrihK ol YLho. impossible to burn a car with them.

Special Fittings for Baker Heater Work
Perfected Jointless Safety Vent.

-----> WILLIAM C. BAKER,
(SUCCESSOR TO BAKER HEATER CO.)

143 Liberty Street, New York.

Sterling.

Emery Wheel

Mfg. Co.,

TIFFIN, O.

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OP

Advance Safety Emery
AND

Corundum Wheels,

WITH OR WITHOUT
WIRE WEB,

AND

Emery Wheel Machinery.

Send for Catalogrue and Discounts.

Ramapo Wheel and Foundry Co,,

MANUFACTURERS OF

UOTMN OP B0t.TL£88 PASTeNINO.

BOLTLESS STEEL-TIRED WHEELS
For Passenger and Locomotive

Service.

Tires with Annular "Web and Hook,

Best Charcoal Iron Double-Flate

or Spoke Centers,

Wedge-Shaped Retaining Ring.

( Continuous Circumferential Fastening. Simple, Safe, Economical.

CHILLED IRON WHEELS Congdon Brake Shoes
Of Superior Quality,

Drawing Boom, Passenger and fT dliHeil Iron WlieelS,

^'"fimoUves, Tenders,
^^^^^ ^""^ * ^° ^ "^'^•^"7

Plantation and Mine Oars. Shoes and enhance

Cylinder Packing Rings. mileage.

Office and Works: RAMAPO, N. Y.

Ramapo iron Works, HillMrn.N.Y.
MANUFACTURE

BRAKE SHOES
For Steel-Tired Wheels.

ROSS, for Steel-Tired Car and Tender Wheels,

ROSS-MEEHAN, for Locomotive Drivers,

SHEPPARO, for Blind or Bald-Tired Drivers.

Narrow Sauge Gars, Swltchss, Automatic Stands.

YOKED, BOLTED AND I PRING RAIL FROGS, CROSSINGS,

TRACX EQUIPMENT,

RAILROAD AND MACHINERY

CASTINGS,
HEAVY AND LIGHT.

SCHOEN MFG. CO.
PRESSED

STEEL MATERIAL

FOR CARS.

PITTSBURGH,

PA. -
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PRESSED :: STEEL ::TRUCK :: FRAMES
AND PRESSED STEEL PARTS FOR CAR AND TRUCK CONSTRUCTION.

FOX SOUID FRtSetO S^ttl COMPANY, j ^SfmiETfiS^^ ""'"" '""''"^' '^^'^'"-

JAMES B. BRADY, General Sales Agent, Havemeyer Building-, NEW YORK.

A. FRENCH, GEO. W. MORRIS, D. C. NOBLE,
Pres. Gen. Mgr. Sec. and Treas.

J. E. FRENCH, p. N. FRENCH,
Vice-Pres. Gen'l Supt,

WITH PATENT V SHAPE BANDS.

LOCOMOTIVE SPRINGS

^^ \ PITTSBURGH, PA. ^(/
MANUFACTURERS OF

Elliptic and Spiral Springs
Manufactured by A. FRENCH SPRING CO. OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.

ALL SIZES HIGH GRADE AIR COMPRESSORS.
FOR OPERATING

Air Drills, Air Hoists and all Pneumatic

Tools used in Railroad Shops.

ROCK DRILLS, TUNNELING AND QUARRYING MACHINERY.
""''

The Ingersoll-Sergeant Drill Co., "^coSirjtit";'^i"i:

Cbe me$tingl>ou$c tS ti t5

ti ts Br Brake Company,
Pimburgb, Pa.

"'S*

JInnual Capacity:

250,000 Trclfibt Car, 6,000 Pa$$cn9er Car and

10,000 Locomotive Brakes.

Ml ^^ n* -s^

350,000 Trelgbt and Passenger Cars and 26,000

Locomotives already equipped.
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TRY OUR

FILES AND RASPS. 3 O? r^L;;^jJ_—

-

R\SPS. FOUR BRANDS.

USE ONCE

USE ALWAYS. PR'
OAADENCE, !<• ^•

SEND FOR

CATALOGUE.
450 Illustrations.

SAM'L M. MCHOLSOU, Prest. S Gnl. Mqr. Mention this Paper.

True to start with—and stays so.

Ashcroft Mfg. Co.

SPECIALTIES

:

Double Tube Bourdon

Pressure Gaug:es

for Steam, Water or

Ammonia.

Tabor Indicators.

BROWN'S

Adjustable Pipe Tongs.

Packer Ratchets.

Pire Stocks and Dies.

Pipe Fitters' Tools.

Ashcroft Gauges

are Dust-proof, Accurate

and the Standard every-

where.

Movement no connection to back of case.

MANNING, MAXWELL & MOORE,

r
zL/ IL^ IL^ Vi/

T7 TTTr^

H
J \-^ J U L^

III Liberty Street, New York, U. S. A.

Consolidated

Safety Valve Co.'s

ORIGINAL

RICHARDSON

" POP "

SAFETY VALVES

are the Standard on many

roads.

The Best Muffler

EXTANT.

Sample sent on trial.

WORKS AT

Bridgeport, Ct.
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_i BlfffJin,../-

Looo*«oT(^» ENaittasKifiQ, W. V.

Finest
Coach
Parlor Car
Sleeping Car
Street Car
Rattan Elevated

Seats
PLUSH - RATTAN - ELASTIC SLAT

With either 'Reversible' or 'Walk-Over' Back.

Output Larger than All Other

Seat Makers combined.

Over

150 Roads

Use

these Seats.

SUPERIORITY

PROVEN BY

POPULARITY.

UP TO THE TIMES.

Our "Standard" Pattern is the Finest of its class.

Sec cut of "Walk-Over" here next month.

EITHER IS BETTER THAN ANY OTHER MAKE.

The Hale & Kilburn Mfg. Co.
PHILADELPHIA. PA.

50 per cent. Saved
by

Finishing Locomotives and Coaches
with

Rogers' Railway Specialties
Rogers' Locomotive Finish.

Rogers' Locomotive Jacket Enamel.
Rogers' Locomotive Cab Enamel.
Rogers' Coach Body Enamel.
Rogers' Caboose Enamel.
Rogers' Target and Signal Enamel.
Railroad Seat Enamel.
Railroad Radiator Enamel.
Railroad Steam Pipe Enamel.
Railroad Graphite Paint.

Railroad Truck Paints.

Railroad Station Paints.

Railroad Varnishes and Japans.
Red Seal Coach and Car Colors.

Refrigerator Car Paints. »

«$» »$»

Great Economy in Coach, Car and Locomotive painting,

Enormous saving in time, labor and material.

Fully equal or superior to old methods in durability.

Thoroughly tested by leading railway lines.

Write us for information and Descriptive Catalogue.

DETROIT WHITE LEAD WORKS,
107 Jones St., Detroit, micli.

Automatic Molding Machines.

PATTERN SET FOR
CHRISTIE

BRAKE SHOES.

The Tabor Manufacturing Co.,

39 Cortlandt Street, New York, N. Y.
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New York Office,

Taylor Building,

39 Cortlandt St.

J BEMENT, MILES & CO.,
\ PHILADELPHIA, PA.

MANlTACTrKEnS OF

Chicago Office

1534 Marquette BIdg

Metal IVorking Machine Tools,

For Railroad Shops, Locomotive and Car Builders,

Machine Shops, Rolling Mills, Steam Forges, Ship Yards,

Boiler Shops, Bridge Works, etc. , etc.

^j^ STEAM HAMMERS.
steam and Hydraulic

RIVETING MACHINES

" There is but one suggestion we might malce

—

and our desire to criticise would impel us to make more—if we could find anything to make criticisms about,
and that is instead of calling this most neat, complete and
comprehensive catalogue, A Book of Tools,' it should
have been called '''he Book of Tools, for it has no equal."

R E. REED & CO.,
Worcester, Mass.

HA BOOK OF TOOLS tt

IS OUR CATALOGUE. IT CONTAINS 550 PAGES, UPWARDS OF 2,000
ILLUSTRATIONS, AND WILL BE SENT POST PAID TO ANY

ADDRESS UPON RECEIPT OF 25 CTS. IN STAMPS.

CHAS. A. STRELINGER & CO.,

DETROIT. MICH.

V$tem

of Smitb Sbop Outfits
Consists of the

Sturtevant Pressure Blowers^
For Supplying Blast to Forges.

Steel Plate Exhaust Fans^
For Removing Smoke and Gases.

Sturtevant Steel Plate and

Cast Iron Forges^
AMI

Complete Systems of Piping and Connections,

B. F. STURTEVANT COMPANY,
WORKS, BOSTON, MASS.

BRANCH STORES:
34 Oliver St., Boston, Mass. 75 Queen Victoria St., London, E.C., Eng.

Send for J31 Liberty St., New York, N.Y. 21 West NUe St., Glasgow, Scotland.

Catalogues 135 N. 3d St., Philadelpfiia, Pa. 87 Zimmerstrasse, Berun, Germany.
and Prices. J6 South Canal St., Chicago, 111. 2 Kungsholmstorg, Stockholm, Sweden.
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FIRE! FIRE! FIRE!
ECONOMY UNPARALLELED. A RECORD OF OVER 200,000 FIRES KINDLED

FOR LESS THAN 2 CEBJXS PER FIRE.

The Rapid Adoption of the LESLIK KINOLER is Substantial Proof of its

Superiority over all known means of kindling Locomotive Fires.

All question as to the Economy claimed no longer a matter of opinion. Results obtained in

General Practice have fully ESTABLISHED THE FACT that with the Leslie Automatic

Fire Kindler One Car Tank of crude oil will kindle Hore Fires than 107 Car Loads,

or 750 Cords, of wood.

For full particulars, address J« S. LESLIE, PaterSOn, N.J.

The Hancock Locomotive Inspirator,
TYPES a, B, C and D,

Adapted to the several differing styles of Standard Fittings.

Combines all the latest and best ideas in
'

BOILER FEEDERS.
Constructed with the special purpose of filling fully the most exacting demands of modem

railroad requirements. It is simple in construction, and the inside parts of all types are inter-

changeable. It is reliable under all conditions, and of great range. It can be easily taken apart

and repaired at small expense. It will lift water when Inspirator and Suction Pipe are hot, or

when water is at a temperature of 120'' Fah., and deliver to Boiler at steam pressures of 35 to

200 lbs. without adjustment. It has a minimum capacity of less than 50 per cent, of its maxi-

mum, and its capacity increases with increase of Steam pressure up to 200 lbs.

MANUFACTURED BY

THE HANCOCK INSPIRATOR CO., Boston, Mass., U.S.A.

A. W. SOPER, Pres. ROBT. Andrews, Vice-Pres. C. H. Howard, Sec. W. R. Thomas, Treas. R. M. Dixon, Engineer.

The Safety Car Heating and Lighting Co.

160 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,

[EATING SYSTEMS.—By hot water circulation and direct steam with regulating devices.

Reliable and uniform heat. Economical and rapid circulation. Gibbs automatic couplet

of Westinghouse type, absolutely steam-tight.

IIGHTING SYSTEM.—The celebrated Pintsch compressed oil gas method. In use on ovef

64,000 cars in Europe and America. Adopted by the U. S. Lighthouse Board for

' lighting Buoys. The best, most economical and only safe light for Railroad purposes.

IN BRILLIANCY AND CLEANLINESS UNSURRASSF^-^

H'

PUMPS ARE OUT

OF DATE

ON

LOCOMOTIVES.
Because injectors are better in every way.

Pumps are also out of date for boiler washing
purposes. Here is a jet instrument that occupies
no room, needs no foundation, and takes cold
water, delivering it hot. The best washer for
the boiler. With the testing attachment you can
put 300 pounds of hot water pressure on a boiler
using lUO pounds of steam. The whole thing in
compact shape, showing just what pressure you
are using. You can buy ten for the price of one
pump of the same capacity.

4£-SOr LJTTLE GIANT IN^/BCTORS.

Rue Mfg:. Co., 1 19 N. 9th, Philadelphia, Pa.

BETHLEHEM^IRON CO.
SOUTH BETHLEHEM. PA.

STEEL RAILS,
BILLETS AND MUCK BAR,

STEEL FORGINGS,
Hollow Shafting. Cranks. Rolls. Guns and Armor.

Rough, Machined or Finished, Fluid Compressed, Hydraulic Forged.

NEW YORK OFFICE : 100 Broadway. PHILADELPHIA OFFICE: 421 Chestnut Street.

CHICAGO OFFICE: Marquette BIdg.
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COFFIN PROCESS . toughened

HENEOBTTOFFIN PROCESS. PftTENTEOI

CAMBRIA IRON COMPANY,
General Office, Philadelphia, Pa.

WORKS AT
JOHNSTOWN, PA.

Driving,Truck, Passenger& Freiglit Axles,

-^ir

SOFT STEEL ARCH BARS, BENT AND DRILLED.

r^^

a, Y. Office lor Rails and Axles, 33 Wall Street.

N. Y. Office for Structural Steel, 100 Broadway.

\J

Locomotive

BOILER,

Smoke Stack,

Tank and Sheet

STEELS.

Quality Unsurpassed.

Plates up to 118 Inches In width.

SHOENBERGER STEEL CO
PITTSBURGH, PA.

Spark Arrester Plate.

HCNORICK
LOCOMOTIVE SPARK

PLATE

xzjzc
THE HENDRICK MFG. CO., LTD.,

CARBONDALE. PA.

"HERE'S A WHEEL"
OF TWO PARTS,

A Wrought iron Center, a Steel

Tire-and Notliing Else.

READING MATTER FOR THE ASKING.
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The Improved Standard Coupler
NEW YORK:

26
Cortlandt St.

M.C. B. TYPE. Forged Steel Knuckle and Locking Pin. Only 3 parts. No pivot pin. STANDARD COUPLER CO,
Simplest in design, strongest in service. Thousands in use. GEO. A, POST, Pres. A. P. DENNIS, Sec.

I

CLEVeLAND,0.OFFlC£§WKS. ^

MiM' "^ NBW YORK, 94-READ© ST.

ly ^1 Co LONDON,]58 QUEEN VICTORIA .^T.

•TOOA<^^- PARIS, S8 RUE DE:MARMS.

TWIST DRILLS, SPRING COTTERS/
REAMERS,TAPS,FLAT SPRING ¥£^S,

,
EMBR/WHEELDRESSERS, GRINDERS

3dr8asai' :0(nmunica[ion»to the Com pa ny

WM.M'CONWAr. President.

C.P. KRAUTH.Secreta-/
A, J.DRAKE, Super., !, .-:

.LEABLE Iron Castings.
iSoie Mafl<ifacturer$Of

THfJANNEY COUPLER
FOFf PA5SENCCR AND FREIGHT CARS,

'/^/7/.s/j//jy//f, V^/. J

Pneumatic Tools.GREAT LABOR-SAVING
DEVICE FOR

CALKING BOILERS,
BEADING FLUES,

HEADING RIVETS,
CHIPPING CASTINGS,

CUTTING KEY SLOTS,
DRIVING NAILS AND SPIKES.

ESPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR RAILROAD SHOPS.

Will ^ea-d TxT^ro Z^l-uies a, IMCiu-uLte.

All Hammers sent on ten days' trial subject to approval, and gtiaranteed for one year against repairs.

CHICAGO PNEUMATIC TOOL CO.,
553 Monadnock Block, Chicago.
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Boston Belting Company, i:Mtal>li>.lie<I 1828.

JAmES BKI»JNEXX KOR.SVXH, Mfjf. Aift. & Cieii. ]»an.
OrlK'i*"' MaiiiiracliirerN of

Mechanical Rubber Goods

AIR
BRAKE

HOSE
GUARANTEE

"Wc Kuorantee our Air-Brake Hose to be made of the
be«t materials, perfect in worlvmansfiip. and that each
section when delivered, and if properly tested, will not
burst at less than ten ,

!0i times the average pressure
required In service."

I'OK KAII.KOAI> I'SH.

AIR BRAKE AI^D CAR HEAXI^NG HOSE.
Water, Steam, Tank and Tender Ho»se.

SHEET RUBBER AND PISTON PACKINGS, GASKETS, VALVES, RUBBER MATS AND MATTING.

2S6, 258, 260 DevoiiHhlre Street, BOSTON.
SI Decatur Street, ATLANTA, Qa. 100 Madison Street, CHICAOO.
100 Chambers Street, NEW YORK. 380 East Water Street, MILWAUKEE. Wto.
2-4 Fremont Street, SAN PRANCISCO. Cat. 14 North Fourth Street, PHILADELPHIA.

FOSTER
FOSTER
FOSTER
FOSTER

Pressure Reg:ulators.
Reducing Valves.

Air-Brake 1 ^
Pump Oovernors.

Inside Boiler Checks.

FOSTER ENQINEERINQ CO.,
NEWARK, N. J.

Liik=Belt

Eigiieerlig Co.
NICETOWN, PHILA.

Design and 49 Dey St., NEW YORK,
Erect

Locomotive Coaling Stations

and Supply

Coal and Ashes

Handling Machinery,

Of MiOdem Besigip

To meet any conditions.

Western House

:

LINK-BELT MACHINERY CO.,

CHICAGO and NEW ORLEANS.

Tlie Nrw Pullman Conipartment Sleep-
ing: i'arn, Ciiielniiati lo Clil<>a<j:0)

C. H. ^L 1». Ky.
These cars arc the finest that have ever been

turned out of the Pullman shops, and are dupli-
cates of the magnificent cars on the New Ycrk
and Chicago Limited.
They are divided into nine rooms, each room

containing a double lower and upper berth of the
pattern used in the open sleeping car. The rooms
are much larger than the staterooms in the
largest steamships ; each room being furnished
in a different colored tapestry from its neighbor,
and containing a wash-stand which is built into
one corner. This wash-stand is arranged so that
it is really a receptacle for hats. b<mnets and
small articles; also containing a clothes brush.
hairbrush, comb. etc.. and by pulling d(»wn the
metbl handle a large silver wash basin is brought
into position, and right above the basin are two
faucets, one for hot and the other for cold water.
In addition to this is a faucet connecting with a
drinking fountain of ice water. In the other cor-
ner of the room is a handsomeljr cushioned seat,
which can be turned to one side, exposing the
closet.

Electric bells and every convenience that can
possibly be crowded into a hotel-room are in

these compartments. The prices are the same as
in the standard open sleeping car, and our patrons
have the choice, as we run one car of each pat-
tern on every night train of the C- H. & D. and
rionon, between Cincinnati and Chicago, both t<.

accommodate those who do not know the advan-
tages of the new car and prefer the old style on
account of familiarity with them, and to enable
us, except in great rushes, to give every one a
lower berth.

D. G. EDWARDS.
General Passenger agent. Cincinnati, o.

->5i£SMj

2*;

"CYRUS ROBERTS"

Hand Car Specialties
WARRANTED

EASY RUNNING,
LIGHT IN WEIGHT,

PERFECT WHEEL.

Roberts^ Throp & Co.,
THREE RIVERS. MICH.

•^ifi.^iP^^^g.^igl.V^ii.^iST^ji^̂ iSff^i ŜA III" ^

^ OUR WET EMERY
ff^^f/,,, ,/,„.«... *v ».•

n:s ,r.u,„.fa»d built '<>'"';:.",;'';: •:;";X."-''' <'/-''''
"^''f'rn

„;, to vail you. Have r..u
^'^ f""'^ ^" '

„pc, CO., Detroit, Mich.

s/u„aJI>av.o„,. LELAND & FAULCONtR Bir
^ ^^^ ^astlngsl

n
1- ^K,nh-a,adeol cay iron Ca'lngs^ _

A
MONTHLY JOURNAL devoted to Steam
Ensflnecrlngand Practical Work relative

to the Economic Generation and Trans-
mission of Power. Sixty-four pagfes, pro-

fusely Illustrated. Price, $1.00 a year.

Send for Sample Copy— FREE. Address,

The Power Publishiing company,
'World BuildliiK, Xew Vork.
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Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company,
THE LARGEST AND MOST COMPLETELY EQUIPPED ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING ESTABLISHMENT IN THE WORLD.

POWER, INCANDESCENT LIGHTING, ARC LIGHTING,
FROM THE SAME CIRCUITS.

We have purchased and are the SOLE OWNERS of the patents issued to Nikola Tesla for POLYPHASE ALTERNATING SYSTEM,
now recognized to be the most successful system for lighting and power purposes.

We furnish complete lines of apparatus for the perfect equipment of ISOLATED PLANTS for Hotels, Office Buildings, Flats and
Factories.

STANDARD SYSTEMS for distribution of lights and power in LARGE MANUFACTURING ESTABLISHMENTS, MILLS
and MINES.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC RAILWAY SYSTEM, the Most Durable, Economical and Efficient on the market.

NEW YORK, I20 Broadway. PITTSBURG. Westinghouse Building. CHARLOTTE. N. C, 36-38 College St.
BOSTON, Exchange Building. BUFFALO. Erie County Bank Building. SYRACUSE. N. Y., Bastable Building.

CHICAGO, New York Lite Building. PHILADELPHIA. Girard Building. SAN FRANCISCO, Mills Building.
TACOMA, WASH., 102 South loth St. ST. LOUIS, American Central Building. WASHINGTON, D. C, 1333 F St. N.

For Canada address : AHEARN & SOPER, Ottawa. Canada.

THE

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

LOU. D. SWEET, Qen'l Mgr.

AMS Automatic Coupler
is rapidly gaining favor with Railroad

Managers. Its simplicity, cheapness and

durability, and the fact that it works with old link

and pin couplers—with which the majority of cars

are yet equipped— makes it desirable for all re-

newals and repairs. It is strong and has few parts.

Conforms to the U. S. Law, and is a cheaper

and better coupler than the vertical-hook. Any

road can afford to put the Sams on its old

equipment. We give systems the right to make

and use drawbar and lever attachments, an4 sell

them the pins at $1.00 each.

Cast Iron Bars weigh about 185 lbs.;

Malleable, 135 to 140 lbs.

Can furnish Malleable Bars at $4.25 each, F. O. B. Chicago.

Pins, $1.00 each, F. O. B. Detroit.

SAMS AUTOMATIC COUPLER CO., 516 Equitable Bldg., Oenver, Col.

THE TROJAN CAR COUPLER COMPANY, TROY, N.Y.

M. C. B. Type.

The knuckle may he thrown open tor coupling by the hand rod at the side of the car, rendering it unnecessary for the
trainmen to go between the cars to open the l:nuckle,

NEW YORK OFFICE: 49 Wall Street*The Strongest and the Only Safe Coupler.

CHICAGO OFFICE, 1030 MONAONOCK BUILDING.

Smillje? Coupler

^^»s)^
'^/V THE SMILLIE COUPLER & MFG. CO.,

TRADE..
COUPLES BY SLOW IMPACT.

MARK

91 Clav Street, Newark, N.J.

New York Office: 39 Cortlandt Street.

HAS ONLY FOUR PIECES.
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The Cameron

Steam Pump.

COMPLETE WITH BOILER.

The A. S. Cameron
Steam Pump "Works,

Foot of East Twenty-third Street,

Send for Illustrated Catalogue. NEW YORK.

Sample
FREE

jnilE screw belne
A lubrirated and
protected, tlie Jack
is always ready fot
instant servire. Rail
road men appreciate
the Importance oj
bavins Jacl<s alwayf
In ffood worklnir con-
dition. Serious de-
lays frequently occur
in getting common

JaoRS so that they can be worked when suddenly
required in train service.
Common Jacks are freguently destroyed In efforts

to make them work quickly after the screws are
set with ru.ft and dirt. This consideration alone
makes the CHAPMAN JACK the most economical
one to purchase.

THE CHAPMAN JACK CO., CLEVELAND, OHIO.

HE DETROIT IMPROVED

SIGHT FEED CYLINDER LUBRICATORS

;_
_FO_R_ LOCOMOTIVES^

_]

ARE WIDELY USED AND MOST FAVORABLY KNOWN.
No. Z, Oil^4 both Cylinders. No. 3, Oils both Cylinders and the Air Pump.

Economy in Oil, Expense for Repairs, and Glasses—the LeadinK Features.

tW THE DETROIT AIR PUMP LUBRICATOR WILL RUN ONE THOUSAND MILES WITH
HALF-APINT OF OIL.

DETROIT LUBRICATOR CO., Detroit, Mich.

RICHARD DUUOKOA, 2^ and 2G Colanibia St, New York.
tyJackB for PresslnK on Crank-

PmH or Car-Wheels iimde to order.
ComnmnlfatloiiM by letter wlU

rt'L-i'Ivc prompt attention.

Milker Hiid I'atoutee of

Improved Hydraulic

JACKS,

YOKE

Punches, Roller Tube Expanders and Direct Acting Steam Hamnoers.

TAYLOR BEST
YORKSHIRESTAYBOLT IRON

Axles, Piston Rods, Crank Flua aud ForKing:* of *U
Descriptions, used by Leading BaUroada»

R.MUSKET'S SPECIAL AND

TITANIC STEELS
SOLE REPRESENTATIVES IN THE UNITED STATES,

B. M. JONES & CO.,
Boston, 11 aud 13 Oliver Street. NEW Yobk, 143 Liberty Street

The National
I Machinery Co.

TIFFIN, OHIO,
f> HEADQUARTERS FOR

BOLT & NUT MACHINERY,
AND

Complete Outfits for R.R., Car and Locomo-
tive Shops, including Special Machinery.

Send lor our last Illustrated Catalogue.

Cormtpondener ittvitrd.
lituf f'rintM furninhed.

Pratt ifi IVhitney
HARTFORD, CONN., U. S. A.,

Co.
MANUFACTUUEKS OF

STANDARD CYLINDRICAL SIZE and U. S. STANDARD THREAD GAUGES.
Special Gauges of every viirlety of intLrchanuoiiMi- iToduetlon.

REAMERS, TAPS AND DIES.
In all usual styles for Machinists. Pipe Fitters and Boili-r Matters.

Elenshaw Ratchet Drills, Combmation Lathe Chucks, Die Stocks, Bolt Cutters,

Lathes, Planers, Drilling, Milling, Profiling, Cutter Grinding, Die Sinking,

and Drop Forging Machines, Forging and Trimming Dies.

MONITOR MACHINES FITTED WITH TOOLS

For flnishinit to Sample. Screws, Studs. Locomotive Fittings, Plumbers' and Gas Fitters' Brass Qoods.

C4r.lI.OOfE I SEST OJV APPLlCATIOir.
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/ooke Locomotive and Machine Company,
PATERSON,

N.J.

Gen'l Agents, BRYAN & McOBBIN, J20 Broadway, New York City.

Rhode Island LocomotiDCWorks,
PROVIDENCB, R. I.

Charles Felix Mason, President.

Earl Philip Mason, Vice-President.

William P. Chapin, Treasurer.

Arthur Livingston Mason, Secretary

Joseph Lythgoe, Agent and Supt.

S. A. Stephens, Traveling Agent.

NEW YORK OFFICE,

IsTos. 31-33 IRliae Street.

||j:;ilpi^^

-i ^i.^

H. K. PORTER & CO., 6tli and Wood Sts., Pittsburgh, Pa.,
BUILDERS OF

Light Locomotives,— Steam, Compressed Air and Electric,— for all gauges of tracli,

every variety of service, 3 to 45 tons weight.

STANDARD AND NARROW GAUGE LOCOMOTIVES ALWAYS KEPT ON HAND, IN STOCK.
Propositions, with Specifications and Photographs, promptly furnished on bona fide inquiry,

r

THE Lima Locomotive and Machine Company, lima, ohio.

Manufacturers and
Builders of

Shay Patent and Direct Connected Locomotives, Freight and Caboose Cars, all kinds of
Steel Castings, Brass and Gray Iron Castings, Car Wheels and Railroad Work.

soajxcrrriiia.

LATROBE STEEL CO.,

T| MANUFACTURERS

FORR
OF

ESLOCOMOTIVE

ANDCAR WHEELS.
WORKS, LATROBE, PENNA.

Automatic Steel Couplers,

Elliptic and Spiral
Springs and Steel Castings.

SIANUFACTURED AT
WORKS, MELROSE PARK, ILL.

Main Office, 1200 Girard Building, Pliiladelphla.

Branch
OfHi'es,

I Old Colony Building, Chicago.
< 33 Wall Street, New York.
/ rnion Trust Buildirii'. St. T.nuiv

POP SAFETY VALVES,
nCFFLED AMD PLAIN.

IMPROVED

STEAM GAGES,
SINGLE BELL

CHIME WHISTLES.
A perfect equipment

for a locomotive, giv-
ing noiseless relief, ac-
curacy and steadiness,
agreeable tone. Specify
tliese goods when or-

dering locomotives.

CROSBT STEIM OAflE

AND VALVE CO,,

Boston, Mass,

Branches :

New York, Chicago, and

London, England.

A. Cbipman, Treafl.

Steam and Water Packing
I'atcnteii June 1, \»W.

EspeciaJly adajit^d for Lo.oniotivfO.
Never uticks the ThrnLtlo. '

The Original Ring Packing.
In ordering give kxact dianiet<^r ol Stuffiof

B"i and Valve Stem.
Nooe genuine without this Trade Murk.

THE aOULD PACKING CO..
EAST CAMURIDGE, MASft

Our Line Engravings are made by the

wax process, a plan securing accuracy and
distinct lines on original copper plates.

They are made by BRADLEY & POATES,
10 & 12 Vandewater St.. Nevif York City.

PHOSPHOR BRONZE :S t locomotive^*hocar|earikgs
B^ASSand PHOS. BRONZE CASTINGS Prom >^ lb. to 5,000 lbs. in WEIGHT.

,
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ft© STEEL TIRES
ON LOCOMOTIVE DRIVING WHEELS

AND ON

STEEL-TIRED WHEELS.
GIVE THE BEST RESVLTH FOR EVERY VARIEXV OE SERVICE.

THOMAS PROSSER & SON. 15 Gold Street. New York.

Schenectady Locomotive Works, Schenectady,

N. Y.

EVERY DESIGN UP TO DATE

Annual Capacity, 400.

COMPOUNDS wvi/w

^SCHENECTADY' LOCOMOTl'VE 'WORKS. "

Showing Economy of from J5 to

30 per cent.

DESIGNS FURNISHED, OR
ENGINES BUILT TO R.R-
SPEQFICATIONS

Rogers Locomotive Company
OF PAXERSOPi, N. J.

New York Office, 44 Exchange Place.

MANUFACTURERS OF

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINES & TENDERS
And Other Railroad Machinery.

R. S. HUGHES, President.

G. E. HANNAH, Treas. G. H. LONGBOTTOM, Sec'y.

REUBEN WELLS, Superintendent

DICKSON MFG. CO.^-^ scra;«xo;«, penis.

Locomotives of every style and size. Stan-
dard and Narrow Gauge, made to Standard
Gaugfes and Templets. Also for Plantations,
Mines and Logging.

Specifieatiotin on application,

C. H. ZEHNDER, President.
I.. F. BOWER. Secretary and Treasurer.

DE COURCY MAY, General Manager.

WOOD WORKING MACHINERY
y y FOR

CAR BlILDERS.
IN THIS, AS IN EVERYTHING ELSE, THE QUESTION

''The Cheapest is Best'' or ''The Best is Cheapest?''

IS ONE OF IMPORTANT CONSIDERATION.

Our aim has ever been to make the " Best," and if you are looking; for it we would
suggest your calling on or corresponding with us.

Car BorinB nachine. ^ J* /X» F /TL I OC \^\J * f CINCINNATI,©.
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ESTABLISHED
1831. BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVE WORKS.

377

ANNUAL CAPACITY.
1,000.

Single Expansion and

Compound Locomotives
Broad and Narrow Gauge Locomotives, Mine and

Furnace Locomotives, Compressed Air Locomotives,

Steam Gars and Tramway Locomotives, Plantation

Locomotives, Oil-Burning Locomotives.

Adapted to every varlpty of service, and built accurately to pauges and tem-
plates after standard designs or to railroad companies' drawings.
Like parts of different engines of same class perfectly interchangeable.

Electric Locomotives and Eiectric Car Truclcs
with Approved Motors,

BURNHAM, WILLIAMS & CO., Philadelphia, Ra.. U. S. A.

ESTABLISHED J865.

Richmond Locomotive
AND

Machine Works^
RICHMOND, VA.

LOCOMpTIVES FOR EVERY SERVICE.

Brooks Locomotive Works, Dunkirk. n.y.

M. L. HiNMAN, Pies. andTreas.
F. H. Stevens, Ass't to the Pres.

R. J. Gross, VicePres. »-^
T. M. Hequemboubo, Sec'y I

| 7!
David Russell, Supt. BUILDEFiS OF LOCOMOTIVE EN-
h.tandt, Ass't supt. GEMES FOR ANY REQUIRED

SERVICE
from our own designs or those of purchasers.

Perfect interchangeability, and all 'work fully guaranteed.

Compound
Locomotives

FOR

Passenger and Freight Service.

ANNUAL CAPAQTY 400.

L^e^, Pittsburgh Locomotive
Manufacturers of ^^QflcS

f*^TTSBURGH, PA.

Locomotives adapted to every variety of

service, from standard designs or

purchasers' specifications.

Builders of the Most Successful Compound
Locomotives in the World.

BY
USING3 l^arland's Engllsb U<ti*ni$1)e$

You keep your cars on the road longer, thereby effecting a large saving.

F. C. REYNOLDS, Sales Agent for United States and Canada,
4 Gold Street, New York.
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IF YOU ARE THINKING
OF

PNEUMATIC H AMMERS
FOR

FLUE BEADING OR HEAVY CHIPPING,
DON'T DO A

THING

UNTIL YOU SEE THE

(, (,CHOUTEAU"

You won't have anything else then.

LET US SEND YOU A CATALOG.

UNITED STATES METALLIC PACKING COMPANY.

No. 427 N. 13th Street, Philadelphia, Penna.

^ DutCABLS: RQpFlNa.

This Rooting is manufactured from Trinitlad Natural Asphalt materials, and will not dry up and

become brittle under exposure to the weather, as Coal Tar Roofings do.

It is durable, easily applied, and easily repaired.

We shall be pleased to furnish sample of this RoofinK which has been in actual use for over thirteen

years. Send for circulars, samples, etc . to

Warren Chemical & Maiuifacturiug Co.,

50 Fulton Street, New York.
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The " Dunalastair."

The annexed engraving illustrates a new
type of locomotive, designed by Mr. John

Mcintosh, locomotive superintendent of

the Caledonian Railway, and built at the

company's shops at St. Rollox, Glasgow,

Scotland. Mr. Mcintosh has sent us a

sheet giving leading dimensions, and,

writing to us about the engine, says:

"We have just built iitteen engines of

NEW YORK, MAY, 1896.

heavy passenger trains without double-

heading. The dining and "corridor" cars

are very heavy vehicles compared to the

compartment carriages that are now
rapidly falling into disrepute, and power-

ful engines are required to haul the trains

over the steep grades of the Caledonian

Railway. The "Dunalastair" has cylin-

ders 1854 X 26 inches, and two pairs of

driving wheels 78 inches diameter on the

No. 5.

a locomotive must have a boiler capable

of supplying all the steam required with-

out excessive forcing. Mr. Mcintosh has

evidently been properly impressed with

the advantages derived from a large boiler,

for that of the "Dunalastair" is the largest

we remember as being used in Great

Britain. The bridges and tunnels are so

low that the railway companies in the

British Isles cannot use boilers of the size

NEW TYPE FAST EXPRESS LOCOMOTIVE, CALEDONIAN RAILWAY.

this type, and they are now all out of the

shops. They are being used for our main-

line trains, and working corridor dining

expresses between Carlisle and Edinburgh

and Glasgow. They have not been built

for racing purposes, but merely for over-

taking the running of our ordinary heavy

express trains; and our experience with

them so far has proved that they are very

suitable engines for our traffic."

The leading idea of the designer was to

produce an engine that would haul the fast

tread. The working steam pressure is

160 pounds. With a boiler pressure of

160 pounds per square inch, to which the

safety valves are set, the engine is capable

of developing about 15,000 pounds trac-

tive power in starting. The dimensions

of cylinders and driving wheels give III

pounds of motive power per pound of

M. E. P. The total weight on drivers

being 69,504 pounds, the ratio of adhesion

is 4.6.

To haul fast heavy trains economically,

that are in use on several American rail-

roads, but the engine we are describing is

not far behind our most successful engines

in boiler capacity. The boiler is straight,

as usual with British locomotives; and the

average diameter is 56^^ inches, length 10

feet 7 inches between tube sheets. The out-

side sheets are y\ inch thick. The outside

dimensions of the firebox are: Length, 77

inches; breadth, 48H inches; depth at

front, 65 inches; depth at back, 60 inches.

The grate area is 20.63 square feet, and the
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heating surface of firebox 138.78 square

feet. There are 265 ij:»-inch copper tubes

in the boiler, providing 1,314.45 square

feet of heating surface. The total heating

surface is 1.453.23 square feet. The dis-

tribution of weight is 35,000 pounds on

engine truck, 35,584 pounds on front driv-

ers, and 33,920 pounds on back drivers;

a total of 104,504 pounds. The tender has

a water capacity of 3,570 English gallons.

When the first of these engines was un-

der construction, there was a great deal

of talk to the effect that she was intended

for racing with the East Coast route. Mr.

Mcintosh disclaims that purpose: but all

the same, the Caledonian Railway will be

particularly well provided with good loco-

motives should another racing contest

arise.

^ S ^

Old Philadelphia & Readinj; Locomo-
tives.

The annexed engravings illustrate a va-

riety of ancient Philadelphia & Reading

locomotives, and embrace in their designs

the tentative steps that led up to the

modern locomotive. It is well known
that the Philadelphia & Reading were

pioneers in the development of powerful

locomotives, and these pictures show the

lines of development.

The engine marked "Catawissa" was a

favorite passenger engine of English

The "Old-Time Baldwins'" were pioneer

freight locomotives, which were forerun-

ners of the consolidation engine. Seven-

teen of these engines were built for the

road in 1846. Fifteen of the engines had

cylinders 1554 x 20 inches, driving wheels

46 inches diameter, the weight being about

40,000 pounds. Two of the engines had

cylinders 17'A x 18 and weighed twenty-

five tons. These were the first engines

that Mr. Baldwin provided with a cab.

They did good work, but were deficient in

boiler capacity.

The other three engines represent the

services rendered by James MilhoUand,

superintendent of motive power of the

The "Hiawatha" and the "Kosciusko"

were Milholland's favorite passenger en-

gines, and helped very materially to bring

into favor the modern eight-wheeler, from

which they do not differ in any essential

part.

For the photographs from which the

engravings were made we are indebted

to Mr. L. B. Paxson, superintendent of

motive power of the Philadelphia & Read-

ing. Some of the particulars about the

engines we received from Mr. E. J.

Rousch. road foreman of engines of the

Manhattan Elevated Railway.

THE "CATAWISSA."

"I "-^m- '^^^fe^

build. There were a number of these en-

gines. The names were the "Rocket,"
"Spitfire," "Planet," "Dragon," "Firefly,"

"Hector," "Engineer" and "Comet"
They will be recognized as the "Planet"

class, built by the Stephensons. Three
of them were rebuilt and a truck put under
the front end. These were noted for effi-

ciency in passenger service.

MILHOLLANDS HIAWATHA."

Philadelphia & Reading, in improving the

locomotive. The ten-wheelers of the

same class as the "Dubuque" were built

by Norris some time in the '50's, when all

other builders except Ross Winans were

adhering to inclined cylinders, hay-stack

fireboxes and other ancient practices.

That engine looks quite modern, has

spread truck and firebox above the frames.

A committee of the Traveling Engineers'

Association, of which Mr. W. R. Scott

is chairman, have sent out a circular, ask-

ing questions relating to fuel supply and

water supply. The organization is striv-

ing to effect reforms and reduce expenses

in these two lines, and they desire to get

as full information on the questions asked

as possible.
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MILHOLLAND'S "DUBUQUE."

OLD TIME BALDWINS.

MILHOLLAND'S 'KOSCIUSKO."
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The "Ne-Ha-Sa-Ne."
The annexed engraving sliows an in-

spection locomotive which the Schenec-

tady Locomotive Works have recently

built for Dr. VV. S. Webb, president of the

St. Lawrence & Adirondack Railway

Company.
The engine is designed particularly for

track inspection purposes, and has suffi-

cient power to take President Webb's
private car, weighing 120,000 pounds, over

the grades encountered on his road. The
inspection room is nicely finished in ma-
hogany, nicely carpeted, and is furnished

with chairs for six passengers. The
general features of the engine are the

same as the engine "Hudson," designed

and built by William Buchanan, superin-

tendent of motive power of the New York
Central & Hudson River Railroad, for

use on that road, a design which has

proved very satisfactory in service.

Testing SlidejValves on Purdue Uni.

verslty Locomotive.

The committee appointed by the Rail-

way Master Mechanics' Association to in-

vestigate the subject of Slide Valves have

displayed unusual enterprise. They were

required to consider dilTcrcnt types of bal-

anced valves, their economy and efficiency

over plain unbalanced valves, and what

difference in economy and clTiciency would

result if valves were provided with the

Allen port. Mr. G. R. Henderson, chair-

man of this committee, realized that little

information of any value could be secured

for a report on that subject by sending

out circulars, so he urged the other mem-
bers of the committee to help in carrying

out e.xperiments to ascertain the desired

data. Several meetings of the committee

were held, and a plan of operations agreed

upon. One part of the plan was experi-

ments with different kinds of valves on

to give records likely to be of value. A
calorimeter shows the dryness or other-

wise of the steam; indicators show the

steam distribution in the cylinders and the

pressure in the steam chest. Gages arc

used to indicate the rarcficalion in the

smokebox and ashpan. The heat of the

smokebo.x gases is ascertained by means

of a pyrometer. The speed is recorded

and the pull on the drawbar is found by

a very sensitive dynamometer. Every-

thing that experience suggested and in-

genuity could devise to make the testing

of a locomotive complete has been applied

to this plant.

Perfect provision has been made to give

the engine any load that may be desired

for the test on hand. The rotative force

developed is converted into heat and dis-

sipated by means of an ingenious and

most efficient water brake, carried on the

axles of the supporting wheels. Each

The principal dimensions of the engine

are:

Cylinders, 14 x 22 inches.

Driving wheels, 62 inches diameter.

Boiler, 42 inches diameter at smallest

ring.

Working pressure, 180 pounds per

square inch.

Heating surface, 783.7 square feet.

Weight in working order, 78,700

pounds.

i ^ i
In removing a cast-iron bushing of a

locomotive cylinder recently at the Bald-

win Locomotive Works, the excellent

quality of the iron was strikingly illus-

trated. The cylinders were originally

about 20 inches in diameter, and for some
reason had been bushed to 19 inches by

the builders. It was decided to remove
the bushing, and it was cut out with a

boring bar until a thin shell was left in

which the metal was j'j to | inch thick,

forming a complete cylinder. When the

shell was cut open, the metal spread out

flat like a piece of sheet iron.

the Purdue University locomotive, which

the trustees of that institution had gener-

ously placed at the disposal of the com-

mittee, free of charge. Mr. Henderson

conducted a series of tests with difTerent

valves on that locomotive in the last week

of March. He was helped by Mr. L. R.

Pomeroy, a member of the committee;

Professor Goss, of the University; Mr.

F. W. Thomas, engineer of tests of the

Norfolk & Western; Mr. C. H. Ham-
mett, of the Richardson Balance Valve

Co.; Mr. J. T. Wilson, of the American

Balance Slide Valve Co., and the regular

staff of university students. The S. P. of

"Locomotive Engineering" looked on,

and tried to find out something new from

watching a locomotive turn its driving

wheels at velocity that represented speeds

varying from 10 to 60 miles an hour.

A good idea of the appearance of the

locomotive and its attachments may be

got from an e.Kamination of the annexed

engraving, reproduced from a photograph

sent to us by Professor Goss. When they

are making tests with this locomotive, a

great variety of instruments are employed

test made generally represents as much
running as would take a train over an

ordinary division. They have made a va-

riety of tests to ascertain the effects of

throttling, on the effects of contracting

the grate area, on the difference of steam-

making due to light and heavy firing, on

the effect of different sizes of valves, and

on numerous other lines of inquiry which

provide accurate information concerning

the economical operation of locomotives.

It would be premature for me to at-

tempt to describe in detail the work done

by Mr. Henderson and his assistants. The
force required to move the valve was

measured by a hydraulic dynamometer,

made by Mr. Philip Wallis in the Lehigh

Valley shops at Hazelton, Pa. The dyna-

mometer was attached to the rocker pin

and formed part of the valve stem. The
block that acted as bush for the rocker

pin was connected fore and aft with pis-

tons opposed by water resistance. The
water chambers had a pipe connection that

led to an indicator. The cards taken from

this indicator showed the pressure re-

quired to move the valve. The instru-
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ment has some defects, but it is certainly

the Lest dynamometer made for the pur-

pose to which it was applied.

The valves experimented with were the

Richardson, the American and the un-

balanced slide. Tests were made at speeds

varying from lo to 60 miles per hour. The
somewhat unusual test was made of run-

ning the engine at a rate of 40 miles an

hour in full gear. The indicator dia-

grams taken under that condition indi-

cated very plainly the enormous back

pressure which the piston works against

when the engine is running at high speed

in full gear.

The diagrams taken, showing the power

rcfjuirod to move the valves, were remark-

taut places and pay their own hotel bills.

When associate members or those not in

railroad service, who give help in com-

mittee work, travel from their homes they

are almost invariably required to pay

railroad fares. It will strike the ordinary

thinker that business of this kind is decid-

edly one-sided. Railroad companies

ought to bear a little greater share of the

burdens carried in their interests.

Distortion of Flue Sheets.

A very valuable and interesting experi-

ment with boilers was described by Mr.

George H. Brown, division master me-
chanic of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

the holes in it were found to be l/s inch out

of round. This was before the boiler had

been fired up. It was then determined to

make accurate measurements of a firebox

entirely new. Accurate measurements
taken before and after the flues were set

and expanded by a Prosser expander,

showed that the sheet was expanded up-

wards r\ inch and sidewise y^^ inch. Ex-

periments of the same kind were then

made with another boiler, only a Dud-
geon roller was employed to expand the

flues. There was no distortion of sheets

caused by the roller expander. To am-
plify this test, they took a discarded flue

sheet, reamed the holes true, and rolled

pieces of flues in the holes. Some of the

THE TESTING ENGINE AT PURDUE UNIVERSITY.

ably uniform when the conditions were the

same. The highest vertical range re-

corded for balanced valves was about i%-
inch. With unbalanced valves the power
required seemed to be about doubled.

Detailed particulars, of course, will be

given in the report.

There is something worthy of comment
concerning the work done by this com-
mittee and that of other investigating

committees appointed by the various me-
chanical associations and clubs. The
work is done solely that railroad machin-
ery may be improved, so that the cost of

operating railroads will be reduced. The
members of the committees do all the
work at their own expense, travel to dis-

Paul, in our April issue, which ought to

be carefully read and its teachings heeded

by every man in charge of locomotive

boilers.

The distortion of flue sheets had been

under investigation in the Dubuque shops,

where Mr. Brown is in charge. Two
engines were undergoing repairs—one

receiving a new flue sheet, the other a new
firebo.x. After the flues in one engine

had been set in the usual manner by the

use of a Prosser sectional expander, two
flues were removed from the region of the

upper corners and the hole in flue sheet

calipered. It was found that the holes

were /j inch out of round. The same
thing was done with the other boiler, and

pieces were rolled until they were as thin

as a piece of paper, and in no case was it

found that the hole was distorted by the

action of the roller.

When the Dudgeon people read of these

experiments, they took a wrought-iron

tube 4 inches diameter and y\ inch thick,

and fitted a ring -< inch thick on one

end, then applied all the power they could

put upon a flue roller. The pressure was

so great that it made the metal flow out-

wards, but it left the holes perfectly true.

The piece experimented with is in this

office, and can be examined by any visitor.

It appears to us that the obvious lesson

of these experiments is—-.Abandon the sec-

tional flue expander. We have seen fire-
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boxes with the middle of the flue sheet

forced up almost an inch above its original

level. The fashion has been to attribute

that to expansion due to the action of

heating and cooling. There is good rea-

son for believing that that theory was

wrong, and that the flue expander was the

cause of the distortion.

i i ^
Handy Air Lift.

The annexed illustration shows an air

lift used for changing stacks, loading and

unloading wheels, etc., at Evanston.

Wyo., Union Pacific Railway. This lift

was devised by Shop Foreman F. Malone
and Gang Boss F. Schmidt, of same place.

of coal. This was not merely an accident,

for the same experiment was tried with

two different engines, with substantially

the same relative results. Here, then,

was a consumption of 3,500 pounds of coal,

or an increase of nearly 45 per cent,

chargeable directly to the increased re-

sistance of the wind at 20 miles an hour

over that at 10 miles. It would be inter-

esting to have the figures showing the

amount of coal reiiuired when there was

no wind perceptible, but Mr. McConnell's

figures do not go that far. The figures

are, however, sufTicient to indicate that

the matter is one worth considering from

another standpoint than its influence on

high speeds."
—"Railway Age."

The old way of changing stacks was
block and tackle, and from three to five

men. With this lift one man does the

work, and two men for loading and un-

loading wheels.

© i i
Increase of Coal Consumption Uue to

Wind Resistance.

"Mr. J. H. McConnell, of the Union
Pacific, recently gave me some figures

which he obtained on this subject, show-
ing the amount of coal necessary to over-

come an increased wind velocity.

"A train of nine passenger coaches

was hauled a certain distance against a

wind blowing at the rate of 10 miles per

hour, and the consumption of coal was
7.800 pounds. The same train over the

same division, other things being equal,

except that the velocity of the wind was

20 miles per hour, required 11,300 pounds

LoeeuoS»t Brnginmrlng

Exports of Railroad Material.

During the last fiscal year there were

252 locomotives exported from this coun-
try for the use of railroads abroad. Brazil

received 138 of these locomotives, Spanish

Cuba, 36, and Japan, 23. These were the

largest orders for any single country. The
value of the locomotives was estimated

at $2,379,519.

There were 17,379 car wheels exported,

of a total value of $140,010.

There were 2.103 tons of rails sent

abroad, the total value being $43,096.

Italy received 1,141 tons of these rails.

Armstrong Bros. Tool Co., of Chicago,

have moved into their new quarters at

98 West Washington street. They have

added bicycles and sundries to their line

of tools.

Accident on the Great Northern Rail-

way of England.

On March 7th last, as the up express

train on the Great Northern Railway,

leaving Leeds at 5:30 P. M. for London,

and due at King's Cross terminus at 9:20

P. M., was approaching Little Bytham,

about 16 miles north of Peterboro, at a

speed of about 70 miles an hour, the two

rear cars suddenly left the track, and, after

tearing over the permanent way for some

100 yards, struck the brick wall forming

the parapet of an underline road bridge

and fell into the street below. The first of

the cars was badly wrecked, as shown in

the accompanying photo, part of the body
being smashed to atoms. Two passen-

gers traveling in this car were killed in-

stantaneously. The second car followed

the first oflf the rails and down the bank,

and then appears to have attempted to

remount the opposite slope. Six passen-

gers were badly injured. The front part

of the train, including the dining car, kept

to the track and ran some distance before

it could be pulled up. Fine rain was fall-

ing at the time, rendering the rails slip-

pery; and this, with the down grade of '/i

per cent, on which the mishap occurred,

considerably hindered the automatic vac-

uum brakes making a quick stop.

The cause of the accident is attributed

to the displacement of the road by the

passage of several heavy coal trains im-

mediately after relaying. The engine

hauling the train was No. 1003, one of the

late Mr. Patrick Stirling's newest 8-

footers. The second photo shows the

track after the accident, and clearly illus-

trates the disturbed state of the rails im-

mediately following the derailment.

i i i
English papers say that Crawford Mar-

ley, who recently died in New Zealand at

the age of eighty-three, was the last sur-

vivor of those who had a ride on Stephen-

son's No. I engine when the Stockton &
Darlington Railway was first opened. He
was about thirteen years of age at the

time, and, with two other boys, he went to

see the "iron horse," which was brought

from Newcastle on a dray by eight horses.

When the locomotive had been placed on

the line, George Stephenson's brother,

Joseph, who was in charge of it, asked the

lads to run to a farmhouse for some buck-

ets, and the boiler was filled from a spring

near at hand. The fire having been lighted

and steam raised, the boys, in return for

their assistance, were invited to have a

ride.

i i i
The Bradley Company, Syracuse, N.

Y., have published in pamphlet form, the

article "The Helve Hammer in a Railroad

Shop," which appeared in the February

issue of "Locomotive Engineering."

Master mechanics and foremen of black-

smith shops will find this pamphlet a use-

ful pocket companion. Send for it.
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SCENE OF ACCIDENT ON GREAT NORTHERN OF ENGLAND.

THE COACH AFTER ITS PLUNGE FROM THE BRIDGE.

AN ENGLISH ACCIDENT AT SEVENTY MILES AN HOUR.
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A Forgotten Chapter in Railway
History.

Under the al)ove caption, the "Mechani-

cal World," from which we copy the en-

gravings, has some interesting data refer-

ring to a few of the peculiar devices in-

tended to solve the transportation prob-

lem at a very early period in railway his-

tory.

Fig. I is a combination locomotive and

coach for use on branch lines. The "Me-
chanical World" says: "This combination,

which was constructed by Mr. .\dams, at

"The (one) cylinder was 8 inches in diam-

eter and 12 inches stroke; the connect-

ing rod working a separate crank shaft

which communicated with the drivers by

side rods, the driving axle being straight,

with crank pins on the outside.

"The boiler was placed behind the driv-

ing axle; the tank, holding 220 gallons of

water, being in front of it, and the coke

box was attached to the front part of the

carriage, behind the driver. The boiler

pressure was too pounds.

"The first -class compartment was in the

horizontal tubular boiler; then, after fur-

ther experience, several drawbacks to the

efhcient working of branch-line traffic by

means of the combined engine and car-

riage were evident, so the engine was dis-

connected from the carriage and given an

extra pair of wheels, and became, in fact,

a miniature four-wheel tank locomotive

—

a style of engine Adams afterwards be-

came noted for building.

"Fig. 2 is a side elevation of the engine

and carriage fully equipped for service.

Fig. 3 is a corresponding view of two

£<^<ttnotttx Ettfitittfing

Fig. 1. "FAIRFIELD" ENGINE AND CARRIAGE.
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Fig. i. ADAMS LOCOMOTIVE AND CARRIAGE.

Fairfield Works, Bow, England, was

called the 'Fairfield,' and was first used on

the Tiverton branch on December 23,

1848. Its length was 39 feet. The drivers

were 54 inches diameter, and made of

solid wrought iron. The middle and trail-

ing wheels were of wood, 42 inches in

diameter, and ran independently on their

axles as well as their journals, the middle

wheels having a lateral motion of 6 inches.

The boiler was 36 inches in diameter and

72 inches high, containing 150 tubes; the

firebox was 24 inches high and 30 inches

in diameter.

Pis. 3. PLAN.

form of a saloon, and accommodated 16

passengers, while the second-class com-

partment seated 32. The entire weight of

the machine was about 10 tons.

"On the experimental trip the 'Fairfield'

left Paddington Station at 10:30 A. M.'

for Swindon, 77 miles away, Mr. Gooch

officiating as driver both ways. The ma-

chine attained considerable speed, and for

a portion of the way reached the rate of

49 miles per hour.

"It was found in practice that the verti-

cal boiler was not a success, so after some

nine months' trial it was replaced by a

Locomotit* Enginttrtng

half plans—one showing a complete exter-

nal view of the machinery, and a hori-

zontal section of the carriage to exhibit

the seats; and the other view detailing the

framing.

"This engine had outside cylinders, 7

inches in diameter and 12 inches stroke.

The accommodation provided by the com-
bined engine and carriage was not suffi-

cient for the traflic. so two additional car-

riages—one with a guard's compartment

—

were added; the train thus having accom-
modation for 150 passengers. This train

was worked regularly at 37 miles per hour.
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The combined engine and carriages were

built under a patent obtained by Mr.

Adams in 1846, some time before Cramp-
ton adopted tlie inside cylinder and inter-

mediate driving shaft."

In the above we are brought to an un-

derstanding of some of the trials encoun-

tered by the early designers, while en-

gaged in perfecting precedents for the

future. It took a nerve to ride 49 miles

an hour on a machine like Fig. i, and
they must have had a courage almost sub-

lime to let her turn her "singles" fast

enough for that speed.

g i i
The Original Extension Front.

The many inquiries we have received,

referring to the original designer and in-

ventor of the extension smokebox, led to

of motive power of the Maine Central at

Portland.

"In 1882 the advisability of applying

some device to our locomotives to prevent

the issuing of sparks from the smoke-
stack was considered. After thoroughly

looking into the subject, 1 found that there

had been experiments made with extended

smokeboxes, with both straight and dia-

mond stacks, in different parts of the

country; but, as far as I could learn, none

of the experiments had given satisfactory

results. I spent considerable time and
study on the matter, and finally designed

a 'spark arrester' in connection v^fith the

use of the extended smokebox, straight

stack and brick arch in firebox, which
design was applied to one of our locomo-
tives and experimented with. I gave per-

sonal attention to the working of the de-

like many of the ordinary present devices,

spark distributors.

"There seems now to be an unwritten

principle in connection with the exten-

sion front, that all that is desired is to cir-

culate the sparks in the front end until

they are broken by contact with the net-

ting and diaphragm, and then throw them
out with such force that the ordinary

sparks will be extinguished before they

alight on the roofs of the cars or on the

ground.

"So far as I know, the device designed

by me when on the Eastern R. R., in

1882-83, was the first extensively used

successful spark arrester devised up to

that time. Several companies, among
them the Union Pacific and Southern Pa-

cific, had experimented with extension

fronts, but abandoned them as being un-

a searching investigation of the subject,

with the view of placing on record all

authentic facts connected with the design

of a device so popular and so widely used

in American practice.

In reply to our letter to Mr. A. M.
Waitt, general master car builder of the

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Rail-

way, who is known to have been one of

the first in the field of experiment with the

extension front and spark arrester, in

which efforts tangible results were ob-

tained, that gentleman has kindly given

us some lore worthy of preservation, to-

gether with the first drawings from which

the experiments were made, and we there-

fore publish both, appending his letter en-

tire, in the following lines;

"Replying to your letter of March 30th,

would say that I was chief draftsman of

the locomotive department of the Eastern

R. R., shortly after Mr. John Thompson
resigned the charge of the locomotive de-

partment on that road. I served under

Mr. Amos Pillsbury, now superintendent

THE ORIGINAL EXTENSION FRONT.

vice and its proper adjustment, and finally

made some modifications which put it into

such shape that we adopted the arrange-

ment on all our road engines that went

through the shop.

"The device was highly successful as a

spark arrester; it also rendered the loco-

motive unusually economical in coal, and
free from smoke. We obtained an ad-

justment of the diaphragm and smoke
arch that also kept the tubes unusually

free from blocking up with ashes.

"The success of the device as a spark ar-

rester was shown by the fact that on many
night trips between Portland and Boston

that I took on engines equipped with the

arrangement, there were not sparks

enough issued from the stack on the en-

tire trip to fill a small hat. When we
arrived at Plymouth, the half-way point,

it was always necessary to blow out the

large accumulation of cinders in the ex-

tension front; the front would be found

one-half full of cinders, showing that the

device was a veritable spark arrester—not.

successful. This abandonment was due,

in my opinion, to lack in the proper de-

sign of the device.

"In the 'Railway Age' for October 26,

1883, there appeared a communication

signed 'Experience,' written from the

G. M. M.'s office of the Southern Pacific

Ry., in which the arrangement of the ex-

tension front was condemned in no uncer-

tain terms. In the issue of November
14, 1883, I replied to that communication

over the signature 'Eastern R. R.,' in

which I pointed out some of the causes

for the lack of success on the Southern

Pacific, and indicated the complete suc-

cess, and the reasons for same, in con-

nection with the device used by the East-

ern R. R.

"Some time during the early part of

1883. a paper which I believe was called

the 'Journal of Railway Appliances,' pub-

lished on their front page a cut and de-

scription of the extension-front spark ar-

rester that I designed. I have looked

over my files, hoping to find that copy
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of the paper, but it seems to have been

mislaid or lost. I send you, however,

for your examination, and return after

you are through with them, drawings

made in January and February, 1883,

showing the original design as I made

them for the Eastern R. R. engines. One

noticeable feature of the design, differ-

ing from those now in general use, is the

angle of the diaphragm, which did not

come down between the exhaust pipes

and the tubes, but extended in at an easy

angle beyond the exhaust pipes, thereby

giving a quite regular and uniform draft

through the upper as well as the lower

tubes, resulting in keeping the tubes un-

usually clean.

"If there is any further information that

you desire, that I can give you, would be

pleased to furnish it; but I think that the

above, together with the blueprints and

references to the papers named, will give

you all the information that I have."

i ^ i
Advantag;e of Station Platforms.

After the experience gained in loading

and unloading passengers quickly in

trains serving the World's Fair, the Illi-

nois Central Railroad people determined

to abandon, for suburban trains, the prac-

tice of having passengers ascend and de-

scend steps. They erected station plat-

forms from which passengers can step

upon the platform of the car, with result

that the loading and unloading of their

suburban passengers has been greatly fa-

cilitated. This, of course, is the plan fol-

lowed in operating all elevated railroads.

In the course of several trips recently

made on the suburban trains of the Illinois

Central, the writer timed the stoppages

at stations and found that they averaged

n seconds per stop. The underground

railways in London carry fewer passen-

gers on a train, and the average stop is

about 50 seconds. In a trip made on the

Chicago & Northern Pacific, the average

length of stops noted was 37 seconds. On
the latter road the passengers have to de-

scend steps to a low platform.

When it is important to handle passen-

gers with little delay the raised platform

is a great advantage, and the reducing of

the time lost in stoppages enatles the train

to be run to the end of the suburban route

more expeditiously. When the competi-

tion between electric street railways and

surface railways doing suburban traflfic is

becoming so keen, it would be well for the

managers of surface railways to investigate

the advantage they could derive from the

introduction of raised station platforms.

The managers of surface railroads are

complaining bitterly about the unfair com-

petition of cheaply-constructed electric

street railways; but they display little en-

terprise in making their own train service

so prompt, speedy and comfortable that

passengers would be drawn away from the

cheap rivals. If all surface suburban pas-

senger trains were operated as well as

those on the Illinois Central at Chicago,

there would be less reason to complain

of revenues being reduced by the unfair

competion of electric railways.

The practice followed by all of our

railroads, of making passengers as-

cend and descend four feet from the

ground to the platform and back,

is a relic of barbarism. It is the

practice which was introduced when the

level track at a station was considered a

good enough level to start from—when a

railroad company was not expected to

interest itself in the convenience or com-

fort of passengers. Worse than the dis-

comfort to passengers, in requiring them

to climb up steep steps, is the practice of

handing baggage from a door over

four feet above the ground. The

prevailing practice is to drop heavy

baggage and express articles that

distance to the ground. It is an

eloquent testimony to the tyranny

A Device for Turning Worn Crank

Pins.

Mr. Edwin Priest, division master me-

chanic of the Boston & Albany R. R., has

devised and in operation, an auxiliary to

the quartering attachment of a driving

wheel lathe, by which to true up worn

crank pins while the latter are in the

wheels.

Fig. I of our illustrations of the device

shows the application of it to the work

in hand, with all the parts necessary to its

operation, and showing their relation to

each other. Fig. 2 is an end view, with

the pin in section, looking toward the face

plate, and Fig. 3 is an enlarged view

of the crank pin, quartering spindle and

Lr^iimolti^ Kngintrring
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which habit and corporate assurance

can impose upon a free people, that

our suffering citizens have not long ago

risen in their might and suppressed the

practices that made baggage-smashing a

necessary corollary of handling baggage

without platforms.

i ^ i
Wlio Has Tried Graphite in Valve

Oil?

General Foreman Geo. Smart, of the

B. & M. River R. R. at Edgemont, S. D.,

states that by the addition of Hake graphite

to the valve oil for use on their engines

they make a saving of 80 to 90 per cent, in

oil, and with satisfactory results.

As Horace Greeley used to say, "this

is important if true." Not that we doubt

Mr. Smart's statement—we believe he

docs what he says—but the percentage of

saving seems to indicate a special and

abnormal case. Who has tried flake

graphite in valve oil through lubricators,

and how much oil can be saved?

foot slide, with a cut in progress on the

pin.

The device is simply a casting clamped

to, and revolving with the quartering

spindle. It is planed dovetail to re-

ceive the tool slide which carries a nut

and is actuated by a screw turned by means

of a star-wheel on the end, making the

feed wholly automatic after the cut is

started.

Main rod bearings trued up by this de-

vice will not have the excuse for a pound,

that they could fall back on after the

roundhouse doctor had tried to get them

into a circular section with the file and

other working tools of his profession.

This kind of a tool should receive a wider

recognition from shop managers, and be

classed with the actual necessaries of a

plant.

i s i
On the last day of March the New York

Belting & .Packing Co. shipped thirty-

three miles of hose from their Passaic,

N. J., factory alone.
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Knowledge is Becoming Powerful.

In the course of a meeting of railroad

mechanical men, Mr. Blank, the superin-

tendent of motive power of a large rail-

road system, an old man, was asked

some questions respecting the operation

of certain locomotives, and not being ac-

customed to speaking in public, he failed

to express himself fluently. In the course

about mechanical matters than any man
of my acquaintance."

That is a representative case of how
many of our silent master mechanics, man-
agers and others have come to be pro-

moted, while others with more to say re-

mained in the ranks. They acquired knowl-

edge concerning the science of their busi-

ness, and this knowledge was the lever

loeomotiiv Engineering
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idle in the dullest of times; but it does not

by any means follow that they would
make capable foremen if promoted. Un-
less a mechanic acquires some knowledge
of what are called scientific methods, he
has no right to expect to be put in charge
of a shop. He ought at least to be able

to do all the calculations required in the

management of the place. Knowledge
of that kind is not very difBcult to acquire,

and there are abundant opportunities for

workmen to obtain the necessary instruc-

tion. If they display no ambition to learn

how to calculate the speed of shafting and
tools, and have no wish to acquire knowl-
edge of the elements of mechanical phys-

ics, they ought to be content to remain
ordinary workmen all their days.

It is never safe to call a man a "fossil"

because he is not always shouting to make
people think he is crammed full of knowl-
edge. Our experience in visiting machine
shops is that the ablest men to be met are

the most modest in blowing their own
trumpets. The self-asserting man pushes

ahead among people more ignorant than

himself; but the day when the noisy ego-

tist was taken at his own valuation is fast

passing away. Under existing conditions,

it is well for the ambitious man to study

his business.

A somewhat novel application of air

to the doing of mechanical work is to be

of the evening's gossip on the hotel porch,

we heard a young man possessed of some
jaw facility expressing surprise that fos-

sils like the old man ever came to be put

in the way of rising to the position of

head of the mechanical department. The
belief of the group who took part in the

conversation was that the promotion had

come through some lucky accident, or

because of some influence outside of merit.

The writer happened to meet an old friend

and fellow workman of Mr. Blank's, and

remembering the criticism, questions were

asked as to how the old gentleman first

got his start upward. "It was this way,"

was the reply: "In the old days, there

were no mechanical papers and few books

from which a mechanic could learn any-

thing about the scientific principles of the

business, and very few men attempted to

find that kind of information. But Blank

was an exception. He was never satis-

fied unless he understood the principle

underlying all shop operations. When
we were working in the shop as journey-

men, it burned down one night, and a

temporary shop had to be hurried into

shape for doing work. The foreman could

not calculate the size of pulleys for the

speed of tools, and no one else in the place

could do it except Blank. He was on

that account given charge of that work,

and he managed so well that he was soon

afterwards made foreman. Although he

has not much to say, he knows more

Fig. 2.
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which lifted them into the higher positions.

The same forces and influences that raised

men of past generations are at work to-day,

and the same kind of intellectual capital

will bring similar rewards as long as me-
chanical industries are carried on. It is not

enough that a workman should be pos-

sessed of the highest manipulative skill.

Industry, good sense, quick perception

and good habits are almost certain to pro-

duce a good workman and a mechanic

who is certain to command first-class

wages. Men of that class are never found

seen in the shops of the Burlington, Cedai

Rapids & Northern, in an apparatus foi

squeezing the oil out of greasy waste. It

consists of an old brake cylinder to the

rod of which a piston is attached that fits

into a perforated cylinder that holds the

waste. The waste is packed into this cyl-

inder and air applied. The pressure

squeezes every drop of oil out, and it runs

into a pan provided for its reception.

Sufficient oil is preserved in this way to

use on all the cutting tools that require

oil.
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Flue-5waging Machine.

Master Mechanic Willis, of the Soutli

Boston shops of the N. Y., N. H. & H.,

has a machine for swaging flues, which we
ilkistrate as an example of what can be

done when untying from old methods
which are recognized as standard. It is

ingenious, but old in this shop.

A cast-iron frame and two gears having

enlarged hubs with a cam-shaped open-

ing between them to receive the hot flue-

end, is all there is to it. The flue is passed

Old Engineering Relics.

In the National Museum of Paris,

which is called the "Conservatoire des

Arts et Metiers," there are many curiosi-

ties to be seen which are of great interest

to mechanics and engineers. There is to

be found what was actually the first

vehicle propelled by steam. It was a

steam carriage designed by Nicholas

Joseph Cugnot, a French army officer,

and intended to be employed for military

purposes. The machinery part of this

Loetmctut Sngintrfii^/

FLUE-SWAGING MACHINE.

into the hole, and the cam-opening closes

on it, drawing it in as the gears are turned

by a wrench on the keyed shaft which

passes through the upper gear.

No templates or forms are required with

this tool to determine when to stop swag-

ing, since the proper rotation of the gears

gives a constant and correct size to the end

of flue. The usefulness of this device

would probably be increased if it were
made a power-driven tool.

s s i
Improvements on an Eastern Road.

The tourist on the New York, New
Haven & Hartford road is struck with

signs of remarkable activity on the per-

manent way as the train nears Boston.

By the courtesy of Superintendent Mc.M-
pine, who kindly chaperoned us over the

ground, we found that it was all about

a stupendous feat of track-elevating.

For a distance of five miles the right of

way is being raised so as to go over streets

above grade, and tangents are introduced

regardless of expense. In one instance,

that of moving out of the way the Sturte-

vant plant at Jamaica Plain, some engin-

eering difficulties were overcome that re-

flects credit on those in charge of the im-

provements. The plant mentioned was
moved to make room for the tracks, with-

out missing a turn of the line shafting, or

cracking a brick. Stability and perma-
nence seems to be the governing motive in

raising these tracks. The massive retain-

ing walls look solid enough to defy

time.

engine was all right, but the boiler,

shaped like the ordinary tea-kettle, had

very small steam-generating capacity.

Near to that curious engine is a water-

lube boiler, which ought to be examined

with interest by all Americans who visit

the place. Those familiar with the his-

tory of the steam boat will remember that

Robert Fulton built his first steam boat

in France, and experimented with it on

the Seine. It was launched in 1803. but

was not a success, as the speed capacity

was under four miles an hour. When
the boat was broken up, the boiler was

sent to the museum mentioned, and there

it can be seen to-day.

i i i
Origin of the Word " Engine."

The Latin word "ingenium." which

signifies heart, mind, abilities or genius,

was originally applied to any mechanical

device of an "ingenious" character. In

the Course of time the word became Angli-

cised into "engine," and the men who
made and operated the engine were called

"engineers." How the class now called

"civil engineers" came to receive the title

of "engineer" is not very clear, unless it

was that they were considered ingenious

men and got the title that came from the

original word.

Numerous machines have got names
by corruption of the word "engine," as

"gin," "jenny," etc.; but of late years the

term has been applied almost exclusively

to prime movers.

In the early days of railroads the mo-
tive power in use was always called a "lo-

comotive engine." Of late years it has

been abbreviated to "locomotive." That

name originated with one of Stephenson's

first engines, which he called "Locomo-
tion," and which was exhibited at the

World's Fair in Chicago. Some devia-

tions from the word were common in

early days. When the Norris Locomo-
tive Works were built in Philadelphia,

the company announced that they were

going to build "locomotors."

^ i ©
Lowrey's Method of Setting Flues.

Mr. Jno. R. Lowrey, boiler manufac-

turer, of Omaha, has designed and pat-

ented the style of fiuc-setting shown in our

engraving. The flue sheet has the holes

bored concave, and, in addition to this,

they are bored with an annular groove

in the center of the sheet's thickness, into

which the flue is set with an expander

which has a section similar to the hole in

the sheet, after which the ordinary roller

expander with beaded rollers is used to

finish the job.

The advantages claimed for this method
over the old style of setting of bead and

copper ferrule is, that the bead is in the

sheet, perfectly protected from the action

of the fire, and is practically a part of the

flue sheet. Each flue with this setting has

a bracing effect on the sheets that can be

equaled by no other method in use, since

the tendency of every flue is to rigidly hold

the sheet from moving in or out.

When flues set this way begin to leak

(as flues will in time, no matter how set),

the roller expander can be relied on to

cfTcct a cure, because there is no external

bead to burn off and cause a leak, and be-

cause, further, it is impossible to reduce

the eflicicncy of that part of the flue which

fills the annular groove in the flue sheet.

A thorough test has been made of this

flue-setting, with results that leave no
doubt of its superiority over the old bead-

and-ferrule style.
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S^1°EPRRTMENT^

Qraphics of Truck Arch Bars.

A consideration of the status of much
of our freight equipment, with special

reference to the multifarious schemes in

the design of truck framing, will be cer-

tain to be productive of ample food for

reflection to anyone possessed of the idea

that all car trucks are representative of a

practice creditable to the bodies they

carry.

The trucks being the foundation on
which the wliole load is sustained, and the

fact that they are obliged to stand a

Conducted by ORVILLE H. REYNOLDS, M. E.

in tension the dimensions properly be-

longing to those in compression; the

shapes of arches are as numerous as the

sea-sands, until for them there is only one

avenue now open in untried fields, and
that is to put up a frame with the tie-

strap on top.

These cut-and-try processes of arriv-

ing at results have much to do with

bringing the arch-bar or diamond truck

framing into disrepute, and helping to the

fore an entirely new line of design in

solid girder types, which thus far have

bombardment of shocks without the in-

tervention of suitable means to soften

their severity, together with the fact that

these shocks are often aggravated by

rails unfit to roll on, and by wheels flat-

tened or not round, furnishes the best of

reasons for the adoption of a frame on

mechanical lines. This need is not more
pressing now than at any previous time,

notwithstading the increasing weight of

cars—for these the pace has been met by

increasing the size of material in the arch

bars; that's all—the shape of truss gen-

erally remaining the same as before,

whether right or wrong, in order that the

standard may not be departed from.

Champions of the old practice have re-

sorted to almost every means known to

them to galvanize into renewed life their

weak construction, and in their zeal have

not stopped, even, with an inversion of

proportions thereof, by giving the parts

spective members should have such a sec-

tion that the upper bar would begin to

fail by flexure at the exact instant that

the lower bar failed by tension. This

might also be hard to find; but a healthy

approximation to it has been reached by
not losing sight of the fact that the weak-
ened section of the lower bar, due to the

holes for the oil-box bolts, must have full

consideration, and also bearing in mind
that the upper bar is a beam fixed at both

ends, and therefore in the best condition

possible to resist flexure.

e
c

shown a fairly clean record. But the past

of the arch-bar truck of correct design

has also demonstrated its fitness for the

position of a leader, and it will no doubt

remain near the head on account of its

reasonable first cost, light weight and low

cost of maintenance—three factors that

will demand recognition when the time

is ripe for the adoption of a standard

truck frame for freight cars.

Guesswork and copying some other

man's riddles, to the exclusion of original

thought, are directly responsible for the

failures. An examination of the make-

up of a strange production—and perhaps

some nearer home—will prove this state-

ment is not a visionary one.

Equalization of stresses in the com-
pression and tension members is a con-

dition hard to find, whereas it should

stand as the gage of the designer's ability.

By "equalization" is meant that the re-

^%.^

To show how the shape of the arch

afTects the stress in its members, we illus-

trate two designs of one-half of truck

frame by center lines only, the space be-

tween the bars at the center being the

same in both cases, the shape of the

arch only being different. The intensity

of the stresses is shown by the triangle

of forces, drawn on each figure, with the

forces in pounds, and their direction.

The load is taken at 60,000 pounds for

capacity of car, and 30,000 pounds for that

portion of car and trucks carried by the

journals; this equals 90,000 -=-8 =: 11,250

pounds per journal, and is the amount
sustained by that portion of the frame

shown in both figures. Laying down
this load to scale in the direction in which

it acts, and drawing the upper line of the

triangle parallel to the upper arch bar to

an intersection with the lower bar, we
have the triangle of forces in which the
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numerical values are proportional to the

length of the sides.

In Fig. I we see that there are 11,475

pounds tending to buckle the upper bar,

and 13,050 pounds pulling at the lower bar.

Fig. 2, which has but one-half the set of

Fig. I, is seen to have 11,025 pounds in

compression and 14,400 pounds in ten-

sion. The shear on the oil-box bolts is

represented by the horizontal com-

ponents of the triangles; 10,600 pounds

and 10,800 pounds in the respective figures.

This object lesson is supplemented by

the calculated stresses (in which the

agreement is perfect, as it should be) in

the following equations, where L = load

in pounds:

Compression in Fig. i = ^X A. B -i- A
C= 1 1,250X 1975 -> 19-25= 1 1,475 pounds

compression. Tension := 1/ y_C B -i- A C
= 1 1,250 X 22.5 -H 1925 = 13.050 pounds.

Compression in Fig. 2=.Ly_A J? -f-

A C = 11,250 X 19 -H 19-25 = 11,025

pounds. Tension := L y_C B -i-A (7 =
11,250 X 24.75 -r- 19-25 = 14.400 pounds.

These figures cannot fail to make it

plain where strength is needed. When
yoked to the graphic process, or taken

singly, there is nothing left to conjecture;

it only remaining for the designer to

properly dispose of the material, and

meet the stresses with a factor of safety

that will cover all requirements.

The Master Car Builders' Association

could work a revolution in this matter of

arch-bar trucks, by appointing a commit-

tee to put it through a sifting ordeal,

with a view to the adoption of the fittest

that survived it, as a standard. There is

most urgent need of such action at once,

to beat down the barriers of personal

prejudice that have so long existed to

prevent the adoption of such a standard.

In our opinion, the results to be obtained

by such a committee would be so far-

reaching in its benefits to our rolling

stock as to stand on an equality with their

best efforts in other lines. Their good

work with wheels and axles should now
be crowned by the same intelligent

thought on the truck frame.

^ g g
Roller for Car Axle Journals.

We have had occasion in the past to

refer to some of the causes of hot boxes;

and among them the condition of the

journal, as left by the average lathcman,

always loomed up as the principal dis-

turber.

It is an unwritten law among men
wortny of the title of mechanic, that a file

should never touch a surface intended for

a journal bearing without all other efforts

to produce a smooth surface had failed;

but the fact must be chronicled that there

are some people living yet who rely solely

on the file and a liberal application of

emery to put a journal into shape for

business, when it is notorious that an

axle lathe cannot be speeded up for any

such purpose. Hot boxes under these

conditions are as certain as the tides. The

tool is the thing to leave a correct surface;

and after that tool, if the material is seamy

or hard, the roller, as shown in our illus-

tration, will produce a surface true and

smooth, closely approaching that of cold-

rolled iron. This tool was designed by

Mr. D. H. Teas, foreman at the N. Y.,

N. H. & H. shops at New Haven, and

has finished about 5,000 axles up to date.

The roller is of steel, 3 inches diameter

and l}/2 inches wide, with a steel bushing,

and is secured in the fork by a steel bolt,

all hardened. In operation, the journal

is finished within o.oi of an inch with a

square-nosed tool, and the collar and dust-

guard bearing are merely rough-turned;

the roller holder is then put in the tool

post, and the journal wiped clean of chips;

after %\-hich the roller is advanced to the

journal and fed across it, leaving the ma-

terial dense, smooth and true, and the

surface practically perfect for a journal

bearing.

There are no hot boxes to set against

this record of 5.000 axles, which is cer-

ifoomt-(tie £nffineering

ROLLER FOR CAR AXLE JOURXALS.

tainly proof enough that some of the other

causes for same are also closely looked

after, and that Master Mechanic Leary

made no mistake when appointing his

foremen.

i ^ i
Car Service on the Chesapeake & Ohio

Railway.

The National Association of Railway

Surgeons have been investigating the

sanitary condition of railway cars, and in

doing so addressed a letter to Mr. W. S.

Morris, superintendent of motive power
of the Chesapeake & Ohio, which brought

out such a comprehensive reply that we
feel it must interest our readers. The fol-

lowing is the letter slightly condensed:

"Our inspection of passenger cars at in-

terchange points embraces necessary com-
mon-sense sanitary inspection; in other

words, the closets, urinals, etc., are thor-

oughly inspected and cleaned before leav-

ing terminals, and our standard disinfect-

ant applied to all places exposed to any

unhealthy condition. Our disinfectant is

practically the same as used by the Penn-

sylvania Company.
"The only suggestion that I have to

offer in regard to heating and ventilating,

as well as cleaning of cars, is to discipline

thoroughly all of the trainmen and em-

ployes connected with this branch of the

service, so that they will be alive to any

sanitary requirements needed for the

healthy condition of the trains.

"The Chesapeake & Ohio Railway Com-
pany is far in advance of any other railway

company in the United States in the way

of heating and lighting its cars. We clean

all our coaches and carpets by a pneuma-

tic process every trip the cars make. In

the matter of heating, our coaches are

heated by hot circulation without the use

of stoves, the heat being transmitted from

the locomotive, through necessary piping,

to a system of drums, etc., placed under-

neath the car, which raises the tempera-

ture of the water of the pipes within the

car, thus providing circulation and any

temperature desired, from atmospheric to

a comfortable condition within the coach.

"We claim our light to be absolutely

the pioneer in the use of storage electric-

ity. All of the coaches of our through

trains are thus lighted, avoiding unnec-

essary heat and danger from oil lamps;

and in connection with this latter would

say, that we are successfully operating a

system of storage batteries wherein each

car is independently lighted and charged

for thirty-six hours' continuous lighting

by storage batteries. We have in our local

trains quite a number of cars lighted by

the Pintsch gas system, which avoids the

old-time danger of using oil lamps, and is

a very satisfactory light. In the summer
time there is some heat generated from

the light, which our electric lights en-

tirely eliminate. We have numerous

tunnels to run through; and being located

geographically in a section of the country

where the summers are long and mid-

summer quite hot, we have given all of

these matters of sanitary inspection, and

the necessary requirements for the com-

fort and health of passengers, very careful

attention; and with our improved methods

as described hereinbefore, we have the

best-ventilated cars in summer, as well as

the most healthful condition existing in

all of our trains, from one end of the line

to the other that can possibly be brought

about at the present time.

"We go as far as to use in our locomo-

tives the New River smokeless coal, and

reduce to the lowest minimum the annoy-

ance of smoke and gases."

i i i
Observations made during a recent trip

among New England roads, tended to

show that steel was being largely used in

car construction, especially in truck de-

tails. Many truck bolsters of pressed

steel were found replacing the wooden
type, both in repairs and new work.

There seems to be a disposition among
car men to see what there is in these

lighter and stronger designs of truck bol-

sters. It is certainly a wise move to tear

away from these relics of early days, and

make some intelligent effort to place the

truck construction on a plane of equality

with the car body in point of excellence.
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Some Fitchburg Kinks.

The Fitchburg Railroad car shops have

many useful tools and valuable appliances

for doing work, not common to all shops,

and new enough to be passed around

among those who know a good thing

when they see it.

AIR AT CAR WHEEL LATHE.

Among them we find an air hoist at the

car-wheel lathe—a place where assistance

is needed fully as much as at any point in

the shop. Our illustration shows a lo-

rolled over the hoist, the air is applied,

and the piston raises the wheels to clear.

They are then turned to the position

shown by dotted lines, which leaves them
right to roll into the lathe.

The air is operated at the hoist by means
of two small rods running from a two-way
cock and passing up through the floor at

the side of the cylinder. These rods are

merely pressed by the foot—one to apply

the air, and the other to release. These

au.xiliaries are not shown.

It is only necessary to compare this way
of handling wheels in and out of the lathe

with the one in general use—where two
men are engaged, one of them handling a

lever with a block attachment, while the

other does the persuasion act—to at once

appreciate the fine points of this scheme,

with its certainty and ease of action on the

forked support.

dence. We herewith present one that is

double-acting in the above sense, in which

is seen a very simple affair to do all that

it has demonstrated itself capable of.

It has the usual 8-inch cylinder, with a

piston rod threaded to receive chucks that

will hold the different fittings for hose

equipment, these chucks being made so as

to bring the fittings in line with the hose

when the latter is gripped in the clamp.

The pulling-off part of the device con-

sists of a cast-iron turret lying flat on the

table of the machine, in line with the cylin-

der, and pivoted so as to revolve in a hori-

zontal plane. The top face of this turret

is cored to receive the different fittings.

The piston rod extends through the

back cylinder head, and has a hook-shaped

end in which the hose is laid at right

angles to the line of motion, and has a

toothed clamp that automatically grips

the hose. Any forward motion of the

piston, it is seen, tends to cramp the

hose and securely hold it when its

fitting to be removed lies in its seat

in the turret. This is one of the

MACHINE FOR APPLYING AND REMOVING AIR HOSE FITTINGS,

1—Holder for i^-in. straight steam hose nipple.

2^ " " iX-in. air-brake hose nipple.

3— *' " K-ln. signal hose nipple.
4—Revolving turret.

{a) Pocket for holders 1-2-3.
(f>) " " angle steam hose nipple.
W) " " air brake and signal hose

couplings.

inch air cylinder in a pit between the rails

passing before the lathe; the cylinder is

located so as to stand centrally with the

lathe centers. When a pair of wheels are

required in the lathe, they are simply

.^—Cam clutch.

G—Head for holding air brake and signal hose

couplings.

7-Vise.

8—Thumb screws adjusting vise to various sizes

of hose.

9—Cam for operating vise.

Machines for applying air-hose fittings

are now on file in all well-regulated shops;

but a machine that will remove old fittings

when defective, or good fittings from old

or worn-out hose, is not so much in evi-

FITCHBURG RAILROAD.

10—Head for holding siginal hose nipple,

n

—

'' " air brake and straight steam
hose nipples.

12

—

" ** angle steam hose nipple.

13

—

" adjusting hose clamps.

14—Extension jaw to prevent the hose from crip-

pling.

cheapest and best devices of its kind that

we have seen.

Distance can hardly be said to "lend

enchantment" when a pair of mounted
wheels are to be moved over a network of
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tracks, and pinclied around all sorts of

obstructions in a crowded shop; and to

annihilate some of it, the carriage we illus-

trate was designed. The engraving tells

the story plainly enough.

These labor-saving kinks Mr. Eddy, the

general foreman, is responsible for, and

show that he is ready at all times with a

suggestion to help out work on lines cal-

culated to save money. O. H. R.

Some examples of good work in car

design and construction of twenty-five

marvels at the time—and are yet. These

coaches were 70 feet long and weighed

38,000 pounds. That was an enormous
length for those days, and coming very

near the limit for the present time. They
have been in service continuously from the

day they were built, except when in for

repairs, up to to-day, and no one can pre-

dict when the end will come; but when it

arrives, it will be the end of the One Hoss
Shay. Those cars stand linking the past

to the present, as representatives of prac-

tice in construction fully equal to that of

to-day.

Band saws are no longer filed by hand

in well-regulated shops. The filing and

setting of the teeth is done automatically

on a little machine about 20 inches square,

that looks innocent enough when standing

still, but is full of business when it gets a

saw in its grip.

i i S

The General Agency Co., New York,

which handle the Smith triple-expansion

exhaust pipe, have issued rules to be fol-

lowed in applying the exhaust pipe, some

jar

,-c^

la
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CARRIAGE FOR MOUNTED WHEELS, FITCHBURG RAILKO.M).

years ago are still extant, and are re-

minders to the younger generation of car

builders that they cannot jump into the

breach and fill the places being made va-

cant all too fast by the Grim Reaper until

their work can show something to equal

these early productions in point of dura-

bility combined with lightness. Mr. C.

A. Smith, the veteran master car builder

of the Union Tank Line, and practically

the father of the Master Car Builders'

Association (having done more than any

other one man to organize and put it on

a successful footing), built some passenger

cars when he was on the Erie that were

Car-truck frames of the girder type are

receiving recognition at this time that

must be flattering to the advocates of that

style of construction. The master car

builder of a prominent road recently made

the statement to us that he now had 1,200

cars equipped with pressed-steel trucks,

and spoke in glowing terms of their eco-

nomical performance. Such testimonials

as that are likely to make the arch-bar

truck weaken in the position it has held

so long, as the mainstay of the best build-

ers, and probably has much to do with the

installation of a large plant for the manu-

facture of pressed-steel trucks.

of which might be followed to advantage

with all locomotives. In regard to brick

arches, for instance, they say: "We recom-

mend the use of a brick arch fully two-

thirds the length of fire-box, set six inches

from the flue sheet, the center of arch on

a line with the center of lower row of

flues. The back end of arch should be so

set that the area from the top of the back

end to the crown sheet shall be 1J/2 times

the area of the flues. Also, the area

from the back end of the arch to the

back end of firebox shall be the same as

the area from the crown sheet to the

arch."
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Shop Kinks at Valley Palls.

The convenience of the tram with an

extensible and adjustable point is appreci-

ated to the fullest when tramming an en-

gine having more than four drivers. Our
illustration shows the best development

of this idea that we have seen. As shown,

lol

used for the tram points, we find in these

shops that it is the practice to describe

circles on the ends of axles and crank

pins, and tram from the lines thus made.

The tool for making these circles is shown

in our picture of the ball divider, which

takes its name from the fact that the ball

tits in the center, around which the scrib-

ing point makes the circle. It will be seen

that the little thing is simplicity itself: A
3^-inch round bar for a body, on which

dovetailed slide, which is held rigidly at

any point by the cramping screw passing

through it. On the head is mounted a

dividing index, which has the outer end

of its spindle tapered to receive a split

sleeve, on which the work is mounted and

secured, by means of a screw forcing the

sleeve on the tapered spindle, and thus

expanding the former so as to tightly fit

the bore of the work, as shown in section.

The sliding head is capable of any radial

K-'-J ( )

A I'ENTER DIVIDER.

ADJUSTABLE TRAM POINT.

there is a slotted point capable of move-

ment at right angles to the tram bar, and

locked in position by a milled nut. The
body carrying this point has an adjust-

ment parallel to the tram bar, by means

slides the ball center and its adjusting

screw and nut, both having a clamp screw

to hold them in position. One end of the

bar has the scribing head with its scriber,

which is also firmly held by a clamp.

FLUTING OF BAI<I,-JOINT BFARINGS.

The old method of filing teeth on a

ball-joint cutter is well known to be a slow

and inaccurate way to build the business

part of a very useful tool. Our engrav-

ing makes it plain that some good head

work has been done on the device shown,

which is for the purpose of fluting the

teeth out of the solid, or forming grooves

adjustment within the length of the base,

and is therefore fitted to do any radial

grinding that may be likely to come up

in a railroad shop.

Piston packing-ring practice is so vari-

able in the different shops of the country

as to be a matter of comment among those

on the inside; and this is all the more

strange, because a cast-iron ring of prac-

tically the same section is now almost

universally used—bringing out the query

FOR FLUTING BALL

of a screw, and is virtually a micrometer

when the collar on the nut is graduated.

This last feature is a particularly valuable

one, since an adjustment of the tram is

possible to any degree of nicety, and any

allowance required on the length of rods

can be made with absolute certainty.

Contrary to the practice of tramming

in most shops, where center points are

JOINT CUTTERS.

to receive them when the cutting tool is

made with the let-in tooth. It was de-

signed by Mr. Foster, the tool-room fore-

man, and is not patented.

It is devoid of all complications me-

chanically, consisting only of a light base,

which is secured to the table of the grind-

ing machine and swivels on the bolt

shown. This base carries the head on a

Locomotite Enginfcring

CHUCK FOR PISTON RINGS.

as to the diversity of operations to get a

common result.

A chuck for turning the cylinder fit on

piston rings is herewith shown, which

has won the stamp of approval of every

mechanic who has seen it. The rig is

simply a pair of cast-iron disks bolted to-

gether, one of which has a boss threaded

to fit the spindle of a lathe. A ring of the

so-called "Ramsbottom" type is faced off,

but not bored out; and when placed in the

chuck, a clamp is put on and the ring is

closed the proper amount to have the

required tension, the bolts are then set up

and the ring is turned exactly to the diam-

eter of the cylinder.

When the ring is released from the
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cliuck it will, of course, expand, and must

be sprung into the cylinder. There arc

two important advantages to be had in

fitting rings this way: First, there is no

guesswork as to the fit in the cylinder,

as in other methods where the ring is dis-

torted and must wear to a fit; second, the

element of tension in the ring—one of the

most neglected factors—is a known quan-

tity and always within control.

There is little room for comparison be-

tween this purely mechanical sure thing

and the go-as-you-please style of a solid

ring turned Yz inch larger than the cylin-

der and afterward cutting and springing

it into place.

These kinks are in everyday use in the

Valley Falls shops of the New York, New
Haven. & Hartford road, where Master

Mechanic Butler presides, and where time

has not dimmed the luster of a well-earned

reputation for advanced tool-room prac-

tice won long ago. O. H. R.

i i i

Dimensions of Cylinders.

The "Railway Herald." of London, has

been publishing weekly a leading article

on some important railroad mechanical

subject, which has contained a great deal

of valuable educational matter for railroad

men.

A recent article says: "A point of great

importance in the designing of high-speed

steam engines is the amount of surface

exposed to the cooling influence of the e.x-

haust. It has not been possible, so far.

to discover a non-conducting material

wherewith to make steam cylinders. The
best is to reduce the amount exposed to a

minimum. A question well known to

those who have studied the differential

calculus is: What are the dimensions of

the cylinder which present the least exter-

nal surface for a given volume? There

is an infinity of cylinders having the same

volume, but among these there is only one

in which the external area is least, and in

this one cylinder the length is equal to the

diameter. Applying this to the case of

a steam-engine cylinder, the area in ques-

tion is represented by the walls of the

cylinder barrel, one side of the piston, and

the inner face of the opposite cylinder

cover. It would seem, therefore, as if to

secure the last condensation the stroke

should be made equal to the diameter.

Locomotives have been built having such

cylinder proportions, but probably not on

account of this fact. It must not be left

out of sight that during the return stroke

the whole of the cylinder walls is not ex-

posed to the atmosphere. We have to

take into account the compression and re-

admission periods, and the clearance

space; so that for the purpose of reheating

as much as possible the walls, previous to

the commencement of the stroke in the

reverse direction, we must make the stroke

somewhat longer than the diameter of the

piston."

A New Headlight Signal.

Henry J. Davis, of Pueblo, Col., has

recently brought out a new thing in head-

light signaling.

Instead of using the simple curtain to

darken the light when train is in siding to

clear, he employs a shade that shows a

red headlight when train is on siding, but

not in to clear, and a blue headlight when
they are in to clear.

In these days of fast time on single-

track roads, it would be a great relief to

the cab. These shutter frames are made
of metal and hinged, sliding in grooves

top and bottom of case, as plainly shown
in the engraving. Any further informa-

tion can be had by addressing the inventor

as above.

i g i

Railroad Through the Sea.

A railroad through the sea is being

built in England, and is now almost

completed. It runs from Brighton to

Rottingdean, a distance of four miles.

There are four lines of rails, laid in two

pairs, the width of gage between the outei

rails being i8 feet. Each pair of rails is

supported by concrete blocks mortised

to the rock below. The steepest gradient

is I to 300, and the sharpest curve half-a

mile in radius. The rails are laid on the

beach so near to low-water mark that they

are covered a greater part of the twenty-

four hours.

The object of this road is to give the

throng of people who resort to Brighton

an opportunity to travel on the water

without being subject to the annoying

motions that cannot be avoided on ship-

board. The deck of the car is 23 feet

above the raijs, and well out of the reach

of the waves. The deck will measure

46 X 22 feet, and will carry a saloon 25

X 13 feet. The motive power will come
from a trolley wire strung along poles

on the shore.—Ex.

Spring-lianger Strengthener.

The sketch shown illustrates a method
of strengthening the spring hanger used

on nearly all the locomotives belonging

PLAN.

the man on the flyer to know just how
things arc fixed at the station he is ap-

proaching—if there is a train there now
with a clear headlight, he is not sure

whether they are in siding, with the rear

end hanging out, or on the main line.

Mr. Davis uses shutter slides made up

of panels of red and blue glass. These

slides are carried in the right side of the

headlight case, and are shoved ahead and

over the front by rods running back to

XowmvffM Englnwtrimg

to the Louisville, New Albany & Chicago

Railroad.

The device needs no description. As
spring hangers are weakest in the key-

hole, and generally break there, the at-

tachment shown is sufiicient to divide the

strains. It is said to be an effectual pre-

ventative of broken hangers.

g i i

M. Paul de Hurny, a French naval

officer, has invented a process for solidify-

ing petroleum. It is said that common oil

has been converted into a solid block as

hard as anthracite coal, and that it will

burn slowly, giving oflf intense heat. A
ton of this fuel is said to represent thirty

times its weight of coal.
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Qrinding Attachment for a Drill Press.

The Brussels shops of Belgian State

Railway have a grinding device in use,

which we illustrate by courtesy of Mr.

G, R. Henderson, M. E., of the Norfolk

& Western Railway, to whom the drawing

was furnished by Mr. Barnard, the shop

manager.

It can be used on any machine having

a rotary motion, but was especially de-

signed for application to a drill press. The
dimensions are given in metric values,

and the descriptive notes are in French;

these we leave in their virgin purity, to

show the foreign origin of the device,

which may appear complicated at first

glance and without studying the draw-

ing, which was made for shop use and not

for parade. We reproduce it entire.

The construction is such as will drive

the grinder from a head fitted to the socket

of the drill spindle. This head is made
with a conical projection extending down
from the under side, and is turned eccen-

tric with the shank that fits the spindle

socket; it is shown in section

at line A i?, and in plan

marked coupe AB. The
tapering socket receiving

the above projection is a

part of the hollow sleeve

which carries the grinding

spindle, the latter working
in a split bushing, and held

in position by a collar at the

upper end, and at the lower

end by the cable sheave

which drives the grinder;

the emery wheel is shown
at the lower end of spindle,

secured by a nut. The
sleeve carrying this spindle

is also made eccentric with the body
of which it is a part and the method
of fastening is shown in section at line

C D, and in plan marked coupe C D.

It consists of a plate sliding through

a slot in the sleeve, and engaging

in a groove in the tapering projection of

under side of body, the plate being tapped

to receive a bolt on under side of sleeve.

The two parts are thus firmly united longi-

tudinally; but the sleeve is perfectly free

to rotate about the body above it, by

means of the worm carried in the body,

and which engages with the teeth cut on
the upper end of the sleeve.

In operation, the head revolves with the

drill spindle, and the sleeve, being secured

to it, revolves about the axis of the spindle

in a path equal to twice its eccentricity,

carrying with it the grinder, which, it is

seen, has two motions—one about the axis

of the prime mover (the drill spindle), and
one about its own axis. Motion is trans-

mitted to the grinder by a cable drive on
the sheave shown above the grinding

wheel.

The device is shown set to its maximum
capacity, as will be seen by a reference to

the plan view at the bottom of the illus-

tration, where the three center lines are

shown in their proper relation to each

other for the extreme positions, marked
excentricite maximum.

When used as an instrument of pre-

cision on the interior of a cylinder, the

axis of the grinder is made to coincide

with that of the drill spindle, or nearly

so—depending on the diameter of bore

—

and any increase of the latter is at once

effected by turning the worm screw, for

which a wrench or key is provided, as

shown. Any movement of the worm
tends to separate the axes referred to, and

feeds the grinder into the work, on the

same principle that a lathe tool is fed into

the cut. It is apparent that the device will

work with equal facility on the exterior of

a job, in which event it would be started

from the positions shown in the illustra-

tion.

The Roxbury Shops.

The shops of the N. Y., N. H. & H. at

the above point bear evidence of old-time

G ftmi I tut Atuirhinrnt

to the dignity of a full-fledged air com-

pressor, and has to get its pressure from

8-inch pumps, whose air cylinders are

bushed to 6 inches diameter, giving a

constant working pressure of lOo pounds,

which is stored in a reservoir made of an

old locomotive boiler.

There is a belief among some engineers

that an ordinary locomotive will not attain

a speed of loo miles an hour because the

steam will not escape fast enough to re-

lieve the piston of back pressure. The

Chicago & Northwestern people had a

good demonstration that the back pres-

sure as a speed-restraining brake is a fal-

lacy. They were making some experi-

ments on the testing plant illustrated in

our March number, when the governor

belt accidentally slipped ofif. The engine

at once started to race. The Boyer speed

record is graduated up to loo miles an

hour, and the pointer went as far as it

1C9-

days, and the tools are largely of an anti-

quated type; but Master Mechanic Twom-
bly is not influenced by his surroundings

to the extent that he neglects any open-

ings for improving and cheapening the

cost of his output. He is a believer in

compressed air for handling work about

the shops, as is amply evident by the

home-made overhead trolley with a small

air-lift running lengthwise of the machine

shop, another crosswise of the same shop,

and still another running from the axle

pile to the machine shop, and also one

from the wheel platform to the machine

shop and roundhouse. These lifts are 8-

inch, and, in addition to these, there are

14-inch lifts at each pit, and a small one

located over the potash vat, to lower and

raise the cage containing the work in pro-

cess of cleaning.

This system of trolleys has worked a

revolution in handling work here, mak-

ing it unnecessary to truck anything

about the shop, and it is immensely popu-

lar with the men. There are other shops

that have utilized air in a greater diversi-

fied field perhaps, but there are few that

can approach this in the completeness

of its small traveling cranes. Like

most railroad shops, this has not attained

could go before steam was shut ofif. The

men in charge thought that the speed was

about 150 miles an hour.

Many years ago, in a railroad repair

shop, it was found impossible on a cer-

tain occasion to spare the only planer in

the shop to plane up the joints of some

rocker boxes that were halved together,

owing to a rush of planer work. The
congestion was relieved by doing the job

on a lathe as follows: A little platen or

table was made and applied to the lathe

carriage, adjustment to height being liad

by means of four screws, each one of

which had a nut above and below the

table. The rocker-box halves were bolted

to this table, and a milling cutter carried

on the lathe centers made as good a job

as would have been possible on the planer.

This experience is cited as one instance

where a man "rose to the occasion" by

originality or pure kink gifts, long before

the milling machine was as well known as

it is at the present time.

No January or April papers now. Com-
mence subscriptions with May.
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Locomotive Details—Boston & Maine
Railroad.

Our engravings of some locomotive

details, showing the standard practice of

the Boston & Maine, are given by per-

mission of Mr. Bartlett, superintendent of

motive power of that road. The rocking

grate and the method of holding the side

The oil cup for eccentric straps is got-

ten up with a needle feed, and, in addition

to that, has an outside channel cored in

the body of the cup by which a warm
eccentric can be deluged with oil when the

conditions demand it. The engraving of

of this is very clear.

Brick arches on this road are applied

-< J» lA-J

iX'—>i
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t-l 1-
ROCKING GRATE, BOSTON & MAINE.

bars are given to show a design that pos-

sesses many strong points, among which
will be noticed the short fingers on the

rockers, only 12 inches over all, as against

the average length of 22 inches on many
other roads. These short fingers are less

liable to breakage on account of the re-

duced lever arm, and another and greater

advantage lies in the increased chopping
action on the fire when the grates are

rocked—breaking the fire more uniformly

over the grate, an item of no small im-

portance with some fuels.

on common-sense principles, in the rela-

tion of their position with reference to the

crown sheet, and also their total length.

It is an exceptional case to find any estab-

lished rules laid down for the proportion

of brick arches for certain dimensions of

fireboxes, or the ratio of opening above

the arch to area of all flues. It is, on this

ground, refreshing to find one authority

on the subject who has courage to give

out cold figures to exemplify actual prac-

tice.

The proportion of area of flues to the

openings around arch, at front and back,

is made ij^ to i in all cases, that having

been found to give the most economical

performance. The details of construction

of the arch in the engraving show it to be

in sections 16 inches wide and made in

two pieces, the sections being locked at

the center by a ij^-inch round bar passing

lengthwise of the arch. It is supported

at the sides by two i x 2-inch wrought-

iron lugs, with }i twelve-thread ends,

screwed into side sheet under each section

of brick. The whole arrangement is good
and without one seriously objectionable

feature.

The exhaust damper or muffler we show

was gotten up to stifle the horrible din

made by the exhaust of their heavy en-

gines in the Union Station at Boston.

This is accomplished by means of a netting

secured to a frame and operated from the

cab by a lever which actuates a shaft pass-

ing across the smoke arch, back of the

cxliaust nozzles; the netting being secured

to this shaft, is raised completely out of

line of the exhaust, or dropped at pleasure.

This device is supposed to have been

introduced to enhance the comfort of the

"dear public," but the fact that the general

offices are located in the building would

lead to the belief that some other people's

comfort was contemplated. But let that

pass—it is a good thing in any event.

O. H. R.

i i i
One of the neatest jobs of cobbling up

a break-down in the shop that ever came
under our observation, was seen in the

OIL CUP FOR ECCENTRIC STRAP,
BOSTON & MAINE.

Fitchburg car shops recently. The punch

and shear in the blacksmith shop had a

gear, about 48 inches in diameter, which

took advantage of a busy season to break

in three pieces. It was impossible to hold

the work until a new gear could be fur-

nished by the builders of the machine,

and Mr. Eddy, the general foreman, came
to the front with an original scheme to

tide the machine over the push. He
bolted two disks of boiler plate to the
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BRICK ARCH, BOSTON & MAINE.

arms of the gear, after placing the broken

sections together, as they were in heaUh,

and then shrunk a wrought-iron band,

I'A X ij^ inches, over the teeth, in the

gear face, and then grooved the pinion to

clear the band. That gear lias driven the

machine every day since, with no signs

of dissolution; and when it is remembered
that the only precedent on record for a job

of that kind is to scrap the gear at once,

it looks to us as though another man had

"risen to the occasion."

Corridor cars, as they call coaches built

on the American plan in England, have

generally found favor over there; but on
one line, the West Coast, there are grum-
blings and discontent from the gilded

patrons of the roads because the unwel-

come third-class travelers intrude on the

privacy of the party of the first part. Caste

prejudice dies hard; but there is nothing

more certain than that what is now re-

garded by some as an unnecessary inno-

vation, affecting the so-called rights of a

certain few, will after the first pang is

over be welcomed as a decided improve-

ment over the old practice, notwithstand-

ing that privacy, as they know it. has been
sacrificed to comfort and convenience.

The Boston & Maine R. R. is about to

build a new plant at Somerville, and aban-

don the old shops at Charlestown and East

Cambridge, the increased business and
progressive tendencies of the road de-

manding more and better facilities for

handling their work. New roundhouses
do not appear on the new drawings for the

reason that the old ones^ are very con-

veniently located for housing the engines,

and answer the purpose fully as well as

though built to-day, but the repair shops
are simply obsolete and of no use in keep-

ing up repairs, not to say anything about
doing new work. Concord will also have
a modern shop, with every device for

cheapening the cost of work; electric

traveling cranes and motors, and an air

plant that will reach all previous efforts

in the utilization of air for shop purposes.

There is something pathetic in the sacri-

fice of any old shop that has been the

cradle for the power of a growing road.

and these will be missed by many grizzly

old timers who have formed an attach-

ment for the old rookeries that time will

be slow in effacing.

The Pedrick & Ayer Co. have in use

in railroad shops 120 of their belted com-
pressors—showing that railroad people

are fast recognizing the fact that air-brake

pumps are good enough for a makeshift

for shop pumps, but not for a regular

thing.

Watson & Stillman have for some little

time been at work upon a lot of hydraulic

machinery for the new American Pulley

Works, of Philadelphia, which is to manu-
facture a new all-sheet-steel pulley, in

which the hub, . spokes and rims are all

made of thin sheet steel.

T
A..

-m-

m"
Wr't Iron Stripe %aeH

Taper Pin

Jiocotnotivt i^nff%neering

EXHAUST DAMPER, BOSTON & MAINE.
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Echoes of the Boston Con\ention of

Air Brake-Men.

Ninety-seven members answered roll

call.

Snappy work and harmony character-

ized all sessions.

The association has a membership of

two hundred and forty-two.

The success of the convention exceeded

the most sanguine expectations.

One session, beginning at 9 A. M. and

ending at I P. M., was held each day.

"Dat 'skurzhun t' Plymout' wuz a bute."

—Danny Dxtgan.

That an air brake man is a "crank" was

demonstrated by the large attendance at

all sessions.

The large attendance shows that an in-

creased interest is being taken in air-

brake service.

As a rule, the papers were so complete

as to preclude lengthy and tedious dis-

cussion.

Veteran S. L. Hawks, of the Chicago

& Alton Railroad, was present, and gave

the youngsters an interesting talk.

The air-brake men seem to have the

happy faculty of speaking to the point

and sitting down when they are through.

It was noticed that better results were

had on roads where the air-brake man is

given authority and is held responsible. .

The re-election of President Hutchins,

Secretary Kilroy and Treasurer Best was

a fitting recognition of faithful and able

services rendered.

The Pacific Coast, Canada, Northwest,

Southwest and South were well repre-

sented. There was an avalanche of mem-
bers from the Eastern and Middle States.

Railway officials who granted leave of

absence and transportation to their air-

brake men have made a good investment,

and will doubtless receive profitable re-

turns.

The character and amount of air-brake

information contained in the several

papers read at the convention proves that

the air-brake men are great investigators,

and that they are well up in the art of see-

ing.

Professor Swain, of the Boston School

of Technology, and engineer of the Mas-

sachusetts State Board of Railroad Com-
missioners, made the opening address and

welcomed the convention to Boston.

The members could successfully trace

the air through the winding passages of

the valves of the air-brake system, but

they were complete failures in attempting

to master the crooked streets of Boston.

President Hutchins proved himself to

be a presiding officer of extraordinary

ability. His rulings showed a close ac-

quaintance with all air-brake subjects,

and that he was equal to the requirements

and responsibilities of his office.

"Locomotive Engineering's" colored
_

air-brake chart, and group of portraits of

the Air-Brake Association officers, were

the most appropriate and highly appre-

ciated of the numerous souvenirs distrib-

uted to the members at the convention.

"False piston travel" is a newly-coined

expression direct from the Air-Brake

Men's Boston Convention, and is em-

ployed to describe the momentarily in-

cteased piston travel resulting from a car

jolting over crossings, frogs, low joints,

etc.

"Lost piston travel" is another brand-

new term originated at the Boston Con-

vention, and "is produced by deflection

in rigging, lost motion in pedestals, boxes,

brasses, truck transoms, center bearings

and brake connections, and live levers

striking in release on truck frames."

What better evidence is needed that the

Air-Brake Association is on the right

track, and is accomplishing good, than the

complimentary and encouraging words of

such eminently practical railroad men as

F. D. Adams and J. W. Marden— both

veteran master car builders.

Nashville, Tenn., was selected as the

place for holding next year's convention.

The Air-Brake as a Life Prolonger.

Professor Swain, in making his opening

address to the Air-Brake Men, states:

"From the figures in the last report of the

Interstate Commerce Commission, it ap-

pears that one passenger was killed for

every forty-four million passenger miles

run, i. c., that the chances are that a travel-

er will not be killed on a railroad until he

has traveled forty-four million miles. In

other words, if a child were born travel-

ing in a railway car, and were to spend

its life traveling in the same car at a

speed of fifty miles an hour, it would live

to be one hundred years old before it

would be killed by a railroad accident."

A Graphic Illustration.

The report of the Committee on Water-

Raising System on Sleeping Cars says:

"A passenger arising from his berth in a

sleeping car in the morning will use about

a gallon and a half of water in washing.

To fill the space vacated by the water with

air pressure at 20 pounds will require 817

cubic inches of air at atmospheric pres-

sure, and 2.6 strokes of an eight-inch pump
must be made to compress it. At 70

pounds, almost 2,000 cubic inches of free

air will be required, and 6.4 strokes must
be made to compress it."

i i i
A Great Waste of Pressure.

In substance the paper on Piston Travel

read at the Air Brake Men's Boston con-

vention says that in making 175 stops, a

thirty-car freight train, with piston travel

adjusted at nine inches, will use 8,736,000

cubic inches of free air more than if the

adjustment be made at five inches. To
compress this volume to seventy pounds
would require an eight-inch pump to run

at full speed with 140 pounds steam pres-

sure for three and three-quarter hours.

A nine-and-a-half inch pump would do
the same work in about two hours.

^ i i
Automatic draining valves for main

reservoirs that will be an improvement

over the present drain plug must be simply

constructed, positive in action, and able

to successfully combat the interfering in-

fluences of sediment, gummy oil and ice.

Service trials frequently kill devices which

look well on paper. Designers cannot

give too much attention to the practical

side of the question.

© i i

Fred Hain. Buffalo. N. Y.; D. L. Bach-

man, Perth Amboy, N. J.; C. W. Harton,

Richmond, Va., and M. C. Glenn, sent

correct solution to "Thrall's Problem" a

few days too late for insertion in the .\pril

number.

^ i i

C. F. Sundbcrg, Sioux Falls, S. D. ; Le-

roy M. Carlton, Eagle Grove, la., and R.

Escol State, Bellcfontaine, O., have sent

correct solutions to "Conger's Problem"

in April number.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Central of Georgia Railroad Air-Brake

Instruction Plant.

Editors :

I am sending you, under separate cover,

a photograph of an air-brake instruction

room now in operation on the Central

of Georgia Railroad at Macon, Ga.

The room is 16x32 feet; the rack is

3 X 6 X 25 feet, with full equipment for en-

gine and tender (less driving brakes), three

passenger cars and three freight cars,

signal, and full length of pipe for each

car. We use a pj^-inch pump, which is

located in the engine room about six

hundred feet away, and is connected to a

reservoir containing about 95,700 cubic

inches. This air is conveyed from there,

through a ij^-inch pipe, to reservoir in

room, containing 17,400 cubic inches,

which is located in right-hand corner of

A Record Breaker.
Editors :

The first of April, 1894, I overhauled

an 8-inch Westinghouse air pump, and

on the I2th of the month it was placed

in service on C. & O. Engine No. 23. In

May, 1895, Engine 23 came into the shop
for general repairs. The pump was taken

off and tested, and was found to be in

good shape supplying plenty of air. The
general foreman, seeing the able manner
in which pump performed its work, re-

quested it to be replaced on the engine

to see how long a pump would last; also

to test the general benefit of metallic pis-

ton-rod packing with which this pump
was equipped. The engine remained in

the repair shop for three weeks before

t was again assigned for duty.

On March 12, 1896, the engine again

returned to the repair shop for general

overhauling. Again the pump was placed

ing smaller in the center of the cylinder

and one sixty-fourth of an inch elongated.

The air cylinder was worn the one hun-

dredth part of an inch, bell shape, being

smaller in the center of the cylinder, but

perfectly round and as smooth as glass.

The steam rings had an opening of one-

eighth of an inch, while the air rings were
completely worn out. I used an oil cup on
the piston-rod packing, which was as

tight as the day it was put into service.

P. P. Haller,
A. B. Insp., C. & O. Ry.

Covington, Ky.

i ® i
Solution of Conger's Problem.

Editors :

The brake was set at first application

with a light reduction of train-pipe pres-

sure. Although we doubted it at first,

room. Reducing valve is connected direct

to reservoir, and signal pipe is run on
back of rack.

All turns in the piping are made with

easy bends, there being only eight right

angle fittings used on the rack. We use

seven duplex gages, they being connected

to auxiliary reservoirs and brake cylin-

ders; the gage on the end of rack to the

left is connected to signal pipe. The brake

cylinders are fitted with stirrups ^ x 2

inches, with three 2-inch blocks in each,

so that the piston travel may be length-

ened or shortened and the effect shown.

We have D-5 brake valve, quick-action

triple, governor, signal valve and reduc-

ing valve cut in section, so that all ports

may be seen, and are mounted on a table

which is shown in part near the center of

the room. The frame is made of 3x3-
inch timber, and is braced with three i-

inch rods through the wall.

' Macon, Ga. W. W. Elfe.

on the test stand and found to be very

slow in accumulating pressure, so it was
dismantled and prepared for a hot lye

bath.

The following is the condition which

the pump was found to be in, after a year

and eleven months' yard service of twenty-

four hours per day, minus the three weeks

in the repair shop and the time laid up for

boiler-washing—in other words, three

years and ten months' service of eleven

hours per day, which would allow ample

time for boiler-washing and repairs. Dur-
ing this period the pump was supplied with

five discharge valves, four receiving

valves, reversing valve, bushing and stem,

aggregating a cost of about seven dollars.

This proves that metallic packing is a

great saving for air pumps. The piston

rod was only worn the two hundredth

part of an inch in diameter, and was per-

fectly straight.

The steam cylinder was worn the one

hundredth part of an inch, bell shape, be-

yet the gages showed that some o£ the

auxiliary air passed through the feed port

before the triple piston moved.

The brake piston did not move far

enough to cover the leakage grooves, and

all the air that came out of the auxiliary

into brake cylinder was wasted. Another
reduction was made, with the same result,

bringing valve to lap. After a few times

experimenting, it was an easy matter to

drain every auxiliary reservoir of air so

low that no movement of brake piston

was produced less than 5 pounds. This

could be done in five or six minutes.

When this low pressure was reached, the

brake valve was placed on full emergency,

and all the air in reservoir flowed out

through leakage groove.

This same experiment was tried with an

equalizing discharge valve D-8, and in

nearly every case some of the pistons

would go by the leakage groove—an addi-

tional good point for the D-8 over the

B-ii. When piston travel was increased
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to 9 inches, the pistons covered the

grooves on first apphcation with more cer-

tainty than with a 5 to 6-inch piston travel.

Now the question arises—If this can be

done purposely as an object lesson, is it

not likely to be done carelessly or igno-

rantly when trying to make a station stop,

and that too, without releasing brake be-

tween successive'reduction?

A light reduction at first application

that does not insure all the leakage

grooves being covered, generally leaves

some of the brakes not set at all, as the

reductions afterward are necessarily light;

and when it is seen that the train is going

to run by. bang! goes the brake valve into

emergency.

I think the reason some careless fellows

never have this trouble is because they

get the emergency action at the first crack

—that covers the leakage grooves—sure

pop.

C. B. Conger.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

valve is adjusted in the air-brake repairalso an old-fashioned watch. The con-

tents of the package proved a puzzle to

tlie inspector till he unfolded a hastily

scribbled note, which, on being deci-

phered, was found to read as follows:

, N. H., Nov. I.

"Oy inspector:

"Dear Sur:—The day before yesterday

room.

Will the water run out by gravity with

Mr. Kelley's valve?

W. DE Sanno,

. Pan Handle Shops.

Indianapolis, Ind.

i i *&

Graphite for Air Qages.

Editors :

I believe it is bad practice to oil any of

the moving parts in repairing steam gages.

I have found that powdered graphite

sprinkled over the hairspring and other

moving parts produces very good results.

W. DE Sanno,
Pan Pandle Shops.

Indianapolis, Ind.

i i i
Being Busy, He Took an Examination

by Mail.

It is not an unusual thing for an air-

brake instructor to receive a letter con-

Location for the Main Reservoir.

Editors :

Herewith I forward you a print show-

ing location for main air reservoir on

tender. I would like to have your opin-

ion as to whether this would be a good

place to put a main reservoir.

I have seen reservoirs placed in almost

every conceivable place on engine or ten-

der, and, in my experience, they were

always in the way of repairs and required

altogether too much lifting up and down.

U^esllown, Pa. Geo. E. Rhoads.

i i i

Main Drum Release Valves.

Editors :

The air drum relief valve illustrated by

me in February number of "Locomotive

Engineering" is not an automatic-acting

valve, from the fact that its operation is

governed by the engineer cutting out the

governor. It should not operate under

less than two or three pounds in excess

of what the governor is set for. I fail to

see any complication about it. The

LeeomtMt^ £i»fftnMrtmg

taining questions and answers purporting

to be honestly prepared by some em-

ploye who, on account of sickness or busi-

ness matters, is unable to personally ap-

pear, and asks that he be given a rating

based on the replies to the questions sub-

mitted. The following, which was clipped

from a New Hampshire newspaper, is

self-explanatory, and concludes with a

humorous letter, which, if true, eclipses all

previous efforts, and also savors of an

honesty not contained in the above-men-

tioned proxy:

The present general inspection of all

the employes of the Boston & Maine for

color blindness has its humorous aspect,

and among the odd experiences of the ex-

amination, none was more amusing than

that told by one of the boys as having fol-

lowed the issuing of an order for the sec-

tion hands to appear before the examiner.

A day or two after this order had been sent

out a messenger boy came hurrying in

with a small package neatly tied up and

addressed to the eye inspector. The lat-

ter opened it, and was surprised to find a

glass eye wrapped up in tissue paper, and

at nunc I got word to come down and

have my ise looked after for colur blind-

nes, as ye cal it. I had 46 ties and 10

rales to put down beyond the sand cut,

and as jerry Sullivan and Doniinick Colly

were laid up since the wake that wuz hold-

ed over the dead corpse of Daniel Do-

herty, my hands were tu short to spare me.

'Twas lucky that the right oy that wuz

furst in me head was put out with the blow

of a pik and me glas oy that is a perfect

figur of the oy that was not put out is sent

to you together with my watch for exam-

ination. I culd spare the glass oy better

than the oy in me hed, an' if she is cuUor

blind oyl get me one that ain't. Youres

truly,

Anthony Driscoli..

inder Indicator Cards.

to No. 5, inclusive, are

Air-Brake Cyl

Cards No. i

from coach No. 54, with light brake rig-

ging and plain wooden beams.

Card No. 3 shows increased piston

travel by jarring coach after brakes were

applied.

Cards No. 4 and No. 5 were taken with-

out changing the slack, showing increase

of travel, while running, beyond that of

standing test.

Cards No. 6 to No. 10, inclusive, are

from coach No. 54, with same brake rig-

ging as previous cards, with new wooden

beams trussed.

Cards No. 9 and No. 10 are to be com-

pared for piston travel, standing and run-

ning.

Cards No. 11 to No. 15, inclusive, are

from coach No. 54, with M. C. B. standard

brake rigging and trussed metallic brake

beams.

Card No. 14 shows increased piston

travel by jarring coach after brakes were

applied.

Cards No. 12 and No. 15 are to be com-

pared for piston travel, standing and run-

ning.

The loop in No. 16 was caused by brake

being held on to stop, resulting in a short

backward movement of brake piston.

The smoothness of release line No. 17

is due to the brakes having been released

at speed.

The zigzag portion of application line

No. 19 results from the suddenly arrested

motion of brake gear when shoes strike

the wheels. It is most noticeable in stand-

ing applications.

In all cards it will be seen that ^e re-

lease line does not join the base until

the brake is entirely ofT. This is caused

by the cylinder and brake-beam release

springs.
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Nos. 20 and 21 show the effect of short-

ened travel in service and emergency ap-

plications made while standing.

Diagrams i to 4, inclusive, are intended

to show the difference between a standing

application and others made running with

the same adjustment. The broken line

is a reproduction of a representative stand-

ing card, and the full one is a resultant

of many running applications; the termi-

nal pressure, or that where brake was held

for an interval between graduations, and

the corresponding piston travel being in-

dicated by a dot.

No. I represents the light rigging tested

in first series, before referred to. No. 2

is the same rigging with beams trussed,

or second series. Nos. 3 and 4 represent

the M. C. B. standard brake gear and

strong metallic beams used in the third

series of tests. No. 3 being with a longer

travel than No. 4.

In No. I a single point will be noticed

very close to the terminal pressure of the

standing card. This was the result of a

rapid service application at slow speed,

the train coming to rest before the usual

amount of lost travel obtained running

was had.

WEIGHT OF BEAMS.

Plain wooden beams 99 pounds.

Trussed wooden beams.. 129 "

Trussed metallic beams. . 82 "

Card No. 16 was taken with light brake

rigging and plain wooden beams, coach

on rear of train, three plain triple valves

in front.

Card No. 17 was taken with light brake

rigging and trussed wooden beams, coach

on rear of train, three plain triple valves in

front.

Card No. 18 was taken with M. C. B.

standard brake rigging and trussed metal-

lic beams, coach on rear of train, five plain

triple valves in front.

Card No. 19 was taken with M. C. B.

standard brake rigging, trussed metallic

beams; application was made with the test

valve in the yard, on coach only.

Cards No. 20 and No. 21 were taken

with light brake rigging and trussed

wooden beams; applications were made
with valve in the yard; travel was short-

ened with hand brake.

Methods of Compressing Air for Test-

ing Air Brakes.

At the Central Railroad Club a report

was read on Air-Brake Testing and In-

pecting Plants, from which we condense

the following points:

"The local conditions on each railroad

will determine the necessity for equipping

each division terminal and interchange

point with air plants to meet require-

ments of testing cars.

"In relation to the character of the plants

necessary to provide for the proper inspec-
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"From these figures it will be evident

that while the cost ot the work, according
to either of the three methods, for the

present equipment, or the total of future

equipment, is not an extravagantly large

item, the adoption of a shorter period

between cleanings than actually necessary

is going to cost railroads quite a sum.

"After duly weighing all the information

in our possesion, we have come to the con-

clusion that a freight cylinder on a car

in average service, if thoroughly cleaned

and lubricated with a heavy-bodied oil or

a suitable grease, can be allowed to run
one year without further attention."

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
On Alr-Brake Subjects.

(32) R. y., Chicago. 111., writes :

In your educational colored air-brake
chart, presented with the April number,
is shown the governor connected with
the main reservoir. Is that not a
mistake, or is that the way the connec-
tion is made with an engineer's valve with
the feed valve attachment? We have no
such valves here yet. and I may be wrong.
A.—The attachment is proper. All en-
gines having brake valves with feed-valve
attachments should have the pump gov-
ernor connected to the main reservoir.

(33) H. O. L., South Easton, Pa.,

writes

:

Brake cylinders have leakage grooves

to prevent brakes from creeping on when
there are small leaks in the train pipe.

Driving brakes, however, have no leak-

age grooves, and experience has taught
me that a small leak in the train pipe will

allow them to creep on. Why do not
driver-brake cylinders have leakage
grooves in them? A.—With the cam
type of driver brake, the piston travel is

frequently adjusted at so short a travel

that the piston would not pass beyond the

groove. There is no reason why a very
short groove should not be used in the

cam-brake type of cylinder, and a longer
one be used in the outside-equalized form.

(34) J. V. R. S.. Qnincy. 111., writes :

What is the use of the thread in the

elbow in train-pipe discharge under engi-
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neer"s brake valve? A.—When the equal-
izing discharge brake valve was first intro-

duced, much objection was raised, by en-
gineers not accustomed to its use. to the
annoyance caused by the sound of escap-
ing pressure in the cab. Accordingly,
threads were cut in the angle fitting, in

which a pipe could be screwed to convey
the objectionable sound outside. Later de-
velopments proved that the soimd should
be heard, as it was a reliable warning of
the action of equalizing piston, and told
the length of train and whether angle
cocks had become closed, and the pipe
was therefore abandoned. To the engi-
neer posted in air brakes the sound is a
welcome one. Many air-brake men are
cutting out the threads, thus preventing
the use of the pipe.

(35) J. P. D.. East St. Louis, 111., writes :

I was under the impression that if all the

difTerent sizes of brake cylinders and their

respective auxiliary reservoirs of the W. A.
B. Co. were coupled to a train pipe, and a

service application was made, the pres-

sure to the square inch would be the same
in each brake cylinder, and they would

Compound Switching Locomotive.

The accompanying photograph and

specification illustrate and describe a six-

wheel connected compound switching lo-

comotive, designed by Mr, Wm. Bu-

chanan, superintendent of motive power
and rolling stock of the New York Cen-

tral, for use in making-up passenger trains

in the Grand Central Station, New York,

and built by the Schenectady Locomotive

Works.

The end in view in designing this engine

was to dispense with the objectionable

sound of the exhaust. This is accom-

plished by use of the two-cylinder com-
pounding device, the exhaust reservoir

in front of cylinders, and the annular vari-

able exhaust in smokebox, so that the en-

gine in the heaviest service is practically

noiseless.

As stated, the engine is- of the two-

cylinder compound type, the high-pres-

ferential seams are double-riveted. The
working pressure of the boiler is l8o

pounds per square inch.

The extreme valve travel is Sj^ inches;

low-pressure steam port is 20 x ij4; high

pressure, i8xij4. Richardson balanced

valves are employed, and United States

metallic packing for rods: The driving-

wheel centers are steeled cast iron, and the

driving boxes are of the same material.

The boiler is fed by Monitor injectors.

The safety valves are Consolidated muffled

and Ashton blow-back. A variable ex-

haust is used with a range from 5 to 8

inches diameter. The boiler is covered

with magnesia sectional lagging. The
Westinghouse-American combined brakes

are applied to all the drivers.

The engine steams very freely, is very

quick in its action, and fills a long-felt

need of a noiseless switching locomotive

for work in city yards.

COMPOUND SWITCHER-GRAND CENTRAL STATION.

equalize at the same pressure; but in try-

ing a standard freight reservoir and cylin-

der and a lo-inch cylinder and 12x33-
jnch auxiliary reservoir together, I found
that the passenger equalized at a higher
pressure with both pistons traveling the

same stroke. A.—The several cylinders
and their auxiliary reservoirs are so de-
signed as to give the same pressure per
square inch at uniform piston travel, and
the same pressures should be had. Pip-
ing, however, enters into the problem.
Condition of triple valves and test gages
may greatly influence results obtained. It

is a good plan to change gages about in

making tests.

There appears to be an impression

among many persons that they do not

violate any law when they pull the bell

rope and stop a passenger train. James
Kelly, of New York, knows now that

stopping a train is a serious matter. He
is doing a four months' term in jail for

having wantonly stopped a train on the

New York, New Haven & Hartford.

sure cylinder being 19 x 24 inches, and

the low-pressure cylinder 29 x 24 inches.

The intercepting valve is of the Schenec-

tady Locomotive Works improved type.

The exhaust of the low-pressure cylinder

passes through a large pipe to the reser-

voir in front of smokebox, and thence

through into the variable exhaust in

smokebox. The exhaust reservoir is pro-

vided with perforated plates through

which the steam passes.

The exhaust from the air pump is also

muffled by passing through the exhaust

reservoir.

The engine weighs 125,000 pounds in

working order, and has been fitted out

with every approved appliance for pro-

moting durability and convenience in

operating. The boiler, made of carbon

steel -/j inch thick, is 60 inches diameter

at front and provides 1,709.5 square feet

of heating surface. The horizontal seams

have butt joints, sextuple-riveted, with

welt strip inside and out. The circum-

The Pedrick & Ayer Co., of looi Ham-
ilton street, Philadelphia, Pa., have just

issued a plain, neat catalog of all the tools

they make. This catalog is unique in that

it tells the size, capacity, weight and price

of all tools. As they make a specialty of

tools for railway repair shops this book

should be in the hands of all foremen,

master mechanics and superintendents of

motive power. Ask for it.

The F. S. Pease Oil Co., of Bufi'alo,

N. Y., the well-known manufacturers and

dealers in railroad oils, have occupied

their present store since 1848, when the

business was founded.

The State legislature of New York has

passed a law making the transportation of

bicycles by railroad companies part of a

passenger's baggage not subject to

char.ge.
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i i i
Be Firemen First, Engineers After-

wards.

The increasing responsibilities thrown

upon the locomotive engineer by the

never-ending additions to train mechan-

ism, are making most railroad companies

strict in examining firemen concerning

their knowledge of engine and train me-

chanism before permitting them to take

charge of a locomotive. Conditions are

very much changed from the days when a

fireman was considered fit for promotion,

when his turn came, if he knew how to

"keep her hot" and could read the time-

card. When a man had merely to wait

and do his daily work to inherit a change

from the scoop to the throttle lever, it was

quite natural that there should be very

little ambition displayed to study into

the mysteries of triple valves, valve

motion, combustion and other subjects

which a good engineer ought to be famil-

iar with. In those days it was only the

exceptionally ambitious and inquisitive

man who would make himself familiar

with the details of train mechanism, and

the scientific principles of his business.

It is really for the good of enginemen

that firemen should understand that an ex-

amination has to be passed before they

will be permitted to run a locomotive;

but the spirit of emulation, resulting from

the new conditions, has drawbacks that

are troublesome when not properly con-

trolled. The education sentiment infects

many young firemen so strongly that they

are filled with ambition to become en-

gineers before they learn to perform the

work of a good fireman. Men moved in

this direction ought to remember that

their principal recommendation for pro-

motion is the fact they have given satis-

faction as firemen, and done the work in

a way to commend them for more impor-

tant duties. When a man is slovenly and

neglectful of the work that falls to him in

one position, it is natural that those who
control the promotion of men should infer

that inferiority in one position would be

followed by the same faults in a higher

line of work.

The first thing a young fireman ought

to devote his mind to is, how to fire so

that steam may be kept up. This requires

both skill and careful attention, and a

young man may make a few trips before

he succeeds in doing this important part

of his work to the satisfaction of the en-

gineer. Persevering attention will soon

make him master of this part of the work;

but he should always bear in mind that

firing is the most important of his duties,

and that unusual skill in doing the work
will soon give him a much higher reputa-

tion than anything he can tell about valve

motion. In connection with manipula-

tive skill with the scoop, with the ability

to tell what part of the fire is thinnest and

how to scatter the coal to even it up. he

should study the methods of firing that

makes stj^m most easily with the kind of

coal used and for the work to be done.

When the pointer of the steam gage be-

gins to go back, the inexperienced fireman

will be inclined to begin throwing in more
coal, to shake the grates, or to use the

rake or poker. Before anything is done,

he should glance at the fire and judge by

its looks what is wanted. This can be

most successfully done by turning the

scoop upside down and holding it inside

the door, pointing downwards. This in-

duces a current of air upon the surface of

the fire, and enables the eye to take in the

condition of the whole burning mass of

fuel. There may be white, glaring spots,

indicating holes in the fire, which must be

covered forthwith; there may be dark por-

tions, due to heavy firing on spots, and

they should be broken up by rake or

poker—tools, however, that must be used

with good judgment or harm will be done.

The fire may be even and not too deep,

and yet have a dull appearance on the

surface; this would indicate that the ad-

mission of air was too restricted, and that

the grates needed shaking. The fireman

should be on the watch to see that the

tendency of the draft is to burn the fire

evenly all over the grate surface. If the

action of the exhaust has a tendency to cut

the fire at the front or back, the engineer

should be told about it. for the draft ap-

pliances need to be adjusted.

There is one thing, however, on which

a zealous fireman needs to put restraint

upon himself, and that is, to keep up a

high pressure of steam only when it is

needed. The fireman who keeps the

safety valves screaming every time steam

is shut off, wastes fuel and makes a nui-

sance with the unnecessary noise.

The secondary duties which a good fire-

man performs, exercise an important- in-

llucnce on his standing as a good or in-

ferior fireman. He ought to keep a clean

cab and do his work systematically, hav-

ing a place for everything and everything

in its place. The popular fireman reaches

the engine in good season before starting

time, and sees that the fire is in good

order, the ashpan clean, that the tank is

full of water, the sandbox loaded, the oil

cans filled, and that the fire tools are there

and in good order. If he does that reg-

ularly, keeps his part of the engine clean,

and does the firing properly, he is in a

good way for promotion. After he has

acciuired these habits and they come
natural, he may safely devote his mind to

the study of engine and train mechanism.

i i i
Does High Steam Pressure Increase

the Danger of Boiler Explosions?

In one of our correspondence pages a

railroad man of mature experience dis-

cusses the question of the increase of

danger likely to arise a few years hence,

from the greatly increased boiler pressure

which is now coming into general use.

The point is made that the danger from

this source is not immediate when boilers

arc new and calculated to sustain the

added pressure safely, but that it will be

decidedly manifest after boilers get old

and deteriorated. Maintaining locomotive

boilers safe is of so much importance to

railroad men and railroad companies, that

w'C have no apology to make for again dis-

cussing a subject which is old to these

columns.

Nearly all engineers will agree that

there is more danger of a boiler explosion

with a boiler carrying 200 pounds of steam

pressure per square inch, than there is to

one carrying half that pressure; but cir-

cumstances may render the lightly-pressed

boiler the more dangerous of the two.

We think that facts have proved that the

explosions of locomotive boilers, in pro-

portion to the number of locomotives in

use, have been less frequent during the

period when 140 pounds per square inch

was the common pressure, than they were

during the period when 100 pounds per

square inch was considered the proper

pressure to carry. The immunity from

accident of boilers carrying the higher

pressure has no doubt been due in a great

measure to the use of better material, to

improvement in safety valves, and to the

building of better-designed boilers; but

we believe that much more potent, as pro-

moting safety, have been the improved
methods of inspection, and the spread of

the knowledge that systematic inspection

of boilers is an imperative duty if explo-

sions are to be prevented.

When steam boilers were first used for
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supplying steam to engines, the pressure

ivas a few pounds above the atmosphere.

The first practical use of a steam boiler

being employed for coinmercial purposes

was in 1543, when Blasco de Garcy, a

Spanish sea captain, used steam in the pro-

pulsion of a ship of 200 tons burden, and

pushed it along at a speed of three miles

an hour. The most serious objection

raised to this form of ship propulsion

was, "that a steam boiler was necessary,

which was liable to explode." From that

day to this, every movement towards

making the heat from the combustion of

coal, by generation of steam, more efB-

cient for doing work, has called for in-

crease of steam pressure, and every move
towards higher pressures has been op-

posed on the grounds that the danger

from explosions would be increased.

All through the history of the steam

boiler, from the caldron period to the

present day, when the strength to with-

stand a pressure of 200 pounds is a matter

of no guesswork, but of careful calcula-

tion, every upward move has been made
by engineers who had discovered means
of calculating the strength of parts nec-

essary to resist the tension advocated.

Nearly all the opposition to high pres-

sures has come from persons who believed

that steam in tension contained some mys-

terious agent, that was liable to fly loose

without warning, and tear iron sheets to

atoms, spreading disaster around. The
fear of boiler explosions is, to a great ex-

tent, an inheritance from the times when
steam and the supernatural were very

closely mi.xed up.

Ever since caldrons for cooking were

invented, the cooks in charge have re-

sorted to crude methods for holding in

the savory fumes, which have resulted in

explosions—which made ignorant persons

believe that evil spirits sometimes took

possession of the chief family cooking

utensil and tore it to pieces—with disas-

trous results. One of our earliest recol-

lections was watching a Scotch housewife

at Yule-time display native ingenuity in

preventing the savory contents of the pot

that was cooking the family dinner, from

wasting themselves on the atmosphere of

the household. She packed the edges of the

lid with several folds of linen cloth, and

placed several stones upon the top of the

lid to hold it down. In spite of the

weight, the lid would be jerked up occa-

sionally, to the chagrin of the chief engin-

eer. Only for her ignorance she would
have been called reckless. Ordinary

people were a long time in discovering

that the vapor from boiling water could

not be bottled up without danger of an

explosion.

The first intelligent test of the potency

of confined steam was made by the Mar-
quis of Worcester, in 1643. In describing

the experiment he said: "I have taken a

piece of whole cannon, whereof the end

was burst, and filled it three-quarters full

of water, stopping and screwing up the

open end, as also the touch-hole, and mak-
ing a constant fire under it—within twen-

ty-four hours it burst and made a great

crack."

The "great crack" of Worcester's can-

non, and the bursting of cooking caldrons,

have been followed by explosions that

have blotted out many a valuable life; but

a high steam tension is not a necessary

condition for a destructive boiler explo-

sion. Some of the worst explosions of

early steam engineering days happened to

boilers carrying less than 20 pounds pres-

sure per square inch.

We do not believe that the records of

boiler explosions, for all the time since

steam was applied to industrial purposes,

give any reason to suppose that the con-

tinued raising of boiler pressure will result

in increasing the number of accidents.

The tnechanical science which enables an

engineer to calculate the exact margin of

strength required to make a boiler safe,

when a pressure of 200 pounds or more is

carried, will enable the same intellectual

forces to provide the means of keeping

that boiler safe until its time for scrapping

arrives. Well-managed railroad com-
panies that avail themselves of the ad-

vantages of high-pressure steam, will pro-

vide the means necessary to keep the

boilers safe; badly-managed roads will

try to enjoy the advantages of high steam

pressure, and will meet with disaster when
the boilers become deteriorated, just as

they have bad luck with .boilers of lesser

steam tension. What will happen under

bad management is no argument against

the introduction of an improvement. The
air brake is inefficient under the treatment

it receives from certain railroad com-
panies; but that is no argument against

the value and efficiency of the air brake.

We are aware of nothing in the engin-

eering world where the logical working

of cause and effect is so apparent as in

accidents to locomotive boilers. The best-

managed railroad may have a boiler ex-

plosion at rare intervals from causes that

the best of management will sometimes

fail to detect; but if explosions are com-
mon on a road, it is proof positive that

there exists gross carelessness in the in-

spection of the boilers. A well-known

railroad had some years ago an epidemic

of boiler explosions, and the causes were

invariably attributed to carelessness on

the part of the engineer, who was not

generally left to defend himself. A new
management came in, and a rigid system

of boiler inspection was instituted, and

regularly enforced, with the result that

boiler explosions have ceased on that

system.

One would naturally conclude from the

talk heard among railroad mechanical

officers at club and association meetings,

that every railroad in the country had in

force rigid rules of boiler inspection which

are as strictly adhered to as the rules

against passing a meeting-point without

orders. During a recent journey the

writer stumbled accidentally upon two rail-

roads that have no system of boiler in-

spection in operation, and one of the roads

has over one hundred locomotives. We
are afraid that, with all the talk about

boiler inspection, many roads do not dis-

play very much effort to keep the boilers

in safe condition. The educational

crusade in favor of systematic boiler in-

spection, that has been going on for the

last few years, has relaxed, and it ought

to be vigorously revived.

Every mechanic should send ten cents

in stamps to the "American Machinist,"

256 Broadway, for their special number
describing the great gun lathe at Water-

vliet Arsenal. This lathe is 138 feet long,

weighs 560,000 pounds—about as much as

five heavy eight-wheelers—the head-stock

alone is heavier than a consolidation lo-

comotive. It turns, bores and rifles six-

teen-inch bore guns fifty feet long. There

are twenty-five pages of description of the

lathe and its work. "What the Great

Lathe Does, and How It Does It," by
Anthony Victorin, the consulting and me-
chanical engineer of the Ordnance Depart-

ment, is part of the article, accompanied

by fifteen handsome half-tones of the

work. Inset of the lathe, for framing,

goes with the paper. This is the best

thing the old, reliable "American Ma-
chinist" has ever done.

In this country many railroad compan-
ies think that they are imposed upon by

newspaper publishers that ask for trans-

portation in return for advertising favors.

The railroad managers who feel that way
ought to have a little experience with

French journalists. "Newspaperdom"
recently published an article on "Paris

Newspaper Subsidies" which intimated

that in four years the Paris newspapers

alone received $83,541 from railway com-

panies in the form of subsidies and sub-

scriptions. No railroad or scientific paper

was mentioned among those receiving

financial support from the railway com-

panies.

A new molding sand for the production

of thick castings, free from blowholes, has

recently been introduced by Messrs.

Kuhlmann Bros., of Griine, near Iser-

lohn, Westphalia. The molding sand is

first burnt hard, then finely ground, and

afterwards mixed with sal-ammoniac dis-

solved in water. It is claimed that in a

casting made in sand prepared as above,

when the metal comes in contact with it,

a layer of steam and hy.drochlorate of am-

monia is formed between the metal and

the sand, thus preventing the metal from

running through the sand, and allowing

of the production of a clean casting.
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PERSONAL.

Mr. A. Dolbeer has left the Sterling-

worth Supply Co. to return to railroad

life.

Mr. William J. Vance has resigned as

master mechanic of the Cleveland, Akron

& Columbus at Mount Vernon, O.

Mr. .\lfred Atwood has been appointed

locomotive superintendent of the Mexican

Railway, with headquarters at Apizaco,

Mex.

Mr. \V. S. Cooke has been appointed

superintendent of the St. Louis, Chicago

& St. Paul, with headquarters at Spring-

field, 111.

Mr. H. M. Burgan has been appointed

purchasing agent of the Western Mary-

land Railroad, with headquarters at Balti-

more, Md.

Mr. N. E. Matthews has been appointed

purchasing agent of the Ohio Southern,

with headquarters at Springfield, O., in

place of Mr. C. H. Roser.

Mr. M. F. Bonzano, assistant manager

of the South Jersey, has been appointed

general superintendent of that road, with

headquarters at Philadelphia, Pa.,

Mr. Chas. H. Burnett has been ap-

pointed purchasing agent of the St. Law-
rence & Adirondack Railway, with office

at SI East Forty-first street. New York.

It is reported that Mr. Edward S. Wash-
burn, vice-president of the Kansas City,

Fort Scott & Memphis, will be chosen

president of that road, to succeed George

H. Nettleton, deceased.

Mr. C. F. Parker, general manager of

the St. Louis, Alton & Terre Haute, which

has just been leased to the Illinois Central,

has been appointed general agent of the

latter road at St. Louis.

Mr. John T. Clark, formerly foreman

of the Lake Erie & Western shops at

Muncie, Ind., has been appointed master

mechanic of the Northern Ohio, with

headquarters at Delphos, O.

Mr. J. A. Murray has been appointed

coal and coke agent of the Baltimore &
Ohio, in charge of the coal and coke traffic

east and west of the Ohio River, with

headquarters at Baltimore, Md.

It is reported that Mr. D. H. McLaren,
who recently resigned as general superin-

tendent of the Montana Central, will ac-

cept a position with the Cincinnati, Ham-
ilton & Dayton at Cincinnati. O.

Mr. R. J. Willson, of the Cincinnati.

Jackson & Mackinaw Railway at Mar-
shall. Mich., has been promoted to be

general foreman, to take charge of the new
shops belonging to the company at Van
Wert, O.

Mr. F. B. McKercher, who has been for

some time superintendent of the car ser-

vice of the Mexican Central Railway, has

been appointed assistant general manager

of the road, with headquarters at the city

of Mexico.

Mr. D. M. Philbin has been appointed

general superintendent of the Duluth &
Winnipeg, with office at Duluth, Minn.,

taking effect April 6th. He was formerly

superintendent of the Duluth, South

Shore & .\tlantic.

Mr. W. R. McKeen. Jr., has been ap-

pointed general foreman of the locomo-

tive department of the Vandalia Line,

with headquarters at Terre Haute, in

addition to his duties as general foreman

of the car department.

Mr. B. F. Marshall, heretofore master

mechanic of the Northern Ohio, has been

appointed master mechanic of the Cleve-

land. Akron & Columbus, with headquar-

ters at Mount Vernon, O., to succeed Mr.

W. J. Vance, resigned.

It must be rather unhealthly, occupy-

ing position of division superintendent on

the Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railway,

for we notice that two of the superintend-

ents have been granted leave of absence

on account of ill-health.

Mr. I. W. Fowler, general superintend-

ent of the St. Louis, Chicago & St. Paul

Railroad, has resigned. He has been

doing very hard work for years, and in-

tends taking a short vacation before en-

tering upon other work.

Mr. Page Cherry, who has been in

charge of the heater and refrigerator ser-

vice on the Baltimore & Ohio, has been

appointed superintendent of the refrigera-

tor-car department of that road, with

headquarters at Chicago.

Mr. F. C. Payne, heretofore superinten-

dent of the Danbury division of the New
York, New Haven & Hartford, has been

appointed superintendent of the Air Line

division of the same road, with head-

quarters at New Haven, Conn.

Mr. Morris Clapp has resigned his

position as engine dispatcher of the

C. R. R. of N. J. at Jersey City, and gone

back to running. Mr. Norman E. Sproul,

formerly master mechanic of the same

road at Phillipsburg. takes his place.

Mr. Ed. Scallen, who has been locomo-

tive and car foreman at Butte, Mont., of

the Montana Central Railway the last

three years, has resigned and is looking

for a position. His address is 1211 East

Twenty-first street, Minneapolis, Minn.

Mr. Joseph B. Stewart has been ap-

pointed superintendent of the Hudson

River Division of the West Shore Rail-

road, superintendent of the Wallkill Valley

Railroad, and superintendent of the New
Jersey Junction Railroad, in place of

William G. Wattson, deceased.

.Mr. S. T. Wellman, the well-known

metallurgical engineer, has associated

himself with Messrs. J. W. Seaver and

C. H. Wellman to form the Wellman &
Scavcr Engineering Co.. with offices at

Cleveland, O. They intend making a

speciality in the construction of steel

plants and furnaces.

Mr. George P. Wilson, so well known
to the railroad trade for his connection

with the metallic packing companies, has

accepted a position with the Keasbey &
Mattison Co., Ambler, Pa. Mr. Wilson

was with this firm before, and has met

with great success in introducing their

admirable covering.

Mr. E. S. Janes, chief clerk to the gen-

eral manager of the Boston & Albany,

and Secretary of the New England Rail-

road Club, has been made chief clerk of

the rolling stock department at Spring-

field. Mr. Janes will be at home there,

as he held the same position for ten years

under Mr. Underbill.

Mr. Wm. Mahl, assistant to the presi-

dent of the Southern Pacific Company, has

been elected controller of the company,

to succeed Mr. G. L. Lansing, deceased.

Mr. Mahl has held a confidential position

with the company for many years, and was

consulted by the president concerning

all mechanical matters.

It is our melancholy duty to chronicle

the death of Mr. Will J. Bieber, general

foreman of the Cheaspeake & Ohio shops

at Huntingdon, W. Va. His remains

were taken to Jackson, Mich., for inter-

ment, where his casket was more than

covered by the floral offerings of his old

shop-mates on the Michigan Central.

Mr. Edward M. Raynor, a veteran loco-

motive engineer and master mechanic,

died at Syracuse, N. Y., last month. He
was an engineer on the New York Central,

where he rose to be engine dispatcher.

While in the former position he helped

to organize the Brotherhood of Loco-

motive Engineers. For several years he

was master mechanic of the Charleston,

Sumter & Northern.

Our correspondent in Lima, O., writes

us that Mr. F. O. Miller has been ap-

pointed traveling engineer of the Cincin-

nati, Hamilton & Dayton. Mr. Miller

was a delegate from Division 95 of the

Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers

to the St. Paul Convention. He also rep-

resented several other divisions there, and

for some time served as chief to Division

95. Hq is a hustler, and has the best

wishes of all.

Mr. R. H. L'Hommedieu, who has been

assistant general superintendent of the

Michigan Central since September, 1890,

has been appointed general superinten-

dent of that road, with office at Detroit,

Mich., to succeed Mr. Robert Miller,

transferred. Mr. L'Hommedieu has been

with the Michigan Central since 1873. and
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"was superintendent of the Western divi-

•sion from 1879 to 1890. He is a brother-

in-law of President Ledyard.

Those lilcely to require the services of a

first-class stenographer, to take meetings

where mechanical subjects are under dis-

•cussion, will be interested in learning that

Mr. R. W. Ryan has changed his head-

quarters to the Mills Building, New
York. Mr. Ryan has reported the lead-

ing engineering and mechanical conven-

tions in this country for years, and is

acknowledged to be exceptionally correct

in doing that difficult kind of work.

Major Edward Leslie, of the Rotary

Snow Plow Co., died very suddenly at

Paterson, N. J., and a report was circu-

lated through press dispatches that he had

poisoned himself. The body was taken

to Ontario for interment in the place of his

nativity, and his relatives wished to have

a post-mortem examination made to as-

•certain the cause of death. This was done

by eminent physicians, and they found

that death was due to disease of the brain.

The numerous friends of Mr. W. S.

Morris, superintendent of motive power

•of the Chesapeake & Ohio, will be grieved

to hear that his wife died on March nth.

Mrs. Morris died very suddenly of heart

failure, while her husband was away from

liorne, which made the loss all the more

painful. Mrs. Morris made many friends

Tvhen attending the conventions, who will

all learn with sorrow the mournful news
•of her death in the early prime of woman-
"hood.

Mr. F. A. Husted has been transferred

from the Northern division of the Cin-

cinnati, Hamilton & Dayton to the South-

ern division. The change is considered

a good promotion, as the duties, responsi-

bilities and emoluments are greater in the

new position. Mr. Husted has been very

popular with all hands on the Northern

division, and on the occasion of his leav-

ing, the employes of the road gave him
a surprise party and presented him with

some handsome ornamental presents.

Mr. Robert Miller, for nearly six years

general superintendent of the Michigan

Central, has been appointed superintend-

ent of motive power and equipment of that

Toad, with headquarters at Detroit, Mich.

Mr. Miller has been with the Michigan

V Central since 1876, and was successively

master car builder and assistant general

superintendent before he was appointed

general superintendent, September 6.

1890. He was with the Chicago, Burling-

ton & Quincy from 1859 to June, 1876.

Mr. Henry Wood, heretofore manager
of the Choctaw, Oklahoma & Gulf, has

been appointed general manager of that

road, with headquarters at South Mc-
Alester, I. T., in place of Mr. Francis I.

'Gowan, who has been president and gen-

eral manager, and who will continue as

president. Mr. Wood announces the ap-

pointment of F. A. Moliter as engineer

of maintenance of way, with headquarters

at Shawnee, Okla., and J. W. Evans as

trainmaster in charge of the transporta-

tion department, with headquarters at

South McAIester.

Mr. W. L. Darling, principal assistant

engineer of the Northern Pacific at St.

Paul, Minn., has been appointed chief en-

gineer of that road, with headquarters at

St. Paul, in place of Mr. E. H. McHenry,
who is now receiver. Mr. Darling has

been connected with the Northern Pacific

since January, 1889, and has been principal

assistant engineer since March, 1891. He
was formerly assistant engineer of the St.

Paul, Minneapolis & Manitoba, and from

1879 to December, 1887, was connected

with the engineering departments of

various other roads.

Mr. C. M. Higginson has been ap-

pointed assistant to the superintendent of

the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Rail-

way. He will have immediate supervis-

ion of all coal properties in which this

company is interested, and will perform

such other duties as may be assigned to

him by the president. Mr. Higginson
has been connected with the Chicago, Bur-

lington & Quincy for many years. He
was for years chief clerk of the mechanical

department at Aurora, and later held a

confidential position with the general

manager. He has devoted a great deal of

attention to questions relating to com-
bustion and fuel.

Mr. Thos. B. Purves, Jr., has been ap-

pointed superintendent of rolling stock

of the Boston & Albany Railroad in charge

of both locomotive and car departments,

with headquarters at Springfield, Mass.

The circular of appointment notifies all

concerned to send reports to Mr. Purves.

Mr. William Taft, for the past two years

acting superintendent of motive power,

is made superintendent of motive power,

with office in Boston. This is the only

case we have ever heard of where a road

has two such officers. The promotion of

Mr. Purves is the deserved recognition of

a capable mechanic who has done his

work intelligently and well, from the

scoop up through all the minor offices in

the department.

Mr. Thomas H. Watson, the senior

member of Watson & Stillman, New
York, makers of hydraulic machinery,

died last month. He was born in Scot-

land sixty years ago, and was brought to

this country when quite young. He
learned the machinist trade in New York
City, and before he attained his majority

was foreman for Dudgeon & Lyon, makers

of hydraulic machinery. A few years

afterwards he rose to be superintendent

of the works. Then, with others, he

established a company to engage in the

line of business he was best acquainted

with. In 1S83 the company was dissolved,

and became the firm of Watson & Still-

man. They were very successful in busi-

ness. Mr. Watson has been ailing for

several years, but he attended to business

till within two weeks of his death.

A circular issued by Mr. Garstang, sup-

erintendent of motive power of the Cleve-

land, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis,

intimates that Mr. W. J. Hartman has

been appointed instructor of train, air and
steam appliances of the Cleveland, Cin-

cinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, with head-

quarters at Indianapolis, Ind. All orders

and instructions issued by him to master

mechanics, enginemen and trainmen, in

regard to the proper method of applica-

tion and handling these devices, must be

duly respected. He will report to and
receive instructions from the superinten-

dent of motive power, and perform such

other duties as may be assigned to him
from time to time. Mr. Hartman was for

years with the Westinghouse Air-Brake

Company, and is very thoroughly in

formed concerning air-brake mechanism.

He has lately been with the Seaboard Air

Line, and was highly successful in in-

structing the men concerning all kinds of

railroad machinery.

Mr. Harvey Middleton has been ap-

pointed general superintendent of motive

power of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad

in place of Mr. G. B. Hazlehurst, resigned.

Mr. Middleton is one of the best-known

and most popular railroad mechanical

men in the country, Mr. Middleton has

filled several difficult positions, and suc-

ceeded in the unusual achievement of

holding the position of superintendent of

construction of the Pullman Car Works
for five years. Mr. Middleton is one of

a host of men now holding good positions

on railroads who received the first part of

their mechanical training in the Phila-

delphia & Erie shops at Renovo, Pa. He
worked there in the varied capacities of

machinist, fireman and draftsman, and^

rose to be assistant master mechanic. Mr.

Howard Fry was then superintendent of

motive power. In 1880 he was made
master mechanic of the Louisville & Nash-

ville, by Mr. Reuben Wells, and two years

later left to be superintendent of ma-

chinery of the St. Paul, Minneapolis &
Manitoba, now the Great Northern. Sub-

sequently he was superintendent of motive

power of the Louisville & Nashville, and

then of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.

He will have jurisdiction over the car

department as well as of the motive power

department of the Baltimore & Ohio.

One of the most genial and warm-

hearted friends we ever made was Mr.

Charles E. Smart, long general master

mechanic of the Michigan Central Rail-

road. We have frequently rambled about

the shops at Jackson, Mich., in company

with Mr. Smart, and it seemed that every

boy and workman in the place looked

upon the head of the department as their

personal friend. His big heart was al-
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ways moving him to plan somctliing new
for the benefit of those under him, and his

benevolent labors were fully appreciated.

It then goes without saying that the news

that, after a brief illness, Mr. Smart died

on March 29th, sent sadness and mourning

to many hearts. Mr. Smart was a native

of Rochester, N. Y., where he was born in

1840. His parents were evidently, like

many others in those days, searching for

a prosperous location, and about 1856 they

drifted West to Niles, Mich., where

Charles entered a machine shop and began

to learn the machinist trade. Within the

following five j'ears he had experience as

machinist apprentice and fireman. Then
he went South for about a year, but re-

turned when the war tumult was getting

hot. After that he was in Cuba for some
time, and after a brief stay there returned

to acquire more experience on American

railroads. He rambled about consider-

ably, as most mechanics do who are am-
bitious"to know how their work is done in

different sections. His final anchor was

cast when he settled in Saginaw, Mich.,

as locomotive engineer with a consort in

tow. Two years later he was appointed

master mechanic, where he remained till

1883. when, at the recommendation of Mr.

Robert Miller, general superintendent of

the road, he was appointed general master

mechanic, and moved to the mechanical

headquarters at Jackson, Mich., where he

had been gaining friends and reputation

ever since. For a man of his ability we
have never met another equally endowed
who made so many friends and so few

enemies.

i g g
EQUIPMENT NOTES.

The Lehigh Valley have placed an

order for 1,000 freight cars.

The Seaboard Air Line have ordered

some Campbell-House combination cars.

The Baltimore & Southern are reported

to be in the market for locomotives and
cars.

The Baltimore & Ohio are preparing to

place orders for a large number of cars

and locomotives.

The Pittsburgh Locomotive Works
have received orders from the Seaboard
Air Line for twelve engines, and from the

Vandalia Lines for twenty-four moguls.

Convention Bores.

We are afraid that our friend M. N.

Forney is cultivating the caustic leanings

of his brilliant mind to the dwarfing of

good-natured sentiment. In a three-thou-

sand word article which he published

lately in his long-named paper, on the

Master Mechanics' Convention, the great-

er part of the discourse is directed to

"bores." He scarifies the bores who pre-

pare tedious reports, the bores who have
too much to say in discussing these re-

ports, and the bores who cut discussion

short by a motion to close. He proposes

that the following notice should be

printed and posted where it is likely to be

read by all the members present:

"The cost of holding these meetings is

from one to two dollars for each second

of time devoted to its deliberations, from

?50 to $100 for each minute, and from

$3,000 to $6,000 for each hour. Speakers

are therefore requested to be as concise

as possible and not waste the time, which

costs so much, by observations not im-

portant or not relevant to the subjects

under discussion, and it is suggested that

each of them before speaking should

calmly and interrogatively consider

whether he would derive either enter-

tainment or profit from listening to what

he intends to say if it came from the

mouth of another member."

i i ^
Female Stone-Breakers.

From a paper read at the New England
Railroad Club, giving an account of a visit

to Jamaica, we clip the following item:

"All the stone used for ballasting pur-

poses is soft rock, and it is all broken up

into small pieces by native black women.
They sit along the line, upon heaps of

broken stone, sheltered from the powerful

sun's rays by rude shelters of palm leaves,

and, day after day, pound away at the soft

stone with hammers, breaking it into

small fragments. They are paid so much
a barrel for the work, and earn from nine

pence to one shilling a day, eighteen cents

to twenty-four cents. All this ballasting

material is distributed along the roadbed

by these women, who carry it in small

round baskets and trays, each holding

from twenty-five to fifty pounds. Not

only this, but every mile of railroad in

Jamaica was constructed in this manner;

and not only is this stone ballast all carried

on their heads by these women, but every

particle of the material for embankments,

and all the gravel and filling material

—

and at Annatto Bay I saw long lines of

black, barefooted and bareheaded women
carrying sand from the seashore to the

line of the road, a quarter of a mile away.

These women seem perfectly happy, and

are always talking and laughing. But

they will do a wonderful amount of work

in a day, and the reason for employing

them is because it is cheaper for the same

amount of work done than by any other

way."

% ^ $
When Scotchmen Were No Mechanics.

There is an impression in many coun-

tries that Scotland is the best breeding

land of mechanics in the world, and the

number of Scotchmen who are in respon-

sible positions, directing mechanical

operations, indicates that this belief is

well founded. Yet the training which has

produced this excellence in mechanics has

all been given in one century. James
Watt, himself a Scotchman, never had

any respect for the mechanical instincts

of his own countrymen, and it is certain

that he never would have hired Murdock,

who turned out to be the most valuable

man that Boulton & Watt ever employed.

Boulton, the business man, hired Mur-

dock because when the young man called

to ask for employment he had a hat made
of wood, which he had made in a lathe of

his own invention—the first lathe de-

signed to turn an ellipse.

Watt told Sir Walter Scott, that though

many of them sought employment at his

works he could never get them to become

first-class workmen. They had an in-

superable aversion to toiling persistently

in one way, and that prevented them

from becoming first-class mechanics. He
followed the rule of not employing

Scotchmen. His views may have been

correct, for his countrymen then had very

little training in close, exact work; but,

on the other hand, Watt was a chronic

dyspeptic, full of spleen and prejudice,

and he may have done his countrymen in-

justice, for they were not different from

other nationalities so far as inheritance of

mechanical training was concerned.

i g i
Readers of old scientific books often

meet with the expression "Nature abhors

a vacuum," and the idea has been em-
ployed by poets and writers of general

literature in various forms of illustration.

Until comparatively recent times philoso-

phers believed that it was impossible to

create a vacuum, and Galileo was the first

to suspect- that the horror attributed to

Nature was imaginary, or that it was con-

fined to limits of no wide range. The
first practical support of his idea was ob-

tained when they applied a pump to a

very deep well in Florence and found that

the water would rise only 32 feet, leaving

the upper part of the pipe empty. This

led to the discovery that in raising water

there was a close relation between the

atmospheric pressure and the distance

water could be raised by a pump creating

a vacuum.

Thirty-eight out of fifty freight conduc-

tors on the Fall Brook Railway received

a premium last year of $60 each, on ac-

count of their services having been en- ^
tirely satisfactory. The premiums form

part of the Brown system of discipline

without punishiTient. Most of those who-

failed to get the premium made mistakes

with the disposition of cars. There were

no collisions or accidents due to careless-

ness on the part of conductors.

i i i
The management of the Fall Brook

Railway report to their directors that

about 2.000 freight cars will require to be
equipped with air brakes within the next

two years, in order to comply with the law.
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Bloodhounds and Train Robbers.

"During the days of slavery, dogs were

used throughout the South to run down

fugitive slaves; but for many years after

the war man-hunting with hounds was

almost unheard of. Now and again it was

tried; but lack of training in the dogs,

and perhaps want of patience in their own-

ers, brought about so many failures that

the practice was almost forgotten.

"Ten years ago, when two desperate

men held up a train on the Atlantic &
Pacific, in the Southwest, and secured

many thousands of dollars in booty, a

ranchman in Arizona offered to trace the

highwaymen if a sufficient force for their

capture was furnished him and a reward

for his trouble ofTered. These prelimi-

naries being settled, he appeared on the

scene, twenty-four hours after the crime

had been committed, with a couple of not

very dangerous looking dogs and a rifle.

He was ragged in costume, and appar-

ently ragged mentally, but, as the result

proved, knew what he was about. 'Keep

your eye on them dogs and your hands

on your weepons—there's going to be

more or less fun,' was all he had to say

to his associates in starting. Three days

later, after a weary chase of many miles

over one of the roughest trails in the

world, the dogs came up with and cor-

nered the highwaymen. The latter killed

both of the dogs; but before they could

escape, the pursuing posse was upon them

and they surrendered. They afterwards

confessed their guilt, and told where the

booty was hidden. Nearly $50,000 was

recovered. The amount of money in-

volved, and the satisfactory work of the

bloodhounds, revived the old practice of

trailing men with dogs, and there are now
hundreds of the useful animals in the pos-

session of the peace officers of the West.

They are carefully bred and trained for the

police duties."
—"Express Gazette."

i i i
A New Valve Gear.

A patent has been obtained by Mr. M.

N. Forney on a combination which the

Patent Office describes as "A fluid-pres-

sure cylinder, a piston and rod working

therein, a connecting rod coupling the pis-

ton rod to a crank, a main valve having

supply ports adapted to communicate

with ports in the cylinder, mechanism for

reciprocating said main valve, an inde-

pendent cut-off valve controlling the sup-

ply ports of the main valve, a link capable

of angular adjustment in pivotal bearings,

by ordinary means, a block sliding on said

link, and a lever connected to said block

and to the cut-oflf valve, and deriving its

motion from the connecting rod, and thus

imparting a movement coincident to that

of the piston to the cut-ofF valve, and one

transversely to that of the piston to the

block, whereby the movement of the cut-

off valve is advanced or delayed in rela-

tion to that of the piston and main valve

by the angular position of the link."

The description means that Mr. Forney

has put out good money paying the Patent

Office fees on a combination of piston

valve and cut-off, operated by a radial mo-

tion, which has a very close relationship

to Joy's motion. We wish Mr. Forney

much good luck out of his invention; but

if he proposes to give a stock company the

opportunity to boom the latest thing in

valve gear, we must respectfully intimate

that all our money is tied up.

i i i
The English press has always a great

deal to say about the persons who were

in any manner directly or indirectly con-

nected with the first runs made by Stephen-

son's "Rocket." Of course, people inter-

ested in the development of inland trans-

portation naturally like to hear about the

persons who took part in the experiments

that led up to a successful locomotive.

Americans have not displayed much in-

terest in the historical part of machine

development, or we would read more

about the men who were present when

Cooper's "Tom Thumb" demonstrated on

the Baltimore & Ohio that the native

mechanics could be depended upon to de-

sign and build successful locomotives. We
wonder if there is any person alive who

saw Horatio Allen make his memorable

trip on the "Stourbridge Lion?" The

rebuilt "De Witt Clinton" attracted great

attention at the World's Fair. We think

that David Matthew, who helped to build

the original engine and ran it on the first

trip, is still alive. Reminiscences of the

trip would make interesting reading.

i i i
The Buffalo Forge Co. inform us that

they sell a great many mechanical draft

plants by mail, with complete plans for

erection, not only in this country, but

elsewhere. Their installation is not at-

tended with any complications which an

ordinary engineer cannot overcome. This

you will readily appreciate by noting the

following copy of letter from the Oakland

Gas, Light & Heat Co., Oakland, Cal.:

"Replying to your inquiry of the 7th inst.,

we take pleasure in saying, that the forced

draft apparatus sold this company by your

house is working satisfactorily in every

respect. It has been in constant use for

over one year, and has not cost one dollar

for repairs or attention."

i i i
The Puget Sound, Mount Tacoma &

Eastern Railway Co. has been incorpor-

ated at Tacoma, with a capital stock of

$2,000,000, principally subscribed by East-

ern capitalists. The new road will follow

what is known as "Hart's Logging Rail-

way" for ten miles in the direction of

Mount Tacoma, forty miles distant from

the city, the first object being a scenic

railway to that place. From Mount Ta-

coma the road will run Eastward, and will

probably connect with the Chicago, Bur-

lington & Quincy.

Bob Burdette, the humorist, tells a story

of a girl who was walking alongside of a

creek, and seeing a bird on a tree, took

up a stone to throw at the bird and hit a

fish in the creek behind her. An incident

of a similar kind happened on the Fall

Brook Railway, and is related in the an-

nual report of the road. Jack McDonald

and a companion were put off a train be-

cause they were drunk. They resented

that treatment, and the companion took a

rock and threw it at the conductor. It

missed the conductor, but found McDon-

ald and nearly broke his skull.

i ^ i
The speed of a railway train in miles

per hour can be found by counting the

number of rails over which a car wheel

passes in 20.4 seconds, because 20.4

seconds bears the same ratio to an hour

that 30 feet, the length of a rail, bears to a

mile. The fish plates or the thumps may

be counted. Thus, supposing that Z9

thumps are made by a wheel in 20.4

seconds, the train is then running at the

rate of 39 miles an hour.

i i i
The American Society of Mechanical

Engineers will hold their semi-annual

meeting at St. Louis from May 19th to

22d. Their headquarters will be at the

Southern Hotel. A variety of good prac-

tical papers on engineering subjects will

be read and discussed.

^ ^ i
The Manufacturers' Advertising Bureau,

of which Mr. Benj. R. Western is pro-

prietor, has changed quarters from III

to 126 Liberty street. New York, the in-

crease of business requiring more office

accommodation.

i i ^
Our railmakers are competing suc-

cessfully in foreign markets with the rail-

makers of Europe. They sell the rails

that go to foreign countries for about

25 per cent, less than they charge home

customers.

i i i
The Dunkirk Engineering Co., Dun-

kirk. N. Y.. which recently went into the

hands of a receiver, will probably be re-

organized on a sound business basis by

Mr. Newton and his associates.

D. Van Nostrand Co., of 23 Murray

street, this city, have issued a new catalog

of electrical books, which is very com-

plete.

i i i
The Q. & C. Co. have moved their New

York offices to the twentieth floor of 100

Broadway.

S i i
The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe are

about to build new repair shops at Argen-

tine, Kan.
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Mileage of Pennsylvania Railroad

LocomotiNCS.
Editors :

In answering your letter in reference

to mileage of Class P, Engine 2106, I will

say that the tires were not turned while

making this mileage. Tliis engine was in

continuous service, and when engine was
shopped the tires were worn ,', inch, and
the rail wore j'j inch. Ross steel brake

shoes were used. There were no frogs

broken by this engine, or any reports from

supervisors that engine was injuring frogs

or crossings. We double crew our pas-

senger engines wherever we can, and get

all the extra mileage possible. This en-

gine on a regular run makes 292 miles per

week day, and from 242 to 292 miles per

day on Sundays. During this time we
had water floods, ice gorges and some
wrecks that engine would not run

through, but transfer and return, making
short mileage.

In December. 1893, this engine ran off

track going into Williamsport yard, by

switch rod breaking, causing some dam-
age to engine, requiring nine days to re-

pair same. In December, 1895, engine

was shopped two days on account of put-

ting patch on crack in boiler. In January,

1896. engine was taken off through run

and put on short run. and no other repairs

made on engine except running repairs.

Hoping this will give the desired in-

formation, I remain, yours truly,

Sunbury, Pa. L. J. GuYON,
Road Foreman of Engineers.

[We have secured this information as

an answer to several correspondents, who
wrote asking for more details about the

mileage made by these locomotives.

—

Eds.]

i i i
Cutting of Flanges.

Editors :

Having read Mr. J. Francis' comment
on observations advanced by me some
months ago, will say that Mr. Francis,

in the first place, says he "materially dif-

fers;" then he coincides with me by saying

it may have a "tendency." The remarks
I made were that the form of journals and
coning and size of wheels had a deal to

do with it. Mine is by no means a solitary

case, but facts gathered by careful observa-

tion with regard to the spring theory and
engines being out of level. That was a

primao' cause, or, I may say, is with- the

American standard engine, which every

apprentice knows; but the causes I have
mentioned are conducive to the same re-

Mhls. .mil lUiHc >u iiuw uilli cuiisolulatfd

and ten-wheelers whose points of suspen-

sion are not e.Nactly the same.

I have crowded the frame right up to

the saddle, and lowered the opposite side

both in a quadrilateral direction and from

right to left, and, to help it, have thrown
the wheels as much as practicable—and
the same flanges cut. We are not running

eight-wheelers with three points of sus-

pension; neither are we using the old

strap on rods. I concur with what Mr.

Francis says; but let him watch the points

I have mentioned in my previous letter,

and let us know in six months from now.

Of course, in the standard eight-wheeler,

there only being three points of support,

it is far more easy to overcome in-

accuracies or faulty workmanship, be-

cause the weight is so easily transferred

from one point to the other; but when
you come to the other classes, it is far

different. Every round house foreman in

the country has used the medicine which

Mr. Francis mentions—I, for one of them,

and found it very useful and just what the

doctor ordered for the standard; but I am
afraid he would have to take more heroic

measures with the other classes of en-

gines, as a rule.

What we want is the many defects that

are conducive to flange-cutting, and after

that the cure. Mother's molasses and
brimstone was a good spring medicine,

but the science of medicine has advanced.

Since those days we have found hundreds

of medicines, and suffered from many ail-

ments that then we knew not of.

Geo. Sm.\rt.
Edgewood, S. D.

el g i
High Pressures and Boiler Explosions.

Editors :

I read of a boiler explosion the other

day. I don't like to hear of them. I

know more about them than I wish I did,

and it brings up a thought that has often

been on my mind—what is going to be the

result of the extreme high pressures that

are carried at the present day?

We remember when the maximum
pressure was 120 pounds, and when those

boilers got old and weak they sometimes

exploded. Now the locomotive of the pres-

ent carries from 175 to igo pounds pressure.

Of course, the boiler is constructed as

strong proportionately as the boiler of

thirty years ago; but is there not a much
wider field for deterioration? Every prac-

tical mechanic knows that when a boiler

is new he has but little trouble. If there

arc \vi.-.iiv ptntils iii liii> ik-w boiler tlicy

are likely to expose themselves and be

remedied. It is when the boiler becomes
generally weakened by age that it lets go,

and, with no sustaining strength behind,

this causes the general explosion.

The point I want to bring out is—Is

not this line of weakness, so much feared

by master mechanics, going to be much
increased by starting from a higher point,

or from 190 pounds instead of 130 pounds?

In other words. What is going to be the

result fifteen years from now?
I well understand that most explosions

are due to other causes than over-pres-

sure; but is this not a matter that has got

to be or should be acknowledged? It

may be that news is much more general,

or it may be because there are many more
locomotives than there were some )-ears

ago; but it seems that we read of more
explosions than we did then. All this

is taking place in face of a rigid inspection

that is almost universally used, which was
unheard of thirty years ago, and in the

face of superior material, every piece of

which is tested in the most approved way.

The construction also has improved in

many ways, particularly in relief of steam.

Still when I stand upon an engine and
see the steam gage at 190 pounds, I won-
der how old the boiler is. Suppose En-
gine 999, after ten years, has been rebuilt

several times, has a new firebox, new flues,

new braces, and all that; what about the

condition of other sliccts? Is the natural

weakening of the sheet from age. e.x-

pansion. contraction and other causes

incident to any locomotive, going to be

in excess of the older engines, that were
constructed with lighter sheets?

/ohnstou'n, /'a. .\. Uolbeer.

i II i
A Sample of Oid-Tlme Railroad Disci-

pline.
Editors :

Railroading at the present time is not
what it used to be when trains were few

and time was slow. Now the business is

carried on with military precision, while

in the old days infractions of the rules,

under favorable circumstances, were not

looked upon as culpable, as the following

incident will illustrate:

Among the old-time freight conductors

on the B. & M., in Iowa, was Joe
McD . The road at that time was in

its infancy, though its well-kept track

made reasonably fast speed no departure

from safety. Mac, on general principles,

was a pretty good sort of a fellow, but a
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great stickler for literally translating all

the rules of the time-card, and the 15-

miles-an-hour ordinance he never will-

ingly permitted to be departed from dur-

ing daylight; though at night, when nearly

all the telegraph offices were closed, he

would steal time with all the reckless

abandon of the most hardened time thief

on the division.

One day the writer, with the "Ca-

manche," No. 61, started out with train

No. 15, Mac occupying the post of honor

in the caboose. This train was slow,

having some seven hours card-time to

make the last sixty miles, from Chariton

to Creston, and due at the latter point at

II P. M. Lunch counters had not yet

been established along the road, and it

was either live twenty-four hours on the

contents of a boarding-house lunch bucket

or stop at Lucas at S P. M. and get a

warm meal at the hotel. On this day we

were somewhat late in leaving Chariton,

and when we did get started had thirty-

two miniites to make the eight miles to

Lucas at the time-card limit of speed. I

swung the sixteen loads of coal over the

top of White Breast grade, three miles

from Chariton, at a good canter; then by

Mac's order the brakemen dragged the

train down the hill at such slow pace that

when we reached Lucas we were exactly

on time. I stepped from the engine as it

passed the station, and started up the

street for supper, when I noticed Mac
frantically gesticulating from the caboose

to go ahead. About that time, divining

my mission, he ordered the train brought

to a stop. Some twenty-five minutes' de-

lay was occasioned by my absence, and

when I reached the depot I observed

IMac in the telegraph office, and learned

that he had wired the superintendent the

cause of our delay. I went to the engine,

pulled out, and at a twelve-mile jog had

ample time to make our meeting point

at Osceola and take the siding.

When I returned to Ottumwa I found

a letter awaiting me, requesting my pres-

ence at the superintendent's office at 4

P. M. Superintendent B , by the way,

had come up from the ranks, and, as will

be seen later, realized that other things,

such as eating, were as indispensable in

railroading as a strict conformity to time-

card ethics.

I went to his office at the appointed

hour, and, upon entering, found Mac sit-

ting there; and as I passed the time of

day with the superintendent, Mac gave me
a look of compassion, as much as to say,

"I pity you, old boy!" Directly Mr.

B turned in his chair and said: "Now,
K , suppose you were going West on

No. IS; you leave Chariton twenty min-

utes late; have just time enough to make
Lucas on time; have two hours to make
Osceola (eighteen miles) for No. 10; are

pretty hungry, and aware that you can get

nothing to eat till the next day. What
would you do?" "Why, sir," said I, "I

would stop at Lucas and eat, and take the

chances of making Osceola for No. 10;

and if the occasion required, would give

her a little more throttle and an extra

notch up Woodburn Hill than would be

necessary to make the fifteen miles an

hour allowed in the time-card." The

superintendent bowed his head in a sort

of reminiscent way; then turned to Mac
and, repeating the question, said: "What
would you do?" Mac replied: "I would

go right along from Lucas, for I wouldn't

have any right to stop there when it was

time to leave." , "Would you go without

your supper rather than infringe the rule,

if you still had plenty of time to make the

meeting-point without exceeding the

proper speed?" "Yes, sir, I would,"

said Mac, decidedly. "Well," remarked

Mr. B , "McD ,
you are a fool—

a

dod-blasted fool! Any man who would

go hungry when he has a chance to get

a warm meal—even if he has to steal time

to catch up again—is a dod-blasted fool!"

Then he again turned to me: "K ,"

he said, "you can go now; and hereafter,

when you have McD for a conductor,

you stop and eat; McD can go on

afoot, and you can pick him up when you

overtake him."

Chicago, III. S. J. Kidder.

i i i

What Is the Most Practical Pressure

to Use with Air Hoists?

Editors :

I wrote an article on Air Hoists some

time ago in which I made several claims.

Fortunately, before sending it there came

to my hands the first number of a little

paper that is published in New York,

devoted exclusively to compressed air.

This publication explodes one claim that

I made. Then I had nerve enough to

claim that I was among the first that made

use of this power for purposes outside the

familiar and common use of stopping cars;

but the article referred to tells me that it

has been in use in building, among other

things, the Hoosac Tunnel. Now. this

being so, while I am getting old, I cannot

claim priority to this. In fact, when I

made my claim I overlooked the rock

drill. At the same time, I feel that a

great impetus has been given to this force

within the last fifteen years, when we no-

tice in "Locomotive Engineering" no less

than six firms that are manufacturing air

compressors. At the same time, I hate

to see all my little thunder going to waste,

or covered up in ante-claims. A man
who has not done much to move the world

along, hates like poison to see some of

his pets turned down; so I will plunge

again, and if anybody wants to sit on me
they have the privilege.

Now, I will be modest; but fifteen years

ago, at least, I was standing in the brass

foundry of the Renovo shops. They were

taking a pot, with several hundred

pounds of metal in it, from the pit. It

was done by hand; and when the foreman

who had helped, came back to where I

was standing, and removed the sponge

from his face, he made some remark that

was not strictly pious. In return I said

that I could get up something that would

do the work for him. I might have for-

gotten it, but Tom did not. and the result

was that I had to make my word good;

and so I got a pipe cast the right length,

with flanges on it, bored it out and had

a piston put in—similar to the air piston

then used under passenger pars. I had a

crane put up, and hung this cylinder on.

It connected with an air pump a few feet

away. I made a small 3-way cock and

started it up. It was a success at once.

We were voted a leather medal by the

men interested. Circumstances were such

that I did not have much opportunity to

push the matter. In fact, I did not give

it much attention, but incidentally heard

that it had gone into use in several West-

ern shops—no doubt in an improved form;

but there is no doubt that they originated

from the hoist put in the Renovo foun-

dry.

My next personal experience with an

air hoist was last year, in the Boies Wheel

Works, of Scranton, Pa. I speak of this

because there came up an element which

I feel should be guarded against. In that

shop we had a water hoist with a very

heavy pressure. This had the weakness

of all water hoists—a tendency to freeze

in winter. After we had put in air, we
concluded to introduce it into the water

hoist. We only had an area of 12 square

inches in the piston, and 75 pounds pres-

sure, and we wanted to lift from 800 to

1,000 pounds. You will see that we were

practically using the maximum power of

the lift. In case of any defect—and there

were several—we had annoyance. First,

the hoist leaked. We put in new packing,

and this developed a rough spot in the cyl-

inder, which caused grief. Then it de-

veloped, or brought to our notice, another

element, that you do not notice if you

have an abundance of power; and that is

the elastic quality of air. We could raise

this hoist until it reached the rough spot

in the cylinder, when it would stop and

hang until the air accumulated. Then it

would shoot by with a vengeance. If it

had had a greater area or a heavier pres-

sure, it could have been controlled.

This brings us back to the question

which I had in view when I began this

letter and that is—What is the most prac-

tical pressure to use upon air hoists?

Now, I don't mean for special work, which

may have peculiarities not suitable for

ordinary work. But in the ordinary loco-

motive and car shop it is the question of

what is practical, and we must bear in

mind that with a lift you must always have

a point to lift from that has the sustaining

strength of the lift. For an ordinary ma-

chine there is not much work that requires

an excess of l.ooo lbs. Driving axles are

less than that. Car wheels, car axles, boiler

fronts, tires, etc.—there are very few parts
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ihat need ovi-r a ton. So, without gijiiig

more into details, I will assume that you
have as a maximum load ior your hoist

one ton. A greater load than this will

in most cases require reconstruction of

your framework oi shop, to get a point

to hoist from.

Not long ago I was in a shop where
they were endeavoring to put up an air

compressor that would have a capacity

of ISO pounds to the inch. It seems to

me this is all wrong for the lifting of a

ton. If you have a lift 8 inches diameter,

you have about 50 inches in area; and with

60 pounds pressure only, you have 3,000

pounds lift. This gives you a margin for

leaks and things that you are liable to

meet with. But, says someone, why not

go back to the pump, and instead of using

75 pounds pressure use 150 pounds? Yes;

if you do you will simply reduce the size

of your lifting cylinder—not its weight

very much, for if it has to carry a heavier

pressure it must be made stronger and

heavier. If you use 150 pounds pressure

you must use a water jacket, or your

pump will get very hot, and probably

will with even this precaution. Then all

fittings must be made to correspond.

How many of us have watched the

testing of a boiler. There is no trouble

until the pressure rises above 100 pounds,

then to 125 you still feel easy, but when

it begins to reach 150 and 175 you get

restless. In other words, the control of

air at 75 pounds is simple, at 150 pounds

is hard.

Next, we assume that most of you have

got some pipe, and probably an extra air

drum, that you intend to use. Well, if

you are going to 150 pounds pressure,

don't use the average pipe and air drum

that are lying around your yard. They

are not built that way. Perhaps your

pipe has been through fire or water, or

something happened to it. It looks all

right, but don't insist upon its carrying

a load of 150 pounds. The average pipe-

man who is traveling will "sit" on me
right here, but the advice I give you is

worth taking.

I happened to be in the shops of the

Fall Brook Railroad at Corning, N. Y.,

and while I don't admire the general con-

struction of these shops, they have got

some features there that are worth ex-

amining. They are using air, taking their

power from the main shaft with a pulley

that is secured to the shaft by a clutch.

This clutch is operated by air pressure.

When it reaches a certain amount, the

clutch is thrown off; when below, the

clutch is thrown in, and it begins to oper-

ate the pump. My visit there was short,

and I failed to get the matter fully into my
head; but it struck me that they had at-

tained useful simplicity in air pumping.

I should advise anyone thinking of ar-

ranging an air pump to examine Mr. Fos-

ter's shop at Corning.

Johnsloicn, Pa. A. DOUBEER.

Portable Milling Machine for Locomo-
tive Frame Jaws.

Our illustration oi a milling machine

for use on frame jaws shows a tool that has

been badly needed in every shop in the

land. It is the invention of Messrs. Bu-

chanan and Davisson of Urbana, 111., who,

seeing the field for such a tool, proceeded

to devise something to cover it.

It is simple in construction, consisting

of a frame which carries a spiral-fluted

milling cutter, a worm and worm wdieel,

and gears for the operation of those parts.

The machine is secured to the engine

frame by suitable clamps, one machine on

each side of engine, and both driven by

air, steam, endless rope or crank, as de-

sired.

The countershaft furnished should make

180 revolutions per minute; this will give

a feed of one inch per minute, which cer-

tainly eclipses the record of the best man
that ever pushed a file on that kind of a

job.

This machine has been in use in the

C, C, C. & St. L. shops for one year,

with flattering results. It needs no rec-

ommendation—the illustration tells the

story plainly enough to all who have had
the job to do with a file and face plate.

i S i

The Ashton Valve Co., Boston, have

issued a new illustrated catalogue of stand-

ard size, showing the principal steam-

boiler appliances made by the company.

The catalog^ie is got out in first-class

style. Any one interested in steam-boiler

attachments will find the catalogue a use-

ful reference.

% ^ %

We learn from the Pratt & Whitney Co.,

of Hartford, Conn., that the orders for

the standard wire gage—made standard

by the Master Mechanics' Association^

are coming in very steadily, and the pros-

pects are good for the general adoption

of the gage.
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Stealing a Blacksmith.

BY SAM SHORT.

I am fond of the men who guide the in-

terests of railroads in the Southwest, for

they are always so sincerely glad to re-

ceive a call from a drummer who has been

rubbing against the outside world. I had

been there before, and I approached Cross-

ing, the headquarters of the Prairie South-

western, with the consciousness that I was
going to enjoy a most entertaining visit

with my old friend Glide, who is general

master mechanic. We had the right to be

friends, for we had both dodged foremen,

gang bosses, and the whole representa-

tives of authority, in the same shop, when
we were too young to be fired for small

delinquencies. We had both abused the

hard hitters among engineers who paid

no attention to the comfort of firemen,

and our antipathies were a unit for the

traveling engineers and others who in-

sisted on clean jackets, shining, bright

work and other abominations that make a

fireman prematurely tired. Silas Glide

had a hand in inducing my sweetheart to

jilt me in favor of himself, but after a brief

season, when my heart was volcanic. I

settled down to the belief that he was a

real benefactor, even in that.

I always had an uncomfortable feeling

that Silas helped to make the trouble

worse between me and the G. M., when I

was master mechanic and he was back-

shop foreman, but that may have been be-

cause he took my place. When General

Manager Wartmouth called for his resig-

nation eighteen months later, it seemed

that the sting of tny resentment was

healed. So we are now good friends.

When I got to Silas' otiice, they told me
that he was in the shops, and I went out to

chase him down. After a protracted hunt,

I found him in the blacksmith shop. He
tried to receive me cordially, but it was a

dismal failure, and his welcome was
mixed with side expressions that savored

of profanity. All the time he had a far-

away expression in his eyes, which I had

seen before when his mind was elsewhere,

and I inquired if Bessie's tenth was free

from infant distempers, thinking that was
the origin of his solicitude.

"The youngsters are all right," he

grunted; "What is wrong is that blanked

blanked Smith, who came and stole my
foreman blacksmith."

"Reversing the case of Lochinvar, a

damsel in bloomers came and carried him
off on a tandem bicycle, I suppose?"

"No such nonsense or luck. Another
master mechanic came round and induced

Tom to emigrate on the offer of twenty

dollars a month more pay! But this is no

place to talk about it," he continued, "let

us go to the office."

The office did not oflfer many attrac-

tions, but we talked business, and then

went and looked round the other shops,

which did not present many novelties.

When the whistle blew, I went home
with Mr. Glide,- as a matter of course.

The reception was tumultuous—a whole

Hock of youngsters clinging over their

father to secure preference for their ex-

periences and adventures of the day. As
we reached the porch Bessie appeared,

and tried, with small effect, to restore or-

der from the chaos of reception. Manag-
ing children was not the forte of this ga-

zelle-eyed brunette. After she finished

making ample apologies for her slovenly

appearance, and for the untidy condition

of the rooms, we were ushered into the

dining room, and there the social part of

the evening commenced. There was much
household talk, about the smartness of

this and that juvenile member of the

family, and there were a good many remi-

niscence of "Auld Lang Syne" that were

told over again, and seemed as fresh as

when new.

When Bessie and the children finally

disappeared, Silas brought out his best

box of cigars, and then I knew that he was
ready to unbosom himself about his shop

troubles.

After slight prompting, he began: "You
remember, when we were both on the N.

& Y., before General Manager Warmouth
fired you, that the Railroad branch of the

Young Men's Christian Association got

up educational night classes for the bene-

fit of the men, and how much trouble you
had getting the boys to take an interest in

what was intended for their benefit."

"Yes." (Although I did not say so, I

remembered how Silas sneered at the

thing, and nearly spread the belief that I

was advocating the classes for a selfish

purpose. It was going to give me a

tighter hold on the boys.)

"Well, among those who attended those

classes regularly was big Tom Long,

helper to the tool dresser. Do you re-

member Tom?"
"Yes." I remembered giving Tom pri-

vate lessons in reading and writing, be-

cause he was ambitious, and had asked me
where he could get lessons.

"That same Tom," continued Silas, "at-

tended the classes till they were given up

for want of interest. That was the year

after you left. Tom learned to do some
drawing and a great many things black-

smiths seldom take any interest in. He
subscribed for mechanical papers, read

books about blacksmithing, and learned a

great deal about the working of steel and
iron. When Phil Brown, the tool dresser,

fell sick, the foreman put Tom on the

fire, and he did the work better than

Brown. Then the foreman gave him a

regular fire, and Tom was a full-fledged

blacksmith. Of course, he had me to

thank for letting him go right ahead.

"Tom's head was turned by the good
treatment he received. One day he up and
told the foreman that he had learned all

the blacksmithing that shop could give

him, and he was going where he could

learn something. So he went away. He
must have had a hard time getting another

job, for someone told me months after-
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ALWAYS SPECIFY
FALLS HOLLOW
STAY-BOLTS

No other " just as good." Indorsed and

used exclusively, where investigation

and tests have been made.

The cause of nearly all explosions is

due to defective stay-bolts. The use of

FALLS HOLLOW...
insures absolute safety.

An interesting circular tells how they

are made. Send for it, and prices.

FALLS HOLLOW...
STAY-BOLT CO.,

1 to 10 Portage Street,

CUYAHOGA FALLS, OHIO, U. S. A.

WANTED. - Position as MASTER
MECHANIC or General Foreman.
Two years' experience as General
Foreman ; five years' experience as

M.M., in charge of both Locomotive and Car
depts. Can give good references. Have been
in service of present employers nine years. At
liberty May 15th. Address, J.J. T., care of

Locomotive Engineering.

GALENA OIL WORKS,
(UMITED).

Galena Kii^fiiir, <<>noU and Car Oils,
llie $ilaiitlar<l l.ul>rl<'alliii; Olio

of Aiiierii-a.

SAFETV, SPEED and EC0N05IY are the results of
the use of Galena Oils. COLD TEST, 10 to 15 BELOW
ZERO. These oils tto not freeze in the coldest weather,
while they are adaptable to the hottest elluiates.

In the use of Galena v>lls there Is an entire freedom
from hot boxes, except when these are caused by me-
chanical defects.
The ailoiitlon of Galena Oils as standard railway lu-

bricants bv a large majority of the leadlue railways of
this country Is aii evidence of their superiority, while
the fact tluit the same roads use these oils to day that
used thetn more than ".St years ago. Is an evidence of
their unlfonnitv from vrar to year and year In ami out.
Galena oils are in e.vluslve use ujs)n three continu-

ous lines from Boston and .Sew \urk to the Paclflo
coast, and upon one continuous line from the City of
Mexico to New York, thus dcmonstraliuK their adapta-
bllltv I.I all temperatures and climates. Being entirely
free fr- >iii k'um. these oils are not affected by dust and
Band as other oils are. _ „ ..We iiN.. fnnilsh our customers SrBLET'S PERFEC-
TION V.M.VK < 'IL. which Is also used exclusively upon
a majority of the leading railways of America.

GALENA OIL WOHKS, Limited,

Charles Miller, President.

Cbicaoo Bra.\ch OFncE, Franklin, Pa.
PhcenU Building. 138 Jackson St.

BiGNALL & KeELER MeG. Co.
WORKS- ' '"WARDSVIllt.lU.

Builders of the ...

Duplex Pipe Threading

Machines.
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uurils that he was working in a sewing
niachinc shop in Chicago. I^unny place

that for a blacksmith who wanted to learn

something.

"I did not hear anything of Tom for

several years, till one day, after I had come
to Crossing, in walks Tom, as big and
confident-looking as ever, and struck me
for a job. I said. "I heard you have been
learning to make sewing machines; do
you think that would help you in welding
a locomotive frame?'

" 'I don't know that it would.' replied

Tom; 'but I have learned lots of things

that would help me to cut the cost of work
in a railroad blacksmith shop, ii I only

had the chance.' Then he proceeded to

tell what he would do when he struck a

job as foreman.

'The old man is always roasting me
about the cost of repair work, and he had
joked me, with a knife point in his fun,

that I did not need a scrap heap as I kept

the blacksmith shop for that purpose.

Now, Tom talked with so much confi-

dence of what he could do that he made
me half believe him, although there is

nothing I hate like conceited men who
are going to change things. But I have al-

ways noticed that men with a high esti-

mate of their own ability convince many
other people to their way of thinking.

"I told Tom to come back in a day or

two. and I would see if I could get a fire

for him. Two days later, when he called,

I had made up my mind to put him on as

assistant to Hodges, the foreman black-

smith. Tom started in to clean the scrap

out of the floor of the blacksmith shop,

and to select it. Three days after he had
begun, and I was getting pleased with the

the improved look of the shop, Hodges
came and said that there was no room for

two foremen in one shop, that the new
man must go or he would quit. I should

not have hesitated about holding to my
old foreman; but as bad luck would have

it, the Old Man had gone through the

shop that very day, and congratulated me
on the improved appearance of the black-

smith shop. Then I told him that I had

put on one of the boys I raised on the N.

& Y., as assistant foreman, and he was a

hustler.

"Hodges was bluffing, and gave in when
he saw that I would not discharge Tom;
but the two could not get along together,

and within the month I had to send

Hodges adrift.

"Tom cleaned up the shop first, and got

all material arranged where men could

find it. He next overhauled all the forges,

changed the draft arrangements with de-

cided improvement, washed the windows
that had become nearly blind with dirt,

and had hammers, bolt headers and all the

tools in the place put in first-class order.

"Things looked so much better in the

shop that I was more than satisfied. That

was before the panic, and business was

rushing on the road, with the result that

the shops were kept busy. The Old Man

insisted on our making all sorts of things

in the shops, even links and pins. One
day that I went into the blacksmith shop,

I found an odd-looking contrivance con-

nected with the steam hammer by which

a pair of men were scarfing, bending and
welding links. On the bolt header was

an apparatus which was turning out

coupling pins finished.

"I asked Tom where he learned how to

make these things, and he answered, 'In

the sewing-machine factory.' He said

that there were lots of ingenious formers

used in the sewing-machine factory which

he would make large enough to finish

railroad fittings. And he was as good as

his word. I was able to show a year after

he took hold that for a great deal of the

work we had reduced the cost one-half.

Besides that we had less trouble from
broken frames and other heavy castings

than we ever had before.

"Everything went lovely till about two
months ago. when that dude, Smith, who
has our old job on the N. & Y., stopped

over at Crossing, and, of course, came
and looked over the shops.

" 'That's a good foreman blacksmith

you have,' he remarked to me; 'I think I

shall steal him from you.'

"I thought he was joking and did not

trouble myself. But sure enough, two
weeks later, Tom came to me and said

that he had got an offer of a job with $20
a month more money. He added that he

was not working lor his health, but he

would just as well remain at Crossing if

I would raise him the $20.

"That made me mad, and I pointed out

that I had been the making of him, and
by my favor he was receiving $90 a month.
I did not fail to remind him that I had
raised him from a helper to a blacksmith

fire, and then I had made him foreman
when he did not have a dollar to his name.
His conduct was black ingratitude. 'I

have made a man of you, and you are

ready to desert me for a paltry $20 a
month.'

"He did not take my talk pleasantly.

In fact, he called me a stupid old fossil,

and worse names. Said he would not

work any longer for me. So we parted.

"Old Hodges had been hanging round
the town ever since Long took his place,

and I thought the best thing I could do
was to put him back on his old job. Well,

do you know, he let the shop fall back
into its old condition in about a month,
and went to doing the work in the old

way. We are slack now, but have some
cars building. The shops are working
forty-eight hours a week, and in that time

the blacksmith shop had no difficulty in

doing all the work called for. Now the

foreman of the car shop is complaining

that he can't get his blacksmith work, and
Hodges wants to hire more men. That's

what's worrying me," groaned Silas, "and
half the time I am acting foreman of the

blacksmith shop."

"Do you have any idea of how much
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letting Long go has cost the road over

the saving of $20 a month?" I asked.

Silas squirmed a Httle at that question

and said, "I can't tell exactly, but Mr.

Burr, who is chief clerk and storekeeper,

says that the change is costing the com-

pany $20 a day. It can't be so bad as that;

but I am looking after things myself, and

may have to let Hodges go again. The

Old Man was in the blacksmith shop

yesterday and went away looking very

black. I am afraid Burr will say some-

thing about the increased cost of the

work. If it should reach the ears of the

Old Man, he would do some tall growl-

ing."

Next day I called on Mr. Dawson, the

Old Man, who was an old acquaintance,

having been train dispatcher when I was

M. M. of the N. & Y. I had not been in

his office long when he asked if I wished

to return to railroading. "No, I had no

ambition," was my answer. "Do you

know of anyone needing a master me-

chanic?" I asked, thinking of several

friends who are out in the cold.

"Yes," he said, "I want a master me-

chanic myself, and want him badly. I

can't stand Glide any longer. The way

he runs his department is bringing me
into trouble."

I urged him to be a little patient with

our old friend, and when I came away he

promised to give him another chance.

Since I came home I received a letter from

Dawson asking me to send in the names

of master mechanics I considered would

handle his machinery department satis-

factorily. g ^ g
Welding Safe Ends of Tubes.

Those familiar with the most improved

method of safe-welding boiler tubes are

probably aware that the Manhattan Ele-

vated Railroad practice butt-welding ex-

clusively, and that Mr. R. B. Reading,

general foreman,, is a warm advocate of

the practice. There was a report on Safe-

Welding of Boiler Tubes submitted to the

Central Railroad Club lately, and a stand

was taken in favor of scarf-welding of

safe ends. The discussion was to have

taken place at last meeting, but it was

postponed till May at the request of Mr.

Reading, who was unable to attend the

last meeting. He expects to go to Buffalo

in May, armed with incontestable evidence

in favor of butt-welding. Butt-welding

is not followed in many shops, but most

of those who have tried it insist very firmly

that a better weld is made than by the

other process. A scarf entails a thin

point which gets burned in the process of

heating—it burns before the thick part

gets up to a welding heat. When the weld

is done, the burned material leaves a weak

circle which often results in fracture.

The Central Railway Club did a sensible

and considerate thing in putting off the

discussion to enable Mr. Reading to be

heard. He will submit information of

value.

Wear of Tires Affected by Form of

Rail Head.

There have been at various times ani-

mated discussions among railroad engin-

eers concerning the form of rail head

to put the metal in the best shape for pro-

ducing the maximum of strength and

wearing qualities. Among the most in-

telligent students and investigators of this

important subject. Prof. P. H. Dudley,

inspecting engineer of the Vanderbilt

lines, takes a prominent place, and there

is good reason for believing that he has

designed a form of rail as nearly perfect as

can be produced. In a highly valuable

paper which he prepared on the wear of

tires on passenger engines on the New
York Central Railroad, Professor Dudley

shows that, while the load on drivers has

greatly increased of late years, and the

speed of trains accelerated, the wear of tire

per 1,000 miles run has decreased. The

cause of this unexpected result is undoubt-

edly the introduction of the broad-head

rail designed by Professor Dudley.

The first improved rail he designed was

80 pounds to the yard, radius of top 12

inches, and corner radius 5-16 inch. A
rail of 100 pounds weight per yard, de-

signed later, has a top radius of 14 inches

and corner radius 5-16 inch. The wear of

tires running on these rails is very inter-

esting when compared with the wear of

the tires of lighter engines running on a

6s-pound rail with narrow, deep head.

The most salient parts of the paper read:

"Comparing the weights upon the

drivers a few years ago with those in pres-

ent use, shows an increase in the static

or dead load of some 65 per cent., while

the increased speed of the trains now pro-

duces dynamic effects more than double

the static loads; yet by increasing the

width of the head of the rails as they

were renewed, and the higher standard of

track maintained, the rate of wear of tires

for the heavier locomotives has not in-

creased, but, on the contrary, decreased.

In 1883, on the 6s-pound rails, deep and

narrow type of heads, drivers carrying

13.360 pounds, ran an average of 19,400

miles for a loss of 1-16 inch in thickness

of the tires.

"This was the second type of 6s-pound

rails, the first one having been rolled in

England and had a wider head. In 1884

the 5-inch pioneer 80-pound rail was put

in service, the head being 2 11- 16 inches

wide. Its Use was yearly extended; and

by 1889, locomotives on the Hudson divis-

ion made nearly one-half of their mileage

on the 80-pound rails. Engines then car-

rying 17,600 pounds per driver ran an

average of 19,300 miles per loss of 1-16

inch in thickness of tire.

"In 1891, passenger engines on the Hud-
son division made their entire mileage on

the 80-pound rails, while those on the

Mohawk and Western divisions made
about three-quarters of theirs on the same

class of rails; drivers carrying 20,000

pounds ran an average of 19,400 miles per
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All we fear is that

you will forget us.

Standard Paints
they are named
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sample.
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saw for resisting
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a perfect prevent-

ive of corrosion.
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standard Paint v^o.^

NEW YORX,^
81 & 83 John St.
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Fifth Avenue.
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39 Victoria St., S. "W.
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Graphite Paint for Railway

Uses.

At the meetings uf the Civil Engineers and of

Superintendents of Bridges, the question, '* What

is the best, most durable and most economical

paint for iron construction work, bridges, etc.?
"

or some similar question, is always discussed.

The rivalry between iron and iead paints is of

long standing. It is conceded that lead paints

set too quickly and run too readily when ap-

plied to vertical surfaces. There is no question

of the poisonous nature of lead paints, and the

iron paint makers claim that lead paints destroy

the oil.

On the other hand, the lead paint makers

claim that oxide of iron paints are in them-

selves rust producers, and scale and blister

more readily than lead paints, and are very

short lived.

Both factions seem to agree that ^ROBABL^•

graphite or carbon paints may be the coming

paint for protecting iron and all metal work,

as well as wood work, from the sudden changes

of the weather, from the effects of acid fumes

and the various other destructive agents. They

claim, however, that graphite paint has not

been fully tested, and that is the reason some

statement should be made concerning graphite

paint.

About thirty years ago the Joseph Dixon

Crucible Company, of Jersey City, N. J., be-

gan the manufacture of Dixon's Silica-Graphite

Paint, using a flake graphite and finely pul-

verized silica, both produced at the Company's

mines at Ticonderoga. N. Y. The union of

silica and graphite in proper proportions makes

an ideal pigment, the silica acting as a iiUer

and affording the nece-s.sary hardness, and the

flake graphite, lapping flake over flake fish-

scale fashion, ensuring flexibility and tough-

ness, and withstanding successfully the ex-

pansion and contraction of heat and cold.

Both silica and graphite are known as inert

materials, and both are impervious to the de-

structive effects of heat and cold, acid fumes,

etc. Both arc non-poisonous, and neither will

destroy or affect the oil in any way.

It is a matter of record, that roofs and iron

work properly painted with Dixon's Silica-

Graphite Paint have not required repainting

in ten, fifteen, and even twenty years. It is

to-day largely used by railroads and other
corporations, and as its use is regularlv con-

tinued it is evident that it is found satisfac-

factory in every respect.

Dixon's Silica-Graphite Paint is more easily

spread than any other paint. It covers pound
for pound thiee times more surface than the

lead paints, and twice the surface of mineral

paints. It is strictly a pure linseed oil, kettle

boiled paint, and those who have used it for

the past twenty-five years claim for it the

greatest durability and economy,
Dixon's Silica-Graphite Paint is the t>nly

flake graphite paint made, and it is the only

graphite paint with an established record and
reputation. The testimonials published in some
of the earlier circulars of the Company have
been used by other makers of so-called graph-
ite paint to give color to their statements.

As graphite has very strange coloring power,

it is impossible to make graphite paint in light

colors. It can be successfully made in black,

slate, olive green and dark red color. For fur-

ther information address Joseph Dixon Crucible

Company.

loss of 1-16 inch in thickness of the tire.

This refers to the loss by wear and return-

ing for future service. In 1892 the 100-

pound rail, head 3 inclies wide, was laid

on the Harlem line, which carries the com-
bined passenger traffic of the three rail-

roads entering and leaving Grand Cen-

tral Station, New York City. The renew-

ing of the entire line of the New York
Central & Hudson River Railroad from
Mott Haven Junction to Buflfalo and re-

turn with 80-pound rail was completed in

1S92. In 1894 the loo-pound rail was laid

from Spuyten Duyvil to Peekskill, making
about one-quarter of the Hudson division

laid with loo-pound rails.

"In June, 1895, I asked Mr. Wm. Bu-
chanan, general superintendent of motive

power and rolling stock, for the mileage

of some of the Class "I" engines running

over the 80 and 100 pound rails; and below

will be found the entire list, except for

Engine No. 90.1. When the Class "I"

engine was designed in 1889, the weight

on each driver was 20,000 pounds; but as

the 80-pound rails were put into the track,

the weights have been increased to 22,000

pounds. The total weight of the locomo-

tives in running service is 200,000 pounds
or over, 40,000 pounds being upon the

truck. The mileage of the tires only in-

cludes one turning since October, 1892,

and ends March, 1895. Some of the en-

gines—there were 43 in all—did not enter

service until 1893. and others in 1894.

"The list is so large, covering such a

wide range of service, that it must show
conclusively whether or not a broad, flat-

topped rail increases or decreases the rate

of wear of tires running o-er them. The

43 engines ran 3,706,567 miles, and the

total loss in thickness of tires in six-

teenths of an inch was 160, or an average

of 23,166 miles for a loss of each 1-16

inch of tire. Twenty-three of the engines

which ran in part over the lOO-pound

rails show an average mileage of 29.046

miles for each 1-16 inch loss in thickness

of the tire. The mileage of 19.400 miles per

loss of 1-16 inch in thickness shown by the

light engines on the 6s-pound rails is now
much exceeded by the heavier engines

on the 80-pound rails, the average mile-

age being 23,166 miles; and on the 100-

pound rails it will exceed the 29,046 miles,

which over one-hali the present engines

now show by only making a part of their

mileage on the wide rails."

i i ^
An Early Advocate of Kailroads.

The following curious memorial made
to the House of Representatives at Wash-

ington, in 1819. has been discovered by

Mr. W. H. French, file clerk:

"The memorial of Benjamin Dearborn,

of Boston, respectfully represents: That

he has devised in theory a mode of pro-

pelling wheel carriages in a manner prob-

ably unknown in any country; and has

perfectly satisfied his own mind of the

practicability of conveying mails and pas-

sengers with such celerity as has never

before been accomplished, and in com-
plete security from Robberies on the

highway.

"For obtaining these results he relies

on carriages propelled by steam on level

railroads; and contemplates that they be

furnished with accommodations for pas-

sengers to take their meals and their rest

during the passage, as in a packet; that

they be sufticiently high for persons to

walk in them without stooping, and so

capacious as to accommodate Twenty,

Thirty, or more Passengers and their

Baggage.

"The inequalities of the earth's surface

will require levels of various elevations

in the railroads; and your memorialist has

devised means which he believes will be

completely effectual for lifting the car-

riage by the inherent power of its ma-
chinery from one level to another, as also

for the passage of carriages by each other

on the same road; and he feels confident

that whenever such an establishment shall

be advanced to its most improved state,

the carriage will move with a rapidity at

least equal to a mile in three minutes.

"Protection from the attack of assail-

ants will be insured, not only by the ce-

lerity of the movement, but by weapons
of defense belonging to the carriage and
always kept ready in it, to be wielded by
the number of passengers constantly trav-

eling in this spacious vehicle, where
they would have liberty to stand erect, and
to exercise their arms in their own de-

fense.

"The practicability of moving steam

carriages on the common road was long

since advocated in a publication by that

ingenious and useful citizen, Oliver

Evans; your memorialist therefore does

not assume the merit of originating the

idea of a steam carriage, but only of modi-
fying the system in such a manner as to

produce the results here stated, which
could not be effected on a common road."

i i s
"How to Save Money in Railroad

Blacksmith Shops" is the title of a pamph-
let by Orville H. Reynolds. M. E., asso-

ciate editor of "Locomotive Engineering,"

published by Sinclair & Hill, publishers

of "Locomotive Engineering," 256 Broad-

way, New York; price 25 cents. The
pamphlet has forty illustrations, and gives

very plain and comprehensive descrip-

tions of work done in blacksmith shops

by the aid of dies and formers operated

under bulldozers and helve hammers. The
operations described reduce the cost of

blacksmith-shop work in figures varying

from 25 to 90 per cent. It would abun-

dantly pay railroad companies to put this

pamphlet in the hands of every black-

smith they employ.

S i i
The Standard Paint Co. have removed

their offices to 81-83 John street. New
York.
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The First Sleeping Cars.

Various railroad companies claim to

have been the first to give to the public

the comfort and convenience of sleeping

cars, but we think that what is now the

Philadelphia, Wilmington & Baltimore is

clearly entitled to the credit for that enter-

prise. Anyone \yho has access to a library

containing old files of the "Baltimore

Chronicle" will find in the issue of Oc-

tober 31, 1838, the following article:

"The cars intended for night traveling

between this city and Philadelphia, and

which afford berths for 24 persons in each,

have been placed on the road, and will

be used for the first time to-night

"Night traveling on a railroad is, by

the introduction of these cars, made as

comfortable as that by day, and is relieved

of all irksomeness. The enterprise which

conceived and constructed the railroad be-

tween this city and Philadelphia cannot

be too highly extolled, and the anxiety

evinced by the officers who now have it

under control, in watching over the com-
fort of the passengers, and the great ex-

pense incurred for that object, are worthy

of praise and deserve to receive the ap-

probation of the public. A ride to Phila-

delphia now, even in the depth of winter,

may be made without inconvenience, dis-

comfort or suffering from the weather.

You can get into the cars, where there is

a pleasant fire, and in six hours you are

landed in Philadelphia. If you travel in

the night, you go to rest in a pleasant

berth, sleep as soundly as in your own bed

at home, and on awakening next morning
find yourself at the end of your journey.

Nothing now seems to be wanting to

make railroad traveling perfect and com-
plete in every convenience, except the in-

troduction of dining cars, and these we
are sure will soon be introduced."

Considering that the above was written

within ten years after the first locomotive

turned a wheel in this country, it indi-

cates that both the railroads and travelers

soon learned about how travel could be

made luxurious. The time for the sleep-

ing car had not yet arrived; and after a

brief experience which showed that the

supply had been provided before the de-

mand arose, the sleeping cars were taken

off.

Mr. Jos. Lythgoe, manager of the

Rhode Island Locomotive Works, has in

his tool-room a business-like little tool

for truing and removing stock from small

jobs, that would be a good thing to place

right out in the shop and give men access

to it at all times. There are many times

in the course of a day's work when some-

body wants to remove from a sixty-fourth

to a sixteenth of an inch of material from

a small job; this is just too little to plane,

mill or shape, and just too much to file;

in such a case the little machine referred

to would be a source of revenue anywhere.

It is simply a pair of steel disks, 18 or 20

inches in diameter and J^ inch thick, the

flat sides of which are covered with any

grade of emery cloth found most suitable

for the work. These wheels are mounted
and run similarly to emery wheels, which

they are, in fact, with the difference that

they are always true and cannot be gouged.

i i g

The Chicago & West Michigan Railway

is the last to adopt the Brown System of

Discipline Without Suspension. Mr. J.

K. V. Agnew, general superintendent, has

issued a circular giving particulars of how
the system will be worked. It is different

in several respects from the Brown Sys-

tem. A certain number of marks will be

entered against the record of an employe
for violations of rules or carelessness, in-

stead of suspension of fine, as formerly

imposed: for repetition of any offense,

double the number of marks will be en-

tered. For every twelve consecutive

months of service free from demerit

marks, or free from necessity for impos-

ing a reprimand, ten marks will be de-

ducted from any that may have been pre-

viously entered against an employe's rec-

ord. When sixty marks are entered

against the record of any employe, his

services will be dispensed with. Dishon-

esty, intemperance, disloyalty, insubordi-

nation, incivility, willful negligence, in-

competency or disobedience of the com-
pany's rules will be considered sufficient

cause foi immediate dismissal.

Jenkins Brothers, New York, write us:

"We are, as you probably are aware, the

originators of Unvulcanized joint pack-

ing, and, in accordance with our views to

always manufacture a high grade of goods,

we have been experimenting for some
time in order to obtain a packing that

would fulfill all requirements. We think

we have done so with what we call our new
'Jenkins '96,' and from the reports fur-

nished us by prominent engineers and

steam-fitters who have given this new
'Jenkins '96' a trial as well as ourselves,

we feel proud to know that not a fault

can be found with it. While we have not

changed the good qualities of our old

'Jenkins' packing, we have added to its

efficiency. The improvement consists in

manufacturing a packing suitable for any

and all pressures of steam—that will not

rot, burn, blow or squeeze out under any

conditions; and, furthermore, we have ob-

tained a result which we believe no other

packing manufacturers have yet ob-

tained—that is, a packing that has all the

above advantages and will last for years

in a joint. In fact, it will last as long as

the metal itself, and can be broken and

used again and again. We are very well

aware that this is a broad statement to

make; nevertheless, we stake our reputa-

tion upon it."
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Agitation Favoring the Metric System.

The American Metrological Society,

whose headquarters are in Columbia Uni-
versity, New York, is displaying extra-

ordinary activity agitating in favor of a

bill before Congress to make the metric

system of weights and measures obliga-

tory in this country at an early date. We
have received a circular letter signed by
the president and secretary of the society,

urging us to sign a petition in favor of the

Hurley Bill, which makes the metric sys-

tem of weights and measures the only

legal basis of weighing and measuring

after January i, 1901. Strangely enough,

the measure exempts the surveys of public

lands.

The advocates of the new system of

metrology are so enthusiastic in favor

of the French system that they have

no patience with those who intimate

that the change would entail vast in-

convenience and expense upon indus-

trial interests. Then why exempt the

measurement of land? An acre could be

expressed in metric measure more intel-

ligibly than 2% threads to the inch, and

the men dealing with screw-thread com-
putations have certainly less time for the

numerous calculations they would be re-

quired to make than the land-measurer.

It is the old story of catering to the rustic

member and putting new burdens upon

mechanical interests. The schoolmen,

who have originated and worked up the

agitation in favor of the French system,

care nothing about what interests may
suffer by the change so long as they can

ride their hobby. ' Should the law be

passed and attempts made to enforce it,

the mechanical interests will soon be

heard from in a way that the advocates of

the "reform" little expected.

A sweeping measure, calling for an en-

tire change in our weights and measures,

is impracticable. Our system of length

measurement is practically uniform, but

the measures of capacity and weight are

confused. A true statesman would try to

reform the measurements that are in con-

fusion, and leave those that are uniform

alone. But we cannot expect broad-

minded measures to emanate from the one-

sided, ignorant cranks who expect to ob-

tain glory and prominence from advocat-

ing radical changes that entail industrial

revolution.

i S i
The Fox Pressed.Steel Company.

For several months, negotiations have

been under way looking to the formation

of a large concern to engage in the manu-

facture of Fox pressed-steel trucks, as

well as other forms of pressed steel which

enter into the construction of railroad

equipment. These negotiations have been

successfully consummated, resulting in

the formation of the Fox Pressed-Steel

Company, composed of New York and

Pittsburgh capitalists, whose plant will be

located in Pittsburgh. Ample capital has

been provided, and the concern has pur-

chased five acres of ground on the line of

the .Mlcgheny Valley Railway, near Fifty-

second street, and the work of erecting

the plant will be commenced at once. The
contract for the erection of the buildings,

and also for the machinery, has been let,

and the work will be pushed as rapidly as

possible, and the new concern expects to

be turning out the Fox pressed-steel

truck about October ist ne.xt. The plans

are very elaborate, and call for a main

building 450 feet long by 112 feet wide.

Included in the equipment of this building

are 6 power shears, 8 hydraulic presses,

2 bending machines, 11 hydraulic punches,

7 power punches, 24 hydraulic riveting

machines, 16 hydraulic cranes, 5 electric

crane.s, and the necessary straightening

tables and other smaller tools. The en-

tire equipment will be of the most modern
design. In another building, 350 x 62 feet

will be located the machine shop, black-

smith shop, pump house, boiler house,

electric light plant, and a small building

to contain the gas producers, as it is the

intention to use producer gas for fuel.

The location selected for the plant is an

admirable one, as the facilities for receiv-

ing and shipping material will be all that

could be desired. Cars will run right into

the building on a private track, and will

be loaded and unloaded by overhead elec-

tric traveling cranes. The plant will be

so constructed that the raw material will

be received at one end, put through the

various processes of manufacture and
loaded on cars at the other end, thus pre-

venting unnecessary and costly rehand-

ling. The plant, when in full operation,

is expected to turn out from 300 to 400
finished trucks per day, and to give em-
ployment to from 1,000 to 1,200 men.
There are now about 60,000 Fo,\ trucks

in use, and the demand is constantly in-

creasing. The material for the construc-

tion of these trucks will be principally

supplied by the Carbon Steel Company,
of Pittsburgh, and will conform in quality

with the specifications of that used by the

Fox Solid Pressed-Steel Company, of

Joliet, 111. It is the opinion of many able

and experienced railroad men that the

Fox presscd-stecl truck frame will become
the standard truck of this country, and
there is no question but that where
adopted it will materially reduce the

operating expenses of the road, by mini-

mizing the wear and tear of both rails and
wheel flanges, and by the perfect working
of the truck, thus avoiding all unnecessary

friction to all parts of the train.

i i i

The Boston Belting Co. have published

a catalogue illustrating and describing

their fire hose and attachments. It con-

tains a great deal of useful information

about fire hose, nozzles, couplings, and

other apparatus employed in putting out

fires.
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A Railroad Journey in Jamaica.

In a paper read before the New Eng-

land Railroad Club, Mr. C. W. Willis

gives the following account of a trip over

a railroad:

"The little station stands in the midst

of a grove of cocoanut palms. It is a

light, airy structure, with a wide portico

at one end. The station officials, ticket

agent and telegraph operator are all black,

and all extremely courteous—an indica-

tion that Jamaica railways have attained

one condition which thus far has been but

a dream and a flight of imagination with

regard to American railways, too alto-

gether improbable to be realized either in

this or the next century.

"The little train stood on the track a

short distance away, ready to back down
for the passengers. The cars were small

and very light, and the wheels all had

spokes like carriage wheels; the cars were

old and showed the ravages of the climate,

and were almost devoid of paint, both in-

side and out. They are divided into com-

partments, and there are first and second

class carriages. For the benefit of any

•who may in the future travel in Jamaica, I

will explain that the difference between

first and second class is largely a choice

of 'niggers.' In the first-class coach the

passengers will probably wear shoes, and

there are very thin cushions on the seats;

while in the second-class, the passengers

are barefoot and there are no cushions.

But the difference is slight, so save your

money and ride second-class. The cars

are entered at the side, and the seats, two

in each compartment, face each other,

so if the compartment is full a part of the

passengers must certainly ride backward.

"The tiny, English-built engine, though

the road is standard gage, stood blowing

off steam furiously, and the black engineer

and fireman lounged lazily in the cab—for,

owing to the torrid climate, the engines

are provided with cabs. Soon the engine

was coupled to the cars and the train

backed down to the station. Then the

shrill whistle began to blow, and it blew

steadily for about two minutes. I was told

that it is customary to blow the whistle

for two minutes, fifteen minutes before it

is time for the train to start, though it

seemed to me to be just the other way.

There is no bell on the engine. Soon we
were seated in our compartment, as good
luck would have it being the sole occu-

pants—myself and wife—and the starting-

time arrived. The black conductor blew

a small whistle, the engineer answered

with a shrill blast, and away we rattled

over this curious West Indian road, wind-

ing across the plain of St. Thomas in ye

Vale, between the green hills, over high

viaducts, past groves of palms and fields

of cane, banana and plantain plantations

and mangrove swamps, every now and

then seeing a great black bee-hive-like

structure, fully as large as a bushel basket,

perched high in some great tree, the home
of the tree or nest building ants. We

stopped at frequent stations, about which

congregated people of all sizes, colors and

conditions of life, some of them in aston-

ishingly abbreviated costumes; and at one

of these stations, the last before we entered

the first of the many tunnels, we heard the

sound of feet on the roof of the car, and

were somewhat amused to see a lighted

lamp lowered down through a hole in the

roof—reminding the passengers to make

ready for the tunnel. Away again we

sped, half of the time going at a tremen-

dous speed by the force of gravity alone,

until we saw the blue Caribbean spread out

before us, soon reaching the city of King-

ston."

i i i
Some Odd Helve Hammers.

Our illustration was taken from a cata-

log issued by Martini & Ise, of Haspe,

Germany, and shows the kind of helve

hammers still in use there.

BOOK^S

One good American hammer like the

Bradley, would dance all around a quartet

of these antediluvians.

Wily Coai'Mine Water Corrodes Iron.

The railroad companies which have to

use feed water that is mixed with the

water pumped out of the coal mines,

learn from expensive experience that the

water frequently contains corrosive agents

which e.xert disastrous influences on

boiler sheets. To an ordinary man with

a little knowledge of chemistry, it appears

strange that the mild acid elements pres-

ent in coal should develop such strong

corrosive agents; yet we have repeatedly

found water in mines that would show a

decided acid reaction in simple tests.

Speaking to Dr. Dudley, the expert

chemist of the Pennsylvania Railroad at

Altoona, on the subject, he informed us

that sulphur was often found in coal in

the form of organic sulphides combined

with carbon. Under favorable circum-

stances, this sulphide will combine with

oxygen and form sulphuric acid. Owing
to this change worked out in Nature's

laboratory, the water in coal mines is fre-

quently found heavily charged with free

sulphuric acid. This is most likely to

happen where there is scarcity of car-

bonates that would combine with sul-

phuric acid to make sulphates.
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WHAT YOU WANT TO KNOW.
Questions and Answers.

(41) E. AV., Chanule. Kan., writes:

The eccentrics on a locomotive have a

S-inch throw. We take off one eccentric
and turn it off, reducing the diameter I

inch, but do not change the throw. Can
the engine's valves be squared in full stroke
or cut-off; and if they can, please state

how and why? A.—The valves can be
squared just the same after the reduction
of diameter of the eccentric as before, for

the reason tliat such reduction has not
altered the throw; and the valve travel

and angular advance will therefore remain
as they were before the eccentric was
turned.

(42) H. B. Z., Algiera, La., writes :

Please advise, in your Question and An-
swer column, information as follows

:

Give diagram or construction lines to be
used in drawing a gear wheel; if you can-
not give diagram, any information on this

subject will be thankfully received. .\.—
Our space is too limited to go into this

question understandingly, and we there-

fore refer you to George B. Grant's
"Odontics, or the Theory and Practice of

the Teeth of Gears," published at Lexing-
ton, Mass., a work that will tell you all

about all kinds of gears and the theory of

their construction.

(43) J. A. N., Northampton, Mass.,
writes :

Please tell me which side of driving-box
brasses wears the most, and why, on an
eight-wheeled passenger engine, forward
or back. A.—It has been found by the
investigators of brass wear, that the for-

ward side of a brass almost invariably
shows more wear than the rear side. The
reason for this is found in the pressure
on the piston always forcing the axle for-

ward against the brass, this effect being
the same whether the crank pin is above
the axle or below it. The back boxes
always show more wear than the forward
ones, and this is said to be explained by
the fact that the former get more of the
dust than the latter when running.

(44) J. \V., Waterloo, la., writes :

I. who was the inventor of the extension
front ends? A.—Mr. John Thompson,
master mechanic of the Eastern Railway,
now a part of the Boston & Maine sys-

tem, was the inventor of this device, about
1880. 2. Of what benefit are they? A.

—

They retain cinders and sparks by means
of the deflectors and netting, that would
otherwise go out of the stack. 3. What is

the use of the diaphragm; how does the
raising or lowering of it affect the fire?

A.—The diaphragm is used to regulate
and equalize the draft through the flues

and grate; raising it gives a freer draft, and
lowering it has the opposite effect. 4. If

an engine pulls hard on her fire and fire-

hole door, does the diaphragm require
raising or lowering? A.—When an engine
"pulls hard on her fire and fire-hole door,"
and the diaphragm gives results in accord-
ance with Answer 3, it is time to enlarge
the exhaust nozzles.

(45) T. 11. W., Schenectady, N. V.,

writes ;

I- Please explain the following problem:
At a locomotive works where I am em-
ployed, an engine which had run about
two months was returned for repairs,

when it was found that the cylinders were
worn on top nearly % inch. The piston

was of the built-up pattern of spider, rings
and follower. A.—We cannot give an
intelligent answer to questions of this

character, for the reason that too much
data is wanting; it is necessary to know
all the points of construction before pass-

ing on the cause of this trouble. One case
of the kind within our knowledge was
cured by extending the piston through
front cylinder head. 2. 'VVhat composi-
tion expands when cooling? A.—Anti-
mony expands by cooling. When alloyed
with 80 parts by weight of lead, to 20 of
antimony, it forms an excellent anti-fric-

tion metal with absolutely no shrinkage

—

the latter metal hardening the alloy.

(46i J. W., Toccoa. Ga., writes:

Will you kindly give me. through "Lo-
comotive Engineering," the amount of

power necessary to be applied to a brake
wheel 14 inches in diameter, to break or
twist ofT a brake staff i ,",. inch diameter,

having a J^-inch hole through staff, at the

point where the break occurred. Also
give me the rule for finding same. .\.—
The force necessary to twist oft the brake
shaft of your dimensions may be found
by the following formula for torsional

strength of a solid round bar: 11' /< =
0196 i>3 s, and IF = (0196 X «' X •») -^

K; in which IF =: force applied at the

periphery of wheel, H = radius at which
force is applied—or distance from the cen-

ter of brake shaft to periphery of wheel

—

D z= diameter of brake shaft in inches, and
S = ultimate shearing strength of wrought
iron in pounds per square inch. The
i/,r-inch shaft having a J-mch holethroujjh
it, is only equal to a shaft |j-inch in diame-
ter, or 0.9375 inch. Substituting the

known values for the symbols, we have:

(0.196 X 0.93753 X 40,000) -^ 7 = 6,459 -^

7 =: 923 pounds pull at the brake wheel
to twist off the shaft. There are two un-
certain elements here, namely, the possible

strength of a man at the wheel and that

of the iron in the brake shaft. If the re-

sistance of latter is taken at 20,000 pounds,
instead of 40.000, the force necessary to

overcome it will be only one-half that

found, or 461 pounds. This would be
equal to 230 pounds on each side of wheel,

and a force that could be exerted by a
strong man.

f47i X. D.. Wilkesbarre. Pa., writes :

Will you please tell me what is meant
by a triple-expansion engine? I often see

it mentioned in your paper. A.—The
number of expansions of steam in all en-
gines is practically equal to initial press-

ure divided by terminal pressure: this

means, for a high-pressure engine, that if

we divide the absolute pressure of the in-

coming steam by the absolute pressure of
the steam at exhaust, we have the num-
ber of times the steam has been ex-
panded. For example, we may take a
locomotive with boiler pressure at 135
pounds: this will give, by adding 15

pounds for atmospheric pressure, an abso-
lute pressure of 150 pounds. Then, if the
terminal pressure is equal to 15 pounds
above atmosphere, the absolute terminal
pressure would be, by adding 15 pounds to
reach vacuum, 30 pounds absolute. Then,
by the formula above, we would have
150-^,^0 = 5 expansions, which means
that the engine ha^^ cut olT at J stroke

;

and this is a liigher rate of expansion than
can be economically carried out in one cyl-

inder. If now we have the same initial

pressure as before, and expand the
steam down to a terminal pressure
equal to 10 pounds absolute, we would
have 150-^10 = 15 expansions, or three
times more than we found in the first

case and to keep the expansion with-
in a reasonable limit, it would therefore
require three cylinders in which the e.x-

pansions would average five to each cylin-

der—or, in other words, the steam would
be expanded through three cylinders.
This is effected by exhausting the steam
from a high-pressure cylinder into a sec-
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ond. and from there into a third cylinder.

The engine then becomes a triple-expan-

sion engine. If one more cylinder were
used, the engine would be called a quad-
ruple-expansion.

(48) J. V. R. S., Quincy, 111., writes :

I. All our engines have extension fronts

and smoke very much at the door when
shut oflf; what causes it? A.—The reason
for this we cannot give without seeing the
engine; but it is plain that there is not
draft enough, whatever the cause for it.

2. I put a large nozzle in the engine,
3j4-'nch, and had to raise the draft sheet

to get steam; now she fills up the front

end in twenty miles; have no arch; how
can I prevent it? A.—We cannot say
without more knowledge of the situation.

3. My neighbor said to me that he could
take J4 inch off an eccentric and not
change her valve travel. I said, "How
will you make up for the 14 inch taken off

th^ eccentrics." He said he would
lengthen the eccentric rods. Now, I said

that would be all right to open the back
port, but would not open the front port
the same. Am I right, or is he? A.

—

Reducing the diameter of an eccentric can-
not alter the movement of a valve, so long
as the throw remains unaltered. The
only change that is made necessary is that

of lengthening the rods. The old rods
gave a correct opening front and back,
and it don't require any abstruse reason-
ing to see that new rods would perform
a like service. 4. Can you give me a re-

ceipt to plate a head-light reflector? A.—
We are not in possession of such a re-

ceipt. Any liquid plating would be use-
less— it should be electro-plated. 5. My
head-light smokes; I put a new wick in.

In cleaning the burner, saw thattheairduct
was all right in casing at top and bottom;
still it smokes. A.—Some of the air pas-
sages are evidently choked. Thoroughly
clean the whole thing. 6. I have an en-
gine that has a double nozzle, measuring
16 inches from top of nozzles or breeches
to top of arch; don't you think they are
too short? Have no lifting pipe in arch.

A.—We cannot say what the height should
be, since you do not give diameter of cyl-

inders or stack.

(49) E. L. G., Minneapolis, Minn.,
writes :

Will you please state, through your col-

umns, where the most strain comes on
main crank pin—when engine is running
at high rate of speed, when working steam,
or when steam has been shut off? I have
put these questions to quite a number of
"old-timers." and the answers have been
about equally divided. I would like to

have your opinion. A.-—To answer these
questions it will be necessary to assume
a type of locomotive, the boiler pressure,
and also the speed; for the first we will

take an 18 x 24 eight-wheel engine with
62-inch drivers, for the second 150 pounds
boiler pressure, and for the third a speed
of 60 miles per hour. With this boiler
pressure and speed the initial pressure will

be a variable quantity, depending on the
valve motion, but it may be taken at no
pounds. To simplify a very complex sub-
ject, the obliquity of the main rod will be
neglected, and the thrust will be supposed
to act in the direction of the piston's axis

—

that is, the stress will be taken as a maxi-
mum when the crank pin is passing the
centers. The intensity of this stress is

found by multiplying the area of piston
by the initial pressure, and we then have
18 X 18 X 0.7854 X no = 254.47 X no =
27.991 pounds on the piston when the
valve opens for admission. When run-
ning at the same speed with the throttle

closed, the centrifugal force of the recipro-

cating parts is to be considered as the

disturbing factor. We will assume the

reciprocating parts to weigh 700 pounds,

and that this weight is equally divided

between the front and back wheels; this

will give 350 pounds to each pin for re-

ciprocating weight alone. The centrifu-

gal force due to this weight, at a speed of

60 miles an hour, can now be found by
multiplying together the weight in pounds,

the square of the number of revolutions

per minute, the radius of the crank in feet,

and the constant number 0.00034; the num-
ber of revolutions per minute, at 60 miles

an hour, equals 325. Arranging these

values in accordance with the written for-

mula, we have 350 X 325 X 325 X i X
0.00034 = 350 X 105.625 X I X 0.00034 =:

12,569 pounds centrifugal force on the pin.

From these figures we see that the stresses

are greater when the engine is working
steam.

i i ^
We are informed by the Ashcroft Manu-

facturing Company that they have pur-

chased of Jarvis B. Edson, 87 Liberty

street, the Edson recording and alarm

gage, and that hereafter they will be the

sole manufacturers of this gage. They

say: "With our unrivaled facilities for

manufacturing, and the long experience

which we have had in the manufacture of

all kinds of delicate instruments for meas-

uring pressures, we are well equipped to

continue the manufacture of the Edson

recording gage, which is the recognized

standard recording gage all over the

world."

The General Agency Co., New York.

have sent out two cards of a convenient

size for the pocket which will be useful to

enginemen. One has tables giving the

miles per hour the train is going when

the driving wheels of eleven different

diameters are making certain revolutions.

With a knowledge of the size of drivers,

a man can get the exact speed by counting

the revolutions. Inversely, it gives the

number of revolutions when the speed in

miles per hour is known. Any of our

readers can have the card by applying to

the General Agency Co.

i i i
The Pennsylvania Railroad Company

has just ordered from the Norwalk Iron

Works Company, of South Norwalk,

Conn., one 10 x 12-inch air compressor

for use in its Wellsville, O., shops. This

company has ordered five similar ma-

chines since December, 1895, and has at

the present time twenty Norwalk com-

pound air compressors in use upon its

lines.

i i i
Watson & Stillman have received an

order for the building of fifteen draw-

benches for bicycle-tube manufacture,

each of them with a stroke of 18 feet.

The Boston Belting Co. have moved to

new and larger quarters at 100-102 Reade

street. New York.
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The Burlington, Cedar Rapids & North-
ern Railway have lately made some im-
portant additions to their outfit of shop
tools. We learn from Mr. Bushncll that

within the last few months they have put

in one driving-wheel press, one air com-
pressor in machine shop, one dimension
planer, one universal wood worker, and
gainer in car shop, one large steam driv-

en punch and shears, and one Bradley
hammer in the blacksmith shop. They
have done for years a great volume of

work with very indefinite facilities, and
this will enable them to make a much bet-

ter showing on the cost of repairs.

The United States polish, handled by
Mr. George W. Hoffman, Indianapolis,

Ind., is becoming very popular with those

who have to polish headlights and other

bright work. The business has increased

so much that offices have been opened at

I Park row. New York, in E. Madison
street, Chicago, and 503 Montgomery
avenue, San Francisco, Cal. Those who
are anxious to make the best polish with

the least expenditure of muscle should

send for a sample of this polish.

The Gold Car-Heating Co. are prepar-

ing for what now appears like a lively

trade in their electric heaters for next

season. Their heaters are exquisite in

design, making with the nickel-plating a

combination that is beautiful indeed. Ari

inspection of their numerous styles for

offices, street cars and residences will tell

how well prepared they are to handle this

trade. This company controls all Amer-
ican rights of the Flexible metallic tubing,

which is used to replace rubber hose for

steam, water or air. This tubing is car-

ried in sizes from % inch to 3 inches, in-

clusive; it is said to be safe at high pres-

sures, and is so flexible as to assume any
shape desired.

E. SPANCENBERG'S
Manual of Steam Engineering,

^—^^ Cniitaining more than 2.000
/.«'''^'~>N Questions with Argued
' "^ .\Tiswers, and over 500 illus-

trations ; also his Arith
"meiio. Algebra, Plane and

Solid Geometry, are sold by every reliable book
dealer for 75c. per volunie. Will he .sent post,
paid after receipt of price by The Laborer's In
9TKLCTION PuB. Co., 314 N. 3d St.. St. Louis. Mo.

Locomotive Photographs.
The largest collection on earth. Thousands to
select from. All Railroads-British, French Ger-man, Italian, American, etc., etc. 8x6 size, 25'cents
each; loxSsize. 36 cents each. Sample carte 10 cu
sumps. New illustrated list for 1895, post free.

9 South Place. Finsbury, London Cll>, England.
Agfnt for rmtcl states. UN. Tikmanv, 19 West CM .st

New York.
'

Mr Rolsts

Pat. Governor Valve.
Automatic Shut-off.

Speed Regulator.
Patent Exhaust.
Safety Slop.

Send for Crane Circular.

m\m TOUndrV ,522MonadnockBk.
equipment Co., Chicago.
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PHILADELPHIA, PA

MODERN MACHINE TOOLS.

9^

NOTE :—Our Improved Tools are desigtied to meet the

most exacting requirements of Modern Railway Machine and

Repair Shops. In addition to all the Standard Tools., we /re-

quently make modifications thereoffor specialpurposes.
^

TRAVELING CRANES, SWING CRANES.CAR CRANES, etc.

Turntables, Testing Machines, Steam Hammers, etc.

INJECTORS FOR LOCOMOTIVES,

SHA A" / INGI AND ALL ITS APPURTENANCES FOR TRANSMITTING POWER-

^ Beveled Packing Ring
Simple, Self-supporting,
Durable, Standard.

American Balance Slide Valve Co.

San Francisco, Cal. or Jersey Shore. Pa

WILLIAMS, WHITE & CO.,

oors- MOLINE, ILL., U. S. A.

Makers of JUSTICE HAMMERS,

AUTOMATIC COAL CHUTES FOR COALING LOCOMOTIVES,

BULLDOZERS, DROP HAMMERS,

STEAM HAMMERS, PUNCHES AND SHEARS,

EYE-BOLT MACHINES,^ TAPER ROLLING MACHINES.

iS:?! SENT

Buyers' Finding List.

Air Brake Fittings.
Crane Co., Chicago, 111.

Air Brake Hose.
Boston Beltingr Co., Boston, Mass.
N Y. Belting & Packing Co., New York.

Air Brakes.
Westinghonse Air Brake Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Air Brake Gage.
Utica Steam Gage Co., Utica, N. Y.

Air-Brake Pump Qovernors.
Foster Engineering Co., Newark, N. J.

Alr-Brake Filter.
Von WeisenBue Air-Brake Filter Co., Scran-

ton. Pa.
Air Compressors.

Clayton Air Compressor Works. New York.
Ingersoll Sergeant Drill Co., N. Y. City.
Norwalk Iron Works Co.. South Norwalk, Ct.

Pedrick & Aver Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Rand Drill C;o.. New York.
St. Louis Steam Engine Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Air Drilling riachine.
C. H. Haeseler & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Air Hoists.
Pedrick & Ayer Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Whiting Foundry Equipment Co.,Chicago, 111.

Arch Bars.
Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Asbestos.
H. W. Johns Mfg. Co., New York.

Axles.
Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
B. M. Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son, New York).

Balanced Slide Valves.
Am. Bal. Slide Valve Co., San Frisco, Cal.

M. C. Hammett, Troy, N. Y.
Bearing iVletal.

Ajax Metal Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Paul S. Reeves, Philadeljjhia, Pa.

U. S. Metallic Pkg. Co , Philadelphia, Pa.
Bell Ringer.

Trumbull Mfg. Co.. Warren. O.
U. S. Metallic Packing Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Belting.
Boston Belting Co., Boston. Mass.
N. Y. Belting & Packing Co., New York.
Shultz Belting Co.. St. Louis, Mo.

Boiler and Firebox Steel.
Shoenberger Steel Co.. Pittsburg, Pa.

Boiler Cliecks—lnside.
Foster Engineering Co., Newark, N. J.

Boilers.
Pittsburg Locomotive Works, Pittsburg, Pa.

Boiler Iron.
Ewald Iron Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Boiler Testers.
Rue Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Boiler Tools.
Richard Dudgeon. New York.
Hilles & Jones Co., Wilmington, Del.

Long & Allstatter Co., Hamilton, O.
Boiler Washers.

Nathan Mfg. Co., New York.
Rue Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Bolt iMachinery.
Acme Machinery Co.. Cleveland, O.

Bolt Threading IVlachinery.
Detrick & Harvey Machine Co., Baltimore.Md.

Books.
H. C. Baird & Co., Philadelphia. Pa.
N. W. Henley & Co., New York.
Open Court Pub. Co.. Chicago, 111.

Practical Pub. Co. E. Orange. N. J.

Philadelphia Book Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Boring and Turning iVliils.

Bullard Mch. Tool Co., Bridgeport, Conn.
Brake Adjusters.

y. & C. Co., Chicago, 111.

Brake Shoes.
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.
Raniapo Wheel H Foundry Co., Ramapo, N. Y.

Brass Castings.
Ajax Metal Co., Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.
Paul S. Reeves, Philadelphia, Pa.

Buffers.
Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Bulldozers.
Williams, White & Co., Moline, 111.

Cab Seats
Stannard & White, Appleton, Wis.

Cars.
Allison Mfg. Co., Philadelphia. Pa.
Lima Locomotive & Machine Co.. Lima, O.
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillbui-n, N. Y.

Car Couplers.
Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
McConway & Torley Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

National Malleable Castings Co., Chicago, 111.

Sams Automatic Coupler Co.. Denver, Col.

Shickle. Harrison & Howard Iron Co., St.

Louis, Mo.
Smillie Coupler & Mfg. Co., Newark, N. J.
Standard Coupler Co., New York.
Trojan Car Coupler Co.. Troy, N. Y.

Car Heating.
William C. Baker, New York.
tiold Car Heating Co., New York.
Safety Car Heating & Ltg. Co., New York.

Car Lighting.
Safety Car Heating & Lighting Co., NewYork

_

Continued on fage 42S.
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BUYERS' FINDING LIST-t'<.'«/;'/iM.</.

C«r Paints. ~ f" ,ir*" - '

Detroit White Lead Works, Detroit, Mich.

Car Rooflng.
P. H. Murphy Mfg. Co., E. St. Louis, 111.

Standard Paint Co., New York.
Warren Chemical & Jlfg. Co., New York.

Car Seats.
Hale & Kilburn Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Car Ventilators.
M. C. Hnnimett, Troy, N. Y.

Car Wheels.
Boies Steel Wheel Co.. Scranton, Pa.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son. New York).
Lima Locomotive & Machine Co., Lima, O.
Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co.. Ramapo. N.Y.
Roberts, Throp & Co.. Three Rivers, Mich.
Rood & Brown. Buffalo. N. Y.
Standard .Steel Works, Philadelphia, Pa.
Washburn Car Wheel Co.. Hartford, Conn.

Cattle Quards.
Q. & C. Co., Chicago, 111.

Chain Pulley Blocks.
Moore Mfg. & Kdy. Co.. Milwaukee, Wis.

Chime Whistles.
Crosby Steam Gage& Valve Co.,Boston,Mass.

Clocks.
John J. McGrane. New York.

Caal Handling Machinery.
Link Belt Engineering Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Coal Chutes.
Williams. White & Co., Moline, 111.

Correspondence Schools.
Internat'l Corres. Schools Scranton. Pa.
The Scientiiic Machinist Co., Cleveland, O.

Corundum Wheels.
Sterling Emery Wheel Mfg. Co.. Tiffin, O.

Cranes.
Manning, Maxwell & Moore, New York.
Maris Bros., Philadelphia, Pa.
William Sellers & Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Whiting Foundry Equipment Co.. Chicago, HI.

R. D. Wood & Co , Philadelphia. Pa.

Crank Pin Qages.
M. C llammett, Troy, N. Y.

Crank Pins.
Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
B. M. Jones & Co.. Boston. Mass.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son, New York).

Drills.
Cleveland Twist Drill Co., Cleveland, O.
Standard Tool Co., Cleveland, O.

Drilling Machines.
I T. Connellv, .Milton. Pa.
("lould & Ebefhardt. Newark. N. J.

Electric Lighting and Power Apparatus.
WcstinghouseElec. & Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh. I'a.

Emery Grinders.
Leland & Faulconer Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.

Emery Wheels.
Sterling Emery Wheel Mfg. Co , Tiffin, O.

Enamel.
Detroit White Lead Works. Detroit, Mich.

Engines.
St. Louis Steam Engine Co.. St. Louis, Mo.

Engravings.
Bradley & Poates, New York.
Standard Engraving Co., New York.

Exhaust Pipe.
The General .\gencv Co., New York.

Expanding Mandrel.
(lio I., Wuiss, Cleveland, O.

Piles and Kasps.
Nicholson File Co., Providence, R. I.

Filters.
A. Major. New York.

Fire KIndlers.

J. S. Leslie. Paterson, N. J.
Flexible Shaft.

Stow Mfg. Co.. Binghamton. N. Y.
Stow Flexible Shaft Co., Philadelphia Pa.

Flexible Steam Joint.
Moran Flux ible Steam Joint Co. .Louisville, Ky.

Flue* and Tubes.
Allison Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.
Tyler Tube & Pipe Co., Washington, Pa.

Forges.
Buffalo Forge Co., Buffalo. N. Y.

Forging Machinery.
William-.. While & Co., Moline, 111.

Foundry Equipment.
Whiting Foundry Equipment Co.,Chicago, HI.

Frogs and Crossings.
Kaniapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.

Graphite.
|..s Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J.

Hand Cars.
J> J

Roberts. Throp & Co., Three Rivers, Mich.
Heating System for Shops.

Buftalo Forge Co.
B. F. Sturtevant Co., Boston. Mass.

Hoisting Engines.
Earle C. Bacon, New York.

Hydraulic Tools.
Richard Dudgeon, New York.
Watson & Stillman. New York.
R. n. Wood & Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

indicators.
Crosby Steam Gage and Valve Co., Boston.

Continiud on page 4K).

The Ohio Locomotive Injector
Economical in Bad Water.

Will not lime up as readily as other Injectors,

actual service having proven that it will run
twice as long with the worst kind of water.

Frank W. Furrj-, General Manager,

130J Monadnock Block, Chicago.
WORKS :

WAUSWOKTll. O.

OFFICES
56 Broadway

NEW YORK
<)4I The Rookery

CHICAGO

314 Commercial BIdg

ST. LOUIS

Coupler
Co.

WORKS
Steam Porge

BLIFFALO, N. Y.

Malleable Iron

DEPEW, N. Y.

Cast Steel

ANDERSON, IND.

i^!^

IVIAI-l-CASI-C IRON
DRAFT BCAIVI

ADVANTAGES OF

THE MORAN FLEXIBLE JOINT

For a Steam Heating; Connection

Between Engine and Tender.

ALL METAL CO.NNECTION.

ABSOLUTELY FLEXIBLE.

Positively Steam Tig:ht under ANY Pressure.

J s Indestructible Short ot Wreck. No Delays. No Repairs.

First Cost is the Only Cost.

STEAM, OIL, HOT ASHES, OR
does not aftect Its lite.

DIRT,

Sectional View of Standard
Railroad Joint, showing
Automatic Relief T rap.

MORAN FLEXIBLE STEAM JOINT CO.. Inc'd.

HENRY V. TRANKRI., President.

149 THIRD ST., LOUISVILLE, KY.

ACME
hinery Co.

CLEVELAND, 0.

I MANITACIIRCRS Of

ACME BOLT AND
RIVET HFADfRS,
ACMESISGLl *ND
DOLBIE ALTO-
MAIIC BOLT ClIT-

TLRS, cutting from
\-f^ in. to 6 in. diam.
Also SfPARAIf

HEADS AND Dies.
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the:

ALLISON MFC. CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

FREIGHT CARS AND
LOCOMOTIVE BOILER TUBES.

WROUGHT IRON PIPE OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.

I»HI3Lij3L33E3IjI'm-A.,

iTincinnari
Universal Grinders
'%t'%>

Will not only grind Cutters and Reamers rapidly

and correctly, but are also arranged for circular

and surface grinding. Most Complete and yet

simple. Write for pamphlet.

-^J-V

THE CINCINNATI MILLING MACHINE CO.
Ask for Catalogue 0- * CINCINNATI, O.

CAPITAL MACHINE TOOL CO.,

Auburn, N. Y.,u.s.a.

MANUFACTURERS OF

BENCH SCREWS,
JACK SCREWS and BICYCLE PUMPS.

Send for Catalogue *'A.'*

ARMSTRONG BORING TOOL.
Pat. March 12, 1S95. .^^!k AEMSTEONQ BHOC

Senl for Catalogue to JBafeT TOOL CO.

80 EDflEWOOD AVENUE CHICAQO.

DETRICK 8l HARVEY

MACHINE CO. Mfrs,

Baltimore, Md.

OPEN

SIDE

PLANERS
The Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Railway

IT
LEADS

IN COMPLETENESS OF EQUIPMENT.
COMFORT OF TRANSPORT.
PROMPTNESS OF SERVICE.
FAST AND ELEGANT TRAINS.

A. J. Smith. G. P. and T. A.. Cleveland. Ohio.

Newton flACHiNE Tool Works,
PHILADELPHIA.

Built in 38 sizes.

450 Machines in operation.

COLD SAW
CUTTINQ =OFF MACHINES.

BUYERS' FINDING Ui'l—Continued.

Injectors.
Automatic Injector Co., Cincinnati, O.
Hancock Inspirator Co., Boston, Mass.
Hayden & Derby Mfg. Co., New York.
Nathan Mfg. Co., New York.
Ohio Injector Co., Chicago, 111.

Rue Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
William Sellers* Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Jacks.
E. C. Boyer, Dayton. O.
Richard Dudgeon. New York.
A. L. Henderer, Wilmington, Del..
A. O. Norton. Boston. Mass.
W'atson & Stillman, New York.

laggings for Locomotives.
Keasbey & Mattison Co , Ambler, Pa.

Locomotives.
Baldwin Locomotive Works, Philadelphia, Pa_
Brooks Locomotive Works, Dunkirk, N. Y.
Cooke Loco. & Machine Co.. Paterson, N. J.

. Dickson Mfg. Co., Scranton. Pa.
Lima Locomotive & Machine Co., Lima. O.
Pittsburg Locomotive Works, Pittsburg, Pa.
H. K. Porter & Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
R. I. Locomotive Works. Providence, R. I.

Richmond Loco. & Mch. Wks.. Richmond, Va.
Rogers Locomotive Works, Paterson, N. J.
Schenectady Loco. Wks., Schenectady, N.Y.

Lubricators
Detroit Lubricator Co.. Detroit, Mich.
M. C. Hammett, Troy, N. Y.
Nathan Mfg. Co., New York.

Lubricating Oils.
Galena Oil Works. Ltd.. Franklin. Pa.
Leonard & Ellis, New York,
Signal Oil Works. Franklin, Pa,

Machine Tools
Bement. Miles & Co,, Philadelphia. Pa.
Bullard Machine Tool Co,. Bridgeport. Conn.
Deirick & Harvey Mach. Co,, Baltimore, Md.
W, D, Forbes & Co,, Hoboken. N, J.
Gould & Eberhardt, Newark, N. 1.

Hilles & Jones Co.. Wilmington, Del.
Jones & Lamson Machine Co.. Springfield, Vt.
Manning, Maxwell & Moore, New York,
National Machinery Co,, Tiffin. O,
Newton Machine Tool Wks,. Philadelphia, Pa.
Niles Tool Works Co,, Hamilton, O,
Geo. Place, New York.
Pratt & Whitney Co.. Hartford. Conn,
Prentiss Tool and Supply Co., New York.
William Sellers S: Co., Inc.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Malleable Iron.
C, E, Rood, Lancaster, N. Y.

Mechanics' Tools,
Armstrong Bros, Tool Co., Chicago, 111.

Keystone Mfg. Co., Buffalo, N, Y,
Chas, A, Strelinger & Co., Detroit, Mii-h.

Metal Polish.
G. W. Hoffman. Indianapolis, Ind.

Metal Sawing nachines,
Pratt & Whitnev Co,, Hartford, Conn,
Q, & C, Co,, Chicago, 111.

Milling Machines.
Cincinnati Milling Machine Co., Cincinnati, O.
Pratt & Whiting Co,, Hartford, Conn.

Mining nachinery,
Earle C, Bacon. New York.

Molding Machines.
Tabor Mfg, Co,, New York City.

Over Clothes.
H. S. Peters, Dover, N. J.

Packing.
Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.
Gould Packing Co.. East Cambridge, Mass.
H. W. Johns Mfs. Co , New York.
Jenkins Bros.. New York.
N. Y. Belting & Packing Co., New York.
U. S. Metallic Packing Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Paints.
Standard Paint Co,, New York,
Detroit White Lead Works, Detroit. Mich,

Patents,
John Wedderburn & Co,. Washington, D, C.
George P. Whittlesey, Washington. D, C.

Periorated Metal.
Aitchison Perforated Metal Co., Chicago, 111.

A. J. Beckley & Co,, Meriden, Conn.
The Hendrick Mfg, Co., Ltd., Carbondale, Pa.

Photographs.
F. Moore, London, Eng.

Pipe Threading and Cutting Hachinery.
Bignall & Keeler Mfg. Co.. Edwardsville, 111.

Armstrong Mfg, Co,, Bridgeport. Conr.
D. Saunders' Sons, Yonkers, N. Y.

Piston Rods.
Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia. Pa.
B. M, Jones cfe Co.. Boston, Mass.
Thomas Prosser & Son, New York.

Pneumatic Tools.
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.. Chicaeo. Ill,

C. H, Haeseler & Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.

Pressed Steel Materials.
Schoen Mfg. Co,, Pittsburg, Pa.

Pressure Regulators.
Foster Engineering Co,. Newark, N, J.
Newark Regulator Co,, Newark, O.

Pump Valves
Boston Beltins' Co,, Boston, Mass.
N, Y, Belting & Packing Co,, New York,

Punching and Shearing Machinery,
Hilles & Jones Co,, Wilmington, Del.
Long & .\llstatter Co., Hamilton. O.
Williams, White & Co., Moline, 111.

R. D. Wood & Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

Continued on page 4J0.
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BUYERS' FINDING LIST-Cdh/';«kc</.

Railway Fences.

I'a^f W'Dven Wire Fence Co., Adrian, Mich.

Railway Gates.
Hneumaiic Gate Co.. Chicago, 111.

.^staiulard ky. Gate Co.. Saginaw. Mich.

ReUlnIng Rings
Kamapo Wheel & Foundry Co., Ramapo, N.Y

Rubber.
Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.
N. Y. Belting & Packing Co., New York.

Rust Preventing Compound.
Otto Goctze. New York.

Safety Valves
Ashton \'alve Co., Boston. Mass.
Consolidated Valve Co.. Bridgeport, Conn.
Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co.. Boston,Mass.

SondlDg Apparatus.
Henry L. Leacb, North Cambridge, Mass.
.Sherburne & Co., Boston, Mass.

Sbaftlng.
William Sellers & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Spark Arrester Plate.
.\. J. Becklev & Co., Meriden. Conn.
llehdrick Mtg. Co., Carbondale. Pa.

Springs.
A. French Spring Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Spring Steel
Thomas Prosscr & Son, New York.

Stay- Bolts.
Ewald Iron Co., St. Louis. Mo.
Falls Hollow Stay-Bolt Co., Cuyahoga Falls,0
B. M. Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.

Steam Qages.
Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co., Bostor.
I'tica Steam Gage Co.. Utica, N. Y.

Steam Hammers
Bemcnt. Miles & Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

Steam Hose.
Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.
X. V. Belting & Packing Co., New York.

Steam Pumps.
.\

. S Cameron Steam Pump Works, NewYork
Steel

Cambria Iron Co , Philadelphia, Pa.
Kwald Iron Co.. St. Louis, Mo.
B. M. Jones & Co.. Boston. Mass.
Krupp (T. Prosscr & Son. New York).
Latrobe .Steel Co . Latrobe. Pa.
Schoen Mf^ Co.. Pittsburg. Pa.
Shoenbcrger Steel Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Steel Tired Wheels.
Boies Steel Wheel Co., Scranton, Pa.
Krupp (T. Frosser & Son, New York).
Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co.. Ramapo N.Y
Standard Steel Works. Philadelphia. Pa.
Washburn Car Wheel Co., Hartford, Conn.

Steel Tires.
latrobe Steel Works. Latrobe, Pa.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son New York).
Standard Steel Works, Philadelphia, Pa

Steel Truck Frames.
Fo.K Solid Pressed Steel Co., Chicago, 111.

Stock.s and Dies.
.Vrnistrong Mfg. Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

SwIUhes.
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.

Tie Plates.
y. & C. Co., Chicago, 111.

Tires.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son. New York).
Lairobe Steel Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Tool Holders.
Armstrong Bros. Tool Co.. Chicago, III
Gould & Eberhardt, Newark, N. I

Tool Steel
B M Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.

Tube Expanders.
.\. L Hendercr, Wilmington, Del.

Turnbuckles.
Cleveland City Forge & Iron Co., Cleveland, O
Merrill Bros., Brooklyn, N. \'.

Turret Hachlnes.
BuUard Mch. Tool Co., Bridgeport, Conn
Jones & Lamson. Springfield, Vt.

Twist Drills.
Cleveland Twist Drill Co.. Cleveland, O.
Standard Tool Co., Cleveland, O

Valves.
Ashton Valve Co., Boston, Mass.
Jenkins Bros., New York.
Ross Valve Co., Troy N Y

Valves, Reducing.
Foster Kngineering Co., Newark. N. J.

Varnlshe.t.
Detroit White I.*ad Works. Detroit, Mich.
F. C. Rcvnolds, New York.

Ventilating Pans.
Buffalo Forge Co.

Vestibules.
Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. V.

Vises.
Bignall & Kecler Mfg. Co.. Edwardsville. 111.
Capital Machine Tool Co., Auburn, N. Y.
Merrill Bros., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Watches.
John T. McGrane, New York.

Wire Fences.
Page Woven Wire Fence Co., Adrian, Mich.

Wood Working Machinery.
The Egan Co . Cincinnati. O.

Wrought Iron Pipe.
Allison Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia Pa.

THE STANDARD STEEL WORKS .,.

Philadelphia.

TIRES
Wrought Iron Centers,

Spoke and Plate

Steel Tired Wheels.

REPRESENTATIVES

Chicago: FITZHUOH & SPENCER.
1634 JVIonadnock Building.

St. Louis: ANDREW WARREN RAILWAY
SUPPLY CO., S16 N. Third St.

Cincinnati : E. A. KINSEV & CO..
3i3 West Fourth Street.

Boston : JOHN KENT,
52 Mason Building.

TheNew-NATHAN"
(SEE ILLUSIK.^ I IIIN', ANl.

MONITOR INJECTORS

LOCOMOTIVES.
•NATHAN" SIGHT-FEED LUBRICATORS.

For Locomotive Cylinders and Air Brakes.

STEAM FIRE EXTINGUISHERS.
For Switching and Y'ard Engines.

BOILER WASHERS,
Road and Guide Oil Cups, etc.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES.

NATHAN Manufacturing Co..
92 & 94 Liberty St., New York.

Wejtera Offlee, U: 4 U9 VA17 EUEEN STEEET. CHHAOO. ILL.

f^^m§
tYCfnart

THESE FORGES will heat irons

fast enough to keep a hammer-man
btisy, and have features that make them
the best on earth.

Patent Arch Top
That Cannot Sag.

Rocking Grate
Insures a Qean Fire.

Dumping Ash Pan,
Air Box Always Free.

7 SI/IS. StND FOR PRIMED MATTER.

THE BRADLEY CO.
SYRACUSE, N. Y.

BOSTON & ALBANY R. R.
The only line from or to New England running tliroii](h Sleepint; Cars

over the Xe\«- Vork. Central & HucImoii River, LaUc Shore &
micliiifaii Houtlierti, michiKfan Central and "Bit Four"R. R'dM.

SHORTEST AND QUICKEST LINE TO THE WEST,
NORTHWEST AND SOUTHWEST.

Five superb trains between Boston and Xew York, via Springfield Line.
For information, maps, time-tables and reservation of berths apply to

A. S. HANSON,
General Passenger Agent, Boston, Mass.
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SECOND - HAND ^AV^^^^^^fS^rsVoV^'.
84-liu-h X so tpet LIuci.lu TrlpU-iii-iiifil EnkIih- I.iitlir.

5«lu.xairt. I'uud KiiMiiu- Latin', ('. U.sl niui T. (M'.cd.
42-lu.x 10 It. Fltleld Kiii;. Latin-, f. Ht-st anil 1'. ('. Kii-d.
4t>-iucb X U tvvt l\>iid Macbiue Co. Engiue Lathe, (J.

Rest and P. C. Feed.
32-luch X 8 feet PoBd Macblne Co. Engine Latbe, C.

Rest and P. C. Feed.
30-in.x 13 ft. Fifleld Eng. Lathe, C. Best and P. C. Feed.
28 In.x 12 ft. Putnam Enflue Lathe, C. Rest, P. C. Feed.
26-luehx27 feet, 17 and 12 feet Pond Engine Lathe, C.

Best and P. C. Feed.
34-lnch x 12 feet New Haven Engine Lathe, O. Rest and

P. C. Feed.
24-lnch X 10 feet Pratt & Whitney Engine Lathe, C.

Rest and P. C. Feed.
2a-iuch X 14 feet F. E. Reed Engine Lathe, C. Rest and

P, C. Feed,
ao-lnch X 8 feet Pratt & Whitney Engine Lathe. C. Rest

and P. C. Feed.
20-ineh x 11 feet Wm. Sellars Engine Lathe, C. Rest and

P. C. Feed.
18-luc-h X ;i feet Pratt & Whitney Engine Lathe, C. Rest

and P. r. Feed.
17 Inch X 7 f<-( t lirnient Engine Lathe, Plain .Tib Rest.
16-iueh X 111 f'Tt Pnllard Engine Lathe, Plain Jib Rest.
15-lnch X (1 tret Flatlicr Engine Lathe, Plain Jib Rest.
?2-lueh Nrwark I'niii-v Lathe (2 Tools).
80-lnch Triple (iiar.d Pit Lathe.
621iR-h I'.ind Holing' anil Turning Mill (2 Reads).
IS-lueh Hlirnliani Hnring and TnridliK MIIKI llia<l).

37-lm-h Hrldg.-|.nrt Boring and Turning .11111 il Head).
48 Ineh Hemi iit tar Wheel Borer, (Power Lift),

SS^lncli lli-rncnt t 'ar Wheel Borer.
fjOtnn \\ at,4on ,v St lUnian Broaching Press.
Style " B ' Bl.-ktonI Fuininiversal Radial DrllL
No. 1 Warren Send Tiilversal Radial DrllL
No. 2 Baus.h Plain Kadlal lirill.

64-lneh Bk-kfor.l Boiler .Makers' Drill.

86-lneh New Haven Drill. B. Gears and P. Feed.
SO-lueh Prentice Brothers Drill, B. Gears and P. Feed.
15-ineh Gould & Eberhardt Crank .Shaper.
15-ineh Hewes & Phillips Crank Shaper.
12-ineh Warn-n Traveling Head Crank Shaper.
12-ineh Belts Traveling Head Crank sli.ip. r.

12-ineh Benient Sl.rtter. in in. li Lowi-ll slotter.

No. 5 Giant Kev Sealer (Cuts 8'
.3 in. wide. Sti In. longl.

Power Shaft Key Sealer. Lot Portahh- Boring Burs.

WE HAVE A LARGE AND ASSuHTKII sriiCK 1 iK

NEW TOOLS AND INVITE CORHKSPONDENCK.

PrentissTool& Supply Co.,ll5Libert]|St.,N.Y.

CHICAGO STORE, 62 AND 64 SOUTH CANAL ST.

AN X RAV PHOTOGRAPH.
Crookes Tube aiicls testimony to the ^ in

the FLAT TURFiET LATHE—it is the
coming type of manufacturing lathe. It cuts
the cost without cutting the wrorker. It com-
bines the convenience of engine lathe with
speed and accuracy of a special tooL Spe-
cial tools seldom required.

^acb. ConipailA?.
Sprmgfield, Vt.,

Sole Builders and Sole Agents in U.S.A.

LEONARD & ELLIS.

Trade

OILS FOR RAILROADS.
^-^' has long been used on n'iny
VALVOLENE of the leading railroads in this

M^ OIL vS*J* country and abroad. It has no
1 . » » 1 T . 1 » . . » equal in quality and mileage,

W. A. BOYDEN, General Agent,
J57 Chambers Street, NEW YORK.

WANTED—AN IDEA. T^Al:r':i
some simple thing to patent? Protect ytiur idens

:

they may bring you wealth. Write JOHN WED-
DERBURN & CO., Patent Attorneys, Washington,
D. C. tor their $1,800 prize offer.

Stow Flexible Shaft C5^

FREDERIC SCHOFF,
Proprietor,

26th & Callowhill Sts.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Manufacturers of

Flexible Shafts,
Portable DRILLING,

TAPPING,

REAMING,

AND BORING

MACHINES,

also

Tools for Emery
Wheel Grinding, Metal and Wood Polishing, Cattle
Brushing and Clipping.

Builder of Special Machines for Railroads, Bridge
and Boiler Makers, Contractors, etc.

IMPROVED PNEUMATIC

TRACK SANDING
APPARATUS
FOR LOCOMOTIVES.

HENRY L. LEACH,
176 Huron Avenue, North Cambridge, Mass.

Plain miller
Adapted to the

requirements of the

modem Railroad shop.

r(tflfttrt«trtfttrtctflr1S(4irtr>«^fr>ftfl«tft

Description and Illustrations

for the asking.

W. D. FORBES & CO.,

HOBOKEN, N.J., U.S.A.

1307 Hudson Street.

HYDRAULIC
RIVETERS—Fixed and Portable.

PUNCHES, SHEARS,
PRESSES, LIFTS, CRANES

and ACCUMULATORS.

Matthews' Fire Hydrants, Eddy Valves,
Valve Indicator Posts.

THE CAMDEN HIGH-PRESSURE VALVES.

CAST IRON PIPE.

R. D. WOOD & CO.. ^o^n'-un^ers.

400 Chestnut Street,

f nflachinlsts,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD.

PERSONALLY-CONDUCTED

Pleasure

Cour$
Under the Escort of a Tourist Agent

and Chaperon*

SEVERAL years ago, with the foresight which
characterizes the management of the Penn-
sylvania Railroad Company, a tourist depart-

ment on a scale more complete and elaborate thau
had ever been known before was established and
equipped. Tourist agents of experience and abil-

ity were placed in charge of the various parties,

and the novel and original feature of a chaperon
was introduced out of special regard for the wel-
fare and comfort of the ladies. The tours were
projected into the most attractive sections of the

land, the most pleasing routes were chosen, and
the rates and conditions of the tickets were made
on the most liberal basis.

The public was quick to recogni:^e the advan-
tages offered by tours so carefully planned and so

conscientiously executed, and testified to their

appreciation of the Company's efforts by an an-,

nuully increasing patronage.

No other series of tours planned by the Tourist
Bureau of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company
has met with the popular favor shown the three-.

day tours to the

NATIONAL CAPITAL.
The dates for these delightful trips have been-

selected with great care, and arranged to suit the
convenience of the Company's patrons.

The rates are phenomenally low for the service-

rendered. The feature of a raili oad company as-

suming all the details and incidental arrange-,

raents necessary to the perfect enjoyment of a
short vacation is a high mark in the evolution of

modern travel. The personally-conducted tours

of the Pennsylvania Railroad are always carried,

out in the highest grade of excellence.

WASHINGTON, D. C.

The objective point, is a city endeared to every

-

American from associations, while it wears the
laurel wreath of honor as the handsomest city in

America, and one of the most beautiful capitals

in the world. No point in the East gives so much
in return for a review of its beautiful buildings .

and surroundings as Washington.
The series of tours offers to the people of

New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey. Delaware,
and Connecticut an exceptional chance for famil-

iarizing themselves with the Nation's Capital.

The tours will leave New York,

APRIL 2d and 23d,

and MAY J4th, J896.

Each tour covers a period of three days, and •

the rate, including transportation, meals en route,

and two days' accommodation at Washington's
best hotels, is $14.50 from New York, and $11.50

from Philadelphia
; $13 50 from New York, not

including meals en route.

Detailed itinerary will be sent on application
to Tourist Agent. iiq6 Broadway. New York ; 860
Fulton Street. Brooklyn ; 205 Washington Street,
Boston ; or Room 411 Broad Street Station,
Philadelphia.
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pEDRICK & AYER CO.,
* 1001 Hamilton Street,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

COMPOUND AUTOMATIC AIR COMPRESSOR. -„r.v.„ .,v „

hi'lt, rt'k'ulutt'rt Itself au-
lumallcull.v, maluUln-
itl^; the prt'HSure wlthlii

(liree pounds at any dt--

fiirod point ; coniptmud-
C(l auil water jackt'tt'd ;

will t>upply air at U>sh

thau half the r<>st for

fuel of brake i>unips.

Run9i)uiy 60 iouK as air

Is beiug used. DoUwrs
44 cubic feet of fret* ulr

Requires no attention but oiling, and but little of that. Case Duit-Proof.

*% ^

No. 2

QUR NO. 2 LIFT is for

delicate and exact work;

it can be made to lift or lower

any amount at will, and has

an automatic stop that will

keep the load at the desired

height under any conditions,

and leave the operator free to

use both hands in adjusting

work. Ideal as a lift over

machine tools.

\ N. \ N. N. \ \ N X N \ N. N N. \ N S N N \VV S \ N N S \WN X N N N »

ALL KINDS OF SPECIAL

TOOLS FOR RAILWAY

REPAIR SHOPS.

Cake Vour

Uacation in maine.
IF. lover of outdoor life is always delighted with

the coming of spring, for its warm glowing

days open to him a series of pastimes in which

he may indulge, reaping therefrom the many
pleasures and vicissitudes which are, to his mind, only

the necessary perquisites demanded to relieve the drudg-

eries and routines of everyday life.

The ice which has covered the lakes and brooklets

for months past is fast disappearing, and then comes a

period of delight for the fisherman, which in Maine

consists of trolling some one of the famous streams of

Northern or Eastern New England for trout, perch or

other fish which abounds its waters in great numbers.

TheRangeley's, Moosehead, Winnipesaukee, Mem-
phremagog, or, in fact, any of the lakes in this region

which offer exceptional opportunities for fishing, are

made easily accessible liy the Boston & Maine Railroad,

for its train service to these points is frequent, and re-

duced-rate round-trip tickets are obtainable.

Time-tables and a descriptive pamphlet, entitled

"Fishing and Hunting," will be sent for a two-cent

stamp, upon application to the

General Passenger Department,

BOSTON & MAINER.R.

Eclipses Them All—Thirty-five and a Half Hours, Chicago

to Jacksonville, Fla.

The Monon Route, with its customary enterprise, has put on
a new fast train that makes the run between Chicago and Jack-
sonville in 35^ hours.

The train is composed of elegant Pullman Perfected Safety

Vestibuled, Open and Compartment Sleepers, including Drawing-
room and Buffet Sleepers, as well as comfortable day coaches,

with Monon Celebrated High-back Seats.

This train leaves Chicago daily at 8:32 P. M., arriving at Cincin-

nati next morning, 7:30 ; Chattanooga, 5:50 P. M.; Atlanta, 10:40

P. M. ; reaching Jacksonville at 8:20 the second morning, in ample
time to make connection with all lines for points in Central and
Southern Florida.

This is the fastest time ever made by any line between Chicago
and Florida.

Frank J. Reed,
Genl. Pass. Agt., Chicago.

City Ticket Office, 232 Clark street, Chicago.

For time-cards, pamphlets and all other information, address
L. K. Sessions, X. W. Pass. .Agt , Minneapolis, Minn.

STANDARD ENGRAVING CO.,
61 ANN STREET.

NEW YORK CITY,

Make Extra Deep Plates for all Illustrative Purposes.

They do all the work for Locomotive Engineering. SEND FOR PRICES.

I\ .»...« 9-1- .,,,-k.... 4-t^Z.^t, there must be a savin

Don t you think effected by the use o Phoenix Pneumatic Tools

I
Send for Circular H.

C. H. HAESELER & CO.
1001 HAMILTON ST., PHILA., PA.

^ ^ For drilling, reaming and tapping, when over

f fW* *^° ^"ri^^^^ have been placed on trial and
' none rejected ? «< ^"* o* ^^ .<< ^ •/* «.* «** .^
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BOSTON BELTING CO.
^~~* * JAMES BENNETT EORSYTH, Manufacturing Agent and GeneralLManager.

MANIFACTURERS OF

WE LEAD—
Others strive to imitate.

Rl IRRFR ^ ^''^ Brake, Steam and Water Hose,

Packing, Gaskets, Washers^] Mats

GOUDo ^ and Matting.

BOSTON

:

256, 258 and 260 Devonshire St.

NEW YORK:

100 and 102 Reade St.

CHICAGO

:

109 Madison St.

SAN FRANCISCO:

24 Eremont St.

c.
MANUFACTURER OF

MALLEABLE IRON.
QU ALITY GUARANTEED.

XXjH.O.dw33 T^rOHBL .A. fi» I*E CJ I .A. IjT

"

OFFICE AND WORKS : LANCASTSB, NEW YORK.

C. E. HOOD. H. M. BROWN.ROOD <& BROWN,
CAR WHEEL WORKS,

RAILROAD, CAR, ENGINE, TENDER AND TRUCK WHEELS
Made from the Best Charcoal Iron.

Office and Works : HOWARD and THOMAS Strt-ets

PNEUMATIC
RAIL^WAY GAXK.

TEN YEARS OF SATISFACTORY SERVICE.
In use on more than fifty leading Railroads.

PJSEUMATIC GATE CO.,
Wm, p. Elliott, Slanager.

100 WASHINGTON STREET, CHICAGO.

THE BEST IS THE CHEAPEST.

The Star Engine.
The Star Air Compressor.

Write for Prices and Circulars.

ST. LOUIS STEAM ENGINE CO.,

18 So. Commercial Street, St. Louis, Mo.

WOOD-WORKING MACHINERY
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

SIBSTANTIALLY DESIGNED. ACCIRATELY CONSTRICTED.

EXQIISITELY FINISHED.

CAR BUILDERS' TOOLS
A LEADING SPECIALTY.

Correspondence Solicited. Catalogue on Application.

THE EGAN CO.
419-439 West Front Street, CINCINNATI, OHIO.

STAR BRASS MANUFACTURING CO.
CHAS. W. SHERBURNE, President.

MANUFACTURERS <^>F

Star Improved Locomotive Steam Gages.

Star Improved Locomotive Pop Safety Valves,
MUf^FLED OR PLAIN.

Victoria Car Lamps,
AND OTHER

STANDARD APPLIANCES.
The Star Steam (iatres are the only N(jn-corrosive (Vaj^es made also""

the only Gages fitted with our Patent Corrugated Seamless Drawn^
Spring Tube, which for its non-setting qualities is unequaled.

-31 to 39 I.AIVCASXER STREET, BOSTOIV, lUASS.

SHERBURNE'S AUTOMATIC TRACK SANDING ^^^^^^^n.^^n,o.^^.^.^y.
iir :«andiLig the track instantly when brake is applied, and by

APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTIVES.
SHERBURNE & CO..

No. S3 OLIVER STREET, BOSTON. MASS.
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Patented Devices For Drilling Out Old Stay-Bolts and Re-Threading the Old Holes

Without Removing Any of the Parts of the Engine. Radiai Taps for Long Distances.

J. T. CONNELLY, Sole Manufacturer, Milton, Pa.

A FuU Line. Over 300 Sizes.

PUNCHES

B.B. SHOPS

'

Write for fully illustrated descriptive circulars
and catalojjue of Double, Single, Angle -Bar.
Gang, Horizontal, Twin, Hoiler, Spacing, Gate.
Multiple, Belt, and Steam-Driven Punches and
Shears,

THE LONG & ALLSTATTER CO.

HAMILTON. OHIO, U.S.A.

EVERY
MACHINIST,

DRAFTSMAN
and MASTER MECHANIC

OUGHT TO
READ IT WEEKLY.

SEND THREE
2-CENT STAMPS
FOR A COPY OF OUR
BIG GUN LATHE
NUMBER.

Same size as Locomotive Engineering.

Weekly, Price Six Cents, . $3.00 per year.

Address,

AMERICAN MACHINIST,

—__ 256 Broadway, New York.

Stow Flexible Shaft
INVENTED

AND MANUFACTURED BY THE

Stow Mfg. Co,
Binghamton, N. Y.

ESTAOLISMEO IN

IB7B.

For Tapping

and Reaming

Stay Bolt Holes

in BOILERS.

PORTABLE DRILLING.

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

CRANES, TROLLEYS, PORTABLE HOISTS, OVERHEAD TRACK,
SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

MARIS BROS.,
2343 & 2.J45

CALLOWHILl ST.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

PRANE COMPANY,

Manufacturers of AiR Brakes,
Air Brake Repairs^

Also, Air Brake Pipe,

Air Brake Fittings,

CHICAGO.

THIS CUT SHOWS OUR

Duplex Compressor,
HAVING COMPOUND AIR CYLIN-
DERS, WITH INTER-COOLER AND
COMPOUND STEAM CYLINDERS
WITH MEYER CUT-OFF VALVES.
THIS IS THE BEST CONSTRUCTION
FOR SMALL AND MEDIUM SIZES.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

RAND DRILL CO.,
23 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

1327 MONADNOCK BLOCK, CHICAGO.

ILLINOIS? CENTRAL

Chicago^^#
^^<0^}

mj^"d muis
SOLID VESTIBULE TRAIN.

fliiily lit It.OO p. m, from rhiruRo, New nn<I olounnt
^qiiir'nuint, built oxiitCiKly fnr tbi« ocrvico. Train
linhtpd lhrou"hotit hj na.''. Tirkpts un<I f urt her infor-
mntjon of Toiir local ticket nueaU or by ixldresHinir^H HAN80N.O.P.A.IU.ConLB.K.CblcatCO,nl.

Bound Volumes for 1894 11
a REDUCED PRICE—$2.

are only a few left.

Send now ; there
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Che Cower Coupler
THE MOST PERFECT M. C. B. COUPLER IN

ALL MECHANICAL REQUIREMENTS.

VU malleable Iron Castings "^he ^ of maUeaWe iron in car J«^

. - T> II «/i Jl«A construction gives increased strength
«- for KanrOaa use ««*«*«

^^ii^ lessening the weight from 40 to

^"' 50 per cent. Correspondence on this subject is invited and sample castings

^fc" will be furnished to railroads interested. ^^jt^^jt^jtjt^^jKjtjtjt

JIdODted as ^^ '™ important roads in different

<t»n/lati/1 P^rts of the country, and in use in

^ItlllUAl W large quantities on twenty-five other

roads and private lines. Our four great ^^orks with

their unrivaled capacity insure prompt delivery as

well as best material and workmanship, jt^'tjtjt^

The National Car Door Fastener, Jt The National Center Plate, J* The National Journal Box,

The National Journal Box Lid, ^ Coffin's Sill and Brake Block Pockets.

RAILWAY DEPARTMENT,~ Z~r~rZ~ NATIONAL MALLEABLE CASTINGS COMPANY,
w orks : Clcvclandt Chicago^ ^^^^_^^^_^^^^^^^^^^^^_^_^_^^^^^^^^^^^^^—^^—

IndianapoUs, Toledo, — 1525 Old Colony Building, CHICAGO.

The lon^ and varied experience of

this company in designing mal-
leable Iron parts insures the best
possible results to our customers.

^lii^ilsilali

THIS is the only single

^ tube "Automatic, or

Re-starting," Injector
that will start with 25 lbs.

of steam and work up to

200 without trouble.

IT is a plain, heavy busi-

* ness machine,—no

small priming jets, pipes

or valves.

ANLY 24 pieces— less

^ than half the usual

number of parts.

t\ETACHABLE Coni-
"

cal Tube, — the one

that wears most,—a new

one can be put in in five

minutes.

SIMPLER, lighter and

the cheapest guaran-

teed Injector on the mar-

ket.

THE AUTOMATIC

SINGLE-TUBE BOILER INJECTOR

MAPJUFACXURED BY

The Automatic Injector Company,
N^, 82 West Third Street,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

PUT down your road
'-' failures and repair

bills by using a solid in-

strument with no jim-

cracks to it.

I ESS parts means less

^ repairs, less first cost

and less trouble.

CTOPS and starts with
*^ one movement of

lever, restarts if broken,

—you know that instru-

ment is feeding if lever

is back.

rUARANTEED! We will

^ place this instrument

on any boiler for trial,

and if not entirely satis-

factory will remove same
free of all expense. Let

us show you what we
can do.

pl|||||l^i|||||l^(|||||l©l|||||)

^illltoillltoillllli^illllli

LOCOMOTIVE WORKS & CAR SHOPS

NEED THE BEST TOOLS
WE MAKE THE HIGHEST GRADE ONLY OF

PIPE THREADING and
CUTTING-OFF MACHINES

{ HAND OR POWER. '

OUR ADJUSTABLE STOCKS AND DIES ARE THE
MOST CONVENIENT, DURABLE AND SATISFACTORY

TOOLS OF THE KIND IN THE WORLD.

SECURE OUR CATALOG.

THE ARMSTRONG MFG. CO.

No. 3 Machine.

BRIDGEPORT, CONN..
104-116 KNOWLTON ST.

NEW YORK,
139 CENTRE ST. No. 1 Machine.

EARLE G. BACON,
Engineer,

HAVEMEYER BUILDING,

NEW YORK.
Works; Pacific Iron Works, Farrel

Foundry aod Machine Co.

Hoisting Engines
And WINCHES for every

possible duty.

_^ Parrel's (Blake Pattern)

Rocl(^OreCrusliers

Railroad Cranes
The Standard for 26 Years.

COMPLETE MINING AND
CRUSHING PLANTS

OL'B SfSCtAI.TIBS.
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Ulasbburn Car Olbeel Co.

Bartford, Conn.

^ makers of ^
^ Steel Cired Wheels.

^

THE BAKER CAR HEATERS
SIKGI.K AND DOUBLE CIRCULATION'.

Jointless, Flexible, Steel Fire-Proof,

r-i\/i^ ,'^-T-i ii-n c"r\/i no Impossible to break them.
rlVb (J 1 HhK b I YLhb. impossible to burn a car with them.

Special Fittings for Baker Heater Work
Perfected Jointless Safety Vent.

MADE AND SOLD
ONLY BY WILLIAM C. BAKER,

(SUCCESSOR TO BAKER HEATER CO.)

143 Liberty Street, New Virk.

Sterling.

Emery Wheel

Mfg. Co.,

TIFFIN, O.

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OP

Advance Safety Emery
AND

Corundum Wheels,

WITH OR WITHOUT
WIRE WEB,

AND

Emery Wheel Machinery.

Send for Catalogue and Discounts.

Ramapo Wheel and Foundry Co.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

BOLTLESS STEEL-TIRED WHEELS
For Passenger and Locomotive

Service.

Tires with Annular Web and Hook,

Best Charooal Iron Double-Plate

or Spoke Centers,

Wedge-Shaped Retaining Ring.
MOTION OP eOLTLEH FASTEMIMO.

% Continuous CIrcumlerentlal Fastening. Simple, Sale, Economical.

CHILLED IRON WHEELS Congdon Brake Shoes
01 Superior Quality,

Drawing Room, Passenger and fOf Chilled IrOR WlieelS,

^''LiJomoUves, Tenders,
O^^wear from 4 to 6 ordinary

Plantation and Mine Cars. Shoes and enhaooe

Cylinder Packing Rings. mileage,

Office and ^A/o^ks

:

RAMAPO. N. Y.

Ramapo Iron Works, HilibQrn.N.I

MANUFACTURE

BRAKE SHOES
For Steel-Tired Wheels.

ROSS, for Steel-Tired Car and Tender Wheels,

ROSS-MEEHAN, for Locomotive Drivers,

SHEPPARD, for Blind or Bald-Tired Drivers.

Narrow GaDge Gars, SwitchsS, Automatic Stands.

YOKED, BOLTED AND I PRING RAIL FROGS, CROSSINGS,

TRAt:< EQUIPMENT,

RAILROAD AND MACHINERY

CASTINGS,
HEAVY AND LIGHT.

SCHOEN MPG. CO.
PRESSED

STEEL MATERIAL

FOR CARS.

PITTSBURGH,

PA. -
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FREE!

^1 Book on Files,

*'' 450 Styles.

NICHOLSON FILES
LEAD!

The B35t Machinists

DEMAND THEM I

The Leading Dealers

SELL THEM!

NICHOLSON
FILE
CO.

NICHOLSON FILES
EXCEL

N KEENNESS Of TEETH

!

u, TEMPER 1 IN DURABILITY ly^ SAM'L M. NICHOLSON,

IN POPILARITY I
President
and
Gen'l Manager.

MENTION THIS PAPER. PROVIDENCE, R. I.. U. S. A.

True to start with—and stays so.

Ashcroft Mfg. Co.

SPECIALTIES

:

Double Tube Bourdon

Pressure Gaug:es

for Steam, Water or

Ammonia.

Tabor Indicators.

BROWN'S

Adjustable Pipe Tongs.

Packer Ratchets.

Pipe Stocks and Dies.

Pipe Fitters' Tools.

Ashcroft Gaug:es

are Dust-proof, Accurate

and the Standard every-

where.

Movement no connection to back of case.

MANNING, MAXWELL & MOORE,
<
INlCMiAlL iiiw \^ IL^

III Liberty Street, New York, U. S. A.

Consolidated

Safety Valve Co.'s

ORIGINAL

RICHARDSON

"POP"

SAFETY VALVES

are the Standard on many

roads.

The Best Muffler

EXTANT.

Sample sent on triaL

WORKS AT

Bridgeport, Ct.
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Jhe norwalk iron works company
has supplied sixty-seven Compound Air Compress-

ors to Railroads and to Bridge and Car Shops in this

country. Of these sixty-seven the Pennsylvania R. R.

has nineteen, the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe six,

the New Jersey Central four, and so on through the list.

Every one of the

Compressors in-

cluded in this list

is capable of de-

livering more

than one hundred

cubic feet of air

per minute, (wc

haven't counted the little fellows) while most of them

are three times that size. We will send our Catalog

free of charge, to any shop official who is sufficiently

interested in keeping down expenses to ask for it.

THE NORWALK IRON WORKS CO.

107 Water Street,

SOUTH NORWALK, CONN.

Automatic Molding Machines.

PATTERN SET FOR
CHRISTIE

BRAKE SHOES.

The Tabor Manufacturing Co.^

39 Cortlandt Street, New York, N. Y.

50 per cent. Saved
by

Finishing Locomotives and Coaches
-nllta

Rogers' Railway Specialties
Rog-ers' Locomotive Finish.

Rogfers' Locomotive Jacket Enamel.
Rogers' Locomotive Cah Enamel.
RoR-ers' Coach Body Enamel.
Rogers' Caboose Enamel.
Rosrers' Target and Signal Enamel.
Railroad Seat Enamel.
Railroad Radiator Enamel.
Railroad Steam Pipe Enamel.
Railroad Graphite Paint.

Railroad Truck Paints.
Railroad Station Paints.
Railroad Varnishes and Japans.
Red Seal Coach and Car tolors.

Refrigerator Car Paints.

Great Economy in Coach, Car and Locomotive painting;

Enormous saving; in time, labor and material.

Fully equal or superior to old methods in durability.

Thoroughly tested by leading railway lines.

Write us for information and Descriptive Catalogue.

DETROIT WHITE LEAD WORKS,
107 Jones St., Detroit, micta.

Finest
Coach
Parlor Car
Sleeping Car
Street Car
Rattan Elevated

Seats
PLUSH - RATTAN - ELASTIC SLAT

With either ' Reversible' or ' Walk-Over' Back.

Output Larger than All Other

Seat Makers combined.

Our "Walk-Over" Pattern is the Finest of its class,

Ste cut of "Standard" here next month.

EITHER IS BETTER THAN ANY OTHER MAKE.

The Hale & Kilburn Mfg. Co.
PHILADELPHIA. PA.
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New York Office,

Taylor Building,

39 Corflandt St.

BEMENT, MILES & CO.,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

MANCPACTCRERS OP

Chicago Office,

1534 Marquette BIdg.

Metal 1/l/orktii.g Machine Tools,
For Railroad Shops, Locomotive and Car Builders,

Machine Shops, Rolling Mills, Steam Forges, Ship Yards,

Boiler Shops, Bridge Works, etc. , etc.

STEAM HAMMERS.
steam and Hydraulic

RIVETING MACHINES

STURTEVANT HOT BLAST DRY KILNS.

STURTEVANT STEEL PLATE Planing Mill Exhausters.
SEND FOR CAT4L0GtES.

B. F. STURTEVAM CO.,
WORKS: BOSTON, MASS.

BRANCH STORES:
34 Oliver Street, Boston, Mass.
131 Liberty Street, New York, N. Y.
J 35 N. Third Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
16 South Canal Street, Chicago, 111.

75 Queen Victoria Street, London, E. C, Eng.
21 West Nile Street, Glasgow, Scotland.

87 Zimmerstrasse, Berlin, Germany.
2 Kungsholmstorg, Stockholm, Sweden.

'* There is but one suggestion we might make

—

and our desire to criticise would impel us to make more—if we could find anything to make criticisms about,
and that is instead of calling this most neat, complete and
comprehensive catalogue, '^A Book of Tools,' it should
have been called ^he Book of Tools, for it has no equal."

F. E. REED & CO.,
Worcester, Mass.

IIA BOOK OF TOOLS tt

IS OUR CATALOGUE. IT CONTAINS 550 PAGES, UPWARDS OF 2,000
ILLUSTRATIONS, AND WILL BE SENT POST PAID TO ANY

ADDRESS UPON RECEIPT OF 25 CTS. IN STAMPS.

CHAS. A. STRELINGER & CO.,

DETROIT- MICH.
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RAILROAD RIBBER REQUSITES
AIR ItRAKK HOSE.

F.LKVAXOU MKUXI?«G. STEAM HOSE.
WATER HOSE. SKiXAL HOSE. TENOER HOSE.

MAXXINCi APiiJO XREADS. PISXOX ROI» PACKI^iG. SHEEX PACKII«iG.

NEWYORKBELTINC&PACKING CO.LTD

PlONHFKS AND l.KAUF.KS, New York City

The Hancock Locomotive Inspirator,
TYPES A, B, C and D,

Adapted to the several differing styles of Standard Fittings.

Combines all the latest and best ideas in

BOILER FEEDERS.
Constructed with the special purpose of filling fully the most exacting demands of modern

railroad requirements. It is simple in construction, and the inside parts of nil types are inter-

changeable. It is reliable under all conditions, and of great range. It can be easily taken apart

and repaired at small expense. It will lift water when Inspirator and Suction Pipe are hot, or

when water is at a temperature of izc Fah , and deliver to Boiler at steam pressures of 35 to

200 lbs. without adjustment. It has a minimum capacity of less than 50 per cent, of its maxi-

mum, and its capacity increases with increase of Steam pressure up to 200 lbs,

M.\NL'FACTl'RtD BY

THE HANCOCK INSPIRATOR CO., Boston, Mass., U.S.A.

A. VV. SOPER, Pres. KOBT. ANDREWS, Vice-Pres. C. H. Howard, Sec W. K. Thomas, Treas. K. M. UixoN, Engineer.

The Safety Car Heating and Lighting Co.

160 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

HEATING SYSTEMSo—By hot water circulation and direct steam with regulating devices.

Reliable and uniform heat. Economical and rapid circulation. Gibbs automatic couplet

of Westinghouse type, absolutely steam-tight.

IIGHTING SYSTEM.—^The celebrated Pintsch compressed oil gas method. lu use on over

64,000 cars in Europe and America. Adopted by the U. S. Lighthouse Board for

', lighting Buoys. The best, most economical and onlj- safe light for Railroad purposes.

IN BRILLIANCY AND CLEANLINESS UNSURPASSF'"

MOORFS ANTI- FRICTION
DIFFERENTIAL

Chain Pulley Block

A New Movement.
A Perpetual Comround Lever.

Powerful, Simple and Durable.

Light, Compact and Stronff.

One Man Can Lift to the Full

Capacity of the Block.

Self Sustaininsf at Any Point.

The Block Always Hangs Plumb

Moore Mfg, and Foundry Co.

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

BETHLEHEM^IRON CO.
SOUTH BETHLEHEM. PA.

STEEL RAILS,
BILLETS AND MUCK BAR,

STEEL FORCINGS,
Hollow Shafting. Cranks. Rolls. Guns and Armor.

Rough, Machined or Finished, Fluid Compressed, Hydraulic Forged.

NEW YORK OFFICE ; IGG Broadway, PHILADELPHIA OFFICE: 421 Chestnut Street.

CHICAGO OFFICE: Marquette BIdg.
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' HEARTH iOFFIN PROCESS * piQmm

I k0U0HENEDW«IFFIN PROCESS. PATENTEES

CAMBRIA IRON COMPANY,
General Office, Philadelphia, Pa.

WORKS AT
JOHNSTOWN, PA.

Drivingjruck, Passenger& Freight Axles,

Piston and

Side Rods,

Cranio

Pins.

SOFT STEEL ARCH BARS. BENT AND DRILLED.

rf^'^HI?^

''^^^S'-

N. Y. Office for Ralls and Axles, 33 Wall Street.

N. Y. Office for Structural Steel, lOO Broadway.

<v.VS>«5?\K S-V«V

tr

\J

Locomotive

BOILER,

Smoke Stack,

Tank and Sheet

SXEEI.S.

Quality Unsurpassed.

Plates up to 118 inches in width.

SHOENBERGER STEEL CO
PITTSBURGH, PA.

SIGNAL OIL WORKS,
LIMITED,

FRANKLIN, PA.
MANUFACTURERS OP

SIBLEY'S Perfection VALVE Oil,
The only perfect Locomotive Valve Lubricant,

J.C. SIBLEY, Prest.

RAILWAY AND CAR SHOP
EQUIPMENT.

FOR PROPOSITIONS AND TERMS ADDRBSS

GEORGE PLACE,
I 4S BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY.

"HERE'S A WHEEL"
OF TWO PARTS,

A Wrought Iron Genter,-a Steel

TIre-and Nothing Else.

READING MATTER FOR THE ASKING.
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The Improved Standard Roupler
NEW YORK:

20
Cortlandt St.

M.C. B. TYPE. I'urs't-'J Steel Knuckle and Locking Pin. Only ^ parts. N«» pivot pin.
Simplest in desijLin. strongest in service- ' Tnousands in use.

STA\DARD COUPLER CO.
GEO. A. POST, PRE8. A. P. DENNIS, Sec.

TWIST DRILLS. SPRING COTTERS

,

REAMERS,TAPS . FLAT SPRTN G KiyS.
,
EMER/WHEELDRESSERS, GRINDERS

CLEVELAND.0.OFF1CE5WKS. ^

NeWYORK,94READE ST
I
LONDON,l58 QUEEN VICTORIA .5T

• PARIS, 68 RUEDEl^ARAlS.

• ><l ;orr«mjn,cj[.on»lo m« Cofnp*

WM.M'CONWAY. Pres.dent
C.P.KRAUTH. Secretary.

A.J. ORAK^. Superintendent

Ialleable Iron Castings.
'Sole Manufaclurer^Of

/ THE JANNEY COUPLER
/^ FOR PASStNCtR AND FREIGHT CARS

'A-//.s/////y//i. 7^/.
^j

Pneumatic Tools.GREAT LABOR-SAVING
DEVICE FOR

CALKING BOILERS.
BEADING FLUES.

HEADING RIVETS,
CHIPPING CASTINGS.

CUTTING HEY SLOTS,
DRIVING NAILS AND SPIKES.

KSPECI.M.I.V ADAPTED lOK KAILKOAD SlIol'S.

•\7«7"111 to«t.c]. 1'-\7t7-o Z'l'U.eis A> IVXinixto.

All Hammers sent on ten days' trial subject to approval, and guaranteed for one year against repairs.

CHICAGO PNEUMATIC TOOL CO.,
553 Monadnock Block, Chicago.
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FIRE! FIRE! FIRE!
A RECORD OF OVER 200,000 FIRES KINDLED
FOR LESS THAN 2 CENTS PER FIRE.ECONOMY UNPARALLELED.

The Rapid Adoption of the LESLIE KINDLER is Substantial Proof of its

Superioritj'^ over all known means of kindling Locomotive Fires.

All question as to the Economy claimed no longer a matter of Opinion. Results obtained in

•General Practice have fully ESTABLISHED THE FACT that with the Leslie Automatic
Fire Kindler One Car Tank of crude oil will kindle flore Fires than 107 Car Loads,
or 750 Cords, of wood.

For full particulars, address J. S. LESLIE, PaterSOn, N.J.

FOSTER Pressure Regulators.

crkCTCD Reducing Valves.
rKJi> 1 CK Air=Brake ^
FOSTER Pump Governors.

FOSTFP Inside Boiler Checks.

FOSTER ENGINEERING CO.,
NEWARK, N.J.

Link-Belt

Eigiieeriig Co.
NICETOWN, PHILA.

Design and 49 Dey St., NEW YORK,
Erect

Locomotive Coaling Stations

and Supply

Coal and Ashes

Handling Machinery,

To meet any conditions.

Western House:
LINK-BEIT MACHINERY CO..

CHI-AGO and NEW ORLEANS.

Tbe New Pullman Conipartnieiit Sleep-
ing Cars, Ciiiciunatl to Cliicago.

C. H. & D. By.

These cars are the finest that have ever been
turned out of the Pullman shops and are dupli-
cates of the magnificent cars on the New York
and Chicago Limited.
They are divided into nine rooms, each room

containing a double lower and upper berth of the
pattern used in the open sleeping car. The rooms
are much larger than the staterooms in the
largest steamships; each room being furnished
in a different colored tapestry from its neighbor,
and containing a wash-stand which is built into
one corner. This wash-stand is arranged so that
it is really a receptacle for hats, bonnets and
small articles ; also containing a clothes brush,
hairbrush, comb, etc.. and by pulling down the
metal handle a large silver wash basin is brought
into position, and right above the basin are two
faucets, one for hot and the other for cold water.
In addition to this is a faucet connecting with a
drinking fountain of ice water. In the other cor-
ner of the room is a handsomely cushioned seat,

which can be turned to one side, exposing the
closet.

Electric bells and every convenience that can
possibly be crowded into a hotel-room are in

these compartments. The prices are the same as
in the standard open sleeping car, and our patrons
have the choice, as we run one car of each pat-
tern on every night train of the C. H. & D. and
Honon, between Cincinnati and Chicago, both t<>

accommodate those who do not know the advan-
tages of the new car and prefer the old style on
account of familiarity with them, and to enable
us, except in great rushes, to give every one a
lower berth.

D. G. EDWARDS.
General Passenger Agent. Cincinnati, O.

"CYRUS ROBERTS"

Hand Car Specialties
WARRANTED

EASY RUNNING,
LIGHT IN WEIGHT,

PERFECT WHEEL.

Roberts, Xhrop & Co.,
THREE RIVERS, MICH.

OUR WET EMERY G«'~°f/;,, ,,,„ «,... iy no

te to.nail you. Have
>-''Zt^^Z^M^ MFG. CO., Detroit, Mich.

should have o„e. LEI.AND & FAULCONbR «
o„ ,„„ use Castings!

our .oundr, makes a high-grade of Gray
^'^-^T^^

'
, . i J

A
MONTHLY JOURNAL devoted to Steam
Engfineering: and Practical Work relative

to the Economic Generation and Trans-

mission of Power. Sixty-four pag:es, pro-

fusely illustrated. Price, $1.00 a year.

Send for Sample Copy—FREE. Address,

The Power Publishing company.
WorXa BulldluKt New Tork.
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The Cameron

Steam Pump.

COMPLETE WITH BOILER.

The A. S. Cameron
Steam Pump "Works,

Foot of East Twenty-third Street,

Send for Illustrated CaUlogue. NEW YORK.

SAMPLE
FREE

JT7IIR screw belne
* lubricated ana

protected, the Jack
IS always ready foi
instant service. Rail
road men appreclatt
the importance oi
havlriff Jacks always
in cood wrirkiiit: con-
dition. Serious de-
lays fre(juontly orcui
in frettnig common

Jacks 80 that they can be worked wlien suddenly
required in train service.
Common Jacks are fre(jnently destroyed In effort i^

to make them work quickly after the screws art
set with rust ami dirt. This consideration alone
makes the CHAPMAN JACK the most economical
one to purchase.

THE CHAPMAN JACK CO., CLEVELAND, OHIO.

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING.

The Detroit Improved Standard Garlield Injector

FOR LOCOMOTIVES

a Has Widest Range of Capticity.

Handles Warmest Water.

Easily Manipulated. Positive Action.

Economical to Uaintain.

Interchangeable with Other Standard Machines.

DETROIT LUBRICATOR CO., Detroit, Mich.

24 Sl 26 COLUMBIA ST.,

J
IVEW VORK.RICHARD DUDGEON

ilAKKH AM) PATENTEE OF

IMPROVED

HYDRAULIC JACKS
Punches^ Roller Tube ExpaiidorH^ and

Direct Ai'lliiK .Steam lIuiniiierM.

ty Jacks for PresslnK on Crank Pins or Car-Wheels
made to order. Coniinxinlcatlons by letter will receive
orompt attention.

TAYLOR BEST
YORKSHIRESTAYBOLT IRON

Axles, Piston Rodn, Crank Plus and Forglnga of sU
Descriptions, used by Leadlns Ballrosda.

R.MUSHET'S SPECIAL AND
TITANIC STEELS

SOLE REPRESENTATIVES IN THE UNITED STATES,

B. M. JONES & CO.,
Boston, 11 aud 13 Oliyer Street. New Yubk, 113 Liberty Street.

The National
Machinery Co.

TIFFIN, OHIO,
HEADQUARTERS FOR

BOLT & NUT MACHINERY,
AND

i Complete Outfits for R.R.. Car and Locom«*
^ .live Shops, including!: Special Machinery.

Send tor our last Illustrated Catalogue.

Correspondvnce invitni,
Itlur I'rints furninlied.

The Pratt& Whitncy^CO., Hartford, Conn.,u.s.A.

SINGLE AND DOUBLE HEAD MILLING MACHINES used as Substitutes for

Planers for Heavy and Rapid Cutting in Cast and Wrought Iron

and Steel.

TURRET-HEAD MACHINES AND TOOLS for Turning, Forming and Thread-
ing irregular l-'ieces of Circular Cross-section in Brass, iron and
Steel.

METAL BAND SAWING MACHINES for Cutting Sprues from Brass Castings.

MILLING CUTTERS. HOLDERS, with inserted Cutters for Turning. Shaping
and Threading Metals. SPIRAL SHEAR PUNCHES.

CATALOaUE L SENT ON APPLICATION.
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Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company,
THE LARGEST AND MOST COMPLETELY EQUIPPED ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING ESTABLISHMENT IN THE WORLD.

POWER, INCANDESCENT LIGHTING, ARC LIGHTING,
FROM THE SAME CIRCUITS.

We have purchased and are the SOLE OWNERS of the patents issued to Nikola Tesla for POLYPHASE ALTERNATING SYbTEM,
now recognized to be the most successful system for lighting and power purposes.

We furnish complete lines of apparatus for the perfect equipment of ISOLATED PLANTS for Hotels, Office Buildings, Flats and
Factories.

STANDARD SYSTEMS for distribution of lights and power in LARGE MANUFACTURING ESTABLISHMENTS, MILLS
and MINES.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC RAILWAY SYSTEM, the Most Durable, Economical and Efficient on the market.

NEW YORK, I20 Broadway. PITTSBURG. Westinghouse Building. CHARLOTTE, N. C, 36-38 College St.
BOSTON. Exchange Building. BUFFALO. Erie County Bank Building. SYRACUSE, N. Y., Bastable Building.

CHICAGO, New York Life Building. PHILADELPHIA. Cirard Building. SAX FRANCISCO. Mills Building.
TaCOMA, WASH., 102 South loth St. ST. LOUIS. American Central Building. WASHINGTON, D. C, 1333 F St. N.

For Canada address: AHEARN & SOPER, Ottawa, Canada.

THE

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

LOU. D. SWEET. Qen'l Mgr.

AMS Automatic Coupler
is rapidly gaining favor with Railroad

Managers. Its simplicity, cheapness and

durability, and the fact that it works with old link

and pin couplers—with which the majority of cars

are yet equipped— makes it desirable for all re-

newals and repairs. It is strong and has few parts.

Conforms to the U. S. Law, and is a cheaper

and better coupler than the vertical-hook. Any
road can afford to put the Sams on its old

equipment. We give systems the right to make

and use drawbar and lever attachments, and sell

them the pins at $1.00 each.

Cast Iron Bars weigh about 185 lbs.;

Malleable, 135 to 140 lbs.

Can furnish Malleable Bars at $4.25 each, F. O. B. Chicago.

Pins, $1.00 each, P. O. B. Detroit.

SAMS AUTOMATIC COUPLER CO., 516 Equitable Bldg., Denver, Col.

THE TROJAN CAR CODPLER CO.
^Troy,N. Y.

Mf* f> TVPF The knuckle may be thrown open for coupling' by the hand rod at the side of the car, WORKS Kast 5t. Li*uis. 111.

• \^9 D« I I I [.• rendering it unnecessary for trainmen to go between the cars to open the knuckle. ( Smith's Falls, Ontario, Can.

TROY, N. Y.
New York Office : 49 Wall St.

Chicat^o Office: 1030 flonadnock
Building.

A ! nniiDir f% i
<^*' ""'"^^ "'"HE SMILLIE COUPLER & MFG. CO.,

Smi he Loc Coup er 99 " °'"^-'-'^--''- "^^w WXtn WVfMI^IVri ^ J\ N»wYnrlc office: ao Cortlaridt -Street.
TRADE.*

COUPLES BY SLOW IMPACT.
MARK

New York Office: 39 Cortlandt Street.

HAS ONLY FOUR PIECES.
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United States Metallic Packing Co.,

427 North Thirteenth St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

pOOOOOOOTOOOOCXXOCXXOOOOr

JtDusABLe Jt^emo.

h^rnl^KHtH ^^" manufactured from Tnnidad Natural Asphalt materials, and will not dry ud andbecome britUe under exposure to the weather, as Coal Tar Roofings do. ^ ^

w'^ u ^^ '
^''*''^" ^PP''^"^- ^"d easily repaired.

yearr^len^KSrsrsirpitrt^^lr'
'''^ '^-^"S ""'-h "as been in actual use for over thirteen

Warren Chemical & Manufacturiug Co.,

50 Fulton Street, New York.
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/ooke Locomotive and Machine Company^
PATERSON,

N.J.

Gcn'I Agents, BRYAN & McKIBBIN, J 20 Broadway, New York City.

Rhode Island LocomotiDC Works,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Charles Felix Mason, President.

Earl Philip Mason, Vice-President.

William P. Chapin, Treasurer.

Arthur Livingston Mason, Secretary

Joseph Lythgoe, Agent and Supt.

S. A. Stephens, Traveling Agent.

MEW VORK OFFICE,

KTos. 31-33 IRliae Street.

H. K. PORTER & CO., 6th and Wood Sts., Pittsburgh, Pa.,
BUILDERS OF

Light Locomotives,— Steam, Compressed Air and Electric,— for all gauges of track,

every variety of service, 3 to 45 tons weight.

STANDARD AND NARROW GAUGE LOCOMOTIVES ALWAYS KEPT ON HAND, IN STOCK.

Propositions, with Specifications and Photographs, promptly furnished on bona fide inquiry.

THE Lima Locomotive and Machine Company, lima, ohio.

Manufacturers and
Builders of

Shay Patent and Direct Connected Locomotives, Freight and Caboose Cars, all kinds of
Steel Castings, Brass and Gray Iron Castings, Car Wheels and Railroad Work.

COH.Xl.ESI»O10'I3EWCSI SOXjXCITEI>.

LATROBE STEEL CO.,

1 MANUFACTURERS

FORR
OF

ESLOCOMOTIVE

AND CAR WHEELS.
WORKS, LATROBE, FENNA.

Automatic 5teel Couplers,

Elliptic and Spiral
Springs and Steel Castings.

MANUFACTURED AT

WORKS, MELROSE PARK, ILL.

Main Olllce, 1200 Glrard Building, Philadelphia.

Branch t ?-''LP9.'<'P5' Building,_Chicago.

~S Offices,

01d(
^

-^ 33 W
• / Unio

all Street, New York.
Union Trust Building, St. Louis.

POP SAFETY VALVES,
MCFFLGD AND PLAIN.

IMPROVED

STEAM GAGES,
SINGLE BELL

CHIME WHISTLES.
A perfect equipment

for a locomotive, giv-
ing noiseless relief, ac-
curacy and steadiness,
agreeable tone. Specltif
these goods when or-

dering locomotlvet.

CROSBT STEAM BIGE

AND VALVE CO.,

Boston, Haia.

Branches :

New York, Chicago, and

London, England.

Steam and Water Packing
"^

PaUnted June 1. 18S0.

EspeclaUy adapted for Locomotives.
Ne:ver BtickB the Throttle.

The OHelnal Ring Packing.
Id ordering give exact diameter of Stuffiti|

Bnx and Valve St«m.
None e^nuiDe wlthoDt this Trade Mark.

THE QOULD PACKING CO.,
EAST CAMBRIDGE, MASa

Our Line Engravings are made by the

wax process, a plan securing accuracy and
distinct lines on original copper plates.

They are made by BRADLEY & POATES,
10 & 12 Vandewater St., New York City.

PHOSPHOR BRONZE ^j^ll '^ locomotive^andcar|earihgs

BRASS and PHOS. BRONZE CASTINGS from >^ lb. to 5,000 lbs. in WEIGHT.
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MMM STEEL TIRES
ON LOCOMOTIVE DRIVING WHEELS

AND ON

STEEL-TIRED WHEELS.
GIVE THE BEST RESl'LXS FOR EVENLV VARIEXV OK SERVICE.

THOMAS RROSSER & SON, 15 Gold Street. New York.

SCHENECTADY LOCOMOTIVE WORKS,
— .*w»''

'*^' '^' '^ ^' "i EVERY DESIGN UP-TO-DATE.

- V,
'*^" "" ANNUAL CAPACITY, 400. .*.*

COMPOUNDS .

Schenectady,
N. Y.

Showing Economy of from

15 to 30 per cent.

DESIGNS FURNISHED, OR ENGINES

- BUILT TO R. R. SPECIFICATIONS.

'Ogers Locomotive Company
OF PAXERSOX, N. J.

New York OfRce, 44 Kxchange Place.

MANUFACTURERS OF

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINES & TENDERS
And Other Railroad Machinery.

R. S, HUGHES, President.

G. E. HANNAH, Treas. G. H. LON'GBOTTOM, Sec'y.

REUBEN WELLS, Superintendent

niCKSON MFG. CO.
•*~'^ SCRAKiXOKJ, PENN.

Locomotives of every style and size. Stan-
dard and Narrow Gauge, made to Standard
Gaug-cs and Templets. Also tor Plantations,
Mines and Logging-.

Specifications on application,

C. H. ZEHNDER, President.
h. F. BOWER. Secretary and Treasurer.

VE COURCY MAY, General ManaRer.

PAGE WOVEN WIRE
FENCE CO.

For Farm.

For Railroads.

Around Parks and

Cemeteries.

ADRIAN, MICH.



ESTABLISHED
1831.
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BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVE WORKS.

449

ANNUAL CAPACITY.
1,000.

Single Expansion and

Compound Locomotives
Broad and Narrow Gauge Locomotives, Mine and

Furnace Locomotives, Compressed Air Locomotives,

Steam Cars and Tramway Locomotives, Plantation

Locomotives, Oil-Burning Locomotives.

Adapted to every variety of ser^-lce, and built accurately to sauges and tem-

Elates after standard designs or to railroad companies' drawings.
Ike parts of different engines of same class perfectly Interchangeable.

Electric Locomotives and Electric Car Trucks
with Approved /yiotors.

BURNHAM, WILLIAMS <& CO., Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.

ESTABLISHED 1865.

Richmond Locomotive
AND

Machine Works^
RICHMOND, VA.

LOCOMOTIVES FOR EVERY SERVICE.

Brooks Locomotive Works, Dunkirk, n.y.

M. L. HiNMAN, Pres. and Treas.
F. H. Stevens, Ass't to the Pres.

R. J. Gross, Viee-Pres.
T. M. Hequembouro, Sec'y

4^i

David Ri-ssELL, Supt. BUILDERS OF LOCOMOTIVE EN-
H. Tandt, Ass't supt. GENES FOR ANY REQUIRED

SERVICE
from our own designs or those of purchasers.

Perfect interchangeability , and all work fully guaranteed.

Compound
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PRESSED::STEEL::TRUCK:: FRAMES
AND PRESSED STEEL PARTS FOR CAR AND TRUCK CONSTRUCTION.

fOX SOUIP PR^SSEP QTttl COMPANY. \ S'lVoL^l'T^'dSr
""'"° '"'^^^^^^

JAMES B. BRADY, General Sales Agfent, Havemeyer Building, NEW YORK.

A. FRENCH, GEO. W. MOKKIS, D. C. NOBLE,
I'res. Gen. Mgr. Sec. and Treaa.

J. E. FRENCH, P. N. FRENCH,
Vlce-Pres. Gen'l Supt

WITH PATENT V SHAPE BANDS.

LOCOMOTIVE SPRINGS

YV%
^ PITTSUURGH, PA. ^(f

MANUFACTURERS OF

Elliptic and Spiral Springs
Manufactured by A. FRENCH SPRING CO. OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.

"A STRAIGHT LINE IS THE SHORTEST DISTANCE BETWEEN TWO POINTS."

lU "Straigbt tmr €la$$ "fl/' Hir Compressor,
OF THE INGERSOLL-SERGEANT MAKE, IS

THE SHORTEST LINE BETWEEN STEAM
AND AIR. CATALOGUE OF AIR COMPRESS-
ORS OF MANY TYPES, FOR USE IN EVERY
LINE OF INDUSTRY, SENT ON REQUEST.

HAVEMEYER BUILDING, THE INGERSOLL-
NEW YORK. SERGEANT DRILL CO.

Cbc m<$tin9bou$e * * *

* * J\\t Brake Company,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Hnnual eapacitv:

250,000 freight Car, 6.000 Passenger Car and

10,000 Cocomotive Brakes.

350,000 freight and Passenger Cars and 26,000

Locomotives already equipped.
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New Erie Passenger Engine.

Annexed engravings are illustrations

of a new type of eight-wheel passenger

engine, called "Class X," recently de-

signed by Mr. A. E. Mitchell, superin-

tendent of motive power of the Erie Rail-

road, and intended for handling the fast

passenger trains that have lately been

hauled by ten-wheelers. The engine shown
was built in the company's shops at Sus-

quehanna, Pa., and has every indication

of being a splendid machine. The details

[Trade-Mark Registered.]

Power
^HD Rolling Stock-

new YORK, JUNE, 1896.

are so large that more than 90 per cent.

of the boiler pressure can be utilized in

starting.

A notable feature about the engine

is the large bearing and rubbing surfaces.

The driving-axle journals are 12 x SjX

inches. The crank-pin bearing for back
end of main rod is 6 x 6 inches, and the

side-rod bearings 5^x4 inches. The
eccentric straps have bearing 3^:4 inches

wide, and the link face is 3 inches wide.

The truck journals are 6x10 inches.

No. 6.

inches long. The firebox, whose crown
is secured by radial stays and sling stays

in front, is 11 feet 5fj inches long and 3g}i

inches wide. The grate area is 36.5 square

feet. The heating surface of the tubes is

1,589.5 square feet, and of the firebox

172.4 square feet, giving a total heating

surface of 1,761.9 square feet.

A novelty about the engine is the size

of ports, the steam ports being if^xai
inches. The exhaust port is y/z inches

wide and the same length as the steam

"^f

""^'-'-^-^^

. ai^'^t^i^. .wf. Iftitr^.i 1 .i.

ERIE EXPRES.S ENGINE, BUILT AT SUSQUEHANNA SHOPS.

have been worked out with great skill,

w ith a view to combine efficiency in train-

pulling with durability in service and free-

dom from the minor troubles which delay

trains.

The engine has cylinders 19 x 24 inches,

and driving wheels 76 inches. The boilei

pressure is 180 pounds per square inch.

Figured by the Master Mechanics' Asso-

ciation formula for traction, which allows

85 per cent, of the boiler pressure, this

engine can exert a tractive force of 13,698

pounds, and has a co-efficient of adhesion

of 6.5, the weight on drivers being 90,250

pounds. The steam passages and ports

The total weight of the engine is 133,-

550 pounds, 90,250 of that being upon the

drivers and 43,300 resting on the truck.

The total wheel base is 23 feet 5J4 inches,

the rigid wheel base being 8 feet 6 inches.

As will be seen by the engravings, the

boiler is of the extended wagon-top kind,

designed for burning anthracite coal; but,

I'nlike most anthracite-burning boilers,

the firebox of this one has shaking grates.

The boiler is 58 inches diameter at the

outside course, m.ade of carbon steel fj
inches thick. The tube sheets are % inch

thick. The boiler holds 264 tubes, 2

inches outside diameter and 11 feet 6

lap, have no inside lap, and are set line

and line in full gear. They are balanced

by the American balance.

The frames have some novel features,

which can be seen from a study of the

engraving. It will be seen that they are

double to the front of the cylinders, after

the style of moguls and ten-wheelers, and

are remarkably well fastened. Stationary

wedges are used, but the back jaw is

tapered the same as when a movable

wedge was employed.

The tender is designed to carry 4,500

gallons of water and 9 tons of coal. It
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New Central of New Jersey Express

Locomotive.

There are two competing railroad

routes between New York and Phila-

delphia—one is the Pennsylvania Rail-

road; the other is formed by the Central

Railroad of New Jersey and the Philadel-

phia & Reading. There is always active

competition between these two routes,

but it never assumes the form of rate-

cutting. The pretence of each is that it

can beat the other in speed. The am-

bition of both appears to be to run the dis-

tance of 90 miles in as many minutes

while hauling a train of seven or eight

hea\'y cars. Neither of the companies

are doing this regularly just yet, but they

are trying to do it. The problem of get-

ting over the division at the speed named

has led to not a few new designs of loco-

motives being brought out by all the rail-

road companies interested.

The latest design converted into work-

chamber and tubes 13 feet long. There

are 278 tubes ij4 inches diameter.

The engine has been furnished with

all the most approved appliances for pro-

moting convenience and comfort in oper-

ating. Its striking peculiarity is the enor-

mous boiler. As the boiler is the main-

spring of a locomotive's action, it may

safely be concluded that this engine will

do some record-breaking.

The engine has piston valves 12 inches

diameter, with a 6^-inch travel.

Two of these engines were built in May
and are in service, the only diflference in

them being that the other one is a Vau-

clain compound.

g i i

Traction of Locomotives.

A committee has been appointed by the

Franklin Institute of Philadelphia to

formulate a simple method of finding the

Some Interesting Items from India.

For our full-page collection of pictures

from India we are indebted to Mr.

Phillip A. Hyde, who is in charge of the

locomotive department for a district of the

East Bengal State Railway in India.

By-the-way, we might mention that Mr.

Hyde saw in "Locomotive Engineering"

the experience of James Skeevers, con-

cerning the checking of train delays by use

of a Boyer speed recorder, and immediately

sent a draft on New York City to "Loco-

motive Engineering," for $125, with which

to buy one of these recorders for that

very purpose; and yet some people do not

believe that it pays to advertise.

Our pictures show some very pleasant-

looking places for a torrid climate. There

is also a collection of mishaps such as

are bound to occur on every railroad.

Referring to the pictures by letters, the

following explanation was attached to the

photographs:

LATEST FAST EXPRESS ENGINE, C. K. R. OF N. J.

ing form, with hopes behind of superior

power and speed, is the engine shown in

the accompanying engraving, which was

built by the Baldwin Locomotive Works

for the Central Railroad of New Jersey.

The engine was built to conform to the

ideas of Mr. C. A. Thompson, superin-

tendent of motive power of the Central

Railroad of New Jersey.

The cylinders are i8j4 x 26 inches, and

the driving wheels are 84^ inches diam-

eter on tread. The total weight of the

engine is 141,000 pounds, of which 80,000

pounds rest on the driving wheels. The

driving axle journals are 8^ x 12 inches,

and the distance between driving-wheel

centers is 87 inches.

The boiler is made of steel ^ inch thick

and is 58^;$ inches diameter at smokebox.

It is of the Wootten type, with firebox

Ii3?i X 96 inches, has a short combustion

tractive power of locomotives. There

seemed to be doubts entertained of the cor-

rectness of the common formula, which is,

square the diameter of the cylinder in

inches, multiply by the length of stroke

in inches, divide by the diameter of driv-

ing wheels in inches and multiply by boiler

pressure. We understand that the engi-

neering department of Purdue University

have tested this formula for tractive force

with their experimental locomotive and

found it to be correct.

It does not seem to be a philosophical

way of figuring, as one naturally supposes

that the area of both pistons should be

taken and the distance calculated through

which the pressure on the same is applied.

It happens, however, that the formula

gives these calculations in condensed

form.

A—A meeting-place; mixed train on

siding.

B—Our flyer at a watering station.

C—Water tower and crane.

D—A local train.

E—Same as F, on other side.

F—Two engines met at cross-over,

owing to driver disregarding signal;

signal cabin knocked down and lying

beside track.

G—Driver, instead of stopping for pilot,

ran on and into an unfinished siding.

Engine and tender turned over, killing

driver, two firemen and a guard, all of

whom were on engine.

H—Same as G, on other side.

i i i
The fastest vessel afloat is the Brit-

ish torpedo-boat destroyer "Desperate,"

which on a trial trip steamed at the rate

of 31.035 knots or 35.7 miles per hour.
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SCENES ON THE EASTERN BENOAL kAil.WAV. iXlMA.
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Wheeling & Lake Erie Ten-Wheelers.

The annexed illustration shows the

general appearance of a lot of ten-wheel-

ers recently built by the Cooke Locomo-
tive Works, Paterson, N. J., for the

Wheeling & Lake Erie. The leading

general dimensions are:

Total weight in working order, 119,000

pounds.

Total weight on drivers, 91,000 pounds.

Total weight on truck, 28,000 pounds.

Loaded weight of tender, 80,000 pounds.

Total wheel base of engine, 21 feet 5

inches.

Driving-wheel base, 11 feet.

Wheel base of engine and tender, 47
feet 9 inches.

Cylinder, 19 x 26.

Driving wheels, 56 inches diameter.

Steam ports, i^s x 18.

E.xhaust ports, 3 x 18.

Lap, 13-16 inch.

Exhaust pipe, single.

Water capacity of tender, 3,700 gallons.

Coal capacity of tender, 6'/2 tons.

i i i
Railway Discipline in France.

In the December issue of "Locomotive
Engineering" was published an illustra-

tion of a very striking accident which

happened in a railway station at Paris,

where the locomotive of a passenger train

ran through the end of the station build-

ing and fell down into a street twenty

feet below the level of the track.

The particulars of the trial of the engine

driver and guard for negligence in en-

of the conductor. The latter also dis-

obeyed rules, in that he did not open his

Westinghouse brake valve on hearing the

whistle, but put on the hand brake im-

mediately; but this fault was considered

trivial, in view of the fact that the general

use of the automatic brake has ted to the

almost complete abandonment of the old

brake signals.

i ^ i

Black Diamond Express.

The Lehigh Valley Railroad, which has

always been considered strictly a coal-

carrying road, has in late years been de-

veloping some passenger business, es-

pecially since its line was built through

to BufTalo. Probably no road between

WHEELING it LAKE ERIE TEX-WHEELER.

Engine-truck wheels, 28 inches diam-

eter.

Driving-axle journal, 8x8% inches.

Engine-truck axle journal, 5x9^4
inches.

Boiler type, straight top.

Boiler, working pressure, 160 pounds.

Boiler, diameter first course, 60}/^ inches

outside.

Boiler, firebox length, 108 inches out-

side.

Boiler, firebox width, 33J4 inches.

Boiler tubes, number, 242.

Boiler tubes, diameter and length, 2

inches diameter, 12 feet S inches long.

Boiler, thickness of shell, 9-16 inch.

Boiler, heating surface tubes, i,S73

square feet.

Boiler, heating surface firebox, 154

square feet.

Boiler, heating surface. Total, 1,727

square feet.

Boiler, grate surface, 25 feet.

Slide valve, Richardson balanced.

Slide-valve travel, s'A inches.

tering the station at reckless speed, reveal

some curiosities of French railway rules

and methods of discipline. The driver

was sentenced to two months' imprison-

ment and the g^ard to pay a fine of 25

francs, both sentences being subject to a

First Offenders' Act, according to which

the culprits escape their penalties if they

do not again come before the court foi

five years. This system of punishment

closely resembles that coming into vogue

in this country, in imitation of Brown's

"Discipline Without Suspension," only in

France a magistrate deals with the case.

The trial revealed some curious rules

that exist on French railways concerning

the handling of air brakes. The Court,

in giving judgment, stated that the driver

had, in defiance of his instructions relat-

ing to the entering of terminal stations,

relied on the continuous brake to bring

the train to rest, in place of on the hand

brakes; that he lost time in whistling for

hand brakes, and did not repeat the

whistle until he had called the attention

New York City and BufTalo passes

through such beautiful scenery as the

Lehigh Valley, and it is expected that this

fact will make it a popular route between
these two cities.

On Monday, the i8th of May, they put

on what they call their "Black Diamond
Express," a very handsome train, which is

shown in our full-page engraving oppo-

site. This photograph was taken at Eas-

ton. Pa., by Mr. W. F. Blauvelt, the well-

known amateur photographer, who has

supplied "Locomotive Engineering" with

so many interesting railroad subjects.

i i i

Mr. Robert Miller, superintendent of

motive power of the Michigan Central,

has been making tests of the hauling

capacity of locomotives on certain divi-

sions, to find out what type of engine is

best adapted for the work to be done.

The company intend ordering new loco-

motives in the near future.
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Damage Done by Worn Tires.

There was a very good report on Hol-

low Tires read at the last Roadmastcrs'

Convention. The principal part of the

report reads:

"The damage to spring-rail frogs from

this cause consists mainly in battering

and shearing of? the wing and point. It

is on this class of frogs that the greatest

danger of derailment from hollow tires

exists, for in trailing the frog the tendency

of the hollow tire is to crowd the spring

wing out; the gage is thereby widened
and the result is derailment. Again, each

;ind the general line of the frog to become
ruined, thereby necessitating frequent re-

adjustment.

".\s a measure of safety, when hollow

tires are allowed to run, the spring rail

should be planed down where the tire

first comes into contact with it; this will

allow the wheel to mount the wing with-

out so great a chance of the wing being

crowded out and the engine derailed.

There should also be a flaring opening

left at the point, so the flange would be

started in before putting any pressure on
the spring wing, thus relieving the guard

and rising gradually until it is not less

than one-quarter (%) inch higher than

the stock rail at a point where planing

of switch rail ends."

i @ i

The hard times which have oppressed

railroad companies for three years have

been responsible for the introduction of

various expensive practices that cannot

be given up too soon. The zeal for cheap-

ening apparent cost is in many ways ac-

cumulating heavy deferred expenditures

I

•» -" '

TWO VIEWS OF THE SCHENECTADY LOCOMOTIVE WORKS.

time an engine with hollow tires crosses

a spring frog, a severe blow is delivered

to both the point and the wing rail; this,

when given to the spring wing, after a

time causes it to become bent or strained,

which retards the free and natural action

of the spring, so that the spring wing can-

not be depended upon to close properly

after the switch is used; and here lurks

danger of derailment, which, when traced

to its primary cause, invariably points to

the hollow tire. The swing given to a

locomotive with hollow tires, when run-

ning over a frog, causes the gage of both

the track and guard rail to be alTected.

rail. The damage to rigid frogs by hol-

low tires is of the same nature as to spring

frogs, but the danger of derailment is not

nearly so great. The effect of hollow

tires on split switches is about the same
as on spring frogs, there being great dan-

ger of derailment when a locomotive with

badly-worn tires trails through. If these

switches were never used by engines with

bad tires, it would not be necessary to

elevate the point above the stock rail;

but, under the existing circumstances, we
think the point should be planed so that it

is not less than one-quarter (l4) inch

lower than the stock rail at that point.

that must eventually be met at a kigh

sacrifice. There are many roads that are

now doing a good business, with rolling

stock unfit for the work, and yet the shops

of these roads are run on short time and
short-handed. Hand-in-hand with the

running down of rolling stock, we find the

track in bad condition, with few men to

prevent it from getting worse. It is un-

derstood that where this condition of

things prevails the inspiration comes
from directors who are more interested

in stock speculations than in keeping the

property in safe condition or in promot-

ing its future prosperity.
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GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY. "CONTINENTAL" TRAIN WITH OIL-BURNING ENGINE.

SOUTH EASTERN RAILWAY. BOAT MAIL AT FULL SPEED PASSING DOVER CLIFFS.

SOUTH EASTERN RAILWAY. CLUB TRAIN. -\Ml.kICAN CARS.

SOME TYPICAL ENGLISH R A ILW A Y S T R A I NS .
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A New Air Compressor and Accu-
mulator.

Herewith will be found the engraving
of a very ingenious air compressor re-

cently devised by Mr. Herbert Roberts,

mechanical superintendent of the Chicago
& Grand Trunk Railroad at Detroit, Mich.
We also present an engraving of the ac-

Stum "f! r^r-»
from Boiler^ ^_r***^

Delivery flpe froiD Pump

pitcharfe Pipe

from RcoervoL

cumulator used in connection with his

shop practice.

Mr. Roberts' compressor is unique in

that it consists of two single-acting cylin-

ders placed tandem. The inlet ports are

annular and extend entirely around the

center of the cylinder, or rather in a ring

between the two cylinders, the piston head

occupying just one-half of the cylinder,

as will be seen by engraving. This does

away with the necessity for inlet valves.

There are no outlet valves proper, but the

entire head lifts off the cylinder. This

head contains a stulTing box to pack the

piston rod, which runs entirely through

both heads, and a coiled spring holds it

against the end of the cylinder. When
the piston makes a stroke it comes up to

and touches this head, so that there is no
clearance whatever. The head, of course,

is lifted off when the air is compressed

past it, and the spring seats it when the

piston leaves. As the piston recedes from

the head, it commences to form a vacuum
behind it, and there is a constant load of

perhaps 12 to 14 pounds on the motor, but

the designer of this compressor thinks this

disadvantage is overcome by the advan-

tage of getting a large volume of air into

the cylinder very quickly—before it can be

cated and a hose connection made to the

return system to the tank. The amount
of water that is allowed to pass through

the piston rod is regulated by opening or

closing this little cock.

Water from the pump that passes

through the second check above and goes

through the larger pipes, is connected to

the water jacket of the cylinder; goes

around them in a spiral form, making five

turns to each of the cylinders, or ten in

all; and returns by the system, as shown.

It will be seen that the coolest parts of the

cylinders are those which the water

strikes first in its passage near the center,

and where the air is first taken in.

This little machine is very simply made,

heated. Of course, the instant the piston

head passes the annular ports at the center,

the air rushes in, while the piston has to

travel only an inch or two before it re-

turns and closes the ports and commences
compression. This insures cooler air to

start with, and cooler air means more of

it. The heating is also done at the end

where compression takes place, or where

the work is done, and furthest away from

the inlet ports.

The plans for cooling the compressor

are complete and unique. As will be seen

by the engraving, there is a supply tank

for water situated above the compressor.

The water flows from this down through

the i-inch pipe, past the check valve and

into a pump chamber, the plunger ol

which is composed of the tail rod of the

compressor. The piston rod is hollow,

as is also the piston head. A constant

stream of water is thus pumped through

the rod, which keeps the stuffing boxes

cool, and into the piston head and on

through the rod, almost to the connection

with the motor. Here a stop cock is lo-

and it is composed entirely of lathe work.

The cylinders proper are brass bushes

with one flange, straight on the outside

and straight on the inside. The outer

part of the cylinder, or jacket, is a casting,

with the spiral ribs to form the water

passages, cast on the inside and bored out.

The annular part between the two cylin-

ders is made in a simple ring and held

between the cylinders by the flange bolts.

The cylinder heads, or valves, are made
of the lightest possible steel castings.

This is the first motor made by Mr.

Roberts, and was run by a belt. Since

then he has applied a steam cylinder to

run direct. It gives very good satisfac-

tion, and is a simple and cheap affair to

build.

Instead of pumping air into extremely

large tanks, Mr. Roberts uses an ac-

cumulator, the same as used for heavy

hydraulic work. His manner of making
this is shown very plainly in our engrav-

ing. There is a heavy reservoir at the

bottom with a cast-iron ram. This ram
has a connection at the bottom to receive
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a 3-inch pipe, which extends up

through the ram and into the

water tank above. This tank,

it should be remembered, is

simply placed there as weight

on top of the ram. Inside this

long pipe, which is capped at

the top, the discharge pipe is

placed; so it will be seen that

no matter how hot the air is in

the accumulator, it must pass

up through the large pipe in

the ram and the tank of water

above flows down through the

delivery pipe.

The usual plan is to pump air into reser

voirs placed around the shop, and w
a certain amount is obtained—say s or

pounds or more—to provide some rig-

ging that will automatically start the

pumps. The accumulator provides for

absolutely constant pressure; for no mat-

ter where the ram is, or how much air

there is in the reservoir, the pressure is

the same. When the reservoir pressure

has forced the accumulator to its full rise,

the top of the ram strikes the lever of the

valve that opens communication between

the air in the reservoir and the pump regu-

lator. The moment the supply is drawn

down it lets the accumulator head lower,

and the pump will be automatically

started again.

The accumulator system does away with

the necessity for providing

very large storage tanks, and

is especially useful where

crowded for room.

The separate engraving will

show the details of the value

that regulates the compressor.

An improvement in car coup-

lers has lately been patented by

Harry C. Buhoup, of Chicago,

and assigned to the Janney

Coupler people. Mr. Buhoup
ia representative of the McCon-
way & Torley Co. in the West,

and has invented several useful

appliances for cars. His latest

invention is for supporting the

coupler pin in an unlocking

position—an operation which

is performed in a sim-

ple and ingenious fash- -

ion.

The Canadian Gov-

ernment has intro-

duced an eight-hour

system into all offices

and works that are un-

der its control.

The Martin Anti-Fire Car Heater Co.,

of Dunkirk, N. Y., has been absorbed by

the Consolidated Heating & Lighting

Co.
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A Substitute for the Pinch Bar.

Mr. F. C. Emery, of Wilmerding. Pa.,

writes as follows:

While paying a visit to the A. V. Ry.

shops at Verona. Pa., a short time ago, I

saw in operation a device that, to me, was

especially commendable.

How many of your machinist readers

are to-day stoop-shouldered from having

to "pinch" an engine around over the

shop (and yard), setting her valves?

Mr. J. C. Glass, master mechanic, has

obviated this trouble in a way that is ap-

plicable to all shops that are not already

equipped with some device for this pur-

pose. He mounts the main driver of the

engine on four rollers, adjustable to any

wheel—a device familiar to many; but to

the ends of the shafts passing through

The Illinois Central Repair Shops.

Railroad men interested in engineering

establishments, visiting Chicago, have

generally considered that the most inter-

esting place to be seen in the neighbor-

hood was the Pullman Car Works. If

they are wisely advised now, they will go

and see the magnificent shops built by

the Illinois Central Railroad Company for

locomotive and car repairs, at Burnside,

in the neighborhood of Chicago. The
designers of these shops evidently studied

the arrangement of all the best railroad

repair shops in the country, and made
use of all the features that promoted con-

venience and economy. To walk leisurely

through the shops is the work of half a

day. At the end of the journey the im-

pression conveyed to me was that they

were the best heated and lighted shops I

SUBSTITUTE FUR FINCH BAR.

these rollers he has mounted worm wheels

which engage with worms driven by a

square shaft, on the end of which is car-

ried a small lever and pair of reversing

gears, the entire machine being driven by

rope transmission from any convenient

shaft. A boy operating the lever can

bring the wheel to within a sixteenth of the

center, and then with a slight turn of the

square shaft with a monkey wrench bring

it to exactly the right point.

A small rotary air motor could be sub-

stituted for the rope transmission, which

would make it especially convenient for

roundhouse work.

This shop is remarkably well equipped

with labor-saving devices similar to the

above. All flues are cut oflf for removal

from the boiler, and new flues cut before

insertion by the rope transmission.

had ever seen, and that it would be diflfi-

cult to improve on the arrangements for

handling material. Quite a number of

details seemed capable of improvement,

but the shortcomings result from "hard

times" and the unwillingness of the com-
pany to spend money not imperatively

necessary.

The buildings are all of brick with sub-

stantial stone foundations, and they are

all set well apart, and are served by trans-

fer tables operated by Gibbs electric mo-
tors. The windows are large and numer-

ous, and all the buildings are also lighted

from the top by monitor roofs or glass

covering. The Sturtevant system of heat-

ing is used throughout, and, of course,

gives entire satisfaction. Part of the heat-

ing is done by e.xhaust steam, and where

that is not sufficient, direct steam is em-

ployed. An idea of the magnitude of the

operation of heating these shops may be

formed from the fact that one shop alone

is 100 X 502 feet and requires 12,000 feet of

piping. Some of the other buildings have

14.500 feet of heater pipes. The first cost

of this heating equipment is considerable,

but Mr. J. W. Luttrell, the master me-

chanic in charge, believes that it was an

investment which will pay itself in a very

short time, owing to the extra work done

by workmen when they are kept com-
fortable. Mechanics working on cold

metal lose considerable time keeping their

hands warm when a shop is badly heated.

The principal attraction of the estab-

lishment to me was the machine and erect-

ing shop, where they repair about forty

locomotives a month, half of them re-

ceiving heavy general repairs. Mr. Place,

the general foreman, deserves credit for

the systematic fashion in which the work
is pushed, and for the variety of mechani-

cal devices for saving human muscle. The
most conspicuous feature about the shop

is the number of air hoists employed. They
went into these devices very systemati-

cally. A Rand compound air compressor

supplies air, which is used for a great va-

riety of purposes besides hoisting, such as

the driving of portable motors of various

kinds, for drilling, tapping, riveting, bor-

ing, etc. The shops are provided with

an excellent incandescent electric plant,

which is also utilized for operating Gibbs

electric motors that drive tools not con-

stantly in use. By putting seventeen air

hoists in the machine shop, they saved the

pay of nineteen laborers, besides getting

the work of putting articles on machines

much more promptly.

The weak point of the erecting shop is

the want of overhead cranes. The shop

was built with supports for traveling

cranes, but the cranes were left out, owing

to the times being too hard. It is certain

that no private company would attempt

to run a shop of that kind without over-

head cranes, if they had to increase their

capital stock to raise the money. It seems

to us that railroad companies ought to

follow a similar policy. If there were less

than half the engines that pass through

these shops jacked up every month, over-

head cranes would pay the company hand-

somely on the investment. The expense

and loss of time incurred in jacking up
engines and lowering them again makes
a big bill at the end of each month; and
when to that is added the labor of men in

taking ofT and putting on cabs, dome caps

and covers, sandboxes, smokestacks and
boilers, the saving from the use of travel-

ing cranes can readily be computed. Air
hoists have done much in this shop to re-

duce the inconveniences due to the want
of traveling cranes, but they cannot lift

locomotives or boilers.

The fools in the shops are well grouped
to finish the work on certain parts with

the least possible amount of handling. A
practice which was new to me is in vogue
here. They have the shop divided into

stations, so that the messenger boys who
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carry tools -from the tool-room will know
where to go when a tool is called for. All

the machine tools are numbered, and

are used to identify the stations. For in-

stance, Planer No. i is the center of Sta-

tion No. I. When a workman, say on

Station No. 70, wishes to receive a tool,

he touches an annunciator, and the man in

the tool-room knows that a.xle Lathe No.

69 is the center of the station where the

tool must be sent.

Mr. Luttrell has a system of telephones

in his office which is highly convenient.

He can put himself in communication

with any one of his foremen, cutting off

all the others, and he can connect with the

whole of the telephones in the works.

When there is any information to be

given to all the foremen, he calls them to

brass; but, then,' care must be exercised

to get the right kind of cast iron.

I saw them using a revolving disk for

cutting ofif flue ends, which does remark-

ably quick work. Two men can cut 1,500

ends oft' in ten hours.

The foreman had high praise for a port-

able tapping and drilling machine made

at the Kellogg Machine & Boiler Works,

Athens, Pa. They have several Baird

machines for boiler work, and all the calk-

ing, heading flues, etc., seems to be done

by the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.'s

apparatus. All the hydraulic presses have

air connections which force up the water

at the beginning and save the time lost by

the slow process of pumping.

In their finely arranged oil-house, air

pressure is employed to force the oil

up arrangements are as near perfection as

they can be made. The water run out of

boilers to be washed out is passed through

filters, and run into a reservoir to be used

over again. The whole of the rain that

falls upon the roofs of the huge buildings

is run into reservoirs and pumped up into

the water tank.

The various car shops seem to be as

well arranged as those for iron-working.

The planing mill is particularly worthy ol

inspection, on account of the systematic

arrangement of tools, for its neatness, and

for the manner in which the work is done.

The passenger-car repair shop and paint

shop are both sufficiently wide to admit

of two cars at once on each track. The
tracks are well apart, and there is plenty

of room all round the cars for workmen.

SOMEBODY BLUNUEREU.

the telephones and talks to them. Some-

times they discuss subjects together over

the telephone, just as men do in a meet-

ing.

Several engines in the shop were hav-

ing their cylinders bushed down from 19

to i8 inches diameter. The engines that

had been changed in this way were re-

ported to be doing more work than they

were capable of doing when the cylinders

were too large for the boiler and the

weight on drivers. There was a tendency

on this road for a time to make parts ol

brass that were formerly made of cast iron.

They have a goodly number of brass ec-

centric straps, axle boxes, gibs, etc., but

they are not pursuing that policy any
longer. Mr. Luttrell finds that cast iron

is strong enough and wears better than

from the storage tanks in the cellar. The
air is not put upon the surface of the whole

tank, as is done in some places. It is ap-

plied to a stand-pipe about 6 inches diam-

eter, which extends from the bottom to

the top of the oil tank and is closed at the

top. The connecting pipe that leads to

the oil faucet upstairs is attached to the

lower part of the stand-pipe. Oil is ad-

mitted to the stand-pipe through a small

check valve, which closes when air pres-

sure is applied. If by any accident the

faucet should be left open, no more oil

would be forced out than that which was
in the stand-pipe.

The roundhouse connected with these

shops is about the cleanest and neatest

kept place in Illinois, and reflects the

greatest credit on Mr. J. F. Barton, the

foreman. The boiler-cleaning and firing-

tools and material. The paint shop has

a capacity of fifty cars a month, and is

provided with every convenience for fa-'

cilitating the work. Compressed air has

been utilized for cleaning purposes, and
it is used in connection with a torch for

burning ofT paint. They are unusually

busy in the passenger paint shop, be-

cause they are changing from the yellow

which was the time-honored color of the

Illinois passenger equipment, to the Pull-

man color.

To go into details of the car department

would take more room than I can devote

to it at present. I hope to return to the

subject again. In connection with my
visit to these shops, I have to acknowl-

edge the pleasant courtesies of Mr. F. W.
Brazier, the able general foreman.

A. S.
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New Rock Island Locomotive.

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific

have just put into service a new form of

eight-wheeled passenger engine, which

promises to make a fine record in hauling

the heavy fast passenger trains for which

the road is noted. In designing the en-

gine, Mr. George F. Wilson said that his

idea was to have something that would

pull a passenger train at an average speed

of 70 miles an hour for 181 miles, the dis-

tance between Chicago and Rock Island.

Writing about the engine, Mr. Wilson

says:

"In designing the engine, special care

has been taken to get a large and effec-

tive heating surface, a good valve motion

and large bearing surface on journals,

and last but not least, a light engine.

"Total length engine and lender, 59

feet 8H inches.

"Weight on drivers, 83,000 pounds.

"Weight on trucks, 42,000 pounds.

"Total weight on drivers and trucks,

125,000 pounds.

"Weight of tender loaded, 78,000

pounds.

"Boiler, radial stay with extended

wagon top. Material, Carbon steel, small-

est course, 61 inches diameter; 296 tubes

2 inches, II feet 7 inches long. Firebox

length, 9 feet; width, 2 feet S% inches;

height, 6 feet 7J4 inches at front, igo

pounds working pressure. Three 3-inch

tubes to carry brick arch. Shaking grate

in two sections, C, R. I. & P. standard,

for burning Illinois coal. Crossheads of

steel castings. Slide valve, Richardson

proper surface. Walking through the

shop, I called one of the men to go to

the brass lathe and get me a burnisher, a

hand-tool. I applied it to a journal of an

axle then running in the lathe, and found

that the surface produced by the burnisher

was one that was required; and I in-

structed the foreman to make a tem-

porary roller and try it, which was done.

The results obtained by the temporary

roller were so perfect that I had a proper

tool made for this service.

"Believing we had a good thing, I at-

tempted to patent same, but found that

the old adage was true in this case as in

many others. There is nothing new
under the sun'; for in attempting to pro-

cure a patent, that office informed me a

patent had been granted some years be-

^ 4

NEW ROCK ISL.VND LOCOMOTIVE, BUILT AT THE CHICAGO SHOPS.

There are no novelties about this engine,

but we have used what long experience

has proven to be good on this road. The
tender holds 4.000 gallons of water and 8

tons of coal. Tank built with sloping

sides so that the coal will slide towards

the fire-door. Coal gate of the A., T. &
S. F. R. R. standard. Tender truck, C,
R. I. & P. standard with the exception of

wheels, which are Paige, 36-inch diam-

eter. Engine truck has 36-inch Paige

wheels.

"Some dimensions for this engine are

as follows:

"Gage of track, 4 feet Syi inches.

"Cylinders, 19^ x 26 inches.

"Drivers, 6 feet 5 inches diameter.

"Steel centers, 6 feet diameter.

"Tires, Krupp crucible steel, 3 inches

thick.

"Wheel base of engine, 23 feet lyi

inches.

"Wheel base of drivers, 8 feet 6 inches.

"Wheel base of truck, 6 feet 3 inches.

"Wheel base of tender, 15 feet 10 inches.

"Wheel base of truck, 5 feet.

"Total for engine and tender, 48 feet sVi

inches.

balance, with open top. Steam ports in

cylinder, Ij4x20 inches. Exhaust, 3^ x

20 inches. Driving boxes cast iron, with

bearings of C, R. I. & P. bronze. Axles

of Midvale steel, 9 inches diameter; jour-

nals, 12 inches; side rods of steel fluted.

Main rods and frames of best hammered
iron. Crank pin, steel. Coflfin process.

American air brake on drivers, tender and

engine trucks."

i i i
Journal-Burnishing Tool.

Mr. L. Bartlett, division master me-

chanic in charge of the Missouri Pacific

shops at St. Louis, says, in the course of

a personal letter:

"In your May issue of 'Locomotive

Engineering' I note you have a descrip-

tion of a roller for burnishing car-axle

journals, which was designed by one D.

H. Teas, foreman of the New Haven &
Harlem shops. New Haven. This tool

has a histoiiy, so far as I am individually

concerned. Some three or four years ago,

in looking for some means to improve

the condition of car journals, it occurred

to me that a burnisher might produce the

fore for a roller to burnish cotton-mill

spindles. The tool has been in use by

many of the railroads in the West, and

also the car-builders, both street and rail-

road, all proclaiming it to be one of the

nicest tools for putting a finish upon car

journals that has been found."

gi i i
We understand that the Northern Pa-

cific are about to change, in their shops at

Brainerd, four of their standard mog^ul

18 X 24 engines into compounds. They
will all be different types—Richmond,
Schenectady, Brooks and Pittsburgh.

The intention is to put them into service,

running against simple engines of the

same type, and make comparisons be-

tween the compounds themselves and be-

tween the simple engines. Three of the

consolidation engines belonging to the

road, of their old pattern, are also

about to be changed into Vauclain com-
pounds.

i S i
The United States shipped more rail-

way equipment to foreign countries in

1895 than for any two years previous.
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Kinks at the Oneonta 5hops—Dela-
ware & Hudson Canal Company.
During a recent visit to the above shops

we were strongly reminded that there was

something distinctively original in the way
work was handled in that remarkably neat

plant; in fact, it was so apparent in every

operation going on as to engage the at-

tention of anyone interested in shop work.

The cause for this is easily traceable to the

head of the motive power department,

Mr. R. C. Blackall, who has always made

it a point to encourage head work as well

as some other kinds.

A center drill and countersink which

will make a center of a proper depth and

correct angle is shown herewith, and it

ir seen to be a little afifair that will do busi-

ness. It has two cutting devices at the

centering end, each independent of the

other. The spindle 4 is fitted with a drill

socketed in the usual manner, and speeded

up and driven by the pulley shown at the

end; it is fed by means of the hand wheel

next to the pulley. The fluted reamer is

made with a 6o-degree taper, and is se-

cured to the sleeve B, which revolves out-

side of the drill spindle, receiving its mo-
tion from the pulley shown at the left.

The customary centering jaws, actuated

by right and left-hand screws, are a part

of this equipment, of course, without

which a tool of this kind would not be a

very important factor; but the centering

portion of the affair is founded on correct

principles, as is evident by the way it

handles work. The philosophy of the

thing is embodied in the independent cut-

ting parts; for it is well understood by

those who have crumbled ofif the point of

the solid center reamer, that a speed that

is correct for the point is much too fast

for the outer cutting edges. The proper

speed for all parts of the reamer is under

the control of the operator with this ma-
chine.

The hook jack illustrated is one of the

handiest roundhouse tools we have ever

seen for taking out a driving spring. It is

made up of two hooks to pass over the

top of an equalizer, and two similar hooks
to pass under the lower section of a main
frame. A cross-bar on each pair of hooks
is large enough to form a nut, in which

works a right and left-handed screw fitted

with a ratchet. A few turns of the screw,

it is seen, will suffice to pull down the

equalizer and release the gib at top of

same; that is what the device was made
for, and it does the work in a most satis-

factory manner.

Another roundhouse accessory of no
mean value is shown in the reamer for

cleaning out exhaust nozzles. This too!

is operated from the top of the stack—no
front-end door to open or netting to re-

move. It is made very light—the body
54-'nch gas pipe, and the reamer end of

j&t X ^^-inch steel, with flexible blades.

The tool is easy to handle and a good
thing.

They have a device here for lining up

guides, which reduces that operation to

its lowest terms.and insures absolute truth

in alignment of guides with the bore of

cylinder. The illustration shows a star

frame with four arms, which are secured

to the cylinder head studs at the front end.

The gland shown has a tapered body
which fits into the stuffing bo.x of the

diameter and length equal to the cross-

head fit of the piston, and it is this ring

that tells at once, when the crosshead is

in place, which guides need the liners, by
moving the ring to the crosshead and
noting its position with reference to the

piston fit. This scheme has so many ad-

vantages over the old-time line stretched

back head, and is thus self-centering, leav-

ing the only adjustment to be made at

the star in front, which has a movable

bush at its center for the purpose, and this

bush is centered with the counterbore of

the cylinder.

Fitting into the bush and gland is a

ij4-inch round steel rod, and this rod has

sufficient length to have a bearing in the

star and gland, and at the same time ex-

tend to the extreme end of the guides to

be lined up. At the crosshead end of the

rod there is a sliding ring having an outer

through a cylinder, that even a rough ad-

justment with it gives a better alignment

of the crosshead and cylinder than the

best work in the old way; and, again,

there is no fear of a line being moved or

cut with this device.

In a great many shops—too many—the

truck-wheel press and its surroundings

are hardly beauteous enough to inspire

a lasting respect in the observer. A dark

corner, lots of grease, and blocking by

the cord, is generally the fate of this tool;

and with that picture in the mental plate-
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holder, it is a matter deserving of favor-

able comment when a tool of this kind is

found out in the open, minus the block-

ing, and clean. At these shops a wheel

bale, shown at the lower end, takes hold

of the axle, and a pull by the one man who
handles the machine places the wheels in

the proper positon before the ram. Com-

£

^r

-n
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An Automatically Closing Steam
Fountain that Will Close.

BY JOHN A. HILI..

The frightful tortures of enginemen by

scalding have long been deplored by

everybody, but there seems to have been

a hopeless surrender to the belief that it

could not be helped; that it was one of the

dangers of the business that must be

taken into consideration.

Perhaps that is true, but I do not be-

lieve it. Many attempts have been made
to lessen this danger, and in a limited way

they are successful. For instance, the

inside-closing check is a success and a

great safeguard. It closes when the in-

jector is shut off, and will close when the

pipe is knocked off, because it is protected,

for one thing; but the principal reason it

may be trusted is that it does close every

time the injector is used. It is working

all the time and is to be depended upon.

Not so the ordinary automatic device

to prevent accidents—it is not reliable.

It is not expected to close except there is

an accident—then it fails. Why? Be-

cause it has become corroded or scaled

up; and even if it did close, there is no

likelihood that it would close tight.

The general practice in modern engines

is to use a fountain for all cocks in the

cab except gage cocks, instead of tapping

to the boiler direct. This is good practice

and convenient. One dry pipe to dome
does for all steam supply.

Most fountains have one large valve to

shut off the steam; this admits of regrind-

ing the valves or renewing them while

steam is on the boiler. Some have a check

valve that is supposed to close automati-

cally if the fountain is broken ofi. This

is worse than useless—the valve is never

used, and can be depended upon to fail

when needed worst—for one cock broken

off will scald and kill just as fast as more;

and if one or all of the cocks in the cab

were broken off the fountain, this auto-

matic valve will remain open and deal

out murder just the same as a fountain

without this attachment.

What is wanted is a valve that will close;

one that is closed every day; one that will

close in every accident, whether anything

is broken or not—a valve that takes no

chances. I present here a sketch of such

a valve. I believe that this device will do

all this and can be relied upon. It leaves

nothing to the engineer; it is entirely

automatic; it is used every day, and is in

the habit of being closed. It is cheap, has

no packed joints, and will show itself

when it is out of order.

Any form of fountain may be used. I

show the device attached to the common-
est form. The inside check valve is the

usual one, and is here shown with a spring

under it. This is not necessarily essen-

tial; it would probably work as well de-

pending on boiler pressure alone. My
improvement is in the device above this

valve.

It is perfectly safe to say that no acci-

dent of a serious nature can occur on an

engine with air brakes, without the brakes

being applied full—if the engineer does

not do it, the train pipe is broken some-

where and the brakes go on. I utilize

through the top cylinder head, with which

the piston can be pushed down; and a

small plug piston on the side of the cylin-

der, that can be pushed in, by hand, and

that catches above and holds the piston

down and the valve open. When the

this to shut off the steam from the foun-

tain. A little cylinder is arranged above
the fountain and over the check valve, as

shown; air from the train pipe is piped to

top of this, and this air holds the valve

open. Reduce this air below a given
pressure—say forty pounds—and the

valve will close.

The emergency application is made every

day somewhere, around tanks and coal

chutes, if not on the road, and the valve

i; operated and kept in condition. The
engineer can't help it; if the emergency
goes on, his steam supply goes off.

In firing up a cold engine, it becomes
necessary to open this valve before the

pump can be started or the blower used.

Instead of using a valve that could be left

open and defeat the aim of the whole de-

vice. I provide a threadless stem, A.

proper pressure of air has accumulated in

the train pipe, the air will push the piston

down further, and will also act on the

plug piston to force it out of the way.

Thus, the device takes care of itself and

requires no attention from the crew—they

can't leave the station without a proper

supply of air in the train pipe; and if they

have this, the safety device is in working
condition.

I avoid all packed stems by the use of
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washers of Jenkins metal or vulcanized

fiber—one on the stem under the piston

will pack the lower end of the cylinder

against steam when the valve is open;

another on the push-down stem, and one

on the piston plug on the side, do away
with all necessity for any other packing.

An opening is made in the lower head

of cylinder. If steam shows there when
piston is down, it denotes a leaky gasket

under piston; if air shows, it tells of

leaky packing on the piston head itself;

if steam shows there when piston is up,

it tells at once that the safety check itsell

wants grinding in.

This device, I feel sure, if used would

decrease the number of awful accidents

to enginemen by scalding. The tortures

these poor fellows are often called upon
to bear are no credit to our railroad man-
agements, nor to our civilization—be-

cause the public hear little of them is the

reason something has not been done to

prevent such deaths. If every railroad

manager in the land could witness just

one slow execution by the agonizing tor-

tures of escaping steam—as I have wit-

nessed them—there would be no lack of

effort or expense to stop these murders.

I feel that this invention will be of more
service to the men who earn their living

on locomotives than of pecuniary advant-

age to the railroads themselves, and there-

fore do not intend to patent it, but offer

it for what good it will do, hoping for its

trial and adoption. God knows! a thou-

sand of them are cheaper than one life.

I feel sure it will save life; and if I can

only hear of but a single case where one

of my fellow enginemen has been saved

from the tortures of hell by this device,

I shall feel more than repaid.

i i i
A British Consul in Japan writes in

this style about railway supplies for

Japan: "There is imperative need of act-

ive measures on the part of British manu-
facturers of railway material if they wish

to maintain and advance their own inter-

ests. The monopoly Great Britain has

hitherto enjoyed fti Japan of supplying

railway inaterial is threatened, and

Americans and others are losing no op-

portunity to secure an entry for their

wares by offering special attractions.

The local representatives of American
manufacturers are assiduous in pressing

the claims of their principals, and it is

urged that our manufacturers of railway

material would find it advantageous to be

represented in a similar manner, as there

are indications of considerable activity

in railway enterprise."

i ^ i
There appears to be something the mat-

ter with the postal arrangements in South

Africa. We have more complaints from

subscribers in South Africa not receiving

their papers regularly than we have from

any other country outside of the United

States.

Jim Skeevers' Object Lessons.

Piston Fit.s The Wor.ship of the Stanilard Idol—

A Revolution in Cylinder l>«sii;n—

Frames and Binders.

BY JOHN .^I.UX.\NUliR.

The general manager's car was on the

tail end of No. 3 Saturday, and at

Granger he caught sight of Skeevers

climbing onto the smoker—he sent his

porter after him.

"Skeevers," said the old man benignly,

"I jest want to 'gas' with you from here

in; we'll have a bit of supper here and,

well, perhaps I'll open the safe. Oh! ye

needn't laugh—they are there! I keep

'em locked from Snowball here. The
Sphinx left most of a box when he used

the car last; he told me they were fifty-

five a hundred—but such cigars you never

put your lip over, Skeevers; finest thing

I ever—what the devil is up now?"

HAI.I' S.VDDLK C VI.IN'IJKR.

"Emergency for something," said

Skeevers. rubbing his head where it hit

the partition.

The old man pushed a dent out of his

hat, replaced it on his head, and followed

Skeevers to the ground and "up ahead."

The engineer and fireman were taking

down a valve stem—the riglit-hand piston

rod had broken in the crosshcad keyway
and taken out the front head slick and

clean.

Skeevers went up behind Murray and

asked: "Can you handle 'em over Hard-

scrabble Hill, Jerry?"

"If they don't stop me at Lowers, and I

get a swing at 'em, I'll get over with one

side; but, Jim, you know how like a log

Old Frosty's hearse pulls?"

"Well, by ginger spruce!" exclaimed

the general manager. Mr. Wider was
originally from Connecticut, and on rare

occasions some of the strange oaths of

that strange country would escape him.

"Oh! howdy do?" said Murray, with a

smile; "didn't know you was around

—

but, Mr. Wider, that car of yours does

pull awful. Blow the whistle, Billy;

we're ready, and the whole trainfuU of

people arc on the ground."

"Old Frosty" and Skeevers went back

and climbed on the smoker, never a

word being spoken until they had walked

back to the private car.

" 'Old Frosty' and his hearse!' " ex-

claimed the old man—"well, by ginger

spruce!—oh! say " Then he went

over and fumbled with the lock of the

little safe in the corner.

"Take one of them, Skeevers; wash

your mouth out and taste the nectar of

the gods— I guess it's nectar, 'cr nicotine,

'er sumpthin' else—its good, anyway, es-

pecially for a 'hearse.' " Then he laughed

loud and long.

"I tell ye, Skeevers, it takes the boys

to name things and name 'em right

—

'Old Frosty and the hearse'—well, by

ginger sp ho, ho! Say Skeevers, I

forgot—ain't we a breakin' altogether

more pistons than the law allows
—

'pears

to me I hear of a case about twice a

week."

"I think about three a week would be

nearer the truth," said Skeevers, blowing

a couple of blue rings above his head.

"You're so darn cool I dassent jump
on ye, Skeevers; for I know you've got

one of them object lessons around to

Boor me with. I'll bet I can guess it,

too—Shaver's poor material, ain't it,

now?"
"No; I think that the fault is entirely

that of the head of the mechanical de-

partment."

"Well, by gum! that's refreshing, any-

how—why don't ye stop it? You're a

great standard man; why don't ye get to

a standard on this piston-rod business?"

"We are to a standard—that's what's

the matter."

"I smell one of your object lessons.

Let her all out now Skeevers."

"Mr. Wider, our pistons all break in

the crosshead keyway, or just outside the

crosshead—never broke one anywhere

else. We have used all kinds of mate-

rial—good, bad and indifferent. That

piston rod that broke on this engine was

Coffin toughened steel; ordered it myself.

When we use that, or Taylor iron, or any

good material, we have less breaks than

with poorer materials-:-but good mate-

rials can't make up for bad design, can

it?"

"No; that's a law."

"Well, sir, if there is one thing about

the ordinary American locomotive that

shows bad engineering it's the crosshead

fit of piston rods. Ours is the usual

stiff taper with a square shoulder and a

key—worst thing that could be gotten up

if we tried. In the first place, we re-

duce the area of the rod about a quarter

to make the taper; then we leave a square

shoulder so the rod can break easy;

then we cut a keyway through the al-
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ready reduced section, reducing it nearly

a half, making a sure breaking point;

then we drive a key, with a very slight

taper, through the keyway, and pull that

rod into the crosshead, putting a break-

ing strain on the rod before the steam is

used at all. I'd be willing to warrant

every one of them to break—there's

something the matter with those that

don't. On some roads they just taper

the fit without cutting down a shoulder,

without letting the rod bottom; others

have a short stiff taper back of the key-

way—but they all have the key, and the

initial strain, and trouble."

"Well, Skeevers, if a bridge engineer

found a girder too light for the load, he'd

increase the size—why don't you make a

bigger rod at the fit?"

"Ah! there is where our sacred stand-

ard gets in its work. We have standard

crosshead reamers—probably cost a hun-

dred dollars—Massey made them eighteen

years ago. Every shop has a stub-end

standard sample fit for piston rods, and

a square block of cast iron with a standard

reamed crosshead hole, all fitted with a

standard key. Every engine this com-

pany owns has that standard-size piston

rods except those last moguls—I let the

builders put their own there to see what

modern practice is—it's no better than

ours. Massfey's standard fit was adopted

when the largest engine on the road was a

17 X 24 eight-wheeler, carrying a boiler

pressure of 140 pounds. Our 19 x 24 ten-

wheelers carrying 190, have the standard

piston fit—and I am ashamed to say it."

"Why don't you throw the gum-sizzled

reamers away and make 'em bigger?"

"Can't do it; crossheads are nearly all

of cast iron, and the piston bosses are as

light as they ought to be now—a new
standard fit means new crossheads, and

new crossheads means a big appropria-

tion to cover the expense."

"That's different," remarked the old

man, thoughtfully.

Skeevers and "Old Frosty" smoked in

silence for ten minutes; then the old man
broke out:

"For the Lord's sake, Skeevers, let's

don't have standard fits on these ten new
engines we're talking of—I ain't so sure

I won't commence having fits of some
kind myself."

"I shall ask you to approve of several

innovations on those engines before the

order is given."

"I'll do it now; what kind of piston rod

fits will you suggest, though?"

"Well, I have several plans: One of them
is to leave the rod straight, cut a standard

thread on it, make the crosshead in halves,

tap threads in the crosshead fit and clamp

it onto the rod by four bolts. Another

is to make the rod perfectly straight, let it

bottom in the hole and use the same key

we do now. Perhaps this last is the best

and cheapest; the strain of the key would
be back of the keyway, it would cause no
bursting strain on the crosshead boss, and

it would be strong like this"—Skeevers

took out his notebook to make a sketch,

the old man looking over his shoulder as

he turned the pages.

"Hi, there, Jim! what's that ye got

there?"

"Well, to tell the truth, Mr. Wider, its

a collection of innovations that I didn't

intend to show you yet; just some stray

ideas in memorandum form that I hope

idea how much trouble we have from

cracked cylinder saddles, cylinders loose

on frames, frames broken, steam pipes

leaking and other diseases due in a large

measure, I think, to the general use of the

half-saddle cylinder. Now, there is a

sketch of a half saddle engine as usually

made. The lightest part of the affair is

at the joint where frame is fastened on.

Through this casting there is a cored

Jjocamotive Engineering

SKEEVERS' CYLINDER SCHEME.

some day to find a chance to try, but not

yet."

"More 'O. L.'s,' hey?"asked the gen-

eral manager.
" 'O. L.'s?' " asked Skeevers, taking his

cigar out of his mouth and looking at

the old man.

"Yes, yes; 'O. L.'s'—object lessons,

of course.

"Oh!" said Skeevers.

"Well?" said Wider.

"I don't suppose you have a very good

hole that forms part of the steam pipe,

another one that forms the exhaust

passage, and four holes for the bolts that

fasten on the frame. In making this an

expensive pattern is necessary and an ex-

pensive casting produced. This must be

planed at the joint with its mate and

bolted together. It must be planed at the

frame fit and on the seat, to say nothing

about steam and exhaust pipe fits and

stud holes; but most expensive of all is the

fit of the saddles to the smoke arch

—
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which must be done by hand. If anything

happens to the cylinder—well, take the

'86,' in the shop now; struck a car and

cracked cylinder—all the joints and fittings

inust be made anew, a new saddle supplied,

the engine pulled apart, and the loss of its

use for two weeks or more. After about

two years' service our big engines com-

mence to crack their saddles—and there

a narrow tail piece. Those two Roger
moguls have an angle iron bolted on

back of cylinder saddles, and a flat piece

of boiler iron riveted to it and the frame,

makes the cylinder saddle longer, but not

long enough. I propose to cast the cyl-

inders separate from the saddle
"

"That's what our old Schenectady en-

gines had." said Mr. Wider.

i-v-i)-';- V-..,-M-'.l-^l-W-.

¥
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of the cylinder, up through the valve,

and up through the pipe and the stack

—

no turns, no baffles. Tliis may not look

pretty, but it's ideal piping. Don't you
see that there isn't a trap or a pocket in

it anywhere. A drop of water in either

the steam or exhaust pipe must run, by

gravity, into the cylinder and out of the

cylinder cock. I may have to make my
valve a little larger; but if I do, I will

shorten my steam ports and decrease the

useless clearance. I think such a plan

would stop all trouble with cracked cylin-

ders; stop leaky steam pipes and broken

frames from cylinders getting loose; re-

duce the expense of replacing a broken

cylinder by half; be lighter and better and

—well, homelier than anything we've got.

What do you think?"

"Sure it would know it belonged to

the railroad when it looked in the glass?"

"I think perhaps it would recognize it-

self as a locomotive."

"Don't think it would suck cows, or

nothin' like that, Skeevers?"

"Alas and alack!" exclaimed the de-

signer, in mock despair. "I knew you
would not see the improvement—plain as it

is. I am like all the rest of the benefactors

of mankind—ridiculed, laughed at. Why,
Mr. Wider, in the language of Colonel

Sellers, 'there's millions in it;' millions of

kegs of dollars—and two, twelve-inch

bungholes in each keg!"

"Take another cigar, my boy; it will

quiet your nerves," said Old Frosty.

"Lemme see that sketch again. Looks
kinder English, 'er French, 'er some kind

of foreign—say, Skeevers, I want one of

them to run on that club train—them
anglo-maniacs that smoke pipes, roll up
their pants and play golf. Bet you it

would just tickle "em to death—we could

name her 'Prince of Wales,' or 'Lord
Algernon,' or something—but say, Jim,

what kind of a checker-board is this?"

"That is the front frame of the 'Prince

of Wales.' You see, it will be 2x8 in

front and I taper it back, keeping the

same area of metal, and near the jaw
widen it in a vertical direction, cut away
half of it and do the same for the frame

ahead of the jaw. and bolt them together

with short stiff bolts. I have then a

frame with twice the strength of the or-

dinary frame, without keys, with less fit-

ting than the old splice, as shown in the

sketch below. I can take that apart

easily, and it is not in the way of any-

thing. Again, it lets me widen the foot

of the jaw and cut a wide slot, say 2j^

inches, clear across it to take in a lip I

will make on my binder. Did you ever

notice our regular binder? Well, it is

heavy; but we cut it almost half in two
to make a fit over the end of the jaw,

then we bore a hole in the weakest point

to hold it up—it's no wonder they are

chronically loose. My binder will have
a stud hole through the strongest part—

•

where the rib is—and the rest of it will be

straight. I will put one big stud there,

and it will pull up right in the proper

spot, and keep pulling."

"Do all these changes necessarily go
with the new cylinder rig?"

"No; but they are in the line of im-

provement."

"Skeevers," said the old man, solemnly,

"you may now kneel down and receive

my blessing; I'll just have one of the new
engines built your way."

"You go down East with a drawing
of that in your pocket and the builders

will have you put in the asylum."

"Well, what would you do?"
"I'd quietly put it on the '38;' she's in

with both cylinders and her front frames

smashed up, anyway, and we can experi-

ment with her."

"Do that, Skeevers; do that. Be quiet

about it, though, and for Heaven's sake

don't say I told you to!"

"If I rebuild the '38,' she will be the

worst example of anti-standards of the

G. A. L. that you ever saw!"

"Standards be cussed, by ginger

spruce! We'll show 'em some standards

that ain't so old as Methuseler! But,

Skeevers, listen; if the Sphinx should

happen out and I wasn't here?"

"I'd have to say it was the invention

of an outsider—one of our biggest ship-

pers, and Well, here we are, home
again, sir,"

"Say, Skeevers, don't forget, if any of

them reporter cusses come around, jest

tell 'em—hem! lemme see—well, that we
expect to have the yellow fever down on
the Gulf branch this year, and that this

thing is an automatic sewer deodorizer

and atmospheric disinfector, and that the

G. A. L. proposes to take care of its

patrons, body and soul, yellow fever or no
yellow fever!"

Who Can Tell Which Side of a Bal=

ance Valve Is Blowing?

In the course of a discussion at the

New England Railroad Club, Mr. S.

D. Hutchins, President of the Air-Brake

Association, raised a question about valve

strips leaking which was not answered.

If any one of our larger constituency can

answer the problem offered for solution,

we should like to hear the explanation.

Mr. Hutchins said:

"The great trouble with the Richardson

valve, from the practical standpoint, is

that the balance strips are liable to leak,

and I would like to ask somebody if he

knows of any really accurate way to de-

termine which side they are leaking on

without going into a careful research. It

is a fact that the outside end strip of a

valve drops down, I will say, nine times

to one of any of the other strips, and we
cannot tell, of course, which side it is on.

Tlie small hole down through the valve,

to carry that steam off, is not large

enough. It is on'ly half an inch, and it

creates a tremendous friction there, and it

is a pretty hard matter to decide.

"Of course, it is a delicate matter for an
engineer to go into a terminal and report

valves blowing without being able to say

which side it is on, and I have seen it

occur very often that good engineers have

reported the blow on the wrong side.

After carefully looking into the matter,

inquiring and discussing it among good
practical men, I do not know of any prac-

tical way to determine which side a bal-

ance strip is leaking on. If there is any-

body present who can give me informa-

tion on that point, I should be pleased to

have him do so."

No one attempted to explain.

Improvement in Throttle-Valve Con-
nections.

Our sketch shows the principle of a

neat little improvement in throttle-valve-

moving mechanism, recently patented by
Mr. Kenneth Rushton, a draftsman at the

Baldwin Locomotive Works, and now
used on their engines.

The short arm of the bell crank has two
pins in it, some
distance apart, and

the fork on the

lower end of stem

has two slots in

iW h i c h the pins

move.

When the valve

is closed, the pin

rearest the fulcrum

Ifs in contact, or

nearly in contact,

with the top of its

(slot; and when the

Stem pulls the long

arm of the bell

crank, this pin en-

gages with the up-

per end of the slot

and the valve is

lifted. The leverage is greatest here, as

the difference in length of arms of the

crank is greatest.

Once the valve is up, it is partially bal-

anced and is easier to move; then the

second pin engages and lifts the valve

faster, while the first pin moves idly in its

slot.

This arrangement gives the greatest

leverage to do the hardest work, and then

increases the leverage to cause a quick

opening.

A new style of rod packing has been

patented by Samuel Hughes, Charleston,

S. C. It consists of a fibrous cord made
up of two separate interwoven strands,

held together by netted wire. Over this

is a series of hemp strands and a series of

asbestos strands, the material of both

series being loosely disposed, and the two

materials are plaited together so that the

strands of one series will alternate with

the strands of the other.
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Fitchburg Shops at Keene.'N. H.

The Fitchburg Railroad Co., having
found their old Charlestown shops en-

tirely inadequate to the demands on their

facilities for locomotive repairs, have for

some time been engaged in perfecting a
model little plant at Keene, N. H., which
it is intended sTiall embody the best mod-
ern conveniences and labor-saving de-
vices for repair work.
The old shops were abandoned before

the new were ready for occupation, mak-
ing complications that required good gen-
eralship to surmount. Indeed, the tools
were running and work going on for a
time, while there was no covering but
that of the broad canopy of blue above.
Through the courtesy of Mr. John

Medway, superintendent of motive power,
we present an illustration of the improve-
ments, in which the solid lines show the
old buildings utilized in the development
of the new order of things, and the dotted
lines represent the new work.

Liberal allowances are made for power
in every one of the shops likely to require

from all the shops, shows that the future

has been peered into a little. This is a

new structure situated 47 feet from the

erecting shop and at right angles to the
latter; it will receive power by means of

shafting passing across between the shops
through a conduit.

An important part of the new plant is

the casting shed 35 x 125 feet, and the
storehouse situated next to the office. This
shed will save a good deal of tribulation

when the snow flies. Relief from the
troubles incident to digging castings out
of the snow is generally one of the very
last things considered in arranging the

land and America. A timber merchant
was prosecuted by a railway company for

making a false declaration of the weight
of goods given for transportation. He
was heavily fined. It would be a long
time before an American police court
would fine any one for attempting to cheat
a railroad company.

i i g
While all other branches of industry in

Great Britain are unusually prosperous,
the tinplate trade in Wales is suffering

from great depression. The workmen
have submitted to repeated reductions of

^ fr
;
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it, as is shown by the lines of shafting,
placed with no stingy hand. A close in-
spection will show that nothing is left un-
done in the direction of providing for
power tools.

One section of the roundhouse is taken
for the paint shop, another for the boiler
shop, and a third for an erecting shop;
and all will be found well fitted for the
purposes named. Another and larger
erecting shop, 62 x 190 feet, having two
tracks running full length, and another
one partially through, will be the scene of

operations for heavy repairs. In this shop
is located a hydraulic lift for removing
wheels, the track from this lift extending
through the machine shop, which forms
a part of the erecting shop. This machine
shop is 49 x 102 feet and is an ideal little

place for the location of tools. At the
opposite end of this shop comes another
erecting shop with two tracks; one end
of this is used for a carpenter shop. It is

at once apparent that there are no restric-

tions as to space for both general and
light repairs.

A blacksmith shop 44 x 107 feet, located
at a central point and convenient of access

FITCHBURG RAILROAD LOCOMOTIVE SHOPS, KEENE, ;n. H:

!>«"

details of a new plant. The storage of
coal and wrought iron has also been pro-
vided for with the same care.

The shops are admirably lighted by
electricity, and an examination of the en-
graving will show that thought has been
laid out here by practical minds, and that
few things are lacking to economically
and comfortably care for the 209 engines
on the Fitchburg.

i gi i
A subscriber in India sends us a prob-

lem to work out which has been puzzling
him. The subscription price for "Loco-
motive Engineering" costs him 10 rupees.
He sent to America for a book costing

$2 and agreed to pay the postage, for
which he was charged 6 rupees 13 annas.
The problem he sends is: "If $2 plus post-
age costs 6 rupees 13 annas, how is it that

$2 minus postage costs 10 rupees?''

wages, while wages in all other trades are
going up. The principal cause of the de-
pression in the tinplate trade is the loss
of the American market. The much-
abused McKinley Tariflf enabled Amer-
icans to establish manufactories of tin-

plate, and they are now supplying the
market in spite of a reduced tariff.

^ ^ ©

i i ^
A case lately decided in an English

police court gives a significant sign of the
difference in the spirit of the laws in Eng-

It costs about $7.50 per quarter to care-
fully inspect the staybolts in a locomo-
tive firebox. This is $30 per year per
engine—a pretty heavy item of expense.
Why would not hollow staybolts save a
good deal of this? In a great measure
they inspect themselves.

s i i
"Jim Skeevers' Object Lesson on Stay-

bolts" has been issued in book form by
the Acme Machinery Co., of Cleveland,
O., who offer to send a copy free to any
railroad man who mentions that he saw
their advertisement in "Locomotive En-
gineering." Send for it—and put in a
stamp.
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Danny Dugan's Air-Brake School.

The Instructor, Pro Tern.—Danny's Explanation
of the Triple Valve,

"Say, youse, dere's nottin' but trubble

cummin' me way. I dodges it, but it

gives me de upper cut. Dat's on de level.

See?

"Say, t'ings 'as been comin' rocky fur

us orphans since Mr. Jennings chases his-

self t' Boston t' chew de rag wid dem Air

Brake 'Sociashin fellys, an' dat goes. See?

"Wot's crooked? Wot t'ell? W'y, de

whole game's rotten. Every t'ing's rotten

since dat stiff uv a Tompkins chases his-

self here. See?

"Youse hain't on? Wot t'ell? Isn't

youse on dat w'en Mr. Jennings chases

over t' de rag-chewin' bee at Boston, dat

dat mug uv a Tompkins, wot's de air-

brake 'structor fer de fellys on de Ter-

minal, he chases here? W'y, yes dat's

wot's rotten. See?

"Say, dat mug Tompkins is bug-house,

an' dat's on de level. See?

"Wot? Youse ain't onto 'bug-house?'

W'y, dat means 'no good.' See? Tomp-
kins is bug-house.

"Say, Scissors, an' Eddie Morris, an'

de udder fellys wot trots in me class, calls

'im Mr. Tompkins. Nit! Wese 'as re-

organized 'is name. Wese calls 'im

'Know - All - Stuck - on - Hisself - Pimp-
kins.' See? Wot t'ell?

"Dat Pimpkins is de worst bug-house

stiff I ever sees, an' dat goes. See?

"Wot did Pimpkins do t' me? Wot
t'ell? W'y, he trun me down. 'E trun

down Scissors, an' Eddie Morris, an'

Fiddle Face Farley, an' me an' de rest o'

de gang. Trun us all down hard. Dat's

right. See?

"Wot for? W'y, cos wese wasn't ont'

dem highfalutin' words. Pimpkins uses

dem big words wot wese ain't onto. 'E

sez: ekulizin' an' ekulizashun an' ekulib-

rimbum, an' all dat sort o' stuff. Den, cos

wese ain't onto dem words, 'e sez, sez 'e:

'Youse ain't on. Youse ain't been 'structed

right.' See? Wot t'ell?

"Say, wese fellys ain't stuck on de size

o' de mor'gage wot wese has on de air-

brake biz; but fur Pimpkins t' trow de-

fleckshuns on Mr. Jennings made de gang
hot, an' dat's right. See?

"^^, youse orter see Scissors. Say.

Scissors 'ud hock 'is watch for Mr. Jen-

nings. Scissors, 'e sez t' me, sez 'e:

'Danny, if youse fellys stay wid me I'll

put dat stiff's nose out o' joint, or my hair

ain't red.' But Tom Blair, one o' de old

engineers, caught on t' de game, an' called

us down.

"Say, Scissors an' me cum near givin'

dat stiff de new work. Wese 'ud t'umped
'is frame.

"Pimpkins, 'e t'inks dat 'e's got a lead-

pipe cinch on de air-brake biz. W'en Mr.

Jennings chases t' de air-brake fellys'

meetin', den Pimpkins, 'e stands pat. -'E

don't draw no cards. See? 'E knows it

all. 'E don't need t' know no more. Nit!

"Say, I'm dead stuck on dem air-brake

fellys. Dey doesn't do a t'ing but chase t'

de conventions and cough up all dey

knows, an' den goes off t' learn more.

Wese fellys wot trots in de five-minit class

gits de good o' dem meetin's. See?

"How does Pimpkins 'struct? Wot
t'ell. 'E don't 'struct. 'E makes youse

feel how much 'e knows. 'E don't learn

youse nottin'. Mr. Jennings teaches

youse lots. Pimpkins gives youse de glad

hand an' marble heart. Mr. Jennings is

right people, an' gives youse de glad hand
an' welcome heart. See?

"Say, Mr. Jennings is always glad t'

see youse comin' t' de air-brake joint.

An' he savvies 'ow t' chin wid youse, too,

and dat goes. See?

"W'en Mr. Jennings tells you some-

t'ink, youse catches on, an' don't loose

ycr grip afterwards. See? Now, den,

Pimpkins he tries t' look dignified an'

wise like a owl. Say, dat gives me a pain.

Instead o' lookin' dignified 'e looks like

a kid, wots learnin' t' smoke an' gits sick.

See?

"Mr. Jennings don't look dat way. 'E

looks as dough he's glad t' see youse.

'E knows wot youse needs, an' 'e knows
'ow t' give it t' all different kinds o' fellys.

'E don't try t' string youse, an' make
youse feel littte. See?

"I put youse onto 'ow 'e calls de straight

air brake de brewery an' de auddermad-

dick brake wuz de saloon. I t'ought so.

Well, dis is de way wot he tells Eddie an'

Scissors, an' de rest o' de fellys in me
class, about de workin' o' de triple valve.

" 'E sez, sez 'e: 'Dere's a piston wot 'as

a pressure on bote sides uv it. De pres-

sure wots on de side wots flat is de train-

pipe pressure. De pressure on de side

wots got de piston stem an' slide valve is

de zallery razzerboy pressure. Now, w'en

dese pressures is bote even,de piston can't

move; cos w'y, de bote de same strengt'.

W'en one is stronger dan de udder, den

de strong one will push de piston against

dc weaker pressure. Just like a man an'

a boy pushin'. Now, den, we starts wid

de zallary razzerboy an' de train-pipe

pressures bote even. De piston don't

move. Now, den, we makes de train-pipe

pressure weaker by lettin' some out. Den
de zallary razzerboy pressure is strongest

o' de two, an' won't do a t'ing but push

de piston against de train-pipe pressure.

Den de slide valve lets air t'rough its port

t' de brake cylinder, an' sets de brak'e.

See?

"Say, dat's all right. 'Now, den, w'en

we wants t' let de brake off we gits some
high pressure from de main drum wots

on de engine, to come back and help de

train-pipe pressure push de piston back

again against de zallary razzerboy pres-

sure. An' de two o' dem can outpush de

zallary razzerboy pressure, too.' See?

"Say, none o' de gang could catch ont'

dat at first, so Mr. Jennings saw dat wese

wan't on, an' den 'e sez, sez 'e—all dis time

'is eyes wuz a twinklin'. Den he sez, sez

'e: 'Listen, fellys, I'm goin' t' make it so

dead easy youse can't help catching' on.'

Den dis is wot 'e said:

"Sez 'e: 'Wen de triple piston's up, de

brake's off. W'en its down, de brake's

on. Fur de piston t' come down train-

pipe pressure must be de weakest. W'en
it's down, an' wants to go up, de train-

pipe must get some squezzed air from de

main drum t' help it. W'en de piston's

up, an' stays up, de pressures on bote

sides is even, de brakes is off, an' every

t'ing's lovely.' See?

"Den Mr. Jennings laughs, and sez,

sez 'e: 'A farmer buys a pig. Den de

farmer, 'e puts dis pig in a pen wots right

next door to a cabbage patch. Now, den,

dere's a gate between de farmer's front

yard and de pen. Den dere's anudder

gate between de pig pen and cabbage

patch, an' den anudder gate from de cab-

bage patch t' de road.' See?
" 'Now, dis farmer had dese gates

coupled together wid iron rods, so dat

wen de gate from de cabbage patch int'

de road was open, de gate between de

farmer's front yard and de pig pen, an' de

gate between de pig pen an' cabbage

patch, wuz closed.' See? 'Now, den,

w'en de gate between the farmer's yard an'

de pig pen, an' de one between de pen an'

de cabbage patch, wuz open, de one from

de cabbage patch int' de road wuz shut.'

See? Say, dat farmer wuz a crank, but 'e
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'ad t' fix dem gates dal way fur 'is bizness.

Wot t' ell?

"Say, Mr. Jennings keeps a straight

face, but his eyes twinkles an' 'e sez, sez

'e "Now, den, de pig's in de pen. 'E

squints t'rough de board fence int' de

cabbage patch, and sez to hisself, sez 'e:

Wow! Wow! get ont' dem cabbages. Say,

I won't do a t'ing t' dem. Hully Gee!

wot a tapioca. Den 'e puts 'is snout

t'rough de crack an' begins to figure 'o\v

'e kin get at dem cabbages. 'E finds de

gate an' pushes it, but it won't open; cos

w'y, it must open int' de pen. 'E noses

about some more, an' finds dat if 'e

pushes open de gate int' de farmer's yard,

dat dat will open de gate int' de cabbage

patch. Wot t'ell? dat pig's on.

" 'Hully Gee,' sez de pig, 'dat farmer's

dead green t' put me in here near dem
cabbages, wot's chust me size. T'ell wid

winegar and sugar! I'll take me cabbage

straight, an' wid dat he tries to push open

de farmer's front-yard gate, but it don't

push.' See? 'Wot t'cll's wrong? sez do

pig. Den 'e looks around an' finds de

farmer's kid's holdin' de gate shut from

de yard side an' keepin' cases on 'im. Den
de pig looks t'rough de crack at de cab-

bages, an' grunts. Den he pushes de gate-

again, but de kid is chust as strong as de

pig. and dc gate stays shut.' See?
" 'After a w'ile de kid sits down wid 'is

back against de gate, an' shoots craps

wid some odder kids. De pig sees dat

he's stronger dan de kid now, an' pushes

de gate open into de yard. Dis opens de

gate from de pen int' de cabbage patch,

an' de pig chases in. De kid begins to

howl, an' de ol' man wot's in de wood-

shed comes chasin' out. an' helps de kid

t' push de gate shut. Dis shuts de gate

from de pen into de cabbage patch, an'

opens de gate from de cabbage patch int'

de road.' See? 'De pig hears de ol'

man cuff de kid's ears, an' hears de kid

howl, so 'e gits scared, an' chases t'rough

de gate down de road t' any ol' place.'

Wot t'ell?

" 'De ol' man chases down de road,

t' beat de band, an' catches de pig an'

brings 'im back t" de pen. 'E don't bring

'im t'rough de cabbage patch, but brings

'im int' de wood-shed an' t'rough de front

yard, and den him' an' de kid kicks de pig

t'rough de gate int' de pen. Get t'ell in

der, says dey t' de pig.' See?

"Say, youse orter see Scissors look. 'E

t'ought 'e wuz de pig, I guess.
" 'Now-, den,' sez Mr. Jennings, 'yoase

can savvy dat de pig pen is de zallary

razzerboy. De farmer's front yard is de

train pipe, de cabbage patch is de brake

cylinder, de pig is de zallery razzerboy

pressure, an' de kid is de train pipe

pressure. De pig wants t' get int' de

cabbage patch chust like de zallery raz-

zerboy pressure watches its chance t' get

int' de brake cylinder. So long as de

kid 'tended t' business, de pig wuz in de

soup; but w'en de kid went t' shootin'

craps, de pig wuz de best man an' pushed

open de gate, an' got int' dc cabbage

patch.' See? 'De odder kids wot pulled

de farmer's kid int' a crap game wuz de

reduction in train-pipe pressure. De ol'

man helpin' de kid shut de gate wuz de

excess pressure from de main drum. De
farmer chasin' de pig down de road an"

catchin' 'im was de pump punipin' air.

Youse can see dat de farmer didn't take

de pig back t' de pen t'rough de cabbage

patch, but drags 'im t'rough de wood-
shed, wots de main drum; den t'rough

de front yard, wots de train pipe; an' den

him an' de kid fires de pig t'rough de

gate, wots de triple valve, int' de pen,

wots de zallery razzerboy. W'en dey

kicks de pig int' de pen, dat w-uz re-

chargin' de zallery razzerboy."

"Say, youse, Mr. Jennings, wid 'is

stories about de pig and cabbage patch,

an' de brewery an' saloons, wins hands

down over 'Know-All-Stuck-on-Hisself-

Pimpkins.' an' 'is dignity an' 'is four an'

a half t' one big words. See?

Piston travel with wires removed, i'/i

inches.

Value of 8-inch cylinder, 2,500 pounds.

iYi inches— 3 inches = yi inch.

J4 inch -T- 'A inc'i = 4-

4 X 2,500 pounds =:: 10.000 pounds on

each brake shoe.

10,000 pounds X 4 := 40,000 pounds on

all four brake shoes.

The simplicity of Mr. Wahlert's rule

makes it particularly valuable to practical

air-brake men. It is one thing to design

a new cam brake by tedious use of lines

and circles, and quite another to quickly

figure in a simple manner the brake power

being developed by an old cam brake in

service.

i ^ ^

Change in Location of tiie Lealcage

Qroove.

Having been called upon to supply a

(Unmtity of freight-car brake apparatus

I'lSlDII

Travel- 3

WAHLERT'S RULE FOR CALCULATL\'<; C.\.M DRIVER HRAKE LEVERAGE.

A Simple Kuie.

Mr. H. A. Wahlert, St. Louis, Mo.,

sends the following simple and reliable

rule for determining the brake power de-

livered by a cam brake:

Take two wires and place them between

the brake shoe and the wheel, as shown

in the sketch. Apply the brakes fully, and

then measure the piston travel. Now re-

lease the brakes, recharge, and then apply

fully again. Measure the piston travel

again, and note how much more it has in-

creased. Divide the additional travel, had

upon removing the wires, by the thick-

ness of the wire, and multiply this by the

value of the cylinder. The result is the

braking power on each brake shoe.

EXAMPLK.

Thickness of wires, ]4 inch.

Piston travel with wires inserted as in

sketch. 3 inches.

for cars requiring the cylinder to be

turned upside down, as compared with the

ordinary method of attaching it to cars,

and believing that future occasions would

require them to supply more or less ap-

paratus where the cylinders would be sim-

ilarly applied, the Wcstinghouse Air-

Brake Company has concluded, in order

to avoid confusion in ordering such ap-

paratus or repair parts, to place the leak-

age groove in all brake cylinders at one

side of the bore of the cylinder, instead ot

the top. as has been their uniform cus-

tom heretofore.

S ^ i

The "living pictures" exhibited else-

where in this department are actual living

things, and are doubtless duplicated many
times in everyday railroad life.
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Principle of Wahlert's Rule.

Wahlert's rule is based on the principle

that the movement of the ends of a lever

must be proportionate to their lengths,

and that the power applied and delivered

is indirectly proportionate to these lengths.

For example: A lever 25 inches in length,,

and having its fulcrum at 20 inches, is a

4 to I lever. We know that a weight ot

100 pounds on the long end will balance

a weight of 400 pounds on the short end.

We also know that with the same lever

doing work, the long end of the lever

must travel through four times the space

that the short end will travel; hence, if we

know the leverage, we can easily compute

the distance traveled by both ends of the

lever. If, on the other hand, we have the

distances traveled by both ends of the

lever, we can easily compute the leverage.

In the example accompanying Wahlert's

rule, the additional piston'travel of i-^-inch

represents the movement of the long end

of the lever, and the distance between the

shoe and wheel, made by the '/^-inch wire,

represents the movement of the short end

of the lever. The leverage is 4 to i, and.

therefore, a force of 2,500 pounds applied

at the piston will deliver four times that

force, or 10,000 pounds, at the brake shoe.

A Handy Test Gage.

A test gage, which, by means of adjust-

ing screws, B and D, can be adapted to

either an air brake or signal hose, is

shown herewith, and is the invention of

C. C. Farmer, general air-brake inspector

of the M. K. & T. Ry. at Parsons, Kan.

is a button-head valve, and is held

seated by a small spiral spring under the

head. When it is desired to discharge a

small amount of pressure from the pipe

to which the gage is attached, such as is

done to make the leakage test of the signal

valve, the valve is pushed inward and the

escape of pressure is had through the

small port -i.

This is a handy and compact little de-

vice, and it, or its equivalent, should be in

the hands of every roundhouse air-brake

repairman.

Living Pictures--A Reminiscence of

the Air-Brake Men's Convention.

"While you are discussing broken draw-

heads and other breakages attributable

to the air brake," said a member to a

group in the ofTice of the hotel in Boston

during the Air-Brake Men's Convention

there, "let me tell you that, of course, we

know considerable damage is done

through the use and misuse of the brake;

but when an air-brake discussion comes

up in some of the railroad clubs there is

always some one of pessimistic views who

believes that the brake does more damage

than it is worth. He shows up all the

faults, but he overlooks the virtues.

"Now, we have all seen diagrams and

figures, showing in what short distances

a train may be stopped with air brakes;

and we have also read the statistics that

prove a railroad will receive a 40 per cent,

return on its investment if it equips its

freight trains with air brakes. That is all

very true and good; but it does not carry

conviction to the minds of doubting

Thomases as would an occurrence which

happened on our road the other day,

which is as follows:

'The Railroad crosses our tracks

at , and semaphore signals are used

to govern the movement of trains over

this crossing, which is in yard limits. In

some unaccountable manner the engineers

of two opposing freight trains approach-

ing the crossing, understood they each

had the right of way, and each did not

discover, on account of an intervening

building, that an opposing train was near

until they were within collision limits.

The Railroad engineer whistled for

brakes while his train took the crossing at

a six-mile-an-hour speed. Our train was

approaching at about eight miles an hour

and was within three coal-car lengths be-

fore the engineer applied the emergency

brake. Our htavy consolidated engine

and forty empty coal cars, all air-braked,

were brought to a stand-still, and the pilot

of our engine cleared the Railroad

train less than eighteen inches as it

passed. Our fellows jumped, of course.

The signal man and both crews had war

for about five minutes, but there was no

report made.

"I have seen fine living pictures on the

stage; but they were all ink blots as com-

par°ed to this living picture, that showed

what the air brakes could do in close

quarters."

"That's all right," spoke up one of the

group; "but let me tell you of another

living picture. On one of our heavy

grades, several miles from the top, is a

station located very close to the edge

of a bluff that rises almost perpendicular

from a valley about two hundred feet be-

low. East and west of this station the

right of way is sufficiently wide for our

double tracks only. At the station, how-

ever. Nature has provided room for the

building and a short spur track in addi-

tion to that occupied by the main line.
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The spur track holds three cars, has a

derailing switch and is entered from the

east-bound or down-grade track. West-

bound trains working on this spur track

must cross over to the east-bound track.

"A west-bound train recently had occa-

sion to cross over and take a car from

this track. So, after sending out a flag-

man, they proceeded with the work.

After finishing, they crossed back again,

closing all switches except that from the

east-bound track to the spur. The man

closing the switches, in his anxiety to

close the derailing switch, which was the

unusual one, and was therefore upper-

most in his mind, neglected to close the

east-bound main track switch ;
the one, of

all others, that should be closed. That

was a bad job; but, nevertheless, it was

done. The flagmen were called in just

as an east-bound air-braked stock train

hove in si^ht. The flagman signaled it

ahead. The engineer answered the sig-

nal, released his air, and sped on towards

the open switch that was set to lead him

over the bluff to the valley below. Simul-

taneously, both crews discovered the

open switch, but no one could reach it

before the east-bound train got there.

The engineer applied his emergency and

got down on the step, determined to hang

on until the last moment. Say, I wasn't

there; but our fellows that were, told me

it was the most exciting contest they ever

saw. The big engine and train of stock

seemed determined to go down over the

bluff, and the air brakes seemed as

equally determined to prevent it if possi-

ble. The fellows on the west-bound

track were sick. In fact, all hands on both

trains were sick, for they all knew the

place. Well, the air brakes had the better

of it, and stopped with the engine pilot a

short distance from the derailing switch.

"Previous to this, we had trouble in

getting our air-braked cars switched

ahead; the transportation department

thought it too expensive, and the train

crews didn't think it worth while; but

now all of our men, and especially these

two crews, insist on placing every air-

braked car ahead and using them all.

For certain reasons, which you will un-

derstand, no report of this occurrence

ever reached headquarters."

i i i
A good pressure-recorder card is in-

disputable evidence that an engineer is

skilled in handling the brake, and should

be accepted as a recommendation in pref-

erence to a letter which states that he has

handled the air brake for twenty years

or so.

i ^ i
Brodnax's "horse" is a good scheine,

and is worthy of adoption by other in-

structors. A great many men can tell

someone else how to remove and replace

a piston, yet they are unable to perform

the trick themselves. These object-les-

sons are particvilarly valuable.
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The Pressure Recorder.

Probably the most interesting air brake

information recently presented to tliose

interested in air brakes and their workings

is that contained in the train pipe pressure

recording cards taken by M. E. McKcc,
of the Great Northern Railway, and Geo.

R. Parker of the St. Paul & Duluth Rail-

road. The following extract from a paper

read by Mr. Parker before the Northwest

Railroad Club explains the reading of the

cards and the machine for taking them.

The recorder has two movements; one

is a rotary movement produced by clock-

works situated behind the card and re-

volving it. maWng one revolution in 12

hours, thereby constantly presenting new
surface to pen or pencil. The second

movement is obtained by using a Bour-

don spring tube, such as is used in steam

pressure gages. It is made in the form ol

a semi-circle, one end being rigid, th-e

other free to move. The tube is con-

nected to train line, and springs by in-

creasing or decreasing the pressure, there-

by producing a movement at free end of

tube. This movement is communicated
to the rocker that holds pen or pencil

atm, and pen or pencil records on the

card the pressure in train line.

The cards also show the time of appli-

cation by means of the clock movement,
so that we can on the card, by the aid

of time card or train sheet, select and
name the station stops. It will also show
if brakes have been applied between regu-

lar station stops.

The recorder is placed in the saloon

of rear coach in train, making connec-
tions to train pipe by placing a tee in pipe

to conductor's valve, and by means of a

small hose connect tee to the nipple situ-

ated outside of the recorder box, and by
closing and locking box everything in-

side is out of sight and out of reach, so

that it cannot be tampered with.

The card has a series of circular lines

equal distances apart, also a number ot

curvated lines extending from center to

circumference. The circular lines are

the pressure lines from zero to no pounds,
the distance between the lines being equal
to ID pounds. The curvated lines are the

time lines, and can be divided into as

many parts as desired.

This presents a very instructing study,

as the lines upon card, whether upward
or downward, short or long, light 01

heavy, have all their own tale to tell. The
tale they tell is a truthful one, and there

is no room for argument, for they settle

any and every question; what the train

line pressure was, what the operations

were in applying or releasing the brake.

We can also ascertain from the card im-

perfections in engineer's brake valve and
pump governor, such as rotary or excess

pressure valves leaking, excess pressure

valve gummed or fast upon its seat,

feed valve piston tardy in its movements,
governor not responding to an increase

or decrease of pressure.

The recorder card will assist in locating

when and where wheels were spotted by

sliding; in fact, it was a serious repetition

of slid flat wheels in a Great Northern

coach, while running over a foreign line,

that led to the adoption of the pressure

recorder as being valuable when applied

to the operation of air-brakes. The car

referred to ran over a part of the Great

Northern line, and at a certain point was
transferred to a foreign line. On several

occasions, when coach was returned, at

point of transfer it was discovered, or had

been reported, that wheels were spotted

by gliding. Mr. J. O. Pattee, superin-

tendent of motive power of the Great

Northern Railway, resolved, if possible,

tc find the cause, and locate where and by

whom wheels were spotted. Mr. Pattee

did so by adopting and using a pressure

recorder. By placing the recorder in

coach, the recorder card showed the train

line pressure to be from 65 to 70 pounds

while coach was on home line, handled

by four difTerent engines, and 115 pounds

when on foreign line. Thus the recorder

card decided conclusively who had to pay

for the wheels.

We will begin with No. i, and follow

the recorder line for a short distance,

thereby enabling us to ascertain what the

line indicates. The line begins at 1:10

P. M. at or near zero, and is maintained

there until 1 :50, showing clock movement
while train pipe has no pressure. At this

point train pipe is charged as shown by

line, running from zero to maximum pres-

sure maintained in train pipe. A reduc-

tion from pressure in train pipe, as shown
by line, indicates that brakes are applied,

while a return to a maximum pressure in-

dicates that brakes have been released.

The first application of brakes on card

No. I is the test application, the lines

showing a reduction of 13 pounds. The
distance between the application and re-

lease lines shows how long brakes re-

mained applied. This distance is not

exceeded by any application on the

card. When making terminal tests, it

is not enough to know that the brakes

apply, and release, but it is also necessary

to know that they hold after being ap-

plied. The length of time should be

determined by what may be expected

when running.

Card No. i was taken from Train No.

3. of July 22, 1895, having four cars in

train, all quick action triple valves, E-O

brake valve and driver brakes; leaving

St. Paul at 2:15 P. M., arriving in Duluth

at 6:45 P. M., a distance of 152 miles.

The card shows, in 4^2 hours, nineteen

applications of the brake, and each appli-

cation shows that brake valve was handled

intelligently by engineer. The only seri-

ous objection on the card being too high

train line pressure.

Card No. 2 is a defect card, filled in and

signed by proper authority; not from a

defective equipment, but by and from a

defective operator. The appearance would

indicate that brakes may have been oper-

ated with an angle-cock instead of an E-6

brake valve. I will read a portion of the

defect card: One hundred pounds main

reservoir pressure, excessive reductions

when applying brakes, brake valve handle

on release position long enough to charge

train pipe to main reservoir pressure—

•

this pressure holding feed valve upon its

seat by moving handle to running posi-

tion, thus recharging auxiliary reservoirs

from a charged train pipe when it should

be from main reservoir through brake

valve, by feed valve being held open by

diaphragm movement produced by ten-

sion of feed valve spring, thus enabling

feed valve to measure and supply all de-

mands. When feed valve was permitted

to do its work, it was done properly, as

shown by the lines in several places where

train line pressure is recorded, for when

brake valve handle was allowed to remain

on running position for some time, the

pressure in train line was maintained with-

out any irregularities.

Before card was taken, engineer com-

plained that brakes were sticking, and he

could not make time; the card corrobo-

rates the complaint, and shows that the

complainer is responsible for it, as the

card shows reductions from excessive

train line pressure. Sometimes the re-

duction, as shown by line, is rapid because

the pressure is flowing into auxiliary res-

ervoirs, and after reservoirs are charged

the reduction is much slower, which is

due to leakage, as shown by curve. We
would not be surprised if brakes did creep

on.

Cards Nos. 3 and 4 were taken from a

train on short runs, frequent stops, plat-

forms short, two cars in train, quick ac-

tion triples, no driver brakes, and B-ii

brake valve—an undesirable combination.

Cards 3 and 4 show very irregular opera-

tions. The engineer seemed to have no

special place at any time for brake valve

handle; he may have left it on release or

on running positions, as his fancy dic-

tated, and excess pressure valve may not

have been free to operate.

One thing is worthy ot notice on a part

of this run, covering a distance of one

and one-half miles, inside yard limits, on

grade that averaged 68 feet per mile, and

railroad crossing at bottom of grade.

Card No. 3 shows brakes were applied

three times in rapid succession. A reduc-

tion of 15 pounds was made for first appli-

cation, then brakes were released. An-

other reduction of 29 pounds was made
for second application, then released.

For the last application a reduction of 49
pounds was made. Crossing is reached,

and with the aid of reverse lever train is

stopped.

Card No. 3 is before school time, while

card No. 4 is two weeks after, showing

consider.nble improvement, especially at

place previously mentioned. All condi-

tions being the same, an 8-pound reduc-

tion, instead of 15, is made, and brakes
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are held on vvitli sufficient force to check

speed of train on grade, also steadying

tiain on curves, some of them reverse

curves. Therefore, it is entirely unneces-

sary to release brakes, but. instead, a fur-

ther reduction of 6 pounds is made, thus

adding to the force already applied, this

force being sufticient to stop train at cross-

ing without using reverse lever. Is there

anyone who will say that an air-brake

school and a little schooling is a failure?

Card No. 5 is from tlic Great Northern
Railway. These cards move much slower,

revolving once in 24 hours. This accounts

for the recorded lines being much nearer

each other, showing the desirability of

having a more rapidly moving card.

No. 5 was taken from an eight-car train

running over two divisions, -from St. Paul

to Grand Forks. Cars were equipped with

three plain triple valves and five quick

action; piston travel was adjusted before

leaving St. Paul.

Over the first division, from St. Paul to

Barnesville, a New York brake valve was
used, and from Barnesville to Grand
Forks a Westinghouse B-ii.

The record is a good one. If all records

taken were like this one, there would not

be much to justify us in using the pressure

recorder. When the B-il brake valve

was used, the record upon card indicates

that governor was not responding as it

should, or excess pressure valve was
gummy.
Card No. 6 is taken from train air sig-

nal. It shows three things: where and
when whistle was sounded, the diflferent

pressures maintained by reducing valves

on different engines, and also the condi-

tion of reducing valves by recording a

wavy line.

When we began to use the recorder we
found it necessary to make it clear to engi-

neers that we were not after them, but

after their lack of knowledge on air-brake

matters, and that the recorder was merely

a means to an end in instructing them
generally on any errors that the cards

may show. Whtn this is understood, en-

gineers usually take kindly to it, and even

invite its use, so that instructing engineers

from their recorded errors and failures

becomes a pleasant instead of an unpleas-

ant duty.

An Up.to-Date Air-Brake Instruction

Book.

The report of the proceedings of the

third annual convention of the .Mr-Brake
Men's Association, now in the "Locomo-
tive Engineering" press, wmII be a 6x9-
inch book of 250 pages, and will contain

more solid air-brake information to the

square inch than any air-brake book ever

published.

Send to Secretary P. M. Kilroy. Pine
Bluff, Ark., for a copy at the following

rates: Paper binding, 50 cents; flexible

leather, 75 cents, and seal binding, $1.

The Water Raising System on Sleep-
ing Cars.

The following report was read before

the .\ir-Brake Men's Convention in Bos-

ton, and is the only treatise published on
this interesting and important subject:

Many an air-brake man seeking an ac-

quaintance with the water-raising system

on the modern sleeping car has been re-

pelled in his efforts by being confronted

with a confusing mass of pipes radiating

in all directions, and which, if followed

up, would be found to abruptly end at

some impenetrable point; thus bringing

ever, must necessarily draw its supply of

pressure from either the auxiliary reser-

voir or the train pipe, even though it is

known that the sensitiveness of the triple

valve, and the effect produced upon the

brakes by any variation of these pressures,

render the latter dangerous ground to

trespass upon.

Although the water-raising system is

only an alien and a parasite, the fact that it

is frequently responsible for certain erratic

and apparently mysterious actions of the

brakes demands that it should be as thor-

ouglily understood bv air-brake men as

Fig. 3

to a close an unfruitful investigation, h
h hoped, however, that the following re-

port of the committee will supply the in-

formation denied the investigator under

the sleeping car. It is also hoped that

many former mysterious actions of the

air lirake will be cleared up by a thor-

ough understanding of the water-raising

system, and that the offender will be

brought to justice.

As a rule, the special appliances that

operate by compressed air draw their sup-

ply of pressure from the main reservoir,

and are confined to the locomotive. The
system employed on sleeping cars for

forcing water by compressed air. how-

tliough it were a component part of the

air-brake system.

A design which causes pressure to be

taken from the air-brake system at an in-

opportune time, or one that, through

slip-shod methods of maintenance will

permit air pressure to return and will al-

low water to leak into the brake system,

is a serious menace to safety. The de-

signer of such a system, and he who em-
ploys an inefficient system of inspection

and maintenance, arc equally responsible

with the careless architect who erects a

massive superstructure on an insecure

foundation. The tenable objections raised

by responsible air-brake men. however.
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are not so much against the design as

they are against the negligent methods

employed for inspecting and maintaining

these devices. The development of the

system designed to force water from the

tanks underneath the car to the basins

at the same time the auxiliary reservoirs

of the brake system received their supply;

the engineer, in the meantime, no doubt

wondering where all of his pressure was

going. Possibly, at the end of the trip

he reported, on the roundhouse repair

brakes had been set. This trouble first

manifested itself on mountain grades

where it was necessary to hold on brakes

for long distances. Complaints came
from the engineer that some certain op-

posing influence was working against

n.c. B.C. H c.
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above has brought out designs whicli.

with a reasonable amount of attention,

will cause little if any trouble from the

source mentioned; but which will, with

the present inefficient system of inspec-

tion and maintenance, prove as disastrous

as the crudest early designs.

Instead of following up the develop-

ment of the water-raising system through

its numerous minor changes, and dragging

through a mass of unimportant matter,

it is believed advantageous to combine

and treat it under the four separate heads,

as follows:

FIRST METHOD.

The simple hand-pump was abandoned

in favor of this method, which was more

in keeping with the other luxurious ef-

fects of the modern sleeping car. The

first method is shown in cuts I, 2 and 3.

As will be seen by reference to Figs, i and

3 the pressure was taken direct from the

train pipe at B, and passed through the

supply pipe, drip cup and automatic valve

to the air tank, entering at under side and

passing out through connecting pipe G

and check valve O to the upper side of the

V, ater tanks. Thus, an air pressure was

had on top of the water in the tanks,

which forced the water out at the bottom

through the water-tank connecting pipe

to the supply up inside of the car, as per

Fig. 3-

To refill the water tanks, valves E and t

were closed, thus holding the air-tank

pressure confined. Cap was then removed

from the filling valve 4, allowing the air

pressure in the water tanks to escape to

the atmosphere and prepare the water

tanks to receive their supply.

The air and water tanks, which had

capacities about equal to an ordinary

main reservoir, were served with pressure

Fi(j. 7

AMtomatlc Valve

book, the familiar phrase: "Pump won't

make air."

Check valves D and the automatic

valve (illustrated in Fig. 7) were designed

to prevent the return of pressure from

the air and water tanks to the train pipe

at B; but experience proved they were

inefficient under unfavorable condi-

tions, such as dirt collecting on their

seats, and, in consequence, the brakes

were released by the air-tank pressure

leaking back through the valves, and in-

creasing the train-line pressure after the

Loooinotii'c Engineering

him which would mysteriously release

his brakes shortly after he applied them.

Water also leaked back into the air-brake

system, frequently freezing up the triples

and partially or wholly obstructing the

passage of air in the train pipe.

The system was used for some time be-

fore its evil influence upon the air brake

was finally traced to its true source; and

the trouble had from the start was classed

with those other apparently mysterious

actions of the brake then common be-

cause of the limited acquaintance many
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air-brake men and others had with the

water-raising system, and was accepted

by the uninitiated in a matter-of-fact way.

The gravity of the situation was truly

alarming.

SECOND METHOD.

This system is shown by Figs. 8 and 9,

and is somewhat similar to the first one;

yet considerably different from it. Press-

ure is still taken from the train pipe, but

it is done in a little different manner;

and, according to instructions, by open-

ing the shut-off cock / only at such times

that the train may be stopping for sev-

eral minutes at a station. One forward

step, however, is made in the recognition

of the fact that pressure must not be

Fig. 5 shows this valve in section. Figs.

6 and 7 show drip cup or strainer and au-

tomatic valve in section. F in Fig. 9

is a stop cock to which the hand pump
may be attached when the pressure from

the train pipe is not obtainable. / in

Fig. 9 is the shut-off cock between the

train pipe and water-raising system that

must be kept closed while the train is run-

ning, and can be opened to replenish the

air tank when the train is standing still.

If the instructions which required that

the shut-off cock / should not be opened

while the train was in motion had been

strictly adhered to, this system would

have been fairly satisfactory. The shut-

off cock / was too easy of access, how-

ever, and the hand-pumping process too

(TBIIU> aCEIirOD)
Air Strainer I'Tmin Brait Pip*^

Auxiliary C^-'
Besrrvotr \ To H'lifer

Tank

ruj. 12

Air I'rrssii re governor Valve,
for Water Suppltj Sijslvm

taken from the air-brake system at any

and at all times.

Several cocks are located in the proper

pipes and connected to the tank lever, so

that when the latter is pulled out to refill

the water tanks, communication between

the air tanks and water tanks, and water

tanks and distributing pipes, will be

closed; and the supply pipe to the water

tanks, and water tanks through the vent

pipe to the atmosphere, will be open.

When the lever is pushed in, the combi-

nation will be reversed. A regulator is

interposed in a pipe between the air tank

and water tank to reduce the force of

the water delivered at the basins inside

of the car, and thus prevent splashing of

the water when the faucets are opened.

^ To Air Preaaure Reservoir

Itcdiictng Valve

tedious to permit of this rule being

obeyed; and when pressure was low in

the water system, either from leakage in

the pipes, neglect to charge at the proper

time, or unusual amount of water used,

the conductor and porter would fre-

quently resort to shut-off cock /, regard-

less of the order issued and the effect

had upon the brakes. Many engineers

will, doubtless, recollect instances when

their train was mysteriously brought to

a standstill which investigation failed to

provide a reason for, but which could

have been traced to stop cock / had the

sleeping car employes been honest.

Sometimes the thieves were sufficiently

skilful to make the steal without being

detected; while others opened the cock

suddenly, not knowing what the result

would be, and thereby made an emer-

gency application of the brakes.

The regulator was erratic in its action,

and would frequently close of its own ac-

cord, shutting off the air pressure neces-

sary to raise the water to the basins. Stop-

cock / was frequently found partially, and

in most instances, wide open; and if the

non-return automatic valve failed to seat

properly, which was frequently the case,

this system reverted to -a parity with the

First Method, with all of its attendant

shortcomings.

THIRD METHOD.
Fig. 10 is a general outline sketch of a

radical change in the method employed

to obtain the air pressure for the water-

raising system, and shows, on its face, a

recognition of the shortcomings of the

train-pipe source of supply.

The pressure in this system is taken

from the auxiliary reservoir, passes

through the air-pressure governor valve

(shown in section. Fig. 11) to the air

tank, thence through the reducing valve

(shown in section. Fig. 12) to the water

tanks. The air-pressure governor valve

is adjusted at 60 pounds, and will not per-

mit the diaphragm valve to unseat until

that amount has first been accumulated in

the auxiliary reservoir, thus depriving the

water system of pressure until a sufficient

charge has been accumulated with which

to test brakes. The reducing valve re-

places the regulator R in the second sys-

tem, and is adjusted to permit but 20

pounds pressure in the water tanks. The
feed port in the triple valve restricts the

passage of air from the train pipe to the

water-raising system, and the air-pres-

sure governor valve prohibits pressure

from passing to the air tanks until a suffi-

cient amount to test brakes and operate

them under ordinary conditions has been

accumulated in the auxiliary reservoir.

The connections to lever L and the other

parts of the water system remain the same

as in the Second Method.

This is a good design, and while not en-

tirely free from objections, its superiority

over the preceding forms will be recog-

nized. With the air-pressure governor

valve and the reducing valve in good con-

dition, but one objection can be raised

against it, viz.: With the auxiliary reser-

voir charged to 65 or 70 pounds, and a

light reduction in train-pipe pressure be

made to apply the brakes before the air

tank has fed up to about 60 pounds, the

feed from the auxiliary reservoir into the

air tank will continue, and thereby "bleed

off" that brake. With the present in-

efficient system of inspection and main-

tenance of the water system, however,

this design is capable of committing more
costly and serious depredations than the

former methods. Should the non-return

check valve in the air-pressure governor

valve (No. 5 in Fig. 11) seat improperly,

the air tank will have a direct communica-
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tion with the auxiliary reservoir, and by

adding its volume to that of the latter,

will cause skidded wheels.

In one of the largest terminal passenger

yards in the country, a prominent inspec-

tor informs the committee that in nearly

every instance where wheels are removed

from sleeping cars on account of being

skidded, he almost invariably finds the

valve 5 seating improperly, and that he

remedies the trouble by a few minutes'

work. Private car lines and railroad

companies might bear this in mind when

settling claims. Water will also leak into

the auxiliary reservoir, with the usual

consequences, if the valve 5 seats poorly.

FOURTH MI-:TH0I).

Thus far, no material changes have been

made in the water-supply system—all

changes having been confined to the air-

pressure system.

The air-pressure governor valve and

the reducing valve are the same in this

system as in the preceding one; but

in Fig. 13, which shows the single-tank

system, a very considerable change in the

water-supply system is made. Economy
in space, on account of gas tanks and

other modern appliances being added un-

der the cars, has made it necessary to

combine into one the volume of the three

former tanks used, and to place it tandem

with the air tank. The tank lever and its

attachments are abandoned, and a com-
bination cock, with two separate passages

through its key and six connections lead-

ing from its body, is used in its place. A
shaft and bevel gear are used to rotate the

key. When the cock is in normal posi-

tion, pressure enters from the air-tank

pipe C, passes out at D, and is delivered

to the water tank at E. Air-pressure

openings at F and G, and water openings

at A and B, are closed.

To refill the water tank, a wrench is

is placed on shaft J, and through the

medium of the bevel gear the key of the

combination cock is made to rotate a

quarter turn, which breaks the described

combination, and communication between

the filling pipe A and water-tank pipe B is

made through the upper passage of the

key. The air passage through the lower

part of the key between pipes C and O is

closed, and pressure is vented from the

water tank to the atmosphere through

pipes F and G.

The design of the combination cock

is mechanically weak, and wear will allow

the water and air pressure to mingle; but

so long as valve S seats properly, the trou-

ble thereby caused will be confined to

leakage, which, of course, must be sup-

plied by a tax on the air pump of the

locomotive. If valve 5 does not seat

tightly, the leakage in the combination

cock will undoubtedly result in large

quantities of water going to the auxiliary

reservoir, as experience has proven.

CONCI.LSIOX.

A device has not achieved success

when it merely accomplishes the purpose

for which it was designed; its functions

must be performed without hampering or

perverting the service of other associated

devices. The water-raising system, there-

fore, cannot be called a success until a

system of inspection and maintenance

shall have been established whereby water

and back pressure will be prohibited from
leaking into the air-brake system.

The present system of inspection and

maintenance, if any system can be said

to truly exist, is sadly inefficient. Obser-

vations have failed to bring to light any
instance where systematic attention is

paid to the pressure valves of the water-

raising system from the time the car leaves

the shop until it returns. It is also a

noticeable fact that the employes, to

whom is intrusted the maintenance of the

water system, have an inferior knowl-

edge of the air-pressure part of it. The

the air pump to supply pressure to the

water-raising system at "o pounds as at

20 pounds. A passenger arising from his

berth in a sleeping car in the morning,

will use about a gallon and a half of water

in washing. To fill the space vacated by
the water with air pressure at 20 pounds
will require 817 cubic inches of air at

atmospheric pressure, and 2.6 strokes of

an 8-inch pump must be made to com-
press it. At 70 pounds, almost 2,000 cubic

inches of free air will be required, and

6.4 strokes must be made to compress it.

A duplex gage should be located in the

wash-room of each car, and the red hand
connected to the air-tank pressure and
the black hand to the water-tank pressure.

Some railroads have required a single

gage to be placed in the car; but unless

attached to the water-tank pressure, it is

of no practical use whatever. The du-

plex gage, showing both air-tank and

ntstflbuttng Pipe

Pig.t3 [

air-pressure governor valve and the re-

ducing valve are frequently hidden in

some almost inaccessible place. One in-

spector reports having been obliged to

saw a hole in the wooden casing of the

air tank in order to reach the valves; and

that on several occasions he found the

mechanism of the reducing valve so

badly corroded that it crumbled to pieces

in his hand.

It is important that the reducing valve

be kept in operative condition; it should

be adjusted and kept at 20 pounds, which

is sufficient pressure to raise water from

the tanks to the basins. However, it is

frequently inoperative, and, in conse-

quence, permits full air-tank pressure to

be carried on the water tanks. This is so

common that smart passengers have

learned to stand off from the basin while

opening the faucet, in order to avoid being

splashed. Besides causing the splashing,

which is an annoyance to passengers, the

high pressure on the water tanks is an

extravagance which must be met by an

extra tax on the air pumps. The follow-

ing graphic illu.'Jtration shows that about

three times as much work is required by

water-tank pressures, has certain decided

advantages readily recognized.

To test the reducing valve, charge air

tank and water tanks, and note the pres-

sure shown on the black hand of the gage

in the smoking-room. This gage should

not show more than 20 pounds pressure.

To test the air-pressure governor valve,

charge the air tank and water tanks. The
black hand on gage in the wash-room
should show 20 pounds, and the red hand
should show 70 pounds. Close the angle

cocks on both ends of car, separate the

hose, and drain all air pressure from the

auxiliary reservoir and train pipe at the

release valve in the auxiliary; then close

the release valve for a few minutes, after

which open it again. If no pressure has

collected, the non-return check valve 5 is

tight. A gage screwed into the auxiliary

reservoir will tell at what pressure the

air-pressure governor valve is adjusted.

TROUBI.ES, THEIR SYMPTOMS .\ND CURES.

Should air pressure escape, but no

water be obtained when the faucet is
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oi)enecl, water tanks are empty. Refill-

ing will correct.

Should no air pressure and no water

escape when faucet is open, first examine

the cut-out cocks in the water system,

then examine the air-pressure governor

valve and reducing valve, and the water

strainer. Be sure all cocks are open.

When a weak flow of water is had, ex-

amine the prossure-reducing valve first;

then other points as per the preceding

paragraph.

A strong flow at the basins, causing

splashing, is caused by too high pressure

on the water tanks. Examine reducing

valve; it probably needs adjustment or

cleaning.

RECOMMENDATIONS.

In conclusion, your committee would

make the following recommendations:

First—That all water-raising systems

using the First and Second Methods be

changed to the Third Method.

Second—That a duplex air gage be

placed in the wash-room of all sleeping

cars using the water-raising system, and

that the red hand be connected to the

air-pressure tank and the black hand to

the water tanks.

Third—That the reducing valve be

regulated to permit but 20 pounds of air

pressure on the water tanks.

Fourth—That the air-pressure governor

valve and the pressure-reducing valve be

given a more accessible location, and that

"Governor Valve" and "Reducing Valve"

be plainly stenciled on the door of the

box containing them.

Fifth—That the air tank be drained by

removing the drain plug each trip.

Sixth—That especial attention be given

to the proper seating of non-return check

valve 5.

Seventh—That the combination cock

be kept ground in, and the water valves

and pipes be kept tight.

Eighth—That a card of instructions be

issued for the information and govern-

ment of employes whose duty it is to care

for the system.

Ninth—That an efiicient system of

maintenance be inaugurated that will in-

sure the air-brake system from interfer-

ence of the water-raising system; for your

committee believes that by such meas-

ures only can the present relationship be-

tween the water-raising system and the

air-brake system be safely continued.

i S i

Air-Brake Slack Adjusters.

The fact that the new Black Diamond
Express, recently put in service on the Le-

high Valley road, are equipped with Mc-
Kee slack adjusters, seems to indicate

that the experimental stage of the ad-

juster is passing, and that the service

trials to which it has been subjected dur-

ing the past three or four years are suf-

ficiently satisfactory to warrant the ad-

juster bccomnig a iull-lledged article oi

commerce.

There is no doubt in the minds of per-

sons familiar with the details of air-brake

service that a good slack adjuster will add

greatly to the efticiency of the air brake,

more particularly so on cars that have

long runs and touch infrequently at home
points. There are some skeptics, how-

ever, who believe that the old method of

taking up slack by hand is "good
enough," and that automatic slack ad-

justers are mere vanities or lu.xuries; but

there is a surprise in store for these peo-

ple, which they will see if they take the

trouble to figure out the difference in

brake power delivered to the wheels at

minimum and ma.ximum piston travels.

In these days of high speeds and fast

trains there is no time to take up slack by

hand, and there should be no minimum
and maximum piston travel— it should be

constant at its highest efficiency.

Mr. S. D. Hutchins, the popular presi-

dent of the Air-Brake Men's Association,

and engineer of the Big Four's "South-

west Limited," has accepted the position

of assistant instructor in the Westing-

house Air Brake Company's Instruction

Car, to succeed Mr. Robert Burgess, who
has been promoted to supervision of the

company's interests in the Southern dis-

trict, with headquarters at Atlanta, Ga.

The Westinghousc Air Brake Company
gets a good man, and the Air-Brake Asso-

ciation loses one of the best presiding

officers that ever wielded a gavel. The

"Judge" must take his place among or-

dinary men in future conventions, as the

Air-Brake Men's constitution requires

that, to be eligible to hold office, a man
must be in the employ of a railroad com-

pany. The president's mantle will fall on

the shoulders of First Vice-President ^L
E. McKee, of the Great Northern Rail-

Way, St. Paul, Minn.

All air-brake men should post up on the

water-raising system in sleeping cars; for

while it is not a part of the air-brake sys-

tem, it takes its pressure from the air

brake, and has an influence and eflfect

upon the working of the brakes that all

air-brake men should understand. An
extract, which explains this system, is

made from the Air-Brake Men's proceed-

ings, and appears elsewhere in this depart-

ment.

^ i i
A pressure recorder placed on the sig-

nal line, and having a card that would re-

volve once over a division, would show

up the careless work of those conductors

that make a practice of hanging onto the

cord when giving a signal. The rule ol

some is "the madder you get the harder

and longer you pull." Such conductors

would take a worse card than No. 3.

POINTERS.

Wahlcrt's rule will be welcomed by

those who have mastered plain leverage,

but who have struck a snag in figuring

cam-brake leverage.

The St. Paul & Duluth Railroad should

have faultless air-brake service from the

combined use of their cylinder-pressure

indicator cards and the train-pipe pres-

sure recorder.

Robert Burgess, chairman of the .\ir

Brake Men's Committee on Progressive

Form of Questions and Answers, carried

off the palm for hard work performed.

He deserves unusual credit.

The air brake has probably been the

saving grace in many instances that can-

not be made public. Many railroad men

could tell equally good stories of "living

pictures" were they so inclined.

The pressure recorder not only gives

testimony as to how the air brakes are

handled, but will also tell the time con-

sumed at stations. It will deal a death

blow to "conversation" and "visit" stops.

The cam is guilty of many intrigues

with inexperienced workmen. It is oft-

times used when it is the proper length

over all, regardless of the radius of its

face, which is the all-important considera-

tion.

All letters and articles should be ac-

companied by the writer's full name and

address, in order that additional data,

which is frequently needed before a reply

can be made, may be obtained without

delay.

Knowledge is gained by application.

Let each man having an engine equipped

with a cam brake apply Wahlert's rule,

and thereby learn just what it is doing.

Some startling disclosures will no doubt

be made.

No engine builder would attempt to sell

an engine to-day without first showing

indicator cards taken from it to prove

how efficient it is. A good pressure-

recorder card is undisputable evidence of

an engineer's skill.

While some men would be surprised at

the poor pressure-recorder card taken

from their trains, there are others who
would really be surprised at the good

w'ork they were doing, and don't know it.

Which class are you in?

Look out for the report of the proceed-

ings of the Air-Brake Men's Boston Con-

vention. It is an up-to-date instruction

book, and is being gotten out by "Loco-

motive Engineering" in its customary

tasty and attractive manner.

The Westinghousc Air-Brake Com-
pany evidently believes the Air-Brake
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Association is the proper place to find

good air-brake men. Botii Robert Bur-

gess and S. D. Hutchins were presidents

of that organization at the time they ac-

cepted Westinghouse employ.

We would advise air-brake men not to

rush hurriedly over the indicator cards

of piston travel and brake-cylinder pres-

sures published in last month's issue.

They are not pictures; they are graphics,

containing a solid column of printed mat-

ter each, and must be given careful study

in order that their full contents may be-

come known. For these cards we are

indebted to F. B. Farmer, chairman of

the Air-Brake Men's Committee on Pis-

ton Travel.

The introduction of their cj'linder-pres-

sure indicator cards and train-pipe pres-

sure recording cards would seem to sig-

nify that the Westerners have yet consid-

erable undeveloped air-brake resources.

and that they are determined to retain

their acknowledged supremacy in air-

brake practice; but, judging from the ac-

tive interest now being taken in air-brake

matters by some certain Eastern railroad

officials, the Westerners will have to hus-

tle to retain their reputation.

The engines of the crack ocean liner

"Campania" to-day develops 30.000 horse-

power on the same amount of fuel required

CORRESPONDENCE.
A Device for Hoisting Air Pumps.

Editors :

In answer to your request in the Feb-

ruary number of "Locomotive Engineer-

ing," requesting a simple way to lift an

air pump, I inclose a sketch of a frame for

the purpose. It is of l-inch square iron,

6 feet high. At the vertex of the angle a

piece of round iron is shaped as Fig. i,

and put on the frame and bent as Fig. 2.

It is a cheap concern, and little trouble to

make. An eye-bolt is made with threads

turned the same as reversing valve cap.

Leroy M. Carlton.
Air-Brake Inspector.

Eagle Grove, la.

be discharged at once,*through a chute in

the floor, to the outside. Water for sup-

plying the boiler is carried in two tanks

arranged longitudinally on either side of

the car, between the tie timbers, as shown

in photograph. The boiler is fed by a

2 X l]4, X 2-)4-inch duplex Worthington

pump. Where air can be gotten from

yard plant conveniently it can be attached

to steam chest of pump; and when boiler

is washed, out, it can be easily filled by

running pump with air pressure. This is

found to be very convenient.

Ne.xt is an 8-inch pump for supplying

air pressure; and next after this is the

main reservoir, to which an E-6 brake

valve is attached. The train pipe leading

from the same, in crossing to the opposite

side of the car, passes underneath the

floor—the driver, tender and passenger-

car brakes, in regular order, being at-

tached to the same. This pipe continues

50 feet beyond the passenger brake, in

order that the full effect of quick actiort

may be shown. Directly under the pas-

senger brake is a branch that passes,

through the floor, and is the beginning;

of the pipe for a i6-car freight train. The
stop cocks are so arranged that either a

i6-car freight or a i-car passenger train

may be put into operation. The same
driver and tender brake are used for both

trains. The freight train consists of six-

by the engines of the Great Eastern forty

years ago to develop 8,000 horse-power.

This improvement is due to the use of the

indicator, which has pointed out the faults

and directed betterments. While the air-

brake service on many roads is quite cred-

itable, and we cannot therefore reasonably

expect such enormous improvement as

that above cited, yet there remains on

some roads much to be done to bring

the air-brake service up to its highest

efficiency; and there would seem no more
efficient and satisfactory manner to do
this than by the use of a train-pipe pres-

sure recorder.

Southern Railway Air-Brake Instruc-

tion Car No. 108.

Air-Brake Instruction Car No. 108, of

the Southern Railway, was built at the

Manchester shops, Va., in the early part

of 1895, under the direction of the writer,

who is now in charge of the same.

One of the first things to be noted on

entering the car is the steel boiler, 32

inches outside diameter, with seventy-

eight 2-inch tubes. This boiler has a

record of steam in nine minutes from cold

water. It has a drop grate, and, with

swinging trap in ash pan, allows ashes to

teen freight brakes, eight of which are

located on either side of the car, against

the wall, leaving one wide aisle down
through the middle of the car.

The arrangement of piping under the

car, for the i6-car freight train, is one of

the cleverest pieces of mechanism about

the car. There are no short return bends
used. On one end the return is made
with a half circle of 14^-inch radius,

while the other end is made with a quarter

bend of the same radius and an L. By
this arrangement the frictional resistance

is materially reduced. Each car has its

full length of pipe, hose, strainers, stop
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THK OFFICE.

INSTRUCTION ROOM.
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cocks, etc., being the same as in regular

service. The arrangement of piping in

the clear story, for signals for an 8-car

passenger train, is worthy of special

notice. Like the piping for the i6-car

freight train, this has no short return

bend, but one half circle for both ends

—

one 4^-inch and the other 5^-inch

radius.

The car has a seating capacity of thirty-

six men, this number of camp-stools being

carried. The sections of the parts of the

brake and signal apparatus being brought

before the class in regular routine, are

placed upon the table shown in the end

of the car. Even the old three-way cock

"horse." On the afternoon on which it is

known that the "horse" is going to be

brought out, quite a number may be found

in the car who are not repairmen. The
"horse" is no other than a freight cylin-

der, auxiliary reservoir and triple valve

mounted on a trestle, which, when not in

use, is taken apart and put in the locker

under the work bench, and when wanted,

is brought out and put together by two
repairmen who are chosen from the class

for that purpose, while two others put

together the frame with four legs and two
cross-bars, to which this cylinder and

auxiliary are swung. This frame is made
rigid by cross-bracing on the two sides

Expensive Air°Brake Men.
Editors :

That excellent paper, "Qualifications of

a Superintendent of Air Brakes," read by
Mr. F. B. Farmer before the Northwest
Railroad Club, points out some valuable

lessons.

From among other valuable things set

forth by Mr. Farmer, I would like to

quote the following: "Improperly made
repairs, new material used when old is

yet serviceable, and old retained when
worn out," etc. "An inexperienced air-

brake machinist will prove to be an ex-

pensive man to any railway company.
Air-brake repairs, when made by an in-

has its place among the other sections, as

our idea is that it is easiest to master the

brake by carrying it through the different

stages of evolution. After the lecture is

over, the men are divided into classes of

six and carried into the office for exami-

nation. The office has an upper and lower

berth, not shown in the photograph, and

is altogether quite tastily fitted up. Oak
graining, cherry molding, brass fit-

tings, etc., make it quite cosy and inhabit-

able.

We are paying close attention to the

care of passenger and freight brakes, and

believe that one of the most important

factors is the proper education of the men
put in charge of same. For this reason

I have rigged up what is known as the

INSTRUCTION ROOM.

and ends, and, when in position, the center

of the cylinder stands about the same dis-

tance from the floor as the standard cyl-

inder from the track. The first thing

done is to remove cylinder and clean

same. Each man is fully drilled in this.

Then by a •section of hose the apparatus

is supplied with air; and the same being

operated by the engineer's valve, then one

by one the defective parts are substituted

and the effect noted closely. The men
being fully instructed beforehand by sec-

tion—and these same defects having been

explained to them—the object-lesson is

very impressive.

W. F. Brodn.\x,
Gen. A B. Insp. & Inst., Southern Ry.

Ixichiiioiid, /'(?.

experienced machinist, are costly and
soon run up into dollars."

Personal experience and observation

have proven to my satisfaction that air-

brake work on running repairs, made by
a man not thoroughly posted on the air-

brake system, is unsatisfactory and par-

ticularly expensive. Such a machinist

will not understand the numerous insuffi-

cient reports made out by some engineers,

and instead of locating the trouble readily,

as an experienced man would do, he

makes the repairs by using a lot of new
material from the store-room without

ever knowing the true cause of the trouble.

All his work will be done in a like manner,

or after useless and costly experimenting.

Much good material is thus displaced and
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thrown away. Who can deny that this

man will be an expensive luxury?

A supposed leaky rotary in a D-5 brake
valve, faced off in a true lathe and care-

fully scraped and seated, was reported
still leaking. The real cause of the trouble
was that the brake valve had been located

too close to the boiler, and the lower gas-
ket 61 had burned out, allowing pressure
from the main reservoir to pass to top of

piston 47, and then to the train-pipe. An-
other rotary that did leak was held to its

seat by several washers. The leak was
still there. Still another rotary was held
to its seat by copper strips fitted in the

keyway, clamping it to its seat—"didn't
work just right."

Two particular D-8 valves gave trouble
from brakes releasing slowly. Examina-
tion showed that some random experi-

menting had been done, as the excess
pressure valve in one had been put in

wrong end foremost, and was badly gum-
med up. The excess valve in the other
had notches filed in its seat so the air could
pass by, thus destroying the excess pres-

sure feature.

The cases above cited actually occurred,
and would seem sufficient to demonstrate
that inexperienced men on air-brake work
are expensive. Mr. Farmer is certainly

familiar with the subject on which he so

ably wrote.

R.\i.PH E. St.^te.

Big Four Railway.

Beliefontaine, O.

i i i
Proposed Plan to Insure Quick Action

on Double.Head Trains.

Editors :

Much has been written on the subject

of failure to obtain emergency action

of the brakes from the forward engine
on trains hauled by double-headers,

and I believe the general supposition is

that the trouble lay in the elbows of train

pipe. However, I am prepared to set that

theory aside, and can prove by actual test

where the trouble lies and also furnish the

remedy. The cause of the non-emergency
action of brakes on double-headers is due
to the dead end of train pipe which runs

forward to pilot; and in appyling the

emergency, the air in the dead end of pipe

expanding against the air coming from
train pipe to cars, momentarily restricts

its flow toward engineer's brake valve,

thus destroying the quick action of triples.

In piping engines (no matter on which
side you run the train pipe), place the

branch to driver-brake triple as far back
toward engineer's brake valve as possible,

and instead of putting stop cock at pilot

as usual, place it just in front of branch
to driver-brake triple; thus you still have
your pipe to pilot, but you only charge it

as far as driver brake. In this way you
do away wMth almost all of the dead end
of pipe, and in addition to obtaining the

emergency function of the brake from

forward engine in double-headers, you
will notice a marked improvement in

emergency braking on trains hauled by
one engine—that is, the brakes respond
more readily.

Since July, 1895, I have gone into some
exhaustive experiments in the line of

double-headers, and have never had the

semblance of a failure to obtain emergency
action, excepting in one instance, where
we had a car with 14-inch brake cylinder

on head of train next to the engines. In
this instance I only got partial emergency,
due to the condition of the brake cylinder

on this car, which in a service application

failed to work after a 12-pound reduction

on the gage; and after being forced to

move by the additional pressure in an
emergency application, the piston groaned
and scraped like a pump without oil.

This will no doubt be interesting to

your readers, and valuable as well if my
advice is followed strictly to the letter.

M. II. Xeff,
Pittsburg & Western Shops.

Alteglifity, Pa.

[To obtain quick action, a sufficiently

quick reduction of a certain amount must
be made at the triple valve. Anything
that will prevent this required reduction

will prevent the quick-action application.

Very crooked piping, undue use of L's

in piping, too great a distance between
venting point and triple valve, and insuffi-

cient or too slow reduction of train-pipe

pressure—in fact, anything that will inter-

fere with the travel of the column of air

in the train pipe at time—^will destroy

quick action.

Quite some time ago, difficulty was had
on certain engines running double head

trains. Subsequent investigation and ex-

periments proved that the failure to obtain

the quick action from the leading engine

was due to the very crooked piping on the

engines, that prevented sufficient freedom

of exhaust at the brake valve. This pip-

ing was duplicated in the shop, and no

better results were obtained than on the

engine. A similar length of piping,

erected with unnecessary bends and turns,

eliminated the trouble. This latter sys-

tem of piping was then placed on the loco-

motive and tender, and the quick action

was obtained.

Our correspondent's plan of placing the

cut-out cock just ahead of the branch

pipe to the driver brake would, no doubt,

assist quick action where trouble or fail-

ure was had in obtaining it, but it would

increase the likelihood of getting quick

action with a single engine on a one or

two car train when the application was

made in the service position.—Ed.]

g i i

With the same force applied, a long,

slim wedge will split a log with greater

ease than a short, blunt wedge. A cam
is merely a rolling wedge.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
On Air-Brake Subjects.

(30) R. H. L., Jersey City, X. J., asks :

When putting new leather packings in
brake cylinders, should the smooth or
rough side be put ne.\t to the cylinder?
A.—The rough or flesh side always.

(37) J. B., Pittsburgh. Pa., asks:

Is it necessary, when cleaning a triple
valve, to put oil on the quick-action
valves? Does not oil injure the rubber-
seated emergency valve? A.— i. No. 2.

Yes; keep all oil away from it.

(38) J. B. D., Arkansas City, Kan., asks:

If I connect a Westinghouse pump to
a small drum, and arrange a second pump
to pump out of the first drum into the
second drum, would I not get a higher
pressure than if each pump pumped into
its own drum? A.—Yes; almost double
the pressure. By using a third pump in

multiple with the first two, you would ob-
tain still higher pressure. This system is

in service in many shop and yard plants
where the steam pressure is not sufficiently

high to pump the desired pressure of air.

(39) H. R.. Missoula, Mont., writes:

Take the following case: The train pipe
and auxiliary reservoirs of a train, engine
and tender are charged to 70 pounds.
There are 80 pounds in the main reservoir
of the engine. We now couple on a helper
engine ahead, that has a pressure of 80
pounds in the train pipe and 90 pounds in

the main reservoir. The brakes on the
helper engine are cut out. The stop cocks
in the train pipes under both brake valves
are cut in. Would coupling on the helper
engine apply brakes on the train? If so,

why? A.—No; for the mere coupling-on
would increase rather than reduce train-
pipe pressure in the train. Should the
train pipe be very short, however, there
is a possibility of the equalizing piston in

the brake valve of the second engine ris-

ing up against the gasket and remaining
until the train-pipe pressure would be suf-

ficiently reduced to set the brakes. But
the mere act of the helper engine coupling
on under the conditions described would
not set the brakes.

(40) R. Q., Cincinnati, O., writes :

I. What is the exact measurement of the
stop pin in 6 and 8-inch Westinghouse
pumps? If none, how do you tell if they
are right? 2. Will you please mention
some good books on air-brake practice,
especially on repair work. 3. In your
educational chart, presented with the
.\pril number, is shown the governor con-
nected with the reservoir. Is that not a
mistake, or is that the way the connection
is made with an engineer's valve with the
feed-valve attachment? We have no such
valves here yet, and I may be wrong. A.

—

I. Your better plan would be to make the
stop pin long enough so that it will stop
the main valve when the lower packing
ring extends about one-third or one-half
of its width through the bush into the
exhaust port. The stop pin should not
touch the main valve when the pump is

running. It is only intended to prevent
the main valve from dropping down too
far when the steam is shut off. 2. Get a
copy of the .-Mr-Brake Men's proceedings
each year. 3. Where the brake valves
with feed-valve attachments are used, the
pump governor is connected to the main
reservoir.

(41) J. T. T., Macon, Ga., asks

:

If a reservoir 12 inches in diameter and
33 inches long will equalize into a cylinder
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10 inches in diameter witli 8-inch piston

travel from 70 pounds to 50 pounds, what
will the same reservoir equalize at into

a cylinder 12 inches in diameter and 8-inch
piston travel, and which will give the

greater pressure on brake shoes? A.

—

According to rule given in answer to

Question 29. if the pressure m a 12 x 33

auxiliary reservoir, charged to 70 pounds,
were allowed to expand into a lo-inch

brake cylinder whose piston travel is ad-

justed at 8 inches, we would get 55 pounds
pressure to the square inch on the piston.

By deducting 10 per cent, for losses due
to piping and cooling of the air through
expansion, we would have about 50
pounds on the piston, which is approxi-

mately the result obtained in practice. By
employing the same rule, we find that if

70 pounds pressure in a 12 x 33 auxiliary

reservoir were expanded into a 12-inch

brake cylinder whose piston travels 8
inches, that about 52 pounds computed, or

47 pounds actual pressure would be ob-
tained. The total piston pressure on the

lo-inch piston would approximate 4,000

pounds, and that on the 12-inch would be
about 4.900 pounds, or a difference of

about 20 per cent, in favor of the latter.

The greater area of the 12-inch piston

more than offsets the loss in the pressure
expanding into a larger cylinder.

(42) B. W. S., Huntingburg, Ind.,

writes

:

On page 268 of your March number,
in commenting on the Hurst pressure-

retaining device, you say that the main-
tenance of hose is by far the greater ex-

pense in keeping brakes in order, etc.

"Why not use a lower pressure for operat-

ing the brakes, especially when it can be

done as efficiently with low as with high
pressure? This would reduce the burst-

ing of hose to almost nothing. A.—If we
-carry a lower pressure we will reduce our
braking power. If the pressure is cut

down, and we wish to keep the brake
power unchanged, a cylinder of greater

diameter or a higher total leverage must
be employed. Leverage cannot be used
advantageously above a certain point, say

ten or eleven to one, as the shoes will rub
and bind on the wheels if the piston travel

is adjusted to the proper limit. The only
recourse, then, is a larger cylinder. As-
suming that the pressure be cut down
irom 70 to 35. and that instead of 50 pounds
we would get but 25 pounds in the cylin-

der, then we would require a 14-inch cyl-

inder where now a lo-inch is used. The
additional cost of larger apparatus would
exceed the amount saved in hose by cut-

ting down the pressure. While a lower
pressure would reduce the number of hose
bursted. It would include only a com-
paratively small percentage of the number
of hose removed. Age, chafing, kinking
and pulling apart by force cause a greater

number of hose to burst than high air

pressure.

(43) A. B. L., New Haven, Conn., asks :

I. Did the Westinghouse Air-Brake Co.
ever use a triple that had no graduating
valve? 2. If so, how did the triple gradu-
ate? 3. A live lever measures 18 inches

from the top hole to the brake beam, and
6 inches from there to the bottom rod
hole. Is that a three to one lever or not?

4 Why? A.— I. Yes; the first style of the

present form of plain triple had no gradu-
ating valve. 2. The slide valve between
the collars on the piston stem fitted tight-

ly, and moved every time the piston

moved. To open the graduating port, the

piston and slide valve would descend and
compress the graduating spring when a
reduction was made in the train-pipe pres-

sure. When the auxiliary reservoir pres-

sure had fed sufficient to the cylinder to

make it slightly lower than the combined
strength of the train-pipe pressure and the
graduating spring, the piston and slide

valve would move upwards and close the
graduating port. 3. It is a four to one
lever. 4. The proportion of a lever is de-

termined by the number of times it multi-
plies the power. In this case the pressure
delivered at the brake beam is four times
the pull on the top rod; hence, it is a four
to one lever. If 100 pounds be applied at

the top end, there will be a pressure of

400 pounds delivered at the brake beam,
and a pull of 300 on the bottom rod. If

the brake beam were connected to the
lower hole in the lever, and the pull rod
connected in the middle hole, as it is in

some inside-hung brakes, the lever would
be three to one.

i i i
Speaks for Itself.

The following extract from an exchange

shows what can be done with air brakes

if they are switched ahead and used, and
what must be done to keep up with the

procession:

"It is a significant fact that for two
years past all through freight trains on
the New York Central and Hudson River

Railroad have been controlled by air

brakes, to the absolute exclusion of all

forms of hand brakes.

"This is an object lesson well worth

mastering by every thoughtful railway

manager, and by every subordinate who
aspires to better rank."

g ^ g
Would not a certificate of rating, show-

ing an engineer's knowledge of the con-

struction and operation of the air brake,

duly signed by a responsible air-brake

instructor, and accompanied by a good
tiain-pipe pressure recorder card, be a

more valuable recommendation than a

statement of the mere number of years a

man has handled the air brake?

i i i

The Louisville, New Albany & Chicago

are putting air brakes on eleven freight

cars per day, and they intend keeping on

at this rate until all the freight cars are

provided with air brakes.

A driver brake should brake to 75 per

cent, of the weight on the drivers. Ap-

ply Wahlert's rule, and see if your engine

is braking right.

Random experimenting and wasteful

use of repair material by inexperienced

men is an expensive method of maintain-

ing brakes.

Roads having trouble from roughly

handled trains would do well to employ

a pressure recorder.

Slide'Valve Lead.

The old fallacy that a locomotive could

not run freely unless the valves were set

with considerable lead is slowly losing its

adherents. The present state of the art

was well covered by Mr. Henry Bartlett,

superintendent of motive power of the

Boston & Maine, in some remarks made
at the New England Railroad Club. He
said:

"It used to be the supposition that in

order to make an engine work smoothly

you must have a certain amount of lead.

That this is not true is pretty well known
now everywhere. This is pretty well il-

lustrated by the smooth riding of an en-

gine shut ofif at high speed. If properly

balanced, the engine probably runs as

smoothly as ever it did in its existence.

Ten years ago it was the practice to give

an eighth of an inch lead. It has been

gradually cut down to a sixteenth and a

thirty-second, and in some cases to zero.

This has resulted in great improvement

to the engine. There is no doubt that

lead has been very injurious to the opera-

tion of engines. It has caused probably

more wear and tear to the valve gear, and

more expense for repairs than anything

else. I have no doubt the practice ot

throttling engines is attributable to a

great extent to excessive lead. On some
new engines which we have just designed,

and which we are just receiving at the

present time, we have given this a good
deal of attention. These valves have five

and three-quarter inches travel and one

inch outside lap. We were very particu-

lar to see that these valves had only a

thirty-second of an inch lead in the full

gear forward, and only five-sixteenths inch

lead at a quarter cut-off. From furthei

study of this matter, and since indicating

these engines, I am confident we can go

still further in this matter of reducing

lead to advantage, and we are going to try

some engines with the lead cut down to

zero in full gear forward, and with one-

quarter inch lead at quarter cut-off. I am
quite confident that is going to make

still smarter engines than we have now,

and will result in some economy of fuel,

too.

"Still another point, which has not been

spoken of this evening, is inside clearance

on the back edge of the exhaust. You
who are familiar with indicator diagrams

know that the exhaust takes place at un-

equal points, if the valves cut ofif equally

back and front, due to the effect of angu-

larity of the main rod. By advancing the

exhaust on the back edge by the proper

amount of clearance, the compression is

equalized in both ends of the cylinder,

and it is more easy to make the valves

sound square."

Get your articles in early. "Locomo-

tive Engineering" goes to press on the

15th.
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Lindstrom's Locomotive Truck Spring

Hanger and Trucl( Journal Box.

The spring hanger shown in the an-

nexed engraving was designed by Mr. C.

Lindstrom, master mechanic of the Illi-

nois Central at V^icksburg, Miss. It is

made of malleable iron, and its tensile

strength exceeds 50 tons. It provides a

perfectly free oscillating and true bearing-

seat for the locomotive truck springs, and

will not twist the springs, as is inevitably

the case with the old and expensive

wrought-iron devices, which are uneven,

and as a consequence the springs get

twisted and the weight of the engine is

not distributed equally on all spring-

bearing surfaces. This twisting of the

springs so often repeated causes them to

break, notwithstanding the fact that the

limit of elasticity has not been exceeded.

It will make the weight of the engine

bear on the outside as well as on the in-

side of the truck equalizers, assuring the

latter a vertical position by means of the

additional outside jaws on this device.

i i i
Too Much Scrap Heap.

The desire that prevails with the heads

of mechanical departments, to make as

good a record as possible in keeping

down operating expenses, is apt to defeat

itself if not intelligently restrained.

Among the cheapening practices that

have come greatly into vogue during the

last few years, none has more prominence

than that of turning the iron scrap heap

into a steady source of supply for new
work. Within the month we have been

shown operations in blacksmith shops

employed to utilize scrap which must

have cost more than what the finished

article could have been bought for. Those
who' are drawing largely upon their scrap

would do well to watch closely the actual

cost of their finished forgings.

Some remarks made by Mr. R. A.

Mould, blacksmith foreman of the Erie

shops at Gallon, C, at the Master Black-

smiths" Convention, are worthy of con-

sideration, coming as they do from a

man well informed on his business. He
said:

"I think we lay too much stress upon
the scrap pile as railroad repair shops. 1

think we are troubled with more or less

desire to get more out of the scrap pile

with the amount of labor we have to do

it than is rightfully and justly expected

of us. I, for my own part, find that it

is an injury to our business to handle the

scrap pile too much. At the present

price of iron, on our system I find that the

scrap is almost worth as much as the new
iron, within a small fraction. Therefore,

I believe that the sooner you get rid of the

scrap, and put it on the market, you save

the company money, time and labor, and

get a better production from the labor

they give you to get out the work with.

I believe this holds good in every class

of material, not only as to iron, but steel.

"I find that when our cars come in off

the division, which is once a month, the

sooner I get at that scrap pile and get it

out of the way, and place it on the market

as scrap, the better ofT I am, and so is

the company. Of course, when we go
through the material, we take out the

bolts and many various pieces of bars

and arch bars, that could be utilized with

a good pair of shears, as well as new iron.

But the remainder is of no benefit to your

company, and you as workmen ought to

get rid of it and keep your place as free

from it as possible. It is an economical

view of it to handle it as little as possible.

I have seen scrap piles every pound of

which was worth two pounds of new iron,

on account of the time and labor spent in

working it over. I do not allow any of

the company's money put into labor that

does not bring forth a good result for the

company. I believe you shpuld take

good care of the material given you by

the company to work with."

directing the attention of railroad men to

this radical improvement, until we hap-

pened to call at the oftice of T. Prosser

& Son, New York.

"You get out a first-class paper and keep

up its attractions." remarked Mr. Prosser;

"but you are away behind on methods of

setting flues."

"liow is that? We pride ourselves on

having just shown up the very latest and

improved plan for setting flues so that

the bead can't burn off."

"Your pride will get a fall if you pufT

that plan as new. Why, the boilers in

Noah's ark had their flues set that way."

We were willing to accept testimony

that belonged to more recent times, and

it was promptly given. Mr. Prosser went

to a case in his office, and took out an

expander for setting flues with a bead in

the middle of the flue sheet. Stamped on
the expander was "Patented by T. Pros-

ser, 1849." We promptly w-ilted. lor the

expander was made to do the identical

operation patented by Mr. Lowrey in this

year of grace. Now we feel like challeng-

ing the Patent Office examiners to mortal

combat.

A picture of the Prosser expander is

shown in the accompanying cut.

The march of improvement is going
steadily on in the N. Y., N. H. & H.
shops at New Haven, under the guidance

of Mr. Henney's master touch. Gradual

disappearance of the antiquated tools that

Beading Flues Inside the Flue Sheet.

In the May number of "Locomotive

Engineering" there appears an illustra-

tion of an improved method of setting

flues, designed and patented by Mr. Jno.

R. Lowrey, boiler manufacturer, of

Omaha, Neb. Claims are made that the

method of boring an annular groove in-

side the flue sheet, and rolling the bead

into the groove, prevents the bead

from getting burned out. The claim

seems to be well founded, and we have no

doubt whatever that tubes set in this way

will run longer without leakage than those

set in the usual fashion. We were rather

proud of having first been the means of

always stand in the way of improvement,

marks the advent of modern methods and

silently points to the fact that new condi-

tions cannot be successfully met by the

old tools. The new equipment going in

there comprises a 72-inch Pond planer, a

40-inch Pond planer, a 30-inch Pond
planer, a 72-inch vertical boring machine

and a driving-wheel press—all with the

latest modern appointments. These tools,

together with the new Niles cylinder

borer recently put in. make a pretty neat

showing. A new drop pit is nearing

completion in the roundhouse—another

evidence that the best is not too good for

a good road.
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CAR DEPRRTMENT
>ffi® .e®

New York, New Haven & Hartford
60,000-pound Coal Cars.

The standard 30-foot coal car of 60,000

pounds capacity, illustrated in this issue,

was designed and patented by Mr. E. E.

Pratt, superintendent of buildings of the

New York, New Haven & Hartford Rail-

road. It has been in service more than

two years, under the hardest possible con-

ditions, hauling coal, in construction

work and in excavator work, in all of

which it has demonstrated its value to the

Conducted by ORVILLE H. REYNOLDS, M. E.

outward to afford a flat surface for the

folding sides; the web projecting toward

the inside is deep at the bottom and tapers

to the top, making a strong and light sec-

tion to resist the bulging tendency of the

load, and this it does perfectly by aid of

a brace at the bottom of the post, which

is cored to receive a bar passing under

the sill and acting as a stiffener to the

post.

All fittings of the upper side sections

are of malleable iron; these sections are

signed to be positive in their action, with-

out complications that are likely to inter-

fere with ease of manipulation. On ac-

count of the facility with which these cars

are unloaded, they have an advantage over

the regulation gondola with the solid

sides, for the reason that it is not neces-

sary to lift a shovelful of material to the

height of the sides, as in the old cars.

There are four iJ-^-inch truss rods with

enlarged ends, to carry the body and load;

the two inner rods passing through the

NEW YORK. NEW HAVEN & HARTFORD SIXTY THOUSAND-POUND CO.\L CAR, FOLDING SIDES.

construction department and also to the

traffic officials.

There are many features about it that

show originality in reaching an end, and

some of them will be widely copied after

the patent expires, if not before, as most

good things are. The folding sides and

the manner of securing them, both shut

and open, will attract the attention of the

carman at once.

The gondola sides, 48 inches high, are

hinged in the center, on a lY^-mch rovind

rod running the full length of car; the

upper half of the sides being arranged to

fall at any one of the panels, and the lower

half to raise, alternately, as shown in the

perspective and transverse sectional views.

To prevent bulging at the ends, there is

a truss rod with turnbuckle.

The side posts are of malleable iron,

made in T-section, with the flange facing

secured by a sliding hook, the shank of

which is rectangular in shape, and fits

loosely in the socket that is bolted to the

sides, the hook dropping over the top

of the side posts when the sections are in

the raised position, and locking them

securely in that position by gravity alone.

When the top is lowered this same hook
is in an inverted position, and then en-

gages with a small malleable pocket which

is bolted to the sill, and thus locks the

section open. The same hooks also lock

the lower sections in the open position

when raised, having a special notch in

their under faces for the purpose; the

lower sections are also firmly secured

shut when down, by means of a malleable

wedge bearing against the wrought-iron

hinge which extends down on the sill and

enters the frame to receive the wedge.

All the parts are self-contained and de-

end sills, and the two outer ones imme-
diately under the outside sills stop oflf

just back of the body bolsters, having fiat

ends with a lug turned up which the sills

are mortised to receive. The flat ends

are bolted to the sills by three bolts

through each foot.

Much attention has been given to the

draft rigging to insure something like

stability to the best-abused part of a car,

as will be seen; the rear draft lugs are

solid back to the bolsters, and are secured

by nine bolts through each lug, besides

the two rods holding the spacing blocks

between. The lugs cover an exceptional

area on the draft timbers, and the latter

will be longer-lived in consequence.

An additional element of strength is

found in the two draw rods with hooked

ends, which engage with the top and bot-

tom plates of the body bolster, and pass
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through the end sills and buffer blocks

just outside of the center sills; and the two

similar rods hooked over the top bolster

plates and passing through the end sill

between the outside and intermediate sills.

Everything possible has been done ap-

parently to keep down weight, as the car

prodigal waste of material as compared

with these trim affairs that stand up under

the most trying conditions of service,

with the side bearings well apart.

There are a number of unique things

about this car, and many points strange

in gondola construction, all of which are

lion twenty-three years on the New Eng-
land Railroad. As his last work shows,

he keeps well up with the progress of car

construction.

g ll g
With all our reputed ideas of progress,

the United States, so far as matters which

Detail of Tenons
,.,f^Tfe:rrz7-^

-i-Ofi-

4^^Eiinii;

so 6 truck centers

-SOO-over-end-sittg-
Locotiuttwt BngiitmriHf

only weighs 24,800 pounds. The sides

and ends arc very light, being made of

lj4-inch spruce, while all the long sills

are pine. The body bolsters also partake

of these light characteristics, being made
of two pieces of ^ x lo-inch steel. These
bolsters should cause a spasm of remorse

to rack the conscience of advocates of the

heavy types, when they think of their

well shown in the engravings and will

prove of interest. There are 200 cars of

this type now on the Boston & Maine,

and 1,000 in commission on the road

named in the caption of this article.

The inventor, while his official title

shows no connection with the rolling-

stock department, is one of our veteran

master car-builders, having held that posi-

ihe Government controls, is the most
conservative civilized country in the

world. As an example of this we might

mention that no important changes have

been introduced in the Navy relating to

engineers since steam was first used as an

auxiliary to aid sails. The chief engineer,

who is really the most important person-

age on a steamer, so far as training is con-

cerned, is dominated by every small line

officer.
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How Cars Are Cleaned by the Wagner
Palace Car Co.

If the impression ever seizes a traveler

that proper care is not exercised in the

renovation of passenger cars, there is no

better way to dispel the illusion than to

see how thoroughly every vestige of con-

tamination is literally wiped out at ter-

minal points where car-cleaning is done.

The good housewife puts the microbe

in quarantine semi-annually, and bases

her estimate of the quality of the work by

the discomfort caused to those around.

Cars are cleaned every trip as thoroughly

as the above, but the machinery and or-

ganization to perform this work is of such

magnitude, and the system so perfect,

that what is looked forward to as a terror

in one case is simply an everyday occur-

rence in the other.

At the Mott Haven yards, where the

Wagner trains are taken on arrival in

of the wheel. Impact on the slats of the

wheel is what takes the dirt out in a ten-

minute run, and the dirt is removed by

an exhaust fan and deposited on the out-

side of the room as fast as it is removed

from the carpet. After this process all

the carpets are examined for disfiguring

spots, which are removed. One gang,

consisting of five men, raise, clean and lay

the carpets for sixty cars per day. The

floors are washed with a disinfectant after

a liberal scrubbing, so that a clean carpet

is always laid on a clean floor.

Eight gangs, of two men each, take care

of all the bedding; advantage is taken of

the removal of the mattresses and pillows

to clean every nook and corner of the

berths, both inside and out. The only

way a bug can get in here to stay is to

come "incog." All the bedding is beaten

until clean, and is then aired as long as

possible before the train leaves the yard.

could require. Three women look after

these details.

The trucks are wiped and cleaned by a

gang of four men, who have a quick way
of giving a varnish effect to the truck

gear by spraying kerosene oil over the

frame and rigging, after wiping the truck,

the oil quickly diffusing itself over the

whole surface by its well-known faculty

of covering all the territory in sight; this

it does in a few minutes after the spraying,

leaving the truck with the appearance of

being newly varnished.

From a sanitary point of view, as well

as from the esthetic side, there seems little

that could be done to improve the con-

dition of this equipment; and the Wagner
people are justlyproud of their well-earned

reputation, won by attaining results that

can only be had by the minutest attention

to details, and providing facilities for do-

ing work second to none.

Truss Rod upset to lls'on Ends.

Wrot Iron Drop Forged Turn Buckle

New York, the "North Shore Limited"

was found in a dismantled condition pre-

paratory to its run for Chicago—carpets

up. mattresses and pillows exposed to the

revivifying influence of fresh air, gangs of

men hustling, each with their allotted

duties; and this was only one train being

put in shape for the road.

This work is all handled by parties or

gangs, who have a certain assignment,

and who are experts in their respective

lines by reason of long application. First,

the deck lights and lower windows are

cleaned of every particle of dirt before

any attempt is made to do any washing.

The carpets are then taken up and placed

in a large revolving wheel having a

periphery of polygonal shape covered

with slats; the wheel being turned by direct

connection with a small engine, makes

about ten revolutions per minute; the

speed is regulated so that gravity force

can overcome centrifugal force and cause

the carpets to drop when reaching the top

One man of this gang attends to the berth

fronts and nothing else.

All closets and lockers are washed as

scrupulously clean as they would be if

left open to observation. One gang of

four men clean all the plated trimmings

in the wash-room. One gang of four

men take care of the brass trimmings,

exclusively, except the berth fixtures,

which are handled by two men.

The inside windows are cleaned by a

gang of five men, while four men wash

the outside, and the same care is taken

with the outside as with the inside, first

washing clean and wiping dry with clean

white cotton waste.

Particular attention is given to the

water coolers, they being thoroughly

washed out and wiped dry, after which

they are rinsed with clean cold water.

The condition of the lavatories and

cuspidors is so closely watched that ab-

solutely no fault can be found with either;

they are as clean as the most exacting

LtKonwtivit Enffmiering

Car Ventilation.

The subject of car ventilation comes up

with a periodical regularity worthy of its

importance as a live issue in railroad

management. It commands the attention

of the practical car man, and also those

who harness theory to the requirements

of the situation, and thus demonstrate

just how many cubic feet of air it is neces-

sary to pass through a given space in

order to keep an average adult in the en-

joyment of unimpaired health, under given

conditions—such as the most favorable

points of entry of the incoming supply to

avoid disagreeable currents and drafts;

the proper location of the discharge of

vitiated air, whether at the end, sides or

floor of car, and the cleansing of the sup-

ply before reaching the interior of the

car. These are points that have all been

subjected to the most searching investi-

gation by men who are ready to affirm that

their system of ventilation lacks nothing

to give good and satisfactory results.
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Car ventilation has been worked up on
the basis of a certain quantity of air for

each person, who is supposed to exhale

about o.s of a cubic foot of carbonic acid

per hour; this, however, does not repre-

sent the total vitiation of the atmosphere,

for it does not take into account the

emanations from the pores of the human
body.

These are the data for daylight ventila-

tion, and it can be shown mathematically

that the conditions can be met with a cir-

culation that will dilute the vitiated air

to any proportion desired, the circulation

depending on the means provided for re-

ceiving the pure and discharging the foul

air.

it would seem that there was not so much
need of better appliances for ventilating

cars as there is of making proper use of

those now doing duty as such. Auto-
matic regulation of the quantity of air dis-

placed in a car is, in our opinion, what is

needed at this time, more than any device

to assist or furnish the supply.

The periodical agitations in favor of

improved methods for ventilation of cars,

arise in a great measure from the diversity

of individual tastes. The average car is

better heated and ventilated than the or-

dinary house but one seldom makes a

journey on a railroad train without meet-

ing people who complain about the ven-

tilating or the heating. One person feels

complaints about the ventilation of cars.

The appliances used to regulate the ad-

mission of air to cars are by no means
perfect, but perfection will not put an end
to the complaints of irascible travelers.

^ i i
Double Tenoning Machine.

The subject of our illustration is one of

the greatest importance to car men. It is

a machine designed to reduce the cost of

tenoning car work, and the samples of

work shown give a clear idea of the capa-

bilities of the machine.

In the upper view of the samples is seen

a piece of intricate shape, and one likely

to cause some misgivings to the man with

In the case of a car, the conditions are

greatly more favorable to ventilation than

in a building, where reliance is usually

placed on flues to work the change in the

air by the natural difference of the outer

and inner air. The moving car will take

up and discharge as many cubic feet of

external air as will insure pure air to its

occupants, when the proper means are

provided to receive and discharge it, for

circulation is necessary to ventilation.

There appears to have been little atten-

tion given to the importance of register-

ing the amount oi fresh air entering a car,

or any device that will automatically show
how often the air is changed. A reliable

meter to measure the external air passing

into the car would be a valuable adjunct

to even an ordinary ventilating scheme,

simply because it would furnish ocular

proof that air was in circulation, and thus

manacle the fresh-air crank.

As the case stands at the present time.

<s W.L. JO-0"pr
J.-, li'VV

W.L. 16"

stifled if a current of fresh air is not per-

ceptible to the senses, and another has a

horror of drafts and perceives visions of

pneumonia and other disorders in every

breath of cool air. While this diversity

of taste exists, there will always be heard

the older and simpler machine for this

work, but the lip and tenon on one end,

and the tenon on the opposite end are all

made at one operation on this machine,

automatically cutting the piece to the

exact length, and of course producing

exact duplication of parts.

The second view is a brake hanger

block; the third view is a carlin, and the

fourth is an end plate—all done with the

same facility and accuracy as the piece

first noted; the automatic features of the

machine making it absolutely impossible

to turn out bad work.

The builders in their description of the

machine say: "The machine is fitted with

four mandrels, each carrying two cutter

heads, making a cut 12 inches long. There

are also two upright mandrels, each carry-

ing cutter heads which can be taken oflf

at the will of the operator; also two saw
mandrels, the saw blades being adjustable

along the ways so as to cut off the tenons
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to the proper length. These saw man-

drels are adjustable vertically, and run

independently, consequently the machine

can be used as a double cut-off saw. It

makes no diflference how long the tenon

is required to be, within the limit of the

extreme cut, namely 12 inches.

"The sectional pressure bars are for hold-

ing the stock down to the traveling bed,

also for the slight variation in the thick-

ness of stock. The dogs, which are at-

tached to the endless chain, are very rigid

and of sufficient height to suit the different

kinds of work to be cut, and the machine

can be brought as close as 8 inches, and

as wide apart as 10 feet, and can be made

longer according to order.

"There are four changes of feed, and the

feed is controlled by a binder handy to

the operator. The belt that drives the

cutter head mandrels, is furnished with a

binder in the usual way, and is ample to

take the heaviest kind of a cut.

"A pair of knives to each head is fur-

nished with the machine, eight in number,

also side spurs to same, and two gaining

or grooving heads and knives, besides

the upright mandrel, automatic feed, sec-

tional pressure bars, countershaft and

automatic device for moving the adjust-

able housings back and forth along the

ways."

This machine is certainly one of the

best and most useful additions to car shop

tools that has appeared up to the present

time. The work shown herewith was

turned out by the Terre Haute car works,

which are equipped with this machine.

This machine was built by J. A. Fay &
Egan Co., Cincinnati, O.

i ^ i
New Brake Beams.

The brake beams herewith illustrated

have been invented by Mr. Frank L.

Lamkey, of St. Louis, and will be put on

the market by Mr. P. H. Murphy, of

East St. Louis, the well-known maker of

car roofs. The design of the beams is

made so apparent in the engraving that

no description is necessary.

i i i
A car belonging to the Chicago, Bur-

lington & Quincy, designed to carry

60,000 pounds, carried a load of pig iron

which weighed over 100.000 pounds. The
car was not damaged. This ought not to

be used as an argument in favor of in-

creasing the capacity of cars. A freight

car is already in too many instances a

battering ram for track and bridges.

Fastening Piston Rods.

BY F. A. HALSEY.

While this subject is up for discussion,

will someone please rise and explain the

reason for the conventional taper fit be-

tween piston rod and crosshead hub in

engines using keyed-in rods.

A good many engines have been built

from my designs in which this fit was

made straight, and if there is any objec-

tion to the arrangement it has not come

to my knowledge.

I cannot see that the taper fit accom-

plishes any good purpose whatever, while

it does accomplish the distinctly bad pur-

pose of throwing a heavy and useless

bursting strain on the crosshead hub. A
taper fit is an expensive one to make,

especially in this case, where the rod

must be of a given length outside the

crosshead boss—the matter being aggra-

vated by the drawing of the rod into the

hole by the draft of the key. Consider-

able cutting and trying is therefore neces-

sary.

The straight rods are turned full size

to the end without any shoulder what-

ever, and bottom on the bottom of the

hole in the crosshead boss. They are

made an easy sliding fit, which makes re-

moval at any time a simple matter. The

great advantage of the straight fit, how-

ever, is that it permits the rod to be boldly

cut to length and finished at the first

handling.

This avoidance of repeatedly putting to-

gether and taking apart, is one of the

sources of shop economy which is not

worked as it should be. It is carried to

an extent in some shops which the old-

time, cut-and-dry machinist would not be-

lieve possible, and there is no more fruit-

ful field for a designer to study than to so

lay out his work as to encourage it.

In the case of the fit in the piston, there

is some excuse for the taper. At that end

the rod cannot be made to bottom on its

end. To forge on a collar is expensive,

while to turn down for a shoulder of suffi-

cient area reduces the area of the section

of the rod. This area is still further re-

duced by the keyway or the threads for

the nut, leaving a small net section, unless

the rod is of excessive diameter to begin

with; but if anyone can give any excuse

for the taper fit, or any objection to the

straight one, at the crosshead end, he

will afford me information which I have

searched for in vain.
—"American Ma-

chinist."

^ © i

A committee of the Central Railroad

Club have been investigating the effect on

track and bridges of salt water drippings

from refrigerator cars. The decision

reached was that considerable damage re-

sults from this cause. Recommendations

were made that tanks be provided to hold

the drippings until they can be run oft at

regular stopping points.

Snowdon Mountain Railway.

Among the most stupendous enter-

prises undertaken to make the pursuit of

pleasure easy, has been the building of

mountain railways, to enable tourists to

reach the summit of mountains without

the labor of climbing. One of the first

enterprises of this character was the

Mount Washington Railroad, which was

chartered as early as 1858. The line was

not opened until 1872, but even then it was

the pioneer mountain tourist railway, and

its success led the way to similar enter-

prises in other parts of the world. The
most famous of these railroads is the

Righi-Vitznau Riggenbach ladder-rack

line in Switzerland.

The people of Great Britain are famous

mountain climbers, but they have been

very conservative about building moun-
tain railroads in their own country. Two
years ago, however, on the completion of

one of the London & Northwestern

branches into Wales, an Act of Parlia-

ment was secured for permission to build

a railroad to the top of Snowdon, the

highest mountain in Wales, and in fact

the highest mountain south of the Tweed.

The railway does not ascend to a very

great altitude, compared to other moun-
tain railways, for it climbs only 3,140 feet;

but it passes through remarkably attrac-

tive scenery, and gives views of the sur-

rounding country that are likely to make
the line highly popular with tourists.

The road was finished and ready for

business in March last, and was duly in-

spected by the Inspector for the Board of

Trade and considered safe in every re-

spect. The line is built on what is called

the "Abt System"—the same as the rail-

way up Pike's Peak, which forms a per-

manent double steel rack, secured in the

middle of the track, in which a gearing

wheel on the locomotive engages. The
locomotives employed on that railroad

were built by the Societe Suisse pour le

Construction de Locomotives et de Ma-
chines, Winterthur, Switzerland, who have

built more mountain locomotives than

any other company in the world. An
elevation of the locomotives is shown in

Fig. I.

The engineers who build mountain rail-

roads are so strongly impressed with the

necessity for everything being secured

against accident, that very few accidents

have occurred on roads of that kind—in

fact, they have hitherto been practically

unknown; yet, on this Snowdon Railway,

built under the supervision of the very

best English engineers, rigidly inspected

by officials trained to such work, a very

serious accident happened on the first trip

made over the road. A party of engineers

and officials went safely to the top of the

mountain on two trains, and nothing

could be felt during the journey that indi-

cated anything being wrong with the

track. On the descent of the first loco-

motive and train down the mountain, the

locomotive gearing mounted the rack or
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became derailed, the engine rose at a tan-

gent from a curve, and toppled off the em-
bankment and rolled down a precipitous

slope, the engine being left in the condi-

tion shown in Fig. 2. The boiler landed a

long way from the engine, badly smashed.

The car did not go off the rails, there being

no coupling. The manager of the company

breaks—leaving all the drivers free to

hunt a corn field except for the rods. The
engine did not turn over. We have never

hoard of another breakdown of this kind

or so lucky a one.

i i @
Reports say that the operating of the

Metropolitan Railroad in Chicago by

appears to us that a good part of this

arises from the sentiment that the use of

electricity represents advanced progress,

more than that it represents a means of

money-saving. The elevated railroad com-

panies of New York and vicinity have

been very much importuned to adopt elec-

tricity for motive power, and some of the

applied the brakes, and the car stopped

without accident. The engineer and fire-

man managed to jump off the engine and

escaped without much injury, but two
passengers, who insisted on jumping from

the cars were severely injured, one of

them fatally. The engine, in rolling down
the mountain side, caught the electric wire

used for signaling, and the second train

coming down the grade ran into the cars

that were standing on the track unpro-

tected and made a very bad smash, al-

though nobody was injured.

The accident has led to a somewhat

heated discussion in the English engin-

eering papers about the advantages and

disadvantages of various kinds of racks

for mountain railways, and the Govern-

ment Inspectors have been attacked for

being inefficient. The illustrations and

the facts concerning the accident have

been taken from the pages of "Engincer-

mg.

Away back twenty years or more ago,

George Cole was running the "ii8" on
the Falls division of the New York Cen-
tral. One day, while on the Cincinnati

Express, this engine—a 15 x 22-inch, s'/i-

foot wheel, Schenectady—broke both
driving axles at each end—four straight

Fig, 2.

electricity is far from being satisfactory,

there being numerous delays owing to

defects of the electrical mechanism. The
inclination to use electricity for elevated

roads is. nevertheless, on the increase. It

leading stockholders have been inclined

to favor the change, but there is no elec-

tric company that will give any guarantee
of saving through the use of electric mo-
tors.
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Extended Front Ends.

Editors :

In reply to your favor of the 4th inst.,

would say that the first extended front

ends were placed upon the Hartford &
New Haven Railroad in 1865, and have

been in successful operation on that road

ever since. In 1868 all of their engines

(about thirty in number) were equipped

with this extended front end, which was

originally put on by Mr. E. M. Reed, who
was then superintendent of the road, he

being a practical mechanical engineer.

This was before the consolidation with

the New York & New Haven road. At

the time of the consolidation, Mr. Reed

was appointed general superintendent,

and he had the extended front end placed

upon all locomotives on the New York
& New Haven division, and also on the

Shore Line.

John Henney, Jr.,

Supt. Motive Power.

JVezv Hai'en, Co tin.

The First Extension Fronts.

Editors :

Your article on Extension Fronts, giv-

ing credit to Mr. Waitt and others for the

design of the modern e.xtension front, at-

tracted my eye on opening the paper. I

am one of the old fogies that don't believe

much "credit" is due anybody for this in-

vention; the short front was all right if

they had put a straight stack on it.

But credit should be given where due,

and it is history that John Thompson,
master mechanic of the Eastern Railroad,

put the first e.xtension on in 1862—just

twenty years before Mr. Waitt "designed"

the original extension. These fronts were

used several years and taken off, then re-

vived and used again, and again dis-

carded before Mr. Waitt, or Mr. Pills-

bury, or anybody else invented them over

again.

Several neighboring roads imitated Mr.

Thompson's design—notably the Hart-

ford & New Haven—and stuck to them
better than he did; for on the New York,

New Haven & Hartford, of which the

above road is now a part, they have been
in continuous use since 1865.

That there is nothing new under the

sun seems to apply to extensions—any-

way, not new at as recent a date as 1883.

Amos Kellogg.
Pittsbtn-gh, Pa.

Congdon's Extension Front.

Editors :

Referring to the article in May "Loco-

motive Engineering" on "The Original

Extension Front," desire to say, among
the records of this office is a tracing of an

e.xtension front patented by Mr. I. H.

Congdon in 1864. This device was placed

on some locomotives on the Great West-

ern Railroad (now Wabash), at Spring-

field, III, in 1864 or i86s, by Mr. I. H.

from each exhaust pipe, formed a current

drawing the sparks forward and down
the discharge pipe.

J. H. McCoNNKLL,

Omaha, Neb. Supt. M. P. & M.

i i i
" Tlie Original Extension Front.'\

Editors :

Your May issue received last night,

just about the time our force left the

CONGDON'S EXTENSION, 18&4.

Congdon, who was master mechanic at

that time. These engines ran between
Springfield, 111., and State Line, Ind.,

and between Springfield and Quincy, 111.

In 1866 Mr. Congdon was appointed the

first general master mechanic of the

Union Pacific. The extension front was
applied to engines on the Union Pacific

in 1867, 1868 and 1869. When the Union
and Central Pacific were completed and
the last rail laid in May, 1869, the engine

on the Union Pacific train was equipped

with this extension. They were in ser-

vice until 1870. When Col. Hammond
came to the Union Pacific as general sup-

erintendent, the extensions were taken off

and the diamond stack used on the C, B.

& Q- Ry- applied.

The inclosed blueprint is from original

tracing. By this device the sparks were
discharged from the extension through a

hopper to the ground. A steam jet

through a three-quarter inch pipe taken

office, and I seized upon the opportunity

to scan its pages and was soon in a quite

reminiscent mood. The caption "The
Original Extension Front" caught my
eye, and reading along until I came to the

date "1882," I at once set it down as a

misprint and considered it as meaning
"1862;" and reading the strictures that

followed on the present devices, I natur-

ally reviewed the different devices that
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EXTENSION FRONT, INDIANAPOLIS. DECATUR & SPRINGFIELD ENGINES, 1879.
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have come under my observation and

been experimented with by me. These

embrace the diaphragm sheet starting

just above the upper rovvr of flues and by

a reverse curve extending to within i8

inches of the front, and 14 inches from the

bottom of the arch; back to the plate ex-

tending from above the top row of flues

horizontally to a couple of inches beyond
the exhaust pipe, and with a diaphragm

set at all sorts of angles. In fact, with

this same plate and diaphragm came the

introduction of a second diaphragm some

9 inches from the flue sheet at the top,

and 16 inches at the bottom, making two
diaphragm plates, with a solid horizontal

sheet running from the flue sheet to the

front plate with netting beyond. Then
there was the single diaphragm plate,

starting from above the top row of flues

service called for us to run with our en-

gines working to their full capacity, 180

miles and upwards, without an opportun-

ity to clean the front end, and conse-

quently the "unwritten principle" has

come to the front, of circulating the

sparks in the front end until they are

broken, to the extent that they can be

thrown out without danger of conflagra-

tion. I could agree with him that the

most economical arrangement of the dia-

phragm that we have ever had was such

as adapted the front end as a veritable

spark arrester. At the same time, in my
opinion, a great deal of this "spark-arrest-

ing," so-called, came from the benefit de-

rived from the volume of space in the

front end, which acted as a vacuum cham-
ber; wliereby, instead of a sharp, snap-

ping action of the fire, the action of the

to clean out the sparks, so that the force

of the draft was not broken, or made con-

tinuous to so great an extent as it would
be with the shorter front end; and I

proved this to my own satisfaction by the

introduction of a sheet in the front end
arranged with studs, on the principle of

a wedge bolt, in such a manner that it

could be adjusted to the extent of 12

inches—or, with the ring, making I4J/^

inches that I could cut the arch ofif. I

found that by shortening the arch about
II inches from what it was originally^

it having been 68 inches from the flue

sheet to the front— and adjusting the

diaphragm plate so that it lay within 2

inches on the top from the exhaust pipe,

at an angle of about 30 degrees from the

vertical, we obtained better results than

with any other method that would clean

LOUISVILLE & NASHVILLE EXTENSION.

on a nine-inch radius and extending out

at the bottom to rest against the exhaust

pipe, and in some cases encircling and

extending beyond the exhaust pipes. In

the time when we had right and left-hand

cylinders, with the steam pipe back of the

exhaust pipe, the diaphragm was formed

by a plate extending horizontally from

the top row of flues to beyond the steam

pipes, with a diaphragm plate extending

from that down on the face of the steam

pipe and back of the exhaust pipes. My
mind naturally dwelt on the varied results

I obtained from all these different devices,

or rather arrangements, of diaphragm

Tplate.

Referring to the stricture of Mr. Waitt,

I will say that it has not been altogether

a matter of choice, abandoning to a great

extent the original design, in which the

•extension front is intended to be a spark

arrester; but the necessities of our present

exhaust was distributed by the time it

reached the fire, by the creation of the

vacuum in the arch, and the shock, so to

speak, was taken ofif the fire, the same

as the vacuum chamber on a pump takes

it ofT of the suction pipe, and no doubt

catching the sparks in the front end; but

we did not take near as many out of the

firebox.

I do not think that anyone who has

ever run the diamond stack would under-

take to say that the ordinary front end

would receive and hold all the sparks that

were thrown out of the top of the stack

in going 50 miles. I have found that a

great deal of this benefit can be retained

with a diaphragm on front of the exhaust

pipe, and which does break up and throw

out the sparks, keeping the front end

clean; my course of reasoning being, that

with the extreme long front end the draft

had to be made strong enough in order

the front end both as to quantity of steam

made and the amount of fire thrown.

Passing along to the ne.xt para-

graph, I find it reiterated that this

original extension front, "designed in

'82 or '83" (and from which I take it

I was mistaken in considering it 1862),

was the first extensively used suc-

cessful spark-arresting device up to that

time. This recalled to me that the first

successfully used spark arrester on the

Louisville & Nashville Railroad was ap-

plied in 1882 to Engine No. 94, but was
fashioned after a design nearly if not quite

twenty years old, so far as extension

front, diaphragm, netting, etc., were con-

cerned. Mr. Wells added an additional

receptacle with the idea of providing for

the 187-mile run that this engine had to

make; but otherwise this front end was

exactly the same as those used on what

is now the Hartford division 'of the New
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York. New Haven & Hartford Railroad

(at the time known as the New Haven,

Hartford & Springfield Railroad), in the

sixties, and, if I am not very much mis-

taken, early in the sixties.

In 1884 I received a letter from Mr.

James Meehan. saying that I had got him

into trouble, and sending me a printed

letter or circular in which certain parties

claimed that he was infringing patents

held by them some seven or eight years

old; and as he stated that he had made no

changes from the original plans, which

were taken from drawings given him by

me in 1879, he would like to know where

this appliance originated. Mr. Wells at

the same time received a similar letter or

circular.

I informed them that I knew I had run

an engine identically the same in every

respect, as this drawing showed, several

years before the date of the patent as

claimed by these people, and that the same

appliance had been used on engines of

the Hartford road many years previous to

that; and that if they would write to Mr.

E. M. Reed, then vice-president of the

consolidated road, they would get con-

firmation of the statement that I had

made. I afterwards heard from Mr. Mee-

han that he had received information

from Mr. Reed as to the age of, or the

time in which these appliances had been

in use—that even if they had taken out

patent when first used, the patent would

have expired.

Mr. John Patterson also applied the

extension front end, diaphragm and net-

ting in 1879, modified almost identically

to correspond to the engraving you give.

In 1879 I had built at the Grant Loco-

motive Works ten engines for the India-

napolis, Decatur & Springfield Railroad,

and the drawings referred to were a part

of those furnished at that time for those

engines to be built by; and while the news-

papers and the knowing ones had a great

deal to say about the Yankee ginger-bread

engines, with the truck in the middle of

the boiler, at the same time they were,

and always have been, thoroughly and

fully successful, as will be vouched for

by any of the old employes of the India-

napolis, Decatur & Springfield road who

are now living.

I cannot say exactly when they were

introduced on the New York & New
Haven division of what is now the con-

solidated road (at that time the New York

& New Haven); but I do know that it was

a long time before the consolidation of

those roads. I do know that in 1876 1

was running Engine No. 39, and had been

running her for sometime, and that not

only she, but Engine No. 8, which I ran

some years before, had the extension

front and diaphragms identically as

shown on the drawing which I inclose

you, and which draw-ing. if I am not very

much mistaken, was made about 1870;

but at that time it was not considered

a new device, but almost assuredly it was

considered a fully successful one, and was,

if my recollection serves me right, at that

time applied to every engine on the Hart-

ford road.

As you make the statement that you are

making a searching investigation of this

subject, I think that you can get inform-

ation from Mr. John Henncy, superin-

tendent of motive power of the consoli-

dated road, that will place the successful

operation of the extension front end with

the diaphragm and netting, essentially as

shown, back in the sixties; not only this,

but that you will find that they were more

extensively used on that road than any-

where else in the country, and adopted as

the standard long before the experiments

you refer to were commenced on other

roads.

P. Leeds, S. M.
Louisville, Ky.

% % %
That First Extension Front.

Editors :

I am much amused by the letter of

A. M. Waitt, on page 387 of "Locomotive

Engineering" for May, as to extension

fronts. He talks about their being first

used with "tangible results'' in 1882.

Now, the Taunton Locomotive Works
supplied to the Harlem road, along about

1863 to 186s, six engines with extension

fronts—Nos. 29, 34, 39, 40, 41, 42—which,
with one exception, used the extension

fronts till they went into the scrap heap,

after a service of twenty to twenty-five

years. And long before 1882, the New
Haven road used extension fronts. This

I remember myself.

AvKRY D. Kkown.

AVw ) 'oil: City.

g i i
Saw Extensions in 1876.

Editors :

In the May "Locomotive Engineering"

Mr. Waitt has some interesting informa-

tion about the earlier forms of extended

smoke arches, but very likely it was used

on other Eastern roads prior to 1882.

In the winter of 1876 I was bringing out

some locomotives from the Mason Ma-

chine Works at Taunton, Mass., for the

Chicago & Lake Huron Railroad, in

whose service I was an engineer. While

waiting in the yard at Mansfield Junction,

we went down to the crossing to see the

Old Colony fast steamboat train go

through. The engine on this flyer had a

long extension smoke arch similar—as

far as outside appearance showed—to the

ones used at the present day. Afterward,

in February, 1877, I came down from

Boston on this fast train, riding behind

one of these engines; some questions were

asked of the engineer in charge of her

about the arrangement of netting and

draft appliances, but there was not time

enough before the train started to gel

any exact information. This extension

acted as a sort of reservoir to hold cinders

and sparks. It was told me that very

little fire came out of the stack, and she

made very little smoke—probably as much
due to skillful firing as to any arrange-

ment of front end. These long front ends

were painted a bright red-lead color,

which gave them a curious appearance.

Very likely some of the Old Colony men
of 1876 can tell you more about this style

of front end.

C. B. Conger,
Rd. F'man of Eng.

Cratid Rapids, Mich.

i i i
Another Expander Experiment.

Editors :

In the April number of the "Locomo-
tive Engineering" journal, the article ol

Mr. G. H. Brown, on "Effect of Tube
Expanders versus Rollers," led us to ex-

periment on this line:

April, '96, engine 168—a radial-stay,

wagon-top boiler; 206 2 inch fiues; flue

sheet of carbon firebox steel, j', of an

inch thick—was in shop for repairs, in-

cluding new flue sheet. Before putting

in the fiues, a center mark was made in the

flue sheet, and two circles were described

with solid trams, the same as described

in Mr. Brown's diagram. The flues were

set with a Prosser sectional expander;

rolled with a Dudgeon roller, without

beaded roll referred to, and finished, bead-

ing with a Boyer pneumatic hammer.
Then, trying the trams to the circles, we
could find no perceptible movement of the

flue sheet in any direction.

Referring to the distortion of holes in

flue sheets, were the holes calipered? Our
experience is that the holes are often out

of round when drilled; fitting flue sheets

to side and crown sheets, by using heaters,

also strains and throws them out of shape.

We have never found the upward distor-

tion in the flue sheet of a crown-bar boiler,

as shown in Fig. 2. With the radial-stay

type, however, on cutting out the flue

sheet, we have had both the wagon top

and crown sheet spring up five-eighths

of an inch. The flue sheet, in itself,

showed no upward movement, proving

that Prosser expanders did not work any

evil on this point of the sheet.

Ch-ivs. M11.1.KR,

Fman Boiler Dep't, X. Y. C. & St. L. R. R.

Chi(ago. III.^

g i ^
Weakness of Arch Bars.

Editors :

Anyone would naturally suppose that

after meditating on the subject of Exten-

sion Fronts, and going back to our boy-

hood days, that it would have been time

to shut up shop and go home; but I

thought I would take a glance at the "Car
Department," and under that heading I

found some more subjects for reminiscent

cogitation.

I have a dim recollection of several

years ago of someone being attacked by
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the technical press for being idiotic

enough to place as heavy material in his

lower arch bars as he did in the upper

ones, at which time I believe it was fig-

ured out the number of tons of metal that

he had thrown away, and I have since seen

an allusion made to the same subject, in

which it was claimed that he had been

converted and was not following the ways
of the transgressor any longer.

I read these remarks with a mental

reservation that there is a great deal ac-

credited to Providence and science that

did not belong to either, from the fact

that I consider nothing science except the

exact truth. My observation, extending

over some few years, has been that with

equal members, both as to angle and the

size of bars in both the upper and lower

arch bars, there have been at least nine

lower arch bars break to one upper one.

I also notice in the blueprints that come
to hand, and also the cars that come under

my observation, that the shorter the upper

arch bar was made the heavier it was

made, and the lighter the lower one; in

some instances the upper bar being made
so heavy that, had the lower bar been

strong enough to have broken the upper

one, it would have sheared the box bolts

ten times over before starting the upper

bar.

Our tender trucks are made with an

upper arch bar with 4-inch set, and a

lower with 8-inch set; and although made
of the same-sized bars, there has never

been one of the upper bars break, al-

though we have had so many of the lower

ones break that we have had to increase

the size of these bars. I have written dif-

ferent parties in regard to this matter, and

the only answer I ever got was, that there

must be something wrong in the angles,

by which there was a constant vibration

of the angle of the lower bar that did not

obtain in the upper one. Be this as it

may, the fact remains that we have got to

have angles, and I have always been so

particular that I would not accept an arch

bar bent in the usual manner on a bull-

dozer, but always insisted on short angles

being formed where the bars were bent;

and also that we have but very few broken

arch bars under our own equipment—in

fact we might say none, except those that

I speak of under our tenders. I have

taken particular pains for the last several

years to ask every car inspector or re-

pairer who I thought would treasure up

such points of observation, what their ex-

perience had been, and find that their ex-

perience would corroborate mine, that it

was very seldom that the upper bar broke

and it was quite a common occurrence to

have lower ones broken.

I agree fully with Mr. Reynolds, that

it is essential that a committee should be

appointed who would collect data in re-

gard to this matter, and establish some-

thing that would be a standard in the

form of a diamond truck; and I would

like to see their recommendation extend

to the point that no car should pass unless

it had arch bars of certain dimensions for

certain capacities of cars, as there are al-

together too many cars in this country

with capacities marked on their bodies

for which their trucks are not adequate.

P. Leeds, S. M.
Louisville, Ky.

^ ^ ®
Breaking a Balky Mule by Steam.

Editors :

Since the advent of air brakes I have

had quite an experience in braking, but I

once, years ago, departed from the art as

generally employed and turned my hand

to breaking a refractory mule by steam.

I was going East one day on an "ex-

tra," and upon reaching Osceola took the

siding to await the passage of a west-

bound regular train. The "61" stood

near the east end of the siding and near

a road crossing. The main street of the

town approached the railroad diagonally,

from the southeast, until they came to-

gether, the street then extending parallel

to and close to the ends of the ties up to

the crossing.

As I sat lounging in the cab I observed

a "Prairie schooner" coming down the

street, drawn by a pair of tall, clean-

limbed mules. The driver did a sort of

general delivery business between Os-

ceola and some of the remote country

towns, and on the day in question had a

variety of merchandise in his wagon,

weighing but a few hundred pounds. The
team was moving along serenely until that

part of the road paralleling the track was

reached, when the "off" mule apparently

changed his mind and concluded to balk.

The driver first tried moral suasion,

then resorted to a formidable-looking

whip, but all to no purpose; for every

time the mule's "partner" endeavored to

move forward, the recalcitrant one ex-

erted his physical endeavors in an opposite

direction and the wagon stood still. Di-

rectly I became interested, and, alighting

from the engine, walked down the track

for a better view of the struggle for su-

premacy. The driver belabored the mule

vigorously, but to no purpose, and from

sheer exhaustion finally let up in his ef-

forts. I sized up the situation and con-

cluded that no man would be able to

cajole, intimidate or conquer that mule's

obstinacy.

Just then the muleteer turned to me and

remarked in somewhat forcible language

that "that mule was getting worse and

worse and them spells more frequent."

Said I, "I can start him for you."

"Well, I would like to see you start him
or kill him."

"Got any rope?" said I.

"Nothin' but that rope on his neck and

some trace chains in the wagon."

"Get them out," said I, "and we will

take a pull on him with the engine." He
did so and we proceeded to couple up the

chains and inch rope, which was looped

round the mule's neck and served as a

halter; then I opened the switch and the

fireman ran the engine ahead sufficiently

to attach the improvised cable to a front-

end brace.

Then came the tug of war. Slowly the
"61" took up the slack, and as the line be-

came taut the mule settled down on his

haunches and in his sitting position en-

deavored to hold his ground, but to no
avail, for he was slid along the hard road

several rods, his "pard" meekly walking

along beside him. Finally the mule re-

gained his feet at a bound and showed an

inclination to furnish his own propulsion.

The procession was stopped and we dis-

connected; the driver drew his reins, the

mules started, went over the crossing on

a trot and were soon lost to view up the

lane.

Some weeks later I chanced to be in

Osceola, when along came the driver and

his mules.

"How is your mule?" said I.

"Furst-rate; he had a sore throat, I

reckon, for a few days after bucking that

ingine, but he's all right now."

"Does he buck any?"

"Ain't bucked only once since you dis-

ci-plined him. One day I was coming
down to the village with a load of wood
and he balked. I tried licking and burn-

ing grass under him, but it didn't do na
good; then I unhitched the halter and got

out in front of him, and the minute I be-

gan to pull on the rope the ornery fool

must have thought that I was a steam,

ingine, for he let right up and come along

and nary a bucking since."

"Say, mister," said he, as he gathered

up the lines, swung his black snake and
started; "if you could run that machine

round through the country hereabouts,

you could make your everlasting fortune

learning mules common sense."

S. J. Kidder.
Cliicago, III.

i ^ i
" Railroads for China."

Editors :

Your short article in April number,
under heading as above, was of peculiar

interest. China got humiliation at the

hands of Japan because of a failure to

comprehend knowledge of mechanical

and engineering methods of modern war-

fare, in which the army is scarcely less a

fighting machine than is a warship. Be-

cause of this China was buffeted about by
a little nation one-fifth her own strength,

numerically. This is sure to be the case

—very sure.

Away back—I cannot remember dates;

but most of your readers, because they

are railroad men, may do so—a company
secured the privilege of building a short

railroad in China. It came about that

some time after this short road was built

I became acquainted, in a business way,

with an American who was interested, not

financially, in building this short road.
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Chinese labor was employed and he went

about daily with his spare pockets loaded

with deadly weapons, mostly Colt re-

volvers. He remained after the comple-

tion of the road; and, associating with

himself an American engineer, they ob-

tained the privilege of surveying some of

the large rivers of China, with a view to

opening them up to navigation by dredg-

ing, they (the contractors) to submit to

the Chinese Government just what could

be accomplished by dredging and the

cost of machinery, per set. The princi-

pal pieces in a set of machinery would be

a four-yard dipper dredge and a derrick

with a hundred-foot boom, the derrick to

be self-propelling and to crawl along the

bank on a temporary track as fast as the

dredge worked its way up the river,

reaching its long arm and pendant

dumping bo.x out to meet the dipper of

the dredge as often as it came to the sur-

face with its four to five yards of wet

clay, receiving its load, swinging around,

and dumping it inland as far as could be

reasonably expected.

The Chinese officials expressed them-

selves as highly pleased with the entire

•operation of the machinery, and negotia-

tions were at once begun for duplicate sets

<or this and other rivers. Things looked

favorable to the two Americans, who did

me the honor to engage me to start for

China at the shortest notice. The salary

proposed was flattering, and I quietly

made arrangements for going. Just at

this stage the Chinese Circumlocution

Office got in its work. The Circumlocu-

tion Office in China is an improvement

on anything of the kind in the world.

There is always something covered be-

sides delay.

Things went along with the two Ameri-

cans lor a full year—contracts always to

be signed "next week;" then in the bland-

est manner imaginable they were in-

formed that the Government would not

contract for more machinery, the evident

intention being to build it at the Chinese

Arsenal. The American "syndicate" of

two had been badly taken in by the

"heathen Chinee;" spent two years time

and considerable money in the interests

of the Chinese Government, surveying

rivers and harbors, literally for just about

nothing.

Will something like this be the case

with railroad syndicates in China, or, be-

ing larger, will they be better able to pro-

tect themselves?

F. F. Hemenway.

C Brooklyn, X. Y.

% % %
The First Steel Tires Used on Ameri-

can Locomotives.

Editors :

Prior to and after 1850, Henry Siedle

owned two forges at Gibraltar, seven miles

below Reading, Pa. In one forge, scrap

iron was worked up into blooms, some of

which was worked up into bar or merch-

ant iron, and the balance sold. Charcoal

was used in these forges. The scrap was

mixed cast and wrought iron; all steel was

carefully kept out for fear of injuring the

quality of the blooms.

One of the forgenien, Warren A. Lewis,

discovered that by putting three or four

old files or a steel frog point or two in a

"loup," as they called the pile, it worked

better and came to "nature" quicker.

This he practiced on the sly, and soon

taught the trick to his two sons. Bill and

Harry, who also worked in the bloom

forge with him.

Quite a pile of steel scrap that had been

culled out accumulated, and the old man
Lewis asked Mr. Siedle to allow him to

"sink" a loup of entirely steel scrap, con-

sisting of broken springs, old files, tool

faces, etc., resulting in the prettiest bloom

ever seen in the forge. Siedle took it to

the merchant forge and had it drawn into

bars for wagon tires, and found it su-

perior to anything he had ever had. He
at once went to the Reading Railroad

shops in Reading, where he bought his

scrap, and found a huge pile of old steel

that there was no sale for, because it was

thought useless. He offered Mr. Mill-

holland, master mechanic of the Phila-

delphia & Reading, a trifling price for a

few tons of it, and got it at his own fig-

ures; "could have had it all for hauling it

away," as Millholland afterwards told

me. This lot he used up with A No. I re-

sults, and went back for more. Millhol-

land "smelled a mice" and drew the

secret out of Siedle, and then refused to

sell him any more scrap steel at any price,

but contracted with him to work up the

steel into blooms, at so much per ton, for

the company's exclusive use.

At that time the company were forging

their own tires from wrought scrap

blooms, made in their own forge at Read-

ing. James Mullen was foreman of the

smith shop and forge, and the success of

forging tire and crank axles—of which a

few were used—was due to him. He did

not know the word "fail." John Snyder

was the boss forgeman under Mullen and

—after Mullen had personally made some

tires to show it could be done—made all

the tires used for years, using the Kirk

helve hammer, which you illustrated the

other day.

As the Steel blooms were a novelty,

Mullen made the tires from them per-

sonally. They were put on the Baldwin

six-wheel connected engine "United

States," somewhere about 1851 or 1852

—

engineer, Charles Carpenter, now running

on Second Avenue "L" road—and were

a grand success. A few sets more were

made and used, and then Mr. Millholland

took to the cast-iron tire, and used the

steel blooms for frames, crank axles and

pins, etc.

C. J. R.WCH,

Rd. F'man of Eng., "L" Rds.

New York.

Rules to Calculate Trainj^Kesistance
Need to be Changed.

Editors :

Having read with very much interest

the article in your April issue, page 321,

I am able from my own experience and

experiments to fully agree with the state-

ment which you have made, "that the

generally accepted formulx of train re-

sistance are very far indeed from being

either correct or from giving results

which agree with actual practice." For
several years I was a believer in the Clark

formula; but practice proved to me that

when starting a train, or running at a slow

speed, the formula gave the resistance as

far too low, but that at all high speeds

the results given by it were far too high.

In short, all my experience goes to prove

conclusively that the resistance of a train

does not increase as the square of the

speed.

Three years ago, when I was in Amer-
ica, I had the pleasure to ride upon the

engines drawing some of the fastest and

most important trains, and also to wit-

ness the taking of indicator diagrams.

When riding upon locomotives, the

writer then saw weights of trains con-

veyed, and certain speeds attained, which

according to the usual formula could not

possibly have been hauled at those speeds.

In the same way, only so recently as the

race to Aberdeen last year, it was proved

that the engines were performing work
daily which according to the formulae

they would be perfectly unable to per-

form under any such circumstances. My
experience also proved that, weight for

weight, an American train running on

"bogies" and provided with central buf-

fers, runs with very much less resistance

than an ordinary English train composed

of six-wheeled carriages and provided

with the us.ual side buffers. When, there-

fore, we in England estimate the working

of American engines, we must remember
that, weight for weight, they have less re-

sistance to overcome than the English

engine; therefore, it is quite reasonable

to suppose that they can, with the same

weight, run at a higher speed. Rigid

wheel base and side buffers have existed in

England from the early days of railways,

but it is an admitted fact that they both

tend to largely increase train resistance.

Cl.KMKNT E. STRHTTON, C. E. J

Saxc-Cohurf; House.
F'w--^.- J., Leicester. Ent;land.

i i i
A novel form of tube expander has been

invented and patented by Chas. D. Mosh-
er. New York City. A three-roll ex-

pander is secured to the end of a mandrel

which has a beveled gear on the end. This

gear connects with another gear con-

nected to a shaft gear at right angles, the

shaft being operated by a crank and

handle. This will enable a man expand-

ing tubes to push in the expander and

operate very conveniently by means of

the crank.
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Special Forging Tools.

Williams, White & Co., of Moline, III.,

are making some forging machinery that

ought to form a part of every first-class

blacksmith shop equipment. The tools

we illustrate, and particularly desire to call

attention to, are a steam bulldozer, an

is bolted; this face plate is placed eccentri-

cally with the mandrel, so as to make the

eye as round as possible and not too flat

in shape. The overhanging steel hook on
front of the machine has a movement up-

ward and inward; it holds the shank of the

eyebolt and brings it up against the sta-

STEAM BULLDOZER.

EYEBOLT MACHINE.

eyebolt machine, and a machine for roll-

ing taper shapes.

The builders briefly describe these ma-
chines as follows: "The steam bulldozer

for forging, bending and upsetting, and

other work that is done on the geared

bull-dozers, will recommend itself to such

shops as have steam, but are not fitted

up with shafting and belt power. This

type of machine is not so efficient in some
respects as the geared machine that we
have been making for years, but it has

some advantages of its own.

"While the direct pressure is not as

great as in the geared machine, yet by

means of the rapidity of the motion, which

is something between a blow and a push,

an effect is obtained of considerable force,

and the blows given in rapid succession

have an intensity sufficient to cover a wide

range of work.

"The eyebolt machine has an oscillating

stop against which the iron is thrust, and

which rotates out of the way as soon as

the dies grip the iron. There is a rotat-

ing face plate on which the moving die

tionary die, which is bolted to the face

of the machine, and thus forms the neck

of the eye.

"The mandrel is automatically with-

drawn each time, after the eye is formed,

so as to release the eye-bolt. Ordinary

round steel is used for this mandrel; and

as fast as it wears on the point, it can be

cut ofif and set forward so as to bring a

rolls are seen at the left of the machine.

The punch or shear is shown at the cen-

ter."

Car companies are evincing a lively in-

terest in these taper-rolling machines,

which can turn out brake levers and
Christie brakehead keys at a rate and
of a quality of finish absolutely impos-

sible by any of the old methods.

The builders of these machines are hav-

ing something of a boom in trade at pres-

ent, the Canadian Pacific Railway having

ordered two of the No. s bulldozers, and
they are also building two of the eyebolt

machines for car companies, in addition

to the "Justice" hammer ordered by the

Southern Railway Co.

i i ^
We note some curious testimony about

methods of preventing spark-throwing

from locomotives, in an old English law-

suit. A report says: "It was proved by

engineers and other scientific men that it

was the practice to supply the chimneys

of locomotive engines with wire gauze

bonnets or spark-catchers, or the firebox

with Venetian blinds, in order to prevent

P-

r.

TAPER ROLLING MACHINE.

new part into action. The same blocks

that carry the shears may be used for

squeezing, bending or welding, and the

machine can be adjusted so as to do good

welding at the same time that it forms

the eye.

"The taper-rolling machine does its

work by means of eccentric-shaped rolls,

a part of which are cut away to allow the

operator to push in the bar against a stop

or gage, but the piece may be gaged by

the eye when so desired. The rolls then

grip the iron and push it back to the oper-

ator, at the same time tapering or draw-

ing it to the special shape required. These

accidents of this kind, and that the engine

referred to had neither of these appliances.

Three engine manufacturers stated that

bonnets and Venetian blinds had ceased

to be in general use for the last fifteen

years, except on South Wales railways,

where the engines were worked at a high

pressure and the line passed through a

woody country, because the improved

construction of locomotives rendered

them unnecessary; that the spark-catcher

was only in use in America, where wood

was chiefly used for fuel, and that the en-

gine in question was so made as not to

require any of those appliances."
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The Apprentice.

The general foreman of certain large

railroad shops remarked to the writer a

short time ago: "Our shops, as you can

see, are full of apprentices—machine shop,

car shops, blacksmith shop and boiler

shop are swarming with young men learn-

ing the trades. There is a sentiment go-

ing the round that raising apprentices

does not pay; but we have no reason to

complain. These young men finish their

time, and most of them remain with us

01 come back after they have seen a little

of the outside world. They are a big im-

provement on the tramp mechanic."

These sentiments are different from those

we generally hear of in railroad shops

concerning apprentices. There is a decided

tendency to repeat the hackneyed talk that

the day of training apprentices is past,

and that railroad companies ought to hire

their mechanics from the open labor mar-

ket and leave the teaching of mechanics

to others.

This is a contemptible way of looking

at what is really an important industrial

question, involving the highest kind ot

public duties. The tendency of all trades

is to train specialists who become expert

only on one or two operations. That is

the class of men trained in nearly all large

manufacturing establishments. They go

into the shop as boys to do light work,

and by degrees learn to control a few re-

curring operations on machines. Men
raised in that way are not mechanics, and

they are not capable of doing the general

floor or bench work of a railroad machine

shop. The youths who learn a few opera-

tions in wood-working shops, contract

boiler ,shops, and blacksmith shops con-

nected with manufacturing establish-

ments, are useless in railroad shops of a

kindred character.

It is therefore right, just and proper

that railroad companies should bear the

public burden, if any burden there is, in

training men to do the work in their

shops. Railroad accounts, as a rule, are

not kept very close to show the value of

individual workmen, and we believe that

very few railroad companies can tell

whether or not they have profited from the

work done by the apprentices they have

employed. The prejudice for and against

apprentices is based mostly on personal

predilection. If a railroad company can

come out nearly even on apprentices they

have trained, the future benefit will make

the mechanic trained by their employing

apprentices a paying investment.

Besides the question of profit and loss,

nearly every railroad company has im-

plied duties connected with the place

where shops are located, that entitle them

to do something towards training a part

of the population in the mechanical arts.

In a great many cases the railroad repair

shops are the principal mechanical estab-

lishment in the district where they are lo-

cated. Those in such districts naturally

expect that as many boys will be employed

to learn the business as circumstances will

admit, and they have reason to feel ag-

grieved if the railroad company pursues

an exclusive policy.

Much of the dissatisfaction heard about

the success of the apprentice system is

due to the mismanagement and careless-

ness of those who have charge of boys,

presumably learning a trade in a railroad

shop. The interest of the boy is very

often the last thing considered by a fore-

man. If the youth can run a nut-tapping

machine satisfactorily, he is frequently left

there, or at some other operation requir-

ing no skill, until he rebels. Those who
do not rebel never get a decent chance to

learn the trade. After four or five years

spent on nut tappers, drilling machines

and perhaps a slotter, a young man fin-

ishes his trade and finds that he knows

no more than common laborers, and is

worth no more to his employer. When
a youth of this kind asks for journeyman's

pay, he is generally permitted to quit. A
foreman looks over the work he has done

in training such youths, and declares ap-

prenticeship a failure. Most of these

failures result from employing incompe-

tent or unscrupulous foremen.

The Railroad /Mechanical Conventions.

The leading railroad meclianical associa-

tions, the Master Car-Builders' and Mas-

ter Mechanics' Associations, will meet in

convention at Saratoga, N. Y., this month,

to listen to reports and to engage in dis-

cussions of subjects that are investigated

for the purpose of advancing the knowl-

edge concerning the principles, construc-

tion, repair and service of railroad rolling

stock. To judge from what has been

done by these associations in the past,

there is no reason to doubt that the work
performed at the conventions of 1896 will

be profitable to railroad interests. Whether

the work pcrforined will produce the best

possible results from the amount of

thought, work and energy expended is

another question.

Both conventions will meet with a pro-

gram of work to be performed which is

not consistent with the amount of time to

be devoted to its consideration. The
Master Car-Builders' Association will re-

ceive reports on ten subjects, besides the

reports of three standing committees. In

addition to this work, one whole day must

be devoted to the discussion of rules of

interchange of cars. When it is under-

stood that three days of four hours each

are usually devoted to the work of the

Master Car-Builders' Convention, it will

be understood that there will be remark-

ably small time for the consideration of

every report that has to be read.

The most important subject that will

come up for the decision of the Master

Car-Builders' Convention is a proposed

radical change on the rules of interchange

of cars, which makes owners of cars re-

sponsible for the greater part of repairs

performed on their cars when away from

home. The change is known as the Chi-

cago plan. It has been up for discussion

for two years, and it was confidently ex-

pected that the convention would adopt

it last year; but unexpected opposition

was presented by some of the leading rail-

road companies. The system has been in

use through mutual consent by quite a

number of railroads centering in Chicago,

for several years, and it is reported greatly

to facilitate the movement of cars. The
unexpected may happen again, and the

adoption of the system be defeated at the

coming convention; but we consider that

the railroad companies aiding to defeat

the plan, which seems based on justice and

fair dealing, stand in their own light.

The Master Mechanics' Convention will

receive reports of committees on fourteen

subjects, besides the President's address

and the reports of the Secretary and
Treasurer. The time devoted to the read-

ing and discussion of the reports, the

election of new officers, and other busi-

ness, is generally four hours for three

days. The time at the disposal of the con-

vention would not leave any margin for

discussion if all of it were devoted to the

deliberate reading of the reports. None of

the subjects to be reported upon are of
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supreme importance; but some of the com-

mittees will submit reports which ought

to receive careful consideration, and which

ought to bring forth the views of the mem-
bers. When a committee is calling for

information on any subject under investi-

gation, it is extremely difficult to obtain

from members answfers giving facts

worthy of mention. Most of the circulars

of inquiry are thrown into the waste

basket, and there is a general tendency to

leave to the chairmen of committees the

whole work of preparing reports. This is

not right, but it has always been this way;

and no amount of scolding, complaining

and denouncing those who do not per-

form their duty towards the associations

appears to have any influence in making

the members generally more ready to give

their help.

About two-thirds of the subjects to be

reported on at the next Master Mechan-

ics' Convention would be better suited for

noon-hour discussions than for written

reports. Nearly all the reports to be sub-

mitted to both conventions relate to sub-

jects that have been threshed over until

no vitality or living grain remains in

them.

At the last Master Mechanics' Conven-

tion a member rose and moved that a com-

mittee be appointed to revise the consti-

tution. The members did not appear to

know what changes were needed, and they

displayed most decided opposition to any

change. The writer has practically been

responsible for carrying on the business

of the Master Mechanics' Association foi

the last ten years. That experience has

convinced him that a radical change in

the way of carrying on the business of

both associations is necessary if the or-

ganizations are to maintain their useful-

ness for railroad interests. Both associa-

tions were established about thirty years

ago, and the leaders did the best that

their limited experience suggested to

formulate a profitable system of carrying

on business. The interests involved the

operations of railroad clubs and the past

work performed have made existing meth-

ods short of present requiretnents. Radi-

cal changes in the constitution and by-

laws ought to be adopted to enable the

associations to profit from the work ot

specialists who have made railroad roll-

ing-stock problems special studies.

Both associations are tyrannized over

by time-honored forms. The subjects to

be investigated at each convention are

chosen by a committee appointed for the

purpose; and at every convention mem-
bers on the floor add subjects which make
the program too long for the time at the

disposal of the convention. The most
valuable data presented at railroad meet-

ings in the last five years have been sub-

mitted by men. who had made a special

study of railroad engineering problems.

Among these engineering papers that are

of permanent value we might mention:

"Boiler Underframing of Freight Cars,"

by Joughins; "Manipulation of Steel," by

Fox ;
" Counterbalancing of Driving

Wheels," by Parke, and also by Sander-

son; "Steel in Car Construction," by Mc-

Ilwain; "Locomotive Boilers," by Bell;

"Locomotive Fuel," by Forsyth; "Dis-

tribution of Steam for High-Speed Loco-

motives," by Quereau, and many others.

Papers of that kind would be of great

value to the Master Car Builders' and

Master Mechanics' Associations, but they

are crowded out by reports on hackneyed

subjects that occupy the whole time of the

conventions.

The associations have done remarkably

valuable work in the many years of their

existence; but if they desire to be as use-

ful in the future as they have been in the

past, they must change to meet the prog-

ress and spirit of railroad mechanical en-

gineering which have come around since

they were organized.

^ i i
stronger Diamond Trucks Needed.

The article which appeared in the May
issue of "Locomotive Engineering," on

the Graphics of the Arch Bar, has at-

tracted considerable attention and has

excited a great deal of discussion

among railroad men. One letter ap-

pears on the subject in our correspon-

dence department, and a feeling is already

manifest in diiiferent quarters to bring

the subject before the next Master Car-

Builders' Convention. A well-known

master mechanic and car builder, writing

on the subject, says:

"In relation to the relative proportion

between top and bottom arch bars of dia-

mond trucks, the universal practice is to

make the top arch bar the heavier, and in

almost every instance the bottom bar is

the one that breaks. The top arch bar is

the one that is always in compression,

and should be only heavy enough to keep

it from buckling. The lower arch bar

has a tensile strain; and as there is a good

deal of metal cut away for the column

bolt-holes, it most always gives way at

that point.

"It may be that this matter has been up

before the convention already; but if this

is not the case, I think it would be a good

idea to have a committee appointed to

make tests, so that we might get better

proportions than we have at the present

time. Of course, if the matter was taken

up, it would take in the tie strap as well

as the arch bars. A great many cars are

running now with the tie straps breaking

or stretched, so that they leave the oil box

badly canted. It is frequently noticed in

our iron body bolsters that the top part

of the truss is what gives way. Here the

conditions are reversed to what they are

in the truck, the bottom part of the bol-

sters being in compression and the top

has the tensile strain."

It would certainly be a good plan to

have a committee of the Master Car-

Builders' Convention appointed to in-

vestigate the diamond truck; but we do

not believe that tests are necessary. The

strains to which a diamond truck is sub-

jected can be figured out without any

great difficulty, and they will be done, if

the right committee is appointed, with

comparatively small labor.

In connection with our article on the

Graphics of the Arch Bar, we urged that

action be taken by the Master Car-Build-

ers' Association, with a view of having

a standard arch adopted that would cover

all conditions for an arch-bar truck. There

are, however, two serious obstacles to

surmount in doing this—first, the various

depths of truck bolsters which pass be-

tween the arch bars; and second, the

height of springs for these bolsters. This

difficulty might be overcome by intelli-

gent action, and an arch bar designed

that would meet with the approval of the

majority of those interested.

A satisfactory design should not only

deal with the form and shape of the arch,

but should show also the dimensions of all

the members entering into its construction,

for the reason that, without figures, there

are many who are likely to continue the old

order of things, and give sizes to the parts

that will defeat the object sought of mak-

ing a sufficiently strong truck. An arch-

bar truck designed for 60,000-pound

loads, and the strength properly calcu-

lated for each member, would be an

achievement that the association might

be proud of, and a drawing of such a

truck, with its stamp of approval, would

stand as an index of progress among the

best things recently done by the associa-

tion.

^ ^ ©
The Extension Front Question.

The article which appeared in the May
issue of "Locomotive Engineering," from

Mr. A. M. Waitt, of the Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern, claiming to be the

designer of the first successful extension

front for locomotives, has brought upon

our heads a flood of correspondence which

we were not prepared for. We have no

doubt that Mr. Waitt made his statements

in good faith, and that he sincerely be-

lieves that the extension front which he

designed was the first to work with entire

satisfaction. He does not claim to have

designed the first extension front, but ac-

knowledges that there had previously

been experiments with extension fronts

both with straight and diamond stacks,

but that they were unsatisfactory. Some

of our correspondents have evidently mis-

understood Mr. Waitt's letter, and sup-

posed that he claimed to be the designer

of the first extension put upon a loco-

motive.

Apart from the personal misunderstand-

ing, the discussion has brought out some

interesting historical facts and letters that

•most railroad men will read with interest.

We do not believe that the end of improv-

ing the extension front is by any means
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appointed division master mechanic, with

reached yet, for some of those in use arc

far from being satisfactory. In connec-
tion with the improving of the extension

front, we would direct attention to what
Mr. P. Leeds says about the experiments
he made to find out what length produced
the best results. There are probably
many extension fronts in use that are too

long. It would cost little to try the ex-

periments made by Mr. Leeds, and it

might be the means of reducing the coal

consumption. The size of smokebox that

was most satisfactory for his engines,

might not be by any means suitable for

locomotives operated under difTerent con-
ditions; hence the necessity for independ-
ent investigation.

^ i ^
For years the industry and ingenuity of

inventors seemed to be devoted more to

the designing of car couplers than to any-

thing else. The production of new and
improved car couplers is by no means
ended to-day, as the weekly record of the

Patent Office can testify, but the inventors

in this line are not now very conspicuous.
The invention that now monopolizes in-

ventive industry is a fender for street cars.

The Patent Office is hauling in lots of

gold from this class of inventors at pres-

ent. Of course, every patentee of a car

fender thinks that he has got a perfect

protection against people being run over
by street cars, but the slaughter goes on
all over the land. The multitude of in-

ventors do not appear yet to have de-

vised a car fender that is entirely efficient.

i g i
BOOK REVIEWS.

"Electricity up to Date; for Light,
Power and Traction." By John B.
Verity. New York: Frederick Warne
& Co., Publishers. Price $i.

This book treats in a very interesting
manner the development of electricity and
electrical apparatus from the time when
the first dawnings of this force were mani-
fest until the present year of grace. The
tentative steps are recorded and the most
modern electrical appliances are illus-
trated and briefly described. The scope of
the work is very wide, for it appears to
deal with every department of science or
industry to which electricity has been ap-
plied.

"Water and Gas Works Appliances" is

the title of a book recently published by
D. W. Wood & Co.. Philadelphia. The
purpose of the book is to supply informa-
tion to parties who contemplate the build-
ing of water and gas works, and also to
direct attention to the apparatus and ap-
pliances used in water and gas works
handled by the publishers. The informa-
tion given is very full and apparently re-
liable. The book is sent free to those in-
terested.

i i i

The Baldwin Locomotive Works are at

work on 60 compound consolidations for

Russia. They will be shipped without ten-

ders.

PERSONAL.
Mr. Fred Salisbury has been appointed

engine dispatcher at Jackson, Mich.

Mr. P. M. Hammett has been appointed

division master mechanic of the Boston
& Maine, with headquarters at Boston.

Mr. C. H. Barnes, division master me-
chanic of the Boston & Albany, has been
transferred from Boston to Springfield.

Mr. Frank Singer has been appointed

master mechanic of the Midland Terminal
Railway, with headquarters at Gillett,

Colo.

Mr. Walter Layman has been appointed
master mechanic of the Ohio River Rail-

road, with headquarters at Parkersburg,

W. Va.

Mr. D. A. Smith has been appointed

division master mechanic of the Boston

& Maine, with headquarters at Somer-
ville, Mass.

Mr. Ernest Messmer has been ap-

pointed foreman of the Lake Erie & West-
ern Railroad at Muncie, Ind., succeeding
Mr. J. T. Clark.

Mr. H. G. Hudson, of the Bellefontaine

shops of the Big Four, has been appointed
general foreman of the company's shops
at Wabash, Ind.

Mr. W. A. Wolford has been appointed

general foreman of the Bellefontaine

shops of the Big Four. He was formerly

a foreman in the Wabash shops.

Mr. Charles H. Grundy has been ap-

pointed general manager of the Marsh-
field & Southeastern, with headquarters

at Marshficid, Wis., in place of Mr. A. A.
Hopkins.

Mr. Henry M. Shepard has been ap-

pointed superintendent of the Unadilla

Valley, in place of Mr. Charles N. Cheva-
lier, resigned. Headquarters, New Ber-
lin, N. Y.

Mr. M. F. Bonzano, late general super-

intendent of the South Jersey, has been
appointed general manager of the Chatta-

nooga Southern, with headquarters at

Chattanooga, Tenn.

Mr. Wellington Sprague has been ap-

pointed superintendent of the Quebec di-

vision of the Maine Central, with office

at Lancaster, N. H., in place of Mr. Geo.
F. Black, transferred.

Mr. J. H. Hill, formerly secretary to

General Manager Purdy of the Missouri,

Kansas & Texas, has been appointed gen-
eral manager of the Galveston, Houston
& Henderson, with headquarters at Gal-

veston, Tex.

Mr. Frank J. Zerbee, who has been gen-
eral foreman of the Bellefontaine shops
of the Big Four for the past year, has been
transferred to the Michigan shops, with

the title of master mechanic—office at

Wabash, Ind.

Mr. Thos. J. Hennessey, traveling engi-

neer of the Michigan Central, has been

headquarters at Jackson, Mich. Mr.
Hennessey was formerly general foreman
at the same point.

Mr. Charles L. Martine, assistant sup-

erintendent of the Rumford Falls &
Rangeley Lakes, has been appointed sup-

erintendent of that road, to succeed Mr.
L. L. Lincoln, resigned. Headquarters,

Rumford Falls, Me.

Mr. James McLaughlin, recently with

the Philadelphia Engineering Works, has

been elected secretary and treasurer of the

Barr Pumping Company, Philadelphia.

Mr. W. W. Lindsay is the general mana-
ger of the latter company.

Mr. John Medway, superintendent of

motive power of the Fitchburg Railroad,

has gone to Europe to make the "Grand
Tour." He expects to see all the valu-

able features of the railroad shops noted

for their progressive tendencies.

Mr. W. Cockfield has resigned as loco-

motive and car superintendent of the In-

teroceanic Railway, to accept the position

of master mechanic on the San Luis di-

vision of the Mexican Central, with head-

quarters at San Luis Potosi, Mex.

Mr. Robert Burgess, assistant to In-

structor F. M. Nellis on the Westing-
house Car, was married on May 12th to

Miss Dora Gilmore, of Red Bluff, Cal.

Mr. Burgess will represent the Westing-
house Air-Brake Co., at Atlanta, Ga.

Mr. T. E. Adams, late master mechanic
at Barnesville, on the Great Northern
Railway, has been promoted to be division

superintendent of the Dakota division on
the same road. Mr. Adams is one of the

old-time engineers on that road, and his

promotion is a well-deserved recognition

of good work well done.

Mr. E. D. Bronner, the well-known
master car-builder of the Michigan Cen-
tral, has been appointed assistant superin-

tendent of motive power of the road, with

headquarters at Detroit, Mich. This is a

change that has come about through the

appointment of Mr. Robt. Miller to the

position of superintendent of motive
power.

Mr. Lucas Van Allen, for four years

trainmaster of the Buffalo division of the

Lehigh Valley, has been appointed super-

intendent of that division, with headquar-
ters at Buffalo. N. Y., to succeed Mr. C.

A. Beach, who resigned some time ago.
Mr. Van Allen was formerly for ten years
train dispatcher on the Buffalo division of

the Erie.

Mr. Parley I. Perrin, long superintend-

ent of the Taunton Locomotive Works,
died at Taunton last month, in the eighty-

fourth year of his age. He joined the

Taunton Locomotive Works as drafts-

man and foreman in 1846. In time he was
made superintendent, and eventually

agent and treasurer—the position he held

until he retired from active work.
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Mr. E. V. Sedgwick, formerly master

mechanic of the Mexican Central, and

afterward for a short time locomotive

and car superintendent of the Interoceanic

Railway, has been appointed superintend-

ent of motive power and machinery and

superintendent of transportation of the

latter road, and has resigned his positon

with the Compania de Ferrocarriles In-

dustriales.

General Manager Hays, of the Grand
Trunk, issues circulars sometimes that

are calculated to make worn-out railroad

men on less fortunate roads heavy with

envy. He intimates appointments made
to fill positions of men superannuated.

The latest case of this kind is a notice

that Mr. A. Butze has been appointed

purchasing agent, in place of Mr. John
Taylor, superannuated.

Mr. J. E. Cannon, one of the oldest en-

gineers on the Great Northern Railway,

with reference to service, has been pro-

moted to the position of master mechanic

on that road at Barnesville, Minn. The

promotion of Mr. Cannon makes the tenth

engineer taken from the ranks for eleva-

tion in the six years past—certainly a

flattering tribute to the ability of the

Great Northern engineers.

Mr. J. T. Odell has been elected presi-

dent of the Butler & Pittsburgh Railroad,

with headquarters at Pittsburgh. That

railroad is an enterprise connected with

the Carnegie steel interests, and is under-

taken for the purpose of putting various

steel works in Pittsburgh into close com-

munication with Lake Erie. Mr. Odell

has been for the last three years general

manager of the New York & New Eng-

land, and previous to that was on the

Baltimore & Ohio.

!Mr. W. H. Thomas, superintendent ol

motive power of the Southern Railway,

announces that on account of the consoli-

dation of the Southern Railway Com-
pany's shops at Atlanta, Ga., the jurisdic-

tion of Mr. W. H. Hudson, master me-

chanic, is extended over the Third Motive

Power Division between Atlanta and Cen-

tral; and the jurisdiction of Mr. W. H.

Owens, master mechanic, is extended ovei

the Third Motive Power Division be-

tween Charlotte and Central.

Mr. C. P. Krauth, the genial treasurei

of the McConway & Torley Co., Pitts-

burgh, has suffered a very severe attack

of la grippe, and is still in very precarious

health in consequence. He took a trip

down the Mississippi River from Pitts-

burgh to New Orleans for the benefit of

his health, and was greatly, improved

thereby. The trip occupied two weeks.

He is now sojourning at Atlantic City,

and expects to be well enough to attend

the railway conventions at Saratoga.

Mr. S. D. Hutchins, the well-known en-

gineer of the Big Four road and president

of the Air-Brake Men's Association, has

resigned his position to accept the posi-

tion of assistant air-brake instructor on

the Westinghouse Instruction Car. F.

M. Nellis will have a good partner on the

car now, and, he hopes, one not likely to

get married on him, as Mr. Robert Bur-

gess has. Sam's many friends among the

enginemen of this country will have a

chance to see him oftener than they for-

merly had.

Mr. Harry A Norton, who is at present

traveling in Mexico in the interests of the

Norton ball-bearing railway jacks, and

"Sure Drop" track jacks, manufactured

by A. O. Norton, of Boston, Mass., is

meeting with good success in that coun-

try and sending in some good orders. He
is expected home in time for the conven-

tion in June. Mr. Norton is an expert

amateur photographer, and he expects to

show his friends numerous amusing

photographs illustrating life and scenes

in Mexico.

Mr. W. F. Bradley, superintendent of

the Toledo, Ann Arbor & North Michi-

gan Railroad, has passed through a seri-

ous illness, but is able to be in his office

again. Mr. Bradley takes a great deal

of interest in the training of apprentices

and in plans for the elevation of work-

men. He has been much disappointed

that his illness has prevented him from

making the full investigations he wished

to carry out in connection with a report

to the Master Mechanics' Association on

the Apprentice Boy.

]\Ir. C. H. Doebler has been appointed

master mechanic of the Wabash Railroad

at Fort Wayne, Ind., succeeding Mr.

F. W. Morse, appointed superintendent

of motive power of the Grand Trunk Rail-

way. Mr. Doebler has been for the last

five years master mechanic on the Big

Four, with headquarters at Wabash, Ind.

He is a graduate of the University of

Pennsylvania, and entered the machine

shops of the Pennsylvania Railroad at

Fort Wayne after leaving college, and

worked in the different positions until he

was appointed master mechanic of the Big

Four.

Mr. Harvey Middleton, general super-

intendent of motive power of the Balti-

more & Ohio, announces several changes

in the personnel of the mechanical depart-

ment. Mr. A. J. Cromwell, superintend-

ent of motive power, lines east of the

Ohio River, has been relieved from active

duty, and granted leave of absence for two

months. Mr. I. N. Kalbaugh, formerly

of Pittsburgh Division, takes Mr. Crom-

well s place. Mr. Thomas Trezise has

been appointed master mechanic of the

Pittsburgh Division, with headquarters

at Glenwood, Pa. Mr. W. H. Harrison,

Jr., has been appointed division master

mechanic at Newark, O., in place of Mr.

E. L. Weisgerber, who has been ap-

pointed master mechanic at Mt. Clare

shops in Baltimore, in place of Mr. S. B.

Crawford, resigned.

In June, 1868, a meeting of twenty rail-

way master mechanics was held at Cleve-

land, O., for the purpose of organizing an

association of men belonging to their

business. They signed a call inviting the

master mechanics of the United States and

Canada to meet in convention at Cleve-

land in the following September. Of the

men who signed the call only four are now

alive. They are Mr. Reuben Wells, now
superintendent of the Rogers Locomotive

Works; Mr. Wm. Swanston, master me-

chanic of the Pennsylvania Railroad at

Indianapolis, Ind.; Mr. Jacob Losey, now
superintendent of an iron forge at Louis-

ville, Ky.; and Mr. Frederick Grinnell,

now a millionaire and man of leisure at

New Bedford, Mass. Mr. Grinnell was

the first secretary. He was then master

mechanic of the Atlantic & Great West-

ern, now the N. Y., P. & O. portion of the

Erie. He did not become a millionaire

working as a master mechanic.

The Board of Directors of the Man-

hattan Elevated Railroad have appointed

Mr. W. J. Fransioli acting general man-

ager, in place of Colonel Hain, deceased.

The appointment is an eminently sensible

one, and will insure the carrying on of the

business of the system in the able manner

it has been conducted for the last fifteen

years. Mr. Fransioli has been private

secretary to Colonel Hain for seven years,

and is thoroughly conversant with all the

details of management. During the last

two years he has practically been acting

manager, for Colonel Hain's health, un-

fitted him from active duties a great part

of the time. Mr. Fransioli began work

on the Elevated Railroad fifteen years

ago as ticket operator and station agent.

The accurate manner in which he per-

formed his duties commended him for

higher duties, and he was transferred to

the general manager's pffice. The ap-

pointment is very popular with the em-

ployes of the system, who feared that a

stranger might come in and bring a fol-

lowing with him.

About the time we last went to press,

Mr. F. W. Morse, division master me-

chanic of the Wabash at Fort Wayne, Ind.,

was appointed superintendent of motive

power and rolling stock of the Grand

Trunk system, succeeding Mr. Herbert

Willis, resigned. Mr. Morse is a very

young man to be put into the highly im-

portant position assigned to him by

General Manager Hays, but he has had

an excellent mechanical training, and we
have no doubt but what he will make a

success in his new position. We have

heard it said that, before Mr. Hays left

the Wabash, the general manager of an-

other railroad, who was looking for a

head of his mechanical department, asked

Mr. Hays' opinion of Mr. Morse. Mr.

Hays answered favorably, but, recogniz-

ing the ability of his division master me-

chanic at Fort Wayne, wrote to him not

to accept an appointment from any other
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road without consulting him. The ne-

gotiations tliat eventually led Mr. Hays
to Montreal were then pending, and Mr.

Hays wished to obtain the assistance of

Mr. Morse. It is understood that Mr.

Morse will make a searching investiga-

tion into the expense of manufacturing

railroad supplies, which is done in the

Grand Trunk shops to an extent far be-

yond anything done in other shops on this

continent.

Franklin K. Ilain, second vice-presi-

dent and general manager of the Man-
hattan Railway of New York, was acci-

dentally killed by a freight train at Clifton

Springs, N. Y., last month. Three or

four years ago Colonel Hain began to suf-

fer from the effects of overwork, and he

became gradually worse till about six

months ago, when his suffering from ner-

vous prostration was so great that he had

to go to the country and take rest. Foi

several months he had been in a sani-

tarium at Clifton Springs and was re-

ported to be steadily improving. He was
out walking when he was accidentally

killed, while crossing the railroad. Col-

onel Hain began his railroad career by
entering the Phila. & Reading shops as

a machinist apprentice at Reading in 1853.

After finishing his apprenticeship, he en-

tered the United States Navy and served

on shipboard for some time during the

War. In 1863 he went to the Delaware

& Lackawanna as draftsman, and left there

to be a master mechanic of the Phila-

delphia & Erie, where he rose to be sup-

erintendent of motive power. From there

he entered the service of the Baldwin
Locomotive Works, and spent some time

in Russia in the interest of this firm. In

1874 he left the Baldwin people to become
superintendent of motive power of the

Erie, a position he occupied for two years,

and then went to be superintendent of the

Keokuk & Des Moines. When that road

was absorbed by the Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific, he was made a division

superintendent of the latter road. In

1880 he was recommended by Mr. Morris
Sellers as master mechanic to General

Winslow, then general manager of the

New York Elevated Railroad. He had
only been performing the duties of master

mechanic but a few weeks when General

Winslow resigned, and he was appointed

general manager in his place. Colonet

Hain was very popular with all the em-
ployes of the Manhattan Elevated, and
his untimely end is sincerely deplored by
nearly all the men who were under his

charge. Like many other successful rail-

road men, Col. Hain's weakness was the

desire to attend to everything himself.

He worked himself to death by details

that might as well have been done by
cheap clerks. His management of the

road was highly beneficial to the com-
pany, but was of a character which
soon drains the life of the strongest of

men.

EQUIPMENT NOTES.

The Beech Creek Railroad have ordered

100 freight cars.

The Chicago & East Illinois have

placed orders for too cars.

The Ohio River Railroad people have

ordered four passenger cars.

The Philadelphia & Reading Railroad

have ordered 15 passenger cars.

The Texas & Pacific have ordered 300

cars from the Mt. Vernon Car Works.

The Cotton Belt road are going to

build large repair shops at Tyler, Tex.

The Munising Railway, which is undci

construction out of Cleveland, has ordered

200 flat cars.

The Lake Shore & Michigan Southern

have ordered 250 freight cars from Madi-

son Car Works.

The Pittsburgh Locomotive Works
have received an order for one engine

from the Dayton & Union.

Since we went to press last month, the

Baltimore & Ohio have placed orders foi

5,000 cars and 25 locomotives.

The Schenectady Locomotive Works
are building four switching engines for

the Hammond Co., of Chicago.

The Lima Locomotive & Machine
Works have received an order for 50 box
cars for the Atlantic & Danville.

The West Shore have ordered 250

freight cars, which will be equipped with

vertical plane couplers and air brakes.

The Aberdeen & West End road of

North Carolina are in the market for

passenger train cars, freight cars and for

locomotives.

The Burlington, Cedar Rapids &
Northern are about to order 200 stock

cars, three passenger engines for fast

heavy freight trains, and four switching

engines.

The Baldwin people have recently re-

ceived orders for four locomotives from

the San Francisco & San Joaquin Valley

Railway, and two for the Wisconsin &
Michigan.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western
shops at Dover, N. J., are more crowded
with repair work than they have been for

four or five years. They are putting ver-

tical plane couplers and air brakes on all

cars that come in for repairs.

The mechanical department of the Eric

have designed a new ore car of 80,000

pounds' capacity. None of the cars have

been built yet, but it is expected that a

trial car will soon be built in the com-
pany's shops at Susquehanna.

The Rogers Ballast Car Co. are build-

ing 400 of their combination ballast ore

and coal cars for the Great Northern.

The Great Northern have already a con-

siderable number of these cars in use, and

they are very much pleased with them.

i i i
Of late years the attendance of mem-

bers and friends at the railroad mechani-

cal conventions has been so large that it

was difiicult finding a place with a hotel

that would accommodate all the people,

and it has become customary to go to

some watering place where very large

hotels are available. There has always

been a desire to have all those in attend-

ance stay in one hotel, and the members
of both associations have repeatedly sac-

rificed their own convenience to have their

supply friends accommodated in the hotel

selected as the headquarters of the meet-

ings. They have repeatedly refused to go

to places where the hotel proprietors

were not willing to grant the same rates

for supply men and others as they gave

to members. This year we find that some

of the supply men are active in recom-

mending that people attending the con-

vention should not stay at the hotel se-

lected by the association. This is in bad

taste, and is adopting a policy which may
produce bad effects in the future.gig
Some months ago "Locomotive Engi-

neering" had an article on Combustion, in

which it was reasoned that anthracite coal

could be burned more economically if a

small proportion of bituminous coal was

added to produce a luminous flame. The
point was made that the flame would in-

crease the radiation of heat to the firebox

sheets, and thereby utilize a greater pro-

portion of heat generated by the coal.

The Jersey Central Railroad people tried

the experiment of mixing about ten per

cent, of bituminous slack with the anthra-

cite coal, and it increased the steaming

capacity of the locomotives so decidedly

that the practice is now followed with all

locomotives burning anthracite.

i g i
There appears to be a constant ebb and

flow of railroad public opinion for and

against doing manufacturing operations

in railroad repair shops. We note that at

present the tide is running in favor of

"building our own rolling stock." We
were talking to Mr. Paxson, of the P. &
R., on the subject the other day. He has

as much experience of doing new work on
a large scale as anybody in the country.

He always noticed where there was much
new work under way that had to be done

cheaply, that the cost of the repair work
increased.

i g i
We have on hand about two thousand

copies of Roger's "Air Brake Primer."

This is not as good an air-brake book as

it should be, and is not a good seller. We
do not care to throw them away as they

contain some very good information, and
will give one to anybody who will send

a two-cent stamp to pay for mailing.
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New Baker Boiler.

There is in the Baker Car-Heater

Works at Hoboken, N. J., a boiler shown
in the annexed engraving, used for sup-

plying steam to drive the machinery,

which is a development of the well-known

Baker heater used so much for railroad

car-heating. A leading peculiarity of the

Baker car-heater is compactness and the

large percentage of the fuel heat imparted

to the water. All kinds of pipe coils were
employed as heat generators, and some o!

them were fairly efficient; but Mr. Baker
found that a brass casting forming a top

and bottom tube, with vertical tubes con-

necting them, made a still more efficient

and compact generator. He determined

to try that arrangement in a steam boilei

for commercial purposes, and the boiler

now in use in his works embraces the in-

ventor's ideas of the most .economical

means for transforming the heat of coal

into dry steam.

Mr. Baker was one of the first engi-

neers to make a successful water-tube

boiler, and therefore he is perfectly famil-

iar with the line of improvement he is

\vorking upon. There are water-tube

boilers used for supplying heat and steam

for the Grand Central Station, New York,

which were built by Mr. Baker thirty

years ago.

The boiler in the shops at Hoboken has

fourteen generators, which connect, as

seen, with a combined water and steam

drum. The water passes into the lowei

horizontal tube, which is close to the

fire, and circulates up through the verti-

cal connections into the upper tube and
thence to the drum. On the top of the

upper generator tube there is a lining of

brick which divides the fire chamber.

The fuel gases pass first below the brick

and then return on the top, imparting the

remaining heat to the drum and its con-

nections.

The steam, on its way from the boiler

to the engine, is passed through genera-

tors in the uptake and goes to the steam

chest partly superheated.

The following are some data sent to us

concerning the performance of the boiler:

Comparative Data, Baker Cast Copper
Boiler, jo H. P., ami jo H. P. Hori-

zontal Tubular Boiler.

HORIZONTAL TUBULAR.
Feet

Cubic Heat-
Feet ing
Occu- Sur- Weight, Area of Quality of
pied. face. lbs. Grate. Steain.

1,123 750 20,000 13 ft. 2^ of Moisture

BAKER BOILER.

366 210 C.ooo 13 ft. Dry
Equivalent to a saving of dof^ in space

•occupied and 70:; in weight.

Comparative Data, Baker Cast Copper
Boiler, 100 H. P. , a}id Babcock &^ Wil-

cox 100 H. P. Boiler.

BABCOCK BOILER.

Cubic Feet Consumption of
Feet Oc- Heating Weight. Fuel per H. P. per
cupied. Surface. lbs. Hour.
1,970 1,148 29,000 3.75 lbs.

960

UAKRR BOILER.

420 12,000 2.50 lbs.

Equivalent to a saving of 51 ;5 in space

occupied, 58 f; in weight, and 33 % in fuel

consumption.

Note.—Fuel consumption on developed

H. P. shows an evaporation of 12 lbs.

water per lb. coal.

Pyrometer Test of Baker Boiler.—Temp,
of furnace, 2,000 degrees ; temp, of chim-

ney gases, 250 degrees ;
percentage of loss,

for a time to bring the use of transfer

tables, and the plan that called for them,

into disrepute; but the introduction of

electric motors to drive transfer tables

has overcome the objection to their use,

and I notice that in the latest designs of

repair shops the transfer table is an im-

portant feature.

The erecting shop and machine shop

occupy a large rectangular building, with

erecting pits at one side and the machine

tools on the other. In many respects

Fort Wayne Railroad Shops.

The Pennsylvania Railroad shops at

Fort Wayne, Ind., are in some respects

the most interesting railroad shops in the

country. They were built in 1863, after

designs prepared by Mr. Isaac Dripps

and put up under his supervision. They
formed for years the model on which

repair shops were built all over the coun-

try, and it is doubtful if any better general

plan has ever been devised. They were

built on what is known as the parallel

plan of buildings, the different shops be-

ing served by transfer tables. The trans-

fer tables operated by hand were very

troublesome, and frequently required half

the shopmen to move them, which tended

the shop is as good and as convenient as

any shop built within the last five years.

The principal drawback is want of over-

head cranes—an apparatus not thought of

in this country thirty-three years ago.

The absence of overhead cranes is to some
e.xtent compensated for by the use of

hoists and swing cranes. As they per-

form heavy repairs on about twenty loco-

motives a month, and do considerable

new work, the want of traveling cranes

must keep the expense higher than it

might be.

Many of the machine tools are not so

modern as could be desired; but one can-

not watch the work going on without be-

ing convinced that few shops can compete
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in cost with the work turned out here.

The tools are all well speeded up. and

numerous labor-saving devices are in use

for facilitating operations. I understand

that many jigs, formers, cutters, box
drills, etc.. that have been illustrated as

originating in other places, had their

genesis in this shop, which was the pio-

neer in the production of truly inter-

changeable parts. This species of pro-

duction for railroad rolling stock was de-

veloped by that superb mechanic, Mr.

James M. Boon, long before any other

railroad shop attempted to do such work,

and before other master mechanics ap-

preciated the advantage of interchange-

ability.

All the shops are very well conducted;

but the blacksmith shop, which is in

charge of Mr. George A. Linz, presents

the most attractions to a visitor looking

for novelties in mechanical operations.

many others. There is on the drawbar

rigging oi the Pennsylvania Railroad cars

a wrought-iron sleeve 6 inches long, the

hole 2J-8 inches diameter, with a flange at

one end 6 inches diameter. They used

to get these things made of cast steel at

an expense of 60 cents each. They are

now making them of wrought iron at a

cost of 22 cents. They take a piece of

round iron about () x y/2 inches, and, after

heating, put it in a matrix on the anvil of

the steam hammer. One blow of the

hammer crushes the metal into the shape

of the flanged sleeve, but solid. Another

blow with the punch attached to the steam

hammer, punches the hole. The blank is

then taken out and the flanges pared at

one operation, and the job is finished.

Time, about half a minute.

There are other attractions besides

formers in this blacksmith shop. They
have a special form of furnace for heating

the whole Pennsylvania system. His
successor, George L. Potter, bids fair to

make his mark as strongly as his prede-

cessors.

While in Fort Wayne I learned of a

pleasant action which was very character-

istic of the Pennsylvania Railroad Com-
pany. Electricity is coming into increas-

ing use in shops and in connection with

train operating, and it was considered

desirable that the chief electrician should

be informed of all the latest developments

in the business. The usual plan would

be to employ an electrician fresh from an

electric apparatus manufacturing estab-

lishment. The Pennsylvania people were

more generous. They sent the electri-

cian, who had been in their employ for

years, to the Westinghouse Electric

Works at Pittsburgh, and paid his salary

and expenses for six months while he was

getting posted. A. S.

I ha,ve visited all the leading railroad

shopfe and all the locomotive building

shops in the country, and have always

watched the methods followed in the

blacksmith shops, and I frankly admit that

I have never seen"' anything approaching

the labor-saving appliances in use in the

Fort Wayne shop. They not only have

the ordinary run of formers used in con-

nection with bulldozers, bolt headers,

Bradley hammers and steam hammers,
but they have a variety of apparatus which

receive motion from the machines to

which they are attached, and perform

most complex operations on the hot iron

or steel. This blacksmith shop is full of

mechanism designed to aid the work of

turning rough metal into finished shape.

The inventive mechanic has made this

shop the best in the country for doing
iron forgings cheaply, and the brain work
represented has exercised a very material

influence in reducing the cost of repairs.

I cannot well go into details without

drawings or photographs to aid me in

describing the tools and their operations;

but I shall attempt to describe how one
job was done, and it is representative of

milling cutters, taps, dies and other steel

pieces that require great care in temper-

ing. It is really what metallurgists call

a "muffle," being a box made of firebrick,

which can be kept easily at the tempera-

ture required. The heat is so uniform that

the articles nearly always come out free

from distortion.

They have an apparatus for holding

reamers, etc., between centers while being

dipped for tempering. It guides the arti-

cle straight down into the water, and it

always comes out straight.

These shops have always been in charge

of famous mechanics. As mentioned,

they were built under the supervision of

Isaac Dripps, who was in charge for sev-

eral years. When he retired, full of years

and rich in engineering fame, he was suc-

ceeded by James M. Boon. He. in the

course of time, was called to what was

considered a higher position, and F. D.

Casanave took charge. The success

which he achieved in the management of

his curtailed department commended him
for a higher position, and he was called

away from Fort Wayne to be made gen-

eral superintendent of motive power of

Louisville, New Albany & Chicago
Shops.

For years the repair shops belonging

to the Louisville, New Albany & Chicago

Railway held the distinction of being the

worst-crowded, the poorest-equipped and

the most badly-arranged shops in the

West for doing the work required. We
know of shops to-day which are behind

what the New Albany shops were at their

worst, but thty are on the .Atlantic sea-

board and are not far from congenial

company. Things that are called bad in

the West sometimes pass as respectable

in the East; but there was little good to

be said about the New Albany shops, even

by means of odious comparisons, and so

the time came after long waiting for new
shops to be built and the old ones de-

serted. It was about two years ago that

the management determined to build new
shops at Lafayette, Ind. Plans were care-

fully prepared, and shops of a very con-

venient and substantial character were

built about a year ago, which are models
of convenience for a small repair plant.

The arrangement of the shops can be un-
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derstood very easily from an examination

of the accompanying plan.

The buildings are all of red brick, set

on substantial stone foundations. They
have iron truss roofs, and every detail of

flooring, drainage, lighting and heating

i,; after those of the most approved in use.

Mr. H. Watkeys, the master mechanic,

and Mr. C. Coller, the master car builder,

both speak very enthusiastically about the

convenience and comfort of the new
shops.

The shops of both departments are kept

clean and neat, and the indications are that

the work is all turned out in first-class

shape.

i © i
Wages in Foreign Countries.

Some suggestive and important infor-

mation is to be gathered from a book just

issued by the British Board of Trade, giv-

ing the statistics of wages paid for manual

labor in Great Britain. From this it seems

that the average earned by men is $6.03 a

week; by women, $3.08; by boys, $2.24;

and by girls. $1.56. These are the aver-

ages of the wages of 81^,106 persons. In

Scotland the rates are lower than in Eng-
land by 10, and in Ireland by some 20 per

cent. The best-paid trade is that of build-

ers, and then, in order, distillers, brewers,

metal workers, engineers, saw-mill work-

ers, coach builders and printers. Rail-

road men average $5 a week. The chances

of earning $10 a week are not common;

37 per cent, of the printers, 33 per cent.

of the tinplate workers, 13 per cent, of the

ship-builders, 11 per cent, of copper and

brass workers and 10 per cent, of coopers

attain that amount. On the whole, the

report indicates that wages in British

trades are on the increase, but at a very

slow rate of progress.

The wages paid to mechanics in Ger-

many are still lower. According to a

writer on German industrial matters, men
working at the vise earned 15 to 21 marks

($3.60 to $5.04) per week; their foremen,

$S.28 to $6.72; drillers, working on time,

$3.60 to $4.56. "Piece workers" made
considerably more. A specially skilled

workman "would receive as much as 40

marks ($9.60) per week." It thus appears

that the highest wage of the most skilled

operative slightly exceeds the lowest wage

for unskilled labor in this country. The
home life of the men is shown to be on a

plane far below that of the average wage-

earner in America.

© © i
The Bass Foundry.

The Bass Foundry at Fort Wayne,

Ind., which was long famous for the cast-

ing of good car wheel and other railroad

castings, has been gradually expanding

out into a general engineering establish-

ment, until now the company are building

some of the heaviest steam engines ever

turned out on this continent. They still,

however, cling to their specialty of mak-

ing fine castings, and their repute in this

line is so high that they make the largest

castings used by such concerns as the

Ellis Company, Milwaukee.

The Bass Foundry, which is now a huge

concern, has a forge which is gaining re-

pute almost equal to the foundry. Some
of the forgings made are of enormous

size, and they are noted for their exemp-

tion from defects. Most of the forgings

are made from railroad wrought-iron

scrap, which is reputed the best to be

found. The company obtain most of this

scrap in exchange for new wheels.

^ i ^
Coal Fields in China.

A recent Consular report says:

"There are symptoms indicating that

the Chinese near Peking are awakening

to the advantage of employing foreign

engineering knowledge and machinery.

Considerable coal fields extend over a

vast area of the mountains north and west

of the capital, at a distance of about 100

li (35 miles) from it. They have hitherto

been worked by the stereotyped, irra-

tional, mole fashion, so characteristic of

Chinese. When the natives discovered

the coal seams on the

sides of the mountains

they commenced dig-

ging into them, and in

some places they have

penetrated as , far as

8,000 feet, in others

dred feet, when they

water, with which difficulty they have

been entirely unable to cope, and the

mines have consequently, in many cases,

been abandoned. We are glad, however,

to hear that some rich Chinese, stirred by

the railway movement, have entered into

contracts with a foreign engineer to de-

velop the mining possibilities of the north-

ern districts.

"China's coal fields are exceeded by

none but those in America, and in a more

distant time they will have equal effect

on the commerce and manufacture of the

world. The cost of sea freight has been

low enough to allow the coal to be carried

to distant countries and sold more cheap-

ly than coal from nearer sources, but the

construction of railways, the improvement

of navigable rivers and other means of

transport are, in many countries, entirely

altering the conditions of the coal trade,

and in Japan, India, and Australia the

native coal is rapidly superseding the im-

ported coal, and the same change will

eventually take place in South Africa and

in China when the coal deposits are de-

veloped."

g ^ ^
Air-Driven Breast Drill.

Chas. H, Haeseler & Co., of Philadel-

phia, Pa., are introducing the air-driven

breast drill shown in our engraving.

This little tool is designed to take the

place of the ordinary breast drill and the

ratchet drill, as used for light work. It

is designed to drive drills up to j4-inch

in diameter, and will bore a -^ hole

through I inch of cast iron in I minute.

The machine only weighs 18 pounds,

which makes it easy to handle, as no work

is required of the operator except to hold

it.

The drill comes complete as shown, with

three-jawed chuck for holding drills up to

l/i inch diameter.

i i i
The method of arranging train loads

for locomotives is the subject of a circular

sent out by a committee of the Traveling

Engineers' Asso-

ciation, of which
Mr. P. H. Stack,

Council BlufTs, la.,

is chairman. The
questions— sixteen^

in number—are arranged to bring

out information on—"Would the

the rating of engine loads by tons

instead of by cars, decrease train

delays and increase the efficiency of

the power, and what is the best method of

equalizing the difference between empties

and loads?" As far as we are aware, all

the railroad companies that have adopted

the ton loads instead of car loads have in-

creased the efficiency of their locomo-

tives and improved the regularity of their

train service. If the committee is able

to demonstrate the extent to which this

has been done, they will perform a good
service for railroad companies gen-

erally.

Mr. Frank Singer, master mechanic of

the Midland Terminal Railway, in a re-

cent letter writes: "I desire that every

man keep posted on the improvements-

that are now going on; hence, I will en-

deavor to have each man subscribe for

your journal."

i i i

There will be a large air tool exhibit at

the M. M. Association Meeting at Sara-

toga in June.
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Where An Indicator Told Something
Useful.

A railroad in Pennsylvania received a

locomotive with cylinders 20 x 24 inches,

which was built by one of the leading loco-

motive builders. She seemed to be a

first-class engine in every respect, but

when put to work she would neither run

trouble, he borrowed a steam-engine indi-

cator and applied it to the engine.

The indicator diagrams shown are a

fair specimen of about twenty that were
taken. They are full size, and were taken

with a Tabor indicator spring, 64 pounds.
It was apparent that the exhaust steam
was meeting with some bad obstruction in

its way from the cylinders to the atmos-
phere. A single exhaust pipe was used,

and inside was a variable exhaust of the

"torpedo" type. It was set so that it

choked up the opening. The obstruction

was removed and the engine worked sat-

isfactorily.

The following are a few particulars

about the cards:

Xoc-zmvlm E'lgiHcering

CARD 1.

C.\RD I.

160 revolutions, 125 pounds steam pres-

sure, 16-inch cut-ofT, throttle }i open.

Lm-jw^aim EngtnmnKg

CARD 2.

LvCV>iu((M E^gi*.t€rlKg

CARD 3.

Bor pull to the extent expected. The
master mechanic, a very intelligent man,

examined the engine very carefully and

could find nothing wrong; but still it was
apparent that the engine was suflFering

from some internal defect. As the most
direct means of getting at the seat of the

Card 2.

160 revolutions, 140 pounds steam pres-

sure, 16-inch cut-ofif, throttle full open.

Card 3,

no revolutions, 160 pounds steam pres-

sure, 20-inch cut-off, throttle full open.

^^^. Stannard's Patent Gauge —
>p|t Class Cutler, special rates in dozes lots. 1

AGENTS
WANTED,

Brotherhood
Jt Seat. Ji.

Adjustable Back

I One of our M..Jcls o( 96. Seat-s on trial ; we ask
no money until you're convinced. Full partic-
ulars, catalogue and price list FREK, address

STANN^RD & WHITE, Appleton, Wis.

SAMPLE
FREE

HAWKINS' AIDS" TO ENGINEERS
EXATINATIONS. with
Questions and Answers.

'.u, X ;'-j, l.atluT, Kilt edge. 8'^, postpaid.

Send for Descriptive Catalogue of tbU
and other Engineers' Books.

THEO. Al'DEI. & CO..
63 Fifth Arrnite, ciir. J.ll/i Sim I, -V. T.

JIST PUBLISHED ^
WAKEMAN'S PRACTICAL CUIDE FOR FIRE>

JWEN. 14 illustrations. 80 passes. Size, 4x64
inches. Price. 75 cents. .Stamps taken.
Catalogue of Practical Books for Practical Men,

free.

PHILADELPHIA BOOK CO.
I'racllcAl And S.-i.

19 South Ninth Street, PHILADllPHU, PA.

JTTnE screw being
* hilirlcated and

protected, the Jack
is always ready fof
Instant service. Kail-
road men appreciate
the importance of
having Jacks alwayt
In good working con-
ditlon. Serious d».
lays frentienlly occui
In getting commoo

Jacks so that they can be worked when suddenly
required In train service.
Common Jacks are freqnently destroyed In effort*

to make them work quickly after the screws are
iet with rust and dirt. This consideration alone
makes the CHAPMAN JACK the most economical
one to purcha>*c.

THE CHAPIMAN JACK CO., CLEVEUtND, OHIO.
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BAKER
Car Heaters.
Hot Water, Non-Free:(ing,

Self Regulating.

Some
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tising the Interstate Commerce Law
Ag;ain5t American Interests.

The Interstate Commerce Law is in

danger of becoming even more odious to

American railroad interests in the future

than it has been in the past, owing to a

decision of the United States Court on

an import dispute. The court has de-

cided that a railroad company may trans-

port imported goods at lower rates than

goods originating in the United States.

Judge Harlan dissented from this de-

cision, and expressed himself in rather

plain terms about what the decision really

meant. Some of his dissenting views

read:

"If the discriminations shown in this

case, where American goods were charged,

from New Orleans to San Francisco,

three or tour times more than for the en-

tire service from Liverpool through New
Orleans to San Francisco, can be made,

or if any difference in rates can be al-

lowed, then all the railroads in the United

States may and will indulge in like prac-

tices. If such discrimination by Ameri-

can railways, against goods, the product

of American skill, enterprise and labor,

is consistent with the Act of Congress,

then the title of that act should have been

one to regulate commerce to the injury

of American interests and for the benefit

of foreign manufacturers and dealers. It

the position of the Texas & Pacific Rail-

way Co. is sustained, inland rates on for-

eign goods for transportation in thfs

country will be so much lower than rates)

on American goods and products that the

owners of foreign goods and products

may control the markets of this country,

to the serious detriment of vast interests

that have grown up here and in the pro-

tection of which against unjust discrimi-

nation all of our people are deeply con-

cerned.

"Does any one suppose that if the In-

terstate Commerce Bill, as originally pre-

sented, had declared in express terms that

an American railroad company migh't

charge more for the transportation of

American freight between two given

places in this country than it charged foi

foreign freight between the same points,

that a single legislator would have sanc-

tioned it by his vote? Does anyone sup-

pose that an American President would

have approved such legislation? No one

would expect such a bill to pass an Ameri-

can Congress. If not, we should not de-

clare that Congress ever intended to pro-

duce such a result, especially when the act

it has passed docs not absolutely require

it to be so interpreted."

The learned justice gives an illustration

of two lots of freight at New Orleans for

San Francisco, one lot manufactured in

this country, the other, goods of like kind,

made in Europe and shipped through on

a through bill of lading; and also of two

passengers at New Orleans for San Fran-

cisco, one an American, the other a for-

eigner coming from Europe on a through

ticket for San Francisco. The railroad

company contends that it may, under the

act to regulate commerce, carry the for-

eign freight or passenger from New Or-

leans to San Francisco for less than it

charges for carrying the American freight

or passenger from New Orleans to San

Francisco, on the ground that, because

of competitive routes from Europe to San

Francisco, it will otherwise lose the trafilic.

"Such an interpretation enables the

great railroad corporations of this coun-

try to place American travelers, in their

own country, as well as American inter-

ests of incalculable value, at the mercy of

foreign capital and foreign combinations

—a result never contemplated by the leg-

islative branch of the Government.

"Congress, by enacting the Interstate

Commerce Act, did not seek to favor any

special class of persons, nor any particulai

kind of goods because of their origin.

It intended that all freight of like kind,

wherever originating, should be carried

between the same points, in this country,

on terms of equality."

A Simple and Effective Safety Angle

Cock.

Skinner & Hutchins have reduced their

safety angle cock to a simple form, which

contains a single port and is devoid of all

complicated mechanism. The accompany-

E. SPANCENBERC'S
Manual of Steam Engineering,

, ^ ('iiiitjiiiiinjj: iiiort- than 2.000

t.'"~
.X giicstioua with .\rpucd

.. A .-Viiswers. and overSOO lUus-

O-f I-^ V- jltratlons: iilso hi« Arllh-
* —

'

nii'lic. Alcehni, Pliine and
Solid Geometry, are soUl l)y every reliable book
dealer for 75c. per volume. Will he sent pos^
paid after reeelpt of priee hy TiiK L»bokeb'» In.

8TRUCT10N Pub. Co., 314 N. SdSt., St. Louis. Mo.

Locomotive Photographs.
The largest collection on earth. Thousands to
select from. All Railroads—liritish, French, Ger-
man, Italian, American, etc., etc. 8x6 size, ascents
each; 10x8 size. 36 cents each. Sample carle jo cts,
stamps. New illustrated list ftir 1895, post free.

9 South Place. Finsbury. London City, England.
Agent for United States. H.N. TiEMANS, 19 West42dSt,

New York.

flir Bolsts

Pat. Governor Valve.
Automatic Shut-off.

Speed Regulator.
Patent Exhaust.
Safety Stop.

Send for Crane Circular.

m\tm TOUndry ,522MonadnockBk.

equipment Co., cmcago.

BIGNALL & KEELER
MFG. CO.

^oovnv/f tl * Ln/inttring

ing cut is self-explanatory and renders

further explanation unnecessary.

This cock has given satisfactory service

trials on the Big Four road, and, in con-

sequence, has been adopted by that sys-

tem. Railroads desiring a safety angle

cock should correspond with the manu-

facturers, who will be glad to furnish

further information regarding their de-

The three educational charts, engine,

car and air brake sent to one address for

SO cents.

Works

:

ST. LOUIS, MO.
Edwardsville, III.

BUILDERS OF

Peerless Duplex
Pipe-Threading
Machines.

Continuous Feed
Ratchet DriH

the Pbilosopby of Science
la ab\x nrcMnUd bv Prof. Erirt M«cn Id hU rvr'nt work. " Pnpnlv
ScUDLltlc l^-tura/'cloth, ritt lop. fl.OO. (Sand for Clrcufftr No.U.)

amr aiith'ir In tht Jh

Cbc Part Played by Occident in

Invention and Discovery,
Wllh many olbcr T»lu»b!e c-ifilrlbulionii, in ctnta,

1H£ OPCN COURT PUB. CO., Chicago, 326 Dearborn SU
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^J 'f^

^e"^ ashton
MUFFLER

with Tor Outside Pop
Regulator.

A LSO

Open Pop Valves
AND Gages.

Tnf ASHTON VALVE CO.
2tl Franklin Street, Boston, Hass.

MAJOR'S GLASS
WATER COOLERS

with either Filter or Ice Receptacle.

The body of these Filters are made of either

enameled or galvanized iron, with a porous

^ stone at the bottom and ex-
gressly suited to fit any size

' r ; see illustration,

o. J. Ice Receptacle to
be used for Hygia,
Mineral or Spring
Waters.

2. Ice Receptacle
to be used in a Glass
or ordinary Water
Cooler, allows the
melted ice water to

pass into the drink-
ing w^ater ; pro-

tects the bottom of

cooler and keeps
water at a spring-

water temperature.

Big saving in ice. Both kinds of Ice Recep-
tacles are made of either enameled or galvan-
ized iron, of different sizes to fit any Water
Cooler. In ordering give inside measure of

Water Cooler, height and breadth. The prices

of Ice Receptacles are same as the Water
Filters.

A. MAJOR,
46; Pearl St., N. Y.

A. CHipMiN. Treaa.

OOXJX.I>'S»
steam and Water Packing

Talented June I. I'-M'.

Especially adapted for Locomotivefl.

Never Bticke the Throttle.

The Original Ring Packing.
In ordering i;ive exact diameter of Stuffinj

Bi.x and Valve St*;m.

None jrenuioe without this Trade Mark,

THE OOULD PACKING CO.,
EAST CAMoRlDGE, MASS

Railroad Officials
as well as the

Men in the Ranks
Will find $$$$ worth of information in

Tred H. Colvin and
Walter Lee Cheney.

IHacbine Shop

Hritbmetic.

An Improvement in Combustion Flues.

On the Columbus, Sandusky & Hock-

ing road they are using a peculiar bush in

the combustion tubes on the side of the

fireboxes, the design of General Foreman

P. T. Bancroft, for which they claim very

excellent results.

Our engraving will tnake the device

perfectly clear. The ordinary 2-inch

combustion tube is used through the side

of the firebox for admitting air. Into

this tube they push a cast-iron thimble,

shaped as shown in our engraving. The

interior of this is a nozzle, tapers toward

the fire, and has a bend in it as shown.

It is claimed that air is thus forced fur-

ther in the fire and deflected down toward

the grates, with very excellent results.

It will be plainly seen that by turning

the bushing either one way or the other,

=-^ateflSpaceE:F^^

Tells you HOW to do any sliop problem you have,
and'VVHY you doit. 50c.; 2c. stamps taken.

PRACTICAL PtBLISHING CO.,

70 N. 18th St., EAST ORANGE, N. J.

the jet can be turned not only toward the

grates, but forward or back.

Our engraving shows only a cross-sec-

tion of the tube. The opening of the

nozzle is f^at, and is perhaps somewhat

larger than is shown in this view.

As this device is simply a cast-iron thim-

ble it is extremely cheap, and if there is

anything in it it is worth trying.

There are those who believe that great

economy is secured by admitting air

around the firebox.

Mr. Bancroft has applied for a patent

on his improvement.

How to Decrease Coal Consumption.

A committee of the Traveling Engi-

neers' Association, of which Mr. J. W.
Sheldon, Renovo, Pa., is chairman, has

sent out a circular to obtain information

on—"What is the Best Incentive to OfTer

Enginemen to Decrease the Coal Con-

sumption?" Among questions asked are:

"l. Do you allow any premiums to en-

ginemen for economy in the use of coal?

What advantages and disadvantages do

you find in this method?
"2. Please give full account of com-

puting the amount due, to whom paid, the

average per month paid for highest effici-

ency, and the proportion of enginemen to

whom premium is paid.

"3. If you do not use the premium sys-

tem, what method do you use to secure

the most economical use of coal?

"4. Is coal mileage per ton based on

engine miles or car miles?

"S. Do you allow mileage on way

freight trains for switching and other

work outside of the straight mileage

made?
"6. Where economy in fuel is given

close attention, is the same close attention

given to the condition of boiler as to

scale and mud, leaky flues, defective pack-

ing or valves and other defects? That is,

should not an engine crew trying to make

a good record be encouraged by keeping

the engine in good shape for them to do

this?"

The circular intimates that the premium

system has its advocates and opponents,

and the committee desires to find out the

impression of people informed on this

subject. Economy of fuel is one of the

great living questions that seems always

to be with railroad companies, without re-

ceiving a satisfactory solution. The pre-

mium system has been tried repeatedly,

and as often given up for various reasons.

There is no doubt whatever that much
coal is wasted on account of careless fir-

ing, and on account of carelessness in

the handling of locomotives; and the re-

straining of these loose methods is an

important duty of the traveling engineers

to perform. We think, however, that the

root of the evil is beyond the power of

the traveling engineer to remedy. It

comes from the loose methods that pre-

vail all over this continent in the measur-

ing of coal. When the quantity of coal

put upon a tender is merely an approxi-

mation of the reputed weight, it is unjust

to hold any one strictly responsible for a

seemingly large expenditure of fuel per

mile run. If those who are responsible

for the arrangement of railroad coaling

stations would take up the question

seriously of how the quantity of coal de-

livered to locomotives can be most ac-

curately measured, their efforts might

bring forth fruits in economy much
greater than what is possible on the part

of all other railway officials combined.

A committee of the Traveling Engi-

neers' Association, of which Mr. M. W.
Burke, Moberly, Mo., is chairman, has

sent out a circular to secure information

on "The Proper Operation of. Care and

Instructions Concerning Sight-Feed Lu-

bricators." This is an important subject

in relation to the economy of fuel, and it

has never before received much attention.

The questions asked in the circular are

quite comprehensive, and if responded to

by members will bring forth facts which

will make a valuable report for the next

convention.
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Universal Construction Company.

Mr. \V. H. Sterling, who was long con-

nected with the Illinois Steel Company,
and is now president of the Universal

Construction Company, Chicago, writes

us that his company are going into the

manufacture of structural steel at once,

and probably bridge-building and metal-

car construction. lie says:

"We have leased the plant that is known
as the North Works of the Illinois Steel

Company, situated on the Chicago River
near Elston and North avenues. It is our
purpose to manufacture beams and struc-

tural material of all shapes and sizes, and
of such standard quality and workmanship
as shall be in every way fitted for use in

first-class structures of various kinds.

"Mr. Fred Heron, general manager of

our company, has been for nine years in

charge of the plant of the Phccni.x Iron

Company, at Phccni.xville, Pa., whose
reputation is well established. Mr. Ed-
ward Haupt, secretary of the company,
has also for many years been connected
with the Phoenix Iron Company, and is

thoroughly familiar with the requirements

of the trade."

Increasing Foreign Demand.

The Foster Engineering Co., of Newark,
N. J., in addition to their current railroad

business, have recently received large or-

ders from Europe. .Amongst others they

report twenty-five air-brake pump gover-

nors, and valves for the steam-heating of

trains, shipped to Alex. Freedmann, of

Austria. This house is probably the lead-

ing manufacturer and dealer in railway

supplies on the Continent. A full line of

valves has been ordered by W. H. Bailey

& Co., of Manchester, England, manu-
facturers for the Admiralty, War and
Indian offices. A good home demand is

also noted for the Foster inside safety

check for locomotive boilers. This in-

creased foreign and domestic business has
more than taxed the facilities of the Foster

Company's works at Newark, which they

have just enlarged by the addition of a

new assembling and testing room and a

new pattern shop.

i i g

Congress has recently passed a bill per-

mitting the Pintsch Compressing Com-
pany to lay pipes through the streets of

Washington, D. C. This will be a great

convenience to the many railroads center-

ing in Washington. Several of them use
Pintsch gas, but it is such a hard matter
to get any pipes laid in the streets of the

Capitol City that they have been obliged
to draw their supply from some other
part of the road, or have plants of their

own. Now all the roads centering in

Washington can get Pintsch gas from one
works. They will also furnish gas for

lighting the buoys in the Potomac River.

Tlie St. Louis Steam Engine Co., St.

Louis, Mo., have put on the market a very

neat air compressor that has some advan-

tages over the ordinary machine for shop
work. It is driven by a vertical steam

engine and is itself a vertical machine,

in appearance much like its motor, and
located on the same base plate. The air

cylinder is water-jacketed both on the

heads and sides. The cranks are set

quartering, so that the engine is develop-

ing the most power at the moment the

compressor is required the most. One
of the great advantages of this form of

compressor is that it can be run at night

or on holidays without running the main
engine and line shaft. Many tools are

now driven out of hours by small air en-

gines, and an independent compressor at

such a time is the most economical and
convenient.

i i i

The Jones & Lamson Machine Com-
pany, of Springfield, Vt., have recently

shipped flat turret forming lathes to the

following railroads: Illinois Central, Chi-
cago; Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago &
St. Louis, Indianapolis; Chicago & North-
western, Chicago; also to the Peckham
Motor Truck & Wheel Company, Kings-
ton, New York; the Cambria Iron Com-
pany, Johnstown, Pa., and the Reading
Iron Company, Reading, Pa., besides two
machines to a Russian gun factory and
three machines to Germany.

The Grand Union Hotel (the largest

hotel in the world), at Saratoga, N. Y.,

will open on June isth for the Master Me-
chanics' and Master Builders' Conven-
tions, and for these occasions makes a

special rate of $4 per day. The Grand
Union is located directly opposite head-

quarters of conventions, and has a num-
ber of choice apartments which may be

secured for the conventions through cor-

respondence.

Very few mechanics know how to take

care of new files, or any other files for that

matter. The Arcade File Works, who are

manufacturers of an improved increment-

cut file, have issued a little book which
gives a lot of information about how to

use and how to take care of files. It is

given away. If you want one, write to

them at 97 Chambers street. New York
City.

i i i
The New York Belting & Packing Co.

have equipped a train of Wagner palace

cars with their rubber tiling, and it has a

very handsome appearance. There are

several reasons why this material will

soon become popular for the covering of

floors: It looks well, is particularly du-

rable, and is far less likely than carpets

to hold dirt and disease germs.

Ferg;uson's Patent

Self-Feed Tube Expander.

Used in the Principal Railroad Boiler Shops
and by Locomotive Builders in the

United States.

Ask for Circulars and Prices.

A. L. HENDERER,
999 Maryland Ave.,Wilmington, Del., U.S.A.

EVERY
AMBITIOUS

FIREMAN
Is looking forward to the day when
he will become a full-fledged loco-
motive cnp:ineer.
A K*"'d buuk to study is

GRIMSHAW'S
LOCOMOTIVE CATECHISM.

It asks 1.300 questions, and >?ives

1.300 simple, plain. practical answers.
about the Locomotive. No matlie*
malics, no theories—jusf /ac/s It

contains 4.-^^ pa^es, 200 illustrations-
and manv plates.

Price* $2.oOf by mail.
Circular tells more about it. Send

for it.

I Cash commission and pre-

AgentS Wanted.- miumjriven. Send 'or full

(
particulars.

NORMAN W. HENLEY & CO., Publishers.

132 Nassau St., New York.

CTANDARD RAILWAY
0/\ I t_ \.^vl« Manufacturers of

Safety Gates for Street Crossings

of Railroads. Gates at several

crossings handled from one towel*

and at any distance.

OPtR\rtD WITrt LEVERS.
SIMPir, QUICK IN ACTION AND
RELIABLE IN WINTER.

... Send for Catalogue.

Standard Rwy. Gate Co.,

SAGINAW, MICH.

HENRY CAREY BAIRD & CO.
nn^uetrl.^l ipnhU^bcit*. JOooliiK-lUrs,

a^^ Umportcis,

810 WALNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA.. U. S. A.

tir Our New iintt K^vUcd Cntali-KU* ot l'r«<-tl»nl n-l SU-lt-nllflc

IV-Mkn, 91 paj-i'ii, Svfl., fiTKl our othiT ('«Ulo(rii.a ttml CirciiUr*, the
wlii'l.' tvivorliiif evfry lirarii-K tit Silrnrp ft)i[il1i'd to the ArU, uvul
trrr, mill fr*,> itf [.'«tn([r to any oii« In mny lii»rl of the wrorld who
will fnrnl-h hlo aildtuas.

St. Louis Coupler.

.^land.s M C. B. Tests
and complies with
U. S. Law.

ST. LOUIS CAR COUPLER CO.,.

ST. LOUIS, U. S. A.
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Economy

of fuel

i$ what tbe

management

Demands.

Co Economize

In fuel,

Reduce

Back Pressure,

Soften tbe

Exbaust,

and

Raul more

Cars.

Vou can

do tbis

If you

use tbe

Smith

Cripk expansion

exhaust

Pipe.

Put on

and Guaranteed

by tbe

General Jlgency

€0.,

16$ Broadway,

new Vork,

a. s. K

Judge Dallas, of the United States Cir-

cuit Court for the Eastern District of

Pennsylvania, filed an opinion on the 6th

ult., granting the Ewart Manufacturing

Co. a preliminary injunction against

James H. Mitchell, restraining the latter

from the manufacture of an infringement

of the plaintiff company's patent chain,

which is known as the "Dodge Chain,"

and which is legally manufactured by the

Link-Belt Engineering Co., of Philadel-

phia, and the Link-Belt Machinery Co.,

of Chicago.

One of the pleasantest rides in the hot

season is found between Cleveland and

Detroit, by Put-in Bay and Toledo, over

the lines of the Detroit & Cleveland

Steamboat Company. It is cheaper and

cooler than railroad traveling, and the

round trip makes a very nice vacation

outing.

i © i

Henry L. Leach, of 176 Huron avenue,

Cambridge, Mass., has gotten out a model

instruction apparatus to show his pneu-

matic track-sander. This is a complete

sander with hose connection, loaded and

ready for business, and only costs $4. No
air-brake instruction car or room is com-

plete without one.

Two very attractive illustrated cata-

logues have been issued by B. F. Sturte-

vant, Boston, within the month. One
deals with ventilating and heating; the

otner treats of forges. As usual with

catalogues published by this firm, the two

latest both contain valuable information

on the subject treated. That treating on

heating and ventilating constitutes an epit-

ome of information on the subject, and

ought to be within reach of every official

who has anything to do with the heating

or ventilating of buildings.

i ^ i

The April issue of the Boston Belting

Co.'s illustrated catalogue is a very attrac-

tive and artistic production, with the

cover printed in colors. It is devoted al-

most exclusively to the illustration and

description of rubber goods, and contains

much interesting information about the

care of this material.

i i ^
Mr. E. S. Marshall, formerly master

mechanic of the Saint Louis & South-

western Railroad, has been made assistant

manager of the Railway Equipment Com-
pany, of St. Louis, who manufacture and

sell the Houston track-sanding device,

the economical slack adjuster and several

other railroad devices. Mr. Marshall is

also manager of the railroad department

of the Missouri Malleable Iron Company,

of East St. Louis, 111.

Watson & Stillman Hydraulic Com-
pany, 204 West Forty-third street. New
York City, have issued a new supplemen-

tary catalog of their jacks, crank-pin

presses, wheel presses and rail benders

for use on railroads. It can be had on

application.

^ i i

We are informed that the Gould Car

Coupler Co. are meeting with considerable

success in the introduction of their coup-

ler and platform on European railways.

They do not despair of being able event-

ually to get all railway companies to aban-

don the use of side bufifers, which increase

the resistance of trains under certain cir-

cumstances.

i i i

The General Agency Company have

moved from 32 Park place to 168 Broad-

way, where they have very pleasant quar-

ters. This concern has within the past

two years made a great success of the

Smith exhaust pipe, which they have been

pushing.

i i ^

There are two exceptionally heavy steel

castings to be seen at present in the shops

of the Shickle, Harrison & Howard Iron

Co., St. Louis, Mo. One is the rim of a

large gear wheel, made for the Fulton

Iron Works, of St. Louis. The diameter

of that rim is 14 feet 4}^ inches, and it

weighs over 20,000 pounds. The other is

a frame of lo-foot reach riveting machine,

made for the Baird Portable Machine

Co., Topeka, Kan.; that casting weighs

over 20,000 pounds also. The Baird pneu-

matic riveting machine will be used

mostly on locomotive boilers.

^ ^

The Erie Railroad Co., after careful

investigation and the consideration of a

number of plans, have contracted with the

Dodge Coal Storage Co., of Philadel-

phia, Pa., for a 150,000-ton storage plant

at East BufTalo, N. Y. The coal will be

stocked in nine divisions or piles, each of

about 17,000 tons capacity. The plant

will be constructed under the patents of

the well-known Dodge system, with the

latest improvements, including a complete

haulage system for handling the cars.

The efficiency of the Dodge system is

demonstrated by the fact that every rail-

road using it has contracted for a second

plant after more or less extended experi-

ence with the first.

We are in receipt of a very handsome

catalog from Baker Brothers, of Toledo,

O., describing the Colburn keyway cutter.

Every shop manager who is interested in

cutting keyways in some other manner

than by hand should send for this catalog.
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We have seen attachments to planers

designed for planing links to the required

radius, which were alleged to be of quite

recent origin. There are a great many
reputed new special tools that turn out

to be very ancient when their history is

traced out. We understand that the

radial planing device was first gotten up
by Mr. Henry Watkeys, now master me-
chanic of the Louisville, New Albany &
Chicago. The tool was designed in 1854,

and made in the Albany shops of the New
York Central for the purpose of planing

the first links used on the road. The en-

gine was built in the shops at Albany, the

policy of the company at that time having
been to build their own engines and cars.

i i i
The publishers of "The Foundry" got

out a particularly attractive number for

the Foundrymcn's Convention, held at

Philadelphia in the middle of May. The
numbep contains 52 pages and is elabor-

ately illustrated, part of the advertisements

being colored. The articles on Foundry-
Work are unusually good, and ought to

be read by every intelligent foundryman.
Those interested should send fifteen cents

to the publishers at Detroit, Mich., to pay
for a copy. We guarantee that they will

be satisfied with their purchase.

There are certain locomotive designers

abroad who have a great dislike to a dome
on the boiler of a locomotive. The preju-

dice used to be stronger than it is to-day;

but there are still to be seen a good many
locomotives in the British Isles which
have no domes. The Great Northern of

England is a line where many domeless
locomotives are to be seen; but we under-

stand that the new head of the mechanical

department has ordered that domes be
put on all engines as they pass through
the shops.

The Supreme Court of Pennsylvania

has rendered a decision to the eflFect that

a railroad company is just as much liable

for damages to employes who get hurt

through defects of foreign cars as they

are for injuries resulting from defects of

their own cars. It is one of the curiosities

of law-suits that sane legal advisors should

advise a railroad company to defend itself

on the plea that it was not liable for dam-
age done by foreign cars in its possession.

i @ i
The gatemen of the North British Rail-

way are complaining about insufficient

wages. This is not to be wondered at

when we are informed that they are paid

$240 a week for 120 hours' work.

@ i i
The B. & O. has decided to equip all its

passenger locomotives with the chime
whistle.

WHAT YOU WANT TO KNOW.
Question! and Answer*.

(50) .\. \\. I'crii. Mass., writes:
I. If a person desires to become a

locomotive engineer, where is the best
place to begin? A.—Any trunk line. 2.

Can a person under twenty-one years of
age go to work on any railroad in this
State, or is there any law to prevent rail-

road companies hiring minors? A.—We
cannot say.

(51) F. II. B., Brattleboro, \'t., writes:
Will you please give me the correct

name of the four strips of cast iron on top
of the balance valve, that slide on the
bottom of the cover to steam chest?
There is no one on this road that can
give a correct name for them. A.—These
pieces are known as balance strips when
the packing is of the rectangular type,
and are called balance rings when of the
circular kind.

(52) L. H. W., Decatur, Ills., writes :

Will you kindly inform me if an Allen
valve on a locomotive should have as
much lead as a plain slide valve? If so,
why? A.— It is customary to give the
.Mien valve the same lead as is given to
the plain valve. The reason for this is,

that at early points of cut-off the initial

pressure falls away rapidly with the plain
valve, owing to the restricted port open-
ing; but with the Allen valve, the pres-
sure during admission is more uniform,
on account of the double opening.

(53) W. W. U. D. G., Bloomington,
Ills., writes:

A friend of mine who works in the shop
with me told me that the temperature of
a firebox is greater on the outside than
on the inside, with a live and excellent
fire and the required steam pressure; he
says that the water takes up the heat
from the fire and thus reduces the tem-
perature of the inside sheet. Is there
anything in his statement? A.—The
temperature of the inside of a firebox
will range from 2.500 to 3.000 degrees
Fahr., while the temperature of the water
due to a steam pressure of 150 pounds to
the square inch is only 365.7 degrees.
This shows that the temperature of the
water side of the sheet is some 2,100 de-
grees lower than that on the fire side.

(54) K. G. R., Mt. Savage, Md., writes:
1. Please inform me through your

Question and Answer column, what ton-
nage ought a consolidation engine of

116.000 pounds weight, with 20 x 24-inch
cylinders, 50-inch wheels and 145 pounds
boiler pressure, haul up a grade averag-
ing 168 feet per mile. The engine is a
free steamer. A.—Taking the mean
effective pressure at 90 per cent, of the
boiler pressure, the tractive power by
the formula (.7854 X 20= X I45 X -90 X
24) -=- 50 = 19.678 pounds, and dividing
this by the total resistance in pounds per
ton due tu jfravity, plus that due to veloc-

ity, we have 19,678 — 63.63 -f 6.1 = 19,678
-r- 69.73 = 282 tons. This will include,
however, both the weight of engine and
train. To find the net tons, deduct the
weight of engine and tender; the re-
mainder will be tonnage at a very slow
speed. 2. Is the brick arch an advan-
tage or a disadvantage to a locomotive,
considering the cost of brick, the inability

of the fireman to clean flues, the choking
of same, want of steam, delay, etc? A.

—

The brick arch has demonstrated its

value on a great many roads, and is con-
ceded to be an advantage by men who are
regarded as high authority. On the other
hand, there are those who look on it with
disfavor. There are causes for the chok-
ing of flues and the want of steam, for
which the brick arch is blameless.

An Open Letter to Master

Mechanics.

Daring the past eighteen moDtha, we have b«eB

doing our best to interest engineers and railway

officials wlio liare eharge of round houses, railwajr

shops and motive power, Jn llie matter of Dixon's

I'ure Flake Graphite. We bare bad the ntost flat-

tering success, and some rather curious experi-

ences. We have yet to recelTe the first adTers*

criticism of Dixon's Pure Flake Graphite from en-

gineer or master mechanic, and yet it is curious for

us to leam tlmt the engineer Tery frequently uses

graphite without tlie knowledge of his superior

officer, and is unwilling that his ma.ster meehanic

should be aware of it.

We can only explain this state of affairs by be-

lieving that master mechanics bare in times past

been imposed upon with some inferior graihite,

more properly termed "Black Lead," wliich has

failed to answer any of the rei|uiremen ts, or just ify

any of the claims made for it. We therefore do

not blame master mechanics for being preju

diced against grapliite. as they know it, but as we

are so confident of tlie merits of I>ixon's i*ure Klake

Graphite, and as we iiuve such an overwhelming

number of letters from pnu'ticai engineers, of

many years' experience, we are desirous tliat every

master mechanic may be fully made aware of the

truth of the claims which we make for I>ixon's

I'ure Flake Graphite, and to tliat end wo shall l>e

glad to send samples of Dixon's Pure Flake Graphite

together witli evidence from engineers to any

master mechanic who will kindly send us bis

name.

Only a few days ago, a master mechanic of one

of the largest railroads in the country, was won-

dering why it was that No. — engine on the road

was not sent to the shop for repairs, the same as

the otlier engines. He was stiii further surprised

when be learned that the engineers running In

turn on No. — were in tlie habit of using Dixon's

I'ure Flake Graphite, and he at once set out to

study of the matter of Graphite Lubrication,

which we believe will result In benefit to his

company.

A master mechanic writes us, " We had a tea-

wheel engine in service on very heavy grades, and

the valves got to working so hard that we wore

afraid the engine would break the eocentrtos. We
removed the steam-chest covers and found nothing

tlie matter witli the valves or the seats so we put

tliem back again and I got some of Dixon's Pure

Flake Graphite, and wo have had no more trouble

with the valves on this engine."

Our pamphlet on the subject is very interestios.

It is sent free of charge.

Jos. Dixon Crccibli Covpamt.

Jersey City, N. J.
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Engineering
«

TAUGHT BY
MAIL.

A Thoroughly Practical System by

Which a Valuable Technical

Education Can Be Acquired at Home.

UNQlALiriED ENDORSEMENTS FROM
SUPERINTENDENTS, MASTER MECHANICS,

ENGINEERS AND FIREMEN.

«
«

«
*

«
Our schools are the result of fifteen years'

experience in publishing one of the best edu-
cational engineering journals in the United
States. On May nth, we had 12,286 students
under our instruction. During the pre-
ious 365 days, 5.881 students enrolled in our

schools. To carry on this immense cor-
respondence and give to each studeut that
painstaking thoroughness which is a marked

feature of our system of instruction we employ
more than a hundred Engineers, Draughtsmen.
Teachers and Assistants. The Instructors give
their whole time and attention to our work. Each
student's work is examined and corrected sepa-

rately, so that he is a class by himself— neither
pushed forward too rapidly by men who have had
better advantages nor hindered in his progress
by those who learn slowly.

No text books are required. AH Instruction and
Ouestiou Papers are fnrui.shed by the schools. Every-
ttiinR Is tauKht from the beKlimiug. Students are ex-
pected to ask for information whenever necessary.
Free envclfipes and blanks arc furnlshert for this

purit-'s.- KTn'wlfil^'r is i.i.u.t. an. I the siirnst mail to

advitn.-.-nu-iiI In anv tia^ii- Is an «dni-atir.n in thr th.M.ry

of that trad*'. Tlu' system of iiistrintioQ liy rorrt-spon-

dence Is not new. It was tntrciduced In this country
over twenty years ago. Its success Is assured. Our
students make rapid advancement iu their studies,

especially iu learning to make and read drawings.

Our system is well adapted to the needs of railroad

men. This is what they say about the schools

:

"I am mitre than pleased with your method of in-

struction."
R MORiN, Master Mechanic Louisinlle Railroad,

10:J2 Adams Street, Bowling Green, Ky.

"So far as I have had an opportunity of observing.

the courses of study in the technical branches of your
School are very complete, and a person who con-
scientiously pursues any particular subject from the
Instruction papers, under the guidance of your in-

structors, cannot possibly fail to obtain a very thorough
knowledge of It. and this ku' .wk-<lge will be not only of
theoretical but also of practical value, which, after all.

Is thr ^rt-at thing tnbe desireil. Your system has many
excellent fi-iitures. and the habit of thought induced
by continuous stu<iy and the necessity of precise
statement Is a valuable acquisition. I wish you every
success In your endeavors to spread the light."

R. C. Stewart. Raihrai/ Enainrer,
Hamilton, Ontario, Canada,

"I think so much of your method that I would not
miss the opportunity you offer for five times the coat.

I cannot see why anyone having anything to do with
machinery and who gets your circular of information,
should hesitate U^ take advantage of this grand oi>-

porttmlty to obtain an education. The more I study
the better I like It, and if I am not benefited it will be
my own fault."

J. R. Gordon, Locomotive Engineer.
Hamlet, N. C.

"I am pleased with your method of teaching, and
see no reason why I cannot get the education I wish,"

H. Gray, Locomotive Engineer,
85 E. Market Street, Huntington. Ind.

*'I am perfectly satisfied with your method of in-

struction and consider it an excellent chance for men
who. like myself, were deprivetl of an early education.
Any inquiry in regard to the School will be cheerfully
answered." W. S.Miller. Ijn-omotive Fireman,

Ocean City. N. J.

"The instructions are given In such a concise way
that It makes learning easy."

W. O. Boon, Locomotive Fireman,
Farley, Iowa.

"I am very well pleased with my course of study."
Jesse Washburn, Locomotive Fireman,

Portage, Wis.

"The instruction is thorough and practical.'*

WiLUAM Richards, Locomotive Fireman,
Bellwood, Pa.

We teach Steam Engineering—Stationary < Locomotive
or Marine ; Mechanics; Meihitniml T>rnu'ing; Elec-

tricity; Architecture, Arrhitccfuro/ I'rtiirhig and
Designing; Civil Engineering ; Railnind Engineer-
ing; Bridge Engineering ; Municipal Engineering ;

IJf/draulir Engineering; Plumbing and Heating;
Coal and Metal Mining; Prospecting; and the
English Branrhes.

Send for book of two thousan<l testimonials and free

circular, slating subject In which you are interested, to

The International Correspondence Schools,

BOX 801, SCRANTON, PA.

From the time people first began to

to travel in railroad cars until the present

time there has been a demand in Great

Britain for some method of heating the

cars. The railway engineers for three

generations declared that the only prac-

tical way to keep passengers warm in cold

weather was by the use of warming-pans

containing hot water, which were changed

when the water became cold. These were

used only in first-class carriages. The

people in other classes were permitted to

freeze. Every winter the newspapers

were full of letters complaining about the

discomfort of traveling in cold cars, but

the engineers and inventors continued to

look on withotit attempting to provide re-

lief. The Gold Car-Heating Co., of New
York, sent agents to Britain about a year

ago, and last winter their system of heat-

ing was applied to about 400 cars. It is

safe to say that small yeast of comfort will

soon leaven the whole mass of railway

carriages. Every person who rides in a

comfortably warmed car is a missionary for

the spread of that species of comfort. The

companies which refuse to heat their cars

during cold weather will find themselves

the object of a hot war of words that will

have a melting effect when applied long

enough.

i i i
Mr. F. T. De Garmo has been appointed

Eastern representative of the Chicago

Pneumatic Tool Company, with offices in

New York City. Mr. Wm. ''Mack has

been appointed Western representative of

the same company, with offices in Denver.

These people are doing a rushing busi-

ness with their pneumatic hand-hammers,

and have recently shipped three hundred

machines in one order to England. They

are also manufacturing the Manning sand-

papering machine, which was fully de-

scribed in the January number of this

paper, and a piston air drill, also the in-

vention of Mr. J. H. Manning, who is

division master mechanic of the Union

Pacific Railroad at Omaha.

i i i
The Franklin Institute of Philadelphia

has rendered the Edwin Longstreth

Medal of Merit to the Cleveland Twist

Drill Company for their grip socket.
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EARLE C. BACON,
Engineer,

HAVEMEYER BUILDING,
NEW YORK.

\\\;U, l':„iil,. !,„„ Work., F«rrt
"unlry «i,J JlKhlnc Co.

Hoisting Engines
Aad Vri:;:EE: for everj

poasilile duty.

Parrel's (Blake^attern)

Rocl[^ Ore Crushers

^aiiroad^CraneT
The Standard for 25 Years.

CO.MPLETE MINING AND
CRUSHING PLANTS

OfK KflClJI.TlBB.
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Air Brake Fittings.
Crane Co.. Chicago, III.
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Bo.ston Belting Co., Boston. Mass.N \. HcltingA Packing Co., New York .

Air Brakes.
Westinghonse Air Brake Co., PitUburg Pa

Air Brake Qage.
Ctica Steam Gage Co.. Utica. N. Y.

Alr-Brake Pump Governors.
Foster Engineering Co., Newark, N. I

Alr-Brake Filter.

^
""on

'p*''"""'^ Air-Brake Filter Co., Scran-

Air Compressors.
Clayton Air Compressor Works. Xew YorkIngersoll Sergeant Drill Co.. N. Y. City

LIFTING AND NON-LIFTING.

LOCOMOTIVE, STATIONARY AND
MARINE. BOILER WASHERS.
EJECTORS and all JET APPARATUS.
OLD RELIABLE "LimE GIANT"
AND "LNIOIE" BOILER FEEDERS.

RUE MT'G CO.,
H9 No. Ninth Street,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Elfiieerlif COc

Design and
Erect

NICETOWN, PHILA.
49 Dey St., NEW YORK,

Norwalk
1

Pedrick & Aver Co., Philadelphia, "
Rand Drill Co., New York

,
Pa.

St

Pa.

Philadelphia. Pa.
oundry Equipment Co.,Chicago, 111.

, Philadelphia, Pa.

Louis Steam Engine Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Air Drilling Hachlne.

C. il. ItaeselerA Co., Philadelphia,
Air Hoists.

Pedrick & A.\eT Co.
Whiting

Arch Bars.
Cambria Iron Co.

Asbestos.
H. W. Johns Mfg. Co., New York.

Axles.
Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, PaGould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y '

B. M. Jones & Co., Boston, .MassKrupp (T. Prosser & Son, New York)
Balanced Slide Valves.

U"'c'\'^.^l%':^%%':^:^':- Francisco, Cal.

Bearing Metal.
Aja.jc Metal Co., Philadelphia, Pa.Paul s Reey<« Philadelphia. Pa.U^S. Metallic Pkg. Co , Ailadelphia, Pa.

Bell Ringer.
Trumtjull Mfg. Co.. Warren. OL.S. Metallic Packing Co.. Philadelphia,

Locomotive Coaling Stations
and Supply

Coal and Ashes

Handling Machinery,

Of Modleri BesigH;
T9 meet any conditions.

Western House:
trOK-BELT MACHINERY CO., ''

CHICAGO and NEW ORLEANS.

Practical Books
Practical Men.

for

CHANICS, MACHINERY --^-^ .M

Pa.

Continued on page j/9.

PI I.-f"rur.^.V",^;.• ^ »• MECHANICAL and
^dd^esl

^'^'- '•"N'-'NI"BRING, sent treeto any
PHILADELPHIA BOOK CO.

19 South Ninth Street,

lii «; anil S, i.Tiilti. I;.,..k,.

PHIUDtLPHIA,

Our Line Eng:raving:s arc made by tliewas process, a plan securing: accuracy and
distinct iines on original copper plates.
Tiiey arc made by BI^ADLEY & POATES
10 & 12 Vandewater St., New Yorlt City'

(^
AN ,X RAY PHOTOGRAPH.

1 ... S!?"!'^ Tj^ ^'^'^ testimony to the S in

^ the FLAT TURRET LATHE- it iftlie
?;
coming type of manufacturing lathe. It cuts

• \he cost without cutting the worlcer. It com-V bines the convenience of engine lathe with
r,

speed and accuracy of a special tooL Spe-« cial tools seldom required.

;;
3011C13 c< Xamsoii q r- ,, „

r /IBacb. Conui.iiui, ^P""gfield, Vt.,

• Sole Builder.s and Sole Agents in li S A
•^«^x>r>c> «->c> i«ir> c:. r>o «^ r>^

LEONARD & ELLIS.

OILS FOR RAILROADS.

VAT vriT^iM^
has long been used on irinyVALVOLINE of the leading railroads in th^

^•^ OIL ^jt country and abroad. It has no
' ""' ^"il in qualify and mileage.

W. A. BOYDENrOeneral Agent,
157 Chambers Street, NEW YORK.

YDRAULIC
RIVETERS-^Fixed and Portable.

PUNCHES, SHEARS,
PRESSES, LIFTS, CRANES

and ACCUMULATORS.
Matthews' Fire Hydrants, Eddy Valves,

Valve Indicator Posts.

THE CAMDEN HIGH-PRESSURE VALVES.^^ CAST IRON PIPF

R. D. WOOD & CO.
400 Chestnut Street.

Entiineere.
Iron Founders,

' Machinists,

PHILADELPHIA. PA.

MARIS BROS.
Philadelphia, Pa.

Manufacturers of

CRANES
POWER BRIDGE

CRANES, HAND
BRIDGE CRANES,

JIB CRANES.

Portable Hoist,
load It any pi.int.

Overhead Track,

Trolley.-. Switches.
CORRESPONDENCE SOL. CITED.
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Stow Flexible Shaft C?^

FREDERIC SCHOFF,
Proprietor,

26th & Callowhill Sts.,

PHIUDELPHIA, PA.

Manufacturers of

Flexible Shafts,
Portable DRILLING,

TAPPING,

REAMING,

AND BORING

MACHINES,
also

Toots for Emery
Wheel Grinding, Metal and Wood Polishing, Cattle
Brushing and Clipping.

Builder of Special Machines for Railroads, Bridge
and Boiler Makers, Contractors, etc.

E. C. BOYER, DAYTON, OHIO,

EXCLUSIVE MANUFACTURER

Lever MAXON PATENT
and

Ratchet Railroad Jacks
Screw

Strongest and Most Powerful Jacks

For Locomotives and Cars,

r%/\f\t/ C '^'^'^ Locomotive Engineers,

mj|_||\^ Firemen, Machinists, Boiler
Makers, etc.

Catalogue containing ail the latest and best

woiks on these subjects, FREE.

PHIUDELPHIA BOOK CO.
IVa.lical and S,i.;i,(itic Hook..

19 South Ninth Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

ILLINOIS CENTRAL

SOLID VESTIBULE TRAIN.
Daily nt 9.00 p. m. from rhiciiRO. Kew and elegant
equipment, built expresfily for tnis service. Train
lighted throu-'hout by gas. Tickets and further iufor
•mation of your local ticket aceni. or by addressing
A.H HAKSON.G.P.A. Ill.Ceai3.2.. Chicago.nL

SIGNAL OIL WORKS,
LIMITED,

FRANKLIN, PA.
MANUFACTURERS OP

SIBLEY'S Perfection YALVE OIL,
The only perfect Locomotive Valve Lubricant.

J.C. SIBLEY, Prest.

Refrigerating ;•"-;« -"-'-'^^:-''^-':< «'•

_ ' -*-' -' fngeratmj; and ice Making Maehuiery,

niflCnillCrVt * byUEO. RICHMO.VD, M.E. Mailed

free on receipt of -iOc. in 8tain|'9.

Am. Cngineer'9 Pub. Co. 333 Adams St. Brooklyn, N.Y.

Tde COAST LINE to MACKINAo

VA.*

TO
MACKINAC
DETROIT
PETOSKEY
CHICAGO

2 New Steel Passenger Steamers
The Greatest Perfection yet attained in Boat

Construction—Luxurious Hquipment, Artistic
Furnishinj;. Decoration and Eiticient Service^
insuriuK llie highest degree of

COriFORT, SPEED AND SAFETY.
Four Trips per Week Between

Toledo, Detroit and Mackinac
PETOSKEY, "the SOO," MARQUETTE,

AND DULUTH.
LOW RATE5 to Picturesque Mackinac and

Return, including Heals and Berths. From
Cleveland, $i8; from Toledo, $15: from De°
troit. $13.50.

EVERY EVENING

Between Detroit and Cleveland
Connecting at Cleveland with Earliest Trains

for all points East. South ami Southwest and at
Detroit lor all points North and Northwest.

Sunday Trips June. July. August and September Only.

EVERY DAY BETWEEN

Cleveland, Put=in=Bay ^ Toledo
Send for Illustrated Pamphlet. A.ddress

A. A. SCHANTZ. o. p. a.. DETROIT, MICH.

Ttie Detroit & Cleveland Steam Nav. Go.

I'lie INew PulluiaiiC'oiiipai-liiieiit Sleep-
ing Cars, Cinciiiiiatl to Cliioago,

C. H. A; ». Hy.
These cars are the finest that have ever been

turned out of the Pullman shops, and are dupli-
cates of the magnificent cars on the New York
and Chicago Limited.
They are divided into nine rooms, each room

containing a double lower and upper berth of the
pattern used in the open sleeping car. The rooms
are much larger than the staterooms in the
largest steani:?hips

;
each room being furnished

in a different colored tapestry from its neighbor,
and containing a wash-stand which is built into
one c<jrner. This wash-stand is arranged so that
it is really a receptacle for hats, bonnets and
^mall articles', also containing a clothes brush,
nair brush, comb. etc.. and by pulling down the
metal handle a large silver wash basin is brought
uito position, and right above the basin are two
faucets, one for hot and the other for cold water,
[n addition to this is a faucet connecting with a
drinking fountain of ice water. In the other cor-
ner of the room is a handsomely cushioned seat,
which can be turned to one side, exposing the
closet.

Electric bells and every convenience that can
possibly be crowded into a hotel-room are in
these compartments. The prices are the same as
in the standard open sleeping car, and our patrons
have the choice, as we run one car of each pat-
tern on every night train of the C. H. & D. and
Donon, between Cincinnati and Chicago, both to
accommodate those wlib'do not know the advan-
tages of the new car and prefer the old style on
account of familiarity with them, and to enable
us, except in great rushes, to give every one a
lower berth.

D. G. EDWARDS.
General Passenger Agent. Cincinnati, O.

BUYERS. FINDING;LIST—Ct>«//««<.-</.

Belting.:
Boston Belting Co., Boston. Mass.
N. Y. Belting & Packing Co., New York.
Shultz Belting Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Boiler and Firebox Steel.
Shoenberger Steel Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Boiler Checks— Inside.
Foster Engineering Co., Newark, N. J.

Boilers.
Pittsburg Locomotive Works, Pittsburg, Pa.

Boiler Iron.
Ewald Iron Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Boiler Testers.
Rue Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Boiler Tools.
Richard Dudgeon, New York.
Hilles & Jones Co., Wilmington, Del.

Long & Allstatter Co., Hamilton, O,

Boiler Washers.
Nathan Mfg. Co., New York.
Rue Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Bolsters.
Shiekle, Harrison & Howard Co., St. Louis,

Mo.
Bolt IVIachinery.

Acme Machinery Co., Cleveland, O.

Bolt Threadinf; IVIachinery.
Detrick & Harvey Machine Co., Baltimore.Md.

Books.
Am. Engineering Pub. Co.. Brooklyn, N. Y.
H. C. Baird & Co., Philadelphia. Pa.
N. W. Henley & Co., New York.
Open Court Pub. Co., Chicago, 111.

Practical Pub. Co.. E. Orange. N. J.

Philadelphia Book Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Van Arsdale. R. M., New York City.
D. Van Ncistrand Co., New York City.

Boring and Turning IVlills.

Bullard Mch. Tool Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

Brake Adjusters.
(J. & C. Co., Chicago, 111.

Brake Shoes.
Ramapo Iron Works. Hillburn, N. Y.
Rainapo Wheel & Foundry Co., Ramapo, N.Y.

Brass Castings.
Ajax Metal Co., Inc.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Paul S. Reeves, Philadelphia, Pa.

Buffers.
Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Bulldozers.
Williams. White cS: Co., Moline, 111.

Cab Seats
Stannard & White, Appleton, Wis.

Cars.
Allison Mfg. Co., Philadelphia. Pa.
Lima Locomotive & Machine Co., Lima, O.
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillbum, N. Y.

Car Cl(;aner.
Aquart A. D , St. Louis, Mo.

Car Couplers. «

Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
McConwav & Torlev Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
National Malleable tastings Co., Chicago, 111.

St. Louis Car Coupler Co., St. Louis. Mo.
Sams Automatic Coupler Co.. Denver, Col.

Shiekle. Harrison & Howard Iron Co., St.

Louis, Mo.
Smillie Coupler & Mfg. Co., Newark, N. J.
Standard Coupler Co., New York.
Trojan Car Coupler Co., Troy, N. Y.

Car Heating.
William C. Bakel, New York.
liokl Car Heating Co., New York.
Safety Car Heating & Ltg. Co., New York.

Car Lighting.
Safetv Car Heating & Lighting Co., New York.

Car Paints.
Detroit White Lead Works. Detroit. Mich.

Car Replacer.
Alexander Car Replacer Mfg. Co., Scranton,

Pa.-
Car Roofing.

P. H. Murphy Mfg. Co., E. St. Louis, 111.

Standard Paint Co., New York.
Warren Chemical & Mfg. Co., New York.

Car Seats.
Hale & Kilburn Mfg. Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

Car Ventilators.
M. C. Hammett, Troy, N. Y.

Car Wheels.
Kalamazoo R. R. Velocipede & Car Co., ICala-

maz-^o, Mich.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son. New York).
Lima Locomotive & Machine Co., Lima, O.
Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co., Ramapo, N.Y.
Rood & Brown. Buffalo, N. Y.
Standard Steel Works, Philadelphia. Pa.

Washburn Car Wheel Co.. Hartford. Conn.
Cattle Guards.

Q. & C. Co., Chicago, 111.

Chain Pulley Blocks.
.Moore Mfg. & Fdv. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Chime Whistles.
Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co.,Boston,Mas».

Clocks.
John J. McGrane. New York.

Coal Handling Machinery.
Link Belt Engineering Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Coal Chutes.
Williams. White & Co., Moline. 111.

Continued on page j2o.
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BUYERS FINDING;LIST-(:ii«/;'««rti'.

Correspondence 5chools.
IntLTnal'l Corres. Schools Scranton. Pa.
The Scientific Machinist Co., Cleveland. O.

Corundum Wheels.
Sterling Emery Wheel Mfg. Co., Tiffin, O.

Cranes.
.Manning, Maxwell & Moore. New York.
Maris Bros., Philadelphia, Pa.
William Sellers & Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Whilinvr Foundry Kquipment Co..Chicago, 111.

R. 1) Wood & Co , Philadelphia. Pa.

Crank Pin Qages.
M. C. Hanimett, Troy, N. Y.

Crank Pins.
Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
U. .\1. Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son, New York).

Drills.
Cleveland Twist Drill Co., Cleveland, O.
Standard Tool Co., Cleveland, O.

Drilling Machines.
J. T. CimncUv. Alilton. Pa.
("lould & Kberhardt, Newark, N. J.

Electric Lighting and Power Apparatus.
Westins:house Elec. & Mf^. Co. , Pittsburgh. I'a.

Bmery Wheels.
Sterling Emery Wheel Slfg. Co , Tiffin, O.

Bnamel.
Detroit White Lead Works, Detroit, Mich.

Engines.
St. Louis Steam Engine Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Engravings.
Bradley & Poates, New York.
Stanilard Engravmg Co., New York.

Exhaust Pipe.
The Ciencrnl .-Vgency Co., New York.

Expanding iVIandrel.
(Jen L. Weiss. Cleveland, O.

Piles and Rasps.
Arcade File Works, Anderson, Ind.
Nicholson Kile Co., Providence, K. I.

Filters.
A. Major, New York.

Firebrick.
Carden Citv Sand Co.. Chicago, 111

PIre Kindlers.

J. S. Leslie, Paterson, N. I.

Flexible Shaft.
Stow Klexible Shaft Co., Philadelphia. Pa,

Flexible Steam Joint.
Moran Flexible Steam Joint Co.. Louisville. K V.

Flues and Tubes.
Allison Mfg. Co., Philadelphia. Pa.
Tyler Tube & Pipe Co., Washington. Pa.

Forges.
Buffalo Forge Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Forging Machinery.
Williams. White & Co., Moline, 111.

Foundry Equipment.
WhitiiiK Foundry Equipment Co..Chicago, 111.

' Frogs and Crossings.
Ramano Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.
B. E. Tilden Co., Chicago, 111.

Oraphite.
Jos Di.von Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. T.

Graphite Paint.
Detroit (Iraphite Mfn. Co., Detroit, Mich.
Ing Syste
uftalo Foi

B. F. Sturtevant Co., Boston, Mass.
Hoisting Engines.

Earle C. B.'icon, New York.
Hollow Staybolts.

FalU Hollow Staybolt Co., Cuyahoga Falls, O.
Hydraulic Tools.

Richard Dudgeon, New York.
Watson & Stillman. New York.
R. I). Wood & Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Indicators.
Boycr Railway SpeedRccorder Co., St. Louis,

Mo.
Crosbv Steam Gage and Valve Co., Boston.

Injectors.
Automatic?InjectorCo., Cincinnati, O.
Hancock Inspirator Co.. Boston, Mass.
Havden & Derby Mfg. Co., New York."
Nathan Mfg. Co.. New York.
Ohio Injector Co.. Chicago, 111.

Rue Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.
William .Sellers & Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.

Jacks
E. C. Rover, Dayton. O.
Richard Dudgeon. New York.
A. L. Hendcrer, Wilmington, Del.
A. O. Norton, Boston. .Mass.
Watson & Stillman, New York.

Laggings for Locomotives.
II- W. Johns .Mfg. Co., New York.
Ki asbcy & Mattison Co , Ambler, Pa.

Locomotives.
Baldwin Locomotive Works, Philadelphia. F>a.
Brooks Locomotive Works. Dunkirk, N. Y.
Cooke Loco. & Machine Co.. Paterson, N J.
Dickison Mfg. Co., Scranton. Pa.
Lima Locomotive & Machine Co.. Lima, O.
Pittsburg Locomotive Works, Pittsburg, Pa.
H. IC. Porter & Co.. Pittsburg, Pa.
R. I. Locomotive Works. Providence. R. I.

Richmond Loco. & Mch. Wks.. Richmond, Va.
Rogers Locomotive W'orks. Paterson, N. J.
Schenectady Loco. Wks.. Schenectady, N.Y.

Continued en pane s^i-

Heating System for Shops.
Buftalo Forge Co.

WILLIAMS, WHITE & CO.,
^^^^ MOLINE, ILL., U. S. A. ^^^

Makers of JUSTICE HAMMERS,

AUTOMATIC COAL CHUTES lOR COALING LOCOMOTIVES,

BULLDOZERS, DROP HAMMERS,

STEAM HAMMERS, PUNCHES AND SHEARS,

EYE-BOLT MACHINES,

- TAPER ROLLING MACHINES.

(]RANE COMPANY,

Manufacturers of AlR BRAKES,

CHICAGO.
Air Brake Repairs^

Also, Air Brake Pipe,

Air Brake Fittings,

MANUFACTURER OF

MALLEABLE IRON.
QU ALITY GUARANTEED.

ri..A.iijno.A.3D TT^ronos. -a. s r«ec i .a. ijt "S'.
UFFICK AND Works : LfAXCASTHH, N£H YOHK.

C. E. ROOD. H. M. BROWN.ROOD £ BROWN,
CAR WHEEL WORKS,

^tjtt'.a.IjO. int. tt.

RAILROAD, CAR, ENGINE, TENDER AND TRUCK WHEELS
Made from the Best Charcoal Iron.

Office and Works : nOWAUli and TII(iM.\S stnct.s

Beveled Packing Ring
Simple, Self-supporting,
Durable, Standard.

American Balance Slide Valve Co.

San Francisco, CaU or Jersey Shore, R*-
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the:

ALLISON MFC. CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OP

FREIGHT CARS AND
LOCOMOTIVE BOILER TUBES.

WROUGHT IRON PIPE OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.

I»IITXj-A.X>E33L.I'I3:I-A.,

THE Lima Locomotive and Machine Company, lima, ohio.

Manufacturers and
Builders of

Shay Patent and Direct Connected Locomotives, Freight and Caboose Cars, all kinds of
Steel Castings, Brass and Gray Iron Castings, Car Wheels and Railroad Work.

Saves 50 per cent, in cleaning cars, etc., by using the

best cleaner on earth.

oaves ju per ceni. in cleaning cars, eic, oy using

••• 0.C)UAI?TP^ 'CT jr\ " best cleaner on ea

>VER A r\ Ai^TTAD^T* Of/rM;.., C* C* T -,.' ^-L^""" A. D. AQUART, 816 Olive St., St. Louis.

The Ohio Locomotive Injector
Economical in Repairs.

Simple construction, easily taken apart for clean-

ing, fewer parts with corresponding reduction in

cost of repairs.

Frank W. Furry, Genera/ Afmwger,

1302 Monadnock Block, Chicago.
WORKS :

WADSWORTH, O.

BOSTON & ALBANY R. R.
The only line from or to New England running tbrougfh Sleeping: Cars

over the :PJe-w York Central & Hudson River, Lake Sliore &
Michig-an Southern, Micliisfan Central and "Big' Four"
R. R'ds.

SHORTEST AND QUICKEST LINE TO THE WEST,
NORTHWEST AND SOUTHWEST.

Five superb trains between Boston and New York, via Springfield Line.

For information, maps, time-tables and reservation of berths apply to

A. S. IIA]SSOI<(,
General Passenger Agent, Bos/on, Mass.

BUYERS' FINDING Uil-Conliuued.

Lubricators
Detroit Lubricator Co.. Detroit, Mich.
M. C. Hammett, Troy, N. Y.
Nathan Mfg. Co., New York.

Lubricating Oils.

Calena (lil Works. Ltd.. Franklin, Pa.
Leonard & Ellis, New York.
Signal Oil Works, Franklin, Pa.

Machine Tools
Bement, Miles & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Bullard Machine Tool Co.. Bridgeport, Conn.
Deirick & Harvey Mach. Co., Baltimore, Md.
W. D. Forbes & Co., Hoboken. N. J.
Gould & Eberhardt. Newark, N. J.
Hilles & Jones Co.. Wilmington. Del.
Jones & Lamson Machine Co. Springfield, Vl.
Manning, Ma.xwell & Moore, New York.
National Machinery Co.. Timn, O.
Newton Machine Tool Wks.; Philadelphia, Pa.
Niles Tool Works Co., Hamilton, O.
Geo. Place, New York.
Pratt & Whitney Co., Hartford. Conn.
Prentiss Tool and Supply Co., New York.
William Sellers & Co., Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.

Malleable Iron.
C. E. Rood, Lancaster, N. Y.

Mechanics' Tools
Armstrong Bros. Tool Co., Chicago, 111.

Kevstone Mfg. Co., Buffalo. N. Y.
Chas. A. Strelinger & Co., Detroit, Mich.

Metal Polish.
G. W. Hoffman, Indianapolis, Ind.

Metal Sawing riachines.
Pratt & Whitney Co., Hartford, Conn.
Q. & C. Co., Chicago, 111.

Milling Machines.
Cincinnati Milling Machine Co , Cincinnati, O.
Pratt & Whitney Co., Hartford, Conn.

Mining Hachinery.
Farle C. Bacon. New York.

Molding Machines.
Tabor Mfg. Co., New York City.

Over Clothes.
H. S. Peters, Dover, N. J.

Packing.
Bftston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.
(;ould Packing Co.. East Cambridge, Mass.
H. W. Johns Mfg. Co., New York.
Jenkins Bros.. New York.
N. Y. Belting & Packing Co.. New York.
U. S. Metallic Packing Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Paint Burner.
White Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.

Paints.
Standard Paint Co., New York.
Detroit White Lead Works, Detroit. Mich.
Detroit Gr.aphite Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.
H. W. Johns Mfg. Co., New York.

Patents.
John Wedderburn & Co.. Washington, D. C.
George P. Whittlesey, Washington, D. C.

Perforated Metal.
Aitchison Perforated Metal Co.. Chicago, 111.

A. J. Beckley & Co.. Meriden, Conn.
Harrington i King Per. Metal Co.
The Hendrick Mfg. Co., Ltd., Carbondale, Pa.

Photographs.
F. Moore, London. Eng.

Pipe Threading and Cutting Hachinery.
Bignall & Keeler Mfg. Co.. Edwardsville, 111.

Armstrong Mfg. Co., Bridgeport. Conn.
D. Saunders' Sons, Yonkers, N. Y.

Piston Rods.
Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
B. M. Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.
Thomas Prosser & Son, New York.

Pneumatic Tools.
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.. Chicago. 111.

C. H. HaesL-lcr & Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Pressed Steel Materials.

Schoen Mfg. Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Pressure Regulators.

Foster Engineering Co.. Newark, N. J.

Newark Regulator Co., Newark, O.
Pump Valves.

Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.
N. Y. Belting & Packing Co., New York.

Punching and Shearing Machinery.
Hilles & Jones Co.. Wilmington. Del.
Long & Allstatter Co.. Hamilton, O.
Williams, White & Co., Moline, 111.

R. D. Wood & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Railway Castings.

Shickle, Harrison & Howard Co., St. Louis,
M.).

Railwav Fences.
Page W,<\en Wire Fence Co., Adrian, Mich.

Railwav Gates.
Slainiard Ry. Gate Co.. Saginaw. Mich.

Regulators.
Mason Regulator Co., Boston, Mass.

Replacing Frogs.
B. E. Tililen Co., Chicago. III.

Retaining Rings
Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co. . Ramapo, N.Y.

Rubber.
Boston Belting Co., Boston, Ma'ss.

N. Y. Belting & Packing Co., New York.
Rust Preventing Compound.

Otto Goetze, New York,
Safety Valves

Ashton Valve Co.. Boston. Mass.
Consolidated Valve Co.. Bridgeport. Conn.
Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co..Boston.Ma8«.

Continued on page ^22.
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BUYERS' FINJING USJ-L\"it'nurJ.

Sanding Apparatus
Garden City Sand Co., Chicago. III.

Henry L. iJcach. North Cambridge, Mass.
Sherburne & Co., Boslon. Mass.
Western Rly. Equipment Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Shafting.
William Sellers & Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

Smoke Jack.
Uruyn's Auto. Smoke Jack Co., Wavcrly, O.

Spark Arrester Plate.
A. J. Uecklev & Co., Meriden, Conn.
Hendrick Mfg. Co.. Carbondale. Pa.

Speed Recorder.
Hc.yui Rly. Speed Recorder Co., St. Louis. .Mo

Springs.
A. French Spring Co.. Pittsburg, Pa.
W. D C.ibson Co.. Chicago, 111.

Spring Steel
W I) Gibson Co., Chicago, 111.

Thomas Prosser & Son, New York.
SUy-Bolts

Ewal 1 Iron Co., St. Louis. Mo.
Falls Hollow Stay-Bolt Co., Cuyahoga Falls,0
U. M. Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.

Steam Qages.
Crosby Steam Gaze & Valve Co., Boston.
L'tica Steam Gage Co., Utica, N. Y.

Steam Hammers
Bement. Miles & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Steam Hose
Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.
N V. Belting & Packing Co., New York.

Steam Pumps.
A. S. Cameron Steam Pump Works, New York

Steel.
Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia. Pa.
Carbon Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Ewald Iron Co.. St. Louis, Mo.
B. M. Jones & Co., Boston. Mass.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son. New York).
Latrobc Steel Co . Latrobe, Pa.
Schoen Mfg Co.. Pittsburg, Pa.
Shoenberger Steel Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Steel Castings.
Shirkle, Harrison & Howard Co., St. Louis,

Mo.

Steel Tired Wheels.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son, New York).
Ramupo Wheel & Foundry Co , Ramapo. N.V
Standard Steel Works. Philadelphia. Pa
Washburn Car Wheel Co., Hartford, Conn.

Steel Tires.
Latrobe Steel Works. Latrobe, Pa.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son. New York).
Standard Steel Works, Philadelphia. Pa

Steel Truck Frames.
Fo.\ Solid Pressed Steel Co., Chicago, III.

Stocks and Dies.
.\rmstrong Mfg. Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

Switches.
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.

Tie Plates.

(J. & C. Co., Chicago, III.

Tires.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son. New York).
Latrobe Steel Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Tool Holders.
Armstrong Bros. Tool Co.. Chicago, 111.

Gould & Ebcrhardt, Newark, N. (

Tool Steel.
B. M. Jones & Co., Boston. Mass.

Trucks.
Shickle, Harrison & Howard Co.. St. L'.uis

Mo.
Tube Expanders.

A. 1. Iknderer, Wilmington, Del.
Turnbuckles.

Cleveland City Forge & Iron Co., Cleveland i >

Turret Hachines.
HuUard .Mch. Tool Co., Bridgeport, Conn.
Jones & Lamson, Springiicld, Vt.

Twtet Drills.
Cleveland Twi.st Drill Co.. Cleveland, O.
Standard Tool Co., Cleveland. O.

Valves.
Ashton Valve Co.. Boston, Mass.
Jenkins Bros.. New York.
Ross Valve Co., Troy, N. Y.

Valves, Reducing.
Fcister ICnginecringCo., Newark, N. J.

Varnishes.
Detroit White I.,cad Works. Detroit, Mich.
F. C. Reynolds, New York.

Ventilating Pans.
Buffalo Forge Co.

Vestibules.
Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Vises.
Bigmll & Keelcr Mfg. Co., Edwardsville, 111.

Capital Machine Tool Co., Auburn, N. Y.
Watches.

lohn J. McGranc, New York.
Wire Fences.

Page Woven Wire Fence Co., Adrian, Mich.
Wood Working Machinery.

The Egan Co . Cincinnati. O,

J. A. Fav & Co., Cincinnati, O.
Wrecking f^rogs.

.Mexandcr Car Replacer Mfg. Co., Scranton.
Pa

Wrought Iron Pipe.
Allison Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

D. SAUNDERS' SONS,
MANUFACTURERS OF

No. 4 8

PIPESo MACHINES
FOR HAND AND POWER.

.\11 sizes V inch to i8 inch for Pipe Mill, Gas and
Steam Fitters' use. Tapping Machines

for steam fittings. Also,

Steam and Gas Fitters* Hand Tools.

SEND FOR CATALOaUE.

Machine, ji to 4- Hand or Power > 00 Athcrton St., Yonkcrs, N. Y.

Locomotive

BOILER,

Smoke Stack,

Tank and Sheet

STEELS.

Quality Unsurpassed.

Plates up to 118 inches in width.

SHOENBERGER STEEL CO
PITTSBURGH, PA.

The Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Railway

IT
LEADS

IN COMPLETENESS OF EQUIPMENT.
COMPORT OP TRANSPORT.
PROMPTNESS OP SERVICE.
PAST AND ELEGANT TRAINS.

A. J. Smith, G. P. Jiid T. A., Cleveland, Ohio.

THE STANDARD STEEL WORKS ,..

Philadelphia.

^•« ^«« ,•«..><..•«,.•« ,,s« ..•« ..•*..•*,•« ^^l^^ „•«„•« ^»t ^it^< ,.<jl

TIRES
^ Wrought Iron Centers,

:•*:< Spoke and Plate

.^:<:^:^
Steel Tired Wheels.

RIPRESENTUIVES.

ChlCBRo: FITZHlUiM & SPENCER.
I<>i4 .Monadnock Huildlne.

St. Louis: ANDREW WARREN RAILWAY
SUPPLY CO., 516 N. Third 5t.

Cincinnati : E. A. KiNSEV & CO.,
.133 West Fourth Street.

Boston: JOHN KENT.
52 Mason Building.
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Reducing Valves and Air-Pump Governors

The Mason Air=Pump
Governor

Is interchangeable with the Westing-

house. No change in the piping re-

quired, as our governor is fitted with

couplings. It is now the standard

with the Penna. R. R ; C, R. I. & P.

Ry.; B.&A. R.R.; Fitchburg R. R
;

and many others.

rhe Mason Reducing
Valves

Are furnished with couplings suit-

able for different connections.

Guaranteed reliable.

Our Valves and Governors are the Standard with 150 Railroads.

THE MASON REGILATOR CO.,
SENT ON TRIAL TO

ANY RAILROAD.

& <311-\7-er Street, XOS-tOXl., "S^Sk-tSS.

SUMMER HOMES.

In the Lake regions of Wisconsin,

Northern Michigiin, Minnesota, Iowa and

Dakota, there are hundreds of eliarming

localities pre-eminently fitted for summer
homes. Nearly all are located on or

near lakes which have not been fislied

out. These resorts are easily readied

by railway and range in variety from the

"full dress for dinner" to the flannel-shirt

costume for every meal. Among the list

are names familiar to many of our readers

as the perfection of Northern summer re-

sorts. Nearly all of the Wisconsin points of

interest are within a short distance from

Chicago or Milwaukee, and none of them are

so far away from the ''busy marts of civili-

zation "that tliey cannot be reached in a

few hours of travel, by frequent trains, over

the finest road in the Northwest—the Chi-

cago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway. A
description of the principal resorts, with list

of summer liotels and boarding houses, and

rates for board, will be sent free on applica-

tion to Geo. H. Heafford, General Passen-

ger Agent, Chicago.

GALENA OIL WORKS,
(LDUTED).

Galena Engine, Coach and Car Oils,
llie Standard l,ubrltating Oils

of America.
SAFETY. SPEED and ECONOjrV are the results of

the use of Galena Oa.s. COLD TEST, 10 to 1.5 BELOW
ZERO. These oils do not freeze In the coldest weather,
while they are adaptable to the hottest climates.

In the use of Galena Oils there Is an entire freedom
from hot lioxes, except when these are caused by me-
chauical <lefects. , , ,, ,

The adoption of Galena Oils as standard railway lu-

bricants by a large majority of the leadins railways of

this country is an evidence of their superiority, while
the tact that the same roads use these oils to-day that

used them more than 2U years ago, is au evidence of

their unltoriiilty from year to year and year in and out.

Galena oils are in exclusive use upon three continu-

ous lines from Boston and New "iork to the Paclflc

coast, and upon one continuous line from the City or

Mexico to New York, thus demonstrating their adapta.

billtv to all temperatures ami climates. Being entirely

free from gum, these oils are not affected by dust and

^""\vl^lNl''fu'i'HNh'our customers SIBLEY'S PERFEC-
TION v.iLVK OIL, which is also used exclusively upon
a majority of the leading railways of America.

GALENA OIL WOKKS, Limited,

Charles Miller, President.

Chioaqo Branch Office, Franklin, Pa.
Phoenix Building, 138 Jackson St.

WANTED—AN IDEA. JT,l',\Tf
some simple thing to patent? Protect your ideas;
tliey may bring you wealth. Write JOHN WED-
BERBUKN A CO., Patent Attorneys, Wasbiiigton,
D. C. for their $1,800 prize offer.

A
MONTHLY JOURNAL devoted to Steam
Engineering: and Practical Work relative

to the Economic Generation and Trans-
mission of Power. Sixty-four pages, pro-
fusely illustrated. Price, $1.00 a year.
Send for Sample Copy—FREE. Address,

The Power PuBUShyNG company.
'^^orld Bulldliis, P<ew^ Vorfe.

The Cameron

Steam Pump.

COMPLETE WITH BOILER.

The A. S. Cameron
Steam Pump 'Works,

Foot of East Twenty-tliird Street,

Send for Illustrated Catalogue. NEW YORK.
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(established 1832. ^

American Engineer, Car Builder

and Railroad Journal.

65th Year. M. N. Forney, i

\V. 11. MarshaT-L, i

Editors.

fjl^HE June paper will be railroad
ajlw standard size, c) x 12, and will contain

&T® 3S pages, illustrations and reading
matter. The Altoona Shops of the Penn-
sylvania Railroad illustrated and deserilied

by M. N. Forney ; Philadelphia it Reading
$6,000,000 Subway and Tunnel in Phila-

delphia, bv' W, H, Marshall ; Car Construc-
tion, by dscar Antz, L S. & M. S. R. R.;
Chemistry Applied to Railroads, by C. H.

Dudley, Pennsylvania R. R., and many
other valuable illustrated articles.

Subscription price, $2.00 a year.

R. M. VAN ARSDALE, Proprietor,

140 N*SS*ll ST.. NEW >ORK CIIY,

The

Boyer Railway Speed Recorder.

An Accurate Speed
Recorder and Indicator.

*# • »
"•' m,

Designed tn meet the exacting de-
mands of Railway Officials for an In-

dicator that shall indicate properly
first, last and all the time. There are
too many good points to specify here.

Read'.nK matter of a conymcing kind
awaits your address.

The Boyer Railway Speed Recorder Co.

244 nickson St.. St, Louis. Mo.. V S. -A.

JUST READY.
Thirteenth Edition, Revised. Svo, cloth,

28 Woodcuts, 20 Copperplate Engrav-
ings, together with a Travel Scale.

$2.00.

The Practical Application of the

Slide Valve and Link Motion ...

to Stationary, Portable, Locomotive and

Marine Engines, with New and Simple

Methods for Proportioning the Parts.

By William S. Auchincloss, C. E..

Mem. A, S. C. E.

CONTENTS I Parti. The Slide Valve—Elemen-
tary Principles and General Proportions. Part II.

General Proportions Moditied by Crank and Pis-

ton Connections. Part III. Adjustable Eccentrics.
Part IV. Link Motions. Part V. Independent
Cut-off. Clearance, etc. Appendi.x. Formula:
Relating to Crank and Piston Motions.

•»• Copies sent by mail. prepai<l. on receipt of

price.

D. VAN NOSTRAND CO., Publishers,

23 Murray and 27 Warren Streets, NEW VORK.

PHILADELPHIA, PA

MODERN MACHINE TOOLS.

9f

NOTE:—Our Impr&ved Tools are desigfied to meet the

most exacting reqttirements of Modern Railivay Machine ana

Repair Shops. In addition to all the Standard ToolSy we Jre-

quently make modifications thereofJor specialPurposes,
^

TRAVELING CRANES, SWING CRANES.CAR CRANES, =tc.

Turntables, Testing Machines, Steam Hammers, etc.

INJECTORS FOR LOCOMOTIVES,

^It f\^ I I lyJyZI ANO ALL ITS APPURTENANCES FOR THANSMITTINQ POWER.

TheNew-NATHAN"
(See ILLI'STKAIIIIN'', .\M'

MONITOR INJECTORS

LOCOMOTIVES,
"NATHAN" SIGHT-FEED LUBRICATORS.

For Locomotive Cylinders and Air Brakes.

STEAM FIRE EXTINGUISHERS.
For Switching and Yard Engines.

BOILER WASHERS,
Road and Guide Oil Cups, etc.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES.

Nathan Manufacturing Co.,

92 &. 94 Liberty St., New York.

Western Offlce, 147 4 119 VAIT BUEEN STEEET. CHICAGO. ILL.

^S^4f=F^ .]'"::'»

H. K. PORTER & CO., 6th and Wood Sts., Pittsburgh, Pa.,
BUILDERS OF

Light Locomotives,— Steam, Compressed Air and Electric,— for all gauges of track,

every variety of service, 3 to 45 tons weight.

STANDARD AND NARROW GAUGE LOCOMOTIVES ALWAYS KEPT ON HAND, IN STOCK.

Propositions, with Spccilicatiuns and I'lioiographs, prompily lurnished on bona lido inquiry.

?feTf j1...i..«#T_j?ia_;

Rhode Island Locomotioe Works,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Charles Felix Mason, President.

Earl Philip Mason, Vice-President.

William P. Chai'In, Treasurer.

Akihur Livingston Mason, Secretary.

JosKi'H Lythc.oe, Agent and Supt.

S. A. SrEi'HENS, Traveling Agent.

PiEW^ YORK OFFICE,

nsros. 31-33 IRlzie Street.



Locomotive

Laggings.
Fire Felt

In sheets of any dimensions

and tliickness; will not crack

or crumble under vibration or

rough usage. Perfect heat in-

sulator. Easily applied or re-

moved.

Cement Felting.
Best in use. Will not rust

boilers or burn the hands.

Train
Pipe Covering.

Fire felt sectional, not affected

by high temperatures or

vibration.

Vulcabeston Air

Brake Packing.
Westinghouse Standard, con-

cave or convex. Trial sets

free of charge.

Asbestos Roofing.
For freight cars and railroad

buildings; light weight, easily

applied. Fireproof— lasts the

life of a car.

Liquid Paints,

Roof and Railway Paints,

Railroad Fence Paints, etc.

Asbestos Building Felts,

Steam Packings and Fire=

Proof Materials.

H.W. Johns Mfg- Co.

New York, Chicago,

Philadelphia, Boston.

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING.

DETRICK & HARVEY

MACHINE CO. Mfrs.

Baltimore, Md.

525

OPEN

SIDE

PLANERS

HE DETROIT IMPROVED

SIGHT FEED CYLINDER LUBRICATORS
I

ARE WIDELY USED AND MOST FAVORABLY KNOWN.

No. 2, Oils both Cylinders. No. 3, Oils both Cylinders and the Air Pump.

Economy in Oil, Expense for Repairs, and Glasses—the Leading Features.

THE DETROIT AIR PUMP LUBRICATOR WILL RUN ONE THOUSAND MILES WITH
HALF-A-PINT OF OIL.

DETROIT LUBRICATOR CO., Detroit, Mich.

9The Pratt * "Whitney Co.
HARTFORD, CONN., U. S. A.,

MANUFACTURERS OP

STANDARD CYLINDRICAL SIZE and U. S. STANDARD THREAD GAUGES.

Special Gauges of every variety of interchangeable production.

REAMERS, TAPS AND DIES.
In all usual styles for Machinists, Pipe Fitters and Boiler Makers.

aenshaw Ratchet DriUs, Combination Lathe Chucks, Die Stocks, Bolt Cutters,

Lathes, Planers, Drilling, Milling, Profiling, Cutter Grinding, Die Sinking,

and Drop Forging Machines, Forging and Trimming Dies.

MONITOR MACHINES FITTED WITH TOOLS

For finishing to Sample. Screws, Studs, Locomotive Fittings, Plumbers' and Gas Fitters' Brass Goods.

CATAZoavE i SMirT oy application.

RICHARD DUDGKON, 24 and 26 Columbia St., New York.

„ ,
, Ti *„,»„„„<! ^^LK ^^Jacks for Pressing on Crank-

Maker ana Patentee of I^JWS Pl^ or Car-Wheela made to order.

Improved Hydraulic^^ ^ ^T , re?^iT^mpt°a«eXn.''*'
"*"

JACKS,

YOKE ipr

Punches, EoUer Tube Expanders and Direct Acting Steam Hammers.

TAYLORYORV'iUSTAYBOLT IRON
Axles, Piston Bods, Crank Pins and Forglnga ot «U

Descriptions, used by Iieadlns Bailroada.

R.fflUSHETS^AH^.rSTEELS
SOLE REPRESENTATIVES IN THE UNITED STATES,

B. M. JONES & CO.,
Boston. 11 and 13 Oliver Street. New Yokk, 143 Liberty Street.
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Cb« "Smillk" improved.

MODEL OF 1895.

PI.KASE OBSERVE !
'^'"^ simplicity and great s-trength of the locking device. It is impossible to jolt this Coupler
open, as the Locking Pin must be raised five inches before the Knuckle is released.

The ••-S" shaped Knuckle with Locking I'in forms Double Lock, which will draw any train, even if the Pivot Pin should
be removed. The Pivot Pin cannot be broken, as the strain is on three points. The I^ocking Pin rests on sloping step of

Knuckle holding it open. When the coupler is unlocked five inches of the Locking Pin is exposed. It is unnecessary
to go between cars for coupling or uncoupling.
The Smillie COUPLES BY .SLOW IMPACT, thus saving damage to under-construction of cars.

If Knuckle is lost or broken, the Locking Pin (being in the centre of Coupler) takes any ordinary link , no chains required.
Unlocking attachment above Coupler is simple and very strong.

All Couplers conform to the M. C. B. fJauges, and fulfill M. C. B. requirements.

THE SMILLIE COUPLER & MFG. CO.,

91 CLAY STREET, NEWARK, N. J.

NEW YORK OFFICE: 39 CORTLANDT STREET

Advertising Foundry. L. E.. 1886.
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Look at this file lengthwise
in a slanting direction.

established i$42.

S^Lflrcade file mork$
MAKERS OF

Improved

Increment Cnt

Tiles.

We guarantee our Improved Increment

Cut Files to cut faster and Tvear longer

than any on the market. Although we

have been urged to buy unsuccessful file

plants, and thus reduce competition, we

have preferred to build the most modem

file works in existence and equip it w^ith

the latest inventions in file machinery.

Our marvelous growth has demon-

strated most emphatically that our method

of concentrating the highest mechanical

talent on one modem plant, instead of

renovating old ones, is the successful

policy to adopt.

When buying always ask for "Arcade

Brands." There are no files "just as

good." Arcade files are guaranteed.

New York City, 97 Chambers Street.

Chicago, nS Lake Street.

Works, Anderson, Ind.

An interesting Souvenir,

"Facts and Suggestions

about Files," wiU be sent

free to readers of this paper.

Write to the New York

Office.

Advertising Foundry, L. B., 1896.
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i he Jf~] arrington Q^ rsS^g Jf erforatingV^o.

Main Office aud Works, 22i];N. Uuion St., Chicago, 111., U.S.A.

Eastern Office, 284 Pearl Street, New York.

nfrt f\tr» '^trt

1^
fiffl

Perforated Metals of Every Description for all Railway Work.

Spark Arresters, locomotive Smoke Stack Cones, Dampers, Deflecting Plates,

etc., for Coal and Wood Burners, Car Ventilators, Deck Sash Lights,

Dust Arresters and Screens, Air-Brake, Sand and Coal Screens,

Gratings and Ventilators for Depots and Buildings,

Punched Plates for Switch Targets and

Signals, Shields for Signal Bells,

Etc., Etc., Etc.
•^

Heavy Steel and Iron Plates and Cylinders

for Screening Ore, Coal, Phosphates, Mac-

adam, Coke, Sand, Ballast, etc., in Revolv-

ing or Shaking Screens and Chutes.

Adrertlslng Foundry, L. E., 1896.
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RECORD BREAKER,

L. S. & M. S. R. R., OCT. 24th, 1896.

72.91 MILES PER HOUR, DISTANCE 86 MILES.

MAXIMUM 92.3 MILES PER HOUR.

M. L. HINMAN, President & Ireasurer.

F. H. STEVENS, Ass't to the President.

R. J. GROSS, Vice-President.

T. M. HEQUEMBOIRG, Secretary.

D. RUSSELL, Superintendent.

H. TANDY, Ass't Superintendent.

AdTertlslng Foundry, L. E., 1896.
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Ricbntond Cocontotlve and
Builders of ...

^ Locomotives^
Single, Expansion and .,'* ..«*

Compound. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
With extensive improvements and

largely increased facilities, are •.*

prepared to offer locomotives of

tfieir own designs or to specifi-

cations of railroads. .,'* ^ J* „< ^*

Correspondence solicited, full iA<

detailed specifications on »,'*' J^ v"*

application. J*' ^* J* J* jt jt jt jt

machine

(Uorks,

Ricbitiond,

Advertising FooDdry, L. K., 1806.
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We have been ^^
told that

•
Master Mechanics are Awful Slow

ff

to take to a new tool, but we have not found it so.

Armstrong Tool Holders
ARMSTRONG PATENT TOOL HOLDERS are now used in many of the large

Railroad shops, among which are

:

A., T. & S. F., Wisconsin Central,

Chicago & Northwestern, Chicago

EOR TURNING, BORING AND PLANING METALS
i^'*'*^/*^V*/%'%^*'%'%^^/*^^*'%'%'%'%'%'%'%^'%'%'VW%'*'%/%'%^'^^%'»^^/%'*'%^

& Alton, Illinois Central, Union Paci-

fic, Pennsylvania, Norfolk &Western,

Ft. Worth & Denver City, Chicago

& Eastern Illinois, etc. We want

every Master Mechanic to send for

these tools on 30 days' trial; if not satisfactory may be returned at our expense. Guaranteed

to save their cost in 30 days' use. Write for some good, solid indorsements of these tools.

Armstrong Bros* Tool Co*, Chicago, III,
98 West Washington Street.

-f^n ntft r^rt fifrt otrt fttrt fstftffn r!frt otrt ctfl«tfl

Cbaf$ Cbe "ClnclnnatLl

modern

milling macbtne
Has sixteen Spindle Speeds, j* Large

Feed Variation. =^ Automatic Cross

Motion. ^ Quick Return Motion. ^
Large Spindle Power. ^ Large Feed

Power.

The Cincinnati Milling Machine Co.

Cincinnati, Ohio.
AJvertising Foundry, L. E., 1896.
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The Safety Car Heating and Lighting Co.

Pintsch System

Car and Buoy Lighting.

This Company controls in tlie United States tlie celebrated

Pintscli System ot Car and Buoy Lighting. It is economical,

safe, efficient, and approved by Railway Managers and the

Lighthouse Board of the United States, and has received

the highest awards for excellence at the World's Expositions

at Moscow, Vienna, St. Petersburg, London, Berlin, Paris,

Chicago and Atlanta. Seventy thousand cars, three thousand

two hundred locomotives, and five hundred and sixty buoys

are equipped with this light.

«$» r$» f$»

Car Lighting by the Frost Dry Carburetter.

f$» (^ «^

Car Heating

BY STEAM JACKET SYSTEM HOT-WATER CIRCULATION.

Return and Regulating Direct Steam Systems.

f$> (^ f$»

Automatic Steam Couplers.

f^ f^ f$>

160 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

AilvortlHlnir Foundrv. L. K.- "<S>fl
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<*

Qlock and

e^a* ««* ^^

By W. H. Elliott, Sig. Eng.,
C. M. & St. P. Ry.

i^ «^» t^ ^^

Qnterlocking

Signals

What they are For^

What they do^ and

How they do It, ^

Advance Orders now
Booked. 'J* 'M -^ -M 'M

This New Work on Signals

is now in the press of

LOCOMOTIVE
ENGINEERING,

and will be ready for delivery about

July 1st. ^^ Standard size, 6x9.
Over 200 pages, J 29 illustrations.

Describes in detail all kinds of Sig-

nal Apparatus now in use by rail-

roads in every country. ^ J- ^ ^
The most complete and notable

work of its kind ever compiled. ^^
Handsomely bound in leather, price,

J)^,^J^J, e^ e^ 4^ e^ e^ c^ e^ e^ t^ ^^ c^

Cocomotiwc engineering, 256 Broadway, n, v.

%
9

AdTertlBing Foundry, L. E.. 1S06.
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WOOD WORKING MACHINERY FOR CAR BUILDERS.

HIGHEST CUSS. URGEST LINE.

>Af)

JM
Vertical Three-Spindle Car Borer.

No. I Large Car Sill and Timber Dressing Machine.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

PLANS, SPECIFICATIONS

AND ESTIMATES

ON APPLICATION.

No. 3 Large Automatic Double Cutting-off Saw.

J. A, FAY & CO., 530 to 550 W. Front St.,

No. 3 Extra large ^utomatit (cir ('diner.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

WOOD OR IRON FRAME. CYLINDER FOUR 8I0E0, SLOTTED. AND TO RAISE
AND LOWER BV POWER. FRICTION FEED. THREE CHANGES OP

FEED. THREE SIZES. TO PLANE 24, 2$ AND 30 INCHES
WIDE, AND TO PtANE FROM 10 TO 60 FEET LONG.

Double Car Tenoner and Gainer.

TENONS BOTH ENDS AND CUTS THE GAIN WITHOUT
REVERSING THE TIMBER.

No. 3 Cictra Heavy Railway Cut-off Saw.

AUTOMATIC FEED. FOR S^OCK UP TO JO INCHES WIDE ANO
12 INCHES THICK.

(ar Builders' Machinery

For Working Wood.

SUBSTANTIALLY DESIGNED.

ACCURATELY CONSTRUCTED.

EXQUISITELY EINISMED.

^t, . . OtR 312 P*GI CATALOGIIt,

J 01 S( RIBINf, Ihf MOSI ( OMPI F If

**• LINE Of M*(HIMK> IMR ()l

^f^ riRID. Will Bl SIM IRII ON
— \I>PII(.M10N TO IS *S BIIOW.

THE EGAN CO.,
-orA'Lo.c«» 419 to 439 W. Front St., CINCINNATI, 0.

No. 5 Morliser and Borer.

GRADUATED 8TR0KF, AUTOMATIC CHISEL
REVERSE

NO. 6

HAS AUXILIARV BORING MANDREL.

No. 2 txUa Heavy Band Saw.

IRON TILTING TABiE, WHEFlS 3« INCHES IN

DIAMETER, PATENT ROLLER GUIDE.
NO. 4 HAS WHEELS 42 INCHES IN DIAMETER.
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.,ctSCC'"i2>^

Y AIR ^

BRAKE
I HOSE

ESTABLISHED ^^^ 1828=^=^=^ 'STEAM'
'hose .

Boston Belting Co.
JAMES BENNETT FORSYTH,

Manufacturing Agt. and Gen'l Mgr.
GEORGE H. FORSYTH,

Ass't Manager.

ORIGINAL MANUFACTURERS OF

Over 6,000,000

Excelsior

have been sold

in the

feet of our

Air-Brake Hose

to the Railroads

U.S.

RUBBERGOODS ^o-^RAILROADS
BELTING, AIR-BRAKE, STEAM, GAS AND WATER HOSE,

SHEET RUBBER AND PISTON ROD PACKING, GASKETS,
VALVES, WASHERS, CEMENT, DIAPHRAGMS,
RUBBER MATS, MATTING AND TREADS.

Our Goods are the Standard by which others are compared*

BOSTON

:

. 256, 258, 260 Devonshire St.

ST. LOUIS

:

Ninth and Spruce Sts.

NEW YORK

:

J00 and 102 Reade St.

NEW ORLEANS

:

3J6 and 3t8 Saint Charles St.

CHICAGO:
107 and J09 Madison St.

SAN FRANCISCO

:

24 Fremont St,

^.

rWATERS
^ HOSE

7^

WE ORIGINATE. OTHERS IMITATE.

.rfJ/WVWBfc-

GAS
HOSE

^^'OsaifffjjUi'
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After all is said about patent

fastenings^ the safety^ durability^

economy and manifest simplicity

of the Original Fused Wheel as

manufactured by us^ compel all

who give it a fair trials to fasten

to it.

In order better to acquaint you

with this wheel, we have made
a Wheel Book that*s interesting.

Better send for a copy.

AdTertlslng Foundry, L. E., 1806.

The Washburn
Car Wheel Co.,

Hartford, Conn.

66 Suffield St.
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Ulica

Steam

6aua(

€0.,
UTICA, N. Y.

Advertising Foumlry. L. E.. 1806.

I IT you specify

Utica ^-
Cocomotive Gauge

no. 6

Utica ^_
Cab Gauge for

Ideating n. 3 sp,=i.i.

Utica

:Hlr Brake Gauge
You will have three

winners backed by a good
g:oaranty and be sure of results

in long service.
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95. Grand ilnm |)otel, ^^
^

Saratoga Springs, n. V.

LARGEST, BEST EQUIPPED AND MOST LIBERALLY MANAGED HOTEL IN THE WORLD.
OPENS JUNE I5th, FOR M. C. B. AND M. M. CONVENTIONS. ,*.Mjt.'t.<^t,-tjt,<t^*.*^'t.jtjtjt.jt.jt

ON THE PIAZZA, GRAND UNION HOTEL. DINING ROOM, GRAND UNION HOTEL.

CHOICE, WELL

FURNISHED,

COMEORTABLE

ROOMS AT A

SPECIAL RATE

OF $4.00 PER

DAY, FOR ALL

WHO ATTEND

CONVENTIONS.

APPLY NOW

FOR RESERVED

ROOM.

¥

¥

GRAND LMON HOTEL, SARATOGA SPRINGS, N. Y.

DIRECTLY OPPOSITE CONVENTION HEADQUARTERS.

LARGE DINING

ROOM, SEATS

1500 GUESTS.

CUISINE

UNSURPASSED.

BROAD PIAZZAS

SURROUNDING

INTERIOR

WOODED COURT.

DELIGHTFUL

MUSIC, DRIVES,

DANCING, ETC.

E&^I T\

PARLOR, GRAND UNION HOTEL. BALL ROOM, GRAND UNION HOTEL.

WOOLLEY & GERRANS, Proprietors, also Proprietors HOTEL IROQIOIS, BIFFALO.
Advertising Foundry, L. E., 1896.
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fln Jlutomatic Injector

Built for "Business"

• i^n ftrt rtfl

This Injector has single

tube, with a little detach-

able nipple on the conical

tube that can be replaced

I for a few cents, in a few

I
minutes—and restores the

. injector in the spot where

nine out of ten first fail.

It is Automatic-

Re-starts if broken from any cause.

It is Simple.

4 4* Only 24 pieces all told, 50 per cent. less than the best of them.

Can't Heat It a.

*A* Will start at 25 lbs. pressure and work continuously to 200 lbs.

Close Regulation a

44 4 Only necessary to adjust the water valve.

fttrt fstrt f\trt

GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY. A TRIAL SOLICITED.

PRICES JUST AS SATISFACTORY AS THE INJECTOR.

If you want less repairs, less first cost, and less bother with boiler feeders, write

AUTOMATIC INJECTOR CO.,

CINCINNATI, O.

Adrerttslng Foundry, L. E.. 1896.
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FOSTER
PRESSURE REGULATOR (Reducing VaWc),

For Steam, Water, Gas or Air Pressures.

AIR-BRAKE PUMP GOVERNOR,
AUTOMATIC SAFETY STOP and RELIEF VALVE,

VALVE FOR STEAM-HEATING OF TRAINS.
AAAAA

Over 22,000 in Use: On Government and other

Vessels,

On RAILROADS, in Mines, Coffieries, Mills and

Large Industrial Establishments.

FOSTER^
.... INSIDE SAFETY CHECK

For Locomotive'. Boilers.

lAAAAA

Foster Engineering Co,,
NEWARK, N. J.

A Complete Set of Nine

nicbol$oit'$ £xpan(liitd Catbc nidndr^l^*

»»;»;»;»;»$»;»»;»;»»»»»»»»»»»»»»» »-

»-

»•

»-

Will take in everything from one to seven inches. Just think of the solid mandrels you would have to have to

cover that range. No trouble or loss of time in using these mandrels, work set by tap of the

hammer, always true. Work can be set over jaws to face either end. Made
of best tool steel, hardened and ground to gage.

Sets of six or nine. Sent on trial. Used on 30 Railroads. Satisfaction guaranteed.

GEO. L. WEISS, Gen'I Agt., 139 Ingleside Ave., Cleveland, O.
Advertising Foundry, L. E., 1896.
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aiAA. A mtCUNCCR A CO, DCTKOrr, WICH.. V 9. A.

STKCUMGCR * CO . DrTROIT. Utcn . U 8 A

POCKET SCREW AND WIRE GACGE

This is itM^l ff^T obtaiDini; size of Ma-
chine or Wtx**! Screws, uuinbcn •' lo 3"

( For duvimal dianiet^r Mfr» of S<.t**ws,

sw Miu-hitiu Scrvw Lwt t On op|>oi!.ii.«

xlge, it is iliviilod luto frnrtional juirt.H,

giviug iiicaus of
coin)an«oit

Olht-r sidt' hag
the Anii>ntau aud
KnKli>h wtrvgaug«
niarkt-d on conv-
S[)iiu<)iu^ ,1'Jgeii,

aud furuisbod 3

siinplv meaos of

coiii|>ai'iog these
Ksug^'t in sizes
larj-tT than No 16

SLiiIiiue scn-ws
are ouw so com-
nionly used that
It in ofi»ential for

all mechanics to

know how to onlor

Much aoooyancti
IS caused and a
yival df.il of vahi-

able time ls 1<jsI in

M.'OUi'iii>; siiitahle
}ii*e Straws Mis-

t;ikc» >*ccur ( as a
r\ilt> I in f.uhiig to

nr«lt'r Iheni by
ihcir iirttjier nu-

meniUaiid threads.Postage.

#2 25

Sets

Id connection with list of Machine
Sctvw TajH «-iII be found an article uu

thi5 suliji-ct, which sliuiild be carefuUx

read, and if i»">ssitile, n nienibenjil.
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THE ACME MACHINERY COMPANY,
,^''°' BOLT, NUT AND SPECIAL

Cable Address.

'Acme," Cleveland.

Use a. B. C. Code.
4th London Edition.

MACHINERY.
Pat. Dec. 5, 1882.

Pat. Dec. 4, 18S3.

Pat. Aug. 25. 1885
Pat. Oct. 18, 1887.

OFFICE AND FACTORY.

COR. BELDEN & HAMILTON STS . Cleveland, O ^nll: 189I

Please address all Communications to Ihe Company.

Mr. Jim Skeevers, Supt. M. P.
,

Great Air Line Railway,

Somwers.

Fr i end Jim: —
We have read your "Object Lesson'" in the issue of April

Locomotive Engineering and it "hits us'" because we are a little inter-

ested in a subject you touch on in the lesson, namely, "Bolt-cutters.""

Like yourself, as you know, we are rather "short'" on technology but

somewhat "long"" on experience. We have been wrestling with the screw

thread problem ever since we began monkeying with the old-fashioned

hand screw plate as apprentices, up to the present time, grinning with

delight at each success and "cussin'" the luck at each failure. When we

read your article we wanted to go off in a corner and take a quiet smile.

We do not know much about stay bolts, but think we do know, just a

little bit, about "Bolt-cutters"". Put it there, old man, shake. You

know something about Bolt-cutters yourself. We are so pleased with

your lesson that we have had it printed in a little pamphlet and are

going to send it free to anybody that will ask for it.

As ever, Yours truly,

THE ACME MACHINERY CO.

Advertising Foundry, L. E., 18!-i6.
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Baldwin

Locomotive Works.
Established 183 J.

Annual Capacity, 1,000.

Single Expansion and Compound Locomotives*
Broad Gauge Locomotives
adapted to every variety of

service, and to burn coal,

wood, or petroleum, built

accurately to gauges and
templates after standard
designs or to railroad com-
panies' drawings. Like
parts of different engines

perfectly interchangeable.

Electric Locomotives and Electric Car Trucki
with approved Motors.

Burnham, Williams & Co.
Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A.

AdTertlsIng Foundry, L. E., 1896.
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Are you using Compressed
Air for Hoists and Motors
in your shops?

547

If you are, remember that every time the piston of an
air-brake pump goes forward, the ivliole cylinder full of
steam at boiler pressure is used up— most of it simply
thrown away and wasted.

* • *

Then Read This.

Every time the piston of the Norwalk
Air Compressor goes forward steam is let

in for only about one-third of the stroke

and shut off.

Now count the number of strokes per
minute ; the minutes in an hour ; the

hours in a working day, and days in a

year— then look at your coal bills and
think.

* * *

«

If you are looking for net results it will pay you to

send for prices on a Norwalk Air Compressor.
A catalogue will be sent to"any officer of any rail-

road upon application.

The Norwalk Iron Works Co.,
South Norwalk, Conn.

Advertising Foundiy, L. E., 1896.
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FIRE! FIRE! FIRE!
A RECORD OF OVER 200,000 FIRES KINDLED
FOR LESS THAN 2 CKBJXS PKR FIRE.ECONOMY UNPARALLELED.

The Rapid Adoption of the LESLIE KI:NDLER is Substautial Proof of its

Superiority over all known means of kindling Locomotive Fires.

All question as to the Economy claimed no longer a matter of opinion. Results obtained in

General Practice have fully ESTABLISHED THE FACT that with the Leslie Automatic

Fire Kindler One Car Tank of crude oil will kindle flore Fires than 107 Car Loads,
or 750 Cords, of wood.

For full particulars, address J- 5. LESLIE, PaterSOn, N.J.

The Hancock Locomotive Inspirator,
TYPES A, B, C and D,

Adapted to the several differing styles of Standard Fittings.

Combines all the latest and best ideas in

BOILER FEEDERS,
Constructed with the special purpose of filling fully the most exacting demands of modem

railroad requirements. It is simple in construction, and the inside parts of all types are inter-

changeable. It is reliable under all condititms, and of great range. It can be easily taken apart

and repaired at small expense. It will lift water when Inspirator and Suction Pipe are hot, or

when water is at a temperature of 120^ Fah , and deliver to Boiler at steam pressures of 35 to

200 lbs. without adjustment. It has a minimum capacity of less than 50 per cent, of its maxi-

mum, and its capacity increases with increase of Steam pressure up to 200 lbs.

MANrFACTrKI-,D BY

THE HANCOCK INSPIRATOR CO., Boston, Mass., U.SA.

Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company,
THE LARGEST AND MOST COMPLETELY EQUIPPED ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING ESTABLISHMENT IN THE WORLD.

POWER, INCANDESCEr>IT LIGHTING, ARC LIGHTING,
FROM THE SAME CIRCUITS.

We have purchased and are tlie SOLE OWNERS of the patents issued to Nikola Tesla for POLYPHASE ALTERNATING SYSTEM,
now recognized to be the most successful system for lighting and power purposes.

We furnish complete lines of apparattis for the perfect equipment of ISOLATED PLANTS for Hotels, Office Buildings, Flats and

Factories.

STANDARD SYSTEMS for distribution of Ughts and power in LARGE MANUFACTURING ESTABLISHMENTS, MILLS
and MINES.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC RAILWAY SYSTEM, the Most Durable, Economical and Efficient on the market.

NEW YORK, .20 Br.,a.lwav. PITTSBURG. WestinRhouse BuildinR. CHARLOTTK. N. C, }6-j!i CUetre St.

UOSTON ExchatiL'i; BiiildinK. BUFFALO. Erie County Bank Buildinp. SYRACUSE. N. Y., Bastablc Building.

CHICAGO, New York Life Building. PHILADELPHIA. Girard Building. SAX FRANCISCO. Mills Building.

TaCOMA. WASH.. 102 South luth St. ST. LOUIS. American Central Building. \V.\SIIINGTON, D. C, 1331 F St. N.

For Canada address: AHEARN & SOPER. Ottawa. Canada

iew York Office,

Taylor Building,

i9 Cortlandt Sf.

Clilcago Office,

1534MarquetfeBldg

^' BEMENT, MILES & CO.,
PHILAUELPHIA, PA.

MANcr*CTUR«ns or

i\ Metal Working Machine Tools,
"^ ^ \ For Railroad Shops, Locomotive and Car Builders,

Ij^'j" 1!^ "C^-v \
Machine Shops, Rolling Mills, Steam Forges, Ship Yards,

^^-^'
.

''

Ui " ' F ^ Boiler Shops, Bridge Works, etc., etc.

, STEAM HAMMERS.
steam and Hydraulic

RIVETING MACHINES.
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$dtii$ Jiutotnatic

Coupler,
Sau

' SamsAu
SaiiisAutotiu

SauLsAutomatiev.

SamsAutomatic* 'oiip»

SamsAll toiiia ticOouplcrSa
SamsAutomaticCoiiplerSamsA

SamsAutomaticCuuplerSamsAutoiv
SamsAutomaticCouplerSamsAutomatit

SamsAutomatit'CouplerSamsAutomaticCoui.
SaiusAutomatlcCouplorSamsAutomaticCouplert

£>amsAutoiiiati«('<)ui)IcrSamsAutomaticC'oupler

SamsAutumaticCuupk'i'SamsAutomaticCouplerS
SamsAutomaticCouplerSamsAutomaticCoupleit?aii

SamsAutomaticCouplerSamsAiitomaticCoupIerSams
SamsAutomaticCoupIerSamsAutomatic('ouplorSamsA

SamsAutomatioCoupk'rSamsAutomaticCouplerSamsAut

A two-year-old with

a wonderful record.

Thousands of these

Couplers in use..^=^

"T'T-

SanisAutomaticM

^ SamsAutomatii-(
SamsAutoniatiei 'o

SamsAutomaticCoup
SamsAiitomatie( 'oi

SamsAutomatlc'( 'oup

SamsAutomatift'ouplt'i
SamsAutomat

SainsAutoii
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SamsAul
Sams4

rSamsAutomatictJouplerSamsAuto
amsAutomaticCouplerSamsAutom
isAutomatie(^'uuplerSamsAutt)ma

Automatic' (Hii)ierSamsAutoi:'

maticCouplcr.SamsAutoi
uiiplorSamsAutij

)ler. aiiisAutom

. .pler.SamsAut<

:C _T]pIorSanisAi

ti.'Cu\lIil--^' -

sAiitnmatic<'nur

iinsAtitoniatioCc

rSanisAutomati<

-iilcrSamsAutonu

o.

latlv

aticCou^

icCouplerv

CouplerSams.
louplcrSamsAutv
uplciSamsAutomai.
erSamsAutomatifCo

rJSainsAutomaticCoiipIev

sAutomaticCoupIerSam-
. ut omaticCouplerSamsAui,

I uiiaticCouplerSarasAutO'-

'icCoupUn-Sams' ^^

aticCouplerS."

omatiiCoup'
ntomatir
Auto'

atomaticCou'

'^amsAutomaticCoupIe-

General Office : 5 1

6

Equitable Building,

Denver, Colorado.

Lou. D. Sweet, Gen'I Mgr.

SamsAn
SanisA ,___.

Sams.Trr^iuiaticCouplerSamsAjtoraaticCouplprSamsAuto-
SamsAutomaticroupIerSamsAutomati»f"ouplerSams'

SanisAutomaticrouplerSamsAutomatifCoupler
SamsAutomaticCouplerSamsAutomatioCoH'

SamsAutomaticCouplerSamsAutomati
SanisAutomaticCouplprSamsAutr

SamsAntomatiPfouplcrSaTii
SamsAutomatieCoupliT?

SamsAutomatioCor
SamsAutomat'

^^^^^^^^ SamsAuto

Simple, t^iw^M Durable.

Old principle of link and y^pin made automatic. Costs less than $7
a car fully equipped.^*^y' Works perfectly with the old link and pin

couplers. ..'* No parts or/^springs to gfet out of order...* Reduces break-
age of links and loss/ of pins to a minimum. Overcomes 5 in. lateral

and 4^4 in, vertical/variation.

Prominent legal authority has passed upon
it as meeting all the requirements of the

law, and validity of patent as perfect.

We give the roads the right to make the

draw^-bars and lever attachments, thus mak-
ing use of their scrap iron. We sell them
the pins at $1.00 each, F.O.B. at St. Louis.

Cast Iron Bars weigh 185 lbs., Malleable
Bars, 135 to 140 lbs.

Advertising Foundry,
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PRESSED::STEEL::TRUCK:: FRAMES
AND PRESSED STEEL PARTS FOR CAR AND TRUCK CONSTRUCTION.

rr\\/ em in OOCCCCn C-mri PnKylDA.MV * general OFFUES: Fisher Building:, 28J Dearborn street,

fOX SOUIP FRtSv'^V 5\ttl COM rANY, , works: joliei, Illinois.
I

CHICAGO.

JAMES B. BRADY, General Sales AK:ent, Havemeyer Buildinff, NEW YORK,

^fflili^ i
TWIST DRILLS. SPRING COTTERS,
REAMERS.TAPS,FLAT SPRING KE/S,

,
EMERyWHEELDRESSERS. GRINDERS

CLEVELAND.O.OFFICE^WKS. -

NEW YORK,94READS ST.
LONDON.158 QUEEN VICTORIA .5T
PARIS, 68 RUEDEjyiARAlS. ^

TROY, N. Y.
New York OHice : 4') Wall Street.

Chicagu Office : I lUn MunaJnuck Building.

Trov, N. Y.
THE TROJAN CAR COUPLER CO.
MP n TVDF The knuckle may be thrown open for coupling by the hand rod at the side of the car, WORKS ' ^ast 51. 1 i.uis. Ill

• V^. D. I I 1 L. rcnJerinK it unnecessary for trainmen t.i j;o between the car;, to open the knuckle, I Smith's Falls. Ontario. Can

STANDARD ENGRAVING CO., " new ywk city.

Make Extra Deep Plates for all Illustrative Purposes.

They do all the work for Locomotive Engineering. SEND FOR PRICES.

MOORE'S ANTI- FRICTION

DIFFERENTIAL

Chain Pulley Block

A New Movement.
A Perretual Compound Lever.

Powerful, Simple and Durable.

Light, Compact and Strong:.

One Man Can Lift to the Full

Capacity of the Block.

Self Sustaining: at Any Point.

The Block Always Hang:s Plumb

Moore Mfg. and Fonndry Co.

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

BETHLEHEM^IRON CO.
SOUTH BETHLEHEM. PA.

STEEL RAILS,
BILLETS AND MUCK BAR,

STEEL FORGINGS,
Hollow Shafting. Cranks. Rolls, Guns and Armor.

Rough, Machined or Finished, Fluid Compressed, Hydraulic Forged.

NEW YORK OFFICE : 100 Broadway, PHILADELPHIA OFFICE; 421 Chestnut Street.

CHICAGO OFFICE: Marquette BIdg,

For Farm.

For Railroads.

Around Parks and

Cemeteries.

PAGE WOVEN WIRE
FENCE CO. ADRIAN, MICH.

Patented Devices For Drilling Out Old Stay-Bolts and Re-Threading the Old Holes

Without Removing Any of the Parts of the Engine. Radlal Taps for Long Distances.

J. T. CONNELLY, Sole Manufacturer, Milton, Pa.
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Gold €ar l>(dtjnd Company

i

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥ i^n

¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥

¥
¥
¥
¥

\

¥¥¥

new Vork:
Frankfort and Cliff Streets.

¥¥¥

Chicago:
668 The Rookery.

¥¥¥

Systems.
¥¥¥

Storage Heaters j*«5»^^j«j*

With Heat Storage Fluid in

Hermetically Sealed Tubes.

Storage Heaters ^t^^^^*J'
With Inner Heat Storage Body
of Earthenware or Terra Cotta.

Double Duplex Coils ^"tjt^,^

For Use With Baker Heater

Hot Water Circulator, with or

without Sealed Jet System.

Direct Steam .•*j*,<j*^^j«^

With Plain Piping.

9¥¥

Gold's Universal Straight

Port Coupling ^t..*.*^t^t^*^

Which couples with the Sewall, is

the only one extant having an

Adjustal3le Brass Faced Seat,
supplied with Gold's Automatic
Gravity Relief Traps, which are

a preventative against freezing.

¥¥¥

Our New Electric Heaters ^-t

Have been pronounced by experts

"the very best on the market."

We have some very interesting

literature on "Car Heating," and
will gladly send same on receipt

of address.

f!frt ¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥

„%, ¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥

¥
¥
¥
¥

\
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Instruction

Model

9P
The Leach Pneumatic

Sander For Locomotives

TViio MaHp] representing: a section

11113 iTlUULl of a Locomotive Sand

Box fitted witli tlie Pneumatic Sanding: Ap-

paratus and also with the old style sand lever

and valve, is for instruction in the application,

operation and care of the Sanding: Device. The

sand (in this model; is fed by air blown through

rubber tube.

The model is fitted with everything re-

quired for its operation (except the pail), filled

with clean, dry sand, neatly painted, boxed and

delivered to freight house, weight 70 pounds.

Price, $4.00 each, prepaid.

Henry L. Leach,

Advertising Fonndry, L. E., 1886.

176 Huron Avenue,

N. Cambridge, Mass.

Permanently and Absolutely

Prevented

ON BRIGHT PARTS of LOCOMOTIVES,
TOOLS, MACHINES, ETC.,

liV ISINC.

«niannocifjn«
MANUFACTURED ONLY BY

iBb. manlier (51 riDann,
CHARLOTTENBURG, GERMANY.

ISKIi IIY

LEADING AMERICAN and EUROPEAN IRON and STEEL
WORKS. MACHINE and TOOL MANUFACTURERS,

The GERMAN GOVERNMENT and OTHER RAILROADS.

If 'r/'/f for Booklet contai7iing opinioiis of iccll-krio-a'ti

Avicricati fintts oil Mannociiiii.

HERE IS ONE LETTER THAT WILL INTEREST

Every Master Mechanic, Engineer and
Superintendent

:

Chief Kn^ineer. W. S. Hi'FF. of our Steamer "City of Detroit," pur-
chased one Kallon of *' Mannocitin." thinking that quantity would be suffi-

cient for him to make a trial of that artiele on a portion of' the bright work
of his engine. To his great surprise he only used about one-fourth of the
gallon on the entire bright work of that steamer's large low-pressure, high-
pressure ciimpound and several other small engines, and. to use his own
expression.

** It is the cheapest and best Rust-Protector I ever saw."

Tm-; Ui:iK<>iT and Cukvklanu Steam Navigation Co.»
Detroit, Mich.

MANNOCITIN IS PUT UP IN PACKAGES
HOLDINO FROM I TO 50 GALLONS.

These are some of my Agents, vha carry a stock of Mannocitin, and

will be pleased to give any further information

:

SIMMONS HARDWARE CO., St. Uuis, Mo.

FLETCHER HARDWARE CO.. Detroit, Mich.

FOX MACHINE CO., Grand Rapids, Mich.

PHILLIP GROSS. J26 Grand Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.

W. K. MORISON & CO., 107 Nicollet Ave, Minneapolis, Minn.

MARSHALL-WELLS HARDWARE CO., Duluth, Minn.

GEO. M. DILLEY & SON, Palestine. Tex.

CHAS. C. PENNELL & CO., 4 California St., San Francisco Cal.

CUTTER,WOOD & STEVENS, 13 J Pearl St., Boston, Mass.

THE CHAS. C. LEWIS CO., Springfield, Mass.

UK AI'I'I.V TO

©tto 6oet3e,
116 Broad Street, New York,

MANUFACTURERS' REPRESENTATIVE FOR THE U. S.
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(Uamn$ t^ ti t^ t^ t^

Made from Trinidad 2
Natural Asphalt Materials. 'W
Will not dry up and become f^
brittle under exposure to the i
weather as coal tar roofings ^
usually do. f^n

ilncbor Brand

natural Jlspbalt Roofing.
m

0>
West Shore Railroad Freight Houses at Weehawken, covered in J 882. ^

ri:^M±v^m^m

<^trt
^ No amount of ingenious argument is equal to a practical

uiMiic^ir-riioiir/-" nn "^ test,—our New 18% Roofing Book points a way to this test.
IVIAiMUrALIUnllMb LU., -*, ^. ., . .. ^ f 'j .• c j i

•a? Give this matter one mmute s serious consideration, bend tor

50 tULfON sTRttT, ^ fj^^jj anyway, perhaps if you'll mention it we'll send a sample of

^fy this roofing that has been in use 15 years, and is as good as new.NEW YORK, N. Y.

SILAS HOWE, Prep, and Treas. lENOCH PETERSON, Vice-Pres, ami St-c.

The Wm. D. Gibson Co.
MANUFACTURERS Or SUPERIOR GRADES Of EVERY DESCRIPTION OF

Car Seat .

Air Brake .

Trolley

Coupler
Engine and Valve

SPECIAL SPRINGS FOR ALL PURPOSES
MADE TO ORDER.

SPRINGS

For Electrical Lines, Car Builders, and all kinds

of Machinery.

12 and 14 South Jefferson St., CHICAGO.

Locomotive Firebrick
Made by—

Garden City

Sand Co», Chicago, III.

Firebrick ...

Of all kinds adapted to all services

and of a guaranteed quality.

Write for our

pamphlet giving

general information

on Firebrick.
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JA.

CasA must accompany order. No books sent C. O. D. Give name of book and author, and -wc can furnish any book wanted. The list

below is especially recommendedfor mechanical readers. All books sent by m.iil fn-cfor price named, unless otherwise stated.

A Library of Steam Engineering. Fell-
renbatcli. 1S95. The latest ami the best liocik on
Steam EnKliieeriiiB. Illustrates and explains every
kind of steam entflneerin;;. stationary, loeomotive
and marine. Has chapters on the mathematics of
steam enKinecrinK, coverine all possible points,
but in plain figures. No " liii,'her " mathematics
used. C'an be understood by any man with a ct>m-
moD school education. A wiiole library of steam
emrineerinf;. llighly recommended. 800 paires.
Price $.-..00

Alr-Bral<e Calerliisni. Conger. 1895. This
Is Conger's " Airlirake and Signal Instructions"
rewritten and improved, containing the air-brake
and signal instructions approved by the Master
C'ar Builders' and Master Meciianics' Associations ;

also the standard list of questions for air-brake
Instruction. This is the latest and best book on
airbrakes. Issued Novem!»er 1, 1895. Price. ..'85*'.

Alr-Brake Practice. Phelan. 1890. The
only practical book about handling the air brakes
on the road, by a practical man. Bound for
pocket ....$1.00

Alexander's Keady Reference. Alexander.
189-i A first-class w.irk. Tells what to do in al-

most any kind of breakdown on the road $1.50

i i
Bound V»luniei« of Locomotivb Esgineer-

INO. 18iM and 1H9.T oiilv. No other years in

stock ." 83.00

Car Lubrication. Hall. Ought to be read
by every one Interested in keeping journals run-
nlngcool $1.00

g gj g
Catechism of tlie Lncoinottve. Forney.

1890. Enlarged. Illustrated. 50.000 sold. Every
bef^ner wants It. and every engineman oUL'ht to
have It ...$3.50

i i
Compoand Ljocomotives. Wood. 1894. En-

larged. Tells the history and explains the prin-
ciples of all the kinds of compound locomotives in

use $3.00

^ g g
l>i*ii-i|iUii<< AVitltoiil Sii<>]>eii>ti(iii. nmwii.

IHiMi. Pamphlet explaining: the "Ilrown" system
of discipline, by the ori;;iiiiiti>r; full data .lOc.

i i g
Ottease* of the Air-Bral<e Syatem.

Synnestredt. 1894. TcUs how to And and repair
every defect that the air-brake system Is liable to
have $1.00

i g g
iCn^lneinen*s Guide, Time and PiM-kfi-

Book. Kinne. 18W. Kulesof procedure in a hroak-
down. for handling air. etc. Contains a time hrtok.

Good for three years. Bound fur pocket $1.00

BiigtiiemenU Pot-kel Companion, Boiith.
1895. Contains pa«res arran;re(l fi»r time-keepinc.
Ha.s Traveling Engineers' Examination for Engine-
men, articles on brakes, valve setting, combus-
tion, and much valuable information for engine-
men $1.00

i ^ i
Evolution of the Air Brake. Synncstvedt.

1805- A brief but comprehensive history of llie de-
velopment of the modern railroad brake, from the
earliest conception contained in the 8imi)le lever,
up to. and including, the must approved forms of
the present day $1.00

g i
llasweirs Knglneer*8 Pocket-Book. 1892,

Probably the best authority In engineering mat-
ters. Rules for almost everything $4.00

i i
IIow to Siivf ^loney in R»lli-oad Black-

^iiiiitli SliupM liy l'>.e of Bulldozet- und
llflve Ilaninier. Kcynulds, -lO ilhistratinns of
dirs and work. Very valuable to shop manager
and foreman blacksmiths J45c.

i^ i i
Indicator Practice and Steam Engine

Rconomy. Hemenway. 1892. The simplest and
best treatise on Indicating $a.00

Key to Steam Engineering. Williams.
189:i. More especially for stationary engines, but
good Information for anyone. Boiler, engine,
combustion, evaporation, etc., explained in a
common-sense way 50c.

Linic an<l Valve Itlotionn. Auchlncloss.
l.'Jth Eilition. .Just Kevised. 18!>5. The principal
authority on the subject S'*.00

i © g
Locomotive Catechtsm, Orlmshaw, 1894.

Latest book out. Contains 1..S0O questions and
answers about locomotives and air brakes. PuUv
illustrated $8.00

i i ^
Locomotive Kn((ine-Kunnlng and Man-

agement, lllimtrated. Sinclair. 180;l, En-
larged. Best work on running and care of locomo-
tives. Plain facts plainly stated $a.00

g g i
Locomotive MeclianlHin anil Kiiglneer-

ing. Reagan. 1894. By a practical locomotive
engineer. Up to date. A good book Sa.OO

^ %
Lioconiotlve Running Kepairs. Hitch-

cock. 1892. A practical treatise on running repairs,

by a practical man. Numerous diagrams an<l Il-

lustrations 50c.

i i i
Machine Stio|> Arithmetic. Colvin ..t

Cheney. 18at;. Plain mies showing shopmen how
to calculate speed of pulleys and gearing, how to
figure the gears for screw cutting ancl giving a
great many facts about tools which every mechanic
ought to understand iiOc,

Modern Locomotive Construction. Illus-

trated. Meyer. 189i. Tells how to design, figure
out and make every part of a locomotive. A work
of reference, especially valuable to draughtsmen
and those In charge of building and repairs. Large
and elaborate $10.00

g ^ i
Pocket Primer of Air-Bralce Instruc-

tion. Rogers. 1894 Something new In the In-

struction book line. Lots of 10, 5c.; each 10c.

Practice an<l Theory of the Injector.
Kneass. 1894. Tlie only complete work on the In-

jector yet published. All about all kinds of inject-
ors ... $1.60

Progressive Examinations of Locomo-
tive Engineers anil Firemen. IliU. 1893.
Three hundred questions, and answers to them, on
firing and running. Standaril form of examination
on several roads. Ccmtains col«>red plates of
standard train and engine signals. Every fireman
should hare this book 50c.

i i
Rules of Interchange. The code of rules

governing the interchange of cars from one road to
another, the carding system, settlement of repairs,
etc lOc.

g i i
SUop Kinks and NiK-lilue Shop ( Itut.

(irinishaw. Ouglit to be a ready referen<'e for
every machinist interested in his business. ..$'4.50

@ '^

Simple Lessons In Drawing, for the
Shop. Reynolds. 189.3. Twelve lessons that can
be done with a 810 set of Instruments. The mdl
ments of drawing In the best form 60c.

Standard Code of Train Kiiles. Edition of
April. 18'.r> The code adopted by the American
Railway .Association, In almcist general u.se as a
basis. Tht authority on train operating. . .$1.00

^ i g
steam Boilers. Wilson. 1888. On the de

signing of boilers. The standard authority on the

The Meclianicai KngineerU Pocket
Book. Kent. ISXi. A reference l>ook of rules.
tables, data and formula* for the use of engineers.
mechanics and students. The latest and best
pocket bcHik. Bound in soft leather, with flap.
The author has verified every rule and table used.
brouirht the whole work up to date, and covered
the field more completely than ha.** any previous
author $5.00

i ^
Tlie Modrrn Marliini«t. I'sher. I89.V A

practical treatise on modern maclijne shop meth
ods. Illustrated by2o7 engravings Does not con-
tain descriptions of machine tools, but of special
tools and appliances, met hod!4 and plans of doing
work with them. The bonk is one that every
mechanic should have $4.5U

i i
The Train Wire. Anderson. 1890. An ex-

haustive work on train dispatching and on the safe
movement of trains $l.st5

Address

New Books will be added monthly.

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING,

256 Broadway, New York.
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<*QPEAKING about net results," the Best

^^ Varnish is the cheapest in the end.

VVTM. HARLAND & SON^S

English Varnish

is the best because it is DURABLE, RELIABLE,

BRILLIANT and ECONOMICAL. It keeps your

cars on the road longer, thereby effecting a large

saving.

Dries as well in Summer as in Winter. I

Don't be deceived by first cost— but *

^^ ^^ ^^ J
analyze the cheapness of our varnishes J^^^ ? from your own test. "NET RESULTS
EVERY Time." j^jt^jtjtjtjijtjtjtjt

We want to send you samples to try.

WRITE F. C. REYNOLDS, Sales Agent

for United States and Canada,

4 Gold Street, New York.

Or our "HOME MISSIONARY" will call on you.

Finest
Coach
Parlor Car
Sleeping Car
Street Car
Rattan Elevated

Scats
PLUSH - RATTAN - ELASTIC SLAT

With either 'Reversible* or 'Walk-Over' Back.

Output Larger than All Other

Seat Makers combined.

Over

150 Roads

Use

these Seats.

i
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NICHOLSON FILES
LEAD!

FREE I
\The B-st Mdchioists

N. DEMAND THEM I

^. Book on I lies, N. The Leading Uedlers
C 450 Styles. \ ggL^ THEM

NICHOLSON
FILE
CO. S»M'L M. MCHMSOM,

President
and
Gen'l Manager.

MENTION THIS PAPER. PROVIDENCE. R. I.. U. S. A.

True to start with—and stays so.

Ashcroft Mfg. Co.

SPECIALTIES

:

Double Tube Bourdon

Pressure Gaug:es

for Steam, Water or

Ammonia.

Tabor Indicators.

BROWN'S

Adjustable Pipe Tongs.

Packer Ratchets.

Pipe Stocks and Dies.

Pipe Fitters' Tools.

Ashcroft Gaugfes

are Dust-proof, Accurate

and the Standard every-

where.

Movement no connection to back of case.

MANNING, MAXWELL & MOORE,
m
IL^. 11^ MILWA' BB

y<j

H
h^RlL^

III Liberty Street, New York, U. S. A.

Consolidated

Safety Valve Co.'s

ORIGINAL

RICHARDSON

" POP "

SAFETY VALVES

are the Standard on many

roads.

The Best Muffler

EXTANT.

Sample sent on trial.

WORKS AT

Bridgeport, Ct.
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Cbe (Uestlngbouse

Hir Brake

Company.Mm i^(^Tnil/1TII/ MMM

J\mM\ Capacity: 250,000 freight Car,

6,000 Passenger and 10,000

Cocomotive Brakes

P'i i-*iw i*i i*it*ii*i

42$,000

Equipments already

in use.

ij^ »-** ''*-»•^ •:*-• *** '"^

Pittsburgb,

Pa.

AdTertlslng Fouudry, L. E., 1896.
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r 7^^ Paul S. Reeves & Son,
Manufacturers of

Phosphor Bronze, Brass & Babbit Metals.

*
Phosphor Bronze and Ingot Metals made
to any specifications. <% <^ <% <% <^ <^
Locomotive and Car Bearings a Specialty.

Brass and Phosphor Bronze Castings from

\ lb. to 10,000 lbs. weight. <^ <% <^ <%

*
AAA

Office and Works: 1415-25 Catharine St., 760-762 Broad St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

50 per cent. Saved
Finishing Locomotives and Coaclies

witb

Rogers' Railway Specialties
Rogers' Locomotive Finish.

Rogfers' Locomotive Jacket Enamel.
Rogrers* Locomotive Cab Enamel.
Rogers' Coacti Body Enamel.
Rogers' Caboose Enamel.
Rogers' Target and Signal Enamel.
Railroad Seat Enamel.
Railroad Radiator Enamel.
Railroad Steam Pipe Enamel.
Railroad Grarhiie Paint.

Railroad Truck Paints.

Railroad Station Paints.
Railroad Varnishes and Japans.
Red Seal Coach and Car Colors.

Refrigerator Car Paints.

Great Economy in Coach, Car and Locomotive painting

Enormous saving in time, labor and material.

Fully equal or superior to old methods in durability.

Thoroughly tested by leading railway lines.

Write us for information and Descriptive Catalogue.

DETROIT WHITE LEAD WORKS,
107 Jones St., Detroit, lUicfa.

f^^m^^t
miiX'^

~ Ax:iKT-tfB!6HG«

WITH

^^^'^^i^Sm
m^Jl

tOCO^OT.v» CmOiMS'^'MO. * *
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IF YOU ARE THINKING
OF

559

PNEUMATIC HAMMERS
FOR

FLUE BEADING OR HEAVY CHIPPING,

DON'T DO A

THING

UNTIL YOU SEE THE

(, LCHOUTEAU"

You won't have anything else then.

LET U5 SEND YOU A CATALOG.

UNITED ST\TES METALLIC PACKING COMPANY.
No. 427 N. 13th Street, Philadelphia, Penna.
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I^E^VE^nSTTI
LEAKS IN OLD CARS AND LEAKAGE IN NEW CARS BY USING

MURRHY STEEL CAR ROOT
p. H. MURPHY MFG. CO.. East St. Louis, III

JUST WHAT rOU WANT. LOW PRICCS.
PftOMfT SHIPMENTS OR CONTRACTS TAKBH,

DICKSON MFG. CO.

Locomotives of every style and size, Stan-
dard and Narrow Gauge, made to Standard
Gauges and Templets. Also for Plantations,
Mines and Logging:.

Sjircificatioiiti OH application^

C. H. ZEHNDER, President.
I.. F. BOWER, Secretary and Treasurer.

I)K COUKCY MAY, General Manager.

Bound Volumes for 1894 S.'.if.'S'm'"'"."-
»•":»":

Tl IMPROVED'STANDARD ROUPLER
NEW YORK:

20
Cortlandt St.

M.C. B. TYPE. I'.. ri;e J Stet-l Knuckle and Locking Pin. Only 3 parts. No pivot pin. STASDARl) COUPLER CO.
Simplest in design, strongest in service. Thousands in use. QEO. A. POST, Pbes. a. P. DENNIS, Sec

Ramapo Wheel and Foundry Co,,

MANUFACTURERS OF

MOTtO-* OF 80LTI.EU FASTENINQ.

BOLTLESS STEEL-TIRED WHEELS
For Passenger and Locomotive

Service.

Tires with Annular Wet and Hook,

Best Charcoal Iron Doutle-Plate

or Spoke Centers,

Wedge-Shaped Retaining Ring.

4 Conllnuous Clrcumlerentlal Fastening. Simple, Sale, Economical.

CIIHILLED IRON WHEELS Congdon Brake Shoes
Of Superior Quality,

Drawing Eoom, Passenger and FOf Chilled IrOH WheSlS,

^''LS^omotives, Tenders,
0^^^^^ from 4 to 6 ordinary

Plantation and Mine Oars. Shoes and enhance

Cylinder Packing Rings. mileage.

Office and Works: RAMAPO, N. Y.

Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn,N.Y.

MANUFACTURE

BRAKE SHOES
For Steel-Tired Wheels.

ROSS, for Steel-Tired Car and Tender Wheels,

ROSS-MEEHAN, for Locomotive Drivers,

SHEPPARO, for Blind or Bald-Tired Drivers.

Narrow Gauge Gars, SwJtchsS, Automatic Stands.

YOKED, BOLTED AND I PRING RAIL FROGS, CROSSINGS,

TRACX EQUIPMENT,

RAILROAD AND MACHINERY

CASTINGS,
HEAVY AND LIGHT.

SCHOEN MPG, CO.
PRESSED

STEEL MATERIAL

FOR CARS.

PITTSBURGH,

PA. -
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e^ «^ e^ t^ n^ e^ «^ <^ «^ e^ e^ «^ «^ «^ «^ «^

^ . «-^ GOULD FREIGHT CAR BUFFER.

Gould
Offices: New York, 66 Broadway.

Chicago, 941 The Rookery.

St. Louis, 319 Commercial Building.

Coupler Co*
Manufacture M, C, B» Freight Couplers, ^^
M* C. B, Passenger Couplers, M* C, B. Tender

Couplers, M. C, B, Pilot Couplers, Vestibules,

Continuous Platforms and Buffers, Malleable

Iron Castings, Locomotive and Car Axles, ^
Steel Castings, -^dt^dt'^^

Works : Steam Forge, Depew, N. Y.

Malleable Iron, Depew, N. Y.

Cast Steel, Anderson, Ind.

AdrertlslDg Foundry, L. E., 1896.
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CITTING AND

THREADING PIPE

NEW No. I'j MACHINE.

Either by Htind or Power, is done Easier, Ou'cker and at the

Least Expense, with the

ARMSTRONG ^^p«oved

Pipe Threading and Cutting -Off

Machines— -^
Hand or Power. Sizes, I to 6 ins.

OUR NEW No. 1 '2 MACHINE is a high-frraic Tool, and will thread and cut

pipe from one to four inches, inclusive. It is operated by hand or power, prefer-

ably the latter for the larger sizes. Weighs, with countershaft, 1,100 pounds, and

is furnished complete with set of right-hand dies.

OUR NEW No. 3 MACHINE cuts and threads pipe from one to six inches.

Inclusive. Usually operated by power. Weighs, with countershaft, about 1,450

pounds. Is simple and compact in construction. Gears and bearings run In oil in

an enclosed chamber.

These Machines will also thread and cut Brass Pipe.

Armstrong's
ADJUSTABLE

Stocks and Dies
No. 2 STOCK.

Can be adjusted to the variations in the size of fittings. Work easier and accomplish the desired results in less time than

solid dies. The ARMSTRONG DIES, being made in parts, can be more perfectly constructed; the cutting edges reached

more directly ; the work done with greater precision and uniformity.

OUR No. 2 STOCK can be fitted with Dies for threading either Iron or

Brass Pipe or Bolts, and the No. 1 STOCK either Iron Pipes or Bolts.

• • • •

These goods are universally acknowledged to be

the BEST on the market. ''

THEY ARE MANUFACTURED FROM THE BEST OF MATERIAL, AND ARE

THOROUGHLY RELIABLE. OUTFITS OF SEVERAL SIZES.

• • • •

OUR MACHINES ARE FURNISHED WITH AUTOMATIC CUT-OFF.

For Catalogue, Address

The Armstrong Mfg. Co.
139 Centre St., New York. Bridgeport, Conn. NEW No. 3 MACHINE.
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NEARLY 100 R.R. SHOPS ARE USING

Bradley Hammers

H

MORE THAN 2,500 BRADLEY HAMMERS NOW IN USE.

B
H

9
B
H

Advertising Fonndry, L. E., 1896.

300 LB. BRADLEY IPRIGHT HELVE HAMMER.

Our circulars illustrate and describe the Bradley

Hammers in Helve, Upright Helve and Upright .^^^

Strap Styles.

Wc also have a booklet, "The Helve Hammer
in a Railroad Shop." Send for them.

The Bradley Company,
Syracuse, N.Y.
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iCalamazoo Railroad Velocipede and Car Company^
Kalamazoo, Mich.

K»-

Manufacturers of fifty different styles of Light Railway Cars,

including Steel Velocipedes, New Railway "Safety" Section

Hand Cars, Inspection Hand Cars, Steam Inspection Cars,

Gasoline Motor Inspection Cars, Rail or Construction Cars,

Push Cars, Cane ^<

Cars, Steel Sugar ^t

Wagons, Metal ..*j*

Surface Cattle j*^**,.*

Guards, etc ^.^o*j*

Steel Surface Cattle Guard. K •

The sorest and safest stock turner in the

market, fast taking the place of

old style pit guards.

K

Railway "Safety."

Weight only 55 lbs.

Ball bearings and
made throughout
similar to road

bicycle.

Furnished with
rubber cushioned

tires.

-•K

2 H. P. Gasoline Motor Inspection Car.

It has no fire exposed, is free from any possibilities

of explosion, ready to start at a

moment's notice.

Capacity 2 or 3 inspectors, speed 20 miles

per hour.

Rail or Construction Car.

For use in laying track, capacity

10 to 12 tons.

K»-

Our new hand
car wheel is «."*

composed of but

two pieces, tire

is shrunk on to

malleable center.

o* There arc no
parts such as c*

bolts, separate .."*

hub,etc.,to work
loose, c* It is the

Strongest, Most
Durable and ^*

Most Economical
Wheel in the .*

market. ^* Order
a set and be con-

vinced of superior merit

-•K
• Combination Pleasure or Mail Car.

Capacity four men.

Net weight 260 lbs.

K

-•K

Inspection Car.

Capacity four men. Used ex

tensively in southern

countries.

K«

18^6 Ball Bearing Steel

Velocipede.

Weight W lbs. 20 inch driving

wheels with rubber

cushioned tires.

"K

^* Send for our Red Catalogue, No. 10,

56 pages, 51 illustrations of the best Light
Railway Cars made. Free, if you say ^*

you saw it in Locomotive Engineering.

1895 Standard Section Hand Car.

Net weight 500 lbs., platform

6 ft. X 4 ft. 4 in.

Advertising Foundry, L. E., 1898.
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€. R. l)ac$ckr ^ Co.
1001 Bamilton St, Pbiladelpbia, Pa.

ALL TOOLS AND APPLIANCES

PERTAINING TO PNEIMATIC

EQlilPMENTS.

PHOENIX

PNELMATIC

BREAST DRILL

Designed to supplant the

ordinary hand-driven breast

drill. Has a capacity for

drilling up to ' 2 in. diameter

and will drill a hole A in.

diameter through J in. cast iron in one minute.

Heavy work can be drilled without moving. Es-

pecially useful for centering and countersinking lathe

work, drilling holes for small tap bolts and screws,

jacketing engine cylinders, putting on name plates, etc

PHOENIX PORTABLE POWER TOOLS.

KEELER

PNELMATIC TOOLS.

Efficient, Durable, Simple, Light.

All parts of this tool are made of steel properly

tempered. The Hammer or piston is the only mov-
ing part, and all liability to derangement or breakage

is reduced to a minimum.
To be used in caulking boilers, tanks, stand pipes,

beading flues, die sinking, cleaning and chipping

steel billets, castings, etc We furnish these tools on

trial for 10 days and guarantee to replace any dam-
age or breakage in six months from date of pur-

chase.

For drilling, reaming

and tapping. Two sizes

;

No. I weighs 28 lbs.. No.

2, 38 lbs. Motor is of an

exceedingly simple and

durable type, perfectly

balanced, and easy to

handle.

ALL EXPLAINED IN [OUR

NEW BOOK ON PORTABLE
POWER TOOLS.

AdTertlslng Foundry, L. B., 1896.
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Latrobe Stcd Company
Main Offices:

1200 Girard Bids:-, Philadelphia, Pa.

ftr. Branches

:

„%,

^t,^1S 1 720 Old Colony Bid?., Chicago. ^t«r*,

^ J J 505 Union Trust Bldg., St. Louis, i X *
1"|"|' 33 Wall St., New York. <|"?»'?'

frtftflfiti

' '^^^'^^'^

Latrobe, Pa. | -;/'
Ntrt

vMelrose Park Works,/

JHelrose Park,

Manufacturers of

Locomotive and Car Wheel

TIRES
«trt-

Cliica§:o All-Steel Automatic

COUPLERS
Wl y

Soft Steel Weldless

FLANGES
For Hig:h Pressure
steam, Water and

Gas Lines.

rtfl-

Spiral and Elliptical

Car and Engine

SPRINGS

Steel

Castings
Adverdslng Fonndry, L. E., 1806. J.
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THE TABOR MFG. CO., ELIZABETH, N. J.

''"T-

Will ram up, draw ^
the patterns and gate

the mold—cope and ^
drag at the same in-

stant—the operators^

simply opens and ^ ^
closes a lever valve t^

once,and carries away
the mold.

One man, in one hour, on one

16 " machine, puts up twenty-

three 14 X 17' X 10" molds

complete, handling his own ^
sand and flasks ; or, in one day,

one hundred and fifty complete

molds ready to pour.

Used for making castings for

Brake Shoes, Brake Heads, ^
Journal Brasses, Draw Bars,

Car Castings, all kinds. Injec-

tors,Valves, Pumps, Pipe, Pipe-

Fittings, Pulleys, Hangers, Hy-
drants, Radiators, etc.

Advertising Foundry, L. E., 1896.

"-
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A New and Powerful

Generator (Pat. applied for).Cbe Comblnatloii "Rot Blast" Corel)

and Paint Burner

HANDIEST ,^^^
TORCH IN THE
MARKET FORv««

CAR BUILDERS,

ELECTRICL\NS,
MACHINE jt^-tj*

SHOPS AND jt^t

CONDUIT jtjtjt

WORKERS. J*^«,^

•w ^ "

SEND FORA^^
CATALOGUE OF
OTHER SHOP .*

APPLIANCES. Jt

FOR GASOLINE.

A COMBINED BRAZER, ^j*^
SOLDERING IRON, HEATER
AND BENCH TORCH. ^^^^

WARRANTED NOT to BLOW
OUT. .* SAMPLE DELIVERED
ANYWHERE IN THE UNITED
STATES ORCANADA, for $5.00.

Advertising Foundry, L. E., 1896.

WHITE MFG. CO., 38 State Street, Chicago, 111., U. S. A.

tea STEEL TIRES,
On Locomotive Driving Wheels, and on 5teeI=Tired Wheels,
Give the Best Results for Every Variety of Service.

The Cast Steel Works of Fried. Krupp, Essen, Germany,
Cover an area of 1,200 acres, employ about 25,000 men, have the most improved plant, and stand unique,
from the fact that they have their own Ore and Coal Mines, Blast Furnaces, etc., and that fverj stage of
manufacture is under their own supervision, and are not (like others) dependent on the open market for a mis-
cellaneous assortment of crude material ; which, in connection with 75 years experience, enables them to turn
out a product of a very superior quality, second to none, and at the same time the diflferent grades of Steel
are always of the sarne uniform quality.

Crank Pins, Piston Rods, Spring and Tool Steel, Steel=Tired
Wheels, Axles, Shafts and Steel Forgings up to 70 Tons,

Steel Castings, etc.

Steel of Every Description Forged, Rolled, or Cast into any form
or article desired.

After a test of over 35 j-ears, the " KRUPP TIRE " lias proved itself the best in the
market, and parties, when ordering Locomotives, would do well to insert in their specifications

that '' KRUPP TIRES" be used on the driving wheels, and therebj? obtain an article which
will give entire satisfaction.

THOMAS PROSSER «& SON,
15 Gold. Street, Ne-uc Yor]s.
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?.^ $turtevaiit System or

I
|)catind and

Ueiiiilatioii.I

THIS system is particularh
(icldpted to large shops

cind is in use in many of the
best railroad and locomo-
tive shops in the coimtr\

B. F. STIRTEVANT COMPANY,
WORKS, BOSTON, MASS.

JCiancb Sloics :

34 Oliver Street. Boston, Mass. 75 puecn Victoria St., London. E. C. Enq.
131 Liberty St.. New Yorl<. N. Y. 2 1 West Nile St.. Glasgow. Scotland.
135 No. 3d SI . Philadelphia. Pa. 87 Zimmerstrasse. Berlin. Germany.
16 South Canal St.. Chicago. III. 2 Kungsholmstorg, Stockholm, Sweden.

/^r

^y-- FOR ROINDHOISES.
It removes ice and snow in one-
third the time usually employed,
and clears buildings of moisture
and smoke.

FOR PAINT SHOPS.
It gives uniform temperature, and
hastens the drying and finishing

of work.

Plans and Estimates Cheerfully
Furnished.

STAR BRASS MANIFACTIRING CO.
CHAS. W. SHERBURNE, President.

MANUFACTURERS OF

^Hci -^''''^ ^'^^' Standard Locomotive Appliances.
IMPROVED LOCOMOTIVE STEAM GAGES .

IMPROVED LOCOMOTIVE POP SAFETY
VALVES, MUFFLED or PLAIN

ORIGINAL SINGLE BELL CHIME WHISTLES
VICTORIA CAR LAMPS ....

AND OFHER STANDARD APPLIANCES.

The Star .Steam GaRcs are the onlv Non-corrosive UaRes nwule. al...
the only ones fitted with our Patent CorruKated Seamless Drawn Sprinj:
I ul)e, which for its nun-.setting qualilies is uneqiialed.

31 to 39 Lancaster Street,

BOSTON, MASS.

FOR LOCOMOTIVES.SHERBURNE'S AITOMATIC TRACK SANDING APPARATLS
For sanding the track instantly and automatically with every application of the air brakes, when desired, but invariably in evei^

emergency application ; also controlled by hand in starting, ascending grades, etc.

Apparatus controlled by hand alone, if desired.

AUTOMATIC TRACK SANDING COMPANY,
53 Oliver Street, BOSTON, MASS.
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ftlh

Railway and Car Shop
Equipment.

Propositions

Covering entire equipment submitted.

Perfect satisfaction guaranteed.

Terms
To suit purchasers. No payment re-

quired in the United States until the

machinery is installed and accepted.

During the last fifteen years I have

equipped large numbers of railway and

car shops, and in every instance entire

satisfaction has been given.

George Place,

Equitable Building, 120 Broadway,

New York City.

Eastern Office

J. A. Fay & Egan Co.

The most extensive builders of wood
working machinery for railroad and car

shops in the world.

Geo. Place, Agent.

Advertising Foundry, L. E.. 1896.

pcdrlcR ^
Jlyer Co.
lOOI Hamilton Street,

... Philadelphia, Pa.^
J\\r Rose Couplings ««

^^Sj^ Advantages over others.

No spanner wrench needed. J^^J^

Three turns of knurled nut opens

connection. »< When open as here

shown, check valve is closed. -l^J*

Circular explains many interesting

features, sent free. .,*^jt.,*.;*.,*.,*.

t^* t^* e^r* (.?* e.5^ t^* t^* t^* *^* ^?* (3^ ^?* t^* t<?^ *5^

Compound *««««

Jfutomatic

«««« Jlir Compressor

Driven by belt. Ji^ Regulates auto-

matically, maintaining pressure >^<^

within 3 pounds at any point.^^^
Compounded and water jacketed. .^

Supplies air at one-half cost of fuel

of brake pumps. ./* Delivers 44 cubic

feet of free air per minute. ^^^^

Our no. 2 Dft *«««•*

jtjt Is for delicate and exact work,

can be made to Uf t or lower any Jt

amount at will, has an automatic.^

stop that will keep load at any ^J*

point under any conditions and leave

operator free to adjust work with ^
both hands. ^ The idea! lift over ^
machine tools. t^j^t^t^^jXj^v^^ti^
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CaKe Vour yacation in H^aine.

f'
^HE lover of outdoor life is always delighted with

the coming of spring, for its warm glowing

days open to him a series of pastimes in which

he may indulge, reaping therefrom the many

pleasures and vicissitudes which are, to his mind, only

the necessary perquisites demanded to relieve the drudg-

eries and routines of everyday life.

The ice. which has covered the lakes and brooklets

for months past is fast disappearing, and then comes a

period of delight for the lisherman, which in Maine

consists of trolling some one of the famous streams of

Northern or Eastern New England for trout, perch or

other fish which abounds its waters in great numbers.

TheRangeley's, Moosehead, Winnipesaukee, Mem-
phremagog, or, in fact, any of the lakes in this region

which offer e.xceptional opportunities for fishing, are

made easily accessible by the Boston & Maine Railroad,

for its train service to these points is frequent, and re-

duced-rate round-trip tickets are obtainable.

Time-tables and a descriptive pamphlet, entitled

"Fishing and Hunting," will be sent for a two-cent

stamp, upon application to the

General Passenser Department,

BOSTON & MAINE R.R.

Eclipses Them All—ThJrty-flve and a Half Hours, Chicago

to Jacksonville, Fla.

The Monon Route, with its customary enterprise, has put on

a new fast train that makes the run between Chicago and Jack-

sonville in 35^ hours.

The train is composed of elegant Pullman Perfected Safety

Vestibuled, Open and Compartment Sleepers, including Drawing-
room and Buffet Sleepers, as well as comfortable day coaches,

with Monon Celebrated High-back Seats.

This train leaves Chicago daily at 8:32 P. M., arriving at Cincin-

nati next morning, 7:30 ; Chattanooga, 5:5-: P. M.; Atlanta, 10:41^

P. M.; reaching Jacksonville at 8:20 the second morning, in ample

time to make connection with all lines for points in Central and
Southern Florida.

This is the fastest time ever made by any line between Chicago

and Florida.

Frank J. Reed,

Genl. Pass. Agt., Chicago.

City Ticket Office, 232 Clark street, Chicago.

For time-cards, pamphlets and all other information, address

L. E. Sessions, N. W. Pass. Agt., Minneapolis, Minn.

Western Railway Equipment Co.
i;x( lA'.sivi'; s.\LHs .mikxts idr

J. A. HOUSTON'S

PATENT TRACK

SANDING APPARATUS R^

Ewald Iron Co.
EstabUshed 1844.

Manufacturers of

^ Tennessee

^ Charcoal

^ Bloom

^ Stay

^ Bolt

^ Iron

We make the above high grade quality

iron in all sizes of rounds, squares, flats

and hexagons. ^*^t^'t^*^tctj,jt^t^jk^^*jt,

OFFICE AND WAREHOUSE:
ST. LOUIS, MO.

MILLS: LOUISVILLE, KY.

E. S. MARSHALL, Manager,

Union Trust Building, ^ ST. LOUIS.

GREATEST TIME SAVERS IN RAILWAY SERVICE.

(^ar and Cocomotioe -^i ti ti

Repldcins
The only strictly

reliable invention for

re-railing all derailed

rolling stock to any
rail.

Wc guarantee these replacers

in every respect.

Received all premium
awards for Replacing

Frogs, at Chicago, 1893.

Cbc Cilden improved Wrecking Trog$

for all Railways.

The power of gravity never rails as soon as the tread on the

admits of the wheels passing the T inside wheels and flange on out-

altitude illustrated; the wheels go « side wheels come up to altitudes

laterally to their place upon the equal to top of rails.

B. E. TILDEN CO.,
J 209 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO, ILL.

SOLE OWNERS AND MAKERS.
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SHOWING APPLICATION BETWEEN ENGINE AND TENDER.

moran flexible Steam Joint Company.
HENRY U. FRANKEL, Pres

£oui$ville, KV- (^

«$>

»$»

Interesting Literature, just from the Press,
^y^

concerning this appliance,—shall J"^ T
we send ? "^ ~ »

ctfl«trt fttrt «tflotrt ntfl rtfl rtfl ntrt r\trt ntrt otrt

fifrt

Ulberein tbi$

loint excels

:

"•"r-

All metal connections.

Absolutely flexible..^

Positively steam tight

under any pressure..^

Indestructible short of

wreck. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
No delays, no repairs.

Steam, oil, hot ashes,

or dirt does not affect

its life. ^ ^ ^ ^ ,^

First cost is the only

cost, tt^ s^ 6^* «^ «^ e^

Sectional view ; shows

Automatic Relief

Trap.

.i,.>.|, Special Joint

^ for Steam Heating con-

^fl nectfon between Engine

($» and Tender.
An

Advertising Foundry, L. E., 1806.
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Moore's Anti-Friction

Differential Chain ifSBIK Pnlley Block.

. The hand and Hft chains are

separate and independent.

The lift chain, therefore, has
such a slow movement as to

avoid the great wear, both
on chains and sprockets,

which necessarily follows
where one chain serves both
as hand and lift chain, and
therefore travels under full

weight of load from forty

to a hundred times as fast

in our blocks

(^ f$> fttrt (4l rj|i (;$»

^j^^t^ (^fl f|7 ftfl f$» f$< r$» «^ ^ ^
. The leverage is obtained
by a gear and pinion move-
ment. . . There is no end
thrust of a worm .shaft and
no wear of worm and worm
wheel. . . Anyone who has
used worm wheel blocks will

appreciate the immense
superiority in point of dur-
ability of the gear and pinion

movement. ....

. Has these advantages over

others : A new movement,
a perjietual compound lever,

highest efficiency, powerful,

simple, durable, light, com-
pact and strong. . One man
can lift to the full capacity of

the block ; self-sustaining at

any point, block always
hangs plumb. . . Is not the

old Egyptian windlass block;

is not a screw and worm
wheel block ; is not a w'edg-

ing pinion block

(^ f$? f$» f$» ($» f$»

p^f^f$>r^(^f^(^(|^(^(>^f!^»r^

. The teeth in the pinion and
annulars are of the same
I)itch; they fit without grind-

ing or wedging. . . Anti-

friction rollers are placed

between the eccentric and
pinion to reduce friction.

Hy this arrangement the

enormous loss by friction

in old style blocks is almost

entirely overcome

Moore Manufacturing and Foundry Co., - Milwaukee, Wis.
f^ fjflj*^ (*» ^f^t^f^f^f^f^^ f^ ^ ^^ ^ ^ f^ f^ ^

r$» ^M f1\ /I rtr>

Adrertlslng Foundry, L. E., 1896.

. . A very interesting circular

illustrating and describing these

hoists at length, to be had for

the asking
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CONCERNING THE PRODUCTS OF

The Standard Paint Company

p. & B. RUBEROID ROOFING
For Cars, Locomotive Cabs and Railroad

Buildings, has found favor with railroad people

everywhere, because of its all-around superiority

and the qualities of being absolutely acid, alkali

and water-proof, perfectly resisting gases and fumes,

strong, durable, elastic—and inexpensive.^^ It is

not a cheap paper material, but made of best wool

and hair felt, no tar..^ WtU not run in hot weather

nor crack in cold.

P. & B. INSULATING PAPERS ...

For Refrigerator Cars are the acknowledged

standard and more generally used than any other.

Will not rot, and are impervious to the action of

gases or fumes, also air tight and moisture-proof.

PRICES AND GUARANTEE ...

Our prices are all right and we give the

best value. ^ We guarantee our P. & B. Ruberoid

Car Roofing for ten years and will replace it if

it fails. -^ J^ Our new literature is worth sending

for. ^'l New sample book and price list is free to

railroad officials and those connected with car de-

partments, to others the price is $1.00.

REGISTERED.

dvertlslng Foundry, L. E., 1896.

John St., NEW YORK.

Standard Paint Company,

. Shainwald, President.

I
Frank S. De Ronde, GenT Sales Agt.
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Cooke

Locomotive & Machine Co.

t Paterson, N. J. t
f\tfl

The Most Modern

Locomotive Works in

the United States.

Locomotivesfor all

Classes of Service.

C.H.McKibben&Co.
General Sales Asfents,

120 Broadway,

New York.

f\tr>

Advertising Foundry, L. E.. ISOC.
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VU(f/VU

VU VU Ur W VU W VU VU W W It \(^/ ^^z

\b «f/ If/

/

R. S. HUGHES, President. I

G. E. HANNAH, Treasurer.

G. H. LONGBOTTOM, Secretary.

REUBEN WELLS, Superintendent.

S

Rogers

^2 I
Locomotive Company I j^^

'^ ^ I OF PATBRSON, N. J. ^ ^ ^
*

\h \ff Kb Mt M* Mf Mf \b Mf Mf Mf Mf \l0

ih kK \h

\

3

%
BUILDERS OF

Locomotive Engines and Tenders

of Every Description.

\\
«»>,

44 EXCHANGE PLACE,

NEW YORK.

Jf
/

^<r

'^
9\ 't^'0\ trf"^

IT"

Advertising Foundry, L. B., 189C.
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$12,000—A Mechanic's Yearly Pay.

A Railroad Company gives it^for, his knowledge

Which he gained by study.

Would you like more ?

Then take a

Course in

The Institute for Home Study of Engineering.

Electrical .

Mechanical
Steam . . Engineering

A Mechanical
I) Drawing.

Special Offer Now Open will Save You $30 Cash.

Don't Fail to Write— It Expires June 25th.

To any inquirer in <i foreign country not in North America, who will forward this advertisement with his

letter AS SOON AS HL RECEIVES THIS NUMBER Of L. E., we will extend the benefit of this offer, provided he

loses no time. We have numerous foreign students— one to whom a letter is nearly two months in transit.

CATALOGUE SENT FREE ON APPLICATION.

The Scientific Machinist Co., 49-50 Blackstone Building, Cleveland, 0.

\ -v

A Money Saver.
Bruyn Automatic Swinging Smoke Jack>

Keeps all smoke and gas out of engine cab and round-

house by making a tight joint with engine stack.

Is unbreakable in any way. We've some
very interesting literature re-

garding this Jack.' Shall

we send it ?

Bruyn Automatic Swinging Smoke Jack Co.,

WAVERLY, OHIO.

master mecbanics
^•* specify Advance Safety

Emery and Corundum
Wheels, with or without
wire web, and Emery
Wheel Machinery made
only by : : : ;

Sterling Emery Wheel
Manufacturing Co.

Tiffin, Ohio.
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"A STRAIGHT LINE IS THE SHORTEST DISTANCE BETWEEN TWO POINTS.''-^ --*

Cbe "Straigbf Cine," Class "fl/* flir Comprmor,
OF THE INGERSOLL-SERGEANT MAKE, IS

THE SHORTEST LINE BETWEEN STEAM
AND AIR. CATALOGUE OF AIR COMPRESS-
ORS OF MANY TYPES, FOR USE IN EVERY
LINE OF INDUSTRY, SENT ON REQUEST.

HAVEMEYER BUILDING,
NEW YORK.

THE INGERSOLL-

SERGEANT DRILL CO.

THE ALEXANDER PRESSED STEEL ENGINE AND CAR REPLACER,
Manuractured by ALEXANDER CAR REPLACER MANLIEACTIRING COMPANY, Scranton, Pa.

PUT HIGH REPLACER ON OITSIDE

OE RAIL.

No. I Device, 120 lbs. per pair
high enough for6-xnch raiL

Per Pair, $15.00.

No. 2 Device, 100 lbs. per pair,

high enough for 5 inch rail.

Per Pair, $14.00.

Xo. 3 Replacer, 50 lbs. per pair
suitable for Traction Com-
panies and mine engines.

Per Pair, $10.00.

GUARANTEED TO CARRY

100 TONS.

LIGHTEST AND CHEAPEST WRECKING-

FROG ON THE MARKET.

J"^^ THEY CAN BE PURCHASED FROM

Adolph Butze, St. Louis, Mr.
VV.&A C Semple, Louisville. Kv.
Flint. Eddv & Co..

oS Broad St., New York.
Manning, Maxwell & Moore,

III Liberty St., New York.
Sherburne & Co..

53 Oliver St.. Boston, Mass.
Brewer & Rowley.

io:;o Monadnock Building,
Chicago, 111.

Strait-Smith Co,, St. Paul. Minn.

A PAIR SENT SUBJECT TO

APPROVAL AT OUR EXPENSE.

The Long & Allstatter Company,
HAMILTON, OHIO, U. S. A.

PUNCHING & SHEARING MACHINERY

Over 350

styles & sizes

for

all kinds of

Punching and

Shearing

in Metal by

Power.

We have

A CATALOGUE

which

will g:ive you

an idea of the

large variety of

Machines

we make

—

write for it.

Single, Double, Twin, Horizontal, Angle-Iron, Hand or Automatic
Spacing, Gate or Multiple, Punches or Shears, Belt,

Steam or Electrically Driven, for all purposes.
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NEW AND SECOND-HAND

Machinery Bargains

R.R. AND CAR SHOP KQUIPMENT.

54
46"
42'

36-

29"
26'

25'

24'
20'

ENGINE LATHES.
Woofl .t Light, Heavy Pattern.
Pond Machine Tool Co., with Chuck.
Fifield, C. Rest and P. C. Feed.

Perkins, with Chuck.
D. W. Pond Shafting Lathe.
Pratt & Whitney, C. Rest and P. C.
Fitchbiirg, C. Rest, with 2 Chucks.
Pratt &• Whitney, C. Rest and P. C.

Feed.

Feed.

MISCELLANEOUvS LATHES.
70" Newark Machine Tool Co. Pulley Lathe.
72' Pit Lathe—very heavy. (70" face plate.)
80' Triple Geared Pit Lat'he. (74"

"
)

25" X 7' Anier. Tool and Machine Co., Fox Monitor.
ig" X 6' '• " " "

DRILLS.
No. 3 C. H. Bausch Radial (4 arm.)
Style " B " Bickford Full L'niversal Radial {5' arm.)
No. 2 Warren Half Universal Radial (5 arm.)
64" Bickford, Boiler Makers'.
36' New Haven, with B. Gears and P. Feed.
33' Pond. '• "

4 Spindle Garvin Gang. Has 4 chucks.

4 " Hendey " " 4

4 " Pratt & Whitney Gang.
2 " Slates Sensitive.

PLANERS.
6o' X 6o' X 24' L. W. Pond.
46' X 36' X 10' Wood & Light.
38' X 38' X 10' L. W. Pond.
36" X 32' X lO'

"

24' X 24' X 7' New Haven.
24' X 20" X 6' Geo. Place.

SHAPERS.
15" Gould & Eberhardt Heavy Pat. Crank.
12" Warren Traveling Head Pat. Crank.
15" Hendey Friction.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Bement Car Wheel Borer.

Pond Boring Mill (2 heads).
Dawson Boring Mill (i head.)
X if)' Horizontal Boring and Drilling Machine.
X 13'

Hewes & Phillips Gear Cutter.

48
33'
62"

43"
70'

40'

72"

48-

i' Wells Bros. Solid Die Bolt Cutter.

i%~ Lodge & Davis Open Die Bolt Cutter.

lyi Sellars Open Die Bolt Cutter.
12' Bement Slotter (all feeds).
g" Lowell " "

Pulley Tapping Machine.
4(x) lb. English Steam Hammer.
600 lb. " " "

60 Ton Watson & Stillman Broaching Press.

10 Ivincoln Pattern Millers la// makes.)
D. W. Pond Index Milling Machine.

We furni.sh complete equipments, and have the largest

stock of metal-workinfr machinery (both new and second-

hand) in United States.

Kindly let us know your wants, and we will take

pleasure in making you proposition.

Send for complete lists.

PRENTISS TOOL AND SUPPLY CO.

NEW YORK STORE— H5 Liberty Street.

CHICAGO STORE—62 and 64 South Canal Street.

4i.4i.«li.y|-|g.i>.i|».i|^

Tower Coupler
The most perfect M, C. B. Coupler in all mechanical require-

ments. The knuckle is thrown open by the lock itself in a posi-

tive manner. The knuckle is thoroughly interlocked, so that it

will pull the train even with the pivot pin entirely removed.

It can never fail to couple either at slow or fast impact. The
lock cannot be bent, broken or rendered inoperative. In case of

failure of draft rigging or breaking of the shank, it promptly

uncouples and remains on the car.

ADOPTED AS STANDARD
by important roads in different parts of the country, and in use

in large quantity on about twenty-five other roads and private

lines.

Our four great works, with their unrivaled capacity, insure

prompt delivery as well as the best material and workmanship.

IVIalleable Iron Castings
FOR RAILROAD USE.

The use of malleable iron in car construction gives increased

strength, while lessening the weight from 40 to 50 per cent. The
constantly increasing size and weight of cars render this subject

of the greatest importance. In no other way can so great saving

in dead weight be effected at so small cost.

Correspondence on this subject is invited, and sample castings

will be furnished to railroads interested.

Leading Specialties:

The National Car Door Fastener,

The National Journal Box,

The National Center Plate,

The\]National Journal Box-Lid,

Coffin 's Carline, Sill and Brake Block
Pockets.

The long and varied experience of this company in design-

ing malleable iron parts insures the best possible results to our
customers.

RAILWAY DEPARTMENT,

National

IVIalleable Castings Co.,

1525 OLD COLONY BUILDING, CHICAGO.

WlI.LARl) A. S.M1I1I,

2d Vice-President.
\\nPk>i ^ CLEVELAM), CHICAaO,^

• (INDIANAPOLIS, TOLEDO.
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Che national macblnery Company,

tiffin, Ohio,

U.$.H.

Bolt and nut macbinery

manufacturers of

of every description. Complete outfits of this class

of tools, including special machinery for railroad

car and locomotive shops.

Send for our new illustrated and descriptive

catalogue. It will interest you.

Advertising Foundry, L. E., 1806.
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CHICAGO PNEUMATIC TOOL CO.,
'553 Monadnock Block, Chicago.

Makers of Pueuiuatic Tools for Calking Boilers, Beading

Flues, Heading Rivets, Chipping Castings, Cutting Key
Slots, Driving Nails and Spikes. Especiall}' adapted? for

railroad shops.

This Drill is a piston instead of a rotary drill, and takes

about one-quarter the air to run
; drills up to 2J2 inches

diameter. Weight, 30 lbs.

Sand-papering Machine. We guarantee to sand-paper a

coach in 14 hours, and work to be superior to that done by

hand.

THESE TOOLS SENT ON TEN DAYS' TRIAL SUBJECT TO APPROVAL. SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
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f^n

Pldjti milKr.

Ask for particulars on these Milling; Machines.

Sent free.

Cylindrical €olutiin De»

t sign, witb and witbout

«

back gear.

JIdapted to ibe require-

ments of tbe modern « «

# Railroad sbop.

V-

E modern IHillind ma=
cbine at a fair price,* «

plain, bonest, efficient.

you cannot afford to**

,, use a planer on work tbi$

tool will bandle.

t Price list, witbout back

gear, $600=^, witb back

,, gear, $6$0'i=^

m. D. forbes $f Co.
U07 Rudson St., two blocks from i4tb St. Terry,

Roboken, n. 1.

Advertising Foundry, L. E., 1896.
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CARBON STEEL COMPANY, Pittsburgh. , pa.
MANUFACTURERS OF

OPEN HEARTH ^TEEL ^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^^-

Z ^' SPECIALLY SUITED FOR LOCOMOTIVE FIREBOXES AND BOILERS.

909 Havemeyer Bldg;., New York. 1413 Fisher hldg-, Chicag:o. 505 Union Trust Bldg., St. Louis.

LOCOMOTIVE SPRINGS
WITH PATENT V SHAPE BANDS.

Short Plates

Manufactured by A. FRENCH SPRING CO.

A. FRENCH, GEO. W. MORRIS, D. C. NOBLE,
Pres. Gen. Mgr. Sec. and Treai.

J. E. FRENCH, P. N. FRENCH,
Vlce-Pres. Gen'l SapC

^^ PITTSBURGH, PA. ^(f
MANUFACTURERS OF

Elliptic and Spiral Springs
OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.

Notice Lake shore's FAST RUN>
WELL, THEY HAD ARCH FLUES OF ALGERITE K. C. L

Manufactured by TUllR TlBt AND PIPE CO., Washington, Pa.

CHICAGO OfriCE : 1649 Marquette Building

R. R. Representative. G. E. MOLLESON. ;T6Coru::6iV}%\roRKaiy.

SIPERIOR

GRAPHITE PAINT.

No. 30.— DARK SLATE (natural color).

For Tin, Mt-tul, Wood, Shingle. Felt or Canvas
Roofs, Iron or Wooden Bridges, Brick or Stom-

Walls, Mills, Grain Elevators, Gas Holders, PuritiL-r

Covers, Cold Storage and Ammonia Pipes. Any
place where a tough, durable Paint is required. As
a priming coat on iron work, where a fancy color

(acid paint) is desired, it prevents the acid from
reaching the iron to form rust. Superior Paint is

neither an Oxidation or Corrosion. For durability

this number has no equal.

No. 38.— DARK OLIVE GREEN.
For Store Fronts, Iron or Wood Porches, Housi
Trimmings, Iron or Wood Fences, Iron or W'ourl

Poles, Windmills. Pumps, etc., being a very strong

and durable green free from acids. May be used
anywhere. Very beautiful on Bridges and Arch-
itectural Wr)rk.

No. 36 SMOKE STACK AND BOILER.

In liquid form only. Specially prepared to star. 1

intense heat. Very black and glossy. For Smoke
Stacks, Boilers. Locomotives, etc.

No. 34.— MARINE BUCK.
For Fresh Water or Ocean Vessels this has no
equal. Guaranteed not to blister.

Excellent for Store Fronts. Sash, Sign Work or

Tinting, and wherever a fine, durable black is

desired.

No. 32.— RAILROAD BROWN.
This and the following number to be used when
their color is preferred to Nos. 30 or 38.

No. 35.— BRIDGE RED.

j PAINTtD WITH

SUPERIOR
GRAPHITE

t=^ PAINT
FROM THE

DET. GRAPHITE MFOC
1 OtTRO'T.MICH.

There are Two

kinds of Graphite Paint. The kind

we make and the other kind.

I lurs is the best.

For Instance— wc ilhistrate a bag
painted with two coats and filled

with water. This was painted

four years ago. Since then it has

frozen solid several times in the

winter and evaporates more or less

in the summer. We keep it

filled though, and it never leaks a
drop. You think that wonderful

perhaps, but we can do plenty of

other things with it equally as

surprising.

If you want to pamt a bag, smoke-
stack, bridge, or piece of m.ichinery

of any kind, use "Superior," unless

you want to do the job over again

in a very short time. If you would
like to know the names of some of

our customers or anything about

the paint itself write us, glad to

answer letters.

MANUFACIIRCD ONLY BY

DETROIT GRAPHITE MANIFACTIRING CO.,

DETROIT, MICH., L. S. A.
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'n CellDle that Cells

'

this i$ the stay bolt

/ / All forlorn,

J.../ Cbat was jammed in the sheet

Jin' tattered anMorn.

Cbis is the cracK wc)^)

$0 silent and still,

Cbat got In its work ^>
,rr^ mitb a rigbt good will.

ill Cbis is a stay^bolt /
^^^

/ Jest like rotber, /-->.
.f.

lUbo went out on strike ^^
)\)

Co belp bis brotber

Etc tbis is wbat bappened

One summer day:

Cbe sbell bit tbe ditcb,

Hn* tbe crown sbeet gray

Cook a sail in tbe clouds

C'ward tbe milky way.

Jin' tbe bold engineer

Ulitb bis eagle eye,

Ts part on tbe eartb

Jind part In tbe sky,

Ulbile tbe stays, and tbe flues,

JInd tbe grates, in tbeir pride,

JIre spread -like manure

-

^, O'er tbe country side.

falls/Boirow

;$tapolt£o
€itvab6^ i

Cbii is tbe stay=bolt7^ ^V
^2^^bat stops alHbis, ^^

for once it l$>acked

Tt wjH^rizzle and biss,

M tbe boiler-make

Ulitb bis calkin' tool

Cbe Tails Rollow $tay-Dolt

never can fool;

Tt won't be "doctored"

Up witb tricks,

JInd will never be bappy

Until it is fixed.

AdTertlslng Foundry, L. E., 18!l(i.
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1 ST.—To manufacture Com-
pressors in greater variety

of types and for a wider variety

of uses ffian any other house.

OD.—To have introduced J*

more real and actual ^•*

improvements— not mere in-

novations — than any other

house. J* v«« :< v"* .•« .>* .< .."* .<

QD.—To sell more Com- ^'t^'t

pressors than any other

house, absolutely without ex-

ception, and stand ready to ,.'*

prove this to your satisfaction.

j> ) Rand Drill
100 Broadway,

New York, U. S. A.

Cable Address : Agebishop, N. Y.

Codes Used : A. B. C, A. I.,

Lieber, F. & C.
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Our new Compressor book now in press

will show and prove in a conclusive

manner the many good qualities of our

goods. Free to those interested in com-

pressors, jt ^ ^ jt jt ^ ^ jt ^ jt jt

Carload of Air Compressors shipped A. T. & S. F. R. R. Co. by Rand Drill Co.

Some Mmr% in

Rand Compressors.
f^n-

A. T. & S. F. R. R.

One 20x48 in. Duplex, with Compound Air Cylinders 28

in. and 16x48 inch. One 14x22 Straight Line. Five J*

12 X J6 Straight Line. J^jt^jtjltjt^^^^^^jli^jt

CHICAGO & NORTHWESTERN R'Y.

One Duplex, with Corliss Engine, Steam Cylinders JO x 24, <^

Compound Air Cylinders 7 '^ in. and 14x24 in. .^t jt .jt .jt

ILLINOIS CENTRAL R. R.

One Duplex, with Corhss Engine, Steam Cylinders 20x30,
Compound Air Cylinders 26 in. and 15x30 in.

C. & E. I., ^t D. L. & N., ^ N. Y. C. & St. L., j* C. C. C.

& St. L., .•* E. J. & E., J* L. E. & W.. .< N. Y. N. H. & H.,

v-* .•* Maine Central. J» .-» B. & A., j* j* K. C. F. S. & M.,

Baldwin Locomotive Works, ^"t Brooks Locomotive Works,

<Mv< Richmond Locomotive Works, ^^l ,M Cramp's Shipyard,

^ ^ Bethlehem Steel Co., ^ ^ Jt Carnegie Steel Works, 12

Compressors, ^ Union Bridge Co., k* Keystone Bridge Co.,

Elmira Bridge Co., „•< Phoenix Bridge Co. J* ^ ^ Ji Ji ^ J*

(^trt
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KEASBEY & MATTISON COMPANY'S

Magnesia Locomotive Laggings

ITXUSTRATING THE APPROVED APPLICATION OF MAGNESIA SFXTIONAL LOCOMOTIVE LAGGING
TO A LOCOMOTIVE AT THE P. R. R. SHOPS, ALTOOXA, PA.

SPECIFIC INSTRTICTIONS
FOR THE APPLICATION OF

MAGNESIA LAGGING TO LOCOMOTIVES.
_
ist. Draw the wires tightly around the boiler, but not so tightlv but that the hooks can be put underneath

the wires with ease.

2d. Apply the first block of Magnesia Lagging to the boiler immediately underneath the centre, so that the
laggens or other mechanics can work at applying the Magnesia Lagging upon both sides of the locomotive at the
same time. Insert the curved ends of the hooks underneath the wires and drive them with the block tightly against
the straight edges of the Magnesia Lagging, as then the straight ends of the curved hooks will press firmly upon
the top or exterior surface of the Magnesia Lagging, and this will hold the Magnesia Lagging firmly in position.

.•^d. Next place another block of the Magnesia Lagging tightly against the first one, as this secures the one
edge of the second block of Magnesia Lagging firmly against tiie first one : then insert another curved hook
underneath the wire and drive it firmly over the other edge, then another block of the Magnesia Lagging, then
another hook, and so on, block after block, until all the blocks are firmly in place and all firmly secured.

4th. In applying the last block of Magnesia Lagging, turn up the straight ends of the hooks, insert the
block, and then turn the tips again at right angles and hammer them down carefully and firmly, when the appli-
cation will be completed.

5th. After all the blocks of Magnesia Lagging are firmly in place, cut the steel tape (which goes over all)

into a suitable length for bands, and draw this very tightly around the exterior surface of the Magnesia Lagging
and thus make the ends thoroughly secure. This renders the covering firm and prevents any slipping of the
Magnesia Lagging, thus making a very firm, secure and strictly first-class job.

Use at least two bands of the steel tape to each length of the Magnesia Lagging. When the lagging is

more than 30 inches long, use three bands, that the Magnesia Lagging may be held rigidly in place.

BE CAREFUL to COUNTERSINK for RIVET or BOLT HEADS, as the blocks of Magnesia Lagging
will be injured by driving them with a hammer. Wherever driving is necessary, place a piece of board upon the
surface or edge of the Magnesia Lagging and tap this gently, but firmly, thus driving it home without injuring
the Lagging.

COUNTERSINKING can best be done with the sharp corner of a hatchet.

The blocks may be cut, like wood, to any shape desired, by means of an ordinarj' saw.

After the application of the Magnesia I^agging is finished, go over all the work with a stiff bru.sh, when the
job will be completed and left in good condition for the application of the planished iron jacket.
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Views similar to this were shown in the ruins of the buildings recently destroyed by lire, in which the tanks, steam pipes, etc., covered with
MAGNESIA SECTIONAL COVEKINfl were preserved from ruin, at

WASHBURN & MOEN CO. WIRE WORKS,
Worcester, !\Ia^s,

H. DISSTON & SONS' SAW WORKS,
Tacony. Philadelphia

THE EVENING STAR BUILDING,
Washington, II. C.

Ruins of the A. W. Eaton Paper Co. s Mill, at Lee, Mass.
SHOWING FIRE-PROOF CHARACTER OF THE MAGNESIA SECTIONAL COVERINGS.

View of boiler of Glen liuhu Cafu. nn Cuiiduit R,,ad. Washington. D. C. which was completely destrcjyed by fire, November 19, i8qo.

The boiler and steam pipes covered with MAGNESIA SECTIONAL COVERING were the only things saved from destruction. The boiler with .the-
Magnesia still intact has been continuously and completely exposed to the elements since the fire, now about four years. Both boiler

and covering are still in a good condition, and the owners, Messrs E. & E Baltzley. propose now to use the old coverings,
which have passed fire, water, frost and snow, upon the boilers of the new restaurant.

SHOWING FIRE-PROOF CHARACTER OF THE MAGNESIA SECTIONAL COVERINGS.
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^ Coffin Toughening: Process. ^

CAMBRIA

IRON COMPANY.
OFFICE

:

15th and Market Sts., Philadelphia, Pa. iHamson Building).

WORKS

:

Johnstown, Pa.

Driving:, JmcK Passenger and Freiglit Axles, Side Rods and

Piston Rods, Cranl(-Pins, Solt Steel Arch Bars,

Bent and Drilled.

L. R. POMEROY,
Sales Agent,

33 Wall St.. N. Y.

T
T

Advertising Foundry, L. E.. ISOO.
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^km^l^

origlnafe, others intitdtt

BASE JACK.

When ordering Hydraulic Jacks^ Punches^

Roller Tube Expanders^ specify

Dudgeon $ Catest Improved

Patents on the

Hydraulic Jack.

July 8, 1 85 J.

Aug. 1, 1865.

April 15, 1873.

Feb. 2, 1882.

Jan. 23, 1883.

May 6, J 884.

Nov. 17, 1885.

Nov. J7, 1885.

Tan. 12, 1886.

Sept. 13, 1887.

Sept. 13, 1887.

Tuly 5, 1892.

ELEVATING HYDRAULIC CRANK PIN AND SMALL WHEEL PRESS.

TRAVERSING JACK.

HYDRAULIC HEAD PUNCH.

All correspondence will receive prompt

and careful attention.

SMALL WHEEL PRESS.

Original inventor,

Patentee and

Manufacturer of tfie

Hydraulic Jack,

and Controller of all

Patents.

IMPROVED TUBE EXPANDER.

Wheel Presses,
and

Direct Acting

Steam
Hammers*

RICHARD DUDGEON,
24-26 COLUMBIA STREET, NEW YORK CITY.

Advertising Foundry, L. E., 1896.
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Crosby $teaiti Qm and Halve Co.,

Boston, ma$$., U.S.fl.
< ^m —

new Vork, Cblcago.

Condon.

Crosby Pop Safety Valve for all

classes of boilers...*Muffled Pop Safety

Valves. .< .'iWater Relief Valve for

pumps, hydrants, Iiose, etc. <,"* Revolu-

tion Counters, Rotary or Reciprocal

Motion. ,* ^^ Spring, Seat, Globe and

Angle Valves. ,.* Original Chime Bell

Whistles..* .* ."* .•* ^* .* .* .*.*.*.•».*.*.*

i^a-i THE CROSBY
STEAM ENGINE INDICATOR.

In no department of science has there been greater
progress made during recent years than in that of

mechanical and steam engineering.
The Crosby Steam Engine Indicator is an "up-to-

date" instrument in every particular, and is recog-
nized as the leading instrument throughout the
world. It may be furnished with Sargent's Electrical

Attachment, by which any number of diagrams may
be taken siir "''rinfi^v 'v.

I)jdb°6rddc Steam jlppliances

CROSBY PATENT PRESSURE
GAGE TESTER.

This machine is designed and constructed on scientific

principles and is a standard of mathematical accuracy.
Of It, Mr. John R. Freeman, M. E., Chief Dept. of In-

spection, Associated Factory Mutual Insurance Cos., Boston,
Mass., in an address before the Association of Engineer-
ing Societies, said that he believed it to be fuUv equal to

a first-class mercury column in accuracy, and mucfi superior
to it in convenience and quickness of manipulation.

Railroads. Mills, Factories, Scientific Schools, Electric
Light and Power Plants, and all establishments where any
considerable number of pressure gages are used, should be
provided with a Crosby Gage Tester. It is capable of test-

ing gages of any pressure up to 1,000 lbs. The price depends
upon the number of weights furnished.

AdrertlslDg Foundry, L. E., 1S90.

THE CROSBY
PATENT THERMOSTATIC WATER-BACK

PRESSURE GAGE.

Under the extremely high pressures at which steam is now carried,

gages often become heated to a high degree and the tube springs
become expanded and consequently weakened, so that they otTer less

resistance, whereby the pointer shows more pressure than actually

exists. This has been the cause for much complaint wherever, from
the necessary conditions, the ordinary steam gage is subjected to

extreme heat, as is the ca.se on the boilers of steamships, cruisers,

locomotives, and in many other situations. To meet such cases the
Crosby Patent Thermostatic Water-Back Gage was invented and is

now offered to the public. It is fully guaranteed to register the pres-

sure of steam correctly throughout its working range, at any tempera-
ture from 150 to 21K) degrees F.

The above illustration shows this device. The thermal bar C. D,
is so constructed that when it is subjected to a high temperature its

movement exactly counteracts the excessive movement of the tube
springs and keeps the pointer true to the actual pressure in the boiler.

Books and catalogues illustrating and describing these appliances,
free by mentioning Locomotive Engineering."
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4 Hydraulic Tools A

I for Railroad Work, |

593

BASE JACK.

\tt\it\ii

the result of many years of

careful study and workman-
ship, come from the establish-

ment of * - - _
CLAW JACK.

•f**I The Watson-Stillman Company,
204 to 210 East 43d Street,

New York, U.S.A.
¥
¥,
¥_

A

¥
¥

¥
¥

POWER WHEEL PRESS.

Car'jWlieel Presses, Crank Pin Presses, Rail Benders, Jacks, etc.

RAIL BENDER.
<*

Advertising Foundry, L. E., 1896.

V """
"^^^ ,„„

.^-V ^ *

H WRECKING JACK.
*

Our new Catalogue W. illustrates

and describes these good tools at

length. Takes the place of older
catalogues, and is to be had for the
asking.
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Xhousandsof Dollars
hang on the reliability of

AIR BRAKE HOSE.

The cost of the best is so small that railway officials generally

recognize the policy of using nothing else. The making of air

brake hose requires brains, experience, the choicest materials,

the most improved machinery. Omit any one of these, and the

hose is unreliable.

^WE USE THEM ALL.

'^'kTz' 3
"4" 5" 6""7"8"9™

o"Tl"l 2 ]p)„23456789 10 nJ2'
AIR BRAKE HOSE

STEAM HOSE.
No hose is so severely tried as steam hose—none requires more skill

in its construction. A heavy, seamless tube ; tenacious friction
;

and tough, durable cover are features of our hose.

INTERLOCKING RUBBER
TILING.

Artistic in design ; more durable than marble ; the only tiling

perfectly adapted for steamships, cars, public buildings, private

residences, etc., etc.

,*i^,

NEW YORK BELTINC&PACKING CO.LTD

PIONEERS AN1> LEAI3ERS, NEW VORK.
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Chesapeake & Ohio Consolidation Com.
pounds.

We present, by means of a half-tone and

a line engraving, the new compound con-

solidation locomotive for the Chesapeake

& Ohio, recently designed by Mr. W. S.

Morris, superintendent of motive power

of the road. Writing about these engines,

Mr. Morris says:

"In designing this engine, we have been

•railwayMotiye Power
^HD Rolling Stock-

[Trade Mark Registered.]

NEW YORK, JULY, 1896.

"I have recently conducted a very ex-

haustive service test of these machines,

and I am happy to say we can see a sav-

ing of almost 20 per cent, in fuel with

these compound engines as compared with

our G-4 class of similar dimensions, ex-

cept that they are simple engines.

"The train load hauled by the new G-5

is also increased, which of course we ex-

pected, as the machine weighs a little

No. 7.

Numbers, 351, 352, 353, 354, 355.

Name of builder, Richmond Locomo-
tive & Machine Works.

Kind of fuel to be used, bituminous

coal.

Weight on drivers. 121,700 average.

Weight on truck, 18.825 average.

Weight, total, 140.525 average.

Wheelbase, total uf engine, 23 feet 5

inches.

RICHMOND COMPOUND FOR CHESAPEAKE & OHIO.

very careful to keep as much as possible

in the lines of our G-4 engines, with the

exception of pro7iding a boiler suitable

for 200 pounds steam pressure.

"We have now had these engines in ser-

vice about three months and they are

showing remarkable results. We have

departed from the 'Belpaire firebox' and

use the extension wagon top with radial

stays in our new boilers. You will also

note the valve seat of the low-pressure

steam chest is on an incline; this was ne-

cessitated on account of the great diameter

of the low-pressure cylinder.

over 140,000 pounds and carrying 200

pounds of steam, while our G-4 engine

weighs 128,300 pounds and carries 160

pounds of steam.

"We certainly feel very proud of this

machine, and, as I said before, excepting

the two main features, that of compound-

ing the engine and the change in the boil-

ers, our patterns for most every part are

applicable both to our G-4 and G-5 con-

solidation engines."

The following are the principal dimen-

sions of the engine:

Type, consolidation.

Wheel base, driving, 15 feet 8 inches.

Wheel base, total engine and tender, 48

feet 2 inches.

Length over all. engine, 36 feet 7 inches

Length over all, engine and tender. 59

feet.

Height center of boiler above rail, 7

feet 3y"j inches.

Height of stack. 14 feet 6% inches.

Heating surface, firebox, 228 square

feet.

Heating surface, tubes, 1,744 square

feet.

Heating surface, total, 2,072 square feet.
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Grate area, 28.18 feet.

Drivers, diameter. 50 inches.

Truck wheels, diameter, 30 inches.

Journals, driving a.xles, 7^4 inches x Sj";,

inches.

Journals, truck, 5 x 9^8 inches.

Main crank pin, 6H x 6 inches, main
rod

;
b}4 x. j^'j inches, side rod.

Parallel rod, pins size, Nos. i and 4,

43^ X 4 mches ; No. 3, 5 x 5/^ inches.

Crosshead pin, 3^x3^4 inches.

Cylinders, diameter, 21 x 22 inches.

Piston stroke, 24 inches.

Piston rod, diameter, 354 inches.

Main rod length, C to C, 6 feet iiy.

inches.

Steam ports, 23 inches, H. P. and L. P.

Steam ports, width, i^^ inches L. P.,

154 inches H. P.

Exhaust ports, length, 23 inches H. P.

and L. P.

Exhaust ports, width, 31^ inches L. P.,

3 inches H. P.

Bridge, 1% inches L. P., i]4 inches
H. P.

Valves, kind of, Richardson's balanced.

Valves, greatest travel, L. P. 6 inches,

H. P. s'A inches.

Valves, inside clearance, H. P. ^ inches,

L. P. j\ inches.

Boiler, type of, extended wagon top.

Boiler, working pressure. 200 pounds.
Boiler, material in barrel, carbon steel.

Boiler, thickness of material in barrel,

IJ and 44 inch.

Boiler, diameter of barrel at front sheet.

62 inches.

Seams, kinds of horizontal, sextuple,

riveted butt joint.

Seams, kind of, circumferential, double-
riveted.

Thickness of tube sheets, yi inch.

Thickness of crown sheet, }i inch.

Crown, stayed with rod stays.

Dome, diameter, 30 inches inside.

Tubes, 281.

Tubes, material, charcoal iron.

Tubes, outside diameter, 2 inches.

Tubes, length over sheets, 11 leet, lof,.

inches.

Firebox, length, 10 feet iS/^ inches.

Firebox, width, 2 feet g}i inches.

Firebox, depth, front, 74J4 inches.

Firebox, depth, back, 66J4 inches.

Firebox, material, carbon steel.

Firebox, thickness of sheets, top sides

and back, ^ inches.

Be Satisfied with Less than One Hun-
dred Miles an Hour Speed.

The Annual Report of the Massachu-
setts Railroad Commission does not give
much aid or comfort to the people who
are advocating the running of railroad
trains at 100 miles an hour speed. In dis-

cussing the claims made that electricity

renders that speed practical, the report
says:

"With respect to speed, extraordinary
claims are made by those interested in

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING

the development of electric traction; but
there is no question that the steam loco-

motive is fully capable of developing as

high a speed as it is desirable or prudent
to use. A railroad speed of 100 miles or
more an hour is, for the present purpose,
a matter of merely curious speculation. It

cannot be shown that there is enougli
traffic demanding this speed to pay the ex-
cessive expense of operation, even if, with
present methods of construction and
equipment, it were otherwise at all prac-

ticable. Before any such speed is seriously

thought of, there must be radical improve-
ments in safety appliances, as, for example,
in brakes and in signals. Whatever the

proposed rate of speed, the question of

signals becomes at once of importance,
since, with the adoption of electricity, all

m
Trans-Siberian Railroad is, nor how much
of it is done, and we append here a few
facts on the subject:

To begin with, only the military neces-

sities of a great empire could undertake
to build such a road across such a coun-
try. It is being constructed in sections

—

from both ends and from points that can
be reached by river steamers in the in-

terior. It is now possible to travel direct

from St. Petersburg to Omsk, a distance

of 2,673 miles. From Omsk to the Ob
river—384 miles—the rails are laid the
whole distance, but the earthworks are not
complete. On the next section, that from
the Ob river to Krasnoyarsk, 467 miles,

the rails are also laid, and a beginning has
been made of the iron bridge, 2,800 feet

long, across the Ob, that is to join the two

EASTERN END OF GREAT SIBERIAN RAII.WAV. TO ST. PETERSBURG, C,.".4r MILES.

systems of electric signaling which de-

pend on the use of the rail circuit must be
modified or abandoned."

© ii gf

Tlie Eastern End of the Great Siberian
Railway.

We have just received the photographs
here reproduced from the irrepressible

Lodian—he of the pig-tail and the paper-

soled shoes. This enterprising traveler

has reached Vladivostok, on the Sea of

Japan, and started on his long trip across

Siberia and Russia. These photographs
were made by F. I. Podzoruv, of Vladi-

vostok.

Mr. Lodian writes: " It was a pleasure

to clear inland from Vladivostok; it is a

town of about 20,000 inhabitants, without
a single made road or street; they are

either awfully muddy or extremely dusty,

and always filthy, fetid and revolting.

After nine weeks spent in Japan, Siberia

is disappointing at the start. On our
steamer coming up were 400 Chinese
navvies for the Siberian road, and the

stench from them was awful. My next
address will be Irkutsk. Central Siberia."

Our readers may not know what a

gigantic undertaking the building of the

sections. On this section many of the

smaller bridges are built, and half the

earthworks are completed. The next sec-

tion is to Irkutsk, a distance of 672 miles,

and it presents many difficulties; nearly

two-fifths of the earthworks are finished.

Beyond Lake Baikal the distance to the

head of the Ameer navigation is 701
miles, and in this section work has been
begun from the Pacific end; but the diffi-

culties are very great, and much tunneling
will have to be done, as the line has to

rise to a plateau over 3,500 feet high. The
next section presents the greatest difficul-

ties, as the line has to be carried through
a marshy region which during the heavy
rains is often completely submerged. The
line from Vladivostok is completed for

250 miles.

Lodian can have all the fun and glory
he can get out of a tramp across Siberia^
we had rather be in "God's country."

i i s
There is a hospital at Amjeer, India,

established for the use of railway men.
The money required in erecting the hos-
pital was collected by the Presbyterian
Church Mission, and its running expenses
are defrayed by the pennies of Sunday-
school children.
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EASTERN END OF THE GREAT SIBERIAN RAILWAY.
1. A Country Station Baldwin Wood Burner. S. The Usual Solidly Built Engine House on the Usuri Section. 3. A Typical Winter Scene. 4. Building

the Amoor River End. ;>. American Locoinotive with Giant Water Tank for Carrying' Water to Waterless RcKions. Engine Taking Water
from Tank Roofed in to Prevent Free/injf. C. Prepared for a Long Run 7. The Siberian Railroad Flooded in the Amoor

Valley—Water Tank Inclosed to Prevent Freezing. ». A Rural Station.
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Shop Heating.

In our May issue we mentioned that

Mr. C. M. Higginson, who has lately been

appointed assistant to the president of the

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, has de-

voted much attention to matters con-

nected with the economical combustion

of fuel. A paper which he read before

the Western Railway Club some time

ago, contains some points about station-

ary boilers and shop heating that are well

worthy of consideration by those respon-

sible for the heating of railroad shops.

Part of the paper reads:

"We find boilers so short that there

is not sufficient flameway to finish the

illy contrived coils and pipes, the result

being much leakage, an occasional burst-

ing of pipes or radiators, and great waste

of fuel and unsatisfactory results gener-

ally.

"There are a number of excellent meth-

ods of using exhaust and low-pressure

steam when plants are put in new, and it

will not be necessary to dwell upon them
here. The great want that I have discov-

ered in our railway buildings, is that of

simple adaptations of practice of using ex-

haust steam to existing plants.

"When the matter of improvement is

suggested, an appropriation may be asked

for to put in some quite expensive com-

of each building and each plant separately.

To show how local conditions may change

a carefully designed plan, I might state

that, in our general office building, the

plan presented by the architects for the

heating system showed a beautiful series

of arrows indicating the direction of cool

and warm air due to the arrangement of

radiators and ventilators. In practical

working, however, we found by an ex-

haustive series of experiments, made with

that elaborate apparatus called a tobacco

pipe, that the course of the currents was
in directly the opposite direction, and it

was not imtil the radiators had been

moved to the opposite side of each room

GREAT WAMlMi 1 ,i.\ I ill.NlvNXE & HOI.DREliE BRANCH OF THE "BURLINGTON" LINE, APRIL 18,

360 FEET LONG, 6.5 FEET DEEP.

combustion of the burning gases, and in

all events, not to give sufficient travel

to allow the heat evolved from the com-
bustion of the coal to be taken up by the

water in the boiler, the consequent result

being a very high stack temperature and

waste of fuel.

"We also find that the gases are allowed

to go from the tubes direct into the stacks,

when, by being passed over the top of the

boiler again, under the brick work, an

additional amount of heat might be ab-

sorbed by the water and steam, more
work got from the coal, and the stack

temperature lowered. It will be noticed

that, in the main, these are matters, not of

theory, but of everyday mechanical prac-

tice; yet upon the slighting of them, much
loss of fuel, which is property, rests.

"When we come to consider the matter

of heating shops by steam, we find all

manner of crude appliances, mainly due to

the gradual additions to buildings and
plant. Live steam is used from the boiler

at a high pressure, through all kinds of

bination, which, though excellent in itself,

is out of the question in these times of en-

forced economy, and it would seem as if

some of our best mechanics were some-

times rather too unmindful of the value of

what might be called approximate meth-

ods. When you cannot get a whole loaf,

you should be content with half a one,

and if you cannot put in what is consid-

ered a desirable steam plant for heating

by exhaust steam, it is better even to use

the steam from some one engine that, in

a corner of the shop, is now exhausting

into the open air, for heating the portion

of the shop immediately by it. We can, in

many cases, cheaply arrange a return sys-

tem for use at least on a part of our plant,

without the expense of exhaust pumps or

other complicated devices.

"This whole matter of shop heating,

and especially the reorganization of ex-

isting plants, is a .very fertile one, and

one in which much saving in fuel, and in

the amount of boiler plant needed, can be

made by studying the detailed conditions

that satisfactory and economical results

in heating were reached.

"In matters of boiler practice and shop
heating, as in nearly everything else on a

railway, close attention to details, and the

persistent improvement and betterment

of little, individual things, is of more vital

importance than the discovery of some
great system which will revolutionize

present practice. This revolution of prac-

tice will come in due time, if it is on the

books; but before it comes we can save

thousands of dollars by close watch and
readjustment of matters which are under
our eyes every day."

In the June issue of "Locomotive En-
gineering" we described an air inlet

thimble used on the Columbus, Sandusky

& Hocking Railroad, crediting the in-

vention to Mr. Bancroft, the general fore-

man. This was a mistake; the device is

the invention of George C. Sharpe, pas-

senger engineer on the C, A. & C. R. R.
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Kinks at the Susquehanna Shops

—

Erie Railroad.

Among tlie devices for handling work
at these shops we recently saw a machine
for testing fines, which, like most tools

of the kind, was a home production. The

by means of the hand-wheel li. which is

at the end of the screw piston C, The de-

vice is small and light, and one of the

best of its kind that we have seen.

The engraving of the machine for test-

ing the relative chafing endurance of rub-

Thc opposite end of the hose being in

connection with the air reservoir, air

pressure of 75 pounds is turned into botli

hose. The chafing hose is suspended at

a point about midway of its length, by a

chain, and guided by a U-strap at its

VHole'
MACHINE FOR TESTING FLUES.

frame, as shown in the illustration, is

made of one piece of 6x i-inch wrought

iron, supported on six % x 2i/-inch

wrought-irou legs. The machine does not

require much shop room, except length-

wise; its mechanism is simple, consisting

only of the hand pump, and piping to the

water supply, and the rubber gaskets at

the end seats to retain the pressure—the

seat at the right hand having a small cock

to release the pressure after the required

test.

Flues are tested rapidly, because the

initial pressure is had at once, equal to

that on the city water mains from which

the supply is taken, filling the flue with-

out any pumping, leaving that operation

for the test pressure alone.

.\ pump for testing boilers and steam

gages is a combination that may have a

strange appearance at first glance, when

the mind associates the delicate mechan-

ism of a pressure gage with the crude

appliances that may be made to pump up

pressure on a boiler. Our illustration

shows such a pump, that has been found

to answer all requirements for both ser-

vices, and gives equally as good results

in its aristocratic tool-room surround-

ings as in its plebeian quarters in the

roundhouse.

It is shown with its gage as used for

testing a boiler, in which the pressure is

obtained by means of the lever. When
used to test a gage, the latter is secured

to the column 4, and the pressure is had

^:BE_;
'8 Copper pipe"

|r« /...yl.cu.^qy

HANI) PUMP FOK TESTINC. BOILERS ANU STEAM OAUOES

ber hose, is given to show how the "Erie"

handled the problem. The hose to be

tested is clamped in a horizontal position

in a wooden frame and with one end

capped; the other is in communication

wilh an air reservoir by a length of >;t-inch

pipe. A chafing hose of a constant qual-

ity is then connected at one end to a crank

pin, which travels in a 12-inch circle at

the rate of 65 revolutions per minute.

junction with the test hose. The friction

between the two sections of hose soon
demonstrates the endurance of the tested

hose.

A chuck for boring and turning eccen-

trics is something that is needed in every

shop doing locomotive repairs. There
are any number of these in commission;
some of them designed with the single

object in view of boring, and others for
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turning. The illustration shows a tool

designed for both operations. It consists

of a rectangular cast-iron plate, having

lugs on its inner face to fit the slots in face

plate of the lathe, to which it is bolted.

On the outer face there is fitted an ad-

justable chuck, which is movable by a

screw to any position in the length of

the plate to which it is bolted. The out-

side plate has two lugs cast on and tapped

for bolts, which are used to secure the

ecentric centrally in the chuck, by bearing

against the bar of the eccentric.

There is a scale attached to

the base and a pointer fixed to

the chuck by which the lat-

ter can be adjusted to its posi-

tion (while the eccentric is

bolted securely to it), either for

boring or turning; and it is of

no consequence which opera-

CRANE FOR STEAM CHESTS AND CYL-
INDER HEADS.

tion is performed first, for the scale at-

tachment makes it possible to give the

correct throw to the eccentric in either

case.

Our engraving of the small crane

swinging from a smoke arch, designed to

handle steam chests and steam-chest

covers, shows a little affair that is entitled

to consideration when looking up the

question of these handy devices for round-

house or machine shops. It is held in

tapered sockets, which are bolted to the

smoke arch on the vertical center line of

stack, and support the step at the top and

bottom.

The post is made of one piece of 2 x 254-

inch material, 2 feet 4 inches long over

all, with its lower end tapered from i}4

inches at the bottom to 2 inches at the top,

and 16 inches long. The strut is made of

two pieces of l^-inch angle iron, as is

also the jib, which is 3 feet 8 inches long

over all, and on which rolls a flanged trol-

ley wheel 3 inches in diameter.

With these brackets a permanent fix-

ture on the smoke arch, these little cranes

are pronounced a successful and con-

Mr. W. Worsdell, locomotive superin-

tendent of the Northeastern Railway, has
made a trial run with his new engines

which were built for the East Coast run.

They are 20 x 24 eight-wheelers, with

Speed 65 rev.

per minute

Vood

This hose is always
of the same make and quality

Support for pipe

'4 pipe
To main reservoir •,

V To main reservoir

METHOD OF TESTING THE RELATIVE CHAFING ENDURANCE OF RUBBER HOSE.

venient means of handling a steam chest,

a heavy slide valve or a cylinder head.

These devices we are enabled to publish

through the courtesy of Mr. Mitchell, the

superintendent of motive power of the

"Erie," who has contributed many good
things in the way of kinks and shop pro-

cesses that have become standard practice.

ffi^!p|a;p

drivers, 91 ;4 inches diameter, and a four-

wheeled truck. The boiler is 52 inches

diameter, with a firebox 84 inches long.

The engine weighs 50 tons and the tender

40 tons of 2,240 pounds, ready for the

train. A gait of 70 miles per hour was
easily kept up during the experimental

trips, which were highly satisfactory to

]
[if-'°

fit 'a'he I

CE-I

Locumiilife Ettj/initring

CHUCK FOR BORING AND TURNING ECCENTRICS.

During the first four months of 1896, the designers. These engines are over
the Baldwin Locomotive Works turned 96 inches from the rail to center of boiler;

out 217 locomotives and are now averag- in respect of loftiness they approach
ing 15 per week—the best in two years. American figures quite closely.
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Mastodon Locomotive for the St. Law-
rence and Adirondack.

Our engraving shows a large locomo-

tive just turned out of the Brooks Loco-

motive W'orks for the above road.

This engine has cylinders 21 x 26 inchts

and 55-inch drivers. Her boiler is 68

inches at the sniokebox; the firebox is iij

X 37Ji inches, with 324 2-inch flues 12 feet

long. Total length engine and tender, 52

feet 9 inches. Total of engine, 25 feet 5

inches; of drivers, 15 feet 6 inches. Weight

of tender, 85.000 pounds; of engine, 174,-

000, of which 146,000 is on the drivers and

28.000 on the truck.

© g g
Automatic Stokers.

There is an impression throughout the

country that considerable fuel can be

saved by feeding the furnaces of boilers

with mechanical stokers, and we have

seen suggestions that their use on locomo-

tives would greatly reduce fuel consump-
tion. It is supposed that the regular ^p-

Where ^Motors Are Likely to Sup-
plant Locomotives.

_ The Massachusetts Railroad Commis-
sion has always been noted for its broad

and intelligent methods of dealing with

railroad problems. The annual reports

made by this commission are always in-

teresting, and never fail to discuss rail-

road problems in a fashion that proves

attractive to railroad men. The last re-

port just received is no exception to the

rule. The commission discusses the

status of electricity on steam railroads in

a highly intelligent manner. The points

made may be accepted as unbiased con-

clusions on a subject where there is much
conflict of opinion.

The hypothetical question is asked—Is

it cheaper to generate at a central station

the power for twenty locomotives, and

transmit it by means of electricity, than it

is to do the work with twenty locomotives,

each generating its own power? The
answer given to this question is:

realized where the trallic is concentrated

in heavy trains, run at infrequent and ir-

regular intervals, in accordance with the

usual method of conducting through or

long-distance transportation.

"In passenger traffic, the public demand
and the railroad policy have been in the

direction of more frequent and quicker

trains. In freight service, on the contrary,

where there is no such pressure or occa-

sion for frequent trains at high speed, the

policy has been in the direction of fewer

and heavier trains. The whole tendency

of modern railroad development has been

to cut down grades and to increase the

weight of engines and of tracks, so as to

enable a single locomotive to haul a

heavier freight train load. It has been

estimated by good authority that doubling

the number of engines for a given traflic

increases the cost of transportation about

50 per cent. The general tendency of pas-

senger traflic may therefore be said to lie

in tlie direction in which electricity is the

MASTODON FOR THE ST. L.\WRENCE & ADIRONDACK RAILWAY.

ply of fuel leads to a more perfect com-
bustion than the irregular firing done with

the scoop.

From a paper presented to the Ameri-
can Society of Mechanical Engineers by
Mr. J. M. Whitham, and a discussion

thereon, it appears that the popular idea

about mechanical stokers is not correct.

The conclusions arrived at in the paper

and in the discussion were, that stokers

will not develop as much capacity as hand-

firing with stationary grates, having the

same draft and coal conditions. Stokers

are more constant in the power developed

than is a hand-fired grate, and are more
responsive to fluctuations in the power
demands. The stoker is always in the

condition that a hand-worked fire is in

just after it is cleaned, i. e., always clean

and ready for a pull.

No automatic stoker works well with

low-grade coals. It has been practically

demonstrated that no one should put in

a stoker with the idea of saving money
by its use. A fireman with a shovel has

been found the best stoker.

"This question does not as j-et admit of

a categorical and unqualified answer. In

the present stage of electrical develop-

ment, and in the light of such experience

as has been had in the actual use of elec-

tric power in railway and railroad opera-

tion, the most definite answer that can be

given, or that has been given by experts

and practical railroad men, amounts to

this: The more closely a given railroad

service resembles in character that of the

ordinary street railway, the better the

adaptation to that service of electric mo-

tive power; and, conversely, the less the

resemblance, the poorer the adaptation.

In other words, the most eflicient and

economical use of electric power will be

found where there is a considerable and

steady volume of local and short-distance

travel, which requires or justifies the run-

ning of numerous light passenger trains,

at short and regular intervals, so that the

trains will be constantly and uniformly

distributed over the railroad line. The

most eflicient and economical use of

steam power, on the other hand, will be

most serviceable, while the reverse is true

as regards freight traffic."

This agrees closely with the position

we have always held concerning the place

for the electric motor in train operating.

It is likely to be more economical than a

steam locomotive in handling trains under

fifty tons. When that carrying capacity is

exceeded, the economy of electricity

steadily decreases, until a point is soon

reached when the steam locomotive can

be most economically employed. We do

not doubt that the sixty-car freight trains

daily handled by the New York Central

Railroad could be hauled by electric mo-
tors; but the cost for power would be

three or four times greater than that made
necessary by the use of steam locomotives.

i i i
The University of Pennsylvania has

established a distinct department of trans-

portation and commerce, in charge of an

assistant professor. It is the intention to

instruct the students in the scientific

methods connected with the operating of

railroads.
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^ CAR DEPARTMENT
X®®^' .«»

Postal Car-=Erie Railroad.

The Erie Railroad has some new postal

cars in service, that are models of strength,

meeting Government recommendations in

that respect; and in attaining this very

desirable condition, the element of beauty-

has not been lost sight of. They are as

fine examples of the car-builder's art as

can be found in the country; but as it is

not our purpose to dwell on this phase of

their construction, our attention will be

wholly devoted to the practical side of

the subject.

Conducted by ORVILUE H. REYNOLDS, M. E.

With the passing of the platforms comes

an increase in strength of the end sills, by

sandwiching two plates of i x 6^-inch

iron between three sections of wood 2x8
inches; each section being gained Yi inch

deep the full length, to receive the iron

plates which are thus boxed in at the back

of end sill and the edges exposed at the

front, making an end sill 8x8 inches.

In the search for a more substantial

construction than is afforded in the plain

wooden end sill, metal has been largely

used in connection with wood in numer-

In place of the usual corner irons at the

junction of the end and outside sills, for

stififeners at those points, there is a plate

of J4-'nch iron, 25 inches wide, running

across the car on the under side of sills,

with one edge flush with outside of end

sills.

The bridging i54 x 8 inches, spaced

i6}4 inches, together with the transverse

tie-rods, spaced 4 feet 5 inches, rounds

out a rigidity to the foundation that is rep-

resentative of the best practice in body

construction.

NEW POST-OFFICE CAR, BUILT BY ERIE RAILROAD.

Our illustrations, for which the prints

were kindly furnished by Mr. A. E. Mit-
chell, superintendent of motive power,
deal with the framing and construction.

These cars are without the platforms and
hoods, said by many to be useless and ex-
pensive relics handed down from the

early builders of railway rolling stock.

If any need for these ever existed, it would
appear that it has passed into the beyond
at this time. They are going the way of

some other fads that cannot give convinc-
ing reasons for their existence, for in

these utilitarian times the demand for a
show-down may be relied on to take the

curves out of things crooked. The in-

terrogation point is most potent in work-
ing reforms.

ous ways, all of which have been an im-

provement over the old method; and this,

one of the latest, is easily one of the best

yet devised to resist end shocks, for the

reason that the iron plates are placed so

as to receive the blow in the direction of

their greatest resistance.

There are ten longitudinal sills, all 4 x 8

inches, except those at the center, which
are 5x8 inches. At these sills is seen

evidence of strength equal to that at the

end, in the sandwiched 54 x 8-inch iron

plate between the two outside sills, and
the same size of plate on the outside face

of the center sills; the plates extending
full length of the sills, and terminating in

a foot 8 inches long, which rests against

the inside face of end sills.

The superstructure, while not so easily

molded to the will of the designer, on
account of the side doors, which form un-

sightly gaps in the framing, partakes of

the same general healthy characteristics

of the foundation. At the corner posts

and the end door posts there are J4 x 3-

inch iron plates running from top of end

sills to bottom of end plates, with a 4-inch

foot bolting through sills and plates. This

idea is followed out at the side posts in the

first two panels, by placing J4 x 3-inch

iron plates on the outside of a 3 x 4-inch

post, and covering same with a 1^x3-
inch post which is gained for the furring.

It will be noted that the side plates, sJ^

x 3 inches, are placed with their larger

dimensions vertically, as though unwilling
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to allow tlic strongtli iinincd by this posi- sciigcr train cars, with a corrcspoiuliiig About Hot Boxes.

tion over the reguhuion liat way to escape substitution of metal. Although there are We draw it niild wlicn we say that there

them. The plates, as shown, have the ad- no figures at hand from wliich to com- is no more i)erplcxing thing i;i rai'way

vantage of being stronger and at the same pare the relative cost of maintenance of an management than the hot box. With all

time furnish a greater resistance to pull all-wood car with that of the composite the study into the causes for it, all the in-

.,3jt=^±4:±zafc
lEJi

inMrnrgrirrrini
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!.) X 8 Iron Plato

DETAILS OF FRAMINT., ERIE POSTAL CAR.

of the framing rods, that are liberally used,

some of which pass through the feet of

the 5-^ X 2-inch iron carlines, and thus

bind the body with continuous iron bands.

While the iron features of the body have

been elaborated on, almost to the ex-

clusion of the wooden details, it has been

for the purpose of showing what has re-

cently been done in constructive details

that are of the liveliest interest to car

men: and again, the illustrations show the

important points of the wooden parts, so

that any extended notice for them is not

necessary. This cannot be said of the

iron parts, owing to the reduced size of

the picture.

Now that decisive and independent ac-

tion is taken, tearing away from old ivy-

covered traditions, and looking to a wider

application of metal in car design, we
may expect to hear of the further aban-

donment of wood in the framing of pas-

Ix liM Iron

type, there is reason to believe, however,

from the meagre data accessible, that the

latter is the cheaper car. viewed from any

point of the situation. It has surely paved

the way for the steel car of the future.

tc'ligent elTort to reduce the same, there is

so little progress made towards eliminat-

ing this pest of the rail that it is some-

times questionable whether it can be done.

The subject forins the basis of discus-

sion, private and in convention. The
eflforts of the grizzly veteran come to

naught just as easily as do those of the

I'rcsh young beginner who has never had

his internal economy wrung out of shape

by repeated failures to reach the seat of

trdublc.

There is a cause for this tribulation,

and that is about the only thing connected

with a hot box that can be sworn to. In

seeking for this cause, the method of pack-

ing the box is usually the first thing to

be investigated; if that is found to come up

to the inspector's ideas of the fitness of

things, then the character of the lubri-

cant is carefully looked into—and this is

the period when the matter assumes the
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IXTERIOR VIEWS OF ERIE POSTAL CAR.
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aspect of a puzzle, the stage wlien all con-

cerned are carrying a burden. Dope
seems powerless to ease the load, or avert

the inevitable, and so the round goes on,

running hot when expected to be cool,

and cool when it should by all familiar

signs be hot.

A personal knowledge of some of the

causes for a hot box has led to the belief

that the conditions breeding that state -of

things were not so greatly different on
different roads as to demand special treat-

ment; or, in other words, like causes pro-

duce like effects. It was found, among
other things, that the scantiest attention

was paid to the mechanical side of the

case—the poorest of fitting being consid-

ered good enough for the boxes and bear-

ings of a truck; and trucks thus fitted up
would invariably give the same trouble,

no matter how packed or lubricated.

In addition to this, it is well understood
that most trucks are not put up square, a

rough approximation being thought good
enough; and it is this "good enough" ver-

dict that operates to give us the hot box
in such cases. The core of a box has been

known to shrink and become so distorted

as to cause the brass, when in place in the

box, to be ;4 inch away from its correct

position, thus taking up all lateral mo-
tion. This box ran until lateral motion
was given by wear on the end of brass,

keeping good and hot the meanwhile. It

would be of interest if we knew how much
oil had been wasted while wear was free-

ing the brass laterally. These are some
causes for trouble found in actual experi-

ence, and not creatures of imagination:

and there can be no doubt that more at-

tention should be given to the mechanical

side of the matter than is usual at this time.

It is a good sign to see the care be-

stowed on journals by the best-managed
shops; but it seems little short of folly to

take such pains with one detail, and leave

others, fully as important, to get in their

deadly hot work from lack of it.

A freight-car truck is easily the rough-

est piece of mechanism running on a rail-

road, and anyone acquainted with the sub-

ject knows that it is deserving of the rec-

ord, which will stick until the advent of

better work. Square frames, brasses in

the center of the journals, boxes properly

packed and oiled, and journals true and
smooth, is the ideal condition. How
many trucks leave the shop in this shape?

Too few. The correct mechanical status

of a truck is so closely allied to the de-

crease of train resistance that it is a mat-

ter for comment that so little attention is

given it. A study of this phase of the

question will make it possible to haul

more cars and at the same time use less

oil.

S ^ i
Steel in Car Construction.

Since the exhibition of the Harvey steel

car at the World's Fair, there has been a

gradual awakening to the fact that a steel

car had a future when once its favorable

points were understood. The car ni

question was not what its name implied,

but was of a composite make-up; the sills

were of commercial rolled section, cov-

ered with the usual wooden floor, and the

posts and braces also of rolled shapes

were very light and used as stitTencrs be-

tween wooden posts.

In this pioneer was seen a compromise
between wood and steel, to satisfy, as it

were, conflicting conditions; but, unlike

most moves of the kind, this one was not

a failure simply, because it had a value ol

the kindergarten kind, in educating peo-

ple up to the possibilities of steel in an

entirely new field, and thus performed a

work that might not have been accomp-
lished by any other means.

The fruits of this lesson are seen in the

free utterances of men who were wedded
to the old way. but who, later, were honest

without serious deflection or a permanent

set; this load, however, was greater than

the capacity of the trucks, and was used

for test purposes only. The reason for

this unparalleled performance is, of course,

to be found in the shape and dimensions

of the material in the body.

Cost of such a car is likely to be the

deciding factor, after all other conditions

are satisfied, for the metal construction

is more expensive, as it must necessarily

be; but the matter of maintenance is also

a vital question, and will have due weight.

On the established models, a wooden
car of large capacity is built of material

on more massive lines than one of lesser

capacity, in order to have the required

strength. It is this fact that is responsi-

ble for the hybrid construction; the builder

seeking the added strength due to the

metal, in parts that have developed a weak-

A WAY TO SET OUT BOX CARS WITHOUT A SIDING.

in their belief that the time was ripe for

a stronger and more lasting material in a

car than wood. The endurance shown
by the above cars makes it appear that

their favorable opinion was not without

foundation.

Since that time the development of the

steel car has been such as to convince the

observer of car matters that the experi-

mental stage was passed, and such a car

was a reality. This is brought home to

us in tangible form by the steel flat car

illustrated in our January issue, a car

built of steel throughout, on lines dis-

tinctively original, and showing the great-

est departure from old traditions yet seen

in any car. and which was certainly an

important advance in car design, causing

renewed interest in the subject.

The fear that a car of this type could not

be built light enough to have a paying

ratio between its load and dead weight,

was seen to be groundless in this case,

for with a light weight of 22.600 pounds
a load of 118.000 pounds was sustained

ncss; a strength obtained at a greatly re-

duced weight over wood.
But there is another and fully as im-

portant a side to the subject, that may be
summed up in the word "depreciation,"

and this seems not to have had the consid-
eration its bearing in the case deserves.

It would appear that any material that

would increase the life and earning capac-
ity of a car would be the thing to use in

its construction, and it follows, as a nat-

ural sequence, that if the depreciation is

not as great as in the old case, that repairs

would be fewer, and the cost of mainte-
nance therefore less. This view is cor-

roborated by what little is known of the

performance of the steel car.

^ @ i
The Gould car coupler, which has been

applied to the cars of some luxurious
trains for the East Coast route of Great
Britain, is described by a correspondent
of the "Scotsman" as having the appear-
ance of a huge interrogation mark.

'S
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A Screw Locomotive Hoist.

The problem of expeditiously removing
wheels from an engine when entering the

shops for repairs, has received a great

deal of attention from motive power of-

ficers—the reason for this being found in

the many phases of the situation to be
carefully weighed and considered, when
covering all the ground from a cheap

screw jack, through the diverse jack rami-

fications, to business-like power cranes

and lifts operated by steam, air, electricity

or hydrostatics.

Among those in which steam is the mo-
tive power, our engraving shows one at

the Chicago shops of the Chicago and
Northwestern Railway. It is a screw

hoist, receiving its power from a pair of

small engines located, together with the

hoisting gear, on the top of the device.

The frame-work is formed of heavy I-

beams, placed 34 feet 10 inches apart longi-

tudinally, and resting in castings which are

supported on foundations. The top of these

beams carry four other I-beams, two at

each end; and on these again rest four I-

beams, two at each side, which carry the

hoisting mechanism.

This latter consists of four screws, 4
inches in diameter and ^ inch pitch; two
of these extending from each end of the

locomotive frame, up through nuts, which
form the centers of the worm wheels from
which they are driven. The worms actu-

ating these wheels on the screws are on
the main shaft of the engine, and the four

nuts are revolved on the screws through
the medium of bevel gears, all thus having
a positive and simultaneous motion when
the engines turn.

At the lower end of each screw is a

turnbuckle terminating in a stirrup,

which passes over the end of the 12-inch

I-beams placed under the locomotive

frames at front and back, on which the en-

gine is supported when raised of¥ the

wheels. After the engine is raised, and
the wheels rolled out, it is lowered on a

pair of transfer trucks (made especially

for the work in hand, each consisting of

four wheels, tied by I-beams), one of

which is placed under the firebox and the

other under the engine-truck center; on
these the engine is taken to any part of the

shops.

A small engine on the transfer table is

used for placing an engine under the hoist,

to remove a set of wheels, and also for re-

placing same—ten minutes usually being

sufficient time to remove or replace

wheels after the engine is placed under the

hoist. The cost for attendance and hand-

ling is reduced to the lowest possible

limit, as the machine is handled by the

stripping gang, and the only cost since

its installation is for maintenance, the fig-

ures being placed at less than $25 for its

five years of service—a very good show-

ing for a device that handles 65-ton en-

gines. Everything about this rig is of a

mechanical character and built to last, and
it does not therefore call for a periodical
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appropriation to keep life in it. Mr.

Robert Quaylc, the superintendent of

motive power, has a high opinion of this

device, and tliinks tliere is nothing supe-

rior to it for use in a shop whose roof has

not been designed for a traveling crane.

i i i
A Shop Jack.

The average large shop jack is one of

the clumsiest articles the machinist has

to deal with, more especially when the

body is made of cast iron, liberal dimen-

sions, of course, implying weight. Such
a jack is portable only by the exercise of

muscle.

A jack combining lightness with

strength, and one easily handled about

the shop, has been designed and built by
Master Mechanic Smith at the Oneonta
shops. The illustration of it herewith

shows a body made of 4-inch pipe, pressed

into a cast-iron base. The nut, of brass,

is also pressed into the pipe at the top, at

consists of eight coaches each carried on

two six-wheeled bogies, the height of each

vehicle being 13 feet 5 inches from the rail

level. The four center carriages are of the

composite corridor type, now very popu-

lar on this route, and they are 66 feet 10

inches long by 8 feet 6 inches wide. At
either end of them are third-class car-

riages, the one on the corridor principle,

and 65 feet 10 inches by 8 feet 6 inches,

taking 54 passengers, while the other as-

similates more to the American type, there

being an open passage in the center, only

three divisions, holding, respectively, 2;j,

16 and 15 passengers; but otherwise the

carriage is open, with end doors. An or-

dinary brake van, 62 feet 7 inches long at

cither end, completes the Edinburgh
train.

"The most novel feature, however, is

the adoption of Gould's automatic coup-

ling and vestibule, and also the use of the

Westinghouse quick-acting brake. The
coupling is on the principle adopted in the

.Tap
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which point there is shrunk on the out- States and
side a wrought-iron band, making a con-

struction lighter than generally found in

a large jack.

The handles being made of wrought
iron will withstand any amount of rough
usage, and therefore not be conspicuous

by their absence, like those of the cast-

iron type; nor are they of the jug-handle

order, for they arc on opposite sides,

where they ought to be for quick and
convenient handling.

i ^ i
British Express Train With American

Attachments.

"The East Coast completely new day
trains, 530 feet long, 270 tons in weight,

and carrying 300 passengers, will rep-

resent," says "Engineering," of Lon-
don, "the highest attainment in this coun-
try. The train belonging to the joint

companies, and constructed at Doncaster
under the direction of Mr. E. F. Houlden,

in other countries, and not

only obviates the necessity of manual work
between the carriages in marshaling
trains, but is of great strength, the pull

required to break the coupling being

130,000 pounds. .'\gaiB, the vestibule pro-

vides a continuous platform and a central

buffer; the ends of the carriages being

curved, there is a greater resistance

against carriages telescoping or mount-
ing. The central buffer, too, provides

greater elasticity in taking curves. The
vestibules are 3 feet wide and 614 feet high,

and they are such that passengers will be

able to go through without any fear.

"The Westinghouse quick-acting brake

has stopped trains greater in length and
weight than these new 'Flying Scotch-

men,' while going 60 miles an hour, with-

in 500 yards.

"The cars have clerestory roofs, torpedo

ventilators, double gas lights. Gold's

steam-heating apparatus and electric bells,

so that even the third-class passenger may

call the attendant to bring tea, coffee and

light refreshments en route. The com-

partments are trimmed with combination

velvet in crimson and black, with silk

laces to match, and on the walls of the

corridor are maps, etc., of the route.

"The cars are as substantial as they are

elegant. The bodies arc of selected teak,

varnished, picked out with gold lines, and

the route and the destination are very

prominently marked.

"It may be added that all three com-

panies running to the north are fitting on

new and exceptionally powerful locomo-

tives, those of the Caledonian, for instance,

having 1,403 square feet of heating sur-

face. They have taken trains of nineteen

and twenty-two coaches single-handed

over the Beattock rise."

i i i
The Average Trainman.

"Speaking generally," says Mr. W'm.

Gibson, superintendent of the Big Four,

"and taking one division w'ith another, or

for that matter one system with another,

I have about come to the conclusion that

75 per cent, of the men in train and engine

and yard service may be classified as first-

class men, provided they are handled by

efficient officials, and provided also that

they are treated fairly and without par-

tiality. Fifteen per cent., which for the

sake of distinction I will call the second

class, are good, steady, promising men,

who are working hard to qualify them-

selves for the first class. This gives us 90

per cent, who are all right if handled right.

The remaining 10 per cent., or third class,

arc the people on a railroad who keep

division ofiicials busy. The chief end of

their existence seems to be to get in the

miles or the time, regardless of how their

work is done; to make as much overtime

as possible and to trump up imaginary

grievances. The percentage of this last

class will rise or fall according to the

caliber of the trainmaster and master me-
chanic, and blessed is the superintendent

who has associated with him a trainmaster

who can so select and control and educate

his men that this percentage will be re-

duced to an absolute minimum. Past his-

tory has demonstrated that this third class

(and where it exists it is not by any

means confined to young men) cannot be

too closely looked after, with a view to

educating or clubbing it upwards if pos-

sible, or to otherwise wiping it out of

existence—for the only way to reform

some men is to reform them out of the ser-

vice."

i i i
A railroad company in London has

been required to pay $5,750 compensation

to the proprietor of a small ice-cream

shop which had to be closed up owing
to an extension of the railroad company's
premises. The evidence in the lawsuit

showed that the profit in selling ice cream
and cold drinks varied from 67 to 96 per

cent.
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A Simple Method of Testing Railroad

Signal Lamps.
BY T. A. LA WES.*

It is important that signal lamps have

lenses with proper curvatures; that they

be placed at the proper distance from the

flame; that the ventilation is such as to

insure their burning during the heaviest

gale of wind, and that they will burn when

A

tiiis lens would give but a feeble light in

comparison with lenses shown in Figs. 2,

3> 4 and 5.

To improve the solid lens, portions are

cut out and the curves at Ai Bi Ci and Di,

Fig. 2, are so designed that the foci of

each zone coincide as shown at A..

This lens has no spherical aberration,

and a flame placed at the focus -4. will send

Figs. 6, 7. 8, and 9 show a series of

opaque diaphragms made of drawing

paper. Referring to Fig. 2, the zone Ai is

tested by stopping ofif all the lens with the

exception of the zone 4i, diaphragm No.

6 being used, and so on—the object of

using the diaphragm being to cut ofif all

the zones except the one being tested.

Fig. 10 shows the device for testing the

lenses for spherical aberration. The lens

is held by three wooden clamps, a dia-

phragm placed on the lens, and the whole

turned to the sun. The sliding piece hold-

ing the lens is then moved to and fro until

a position is found giving the smallest

image of the sun; then the distance D is

noted. Another diaphragm is then placed

on the lens and the focus for that zone

determined, and so on, until all the zones

have been tested.

Fig. 4 shows the focal distances of the

zones of a certain lens. These, as ex-

plained before, should have all rays re-

fracted to the same point as in Fig. 2

—

the least amount of deviation from a com-

mon focus showing the superior lens. I

subjected to shocks such as a switch lamp

must withstand. The following method
of testing such lamps has been employed

by the writer for some years and always

with good results. Hoping that the course

pursued may be of interest to others, and

to add to the safety of all concerned in

railroad traffic, I give the procedure in full.

The forms of lenses in use are shown in

Figs. I, 2, 3, 4 and 5.

Fig. I shows the bull's-eye lens which

was in common use in the early days of

railroads, but is now seldom seen, having

been succeeded by others that are more
perfect in light-distributing power. Fig.

I was deficient in this particular: If a ray

of light -i. Fig. I, is refracted to the focus

Fig. 4.

/?, and a ray C is refracted to a focus D,

then the distance BD is the spherical aber-

ration. To produce parallel rays, the flame

would have to be located at B and D and

in the space between—an impossible con-

dition. If we locate it at D, the central

portion of the lens will give parallel rays,

and near the edge converging rays, as

shown by dotted line, and at a distance

* Supt. M. P. Chicago* E. I.

parallel rays through it. It has been

proven that a lens refracting parallel rays

of light from the focus will also receive

parallel rays and refract them to a focus.

This is the law of conjugate foci, as laid

down in the works treating on optics.

This law enables us to test the lens, as to

its freedom from spherical aberration or

having the property of refracting the rays

of light from the focus in parallel lines.

Fig. .3.

have tested lenses that showed over half

the light lost by imperfect shape of the

zones.

One of the most common defects in

lamps is that the lens is not located at

exactly the proper distance from the

flame. In Fig. 2, the lens should be lo-

cated at the distance F from the flame.

This distance can be found for any lens

by the device shown in Fig. 10. Fig. 4

shows a lens having defective zones.

The distance between lens and flame

for such a lens is at the focus of the out-

side zone; but it must be borne in mind

that defective zones cannot be compen-

sated for by varying the distance between

lens and flame. The distance as given

would be the least objectionable for such

a defective lens.

The comparative purity of the glass can

be determined by observing the appear-

ance of a black line on white paper when

the lenses are laid upon it; also by taking

blueprints of lenses and comparing them.

The lenses are laid on sensitized blue-

print paper and exposed to the sun the

same as if they were tracings. After ex-

posure, the lens making the least change
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in color of the blueprint paper is adjudged

as being made of the most transparent

glass.

The foregoing test will give an idea as

sperm candle or a gas jet. The paper

screen is glued on the sliding piece while

wet; when it becomes dry it is tight like

a drumhead. The aperture in E over

which the paper screen is placed is 6

made on bibulous paper it appears trans-

lucent; the spot allows more light to pass

through it, and reflects less than the un-

stained part of the paper. If, therefore,

the paper be illuminated more strongly

from behind, it appears bright on a dark

ground. On the contrary, it appears dark

to the relative value of lenses, so far as

their freedom from spherical aberration

and purity of the glass are concerned;
yet other qualities of lenses, such as the

value of short or long foci, have to be
determined, and the question of quality

of light received from the different kinds

of oil is of no little importance. This
can be found by using an instrument called

a photometer, which is an apparatus for

measuring the relative intensity of light.

Of several kinds in use, Bunsen's is to be

preferred. The photometer must be used in

a darkened room—no other lights being

used except those undergoing test.

Fig. II shows a photometer made of

pine wood. The strip 4 is i inch thick,

4 inches wide and lo feet long. /J is a

paper screen on a sliding piece of wood.
C is a lamp so arranged that a lens can be

put in and taken out quickly. D is a

Fig. l.^

Fig.

inches in diameter. In the center of the

paper screen a grease spot '/i inch in diam-

eter is made by means of a solution of

spermaceti dissolved in naptha and ap-

plied with a clean brush. The theory of

the spot is this: When a grease spot is

The distance f is noted for each lens or

each kind of oil undergoing the test. They
are compared with each other inversely as

the squares of the distance F from paper

screen.

The ability of a lamp to withstand wind
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is determined by the apparatus shown in

Fig. 12. It is a single box connected to

a fan. The lamp is placed on a turn-

table and revolved so that all apertures in

it are subjected to the blast of air. The
intensity of the blast is regulated by the

gate in the pipe. The apparatus was
tested in regard to the velocity of the

wind, by a United States Signal Service

anemometer, and it registered a rate of 70

miles per hour.

The apparatus was designed primarily

to enable one to judge of the comparative

excellence of the ventilating features of

different lamps; but it was also found that

the same device could be used for testing

the power of burners to remain lighted

in a gale of wind. In other words the

ability of a lamp to withstand a strong

wind depends on the kind of burner used,

as well as on the ventilating devices. In a

certain experiment with several styles of

lamps, one was found that very nearly

withstood the entire capacity of the fan.

After changing the burner for one of a

different design, the whole capacity of the

fan could be used without blowing out

the light, showing the good qualities of

the lamp, combined with the good quali-

ties of the burner—a combination which

is seldom met with.

A switch lamp is subjected to severe

shocks; and to determine what effect they

would have on the lamp, the device shown
in Fig. 13 was constructed. Briefly de-

scribed, it is made of three pieces of wood,
the upper piece with iron plate beneath

resting on a lathe mandrel, having two
projections 1% inch long, which, in re-

volving, cause rapid shocks to the lamp.

The speed of the lathe may be so regu-

lated that a lamp attached to the upper
piece will be extinguished by the shocks.

In making a test of lamps of different

designs, the lamp withstanding the high-

est speed would prove the best for a posi-

tion requiring a lamp to burn while sub-

jected to severe shocks. If the method
of testing as outlined here be followed,

anyone can judge of the relative merits

of signal lamps.

Leaky Steam-Pipe Joints.

Leaky steam-pipe joints is one of the

most troublesome disorders to which a

locomotive is subject. The trouble often

becomes very serious before it is discov-

ered, and in the meantime it has been
wasting no end of fuel by obstructing the

free flow of the fire gases through the

flues. 'When a railroad is short of power,

the annoyance of leaky steam-pipe joints

is doubly serious, for it means taking the

engine in for two or three days to have the

joints reground.

A committee of the blaster Mechanics'

Association which investigated the sub-

ject of steam-pipe joints reported that, in

a large roundhouse turning out 150 en-

gines a day, it was found that between
three and four engines per month are held

in to have steam-pipe joints reground.

This we believe to be a little lower than

the average. Of the engines so held in

about 40 per cent, had loose cylinder sad-

dles or had been out of the shop after gen-

eral repairs only two or three months, the

inference in the latter case being that the

defect was caused by inferior work. The
report says that trouble with steam-pipe

joints is quite rare except caused by bad

workmanship, loose saddles or insecure

bolting in high-pressure, heavily-worked

engines.

The remedies suggested for leaky steam

pipes are:

Steam pipes should be of cast iron of

flattened section, as light in the body as

consistent with strength and the require-

ments of foundry practice. The sugges-

tion was made that pipes of malleable

iron or cast steel are worthy of trial. Such
pipes may be quite thin and still have

ample strength, with the resulting advan-

tage of springing instead of working at

the joints when expansion strains are

brought upon them. This would also

tend to decrease the weight in the front

end.

The flanges should be arranged, where
possible, to take tour bolts or studs at both

ends on all heavy engines. These bolts

should be equally spaced, if possible. The
joints should, in all cases, be made up
with plano-convex brass joint-rings, the

radii of their convex faces to be about

equal to the inside diameters of the rings.

These rings should be carefully ground
upon their corresponding joint surfaces.

The exhaust pipe joints should be made
with fiat surfaces, carefully scraped and
fitted with surface plate, and bolted to-

gether without copper or other gaskets.

A small amount of red lead, or some kind

of heat-hardening cement, may be used

if preferred.

i i i
The Pitch in Mechanics.

Dr. Coleman Sellers tells an anecdote

of a proprietor of a machine shop who
called upon him to order a spur gear

of a certain size. Dr. Sellers asked him
if he had measured the diameter of the

gear at the pitch line, and the man wanted
to know what the pitch line meant.

We related this story to an experienced

and intelligent railroad mechanic, to illus-

trate the ignorance of some men concern-

ing the details of their business, and to

our surprise he exclaimed: "I am in a

similar fix, for I don't know what the

pitch line of a cog wheel is." Lest others,

who ought to be better informed, are

ignorant of the meaning of "pitch" as a

mechanical expression, we will quote the

definition of "pitch" from a favorite refer-

ence book:

"Pitch"—(f) The distance from center

to center of any two adjacent teeth of

gearing measured on the pitch line; (b)

The distance measured on a line parallel

to the axis between two threads of a

screw; (e) The distance between centers of

holes, as of rivet holes.

"The pitch line or pitch circle in gear-

ing is a circle concentric with the circum-

ference of the toothed wheel, and cutting

its teeth at such a distance from their

points as to toucli the corresponding cir-

cle of the gear working with it and have

with that circle a common velocity as

in rolling contact; the line or circle on
which the pitch of teeth is measured.

"The pitch of a roof is the inclination or

slope of the sides.

"The pitch of a saw is the slope of the

teeth."

i* i g
The hot gases generated in a firebox

or furnace pass so rapidly through the

flues or over the heating surface, that

many engineers have believed that material

saving of heat could be effected if a prac-

tical means of retarding the velocity of the

gases could be devised. The best-known

work in this direction has been done by

the Serve tube, which contains projec-

tions designed to retard the movement
of the gases. This kind of tube has been

largely employed in Europe, and has been

tried in this country. The weak point

about it is that the projections arrest

sparks, and the tube soon becomes filled

up. A paper was presented to the last

meeting of the Society of Mechanical En-

gineers, which described tests made with

spiral strips of sheet iron placed the

whole length of the tubes, twisted to a

pitch which made the gases perform two
entire convolutions in passing through

the tubes. The resulting heat economy
varied from 3 to 18 per cent. The econ-

omy caused by the spirals was greatest

when the boiler was hardest pushed. This

seems to be a promising plan for extract-

ing more heat out of the coal used in

steam-making.

^ i ^
We have repeatedly called attention to

the danger in train operating which re-

sults from the practice of underbraking

sleeping cars and other cars with six-

wheeled trucks. It seems that American

railroads are not alone in this line of dan-

ger. In the course of an investigation

into an accident that happened on the

Great Northern of England, of a train

running 70 miles an hour, it was found

that the engine ran goo yards before it

could be stopped. The investigation

brought out the fact that only half the

wheels on eight-wheeled cars had brakes

applied. The proportion of the total

weight of the train braked was less than

two-thirds of the whole.

i i i
On the Eastern Railway of France, a

system of car-heating is employed in

which air is mixed with the steam from

the locomotive. The claim is made that

the air tends to keeps up circulation and

overcomes the condensation.
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Correction.

Editors :

I see in your issue lor May. reference to

a letter I wrote you some time ago regard-

ing Dixon's graphite. If my letter to you
reads So or 90 per cent, it is wrong. It

should be 8 or 9 (eight or nine) per cent.

Would you kindly correct in your next

issue and oblige.

Geo. Sm.\rt.

Edgoiiont, S. J).

Designer of the First Successful Ex-
tension Front.

Editors :

In reading your June number, I am
somewhat surprised to see the evidence

of so hasty reading and jumping at con-

clusions on the part of one or two of your

correspondents, in connection with a pub-

lished communication from me in your

May issue.

I seem to have been understood to make
claim to several things which it had never

entered my mind to claim. I think that

I clearly stated that I was not the designer

or originator of the extension front, but

was merely an experimenter with it, with

a view to developing from it, if possible, a

good spark arrester.

My attention was first called to the op-

portunity for improvement in the design

of spark arresters, by observing the enor-

mous quantity of large live sparks thrown
from the stacks in extension front engines

running on the Hartford division of what

is now the New York, New Haven &
Hartford Railroad.

The result of our experiments on the

Eastern Railroad was the development of

a successful spark arrester, which was
economical in fuel and unusually free from

smoke. The desired ends were brought

about by a combination of the long-known
extension front (somewhat modified in

detail of design) with a brick arch placed

in the firebox.

I am sorry that Mr. Kellogg and Mr.
Brown should have so misunderstood my
communication as to think that I laid

claim to credit for inventing the extension

front. All that I maintain is that, so far

as I am aware, the device described by
me was the first extensively used, success-

ful spark arrester devised up to 1882.

Trusting that this will set me right in

the eyes of your readers, and that I may
not be charged with assuming credit

which does not belong to me, I take this

liberty of again trespassing on your pages.

A. M. \V.\ITT.

Cleveland, O.

A New Form of Inspection Engine.
Editors :

I send you herewith a photograph of

what we think is something new in the

line of inspection engines. We have used

this engine for about a month and find

it very convenient, and it enables us to

inspect the track very closely.

It is made of frame-work of angle iron,

the engine frame having been lengthened

a sufficient distance to accommodate it.

We put plate glass in the front, which en-

ables us to get a good view. It does not

ride hard, and six men can ride comfort-

Haven road and others. Consequently,

the extended fronts were abandoned on

the Eastern road.

.As I understand the matter, the Hart-

ford & New Haven road either borrowed

or bought the right to use the extended

front invented by Mr. Thompson, and by

improvements made a success of it. This

was nearly twenty years before the ex-

tended front was put onto the Eastern

Railroad under my supervision.

We did design a front at the time Mr.

Waitt was draftsman of the mechanical

department, and, although differing some-

S
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ably in it for a day without any bad eflfects.

It is fitted up with steam heat for use in

winter and is easily ventilated.

B. H.\SKELL,

Supt. M. P,, C. & \V. M. Ry.

Grand Kapids, Mich.

^ Hi

Early Extension Fronts.

Editors:

I have been somewhat interested and

considerably amused at the controversy

going on in the columns of your paper

concerning the original extended fronts

on locomotives.

I suppose it is generally understood

among railroad men that Mr. John

Thompson, formerly master mechanic of

the Eastern Railroad of Massachusetts,

was the first man to apply the extended

front. But he did not follow up the mat-

ter with the improvements which were

made afterwards by the Hartford & New

what in a few details, the general design

was the same as used on the Hartford &
New Haven Railroad, and we never

claimed anything original in the design.

About tlie year 1882, the management
of the Eastern Railroad requested me to

devise some means of preventing fires

along the line, and something that would
prevent sparks, which were a great annoy-

ance to passengers on trains. Having
lived in Hartford, Conn., twenty-five

years previous to assutuing the office of

master of rolling stock on the Eastern

Railroad, and being somewhat familiar

with the arches in use on the Hartford &
New Haven road, I decided that that was
the best and only device then known to

accomplish these results. In the mean-
time I had looked over every device I

could hear of, *iid at last visited Hartford

and made a thorough inspection of front

ends in use at that time, and from which
the device used on the Eastern Railroad,
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with a few minor alterations which we
thought were improvements, originated.

The first engine to which we applied the

extended front was No. 75. if my memory
serves me correctly. The experiment

was so successful that the management
accepted it and ordered it put on as fast

as possible.

Mr. George Colby, of the Boston &
Albany Railroad at that time, who had
been watching the experiment with much
interest, borrowed our drawings and ap-

plied it to one of the engines on the Bos-
ton & Albany Railroad, and the result

was that that company adopted it, and, I

think, are using it to-day, with perhaps

slight changes to accommodate different

styles of engines.

I should not take any notice of the con-

troversy if my name had not been men-
tioned in connection therewith.

Amos Pilsbury,
Supt. Motive Power.

Portland, Me.

% % %
Something New in Time-Cards.

Editors :

Between this city and Brightwood, Ind.

(four miles distant), the City Street-Car

Company have electric cars leaving either

place every eighteen minutes, requiring

a time-table to show this of not less than

seventy readings. Below you will see a

table I got up, which gives the time of

any car leaving, and our men have
adopted it, "pasting it in their hat."

Believing it might be of interest to any-

one getting up time-cards, I will submit
it to you for publication. To read it—

•

example—it's now ten o'clock and ten

minutes. Under the head of "Hours" find

"10" o'clock; read horizontally, and under
the head of "Minutes" you will find "25;"

therefore, next car leaves at 10:25 st

Brightwood. or from Indianapolis one
minute sooner:

Electric Car Tlme-Table.

Leaving Brightwood, Ind.

Leaving Indianapolis 1 min. sooner.

Hours.

6— g— 12—3
7-10— 1—4
8— 11— 2-5

Minutes.

13—31—49-
07-25-43—
01—19-37—55

W. J. Hartman,
Air-Brake Ins., Big Four Ry.

Indianapolis, Ind.

% % %
A Novel Air Compressor.

Editors

:

Inclosed please find blueprint of air

compressor recently built in the shops of

the Fall Brook road. I used in the con-

struction of this compressor, two 6-inch

Westinghouse pumps, using the steam

cylinders as crosshead guides. The con-

necting rods are made of cast iron, also

the crank shaft and cranks, cast in one
piece.

Wm. A. Foster,

Supt. Machinery.

Corning, iV. Y.

i i i
Views on Valve Motion.

Editors :

It is not necessary to have lead to start

trains, or to have engine work smoothly

at or near full gear. By increasing the

Crosshead

L.C. n.,/»i J

FO-STER'S AIR COMPRESSOR.

outside lap to l-inch and giving the re-

quired clearance, an engine will run

smoothly at a shorter cut-ofif than with

a valve that has j4-inch outside lap and no

clearance, if the same amount of lead is

used with both valves. Consequently,

the lead at 6-inch cut-ofT can be increased

to advantage in proportion to the outside

lap.

I consider the greatest disadvantage in

too much lead is that it causes too much
pre-admission when engine is worked

near mid-gear. Where pre-admission is

too great with the required lead, the best

way to reduce it is to use valves with more

outside lap. Valves with l-inch outside lap

will reduce the pre-admission one-third

over valves with -^^-inch outside lap, when

engine is worked at 6-inch cut-off. Valves

\<*ith i-inch outside lap with J4-inch clear-

ance will stand J4-inch lead at 6-inch cut-

off, and with J^-inch outside lap with no

clearance should have only j'j-inch lead

at 6-inch cut-off.

I consider inside clearance an advan-

tage to fast-running engines, or engines

with small wheels at a moderate rate of

speed. Negative lead allows steam to

work longer in cylinder before being ex-

hausted at full stroke. Advancing back-

up eccentrics to produce a required lead,

will give a longer cut-off near mid-gear

in forward motion. With a 4-foot radius

there will be no lead required in forward

or back gear to produce the best results.

A 6-foot radius would require a ^ij-inch

lead in forward and back motion to give

54-inch lead at 6-inch cut-ofT. .^n 8-foot

radius would require "^-inch lead in for-

ward and back motion to give 54-'i)ch lead

at 6-inch cut-off.

With the same travel of valves, viz., 5-

inch, and with the different radii of links

ranging from 4 feet to 8 feet, I would

recommend eccentrics set as follows:

4-foot radius—Valves set negative lead

in forward motion full gear, and, if neces-

sary to produce the required lead, advance

the back-up eccentrics.

6-foot radius—Valves set line and line

forward motion, and back-up eccentrics

advanced to give the required lead at 6-

inch cut-off.

8-foot radius—Valves set with J/^-inch

positive lead, in forward and back motion.

C. B. Peck,
Tracy, Minn. Foreman.

i i i
Nozzles Too Small.

Editors :

About what size single exhaust nozzle

should a standard eight-wheel engine,

17x24, diamond stack, have for ordinary

service, where the water is bad and a set

of tubes only last, on an average, about

nine months? The fuel used is native

lignite coal—a very good coal when fresh

mined, but when exposed to the air for a

short time becomes slacked and loses at

least a third of its heating qualities, when

it requires a sharp blast to burn it.

In order that you may clearly understand

the circumstances of the case, I will try

and explain more fully. There are some

here who claim that the larger the exhaust

nozzle, the better results an engine will

give. The amount of coal she burns, or

how she burns it. is not considered at all,

or whether she steams free or hard, as

long as she gets over the road. When
an engine comes out with a new set of

tubes, we can get along nicely with a 4-

inch nozzle for the class of engine men-

tioned; but after, say, six months, when

the boiler begins to scale and tubes leak-

ing very often, we find it very difficult to

get along at all. Still is it claimed that

those conditions should make no differ-

ence to the engine steaming. I think that
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when a fire has to be forced all the time

to keep up steam that it is more wasteful

of fuel than if a nice clear fire could be

kept and engine steaming freely. I be-

lieve in having as large a nozzle as an en-

gine will steam free with. The reason

that the coal is so old when we get it is

on account of having to keep a large sur-

plus on hand in case of emergency. It is

piled up on the open prairie, exposed to

the weather at all times, and we use off

one side of the pile while fresh mined

coal is being piled on the other. The

poorest quality of Pittsburgh coal is much

superior to it. The average firemen here

have fired from four to nine years, and

try to perform their duties in the best

possible manner for the interests of the

company that employs them.

Please give us your views on this ques-

tion, for we are confident that it will be

of much benefit to us.

John Smith.

Napinka, Manitoba. Can.

[We think that much fuel is sometimes

wasted by attempts to use nozzles so

large that the draft does not stimulate the

fire properly. In a general way, it is wise

to use nozzles as large as practicable, but

it is also possible to have them too large

for economical working. We cannot tell

whether or not the nozzles of the engine?,

written about are too small, but the indi-

cations are that they might be contracted

to advantage when the engines cease to be

free steamers.—Eds.]

i ^ i

Recess in Sheet for Holding Tubes.

Editors :

In May "Locomotive Engineering" is

shown a cut of an improved method of

securing tubes in sheet.

About twenty-five years ago, the

writer rebuilt a locomotive in which the

:^^

XpMi ittw Snginttriitff "^^^P

tubes gave a great deal of trouble. As an

experiment, I made a chisel and chipped

a groove in one of the tube holes (back

sheet), and expanded the tube into the

groove, as shown in cut. It gave no

trouble whatever, and I believe it to be

a good way to put in tubes, not only to

prevent leaks, but to brace the two sheets.

A great many tubes are kept leaking by

striking the sheet with a stick of wood
in firing up.

I have the model of device; also draw-

ing of grooving tool to be used in drill

press. No; I never applied for a patent.

\V. DE Saxxo,
Pan Handle Shops.

fiidianapolis. Ind.

i i i

Headlight Signals.

Editors :

My e.xpericnce on the road has been at

times to want to put out a signal instantly.

To dig a colored or white light out of the

tender-box takes time. To meet these

conditions, I designed the headlight

semaphore signals as shown in cut.

The arms A and B, Fig. i (which are

pivoted under the headlight),each carry

a colored lens. On the arms are also the

disks. A' and L, painted to suit color of

glass. The short arms D and E are con-

Fig. J

nected to the arm F, Fig. 2, which arm is

on end of hand-rail or other rod running

back into cab. On cab end of rod or

hand-rail is the crank or handle B, Fig. 2.

To put the green signal into position in

center of headlight, as shown by dotted

lines, the cab crank is thrown over to the

position of /, and vice versa for the red.

When cab crank is in vertical position H.

both signia's are in the position shown in

cut. The rods connecting the arm f, Fig.

2, to the arms D and E, Fig. i, are slotted

on one end; otherwise the two signals

could not be operated by the one arm F.

I do not believe in shrouding headlights

at meeting-points, at night.

This device gives us an instantaneous

signal, day or night, at meeting-points, or

when flagging in, and can be operated by

engineer without leaving his seat.

W. DE Sanno,
Pan Handle Shops.

Indianapolis. Ind.

Old Philadelphia & Reading Loco-

moti\es.
Editors :

I find in your May copy of "Locomo-
tive Engineering," an article on "Old

Philadelphia & Reading Locomotives,"

which needs a few words of correction.

The engines referred to were built in

London, England, by the firm of Braith-

wait & Ericsson, and were received at

Philadelphia, for the Philadelphia & Read-

ing Railway Co., by me, during the month

of June, 1838. Their names were

"Rocket." "Spitfire," "Dragon," "Fire-

fly," "Comet," "Hecla," "Gem," and

"Planet." The "Planet" was the last of

the lot to reach Reading, as it was dropped

into the river by the slings breaking while

being swung from the ship to the wharf.

On being raised, it was sent to the Bald-

win shops for repairs, thus causing delay.

They were four-wheeled coupled engines;

straight boilers; cylinders inside, about

10V2 X 16 inches; no cabs. The "Cata-

wissa" must have been of more recent

date, built by some American firm, as the

dome boiler indicates. The old-time

Baldwins are very familiar features of the

early railway movements in the coal re-

gions.

John Dodsworth.
Eaniluiiii. /'. Q.

Beading Flues in Sheet.

Editors :

In your article on "Beading tlues in the

Flue Sheet," which appears in your June

issue, you seem to have arrived at a too

hasty conclusion. There is no doubt but

Mr. Prosser patented the tool you de-

scribe. You say it was intended to per-

form the "identical operation" for which

I was granted a patent. Now, this is where

you make the mistake. The word "simi-

lar" not "identical" might have been

proper.

My claim for a patent consists in provid-

ing a cavity to receive the surplus metal,

which in all other methods of setting flues

is, during the process of repeated rolling,

pressed to cither side of the sheet, thereby

tliinning the metal in the joint—which is

impossible with my metliod. The Patent

Office records show nothing patented by

Mr. Prosser in conflict with my idea. So.

gentlemen, there is no harm done; just a

simple, unintentional mistake, and one

readily understood by mechanics who have

made a particular study of the art of set-

ting flues.

What puzzles me the most is why Mr.

Noah should go to the trouble of setting

the flues in the boilers of the Ark in this

secure manner, when he had such an abun-

dance of good, pure water at his com-

mand, unless he expected to land in one

of our Western alkali deserts, and in that

case it would simply bear out his reputa-

tion for good judgment.

John R. Lowrev.
Omaha, \eb.
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New Express Engine on the Great
Western Railway, England.

Editors :

Mr. W. Dean, the locomotive superin-

tendent of the Great Western Railway,

England, has lately turned out of the

company's works at Swindon some new
engines for working the fast passenger

traffic on the hilly roads in Devonshire

and Cornwall. This design of locomotive

has attracted much attention over in Eng-
land, as in it are found several distinct de-

partures from what is generally accepted

as English practice.

The general appearance of the engines

can be clearly seen by referring to the

illustration, and the principal dimensions

are as follows:

Total weight of engine, 46 tons.

Total weight of engine and tender, 70

tons.

Length over buflfers, 51 feet 7^ inches.

Mr. Dean has not adopted the raised

firebox shell in this design of engine, as

in the case of his single and four-coupled

engines, illustrated in the April number
of "Locomotive Engineering." The
crown sheet of the firebox of this engine

is carried partly by longitudinal girder

stays and partly by transverse slings. One
of the most conspicuous points about the

engine is the extended smokebox, which

is something quite new in England. The
top of the blast pipe protrudes through

the netting in the smokebox, and the

stack has a short inside extension piece.

These engines also work the train known
on the line as the "Cornishman," which is

one of the company's best trains from
London to Penzance. Engines of this

type are still being built at the Great

Western Railway Works at Swindon.

P. J. Cowan.
London, Ens'.

Those Harlem Extension Front Loco-
motives.

Editors :

The extension front has given rise to

considerable argument, and I am pleased

to see it go on.

Mr. A. D. Brown, whom I am unable

to place, although he may remember me.

GRE.\T WESTERN, (Jl' i:X(_.LA.\D. L.Xl'KEb.S E.M.IXE.

Diameter of cylinders, 18 inches.

Stroke, 26 inches.

Length of barrel of boiler, 11 feet.

Outside diameter of boiler, 4 ft. s in.

Number of tubes in boiler, 249.

Diameter of tubes, 1^ inches.

Heating surface of tubes, 1,285.58 square

feet.

Heating surface of firebox. 115.67 square

feet.

Total heating surface, 1,400.85 square

feet.

Area of grate, ig.i square feet.

Working pressure, 160 pounds per

square inch.

Diameter of driving wheels, 5 feet yYi

inches.

Diameter of trailing wheels, 5 feet yYi

inches.

Diameter of bogie wheels, 3 feet, 71/2

inches.

Weight on bogie frame, 17 tons 10 cwts.

Weight on driving wheels, 15 tons 7

cwts.

Weight on trailing wheels, 13 tons 3

cwts.

thus allowing the blast pipe to be cut

somewhat shorter than usual. The cylin-

ders are given an inclination of i in 10,

and the valves are placed below them.

The bogie frame is similar to those fitted

to the large single and four-coupled types;

the bogie wheels, however, in this class

are of the wooden disk pattern. From the

illustration, it will be clearly seen that

the engine is built witli double frames.

With this arrangement the driving axle

has four journals, one inside and one out-

side each wheel. The trailing axle, how-

ever, is only given two outside bearings;

outside cranks are used for coupling the

two pairs of wheels together, the coupling

rods being of the usual H-section. Some
very good work is always done by these

engines, when they handle the trains

which meet the Hamburgh-American
mail steamers at Plymouth. They work
up as far as Exeter, and often, over a very

hilly section of the line, attain an average

speed of 47 miles per hour with a train

load of 115 tons, their coal consumption

averaging just over 31 pounds per mile.

says, on page 498 of "Locomotive Engin-

eering," that the engines Nos. 29, 34, 39,

40, 41 and 42 came on the New York, New
Haven & Harlem Railroad, 1863 to 1865,

with extension fronts, which statement is

very near correct. The "29" and "34"

came in the fall of 1863, and Nos. 39, 40,

41 and 42 in 1864. These engines all had

extension fronts and Hunter stacks; their

exhaust was level with top row of flues;

they had no "petticoat" or deflection

plate, and the netting was in the stack.

They would fill up with sparks, and we
used to take them out of the front and

stack, both. They did not run this way
long. Their exhaust pipe was cut down
and a "petticoat" put in, and diamond

stacks put on to them, and they ran this

way until they were scrapped, with one

exception.

Along in the '70's, Ed. Humphry pre-

vailed upon Mr. Wm. M. Strong who was

the master mechanic at that time, to cut

off the front of No. 40; but as no great

benefit was derived from this action, the

others were not disturbed.
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I was firing when these engines came
on tlie road, and I remember well some
reminiscences regarding them that I see

no harm in relating. The first trip the

"29" made, Ed., or "Mick" Humphry, as

we used to call him. took her out on the

mail train to Chatham, and Mr. Leach,

who came with her from the Taunton

shops, accompanied him. The ne.\t A. M.,

Wm. Marsh, with Engine No. 11, and

James Barnum, with No. 28, were sent

North from New York, with a double-

head train of empty stock cars—and I was
fireman for Barnum that day.

Well, we got started and went along

all right up to Brewsters Station, and

were obliged to stand on main line and
put the mail train in siding, to pass. Our
conductor went up to the station, and,

when the train arrived, explained to

Humphry and his conductor the situa-

tion. When Huinphry got the signal to

go he seemed to have forgotten us. and

he came right down into No. 11. Marsh
and Barnum endeavored to get back and

give him room to stop, but were unable to

do so, and the No. 29 was derailed, and

her little "Yankee pilot," as we called it,

was smashed.

Well, we all took hold and put the "29"

on the track, and cleared up the debris so

that we could pass, and the "29" went on

to New York with her train.

Only a short time after this occurrence,

I was firing Engine No. 31 for Jim Cul-

vert, on the regular freight. We were

bound North, and while standing at

Brewsters Station, unloading freight, up

came James, or "Cockey" Beard, with the

No. 29 and mail train, and ran into our

rear. Her front end was knocked in, and

the extension arch was somewhat dam-
aged. She was derailed, and the draw
timbers of the caboose punched a hole in

her flue sheet. The hot water and steam

cleanea out the caboose in great shape.

Well, the "29" was taken to the New
York shops and put in order again, and
Humpnry started out with her. But it

was not long before he struck No. 15 on

the frog at the Ice Pond, and knocked off

one of the "29's" cylinders, and tipped her

over on her side.

About this time Nos. 39 and 40 came.

Charley Barton took No. 39 and the day

express. Humphry thought he had had

enough of the "29," so he took the No. 40

and the other day express. John Hollen-

beck was running No. 10 on the night

express, and when the "29" came out he

took her and ran her a long time with no
mishaps.

Tlie first trip the "34" made over the

road, Alonzo Swing, or "Fat Jack." ran

her on the milk train from New York to

MiTlerton and return one Sunday—and I

was his fireman. Albert Patterage then

too'k her on one of the night expresses.

Then the "41" and "42'' came. They
had 5-foot driving wheels and were con-

sidered freight engines. John Dolan took

the "41," and Sam. Mattison the "42,"

and ran them on stock trains for some

time.

The brick arch was used in all these

engines, and they were all fair steamers.

C. J. .McM.\STF.R.

ProviiitHit\ J\. I.

% & %
"Who Can Tell Which Side of a Bal-

ance Valve Is Blowing?"

Editors :

Noticing in tlic June number of "Lo-

comotive Engineering" where Mr. S. D.

Ilutchins raised a question about detect-

ing valve strips blowing, will say that dur-

ing my experience with the balance valve,

I find by placing the valve in a central

position, thereby getting the relief hole

in top of valve directly over exhaust port

of cylinder, it don't matter how slight the

leak may be, it can be detected by the

vibration caused by the rush of steam over

strips through relief port in valve and out

exhaust port. In all cases where an en-

gineer reports "valves blowing" we first

examine to find out which side is blowing,

and have never failed in a single instance

to locate the leak where there was but

one side blowing.

Hoping this will throw some light on

the subject, I remain

T. L. Steven.s,

R. H. Fman, G. C. & S. F. Ry.

'loHple, Tex.

% % %
Editors :

I see a question in your June number,

that Mr. S. D. Ilutchins, president of the

Air-Brake Association, asked, which was

not answered.

I would like to say to Mr. Hutchins

that the engine I am running has two holes

tapped into base of exhausts under saddle

for condensed water. If valve is blowing,

block driving wheels and have fireman

give engine steam, and you can see from

which exhaust steam is escaping. If there

are no holes under saddle, open the front

end and see which exhaust steam is blow-

ing out of. If there is any easier way I

would like to hear from someone else.

S. E. Norman.
SoiwrSci'orth, \. //.

g i i
Editors :

In reply to the question raised by Mr.

S. D. Hutchins. about valve strips leaking,

will say the tremendous friction he speaks

of makes it an easy matter for the engineer

to locate the defective side. Step out on

the running board while ascending a heavy

grade or pulling out of a station, and put

your foot on the valve stem and you will

feel the jar from the one that is moving

the valve with the leaky strip. Be sure

that the lubricator is working freely be-

fore you make this investigation; for in

case the valves are not well lubricated,

you will find the jar in both valve stems.

I adopted the above plan several years

since, and have my first mistake to make
in locating the valve with the leaky strip.

C. T. Aluls.
Xona, Tex.

S i ^
Editors :

Seeing the question "Who Can Tell

Which Side of a Balance Valve Is

Blowing?" in your June edition, and

Mr. Hutchin's remarks thereon, will

say if the engine is put on the quarter

each side alternately, and throttle opened

a trifle, and reverse lever moved, it can

be ascertained which valve is blowing;

or, in other words, which valve has the

friction caused by the strip being down.

For illustration, suppose we put the

crank pin on the quarter on right side:

Open the throttle slightly, then move re-

verse lever back and forth a few times

—

we can tell whether or not there is any

unnecessary friction on the right valve.

Then move the engine, and put the left

crank pin on the quarter and go through

the same operation. By this time we will

have ascertained which valve had the

friction, as only one valve is being moved
at each operation, the other crank being

on the center.

D. Brown,
M. M.

Si III II ton, Pa.

i i i
Editors :

"Who Can Tell Which Side of a Bal-

ance Valve Is Blowing?" With straight

stack and single exhaust nozzle, the fol-

lowing method is practiced here with

much success.

.\pply the driver brake; put a shovel

of coal in the firebox, to make a little

smoke; then shut ofif air pump. When
the throttle is open, the smoke will stand

up straight out of one side of the stack;

the broken spring will be found on the

opposite side. In case of a long valve

rod, the increased friction will cause ex-

cessive vibration of the rod.

If at night, stand on boiler behind the

stack, and hold a lighted torch in front;

or by putting both hands over the stack,

any one can easily tell from which side the

most steam is coming.

In case of a broken balance spring, with

valve in certain positions, would cylinder

take steam in both ends?

W. R. Fowler.
Cliarlottesvi/le. I a.

[We would answer no to the question

asked.—Eds.]

S i i
Editors :

I notice in June "Locomotive Engi-

neering" an article headed—"Who Can
Tell Which Side of a Balance Valve Is

Blowing?" I have tried a way which

never has failed, which I will explain for

the benefit of the readers of your valuable

paper.

When valve strips and springs are in
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proper condition, and cylinder cocks are

open, the latter show steam alternately.

When the spring is broken or weak, move

the engine with a light throttle, so that the

blowing valve can be heard in the stack;

and then, by watching the cylinder cocks,

it will be seen that steam will flow con-

tinually therefrom on the side having tlie

broken strip or weak spring.

Maurice Leahy.
Dubuque. la.

Editors :

I see an inquiry in your paper for some

method of finding out which valve blows

on engines equipped with balanced valves.

When one of the springs is broken, it

allows the steam to get on top of valve

and will cause the valve to handle hard;

then, by placing engine on center and

working reverse lever with throttle open,

it is an easy matter to find which valve is

blowing through by way reverse lever

handles. If, by placing engine on center

on right side, the lever handles hard, it

will show that the left valve blows; then,

by placing the engine on center on left

side, and right valve is not blowing

through balance strips, lever will handle

easy with throttle open.

H. Montgomery,
Foreman C. & N. Ry.

Waseca, Minn.

i i i
F.dttors :

In your June number, on page 471, I

noticed an article headed—"Who Can Tell

Which Side of a Balance Valve is Blow-
ing?" After reading the article, I inferred

that the question meant how to tell which

valve to report strips down on.

If that was the question, I wish to say

that I have always been able to locate the

side that blows by the difference in the

strain on the two valve rods.

To do this, go out on the running board

and put your foot on one rod, and then on
the other, when the engine is working
steam. The rod on the side where the

strips are down will buckle and strain,

while the other side will move with its

usual smooth action.

Geo. R. Price.
Rochester, N. Y.

i i i
Editors :

I notice in your June issue the question

raised by Mr. S. D. Hutchins, president

of the Air-Brake Association, in regard to

valve strips blowing on one side of the

engine. I have located trouble of this

kind in the following manner:

While running at a speed of 10 or 15

miles per hour, work steam with throttle

open just so the reverse lever can be held

by hands with the latch lifted out of the

notches. Hook lever down to cut-ofT at

about 15 inches of stroke. If valves are

tight, the lever can be held quite still. If

valve strips on one side blow, there will

be two perceptible jerks or pulls on lever

in one revolution of driving wheel—the

pull takes place as the valve stops, or

rather starts, at each end of its travel.

By watching the valve rod or rocker arm,

this can often be located. If valves blow

on both sides, there will be four jerks of

lever per revolution, the same as if the

valves were dry. On engines with double

e.xhaust nozzle, open front end, place the

lever on center and open throttle; the

blow will show at nozzle on the side that

is blowing.

S. C. Wheei.er.

Havclock, Xeb.

i i i
Editors :

I noticed in June "Locomotive Engi-

neering," page 471, that Mr. S. D. Hut-

chins had asked the question, at the New
England Railway Club, if anyone could

tell which side the blow came from when

the balance strips were leaking.

I have had some experience with leak-

ing strips, or, more especially, broken

springs, and have always been successful

in locating the right side since I have

adopted this plan: When a spring is

broken or strips leak badly it allows the

pressure to come on top of valve, caus-

ing valve to move harder and reverse

lever to handle harder. I go out on run-

ning board and put my hand on each

valve rod. and ascertain in that way which

one it takes the greatest effort to move,

as there will be more of a jerk at the end

of stroke. I have always been able to tell

ever since I thought of this plan, and have

never been mistaken.

J. C. Haver,
Eng. Ala. Gt. So. Ry.

llirDiinghain, Ala.

'^ % %
Editors :

In answer to Mr. S. D. Hutchins' ques-

tion, put before the New England Rail-

road Club, I should like to state what I

consider an accurate way to tell when
balance strips in Richardson balance

valves are broken or blowing.

In backing out of train shed or round-

house, where you are under cover, use

light throttle and watch crosshead closely,

and the side that has strips blowing will

cause exhaust on that side to be muffled

just the instant the exhaust steam fills the

cavity of valve. By giving careful test

you will find it an easy matter to tell.

T. J. Mendenhall,
Eng. P. R. R.

Jersey City, N. J.

s i i
Traction of Locomotfves.

Editors :

In an article under the heading "Trac-

tion of Locomotives," which appeared in

the June number of "Locomotive Engin-

eering." it was stated that the formula

commonly used for finding tractive power
had been tested at the Purdue plant and

/. //. P. = T. H. P. or

r=-

found to be correct. The formula as

stated was slightly in error, boiler pressure

being used instead of mean eiifective pres-

sure. The formula is derived from the

equation of two well-known expressions,

one representing the indicated power and

the other the tractive power, with the as-

sumption that all the power generated in

the cylinder appears at the drawbar, or

in other words, that the friction of the

engine is zero. The formula, stated

mathematically, is as follows:

aP LAN ^ TCN
33000 33000

where P = means effective pressure (aver-

age of four ends)
;

L = stroke in feet

;

A = area of cylinder in inches =
%7td^;

A'= revolutions per minute
;

C = circumference of drivers in feet

^ ^ D;
T = drawbar stress.

By reduction this becomes :

P Ld'-

D
The items Ij and l> are here given in

feet, but may be taken in either feet or

inches as desired, provided that they are

both in the same units.

It is apparent that by reason of the as-

sumption of no engine friction—a condi-

tion not found in practice— it is impossi--

ble to verify the formula experiinentally..

R. A. Smart,
Purdue University,.

Lafayette, Ind.

Give the Front End More Attention.

Editors :

One of the most interesting as well as

the most important subjects for considera-

tion in the locomotive departinent is the

front end, and when railway companies
are doing all in their power to reduce ex-

penses generally, it behooves us in the

mechanical department to use the best

judgment conducive to that end. We have
read a great deal during the last year or

two on economy of engines, and at times
the discussion has been very interesting,

but in my opinion very one-sided.

I want to draw the attention of locomo-
tive men to the fact that we have been
giving our valves and cylinders, our grate

and heating surface, a great deal of atten-

tion—also regarding steam admission and
distribution; the least clearance and space

possible in pas.sages and cylinders; cylin-

der packing that will fill cylinder with

the least friction, especially when shut

off; the amount of expansion conducive
to economy, etc. This attention has been
well bestowed; but let us give a little

more attention to the smokebox end, and
strive to abstract a few more of the large

percentage of heat units that pass to the

atmosphere. Mutual effort and the inter-

change of observation and experience,

with a little discussion, will be conducive

to that end. I feel sure a page in your
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valuable paper on llic smokebox, and the

economy of fuel from the standpoint of

making engines steam, would give us all

information and be conducive to a greater

economy of fuel than we can ever expect

in the future from the present mechanism

of the locomotive.

When we look at the tremendous waste

there is in fuel from many locomotives,

owing to the mechanism of the front end

not being exactly in position or properly

proportioned, it is appalling, not only in

engines perhaps that are hard steamers,

but in many that are comparatively free

steamers and the less noticeable.

What a furore there would be in the

locomotive engineering world it a mechan-

ism were invented that would economize

from 15 to 20 per cent, of the fuel now

used! Even if its cost was great, the in-

ventor's name would be handed down

from generation to generation as one of

the great benefactors of our race; and yet

now and then we manage to do the same

thing by merely the moving of a part.

But then, with all our experience, it is

mere guesswork—we have no definite

plan, no regular rule; we are working

tinder a cloud—a cloud that by co-opera-

tion can be dispelled.

Now, I am in the dark as much as many;

am doing the best I can, and want to know

what others are doing in this direction:

I
First, then, for a start: Engine No. 258,

19x24, would not steam. She was just

from shops—new Hues, steam pipes tight

and engine in good shape, diameter of

smokebox 62 inches, single nozzle, height

34 inches, adjustable diaphragm plate.

size of nozzle 4;^; netting horizontal, 2

inches below center line of arch. Funnel

entered stack a tight fit, and stood 9 inches

phovc nozzle and 2 inches in stack. Diam-

eter stack in choke 13M; at top 18 inches.

Height top stack from arch 4 feet 7H
inches. Diaphragm plate 4^4 inches from

flue sheet at top, and 11^ inches at bot-

tom. Bottom of diaphragm plate, center

of sixth row of flues from bottom, cuts

fire even. This engine, when exhausting

at 12-inch cut-ofT, would actually draw a

piece of waste down one side of stack un-

less held moderately tight. Our master

mechanic, when telling him of the occur-

rence, said in one instance he found the

stack out of plumb: and as we had tried

the funnel in various positions, and had

boiler-maker square it up and he reported

it "O. K.," we tried the stack for plumb

and found it out y» of an inch. We then

tried a different funnel, but to no purpose:

tried the nozzle and found it out about

3-16. This we squared' up; made a lift

pipe il!<2 at the upper end; flare 9 inches

deep and 24 inches wide. It was set ij4

inches from top of nozzle and 7 inches

from top of smoke arch. The engine now

burns two tons less on her trip of 100

miles and steams good.

Geo. Smart.
Edgoiionl, S. D.

Experience with the Straight Pis-

ton Fit.

Editors :

I noticed in your June number, page

493, .1n article from F. A. Halsey, on

"Fastening Piston Rods," and wanting

u> know if anyone has any objection to

the straight fit in crossheads.

About four and a half years ago there

were two Richmond engines sent to the

Alabama Great Southern, which be-

longed to the Louisville Southern, to be

used in passenger service, which had

straight fits to their pistons. They were

18x24 cylinders, eight-wheeled engines,

and I can truthfully say that not a month

passed that either one or the other did

not break a piston in the keyway or lose

a key out. It went on in this way until

the master mechanic tapered the cross-

heads and put in new pistons, and we had

no more trouble with them. The straight

fit became worn, which allowed the pis-

tons to bend, and by constant bending

and working would break off at weakest

place, which was in keyviay. Then it was

impossible to keep the key tight, as you

could not draw the piston any tighter, as

it bottomed in crosshead; and as I ran

one of these engines, I had frequently to

stop between stations and drive in key,

and had to have a hole drilled in key,

close up to hub, to hold key in. These

engines almost ruined their cylinders by

having them broken in front, caused

by the piston coming out front head, tak-

ing part of cylinder with it; and one of

them had to have one new cylinder. The

trouble all disappeared when the taper

fit was applied.

J. C. Haver,
Eng. A. G. S. R. R.

Biniiiiigliaiii, Ala.

Hub Liners.

A committee of the Master Mechanics'

Association made a very succinct report

on the use of hub liners for locomotive

driving wheels. Hub liners are coming

very largely into use, and where steel driv-

ing boxes or steel wheel centers arc em-

ployed they are an absolute necessity.

The most common form of hub liner in use

is a plain disk secured by patch bolts or

brass plugs. Most of the liners are made

of cast iron, but brass and bronze are used

to some txtent. A few roads use no liners

on hubs of wheels, but line the wearing

faces of driving boxes and truck boxes;

while another group of roads combine

these two practices and use, to some ex-

tent, liners on the hubs of wheels and

liners on the wearing faces of the boxes.

The practice is becoming popular of mak-

ing hub liners to template, so that they

may be uniform and interchangeable for

engines of the same class of whtels having

the same diameter of hub.

A curious fact is mentioned in the report

in connection with locomotives running

(in the London & Northwestern. En-

gines that have been in service for nearly

forty years have never had any liners ap-

plied to their hubs and are still in good

condition. The committee does not

mention the fact, but we are aware that the

engines referred to have wrought-iron

wheel centers and brass driving boxes.

The conclusions of the committee are,

that if a good system of interchange hub

liners is in use it is unnecessary to make

use of box liners; that cast iron is suffi-

ciently good material for hub liners, and

that the use of brass or bronze is unnec-

essary; that the application of hub liners

to all the wheels of new engines, and to

all wheels introduced under old engines,

is good practice; that the use of loose

liners, riding on axle between wheel hub

and box, is not good practice.

^ ^ %
Relative Dead Weight of Bicycles

and Cars.

.\ bicycle can carry a passenger safely

over roads where shocks are severe, with

a dead weight of less than one-eighth the

weight of the passenger. A palace car,

on the other hand, requires ten times the

weight of the load in passengers as dead

weight. A bicycle is made of steel put

in the strongest shapes: a palace car is

principally made of \vood, in a form that

calls for ponderous sizes to provide the

necessary strength. It seems that a study

of the bicycle might be a profitable pas-

time for the designers of railroad rolling

stock. The prevailing tendency of bicy-

cle designers is towards less dead weight;

the trend of car designers is to increase

the proportion of dead weight to paying

load.

The first cost is decidedly in favor of the

car; but it might pay to increase first cost

for the sake of reducing the expense ol

haulage. A bicycle costs about $4 a

pound, although a living profit might be

made if the price were half that sum.

A car is expensive if it costs more than

10 cents a pound.

Joy's valve gear was so popular in Eng-

land for a short lime after it was first in-

troduced that it looked as if it were going

to push the link motion out of use. On
the smooth roadbeds that English rail-

ways have, the irregularities caused to the

travel of the valve by the up-and-down

motion of the axle boxes was not so con-

spicuous as it was on American locomo-

tives equipped with Joy's motion. But ol

late years Joy's gear seems to be falling

into disrepute even in England. Mr. Cle-

ment E. Stretton, writing to the "Railway

Herald," says: "The latest express en-

gines upon the Northwestern, North-

eastern and Midland railways all have

'link motion,' although those companies

had tried the Joy gear. Either with valves

'above,' 'below,' or 'between' the cylin-

ders, the 'link motion' is the best valve

gear in use in this country."
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Field Notes.

Editors :

There is a class of refrigerator cars

in service that were equipped with auto-

matic brakes before tlie quick-action

triples were perfected, as they have the

plain freight triple valve, plate B-25. which
can be set for either automatic, straight

air, or, when cut out, opens a bleed port

in the plug cock in triple. Their general

appearance and manner of operating go
to show that the air brake does not get all

the care that it should have, while some of

the repairs made on them from
time to time show a sorry lack

of intelligence on the part of

the repair-man.

The other day. while holding

an air-brake school, we used a

Jong string of "freezers" for

.what "Skeevers" would call

an "object lesson.'" and took

the class out to unravel the

many puzzles found among
these cars. Of course, some
of them were all right and in

working order. Of those that

were not we will now speak.

The first one had lost the

original handle for turning the

cut-out plug cock in the triple;

another handle had been put

on; this handle was not made

for that place, and was put on

wrong, so that it pointed tow-

ards the ground when the

triple was working automatic.

To see whether this brake

would work, it was necessary

to crawl under the car and

inspect the port marks on the

end of cut-out plug, which

which way the ports are open,

this triple was cut out for any de-

fect, it opened the bleed port to the train

pipe, which would make it necessary to

have this car behind all other air-brake

cars and cock at front end of car closed.

Another triple had the handle also put

on wrong; and while it could be set for

either automatic or straight air, yet the

plug was half-a-turn out of the way, so

that when cut out it would bleed the bot-

tom case of the triple instead of the brake

cylinder. There is no bleeder on the

au.xiliary with this pattern of triple; if

the bleed port in plug cock does not

operate right, and brake stuck on you.

it wnuld be necessary to turn this cock fur

straight air, let all the air out of the train

pipe—which would let air out of brake

cylinder—and then cut it out.

Another triple had lost the original

handle, and one of the handles which be-

long on the train pipe cocks at the end of

the car had been put on. This style of

handles is much larger than the proper

ones, so it caught on the side of the triple;

this particular one had a wire nail in the

rivet hole through handle and plug, which

struck the pipe from exhaust port to pres-

sure retainer, so ports could not be opened

FREIGHT-BRAKE TRIPLE VALVE

IP'o.l'aT'r'Ltol©.
I'l, ATE 1325

~
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FIELD NOTES.

show
When

wide enough to get a good action of the

automatic in setting or releasing the

brake. When turned the other way it

would not go far enough to open the ports

for straight-air operating, which made
the brake on that car only a trap to catch

the man who was unfortunate enough to

try to work it in a train ; the bleed hole was

turned away from cylinder.

While we unravel these puzzles at the

time we tell of their existence, yet the

strongest point is, that it is a fact—and a

disagreeable one, too—that men are al-

lowed to do repair work on air brakes who
do more damage to the equipment, by their

ignorance or careless disregard of instruc-

tions issued for theip guidance, than any

.inionnt of neglect can cause. All air-

brake repairs should be made by intelli-

gent and careful men, or else not made at

all.

C. B. Conger.
Grand Rapids, JMic/i.

i i i
A Queer-Acting Brake.

Editors :

I have noticed several good problems

appear in "Locomotive Engineering" of

late, which cause one to think a few

moments before solving. In addition to

those which were puzzling, I will add this

one, which may be interesting to some of

your readers.

Some time ago a train left a terminal,

made up as follows: 21 air and 24 non-

air cars, respectively. The 21 air cars

had two kind of couplers, the majority ot

them being Janney's, which were next to

the engine; the remaining ones between

the Janney and non-air cars. The train

had journeyed for 100 miles, with every-

thing working apparently nicely, the en-

gineer only drawing oft 12 to 15 pounds of

air in making the stops. The triples were

responding nicely to the light applications

being made.

At a certain point we received an order

to pick up a car which was equipped with

air brakes and the old link and pin coup-

ler, so we placed it in the rear of the cars

equipped with Janney couplers. We
coupled up, released brakes and started

out. After we had passed through the

switch the engineer started to check the

train up so the brakeman could get

aboard, and in so doing, the train went

into quick action and both gage hands

dropped back. At once the engineer

placed the valve on lap and said to the

brakeman: "See where that burst hose is."

The brakeman immediately obeyed, but

returned fruitless; so the air was again

turned in to the train pipe, but the brakes

only released to again apply. All of the

air passed out of the main reservoir, and

the gage hands dropped back to the pin;

then the pump again accumulated its pres-

sure and the brakes released. The saint-

action took place each time a stop was

attempted, and all the air in the main

reservoir was lost before pressure could

be again restored each time.

These cars were all equipped with West-

inghouse air brakes. After cutting the

defective car out, the remaining cars

worked to perfection. I will add, too.
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that the quick-acting valves were in good

condition in all triples, the train pipe being

as free from leaks as ordinary freight

trains are.

P. P. Hai,i,kr,

.\. B. Insp., C. & O. Ry.
Covington, A'r.

i' i i
Automatic Drainage Valve for Main

Reservoirs.
Editors :

I am sending you a sketch of valve for

drawing water from main reservoirs auto-

matically. This, you will find, will open

when pressure gets down to to pounds in

main drum, when engine is put in shop,

and the remaining pressure will drive out

what water has accumulated in it; also

will remain open until pump has again

been started, and overcome resistance of

spring. Thus, a clean drum is had to start

out with.

I submit this to you for your consid-

eration and opinion. The sketch will give

AUTOMATIC DRAINAGE VALVE FOR
MAIN RESERVOIRS.

you an idea of valve: First, part that

screws in drum will be slightly taper to

insure being kept tight; second, the spring

adjusted to about lo pounds compression;

third, piston rod and valve all one; spring

resting on shoulders by valve seat, and

under piston head; two holes in piston

head large enough to let grit and water

through, which will be driven out past

valve seat and piston rod below, which 's

left long enough to raise valve with,

should dirt get on its seat.

George R. Young,
Can. Pac. Ry.

Moose Jan'. S. W. T., Canada.

i i i
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

On Alr-Brake Subjects.

(44) T. J. M., Jersey City. N. J., writes :

I should like to ask why some 8-inch
air pumps condense so much water. I

have noticed some 8-inch pumps where
the steam end would condense so much
water that there was a constant dripping
down the piston rod at all times while
pump was working. A.—The absence or
loose fit in the boiler nipple of the dry

pipe to the pump, and a long slcaiu pipe

from the throttle in cab to the pump, will

cause It. Poor piston rod packing makes
it more noticeable.

(45) R. L. F., Albany, N. Y., writes :

I. Can piston travel be correctly ad-

justed by taking up slack so that the brake
shoes clear the wheels just so nuicli? I

have seen car inspectors and train crews
taking up slack this way. 2. Why is it

that, on the same truck, one brake beam
will hold the shoes away from the wheels,

while the shoes on the opposite beam will

drag? If you try to take up slack so the

distant shoe will become closer, the close

shoe will rub. 3. What is lo be done in

this case? A.— I No; the only proper and
reliable way to take up slack by hand is to

apply the brake and regulate it by the dis-

tance tilt piston travels. Shoes will clear

differently on cars with different total

leverage. Low leverage clears the most. It

is a mistake and makeshift to attempt to

follow out the method used by the parties

mentioned. 2. The brake-beam springs

are of different tension. 3. Adjust the

springs. Never try to remedy this un-

eiiual clearance by taking up slack. It

makes the train hard to pull, and may
crack wheels from heating. Get at the

root ot the trouble—the beam springs.

(46) F. A. M., Jersey City, N. J., writes :

1. Is there any harm in leaving the

steam-chamber cylinder cock partly open
all the time on the 8-inch pump? 2. How
should the handle of the cocks on the

9!,2-inch pump be while running? Would
it be harmful to leave one or both of them
open all the time to carry off condensa-
tion? 3. Why is it that the piston travel

is longer on a car while running than
when standing? A.— i. No. 2. They
should be kcpf closed after condensation

has been worked off in starting up the

pump. The cock on the 8-inch purnp
opens out of the exhaust passage; while

on the 9}-<-incli pump, one cock opens
from the steam supply pipe, and the other

one opens from the steam passage to under
side of main piston; hence, live steam
would be lost. Should the pump, when
running, throw out much water for any
reason, a small drainage cock could be
advantageously used in exhaust pipe to

pump near the smokebox, and left open
all the time. 3. When a car is running,

the jolting will" allow the lost motion in

the running gear to be drawn up to-

gether more closely by the brakes. The
tilting of the trucks has also something to

do with it. See Card No. 3 on page 403
in May issue of "Locomotive Engineer-
ing." Note that the travel was increased

nearly M-incli by engine bumping against

it after the brakes had been applied stand-

ing still. The loop in the line in the upper
right-hand corner shown in Card No. 16

on page 405, shows the effect of the truck

tilting.

(47) E. L.. Amboy, N. J., writes ;

I. What is the hole in the flange of the

new brake valve, where the handle works,
just beyond the service stop for? 2. On
brake valves where the feed valve attach-

ment is used, why is the pump governor
connected to the main-reservoir pressure
instead of the train pipe? 3. Is it proper
to carry 80 pounds train-pipe pressure if

train is composed of heavy cars, such as

Pullman sleepers, instead of 70 pounds,
as is carried with a train of ordinary
coaches? A.— l. On a certain road where
much rough braking was done it was
found that the emergency position of the

brake valve was being promiscuously
used. and. as it seemed impossible to stop
it, the scheme of drilling a hole between
the service and emergency positions and

placing a lead plug therein which would
be broken otT in an emergency application,

was struck upon. For a while one man
was kept busy making plugs, and .much of

the master mechanic's time was spent

listening to explanations of how the plug

became broken; but gradually the clTec-

tiveness of the scheme began to tell, and
rough handling disappeared. The plugs
were then taken out. So successful was
the plug in producing smooth braking
that a hole is now drilled in all valves.

2. When handle is in running i)osition,

the feed-valve attachment automatically

supplies and regulates the pressure in the

train pipe only. In order to keep the

main-reservoir pressure from getting too

high, the pump governor is connecU-d to

that pressure. 3. No; all passenger cars,

regardless of their weight, should be
braked to 90 per cent. The brake force is

always based on a 70-pound train-pipe

pressure and 60-pound (emergency) brake-
cylinder pressure.

i i ^
Expensive Repair Men.

One of the foremost and progressive

master mechanics in the country recently

remarked: "Some time ago w'e used our

shop machinists promiscuously on air-

brake work, and the job changed hands so

often that the equipment got into bad

shape. Recently, however, I gave the

work to a practical machinist, who is

thoroughly acquainted with overhauling

air pumps, triples, brake valves, etc., and

we arc getting our air brakes back into

their former good condition."

Doubtless there are many similar cases

like this one. The air-brake w'ork is

THE "ACME" PIPE CLAMP,

given to the machinist who happens to

finish his work first. Every Tom, Dick

and Marry has a trial at it, and as many
different kinds of work are had. There

is no doubt that this policy is expensive.

No "Jack-of-all-trades" ever made a pro-

nounced success of any particular thing.

i i i
Looking Out for the Pressure Recorder.

"Shall I test the brake?" said I-"ireman

Hlake.

"Yes," replied Engineer Lee. "But

remember the mission of the service posi-

tion, and beware of the 'emergency.'
"
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Items.

It pays to keep a good man regularly

on air-brake work.

Advanced air-brake study seems to be

running to car equipment.

A form of pipe clamp which does not

prevent longitudinal play of the train

pipe fails in its object.

A piston-rod swab and an oil cup will

lengthen the life of any packing, but they

are especially valuable on pumps equip-

ped with metallic rod packing.

Total leverage, shoe clearance, run-

ning and standing travel, will prove inter-

esting and instructive to those who have

heretofore confined their researches to

air-brake equipment on locomotives.

"The Air-Brake Men's Proceedings,"

fresh from the press of "Locomotive En-

gineering," is, without exception, the

most refreshing and instructive air-brake

book ever published. It teems with val

uable information for all classes of stu-

dents. The progressive form of ques-

tions and answers contains information

for all grades, while the advanced student

will find much to study and learn in the

indicator cards in the paper on "Piston

Travel."

A system for recording the repairs on

locomotive air-brake equipment, worthy

of attention by others, has been adopted

by the New York, New Haven & Hart-

ford Railroad at New Haven, Conn. A
book is kept by the repairman, in which

an accurate record is kept of each piece

that is supplied. By referring to his

book, he can tell the age of each piece

and the exact condition of the equipment.

Guatemala is going to have an inter-

national exhibition next year. We under-

or June. We learn that among the goods

for which there is at present a good de-

mand in Guatemala are railway material,

electrical light and power plants, bicycles,

hardware, etc. Some of our business

houses are already selling considerable

material to Guatemala, and it is expected

that the exhibition will be the means of

extending the trade.

Secretary Sinclair Resigns.

In his annual report to the Master

Mechanics' Association, Secretary Sin-

clair said:

"In submitting what will be his last

report to this association, your secretary

mm
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Action of the Exhaust Jet.

There are few if anj' subjects connected

with the operating of railroad machinery

which have received so much study and

attention from practical men and theor-

ists as the draft appliances of locomotives.

It has been found in practice, that very

small changes in the dimensions and set-

ting of the parts that regulate the draft

through the tubes exercise a material dif-

ference on the steam-making qualities of

boilers, and there has naturally been a

desire to devise the very best arrange-

ment for maintaining a good draft with

the largest possible e.\haust nozzles. With
American locomotives there have always

been conflicting elements present in the

efforts to provide the best arrangement

of draft appliances for steam-making, be-

cause the preventing of Spark-throwing

called for the placing of obstructions be-

tween the firebox and the atmosphere.

The history of the development of the

American locomotive has woven into its

inmost recesses a persistent struggle on
the part of inventors to stifle the draft on
one hand to prevent spark-throwing, and
on the other hand to stimulate it by all

kinds of artificial means, so that the fire

gases might be permitted to flow freely

enough through the tubes to generate

the steam required.

A combination of parts which would
admit of the use of a large nozzle, which

relieves undue back pressure in the cylin-

ders, with the employment of devices

which would arrest sparks, was very much
to be desired, and inventors and those

responsible for the economical operating

of locomotives have labored for years

to produce something that would har-

monize the two conflicting elements. A
vast amoiwt of experimenting has been

done to find out what draft appliances

would produce the best results. By the

tentative process of trying various de-

signs and proportions and noting the re-

sults, very successful draft appliances

have been brought into use, and a code

of draft appliance philosophy has grown

up which has been accepted as sound gos-

pel by most of the men interested in the

subject.

The two principal tenets of draft ap-

pliance philosophy have been: First, that

the rarefication or vacuum in the smoke-

box is principally due to the exhaust steam

filling the smokestack, producing an action

similar to the plunger in a pump cylinder.

To make this pumping action reach its

maximum efficiency, it was considered

essential that nozzle and stack should be

so set, designed and proportioned that

the steam would fill the stack at its base.

Second, that part of the rarefication in

the sniokebo.x is due to the induced ac-

tion and friction of the current of exhaust

steam upon the fuel gases and air in the

smokebox. It was reluctantly admitted

that the necessary draft might be caused

by a combination of the pumping and in-

duced current action, but the inclination

of wise engineers was to advise the nursing

and conserving of the pumping principle.

Religious enthusiasts are not the only

people who have occasionally to deplore

the loss of broken idols. The engineer-

ing world have their heart burnings

through idols turning out to be made of

mud. The pumping action in the smoke-

stack has turned out to be a myth when
all the railroad mechanical world was just

about convinced that it was something

worthy of being regarded with unmixed
belief and undoubting devotion.

The iconoclasts who have ruthlessly

torn down and shattered in pieces this

latest of latter-day idols, are Robert

Quayle, of the Chicago & Northwestern;

Professor Goss, of Purdue University, and

J. F. Deems, of the Chicago, Burlington

& Quincy. These persons, not satisfied

with the accepted tenets of the draft ap-

pliance creed, proceeded to prove the faith

for themselves, and the whole fabric

erected on the foundation of so much
thought tumbled in a heap.

For several years, committees of the

Railway Master Mechanics' Association

have been investigating draft appliances,

and they have done valuable work in find-

ing out the best combinations of exhaust

nozzles, smokestacks and other parts for

producing the maximum draft with min-

imum back cylinder pressure. This year

the committee enjoyed peculiarly good
facilities for making scientific experiments

with the exhaust jet. Mr. Quayle. the

chairman, had beside him, in the West
Chicago shops, an apparatus on which he

could run any kind of a locomotive at any

speed required, and he had a full equip-

ment of apparatus for testing purposes.

Professor Goss, another member of the

committee, made very exhaustive tests on

the locomotive at Purdue University. To
ascertain the behavior of the exhaust steam

with different forms and positions of ex-

haust pipes and nozzles, he drilled holes

through the smokestack at different

heights, and inserted movable tubes

which were connected with very sensitive

gages. Experiments with this appara-

tus showed that, instead of expanding in

fan-like shape after leaving the nozzle, the

column of steam shoots upward in a com-

pact mass with so little expansive action

that it does not touch the sides of the stack

until the top is almost reached. It was

found in some instances that the column

of exhaust steam sometimes became of

smaller diaineter after it entered the

smokestack. The fuel gases do not mingle

with the exhaust steam until they

get more than half way up the smoke-
stack. They ascend most of the way,

clinging to the exhaust jet. The action of

the exhaust jet in creating a vacuum is al-

most entirely inductive, of the same char-

acter as that of an injector lifting water.

While Professor Goss was engaged in

this interesting work, Mr. J. F. Deems, of

the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, made
similar experiments with a locomotive in

train service. His discoveries were pre-

cisely the same as those made by Profes-

sor Goss. Commenting in a paper, read

before the Western Railway Club, on

what he had found out, Mr. Deems said:

"From what experiments we made, it

seems certain that with every change of

exhaust opening, every change of dis-

tance between the exhaust tip and stack,

whether by altering exhaust pipe or stack,

or with every change in the diameter of

the stack, comes a change in the form of

the exhaust jet. It seems possible that if

proper relations are once established, one

part should not be altered without some
change in the others in order to obtain

the best 'results."

We predict that the discoveries made
concerning the action of the exhaust jet

will lead to radical changes in the front

end, and that the changes will prevent

much waste of fuel.

i i g
How to Tell on Which Side Balance

Valve Packing: Strips Leak.

Last month, Mr. S. D. Hulchins asked

a question before the New England Rail-

road Club, concerning the difticulty of

telling exactly on which side the packing

strips of the Richardson balance valve

were leaking.

The publication of this question in

"Locomotive Engineering" has called out

a great many answers—many more in fact

than we are publishing in "Letters from

Practical Men," as many of them are

duplicates.

In this connection it seems to us that

the experience of Mr. C. F. Thomas, mas-
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ter mechanic of the Southern Railway at

Alexandria, Va., goes a long way toward

pointing out a sure method of telling on

which side the strips leak, and also pre-

venting heavy losses from constantly leak-

ing strips. Mr. Thomas plugs up the

hole in the back of the valve and makes

a straight opening through from the bal-

ance plate to the outside of the chest, and

puts a i/2-inch pipe in this with elbow on

top of it. If the strips leak on either side,

it will show outside of the chest, and is

such an annoyance that these strips will

be kept perfectly tight—something that is

not regularly done in service. There is

no doubt but that packing strips are al-

lowed to become very leaky before com-
plaint is made of them. Mr. Thomas has

several engines fitted up in this way that

have been in the service for from two to

three years and have given entire satisfac-

tion.

It should be stated in this connection,

however, that when this plan is followed

it is better to reduce the amount of bal-

ance, for the simple reason that the back

of the valve is minus the load of the ex-

haust pressure, which it has with the or-

dinary balance with a hole in the back.

It seems to us that this little tell tale out-

side does away with all patented plans of

finding out which side is leaking, and will

keep the roundhouse repair force up to

their work. Another important advan-

tage is that when the strips or springs

break on the road, a plug in the elbow
gives a plain unbalanced valve, and ought
never to delay a train for more than a

minute.

i i ii

Forming and Enforcing Rules.

The adoption by several railroad com-
panies of the "Brown System of Dis-

cipline Without Suspension" appears to

have excited an unusual degree of interest

in the subject of discipline of railroad

men. The fact is becoming more gener-

ally recognized that the savage methods
of punishment that have prevailed in the

past are not fair when looked at from a

sentimental standpoint, and that they are

not good for the interests of railroad

companies when looked at from a busi-

ness standpoint. It is promising for the

harmony and good-will of the future that

so many railroad officers are talking of

more just methods of dealing with those

who have violated rules. There is no
kind of service that we know of where

strict rules are more necessary than on

railroads to prevent accidents. It is neces-

sary that these rules should be strictly

followed, and when there is a disposition

manifested by individuals to violate rules

of safety it is necessary that they should

be punished in some way.

Colonel Haines, the celebrated past

president of the American Railway Asso-

ciation, was given to quoting what be-

came with him an aphorism in relation to

accidents, which savs: "The lack of un-

questioned obedience to authority, and of

prompt compliance with established rules,

is at the bottom of more railway accidents

than all other causes put together." Very

few people familiar with the causes of

railway accidents will question the opin-

ion of Colonel Haines, but we are inclined

to think that his aphorism does not cover

half the question. It has been a practice

with many railroad companies to establish

a great mass of rules, many of which

could not be strictly adhered to without

causing delays and inconveniences to

train service. In such cases, the practice

of ignoring the rule becomes the rule.

When employes feel at liberty to violate

one rule it is a very easy step towards

violating others, and the sense of obli-

gation to obey rules strictly becomes

vitiated. By degrees, rules become looked

upon as merely a justification for inflict-

ing punishement in cases of accident.

Superintendents and others are perfectly

aware that important rules are daily vio-

lated, and yet they exercise no discipline

until an accident happens, when the un-

fortunate who has been violating some

rule is savagely punished for doing what

has been habit and repute with others for

years.

When accidents happen under circum-

stances of this kind, we hold it is not the

individual, who violated the particular

rule intended to guard against the acci-

dent, who was to blame, but his superior,

who permitted the violation of rules to go

on without check. There ought to be no

rule established which cannot be enforced

without inconvenience to the business of

the road, and when once a rule is estab-

lished it ought to be rigidly adhered to.

Much of the savage punishment inflicted

on account of rules violated would not

be necessary if better management were

displayed in the forming and enforcing

of rules.

i i i
How the American Nation Treats Its

Engineers.

The American Navy is the most snob-

bish and exclusive navy in the world.

The line officers, who are all-powerful and

run the service for the benefit and glory

of their own class, have displayed un-

ceasing animosity to the engineering and

other scientific men, who are now the

backbone of naval service.

It is a disgrace to the nation that Con-

gress permits the injustice notoriously

practiced for the benefit of a branch of

the service which has been waning in im-

portance since the day that a steam engine

was first employed on shipboard. The

position of an engineer in the Navy is

made so disagreeable by the line snobs

that there is great difficulty in maintain-

ing the supply of engineers from the

Naval Academy, and it is proposed to

admit engineers who are graduates of

other colleges, but we do not think there

would be much of a rush to join the

Navy while the existing disgraceful con-

dition of affairs exists. The increase of

mechanical appliances, which have made a

man-of-war a fighting machine, has led

the engineering department to be greater

than the line in the navies of other coun-

tries, but in the American Navy the line

is treated as the most important.

At the close of the War the Navy had

no vessel capable of developing more than

1,000 horse-power, and the "Minnesota,"

with a horse-power represented by those

figures, had nine engineers, while the

cruiser "New York," with her engines of

17.000 horse-power, has only five engi-

neers, and the "Columbia," with 18,500

horse-power, has only four members of

the engineer corps on board, or one less

than the old monitors of the "Lehigh"

and "Nantucket" type carried, with en-

gines developing 340 horse-power. An-

other fact which properly finds a place in

the comparison is that in 1864 there were

268 steamers in commission and 77 sailing

vessels; yet, with 20 per cent, of the ves-

sels without engines, there were only 1.64

line officers to each engineer, while to-

day, without a sailing ship in commission,

and with many ships unable to spread a

shred of canvas, there are 4.13 line officers

to each engineer. In 1864 few ships had

any engines other than the main propel-

ling engines and a couple of donkey

pumps—the monitors, in addition, having

engines for working the turrets and pro-

viding ventilation—but not over a half-

dozen in all. The "Columbia" has no

less than ninety separate engines, having

a total of 172 steam cylinders, and the

other vessels are equipped in proportion.

The condition of the Navy is the same

as what railroad service would be if con-

ductors were given entire charge of en-

ginemen and had the whole direction of

what should be done with engines and

men. Eighty-four line officers are kept

on duty in Washington, many of them be-

ing advisers to the Secretary of the Navy.

An analogous practice would be for a

General Manager of a railroad to keep

a Corps of Conductors in the general

office to advise him on matters relating to

the mechanical and engineering depart-

ments.

^ i i

Put on Safe Steps and Handholds.

It is earnestly to be hoped that master

mechanics and other designers of locomo-

tives will take to heart and put into prac-

tice the recommendations made at last

convention by a Committee on Steps and

Handholds for Locomotives. Many a

man has lost life or limb by the incon-

venient and inferior steps and handholds

provided on locomotives, and it is high

time that substantial and convenient

means of mounting to the deck of a loco-

motive should be provided. The differ-

ence between the cost of putting up good

steps and handholds, and those that are

small, unhandy and dangerous, is so trif-
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ling that no master mechanic woulJ con-

sider it as a drawback. That incon-

venient steps and handholds are left on

locomotives is due, to a great extent, to

indifference. Accidents are not common;

and when there is no personal injury to

stimulate a change, the bad appliances

are left to do duty.

The committee, of which Mr. John

Medway was chairman, recommended a

wide double step secured to the tender

frame, similar to the design of steps on

the Erie locomotive illustrated in the first

page of "Locomotive Engineering" for

June. A long, vertical grab iron, con-

veniently situated at the front corner of

tank, was recommended.

The report concluded with an expres-

sion of the opinion that, to insure compar-

ative safety, the form and location of loco-

motive steps and handholds should be so

nearly uniform that, in mounting or

alighting, one could, even in the dark,

readily locate with his feet and hands all

the steps and handholds of any locomo-

tive.

i i i
Education of Mechanics.

The report submitted to the Master Me-

chanics' Convention on "The Apprentice

Boy" is a slight manifestation of a grow-

ing desire among railroad officers to give

a helping hand in educating the young

men under their charge to fit them for the

higher positions in the service. The com-

mittee merely echoed a widespread senti-

ment in saying that it is desirable for rail-

road companies to treat the boys in their

service in a manner to develop prin-

ciples of fidelity and loyalty. It is true,

as the report says, that where this policy

is wisely and consistently followed, the

loyalty of the employes to their employ-

ers becomes second only to their loyalty

to State and Church.

Social economists and labor agitators

have had a great deal to say of late years

about the decay of the apprentice system,

but we think that the system is not nearly

so moribund as has been represented. At

least there is nothing in the report under

consideration which would lead us to be-

lieve that the apprentice system is not as

healthy and vigorous as it ever was. The
committee did not find it necessary to

urge members to do more to encourage

the employment of apprentices; their

whole effort seemed to be directed to giv-

ing the numerous apprentices in railroad

shops the opportunity to educate them-

selves in the principles of their business.

To further this desirable end, the com-
mittee had been in correspondence with

several educational institutions, and they

received the assurance that more than

one educational institution was ready to

undertake the supervision of evening

schools for mechanics if the necessary

support was forthcoming. The authori-

ties of Purdue University displayed great

willingness to undertake this work. It is

to be hoped that those in charge of rail-

road shops within a night's ride of Purdue

University will give aid in the organizing

of night schools for apprentices, and have

them supervised by the University named.

The committee failed to mention a great

educational system which is already in

full, active and successful operation, which

offers the apprentice, and even grown

workmen, the benefit of a good scientific

education. This is the correspondence

school, of which the International Cor-

respondence School, of Scranton, Pa.,

and the Scientific Machinist School, of

Cleveland, O., are best known. These

institutions are, by means of admirably

conducted correspondence. educating

hundreds of young men in the science of

the business they are engaged in. It is

wonderful the extent to which these

schools lead students into the higher

ranges of science, mathematics and ap-

plied mechanics. While we have no in-

clination to underrate the value of tech-

nical colleges conducted on the lecture

plan, we believe that the hope of the am-
bitious mechanic who has commenced
work before receiving a scientific educa-

tion lies in connecting himself with a cor-

respondence school.

Qrowtli of tlie intercliangeable System.

The agitation, kept up principally by

college professors and other theorists, in

favor of our adopting the metric system

of weights and measures, ebbs and flows

continually, but never is still. Persistence

nearly always brings success, and this

movement is likely to win in the end; but

its triumph will involve more sacrifices

than most people are aware of.

Dr. Coleman Sellers, who is one of the

best authorities on the good and bad
features of the metric system, read a paper

at the Railway Master Mechanics' Con-
vention twenty-three years ago, in which

he said:

"Eli Whitney, whose name has always

been associated with the invention of the

cotton gin, founded, in 1798, an establish-

ment for the manufacture of small arms
on the principle known as the interchange-

able system, carried out by the use of

hardened jigs or forms of the same shape

as the parts to be produced, thereby mak-
ing all parts of gims alike and interchange-

able one with another. He introduced

the use of milling, by means of revolving

cutters, those intricate shapes needed in

gun work. When he proposed to Thomas
Jefferson, then Secretary of State in Wash-
ington's Cabinet, to make an arm modeled

after the approved French Charville flint

lock, in which all parts of all guns should

be interchangeable, he was ridiculed by
both French and English ordnance offi-

cers. The Government aided Mr. Whit-

ney, and in 1800 the present Springfield

Armory was established, and Mr. Whit-

ney's inventions and system put in force

there. It was not until 1855 that the Eng-

lish War Department was forced to adopt

the same system, importing a large

amount of machinery from America for

that purpose.

"This was not the only branch of the

mechanic arts that was benefited by this

interchangeable system. America, con-

tending with high-priced labor, has been

forced to exercise ingenuity, and make
labor-saving machines produce cheaper

work. This could only be done by carry-

ing the interchangeable system into other

processes of manufacture; and .Vmerican

clocks, watches, sewing machines, and all

the countless small articles of hardware,

are made by machinery, each piece like

the others. Recognizing the absolute

need of this interchangeable quality in

everything manufactured, but few trades

exist in this country that do not avail

themselves of its advantages. Gradually

separate and distinct manufacturing estab-

lishments have come to use the same

standards and to make their production

interchange one part with another. Wit-

ness the various devices making up what

is known as Mine shafting,' as also all the

screws and fittings for steam, gas and

water pipes, and now the so complete

recognition of the .Vmerican system of

screw threads for bolts and nuts. The
primary object of this association may
almost be said to be to introduce uni-

formity in all parts of the great railroad

system of the United States. There is no

country in the world where the value ot

uniformity in the devices used in com-
mon by all mechanics, is so fully recog-

nized as in this land of ours. What has

been done in this direction, and what is

being done now, is founded on the inch

as the unit of measurement in the machine
shops."

i i i
A rather striking object lesson was

given by Mr. G. W. Rhodes at the Mas-
ter Car-Builders' Convention, about how
damaged air-brake hose may be made to

perform good work instead of going to

the scrap heap. Mr. Rhodes rides a

bicycle, and his familiarity wMth the re-

pairing of wheel tires suggested the re-

pairing of damaged air hose in the same
way. He had with him a bundle of hose

which had been repaired in different ways.

Some had holes plugged, others were
spliced, and all were good for many miles'

service at an expense that ranged from 7

cents to 25 cents. The ordinary plan is

to throw away a hose that gets punctured,

and jiut on another one which costs 70
cents at the very least.

i i i
A new pamphlet on Mannocitin has just

been issued by Otto Goetze, 114 Broad
street. New York. Besides descriptions

of the article handled by Mr. Goetze, ex-

tracts from letters of leading firms are

given, which all express their entire satis-

faction with the compound as a rust-pre-

ventive.
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PERSONAL.
Mr. D. P. Kellogg has been appointed

roundhouse foreman of the Duluth & Iron

Range, at Two Harbors, Minn.

Mr. Sidney Emerson has been ap-

pointed chief engineer of the Wabash,

with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo.

Mr. Isaac Brereton has been appointed

land commissioner of the Florida Central

& Peninsular, with headquarters at Jack-

sonville, Fla.

Mr. J. W. Coneys has been appointed

trainmaster of the Richmond division of

the Pennsylvania lines. He was formerly

general yardmaster.

Mr. George M. Burns, for some time

fuel agent of the Wabash, has been ap-

pointed secretary to General Manager
Ramsey of that road.

Mr. A. McLean has been appointed

superintendent of motive power and equip-

ment of the Georgia Northern, with head-

quarters at Pidcock, Ga.

Mr. J. D. Brennan has been appointed

trainmaster of the Chicago division of the

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, with

headquarters at Chicago.

Mr. A. G. Wright has been appointed

division master mechanic of the Chicago,

St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha Railroad,

with headquarters at Altoona, Wis.

Mr. C. Sullivan has been appointed act-

ing superintendent of the Oregon Central

& Eastern, in place of Mr. Charles Clark,

superintendent. Office, Corvallis, Ore.

Mr. W. Cotter has been appointed divi-

sion superintendent of the Grand Trunk,
with headquarters at Brockville. Ont. He
was formerly trainmaster on the Wabash.

Mr. R. S. Logan has been appointed

secretary to General Manager Hays of the

Grand Trunk Railway. Mr. Logan was
secretary for Mr. Hays while he was on
the Wabash.

Mr. N. D. Miller, formerly chief en-

gineer of the Great Northern, has been

appointed general superintendent in

charge of the construction of the Yank-
ton, Norfolk & Southwestern.

Mr. H. F. Garrett, formerly general

foreman of the Richmond & Danville

shops at Atlanta, Ga., has been appointed

foreman of the machine shops of the

Southern Railway at Birmingham, Ala.

Our friend Shandy McGuire, the rail-

road poet, has a rival in the track depart-

ment. Owen McSweeney, of Indianapolis,

is noted both as an excellent track foreman

and for his happy faculty of recording in

rhyme his experiences.

Mr. R. H. Aishton has been promoted

from assistant to be superintendent of the

Northern Iowa division of the Chicago

& Northwestern, with headquarters at

Eagle Grove, la. Mr. W. H. Graves has

been appointed assistant superintendent.

Mr. W. E. Amann, for a number of

years division master mechanic of the

Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha
Railroad at Altoona, Wis., has resigned

his position to accept that of mechanical

expert for the Galena Oil Co., on the

Southern Pacific system.

Mr. O. O. Winter has been appointed

general manager of the Brainerd & Nor-

thern Minnesota Railway, with headquar-

ters at Brainerd. He has been with the

Great Northern for the last four years,

and was formerly general superintendent

of the Fort Worth & Denver City.

The latest talk among enthusiasts is

that the New York Central Railroad is

preparing to abolish its locomotives for

all kinds of service, and introduce elec-

trical or compressed-air equipment, the

power to be obtained from water in the

streams along the route followed by the

railroad.

Mr. Austin Corbin, president of the

Long Island Railroad, was fatally in-

jured by a runaway team last month.

Mr. Corbin had been a very successful

railroad manager, and his control of the

Long Island Railroad conferred great

benefits on the property along the road

traversed.

The Rutland Railroad having been sev-

ered from the Central Vermont, and Mr.

P. W. Clement elected president, he has

issued a circular intimating the appoint-

ment of Mr. Jesse Burdett as general

superintendent, and Mr. George W.
Kenny as superintendent of motive

power; headquarters of both at Rutland,

Vt.

Mr. J. H. Barrett, formerly general

superintendent of the Cleveland, Akron

& Columbus, has been appointed super-

intendent of the Fifth division of the

Southern Railway, with headquarters at

Atlanta, Ga., in place of Mr. W. R. Beau-

prie, who has been appointed superin-

tendent of the Eighth division, just

created.

Mr. M. J. Comar, Vicksburg, Miss.,

writes us, saying that he wishes us to make

a notice of the death of his wife, Susie M.

Comar. She had friends and acquain-

tances in the railroad service all over the

world, and her husband believes that "Lo-

comotive Engineering" can spread the

news of her death better than any other

medium.

A large circle of railroad men have

lost a friend through the death of Gen.

John Burritt Gray, who died at Ashe-

ville, N. C, last month. General Gray

was vice-president of the American Brake

Co. for many years, and represented the

company's interest in New York. He
was a very genial gentleman, and made
many friends among those who visited

him on business.

The American Boiler Manufacturers'

Association, in session in Cleveland last

week, adjourned Thursday morning. The

following were elected officers for the com-

ing year: H. S. Robinson, Boston, Presi-

dent; James Lappan, of Pittsburgh, First

Vice-President; H. J. Hartley, of Phila-

delphia, Second Vice-President; H. W.
Fletcher, Third Vice-President; Richard

Hammond, of Buffalo, Treasurer; Col.

E. D. Meier, of St. Louis, Secretary.

Mr. W. G. Pearce, assistant general

manager of the Northern Pacific, has rid-

den many thousands of miles in all kinds

of trains and all kinds of railroad vehicles,

and never received a scratch of injury.

He has lately taken to riding on a more
dangerous vehicle than anything found

on railroads, and while coasting down
hill on a bicycle, received a fall which

broke his collar-bone and left arm, and

left him otherwise in a sadly mutilated

condition.

Mr. F. L. Sheppard, general superin-

tendent of the Pennsylvania Railroad at

Altoona, Pa., has been in very precarious

health for several months, and has re-

ceived indefinite leave of absence until he

recovers. His malady was finally diag-

nosed to be abscess of the liver, and a

very painful operation was performed in

a hospital in Philadelphia, whereby the

abscess was removed. Mr. Sheppard is

now doing well, and the doctors believe

that he will soon be restored to good

health.

At the last convention of the Master Me-

chanics' Association, R. H. Soule, Nor-

folk & Western, was elected president;

Pulaski Leeds, Louisville & Nashville,

first vice-president; Robert Quayle, Chi-

cago & Northwestern, second vice-presi-

dent; and O. Stewart, Bangor & Aroos-

took, treasurer. Alter the convention ad-

journed, the Executive Committee met

and unanimously elected Angus Sinclair

secretary. Mr. Sinclair refused to accept

the position, and Mr. John W. Cloud, of

Chicago, was elected.

Mr. Arthur B. Underbill, for many
years superintendent of motive power of

the Boston & Albany, died at Springfield,

Mass., last month. He began his railway

career in i860 as foreman of repair shops

of the Boston & Worcester. He was

subsequently, until 1864, master mechanic

of the Atlantic & Great Western, and

from 1864 to 1880 was master mechanic

of the Boston & Worcester. He was ap-

pointed superintendent of motive power

of the Boston & Albany, September i,

1880, which position he resigned in De-

cember, 1893, on account of ill-health.

The new official roster of the Master

Car Builders' Association for 1897 reads as

follows: President, S. A. Crone, master

car-builder. New York Central; First

Vice-President, E. D. Bronner, assistant

superintendent motive power, Michigan
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Central; Second Vice-President. C. A.

Scliroyer. master car-builder, Chicago &
Northwestern Railway; Third Vice-Presi-

dent, J. T. Chamberlain, master car-

builder, Boston & Maine Railway; Treas-

urer. G. W. Demarcst. master car-builder,

Xorthcrn Central Railway; Secretary, J.

W. Cloud. Chicago.

Mr. H. A. Worcester, of the Lansing

division of the Lake Shore & Michigan

Southern, has been appointed superin-

tendent of the Detroit division, with

headquarters in Detroit.. Mr. Worcester

is the son of Mr. E. D. Worcester, secre-

tary and treasurer of the Vanderbilt

roads, and vice-president of the Lake

Shore & Michigan Southern, .\hliough

having this favorable backing to push

him forward, Mr. Worcester was content

to begin at the foot of the ladder and

work his way laboriously upwards. He
has been a very successful superintendent,

and is highly popular with the men under

his charge.

Mr. F. D. Casanave, general superinten-

dent of motive power of the Pennsylvania

lines at Altoona, had several surgical

operations performed, one of which left

an open wound that withstood all elYorts

of the surgeons to make it heal up. They
cut it open several times, expecting to

produce conditions which would make it

heal, but without success. One day Mr.

Casanave was visiting the car shops at

Altoona, and he there saw a salve, the

recipe for which one of the workmen
brought from England years ago. That
salve had been used very successfully

among workmen who received wounds or

bruises while at work. Mr. Casanave

thought he would try the salve on his

wound, and took a portion of it home.

It acted so well that the wound healed up
in a few weeks. That salve is now greatly

in demand.

We wish to direct the attention of our

readers to an article on another page, on

"A Simple Method of Testing Railroad

Signal Lamps," by Mr. T. A. Lawes, sup-

erintendent of motive power of the

Chicago & East Illinois Railroad. There
art a great many signal lamps in use that

give very defective light, due to various

defects of the lenses. Mr. Lawes has de-

voted great attention to the subject, and
has devised several methods of testing

lamps, which are very simple and inexpen-

sive. It is a well-known fact that lenses

rejected by railroad companies that sys-

tematically test their light-throwing prop-

erties, are sent to other companies that

do not pay any attention to what kind of

lenses they receive. As the safety of train-

operating depends very materially on hav-

ing good lamps, it seems to us that this

subject ought to receive greater attention

than it appears to get. We consider that

Mr. Lawes has done good service to rail-

road,'; generally in showing so graphically

a satisfactory method of testing lamps.

EOtlPMENT NOTES.

The LiiH)rgia K;iilroad an- about to

order 32$ cars.

The Florida East Coast line are getting

350 freight cars built.

The Southern Railway have ordered six

engines from Brooks.

Rogers are building three engines for

the Keokuk & Western.

The Cincinnati. Hamilton & Dayton
have ordered three passenger cars.

The Venice Transportation Company
are getting 100 cars built at Madison.

The Grand Rapids & Indiana have

placed an order for six consolidations.

Barney & Smith are building two pas-

senger cars for the Detroit & Mackinac.

The Illinois Central have given an order

to the United States Car Co. for 300 cars.

The Chinese Government are advertis-

ing for four passenger and four freight

locomotives.

Schenectady people are building two
engines for the Fitchburg, and four for

the Texas Midland.

The Southern Railway have placed an

order with Richmond for four locomo-
tives, and with Brooks for six engines.

The Richmond Locomotive Works
have received an order from the C, C, C.

& St. L. to convert sixty simple engines

into compounds.

The Baltimore & Ohio have ordered

thirty consolidation locomotives, with

cylinders 22 x 28, from the Pittsburgh

Locomotive Works.

The Pittsburgh Locomotive Works
have received an order from the Balti-

more & Ohio for 20 consolidation loco-

motives, with cylinders 20 x 28 inches.

The Lehigh Valley people have placed

an order with Baldwins for twenty-five

locomotives. Five of them are passenger

engines and the remainder heavy freight.

The Baldwin people are building one
engine for the Carnegie Steel Works, one

for Mr. E. F. Melhoramentos, twenty-five

for the Lehigh Valley, and two more for

the Philadelphia & Reading.

The Georgia & Alabama Railroad are

in the market for cars and locomotives.

The business on the road is better than

it has ever been, and the company are

urgently in need of more rolling stock.

A circular recently issued by Vice-

President Voorhees, of the Philadelphia

& Reading, intimates that the general

road foreman of engines will have charge

of the distribution of locomotives, under
direction of the assistant superintendent

of motive power.

i ^ ^
There has been for years some uncer-

tainty about how thin flanges of engine-

wheel trucks should safely be run. The
subject was brought up a year ago to the

Master Mechanics' Association at the re-

(luest of the Railroad Commissioner of

the State of Michigan, and a committee

was appointed to investigate the subject.

The report which was prepared by this

committee recommended that tires should

not be run with flanges thinner than one

inch.

i i s
There was a vigorous fight in the Mas-

ter Mechanics' Convention, on the pro-

posal to change the constitution so that

the secretary should be chosen by the

Executive Committee, instead of being

elected by the members direct. There was

some rather strong "spread eagle" talk

in favor of the old plan, but the good sense

of the convention finally decided that the

Executive Committee should have the

privilege of selecting the secretary, who
really is their clerk. This puts the Master

Mechanics' Association in line with nearly

all other societies, in the way of choosing

their officers.

i S i
Master Mechanics' Convention.

The address of President R. C. Blackall

was full of suggestions looking to the best

points of advanced practice for master

mechanics—hints that w'ere of the greatest

value in assisting the younger members
of the association to reach the high

standard aimed at by the best minds of a

representative body of men. The live

issues and important questions of motive

pow-cr management were ably handled

and brought before the convention in the

earnest and convincing style for which

the president is noted.

There was an earnest discussion of the

metric system, in which many of the diffi-

culties of its application to railway prac-

tice were ably presented; the sentiment

of the meeting, however, seemed to be

about equally divided, until a resolution

was presented by Mr. Higgins of the

Lehigh Valley Railway, asking the aid of

Congress against the proposed new sys-

tem. The resolution was endorsed unani-

mously.

The report on exhaust pipes and steam

passages was one of the best presented,

and was favorably received by the mem-
bers. Owing to its voluminous and ex-

haustive character, and lack of time to

properly discuss it, the committee was

continued for one year, and a motion

made and carried that experiments should

be made under its provisions by the sup-

erintendents of motive power to deter-

mine the value of its recommendations

under road conditions.

The motion that the Secretary be no
longer an elective ofiice, but appointive

by the Executive Committee, raised the

temperature of the hall several degrees,

and brought out the forensic abilities of

the old oratorical standby's for the ad-

miration of the wall flowers. A standing

vote was necessary to settle the matter,

when the motion went through almost

unanimously.
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Rod Packing.

At a recent meeting of the New Eng-

land Railroad Club, Mr. T. B. Purves, Jr.,

superintendent of rolling stock of the

Boston & Albany, opened a discussion on

"Packing for Piston Rods and Valve

Stems," as follows:

"Numerous and varied are the different

forms of metallic rod packing now in use.

but from the information I have at hand

there seem to be but two styles that are

used to any great extent at the present

time, i. e., the 'United States' and the

'Jerome.' By referring to the subject.

you will understand that it is not within

our province to say which of these two

forms gives the best results—by this we
mean which can be maintained at the

smaller cost; also, which will cause the

least trouble to keep tight. I am not in

a position to give any information re-

garding the cost or durability of any form

of packing except the 'United States,' as

every locomotive on the Boston & Al-

bany is equipped with this packing. We
adopted it in 1881, and equipped every

engine as soon thereafter as possible,

and it has given the best of satisfaction.

Metallic packing, like all other parts of

the locomotive, must receive attention in

order to get the proper results; and if

the dififerent parts are carefully examined,

and put in good condition when engines

are in shop for general repairs, little

difficulty will be experienced in maintain-

ing it at a comparatively small cost until

the engine is again taken to the shop.

"We have found it more of a problem

to maintain valve-rod packing than pis-

ton-rod packing. This may be attributed

to several causes: The valve rod receives

a motion from the rocker arm that causes

the ball joints to wear more rapidly in the

former than the latter; the changing of

the path of wear, caused by the variation

of the travel of valve, and one of the

greatest annoyances is caused by the valve

rod getting sufificiently low to allow it to

come in contact with the cast-iron pack-

ing case, thereby wearing the rod directly

in the path of the packing rings. Provi-

sion is made to overcome this difficulty

by inserting a bushing in the stuffing box
or back end of packing case. This

method will answer the purpose for a

while; but the weight of rod and yoke
being constant, renewals of these bushings

are frequently necessary. Another im-

portant objection to sustaining the

weight in this manner is that the rod also

wears very rapidly at this point, and the

life of the rod will be determined by this

wear rather than by the wear of the pack-

ing. In our experience we found it pref-

erable to put all the weight of yoke and
rod on the valve. To do this we place a

wrought-iron band around the body of

the valve, the bottom of this band bearing

on the wings of the valve, and being of

sufficient height or thickness that, when

the yoke rests upon it. it will maintain the

center line of rod above the center line of

steam chest. This same difficulty will

sometimes occur with the piston-rod pack-

ing where solid piston heads are used,

and the bottom of head and bottom of cyl-

inder become sufficiently worn to allow

the piston rod to drop below the center

line of stuffing box, thereby throwing all

the weight of these parts directly on the

packing rings. I understand that the

Old Colony Railroad is using a device

to obviate this difficulty with valve-rod

packing. The diameter of the rod at

yoke, and extending about six inches to-

ward the end of rod, is one-fourth inch

larger than original diameter, with a

thread cut on to receive a composition

sleeve. This sleeve wears on the stuffing-

box bushing, and is easily renewed when

necessary.

"We have also found it an advantage

to cut the packing rings in two parts,

which admits renewals without discon-

necting the valve rod at union nut or

knuckle joint, or removing the piston rod

from crosshead. By avoiding the latter

we eliminate in a measure the danger of

fracturing the rod at this point, and which

frequent driving of the crosshead key in-

vites. Another factor—and a very im-

portant one too—in obtaining good re-

sults from metallic packing is to make it

from just the proper kind of material.

The best is none too good for this pur-

pose. The following formula we have

found very satisfactory: Copper, one part;

antimony, two parts; Malacca tin, six

parts; to each one and one-quarter pounds

of this mixture add two pounds of tin.

The quality of this babbitt metal depends

upon the quality of tin used. Good bread

cannot be made from an inferior brand

of flour; neither can good babbitt metal

be made by using an inferior brand of tin.

If too hard, it will cause no end of trouble

by frequent breakages; if too soft, it will

wear rapidly, both on the rod and in the

cone, and the smaller or inside ring will

soon be forced through the packing cup.

Lubrication also plays an important part

in the efficiency of the packing rings, and

we find some engineers do not give it

the attention they should. Oil cups de-

signed for this purpose should be kept in

working order, and never allowed to run

without covers; otherwise they will soon

become inoperative by reason of sparks

and dirt that accumulate in them.

"The cost of maintaining metallic pack-

ing varies with the service of the locomo-

tive. We find that in heavy freight ser-

vice the cost is fully one hundred per

cent, more than in switching service.

The comparison is as follows, viz.:

Cost per 1.000 miles, switching engines, 15 cents.
" " passenger " 21 "

" freight " 36 "

which gives an average cost per 1,000

miles of 25 cents.

"This includes the material and labor

required to manufacture the rings; also

the time of the man who makes the ap-

plication."

Mr. Henry Bartlett, superintendent of

motive power of the Boston & Maine,

said: "From what few figures I have on

the matter, it seems to me there is a sav-

ing of about five dollars per engine per

year on metallic valve-stem packing, and

about ten dollars per year on metallic

piston-rod packing. Those are general

figures—about fifteen dollars per year an

engine over hemp packing. Metallic

packing has been known with us to run

as high as twenty-seven months without

any repairs. On an average, it only runs

twelve months; but often from fifteen to

eighteen months with good care. Hemp
packing, as a rule, takes repairs every two

weeks, perhaps, or something of that sort.

We manufacture our own metallic pack-

ing. The company bought the right to

do this some years ago. As to the cost

of equipping an engine with metallic

packing above hemp packing, I am not

able to say just what that is. I presume

it costs something in the neighborhood

of five dollars more to equip an engine

with metallic packing than with hemp

packing."

President Butler said: "I would say

that we use 'United States' metallic pack-

ing on about half of our engines. It is

undoubtedly the cheapest packing used,

because the various kinds of fibrous pack-

ing are not very good packing; they do

not last well."

i i i
Diversity of Rolling-Stock Details.

For nearly thirty years the various me-

chanical and engineering societies in this

country have been advocating the use of

interchangeable parts in all kinds of ma-

chines likely to be reproduced without

much change of general dimensions.

Railroad mechanical men were quick to

perceive the advantages that would result

from the use of interchangeable parts in

railroad rolling stock, and the railroad

mechanical associations became enthusi-

astic advocates of the reform. The first

important detail taken up was the move-

ment to induce railroad companies to

adopt the Sellers screw threads. The

carrying out of this reform was a great

triumph for railroad men, since their in-

fluence had great weight in making the

Sellers screw threads the standard

adopted by the whole country.

That important reform was no sooner

consummated than others were under-

taken, and investigations and discussions

took place that led to the adopting of

standard parts for cars and locomotives.

These reforms have constituted the most

important work done by the Master Car-

Builders' and Master Mechanics' Associa-

tions. Much good work has been done in

this line, but many radical reforms might

still be carried out with advantage to rail-

road companies. Some railroad compan-

ies which have been ready to adopt stand-
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ards recommended by the mechanical as-

sociations, have been remarkably slow to

standardize the details that make up the

greater part of locomotives and cars yet

are not made standard by the associations.

The extent to which confusion in these

details exists on one great railroad system

has been strongly emphasized lately by

a paper read at the Northwestern Rail-

road Club, on '"Uniformity in Storehouse

Stock." by Mr. S. F. Forbes, general

storekeeper of the Great Northern Rail-

way.

A general storekeeper is likely to be

particularly well informed about the di-

versity of parts that make the carrying of

extra stock necessary, with the entailed

labor and trouble of classification where

the difference is trifling. Mr. Forbes is

evidently a master of detail, and has pre-

pared a paper which deserves to be care-

fully studied by all men interested in sim-

plifying the repairs of railroad rolling

stock. He makes the statement that the

largest general stock of material required

to be kept on hand is that for locomo-

tive repairs. There are certain parts

about locomotives which are common to

all. These parts should be of the same

design and material, so that they would

fit any engine. The assertion is made
that, so far from this being the case, the

same parts of different classes of locomo-

tives are as varied on most roads as the

variation in the classes.

There is certainly still too much want
of uniformity in parts that ought to be

made interchangeable; but we think that

the state of affairs described by the paper

does not correctly apply to "most roads."

Complaint is made that the parts of dif-

ferent headlights are not interchangeable

with others:

"The injector throttle on some engines

has a connection threaded lo threads to

one inch, others 12 threads, and others

again 14 threads, requiring that one ot

each of these be kept in stock where the

engines are located. They also are dif-

ferent in their shape and design. Injec-

tor checks also vary in the boiler fit.

Whistles have a variety of ways of being

connected. Cylinder cocks are made to

fit into their places in the cylinder, which

may be threaded 6, 8 or 10 threads to one

inch. Pilot castings and tender-draft

castings on different classes of engines

are often of different design, or are cored

so that the bolt holes on one engine do

not coincide with bolt holes on another.

"The rocker grates of one class of loco-

motives seldom work in the grate bar of

another of almost similar design, some-

times only an excess of half an inch in

length preventing a fit.

"Cylinder heads and castings are neces-

sary for each individual class of engine,

and usually different in each, even though
the cylinders may be of equal diameter;

and sometimes even engines of the same
class and maKe have more studs in the

cylinders of one engine than in those of

another. Set screws are a varied product.

Eccentric straps of the same throw are

generally as different in pattern as the

classes of engines. Firebox doors differ

on different engines, as also do the door

liners."

The condition of affairs described in

the foregoing paragraphs makes repairs

expensive, and requires the maintaining

a stock of parts beyond all reason. Our
experience and observation inclines us,

however, to the belief that there are now
very few first-class roads which fail to

make nearly all the parts mentioned of

one pattern each. There are unquestion-

ably a great many roads that order loco-

motives and cars from different builders

without specifying standard parts. The

consequence is that they have as many
different kinds of details as they have dif-

ferent makes of locomotives and cars. A
second order to the same builder fre-

quently brings forth a set of parts of dif-

ferent pattern from those used on the pre-

ceding order.

The combined efforts of the mechanical

associations may succeed in restraining

the tendency of rolling-stock builders to

diversity of patterns. But the real remedy

lies with the heads of mechanical depart-

ments. Every locomotive and car ought

to belong to a standard, and the detailed

parts ought to be the same for all the

standards, so far as circumstances will

permit. When the determination to have

rolling stock put in this shape becomes

general, a great deal of useless expense

and inconvenience will be prevented.

g i i
Discipline with Common Punishment.

A paper was contributed to the West-

ern Railroad Club by Mr. H. D.

Judson, on Railroad Ethics, which brings

to our mind the torturings of the blind

giant who pulled down the temple upon

his tormentors. The paper is a plan for

more humane and merciful methods of

disciplining railroad employes. The
author has evidently little acquaintance

with the Brown system of "discipline

without suspension." We wish respect-

fully to direct his attention—and we would

include all others who believe that pun-

ishment is frequently inflicted savagely

and injudiciously—to the admirable sys-

tem devised by Mr. Brown, of the Fall

Brook Railroad, and introduced upon

several railroad systems.

The following are a few of the remarks

made by Mr. Judson:

"Some of the foremost schools and col-

leges of the counto' have adopted what is

known as a self-government system of

discipline; a system which appeals to the

intelligence and sense of honor of the

pupil. Our transportation lines, in whose

employ are hundreds of thousands of

'children of a larger growth,' still cling

to a system which savors too much of the

master and man idea, and has nothing to

recommend it but its age.

"We have made more progress in our

methods of dealing with things than with

men. We have improved our tracks till

we have a roadbed and rail section capable

of sustaining the heaviest and fastest traf-

fic; we equip our lines with the latest im-

proved and most powerful locomotives;

we furnish the public with the most lux-

urious of coaclies for their personal use

and with cars adapted to all classes and

kinds of freight; we transport passengers

and freight at a cost below that of any

other country and at a speed of which the

earlier builders of railroads never

dreamed. But what are we doing for the

improvement of the employe, on whom
the integrity of our service depends?

"We spend considerable sums for lab-

oratories in which to test the materials

which are to be used in construction and

repairs; we know the history of every bit

of wood, the wearing qualities of our

paints and oils, the tensile strength of each

piece of iron or steel; we keep careful

watch of the working of every new device,

noting its performance with the utmost

anxiety. But what do we know of the

men we employ? How do we satisfy our-

selves of their fitness for the work, and,

once in the service and charged with re-

sponsibility, what do we know of their

habits and their tendencies? Employes

are too often selected in a haphazard way

by the head of a department who has need

of their services at once, with no reference

to a higher purpose than present needs.

"More thought should be given to the

capacity of the man to fulfill higher duties

when called. However good a fireman

you may think a man will make, if you are

satisfied he has not the capacity to become

a competent engineer, don't employ him.

A man may be strong and nimble enough

to do duty as a brakeman; but if he has

not the making of a good conductor in

him, don't engage him.

"Being once in your employ, see that

opportunity is given him to fit himself

for advancement. What is our practice?

Do we keep in touch with our men? Do
we counsel and advise? Do we aid and

encourage? Do we acknowledge and ap-

prove everything meritorious, or do we
simply discipline them for their short-

comings, and leave them to be taken care

of by other and different influences? And
speaking of discipline—how is it admin-

istered? Do we inquire carefully into

each offense? Do we consider the record

of the offender, giving him credit for the

good service he has performed? Do we
intelligently weigh the effect of the dis-

cipline on the service and on the individ-

ual, or is the discipline prescribed by a

subordinate who is sometimes arbitrary

and tyrannical, and who, rejoicing in his

power, uses it to wound and humiliate?

"Do we not, all of us, know of good and

true men who have been well nigh ruined

by unnecessarily harsh treatment at the

hands of some bumptious official? Do we
not know of others who were going
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wrong in a way that would lead to their

dismissal and perhaps their ruin, who have

been reclaimed and set aright by the kind-

ly considerate interest shown them by a

superior?

"What is the object of discipline?

Clearly to improve the service. The only

way to improve the service is to improve

the men. Are they being made better by

the system which obtains? Obviously,

we have a higher grade of men than we
had twenty years ago; but is the improve-

ment not rather in spite of our discipline

than by reason of it? The man who early

learns that harshness is less powerful than

kindness, in commanding the services of

another, w-ill have best success with his

men. Chastisement is too often regarded

as proper discipline. Too many men in

charge of others seem of the opinion that

the only way a man can be taught is to

be made to suffer. 'Touch his pocket-

book,' says one, 'and he will :iot repeat

the offense.' Rather, it seems to me,

should discipline be educative. And if

this is true, is not our system wrong? Not
that our discipline is too strict or too lax

^t is both—but the system, it seems to

me. is defective.

"A man, or a boy, enters the shops of a

great railroad, and becomes at once a part

of a great machine. Nobody notes his

coming or his going. Nobody notes that

his work is good; that he is sober and in-

dustrious, though quiet and retiring.

Some day he ventures to suggest to his

foreman an idea which he thinks is good.

He is told to attend to his work and not

concern himself with something beyond
his province. Naturally diffident, he is

easily crowded into a corner, where he

remains. He becomes indifferent and

mechanical, takes no thought to surround-

ing conditions, but plods on because he

must, working for the whistle and the pay-

car.

"He might have been encouraged to

make suggestions and have become a more
valuable man; but his foreman, from ig-

norance, jealousy it may be, or a desire

to show his authority, or possibly, simply

from a lack of knowledge of human na-

ture, holds him down. Of course there

are 'some men, like some trees, who agree

with any soil, who grow and thrive in

spite of blight or neglect and under all

treatments;' but unless he have unusual

pluck and courage, and the skin of a

pachyderm, he will lose heart and receive

a serious set-back.

"He grows old in the service. He be-

comes unable to perform as much as he

once did. He is discharged to make
room for a younger man. What with

buying a home and raising a family, he has
been able to save but little. He is now
old, without work and without means.
What an inducement for good men to en-

gage in railroad work.

"Perhaps he goes into train or engine
service, and in course of time comes to

take charge of a locomotive or a train.

He runs for years without trouble or ex-

pense to the company, when one day he is

involved in an accident which costs con-

siderable money. He is called before the

superintendent or master mechanic, or

both. The master mechanic is very busy

and an.xious to get back to his shops.

The superintendent's liver is working
badly. They are both irascible, and the

man is summarily disposed of by being

sentenced to thirty days-—not hard labor;

better in many cases if it were—but thirty

days' enforced idleness. For, with all

our progression, we have not progressed

beyond the old-fashioned way of punish-

ing for accidents. Thirty days in which

to go and come at will, degraded before

his family and his fellows. Thirty days

for the street, perhaps the saloon and the

gaming-table. The thirty days has cost

him one hundred dollars, more or less,

though profiting the company nothing;

and he returns to work with a feeling that

he has been unjustly treated, and nursing

his wrath against the day when trouble

comes to the hated corporation. Noth-
ing can be worse for company or for men
than unrestrained power in the hands of

a passionate or narrow-minded man. One
subordinate with a quick temper and a

sharp tongue, who thinks more of show-
ing his authority than of keeping good
men satisfied, can sow more discord in a

minute than the most diplomatic manager
can eradicate in a year.

"I venture nothing in saying that half

the strikes which railroads have suffered

might have been averted by more con-
siderate and intelligent treatment of em-
ployes by those in immediate control

over them. I go farther and say that, in

my opinion, if heads of departments were
more broad-minded and level-headed,

used more moderation, appealed more to

reason and less to force, the older and
more conservative labor organizations

would exhibit a more tolerant spirit, and
the younger and more pernicious ones
would die of atrophy."

Many Kinds of Engineers.

Mr. Walter Katte, chief engineer of the

New York Central, contributed to "New-
York Railroad Men," a paper on the

"Organization of the Chief Engineer's

Department," in which he said:

" 'Engine' is derived from the Latin

word inyciiium, defined first as innate

natural quality or ability to do something,

and from which our common words
'genius' and 'ingenious' are derived; and
second, as an artful device or skillfully

devised contrivance, plan or method. An
engine means a very great deal more than

simply a mechanical device or machine;
it also means a mental device or contriv-

ance, or, as stated, a 'plan' or 'method,'

as well as a mechanical machine like the

locomotive engine you arc all so familiar

with; and, used in the verb sense, 'to en-

gineer' means to promulgate and conduct

a project, scheme or movement, and that

is just what it is the business of the civil

engineer to do, namely, to skillfully or

ingeniously devise methods and plans for

applying the materials and forces ol

Nature to the uses, convenience and com-
fort of mankind in the civil relations.

'Civil' is derived from the Latin 'civilis'

or relating to a citizen, or pertaining to

the state of organized society as repre-

sented by civil government for purposes

of peace, as differentiated from military,

naval, or ecclesiastical government.

Thus, captains, majors, colonels, generals,

commanders and admirals; and deacons,

priests, bishops, cardinals and popes, are,

after all, simply 'engineers' of various

grades in their several vocations—mili-

tary, naval and ecclesiastical—the same as

we are in the 'civil' vocation.

"You now see how closely allied are

the two grand divisions of the work of

making the railroad into which it is nec-

essarily divided, namely, the civil and me-
chanical engineering, which are really the

right and left legs supporting the whole

body of the railroad; neither one of much
use without the other.

"The chief officers in these departments

in the organization of our company are

entitled the 'Chief Engineer,' and the

'Superintendent of Motive Power and
Rolling Stock,' and are necessarily 'civiP

and 'mechanical' engineers in their re-

spective departments, although it is by no
means uncommon, and the history of rail-

road development contains many brill-

iant examples of both functions being

most skillfully performed by the same
man. This is very common in the Eng-
lish system of railway organization, where

the general manager is often a technical

expert in both civil and mechanical en-

gineering. The two Stephensons and the

well-known Mr. Webb, of the London &
Northwestern Railway, are notable ex-

amples of this in the last and present gen-

erations. The harmony and interdepen-

dence of these two grand divisions of en-

gineering science were so thoroughly

recognized by Robert Stephenson that he

took occasion to record his views in the

following words:
" 'Having been brought up originally

as a mechanical engineer, and seen per-

haps as much as anyone of the other

branches of the profession, I feel justified

in insisting that the civil engineering de-

partment is best founded upon the me-
chanical knowledge obtained in the work-
shop; and the further my experience has

advanced, the more have I been con-

vinced that it is necessary to educate an

engineer in the workshop—that is, the

education emphatically which is calcu-

lated to render the engineer most intel-

ligent, most useful and the fullest of re-

sources in times of difficulty.'
"

Stephenson's experience agrees with

that of nearly all eminent engineers, and
the impression is now general that shop

experience is the most valuable.
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Happenings at the Master Car-Build-

ers' Convention,

At Saratoga, June 17, tS, 19, 1 896.

The address of Mr. H. S. Ilaynes,

President of tlie American Railway

Association, before the members of the

Master Car- Builders' Association, was a

masterly talk, replete with bright things,

while dealing with the serious aspects of

everyday needs in the maintenance of the

immense rolling equipment of our rail-

roads. Particular reference was made to

the heavy cars that have made their ap-

pearance as the result of a demand for an

increased hauling capacity, and great

stress laid on the .necessity of reducing

their weight to a paying basis. While

giving his attention to cars, the motive

power department was not forgotten.

Recommendations for the improvement

of power were freely made, that showed

a familiarity with rolling-stock technics,

which betokened a more than thorough

study of the subject. It was one of the

most interesting addresses ever listened

to by the association.

Mr. Adams' reminiscences of the birth of

the Master Car-Builders' Association

were full of interest to the members. Mr.

John Mulligan, a gentlemen who was

present at the organization and first meet-

ing of the association, was presented to

the assembly by Mr. Adams, and made a

neat little speech that took his hearers

back over thirty years, and covered the

time from that date to the present, with

some car-builders' lore that the listeners

recognized the value of.

President J. S. Lentz, in his opening

address, made some wise suggestions for

the preservation of the Master Car-Build-

ers' Association, interesting alike to the

members and all who were within reach

of his voice. It was a valuable effort,

and one calculated to awaken a renewed

interest in car-building and maintenance.

The question of uncoupling of cars,

among the topical subjects for discussion

at the noon hour, was of such interest

tliat the ten-minute limit was extended

three times in order to give the members
full swing at it. It was plainly apparent

that manufacturers should make an effort

to build their couplers so as to remedy

some very serious defects, or the link and

pin were likely to become the preferable

device.

The report 01 liie tjoniniiticc on Metal

Underframing tor Freight Cars was read

by the chairman. R. P. C. Sanderson, who
prefaced the reading by a few re-

marks in happy reference to one of "Jim

Skeevers' " object lessons, as furnished by

a pile-up of wooden cars. The compara-

tive strength of wood and iron was well

exemplified in the case of a collision,

where the iron tender frame of one of the

engines was a perfect buffer, coming out

of the wreck with no damage except a

slight bending down at the rear end, while

the wooden tender-frame was pulverized,

and allowed the engine's fire to reach the

train behind it, destroying nine cars. The
report was an admirable one, covering the

situation clearly. Mr. J. R. Joughins

followed with some information on metal

in car construction, which was of the

most mteresting character, reciting his

experience in constructing a flat car of

steel, together with the observed favor-

able points as were developed by about

four years of service of the same car.

This experience of one of the pioneers in

the move towards a metal car gave an

additional interest to the subject, and

threw a strong light on the advantages of

metal in car-framing.

Mr. Stirling, the President of the Uni-

versal Construction Co., of Chicago, also

made some remarks on the needs of the

manufacturer in keeping stock on hand

to meet the requirements of railroads in

furnishing material for steel cars, or, as

he put it, the "indestructible cars." With

these remarks, the discussion of what is

one of the most important issues before

the car man, was closed. A Committee

of Five was then appointed by the Execu-

tive Committee, to furnish individual de-

signs for a steel car, to be presented at

the ensuing meeting.

This report is of special interest to us.

for the reason that there is such a close

similarity, in its recommendations, to our

own propositions as outlined in these

columns, particularly that section of it

referring to a reduced ratio of dead weight

to paying load,

(^n the tracks not far from the conven-

tion hall are several steel cars on exhibi-

tion. One of these is a hopper bottom

car of 100,000 pounds' capacity, weighing

35.950 pounds, made by the Carnegie Steel

Company, and loaded with 97,000 pounds
of ore, just to show how it looks in ser-

vice. This car is a product of the bridge

engineers, put together to see what the

outcome would be if they turned their

attention to car-building. No claim is

made that the car is perfect as an engi-

neering feat; in fact, they want it under-

stood that they are fully alive to the fact

that the car can be materially reduced in

dead weight, and they also would like to

remind the mechanical world that they

know what a steel car should be, and are

certain that they can build satisfactorily

to any lines—so say the exhibitors, who
are all practical men.

There are also two steel flats built by the

same company as above; one of these is

loaded to its capacity of 80,000 pounds,

with steel rails. We noted that the side

hearings were down solid on this car.

The Pennock Brothers have in this ex-

hibition two 8o,oco-pound steel cars, one

a flat like that we illustrated and described

a short time since, and one hopper bottom

for ore or coal. The flat car, as seen in

its working clothes, is sure to impress the

observer as the product of a practical man
that knows his business. It is a beautiful

^^^r
'
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NOW IS

THE TIME
to consider the subject

of Steam Heat for the

coming Winter.

If you want the very

best devices on the
market, send your or-

ders or requests for in-

formation and prices

to the

«$»»$» f$ir$»»^(^r$?f$»r$i(^

*/»
Gold

|€arl)catln9€o.|

Order the GOLD STRAIGHT

PORT STEAM COIPLING and you
will get by far the best Steam
Coupler on the market.

Gold Car Beating Co.

6 Bridge Stores, cor. Frankfort and Cliff Sts.,

NEW YORK.

668 Tfie Rookery, Chicago, Ills.

example of original thouglil worked out

in steel.

One other flat car, the Harvey, an old

veteran that has braved the hard knocks

of four years' service, stands there, not as

a prize beauty, but a sure money-winner

for the transportation department. It

was claimed that not one dollar has ever

been spent on the body for maintenance.

There is a record of what the steel car will

do, in this battered old flat. This car and

also the Pennock cars were exhibited by

the Universal Construction Company, of

Chicago.

During the tail-bolt discussion, it was
moved and carried that it be the sense of

the meeting that in future construction the

tail-bolt be discarded.

When the subject of standardizing the

parts in car construction was up for dis-

cussion, the size of arch bars was merely

mentioned, and that in the most perfunc-

tory manner, by one member. A singular

apathy was apparent, and the discussion

was closed without any action whatever.

The subject was up as a noon-hour topic,

a time when a gnawing at the vitals pre-

cludes all chance of fair treatment for any

subject. It would not be a bad idea to go

into convention with a full stomach some-

time and make this subject the first order

of business.

In the matter of modification of hand-

holds and grab-iron location, it was voted

to submit the question to letter ballot as

recommended practice. The proposed

changes are rather late in the day. it seems

to us. since most roads have already fitted

out most of their equipment.

The Committee on Uncoupling Ar-

rangemeYits has been continued for one

year, in order to get one uniform standard

of uncoupling parts on the drawbars. One
of the fathers of the association, sitting

near, asked the scribe why it was not pos-

sible to force the coupler builders to make
uniform uncoupling arrangements, just

as they are made to give a standard

contour on the knuckle. There is more
in this suggestion than appears on the

surface.

The report on Stenciling of Cars was
voted to be submitted to letter ballot as

presented, on account of its general excel-

lence. There are few committees that re-

ceive this compliment.

Report of the Committee on Loading
Long Timbers was voted to be submitted

to letter ballot as recommended practice,

and the secretary to have copies of same
printed and kept for sale.

The discussion of the "Proposed Modi-
fication of Rules of Inspection" proved

to be a hot topic for the members. It was
liroposed to read the revised rules by sec-

tions and discuss any objectionable pas-

sages or portions of same, when the sug-

gestion caused a jangle that would make

a Babel a scene of graveyard quietude in

comparison. These modifications, it will

be remembered, were recommended by a

committee composed of twenty-one bright

minds—the flower of the association—and

if adopted as printed would no doubt have

been as fair a compilation of rules for all

concerned as any that could be framed;

but, like all great measures of the kind,

they were supposed to be defective in cer-

tain sections, and this caused a locking ot

horns between the pro's and anti's. A
motion was made to accept the unread

sections without further discussion, but it

was not seconded, and the Kilkenny ex-

hibition went on. After more wrangling,

the rules were accepted as printed, with a

few minor changes.

Great convenience has resulted to rail-

road companies from the rule established

by the Master Car-Builders' Association

several years ago, making it legal to repair

cars with any Master Car-Builders' type

of car coupler. The Master Car-Builders'

Association is now working to make it

legal to introduce other standard parts in

making repairs. This is a good line to fol-

low up.

The C. B. & Q. have inherited a legacy

from the 1,500 New York air brakes which

they put on their freight cars five or six

years ago. Mr. Rhodes, superintendent

of motive power, talking at last Master

Car-Builders' Convention, said that other

roads seemed to think they liked New
York triple valves, for cars that had the

Westinghouse triple often came home
with New York triples substituted. The
convention voted that making repairs

with a strange triple was not proper prac-

tice.

A rather forcible illustration of how a

short test may fail to reveal the short-

comings of an invention was given at the

Master Car-Builders' Convention by Mr.

S. Higgins, of the Lehigh Valley Rail-

road. The Lehigh Valley uses shell brass

bearings very largely, the body of the

bearing being filled with soft metal. Be-

fore the practice was introduced, tests

were made to find out how the bearings

behaved under a few cars. They did very

well, and the bearing was adopted. More
experience showed that the bearing was
good unless something unusual happened

to cause heating, such as sand or a

dam.aged journal. When that happened
tlie shell bearing went to pieces.

In a paper on "Retarders in Fire Tubes
of Steam Boilers," contributed by Mr.

Jay M. Whitham to the American So-

ciety of Engineers, tests were described

which indicated that there is practically

no change in the economical working of

the boiler when run at from 50 per cent,

below to 70 per cent, above its rating.

There w'as no material difference in the

evaporative efficiency of the boiler be-

tween the ranges of 6.7 and 27.7 square

feet of grate area.
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Fire-Kindling.

Tlie conservative habits of the (udinary

railroad otVicial are very well illustrated

in connection with the small progress made

by devices for kindling fires of locomo-

tives by oil or methods superior to the

use of wood. The efficiency, economy

and decrease of fire risks resulting from

the use of oil for kindling locomotive

fires have been demonstrated beyond

question. The subject of improved fire

kindlers has been reported on and dis-

cussed twice at Master Mechanics' Con-

ventions, and it has also been investigated

by committees of various railroad clubs.

All the experiments and investigations

have gone to show that fires can be kin-

dled with oil at about half the expense of

wood, and yet wc find that very few rail-

road companies have adopted improved

fire-kindling methods. Most of them

continue to patronize the dangerous wood
pile, and replenish it from worn-out car

timbers and decayed track ties.

It has been proven that the labor of

collecting and cutting up old car timbers

and ties, to make them suitable for fire-

wood, is greater than the cost incurred in

using oil. This is a case where a greater

evil than first cost is involved. Car timbers

and ties are not suitable material to con-

vert into fire-kindling wood, because they

are never free from spikes and bolts which

frequently get stuck in the grates so that

they cannot be shaken. Burnt grates and

delays from having to stop and clean the

fire are common penalties paid for using

car timber and ties as kindling wood.

When the lower cost of oil is considered,

its convenience and cleanliness compared
to wood, it appears strange that so little

progress has been made towards the

adoption of the better methods.

The subject of fire-kindling was recently

presented to the Southwestern Railway

Club by Mr. R. P. C. Sanderson, of the

Norfolk & Western. He said that they

had been quite successful in using cheap

black oil for fire-kindling. By exciting

rivalry among diflferent shops they had

got the cost of fire-kindling reduced to

one and one-fifth cents per engine. Then
some one had done better than that and

kindled the fires with greasy waste which
had been used in wiping. Engines with fire-

boxes ten feet long are successfully fired

up in this way. The author of the paper

acknowledged that cutting up car timbers

and ties to make firewood was more costly

than using oil. The Norfolk & Western
have adopted the practice of selling old

timbers or burning them up in heaps in-

stead of converting them into firewood.

^ $ $
We learn from the Gould Coupler Co.

that there is a misapprehension as to the

scope of the opinion of the Circuit Court
of Appeals, in the suit of that company
against the Trojan Car Coupler Co. The
decision merely dissolved the preliminary

injunction. The Gould Coupler Co. are

now proceeding to take testimony, and

will proceed with the case as though

no preliminary injunction had been

granted.

i i ^
The Baldwin Locomotive Works have

issued a new illustrated catalogue, show-

ing the various forms of Vauclain com-
pound locomotives built by the firm, and

the various parts of the same. It is a very

handsome catalogue and contains a great

many half-tone illustrations. The pamph-
let will be sent to applicants who are in-

terested in the purchase of locomotives.

i i i
The New York Belting & Packing

Company, Limited, has removed from No.

15 Park row to No. 25 Park place and

No. 22 Murray street, New York City.

The new store is located only two blocks

away from the old building, extending

entirely through from Park place to Mur-
ray street. The entrance is on Park
place, the Murray street side being re-

served entirely for shipping purposes.

i i i
The Union Pacific is gradually getting

rid of leaky steam pipes, and they expect

to see an end to that source of annoyance

when all the engines are equipped with

malleable iron steam pipes. Those who
arc laboring to reduce the dead weight of

locomotives would find the use of malle-

able iron steam and exhaust pipes worthy

of attention.

i i ^
There is talk in Cleveland, O., that Mr.

Rockefeller, of the Standard Oil Com-
pany, is going to build an immense steel

plant in that city, which will be the largest

in the world. There are more steel plants

already in use than what are needed, and

we doubt that the great oil magnate is

going to spend a fortune in overdoing

the business.

Some time ago the Fitchburg Railroad

brought out an air-brake instruction car.

This car is marked "A. B. C," which was
interpreted to mean ".Mr Brake Car."

Shortly after this the road department got

out a big pile-driver, and someone pro-

posed marking it "P. D. Q.," which he

said meant "Piles Driven Quickly."

i i i
The Q. & C. Co. are pushing the Hoyt

flush car door, which, they say, has sev-

eral new features which are worthy of

careful investigation. It is claimed to be

the cheapest in first cost of any flush door

used, has the least number of parts, is

easy to apply, and the expense of mainte-

nance little if anything.

^ i i
We are informed by the Chicago Pneu-

matic Tool Co. that they have just re-

ceived a cable order from London for ten

more of their B-size hammers.

JUST READY.
Thirteenth Edition, Revised. Svo, cloth.

2.S Woodcuts, 2u Copperplate Engrav-
ings, together with a Travel Scale.

$2.00.

The Practical Application of the
Slide Valve and Link Motion ...

to Stationary, Portable, Locomotive and
Marine Engines w-ith New and Snnple
Methods tor Proportioning the Parts.
By Wii.i.i.\M S. ArciiiNCLoss, C. E.,
Mem. A. S. C. E.

CONTENTS: l»arl I. The Slide Valve-Elemen-
tary I'rinciplus and Cieneral Proportions. Part II.

Ucficral Proportions Modified by Crank and Pis-
ton Connections. Part III, Adjustable Eccentrics.
Part IV. Link Motions. Part V. Independent
Cut-off, Clearance, etc. Appendix. Formulx
Relating to Crank and Piston Motions.* Copies sent by mail, prepaid, on receipt of
price.
48-paRe catalogue of mechanical books sent
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D. VAN NOSTRAND CO., Publishers,
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CTANDARD RAILWAY
0/\ I L. \.^\/» Manufacturers of

Safety Gates for Street Crossings
of Railroads. Gates at several
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and at any distance.
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Shop Foremen
Can sare time and trouble
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for Lathe Work. Fit any-
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Send Tor a little book of

pointers to
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Cbc Automatic

$iiiglc=Cube_

Boiler Titjector

^HIS is the only single tube "Auto-

matic, or Re-starting" Injector

that will start with 25 lbs. of steam

and work up to 200 without trouble.

It is a plain, heavy business

machine— no small priming jets,

pipes or valves.

Only 24 pieces — less than half

the usual number of parts.

Detachable Conical Tube — the

one that wears most — a new one

can be put in in five mmutes.

Simpler, lighter and the cheapest

guaranteed Injector on the market.

Cut down your road failures and

repair bills by using a solid instru-

ment with no jimcracks to it.

Less parts means less repairs,

less first cost and less trouble. jfeJ

Stops and starts with one move- W*

mentof lever, re-starts if broken— W*

you know that mstrument is feed-

ing if lever is back.

Guaranteed ! we win place this

instrument on any boiler for trial

and if not entirely satisfactory will

remove same free of all expense.

Let us show you what we can do.

^
MANUFACTURED BY

Cbe Hutomatic Tnlccfor

Company,

No. 82 West Third Street,

-^ QNCINNATI, O.

Alexander's Balanced Valve.

Mr. S. A. Alexander's balanced slide

valve, here illustrated, is thus described by

the inventor:

"When pressure enters the chest, it

acts on the piston; a slot in the piston re-

ceives a loose roller, on which the levers

rest and press; the other ends of the levers

rest on hangers, which are also fulcrunis.

Each end of the pressure plate is provided

with suitable lever pins, through which

pressure on top of the plate is sustained

by the piston. The angular end of the

levers, pressing against the roller, provides

for the automatic adjustment of the levers

in case of unequal wear on their bearings;

it also, in conjunction with the piston,

takes care of all variations of pressure on

the plate that constantly occur by the

changes of the position of the valve. The
piston, with its levers, is arranged to re-

lieve the valve of nearly all pressure, set

screws being applied on top of the plate

with sufficient force to prevent leakage be-

tween the valve and its seat and the plate.

It will be noticed that a recess in the plate

receives the lower end of the piston; thus

Tools Needed in Small Railroad Re-
pair Shops.

BY JOHN D. CAMPBELL.

When I last saw you 1 promised to give

you my views of what tools would be re-

quired in a shop of a road with twenty

engines. I intended to have done so at

once. When I have not been fully occu-

pied attending to business the mountain

malaria has kept me attending to it, and
now that I have commenced to try and

fulfill my promise I hardly know how to

do so.

There are conditions that may influ-

ence the number and kind of tools that

would be required—one is the amount of

the power to be maintained; again, the

amount of work it may have to do and
the resulting effect upon it. With these

factors known, the amount of work re-

quired to be done in a given time must be

considered, just the same as in a manu-
facturing concern that has a certain

amount of work to do in a given time,

and make a calculation of the number of

tools required, of each kind and capacity;

each is a support to the other. The valve

has no end flanges; thus a much larger

exhaust cavity is obtained. The -whole

design is easily fitted; no springs or pack-

ing strips are needed or used. The piston

packing is the same as that usually in

common use in the cylinders."

Mr. Alexander further informs us that

balanced valves of that kind have been in

use on a large consolidation engine, and

are giving good service.

i S i
We do not know of any embarrassing

situation which ought to excite the sym-
pathy of benignant persons more than to

see a corpulent man squeezing himself

into the deepest recesses of a Wagner
berth, looking for his collar button. It

is not creditable to the average trainman

to be compelled to relate that sympathy
is not much in evidence on occasions of

that kind. What is there to laugh about?

thought the scribe, as he wildly raked

under cushions and mattresses on a recent

journey. The historical flea is nothing

to a missing collar button.

and the same rule applies to locomotive

repairs.

Let us consider how often an engine

will be in the shops for general repairs,

and the percentage of the power that must
be in, and also what work will have to be

done; then upon this basis, the amount
and kind of tools required. Assuming
a road with twenty engines, and that each

engine will have to go into the shop for

general repairs once in eighteen months;

that it is an average road engine, of aver-

age age, and requiring the average general

repairs: Under these conditions each

engine would have 22.5 days shop time in

each eighteen months; this time would be

more than required for a lathe to do alt

the bolt and small turning work, and a

lathe of lo-inch swing and 6-foot bed

would answer the ptlrpose. Taking up

the other turning work to be done, we find

it to be cylinder packing, rocker arms,

crank pins, pistons, etc., and this work
must be done in the same number of days;

but the parts mentioned do not have to be

renewed—in fact, many of them are not
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touched—and considering what will have

to be done, we will find that it can be done

in one lathe, say with 30-inch swing and

14-foot bed. The two lathes mentioned

would be all that would be required for

repairs on engines, or work to be done

for other machinery on the road; and

while it may not be strictly employed, it

is well to have a third lathe and one that

will do the work of and relieve either of

the two mentioned if required to do so.

Again, we will assume that the road has

its proportion of cars, and the shop must

do the axle work: There will not be

enough work for an axle lathe, so we

must make provision to do it: and for this

and the other reason mentioned, we will

add a third lathe, one having 22-inch

swing and 12-foot bed.

The next most common work in loco-

motive repairs is that done on a planer.

This flat-faced work must be done in a

planer, shaper or slotter. There will not

be enough to keep each constantly em-

ployed, yet the economy of each and its

adaptability to different classes of work

is such that each is required, and it re-

mains to see what will best answer the

purpose. First, I would say that a planer

36 inches by 15 feet, a shaper of 18-inch

stroke, and a slotter of 18-inch stroke,

would fill all requirements.

A question that is sometimes perplex-

ing is—Is a vertical boring mill a necessity

in a shop of the size under consideration?

It is not: but it is a tool that should be

placed in it. With one a little larger than

those mentioned it is not ocquired. With-

out it is again supposed that car-wheel

work has to be done, there will not be

enough work for a wheel borer, and the

vertical mill can be used for the purpose;

and it is surprising what a good wheel

borer it will make, and will also relieve

the lathes when crowded.

What its dimensions should be is a

question to be decided by the work it may

be required to do, or what may possibly

be required of it in the future. It will be

a good rule to have the machine larger

than the immediate requirements call for.

It seems hardly necessary to say that a

wheal lathe and wheel press are essential,

or what size is needed; but as we are mak-

ing the list, let us add them and say the

wheel lathe should have a quartering at-

tachment, and .#iat neither should be

stinted in size—bearing in mind not the

present limit of work they will have to do,

but what they may have to do in the fu-

ture, and that an 80-inch lathe and press

would do anything below that size, and

also that a 60-inch cannot go above 60

inches.

A tool that is as necessary to a shop as

the shafting is the bolt cutter, and the best

is none too good. It occupies a humble

but important place in the work and its

economy. It should be a double-head

machine and capable of cutting the largest

bolts that may be required for any pur-

pose on the road. The qi»cstion of the

drill press is one that may not seem im-

portant, yet a good drill press is a most

useful tool in a shop. It is the most nec-

essary one, and about the first tool that

will be found in a shop doing general

work. A country blacksmith shop may
not have another machine, but it will have

a drill press of some kind. A modern tool

can be made to do much work besides its

regulation duty as a drill, when in a shop

like the one under consideration. One
would be sufficient, but it would be well

to have two—a large one with a 40-inch

table, and a smaller one with an 18-inch

table. The small work can be done more

quickly in the small machine; and as

much of the drill-press work is always in

a hurry, this small drill would obviate

moving any work that may be set up in

the larger machine.

Passing from the machine to the boiler

and blacksmith shop, we will find that

the two are combined in most small

shops. We will first consider what tools

are required in the blacksmith shop. The

first and most important is the steam

hammer. There seems to be an impres-

sion in many minds that because a shop

is small the hammer should be also, and

no greater mistake can be made. A small

shop on a road that has but one must be

prepared to take and do any kind of re-

pairs, from welding a frame to a spring

hanger. A small road cannot afford to

buy material or forging of parts of a

locomotive, that may some time in the far

future be required, and lay an engine in

a long time until it can be provided; and

therefore the hammer in a small shop

should be of such a size that it can be

called upon in any emergency to produce

quickly any forging that may be required

in locomotive repairs.

Another tool that is necessary, and that

will answer the purpose of both the smith

and boiler shops, is a power punch and

shear; and it is just as necessary as in a

larger shop, and indispensable wherever

work is done.

In the boiler shop proper but few tools

are required. The punch and shear aee

common to both, and a set of hand rolls

and a flange clamp will answer all pur-

poses for a small road.

How far special tools shall be employed

is a question that requires careful con-

sideration. Where a particular kind of

work is in sufficient quantity to keep a

machine constantly employed, then a ma-

chine especially adapted to it and labor

also trained to it, and the machine fitted

with tools to produce any particular part

of the work, there is no question of its

economy. For that reason it is better

economy to go to an establishment that

has work for such a machine and buy

from them, than to have a machine to

produce it which may not be employed

but a few hours per week.

No one w^ill question the economy of

a milling machine on n«w work, and

where there is enough of it to kewp a ma-

"Now Is the Time"
f|? to repair defective Car

«*» Roofs.

The Best Material

«$» for this purpose is P.& B.

«$» Ruberoid Car Roofing,

«$» which is speciall}^ made

rf» for severe service, and is

|» guaranteed for ten 3'ears'

^ natural wear. Once

rf? used, is always specified

f^ for cars, locomotive cabs

f^ and railroad buildings,

ff» etc.

P. & B. Insulating

<^ Papers for refrigerator

•f? cars and fruit cars.

Standard Paints

»*> are acknowledged stand-

«*» ard on man}- roads. Send

ff» vour address and receive

<*» a useful collection of

rf» samples, and prices

rj? which are all right like

•^ all our products.

Standard Paint Co.

New York :

Si and S3 John Street.

Chicago

:

i8q Fifth Avenue.
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chine employed, and there are proper
cutters to do the work; but it is a poor
tool on repair work in a small repair

shop. It is out of its place there, and the

same statement applies to other special

tools.

There is one class of tools that is just

at home in a small shop; and that is. the

power lifts at the machines and around
the shop. A large shop will have help

that is employed in lifting, which thus may
not really interfere with the other opera-

tions; but in the small shop there are few

men employed, and when they are help-

ing others the loss is felt more than in the

large shop, where laborers can be em-
ployed. But in the small shop there will

be but few of these, and the machine men
must do their helping; and this makes the

small shop a peculiarly good place for

power lifts.

i i i
strengthened Bearing for Spring

Hanger.

The annexed engraving illustrates a

form of spring-hanger support used very

successfully by the Pennsylvania lines

west of Pittsburgh, for driving springs of

locomotives. It is said to be a great help

in preventing broken hangers and springs.

I.oei/m'iHic i^iiifttiecnitg

It will be seen that the invention consists

in turning the end of the top leaf of the

spring back to form the bearing for the

spring-hanger gib.

We are indebted to Mr. G. L. Potter,

superintendent of motive power, for the

blueprint from which the engraving was

made.

^ i i
Introduction to America of Steel Tires.

.\n interesting industrial, historical in-

cident is told in our correspondence col-

umns by Mr. E. J. Rauch, road foreman

of engines of the New York Elevated

Railways, in his letter on "The First Steel

Tires Used on American Locomotives."

Mr. Rauch was in the employ of the

Philadelphia & Reading Railroad at the

time he states the first steel tires were

made, and the facts he gives may be read-

ily accepted as correct, for he has a re-

markably good memory. According to

his statement, steel tirdk were used on the

Reading locomotives as early as 1851.

There were very few steel tires tried any-
' where in this country until fifteen years

later, although they began to be applied

to locomotives in Europe about 1850.

Krupp was the pioneer in the making of

steel tires, and he held a patent on the

process of rolling a wcldless tire, which
gave him great advantages over other

tire makers as long as the patent lasted.

The Krupp Steel Co. exhibited a fine

display of steel tires in the exhibition of

London in 1851, and one of these, eight

feet in diameter, is still to be seen secured

on the outside of Thomas Prosser &
Son's office at the corner of Gold and
Piatt streets. New York City.

About 1854, when General McClellan

was superintendent of the Illinois Central

Railroad, he purchased a set of Krupp
tires and had them applied to a passenger

engine. There was then a fierce prejudice

among American railroad men against

steel for tires, and it was freely predicted

that General McClellan's enterprise would
lead to trouble. It did so to some extent,

for in applying them the same shrinkage

was allowed as for iron, and one of the

tires broke. A great deal of "I told you
so" talk followed, but the tires wore so

well that they convinced those familiar

with the service secured that steel might

yet prove itself the best material for tires.

But the change came very slowly. It

was not till alter the War that steel tires

began to push iron out of the field. As
late as 1869, at the second convention of

the American Railway Master Mechan-
ics' Association, a committee reported on
steel tires, which seems to be very e.K-

haustive for tlie information then pro-

curable. It was reported that there were
in the country then about 10,000 locomo-
tires, with 41,800 wheels, of which about

3,900 had cast-iron tires, 9,620 wrought-
iron tires, and 28,280, or nearly 68 per

cent, of the whole, cast-steel tires. Up to

the time that the report was prepared, the

committee had learned that Krupp's

agents had supplied 16,273 tires, and four

other steel makers had supplied an aggre-

gate of 14.461 steel tires. The committee

say that, although the general judgment
as to the actual superiority of the steel

tire is shown by the rapidity to which
they have, to so great an extent, super-

seded all others, yet a definite conclusion

as to their comparative wearing merit*

was not then practicable. It appeared

that none of the steel tires applied to

American locomotives had yet been worn
out, as far as the committee had learned,

and they were unwilling to make recom-

meadations until they found how thin a

steel tire could be run.

Some of l4ie figures presented indicate

that the first tires introduced gave e.xtra-

ordinary mileage. By correspondence

with members, the committee found out

a good many facts about tires which were

new to the association, and which, no

doubt, still further helped to bring steel

tires into popularity. Among the facts
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presented they say: "Engine 37, on the.

Ohio & Mississippi Railroad, com-

menced running with" a set of Krupp's

tires, September, 1861, and had run, up to

July, 1869, 179.594 miles. Original thick-

ness 'in the rough,' 2^ inches; present

thickness, i}J inches. Work, allowing

nothing for turning when fitted, 13.815

miles to ^g inch wear. Engine • Gazelle,"

Lake Shore Railroad, commenced run-

ning with a set of Krupp's tires, January

4, 1864, and had run, up to July, 1869,

237,550 miles. Original thickness of tire,

2} inches ;
present thickness, ly', inches.

Work, 13,975 miles to ^'j inch wear. En-

gine 34 (freight, weight 35 tons), on the

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad,

commenced running with a set of Krupp's

tires, October, 1863, and had run, up to

second turning, 147,999 miles. Original

thickness not given. Amount turned off,

^ and J to J|. Work, 19,733 miles to -f^

inch wear."

There had been considerable breakage

among steel tires, which, no doubt, re-

sulted from being shrunk on too tight.

Those who wrote to the committee, con-

cerning the shrinkage they thought suffi-

cient, differed greatly in their opinions,

the recommendations being from y'j to j'j

of an inch for a 60-inch wheel. The meth-

ods of fastening the tires also recei\fed

considerable attention, there having been

five methods more or less in use. The

first of these, which seemed to be most

popular, was shrinkage alone ; then

shrinkage, with set screws or bolts; taper,

with set bolts, with gib-headed bolts be-

tween wheel and tire, secured by nuts on

the inside; and lastly, wooden blocks be-

tween wheel and tire, without shrinkage.

In spite of the conservative spirit dis-

played by American railroad men in re-

gard to the introduction of steel tires, the

change was very rapid when once the per-

sons most interested were convinced that

the material was safe. The most surpris-

ing thing connected with the first applica-

tion of steel tires to American locomo-

tives was, that a clear-headed official like

James Millholland went back to cast iron

after having used steel.

@ i ^
Russian-American Locomotive Works.

About six months ago Mr. Walter F.

Dixon, who was chief draftsman of the

Rogers Locomotive Works, made an en-

gagement with the Russian-American

Manufacturing Company as general man-
ager. The company was formed for the

purpose of building large locomotive

works at Nijni-Novgorod, Russia. Mr.

Di.xon immediately went to Russia to ex-

amine the ground where the locomotive

works are to be built. After examining
the ground, he returned to Philadelphia,

where the American headquarters of the

company are, and prepared plans for

works having a capacity of about 200 loco-

motives a year. These plans, when fin-

ished, were taken to St. Petersburg, and

examined by a committee of Russian and

American engineers, with headquarters

in St. Petersburg. The plans were ac-

cepted substantially as prepared by Mr.

Dixon, and he is now back in this coun-

try, purchasing machinery for the plant.

The works are going to be equipped with

the most modern style of machinery for

turning out work promptly, and it will

nearly all be of American manufacture.

We understand that contracts for machin-

ery amounting to $500,000 have been

awarded, and there are still more con-

tracts to fill.

The locomotive works in Russia are to

be built in connection with the Sermoya
Works, an extensive establishment in

Nijni-Novgorod. manufacturing cars,

steamboats, steam boilers, etc., and em-
ploying about 5.000 men. Mr. Dixon
will have entire charge of the locomotive

works, in which he expects to employ

about 1,000 men. It is his intention to

take foremen and some leading men out

from this country.

i i i

Peter Weber, of Pittsburgh, Pa., has

patented a form of roll intended to make
the manufacture of car axles more syste-

matic than anything hitherto tried. The
rolls conform to the shape of the finished

axle, and have flanges at the sides to pre-

vent the elongation of the metal from

which the axle is made. It looks as if a

billet could be put into the rolls and after

a few turns emerge as a finished axle. The
principal objection that we see to the de-

vice is, that it will decrease the working

which metal received in being converted

from a billet to an axle. That amount of

working is too limited already for the

production of a durable article.

TEAM
Engineering

TAIGHT BY
MAIL.

A Thoroughly Practical System by

Which a Valuable Technical

Education Can Be Acquired at Home,

INOlAllFlf D tNDORSfMfMS fROM

SlPlRIMINOtMS, M*SItR MltH4SICS,

tNblNCCRS AND riRLMLM.
«

Our schools are the result of fifteen years'
experience in publishing one of the best edu-
cational engineering; journals in the United
States. On May nth. we had 12,286 students
under our instruction. During the pre-
vious 365 days, 5.881 students enrolled in our
schools. To carry on this immense cor-
respondence and give to each student that
painstaking thoroughness which is a marked

feature of our system of instruction we employ
more than a hundred Engineers, Draughtsmeii,
Teachers and Assistants. The Instructors give
their whole time and attention to our work. Each
student's work is examined and corrected sepa-
rately, so that he is a class by himself — neither
pushed forward too rapidly by men who have had
better advantages nor hindered in his progress
by those who learn slowly.

No text book.s are required. All InstruotioD and
Question Papers are furnl.'*hpd by the schools. Every.
ttilnn In tauKht from the be^lnninK- Students are ex-
iM'('t*Hi to ask for Information whenever necessary.
Free envelopes and blanks are fumlshe<l for this
purpose. Knowledge Is ijower. and the surt'.st road to
advancement Id any trade Is an fducatl.in hi the Iheory
of that trade. The system of Inf^trin.-tlnn liv correspon-
dence is not new. It was Introduced in this country
over twenty vears apo. Its success is assured. Our
students make rapid atlvuncement In their studies,
especially lu learning to make and read drawings.

^ i i

The amount of e.xtra coal used by a

locomotive when the train speed is very

high, has never been clearly ascertained;

but it must be considerable, as every fire-

man knows who has kept up steam for

high-speed engines. The cost of high

speed for steamers is known accurately.

A case, recently made public, gives a

striking idea of the cost of high speed.

The French torpedo boat "Forban,"

upon her official trial made an average

speed of 35.7 miles an hour three times

over one measured mile, and used 5.940

pounds of coal. The same boat steamed
eight hours at a speed of 16.1 miles per

hour, on a total fuel consumption of 423
pounds of coal.

i @ g

The Railway Master Mechanics* Asso-

ciation have adopted standard specifica-

tions for locomotive iron boiler tubes,

based upon the new decimal gage as a

means of measurement.

Ouf system is well adapted to the needs of railroad

men. This is what they say about the schools

:

] am more than pU ust'il wltli yonr nu-thii'l of in-

sinictlmi."
K. MdBAV, Ma.tti'r Mfchiinic LouisvilU' liailnmd,

HEfi Adams Street. BowUnj; (Jreeu. Ky.

"S" far as I have had an opportunity of obwn'lng.
the courses of study In the technical branches of your
School are very complete, and a person who con-
Rclentiouslv pursues auv particular subject from the
Instruc'tl'in papers. un'\er the puhlancr of vour In-

st rui-torv, cannot |.»o-vi|blv fall to.ibtaln a vrrv tliorouk'h
knowl.-.lK'cof lt.an<l this knowIcU'c will bniot onl\ of
Ihrorrtlcal but also of praitkal value, which. nft»r all.

Is the urt-at thlnR to be desired. Your system has many
excellent features, and the habit of thought luduced
by continuous study and the necessity of precise
statement Is a valuable acquisition. I wish you every
eucce«is lu your endeavors Ut ^prea<l the Ilirht."

R. C. Stewart, liniltraji Kuairwer.
Hamilton. Ontario. Canada.

"I think so much of your mi'thod that I would not
miss the opp«>rtuully you offer for five times the cost.
I cannot see why anyone bavluK anythlUK to do with
machinery and who Rets your circular of Infomiaticm,
should hesitate to take ailvantaKO of this i;rand op-
fiortunltv to obtain an education. The more I Ntu<lv
he Ix'tter I like It, and if I am not iH-neflted It will be
mv own fault."

J. R. Gordon, Zjocomotiif Kngineer.
Hamlet. N.C.

"I am pleased with your methml of teaehinfc. and
see no rea-son why I cannot (jet the e<lucattoii I wleh."

H. Orav, i^'romolivf KnQinrrr.
85 E. Market Street. HnntlnKton, Ind.

"I am perfectly satlsfled with your mi-thiHl of In-
struction and consider It an excellent chance for men
who. like myself, were deprived of an early <'4lucatlon.
Any Inquiry In regard to the School will !>* cheerfully
answered. " W. S. Milleh. /.x<como/ire Firfuian,

Ocean City. N. J.

"The Instructions are Riven in such a concline way
that It makes learning easy."

W. O. B<X)N, Aoconio/fer Firrman,
Karley. Iowa.

"1 am very well pleased with my course of study.
Jkkse Wa-SIIBI'RN, I^H'innotirr Firrman,

Portage. Wis.
"The Instruction Is thorough and practical.*'

WlLUAM RICUARDS, I^>r0motlvf Ffri-man.
Bellwood, Pa.

VTr trarh Steam Enffinffring—Staffonnri/. Lnmntntii-r
nr Marine : SfrrhanicM ; Mevhanicnt J>ratrin\f ; F.lec-

tririty : Architrctnrf, Arrhitrrtural hrn trtng and
Dr-^igntno : Ciril Knifinetrina ; linHrtmtl Fni/inrrr-
ing: liridgr Engineering ; Munii'i/ml Kngitu-rring

;

fluflrnulir Engineering : Ptumhing and Heating:
Cual and Metal Mining; Proaperting : and the
EnglifJi Branches.

Send for l>rx»k of twr. thousand testimonials and free
circular, stating subject In which you are Interestetl.to

The International Correspondence Schools^

BOX 801. SCRANTON. PA.
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makers of

Weed $ Pal.

Tncrettient

Cut Tiles.

Johnson's New]
Universal Encyclopedia

says:

" The difference between
this, and the perfect reg-
ularity of other kinds,
must be apparent, partic-
ularly in double-cut flies;

as in the one case, the file

cut with such extreme
re.?ularity, when put tu
use, will in the first inch
of its movement, produce
channels or grooves, and
these grooves will contin-
ue to be made deeper as
the file is shoved along,
producing that 'grooving'
and 'chattering' so often
complained of; while with
the Increment Cut File,

the grooves made by the
movement of the fik-

for the first inch, will have
their sides cut away, as
the file is moved toward
the tang or handle, and
Z'i'ce versa; and while it is

cutting as fast as its points
permit, it is also said to
cut smoother than the best
hand-cut file of the same
coarseness. The irregu-
larity spoken of, consists
not only in the space be-
tween the teeth, but also
in the height of the teeth
themselves. The object
of having the teeth of dif-

ferent heights, is to admit
of their being held down
to the work, with less

effort on the part of the
workman."

(Ue guarantee our mes to

cut faster and wear longer than any
on the market, and will send to any
responsible party, one dozen of our

Arcade Files with Weed's Improved

Increment Cut, and if, after test, they

are not found to be the best files ever

used, we will make no charge.

Heavy Angle Shear.

Our engraving shows the latest form of

angle shear, as built by Hilles & Jones
for the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
This tool will cut angles up to S x 5 inches.

The sliding heads work at an angle of 45
degrees, and the piece sheared can there-

fore be mitred or cut to a bevel. This is

necessary on a great deal of work, and
such a machine saves much time in fitting

up. A sliding head worked vertically or

horizontally will not do this shearing to

advantage. There is a clamping table

in front of the knives for convenience in

holding pieces to be sheared.

tendent of motive power of the Delaware,

Susquehanna & Schuylkill Railroad.

Here is a brief outline of how he grad-

ually worked his way upwards:
"Born May 12, 1861, in Northampton

County, Pa. Served a four-year appren-
ticeship at the machinist trade, from the

age of fourteen to eighteen. Engaged as

a machinist one year with Bement, Miles

& Co., Philadelphia, and one year with
Wm. Sellers & Co., Philadelphia; also

several months in steam engine work.
During these two years in Philadelphia,

he attended the Broad and Spring Garden
Institute (night-school) two evenings per
week; and the Artisan School, Broad and

A Recent Example of Self-Help.

We frequently hear complaints made,

that nowadays a mechanic has little op-

portunity of rising above the position of

mere workman unless he has some in-

fluential friends to push him along. It

may be that influential friends are more
useful in pushing mechanics upwards

than they once were, but we believe that

the principal force to effect this species

of elevation will always remain in the

mechanic himself. The principle of self-

help is as active to-day as it ever was; and

it is those who are determined to do the

best for themselves who are likely to

ascend most rapidly towards the top of

the ladder. These thoughts have recur-

red to us recently on learning details oi

the professional experience of Mr. John

R. Wagner, recently appointed superin-

Green streets, three evenings per week.

Left Wm. Sellers & Co. in May, 1881, to

take course in mechanical engineering at

Lehigh University, and in the interval,

while he was preparing, between this and

the opening of the fall term in September,

he had charge of the Shive Steam Engine

Governor Works at Bethlehem, Pa.

Graduated at "Lehigh" in 1885, having

spent his vacation in the shops of the

Bethlehem Iron Co. Engaged with Coxe
Bros. & Co. at Drifton, Pa., for the past

eleven years, entering the machine shop

for a few weeks', then transferred to draw-

ing room, and shortly after devoting his

whole time to making steam boiler tests

and indicating the many steam engines

and mine pumps operated by the com-

pany at their various collieries. In 1886,

he became general scientific assistant to
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the late Hon. Eckley B. Coxe. which po-

sition lie held up to the time of Mr.

Coxe's death, in May, 1893. In this ca-

pacity he was in charge of Mr. Coxe's

celebrated scientific library, and also

superintendent of testing and experi-

mental laboratories of Coxe Bros. & Co.

In 1889 and 1890, lie took special course

in mining engineering at Lehigh Univer-

sity, at the same time attending to his reg-

ular duties under the company, and taught

night-school besides four nights per week
at Drifton. In April, 1896, was appointed

acting superintendent of motive power of

the Delaware, Susquehanna & Schuylkill

Railroad, and since June ist, appointed to

full title of superintendent of motive power.

He is still superintendent of testing bu-

reau of the Coxe Iron Mfg. Co., the latter

company being organized January, 1895.

Mr. Wagner is also principal of the Min-
ing and Mechanical Institute of the an-

thracite coal regions of Pennsylvania. Is

member of the following engineering
societies: American Society of Mechani-
cal Engineers, American Institute of Alin-

ing Engineers, American Society Chemi-
cal Industry, American Railway Master
Mechanics' .'\ssociation and the Society

for the Promotion of Engineering Edu-
cation."

^ i i
Superheated Steam.

"Opinion seems substantially unani-

mous, and all testimony confirms the con-
clusion," says Professor Thurston, in a
paper contributed to the American So-
ciety of Mechanical Engineers, "that

superheat may effect large net economies.
Collating the results of about fifty au-
thentic and well-conducted experiments,
it is found that the gain in fuel, by the in-

troduction of superheating, ranges from
10 to 50 per cent, of the fuel used with
wet steam; that about 100 degrees super-
heat, on the Fahrenheit scale, gives usu-
ally complete extinction of initial conden-
sation; that even 15 or 20 degrees will

make an important gain in reduction of

internal wastes; that eveo' application of

this system, discreetly effected, returns

several times—actually from two to ten

times—its cost in heat expended; that the

largest returns are secured by the smallest

quantities of superheat; and that the indi-

cations are, so far as we can to-day judge
from earlier and contemporary practice,

good engineering in this direction pays,

and pays well; the limit being found at

that point, continually becoming more re-

mote and at a higher and higher tem-
perature,'at which excess of temperature
begins to cause rapid destruction of super-

heating apparatus, and consequent ex-

pense and danger in such degree as to

become a large and more than counter-

balancing element. The average of fifty-

two cases observed by the writer gives a

gain of 26 per cent., with a superheat of

105 degrees Fahr. The average gain with

compound engines examined is 20 per

cent., with a lower but uncertain amount

of superheating, in a majority of the cases

reported the superheat not having been
measured. In cases averaging about 50
degrees of superheat, the gain was 20 per

cent., and this is probably not far from
the average for all."

i i i
Bushing Cylinders.

The practice of Inishing locomotive

cylinders receives decided support from a

committee which investigated the subject

for last convention. They say that by
the use of an independent bushing a per-

fectly clean casting of uniform density

throughout, and of such a hardness as

will give the best results as to wear, can

be obtained without in any manner influ-

encing the quality of the material in the

body of the cylinder. Frictional resist-

ance between the cylinder and the piston

consumes a large amount of power, and
any means which will reduce this resist-

ance is likely to produce a freer-working

engine and one more economical in the

consumption of fuel and oil. Members
of the committee were decidedly of the

opinion that the advantages gained by

using a bushing harder than it is possible

to obtain in the ordinary cylinder casting,

effect a decided economy.

The conclusions of the committee are,

that cylinder bushings J/2 inch to ^ inch

in thickness will meet all requirements;

that the bushings should be turned to liie

same diameter as the cylinder fit; bush-

ings fitted without any fastening, except

the pressure of the heads, will give per-

fectly satisfactory results; the use of bush-

ings is a practical method of reducing the

bore of cylinders, of repairing cracked

and worn cylinders, and avoiding the diffi-

culty of cylinders which are too soft; the

question of fuel and oil economy, which

may be obtained by the use of hard,

homogeneous bushings, is one which

should receive careful attention.

i i i
A good many railroad companies report

compound locomotives effecting a saving

of fuel of from 15 to 30 per cent., but very

few of them have displayed an inclina-

tion to secure the saving in operating ex-

penses that results from such a proportion

of fuel-saving. Year after year master

mechanics have stood up in the conven-

tion and told about the amount of fuel

saved by the compound locomotives they

had in use, but still there was no increase

in the number of this kind of engines

employed. It appears to us that the

Cleveland. Cincinnati, Chicago & St.

Louis Railroad people have been the first

to act courageously on their convictions

concerning the economy of compound
engines. The Richmond Locomotive
Works has just received an order from
that company to convert sixty of their

locomotives from simple to compound
engines as fast as they can be put through

the shops. This is the greatest revolu-

tion in locomotive construction that has

been announced in recent vears.

V/ „_ .„ KM '0 '•"n" hustling ex

lOUnCl IVIan P<-nen(e selling « staple
J •— .. ^rtide to sleiim rail-

rofids, and ha\inq An e\tensi\e acquaintante
among railroad olfit iais, desires position, olfife or
road. Address Bl SIMSS, (are of lo<omoti>e i nq'r.

JUST OUT.
PRACTICAL GUIDE FOR FIREMEN.

By W. H. W.\KKM.\N.
Xlpages. Prlee. T.'k". New rHiuloifue. just out, Hent free.

.WF.HICAX INinsTKlAI. I'CB. CO..
HrltlKelKirt. CoUD.

^ SUGGESTION.

able
When you want something reli-

Ask for the "Utica" Gauge.

ITXICA SXKAM C.AI'UK CO.,
70-72 FAYETTE ST., UTICA, N. K.

EwaldlronCo.
Established 1844.

Manufacturers of

«^ Tennessee

^ Charcoal
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^ Stay

^^ Bolt

^ Iron
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grade quality iron in all sizes of

Rounds, Squares, Flats and

Hexagons. v*« «,* ^ •>

OFFICE AND WAREHOUSE:

ST. LOUIS, MO.

MILLS: LOUISVILLE, KY.
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An Open Letter to Master

Mechanics.

During the past eighteen months, we have been

doing our best to Interest engineers and railway

officials who have charge of roundhouses, railway

shops and motive power, in the matter of Dixon's

Pure Flake Graphite. We have had the most flat-

tering success, and some rather curious experi-

ences. We have yet to receive the lirst adverse

criticism of Dixou's Pure Flake Graphite from en-

gineer or master mechanic, and yet it is curious for

us to learn that the engineer very frequently uses

graphite without the knowledge of his superior

officer, and is unwilling that his master mechanic

should be aware of it.

We can only explain this state of affairs by be-

lieving that master mechanics have in times past

been imposed upon with some inferior graphite,

more properly termed "Black Lead," which has

failed to answer any of the requirements, or justify

any of the claims made for it. We therefore do

not blame master mechanics for being preju-

diced against graphite, as they know it, but as we

are so confident of the merits of Dixon's Pure Flake

Graphite, and as we have such an overwhelming

number of letters from practical engineers, of

many years' experience, we are desirous that every

master mechanic may be fully made aware of the

truth of the claims which we make tor Dixon's

Pure Flake Graphite, and to that end we shall be

glad to send samples of Dixon's Pure Flake •raphite

together with evidence from engineers to any

master mechanic who will kindly send us his

name.

Only a few days ago, a master mechanic of one

of the largest railroads in the coimtry, was won-

dering why it was that No. — engine on the road

was not sent to the shop tor repairs, the same as

the other engines. He was still further surprised

when he learned that the engineers running in

turn on No. — were in the habit of using Dixon's

Pure Flake Graphite, and he at once set out to

study up the matter of Graphite Lubrication,

which we believe will result in benefit to his

company.

A master mechanic writes us, " We had a ten-

wheel engine in service on very heavy grades, and

the valves got to working so hard that we were

afraid the engine would break the eccentrics. We

removed the steam-chest covers and found nothing

the matter with the valves or the seats, so we put

them back again and I got some of Dixon's Pure

Flake Graphite, and we have had no more trouble

with the valves on this engine."

Our pamphlet on the subject is very interesting.

It is sent free of charge.

Jos. DisoN Crucible Company.

Jersey City, N. J.

WHAT YOU WANT TO KNOW.
Questions and Answers.

(55) W. U, S., Indianapolis, Intl., writes :

Will you kindly explain the smoke jet

used on the New York Central Railroad,

quoted in Hill's Examinations? A.—The
above probably refers to the steam jet

used through openings at the front and
rear of firebox, to induce air currents to

enter over the grate for the purpose of

aiding combustion.

(56) C. J. C. Dunkirk, N. Y., writes :

Will you please state in your valuable

paper what the sizes of steam and exhaust
ports, and the lap and travel of valve,

should be for a 3^ x 3^ cylinder station-

ary engine, to run 300 revolutions, with

50 pounds boiler pressure? A.—The
steam ports may be ^\ x i:^ inches ; the

exhaust ports | x li inches ; the lap j%
inch, and the travel i inch. The above
lap will give a cut-ofif at about five-eighths

of the stroke.

(57) H. W. S., Cape Breton, N. S., asks :

What should be the outside and inside

lap of valve on a locomotive having ec-

centrics with 5-inch throw? A.—The dis-

tribution of steam required will determine
the amount of lap in this case; and since

the throw is dependent on the lap of valve

and width of steam ports, a decisive an-

swer cannot be given to the question. Out-
side lap for freight engines is made from

}i to J4 inch, and inside lap from f^ to -j^

inch. On passenger engines the outside

lap will range from |f to i^ inches and
inside lap from ^V ^° zero. In many
cases the valve is cut out so as to leave

14 inch or more of clearance on passenger
engines.

(58) J. J. H., Montgomery, Ala., writes :

As I am a subscriber to your paper,

and interested in the working of locomo-
tives, I would like to ask a few questions:

1. Will you please tell me whether, when
water gets low in tender, it will have any-

thing to do with the check valve sticking?

A.—We know of no reason why the check
should stick under the condition named.
2. I have some arguments about throttling

engines. Which is right, to run vvith

wide open throttle, or open it according

to grade and train? A.—Some of the

best engineers have always taken the latter

course. 3. Does slipping the water out of

an engine injure the valves or packing
after working water out of cylinder slowly?

A.—No. 4. Does opening the fire-door

to keep engine from popping, when work-
ing steam with a good fire, injure the flues

enough to make them leak? A.—Leaving
the fire-door open will cause flues to leak.

5. Can an engineman tell when a staybolt

breaks, when out on the road, unless it is

a hollow staybolt? If so, how? A.

—

There is no infallible rule by which to

tell when a staybolt breaks on the road.

They sometimes let go with a report that

is easily understood when heard, but more
usually their giving way is never known.
6. The engine I have makes a cracking

noise when fired up, after being cold; can

you tell what causes this noise? A.-;-We
cannot positively say, but suppose it to

be the result of expansion, which takes

place as the engine warms up.

(59) J. H. P., Rockwood, Tenn., writes :

Will you kindly give your formula for

deriving the tractive power and gross

hauling capacity of a locomotive, and
illustrate it by showing how many tons

a locomotive of the following dimensions
will haul on a 4}^ per cent, grade: Cylin-

ders, 14x18 inches; drivers, 36 inches

diameter; steam pressure, 135 pounds;
weight on drivers, 44.000 pounds? A.

—

The tractive power of a locomotive is

found by the formula T = ((12 x P X^)
-^ D, in which the symbols represent the

following values: D = diameter of drivers

in inches, S = stroke in inches, P = mean
elTective pressure on the piston in pounds,
tl2 ^ diameter of the cylinder in inches,

squared, and T = tractive power. The
mean effective pressure can be determined
accurately only by the indicator; and with-

out that is known, there is more or less

uncertainty in the results obtained by cal-

culation. Theoretically, the maximum
effort of the engine is had at a cut-off of

.875 of the stroke, and with a boiler pres-

sure of 135 pounds ; th"e calculated mean
pressure is equal to 123.8 pounds after

making deductions for back pressure, but

this is seldom realized in practice, and we
will therefore make a further reduction I0

allow for restricted steam passages, which
always cause a loss of initial pressure, and
take the mean effective pressure at 12a

pounds. This is a reasonable figiire,

amounting to 89 per cent, of the boiler

pressure, nearly, and not likely to be ex-

ceeded when the indicator is applied.

Placing these values in the formula, we
have : T = (14^ X 120 X 18) -=- 36 = (196

X 120 X 18) H- 36 = 423,360 -f- 36 = 11,760

pounds' pull on the drawbar. The 4.5 per
cent, grade is equal to a rise of 237.6 feet

per mile, and the resistance equals (237.6

X 2,000) -f- S.280 = 90 pounds per ton,

due to gravity alone, to which must be
added the resistance due to velocity, which
on above grade will be taken at 5 miles per

hour. The resistance for that speed is

another uncertain factor, variable by
many causes, such as wind resistance, roll-

ing friction, etc.; but we take it at 6 pounds
per ton, as a fair average on a straight,

level track. The total resistance then be-

comes 904-6 = 96 pounds per ton; and
dividing the tractive power in pounds by
the resistance in pounds per ton, we have
11,760 -f- 96 = 122.5 gross tons' capacity

for above engine. The condition of the
rail, whether wet or dry, also has a cer-

tain bearing on the power exerted by the

engine. If the rail is wet. the wheels may
slip, and the engine will not then be able

to exert the calculated pull on the draw-
bar; and the same statement holds if there

is not weight enough on the drivers to

hold the engine down on a dry rail. The
ratio between tractive power and weight
on drivers for this engine is 44,000 -h 11,760

= 3.74, and is somewhat lower than usual

practice. From this it is seen that the

rail must be in a good condition, or the

engine cannot haul the tonnage calcu-

lated.

^ i i
The American Steamship Line have had

extraordinarily bad luck in trying to

steam their vessels over dry ground, but

otherwise the company is a petted child

of good fortune. The name "American

Line" is a charm that brings the com-

pany loads of treasure. They fly the

American flag, and that is the only thing

that distinguishes the line from any of the

others trading across the Atlantic. They

hire no American help, they purchase

nothing here that can be bought at less

cost abroad, and they favor no American

interest—but they fly the Stars and Stripes.

For that they obtain an enormous subsidy

from the American Government, and

numerous other favors. The postal

authorities have lately issued orders that

all newspapers for Europe shall be car-

ried by the American Line unless specifi-

cally addressed to go by some other line.
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A Useful Hand-Book.

The Pennsylvania Railroad Depart-

ment of the Y. M. C. A. of Pittsburgh,

Pa., has gotten out a neat little liand-book

that is bcin.iT gratuitously distributed.

The only consideration asked is that the

recipent shall appreciate the source

through which he becomes the possessor

of it.

The book shows, in a general way, the

work being done by the Y. M. C. A., and

contains, besides the photo-engravings

and short biographical sketches of the

oflicers of the Pittsburgh division and the

eight "Veterans," much valuable informa-

tion, among which is a condensed Cate-

chism on Air Brakes, by John R. Alex-

ander, general air-brake inspector of the

Pennsylvania Railroad system.

i @ @
Expert Train Running.

For the monlh of May the record of

train movement on the Baltimore & Ohio
Railroad eclipsed the record-breaking

record for April, when the passenger

trains arrived at their destinations as per

schedule ninety-five times out of a possi-

ble hundred. The Baltimore & Ohio
fast freight trains between New York,
Philadelphia and Baltimore on the east,

and Cincinnati, St. Louis and Chicago
on the west, are being moved with an

equal degree of precision.

i ^ i
The Q. & C. Co. have issued an illus-

trated pamphlet as a means of making
announcement that their New York of-

fices have been moved to the American
Surety Building, which is the highest

building in the city. They say: "Our
offices are centrally located, in one of the

highest buildings in New York City,

convenient to prominent hotels, depots

and public buildings, and we extend a cor-

dial invitation to our customers and
friends to call upon us and enjoy the

splendid scenery afforded by our altitude

and location." The pamphlet contains

very handsome illustrations of the Ameri-
can Surety Building, and gives a variety

of most striking bird's-eye views seen

from the building. It is the most strik-

ing series of views of New York that we
have ever examined. We understand
that the pamphlet will be given away to

the friends of the company, and we should
advise those who are fond of fine views to

send for it. Send a two-cent stamp to pay
the postage.

i ^ i
The J. A. Fay & Egan Co., the manu-

facturers of woodworking machinery, of

Cincinnati, O., have received, in the face

of the strongest European and American
competition, a large order for locomotive

and railway car shop tools for Russia.

This order, amounting to over $10,000, is

especially gratifying, inasmuch as it is the

second received during the course of a few

years.
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A Full Line. Over 300 Sizes.

PUNCHES
AND

SHEARS
FOR

R.R. SHOPS

Write for fully illustrated descriptive circulars
and catalogue of Double, Single, Angle -Bar,
Gang, Horizontal, Twin, Boiler, Spacing, Gate.
Multiple^ Belt, and Steam-Driven Punches and
Shears,

THE LONQ & ALLSTATTER CO.

HAMILTON, OHIO, U.S.A.

DO YOU WANT ...

"AN INSPECTOR

THAT INSPECTS?"

It costs about #7.50 per quarter to care-

fully inspect the staybolts in a locomotive
firebox. This is 530 per year per engine
— a pretty heavy item of expense. Why
would not hollow staybolts save a good
deal of this ? In a great measure they in-

spect themselves. — L. E. Jor June.

WRITE TO THE ...

FALLS HOLLOW
STAYBOLT CO.,

J to 10 Portage St.,

CUYAHOGA FALLS, OHIO.

GALENA OIL WORKS,
(UMITED),

Galena Kii^ino, roacb and Tar Oils,
the Standard Lubrlraling Oils

of America*
SAFETY, SPEED and ECONOMY are the results of

the use of Galena Oils. COLD TEST, lU to 15 BELOW
ZERO. These oils do not freeze la thecoMest weather,
while they are adaptable to the hottest cIlmateB.
In the urte of Galena Oils there Is an entire freedom

from hot h.ixes, except when these are caused by me-
chanical defects.
The adoptluii of Galena Oils as standard railway lu-

bricants by a lart^e majority of the leading railways of
this country Is an evidence of their superiority, while
the fact that the same roails u.se these olLs today that
used them more than ^J years ago. Is an evidence of
their unlfnrmlty from year t<> year and yearln and out.
Galena < Mis are In (exclusive use upon three continu-

ous lines from Boston and New \ ork to the Paclflo
coast, and ui>on on.' cmtlnuous line from the City of
Mexico to New York, thus denionstratiuK their adapta-
bility to all temperatures and climates. Being entirely
free from ffum. these oils are not affected by dust and
Band as other oils are. „ ^ „r™«We also furnish our customers SIBLEY'S PERFEC-
TION VALVE OIL, which Is also used exclusively upon
a majority of the leading railways of America.

GALENA OIL WORKS, Limited,

Charles Miller, President.

Chicago Brakch Office, Franklin, Pa«
Ptaoeoix Building, 133 Jackson St.

l^^ ASHTON
MUFFLER

With Top Outside Pop
Regfulator.

A LSI I

Open Pop Valves
AND Gages.

THE ASHTON VALVE CO.
2n Franklin Street, Boston, Mass.

MAJOR'S GLASS
WATER COOLERS

with either Filter or Ice Receptacle.

The body of these Filters are made of either
enameled or galvanized iron, with a porous~

stone at the bottom and ex-
pressly suited to fit any size
Cooler ; see illustration.

No. J. Ice Receptacle to
be used for Hygia,
Mineral or Spring
Waters.

No. 2. Ice Receptacle
to be used in a Glass
or ordinary Water
Cooler, allows the
melted ice water to
pass into the drink-

ing -water j pro-

tects the bottom of

cooler and keeps
the water at a spring-
water temperature.

Big saving in ice. Both kinds of Ice Recep-
tacles are made of either enameled or galvan-
ized iron, of different sizes to fit any Water
Cooler. In ordering give inside measure of
Water Cooler, height and breadth. The prices
of Ice Receptacles are same as the Water
Filters.

A. MAJOR,
461 P«arl St., N. Y.

Jlir l)oi$t$

Pat. Governor Valve.
Automatic Shut-off.

Speed Regulator.
Patent Exhaust.
Safety Stop.

Send for Crane Circular.

Whiting foundry ,522MonadnockBfc.

equipment Co., Chicago.

ELECTRICITY AND MECHANICS

TAUGHT AT HOME
by our efflrifiit forreHpoiuIenfe iiiathod. Special
l>rop08ltloD for an outfit of KlectrU-al Apparatus
FUEK, non open. (Jet our catalogue.

THE SCIENTIFIC MACHINIST CO.,
l»->0 Blarkatone llulldhii;. < I.KVKI.AND. 0.

(bMPRESSoR Works
^•\24(prfl»ndtM. AlEWYORK.

WANTED BLACICSMITH FORE-
MAN, capable of running both Black-

smith and Machine department in Car

Works of twenty cars per day capacity. Give

references, salary expected and full particulars.

Address, X, care Locomotive Engineering.

This is one of our busiest days, and

visitors are looked upon askance; but we
have lost nearly two valuable hours by

rashly looking inside the lurid cover of a

book called "Wonderland," published by
the passenger department of the Northern

Pacific Railroad, for the double purpose of

describing the beautiful and interesting

places to be reached bythe railroad named,

and to allure people away from their

homes to witness some of the wonders

portrayed in the book. It is beautifully

illustrated by numerous half-tone engrav-

ings. Send six cents in stamps to Charles

S. Fee, St. Paul, and you will receive

"Wonderland," which you will consider

the most wonderful bargain you have ever

made.

^ i i
The Standard Paint Co., of New York,

are meeting with much success with their

Ruberoid roofing. This material makes

a light and extremely elastic roofing. The

base of the material is cow-hair felt,

which renders it very strong and pliable.

It is absolutely free from tar or any de-

teriorating elements, and is guaranteed for

ten years. Mr. J. A. MillhoIIand, presi-

dent of the George's Creek & Cumber-

land Railroad, used 24,000 square feet of

three-ply Ruberoid roofing on one of his

roundhouses some years ago, and he con-

siders it the best roundhouse roofing ever

applied.

i i i
During the past ten days the New York

Belting & Packing Co. have taken orders

for installing their interlocking rubber

tiling on four steamers and one entire

train of cars. The interlocking feature,

making it absolutely impossible to dis-

place the tiling, peculiarly adapts this ma-

terial for use in all places where there is

vibration, such as on steamers and rail-

road trains. Its noiselessness recom-

mends it for vestibules, aisles, corridors,

hospitals and court rooms.

i ^ i
A statement has been issued to the eflfect

that the Otis Steel Co., which has been in

the hands of receivers for over a year, has

been reorganized under the name of the

Otis Steel Co., Limited. Mr. P. J. Ben-

bow, who has been one of the receivers,

takes the position as general manager of

the reorganized company.

i ^ i
The A. H. Zenner Co., Detroit, Mich.,

has been reorganized and comes out as

the Zenner-Raynipnd Disinfectant Co.

Several strong men are members of the

directory, among them being James H.

McMillan, of the Peninsular Car Works.

i i i
Two patents for improvements in car

couplers have been granted to Mr. Chas.

H. Taylor, South Orange, N. J. Mr.

Taylor is general manager of the SmiUic

Car Coupler Co. His invention relates

to means of opening the knuckle.
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LEONARD & ELLIS.

Vol
TlUl.E

OILS FOR RAILROADS.
—

"

^ has long been used on nriny
VALVOLINE of the leading railroads in this

;^,j* OIL u*<.* country and abroad. It has no

y . » . . 1 f r » . . . equal in quality and mileage.

W. A. BOYDEN, General Agent,
J57 Oumbeis Street, NEW YORK.

PNEUMATIC
RAIL^WAY GATE.

TEN YEARS OF SATISFACTORY SERVICE.

In use on more than fifty leading Railroads.

PNEUMATIC GATE CO.,
^VM. 1'. Elliott, Manaper.

100 WASHINGTON STREET, CHICAGO.

BEATS THE MONKEY-

WRENCH OUT OF SIGHT
OUR ROUND JAW NONPAREIL RATCHET is th.-

handi<-st tool for runnintj: repairs thai can hv
found. Its hardened steel jaws and handy adjust-
ment make it keep hold wiieii once set anu yini

can Kct it on in ont-of-the-w.iy places, and take off

a nut without takinir Jaws off. and when- you
couldn't pet in an t«i;hth of a turn with the clumsy
monkey- ami it will take hold close up wherr
the old wrench can't fjet. This prevents marrinu'
finished nuts and parts around them. A thousand
places for it around a locomotive where it can save
time and nn)ney. We'll send a Catalogue Free.

THE KEYSTONE MFG. CO., ^''Ju^Ata'N. v.

Fergfuson's Patent

Self-Feed Tube Expander.

Used in the Principal Railroad Boiler Shops
and by Locomotive Builders in the

United States.

Ask for Circulars and Prices.

A. L. HENDERER,
999 Maryland Ave.,Wihnington, Del., U.S.A.

SIGNAL OIL WORKS,
LIMITED.

FRANKLIN, PA.
MANTFACTUnKHS OF

SIBLEY'S PerfECliOBTAlTE OIL,
The t)nly perfect I.ocumotive Valve Lubricant.

J.C. SIBLEY, Prest.

Purdue UniccrsUy,

LAFAYETTE, IND.

Courses in Mechanical Engineering, Electrical
Engineering, Civil Engineering.

Exft-nsn-i' Labora/ories. I-'ine Hquipments.

CATALOGUE SENT OS APPL^CATIO^.

c
Improved Pneumatic

rack Sanding ^ .

.

"~Hpparatu$
For Locomotives.

HENRY I. Ll*tH, t76 HURON 4V., N. C^MBRIUGI. M4SS.

DETRICK & HARVEY

MACHINE CO. Mfrs

Baltimore, Md.

OPEN

SIDE

PLANERS
ThcNcw-NATHAN"

(See Illustkatkixi, .\nii

MONITOR INJECTORS

LOCOMOTIVES.
'NATHAN" SIGHT-FEED LUBRICATORS.

For Locomotive Cylinders and Air Brakes.

STEAM FIRE EXTINGUISHERS.
For Switching and Yard EiiRincs.

BOILER WASHERS,
Road and Guide Oil Cups, etc.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE CATALOOUES.

NATHAN Manufacturing Co..

92 & 94 Liberty St., New York.

Weiten Oflce, 147 JS H9 VAN BUSE» STSEET, CHICAIO, ILL.
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c.
MANUFACTURER OF

MALIiEABLE IRON.
QU ALITY GUARANTEED.

OFFICE AND WORKS : LAXCdSTSH, KEW YOKK.

ILLINOIS^ CENTRAL

|%IS
SOLID VESTIBULE TRAIN.

Daily at 9.00 p. m. from Chicago. New and elenant
eqaipment, built expressly for this service. Train
lighted throu7hout by gas. Tickets and farther infor
SDatinn of your local ticket a^ent* or by addressing^H HAirSON.O.P.A.IU.Ceat.&.B.Chicago.Il£

CEO. P. WHITTLESEY,
Atlantic BuiuDiNQ, " WASHINGTON, D. C.

RAILROAD INVENTIONS A SPECIALTY.

THE BEST IS THE CHEAPEST.

The Star Engine.
The Star Air Compressor.

Write for Prices and Circulars.

ST. LOUIS STEAM ENGINE CO.,

18 So. Commercial Street, St. Louis, Mo»

Different Styles of Light Railway Cars, in-

cluding Steel Velocipedes, New Railway ^
" Safety " Section Hand Cars, Inspection ^
Hand Cars, Steam Inspection Cars,

Gasoline Motor Inspection Cars, Rail

or Construction Cars, Push Cars, <.**

Cane Cars, Steel Sugar Wagons, ^
Metal Surface Cattle Guards, etc <^*

RAILWAY "SAFETY."

WEIGHS ONLY 55 POUNDS.
BALL BEARINGS AND MADE
THROUGHOUT SIMILAR
TO ROAD BICYCLE.

FURNISHED WITH RUBBER
CUSHIONED TIRES.

SEND FOR RED CATALOGUE No. 10.

66 PAGES, 51 ILLUSTRATIONS OF
BEST RAILWAY CARS MADE.

1895 STANDARD SECTION HAND

NET WEIGHT 600 POUNDS.
PLATFORM e FT. X4 FT. 4

KALAMAZOO RAILROAD VELOCIPEDE & CAR CO.,

Kalamazoo, Mich., U. S. A.

BOSTON & ALBANY R. R.
The only line from or to New England runnmg throug^b Sleeping; Cars

over the Xe-w York. Central & Hud«;on River, Lake Shore &
3Iichi8;an Southern, michigfan Central and "Bis: Four"
R. R'ds.

SHORTEST AND QUICKEST LINE TO THE WEST,
NORTHWEST AND SOUTHWEST.

Five superb trains between Boston and New York, via Springfield Line.

For information, maps, time-tables and reservation of berths apply to

A. S. HAXSON,
General Passenger Agent, Boston, Mass.

ADVANTAGES OF

THE MORAN FLEXIBLE JOINT

For a Steam Heating Connection

Between Engine and Tender.

ALL METAL CONNECTION.

ABSOLUTELY FLEXIBLE.

Positively Steam Tight under ANY Pressure.

Indestructible Short of Wreck. No Delays. No Repairs.

First Cost is the Only Cost.

STEAM, OIL, HOT ASHES, OR DIRT,

does not affect its life.

MORAN FLEXIBLE STEAM JOINT CO., Inc'd.

HBNRY II. PRANKEL, President.

•\'ii?r"47"^showfng 149 THIRD ST., LOUISVILLE, KY.

Automatic Relief Trap.
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i i g

Buyers' Finding List.

Air Brake Fittings.
Crane Co., Chicago, 111.

Air Brake Hose.
Boston Belting Co., Boston. Mass.
N. Y. Belting & Packing Co., New York.

Air Brakes.
Westinghouse Air Brake Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Air Brake Qage.
Utica Steam Gage Co., Utica, N. Y.

Air-Brake Pump Governors.
Foster Engineering Co., Newark, N. J.

Air Compressors.
Clavton Air Compressor Works. New York.
Ingersoll Sergeant Drill Co., N. Y. City.
Norwalk Iron Works Co., South Norwalk, Ct.
Pedrick & Aver Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Rand Drill C;o., New York.
St. Louis Steam Engine Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Air Drilling flacliine.
C. H. Haeseler cS: Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Air Hoists.
Pedrick & Ayer Co., Philadelphia. Pa.
Whiting Foimdry Equipment Co.,Chicago, 111.

Arch Bars.
Cambria Iron Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Asbestos.
II. W. Johns Mfg. Co., New York.

Axles.
Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
tjould Coupler Co., Buffalo, X. Y.
H. M. Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.
Krupp iT. Prosser & Son, New York).

Balanced Slide Valves.
,\in. Bal. Slide Valve Co., San Francisco, Cal.
M. C. Hamraett, Troy, N. Y.

Bearing Metal.
Aiax Mcial Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Paul S. Kceves, Philadelphia. Pa.
V. S. Jlelallic Pkg. Co , Philadelphia, Pa.

Bell Ringer.
Trumbull Mfg. Co.. Warren. O.
U. S. Metallic Packing Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Belting.
Boston Belting Co., Boston. Mass.
N. Y. Belting & Packing Co., New York.
Shultz Belting Co., St. Louis, Mo.

(Continued on page 646}.
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BUYERS- FINDING USJ-Confiiiu^J.

Boiler and Firebox 5teei.

Shotnbcrgcr Stfcl Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Boiler Checks inside.

Foster Engineering Co., Newark, N. J.

Boiler*.

Pittsburg Locomotive Works, Pittsburg, Pa.

Boiler Iron.

Ewald Iron Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Boiler Testers.

Rue Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Boiler Tools.

Richard l>udgeon. New York.
Hilles i Jones Co.. Wilmington, Del.
Long & .Mlstatter Co., Hamilton, O.

Boiler Washers.
Nathan Mfg. Co., New York.
Rue Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Bolt Alachlnery.

Acme Machinery Co., Cleveland, O.

Bolt Threading Machinery.
Detrick& Harvey Machine Co., Baltimore.Md.

Books.
H. C. Baird & Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.
Open Court Pub. Co.. Chicago. 111.

Philadelphia Book Co., Philadelphia. Pa.
D. Van Nostrand Co., New York City.

Brake Adjusters.
y. & C. Co., Chicago, 111.

Brake Shoes.
Ramapo Iron Works. Hillbum, N. Y.
Raniapo Wheel & Foundry Co., Ramapo, N. V.

Brass Castings.
.\ja.\ Metal Co., Inc.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Paul S. Reeves, Philadelphia, Pa.

Butlers.
Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Bulldozers.
Williams. White & Co., Moline, 111.

Cab Seats
Stannard & White, Appleton, Wis.

Cars.
Allison Mfg. Co., Philadelphia. Pa.
Lima Locomotive & Machine Co.. Lima, O.
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillbum, N. Y.

Car Couplers.
Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
.McConwav & Torley Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
National Malleable Castings Co., Chicago, 111.

St. Louis Car Coiipler Co., St. Louis. Mo.
Sams Automatic Coupler Co.. Denver, Col.
Smillie Coupler & Mfg. Co., Newark, N. J.
Standard Coupler Co., New York.
Trojan Car Coupler Co., Troy, N. Y.

Car Heating.
William C. Baker, New York.
(Told Car Heating Co.. New York.
.Safety Car Heating & Lighting Co., New York.

Car Lighting.
Safety Car Heating& Lighting Co., NewYork.

Car Paints.
Detroit White Lead Works. Detroit, Mich.

Car RooHng.
P. H. Slurphy Mfg. Co., E. St. Louis, 111.

Standard Pamt Co., New York.
Warren Chemical & Mfg. Co., New York.

Car Scats.
Hale * Kilburn Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Car Ventilators.
M C. Hammett, Troy, N. Y.

Car Wheels.
Kalamazoo R. R. Velocipede & Car Co., Kala-

mazoo, Mich.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son. New York).
Lima Locomotive & Machine Co., Lima, O.
Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co.. Ramapo, N.Y.
Standard Steel Works, Philadelphia, Pa.
Washburn Car Wheel Co.. Hartford, Conn.

Cattle Guards.
Q. & C. Co., Chicago, III.

Chain Pulley Blocks.
.Mi.i.re MlK & Fdy. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Chime Whistles.
Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co.,Boston, Mass.
Star Brass Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass.

Clocks.
John J. McGrane, New York.

Coal Handling Machinery.
Link Belt Engineering Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Coal Chutes.
Williams. While & Co., Moline. III.

Correspondence Schools.
Internat'l Corrcs. Schools. Scranton, Pa.
The Seientific .Machinist Co., Cleveland. O.

Corundum Wheels.
Sterling Emery Wheel Mfg. Co.. Tiffin, O.

Cranes.
Manning, Maxwell & Moore, New York.
Maris Bros., Philadelphia. Pa.
William Sellers & Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Whiting Foundry Equipment Co. .Chicago. 111.

R. D. Wood & Co , Philadelphia, Pa.

iContinutd on page tfji.

ACME
Machinery Co.

CLtVEUND, 0.

MAMFACTIRERS Of

ACME BOLT AND
RlVir HlADtRS,
ACME SINGLE AND
DOUBLE AtTO-
MATIC BOLT CUT-
11 RS, cutting from
1-8 in. to 6 in. diam.
ALSO srp^RAri

HUOS ANUOICS.

Asbestos
Fire-Felt Curved Sheet Lagging,

Nill Board,

Cement Felting,

^^^.^^___ For Boilers of Locomotives.

TRAIN PIPE COVERINGS,
Our Asbestus Pipe :uid Boiler C'uvcriiigs .Tre uiialtuLU-d h\ vibration.

VULCABESTON PACKING, for Piston-Rods, Air-Brake Pumps, Etc

H. W. JOHNS M'F'G CO.
CHICAaO. PHILADELPHIA.NEW YORK BOSTON.

CRilNES, TROLLEYS, PORTABLE HOISTS, OVERHEAD TRACK.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

MARIS BROS.,
2343 & 2:i45

CALLOWHILL ST.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

BETHLEHEM^IRON CO.
SOUTH BETHLEHEM, PA.

STEEL RAILS,
BILLETS AND MUCK BAR,

STEEL FORCINGS,
Hollow Shafting. Cranks. Rolls, Guns and Armor.

Rough, Machined or Finished, Fluid Compressed, Hydraulic Forged.

NEW YORK OFFICE ; 100 Broadway. PHILADELPHIA OFFICE; 421 Chestnut Street.

CHICAGO OFFICE: Marquette BIdg.
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THE STANDARD STEEL WORKS ,.,

Philadelphia.

^%^%t2^^2^^^^ 1^*W"W^ t^*^^^^ (a?^ 5^''V^^^^^ ^^•(^*^*^^

TIRES ^^* <(?*^^^^ v**

^ Wrought Iron Centers,

j*j* Spoke and Plate

^^A^^ Steel Tired Wheels.

^5*^%^W ^5*^* (i^* (j^% ^^% ^^*^*^^ ^?* (^% (^* ^^^ (j?* ^** ^^^ t^* (*^

REPRESENTATIVES.

Chicago: FITZHLIQH & SPENCER.
1634 Monadnock Building.

St. Louis: ANDREW WARREN RAILWAY
SUPPLY CO.. SI6N.Tllird St.

Cincinnati : E. A. KINSEY & CO..
333 West Fourth Street.

Boston: JOHN KENT.
52 Mason Building.

Beveled Packin§: Ring
Simple,

Durable,
Self-Suppoi-tIng,

Standard.

American Balance Slide Valve Co.

Siia Francisco, CaL or Jersey Shore, P»-

OFFICES
66 Broadway

NEW YORK
941 The Rookery

CHICAGO
319 Commercial BIdg

ST. LOUIS

Gould
Coupler

CO.

WORKS
Steam Forge

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Malleable Iron

DEPEW, N. V.

Cast Steel

ANDERSON, IND.

BUYERS' FINDING \.\%'\— Continued.

Crank Pin Qages.
M. C. Hammett, Troy, N. Y.

Crank Pins.

Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
B. M. Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son, New York).

Drills.

Cleveland Twist Drill Co., Cleveland, O.
Standard Tool Co., Cleveland, O.

Drilling Machines.

J. T. Connellv, Milton, Pa.
Gould & Eberhardt, Newark. N. J.

Electric Lighting and Power Apparatus.

Wcstinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.,Pittsburgh,Pa.

Emery Wheels.
Sterling Emery Wheel Mfg. Co., Tiffin, O.

Enamel.

Detroit White Lead Works. Detroit, Mich.

Engines.

St. Louis Steam Engine Co.. St. Louis, Mo.
Engravings.

Bradley & Poates, New York.
Standard Engraving Co., New Y'ork.

Exhaust Pipe.
The General Agency Co., New York.

Expanding Mandrel.
Geo. L. Weiss, Cleveland, O.

Plies and Rasps.
Arcade File Works, Anderson, Ind.
Nicholson File Co., Providence, K. I.

Filters.
A. Major, New York.

Fire Kindlers.

J. S. Leslie. Paterson, N. J.

Flexible Shaft.
Stow Flexible Shaft Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

Flexible Steam Joint.
Moran Flexible Steam JointCo..Louisville,Ky.

Flues and Tubes.
Allison Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Tyler Tube & Pipe Co.. Washington. Pa.

Forges.
Buflfalo Forge Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Forging Machinery.
Williams, White & Co., Moline, 111.

Foundry Equipment.
Whiting Foundry Equipment Co.,Chicago, 111.

Progs and Crossings.
Kamapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.

Graphite.
Jos. Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J.

Heating System for Shops.
Buffalo Forge Co.
B. F. Sturtevant Co., Boston. Mass.

Hoisting Engines.
Earle C. Bacon, New York.

Hollow Staybolts.
Falls Hollow Staybolt Co., Cuyahoga Falls, O.

Hydraulic Tools.
Richard Dudgeon, New York.
Wat.son & Stillman, New York.
R. D. Wood & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Indicators.
Crosby Steam Gage and Valve Co., Boston.

Injectors.
Automatic Injector Co., Cincinnati. O.
Hancock Inspirator Co.. Boston, Mass.
Havden & Derby Mfg. Co.. New York.'
-N'athan Mfg. Co.. New York.
Ohio Injector Co.. Chicago, 111.

Rue Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
William Sellers* Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

Jacks
E C. Boyer, Davton. O.
Richard Dudgeon. New York.
A, L. Henderer, Wilmington, Del.
A. O. Norton, Boston. Mass.
Watson & Stillman, New York.

Laggings for Locomotives.
H. W. Johns Mfg. Co., New York.
Keasbey & Mattison Co., Ambler, Pa.

Locomotives.
Baldwin Locomotive Works, Philadelphia, Pa.
Brooks Locomotive Works. Dunkirk, N. Y.
Cooke Loco. & Machine Co.. Paterson. N. J.
Dickson Mfg. Co., Scranton. Pa.
Lima Locomotive & Machine Co.. Lima. O.
Pittsburg Locomotive Works. Pittsburg. Pa.
H. K. Porter & Co.. Pittsburg, Pa.
R. I. Locomotive Works. Providence. R. I.

Richmond Loco. & Mch. Wk=.. Richmond. Va.
Rogers Locomotive Works. Paterson, N. j.
Schenectady Loco. Wks.. Schenectady. N.Y.

Lubricators
Detroit Lubricator Co.. Detroit, Mich.
M. C. Hammett. Troy. N. Y.
Nathan Mfg. Co.. New York.

Lubricating Oils.
Galena Oil Works Ltd.. Franklin. Pa.
Leonard & Ellis. New York.
Signal Oil Works. Franklin. Pa

{.Continued on page 64S}.
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BUYERS' FINDING LIST-a'«/;««<-rf.

Machine Tools.

Bement, Miles* Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Deirick & Harvev Mnch. Co., Baltimore, Md.
W. U. Forbes & Co., Hoboken. N. J.
Gould & Eberhardt. Newark, N. J.
Hilles & Jones Co., Wilmington, Del.

iones & Lamson Machine Co.. Springfield, Vt.
lanning, Ma.\well & Moore, New York.

National Machinery Co.. Tiffin, O.
Newton Machine Tool Wks.. F'hiladelphia, Pa.
Niles Tool Works Co., Hamilton, O.
Geo. Place, New York.
Pratt & Whitney Co., Hartford. Conn.
Prentiss Tool and Supply Co., New York.
William Sellers & Co., Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.

Mechanics' Tools.

Arnistrong Bros. Tool Co., Chicago, 111.

Keystone Mfg. Co., Buffalo. N. Y.
Chas. A. Strelinger & Co., Detroit, Mich.

McUl Polish.

G. W. Hoffman, Indianapolis, Ind.

Metal Sawing Hachlnes.

Pratt & Whitnev Co., Hartford, Conn.
Q. & C. Co., Chicago, 111.

Milling Machines.
Cincinnati Milling Machine Co , Cincinnati. O.
Pratt & Whitney Co., Hartford, Conn.

Mining riachlnery.

Earle C. Bacon, New York.

Molding Machines.

Tabor .Mfg. Co., New York City.

Over Clothes.

H. S. PetetB, Dover, N. J.

Packing.

Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.
Gould Packing Co.. East Cambridge, Mass.
H. W. Johns Mfg. Co., New York.
Jenkins Bros.. New York.
N. Y. Belting & Packing Co.. New York.
U. S. Metallic Packing Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Paints.

Standard Paint Co.. New York.
Detroit White Lead Works, Detroit. Mich.
Detroit Graphite Mfg. Co.. Detroit, -Mich.
H. W. Johns Mfg. Co., New York.

Patents.
John Wedderburn & Co.. Washington, D. C.
George P. Whittlesey, Washington, D. C.

Perforated Metal.
Aitchison Perforated Metal Co.. Chicago, 111

.\. J- Becklev & Co.. Meriden, Conn.
The Hendrick Mfg. Co., Ltd., Carbondale, Pa.

Photographs.
F. Moore. London, Eng.

Pipe Threading and Cutting /Machinery.
Bignall & Keeler Mfg. Co.. Edwardsville, 111.

Armstrong Mfg. Co., Bridgepoi^. Conn.
D. Saunders' Sons, Yonkers, N. Y.

Piston Rods.
Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
B. M. Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.
Thomas Prosser & Son, New York.

Pneumatic Tools.
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.. Chicago. 111.

C. H. Haescler& Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Pressed Steel Materials.
Schoen Mfg. Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Pressure Regulators.
Foster Engineering Co., Newark, N. J.
Newark Regulator Co., Newark, O.

Pump Valves.
Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.
N. Y. Belting & Packing Co., New York.

Punching and Shearing Machinery.
Hilles & Jones Co.. Wilmington. Del.
Ix>ng & Allstatter Co., Hamilton, O.
Williams, White & Co., Moline, 111.

R. D. Wood & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Hallway Fences.
Page Woven Wire Fence Co., Adrian, Mich.

Railway Qatea.
Standard Ry. Gate Co.. Saginaw. Mich.

Regulators.
Mas. m Regulator Co., Boston, Mass.

Retaining Rings.
Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co. , Ramapo, N. V

Rubber.
Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.
N. Y. Belting & Packing Co., New York.

Rust Preventing Compound.
Otto Goetze, New York.

Safety Valves.
Ashton Valve Co., Boston. Mass.
Coale Muffler and Safety Valve Co., Baltimore,

Md.
Consolidated Valve Co., Bridgeport, Conn.
Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co.,Boston,Mass.
Star Brass Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass.

Sanding Apparatus.
Henry L. Leach, North Cambridge, Mass.
Sherburne & Co., Boston, Mass.

Shafting.
William Sellers & Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.

( Continued on page 6^).

• »»

-"New Cincinnati
Milling Machine 7^

i

is unequaled in
C°""pleteness.

Write for complete information.

The Cincinnati Milling Machine Co.,

CINCINNATI, O.

SPECIALTY, MILLING MACHINES.

m ^'iO'^ (Jmljv.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

MODERN MACHINE TOOLS.

^
NOTE:-~Our Improved Tools are designed to meet the

most exacting requirements of Afodem Railivay Machine ana

Repair Shops. In addition to all flu- StAudard Tools^ we /re-

quently make modifications thereoj Jor specialPurposes.
if

TRAVELING CRANES, SWING CRANES.CAR CRANES, etc

Turntables, Testing Machines, Steam Hammers, etc.

INJECTORS FOR LOCOMOTIVES,

^it f\ A" / II\I\ZIandai.l its appurtenances for transmitting power.

D. SAUNDERS' SONS,
MANUFACTURERS OF

PIPESI MACHINES
FOR HAND AND POWER.

All sizes '4 iiK'li to iS inch for I'ipc Mill, Gas aud
Steam Fitters' use. Tapping Jlachines

for steam fittings. .\lso,

Steam and Gas Fitters* Hand Tools.

SEND FOR CATALOaVE.

No.4BMachlne, wto 4- HandorPower • "v AthertOn St., YOnKCrS, N. Y.

(]RANE COMPANY,

Manufacturers of Air Brakes,
Air Brake Repairs^

Also, Air Brake Pipe,

Air Brake Fittings,

CHICAGO.
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^ flnb Special 'f)]Zaof\iyic/!A-i.

^ eo.upfoi-o Oiiifib of tFii^ efc.vN of

'Jsoofi fot

3v. c^v.jCar atvb Soconiol'iuc S^lop.^

C^O-«^ a Spcciciffu. ^5^^*^^

Sc tvb for i ffuittal'ci calrafoguc ' o^S.'

^f jC* ^C*^f ti"" ».^ J."" ji' t.'' J.'
J*'' ».^ ^fjf jT jf" ^f

'Sfve9tationaC9ltacfiinctt| Co.
TIFFIN, O., U. S. A.

y

Prentiss
Tool & Supply Co.

metal (UorKing

machinery.

Milling

Machines

Send for List of New and Second-Hand
Machinery.

115 Liberty Street, New York.

Chicago Store: 62 & 64 S. Canal Street.

BiGNALL & KeELER MfG. CO.
wnDk«. ' tOWARDSVILLE, ILL.WOKRS.

^ ST. LOUIS, MO.

Builders of the ...

Duplex Pipe Threading

Machines.

COMINUOIS
FEED

RATCHET DRILL.

ALL STttL

SCREW
PINCHIS.

COMBINATION VISES,

WITH REMOVABLE
PIPE JAWS.

Spark ntmttr Piatt.

X
HENORICK

LOCOMOTIVE SPARK
PLATE

^F

THE HENDRICK MEG. CO.

CARBONDALE, PA.

Injectors
LIFTING AND NON-LIFTING.

LOCOMOTIVE, STATIONAfiY AND

MARINE. BOILER WASHERS.

EJECTORS and all JET APPARATUS.

OLD RELIABLE "LITTLE GIANT"

AND » UNIQUE" BOILER FEEDERS.

RUE M'F'G CO.,
J 19 No. Ninth Street,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Cangye's

'i- Bydraullc

t Cifting

i- Jack,
A good, reliable Jack for Lifting

or Pushing in any direction...**

Lever for pumping up..^..*' Key
lowers and stops at any point..."*

Sizes from 4 to 200 tons.

JOSEPH r. McCOY CO.,

26 WARRIN ST., NEW YORK.

BUYERS' FINDING USf- Con tinned.

Smoke Jack.
Bruyn's Auto. Smoke Jack Co., Waverly, O.

Spark Arrester Plate.
A. J. Becklev & Co., Meriden, Conn.
Hendrick Mfg. Co.. Carbondale, Pa.

Springs.
A. French Spring Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Spring Steel.
Thomas Prosser & Son, New York.

Stay-Bolts.
Ewald Iron Co., St. Louis. Mo.
p-alls Hollow Stay-Bolt Co., Cuyahoga Falls,0
B. M. Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.

Steam Qages.
Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co., Boston.
Star Brass Mfg. Co^ Boston, Mass.
Utica Steam Gage Co., Utica, N. Y.

Steam Hammers.
Bement, Miles & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Steam Hose.
Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.
N. Y. Belting & Packing Co., New York.

Steam Pumps.
A. S. Cameron Steam Pump Works, New York.

Steel.
Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Carbon Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Ewald Iron Co., St. Louis, Mo.
B. M. Jones & Co., Boston. Mass.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son. New York).
Latrobe Steel Co.. Latrobe, Pa.
Schoen Mfg. Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Shoenberger Steel Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Steel Tired Wheels.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son, New York).
Raniapo Wheel & Foundry Co., Raniapo, N. Y.
Standard Steel Works. Philadelphia, Pa.
Washburn Car Wheel Co., Hartford, Conn.

Steel Tires.
Latrobe Steel Works. Latrobe, Pa.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son. New York).
Standard Steel Works, Philadelphia, Pa.

Steel Truck Frames.
Fo.t Solid Pressed Steel Co., Chicago, 111.

Stocks and Dies.
Armstrong Mfg. Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

Switches.
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N.' Y.

Tie Plates.
y. & C. Co., Chicago, lU.

Tires.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son. New York).
Latrobe Steel Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Tool Holders.
Armstrong Bros. Tool Co.. Chicago, 111.

Gould & Eberhardt, Newark, N. J.

Tool Steel.
B. M. Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.

Tube Expanders.
A. L. Henderer, Wilmington, Del.

Turnbuckles.
Cleveland City Forge & Iron Co., Cleveland, O.

Turret nachines.
Jones & Lamson, Springfield, Vt.

Twist Drills.
Cleveland Twist Drill Co.. Cleveland, O.
Standard Tool Co., Cleveland, O.

V a1vcs
Asliton Valve Co.. Boston, Mass.
Coale Muffler and Safety ValveCo.,Baltimore,

Md.
Jenkins Bros., New York.
Ross Valve Co., Troy. N. Y.
Star Brass Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass.

Valves, Reducing.
Foster Engineering Co., Newark, N. ].

Varnishes.
Detroit White Lead Works, Detroit, Mich.
F. C. Reynolds, New York.

Ventilating Fans.
Buffalo Forge Co.

Vestibules.
(iould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Vises.
Bignall & Keeler Mfg. Co., Edwardsville III.

Watches.
John J. McGrane, New York.

Wire Fences.
Page Woven Wire Fence Co.,

Wood Working Machinery.
The Egan Co., Cincinnati. O.

J. A Fay & Co.. Cincinnati, O.

Wrought Iron Pipe.
Allison Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.

, Adrian, Mich.

THE BAKER CAR HEATERS
SINGLE AND DOUBLE CIRCULATION.

Jointless, Flexible, Steel Fire-Proof,

_,,,„ ^_., ,„p, e-rv/i T-c Impossible to break them.

FIVE O 1 HEK b 1 YLbb. impossible to burn a car with them.

Special Fittings for Baker Heater Work
Perfected Jointless Safety Vent.

WILLIAM C. BAKER,
(SUCCESSOR TO Baker Hbater Co.)

143 Liberty Street, New York.

MADE AND SOLD
ONLY BY
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CbcAA;|l/i muffler Pop

Is the pioneer and is the best.

The Coale Muffler Pop Safety Valve ...

Is the standard on leading railroads and power plants in the
United States. Specify our valves on your new locomotives
and boilers. Simple in construction and reliable under all

conditions. Sample put on trial on application.

The Coale Muffler and Safety Valve Company,
Charles & Lexington Sts., Baltimore, Md.

WOOD WORKI^G MACHINERY

^r Builders,For

HIGHEST CLASS,

LARGEST LINE.
f$irt^r!fflr$>

Correspondence Solicited.

Estimates on Application.

No. 4.

Large Patent Variety Wood Worker
with Triple Bearings, Simultaneously and Independently

Adjustable Tables, Etc.

J. A. FAY & CO.,
530 to 550 West Front Street, CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Smillie °r Coupler
TRADE.'

COUPLES BY SLOW IMPACT.
' MARK . ,

^^»x>^
'^>V THE SMILLIE COUPLER & MFC CO..

%aLt v^"^

91 Clav Street, Newark, N.J.

New York Office: 39 Cortiandt Street.

HAS ONLY FOUR PIECES.

Cbc me$tlngbou$e * * *

* * Bt Brake Company,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Jinnual Capacity:

250,000 Trelsbt Car, 6.000 Passenger Car and

10,000 Locomotive Brakes.

•S"*

42$,ooo freight and Passenger Cars and 26,000

Locomotives already equipped.
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United $tm% rnetallic Packing Company,
427 North Thirteenth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

» (^trt rtrt fstfl —

Cbe mcTntosb Oil Cellar,

The Mcintosh Oil Cellar keeps

the cellar packing up ^^c^^

ag-ainst the oil by moving;

the cellar, not the ^^

waste. Oil cup for

truck on engine

fr .*.*

easily

accessible. <^ No machine work

J* necessary in fitting cellar,

always easily removable

by hand ; saves time,

J* oil and money.

Used on N.

W. Road.

js" jiT j«' ji' ^' ^ ^•' j*-•^' ^- yr k" j*' K" j*'

fttflrtrtrtft •

»>'j^a^i^j«'j**jfj^j«'j?j«'a^i^i

ZU norris Reverse Cecer.

Latch allows engineer to use twice as many notches

as there are in the quadrant.

No complication to set a close cut-off.
jsr'jf»."»?'jfj^»?'j^i?j?K':*' j^ii

This Roofing is manufactured from Trinidad Natural Asphalt materials, and will not dry up and
become brittle under exposure to the weather, as Coal Tar Roofings do.

It is durable, easily applied, and easily repaired.
AVe shall be pleased to furnish sample of this Roofing which has been in actual use for over thirteen

years. Send for circulars, samples, etc. . to

^ DuRABu:J^ormc

Warren Chemical & Manufacturing Co.,

50 Fulton Street, New York.
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pEDRICK & AYER CO.,
^

1001 Hamilton Street,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

COMPOUND AUTOMATIC AIR COMPRESSOR.^Drive„ .,, „

bf It, rt'Kuluti'S itself iiu-

tomnrioally, miilntaiu-
I prt'ssure wltblii

iiiuls at uny do-

. -i. 1 |j >liit ; L-oiiiiHUuid-

oiiand wattT JaL-ki-tvU
;

will Hupply air at Irss

than half the ci)yt fur
fuel cf brake i)uiiii)S.

Ruusoulyeo Iodk as air

is l)cluK used. Dt-llvers

44 oiiblotfeet of frtu air

per minute.

Requires no atlenl'.on but oiling, and but little of that. Case Dusl-Proof.

QUR NO. 2 LIFT is for

delicate and exact work

;

it can be made to lift or lower

any amount at will, and has

an automatic stop that will

keep the load at the desired

height under any conditions,

and leave the operator free to

use both hands in adjusting

work. Ideal as a lift over

machine tools.

-.X N V \ V\XVVVV-XV'VVVV-WVN'-V^VX-VVVVVX'X X-N X X >

ALL KINDS OF SPECIAL

TOOLS FOR RAILWAY

REPAIR SHOPS.No. 2.

Eclipses Them All—Thirty-five and a Half Hours, Chicago

to Jacksonville, Fla.

The Monon Route, with its customary enterprise, has ])ut on
a new fast train that makes the run between Chicago and Jack-
sonville in 35^ hours.
This train leaves Chicago daily at 8:32 P. M., arriving at Cin-

cinnati next morning, 7:30; Chattanooga, 5:50 P. M.; Atlanta,
10:40 P. M.; reaching Jacksonville at 8:20 the second morning,
in ample time to make connection with all lines for points in

Central and Southern Florida.
Frank J. Reed,

Genl. Pass. Agt., Chicago.

City Ticket Office, 232 Clark street, Chicago.

For time-cards, pamphlets and all other information, address
L. E. Sessions, N. \V. Pass. Agt., Minneapolis, Minn.

Cake Vc»ur yacation in fl^aine.

II; lovci' of outdoor lil'e is always delighted

v\ith the coming of spring, for its warm

glowing days open to him a series of pastimes

in which he may indulge, reaping therefrom

the many pleasures and vicissitudes which are, to his

mind, only the necessary perquisites demanded to relieve

the drudgeries and routines of everyday life.

The ice which has covered the lakes and brooklets

for months past is fast disappearing, and then con'ies a

period of delight for the fisherman, which in Maine

consists of trolling some one of the famous streams ot

Northern or Eastern New England for trout, perch or

other fish which abounds its waters in great numbers.

The Rangeley's, Moosehe.id, Winnipesaukee, Mem-

phremagog, or, in fact, any of the lakes in this region

which offer exceptional opportunities for fishing, are

made easily accessible by the Boston & Maine Railroad,

for its train service to these points is frequent, and

reduced-rate round-trip tickets are obtainable.

Time-tables and a descriptive pamphlet, entitled

"Fishing and Hunting," will be sent for a twi»-cent

stamp, upon application to the

6enerdl Passenger Department,

BOSTON MAINE R. R.

Plain iniller.
•••

Cylindrical Column
Design,with and with-

out back gear.

•••

Adapted to the require-

ments of the modern

Railroad shop.

•••

A modern MillingMa-
chine at a fair price,

—

plain, honest, efficient.

•••

You cannot afford to use a planer on work this

tool will handle.
•••

Price List,—Without Back Gear, $600.00;

with Back Gear, $680.00.

Ask for particulars on these Milling Machines. Sent free.

•••

W. D. FORBES & CO.,
1307 Hudson Street, two blocks from J4th Street Ferry,

HOBOKEN, N. J.
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The Cameron

Steam Pump.

COMPLETE WITH BOILER.

The A. S. Cameron
Steam Pump l^orks^

Foot of East Twenty-third Street,

Send for Illustrated Catalogue. ^^^ YORK.

SAMPLE
FREE

JTTTIR screw belne
I lubricated and
protected, the Jack
IS always ready foi

instant service. Rail
r<^>ad men appreciate
the importance of
having Jacks always
in ffood wnrkintr coa
diti n. Serit'us de
lays frequently occui
in getting common

Jacks so that they can be worked when suddenly
required In train service.
Common Jacks are frequently destroyed In efForte

to make them work ^luickly after the screws are
set with rust and dirt. This consideration alone
makes the CHAPMAN JACK the most economical
one to purchase.

THE CHAPMAN JACK CO., CLEVEUNO, OHIO.

TI3CE3

ALLISON MFC. CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OP

FREIGHT CARS AND
LOCOMOTIVE BOILER TUBES.

WROUGHT IRON PIPE OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.

I»HIIj-A.I>DE3XjI>I3:i-a.,

RICHARD DUDGEON
24 A 26 COLUMBIA ST.,

NE'W VORK.

MAKEK AND PATENTEE OF

IMPROVED

HYDRAULIC JACKS
Punches, Roller Tube Expanders, and

Direct Acllnc Steam Hammers.
tW Jacks for Pressing on Crank Pins or Car-Wheels

made to order. Communications by letter will receive
prompt attention.

TAYLORyor^kISireSTAYBOLT IRON
Axles, Piston Bods, Crank Pins and Forslng* of .U

Descriptions, used by Leading Ballroadfc

R.MUSHET'S SPECIAL AND
TITANIC STEELS

SOLE REPRESENTATIVES IN THE UNITED STATES,

B. M. JONES & CO.,
Boston. 11 and 13 Oliver Street. NEW York, 143 Liberty Street.

WILLIAMS, WHITE & CO.,
MOLINE, ILL., U. S. A.

Makers of JLSTICE HAMMERS,

AUTOMATIC COAL CHUTES FOR COALING LOCOMOTIVES,

BULLDOZERS, DROP HAMMERS,

STEAM HAMMERS, PUNCHES AND SHEARS,

EYE-BOLT MACHINES,

TAPER ROLLING MACHINES.

The Pratt& Whitney Co., Hartford, Conn.,u.s.A.

SINGLE AND DOUBLE HEAD MILLING MACHINES used as Substitutes for

Planers lor Heavy and Rapid Cutting in Cast and Wrought Iron

and Steel.

TURRET-HEAD MACHINES AND TOOLS for Turning, Forming and Thread-

ing Irregular [^ieces of Circular Cross-section in Brass, Iron and

Steel.

METAL BAND SAWING MACHINES for Cutting Sprues from Brass Castings.

MILLING CUTTERS. HOLDERS, with Inserted Cutters for Turning, Shaping

and Threading Metals. SPIRAL SHEAR PUNCHES.

CATALOaUE L SENT ON APPLICATION.
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^''l^

f AIR ^

BRAKE
V HOSE I

^STEAM
V HOSE i

^WATERl
k HOSE

;

GAS
hose:

^''MwwS*^

or SUPERIOR QUALITY. NUNlirACTlRtD BY

BOSTON BELTING CO.
JAMES BENNETT FORSYTH, Manufacturing Agent and General Manager.

BOSTON: 256, 258 and 260 Devonshire Street.

CHICAGO: 109 M.idison Street.
-^ NEW YORK : 100 and 102 Reade Street.

SAN FRANCISCO: 24 Fremont Street.

FOSTER Pressure Regulators.

CriCTPD Reducing Valves.
I-UJ I CK Air-Brake ^
FOSTER Pump Governors.

FOSTFP Inside Boiler Checks.

FOSTER ENGINEERING CO.,
NEWARK, N.J.

L!ik=Belt

MCETOWN, PHILA.

Design and 49 Dey St., NEW YORK,
Erect

Locomotive Coaling Stations

and Supply

Coal and Ashes

Handling Machinery,

Of Modem Desigip

To meet any conditions.

Western House:
LINK-BELT MACHINERY CO.,

CHICAGO and NEW ORLEANS.

HYDRAULIC
RIVETERS HxjJ anJ Portable.

PUNCHES, SHEARS,
PRESSES, LIFTS, CRANES

and ACCUMULATORS.

Matthews' Fire Hydrants, Eddy Valves,
Viilve Indicator Posts.

THE CAMDEN HIGH-PRESSURE VALVES.

CAST IRON PIPE.

R,D.WOOD&CO.,SSr
400 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA. PA.

^ Ejiattofud 1848

acv t^^caUtoti

PLAIN MILLING MACHINES.

Built in Eight Sizes: No. I, I5)il5 in.; No. 2, 20«20 in.;

No. 3, 30 1 30 in.: No. 4, 36 \ 36 in.; No. 5, 42 \ 42 in..

Mo. 6, 30 >i 50 in.; No. 7, 60 « 60 in.; and No. 8,

72 X 72 in. To Mill Any Length.

NEWTON MACHINE TOOL WORKS,
... PHIIADEFPHIA. ...

Bradley
Forges
EOR HARD COAL AND COKE.

THESE FORGES wiU heat irons

fast enough to k?ep a hammer-man
busy, and have features that make them
the best on earth.

Patent Arch Top
That Cannot Sag.

Rocking Grate
Insures a Qean Fire.

Dumping Ash Pan,
Air Box Always Free,

7 SIZES. SEND FOR PRINTED MATTER.

THE BRADLEY CO.
SYRACUSE, N. Y.

The Detroit Improved Standard Garfield Injector

FOR LOCOMOTIVES
Has Widest Range of Capacity.

Handles Warmest Water.

Easily Manipulated. Positive Action.

Economical to Maintain.

Interchangea'ble with Other Standard Machines.

DETROIT LUBRICATOR CO., Detroit, Mich.

A
MONTHLY JOURNAL devoted to Steam
hnsflnecrlng' and Practical Work relative

to the Economic Generation and Trans-
mission of Power. Sixty-four pages, pro-
fusely illustrated. Price, $1.00 a year.
Send for Sample Copy— FPEE. Address,

THE POWER Publishing Company.
'^'orld lluildiiiK, :sew Torb.

Bb^^h
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If^^
Ctumvam

ysteiti

of Smith Shop Outfits
Consists of the

Sturtevant Pressure Blowers^
For Supplying Blast to Forges.

Steel Plate Exhaust Fans,
For Removing Smoke and Gases.

Sturtevant Steel Plate and

Cast Iron Forges, B. F. STURTEVANT COMPANY,
WORKS, BOSTON, MASS.

Complete Systems of Pipings and Connections.

Send for

Catalogues
and Prices.

BRANCH STORES:
34 Oliver St., Boston, Mass. 75 Queen Victoria St., London, E.C., Eng.
J3J Liberty St., New York, N.Y. 21 West Nile St., Glasgow, Scotland.
J35 N. 3d St., Philadelphia, Pa. 87 Zimmerstrasse, BerUn, Germany.
J6 South Canal St., Chicago, 111. 2 Kungsholmstorg, Stockholm, Sweden.

.ml'":

THE AIR FOR COMPRESSION gets into the

cylinder of a Norwalk Compressor througli

Corliss valves whicfi have a positive movement

from the main shaft. The ports are large, clear and

open directly into the cylinder.

Poppet valves require a vacuum within the cylinder

"to open them, and

piston inlet valves

"throttle the supply

from mid stroke

to the end.

Of the three

kinds, which is j*

the most efficient?

The Norwalk Compressors have many points of

superiority. Business men and engineers are welcome

to catalogs upon application to

THE NORWALK IRON
WORKS CO.,

- -SOUTH NORWALK, CONN.

50 per cent. Saved
by

Finishing Locomotives and Coaches

Rogers' Railway Specialties
Rogrers' Locomotive Finish.

Rogpers' Locomotive Jacket Enamel.
Rogers' Locomotive Cab Enamel.
Rogers' Coach Body Enamel.
Rogers' Caboose Enamel.
Rogers' Target and Signal Enamel.
Railroad Seat Enamel.
Railroad Radiator Enamel.
Railroad Steam Pipe Enamel.
Railroad Graphite Paint.

Railroad Truck Paints.

Railroad Station Paints.

Railroad Varnishes and Japans.
Red Seal Coach and Car Colors.

Refrigerator Car Paints.

Great Economy in Coach, Car and Locomotive painting;,

Enormous saving in time, labor and material.

Fully equal or superior to old methods in durability.

Thoroughly tested by leading railway lines.

Write us for information and Descriptive Catalogue.

DETROIT WHITE LEAD WORKS,
107 Jones St., Detroit, 9Iicb.
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Che Cower Coupler
THE MOST PERFECT M. C. B. COUPLER IN
ALL MECHANICAL REQUIREMENTS.

JIdOPtCd flS
^y '^" '"portant roads in different |(> ^"t.'*<.'*.•*.'*.'* ..^ ^-tJ*.<.<.*.•*.*.'*.'*.'*.*^'».'*.'*J*."*J* ^*^-*^'*^-tJ* ^-t^-t^-tjtJ*

^t!\nAitrA
^"^^ °^ ^^^ country, and in use in ^ Itlijlkilbk IfOH CrA^tin^S ^^' "^ °^ malleable iron in car^^c*

VlUIIUUI U large quantities on twenty-five other ^ .
I?-iili»A»fl Vic*

construction gives increased strength

roads and private lines. Our four great works with ^ I\mII1 VMM M*v while lessening the weight from 40 to

their unrivaled capacity ixisure prompt delivery as ** 50 per cent. Correspondence on this subject is invited and sample castings

well as best material and workmanship, ^^-t^-t^-tj* »fc will be furnished to railroads interested. ^*^<jt^'t^-t^'tjt^<^'*^*u*J*^*J*J*

~—' ~ ~~
j : The National Car Door Fastener, i"* The National Center Plate, •/^ The National Journal Box,

this company In designing maU The National Journal Box Lid. i"* Coffin's Sill and Brake Block Pockets, j* tuoank Cir ) ,<-.

leable Iron parts Insures the best DATTAYTAV nTTP A T? XATFTIMT
possible results to our customers. KAILWA I UrLTAK. 1 MnlN 1 ,

Works: Cleveland, Chicago,

Indianapolis, Toledo.

NATIONAL MALLEABLE CASTINGS COMPANY,
1525 Old Colony Building, CHICAGO.

Automatic Molding Machines, Coach
Parlor Car
Sleerinsf Car
Street Car
Rattan Elevated

Scats
PLUSH - RATTAN - ELASTIC SLAT

With either ' Reversible' or ' Walli-Over' Back.

Output Larger than All Other

Seat Makers combined.

300 DAILY
ONE

MAN'S WORK

PATTERN SET FOR
CHRISTIE

BRAKE SHOES.

The Tabor Manutacturing Co,^

Office and Works : Front and Franklin Streets,

ELIZABETH, N.J.

Our "Walk-Over" Pattern is the Finest of its class.

See cut of " Standard " here next month.

EITHER IS BETTER THAN ANY OTHER MAKE.

The Hale & Kilburn M%. Co.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

" There is but one suggestion we might make

—

and our desire to criticise •would impel us to make more—if we could find anything to make criticisms about,
and that is instead of calling this most neat, complete and
comprehensive catalogue, 'A Book of Tools,' it should
have been called T'he Book of Tools, for it has no equal."

F. E. REED & CO.,
Worcester, Mass.

nA BOOK OF TOOLS''
IS OW CATALOGUE. IT CONTAINS 550 PAGES, UPWARDS OF 2,000

ILLUSTI^TIONS, AND WILL BE SENT POST^ PAID TO ANY
ADDRESS UPON RECEIPT OF 25 CTS. IN STAMPS.

CHAS. A. STRELINGER & CO.,

DETROIT. MICH-
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Patented Devices For Drilling Out Old Stay-Bolts and Re-Threading the Old Holes

Without Removing Any of the Parts of the Engine. Radiai Taps for Long Distances.

J. T. CONNELLY, Sole Manufacturer, Milton, Pa,

LOCOMOTIVE SPRINGS
WITH PATENT V SHAPE BANDS.

Manufactured by A. FRENCH SPRING CO.

A. FRENCH, GEO. W. MORRIS, D. C. NOBLE,
Pres. Gen. Mgr. Sec. and Treaa.

J. E. FRENCH, P. N. FRENCH,
VicePres. Gen'l Supt

K \^^ PITTSBURGH, PA. ^
(//J^* Chicago Office, 1414 Fisher BIdg. "^

MANUtACTUKERS OF

Elliptic and Spiral Springs
OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.

A. W. SOPER, Pres. ROBT. ANDREWS, Vice-Pres. C. H. Howard, Sec. W. R. Thomas, Treas. R. M. DIXON, Engineer.

The Safety Car Heating and Lighting Co.

160 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

H'
[EATING SYSTEMSc—By hot water circulation and direct steam with regulating devices.

Reliable and uniform heat. Economical and rapid circulation. Gibbs automatic couplei

of We-stinghouse type, absolutely steam-tight.

LIGHTING SYSTEM.—The celebrated Pintsch compressed oil gas method. In use on ovei

70,000 cars in Europe and America. Adopted by the U. S. Lighthouse Board for

' lighting Buoys. The best, most economical and only safe light for Railroad purposes.

IN BRILLIANCY AND CLEANLINESS UNSURPASSED.

Ramapo Wheel and Fonndry Co.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

•10T«H Of B0LTLES8 FABTCKIMO.

BOLTLESS STEEL-TIRED WHEELS
For Passenger and Locomotive

Service.

Tires with Annular Web and Hook,

Best Charcoal Iron Double-Plate

or Spoke Centers,

Wedge-Shaped Retaining Ring.

4 Continuous Circumferential Fastening. Simple, Safe, Economical.

CHILLED IRON WHEELS Congdon Brake Shoes
Of Superior Quality,

Drawing Eoom, Passenger and FOI" Chilled IrOR Wheels,

^''LjlmoUves, Tenders,
^^^^<>^ ^""^ ^ ^° ^ ordinary

Plantation and Mine Oars. Shoes and enhance

Cylinder Packing Rings. mileage.

Office and Works: RAMAPO, N. Y.

Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn,N.Y.

MANUFACTURE

BRAKE SHOES
For Steel-Tired Wheels.

ROSS, for Steel-Tired Car and Tender Wheels,

RQSS-MEEHAN, for Locomotive Drivers.

SHEPPARD, for Blind or Bald-Tired Drivers.

Narrow Gauge Gars, SwitGl|6S, Antoi^atic Stands.

YOKED, BOLTED AND I PRING RAIL FROGS, CROSSINGS,

TRACK EQUIPMENT,

RAILROAD AND MACHINERY

CASTINGS,
HEAVY AND LIGHT.
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HOUOHENEO BY COFFIN PROCESS, P4TENTE0

CAMBRIA IRON COMPANY,
General Office, Philadelphia, Pa.

WORKS AT
JOHNSTOWN, PA.

Drivingjruck, Passenger& Freight Axles,

Piston and

Side Rods,

Crank

Pins.

SOFT STEEL ARCH BARS, BENT AND DRILLED.

."^

N. V. iiiii.^ for Rails and Axles, 33 Wall Street.

N. Y. Office for Structural Steel, 100 Broadway.

^^jcJW'sveQ^

V ^J

Locomotive

BOILER, \

Smoke Stack,\
Tank and Sheet

STEELS.

Quality Unsurpassed.

Plates up to 118 Indies in width

SHOENBERGER STEEL CO.
PITTSBURGH, PA.

^^^^^^^^^t^t^^^

THIS CUT SHOWS OUR

Duplex Compressor,
HAVING COMPOUND AIR CYLIN-
DERS, WITH INTER-COOLER AND
COMPOUND STEAM CYLINDERS
WITH MEYER CUT-OFF VALVES.
THIS IS THE BEST CONSTRUCTION
FOR SMALL AND MEDIUM SIZES.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE,

RAND DRILL CO.,

23 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.
1327 MONADNOCK BLOCK, CHICAGO.

The COAST LINE to MACKliNAC
• } ' » TAKE THE« < •

TO
MACKINAC
DETROIT
PETOSKEY
CHICAGO

2 New Steel Passenger Steamers
The Oreatest Perfection yet attained in boat

Construction -Luxurious Equipment, Artistic
Furnishing, Decoration and Eilicient Service,
insuring; the hiKliest degree of

COHFORT. SPEED AND SAFETY.
Four Trips per WEt^ Between

Toledo, Detroit and Mackinac
PETOSKEY, "the SOO," MARQUETTE,

AND DULUTH.
LOW RATE5 to Picturesque Mackinac and

tfeturn, includlnif Heals and Berths. From
Cleveland, $i8: from Toledo, t'S- from De-
troit, tij.so.

EVERY EVENINO

Between Detroit and Cleveland
Conncciing at Clevchind with Karlicst Trains

forall points East. South antl Southwest and at

Detroit lor all points North and Northwest.

Sunday Trips Juno. July. August and September Only.

EVERY DAY BETWEEN

Cleveland, Put-in-Bay ^ Toledo
Send tor Illustrated Pamphlet Address

A. A. SCHANT2. o. - ». DETROIT , MICH.

ine Deiroii & Cleveland Sieam Nav. Go.
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NEW YORK:

THElMPROVED'STANDARP fiOUPLtR
Mr^ P TVPF Forged SteeJ Knuckle and Locking Pin. Only 3 parts. No pivot pin. STANDARD COUPLER CO.

• '^i "• ' ' r C Simplest in design. strrinKe.st in service. Thousands in use. GEO. A. POST, Pres. A.P.DENNIS,

Cortland! St.

True to start with—and stays so.

Ashcroft Mfg. Co.

SPECIALTIES

:

Double Tube Bourdon

Pressure Gaug:es

for Steam, Water or

Ammonia.

Tabor Indicators.

BROWN'S

Adjustable Pipe Tongs.

Packer Ratchets.

Pipe Stocks and Dies.

Pipe Fitters' Tools.

Ashcroft Gauges

are Dust-proof, Accurate

and the Standard every-

where.

Movement no connection to back of case.

MANNING, MAXWELL & MOORE,
<
i\l]L^JiuAAlL/ 'IIPP

III Liberty Street, New York, U. S. A.

h

Consolidated

Safety Valve Co.'s

ORIGINAL

RICHARDSON

" POP "

SAFETY VALVES

are tlie Standard. on many

roads.

The Best Muffler

EXTANT.

Sample sent on trial.

WORKS AT

Bridgeport, Ct.
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FIRE! FIRE! FIRE!
A RECORD OF OVER 200,000 FIRES KINDLED
FOR LESS THAN a CETSXS PHR FIRB.ECONOMY UNPARALLELED.

The Rapid Adoption of the LESLIE KINDEER is Substantial Proof of its

Superioritj' over all known means of kindling Locomotive Fires.

All question as to the Economy claimed no longer a matter of opinion. Results obtained in

General Practice have fully ESTABLISHED THE FACT that with the Leslie Automatic

Fire Kindler One Car Tank of crude oil will kindle flore Fires than 107 Car Loads,
or 750 Cords, of wood.

For full particulars, address J. S. LESLIE, PatcrSOn, N.J.

The Hancock Locomotive Inspirator,
TYPES a, B, C and D,

Adapted to the several differing styles of Standard Fittings.

Combines all the latest and best ideas in

BOILER FEEDERS.
Constructed with the special purpose of filling fully the most exacting demands of modem

railroad requirements. It is simple in construction, and the inside parts of all types are inter-

changeable. It is reliable under all conditions, and of great range. It can be easily taken apart

and repaired at small expense. It will lift water when Inspirator and Suction Pipe are hot, or

when water is at a temperature of 120° Fah., and deliver to Boiler at steam pressures of 35 to

200 lbs. without adjustment. It has a minimum eapacity of less than 50 per cent, of its maxi-

mum, and its capacity Increases with increase of 5team pressure up to 200 lbs.

MAMFAm-REn BY

THE HANCOCK INSPIRATOR CO., Boston, Mass., U.S.A.

CALKING BOILERS,
BEADING FLUES.

HEADING RIVETS,
CHIPPING CASTINGS,

CUTTING KEY SLOTS,
DRIVING NAILS AND SPIKES,

ESPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR RAILROAD SHOPS.

T^lll ^3ot»,cL "FxitT-o X^l-ueiM a, 3VXlz3.vi.to.

All Hammers sunt im ten clays' trial subject to apprnval. ami Ktiarnntcid fcir one year against repairs

CHICAGO PNEUMATIC TOOL CO.,
553 iVlonadnock Block, Chicago.

STAR BRASS MANUFACTURING CO.
CHAS. W. SHERBURNE, President.

M.SNl 1 Al 1 IKKKS i 'K

Star Improved Locomotive Steam Gages.

Star Improved Locomotive Pop Safety Valves,
MUFFLED OR PLAIN.

Victoria Car Lamps,
AND OTHER

STANDARD APPLIANCES.

The Star Steam GaKes arc the only Non-corrosive Gajres made also

the onlv GaRcs fitted with our Patent Corruealed Seamless Drawn
Sprinir'Tube. which for its non-settinR qualities is uncqualcd.

31 to 39 LAJ«{CASXKR STREET, B0ST09I, 9IASS.

SHERBURNE'S AUTOMATIC TRACK SANDING

APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTIVES.

K<ir siindiiit: Ihi' trmk mstanily when lirake Is applied, and by
>:iTnl Mast in slarliii_* or liaiiii i>i;ist (Hilv.

SHERBURNE A CO..
No. S3 OLIVER STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
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Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co.,
Manufacturers of_

... PITTSBURGH, PA. ...

The Tesia Polyphase Alternating System of Electrical

Transmission, by which Power, Incandescent and

Arc Lighting may be Supplied from the Same Circuit.

Standard Systems for

I; Electric Light and

Power Distribution in

Cities, Factories,

New York, 120 Broadway. Philadelphia, Girard Building.

Boston, Exchange Building. St. Louis, American Central Building.

Chicago, New York Life Building. Charlotte, N. C, 36-38 College Street.

Tacoma, Wash., 102 S. lOth Street. Syracuse, N. Y., Bastable Building.

Pittsburgh, Westinghouse Build'g. San Francisco, Mills Building.

Buffalo, Erie County Bank Build'ng. Washington, D. C, 1333 F Street, N.

V IVlills and Mines.

^f^
The Westinghouse Electric Railway System, which is the

^Y^ Most Durable, Economical and Efficient on the Market.

For Canada Address : Ahearn & Soper, Ottawa, Canada.

THE

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

LOU. D. SWEET, Qen'l Mgr.

AMS Automatic Coupler
is rapidly gaining favor with Railroad

Managers. Its simplicity, cheapness and

durability, and the fact that it works with old link

and pin couplers—with which the majority of cars

are yet equipped— makes it desirable for all re-

newals and repairs. It is strong and has few parts.

Conforms to the U. S. Law, and is a cheaper

and better coupler than the vertical-hook. Any
road can afford to put the Sams on its old

equipment. We give systems the right to make

and use drawbar and lever attachments, and sell

them the pins at $1.00 each.

Cast Iron Bars weigh about 185 lbs.;

Malleable, 135 to 140 lbs.

Can furnish Malleable Bars at $4.25 each, F. O. B. Chicago.

Pins, $1.00 each, F. O. B. Detroit.

SAMS AUTOMATIC COUPLER CO., 516 Equitable Bldg., Denver, Col.

TROY, N. Y.
New York Office; 49 Wall Street.

Chicago Office : 1030 Monadnock Building.

iTroy.N. Y.
|kl I* n TVPF The knuckle may be thrown open for couplinR- by the hand rod at the side of the car, WORKS' t^^t ^f- L<.uis. III.
ItI« V/. D» I I r !_• rendering' it unnecessary for trainmen to go between the cars to open the knuckle ( Smith's Falls Ontario (

THE TROJAN CAR COUPLER CO.
. Can.

CARBON STEEL COMPANY, PirrsruRaH, pa.
MAN'UFACTURERS OF

OPEN HEARTH 3TEEL ^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^^*

SPECIALLY SUITED FOR LOCOMOTIVE FIREBOXES AND BOILERS.
X'.A^XC'X'XCiTJXi.A.EIS SE:I<S'X' opt .A.f>X>XjXCA.'X'XOra'.

909 Havemeyer Bids'., New York. 1413 Fisher Bldg-, Chicago. 505 Union Trust Bldg., St. Louis.
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PRESSED:: STEEL ::TRUCK:: FRAMES
AND PRESSED STEEL PARTS FOR CAR AND TRUCK CONSTRUCTION.

ffOX SOUID ?RtSSW Sr^^U COMPANY.
I ^^oi^s^I'^^f^ilim'Sxl
\ GENERAL OFFICES: Fisher BuiUins:, 281 Dearborn Street,

I
CHICAGO.

JAMES B. BRADY, General Sales Agent, Havemeyer Building, NEW YORK.

Washburn Car lUbeel Co,

Bartford, Conn,

^ maKers of ^
^ Steei Circd Wheels.

^

ISjdm* all :om-Tiur-, icat'onvtd the Compa

||^ V* MM' CONWAY. Pr«5id«r\t.

i. C P. KRAUTH. Secretary.

A J-DRAKt. Superintendent

h

^C>JiMALLEABLE IrON CASTINGS.

THE JAN NEY COUPLER
fOR PASSCNCLR AND FREIGHT CARS

//>//)' r/>////// S/yMi. VA \

'P/7/.s'/j///y//i//h.

5>^5^^l»'--' I, „ s>

"4 STRAIGHT LINE IS THE SHORTEST DISTANCE BETWEEN TWO POINTS."-^ .^

Che "Straight Cine/' Class 'Er n\r Compressor,
OF THE INGERSOLL-SERGEANT MAKE, IS

THE SHORTEST LINE BETWEEN STEAM
AND AIR. CATALOGUE OF AIR COMPRESS
ORS OF MANY TYPES, FOR USE IN EVERY
LINE OF INDUSTRY, SENT ON REQUEST.

HAVEMEYER BUILDING,
NEW YORK.

THE INGERSOLL-

SERGEANT DRILL CO.

STANDARD ENGRAVING CO., " ^ew !;^^ork c.ty.
Make Extra Deep Plates for all Illustrative Purposes.

They do all the work for Locomotive Engineering. SEND FOR PRICES.
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( Ooke LoGOmotive and Machine Company^

Gen'l Agents, BRYAN & McKIBBIN, J 20 Broadway, New York City.

Rhode Island LocomotioeWorks,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Charles Felix Mason, President.

Earl Philip Mason, Vice-President.

William P. Chapin, Treasurer.

Arthur Livingston Mason, Secretary

Joseph Lythgoe, Agent and Supt.

S. A. Stephens, Traveling Agent.

^^ I»JE"W VORK OFFICE,

:iSros. 31-33 l=»ii:Le Street.

H. K. PORTER & CO., 6tli and Wood Sts., Pittsburgh, Pa.,
BUILDERS OF

Light Locomotives,— Steam, Compressed Air and Electric,— for all §:auges of track,

every variety of service, 3 to 45 tons weight.

STANDARD AND NARROW GAUGE LOCOMOTIVES ALWAYS KEPT ON HAND, IN STOCK.

Propositions, with Specifications and Photographs, prompUy furnished on bona fide inquiry.

THE Lima Locomotive and Machine Company, lima, ohio.

Manufacturers and
Builders of

Shay Patent and Direct Connected Locomotives, Freight and Caboose Cars, all kinds of
Steel Castings, Brass and Gray Iron Castings, Car Wheels and Railroad Work.

LATROBE STEEL CO.,

T| MANUFACTURERS

FORR
OF

EsLOCOMOTIVE

ANDCAR WHEELS.
WORKS, LATROBE, PENNA.

Automatic Steel Couplers,

Elliptic and Spiral
Springs and Steel Castings.

MANIFACTl'KKD AT
WORKS, MELROSE PARK, ILL.

Main Oflice. 1200 Girard Building, Philadelphia.

Rrancli I
'"'' ''"'"ny Building, Chicigo.

nfii"! 1 -M "'all Street, New Yorli.umLes.
I
^Tnion Trust Buildinff, St. Louis.

POP safety valves,
MCFFLED AND PLAIN.

IMPROVED

STEAM GAGES.
SINGLE BELL

CHIME WHISTLES.
A perfect equipment

for a locomotive, giv-
ing; noiseless relief, ac-
curacy and steadiness,
agreeable tone. Specify
these goods when or-

dering Tocomotlves.

CROSBT STEAM OAOE

AND VALVE CO.,

Boston, Mats.

BUANCUES :

New York, Chicago, and

London, England.

steam and Water Packing
''

ratenled June 1, Ikni.

Especially B(lA[>t«d for Lo<<-iniotiv*<>,

Never sticks the Throttle.

The Original Ring Packing.
la ordering give kxact diameter of Stufflti|

Boi and Valve Stem.
None genuine without this Trade Mark.

THE aOULD PACKING CO.,
EAST CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

Our Line Engfravlngs are made by the

wax process, a plan securing- accuracy and
distinct lines on original copper plates.

They arc made by BRADLEY & POATES,
10 & 12 Vandewatcr St.. New York City.

PHOSPHOR BRONZE ^S:^ I locomotiv^andcariearimgs
BRASS and PHOS. BRONZE CASTINGS from >^ lb. to 5,000 lbs. in WEIGHT.
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&A STEEL TIRES
ON LOCOMOTIVE DRIVING WHEELS

AND OH

STEEL-TIRED WHEELS.
GIVE THE BEST RES17I.T8 FOR EVERY VARIETY OE SERVICE.

THOMAS PROSSBR £ SON. is Gold Street. New York.

SCHENECTADY LOCOMOTIVE WORKS, Schenectady,
N. Y.

--^CS'
sf

n EVERY DESIGN UP-TO-DATE.

ANNUAL CAPACITY, 400. .*.-*

COMPOUNDS .

Showing Economy of from

15 to 30 per cent.

DESIGNS FURNISHED, OR ENGINES

BUILT TO R. R. SPECIFICATIONS.

Rogers Locomotive Company
OF PAXERSOM, N. J.

Nenr York Office, 4-1 Kxchange Place.

MANUFACTURERS OK

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINES & TENDERS
And Other Railroad Machinery.

R. S. HUGHES, President

G. E. HANNAH, Treas, G. H. LONGBOTTOM, Sec'y.

REUBEN WELLS, Suoerintendent.

niCKSON MFG. CO.
*-^^ SCRATiTOK, I>EM?i.

Locomotives of every style and size, Stan-
dard and Narrow Gauge, made to Standard
Gauges and Templets. Also lor Plantations,
Mines and Logging.

Sjn'cification.H on application,

C. H. ZEHNDER, President.
L. F. BOWER. Secretary and Treasurer.

UE COL'KCY MAY, General Manager.

PAGE WOVEN WIRE
FENCE CO.

For Farm.

For Railroads.

Around Parks and

Cemeteries.

ADRIAN, MICH,



ESTABLISHED
1831.

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING.

BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVE WORKS.

G65

ANNUAL CAPACITY.
1,000.

Single Expansion and

Compound Locomotives
Broad and Narrow Gauge Locomotives, Mine and

Furnace Locomotives, Compressed Air Locomotives,

Steam Cars and Tramway Locomotives, Piantation

Locomotives, Oil-Burning Locomotives.

Ailapted to every variety of service, and hiillt accurately to paupes and tem-
i.lMtrs aft^r staudard dcsitrns or to railroad companies' drawings.
Llkf parts of different engines of same class perfectly Interchangeable.

Electric Locomotives and Electric Car Trucks
with Approved Motors.

BURNHAM, WILLIAMS & CO., Philadelphia, Pa.. U. S. A.

ESTABLISHED 1865.

Richmond Locomotive
AND

Machine Works,
RICHMOND. VA.

LOCOMOTIVES FOR EVERY SERVICE.

Brooks Locomotive Works, Dunkirk, n.y.

M. L. HiNMAN, Pres. and Treas. R. J. Gross, Vice-Pres. f^ m David Rossell, Supt. BUILDERS OF LOCOMOTIVE EN-
F. H. Stevens. Ass't to the Pres. T. M. Hequembourg, Sec'y [ ]_y\ U. Tandy, Ass't Supt. CriMFS FOR ANY RFOIJIRFD~^

SERVICE
from our own designs or those of purchasers.

Perfect interchangeability, and all work fully guaranteed.

Compound
Locomotives

FOR

Passenger and Freight Service.

ANNUAL CAPAQTi^ 400.

WILSON MILLER

Pittsburgh Locomotive
Manufacturers of )J[7q**Vc PITTSBURGH, PA,

Locomotives adapted to every variety of

service, from standard designs or

purchasers' specifications.

Builders of the Most Successful Compound
Locomotives in the World.

BY
USING

You keep your cars on the road longer, thereby effecting a large saving.

3 H^fl^tld^S ^tt^HSb UdftliSbCS ^""p^'c^REYNOLDS.^Sales^Agen'tJorynitedStatesMd Canada,
4 Gold Street, New York.
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THE LIFE OF AIR

BRAKE HOSE.

Wlieu tUcv are babies the difference between men is

small, but as tliey grow older it comes out, and the older

tliev grow the stronger it comes out. Just so with Air

Brake Hose — at the start ordinary hose gives as good

service as the best— but it don't last. You see the dif-

ference in the end — and, if you look closely, you will

also see it in the beginning, for it's there all the time —
it's in the rubber. Air Brake Hose is made of duck and

rubber ; the duck gives it strength ; the rubber, life. .\s

long as the rubber tube and the rubber cover remain tight,

the duck retains its strength. As soon as a kink or a chafe

breaks the surface of the rubber, either inside or out, the

duck begins to decay, the air gets in between the plies

and it is no longer safe to rely on the hose. Then the

hose vou want is the kind in which the rilljljer lasts.

Now all rubber deteriorates with age, but cheap compounds

go much faster than pure ones. Your hose must, therefore,

have the best of rubber in the tube, and something almost

as good in the cover. (It won't do to have it quite as

pure as in the tube, for the reason that it must stand

cliafing, and this neces.sitates a compound somewhat tougher

and harder than what is used in the tube. ) The 1 846

PARA and DOUBLE DIAMOND grades are made in

this wav.

NEW YORK BELTING 8cPACKING CO.LTD

PIONEERS AND LEADERS,

No. 25 PARK PLACE.
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New York, New Haven & Hartford

Passenger Engines.

The annexed engraving illustrates a

splendid passenger engine, one of eight

recently built by the Schenectady Loco-

motive Works for the New York, New
Haven & Hartford Railroad Co.

railwayMotiye Power
^HD Rolling Stock-

[Trade-Mark Registered.]

NEW YORK, AUGUST, 1896.

is likely to be in keeping it going at high

speed under the most adverse circum-

stances of severe weather and hard-pulling

trains. The cylinder capacity, with size

of driving wheels, make the engine capa-

ble of exerting 170 pounds tractive force

for every pound of mean effective steam

No. 8.

balanced valves are employed on valve

seats, with steam ports 20 x i J^ inches and

exhaust port 20 x .3 inches. The greatest

valve travel is 6 inches; outside lap, 1%
inches. A peculiarity about the valve

motion i.s that it is set with y'j-inch lead in

£uU''!gefar,i:{orw£ird, and J^-'nch lap, full

NEW EXPRESS LOCOMOTIVE FOR N. Y.. N. H. & H. RAILROAD.

The engines were built to specifications

furnished by Mr. John Henny, Jr., super-

intendent of motive power, and are for

service on the heavy fast express trains

between New York and Boston. Several

of the engines arc already in service and
are doing splendid work, and are attract-

ing a great deal of attention by their hand-

some appearance and persistence in keep-

ing trains on time.

The engines have cylinders 20 x 24

inches, driving wheels 73 inches inside

diameter, and carry boiler pressure of 190

pounds per square inch. A little calcula-

tion will show that these dimensions pro-

duce a remarkably powerful engine, which

is as efficient in starting a heavy train as it

pressure in the cylinders. This gives

about 30,000 pounds of tractive force in

starting. The bearings and rubbing parts

of the engines have been designed to make
cool running a certainty, and the best of

material has been specified throughout.

The driving axles of Taylor iron have

bearings 9x12 inches; the crank pins,

which are of Krupp crucible steel, have

journals 6x6 inches in diameter, and the

side-rod pins of the same material have

journals 5 x 45/2 inches. The engine-

truck axles have journals 6 x 12 inches.

The pistons are of cast steel, and the rods

of Taylor iron 3]4 inches in diameter.

The driving-wheel centers are of cast

steel of a very neat pattern. Richardson's

gear, back motion. As most people

know, this tends to hasten port opening

at the beginning of the stroke, in forward

motion.

Great care has been exercised to pro-

vide all the best-known appliances for

economy and convenience in handling of

the engines, and everything in the cab is

arranged very conveniently for the men

operating the engines—and these appear

to appreciate the conveniences supplied.

The Westinghouse-American brake is

applied to all drivers, and also to engine-

truck wheels. Two 3-inch consolidated

safety valves relieve the boiler—one

muffled and one cased. The boiler is

covered with magnesia sectional covering.
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The Leach sanding device and consoli-

dated car-heating apparatus are on all the

engines. The tender is equipped with a

water scoop for picking up water while

the train is in motion. Two Metropolitan

injectors. Model "E," are used.

The boiler, as will be noticed from the

engraving, is of the extended wagon-top

style, and is 625^ inches diameter at the

first ring. Carbon firebox steel is used

—

not only for the inside of the firebox, but

for the whole of the boiler. The shell is

made of |J-inch plate, the waist and throat

are of |J-inch plate, and the balance ,'.

inch. The horizontal seams are butt

joints sextuple-riveted, with welt strip in-

side and outside. The circumferential

seams are double-riveted. The length of

the firebox is loS/j inches, width 4oi

inches, depth 73 inches forward and sgj'j

inches at the back. The side sheets are

3i inches, back sheet /s inch, crown

sheet J^-inch, and tube sheet ^-inch

thick. The crown is secured by radial stays

l-inch in diameter, of Taylor iron, and all

the other staybolts are of the same ma-

terial and the same thickness. There are

312 two-inch tubes 12 feet long. These

give a heating surface of 1,946.72 square

feet and the firebox 167.52 square feet of

heating surface, making a total of 2.114.24

Staybolt Seating Machine.

BY JOHN RANnOL.

This machine, designed by Mr. R.

Wells, superintendent of the Rogers Lo-

comotive Works, Paterson, N. J., and in

constant use at those shops, is not only

unique, but meets an extremely exacting

set of conditions in a very satisfactory

manner, and is well worthy of careful

good picture of the staybolt seating ma-

chine from any point of view. Figs. I, 2

and 3 are reproductions of the best of

some six or eight pictures taken, though

they leave much to be desired.

The frame of the machine is made of

two beams of ] shape, about 12 inches

deep by }i inch thick, with 3^-inch

flanges; these frame beams are bolted one

Fig. 1, WELLS STAYBOLT-SEATING MACHINE.

F.g. ^. WELLS STAYBOLT-SEATING MACHINE.

square feet. The grate area is 30.22 square

feet. The tender carries 4,500 gallons of

water and Syi tons of coal.

Both designer and builders deserve

credit for the production of these highly

efficient locomotives.

The Eastern Railway of France is ex-

perimenting with acetylene gas for light-

ing cars. So far as they have gone, they

do not find acetylene to be very econ-

omical.

consideration by machine designers as

well as by firebox boiler makers.

Mr. Wells could not give exact figures

as to the saving effected by the use of

his machine, but I should say that it re-

duced the cost of seating the crown stay-

bolts of a locomotive boiler at least one-

half, while doing even better work than is

commonly done by hand.

Unfortunately for photographic pur-

poses, the Rogers boiler shops are lighted

from overhead in every direction, so as

to make it impossible to obtain a really

on each side of one of the iron traveling-

crane-way supports of the shop, about 10

feet clear of the floor, so that they pro-

ject 16 feet clear of the iron pillar over the

working space covered by the crane; they

also project eight or ten feet on the other

side of the pillar, to which they are braced

in front as shown in Fig. 3.

On these wrought beams, as a sole plate,

four exactly similar spindle-carrying

saddles are placed; these saddles can be

adjusted to and secured in any desired

position on the beams. The spindles are

about 3-inch diameter, and long enough

to have 42-inch vertical travel; they are

almost exactly balanced by weighted

levers; the weights have a small auto-

matic travel on the balancing levers, as

will be afterward explained, so that in

working positions the weights just balance

the spindles, while in extreme up idle

position the spindles are a little over-

balanced, which retains them at the high

point so long as they are not touched.

The drive is had through two horizontal

belts from the countershaft carried on the

sole beams at the left ha'.fi of Fig. 3, one

belt being crossed over the idle pulley at /,

on the pillar. Fig. 3, and running at twice

the speed of the other horizontal belt,

which does not show in Fig. 3, and is

straight, so that the two horizontal belts

run in contrary directions. These driving

belts arc looped under idlers around loose

clutch pulleys on short horizontal shafts

carried on each spindle saddle, as partly

shown in Fig. 3. and these horizontal

shafts have each a hand-lever-operated

clutch on a feather between the two belt-

driven pulleys; all so arranged that by
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journals on the saddle, through which the

vertical working spindles slide drill-spin-

dle fashion, each spindle being universal-

jointed at its top to its balance weight

lever. Figs, i and 2. Each balance lever

is prolonged in front of the spindle joint,

and has pivoted to its front end, next the

operator, a suspended hand rod with a

hand loop at the lower end, by which the

spindle can be rapidly raised or lowered;

the spindle quills are fitted with racks and

pinions, the latter being driven from a

worm and worm gear driven feed shaft,

which gives an independent feed motion to

each of the spindles.

The lower end of each spindle has uni-

versally jointed to it a downward tele-

scoping extension, which can be placed at

Fig. 3. WELLS STAYBOLT-SEATING MACHINE.

placing the feathered clutch sleeve in

middle position between the belted clutch

pulleys. Each of the two horizontal belts

thus drives four clutch pulleys, two in the

top stretch of each belt and two in the

bottom stretch, which brings the belt-

looping idle pulleys (see Fig. 3) alter-

nately top and bottom, and so permits

the spindle centers to be adjusted closer

to each other than if the pulleys were all

four of them driven from either the single

top or bottom stretch of the horizontal

driving belt. Each of.the horizontal shafts

carries a bevel pinion which meshes with

a large bevel driving gear splined on the

top end of a quill supported in vertical BELPAIRE FIREBOX.

RADIAL STAY FIREBOX.

throwing the clutch levers one way the

horizontal shafts are driven forward, and

by throwing it the other way they are

driven backward at double the forward

speed. The clutch-shifting hand lever,

shown in Fig. I, is notched on the under

side, and slides in a slotted guide having

a projection to fit the hand-lever notches

so that the hand levers stay where they are

left until lifted and moved. The horizon-

tal driving belts are carried over support-

ing idle pulleys P P, Figs I and 2, at the

inner end of the sole beams, the effect of

the whole arrangement being to drive the

short horizontal shaft of each of the fout

spindle-carrying saddles in either direc-

tion at will, in any position on the sole

beams, or to cause it to stand still by i-iK 0. LOOKING INTO FIREBOX.
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any angle up to about 60 degrees from the

vertical line of the spindle, and has a

telescopic adjustment of 18 inches in its

length. The drive is strong enough for

tapping and reaming up to lj<-inch diam-

eter, and the spindle feed may be cither by

hand or automatic.

The stage on which the workmen stand

in Fig. I is pivoted to a sliding saddle

on the jib of a small crane, near one end.

and supported at the free end by a horse

having a pin-and-hole adjusted false beam,

quite clearly shown in Fig. i. Two men
stand on this stage, and two more work
inside of the firebox of the boiler under

treatment, as shown in Fig. 6, where the

hand of the workman is seen grasping

a telescopic spindle extension which

stands off at an angle to the left. It is

much to be regretted that better photo-

graphs could not be obtained, and that

no drawings of this unique machine were

ever made. Like almost all special tools

made for use in the shop where they arc

built, no drawings of this staybolt-scat-

ing machine exist, nor could the cost of

the machine be given. I should say that

a cash outlay of about $500 would dupli-

cate it in the Rogers shops, where the

patterns are ready for use.

Mr. Wells very kindly had the drawings

reproduced in Figs. 4 and 5 made to show
the drive of the taps and reamers at vari-

ous angles as required for seating stay-

bolts in the Belpaire and wagon-top
styles of boilers, and also furnished the

following particulars of construction, ar-

rangement and operation, which will

greatly aid in a full understanding of this

remarkable and extremely useful new
tool.

A shows the position of one of the

four spindles from an end view of the

firebox, when in position for reaming,

tapping and screwing in the crown stays.

B is a universal joint at the lower end

of the spindle. C is another universal

joint at the lower end of a telescopic con-

nection piece between B and C. This
connection is adjustable in its length from

24 to 40 inches, in case the vertical motion
of 42 inches of the spindle A is not suffi-

cient to bring the reamers and taps to the

required position for work. The joint at

C has a socket in its lower part, with a

square hole to receive the square of the

reamers, taps, facing tool and the heads of

the crown stays to be screwed in.

The reamers and taps are made of a

length C to £> to operate on both 'sheets

at the same time, and the stem of the

rose-reamer, for facing the crown sheet

around the hole so as to give the stays

which have heads on them a perfect bear-

ing between head and sheet, also extends

through both sheets to D. insuring a

good fit of the head and sheet around the

hole.

The universal joints at B and C allow

the taps and reamers and stays to assume
any angular 'position-thaf'may-be-neces-

sarj' to enable them to pass through the

holes in the two sheets, as shown in the

sketches. As the boiler is bottom side

up on a low-wheeled truck, it is easily

moved in a lateral direction; for instance,

to the left, which would then bring the

spindle A to the dotted line H, and so on

until all the holes to be operated on come
within the range of the machine, requiring

perhaps three small movements of the

boiler in that direction. The spindles and

their carriages are movable at will, inde-

pendently of each other, in the direction

of the length of the firebox, on the lO-

foot overhang of the ways of the machine,

as may be needed. The spindles will

work as close together as 12 inches be-

tween centers, and as far apart as the

total length of the ways will admit.

The spindles and their attachments are

balanced by movable weights on levers,

as shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The weights

rest on rollers and have a limited travel

on the lever, so that when the spindle is

down far enough for the tap to begin

cutting, the balance weights will run in-

ward (.down grade) towards the fulcrum

about I inch, leaving the spindles then

in perfect balance, so as to follow the tap

free from any pull up or down. When
the spindle is raised up to the top limit

of its motion, the part of the lever where

the balance weight is located is inclined

in the opposite direction, and the weight

runs outward the limit of its I inch of

travel, increasing its leverage, and the

spindle then remains in that up position

until pulled down again by the operator,

when the weight again automatically ad-

justs itself to the requirements of the

operation. Each spindle is fitted with an

independent rack and pinion feed and

friction clutch, for feeding when reaming

or facing the sheet for the head of the

stays. When the reamer or the facing

tool is at the point where it begins to cut,

this feed clutch is thrown in by the op-

erator; and when the reaming is com-
pleted, it is thrown out and the spindle

raised up for the next hole, and so on.

For convenience in operating, a plat-

form about 2 x 10 feet, secured on a low

crane jib, is swung around against one

side of the firebox, on which the opera-

tors stand, usually two, when operating

the four spindles at a time.

The spindles are reversible in their mo-
tion, each independently of the other,

and are driven by friction clutches; the

backing speed for running taps out is

double the working speed. The counter-

shaft for driving the machine has two
diflferent speeds to suit the diameters of

taps or reamers used.

Endless belts are used for both the

cutting and backing motions; the back-

ing motion, however, is only required for

backing out the taps. In screwing in the

crown stays, which are made of a diam-

eter at their upper end small enough to

pass through the hole in the crown sheet,

and of such a length that the thread on
the upper end engages before that at the

crown sheet, they are put in place and

screwed in about one thread by hand;

then the socket of the universal joint at C
is put on the projecting square on the

head of the stay, and the stay screwed in

by the spindle to within about one turn

of being up. where it is left to have the

final turn "home" given by hand with a

suitable wrench, so that it is known by

feeling how hard the bolt is screwed to its

final position.

As the friction clutch is adjusted by

pressure of a coiled spring to give only

the required torsion to turn the stay at a

proper degree of tightness, the clutch will

slip whenever the resistance is unneces-

sarily great, so that no damage to the

thread will result in case of an improper

fit, and the final screwing up of the stay

by hand, as mentioned, will detect any

want of sufficient tightness.

The various operations of this machine

are such that the work is more perfectly

done, and done in very much less time

and at less cost than this class of boiler

work can be done by any other of the

various plans now practiced.

A Moment of Peril.

There is a tendency among trainmen to

charge trackmen with habitual careless-

ness in putting the track in a dangerous

condition without sending out signals.

The charge is not entirely without founda-

tion; but trackmen, on the other hand,

have sometimes reason to complain about

the recklessness of trainmen in running

past signals sent back to prevent acci-

dents.

A trackman, talking on this subject,

said: "I have seen a good many close calls

arising from the carelessness of section

foremen and of engineers; but one that

happened at the foot of Morgan's grade,

eight or ten years ago, was the closest

escape from disaster I have ever seen. At

the foot of the grade there is a deep gully,

spanned by a bridge about 150 feet high.

One day we were working on the track at

that point, and a flag had been sent back

to stop any "extra" that might come along.

Just as we had removed a rail, an "extra"

with a Sunday-school excursion came
dashing down the grade, and we did not

see them until they were around the curve,

about 500 feet distance. They were so

close that most of the men in the gang
ran in terror from the spot where the open-

ing in the track was; but two of the men,

Jim Cary and Pat Sullivan, kept their

heads, grasped the rail between them, and

carried it quickly to the opening and threw

it in. They had scarcely got cleared when
the engine truck struck the rail. It held

and the train passed over in safety. The
engineer had failed to see our signal, and

his carelessness very nearly resulted in

running a train, loaded with four or five

hundred children, into a pit of destruc-

tion."
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More Kinks from the Fitchburg

Railroad.

Some labor-saving appliances for get-

ting work out easily and rapidly at the

Fitchburg Railroad engine house, Fitch-

burg, Mass., are presented herewith.

less than $ioo, and it was built by the

regular men employed at the engine

house, excepting two days of mason work,

which was hired outside. The pit has

been in service about five months.

Fig. 2 illustrates a drop pit on the same

general lines as the above, only smaller.

This little fellow will raise 3,800 pounds

Fig. 1.

Fig. I shows a large drop pit for lower-

ing driving wheels. It is worked with

water at a pressure of 80 pounds per

square inch, and will easily raise 12 tons.

Fig. 2.

wheel truck in exactly the same time.

The fork on this piston is also loose, so

that wheels can be swung for flange wear.

This pit has been in service about one

year; its cost was less than $30.

Fig. 3 is a machine for applying and re-

moving the fittings for steam and air hose.

Like the other devices, this works by

water pressure, having all suitable appli-

ances for rapidly and conveniently per-

forming all the operations required.

The valve motion model shown in Fig.

4 is a useful adjunct to the educational

features of the engine house, and highly

prized by the men. It is made quarter

size, from the standard 18 x 24 engine of

ihe road. All the parts are adjustable.

These machines are all home-made

—

built in the machine shop. Comparing the

expense of building and putting in these

devices with the large amount of work

that has been and can be done on them,

it is seen that it is a good investment to

have good tools to do work with. These

On this pit, drivers of the heaviest mo-
gul engines have been dropped for new
driving boxes and two hours from the

time engine was put over the pit. A
standard 18 x 24 engine has been placed

over this drop at 9 A. M., and two men
let down the main wheels, fitted a new
main driving bo.x, and replacing the

wheels, connected everything up. having

the engine ready for service at 5 P. M. the

same day.

The illustration shows the simplicity of

the whole arrangement. The timbers at

the sides of the pit are on slides of wrought

iron, and are moved back in the pit as

soon as the water is applied to the cylin-

der through the hose connection, when
raising the wheels clear of the rails, after

blocking the engine up; this does away
with all lifting of timbers or rails. The
forked head at the upper end of piston

is fitted loosely, so that, if it should be re-

quired, the wheels can be easily swung
around for change of flanges, or any other

purpose. The total cost of this pit was

Fig. 4.

with a pressure of 80 pounds per square tools were designed, made and put in

inch; it was designed and arranged for operation by Mr. Geo. M. Tower, fore-

engine-truck wheels from 33 inches diam- man of the locomotive department, Tun-

eter down. A pair of 33-inch truck wheels nel Division.

Fig. a.

have been taken out of a consolidation

engine, and a new pair put in, inside of 60

minutes. No jacks or blocking were

used; nothing except a clamp to hold the

truck frame up. This same feat was per-

formed with the rear wheels of a four-

The Great Northern Railway of Eng-

land has adopted as standard the Westing-

house quick-acting brake. That is the

first railway in the British Isles to adopt

this powerful means of preventing col-

lisions.
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AS THEY STRIKE.

ONE SECOND LATER.

TWO MINUTES LATER.

A Piece of Iron Two Thousand Years

Old.

S. T. Wcllman, tlie well known metallur-

gist, of the Wellman-Scaver Engineering

Co., Cleveland, lias a portion of a round

bar of iron—and a few like pieces are held

in the United Stales—that antedates the

Christian era by two or three centuries.

Tlic iron, which had been originally ham-

mered into plates, and was deeply rusted

from age, was found a few years ago by

Dr. Karl Humann, in the ruins of the

Temple of Artemis Leucophryne at Mag-
nesia, Asia Minor. Dr. Humann sent it

to Hallbaucr in Germany and the latter

made from a portion of it a memorial tab-

let. This was presented to Bismarck in

April, 1894. It bore this inscription, in

German: "For you. Prince Bismarck, the

iron chancellor, Hermogenes forged this

iron at Magnesia, 200 B. C. Humann
found it in the Temple of Artemis after

2,000 years and sent it to Hallbauer, who
gave it the form in which it shall bear wit-

ness that your deeds shall outlive mil-

lenia."

At the time of the presentation to Bis-

marck "Stahl und Eisen" gave a photo-

graphic reproduction of the plate and an

account of the discovery of the iron. The
Temple of Artemis, one of the most mag-
nificent of ancient monuments, was re-

built about 300 B. C, though by some the

date is put at 200 B. C.

The metal is described as approximating

steel in its composition, though closely

akin to malleable iron. It was made at a

low temperature and great care was nec-

essary in the forging. It was found rather

difficult to roll the pieces that were pre-

served as relics, these having a diameter

of about Yi inch. One analysis showed
carbon 0.20 per cent.; phosphorus, 0.016

per cent.; iron, 92.71 per cent. An-
other gave carbon 0.23 per cent.; phos-

phorus, 0.0223 per cent.; sulphur, a trace,

with no distinguishable amount of man-
ganese or silicon. An analysis in the lab-

oratory of Prof. Lcdebur showed i.oi per

cent, of slag, 0.025 pcr cent, of phosphorus,

and 0.061 per cent, of carbon.
—"Iron

Trade Review."

A " Made-a-Purpose " Collision.

On May 30th, at Buckeye Park, about

twenty-five miles below Columbus, on the

C. H. V. & T. Ry., there was a prear-

ranged collision between two engines

owned by the above company.
The engines were old eight-wheeled

Hinckley engines, with two domes,
straight stacks and short front end; cylin-

ders about 16 X 24. They were started two
miles apart, and came together on a side

track about thirty car-lengths long, built

for the purpose. Each one had a train

consisting of three empty gondolas and
caboose. They reached a speed of about

35 or 40 miles per hour, and came to-

gether within 50 feet from a stake driven
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in center of track, where it was intended

they should hit.

The track was built at the foot of a

high hill, forming a natural grand stand,

and there was about 20,000 spectators.

The engines were badly smashed; the

boilers were driven into each other nearly

to the sandboxes, cabs and cylinders

smashed, and both broken up about as

you would expect under the circum-

stances.

The photographer took four pictures in

five minutes, as shown below. The light

was not good, but there was enough to

show what happened.

This may be a new way to get rid of old

rolling stock at a profit.

The Pennsylvania Compounds.
The Pennsylvania Railroad Company

are running the four mogul compounds

In one respect these new compounds
have made a record which is likely to pro-

duce important results. They pull about

IS per cent, more tonnage than the Class

P consolidations, and do the work on less

than half the fuel. The consolidation en-

gines are fairly representative of the heavy

freight engines of this country. The cyl-

inders are 20 x 24 inches, the driving

wheels are 50 inches in diameter, and the

boiler provides 1,258 square feet. Ac-

cording to modern ideas, these engines

are overcylindered and the driving wheels

are too small. The fact that very small

driving wheels make a locomotive very

expensive to keep in running order has

been forcing itself upon railroad men for

years is indisputable; but few have recog-

nized that an engine of that kind con-

sumes much more coal than one with

larger wheels and the same power, has

not been generally appreciated, unless by

FIVE MINUTES .LATER.

and tlie simple engine of the same class

in the same kind of service, and the offi-

cials are slowly collecting data concerning

the relative economical performance of

the various engines. The figures are not

nearly complete, but the indications are

that the performance of the compounds
will not be materially different. They all

appear to do their work with about 15

per cent, less fuel than that used by the

simple engine of the same general dimen-

sions. The "Von Borries" is the favorite

with the officials, and it is likely that an

improved form of that type of compound
will be made the standard engine for heavy

freight service. The fuel economy of the

compound, as compared with the simple

engine, does not amount to much in dol-

lars and cents with the cheap fuel used by
the company. The margin of saving is

so small that it still remains an open ques-

tion whether it will pay to build and main-
tain compounds. The final decision on
this question will not be made until more
data are collected about the cost of re-

pairs for the different kinds of engines.

observing men whose duties were to oper-

ate locomotives.

The discoveries made by the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad people, concerning the su-

perior economy and efficiency of the new
moguls, is likely to have far-reaching ef-

fects. The mechanical departments of

many railroads act on the assumption that

anything which is good enough for the

Pennsylvania Railroad is good enough for

them, and imitations are likely to be very

fashionable directly.

In view of the success which these en-

gines are achieving, we think it would not

be amiss to quote some paragraphs writ-

ten, in describing the engines, about the

time the first one was ready to leave the

shop. Among other things we said:

"Officials of the Pennsylvania Railroad

have experimented with compounds long

enough to be convinced that there is some-

thing in the system, and that the two-cyl-

inder style of compound is most likely to

fulfill their requirements.

"In the second place, they have had
courage enough to put a big boiler over

the axle of a big wheel. It is believed by

some of the ablest mechanics in the busi-

ness that heavy freight engines having

much larger wheels and longer stroke

would be more efficient and more econom-

ical for freight service, as they would ride

better, have better steam distribution, wear

out their machinery slower, and be capable

of higher speed without uncomfortable

consequences.

"We are inclined to think that the 62-

inch wheel and the 28-inch stroke will be

found to be a first-class combination, and

that this mogul will be found as efficient

as the average consolidation engine, much
better proportioned, easier repaired, in-

spected and cleaned.

"Railroad men far and near will be in-

terested in this trial of the various two-

cylinder systems of compounding, and

the results will be worth something to the

railroad world. We have our doubts if

any one of the compounds will be adopted

by the Pennsylvania Railroad. They are

not much given to handling anything but

goods of their own brand, and it is likely

in the end that they will adopt a com-
pound of their own. It is almost the only

road in America where the motive power
is almost entirely of their own design and

build, and there are some mighty fine-

looking and fine-working engines on the

road—power that any road might well be

proud of."

i ^ ^
Best Way of Annealing Hard Steel.

"In 1865 we sold a quantity—forty

tons—of decarbonized gun-steel to a

Rhode Island firm, for making rifle bar-

rels. This steel was all cut to short

lengths, and was useless for any other

purpose. It was annealed by the buyers,

and, when they came to drill it, it was
found impossible to touch it with a tool.

The steel was rejected, and held subject

to our order. This was a serious mattei,

for at that time steel was worth something

like ten cents gold. We were sent to in-

vestigate the method of annealing, and

found that it had been annealled in

charcoal. This seemed to us the

cause of the trouble, for, as we argued,

annealing decarbonized steel in charcoal

for a matter of three days (heating and
cooling) turned it into cemented steel,

and it had the appearance of it when
broken; a bar of it, struck across an anvil

smartly, broke like glass, with a crystal-

line fracture. We ordered all the steel

reannealed in spent gas-house lime, used

in the purifiers, we believe, of which large

quantities can be had for nothing. This

proved entirely satisfactory, and the steel

worked perfectly under every tool. Spent

gas-house lime is the best vehicle for an-

nealing steel we ever found or heard of;

the steel is more like lead than steel, and

its hardening qualities and durability are

unimpaired. Twenty-four hours—even

twelve hours—are sufiicient to anneal the

steel in lime."
—"Engineer."
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Hydraulic Appliances at Oneonta
Shops.

The Oncont.T sliops of the Delaware &
Hudson Canal Co. have long enjoyed the

rcputation of having one of the best equip-

ments in the way of lifts, cranes, etc.,

many of the earliest efforts in the design

of lifts were made here.

A more complete and satisfactory in-

stallation of these tools is not easily con-

ceived, filling, as they do, all require-

ments at machines and other places about

which is uni(iue and as efficient for the

purpose as any device of the kind ever

made. Four cylinders 18 inches diameter,

having rams with a lift of .^o inches, are

built so as to project above the floor

:Lbout ,36 inches, and are placed to clear

I
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to be seen in any shop; and to the ob-

server interested in labor-saving methods

of handling work they are of peculiar in-

terest, from the fact that water furnishes

the motive power, and also further, that

the shops, thus saving time and muscle,

which can certainly be put to better uses

as earning factors in other directions.

Engines arc raised from their wheels

and returned to same by a hydraulic lift,

Lw^mutifo /;Tij/in«*.-i»,tf
I

I), •flooring

the driving wheels at the rear, and the

cylinders at the front, two at each end of

the engine—the forward pair having an

adjustment longitudinally, so as to take

the longest and shortest engines.

When raising an engine from the

wheels, an I-beam is placed on the rams

at the rear, and under the tail girder of

the engine frame; a like beam is placed

at the front, under the frame forward of

the cylinders, and the water is turned on.

The valves arc so arranged that all four

cylinders can be operated at one time,

or separately, as desired—a good thing in

leveling the engine, and also a' safety

measure.

A pressure of 75 pounds per square inch

is on the water-service pipes at all times;

but this is increased to 120 pounds in the

pipe system controlling the heavy lifts by

an auxiliary pump, ingeniously arranged

in the system at a point that will cut out

the lighter devices.

With this pressure on the four 18-inch

rams, calculation shows a lifting effort

of over 120,000 pounds, and this is more
than ample to raise their heaviest power.

It is a mailer for regret that there are

no drawings of this device, so that we
could show how really simple and cheap

it is. Master Mechanic Smith gives his

assurance that they have never spent one

dollar for repairs since this lift was put

in—many years since.

The driving-wheel lathes have a 12-inch

lift running on a trolley which extends

across the tracks in the machine shops.
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making it convenient to pick up a pair of

wheels from either track and place them

at once on the lathe centers. Five-inch

lifts are used at the car-wheel lathes and

wheel borers, and entirely dispense with

laborers' service at those tools.

The elevator shown is a home-made
one, built substantially, and with no frills

whatever. The piston has a diameter of

12 inches and a travel of 48 inches;

the movement of the platform is multi-

plied by the arrangement of sheaves as

shown.

The safety device to arrest a fall in case

of a broken cable, is seen to be one not

likely to fail when needed. It is con-

nected directly to the cable, and consists

of a pair of levers having counterweights

at their upper ends, which are inoperative

while the cable holds together; but in case

the latter parts, the weighted levers are

free to move, and the clamps tightly bind

on the guide posts, which are made of

iron pipe.

On the wheel presses they have a novel

method of forcing the ram out to the

work, quite independently of the pump,

which is only called upon to perform after

everything is in readiness. This is ac-

complished by means of a valve of pecu-

liar construction, bolted to the end of the

cylinder. To this valve case is attached

the pump and pressure gage, as the only

is easily raised by thecam—somethingthat

would be impossible to do without the

small poppet valve. It is apparent that

any movement of tlie plug valve by means

of the lever will perform two operations,

namely, admit water from the supply pipe

to the valve case, and at the same time

raise the poppet and wing valves to admit

water to the ram. A movement of the

tion shows the arrangement of one of

these cranes at the wheel platform, in

which a 12-inch cylinder is seen in a pit

immediately under the mast.

The piston has a travel of 8 feet and has

a connection to the hoisting chain which

passes over sheaves to the load. Some
misgivings were felt at the time this ex-

periment was made, as to the liability of

Section Through a-a
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entrance to the cylinder is through the

case. The combination valve shown in

the sectional views, embraces, first, an

ordinary plug valve which is cored to re-

ceive the water under a pressure of 120

pounds per square inch, and second, a

wing valve with a small poppet valve

through its center, which controls the en-

trance of water to the ram from the ser-

vice pipes. These supply and discharge

pipes are shown on the end view of pump.
The end of the plug within the valve

case terminates in a stem, on which is a

cam, the function of the cam being to

raise the small poppet valve, and thus re-

lease the top of the wing valve from the

pump pressure, after which the wing valve

lever in the opposite direction cuts ofif the

water supply, thus allowing the wing valve

to seat itself again, and diverts the water

to the discharge pipe through a T which

enters the reservoir supplying the pump;
the former always catching enough water

from overflow to maintain practically a

constant supply.

Hydraulic presses are in use here to the

exclusion of the old screw-and-lever va-

riety, for straightening work, forcing

bushings in and out, and also for putting

in or removing driving-box brasses.

The steel cranes about the yards, for

handling wheels and other materials, are

fitted with cylinders and also utilize the

water system to their loads. The illustra-

the water freezing in the cylinder, and a

steam pipe was carried into the pit to

meet such a contingency and be on the

safe side; but the cylinders were found to

work well in all ordinary winter weather

without the aid of the steam pipes.

This plant stands alone as a purely hy-

draulic adaptation of labor-saving devices

usually handled by air; but it must not be

understood that this principle was adopted

after compressed air had been found to

be a success for such purposes. Experi-

ments were conducted on these lines prob-

ably as early as were those with air; at all

events, the water method is fully as suc-

cessful in this place as air could possibly

be.
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The Metric System in England.

There has been very vigorous opposition

manifested in Great Britain to a bill before

Parliament, making the use of the metric

system of weights and measures compul-

sory after a certain time. The existing

weights and measures in Great Britain

are a little more confusing than they are

in the United States, and the reform is

very much needed: but the great mass of

the people are very conservative, and

hate to make any changes calling for new
lines of thought and extra calculations'.

If it was merely home practices that

were in consideration, England would
never agree to reform their weights and

measures; but the tyranny of trade is

likely to make them agree to submit to

very inconvenient changes. Britain is

practically the workshop of the world,

and all countries, except the English-

speaking races, have adopted the French

system of weights and measures.

is diversity of screw threads in Europe,

The Whitworth threads, used generally

in England, and to a great extent in all

European countries, are not divisible by

the metric unit. The French Admiralty

have recently adopted a system of standard

screw threads based on the metric unit.

These threads closely approach in form

and dimensions our Sellers threads, and

there is good reason for believing that the

French naval standard threads will be-

come the standard of the world.

i i i
A New Phase of the Silver Question.

A Canadian paper of recent date says:

"There are probably but few of our

merchants who have not noticed and com-
mented on the manner in which Ameri-

can silver is replacing the Canadian coin-

age in all our leading cities. It is hardly

possible in any of our business centers

to secure a dollar's worth of change with-

which steel has taken the place of iron,

where there are not disputes about the

merits of steel.

This has been found in bridge-building

and railroad rolling stock, and now we
find that a dispute is going on in England

on the merits of steel for ship-building.

In some instances steel has corroded so

rapidly that ship-builders are now specify-

ing a large portion of the work to be done

in iron, such as the upper decks, floors,

tank tops, etc.

Some steel-makers have been experi-

menting to determine whether it is really

the case that steel corrodes more quickly

than iron. Experiments were carried out

by immersing steel and iron plates in salt

water, and watching the degree of coro-

sion which resulted. At first it seemed

that steel corroded faster than iron, but as

the experiments were continued, steel

proved to have the advantage.

In spite of all the experiments that have

^Jw sSr--.
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When England sends machinery to

South America, to Japan, to China, or to

any other country, except Russia, where

English is not spoken, the mechanics find

the dimensions given in machinery based

on the inch, which they are not familiar

with. Belgian and German manufacturers

have been taking advantage of this incon-

venience of English metrology, and claim

an advantage for their product on the

ground that the measurements used are

on the metric basis. This appears to ap-

peal to the purchasers, and the conse-

quence is that England is losing business

as a result of it.

Anything that interferes with success of

business hits a very tender spot in British

hearts; on that account we should not be

at all surprised to see the metric system

pushed into practice within a very few

years. If Great Britain adopts the metric

system, there is no question but that the

United States will do likewise, in spite of

the numerous inconveniences that would

result for a time.

A very important question to be settled

by industrial nations using the metric

system of measurements, is establishing

standard screw threads. At present there

out finding among it a number of Ameri-

can coins—usually well worn, and often

defaced—and, as it is an open secret that

these "plugged" coins are deliberately im-

ported by railway conductors, baggage

men and other employes, who purchase

them at rates varying from 65 cents to

80 cents in the dollar in the United States,

and then put them into circulation in this

country at par, the loss to Canada can

readily be imagined. Plugged coins are

resolutely refused in every city in the

United States. In fact, in some States it

is an oflfence against the law to even at-

tempt to pass them. Yet they are im-

ported in quantities into this Dominion,

and although the larger corporations re-

fuse to receive them in settlement of ac-

counts, they seem to have no hesitation in

passing them out to the public."

^ ^ i
Relative Merits of Iron and Steel.

Ever since steel began to come into use

for boiler-making, there has been more

or less conflict of opinion among boiler-

users as to the relative merits of iron and

steel for boiler-making. In fact there ap-

pears to be no department of industry in

been made with iron and steel, there is

still a good deal to be learned about the

relative merits of the two metals.

Straw Fuel.

Straw is used to a considerable extent

for fuel in the cold regions of the North-

west, and they are now using it for steam-

making purposes. Among those who have

begun to use straw for fuel in a large way
are the Electric Plant Co., at Watertown,

S. D. Coal costs about $4 a ton at that

place, and good flax straw $l a ton.

They find, by experience, that two tons

of straw is equal in heating capacity to one

ton of the best coal. They are burning

the straw in the ordinary furnaces without

any other change than the putting of sheet-

iron flaring chutes in front of the furnace

doors. These chutes are kept constantly

full of solid straw, which is pushed for-

ward as it burns. No fire-door is re-

quired.

Those having straw to sell are already

recommending it for locomotives, but we
are afraid the drafts would be too great

for light material like straw.
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CAR DEPHRTMENT
-C®

Hydraulic Car Lift at Oneonta Siiops.

In the car department of the Delaware
&' Hudson shops at Oneonta, they have a

system of hydraulic lifts that is carried to

a point as near perfection as can be im-

agined, and must be seen in operation to

be fully understood and appreciated. Run-
ning the full length of the car repair

shops, over two tracks, as shown in the

engraving, is a pair of trolleys, each one of

Conducted by ORVILLE H. REYNOLDS, M. E.

ones. These are operated by water, pre-

cisely the same as the larger ones, making
the lifting facilities second to none.

Steel Cars—Norfolk & Western
Railway.

A report on "Metal Underframing for

Freight Cars" was submitted at the last

Master Car-Builders' Convention by Mr.

two center and two outside, made of chan-

nels. Those at the center are 15 inches

deep, and covered at both top and bottom
by plates that are riveted to the channel

flanges. These plates do not extend the

whole length of car, but are placed at the

central portion, between the body bol-

sters, of such a length as shown by cal-

culation will aid to resist the bending mo-
ment due to the load and vertical shocks

which carries a pair of 18-inch cylinders,

having a lifting stroke of 36 inches.

These trolleys roll on is-inch I-beams
which are suspended from the underside

of the roof truss, and are moved to all

points in the length of the shop by a rope

transmission that is thrown in and out of

gear by means of a friction clutch; this

part of the device, however, is not shown.
By means of flexible connections, the

water is admitted to both cylinders at the

same time, and the lift is exerted through
two 154 X 6-inch iron bars passing under
the sills of car. In operation, a car body
is lifted from its trucks, one end at a time,

and dropped on trestles; how this is done
is told by the picture plainer than words.

Besides these lifts, there are small port-

able affairs that can be placed under the

carry-irons, and will send a car up in the

air with the same ease shown by the larger

^y- Discharge To Suwcr

R. P. C. Sanderson, division superin-

tendent of motive power of the Norfolk

& Western Railway, which was an ad-

mirable paper, and the recommendations

therein for future practice in a field yet

pracitcally virgin, evinces thought on

original lines that will no doubt leave its

impress on those who come to attack the

problem later.

Our illustration of the framing of a flat

car in accordance with the suggestions

made in the report referred to, is evidence

that the courage of his convictions ani-

mated the designer. While it is unique

in many particulars, and a wide departure

from old methods in constructive details,

it takes its place among the tangible things

accomplished by the best mechanical

minds in improvement of our rolling

stock.

This car has only four longitudinal sills,

Locoirtiitti'i: Eiiifiitccnnff

of service, thus forming a box girder at

the weakest portion of the car.

The two outside sills are made of 10-

inch channels, which with the center sills

abut against, and are tied at the ends by,

a plate J^ inch thick; secured to these

plates, at the bottom, is an 8-inch channel

with its flanges extending upward to re-

ceive an end sill of oak, 8 inches wide and
10 inches deep. The frame is further se-

cured laterally by two transverse girders

spaced equi-distant between the body bol-

sters. The body bolsters, made of two
6-inch I-beams, also materially assist these

girders in preventing distortion of the

frame, by aid of the gusset plates on each,

at their junction with the sills. To give

an additional stiffness to the frame with

a very slight amount of material, there

are also gusset plates at the inside face of

end sills, and extending over center sills.
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Half Section at Transverse Girders.

-at 'nt

End Elevation,

from which there are diagonal braces

reaching back to the gussets at the bol-

sters—a construction that will tend to pre-

serve the car from the racking eflfects of

the severest buffing shocks. These are

well shown on the plan view.

The center sills are spaced sufficiently

far apart to take a twin-spring draft rig,

thus doubling the capacity of the spring

to reduce the above shocks to a minimum.
This is a scheme that is coming to be well

known where new construction makes it

possible to get the proper space between
the sills. With a 15-inch center sill, that

terror of the repair track, the draft timber,

is no longer necessary; the longitudinal

section shows an infinitely better con-

struction than could ever be worked out

by the draft-timber cobbler, even in his

happiest mood. A central draft is correct,

and looks mechanical when it is right.

A novel arrangement of the flooring is

had by laying it in sections which com-
prise the space between each transverse

girder. The planks at each section are

held in position by wooden battens on the

under side, placed centrally between the
sills, and also by angle irons on the inside

face of sills. Bolting to these angle irons

and battens by coach bolts with heads let

in, each piece of flooring is firmly held.

Making it in sections as described, it has
been found to possess advantages in in-

spection and repairs. This idea was first

worked out by Mr. Joughins, superin-

tendent of motive power of the Norfolk
& Southern Railway, to whom due credit

it given.

A test of this car was made with a dis-

tributed load of 100,000 pounds. After a

short run in the yard to get all the kinks
out. the amount of deflection under the

load was noted. The measurements were
taken with a surv'eyor's level, and it was
found that the box-girder center sills

showed a maximum deflection of a scant
9-16 inch at the center, and the side sills
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Center Sills and Draft Rig.

were down a scant Jg inch at the same

point. There was no permanent set what-

ever.

The method of building the super-

structure of a box or stock car on the

underframing as shown for a flat car, is

illustrated in the details marked A', which

show an angle iron secured to the outer

face of outside channels, this angle sup-

porting a wooden sill, or, more properly,

a furring piece which receives the posts

and braces, and to which the outside

sheathing is nailed. A comparison of

weight of this framing with the wooden

type is given below:

The underframing complete, except

drawheads and gear, dead blocks, center

plates and pins, will weigh 9,509 pounds.

The steel alone will weigh 8,519 pounds.

The actual weight of the corresponding

parts of a 60,000-pound, 8-siIl, under-

frame car having same general dimen-

sions and a light weight of 30,000 pounds,

is 9,620 pounds, showing that the steel

frame car is lighter than the wooden
frame, and has a carrying capacity of

72,000 pounds distributed load when fibre

stress was 15,000 pounds per square inch.

It is seen that there are no new or spe-

cial shapes involved in the details of these

cars; all parts are of standard commercial

section, obtainable at any time and at

the shortest notice. Every attention has

been given these designs to make them

easily accessible for riveting—all compli-

cations of a mechanical nature having

been carefully avoided in reaching the re-

sults shown. iHi
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STEEL CARS—NORFOLK & WESTERN RAILWAY.
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Disputes in Car Interchange.

The Pennsylvania Company rendered a

bill against the Chicago & West Michigan
Railway, on July 2d, for work done at

Chicago, which consisted of raising two
drawbars, amount of bill, $i. The Chi-

cago & West Michigan Company re-

turned the bill, stating that the car in

question was on the owner's track on July

22d, and in order to bring the drawbars

to the proper height it was necessary to

put a 2j/2-inch plank on top of the truck

bolsters, and that, as the car was not

cordance with the provisions of the Mas-
ter Car Builders' rules. The case was
then referred to the Arbitration Commit-
tee, by mutual consent, for decision:

Decision: The Pennsylvania Company
does not claim to have made full and
proper repairs. The correspondence

states clearly that the car was only raised

to 32>2 inches loaded, but does not state

whether the car had a full load or a partial

load. Twenty days after repairs were

made, the owners received the car back

from the Pennsylvania Company, and

a bill against the American Refrigerator

Transit Company for work done on Oc-
tober 5, 189s, to an American Refrigerator

Transit Company car as follows: One i%-
inch air hose, $2; one angle cock, $i.8o.

Total, $3.80.

The American Refrigerator Transit

Company, returned this bill to the Peoria

& Pekin Union Railway Company, and
stated that the car left its Milwaukee
shops in September with the air hose
and angle cocks in perfect condition, and
could not therefore pay the bill. The

LocomotUt Enginttritig
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raised to 34^ inches by the Pennsylvania

Company, and the Chicago & West Mich-
igan Company had to raise the car after-

wards, it declined to pay the Pennsylvania

Company's bill.

The Pennsylvania Company declined to

change the bill, stating that the car came
to it below the limit as prescribed by the

law, that it was then loaded, and that it

raised the car to 32I/2 inches loaded; it

did not think it well to raise it to the

maximum limit of 34^ inches, because

when unloaded it would be above the limit.

It claims that the car was repaired in ac-

found it measured only 32 inches when
empty. This must be accepted as evi-

dence that the repairs were not made
properly, or in a manner to warrant col-

lecting from the car owner. Under the

liberal concessions granted in Rule 8, re-

pairs should be made so that owners will

have no room for taking exception to the

character of the work done. In the opin-

ion of the committee, the bill of the Penn-

sylvania Company is not correct and

should be canceled.

On December 16, 1895, the Peoria &
Pekin Union Railway Company rendered

Peoria & Pekin Union Railway Company
replied to this, that it did not damage the

car in any manner whatever; that the

angle cock evidently unscrewed from the

pipe, owing either to its being too loose

a fit or not having been properly screwed

on.

The American Refrigerator Transit

Company replied, that it was evident to

it that this angle cock and hose and

coupling were taken off the car; that the

fact that the Peoria & Pekin Union Rail-

way Company received the car in good
order, and the parts were lost while in
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its possession, makes it responsible for

the lost parts; that is was not reasonable

to assume that the parts in dispute could

wear out between September 23d, the date

they were applied to the car, and October

Sth, after giving only twelve days' service.

The matter was then referred by mutual

consent to the Arbitration Committee,

which decided as follows:

Decision: The air hose and angle cock

formed part of the equipment of the

American Refrigerator Transit Com-
pany's car. The owners show the fit-

tings to have been in good order twelve

days before the repairs were made. The

Peoria & Pekin Union Railway Company
does not submit any evidence from its

men who made the repairs, showing that

there were indications of improper fit-

ting. In the opinion of the committee,

the bill of the Peoria & Pekin Union Rail-

way Company is not correct and should

be canceled.

In October, 1895, the Chicago &
Erie Railroad Company rendered a bill

against the Chicago Great Western Rail-

way for wheels placed under Chicago

Great Western cars 12138 and 12096 in

September. The cause of the removal

of wheels from car 12138 was given as

"seams," while the cause of removal of

wheels from car 12096 was "sharp flange."

In the column "shop marks on axles and

wheels removed" the bill reads "none."

The Chicago Great Western Railway

returned this bill, and asked the Chicago

& Erie Railway Company to show the

shop numbers on wheels removed, in

order that it may keep its records in

proper shape; that the wheels were com-
paratively new, and that it believed that

certain shop numbers could be found on

same.

The Chicago & Erie Railroad Company
replied that its workman who did the

work states positively tliat there were no
shop numbers or shop marks of any kind

on the wheels, beyond the record as

given, which included the maker's initials,

date cast and the number of the wheels,

but no shop marks to show when the

wheels were mounted.

The Chicago Great Western Railway

replied that this series of cars is

equipped with Haskell & Barker wheels

of 1893, and as these wheels are a part of

the original equipment, they must cer-

tainly bear shop numbers, as all these

wheels were numbered by the manufac-

turer, the numbers being placed on the

inner hub of the wheel with a steel die;

that the axles are also numbered on the

ends; that it is privileged to claim from the

manufacturer a replacement of wheels re-

moved by foreign companies, and a fail-

ure to furnish the numbers amounts to a

loss of one wheel in each case, and it

therefore does not feel like paying the bill

until the numbers in question are fur-

nished.

The Chicago & Erie Railroad Company

said that it could give no further informa-

tion than that already given, and in reply

thereto the Chicago Great Western Rail-

way proposed that, inasmuch as there

might be some question in its obtaining a

replacement of the wheels removed from

car on account of "sharp flange," it would

accept bill if the charge against car with

"seamed" wheel were omitted, which

would make the bill read $5.50 instead of

$9.

The Chicago & Erie Railroad Company
did not agree that this would be a fair

settlement, and said that it renewed the

wheels and axle in accordance with the

Master Car Builders' rules, giving all the

shop marks and numbers of any kind on

the wheels, and insisted on the payment

of the bill as rendered. The matter was

mutually referred to the committee for

settlement, who decided it as below:

Decision: Rule 9 states under what con-

dition wheels may be removed and

charged to car owners, and specifically

names "seams" and "worn flanges."

There is no assurance under the rules that

any particular series or make of wheels

can be maintained under freight equip-

ment. The change of wheels incident

to defective and worn-out axles, brasses

and wheels would make such an at-

tempt impracticable. A shop may in-

advertently fail to procure wheel num-
bers; but unless evidence is produced

tending to show that the wheels were not

changed at all, this should hardly be re-

garded as sufficient to warrant non-pay-

ment of a bill. In the opinion of the com-
mittee, the bill of the Chicago & Erie

Railroad Company is correct and should

be paid.

i @ i
Eight new day coaches and six new

Wagner drawing-room and sleeping cars

have been especially constructed for Dr.

W. Seward Webb, to be used in a daily

through service between New York and
Montreal over the Adirondack and St.

Lawrence division of the New York Cen-

tral system. These new cars were put on

June 20th, when the summer schedule

went into effect. The new day coaches

are uncommonly handsome and comforta-

ble. They are fitted up somewhat in the

Canadian style, with accommodations for

first and second class passengers. The
new Wagner coaches are up to the stand-

ard. New cars for mail and express

service have also been provided.

i i i
Mr. John W. Cloud, secretary of the

Master Car Builders' Association, has is-

sued a circular intimating that the rules

of interchange of cars, as revised at the

Saratoga Convention, are now ready for

distribution. Those who are interested

in car interchange will find that material

alterations have been made in the rules

this year, and they had better begin study-

ing them as soon as possible. Copies of

the rules can be obtained from this office.

The J. A. Fay & Egan Co., of Cmcin-
nati, have recently turned out a new extra

large automatic car-gaining machine,

with automatic feeding-head and carriage

with quick reverse. The machine is more
powerful than its predecessors. It is sim-

ple, substantial, and has a greater range

and capacity than any gainer now in use.

It is designed for hard service, and its ca-

pacity is for timbers up to 16 inches in

thickness and 20 inches in width. The
timber carriage is made of steel I-beams,

to secure strength with lightness. It has

an automatic feed of 100 feet per minute,

under perfect control of the operator,

through the upright lever in front. It is

also provided with a hand-feed for bring-

ing the carriage to a determinate point for

accurate adjustment. The machine works
very smoothly and noiselessly while at its

highest capacity, and is certain to give

satisfaction on the work for which it was
designed.

i i i

When people first began to hear the ex-

pression "mineral wool," it seemed to be

a sort of contradiction, that a soft mate-

rial like wool should be made out of any

mineral. A still greater anomaly is com-
ing to us in the shape of the term "steel

wool," a German inventor having worked
out a material from steel which resembles

wool, and which is very well adapted for

certain purposes for which emery has

hitherto been used. This steel wool is

said to be very well adapted for rubbing

off varnisli from the outside of cars, and is

likely to push emery cloth and sandpaper

out of use for this purpose. There are

said to be many advantages peculiar to

this material, which will force it rapidly

into use.

English railway papers mention a curi-

ous incident in train-operating: A through

fast freight train arrived at London on

the Great Western Railway, and one of

the cars, whilst being switched, left the

track. On examination, it was found that

the derailment was caused by one of the

wheels having no tire. When a search

for the missing tire was instituted, it was

found about one hundred miles away. The
car had run that distance with a tire lost.

The most curious thing about the case

was that the wheels were tapped and ex-

amined several times during the journey.

The Lake Street Elevated of Chicago,

which recently began to use electric

motors in place of locomotives, has re-

turned to the use of locomotives. This

was done owing to an accident which

sent a motor into the street. The officers

intimate that the accident resulted from

reckless running and the use of a defec-

tive truck, and that they will return to

electric motors again as soon as the defect

can be remedied.
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Against Throttling Steam.

Editors :

In May number of "Locomotive Engi-

neering," J. J. H., of Montgomery, Ala.,

asks: "Which is right, to run with wide-

open throttle, or open it according to

grade and train?" He says nothing about

position of reverse lever.

The first link-motion locomotive I saw

forty-five years ago, was the first one I

had ever heard of, as I graduated on the

"hook motion." She was 17H x 24

inches, syi feet wheel, weight about 32

tons—an enormous engine in those days

—

quadrant not graduated to show point of

cut-oflf, simply notched about three-quar-

ters of an inch apart. She was a puzzle

to me. I was a young runner, but had

been taught to think. I had been in-

structed by the roundhouse foreman.

Frank Rorp, in all there was to the valve

motion that I was used to. I soon found

the steam chest was the place to throttle

the steam, and that the reverse lever was

the means by which to do it. An oppor-

tunity soon turned up to prove my ideas

to be correct.

The road was new and poorly fixed for

water. When cold weather set in—and

it was cold in the winter of 1851 and '52—

•

all the water supplies on the line froze up

completely, and the engineer of passenger

train, with a 16 x 24. 6-foot wheel, could

not go over the road without stopping to

bail water, losing the New York connec-

tion every day, compelling passengers to

lie over at the junction twenty-four hours,

as there was but one New York train daily.

Accident put me and my engine on the

train, and I went through on time with

I4;-4 inches of water—about 14 left in

tank. I afterwards took the engine that

had failed, and used only a little over a half

tank of water doing same work.

Since then Holy Writ would not make
me believe that wide-open throttle and
shortest cut-ofT that will handle trains is

not the only proper way to run a locomo-
tive. Of course, if above conditions give

too much speed, the throttle must be re-

duced to meet the case; but keep the lever

up. The lower the lever, the more steam
used. The more steam used, the more
water. The more water, the more
fuel used and the poorer the record for

engine: and, as the latter cannot help her-

self, the record falls on the engineer,

where it belongs.

A pressure gage on steam chest will

show startling results under different posi-

tions of throttle and reverse lever, with
same boiler pressure.

E. J. R.WCH,

R. F. of Eng.

.\'ew York.

An Old-Time Coal Car.

Editors :

Many of the older readers of "Locomo-
tive Engineering" will recognize the car

whose picture accompanies this article.

Such cars were built and used extensively

by the Philadelphia & Reading Railroad

Company during the early '6o's, and the

principal points were later incorporated

into coal cars built and used by other rail-

road and coal companies, and many of

these last-named cars still continue in

service.

My first knowledge of the cars like the

one shown in the sketch was obtained at

a time when the Westmoreland Coal Co.

engaged a large number of them to carry

their coal to Eastern markets. One of my
duties after school hours was filling up

a report of the numbers of cars loaded

each day, and these Philadelphia & Read-

sheet iron. Most of these buffers were

attached to an elastic (?) piece of oak run-

ning to the corner plate and separated

from the end sill by two narrow distance

pieces.

From the back of the end sills two in-

termediate stringers extended a few feet

tmtil they met, and were mortised into

cross stringers which were placed at the

points where the sloping floor crossed

the top line of side stringers. This floor

began in each at a height about 2 feet

above the sills, and sloped downward at

an angle of about 25 degrees, and to a

depth of about 8 inches below the under

side of the sills. A space was left be-

tween the ends of these slopes, the entire

width of the inside of the car, and meas-

uring about 30 or 36 inches from slope to

slope. This space was closed by two

doors hinged, respectively, to each slope,

ing coal cars seemed the very incarnation

of fiendishness, as each car bore two dif-

ferent numbers, and each of these num-
bers seemed to have a wonderful faculty

of becoming separated from its proper

companion and forming an unlawful alli-

ance with one of some other car.

This double numbering was in accord-

ance with a system which considered each

four wheels as a car, and hence one of

these eight-wheel cars would be numbered

9,801 at one end and 9,802 at the other

end. I am not certain that these particu-

lar numbers were used, but do remember

that the numbering consisted of four fig-

ures to each number and that they were

well up toward 10,000.

The general form, as will be seen, con-

sisted of two perpendicular sides and ends

about 3 feet high and formed of a wooden

truss lined with i-inch sheeting. The two

side stringers were about 4x8 inches and

19 feet long. No center stringer was

used, but a heavy end sill was placed at

each end of the stringer and united to

them by corner bands and mortise bolts.

The outer side of each of these sills was

fitted with two wooden buffer blocks.

Each of these blocks was about 20 inches

long by 12 inches wide and 6 inches thick,

and was covered on the face with J^-inch

Lucmnotxvt Enffinetring

and held in position when shut by a wind-

lass and chains, with ratchet and pawl of

kind still used on most drop-bottom cars.

This windlass was placed near the top of

the car.

The sloping floor was, I believe, orig-

inally of wood; later was covered with

sheet iron; then sheet iron alone was

used; but still later construction restored

the wood floor with iron over it.

The coupling irons consisted of a hook

of the English type at one end, the straight

part passing through the end sill and ter-

minating with a nut and washer which

held it against the sill through the me-

dium of a large circular spring of india

rubber.

At the opposite end of the car the same

arrangement of spring and straight bar

through sill was used, but instead of a

hook there was simply an eye-head with

one end of a three-link coupling welded

therein. This arrangement, of course,

did not permit any of the cars to be

turned; otherwise two of these blank ends

were brought together and coupling was

thus impossible unless the car was turned

again or the hook and eyebolt changed

to opposite ends. Such things did occur

while these Philadelphia & Reading cars
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were in service on the Pennsylvania Rail-

road, and caused some annoyance.

The trucks were of the common
wooden-frame type and used 2S-inch

wheels. Brakes of outside type were used,

but only on one truck of each car, and
they were worked by a mast at one end.

which, instead of a wheel, was fitted with

a wrought-iron double crank.

These cars were all painted black, with

white lettering. On the Pennsylvania

Railroad, where their height of draft cen-

ter and various other details did not con-

form to the standard equipment, they

gave some trouble and were frequently

damaged, but on their own line were
found to be very satisfactory. Their light

weight ranged from 13,000 pounds to

14,000 pounds. Their capacity was about

20,000 pounds.

C. H. C.\RUTHIiRS.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

To Prevent Forgetting Orders.

Editors :

I send you photographs of a device

which I have been granted a patent on.

One is an order file for the use of loco-

motive engineers; the other a board con-

taining the names, in cast aluminum let-

ters, of all stations on the division. I can,

by a series of pegs, give a reminder of any
order that dcspatcher will give. It is time

railroad officials and enginemen were
realizing that a man's pocket is no place

for train orders, and that no man lives to-

day who is not liable to forget or make a

mistake.

A conductor tolled me up to the edge of

the brink of a precipice and then pushed
me ofT. I got up and found myself out

of a job. I had to sacrifice my home to

sharks, break asunder all social and family

ties, board the hog train, and go to Mexico
and Central America to hunt a job, as

there was nothing to be found short of

there. I set myself to work to remedy
the evil before I started, and give those I

left behind with a job some protection

against losing it.

On the board I use red peg to denote

meeting-point between two extras—the

numbers of regular trains opposite the

station where they are to meet. A white

peg for the terminus of an extra. A peg
with red cross on black background for

wait order. The two rows of numbers at

bottom of board are schedule trains. The
numbers of trains having right of track

CALHOUM
MAOICON
TOU*Ai.OO

ASYLUM
N.JACM.80N

JACICaOH '-
^

PCARL.
BYRAM

CONWAY
CBYSTAU BP'»«'

«AkUMAN
HAXtCHURST
MART1N8YII.I.K

WC08ON

3R0OKHAVEN
SOUPAN
BO0UE CHITTO

JOHKSTONS '

6UMKUT

over train carrying board will only be left

in sight.

A. W. Jennings.
HFcComb, Miss.

Tractive Power of Locomotives.

I was rather interested in your remarks
this month about the tractive force form-
ula in general use. It certainly, on the

face of it, looks strangely inadequate; the

reason of "this thusness" appearing, how-
ever, on looking into the matter. It is one
of those things that get handed down
from book to book without comment
or explanation. Plenty of designers, to

my knowledge, use it without knowing or
caring how it was arrived at. It is simple

enough, but have never seen it given any-

where:

If li = diameter of cylinder in inches,

D — diameter of drivers, / = pounds per

square inch mean effective pressure, and
L = length of stroke (D and L to be in

any and the same unit) ; then the work
done in the two cylinders during one revo-

lution equals

:

and during same time the engine moves

through a space tt D ; and if mean re-

sistance to traction = A", the work done =
7T D R (2),

equating (i) and (1) n D R = n d* p L

R = '^' ^ ^ = tractive effort, T.

for the mean resistance and mean tractive

effort are identical ; one is a consequence

of the other. It is commonly expressed

d' L
by saying that tractive force =—-p- pounds

for every pound per square inch of mean
effective pressure on the piston.

In the above is included the force neces-

sary to overcome the frictional resistance

of engine itself, both as to mechanism and

also of flange friction on curves, etc. In

short, the above "T" is by no means what

is actually given off at the drawbar; the

latter is about 75 per cent, of what is gen-

erally assumed. It is well know'n now
what a lot of work is absorbed by slide-

valve friction, especially with the flat un-

balanced valves used on 99 per cent, of

English engines (one of the penalties, by

the way, attaching to their inside cylin-

ders). In technical journals, in descrip-

tions of locomotives, the tractive power is

always given as above, so that, for aught

shown to contrary, the layman may credit

an engine with 33 per cent, more useful

power than it really has.

It seems to me hardly necessary to test

the accuracy of this formula; it is a mathe-

matical fact, and bound to be true so far

as it goes—and we know just how far it

does go; it is near enough for a standard

of comparison of various engines. When
designing one, apply this formula and
then make a deduction for internal resist-

ance, as known by experiment on other

similar locomotives, and bear in mind the

kind of stock it has to haul—whether

radial or fixed—kind of lubrication, etc.

You can then get pretty well what you
want; or, in the case of a particular one

on the road, cards taken from both ends

(both cylinders) at frequent intervals, to-

Kether with a continuous record of draw-

bar pull, will give what we want. The
conditions of a college test differ rather

from actual working conditions, with

their sandy roads, bad tracks and fric-

tion on curves. For that matter, I take it

there is always flange friction when on the

straight, owing to lateral deviations

caused by unsymmetrical steam stresses

(most marked in outside cylinder engines)

and also by bad balancing.

For the ordinary 2-cylinder engine, I

don't see anything wrong with the formula

in use. It is useless to try and introduce a

factor allowing for internal resistance, for

that can only be found experimentally.

If, however, the Franklin Institute Com-
mittee can give us an expression for draw-
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bar pull of any locomotive, all the better;

I shall await it with interest.

Hartford, Conn.
H. ROLKE.

Pipe°-Bending Apparatus.
Editors :

I have been greatly interested in one or

two pipe-bending devices shown up lately

by "Locomotive Engineering," which is

very useful information at present, as a

great many railroads are now equipping

freight cars with air brakes, which re-

quires the bending of lots of pipe.

Thinking it may interest some of your
readers, I send you sketch of a machine
designed and put in operation at Wall
shop, Pennsylvania Railroad, by Mr. M.
McDaniels, general foreman, and Mr.

Chris. Gulland, foreman air-brake work.

work as fast as the pipe can be put in

and taken out.

J. R. Al^EXANDER,

Gen. Insp., P. R. R.

Altoona, Pa.

i ® i
Distortion of Flue Holes by the Ex-

pander.
Editors :

In the June number of "Locomotive

Engineering" I note the comment of Mr.

Chas. Miller, foreman boiler department.

New York, Chicago & St. Louis Rail-

road. I am unable to explain why Mr.

Miller did not get the same results with

the use of the sectional expander that

were obtained at these shops. I have met

others since that article was written who
said that they did obtain similar results,

but not quite so considerable a move-

ment of the flue sheet as we found here.

Li>C')in"tii<tr Enifijittring

A detailed description of this device is

not necessary; the sketch tells the

story.

It will be noticed that the ram and

formers are made of grooved wheels, and

that the required angle and length of bend

are regulated by set screws on guide rods

ABC. The ram is operated by an 8-inch

air piston, and is controlled, both up and

down, by a four-way cock. The exhaust

air is used to blow out scale and dirt

from the pipe as shown at A^.

For the information of the operator,

there is a schedule worked out to cover all

kinds of pipe, which is printed and posted

in a convenient place, that shows what ex-

haust nozzle to set end of pipe on, and

where to put formers and set screws

ABC.
We know from experience that this ma-

chine bends the pipe to a perfect standard,

both to shape and length, and does the

The holes in the flue sheet were not

calipered after being drilled, as I do not

presume that the riveting of the flue

sheet into its place in the firebox would

make any marked change in the form of

the holes in flue sheet. Any drawing or

compression at that time would fall upon

the flange of flue-sheet. As to the move-

ment of the flue sheet in a crown-bar

boiler, as was shown in Fig. 2 in the

."Xpril number, fireboxes have since been

removed here that presented as marked

an upward movement as was shown at

that time.

I did not intend to reflect upon the

efficiency of the Prosser flue expander,

for I consider it a very good tool indeed

for its purpose. The fault may have been

with us that we were using it too severely,

as no estimate of the strain put on to a

flue sheet can be made when the tapered

pin is driven with a hammer in the

hands of a lusty boiler-maker; and

whether it is used too severely, or just

right, depends upon his judgment, and

the diflfcrence in judgment was shown in

the difTerence in the pressure it took to

remove short pieces of flues from a flue

sheet, as was referred to in that article.

I shall have something further to say

in regard to this matter some time in the

near future.

George H. Brown,
Dubuque, la. Dist. M. M.

i i i
Old Locomotives Ditched.

Editors :

In East St. Louis, not far from the W.
St. L. & P. roundhouse, on what is known

as the "Levee," are two very old engines.

They are lying on their sides, just as they

were unloaded off from flat cars several

years ago. One of them is an old-time

Baldwin, and the other is probably a

Roger. She has outside frame, forged

driving and engine-truck wheels and Bury

boiler. On the hub of one engine-truck

wheel is the word "Providence" and date

"1854." Who can tell us anything about

them? No doubt there is some scrap of

old-time railroad history connected with

them.

Wmi Bosley,

H. & N. R. R. Station.

Mattoon. III.

i i i
"Forming and Enforcing Rules."

Editors :

The article on "Forming and Enforcing

Rules," in your July number, reminds me
of old times. I will illustrateacasein which

I -was principal, which will go far to show

that Colonel Haines intended all rules

to be strictly complied with while he was

general manager of the Savannah, Florida

& Western Railway. I was at that time

running what was known as the "Jack-

sonville Express," which arrived at Sa-

vannah at 2:30 A.M., and connected with

the Charleston & Savannah.

On the morning in question my fire-

man had fed the "41" a little too freely,

and I held door open and worked steam

much longer than usual for the purpose

of cooling engine down, as she had to be

left at passenger shed from 2:30 until 7

A.M. before hostler removed her to house.

As train was running much faster than

usual, I stood up with hands on brake

valve and reverse lever, and closely watch-

ing the rail, aided by a good headlight.

When about a quarter mile from stopping

post, or brick wall, I noticed the rail

leading in wrong direction. Although

not blessed with the 20 pounds extra at

that time, they being all plain triples,

there was some quick-action performance

on the part of the subscriber, which pre-

vented a collision with the Charleston &
Savannah by some 20 ft. The Charles-

ton & Savannah hostler had gone to house

for engine, and, thinking to save trouble
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for himself, had set the main line switch

on Charleston & Savannah track, expect-

ing to be back in time, of course, but was
prevented by engine not being ready.

After the excitement was over the fire-

man exclaimed: "T'ank God, t'ank God;
dat shure was dun well!" and I thought

so too at the time. In a few days,

however, I found I had reckoned without

my host, on receiving a gentle reminder

that, owing to violation of Rule No. —
("Engineers must see that switches are

right before passing over them"), I had

been fined one dollar, this being my first

offense of the year and being otherwise

in good standing. The latter information

was worth the price, and prevented me
from making any more records in Savan-

nah yard.

AV. H. Prenderga.st,

R. F. of Eng., C. of G. Ry. Co.

Saz'anna/t, Ga.

Flake Graphite.
Editors :

I have had some experience with flake

graphite in valve oil, for valve and cylin-

der lubrication, and find that I can make
so per cent, more miles to a pint than

without it.

I also use it in oil cups on main pins,

and find it very successful, keeping pins

very smooth and running much cooler

than without. We use the "needle feed"

cup on back ends of main rods.

Ch.\.s. K. Di;\ving,

Eng'r, Wabash R.R.

i i i
Favors Thomas' Plan of Detecting

Lealcy Valve Strips.

Editors :

I notice in your July number an article

explaining how Mr. C. F. Thomas, mas-

ter mechanic at Alexandria, Va., proposes

to tell positively which side the packing

strips are blowing on a Richardson bal-

ance valve. This certainly is the best way,

and would save many an hour's useless

work lifting chest covers only to find strips

"O. K." and trouble on the other side. I

have for the last two years suggested this

improvement for our engines, and in addi-

tion to its usefulness a set bolt can be used
(in place of pipe) to be screwed down on
valve in putting engine on one side. This
would save much time in case of broken
stem inside of chest.

W. H. Prendergast,
R. F. of Eng., C. of G. Ry. Co.

Savannah, Ga.

Prevent Packing Strips from Blowing.
Editors :

I was interested in reading in the last

issue of "Locomotive Engineering" the

different articles on how to detect on
which side of an engine the packing
strips in balance valves were blowing.

Why not fix them so they will not blow?

I send you by this mail, tracing show-

ing the way in which we put them in on

the Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railway of

Texas.

You will note that we use two long

springs, front and back of valves, but

the short strips at the end of valves are

held in place by dowel on end of long

strips. We fit them all in place, then

scrape them to a bearing with face plate,

and the job is done. If these springs

should break, they cannot get out of place

to catch on port and cause trouble.

We have some valves that have been

running about eighteen months, and have

never given any trouble whatever. Round-
house foreman tells me that he cannot

recall a single instance where valves have

been fixed this way, when he has ever had
to take up steam chest cover to fix the

packing strips.

I trust that this idea bay be of benefit to

the fraternity.

C. T. McElvanky.
Denison, Tiw. M. M.

Piston-Rod Fits.
Editors :

A mere stationary engine builder hesi-

tates about offering a word on the con-

struction of that apple of every mechanic's

eye—the locomotive. Ne.xt to the steam-

ship, the locomotive is to me the grandest

product of the mechanic's brains and
hands, and I feel entirely beyond my depth

in a discussion connected with it. Never-

theless, perhaps I may safely and with all

modesty offer a disclaimer even in such a

discussion.

In your July issue, Mr. J. C. Haver
gives experience which is unfavorable to

the use of piston rods having straight fits

in the pistons—his letter being drawn out

byacommunication of mine to the "Amer-
ican Machinist" which was re-published in

your columns. If Mr. Haver will refer

again to my article, he will see that what

I advocated was a straight fit at the cross-

head (not piston) end, the rod being made
without a shoulder—or at most, only a

shoulder deep enough to provide for re-

turning—the rod being made to bottom
on the end. In fact, I distinctly said in

reference to the piston fit, "At that end the

rod cannot be made to bottom on its end.

To force on a collar is expensive, while

to turn down for a shoulder of sufficient

area reduces the area of the section of the

rod. This area is still further reduced by

the keyway or the threads for the nut.

leaving a small net section unless the rod

is of excessive diameter to begin with."

A large number of stationary engines have

been built from my designs with the

straight fit at the crosshead end. and with-

out any unfavorable developments so far as

I know. The straight fit at the piston end

I have neither used nor advocated.

New York. F. K. Halsey.

How to Locate a Blow in a Balance
Valve.

Editors :

"How do you locate in which valve a

balance strip is down?" is a question often

asked by engineers. This blow is one so

different from a cylinder packing or cut

valve seat blow that it is easily distin-

guishable from them; but to locate on

which side the balance strip is down is

what puzzles some, and heaps a vocabu-

lary of words not found in the Psalms

upon the engineer when he reports the

wrong side and the machinist has to lift

both chests to find which valve is blow-

ing.

When the valve is in the center of its

seat, the rocker arm is plumb and the

hole in the crown of the valve is directly

over the exhaust port, causing the steam,

when a strip is down, to blow through

the exhaust until the movement of the

valve brings the hole in the crown of

the valve over the bridge; then the force

of the blow is diminished. Consequently,

the blow will act with the movement of

the valve or rocker arm; being stronger

as the rocker arm is plumb, and becoming

weaker as the rocker arm nears the end

of its travel. With a small hole in the

crown of the valve, there is not much
difference in the intensity of the blow;

but the blow in both cases acts with the

movement of the rocker arm. The blow

can be located best when the engine is

working full cut-off. If the force of the

blow varies with the movement of the

right rocker arm, give the right feed of

the lubricator a drop or two more a min-

ute, and report balance strip down in

right valve on your arrival; if the blow is

opposite to the movement of the right

rocker arm, report balance strip down in

left valve, and you will receive the en-

comiums of the roundhouse men.

W. J. Torrance.
Evansviltc. hid.

^ ^ i
Railroad Blacksmiths' Association.

Editors :

We would respectfully ask space in the

columns of "Locomotive Engineering"

to give expression to the aims and pur-

poses of the National Railroad Master

Blacksmiths' Association.
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The National Railroad Master Black-

smiths' Association was organized in 1893

with a view to the improvement of its

members by means of discussion and the

dissemination of information which would

better enable them to perform their

duties. The aim of its originators was to

accomplish these purposes somewhat on

the lines of the Master Mechanics' Asso-

ciation. Its purposes are harmony, loyalty

and efficient service. To this end, it is

exceedingly desirable that all the rail-

road foreman blacksmiths, so far as pos-

sible, should- become members.

We are well satisfied with what has

been accomplished the past year; our

members have worked with enthusiasm

and devotion that has brought merited

success. We have worked earnestly to

increase the breadth and usefulness of our

association. As we have said before,

our aim is to increase information and

strengthen the master blacksmiths, and

strive to understand more fully the busi-

ness we are engaged in.

By our annual conference of mem-
bers once a year, we are helping one an-

other by the way of suggesting methods of

work that are a benefit to ourselves and

our employers. The yearly meetings of

our association not only favor the bring-

ing-out of new ideas, but have value in

developing the social nature. "Harmony
and good-will" is our watch-word.

S. Uren, President.

Geo. F. Hinkens, Sec.-Treas.

Gladstone, Minn.

i i i
Wear of Cylinders.

Editors :

In May issue, page 424, a Schenectady

correspondent raised an interesting point.

Not wishing to obtrude myself upon your

space, I have waited to see if anyone re-

plied to it. I would like to refer him to

some articles I wrote in London "Engi-

neering" in 1894, more particularly that

of November 23d. We might look for

what he found, in a tank engine, which (in

England) runs in back gear half its time.

The crosshead thrust due to steam stress

is always on the bottom bar, and the ten-

dency is to use the stuliing box as a ful-

crum and force the piston head on to the

upper face of the cylinder; when running

with steam oflf (or "drifting," as you con-

cisely and expressively phrase it) the op-

posite is the efifect during half the time.

At commencement of outstroke, the resist-

ance of the reciprocating parts to accel-

eration causes the main rod to lift the

crosshead and press the piston on bot-

tom face of cylinder. At the end of

stroke, acceleration is negative, and cross-

head is thrust down and piston up. On
return stroke, things are just the same.

In tender engines or others always in

fore-gear, conditions are exactly reversed;

the net effect when drifting is the same,

but the steam stresses induce piston press-

ure on bottom cylinder face.

As a matter of fact, you would hardly

expect the above to cut much ice, for

you don't look for bars to run after they've

got T^B inch play ; time then to " take up

the slack." Still, when a certain condi-

tion of things obtains, we can only try

and see what there is tending (in however

slight degree) to induce it. Surely that

procedure needs no excuse?

If T. H. W. can get the copy of "En-

gineering" referred to, I will reply to any

specific question he may raise if he writes

me as below, or else through your columns,

By-the-by, you hit the nail exactly when

you talked of prolonging the piston rod

through the front cover. I've always won-

dered why so few do it. Rather awkward

on English non-bogie engines, as the rod

casings would stick out right beyond the

buffer beam. The objection of adding

to the weight of the reciprocating parts

naay be met by using tubular tail rods, as

I suggested in the number of "Engineer-

ihg" referred to. Also gave a sketch of

one last August in same paper.

H. Roi,FE.

Hartford, Conn.

i i i
Graphite for Cylinder Lubrication.

Editors :

For the benefit of the mechanical de-

partments I will give my experience in the

use of Dixon's graphite for valves and

cylinder lubrication.

On the engine I am handling I am able,

by the use of about one pound pure flake

graphite per 2,000 miles, to increase the

mileage made per pint "Perfection" valve

oil 100 miles in freight service. The en-

gine is a standard, 18 x 24 cylinders, and

my greatest trouble in making mileage on

valve oil was from cylinder packing howl-

ing at each little job of switching, and it

would take a considerable quantity of

valve oil each time to stop those groans.

As a consequence, my oil record suffered;

for if there is anything on the engine with

which to stop cylinder packing groaning

I'll use it.

I find a small quantity of the graphite,

mixed with valve oil, will accomplish

what took a large quantity of the oil alone.

A separate can should be used for the

mixture, that will admit of contents being

stirred up at beginning of trip; then shake

well each time before taking, and don't

have the mixture so thick but that it will

draw into independent oil cups on lubri-

cator easily.

Valve oil only should be used in the

mixture, as other oils will burn up before

reaching steam chests, leaving the Gra-

phite to clog up oil pipes. The pure flake

should not be used in lubricator, as it

soon settles to bottom and is lost. The
finely pulverized might not do this.

I find it a decided advantage to use it on

all joints, gaskets and packing on the en-

gine.

G. O. HUCKETT,
Wymore, Neb.

A foreign metallurgist recently made
exhaustive experiments with the temper-

ing of extra hard steel, which were inter-

esting. A bar of steel was prepared by

cementation in such a manner that the

percentage of carbon varied regularly

from one end to the other. It was then

hardened and polished, and an ordinary

sewing needle drawn along its surface.

It was found that the needle would scratch

the steel as far as the part which con-

tained about .7 per cent, of carbon, at

which point the marks ceased, but reap-

peared where the percentage of carbon is

greater than 1.3. Under the microscope,

the latter portion of the scratch is found

to be discontinuous, proving that the

steel is not homogeneous. Steel contain-

ing I per cent, of carbon is composed al-

most exclusively of the harder constitu-

ent, the proportion of the softer metal

increasing until the carbon reaches 1.6 per

cent., beyond which carbide of iron begins

to separate. By using steel containing

1.57 per cent, of carbon heated to 1,832 de-

grees Fahr., and quenched in ice-cold

mercury, the two varieties of metal may
be obtained in equal proportions. Such a

mixture was found to have less power of

receiving and retaining magnetization

than a similar sample heated to only 1,472

degrees Fahr.

i ^ i
Two inventors in Topeka, Kan., are de-

termined to make it hot for train robbers

if railroad companies will only patronize

the invention which they have got out

to make train-robbing dangerous. They

propose making the running boards of the

engine in such a shape that, when any

train robbers get on to ply their nefari-

ous trade, the running board will fold

them up and squeeze them against the

boiler. Spikes are secured on the edges

of the running board, which are intended

to hold the robbers the way that a spring

rat-trap holds on to its victim. At the

moment the running boards perform the

rat-catching operation, steel shutters au-

tomatically enfold the cab, making a shot-

proof fort for the engineer and fireman.

Then an arrangement of steam pipes,

which are about as numerous as the quills

on a porcupine, has begun to discharge

hot water and steam at every point where

the robbers would be likely wait to be

cooked. It is a great scheme, but we are

surprised that any sane man thought it to

be practicable.

The "Proceedings of the Thirteenth

Annual Convention of the Roadmasters'

Association of America" has been received

at this office. It contains a variety of in-

formation concerning track matters that

is likely to be very useful to those engaged

in that kind of work. It can be obtained

by application to Mr. J. B. Dixon, Secre-

tary and Treasurer, Chicago & North-

western Railroad Company, Sterling, III.
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A Kink in Flue-Swaging—Susque-
hanna Shops.

Our illustration of the flue-swaging

machine at Susquehanna shops shows

another novel application of air to reach

the end of cheapening the cost of work;

and while this was the primary object in

view, it was found that the quality of the

output had not suffered by the change

from the old hand process of forcing the

hot flue end into a die; therefore the thing

has been a success from the start.

The machine is cheaply gotten up from

materials at hand in every shop. The bed

is formed of a pair of T-rails inverted and

resting on wrought-iron legs. On this

foundation is secured an 8-inch air cylin-

der, which is piped to a B-ii valve. Un-

derneath the cylinder is a 10 x 24-inch

reservoir which had formerly done duty

as an auxiliary; this reservoir is in com-

munication with the shop air plant, and is

also piped to the B-ii valve.

In operation, a flue with one end at a

red heat is laid on the supports, with the

cold end against the back stop. Air is

by means of steam produced by the gener-

ators at the central station. The boiler

is 10 feet long, 3.8 feet in diameter, and

holds, besides 550 gallons of water, 21

cubic feet of steam. The steam from the

generators is uniformly distributed

through the water by suitably arranged

pipes. After having been used in the cyl-

inders, the steam is condensed in a con-

denser consisting of 1,154 pipes, provided

over the boiler.

i i i
Mechanical Energy of Gunpowder and

of Steam.

The loo-ton gun, with a sso-pound

charge of powder, throws a projectile

weighing 2,020 pounds at an initial veloc-

ity of 1.715 feet per second, thus com-

municating to it a live power or kinetic

force of 92,597.000 foot-pounds. The

thrust exerted by the gas due to the igni-

tion of the powder lasts less than the hun-

dredth of a second, the result being that

during the active period of the work of the

powder in the gun the mean power it

greater than 87,000,000 foot-pounds per

Flue

powder generates 250,000 foot-pounds of

energy. The energy set free, therefore,

by the exploding boiler is only rivaled by

the explosion of 1,200 pounds of powder.

i ^ i
Effect of Valve Inertia on Port

Opening.

In the course of a discussion on Slide

Valves, Professor Goss, of Purdue Uni-

versity, drew attention to a fact in rela-

tion to the action of valves that is not

generally understood except by those

who have done a great deal of locomotive

indicating. He said:

"There are many difiiculties incident

to showing the exact point of cut-oflf. It

is said that a reverse lever in a certain

position should produce the same cut-oflf,

but it does not always do so. With the

same speed, a difference of lubrication

will vary the steam distribution; and as

the speed changes, the inertia of the

moving parts comes in to make consid-

erable difference, and these differences are

all proportionally greater for the shorter

cut-offs.

Air

B-IJ-Valve

Swaging Die^

Q

\
FLUE-SWAGING MACHIflE. ERIE R. R.

applied to the cylinder, and the advancing

piston, with its die, swages the flue. Upon
releasing the air, everything is free and

the machine is ready for another flue.

The work done by this machine is first-

class—all depending, of course, on the

condition of the die. The amount of

work it is capable of turning out is meas-

ured by the ability of the operator to

handle the flues.

i i i
A Steam Locomotive Without Firebox.

In the city of Marseilles, France, a rail-

road has recently been completed, says

the London "Locomotive Engineer's

Journal," which possesses the original

feature that its motive power consists of

steam locomotives without firebox. This

peculiar engine was adopted in order to

effect the passage of a tunnel, half-a-mile

long, without development of smoke. The
locomotive consists of a cylindrical boiler,

which is filled with hot water under a max-

imum pressure of 227.5 pounds per square

inch. At the end of the line the pressure

decreases to 43 to 70 pounds. The water

is then heated again to 203 degrees, cor-

responding to a pressure of 227.5 pounds,

hundredth of a second—say 8,700,000,000

footpounds per second—and this repre-

sents a power of 12,000,000 kilowatts, or

17,000,000 horse-power.

Not long since, a boiler 60 inches diam-

eter and 16 feet long, designed to carry

100 pounds pressure, exploded with dis-

astrous results, and as it had been in use

but a few years, and was in excellent con-

dition, there was good reason to believe

that the bursting pressure did not fall

short of 500 pounds. Assuming this to

be the case, and that the water level stood

at the ordinary height, we find that the

water had latent in it, in the form of heat,

the enormous quantity of 299,834,371 foot-

pounds of energy, while the available en-

ergy in the steam is 16,821.499 foot-pounds,

in comparison with a negligible quantity.

When the boiler let go, the heat was trans-

formed into mechanical energy, which was

expended in wrecking the plant. The im-

mensity of these figures is beyond our

limited comprehension, and the only way

by which we can get some idea of their

meaning is in making comparisons. How
many pounds of gunpowder in exploding

would liberate the same energy? The
combustion of one pound of average gun-

Xc«eniv(ii« i^figinetring

"I have made a series of tests of speeds

of 15, 25, 35, 45 and 55 miles an hour. We
sliould expect that the mean effective

|)ressure would gradually recede as the

speed goes up. We did not find it to be

so. We find there is a certain loss of

mean effective pressure in changing from

a speed of 15 to 25; there is a certain loss

proportionally about the same from 25 to

35 miles per hour; but when the change

goes from 35 to 45, there is very little loss

of mean effective pressure, showing that

the inertia of the moving parts has a con-

siderable effect upon the steam distribu-

tion, the amount which the valve moves,

and the time when it moves."

The writer has frequently been puzzled

when taking diagrams from locomotives

running at pretty high speed with short

cut-offs, to see that the diagram for the

high speeds kept up so well and appro.\i-

mated so closely to diagrams taken at

considerable lower speed in the same

notch. It appears to be highly probable,

as Professor Goss said, that stretching of

the valve motion, due to the inertia of the

valves of the higher speed, produces a

greater port opening than that produced

at the lower speed.
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The master car-builders have decreed

that it is improper repairs to replace a

triple valve vi^ith another of different make.

An air gage in the engine cab, con-

nected into the signal-line pressure, seems

to offer some good argument in favor of

its use.

A big item in the cost of maintenance

of freight brakes is saved by switching

ahead and using all air-brake cars in

partially equipped air-braked trains.

Encouraging and complimentary words,

coming from a high official, go a long

way towards spurring on ambitious em-
ployes to greater effort and consequent

better work.

Correspondents sending problems must

accompany same by all data possibly ob-

tainable. Avoid unnecessary mention of

things not bearing directly on the case,

as it is liable to mislead. Send the answer

with the problem.

If you have a special device for doing

any kind of air-brake repair work, send it

to "Locomotive Engineering" for illus-

tration before someone else sends practi-

cally the same thing and gets the credit

for priority of invention.

Mr. Ewing's method of recording and

commenting on air-brake stops appeals to

the pride and ambition of the engineman,

and does not condemn or censure him.

It merely tells him where he stands and in

what particular part he may improve.

Something is needed to abate the shock

caused by the use of the emergency appli-

cation at water tanks, junction points, and

other places where close "spotting" is

necessary. Would not the use of Desoe's

"marker" assist in producing smoother

stops? Try it.

Mr. Ralph E. State's bushing extractor

will no doubt perform its work in a quick

and effective manner. Have not some of

our correspondents or subscribers a de-

vice for dislodging the emergency valve

seat of the quick-action triple without

bruising the seat, as is often done in using

a chisel or other equally improper tool

for this purpose?

There is some considerable complaint

that the heavy passenger equipment cars

are not holding as they should, and that

the lighter cars in consequence are com-
pelled to assume more than their own
share of the work. Are these cars not

braking sufficiently high, or are their runs

Conducted by

so long that they need a slack adjuster to

keep the piston travel at a reasonable

figure?

Fred Hain, general air-brake inspector

of the Western New York & Pennsylvania

Railway at Buffalo, N. Y., writes that he

believes a pressure gage on the signal line

is a good thing; and also, that if the pres-

sure-reducing valve were placed in the cab,

and connected to the main-reservoir pipe,

there would be much less danger from

freezing up in winter and rotting out of

the rubber diaphragm in summer.

The Master Car-Builders' and Master

Mechanics' associations have appointed a

joint committee to revise the "Air-brake

and Signal Instructions," as drawn up and

approved by them at their 1892 conven-

tions. Could not the committee draft,

with profit, something on the lines of the

"Progressive Form of Questions and An-
swers," as adopted by the Air-Brake As-

sociation at their third annual conven-

tion, at Boston, Mass., this year?

Little real good is accomplished in in-

structing employes in air-brake practice

unless all air-brake cars are switched

ahead and used, thereby giving oppor-

tunity to put into practical operation the

teachings of the instructor. The men will

remain brighter, the brakes will be better

maintained, and money will be saved, by

thus increasing the stopping efficiency of

the train, if this be done.

It is a deplorable fact that there are cer-

tain fine air plants for cleaning cars on

some railroads where no facilities what-

ever are provided for testing the air

brakes, this work being done after the

train is taken to the passenger depot and

engine is coupled on. Piston travel is ad-

justed there, and if any considerable re-

pairs are needed, the car is cut out until

such time as it may be idle.

It would be considered rank negligence

if the inspection of a locomotive should be

delayed until it backed onto the train; yet

this is analogous to the system of air-

brake inspection followed on roads having

air plants for cleaning cars, but no plant

for testing brakes. In this case they are

obliged to defer the test of brakes until

the engine is coupled onto the cars in the

depot a few minutes before leaving time.

The cam type of engine driving-wheel

brake is fast disappearing, and is now
seldom applied to new locomotives. It

has been supplanted by the outside-equal-

ized form, which is now being generally

used on account of its simplicity and

adaptability to all classes of locomotives.

It is also free from intrigue with those

unknowing and careless persons who in-

discriminately use cams of the same radius

on all classes of engines, regardless of

their weights.

The importance of giving complete data

when sending problems for publication in

this department, and the difficulties at-

tending an attempt to correctly diagnose

a case at long range, are forcibly illus-

trated in the numerous requests for further

data had from correspondents wishing to

offer a solution to P. P. Haller's problem.

Care should be taken that no data is over-

looked or withheld. Troubles which are

difficult to locate when every facility is

offered, become problems totally impos-

sible of solution when not accompanied

by full and complete data.

Some certain air-brake men seem in-

clined to frown down on "problems," and

regard them of insufficient importance to

worry their brains about. If problems

were puzzles especially sought out by

one man to "stick" and mystify others,

and thereby demonstrate his individual

superiority, we would share the views of

the above-named men; but we must differ

with them, as problems will not be pub-

lished with a view to puzzle, but, instead,

to encourage research and to afford that

wholesome mental exercise which if

properly directed, cannot fail to land the

student high up in the air-brake art.

The Master Car-Builders have declared

that a triple valve which has not been sub-

mitted to their Committee on Tests, and

has not passed a satisfactory trial, does not

come within the requirements of the law.

This wise decision should remove from

service the numerous counterfeit triple

valves that are not only incompetent them-

selves, but which pervert and demoralize

the harmonious action of other brakes in

whose company they are placed. A triple

valve which attempts to steal into railroad

service through the back-door, and evade

the Master Car-Builders' tests, is a con-

stant menace to train safety, and will de-

tract from the efficiency of legitimate

brakes and will reduce the value of the in-

vestment already made in air brakes in

the same proportion in which they aTC

used.
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Concerning Wahlert's Rule.

Since Wahlert's rule for determining

the brake power delivered by a cam brake

was given in our columns, a number of

correspondents have written us that, inas-

much as the rule gives no information

concerning the radius of the cam faces,

its value is therefore limited because of its

failure to deal more fully with these im-

portant features.

As stated in the June number, the rule

is applicable only to engines that are al-

ready equipped with cam brakes and is a

simple and reliable means of ascertaining

the power delivered at the brake shoes,

regardless of what may be the radius of the

cam faces and the proportion of the

hanger levers. It accomplishes the ob-

ject sought without bringing in a mass of

tedious detail.

For the benefit of those who wish to

acquire a closer knowledge of the pro-

cess of designing cams for driver brakes,

a progressive series of sketches with suit-

able accompanying descriptive matter is

given in other columns of this department.

i i i
Recording Air-Brake Stops.

The method of recording air-brake

stops, as adopted by Mr. W. D. Ewing,

general manager of the Fitchburg road,

and as will be found fully described else-

where in this department, is a happy and
effective scheme. That Mr. Ewing has

faith in his method and is proud of the

good work done by his men was quite

forcibly demonstrated by his action at the

meeting of the .A.ir-Brake Association in

Boston last April, when he sent his rep-

resentative to the convention hall with a

book of blank passes, properly signed, to

invite the members to ride over his road

as much as their time would permit, and
criticise freely the air-brake stops made.
Those who availed themselves of Mr. Ew-
ing's courtesy had nothing but words of

praise to oflFer. Someone may suggest

that the engineer, knowing that air-brake

men were aboard, made unusual effort to

make fine stops; but those familiar with

these matters know that, under such cir-

cumstances, an engineer never docs his

best work.

While the Fitchburg system of record-

ing stops differs widely from the one used

on the Great Northern Railway and St.

Paul & Duluth Railroad, it possesses ad-

vantages not had by the latter system.

The backward lurch, caused by a tardy

release of brakes, and numerous applica-

tions made in quick succession, are re-

corded. The latter system has the ad-

vantage over the former (system, however,
inasmuch that it records in the engineer's

own handwriting the pressures carried and
the amount of the reductions, besides giv-

ing a general record of the condition of

the several parts of the air-brake appar-

atus; while the former is open to doubt
as to the accuracy of the recording gage
and the correctness of the readings taken

by the man watching the gage. Although

the recording system is yet in its infancy,

it is producing results that are interest-

ing and highly beneficial.

It has been rightfully said that the ma-
jority of men do not need additional in-

struction as much as to apply what knowl-

edge they have already acquired, and some
means of knowing when this knowledge

has been properly applied. This is quite

true. Many men are really doing better

work than they are given credit for, and

never will receive that credit until it is

given by the recorder system; while others

are not doing so well. Roads where the

recording system is used say that engin-

eers ask to have their record taken fre-

quently, which fact goes to prove that the

system is not distasteful to the men upon
whom "tab" is kept. The makers of Card
No. I, on page 477, and Record No. 2,

in this number, are to be highly compli-

mented. What a pity that we are unable

to print their names and give credit where
credit is due!

^ ^ i
Rules for Calculating and Designing

Driver-Brake (iear of the Push"
Down Type.

Divide weight on drivers, less 25 per

cent., by 4 = braking force on one shoe;

multiply braking force on shoe by length

of hanger lever between center of shoe-

holder pin and hanger-lever stud, and
divide by total length of hanger lever:

The quotient will be the force required at

the lower end of the hanger lever. Multi-

ply one-half the value of the cylinder by
the length of the cam between the cen-

ters, ai)d divide by the force in pounds
required at the lower end of the hanger
lever: The quotient will give the offset in

inches, or the point from which the radius

or face of the cam is described.

V.VI.UE OF CYLINDKR.S.

Six-inch, 1,400 pounds; 8-inch, 2,500

pounds; lo-inch, 4,000 pounds; 12-inch,

5,650 pounds.

In the accompanying drawings, which

illustrate the progressive steps in laying

out a design, the 8-inch cylinder, stand-

ard cams, levers and shoe-holders have

been used. These meet the requirements

of a large class of locomotives.

Special cases require special cams, shoe-

holders and levers, but the principle of

operation will be the same. Example:
Weight of engine on wheels ready for

road, 60,000 pounds; 75 per cent, of 60,000

pounds = 45.000 = approximate braking

power required; 45.000 pounds -H 4 =
11,250 pounds on each shoe; 11,250X18
-^ 26 := 7.788 pounds required on lower

end of hanger lever; 1,250 pounds (one-

half value of cylinder) X 12^ (length of

cam between centers) -f- 7,788 pounds =
2.026 = about 2 1-32 = offset in inches.

Fig. i: Locate shoes and hanger levers;

the lower ends a a of the hanger lever,

and the lower ends of shoes, should clear

the track at least 3 inches with the frames

in the lowest position.

Fig. 2: Draw line b connecting a a, and

set off J^ inch on each side of the center

line c, points dd. With a radius a e draw
arcs e e. The line o d is the approximale

working length of the cam between cen-

ters, and the center of link-pin will be lo-

cated on the arc e.

Fig. 3: Having obtained the approxi-

mate working length of cam (in this case

12^ inches), multiply this by 1.250 (one-

half of the value of the cylinder) and
divide by 7,788 (power required at lower

end of hanger lever), and we obtain 2 1-32

:= the offset required in inches. With a

as a center and a radius of 2 1-32 inches,

draw arcs f f and the tangent g. On this

line, J4 inch on each side of the center

line c, set off the points h h, and with the

radius i from the centers a a draw the

arcs k k, intersecting each other and the

center line c at /; this locates approxi-

mately the lower ends of the cams when
the brake is off.

Fig. 4: With a radius of 3 inches, and
with / as a center, draw the arc m, inter-

secting the arcs e e; connect nn to a a

Lacvrntitivt UngliiMriiig

Fig. J

with lines 0, which are the center lines of

the cams.

Fig. 5: At o, on the line 0, and at right

angles to 0, draw the lines /> p, intersecting

the arcs f f at r r; connect r r by the line

s; the intersection of this line with the

center line c gives the true point of con-

tact of the cams. From this point cor-

rect the work already done, as shown in

previous diagrams.

Fig. 6: From the point r, and with ri'

as a radius, draw the arc t, which is the

true face of the cam. The distance be-

tween w and ( should be ij4 inches; if

there should be a noticeable error, work
back to and correct the offset. From l^

(the true contact point), with a radius of

7 inches, draw arc u, locating the upper
end of the faces of the cams. Draw the

line V through « and r, extending it to w,

1% inches beyond r; from w the face of

the cam as constructed is described. This

is done in order that the braking force

may reach its maximum only when the

cam screw has been screwed out and the

distance between centers increased i54

inches.

Fig. 7: We have now reached that state

of the design where the radius of the face

of cam. calculated and working offsets,

can be given.

Figs. 8, 9, 10. II and 12 show progres-
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Fig 12.
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sive stages of development to the finished

design.

While the cams of the pull-up cam
type ot tliis brake arc arranged to move
in the opposite direction from the push-

down, the same rules are applicable.

^ '4i k
Air-Pump Exhaust Muffle and Lubri-

cating Attachment.
Editors :

Noting inquiry from D. A. S., Las
Vegas, N. M., and your reply in April

number, relative to air-pump e.xhaust be-

ing cut into exhaust channel of locomo-

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING.

air pump, thus preventing the heating of

cylinders by friction, yet keeping the cyl-

inders warm, while wholly mufHing the

objectionable noise of the air-pump ex-

haust and destroying force draft, so dam-
aging to fireboxes, flues, etc., and avert-

ing unnecessary consumption of coal.

Fig. I represents a view, part in side

elevation and part in section taken at line

A—B, Fig. 2, showing location of return

exhaust and air-pump connection.

Fig. 2 represents a transverse section

taken on line C—D, Fig. i, looking to

right.
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stack, as in ordinary construction; thus

keeping up a constant circulation, ma-

terially lessening the vacuum created by

the pistons; said method also serving to

keep valves and pistons warm and lubri-

cated, whether engine is running or at

rest. From this reason, the exhaust from

air pump carries oil and steam into the

steam channels, even if piston is not re-

ciprocating. The circulation thus de-

scribed prevents the pump exhaust from

passing out through the stack before be-

ing placed to use, and, when expanded, is

little more than a "breath," thus causing

a saving in fuel which would necessarily

be consumed by action of the force draft.

A saving in oil by this attachment is

had, instead of wasting it by direct ex-

haust to the stack. When engine is run-

ning under steam, the automatic valve n

is closed by pressure of steam in pipe r,

the air-pump exhaust passing out with

steam exhaust through exhaust channel,

e, thus creating an additional draft in

smokestack at a time most required. The
above-described attachment and method

also completely muffles the objectionable

noise created by the air pump when engine

is at rest. There are other advantages

derived from the use of the attachment

which are obvious to those skilled in

mechanics.

The first attachment was made on At-

lantic & Pacific Engine No. 68, March 25.

1894, at Needles, Cal. Patent applied for

September 25. 1895, and issued April 20,

1896, with nine lengthy claims allowed,

of which the following is a summary: "In

an engine, an attachment connecting, di-

rectly or indirectly, the air-pump exhaust

with the steam channels or exhaust chan-

nels of a locomotive, and an automatically

operative valve located in said attachment,

substantially as shown and described."

George H. Perry,
w. s. h.\ncock,

Patentees.

Needles, Cal.

% % %
Automatic Drainage Valves for Main

Reservoirs.

Editors

:

I have just received the July number of

"Locomotive Engineering," and note Mr.

Young's device for automatically drain-

ing the main reservoir.

In 1889 or '90 there was a drainage valve

used on the Old Colony Railroad, which

the engineers liked very much, and the

inventor expected large returns from;

but. instead oi opening with low pressure,

this relieved the reservoir of water at

above maximum pressure, t. e., the main

reservoir was set at 93 to 95 pounds, and

to drain the reservoir the pressure was

run up until valve opened. This was an

easy matter with the B-ii and D-8 valves;

but the knock-out drops were admin-

istered to this device before the advent of

the E-6 valve, by an engineer who at-

tempted to drain his reservoir while in

transit. A piece of scale lodged on the

valve seat and consequently allowed all

the air to escape from the main reservoir,

and it condemned the device. Mr.

Young's device is better in that respect,

as pressure would hardly go below 10

pounds in main reservoir when coupled

onto a train.

H. S. KOLSETH.
Boston, Mass.

i i i
New Hanger-Clamp for Train Pipes.

Editors :

The Boston & Maine Railroad has

adopted for use on their air-brake cars,

a hanger clamp, designed by the writer,

which holds the train pipe rigidly in place.

Please find, under separate cover, a blue-

print of the device.

The hanger is made to take the hexa-

Pressure Gage on Air-Signal Line.

Editors :

I send you the following, which I think

will be of interest to "Locomotive Engi-

neering" readers:

I have always thought that a gage on

the signal line in the cab was the proper

thing, and I was convinced some time ago

that it is really a necessity.

We had on this road two cases where

a train ran some 75 miles without air

enough in the signal line to give a signal,

and no one knew it until they wanted to

use it. The signal was tested on engine

before leaving the house, and at the depot

it was tested on the train and found to be

"O. K." After a run of about 25 miles,

the whistle blew one faint, and not very

long blast. The engineer, according to

rule, looked back to ascertain if every-

B. & M. FREIGHT ANGLE COCK SUPPORT CASTING.

gon part of the angle cock as well as the

pipe, and it is so constructed that the hose

and angle cock are bound to be held in

the right position, besides being of great

support to the train pipe, both vertical and

longitudinal. It is made of cast iron and

rather heavy, but is so made for two rea-

sons—anything that would destroy the

cast clip would also ruin a malleable one;

then, again, the castings can be had at a

moment's notice, but malleable would
have to be carried in stock; and last, the

cast scrap would be worth nearly as much
as the casting, while the malleable would
be worthless.

We are using the same kind of hanger

on the valves of the consolidated steatn

heat system. Recently a steam hose on

one of the new passenger cars became de-

tached from the chain that holds it up,

and it got caught and was torn completely

ofT at the nipple; but it did not move the

pipe or break the hanger, so it demon-
strates that it will stand a good pull be-

fore the pipe will move lengthwise of the

car.

B. F. HuD.soN,

A. B. Insp., B. & M. R. R.

Boston, Mass.

thing was all right, and seeing nothing

wrong, he proceeded. When at the end of

the run it was found that the signal would
not work, the train was inspected and a

burst signal hose found. The hose proba-

bly burst gradually, reducing the pressure

considerably before it allowed it to escape

fast enough to operate the signal valve,

and then the air escaped through the burst

as fast as it was fed in through the re-

ducing valve.

Another case experienced on this road

was that of a train starting out all right,

and when the train air signal was used

to signal to stop, when about 10 miles

out, it was found that there was not

enough air to give the signal. In this

case the small inlet port to the reducing

valve had become stopped up after leaving

the terminal, and slight leaks in the signal

line had allowed the air to espape vvithout

sounding the whistle. A gage itf Cach of

these cases would have enablea the engi-

neer to know the condition of the signal

line.

We have since April been equipping

our engines with gages, and have now a

large portion of them equipped. From
our experience thus far I cannot too
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strongly recommend this practice. I think

any road will be more than repaid for their

trouble and expense by the improved ser-

vice obtained.

I was pleased to find that the gage not

only provides means by which the engi-

neer can at all times know the condition

of his signal line and reducing valve, but

acts as a "tab" on trainmen and others

using the signal cord. They had just

begun to use the signal on one of our

branches, and the conductor, desirous of

giving the signal of three blasts ("Stop at

next station"), pulled the cord three times.

The engineer got two blasts only (which

is the signal to stop), and he stopped.

The following is what the engineer said

when he told me about it:

"That gage you had put on the signal

line is great stuff. Mr. B , my con-

ductor, wanted me to stop at A , and

he tried to give me the signal to do so;

but all I got was two blasts, and I stopped

right ofl. He wanted to know why I

stopped when he gave me three whistles.

I replied: 'It did not blow but twice, and

and no wonder, for you used 20 pounds

the first pull, and the rest of it for the

second; that did not leave you any for the

third.'
"

E. G.
A. B. Insp.,

Springfield, Mass.

Handy Tool for Air-Brake Machinists.

Editors :

I inclose you a sketch showing appli-

ance for withdrawing valve-chamber bush

No. 43 of the Westinghouse Air-Brake

Company's 8-inch pump.

Fig. I shows the bushing and eccentric

Desoe,
, B. & A. R. R.

@

bcr bush No. 43- Cap washer, Fig. 4, is

next put on; then the bolt is revolved one

hall turn, bringing the head fairly under-

neath bushing No. 43; the nut is run

down, and out comes the bushing. De-

signed by the writer. No patent.

Ralph E. Static,

Big Four Railway.

Belle/oniaine, O.

s i i
Air-Brake Angle and Stop Cocks.

Editors :

The angle and stop-cock handles now

in common use on air brakes have no pro-

tection against being moved by accident

or with malicious intent. One writer states

that the angle-cock handle has been moved

by coming in contact with the deadwood

caused by the air pipe being loose at that

point and the handle striking the dead

wood or side of draft timber when the

pipe vibrated under motion of the train.

Others say that the stop-cock handle will

of its own weight move from one position

to another, and no one will deny that

cock handles have been moved with ma-

licious intent, resulting disastrously. A
number of schemes have been proposed to

prevent any occurrence similar to those

above mentioned, but nothing has proven

acceptable to manufacturers and users of

air brakes.

The attached cuts represent a very

simple device which will positively pre-

vent the movement of the handle by acci-

dent, and ordinarily will forestall the ma-

licious movement of the handle. The

principal features of this device are that

it can be operated almost as readily as the

handles now in use, that it does not

change the general plan of the cocks^

II

El
'Vis*
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Fig.4
bocamolim Smgimttring

STATE'S BUSH PULLER.

bolt in place for removing bush No. 43.

FiRS. 2, 3 and 4 show the three pieces re-

quired. The only recommendation this

appliance has, is that it will remove bush-

ing every time, even if chamber-bush set

screw No. 46 is broken and won't come

out.

To use the appliance, the bolt. Fig. 3, with

eccentric head, and end bushing, or sleeve,

Fig. 2, are dropped down in valve-cham-

only one additional piece being added,

and that is the small spring between the

plug and the handle—and that it can be

applied to all classes of stop cocks.

To the expert, the cuts are self-explana-

tory, and a very few words will explain

it to those who may not be so well versed

in air-brake technique.

Fig. I shows the natural open position

of an angle cock with the improved handle

attached. The handle A is pivoted at or

near the lop end of the plug B. The lug

F is placed one-fourth inch closer to the

center of the plug, and enters a recess G,

when open or closed.

Fig. 2 is a section through the center of

an angle cock, showing the handle in its

natural position when cock is open. The

dotted lines // show the position that the

handle will be in when raised to a line of

movement to open or closed position, or

D

Fig. 2

NEW HANDLE FOR AIR-BRAKE ANGLE
COCK.

reverse. C shows a flat spring which is

fastened to the top of the plug B, with set

screw D. This flat spring is bent down
between the head of the plug and the in-

side of the back end of the latch handle

at E. The lower end of spring at E is

given set enough, and bears against the

lower end of the handle with sufficient

pressure to hold the handle in its natural

position.

The question, no doubt, will arise that it

will not prevent opening or closing the

cock with malicious intent; that the per-

son wanting to cause trouble in this way
can move the handle the same as anyone

else whose business it is to do so. The
natural inference is that the tramp or

evilly disposed person would be in such a

hurry to do so that, in first grabbing the

handle, he could not pull it over, would

not stop to find the reason, and would

thus fail in his object.

The inventor of this idea has had con-

siderable experience in the operation and

maintenance of air brakes, commencing
with the original set that were applied to

(he "Steubenville Accommodation," run-

ning between Pittsburg. Pa., and Steuben-

ville, O., in the very early '6o's, and up to

the present time he has not lost sight of

the Westinghouse air brake.

Further information will be cheerfully

given upon application.

J. T). McIl.WAIN.

Pitts/iiirir. Pa.
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Field Notes.

EdHvrs :

The other day one of the trainmen

pointed out to me an air-braked car they

had hold of that day, which would not set

at all with a service application; but when

the train-line pressure was reduced

enough, would go on with emergency at

once; so they cut out the brake. "Now,"
thinks I, "we have at last found a triple

that has a disabled graduating valve."

So we took the triple valve down and

e-xamined it, e.xpecting to find an object

lesson for the boys.

On examination, every valve in the

triple was found whole and in proper

place, the graduating pin, stem and

spring "O. K.," and valve had large

enough opening to give a proper grad-

uated application. It was gummed up

pretty bad, as if it had at some time—

a

good while before—been oiled with a

thick, gummy oil. The feed port i was

almost stopped up, the opening being

not much larger than a hair. The ef?ect

of this reduction of the feed port to so

small a size was to retard the charging

of the auxiliary. When the brakes were

tested, this one had not charged as quick-

ly as the others, and there was not enough

pressure in the auxiliary to move the

triple piston down against the train-line

pressure. The trainmen said: "Give it

all to her, and see if it will work." This

rapid reduction of train-pipe pressure, of

course, set the triple at work with emer-

gency. The feed port was cleaned out.

an air-brake engine coupled on, and the

brake worked perfectly every trial.

There is a good deal of uncalled-for

mystery about a broken graduating pin

or disabled graduating valve; lots of

trouble that originates from other causes

is charged to this one. We once found

a car that had the bell-shaped strainer in

the train-pipe union at triple stopped up
with sand and iron scales on the train-

pipe side. It would not work with emer-
gency or a service application. This
strainer was cleaned out and the trouble

ceased. Possibly the sand and scales

stuck in the meshes of the strainer till

train-pipe pressure was reduced enough
to blow it out, and triple got a sudden
reduction with usual result.

As triples are now made with the pins

soldered in the piston rod, it seems im-
possible for them to come out or break,

unless it is done by a willfully careless

repairer. It is not unusual for a triple

with this defect to work with a graduated
application as often as it does with emer-
gency, when a moderate reduction is

made at the engine; but it is this very un-
certainty as to what it will do that makes
it necessary to cut out the disabled triple

as soon as you find it.

We "caught on" to a new trouble the
other day—a brake would charge up
properly, but could not be set with any
kind of a reduction. The triple was
taken down, and the graduating stem 21

was found put through the hole in bottom

cap from the piston side, instead of from

the spring side; this, of course, kept the

piston from moving down far enough to

open any air ports to brake cylinder.

Here is an old one in engine equip-

ment which may be new to some engin-

eers. With a D-8 brake valve the pump
would work till black hand showed 70

and red hand 90; then the D-9 governor,

which has no vent hole drilled in side

over air piston and was set at 70 pounds,

would stop the pump. The red hand
would begin to drop back till it got to

70, when the pump would start up again,

pick up the excess, and stop till the excess

was gone. This would sometimes take

place every five or six minutes when run-

ning between stations. Several of our

engines showed this peculiar action, but

none of them with D-5 valve would do
it. Now for the explanation: The train

line was as nearly perfectly tight as possi-

ble; the governor was in good order and
did not leak much air past the piston,

which would be a leak from train pipe.

When the pressure ran up to 70 pounds,

the governor shut off the pump and
would not let it start till train-pipe pres-

sure could be reduced a little. Possibly,

there might have been a very slight leak

past seat of excess valve. The bell ringer

used air from main reservoir, and would
use up the excess in five or six minutes.

As soon as main reservoir pressure

dropped below train line, that would fall

also, the governor would start up the

pump, and main-reservoir pressure would
rise 20 pounds. As soon as excess valve

opened, the train-pipe pressure would
rise and governor act again, shutting oflf

the pump. With D-5 it never happened,
as governor was operated by main-reser-

voir pressure; the bell ringer kept that

down a little, so pump would work very

slowly and supply just enough air to hold
pressure up to 90, which is quite a point

in favor of D-5 over D-8. A bad leak

in main reservoir, or its piping, would
operate the same as the bell ringer using
air.

This engine puzzle was a combination
that was very creditable to the men in

charge of engine repairs, for it showed
all pipe joints tight and everything in A-l
shape.

C. B. Conger, Trav. Eng.,

C. & W. M. R. R.
Grand Rapids, Mich.

% % %
Reversing Engine When Driver-Bral<es

are Applied.
Editors :

I was much pleased recently, when look-
ing over the twenty-seventh annual report
of the Massachusetts Railroad Commis-
sioners, to read, in their report of the col-

lision on the Old Colony division of the
New York, New Haven & Hartford Rail-
road, at Hyde Park, October 24, 1895,
their opinion of reversing an engine when
driver brakes are provided and in work-

ing order. Following is a quotation from
the report:

"It was a mistake, however—but a not

uncommon one, and we do not make it

here a distinct ground of censure—to re-

verse the engine. Attention has been

called in previous reports to the fact that,

if an engine is provided with efficient driv-

ing-wheel brakes, it does harm instead of

good to reverse the engine, the effect be-

ing to increase not inconsiderably the

length of the stop. This statement has

been recently substantiated by experi-

ments made at the instance of the Asso-

ciation of Air-Brake Men. Some means
should be taken, by instructing engineers

or otherwise, to prevent the practice of

reversing the engine when the brakes are

applied to the driving wheels. Such pro-

cedure is admissible only in case the driv-

ing-wheel brakes are out of order."

This goes to show that the Association

of Air-Brake Men is doing some good
work, and it also goes to show that they

have an individual duty to perform in see-

ing that the driver brakes are kept in good
repair, so that the shortest possible stop

can be made. It is known that if there are

leaks between the triple and the cylinders,

or in and about the cylinders, brake-cylin-

der pressure will escape and the power of

the driver brake will be greatly lessened.

It is good practice for an engineer, when
about to look over his engine, to apply

the brake with 20 pounds reduction, and

then notice if the shoes remain tight

against the wheels. Too much cannot be

said to interest the engineer and others

in looking after driver brakes.

E. G. Desoe.

A. B. Insp. B. & A. R. R.

Springfield, Mass.

i i i
Air-Brake Practice on the Fitchburg

Railroad.
Editors :

I have noted what has been said in the

recent numbers of "Locomotive Engineer-

ing" regarding the use of the pressure re-

corder on the Great Northern and the St.

Paul & Duluth railroads, and think that

the following plan, recently substituted by
W. D. Ewing, general superintendent of

the Fitchburg Railroad, to increase an
already creditable air-brake efficiency at-

tained by his engineers, will prove inter-

esting to your readers.

The air-brake inspector connects a
pressure gage to the hose on the rear end
of the last coach, and records in his note-

book the number of applications and the

amount of all reductions made over the

division by the engineer. He also records

the fact if a lurch is made through failure

to release brakes at the proper moment.
The record of each run is sent to the

general superintendent's office, and is

there compiled info a bulletin, which, with

comments thereon, by the general man-
ager, is then posted in the roundhouse for

inspection and the information of all. The
friendly rivalry thus created among the
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men. and the complimentary comments

coming from a high official to a worthy

employe, have made the scheme a profit-

able and popular one.

The following are two sample bulletins

and a number of comments, which have

been selected to give a better under-

standing of Mr. Ewing's scheme:

FlTCHBlRG RaILRO.\D COMPANY.

[Office of General Superintendent.]

Air-Brake Record of Train Xo. ,

Engine No. , Enginentan ;

April I. iSg6.
I bs

Applications. jj^^j Stops.

Lincoln I IS Fair-

Concord I 23 Fair.

South Acton 1 i8 Good.

West Acton I 15 Good.

Littleton I 15 Good.

Ayer (Waterspout).2 10 & 10 20 Good.

North Leominster.

I

22 Good.

Fitchburg 2 8 and 8 16 Good.

Stops are rated "Good," "Fair," or

"Bad." Except where interrupted now
and then or in making a water stop, it is

desirable that the operation be accom-

plished by one application. I take pleas-

ure in saying that the stops marked

"Good" were very good; while all stops

should be "Good," the two marked "Fair"

were a mere shade oflf from "Good."

The average number of pounds of air

used per stop was 18. Perfect work, un-

der similar circumstances, has been done

on an average of about 11 pounds. For

the information of all concerned these

reports will, hereafter, for a time, be

posted on the bulletin board, say one

week in each case. It is hoped they will

be of great assistance to all ambitious

enginemen.

(Signed) W. D. EwiNG.

Gen'l. Supt.

FiTCHUiKr, R.\iLRO.\r) Company.

[Office of General Superintendent.]

Record of Train No. (four Cars),

Engine No. , Engineman ,

March j/, iS<)6.

Applications. \-^^^ Stops.

Union Square i 10 Good.

Somerville i 10 Good.

Cambridge i 9 Good.

West Cambridge..! 11 Good.

Fresh Pond i 10 Good.

Mount Auburn....: 11 Good.

East Watertown. . .1 11 Good.

Union Market i 10 Good.

Watertown i 10 Good.

West Watertown.. .

I

12 Good.

Bemis I II Good.

Bleachery i 11 Good.

Newton Street 1 10 Good.

Waltham I 13 Good.

Average amount of air used per stop

was io,"f pounds. This report is the best.

I believe, that has come to my notice up

to date.

(Signed) \V. D. Ewixo.

Gen'l. Supt.

The following extracts are the general
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superintendent's comments on other

similar bulletins:

Results fine. Average of air used 11^

pounds per stop.

Got very good results, considering the

condition of engineer's valve and driver

brake. Average amount of air used, 12^

pounds per stop.

Train on time. First application at

Fitchburg too soon. Had to release and

and start up again. In doing this gave

train a disagreeable jerk.

Mr. did very well, considering

the condition of his engineer's valve.

Stops all good. Average amount of air

used, I2y\ pounds. Seems to understand

how to release just right.

Engineman has had the good

fortune to secure another good report,

and one which seems to be admirable in

that it shows the least average of air that

has yet been reached—viz., gyy pounds

—

and every stop perfect.

Averaged 14^% pounds air per stop. Re-

leased just a little late at several places;

Waltham worst. Wasted some air in not

making first reduction, so as to carry

piston past leakage groove promptly.

Mr. has got the average of air

down to a very reasonable figure, but docs

not seem to have the confidence in himself

that is necessary to release at the proper

time. The result is that several of these

stops are marked "Fair."

Only four "Good" stops out of sixteen;

the others are all "Fair." There was an

average of igj J pounds of air used for each

stop, which ought to have secured most

excellent results. This is much below the

average in results. Altogether too much

air used.

Averaged 15^ pounds of air. All stops

good. Used two applications at Millers

Falls, on account of meeting Train No. 4

at that point. Was on time at all points.

The water-spout stop at Ayer was said to

be the best that has been made by anyone.

Mr. ought to be able to reduce

the average amount of air used somewhat;

13 pounds is not bad, but it is quite the

proper thing to economize as closely as

possible in this direction. Stops were ex-

cellent, and especial credit is due for the

water-spout stop at Greenfield.

These stops were all made without jerk-

ing the train, but release was made a little

too slow to get as fine results as are

wanted. It is to be observed in this re-

port that it is possible to make good stops

even at a water-spout, but the average of

air used per stop was excessive— 20 J

g

pounds.

The eflfect of making more than one ap-

plication for an ordinary stop is brought

out plainly in the above report, as this

cost an average of 17!^ pounds of air per

stop, which is rather excessive; 25 pounds

of air ought to get a first-class stop any-

where, but it was only "Fair" at Millers

Falls. There is only one way to accom-

plish a good stop, and that is, to release

at the proper time.

H. S. KOLSETH.
Jtoalon, Mass.

i i i
Improved Form of Coupling Between

Engine and Tender.

Editors :

I am sending you herewith two photo-

graphs of the signal and brake hose con-

nection between engine and tender, as de-

signed by Mr. N. J. Pritchard, air-brake

inspector Norfolk & Western Railroad

Company.
Mr. Pritchard claims for this device

that, by screwing one of the couplings on

the pipe on the locomotive, it does away

with one hose between engine and tender,

and makes a more perfect and altogether

a better coupling; it also keeps the coup-

ling and hose well up out of the dirt and

dust.

H. A. G1LI.IS, M. M.,

N. & W. R. R.

Roanoke, I 'a.

S i i
» Cause of a Queer-Acting Bralce.

Editors :

The triple which caused the "queer ac-

tion" was among the first quick-action

triples invented, and the stepping-stone to

the present successful and reliable triple.

This triple was patented by Mr. Westing-

house, March, 1887, and was subsequently

called the " '87 triple." The quick-action

device in this triple is a slide valve placed

in connection with the graduating post,

and is operated by the main piston. When
a sudden reduction is made in the train

pipe, the main piston travels out and

forces the graduating post back, carrying

with it the emergency slide valve, which

opens a port from the train line to the

brake cylinder. After train-line and

brake-cylinder pressures equalize, non-re-

turn check valve closes, preventing the

air in the brake cylinder from returning
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to the train pipe, thus allowing the auxil-

iary reservoir to complete the application.

There were two troubles arose in this

brake, causing the "queer action"—one

being in the cylinder, the other in the

triple—i. e., the piston sleeve had become

disconnected from the brake piston in the

cylinder, thus allowing it to tilt when air

was admitted to the cylinder, which

drained the main reservoir and train pipe.

The piston sleeve stuck out of the cylinder

head about six inches, causing one to be-

lieve it was applied by looking at the pis-

ton travel; this may have occurred before

or after we left the terminal.

. Second—When we cut loose to set a car

in the train, the brakeman properly cut

the cars, and when coupling up again.

being in a hurry to get away, he turned

the angle cock wide open at once, causing

quick action to take place, which broke

the graduating pin in the above-stated

triple. This caused the triple piston to

travel its full length, which held the quick-

action slide valve wide open. The port

leading to the brake cylinder has a larger

area than the auxiliary port; consequently,

the air passed out of the cylinder as fast

as it was delivered to the triple piston;

so it will be seen the auxiliary pressure

forced the piston to its full travel, and

kept it in that position as long as air re-

mained in the auxiliary. After the auxil-

iary had been exhausted, the graduating

spring did its work by forcing the piston

back and placing the emergency slide

valve over the port leading to the cylin-

der, thus allowing train pipe to be restored,

and the pump again was able to accumu-

late pressure. P. P. H.\l,i.ER,

A. B. Insp. C. & O. Ry.

Covington, Ky.

i i i
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

On Air-Brake Subjects.

(48) F. L., Amboy, N. J., writes:

I. Why do the rear wheels of a truck
on a pasenger car slide more easily than
the front ones? 2. Which equalizes first

in an emergency application, the plain or
quick-action triple. A.— i. The action

of the brake shoes tends to pull down the

front end of truck and raise the rear end.
This causes the rear brake hanger to as-

sume a more obtuse angle and produces
a wedging or toggle-joint action that

tends to slide the wheels. The weight is

also lifted somewhat from the rear wheels
by the lunging forward of the car and the
tilted position of the truck. 2. There is a
little difference in favor of the quick-action
triple.

(49) J. W. C, Waco, Tex., writes:

I. On page 90. in Synnestvedt's "Evolu-
tion of the Air Brake," reference is made
to patent of Boyden's for recharging the

auxiliary reservoir while brakes are ap-

plied. As I do not fully comprehend the

method of doing this. I wish you would
say whether it is with the use of one or

two pipes. 2. Where can I get a full de-

scription of this improvement? A.— i.

Only one pipe is used. 2. The idea of

recharging the auxiliary reservoir while

brake is applied is not new, and several

patents have been issued on triples of this

kind. You can probably obtain copies

of the patent papers by applying to the

United States Patent Office at Washmg-
ton, D. C.

(50) H. M., Georgetown, Ky., writes:

In making a service stop with the D-S

brake valve, after ten pounds reduction it

is found necessary to go to emergency

position; why does the train-line hand go

up to, say, 80 pounds instead of going

down? A.—When brake-valve handle is

placed about midway between the start

and finish limits of the emergency posi-

tion, port y in the rotary and equalizing

port g in the rotary seat are brought into

register, and the main reservoir and equal-

izing reservoir pressures are thereby con-

nected. This causes the gage pointers to

go together. This register of ports was
not intentionally made, but was coinci-

dent with the arrangement of the ports in

other combinations, and was not thought

detrimental, inasmuch that there is no
necessity for watching the gage when
making an emergency application.

(51) W. K. T., Hornellsville, N. Y.,

asks:
I. What might cause the pound in an

8-inch pump, provided the main piston

was all right and the reversing gear ap-

parently in good condition? 2. Is crude

or black oil suitable for use in air cylinder

of pump? A.— I. Discharge valves hav-

ing too much lift, or a loose air piston

head. 2. Owing to the numerous qualities

of oil having the same name, it is difficult

to say. West Virginia ground oil of 33

degrees gravity is best suited for use in the

air cylinder of the pump. Black oil. as a

rule, is not suited to this service. In the

absence of a proper ground oil, a good

quality of valve oil may be sparingly used

with good results. The better plan of

oiling the air cylinder is to place a swab
on the piston rod, and allow the lubrication

to be carried down the rod, through the

stuffing box, into the cylinder. Oil should

never be put in through the air suction

valves.

(52) J. S. D., Elmira. N. Y., writes:

If the train pipe is broken off at the en-

gineer's brake valve, can the signal line be

used in any way as a train pipe that will

allow the brake to be used? A.—By re-

moving the interior parts of the pressure-

reducing valve, and by employing a spe-

cial coupling, the signal line at the rear of

the tender, or the train, could be coupled

to the train line, and, by the use of the

conductor's valve in the coach and the

proper manipulation of the angle cocks,

it would be possible to apply and release

brakes. This process, however, would be

laborious and impracticable. Should the

breakage as described really occur, it

would be a much more sensible plan to

repair it, or brake in by hand, rather than

to attempt this one. The time required

to prepare the reducer and special coup-

ling, and the uncertainty and unreliability

of the stops made, would hardly be appre-

ciated by the superior officers. The in-

genuity required to thus prepare a train

for braking by this extraordinary method
might rightfully be mistaken for insanity.

C53') F. A. M., Jersey City, writes:

I. 'Why are brakes made to release so

slowly? The chapter of "Don'ts" in the

Westinghouse Air-Brake Company's In-

struction Book says there is a good rea-

son, but I have never heard it given. 2.

I always understood that the rapidity with

wliich the train-pipe pressure could be

reduced in a service application depended
on the lift of the equalizing piston in the

angle fitting in which it seats. In your

February number, page 186, you speak as

if the restricted size of the preliminary ex-

haust port governed it in some way.

Please set me right on this subject. 3.

Mr. M. H. Neff's article in June number,
on emergency applications on double-

headers, causes me to ask what the result

would be if a single engine were placed

in the middle of an air-braked train ?

Could an emergency application be ob-

tained on the cars both ahead and behind

the engine? A.— i. The exhaust port is

restricted in the slide-valve seat so that the

brakes will release comparatively slowly,

so that all brakes on a long train may re-

lease as nearly simultaneously as possible.

If the port were made large, as could easily

be done, the head brakes would be off

before the train-line pressure would have
time to reach the rear cars to move those

triples to release position, and would prob-

ably break the train in two. Less air is also

required and it is easier to make an ac-

curate stop, provided two applications are

necessary, with the port its present size

than if it were made larger. 2. The lift of

the equalizing piston does regulate the

flow of air from the train pipe, and the

size of the preliminary e.xhaust port in

turn governs the lift of the piston. With
the present size of port the equalizing pis-

ton lifts but very little with a one-car train,

but lifts higher with ten cars, still higher

with twenty, and lifts to its extreme height

with a very long train. 3. Quick action

would be obtained on all cars.

(54) J. C, New York, writes:

I. If a set of driver-brake shoes 24 inches

in length be reduced to 16 inches, would
they last longer and would the wear on the

tires be less? Please answer and settle a

dispute. 2. Why is the Hodge system of

leverage, whose hand brake works in op-

position to the air brake, better for pas-

senger cars than the Stevens system,

which works with the air brake on freight

cars? I should think the latter systeni

was best, as it could be used to assist in

holding if the air pressure was low in

case of emergency. 3. In May issue you
speak in answer tO a correspondent of al-

lowing for losses due to piping and cool-

ing of air through expansion. Will you
give a little information in regard to losses

through cooling, as I have never heard

this subject discussed. A.—I. The 16-

inch shoe would not last as long as the

24-inch, for the reason that it would re-

ceive a greater pressure per inch area, and

would therefore wear faster. The wear of

the tire would be the same. The fact that

a driver brake will wear out shoes is evi-

dence that it is holding and doing its share

of the work, and is therefore a recommen-
dation rather than a fault. Holding power

should not be sacrificed to get longer

wear out of brake shoes. 2. The Stevens

system of brake levers, as applied to a

passenger car, has numerous faults. The
hand brake is connected to the top end of

dead lever, and therefore works in opposi-

tion to the air brake, the same as the

Hodge. The dead lever is inclined at the

opposite angle from the live lever, and

thus makes a transverse pull on the bot-

tom rod. Both live levers being inclined

in same direction will cause a varying pis-

ton travel when car is rounding curves.

The Stevens system, as used on a freight

car, is a compromise between the original

Hodge and Stevens systems. The hand

brake works with the air brake, which is

quite important on freight cars, but of less

on passenger cars. 3- Air will naturally

heat when being compressed, and will

likewise cool when expanded. If a cer-

tain volume of air under compression is

raised in temperature, the pressure will be

increased; if the temperature be lowered,

the pressure will reduce. Write "Loco-

motive Engineering" for a copy of Rich-

ards' "Compressed Air," price $1.50.
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g i i
Balanced Valves.

Strange as it may appear to the ordinary

engineer and mechanic, there are still

men in charge of railroad rolling stock

who do not believe in balanced valves,

and who give practical expression of their

unbelief by running all their locomotives

without balanced valves. It was owing to

this lingering unbelief that a committee of

the Railway Master Mechanics' Associa-

tion was appointed a year ago to consider

different types of balanced valves, their

economy over plain unbalanced slide

valves, and what difference in economy
and efficiency would result if all balanced

valves were provided with the Allen port.

The report presented by the committee,

of which Mr. G. R. Henderson, of the

Norfolk & Western, was chairman, was
one of the best engineering papers ever

prepared, and consisted largely of facts

discovered by carefully conducted tests

and experiments. About a week was spent

by Mr. Henderson, experimenting on the

Schenectady locomotive at Purdue Uni-
versity, with apparatus made specially to

test the power required to move slide

valves under the varying conditions that

a locomotive is subject to in ordinary ser-

vice. The report submitted will form a

permanent reference and authority on

balanced valves.

The committee found that a wear of from

1-32 to 1-16 inch per 100,000 miles' service

might be expected from balanced valves,

and from two to three times as much with

unbalanced valves. This information was

drawn from replies to a circular. We
consider that the saving of wear by the

balancing of valves is underrated. We are

aware of one railroad where the valves of

the express locomotives had to be faced

about every six weeks when they were

unbalanced. Since the valves of the same

engines were balanced they run without

facing until the engines have to be taken

in for other repairs. The saving on wear

of link motion and other valve connec-

tions is found to be almost as great as the

saving to valve rubbing surfaces after

the valves are balanced. The experiments

conducted by the committee demonstrated

that a valve having about 55 per cent, of

the pressure balanced could be operated

by about half the power required to move
one which has the full pressure of steam

upon its back. There was no theorizing

in this. The power required in operating

valves under these diverse conditions was

measured and recorded, and the facts

made manifest are just as reliable as the

indications of a steam gage. The report

ought therefore to put an end to the scep-

ticism concerning the utility of balancing

slide valves. Those who continue to be

doubters as to the economy of using bal-

anced valves, and are still waiting to be

convinced before they try any, are not

rendering good service to the companies

employing them.

It is wonderful how unprogressive men
will find testimony which will give them
the necessary aid and comfort for keeping

them satisfied to remain stationary. In

the early days of the Master Mechanics'

Association, when locomotives were light

and valves were small, reports were sub-

mitted several times on the use of bal-

anced valves, and the general opinion ex-

pressed was not favorable. Valves were

then so small, and steam pressure so low,

that balancing did little good. While

talking with a master mechanic, about a

year ago, who did not believe in balanced

valves, we were surprised to be informed

that a committee of the Master Mechanics'

Association had reported that the use of

a balanced valve had doubled the cost of

operating a locomotive on which it was
tried. After a long search we found the

statement was made in 1870 by a man who
had tried an unmcchanical sort of balanc-

ing arrangement, and an odd experience

had been converted into a general deduc-

tion and carried down in the form of

error all these years.

The men who look back over ancient

history for guidance on modern practice

with locomotives are certain to make ex-

pensive mistakes. An old belief frequently

expressed was that balanced valves were

an advantage for passenger engines, but

that freight engines did not need thena.

The committee in making the investiga-

tions for the last report, met with replies

which indicated that the opinion about

freight engines deriving no advantage

from balanced valves is still current me-

chanical dcictrine among some master me-

chanics. This belief is on a par with ano-

ther long-cherished, that by some means

the pressure on the top of the valve was

not nearly so great as calculators made it

out to be; that somehow the steam forced

itself under the valve face and made a

floating medium which compensated for

and counterbalanced the downward pres-

.

sure. The use of measuring instruments

for recording the work done by tne valve

rod has exploded this theory for ordinary

men, and it is time that the theory that

freight engines will not be improved when
balanced valves are applied to them is

something that intelligent men should be

ashamed of talking about. The valves of

modern freight engines are as large as

those employed on passenger service; and

if a device for relieving the pressure on

the valve is an advantage in one case, it is

of equal advantage in the other.

Another consideration makes it of

greater importance that freight locomo-

tives should have the preference if selec-

tion is to be made in the application of

balanced valves. A passenger engine does

its work with very little reversing, and

there is not much hardship imposed upon
the men who have to handle such engines

when they are hard to reverse; but with a

heavy freight locomotive it is diflferent.

The valves are becoming so large, and
their connections so heavy, that the work
of reversing is exceedingly arduous, and

sometimes interferes with the rapid hand-

ling of the engine when switching has to

be done. If sizes increase much more,

power reversing gear will be a necessity.

The use of balanced valves ought already

to be imperative for humanity's sake, to

stave off the demand for power reversing

gear, and to save the extra expense for

fuel and repairs caused by the unneces-

sary power wasted in operating valves

that groan under the full pressure of steam

carried on their broad backs.

^ ^ ^
Brakes that Do Not Meet the Master

Car-Builder5' Standard.

At the last Master Car-Builders' Con-
vention a resolution was adopted concern-

ing power brakes which deserves the care-

ful consideration of the railroad companies
which are applying to their rolling equip-

ment any sort of brake that suits their

fancy, without consideration of its effi-

ciency. A discussion was raised on the

question: "Will a railroad company be

complying with the law requiring power
brakes on freight cars, regardless of

whether its power brakes meet the speci-

fications adopted by the Master Car-

Builders' Association?"
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These specifications referred to were

established with a view to conserve safety

in train-operating, and their purpose was

to secure uniformity of action in train

brakes, of whatever make they might be.

The Master Car-Builders' Association re-

quired that triple valves of all new brakes

oflFered for use by railroad companies

should be subjected to tests, to demon-

strate that they would work in harmony
with the Westinghouse brake. During

the past year several new triple valves have

been put upon the market, and the claim

has been made for them that they worked

satisfactorily with cars equipped with

Westinghouse triples. At the same time,

the owners of these brakes have not enter-

tained sulificient confidence in their appar-

atus to submit them for tests by the Master

Car-Builders' Association. The natural

inference, then, is that the brakes are not

capable of harmonious action with a West-

inghouse brake; and that being the case,

they are likely to be a source of danger in

train operating. It is no secret that

several of the triple valves "invented"

within the last year are no improvement

over the old Westinghouse triple, which

was good enough for a short train, but

was dangerous when suddenly applied to

a train of fifty cars. There is good reason

for believing that ten per cent, of the un-

authorized triples that have been intro-

duced within the last year, if mixed in a

train of fifty cars with those conform-

ing to the specifications, would so vitiate

the action of the whole brake equipment

that an emergency application would

bring results little short of those produced

by a serious collision.

The Master Car-Builders' Association,

then, acted wisely when they unanimously

adopted the resolution: "That it is the

sense of this association that brakes whose
triple valves have not had the approval of

the Master Car-Builders' Committee on

Triple Valves shall not be considered as

proper brakes for use on railway equip-

ment."

A resolution of this character is likely

to have far-reaching eflfects. The Inter-

state Commerce Commission have dis-

played a decided inclination to be guided

by the decision of the railroad associations

concerning safety appliances and safety

practices. Mixing up in a train brakes

which do not work in harmony, will vitiate

in a great measure the advantage to rail-

road companies of having their freight

equipment supplied with a sufficient num-
ber of air brakes to enable the engineer of

a train to dispense with hand-braking.

The big majority of railroad companies

who have invested large sums in provid-

ing their cars with efficient brakes, are not

likely to tolerate the mixing-up of their

brakes with inferior ones that are likely

to cause accidents. The outcome of the

matter will be that cars having brakes

which have not passed the Master Car-

Builders' requirements will be refused at

interchange points.

Reforms in Railroad Management.
In the July number of the "Engineering

Magazine," Mr. M. E. Ingalls, president

of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago &
St. Louis Railway, has an article on

"The Turning-point in Railway Reforms,"

which contains exceedingly interesting

reading. The length of the article pre-

vents us from using it in full, but we give

the following abstract: No better illus-

tration of the growth of railways, he said,

could be seen than a comparison of the

traffic of the Pennsylvania Railroad in

1852 and in 1895. In the first year the

company carried 102,000,000 ton-miles of

freight, at an average rate of 3.76 cents

per ton-mile; for 1895, 8,173,218,403 ton-

miles of freight were carried, at the rate

of .56 cent per ton-mile. Nothing like

this has been known in the development

of the human race. The combination of

the iron way with the propelling power

of steam has advanced the world more
in fifty years than all else that has been

discovered in the fifty centuries preceding.

It has furnished employment to an im-

mense army of men, most of whom re-

quire a peculiar education and training

for the business. One million of men are

engaged in this occupation, as many more
in the furnishing of supplies and material

necessary for the business, and over and

beyond it all is the influence which this

traffic has upon the life and civilization of

the nation.

The author follows the rapid develop-

ment of the railway system in America,

and the high rates of transportation

charged for a time, which led to the

Legislature regulating the management
of commerce. The impression is con-

veyed that the Interstate Commerce Law
has been, on the whole, beneficial to rail-

ways and to the public. The belief is ex-

pressed that the Interstate Commerce
Law requires amendments in various

ways, but there would be no difficulty in

securing the necessary amendments if

railroad managers demonstrated that they

are doing their best to comply with the

law. Previous to that, rates were raised

or reduced without any notice, and it was
considered proper to make certain rates

to one man secretly, and higher or lower

rates to his neighbor. After this law was

passed it was accepted by the greater body
of railway managers, and for some little

time was obeyed, and rates were fairly

maintained. Some companies, in search

of business, began to resort to their old

tricks of securing it, and by various sub-

terfuges evaded the law, and forced others

to adopt illegal practices or lose their

business.

The practice of secret rate-cutting

seemed to culminate early last year, and

the evil had become so depressing that a

meeting of representatives of the leading

railways was held at New York in June,

189s, to try and devise some remedy. Mr.
Ingalls, who was at the meeting, said he

had never seen a body of men, managing

great enterprises, so discouraged over the

situation, and so hopeless of any future.

A few of the managers present thought

it worth while to attempt a refoi-m, and
after some eflfort, succeeded in inducing

all to join in an organization, which they

called the "Joint Traffic Association."

From the start there were hopes of this

association proving a remedy for the evils

from which railroad companies were suf-

fering, and their work was aided at the

beginning by decision of the Supreme
Court, and the fact that parties under

prosecution for giving secret rebates can

be compelled to produce books and tell

what they know, if they are not on trial

themselves. The influence of this asso-

ciation has been so good that Mr. In-

galls acknowledged that, during the

twenty-five years in which he has been

managing a railroad, he has never known
such close adherence to tariflf as there

has been for the last year.

Fifteen or twenty years ago, a man
who had the reputation of being smart at

getting business by surreptitious means

was in demand. To-day he hunts a long

time before he gets a position, and when
he gets one, instead of attempting to make
his reputation by making it known that

he is cutting rates to secure business, he

endeavors to build up a reputation for

conservatism.

Railway officials of this country must

be educated to respect their tariffs, and

unless they do that there is no future for

railways. When this principle is firmly

established, railway operations will be

profitable and railway management re-

spectable.

One of the strange anomalies of the

times, and one which shows how the pub-

lic conscience is debauched and has lost

its regard for the law, is the fact that

there seems to be more trouble to-day in

maintaining tariffs and obeying the law

in the cases of railways in the hands of

receivers than in any others. In other

words, some of these railways are still

reported to be securing business by secret

contracts and illegal rebates. There is

no question but that these practices are

unknown to the court. One of these days

some judge will wake up to this situation

and put an expert accountant upon the

accounts of his receiver, and then we

shall get an example that will be useful.

Mention was made of the acceleration

of the speed of passenger trains which

has been made within the last years, and

the author predicts that trains will, in

the near future, leave St. Louis at noon

and reach New York the next day at noon

or sooner.

Railway clubs and other associations of

railroad men are warmly commended.

In the last twenty-five years there has

been a wonderful advance in friendly feel-

ing in the operation of rival railways.

Just a little over a quarter of a century

ago, when an important bridge on a cer-

tain Western road was burned, the presi-
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dent of the competing line lioisted the

flag over his own company's terminal

station in celebration of the event. To-

day, should a bridge go down on either

of these roads, the train despatchers would

at once arrange to move the trains of the

unfortunate railway over the other line,

without friction or delay, and without

reference to the presidents or general

managers.

i i s

A good many railroad companies are

exercised over a recent order, issued by

Postmaster General Wilson, prohibiting

railroad companies from carrying railroad

mail in baggage cars. According to the

postal laws, railroad companies are not

permitted to carry letters unless they per-

tain to cargo being carried on the train,

and the carrying of letters not relating to

cargo is a direct violation of the United

States revised statutes. A practice has

grown up of railroad companies sending

all letters relating to railway business in

their own cars, outside of the United

States mail. This violation of the law ap-

peared to have been tolerated as long as

it was done over a company's own lines,

but the practice has grown up of railroads,

in all sections of the country, sending

letters relating to railroad matters over a

variety of lines to reach the desired termi-

nals. It has been a common thing for

railroad letters to be sent in baggage cars

from the Pacific Coast to New York. This

practice has to be stopped.

i i i

We wish to direct the attention oi those

interested in the safety of train-operating,

to a letter and illustration in another part

of this paper, showing an invention which

is calculated to prevent enginemen from

forgetting orders. There are few railroad

men who will not agree with the expres-

sion of the writer that "a man's pocket is

not the place for train orders, and there

is no man living to-day who is not liable to

forget or make a mistake." Any inven-

tion of a simple nature, which is calculated

to prevent the supreme mistake of forget-

ting meeting-points, is well worthy of

general adoption. If the device patented

by Mr. Jennings had been in general use

for the last twenty years, a great deal of

property that has been destroyed through

collisions would have been saved, and

many men whose lives have been blotted

out in accidents of that character would be

still alive and useful members of society.

@ i s
Recognizing that the tendency of the

time is to make publications of a smaller

page, 'The Railway Age" has followed

"Locomotive Engineering," and has now
published a paper of the standard size,

9x12. 'The American Engineer, Car

Builder and Railroad Journal" has

adopted the same form, and others are

likely to follow at the beginning of the

year. In making the change 'The Rail-

way Age" says: "Undoubtedly a paper of

this smaller size is handier and easier to

read. It is less tiring to hold, does not

flop over when you are reading, and is

easy to fold up and put in the pocket for

home perusal. It also has the very

great advantage of going through the

mails without being folded, so as to reach

the subscriber clean and uncrumpled."

There is a disposition among railroad

master mechanics and others engaged in

mechanical manufactures to believe that

machinists will gradually come to be

classed under the heads of first-class me-
chanics and ordinary mechanics. Under
the first classification will be workmen
capable of doing work similar to that done

by tool-makers; under the second head,

the handy men who can run a planer or

milling machine, and who are handy men
for other work. The opinion is general

that there will always be plenty of remun-

erative work for first-class men.

i i i

It is reported that a rather peculiar ex-

periment will be tried soon on a railroad,

under construction from Lake Superior

to a point fifteen miles inland to import-

ant ore mines. An ascent of eight hun-

dred feet is made in the fifteen miles, and

the intention is to apply electric genera-

tors connected with the axles of the cars.

It is expected that in going down hill,

enough electricity will be generated to

carry the empty cars back up the ascend-

ing grade. It is thought that the differ-

ence in weight of the loaded and empty

cars will give power sufficient to make up

for the waste due to leakage and friction.

g i iS

Enginemen on British railways are agi-

tating to have their locomotives provided

with cabs as good as those in use in

America. It is surprising how long this

agitation has been delayed, for the men on

locomotives have to endure terrible hard-

ships in the bad climate of the British

Isles. The old argument is still advanced

by the officials, that the men would not

attend to their duties properly if they were

comfortably housed; but it is likely that

the advocates of humane treatment for

enginemen will eventually carry the day.

The indications are that there will be a

renewal of the racing between the East and

West Coast lines of Great Britain this

fall. Unusually powerful engines and

commodious cars have been built for these

races during the past year, and the inten-

tion is to run as fast as an engine will

make steam freely between stops.

PERSONAL.

Mr. Wm. Rutherford, superintendent of

motive power and equipment of the Plant

system of railways, has resigned.

Mr. C. F. Barnhill has been appointed

general foreman of the Chesapeake & Ohio

shops at Clifton Forge, Va.

Mr. D. C. Courtney has been appointed

division master mechanic of the Baltimore

& Ohio, with headquarters at Grafton, W.
Va.

Mr. Court Ewing has been appointed

road foreman of engines of the Toledo

division of the Pennsylvania, with head-

quarters at Toledo, O.

Mr. W. F. R. Mills has been appointed

general superintendent and purchasing

agent of the Denver, Lakewood & Golden;

headquarters, Denver, Col.

Mr. T. F. Griffin, formerly roundhouse

foreman at Riverside, O., has been ap-

pointed general foreman at Indianapolis,

Dillon street. Big Four shops.

Mr. C. H. Davis has been appointed

trainmaster of the San Luis Potosi divi-

sion, Mexican Central Railway, with head-

quarters at San Luis Potosi, Mex.

Mr. J. T. Walch has resigned as master

mechanic and master car-builder of the

Bellingham Bay & Eastern, to accept a

similar position on the Oregon Central &
Eastern.

Mr. F. O. Tarbox, trainmaster of the

Chicago & Northwestern, has been pro-

moted to assistant superintendent of the

Ashland division, with headquarters at

Ashland, Wis.

Mr. W. H. Sherman, trainmaster of the

Chicago & Northwestern, has been pro-

moted to assistant superintendent of the

.•\shland division, with headquarters at

Kaukauna, Wis.

Mr. C. H. Hartley, assistant superin-

tendent of the Chicago & Northwestern,

has been promoted to superintendent of

the Ashland division, with headquarters

at Kaukauna, Wis.

Mr. Edward Shamp has been appointed

general superintendent of the Maricopa

& Phoenix and Salt River Valley rail-

roads, with headquarters at Phoenix, Ariz.

He was formerly on the Southern Pacific.

Mr. W. A. Bell, formerly general fore-

man at Dillon street. Big Four shops, Ind-

ianapolis, has been appointed master me-

chanic of the Louisville & Jefferson Bridge

Company, with headquarters at Louis-

ville, Ky.

Mr. George F. Bidwell, for the last seven

years superintendent of the Ashland divi-

sion of the Chicago & Northwestern, has

been appointed general manager of the

Sioux City & Pacific, with headquarters at

Omaha, Neb.

Mr. Jesse C. Martin, who has been for

the past twenty years employed as loco-
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motive engineer on the lines of the South-

ern Pacific Company, has lately been ap-

pointed fuel expert for the Pacific system

of the above company.

Mr. Joseph McWillianis has been ap-

pointed general manager of the Marietta

& North Georgia, with headquarters at

Marietta, Ga. He resigned as general

superintendent of the Texas Central, to ac-

cept the position named.

Mr. Cornelius Vanderbilt, chairman of

the board of directors of the various Van-

derbilt lines, suffered from a shock of par-

alysis last month and was for a few days

in a serious condition. He is now on a

fair way toward recovery.

Mr. Robert E. Meehan has resigned as

general sales-agent for Paul S. Reeves &
Son. of Philadelphia, to take charge of the

business lately acquired by his father, Mr.

James Meehan, the Monterey Foundry &
Machine Co., Monterey, Max.

Mr. W. S. McGowan, Jr., has accepted

the position of general sales-agent for the

Hancock Inspirator Co. Mr. McGowan
is well and favorably known to the rail-

road trade, and is certain to make a suc-

cess in pushing the inspirator.

Mr. Frank Ray has been appointed

road foreman of engines of the Pittsburgh,

Youngstown & Ashtabula, the Erie &
Pittsburgh and the Alliance & Niles di-

visions of the Pennsylvania, with head-

quarters at Lawrence Junction, Pa.

Mr. J. B. Kilpatrick has been appointed

master mechanic of the West Iowa divi-

sion of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific

Railway, with headquarters at Valley

Junction, la. He also has charge of the

K. & D. M. and D. M. & Ft. D. division.

Mr. Thomas Aldcorn, formerly master

mechanic of the West Shore Railroad,

has been appointed one of the railroad

representatives of the Hancock Inspirator

Co. The other is Mr. Chas. E. Randall,

who has been with the company for a num-
ber of years.

'The Bailie," a weekly illustrated paper

of Glasgow, Scotland, which gives in each

a full-page engraving of some prominent

Scotchman, has in a recent issue a very

good likeness of Mr. John F. Macintosh,

locomotive superintendent of the Cale-

donian Railway.

Mr. C. Peter Clark has been appointed

general manager of the New England

Railroad Company, with office at i8o Sum-
mer street, Boston, Mass. The office of

assistant general manager is abolished.

Mr. Clark has been for some years gen-

eral freight agent of the Old Colony.

Mr. James H. Barrett has been ap-

pointed division superintendent of the

Southern Railway, in charge of the At-

lantic terminals. Mr. Barrett has had a

great deal of experience on different rail-

ways, and is best known to railroad men
through his connection with the Erie.

Mr. A. L. Studer has been appointed

master mechanic of the Southwest divi-

sion of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pa-

cific Railway, in charge of the car and

locomotive departments, with headquarters

at Trenton, Mo. Mr. Studer has been for

several years in charge of the division

shops at Stuart, la.

Mr. B. E. Taylor has been appointed

purchasing agent of the Louisville, New
Albany & Chicago, and assistant to the

general manager. His headquarters are in

Chicago. Mr. Taylor has risen on the

Chicago & Alton, where he commenced
work as stenographer for the general

superintendent in 1887.

Mr. Horace G. Burt has been appointed

general manager of the Chicago, St. Paul,

Minneapolis & Omaha Railway, with

headquarters at St. Paul, Minn. He has

been general manager of the Sioux City

& Pacific for the last seven years, and

before that was chief engineer of the Chi-

cago & Northwestern.

Mr. A. C. Ridgeway, assistant superin-

tendent of the Second and Third divisions

of the Denver & Rio Grande, has been ap-

pointed general superintendent of the Flor-

ence & Cripple Creek road, which is part

of the Denver & Rio Grande. He is the

son of Mr. R. M. Ridgeway, one of the

oldest superintendents of the Denver &
Rio Grande.

Mr. Joseph A. Jordan, general man-
ager of the Hannibal & St. Louis Railway,

has been made vice-president of the Green

Bay & Western, the reorganized Green

Bay, Winona & St. Paul. He will have

charge of the operation of the Green Bay
line and will also retain the general man-
agement of the Hannibal & St. Louis. Mr.

Jordan was for many years connected with

the Chicago & Alton.

Mr. B. F. Yoakum, since 1893 general

manager of the Gulf, Colorado & Santa

Fe, has been appointed vice-president and

general manager of the St. Louis & San

Francisco Railroad. Previous to his con-

nections with the Gulf, Colorado & Santa

Fe, Mr. Yoakum held consecutively on

the San Antonio & Aransas Pass the posi-

tions of assistant general manager, gen-

eral manager, receiver and traffic manager.

Mr. Joseph H. Green has been appointed

superintendent of motive power and ma-

chinery of the South Carolina & Georgia,

with headquarters at Charleston, S. C.

Mr. Green learned the machinist's trade in

the shops of the Charlotte & South Caro-

lina road and was afterwards for thirteen

years general foreman of the Raleigh &
Gaston shops. From there he went to be

master mechanic of the Charlotte, Co-

lumbia & Augusta shops.

Mr. A. G. Elvin, for several years gen-

eral foreman of the Chesapeake & Ohio
Railway shops at Clifton Forge, has been

promoted to be general foreman of the

principal shops at Huntington, West Va.

Mr. Elvin is a particularly able foreman,

and has displayed great skill and ingenu-

ity in the devising of special tools and

special methods for the production of fin-

ished parts. We congratulate Master

Mechanic Stewart on getting such a valu-

able assistant.

Mr. W. F. MacKenzie has been ap-

pointed traveling engineer of the entire

Mexican Central system. In making
this announcement, Mr. F. W. Johnstone,

superintendent of motive power, says:

"Master mechanics will please render Mr.

MacKenzie every facility in the discharge

of his duty. Engineers and firemen will

follow any instructions given by Mr. Mac-
Kenzie as to the proper handling of their

engines. Books of Instruction calculated

to assist engineers and firemen in the bet-

ter .understanding of their duties, in the

economical use of oil and fuel, will be put

into the hands of our engine crews within

a short time."

"The Mogul" recently contained a por-

trait of Uncle Ben Hafner, of the Erie,

who is claimed to be the oldest locomo-

tive engineer in the United States. He
was born at Baden, Germany, in 1821,

his father having been a first lieutenant

in Napoleon's army which marched to

Moscow. Uncle Ben began his railroad

career in 1839 as a fireman, and a year

later was running a locomotive on the

Baltimore & Cumberland. In 1848 he

went to the Erie, and, with a short break,

ran a locomotive till March, 1892. Since

that time he has been station-master at

Port Jervis, and is highly popular with

high and low.

Mr. George A. Haggerty, the well-

known master mechanic, is now president

of the White River Valley & Western

Railway, with headquarters at Fayetteville,

Ark. Mr. Haggerty has had considerable

railway experience in the Southwest,

where he was a very successful superin-

tendent. By a note on the letter-head of

a letter recently received from Mr. Hag-

gerty, we learn that the length of the main

line is 275 miles, east to west through

Northern Arkansas, serving a territory of

9,000 square miles (rich in timber, agri-

culture and mineral products) and 175,000

industrious people that have no railway

facilities whatever.

We had a very interesting call recently

from Mr. Jacob Greenwold, superinten-

dent of machinery of the Norwegian

State Railways at Drontheim, Norway.

Mr. Greenwold is a very warm friend of

"Locomotive Engineering," and takes a

great deal of interest in its pages. The
Norwegian State Railways have been

making an extension lately into very rich

iron-ore fields, and it was necessary to
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obtain four new locomotives to put into

service in September next. Mr. Green-

wold was instructed to purchase the loco-

motives, and he found that he could not

get them built in time anywhere except

in America, so he came here and con-

tracted with the Baldwin Locomotive

Works for the engines. They are moguls

of the Vauclain compound type for metre

gage. There are already some two-cylin-

der compounds on the Norwegian State

Railways, and the Baldwins will have a

chance to compete with them. Mr.

Greenwold is quite at home in America,

for he came to this country some twenty

years ago and worked in various machine

shops. He came first to Montreal, but

shortly afterward removed to Manchester,

N. H.. and worked for several years in the

Manchester Locomotive Works. Then he

went to the Lake Shore and worked in

difTerent shops there, rising to the posi-

tion of foreman. The experience gained

here was of great use to him when he re-

turned to his own country, for he rose

rapidly to the position which he now oc-

cupies.

BOOK REVIEWS.
"Do You Use Machine Belting?" By the

Schultz Belting Company.

This is the title of a new catalog of belt-

ing, which is also a work of reference for
those wanting information on the care and
management of belting. It also has sev-
eral chapters devoted to calculation of

proper size of belting to do given work,
and comparison of efficiency of belting as
governed by width of same and arc of
contact. The little work should be in the
hands of every shop manager.

"Press Working of Metals." By Oberlin
Smith. New York: John Wiley & Sons.

This is a very interesting and valuable
book concerning various processes of
nietal-working. It begins at the begin-
ning, describing in interesting fashion the
kind of work done by Tubal-Cain and his
successors, and brings us down to the
very latest methods and appliances for
metal-working. The work is by no means
confined to press working of metals, but
describes all sorts of processes and the
tools by which they are done.

"The Wisconsin Engineer" is the name
of a magazine published in the University

of Wisconsin, the first issue having ap-

peared in June. It is a very handsome
magazine, 6H x gf^ inches, and contains

i6o pages. It deals with a variety of sub-

jects likely to be of interest to engineer-

ing students, and is also of general inter-

est to civil and mechanical engineers.

Besides a variety of well-written articles,

it contains an index of engineering litera-

ture similar to that published by "The En-
gineering Magazine." We wish every

success to this new venture for public

patronage. It will be published quarterly,

at $1.50 per year. The address of the pub-

lisher is Madison, Wis.

EQUIPMENT NOTES.

The Erie Railroad are about to build

2.500 freight cars.

It is reported that the Lake Shore Rail-

way are in the market for ten new engines.

Two locomotives are ordered for the

Hidalgo Railway, and one for the Pajarra

Valley Railway.

Five hundred freight cars are under way

at the Union Car Works for the Philadel-

phia & Reading.

The Schenectady Locomotive Works
are building five engines for the Michigan

Central Railway.

One engine is being built for the Do-
minion Atlantic Railway by the Baldwin

Locomotive Works.

The Missouri Car & Foundry Co. are

building eleven cars for the Arizona &
New Mexico Railway.

Two locomotives are being built for the

C. G. de Chemin de Fer B. by the Bald-

win Locomotive Works.

The Pullman Car Co. have under con-

struction six passenger coaches for the

Lehigh Valley Railway.

Five locomotives are under construc-

tion at the Brooks Works for the Chicago,

Rock Island & Pacific Railway.

The Quebec Central Railway are hav-

ing two engines built at the Canadian Lo-

comotive & Engineering Works.

The Southern Railway have ordered

three 19 x 24-inch lo-wheel engines, and

one 19 X 24-inch switcher, from the Rich-

mond Locomotive Works.

Air-brake equipment is ordered for

eight freight cars for the San Francisco &
San Joaquin Railway, and also for ten

freight cars for the Texas Midland Rail-

way. Both orders are to be filled at Pull-

man's.

The Northern Pacific people are in-

creasing the capacity of five thousand box
cars from 40,000 to 50,000 pounds. The
enlargement is made by strengthening the

arch bars and body bolsters. We will

give detailed particulars in a future issue.

The Brooks Locomotive Works have

recently furnished an oil-burning locomo-

tive for the Congress Gold Company, of

Congress, Ariz. The engine is a 6-wheel

switcher, the cylinders 17 x 24 inches, and

it weighs 105,000 pounds. It is similar in

every respect to the oil-burning engines

in use on the Southern California Rail-

road.

The Erie Railroad are having twenty

new engines built. The order is divided;

five to the Rogers Locomotive Works,
five to the Brooks Locomotive Works,
five to the Baldwin Locomotive Works,
and five to the Cooke Locomotive Works.
These engines have been ordered to take

the place of smaller ones that have to be

double-headed for the trains hauled. The'

company was not in need of the power,
^

but it was decided that making one engine

do the work of two would save enough

money to pay for the investment.

4* i i
Painting by Compressed Air.

Four or five years ago a representative of

"Locomotive Engineering," while travel-

ing in the West, found in one of the

Southern railway shops an apparatus for

painting by the use of compressed air.

The apparatus was described, and since

that time has been adopted by a great

many railroad companies all over this con-

tinent. We now find from an English

paper that the apparatus has been patented

in England, and put on the market by

Wells & Co., patentees of the well-known

Wells light. It is meeting with consider-

able favor for the painting of railway cars,

bridges, and also for ship work. .\

writer who describes the machines as used

in England says: "These machines will

be found of equal utility in the applica-

tions of varnish and of tar, or, indeed,

any other liquid compound. I have to

add that I was convinced by the repeti-

tion orders and testimonials received that

these machines have passed their experi-

mental stage, and are really what the

patentees claim for them—great time and

money savers."

We should think they were past the

experimental stage; they were past the

experimental stage when used in the

Southern Pacific shops five years ago. and

we do not see that any improvements have

been eflfccted on tlicm by the English

patentees.

i s i
A local paper reports a curious inci-

dent which happened lately on the Dead-
wood Central. An engine was doing

some switching at a mine, and the engi-

neer received a signal to pull ahead over

the switch, and he did so, but on reaching

the required point he found that he could

not stop the engine. There was a 6 per

cent, grade at the place which makes stop-

ping a difficult matter unless there are

good brakes to do the work. The engine

must have been deficient of these, for she

ran away, jumped the track and dashed

over the rocks, being badly wrecked. The
engineer and fireman jumped, about fifteen

hundred feet before the engine left the

track, without either sustaining much in-

jury.

We have received from Mr. Sauvage,

chief engineer of the Western Railway of

France, a pamphlet on "The Apprentice

System in the workshops of the Railways

of France." The pamphlet contains a

great deal of interesting information about

the apprentice system, which we will have

occasion to present to our readers at con-

siderable length in another issue.
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Milwaukee Fast Passenger Engine.

The annexed engraving illustrates one

of the two fast passenger locomotives re-

cently built by the Baldwin Works for the

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul. As will

be noticed from the picture, the engines

are of the Vauclain compound type, with

general dimensions as follows:

Gage of road, 4 feet S'/^ inches.

Cylinders diameter, high-pressure 13,

low-pressure 22, stroke .26.

Driving wheels, 78 inches diameter.

Total wheel base, 25 feet 6 inches.

Rigid wheel base, 13 feet 9 inches.

Driving wheel base, 6 feet 9 inches.

Weight, total, 140.700 pounds.

Weight on drivers, 71,600 pounds.

Weight on trailing wheels, 29,100

pounds.

Notes on tlie Niclcel Plate.

The 18x24 eight-wheelers pulling the

"Limited" on the Nickel Plate have long

shown a remarkable economy in fuel con-

sumption. They were designed and built

by Mr. Jno. McKenzie, superintendent of

motive power, who has made it a point to

embody the best modern mechanical

ideas in their construction.

Observations made during a ride over

a 132-mile division on one of these en-

gines, showed a highly satisfactory per-

formance in hauling an 8-car train on a

sharp time schedule. The coal gate

might as well be made a permanent fix-

ture, for it was not taken out on the run,

which was made at a fuel expenditure of

50 miles per ton.

The firebox construction of these en-

of certain officials of tlie road being a

standing committee to pass on the cuisine,

there is not much room for a "kick" from

anybody. The windows of these cars are

ingeniously arranged for removal in

cleaning; being double, it was impossible

to keep them in a presentable condition

without great expense. The trouble was

surmounted by pivoting the top of the

inside windows, the pivots traveling in

a slot for a short distance, after which they

were free to lift out from between the

posts, as they are held in place by the

pivots at the top and the usual catch at

the bottom. No battens are used.

The kitchen end of the car presented

an inviting appearance, with the cutting

and warming tables covered with galvan-

ized iron, instead of the regulation cop-

EXPRESS CO.MPOUND FOR C. .M. & ST. P. RAILROAD.

Weight on truck, 40,000 pounds.

Boiler diameter, 60 inches.

Number of tubes, 264.

Diameter of tubes, 2 inches.

Length of tubes, 15 feet.

Firebox length, 103 3-16 inches.

Firebox width, 42^^ inches.

Firebox depth, 71^ inches front, 69

inches back.

Heating surface firebox, 171 square feet.

Heating surface tubes, 2,073.5 square

feet.

Heating surface, total, 2,244.5 square

feet.

Truck wheels diameter, 36 inches.

Truck journals, s'A x 10 inches.

Trailing wheels diameter, 54 inches.

Trailing journals, 7 x 12 inches.

Tender tank capacity, 4,500 gallons.

Tender wheels diameter, 33 inches.

Tender journals, 4^ x 8 inches.

In the British Isles a division master

mechanic is called "locomotive inspector."

gines is such as to give a large water space

between side sheets at the top. They are

made with a space of 8 inches at the top

and taper to 4 inches at the mud ring,

which gives a chance for proper water

circulation, and there is no doubt that the

superior steaming and fuel economy
noted can be traced to this feature of

boiler construction.

A particularly good thing is the reverse

lever latch on these engines; it is made 5

inches long, with teeth J^-'fch pitch,

which leaves tooth and space each f^-inch

thick, and gives a bearing surface equal

to 10 inches in length on the two sections

of sector, to resist the thrust of the reach

rod. This latch has been in service six-

teen months, and is entirely free from

shake and its annoying clatter, showing

what can be done by a liberal bearing sur-

face when put in the right place.

The dining-car service on these trains

is something that strikes the traveler as

approaching perfection. With the system

in force referred to in these pages before.

per, as seen in most cars of the kind. Cop-

per, when new, is a good-looker; when

old. and the corners filled with verdigris,

it is an abomination for kitchen purposes.

i ^ i
Railroad Blacksmiths' Convention.

A circular issued by the president and

secretary of the National Railway Master

Blacksmiths' Association, intimates that

their national convention will be held at

Chicago, beginning September ist, at the

Treniont House. The circular says:

"The indications are that the attendance

will be large. A specially interesting pro-

gram of pertinent topics has been ar-

ranged. The members of the several com-

mittees have been quick to respond, of

their own accord, relative to papers, etc.

The importance of the work should appeal

with such force to the members of the

committees that a systematic effort should

be made to have their papers in the hands

of the chairman of their respective com-

mittees in due season, so as to have every-
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thing in readiness for the proper dispatch

of business.

"Arrangements have been made where-
by we secure a rate of $2 per day at the

Tremont House, which will be official

headquarters. It is located on the corner
of Lake and Dearborn streets, and is one
of the popular hotels in Chicago.

"Members will kindly notify Mr. John
Buckley, of the Illinois Central Railroad

shops, Chicago, III., whether they intend

to attend the convention; also if they are

going to be accompanied by members of

their family, and how many."

l^ ^ ^
What Made a Lubricator Siphon?

The question was recently asked us why
a lubricator would siphon when the steam
and water valves were open and the feed

valves were shut. In our reply we gave
some of the probable causes for such per-

formances, and cited an imperfect casting

as one of the most likely causes of failure.

Since that opinion was written, there has
come under our observation an actual case

of siphoning that was caused by a small

bl6w-hole in the wall of the oil cup which
forms the partition between the reservoir

and the choke plug passage. While the
builders take every precaution to prevent

a defective casting from going on the mar-
ket, by testing them under steam at a pres-

sure sufficient to show any weakness from
blow-holes or thin sections due to moving
cores, there is still the possibility of such
a weak spot being reinforced for a short
time by a hard scale that will stand the

test pressure, but will let go after a short
time in service. We have been assured by
builders that they would be glad to have
any such case reported to them at once on
their discovery.

The officials of the Plant system of rail-

ways have displayed great animosity to

brotherhoods of railway men. They have
persecuted the Brotherhoods of Locomo-
tive Engineers. Locomotive Firemen and
Trainmen, and now th«y have opened war
upon the American Railway Union, and
have notified employes that no one will

be permitted to remain with the company
who is a member of the union.

© i i
Some idea of the great changes taking

place in machine work can be obtained
from the fact that when the first monitor
was built the tapered bolts used in fasten-

ing the turret plates together were turned
in a common lathe, each one separately

centered and turned in the usual way. Now
there are machines by which one man can
turn out 1,200 tapered bolts in ten hours.

—

"Engineer."

i i i
Mr. John Evans has been appointed

master mechanic of the Washington &
Columbia River Railway, with head-

quarters at Wallula Junction, Wash.

An Efficient Water Strainer.

The hose strainer apparatus, illustrated

by perspective and section in the annexed
engravings, is a design which will readily

appeal to the favor of everyone respon-
sible for keeping tlie feed pipes of locomo-
tives free from obstructions. It consists

of a perforated copper plate in a metal
frame which (its into slides in the body.
By removing the tapered key, the bonnet

can be easily taken off and the copper

plate removed and cleaned. The bonnet

is fitted with a ground joint, and the seat

is so located as to be protected from
damage. The perforated plate rests at

such an angle that coal or other sediment

from the tank will drop below the plate

and not interfere with the waterway. The
strainers are made right and left, one end

fitted for the size of hose coupling to be

used, and the other end to fit standard

sizes of iron and copper pipe as desired.

This admirable strainer has been put on
the market by the Hancock Inspirator

Co., of Boston. Mass.

i i i

Electricity on a Surface Road.

The General Electric Co. lately substi-

tuted a third rail for the overhead trolley

previously used on the Nantasket Beach
branch of the New York, New Haven &
Hartford.

A trial of the new system was made a

month ago. A party consisting of Presi-

dent Clark, Vice-President Kendrick and
nearly all the prominent officials and sup-

erintendents of the New York, New Haven
& Hartford Railroad, together with

Mayor Frank E. Clark, of Bridgeport,

Conn., W. J. Clark, general manager of

the railway department of the General

Electric Company, and a number of offi-

cials of that company, boarded the large

motor car at Pemberton and ran with the

trolley as far as Nantasket Junction. The
track on which the third rail was laid was

clear, and the motor ran easily from the

trolley system to the third rail system of

contact without stop, the trolley being
merely pulled down and hooked. This
was the first motor car run by electricity

over the third rail, and the success of its

operation fully justified the belief of Col-

onel Heft and the General Electric offi-

cials in the feasibility of the system.

The car sped along without any diffi-

culty or accident whatsoever; crossings

were passed, and the shoe struck the third

rail again imperceptibly. Near West
Hingham is a crossing some 1,200 feet

wide; added impetus was giyen to the

motor car, and this crossing .was passed

without difficulty. On the tangent on the

West Hingham side of East Weymouth,
the motorman threw over the handle of

the controller, and it was estimated that a

speed of from 70 to 80 miles an hour was
attained. On arrival at East Weymouth,
the car was switched over, and the return

trip was made from East Weymouth to

Pemberton in about eleven minutes, the

distance being about ten and a half miles.

President Clark, of the New York,
New Haven & Hartford Railroad, and
the other officials, expressed full satisfac-

tion with the success that attended the

first trip made by a steam railroad car

over a steam railroad track by means of

electricity, although when Colonel Heft

closed the switch which threw the elec-

tricity for the first time into the third rail,

considerable doubt existed in the minds,

not only of the president, but in that of the

other officials as well.

Should the operation of this road prove

successful it is probable that the third rail

system will be extended as far as Brain-

tree, a station ten miles out of Boston;

and if the success of the new method
under the ordinary conditions of constant

travel fulfills all expectations, suburban

service throughout the country will prob-

ably undergo a change.

What Raiiroads Have Done for Mexico.

"Modern Mexico came in with the rail-

ways. The locomotive was the great mis-

sionary of new ideas; it brought with it

emancipation from routine, from ancient

and musty prejudices. At first the cry of

the 'Pacific Conquest' was raised, but it

soon died out, for the intelligent and edu-

cated section of the Mexican people came
to see that the dreaded Yankees were
coming with capital, and were only de-

sirous of co-operating with them in de-

veloping the resources of the country.

Numberless business alliances have been
formed between Mexicans and Americans,

and also with Englishmen, and the two
races are getting to have a good under-

standing the one of the other. The rail-

ways have brought punctuality of habit,

have reduced enormously the cost of in-

terior exchange, and have cheapened the

laying-down of grain all over the land.
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A famine is no longer possible anywhere

in the interior. The Mexican people are

now as exigent in their demand for the

best possible railway accommodations as

Americans. They are familiar with the

costly and luxurious 'Pullman' as for-

merly with the interior of the dusty and

stifling diligcncia. The furnishing of houses

has undergone a revolution, especially

here in the Federal District, and the

change in this respect is now noted all

through the larger interior towns. People

need more to make them contented than

in the ante-railway days; they are not so

simple in their habits. There is more per-

sonal ambition, and more love of domes-

tic comfort, and people have come to re-

gard life less as a lottery, and dread a civil

overturn. Revolutions are unpopular.

Every year will make Mexico a more de-

lightful country in which to live. It will

attract immigration, and, now that the

interstate and intermunicipal taxes have

been abolished, trade will be freer every-

where within the confines of the Republic,

and this will lead to a higher standard of

comfort. Mexico is distinctly moderniz-

ing herself."
—"Mexican Herald."

Rolling Stock in Japan.

Recent advices from Japan indicate that

the establishment of a large factory for

turning out the rolling stock required for

Japanese railways is under serious con-

sideration. The native papers are dis-

cussing the subject, and point out that

even with the present mileage there is a

deficiency of rolling stock, as compared
with the standard of English railways, to

the extent of 275 locomotives, 1,390 pas-

senger cars, and 15.950 freight cars. They
suppose that it is possible that the mileage

in operation may be increased during the

next ten years to 20,000 miles—that is, to

about ten times the present amount—and

they calculate that if the rolling stock be

purchased abroad, nearly 15,000,000 yen

will be required. (A gold yen is about the

same value as a dollar.) If to this be added

the funds necessary for other material,

rails, bridges, etc., the exodus of money
from Japan will aggregate an enormous
total.

In order to ward off this danger, ar-

rangements are being made to establish

workshops for the making of locomotives

and cars in Japan, sending abroad in the

meantime for the raw .materials. It is

proposed to establish workshops in Tokyo
and Osaka sufficient, to begin with, to turn

out 12 locomotives, SO passenger and 200

goods cars per annum. In order to show
the profits which may be expected, it is

stated that in 1893 a four-wheeled loco-

motive, purchased by the Railway Bureau
in Glasgow, cost 19,499 yen. and that if

this locomotive had been constructed in

Japan with material purchased from
abroad, the cost would have been 13,369

yen, a difference of 6,130 yen.

Safety of Radial-Stayed Boilers.

There was a discussion at the last Mas-
ter Mechanics' Convention, on "Radial-

stayed Boilers," which put the Board of

Railroad Commissioners of the State of

New York in rather an embarrassing po-

sition.

In reporting one boiler explosion which

had happened a short time previously,

the Railroad Commissioners said: "In

the explosions of locomotive boilers

which have taken place in this State in

several years past, many of them have

been of boilers with crown sheets secured

by radial stays. While there have been

explosions of boilers where the fireboxes

were constructed with crown bars and

rivets, the complete destruction of fire-

boxes in the former type was absent in the

latter. Much has been said and much will

be said as to the relative merits of radial

stays and crown bars in boiler construc-

tion. The board believes that this is a

subject which should receive the earn-

est consideration of all persons engaged

in boiler construction."

The implication of that report was that

fireboxes secured by radial stays were not

as safe as those secured by crown bars.

The report was read at the Master Me-
chanics' meeting, and the convention at

once determined to make "Radial-stayed

Boilers" the subject of discussion for the

next noon hour, and the secretary was in-

structed to invite the Railroad Commis-
sioners to be present.

Commissioner Rickard appeared at the

convention to represent the board. He
was invited to give his views on radial-

stayed boilers, and from the remarks he

made it was evident that he did not under-

stand the difference between an ordinary

radial-stayed boiler and a Wootten type

of boiler. The impression received was

that the Railroad Commission would op-

pose the Wootten firebox and consider

that it was not safe. The members dis-

cussed the subject of boilers very freely,

and the consensus of opinion expressed

was that radial-stayed boilers are as safe

as those with the firebox supported by

crown bars, and that the radial-stayed

method of construction is much better

adapted to modern boilers than the old

plan.

It is too late in the history of boiler-

making for railroad commissioners, who
know practically nothing of engineering

matters, to attack the present and mosi
approved method of boiler construction.

The development of the boiler has gone
on gradually, and the devices used for

strengthening have been devised with full

knowledge of their ability to withstand

the strains imposed. Those most famil-

iar with the science of boiler-making be-

lieve that, instead of being the strongest

form of securing firebox crowns, the

crown bar is the weakest and least me-
chanical. It is very difficult to secure all

the stays connected with crown bars to

hold the same tension, and it is more
difficult still to bind the crown bars

and the outer shell so that the whole
structure will be a unit with fortifying

braces taking an even share of the strains.

The experience of the mechanical world

has not been that fireboxes secured by

crown bars were lesS liable to violent ex-

plosions than those secured with radial

stays. In fact, the opposite has been

the case. It would be a good plan for

railroad commissioners to find out some-

thing about boiler-making before they

cast reflections upon the ability of railroad

master mechanics and locomotive design-

ers to make their boilers strong enough
to insure against accidents.

Make Minor Parts of Cars: Uniform.

One of the favorite subjects of speakers

in meetings where men connected with

railroad rolling stock come together, is

the desirability of having a uniform freight

car. Some men are ambitious to have the

whole of the body made so that every

part would be interchangeable with any

other car body, and others devote their

attention to trucks. If a standard truck

could only be adopted that all roads would

use, they would be happy and see visions

before them of repairs being reduced to

an exact system.

During the leisure hours at the last

convention we heard a group of superin-

tendents of motive power discussing this

subject of uniformity and interchange-

ability, and one of them remarked:

"If you will only make the minor parts

of the car interchangeable I shall not

complain about the large parts. While

some of our friends are shouting them-

selves hoarse for an entire interchange-

able car, the parts that might be made
uniform at little cost are so diverse in

small details that we have to carry tons

of stuff where pounds ought to serve.

"I was over our road a short time ago,

looking up the car repair places, and was

impressing upon the men the necessity of

keeping their stock as low as possible.

In one place I saw sixteen brake ratchets

set up on a long bolt. I said to the car

repairer: 'It will be a long time before

you need to use all those ratchets; you

had better send some of them to head-

quarters.' 'I cannot do that,' he replied,

'because every one of these are different; I

have only got one of each.' On examina-

tion, I found his statement to be correct.

"I made up my mind that before striv-

ing hard to get a standard truck I would

say a word in favor of a standard ratchet

for brakes. Many other parts of a car

are in the same condition as the ratchet."

Hard-riding engines can be greatly im-

proved by oiling sides of driving and en-

gine truck springs, so that oil will work

between leaves. Use signal oil.
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The Ton-Alile Rating of Engines.

At the last Master Mechanics' Conven-

tion a resolution was adopted expressing

it as the sense ot tha association that the

statement of performance of locomotives

' should be made on a basis of ton-miles of

train load, in lieu of train-miles or loaded

car-miles, as is th^ prevailing practice.

This was giving the association's indorse-

ment to a movement which has been gain-

ing rapid headway during the last few

years, and which is working to end the un-

certain estimate of loads by car-miles for

the definite measure of ton-miles. The

expression "car-mile" was always unsatis-

factory and indefinite, but every year it

has been growing more uncertain as a

measure on which to estimate the work
done by a locomotive. When the ordinary

car was built to carry ten tons or there-

about, the variations of load were not very

great, because cars could be loaded to

their carrying capacity, and generally were

SO loaded, and the whole of the cars hauled

over a division struck a fair average in

weight. With the increase in the capacity

of cars, the loads that are carried vary to

a much greater extent than they did with

small cars; and in addition to that source

of unevenness there are cars varying in

capacity from 30.000 pounds to 80,000

pounds, and the tendency is still towards

even greater carrying capacity. Unless it be

loaded with metals or minerals, the huge
car seldom has a full load. When loaded

with small quantities of goods picked up in

small towns, the heavy car denominated

"loaded" is often as light as other empty
cars. But under the old way of reckoning

loads it figured as high as the car carrying

60,000 pounds.

The guess way of loading engines under
that plan was often unjust toward the

trainmen, and was nearly always expen-
sive to the railroad companies. The men
who did the rating of loads for locomo-
tives had to strike the best average they

could, and the best was generally far from
being good. One train would be made up
of cars that were lightly loaded, and the

locomotive would be much underloaded;

the next train would have loads above the

average, and the engine would fail to haul

it over the maximum grades. In the first

case the railroad company lost part of the

work the locomotive was capable of doing;
in the second case the train service was
likely to be demoralized through the over-

loaded engine having to double hills, and
the engine and engineer would be abused
for failing to do the work expected of

them. These are not imaginary cases.

They are happening daily.

Another advantage that will be derived

from the rating of loads by actual weight
will arise from yardmastcrs and trainmen
finding out the exact load carried by cars.

Under the old system a car partly loaded

at one seaboard and sealed up might go
to the other side of the continent without

anyone finding out that it was half empty.
When the load carried by every car is

noted at the beginning of every division,

there will be much less hauling of half-

loaded cars than there has been in the past.

There have been half-hearted efforts made

repeatedly to prevent partly loaded cars

from being forwarded if there was any

means of completing the load; but there

was so little attention directed to linding

out the weight comprising loads, that un-

derloading was rarely checked. The new
system will provide a good check upon

those responsible for seeing that cars are

not sent out partly loaded. The rates for

transportation of freight are so low that

it is very diflicult to make the cost of haul-

age less than the rates paid. A system

which tends to increase the paying load

of cars will help to keep railroad com-
panies out of the hands of receivers, and
will be a benefit to all concerned in the

operating of trains.

^ i i
Cast-iron Car-Journal Bearings.

Mr. J. J. Thomas, Jr., master mechanic

of the Birmingham & Atlantic Railroad at

Talladega, Ala., has for several years past

been using cast iron "brasses" for cars in

ore service that do not go ofT the home
road. The face of the bearing is ground

out, tinned and faced with babbitt. Mr.

Thomas says they have no trouble at all

with them; they give just as good satis-

faction as brass bearings and cost about

one-fifth as much.

i i i
Sellers' Restarting Injector.

We are informed that Jenkins Brothers,

of New York, have been appointed sell-

ing agents for the restarting injector re-

cently brought out by Wm. Sellers & Co.,

of Philadelphia. This injector was de-

signed for use on stationary and portable

boilers, traction and hoisting engines, tug-

boats, etc. The house of Wm. Sellers &
Co. (Inc.) has a wide reputation as makers
of high-class injectors for locomotive and
other service. The injectors made by
this house are the most perfect boiler

feeders known, and are the result of many
years of careful and scientific study and
experiment to determine the proportions

and shapes that will give the widest pos-

sible range with the most economical con-

sumption of steam, and at the same time

be perfectly reliable.

Their system of manufacture is such
that, the pipe sizes and proportions having
once been determined, they are strictly

maintained by having parts made to a

perfect system of gages, so that they are

thoroughly interchangeable; and although

this injector may have been in service un-

til quite well worn, a new tube or part can
be furnished that will fit perfectly and give

exactly the same results as the original.

This new restarting injector is made
in the same careful manner, is thoroughly
automatic in every respect, and has been
designed with a view of having as few
parts as possible. There are no levers;

no fittings except ordinary globe valves

are required; it is very easily repaired,

only a screw driver and a monkey wrench

being required to take it apart when neces-

sary to clean or renew parts. In design-

ing this injector, particular care has been

exercised to obtain a wide range, to en-

able it to work hot water and to get maxi-

nmm lift. There is no valve or other ob-

struction in the overflow; so that when the

injector is out of service, if the steam sup-

ply valve should leak, there is no danger

of heating the water in the service pipe

to a very high temperature.

g ^ i
The Hon. II. S. Pingree, known as the

"Reform Mayor" of Detroit, has incurred

the enmity of several orders of railroad

employes, which is likely to obstruct his

way to the position of Governor of Michi-

gan, which he is anxious to attain.

"Mayor Pingree has posed and has been

represented," says the "Railway Conduc-

tor," "as being directly and deeply inter-

ested in the welfare of the common people.

In this position he considers it the right

thing to act as meanly as he knows how
toward railroad companies, and the re-

sult is that the railroad employes are deter-

mined to frustrate his ambition. At a

union meeting held in Jackson a short

time ago, attended by representatives of

the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engin-

eers, Locomotive Firemen, Railroad

Trainmen, Order of Railroad Conductors

and others, a plan was arranged to sys-

tematically oppose Pingree in the fall

election."

i ^ @
A writer in the "American Machinist"

calls attention to a peculiarity of metal,

which very few mechanics and engineers

are aware of, and which may account for

distortions in machinery after the fin-

ished article is put into use. He says:

"Tool-makers are well aware that forms

of metal which involve tension and com-
pression of material, change if left at rest,

and that this change progresses slowly

through long periods of time in case of,

for instance, steel gage plugs and rings.

Experienced gage-makers rough-grind a

plug and ring nearly to gage, and then let

them stand a year or eighteen months
before finishing them if they expect to

make a fine job that will keep in shape."

i i s
There are sotne curious practices in

vogue in connection with the United

States Navy. When an ordinary manu-
facturing concern or a railroad company
wants to have steel inspected, they appoint

someone thoroughly acquainted with the

physical properties of metals to do the

work. When any metals have to be in-

spected for the Navy, instead of sending

an engineer to do the work, they send a

line officer who has been trained in hand-

ling ships. The consequence is that the

inspection is a farce.
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Investments by Workmen.

In thesicourse of a discussion at a- meet-

ing of the Western Railway Club, Mr. A.

E. Manchester, assistant superintendent of

- motive power of the Chicago, Milwaukee
& St. Paul, said:

"The average workingman does not, as

a rule, know how to make a safe and

proper investment of his savings. His

weekly or monthly surplus will be de-

posited in the savings bank until it has

reached a few hundred dollars, when he

will begin to look for an investment.

There is usually some one to let him in on

the ground floor in some scheme that he

tells him is gilt-edged in security and a

perfect bonanza as to profit. The results

are too often that the whole thing is a

failure, that his savings are lost, and the

man becomes discouraged in his efforts at

saving. If means were placed before our

men so that they might invest their sav-

ings profitably, I believe it would be one
of the steps toward getting good men
without the enforcement of discipline to

make them so.

"Some years ago, at the West Milwau-
kee shops, through the instrumentality of

Mr. Barr and others, a Building and Loan
Association was established among the

men at the shops. The first two series of

the association have closed, with the fol-

lowing results: Series No. i realized in

mortgages—that is, there were men who
borrowed from the association for the pur-

pose of building themselves homes, and
when the series expired their mortgages
were released and they owned their homes.
In the first series there was $132,000 worth
in mortgages released; in the second,

one, $86,000 worth of mortgages released.

That amount represented homes that

were gotten through the instrumentality

of the Building and Loan Association ot

the employes of West Milwaukee shops.

There were about seven hundred stock-

holders in the first two series of the asso-

ciation. The investors drew out in prin-

cipal and interest $251,000, making nearly

a half million dollars that was accumulated
and saved by the employes of those shops,

the larger portion of which would, I be-

lieve, never have been saved if it had not

been for the Building and Loan Associa-

tion. They later started two more series

which are now running. The men are

putting into these two series about five

thousand dollars per month. A great many
of the men who were borrowers in the

first two series are either borrowing again
for the sake of becoming capitalists by
building other houses to rent, or are in-

vestors who accumulate their money
through the aid of the association. We
find that the men who take an interest in

this association are those that are easiest

to handle, the ones who are most desirous

of doing their work well; and that leads me
to believe that wherever the men are pros-

pering and are accumulating something,

and feel that they are becoming better to

themselves, that it makes better men for

the company. I have always found that

the hardest men to control, those whom
we had to use the most discipline on, were

those who didn't have anything in the

world; but whenever you get a man rea-

sonably well off, he is desirous of keeping

his position, and is willing to work hard

and give good service."

Effect of the Counterbalance Weight.

The mechanical department of Purdue
University has made very exhaustive tests

of counterbalancing locomotive driving

wheels by means of the Schenectady loco-

motive which they have mounted on a sta-

tionary plant. In a paper giving an ac-

count of experiments made. Professor

Goss arrived at the following conclusions:

"Wheels balanced according to usual

rules (which require all revolving parts,

and from 40 per cent, to 80 per cent, of all

reciprocating parts, to be balanced, the

counterbalance for the reciprocating

parts to be distributed equally among the

several wheels connected) are not likely

to leave the track through the action of

the counterbalance, and cannot do so un-

less the speed is excessive.

"A wheel which, when at rest, presses

upon the rail with a force of 14,000 pounds,

and which carries a counterbalance 400

pounds in excess of that required for its

revolving parts alone, may be expected to

leave the track through the action of the

counterbalance whenever its speed ex-

ceeds 310 revolutions per minute.

"When a wheel is lifted, through the

action of its counterbalance, its rise is

comparatively slow and its descent rapid.

The maximum lift occurs after the coun-

terbalance has passed its highest point.

"The rocking of the engine on its

springs may assist or oppose the action of

the counterbalance in lifting the wheel.

It therefore constitutes serious obstacles

in the way of any study of the precise

movement of the wheel.

"The contact of the moving wheel with

the track is not continuous, even for those

portions of the revolution where the pres-

sure is greatest, but is a rapid succession

of impacts."

^ i i
Black Smoke and Heat Loss.

It is generally assumed that the emis-

sion of black smoke from a factory chim-
ney is an unmistakable indication of im-

perfect combustion and loss of heat. While
this is, of course, in the main correct,

there is a predilection to exaggerate the

extent of this waste. This is proved very

conclusively by some investigations re-

cently made in Germany, and in which the

fuel experimented upon contained 37.63

per cent, of gas, tar, etc., 49.97 per cent,

of carbon, 0.4 per cent, of sulphur, 2.72 per

cent, of ash, and 9.28 per cent, of water.

If the quantities of heat given out in burn-

ing be estimated from these data, it will

be found that the volatile constituents,

such as gas, tar, etc,, only .^iye up 15 per

cent, of the carbon, but 85 per cent, of the

collective heat. Coals used for industrial

firing, however, do not even contain 37
per cent, of volatile matter, so that their

share in the general heat production is

still less than 15 per cent. Thus, if all the

volatile matter be dissipated by combus-
tion—which, of course, cannot be the case

—the loss of heat cannot amount to more
than IS per cent. An analysis of the gases

resulting from the combustion of the fuel

referred to above shows that the actual

heat loss is less than i per cent. Thus, an
analysis of very thick smoke showed 5 per

cent, by volume of carbonic acid, traces of

carburetted hydrogen, 79.9 per cent, of

nitrogen, and 15. i per cent, of oxygen,

while the soot contained 7.15 milligrammes

per cubic metre of carbonaceous, and 4.78

milligrammes per cubic metre of mineral

matters. Now, i metric ton of coal yields

on an average 26.32 cubic metres (929

cubic feet) of gas, with a mean carbonic-

acid content of 5 per cent, by volume,

measured at the ordinary pressure and
temperature; so that these contain 18.8

kilos. (41 pounds) of carbonaceous and
12.6 kilos. (27 pounds) of mineral sub-

stances, and consequently only 31.4 kilos.

(69 pounds) to the ton. It follows from the

above that the loss of heat by smoke, com-
pared with the theoretical calorific ca-

pacity of the fuel, is about 0.74 per cent.

This does not seem to afford room for the

marked saving of fuel claimed by some
makers of smoke-preventing appliances.

—

"Transport."

Mr. John J. Ellis, master mechanic of

the Chicago, St Paul, Minneapolis &
Omaha Railway, has started an educa-

tional scheme at St. Paul, in the way of

an instruction room, and will add to its

equipment as fast as circumstances will

permit. It is under the charge of Travel-

ing Engineer P. K. Sullivan, who has in-

jectors, lubricators, and all valves pertain-

ing to air, cut so as to show the interior of

the different fittings, thus actually illus-

trating his lectures with "cuts." There is

also a valve-motion model here, built by
Pedrick & Ayer. The interest taken in

this move is already shown by an easily

noted increased desire for more light, and
this feeling, we are pleased to note, is

shared to the fullest by Mr. Sullivan.

Speaking of size of driving wheels, Mr.

John Medway, superintendent of motive

power of the Fitchburg Railroad, said:

"The use of small driving wheels which

are proportionately too small for the cyl-

inders causes serious waste of fuel. Our
consolidation engines, having the smallest

driving wheels, show the greatest expense

in fuel and repairs; while the moguls, with

wheels 63 inches in diameter, give the

best results."
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The Sellers injector is becoming very

popular on French locomotives.

A new form of safety valve for his car

heating devices has been invented by Mr.

E. E. Gold, of New York.

i i i

We learn from Henry L. Leach, of

North Cambridge, Mass., that during the

month of June 170 sets of his pneumatic

sanding apparatus have been ordered by

railroad companies and locomotive build-

ers.

A somewhat ingenious form of pneuma-

tic track Sander has been patented by Mr.

Francis M. Dean, Huron. S. D. A mov-

able needle, similar in some respects to

those used in oil cups, is employed to reg-

ulate the flow of the sand, air pressure

being applied to force the amount of sand

through which may be required.

So well pleased is the management of

the Panhandle lines with running engine

and train crews on the fast trains through

from Indianapolis to Columbus, 188 miles,

that it is proposed to commence running

engine and train crews through between

Columbus and Pittsburgh, 193 miles.

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING.

The Armstrong Mfg. Co., Bridgeport,

Conn., have issued an illustrated caulog

showing the machine specialties which

they make. It contains illustrations and

information about all sorts of thread-cut-

ting appliances, and a variety of other

tools used in well-equipped machine

shops.

The Bignall & Keeler Manufacturing

Company, of St. Louis, Mo., have issued

Catalog No. 13, which illustrates "Peer-

less" and "Duple.V pipe-thcading and

cutting machines. Besides giving good

illustrations of a variety of machines fot

thread-cutting purposes, it contains a va-

riety of tables and information that will

be found very valuable to mechanics in-

terested in thread-cutting; in fact, the

catalog will prove a useful handbook for

the machinist employed on thread-cutting.

A number of testimonials are published

which give expressions of admiration for

the machines handled by the Bignall &
Keeler Manufacturing Company.

The Dayton Malleable Iron Company,

of Dayton, O., have put on the market the

Hoey safety drawbar attachment, a device

invented by Mr. N. J. Hoey, of the Co-

lumbus, Hocking Valley & Toledo Rail-

road. No change of draft timber is neces-

sary with this attachment, and the old

tail-pins can be used without fear of the

coupling pulling out and falling on the

track. In case of the tail-pin breaking, a

safety bar, which passes through a hole

in the shank of the coupler attachment,

holds the coupler in place and brings the

train to its destination safely. This at-

tachment has been in use on 2,700 cars

belonging to the Columbus, Hocking Val-

ley & Toledo, and gives satisfactory ser-

vice.

A rather ingenious form of screw jack,

to be used in jacking up cars so that bear-

ings can be put in. has been invented by

Mr. Alexander H. Moyes, of Ogden,

Utah. The jack has a projection which

engages in the plate of the car wheel and

prevents the wheel from being lifted as

power is applied to lift the axle box.

The Grand Trunk Railway has been

slow to make the improvements that have

been considered necessary on American

railroads for train-operating, and the sys-

tem has suffered in consequence. When

General Manager Hays took charge he

proceeded to introduce the practices that

have been found beneficial in the United

States, and a great deal of oppositon has

been manifested to his improvements. He

requires men to be examined for compe-

tency, just as they are on nearly all Amer-

ican railroads, and this action is creating

a great deal of discontent. There is said

to be a movement on foot to get a Can-

adian alien contract law passed, similar

to that in use in the United States, for the

purpose of preventing Mr. Hays from em-

ploying Americans in the regeneration of

the Grand Trunk.

g i i

"Chain Blocks" is the title of an illus-

trated catalog recently sent out by the

Yale & Towne Manufacturing Co., of

Sumford, Conn. It gives very plain illus-

trations of the various block and hoisting

applications made by the company, and

has descriptions of their modus operandi.

Those who are unable to calculate the

power required to operate various chain

hoists can find information in this catalog

which will enable them to figure out the

various problems.

We understand that the Sams automatic

coupler, which attracted considerable

attention at the last mechanical conven-

tions, is making considerable headway

with the railroad companies in the West.

It is a link-and-pin coupler, designed so

that it can couple automatically with those

of its own kind and with other link-and-

pin couplers. It is as good a link-and-

pin coupler as has ever been made, and is

said to give very good service with other

couplers of the same class. A thing

about it which commends itself to rail-

road companies at present, is its cheap-

ness. It costs little more than the ordin-

ary link-and-pin coupler, and enables the

companies purchasing it to comply with

the requirements of the Interstate Com-

merce Law.

A dispatch recently sent out from Provi-

dence, R. I., says: "The Rhode Island

Locomotive Works has closed for an in-

definite period. The concern is in the

hands of a committee of its creditors, on

a five-year extension to run from Febru-

ary, 1896. The contracts which the com-

pany had are completed, and the com-

mittee ordered the shut-down. A plan is

on foot to reorganize the company, and

enlist capital from New York, as well as

this city. It is known that two of the fore-

most financiers of this city, men with

plenty of capital, were asked to go into

such a project, but declined. The com-

pany's machinery was all right, but the

plant was considered too large and ex-

pensive; that is, the same mechanism in a

modern structure of but one floor could

be made to pay far better than the present

plant."

A curious device has been patented by

Mr. Wm. P. Shelley, Independence, Kan.,

for holding the pilot bar of a locomotive.

It consists of a forked hook, connecting

with a bell crank and located under the

push bar of the pilot. By means of an

air cylinder the lever is pushed up to the

required height, raising the push bar so

that it can be coupled without anyone

going between the engine and the car.

In spite of the numerous safety appli-

ances for railroads that are being con-

stantly introduced, there seems to be a

great many serious accidents in the oper-

ating of trains. In its report of train ac-

cidents in June last, the "Railroad Ga-

zette" gives information of about forty

collisions, forty-nine derailments and five

other accidents. In these accidents, thirty

persons were killed and fifty-six injured.

Only three passengers were killed in train

accidents during the month of June, and

these were drovers riding in the caboose

of a freight train. The number of tramps

and other trespassers in this month's rec-

ord was, however, quite large and con-

stituted the principal part of the fatalities.

The most striking accident in June was the

motor of the Lake Street Elevated Rail-

road falling into the street. In this con-

nection it was a fortunate thing that the

passenger cars were equipped with West-

inghouse automatic brakes, which pre-

vented the passenger cars from following

the motor into the street. Had they been

equipped with the same brakes as are used

on the Manhattan Elevated Railroad, of

New York, there certainly would have

been a serious loss of life.
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NOW IS

THE TIME
to consider the subject

of Steam Heat for the

coming Winter.
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that men high up in railroad circles have

their eyes upon him. He has had the

assurance to answer in every case that he

will be prepared to consider any offer

when his health is sufficiently restored to

enable him to return to work.

^ ^ i
"Chordal" on Wire Qages.

About seventeen years ago the "Ameri-

can Machinist" began publishing a series

of letters that were signed "Chordal."

They were kept up for three or four years,

and treated in a wonderfully interesting,

lucid and humorous style a great range

of mechanical and engineering subjects.

It is safe to say that technical subjects

were never written about in such an al-

luring fashion. We have heard ladies

say that they found the book (they were

afterwards published in book form) as

interesting as any novel they ever read.

Here is what "Chordal," who turned out

to be the well-known mechanical engi-

neer, James W. See, had to say on wire

gages:

"When you write to a man to know
how big a certain wire is, it is presumed

that you want to know just what you ask;

that is, how big the wire is. In reply

you are generally told that it will fit

tolerably nice, or 'scant,' or 'full,' in a

certain hole marked No. 14.

"If you don't care much, this may sat-

isfy you. If you care a little about the

matter, you had better send for the iden-

tical hole referred to. If you care very

much you will send for a sample of the

wire.

"From the looks of things, one would

suppose that, in the year one, some man
made the first piece of wire and filed a

notch to fit it. After being some time in

business, he had made several sizes of

wire and filed several notches. Then
these notches were numbered and became

the happy standard of an intelligent

people. Nobody knew the dimensions

of these wires or these notches, and prob-

ably there was then no particular reason

for caring. After a while, somebody
wanted wire which wouldn't fit any of

these notches. Here was trouble in the

camp. What business had any man to

want anything which would not fit any

of the old holes? The wire-drawer for-

got, the day before he numbered the

notches, the day when there were but three

notches, maybe. In obedience to the law

of progress, the wire gage was overhauled,

and new notches, to fit new wire which had

been made, were added, and all were re-

numbered. The new gage, we will sup-

pose, was 'adopted.' Now, it is very

much easier to universally adopt a new-

thing than to universally throw away an

old thin?, and. as a consequence, there

were two wire gages in use very early in

the game. Then troublesome customers

got more odd sizes, and new gages were

adopted; and even to-day there are in

Me in wire and sheet mills gages bearing

the following distinctive names, viz., Bir-

mingham. Stubs, Washburn & Moen.

.\merican. Brown & Sharpe, Trenton

Iron Co., Standard, Music Wire, Steel

Wire, G. W. Prentiss and English. Some
of these gages are just alike, and simply

have two names; but it's well for a man

to know what he's doing when he orders

by numbers. Why not abolish all tliosi.-

long names and give the different gages,

designating numbers? It would be sd

handy, you know.

"Somebody took a notion to measure

wire gages one day, and then we came

into possession of memorandums of the

sizes. But these sizes were all in frac-

tions, and not in units. They could not

be pronounced hardly, and didn't sound

like a size at all. For instance. No. .•?_

brass English gage is .01125 of an inch

thick—if you know how thick that is

—

and No. 16, instead of being half as thick

as No. 32, is .065 of an inch, or no relation

at all.

"Brown & Sharpe. in devising their sy.s

tem, found that in existing gages the

sizes jumped irregularly. There was a

big difference between two neighboring

large sizes—sometimes there was and

sometimes there wasn't; it was all hap-

hazard. If our coinage was on the same

plan, we would have a five-cent piece,

then a seven-cent piece, then a twenty-

cent piece, then a sixty-cent piece, then

a dollar piece, then a two-dollar-and-

eighteen-cent piece, and so on. skipping

around at random; so we would have to

use big money to make small change.

"The fault with every plan of fine meas-

urement is that it gives us results in awk-

ward fractions. The inch being the unit,

everything small must be some unpro-

nounceable fraction of an inch. What
we want is a unit so fine that the minute

measuremfcnts of modern practice may
deal in whole numbers.

"The much-abused metrical system,

whether we ever fall in with it or not,

possesses one great virtue. Its divisions

become units. While the name of milli-

meter implies a division or fraction of a

meter, it nevertheless is a unit and stands

on its own bottom, which a vulgar or

decimal fraction can't do. If a millimeter

was small enough, we could give minute

sizes in them, without division. But it

is not fine enough for the coarsest work

of to-day. It is about four one-hun-

dreths of an inch, when we want our fine

unit to be at most a quarter of a thou-

sandth. If we carry the metrical division

two steps further, we have some kind of a

meter which will be about the third of a

thousandth, or about the difference be-

tween the two finest numbers on the

American wire gage. This extraction

has a name, but I don't know what it is.

"The metrical system has been carried

upward and downward from the meter,

and the results have been named, I pre-

sume: but the everyday books don't give

anything finer than millimeters. Some-

'M^^Kr
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Railroad Men

Can Edicate

Themselves .

To any man who will study, we can

teach the theory of Steam Engineering

thoroughly, without his leaving home or

losing time from work. This is done by

correspondence and without the use of

expensive text books. Instruction and

Question Papers, simplified and con-

densed, prepared especially for our stu-

dents, are furnished free. The student re-

ceives personal assistance from the In-

structors. His work is examined and cor-

rected separately, so that he is a class by

himself—neither pushed forward too

rapidly by men who have had better ad-

vantages, nor hindered in his progress by

those who learn slowly.

THE LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERS'

SCHOLARSHIP.
This scholarship is intended especially

for Locomotive Engineers, Firemen, ap-

prentices and others who wish to study

INIechanical Drawing and the theory of

Locomotive Steam Engineering. The
subjects taught are Arithmetic, Mensura-
tion and the Use of Letters in Algebraic

Formulas, Mechanics. Mechanical Draw-
ing, Locomotives and Dynamos and Mo-
tors.

Mechanical Drawing is taught by a new
and successful method. The student is

taught the use of the instruments and
Geometrical Drawing and how to make
tracings and blueprints. He draws a

number of plates showing Intersections of

Surfaces, Eccentric and Strap, Band
Wheel, Reversing Brake Lever with

Stand, Globe Valve and various small de-

tails. He also draws, to scale, a Passen-
ger Locomotive and Tender in Elevation.

A reduced specimen of this drawing plate

is sent Free with our Locomotive En-
gineering Circular.

SUBJECTS TAUGHT.
We teach Steam Engineering—Stationary,

Locomotive or Marine ; Mechanics ; Mechan-
ical Drawing ; Electricity ; Architecture

;

Architectural Drawing and Designing ; Civil

Engineering ; Railroad Engineering ; Bridge
Engineering; Municipal Engineering; Hy-
draulic Engineering ; Plumbing and Heating ;

Coal and Metal Mining ; Prospecting ; the
English Branches and Book Keeping and
Business Forms.

FREE CIRCUURS.
Mention the subject in which you are

interested and we will send you our Free
Circular of Information. It tells all about
the schools, the method of teaching, how
drawing is taught; sample pages of the

Instruction Papers; prices and terms, and
a reduced specimen of n drawing plate.

Write to THE INTERNATIONAL

CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS,
BOX 8or, Scranton, Pa.

body who knows more about French than

I do, can probably tell you what the naine

of this fine unit really is, or what it prop-

erly might be.

"This nameless little meter could be

read on a pocket vernier gage, and would
give you a simple expression to any fine

practical dimension dealt with in the

work of artisans. With such a tool, it

might be possible that some day a paper-

maker would know something about the

thickness of paper. I never saw a paper-

maker yet who had an earthly conception

of the difference in thickness between two
pieces of paper. One is heavy; the other

is light. If these paper men were bright,

they would devise some system of num-
bers for the thickness of paper."

Philippine Islands Railway.
There has been a great deal of talk

lately about the building of railways in

Japan and China, and railway men seem
anxious to learn full particulars about
everything connected with railway con-

struction and operating in these strange

countries. A neighbor of these countries,

which is quite as strange and interesting,

has gone into railway building of late

years, and little has been Iieard about the

enterprise.

Southeast of China the ocean is dotted

with islands that are known as the Philip-

pine Archipelago, there being about six

hundred of them. The largest is Luzon,
which has an area of 51,000 miles, nearly

equal in extent to England and Scotland,

and 5,000 miles less than the State of Illi-

nois. These islands are called the home
of the earthquake and typhoon, but they

are extraordinarily fertile in tropical pro-

ductions. To develop the natural re-

sources of Luzon, a railway about 120

miles long has lately been built by Eng-
lish capitalists. It is of i)2-inch gage, and
has been built in the substantial style

usually followed by English engineers.

There are certain characteristics of the

country that render a substantial roadbed
a necessity. The rainfall is said to be

about 2 metres, or 78 inches, per annum,
and earthquakes send the track dancing at

frequent intervals.

An interesting paper published by the

Institution of Civil Engineers, describ-

ing the building of that railway, says:

"A severe shock occurred on March i6th

and increased in severity towards the

north end of the railway. Nearly all of

the Government buildings, convents and
churches were more or

, less destroyed,

and several lives were lost. In the town
of Dagupau great damage was done and
nearly half the houses were destroyed.

The railway bridges suffered very little

and there was no interruption to traffic.

At one place the embankment sank grad-
ually in a regular curve for about 9 chains

(600 feet) to a depth of 2 feet, and at an-

other place the track was moved horizon-

tally. One abutment of a large bridge

sank II inches and was moved forward 19

inches. The principal station building

sank 4 inches.

"When it rains at an inch-an-hour gait,

washouts are frequent. Sometimes a lake

develops oves a portion of the line."

When we make notes of foreign rail-

ways, we generally receive numerous let-

ters asking us to give the addresses of

the officers, for the use of parties wishing

to secure employment on the roads men-
tioned. Luzon is noted for cholera, yel-

low fever, distemper, malaria, snakes, tar-

antulas, scorpions, blood-sucking bats,

wild cats, sand flies and all sorts of terrible

pests and diseases. Under the circum-

stances, we are bound to refrain from do-

ing the first thing which would enable an

American citizen to commit suicide by

going there.

i i i
Color Blindness on British Railways.

The practice of testing trainmen for

color blindness has reached the railways

of the British Isles, and the men who
have to go through the ordeal are kicking

as vigorously as American railroad men
kicked a few years ago. Here is a rep-

resentative letter on the subject, taken

from the pages of the English "Locomo-
tive Engineer's and Fireman's Journal":

"We all know that enginemen must
have excellent sight; but why do they not

test these men's sight by the work they

have to do, not by the absurd method of

counting dots on a card, or with the

names and colors of wools. I say that

the sight of an engineman should be taken

on the line, by day, by seeing if he can

see a signal-arm at a certain distance, and
at night by seeing the colors of signal-

lamps at a certain distance from them. At
the present time, on the M. S. & L. line,

the result of this test has been the dis-

charge of from twenty to twenty-five men
in the district of Manchester, and from

twelve to fourteen in the district of Shef-

field, who failed to pass this absurd test.

"If these men were tested by the work
they had to do, it would be a fair test; and
then, if they failed, their own common
sense could tell them they are not fit to be

in charge of a locomotive engine. As it

is now, if a man fails to pass, they dis-'

charge him at once—not for a moment
thinking he may not be able to obtain

employment directly. If. when a man
fails to pass this test, they found him
some other work to do, it would be a

great deal better than discharging him
altogether. However, I think it a dirty

way of getting rid of their aged servants,

who have proved both true and faithful to

the company."

i i i
They are making artificial silk in

France from wood pulp, and the industry

is about to be introduced into England

on a large scale. One thick quality of the

material is said to be well adapted for

covering car seats.
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Reminiscences of a Missouri Foundry.

"A Tramp Holder," who contributes

amusing articles to "The Foundrj'," in a

recent issue writes:

"I had often heard of Jake Hart and the

curious specimens of natural history

which he had gathered around him at the

Missouri Car and Foundry Company's
shop or the 'Mizzou Penitentiary,' as

most of the hoboes call it, and as a last

resort I went over and tackled Jake for a

job. I had on a new suit of clothes that

I had bought just before I left Memphis,
and I guess I looked too new for him.

" 'What kind of a job d'ye want?' said

Jake, sizing me up. 'Superintendin' the

shop ?'

" 'Oh, no,' said I; 'I wouldn't be guilty

of running a shop like this. Just give me
a job on the floor; but I don't want any car

work.' But Jake wouldn't give me a job.

Said he hadn't any use for dude molders,

but wanted men who could 'hump' them-

selves and do a day's work; and I thought

by the humps some of them wore that

Jake had a crowd which suited him.

"Queer stories they tell about some of

the old-timers in the 'Mizzou Peniten-

tiary.' There was one man, it is said, who
worked on the same floor for nine years,

and never knew there was a skylight over

his head until Jake fired him for making
more money than he Qake) was getting.

You see, he started in before daylight

every morning and worked until long after

dark every night, and he never had time

to raise his head to see what was above
him. After Jake fired him, although he
was well off and could have lived com-
fortably without working, he just hung
around the shop brooding over his

trouble until he died of a broken heart,

and the men in the corner of the shop say

that Charley's ghost still haunts his old

floor.

"Then there was another character

there, by name Jesse Walker, a 'plug'

molder, who managed to put in about

fourteen hours out of every twenty-four

in the shop. It was said that the com-
pany gave Jake orders to keep Jesse on
steady and on no account to fire him, be-

cause, on account of the high price of

scrap, Jesse could make it cheaper than

they could buy it. Jesse was so indus-

trious that he spent the most of his time

at home of nights making wooden slivers,

so that he wouldn't have to stop and hunt

for nails during the day. He was eco-

nomical, too—wouldn't let his wile buy
any kind of meat but corned beef and rib

roasts, because the skewers with which
the butchers fastened the meat came in

mighty handy for carrying deep pockets.

On his way home from work Jesse had to

pass a brickyard, and, it is said, he carried

home enough bricks, two or three every

night, to build himself a four-room brick

house. Jesse got into the habit of carry-

ing so many things that the police got

onto him, and one morning, about five

o'clock, while on his way to work, he was

arrested on suspicion of being a burglar.

When searched at the station house, in ad-

dition to his tools, which he carried home
regularly every night and brought back

in the morning, they found in his pockets

three wedges, a long clamping bar, which

easily could have been mistaken for a

jimmy, and three pieces of candle. This

would have been enough to convict him
had he not been able to establish his

identity.

" 'Bad' Jack Ryan was another notori-

ous character who was raised in the 'Miz-

zou,' but he only worked there periodi-

cally. Jack was one of those fellows who
only worked in order to buy whisky
enough to give him strength to earn

money enough to enable him to buy more
whisky. He and Jack Manning would
have been a good pair to draw to, with

this difference, that while 'Bad' Jack
could never tear himself away from St.

Louis, Jack Manning is known from Du-
luth to New Orleans and from Chatta-

nooga to Denver. It is said that on one

occasion, when the thermometer was
down to zero, 'Bad' Jack came into the

shop entirely naked, except for a mis-

mated pair of shoes, an old straw hat and

a long linen duster, with a stone in each

pocket to keep the wind from blowing

it over his head. This suit had been do-

nated him by some friends after having

been robbed of his own apparel by a

crowd of bums. Jack was in bad shape,

and he knew that a linen duster wasn't go-

ing to keep him warm, no matter how
much liquor he carried. Staggering up
to Jake, he said: 'Jake, gi'me a job; an' I

wants a stiddy job, too.'

"Jake wasn't in a very good humor, and
he yelled: 'Outside the guy ropes; out-

side, I say,' and hustled poor Jack out

into the snow with his linen duster flying

about his heels.

"A friend of mine was on his 'uppers'

once and struck Jake for a job. He was

told to come on in the morning. When
he went to work at seven o'clock the as-

sistant foreman gave him a car center to

make, two in a flask, and showed him a

big floor with three heaps of sand. He
cut over one of the heaps and started to

work, and after a while he asked the man
across the gangway what was the matter

with the fellows on those floors, pointing

to the other two heaps. He almost col-

lapsed when he was told the three heaps

belonged to his floor, and unless he filled

them Jake would give him 'the run.'
"

i i i
Patents have been awarded to the late

E. F. C. Davis, who was general manager
of the Richmond Locomotive Works, for

improvements in intcrceptive valves on

compound locomotives. The patents are

assigned to the Richmond Locomotive
Works, and we believe the valves arc those

which are making the engines such a

decided success.

NOW BEING ISED AND

UNIVERSALLY

ADOPTED

AS THE BEST

LOCOMOTIVE LAGGING

MADE.
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SEND BLUE PRINTS FOR

ESTIMATES TO

Keasbey &

Mattison Co.,

AMBLER, PA.
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"JNOW IS THE TIME"
(^ to repair defective Car

«^ Roofs.

P. & B. RUBEROID CAR

ROOFING,

which is specially made
for severe service and is

guaranteed for ten years'

natural wear, is the best

material for this purpose.

Once used, it is always

specified for cars, locomo-

tive cabs, railroad build-

ings, etc.

P. & B. INSULATING

PAPERS
«$» for refrigerator and fruit

f|? cars.

STANDARD PAINTS
f|» are standard on many
<$» roads. Send your address

<fi and receive a useful col-

<$» lection of samples and

«^ prices which are all right

«^ as are all our products.

THE STANDARD
PAINT CO .

New York

:

8 1 and 83 John Street.

Chicago Office :

189 Fifth Avenue.

RALPH L. SHAIN'WALD, I'rcsident.

FRANK S. De RON'UE, General .Sales Agent.

Electricity Direct from Coal.

Ever since the electric current began to

be applied to the arts, there has been a

dream of scientists that the time would
come when the potential energy of coal

would be converted into electric energy

direct, without the intervention of steam

boilers, steam engines and dynamos.
Electrical enthusiasts have always been
predicting that electricity would, in the

near future, take the place of steam en-

gines, even when it had to be generated

through the roundabout process of burn-

ing coal under a steam boiler, using the

steam to drive an engine, which in turn

operated the electrical generators. Those
who looked upon the subject in the light

of reason and accurate calculations, saw
little likelihood of the electric motor
pushing the steam engine out of the field,

unless for special purposes where cost was
not of great consequence. The same
class of men, however, have insisted that

should the time come when electricity

could be made direct from coal, the days

of the steam motor would be numbered.
There is very good reason to believe that

inventors have succeeded in beginning

the solution of this great problem, which
would be the most stupendous that has

come to the world since steam was first

applied as a prime mover.

According to an article published by

George Herbert Stockbridge in the "En-
gineering Magazine," on "The Direct

Production of Electricity from Coal," a

true carbon-consuming electrical furnace,

showing an efficiency of 85 or go per cent.,

has been invented by Dr. W. W. Jacques,

of Boston. Many attempts have been

made by scientists to obtain electricity

direct from coal, and some little success

has been achieved, but that obtained by
Dr. Jacques is greatly in excess of any

apparatus previously tried for the pur-

pose.

Dr. Jacques began his investigations

some five or six years ago, and he has

found that if oxygen, whether pure or

diluted, as in air, is caused to be com-
bined with carbon or carbonaceous ma-
terials—not directly, as in the case of

combustion, but through an intervening

electrolyte—the potential energy of the

carbon may be converted directly into

electrical energy instead of into heat. He
has devised a furnace to meet the neces-

sary conditions, and has been entirely suc-

cessful in obtaining electricity direct from

the combustion of coal.

It has been reported recently that, with

a Jacques battery of 100 iron pots, 12

inches deep and l^ inches in diameter,

a current was obtained averaging 90 volts

and 16 amperes, and supporting thirty 16-

candle power incandescent lamps for

nearly 19 hours. In this test about 8

pounds of carbon were consumed in the

pot. If the consumption taking place in

the pot were all that is to be taken into

account, this result, representing an effi-

ciency of about 94 per cent., would be

of enormous interest and value. The im-
portance of this invention will be real-

ized when we reflect that the highest effi-

ciency ever obtained from a steam engine
was about 15 per cent, of the coal energy.

There are, however, few steam engines
that have an efficiency over 10 per cent.,

and 5 per cent, is very common.
There are many things yet to be learned

about the new invention, and it may have
drawbacks which we are not aware of,

but the indications are that a successful

process of obtaining electricity direct

from the energy of coal will be evolved
from it. The practical effect of such an
invention will be the puUing-down of all

the steam boilers used in the country, and
the substituting of electrical generators.

There is a foundry company in East
Chicago which have gone into the business
of making ductile cast iron, and they are
said to be remarkably successful with the

product turned out. The "Iron Age"
says that a test bar with the breaking sec-

tion turned in on both sides was tested by
Eraser & Chalmers, and showed a tensile

strength of 63,000 pounds to the square
inch. Other tests have shown over 80,-

000 pounds. After being heated to a dull

red and plunged into cold water it can be
cut easily with a file, showing that it takes
no temper. Specimens of castings are

shown which have had portions heated
and drawn out flat under the ham-
mer, afterward being twisted cold and
pounded flat, without a sign of fracture.

Gates from castings are shown which
have stood remarkable torture of this

character. A notable piece of work
is a heavy chain, of which the links were
cast open, then joined and the open
spaces welded without the use of flux.

Valve stems, crank shafts and other simi-

lar pieces are shown which have been fin-

ished to pattern in a lathe, exhibiting a

smooth surface without a suspicion of a
blowhole. Intricate castings are ex-
hibited which have been reproduced regu-
larly without a failure, while a very high
percentage of losses has been reported
when made by other methods of produc-
ing very strong castings.

© ^ i
Mr. Peter H. Murphy, East St. Louis,

111., the well-known maker of iron car

roofs, appears to be gradually working
into quite a varied line of appliances for

railroad rolling stock. A very strong and
simple form of draft rigging for railway

cars, recently patented by Mr. Frank L.

Lankey, has been assigned to Mr. Mur-
phy, and also a very substantial form of

iron brake beam. Another device, re-

cently i)atented by the same inventor and
assigned to Mr. Murphy, is an iron car

truck of very good design. It is under-

stood that Mr. Murphy will lose no time

in putting these devices upon the market.
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To Make the Best of Milling Cutters.

The Brown & Sharpe .Mfg. Co., Provi-

dence, R. I., have sent out a small pam-
phlet containing diroctions about the care

of milling cutters. Among the sugges-
tions made arc:

"Cutters should be kept sharp. As
soon as there is any appearance of dull-

ness, pass them once or twice in front of

an emery wheel. This, in the long run.

will save time in sharpening, will prolong
the life of the cutters, and will enable
them to do their best and most rapid
work.

"Plenty of lubricant should be used in

milling wrought iron and steel. Lard oil

is generally the best, but in some cases
the following soda-water mi.xture will

answer verj' well: One-quarter pound sal-

soda, one-half pint lard oil, one-half pint

soft soap, water enough to make ten gal-

lons. Boil one-half hour.

"A cutter of small diameter, other
things being equal, is better than one of
large diameter. It also costs less.

Formed cutters are usually the most
economical when duplicate pieces are re-

quired. They last a very long time and
all pieces cut by them are practically in-

terchangeable. When stock cutters or
combinations of stock cutters can be
made to answer the purpose, it is usually
better to order these than to have special
cutters made.

"In selecting a cutter, except for finish-

ing cuts, it is usually best to err on the
side of having too few rather than too
many teeth. The tendency in everything,
except finishing cuts, is toward coarser
speeds and relatively slower feeds. To
do its best work, the cutter must be used
in a powerful and rigid machine."

i i i
A curious discovery has been made by

a London chemist while experimenting to
try and convert carbon compounds direct
into electrical energy. He found that car-
bonic oxide gas unites directly with me-
tallic iron and nickel forming new gases
which are called "carbonyls." The most
curious thing about the discovery is that
the process goes on at ordinary atmos-
pheric temperature, and the gas will drop
the metallic element on being heated.
There is good reason for believing that
the rapid corrosion of iron in roofs of en-
gine houses, blacksmith shops and other
buildings where carbonic oxide is present
in large quantities, may be due to the gas
combining with the iron. The corrosion
has hitherto been attributed to acids of
sulphur, formed through a combination
of oxygen with sulphur fumes.

i ^ i
A curious accident was caused by some

juvenile scientists in Belgium of an ex-
perimental tendency. They found a foot-
warmer, which is a flat, oblong vessel,
and which they fill with water in winter
to keep the feet of travelers from freezing
solid. These boys thought it would be a

good plan to make some experiment

-

witli this particular foot-warmer. They
put one end of the warmer upon the rail

of an electric tramway, secured a copper

wire to the other end, and threw it over thi

trolley wire. This made a good con-

nection, and the electric current at once

began to heat up the water. About the

time that an mspector happened along to

see what the youths were doing, the foot-

warmer had become so thoroughly heated

that it exploded with a great crash, throw-

ing the hot water and consternation in

all directions. Fortunately it did not kill

anybody, but the youthful scientists are

not liable to make experiments of that

kind again.

^ i i
Several experiments are going on with

compressed-air motors for street-car pur-

poses which indicate that there is a fair

probability of compressed air taking the

lead for street-car motors. Rather ex-

haustive experiments were made in that

line about twenty years ago, and the Bald-

win Locomotive Works built some ex-

ceedingly strong tanks for holding com-
pressed air; but still, they did not have a

capacity above six or seven hundred
pounds pressure per square inch. The
invention, by David Mannesmann, of

seamless tubing brought new possibilities

to compressed-air motors, for by the use
of these tubes as an air reservoir a safe

pressure can be carried up to five thou-
sand pounds per square inch. In the lat-

est experiments made with highly-com-
pressed air motors, the air has been satu-

rated with moisture before being pumped
to the cylinders, with much improvement
in utilizing the pressure.

i i i
.•\ trip for record purposes was re-

cently made from London to Paris, special

service being employed throughout. The
entire distance was covered in 6 hours 32
minutes. From Victoria Station, Lon-
don, to Dover, 78'/^ miles, was made in

I hour 22 minutes 35 seconds, or at 59.9
miles per hour; from Dover to Calais, by
boat across the English Clunnel, 25 miles,

was made in an hour and a quarter, or at

20 miles per hour; and from Calais to
Paris, 185!/ miles, was done in 3 hours

34 minutes, or at 52 miles per hour, includ-
ing three stops.

—"American Machinist."

i i g
There is some reason for believing that

American railways will be used as the
model for those that are projected by the
Chinese Government. Li Hung Chang,
the great Chinese potentate, who repre-
sents the Emperor, has been attending the

coronation fetes at Moscow, and will visit

the United States on his way home. It is

reported that he will make a careful in-

spection of our railroads while on his way
from New York to San Francisco, and on
the impressions which he receives during
the journey will depend the kind of rail-

ways to be built in China.

Cbeorics »s. Tacfs.

The value of graphite as an accessory
to engine equipment is unquestioned by
practical engineers and by all Master Me-
chanics and Superintendents of Motive
Power who have given the subject careful

and personal attention. There are, how-
ever, many railway officials who are not
familiar with the peculiar nature of pure
flake graphite, and who cannot, therefore,

seem to understand why a soli<l substance
like graphite should a<ld to the efficiency

of valve or engine oil, or, for that matter,

why a graphite should act as a lubricant at

all. Such oflicials attempt to demonstrate
that a given number of oil lubricators,

holding a given quantity of oil. and feed-

ing so many drops per minute, ought to

properly lubricate engine cylinders, crank
pins, valves, etc., for a certain number of

miles; and if any trouble arises from fail-

ure of the oil to do the work figured out
for it, the same otVicials can only account
for it on the ground that the engineer has
been w'asteful or in some way at fault.

When such oflicials are informed that

engineers are using Dixon's Pure Flake
Graphite, to increase the lubricating value

of the too small quantity of oil furnished,

they think it is only additional proof that

the engineer has been wasteful of his oil,

and they proceed to cut down the supply
and to forbid the use of graphite—not con-
sidering that the engineer paid for the
graphite with his own money, and used
it for the good of the Company because
he wished to make a good record for his

engine.
All such officials—and we have reason

to believe their number is growing less

—

are like the college professors who claimed
it was impossible to throw a baseball with
a curve, and further claimed that it was an
overdose of baseball imagination for any-
one to think otherwise. To-day those pro-
fessors are convinced of the fact that a ball

can be curved, and are quite as ready to

demonstrate its possibility as they were to
demonstrate its impossibility a few years
ago.

It will be this way with the use of pure
flake graphite. Every day practical and
careful engineers are demonstrating the
fact, beyond any question, that the adop-
tion of a properly prepared graphite by the
railroad companies will mean a very pro-
nounced saving in oil, in wear, in repairs
and in train detentions.
We quote the following from a letter just

received from an engineer of the B. & M.
R. R. R.r

"I wish to say, in regard to graphite,
that I am able by a careful use of it in con-
nection with locomotive valve and cylin-
der lubrication, to increase mileage made
per pint of "Perfection" valve oil from
150 miles without graphite to 230 miles
with graphite—other conditions identically
the same.
"On June 14. 1896. I pulled a special

train of California delegates to the Repub-
lican Convention at St. Louis, over one of
our division, making an exceptional run,
which was to a considerable extent due to
the systematic use of Dixon's Pure Flake
Graphite.
"The engine actually surprised me on

this trip, as I did not think there was any
such speed in the machine."
For further evidence as to the value of

this graphite, and for samples, address the
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City,



Boiler Injector

^HIS is the only single tube "Auto-

matic, or Re-starting" Injector

that will start with 25 lbs. of steann

and work up to 200 without trouble.

It is a plain, heavy business

machine— no small priming jets,

pipes or valves.

Only 24 pieces— less than half

the usual number of parts.

Detachable Conical Tube— the

one that wears most — a new one

can be put in in five minutes.

Simpler, lighter and the cheapest

guaranteed Injector on the market.

Cut down your road failures and

repair bills by using a solid instru-

ment with no jimcracks to it.

Less parts means less repairs,

less first cost and less trouble.

Stops and starts with one move-

ment of lever, restarts if broken

—

you know that instrument is feed-

ing if lever is back.

fiiurantced! we win place this

instrument on any boiler for trial,

and if not entirely satisfactory will

remove same free of all expense.

Let us show you what we can do.

MANtFACTURED BY

Cbe Hufomatlc Tnlcctor

Company,
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Hard on Track.

The engineering and track departments
of railways are rather strongly opposed
to the increasing weight of rolling stock.

"Jerry Sullivan," an interesting writer for

the "Roadmaster and Foreman," appears
to voice the sentiment when he says in a

recent issue: "Technical journals of recent
date illustrate cars having a capacity of 80,-

000 pounds and even loo.ooo pounds.
These cars are manufactured at various
shops and are built largely of steel. One
company's advertisement claims their cars
are almost indestructible, capable of stand-
ing any amount of abuse or overloading,
and clinches the statement with a cut taken
from a photograph of a car loaded with
159,200 pounds of pig iron. Illustration

of trucks shows no increase in number of
wheels under the cars. After a train of
such cars passes over a section at the rate
of forty miles per hour, a foreman should
be governed by rule relating to cyclones,
viz.: "Take all your men, tools and red
flags, and go over your track at once."

An English railroad paper tells a rather
mixed-up story about an experience of
Lord Aberdeen, Governor-General of
Canada, while acting as an amateur en-
gine driver on a Scottish railway. That
thing of getting on to a foot-plate of an
engine and holding the regulator was a
great feat with British noblemen at one
time, and they imagined they were run-
ning the engine so long as they held the
throttle open, but the driver in charge
never failed to have his hand on the re-

verse lever to regulate the speed. Lord
Aberdeen, it appears, was one of the Brit-
ish noblemen who was inflicted with this

form of mild mania. The railroad paper
referred to says that "while Lord Aber-
deen was traveling from London to Aber-
deen on the foot-plate, one of the proud-
est moments of his life was when he was
on an engine in Scotland and took it upon
him to go around the bearings of the en-
gine, in order to turn the oil cups into the
cylinders, while running at full speed,
.•ind he lost his cap in the process." It is

something amusing to read of even a
lord being able to go around the bearings
of a locomotive running at full speed.
We incline to think, from some personal
experience with that kind of amateur en-
gineer, that the feat which his lordship
performed was that of opening the cups
for oiling the cylinders.
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avalanches. The power for operating
this aerial railway will be electricity, gen-
erated at a neighboring waterfall. Only
one car, capable of seating ten persons,

will be used in operating the line. An
innovation in railroad traveling will be
introduced, which will require all travel-

ers to pass a medical examination before
they take the trip. Those who have any
signs of heart disease will be refused ad-

mission to the car.

There are good reasons to believe that

a region in New Zealand will at some time
become one of the greatest iron-making
districts in the world. The iron ores are
in the form of sea sand. In one locality

forty miles of beach is formed of magnetic
iron sands, perfectly free from sulphur,

phosphorus or other impurity, except a
small percentage of titanium. The sands
are many feet deep, and have been proven
to extend three hundred yards beyond low
water. Several attempts have been made
to establish iron works there; failure re-

sulted principally through mismanage-
ment.

The Northeastern Railway of England
has introduced a coupon system for

travelers which one of our English con-
temporaries describes as being both at

once interesting and novel. Books of
that kind have been in use in this country
for many years, and the novelty of them
has been worn off long ago; but there is

really one novelty connected with the sys-
tem newly introduced in England: In-
stead of giving ticket slips to the conduc-
tor or ticket taker, the holder of the ticket

must go to the ticket office and exchange
coupon checks for a ticket. When this has
to be done we cannot see much advantage
to the practice.

i i i
A committee of the Traveling Engi-

neers' Association is investigating the sub-
ject of "Discipline of Enginemen for In-
fraction of Orders." They have sent out
a circular asking for information as to
the most successful way of punishing vio-

lations of rules. They want to find out all

they can about the Brown System of Dis-
cipline, which is certainly the fairest way
in use of dealing vvitli trainmen.

No. J 2 East Third Street,

-CINCINNATI, O.

A railway to the summit of the Jung-
frau, to the "Elegant Virgin." will be fin-

ished in about five years. The "Majestic
Virgin" is nearly 14.000 feet high; the
summit of Mont Blanc is 15.800 feet.

It is likely that within a short time the
summit of Mont Blanc will be reached by
railway. The terminus at the summit of
the Jungfrau will be underground, to pre-
vent the structure being destroyed by

i i i
Snaps.

We will send a Boston binder—holds a
year of "Locomotive Engineering"—to

anyone sending us three 2-cent United
States stamps—got fifty on hand; don't
want 'em.

We will send a bound volume of 1894
for $2—only a dozen left—in the way.
Only two copies of 1895 bound volumes

left-$3.

You can't buy back numbers at any
price; take the volumes now.
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Special Locomotive-Rod Milling
Machine.

We illustrate a special locomotive-rod

milling machine, built by the Newton Ma-
chine Tool Works, of Philadelphia. The
tool is specially adapted for modern re-

quirements in heavy and rapid milling.

The driving spindle of this machine is

6 inches in diameter and very powerfully

geared. It is capable of fluting two side

rods at one time. The machine has a

carriage 30 inches wide and will admit

work to the width of 36 inches between
the uprights. The carriage of the ma-
chine is 12 feet long and is capable of

milling 11 feet in length. The main up-

right carrying the driving mechanism to

spindle head is a bo.xed upright, the out-

side support being of the ordinary planer

type. The machine is fed with a steel

rack and a spiral gear, giving a very

steady, even motion under the cut and a

_quick movement with the return of the

carriage. The feed of this machine, as

manufacturers of the "Boyer" hammer.
In connection with this intimation, they

say that they are prepared at their own ex-

pense, and through attorneys of their own
selection, to defend the manufacture of

their tools, and all users of the "Chouteau"
hammer, against any and all claims of

infringement of patents.

e* i i
The BufTalo Forge Company have is-

sued an illustrated catalog showing their

disk wheels, and giving a variety of useful

information about them. These wheels

are rapidly coming into use for a variety

of industrial purposes where rapid circu-

lation of air is necessary. They are used

to a great extent for carpet-cleaning and

for ventilating all kinds of buildings, and

are particularly well adapted for general

house and machine-shop purposes.

i i i
A pamphlet entitled "Two to Fifteen

Days' Pleasure Tours," has been issued

JlSr READY. Thirteenth Edition. Revised.
8vii. cloth. j8 Woodcuts, »o

Copperplate KnKravines. together with a Travel
Scale. $2 00.

The Practical Application of the

Slide Valve and Link Motion ....

to Stationary, Portable, Locomotive and
Marine Engines with New ami Simple .Methods
for Proportioning the Parts. By William S.

ArcHiNCLOSS, C. K , Mem. A, S. C. E.

CONTENTS I Parti. The Slide Valve—Elemen-
tary Principles and General Proportions. Part II.
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DO YOU WANT ...

"AN INSPECTOR

THAT INSPECTS?"

It costs about I7.50 per quarter to care-
fully inspect the staybolts in a locomotive
firebo.x. This is I30 per year per engine
— a pretty heavy item of expense. \Vliy
would not hollow staybolts save a good
deal of this ? In a great measure they in-

spect themselves. — L. E. for June.

WRITE TO THE ...

FALLS HOLLOW
STAYBOLT CO.,

I to 10 Portage St.,

CUYAHOGA FALLS, OHIO.

shown by the illustration, has four

changes through cones of gearing. As
can be seen by the illustration, the ma-
chine is of an exceptionally heavy design,

weighing about 25,000 pounds.

Il g g
The Prussian State Railway officials

have lately conducted a series of tests with
a new lubricant composed of oils and fats,

for lubricating the journals of railway
cars. The material is a sort of dope,
which has never been popular on Ameri-
can railroads, but it seems to do the work
of lubrication very well. Very exhaustive
tests, under trains of all kinds in very
severe weather, show that iVi grains of

the lubricant were sufficient to keep the
journal in good order for 100 miles.

by Mr. Geo. H. Daniels, general passen-

ger agent of the New York Central Rail-

road, New York. It is a very attractive

and interesting pamphlet, showing a great

many beautiful views of interesting

scenery. It will be sent to any applicant

who sends a two-cent stamp to Mr.
Daniels.
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Any of our readers who are fond of

hunting or fishing, or of the scenes where
that kind of sport is followed with most
success, should send ten cents to pay for

the "Maine Central," published by the

New England Publishing Co., Portland,

Me. To linger over the pictures on a hot

day is the next thing to loitering by the

running brooks brought before one so

vividly in the pages of the journal named.

g^ SUGGESTION.
When you want something reli-

able

Ask for the "Utica" Qauge.

UTICA STEAM OAl'UE CO.,
70-72 FAYETTE ST., UTICA, N. Y.

l^^ ASHTON
MUFFLER

With Top Outside Pop
Reg-ulator.

Open Pop Valves
AND Gages.

THE ASHTON VALVE CO.

(FTg,

271 Franklin Street, Boston, Mass.

The United States Metallic Packing
Company announce that they have entered
suit against the American Pneumatic Tool
Company, of New York, manufacturers
of the "McCoy" tool, and against the

Boyer Machine Company, of St. Louis,

In making some tests of a new third-rail

trolley for its electric suburban railway at

Boston, the New York, New Haven &
Hartford people recently attained a veloc-

ity of 80 miles an hour with an electrical

motor and train.

HENRY CAREY BAIRD & CO.
Unbustrfal f>uMi0bcr0, 36oohBcUcr0,

a\\X> Importers,

810 WALNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA. PA.. U. S. A.
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ttrr %nA frre oi I«"«Ujt« to Bny oii« Id adj part of the world who
will furnlah hi* ft<ldi«u.
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Reducingf Valves,

Air Pump Governors,

Damper Regulators,

'

Feed Pumps,"

MANUFACTURED BY

THE MASON REGULATOR COMPANY, ',

BOSTON, MASS., (J. S. A.
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REUABLE IN WINTER.

... Send for Cat,<logue.
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SAGINAW, MICH.
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or, the Best Mechanical Way to Perform Every
Important Job on a Locomotive. By CHARLES
McShane. Illustrated, cloth bound, $1.50, Sent
by mail on receipt of price.
Catalogue of Mechanical Books free.

Philadclnhia Bonk Co.. 19 S.qih St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Ferguson's Patent

Self-Feed Tube Expander.

Used in the Principal Railroad Boiler Shops
and by Locomotive Builders in the

United States.

Ask for Circulars and Prices.

A. L. HENDERER,
999 Maryland Ave.,Wilmington, Del., U.S.A.

THE BEST IS THECHEAPEST.
The Star Engine.

The Star Air Compressor.
Write for Prices and Circulars.

ST. LOUIS STEAM ENGINE CO.,

18 So. Commercial Street, St. Louis, Ma

The Q. & C. Co., prominent manufac-

turers of railway supplies and special tna-

chinery, Chicago, 111., have received their

award for a very fine exhibit of metal-

sawing machinery and tie-plates at the

Atlanta Exposition. This award consists

of a very finely designed gold medal.

The special meritorious features of the

metal-sawing machines offered by this

company are that they are low in price,

effective in service and economical in ac-

tion, each machine sold by them being

provided with positive automatic feed,

greatly reducing the time ordinarily re-

quired to cut metals of all kinds.

i -i g
If there is anything about twist drills,

milling cutters, taps and dies that you
don't know, send for the latest catalog

published by the Cleveland Twist Drill

Co., Cleveland, O. It is got out in ex-

cellent shape, very profusely illustrated,

and contains a great deal of information

that will be of value to mechanics and pur-

chasers. The secretary of the company
intimates that he will send this catalog to

anyone who makes application for it.

i i i
Mr. A. O. Norton, of Boston, manu-

facturer of the Norton ball-bearing jacks,

is now in Canada, enlarging and adding

new machinery to their plant there. Not-

withstanding the dull times, this firm's

shops in Boston and Canada are working
full capacity, to keep up with the con-

stantly increasing demand for these justly

popular jacks.

The fifteenth annual edition of "The
Railway Official List" for 1896 has been

received in this office. It contains a very

full list of railway officials, has a good
finding list, and contains illustrated de-

scriptions of the Master Car-Builders'

standards, besides a variety of other in-

formation that will be useful to railroad

men. It is for sale by "The Official Rail-

way List," The Rookery, Chicago, 111.

^ ^ i
The Shoenberger Steel Co., Pittsburgh,

Pa., have commenced the erection of a

plant for the manufacture of basic steel

for boiler purposes. They find that many
boiler users prefer to purchase a cheaper

steel than that made by their well-known

acid process, and they are determined to

supply the quality of steel which cus-

tomers want. They will start with two
furnaces, but provision will be made to

put in others as the demand increases.

^ i ©
The Armstrong Manufacturing Com-

pany, Bridgeport, Conn., have issued an
illustrated catalog showing their water,

gas and steam fitters' tools and machines
for cutting off and threading pipe. The
catalog contains a great deal of infor-

mation about taps and dies, and will be

found a very useful reference to mechanics

and others interested in that sort of work.

WHAT YOU WANT TO KNOW.
Questions and Answer*.

(60) W. R. W.. San Marcial, N. M.,

writes:

Please give me the formula for finding

the tractive power of a locomotive. A.

—

You are referred to the following issues

of "Locomotive Engineering" for above
information: December, 1895, page 782;
February, 1896, page 168; June, 1896, page
516; July, 1896, pages 619 and 641. If

there are any points in the subject not as

clearly defined as you desire, they will be
furnished on application.

(61) G. B. v., Massillon. O., writes:

We have twelve new iqx 26-inch Cooke
engines on our road, with the Detroit

triple-feed lubricator, the piping of which
is '/! inch. I claim that the pipe from the

fountain to the lubricator should be larger,

in order to properly supply the three feed

pipes, tor on the hills we sometimes have
to shut off to allow the oil to reach the

valves. Am I not right? A.—We think

you are right; the pipe should not be less

than J^ inch inside diameter.

(62) H. M., Georgetown, Ky., writes:

I desire to ask for information through
your most valuable journal. Please tell

me the proper way to take in a mogul
engine with a back tire broken, the middle

tire being plain. A.—Jack up the wheel
clear of the rail, and place a block of

wood between the jaw-brace and journal,

to carry the broken side. Chain the tank

to the engine by diagonal corners, so as

to cause the tender to force the engine as

much as possible towards the uninjured

side, and thus have the good flange on the

rear driver closely hug the rail. Abandon
the train and go ahead slowly, particularly

on curves and over switches.

(63) C. H. G., Springfield, Mass., writes:

I would like to know the best way to

pump an engine to avoid leaky flues. I

give two ways; please say which is best.

First—Filling the boiler at the start and
pumping light. Second—Starting with

two gages and pumping hard, get the

third gage on the hill; that is, on a hilly

road. A.—The first method is the correct

one, for the reason that you are obliged

to feed the boiler in accordance with the

amount of work done by the engine, and
thus have a more equable firebox tem-
perature than would be possible with the

alternate thawing and freezing process in

plan two; again, it is not a safe policy to

pursue, to wait for the third gage until

the hill is reached.

(64') A. S. F., Saxton, Pa., writes:

Will you please explain in "Locomotive
Engineering" the following action of a

No. 8 double sight-feed Nathan lubricator,

and give a remedy for same if there is one?
Engineer reported oil siphoning out of

lubricator, whether engine was standing

or running. Lubricator is connected by
standard size steam valve and pipe. The
engineer states that the oil disappears in

gage glass the same as when it is going
through feed valves; that is, it flows from
the bottom to top of glass. This disap-

pearance takes place when feed valves are

shut and the steam and water valves wide
open. The feed valves are tight—do not

leak. The lubricator was removed and
thoroughly cleaned: the equalizing and oil

pipes were carefully examined and all

parts found to be in good working order.

When it was again attached, the engine
made one trip and the lubricator was re-

ported as working the same as before

cleaning. While defective lubricator was
being inspected it was replaced by one
of the same kind, which performed its

functions perfectly satisfactorily. Any in-
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formation that will throw light on this

puzzling case will be appreciated. A.

—

It is a difficult matter to name all the

causes for this performance of the lubri-

cator. The Nathan people, to whom the

above question was referred, say that

"there are many probable causes for it,

such as an old or worn choke plug; or

one having the small hole in same en-

larged to such an extent that steam is not

sufficiently throttled at the outlet end of

lubricator, to maintain boiler pressure at

that point; or when the passages through
which steam passes from the equalizing

tubes in the condenser to the choke plug^

are clogged. These conditions are all

favorable to siphoning. In the case of

the feed valves being closed and the steam
and water valves open, the disappearance

of the oil can be accounted for by the cup
being a defective casting. A small blow-
hole in the wall of the cup at a point pass-

ing from the oil chamber into the passage
connecting the equalizing tubes with the

choke plugs, will allow the oil to escape

through the choke plugs just the same as

when the lubricator is working normally,

and this is likely to be the cause of your
trouble. It will be impossible to siphon
the oil out of the cup when the lubricator

throttle is open, if the cup is tight and
all the passages are in proper condition."

(65) W. P. T., Caspar, Cal., writes:

I have read much in "Locomotive En-
gineering'' about the cutting of wheel
flanges. I am running on a very crooked
road and know something about cut

flanges; have used water with poor results,

as it requires a great deal of water and it

is not satisfactory, for water in a clean,

clear state has but little lubricating effect.

I then concluded to experiment with oil.

and invented a device for applying same
to the flanges of engine-truck wheels.

After using it about two months I could

not detect any cut or wear on the flanges;

but as the device for applying the oil was
troublesome, it was abandoned for a time.

I have now invented a device that will oil

the flanges without any trouble to the

engineer; it can be applied to any wheel
on" the engine, tender or train. The oil

only reaches that part of the flange that

comes in contact with the rail: it leaves

oil on that portion of the rail and lubri-

cates the next flange that comes in con-
tact with it. It is impossible to get any
oil on the tread of wheels with this device.

My experience in railroading leads me to

believe that this invention is a valuable
one. Do you know of anything of the

kind in use? I will be thankful for any
information you can give me on this sub-
ject. A.—A device to accomplish the re-

sults you set forth was in use on the Den-
ver & South Park Railway, in i88o. It

was also in use on the Suburban Rapid
Transit road, now a part of the Manhattan
Elevated Railway, several years ago, and
on the London, Brighton & South Coast
Railway, in England. We understand that
those roads have long since stopped the
practice of lubricating wheel flanges.

(66) L. R. A., Madison, Wis., writes:
I would greatly appreciate some infor-

mation about the value of certain charac-
ters used in mathematical formula:, and
would like to know whether they have a

constant significance, or are they variable
with each writer, who may let them rep-
resent any quantity desired. I have
noticed that, in general, the character tt

represents the value 3.1416, which equals
the ratio of circumference to diameter,
and I therefore assume that mathemati-
cians are in harmony in this instance. Will
you please say how far this agreement
obtains with other familiar characters
used by them? A.—There are certain

Greek letters which have a constant sig-

nificance, such as the letter 7T, or Pi,

quoted above, and also the letter ^^
known as Sigma, which is used to rep-

resent the sum of any number of quanti-

ties. There are other letters, however,

which have a variable significance, as the

letter ;/, known as Eta, used by some

writers to stand for efficiency. The letter

J, or Delta, is also used for various

values, and may therefore represent any-

thing. The letter H. or Theta, is used by

nearly all mathematicians to refer to

angles, and the letter ^, or Phi, is some-

times used for the same purpose. In cal-

culations of kinetic energy we have Eng-
lish letters, as v. which always represents

velocity in feet per second, and g, which

denotes acceleration of gravity: these last

are constant factors used by nearly all

writers. There is little occasion for doubt
as to the meaning of any of these charac-

ters, for their value for any particular

case is usually to be found somewhere in

the text.

(67) J. N. P., Nashville, Tenn., writes:

I have recently had a discussion with the

master mechanic of one of our roads in

regard to the amount of pressure on an
ordinary unbalanced slide valve on a lo-

comotive, and. as we differ materially, I

will state the position of each of us, and
ask you to say who is right. My position

is this: Given a valve of, say, 100 square

inches area, and a steam pressure of 150

pounds per square inch, with the valve

placed at the middle of its stroke, and
steam admitted at full boiler pressure, the

amount of pressure on valve is represented

by 150X100=15.000 pounds. I claim

that it will require a considerable force to

move the valve along on its seat; certainly

more than an ordinary man can exert on
a dead pull. The master mechanic's posi-

tion is this: Given same valve, and all con-

ditions the same as above, the amount of

pressure tending to force the valve against

the seat is found by taking the sum of the

areas of the steam and exhaust ports in

square inches, and multiplying this by the

steam pressure per square inch, as before:

it is claimed that the valve can be easily

moved on its seat while under this pres-

sure, by an ordinary man, with a dead pull

on the valve stem, by one hand. No ac-

count to be taken of the friction in the

stuffing box, and in both cases the valve

is supposed to rest on the seat. A.—The .

force necessary to overcome the friction

between the valve and seat is measured by
the total pressure on top of the valve, the

condition of the rubbing surfaces, and the

character of the lubricant used. In the

e-xample given, the total pressure was
found to be 15,000 pounds. Taking the

co-efficient of friction of cast iron on cast

iron, lubricated with tallow, and wet
(which are the conditions usually sup-

posed to obtain in a steam chest), at one-

tenth (o.i) of the total pressure, we have
15,000 X 0.1 = 1,500 pounds as the force

required to move the valve. The resis-

tance to motion would be less, however,
if the valve moved far enough to allow

steam to reach its under side, for the

reason that a reacting upward pressure

would then exert its influence against the

downward pressure.

s ^ i
Rails and nails are the highest-priced

metal on the market to-day so far as sell

ing price and cost of production are con-

cerned. The combination that keeps up

prices is bringing forth new works which

will overstock the market, with the usual

results.

MAJOR'S GLASS
WATER COOLERS

with either Filter or Ice Receptacle.

The body of these Filters are made of either

enameled or galvanized iron, with a porous
stone at the bottom and ex-
pressly suited to fit any size

Cooler; see illustration.

No. J. Ice Receptacle to

be used for Hygia,
Mineral or Spring
Waters.

No. 2. Ice Receptacle
to be used in a Glass
or ordinary Water
Cooler, allows the
melted ice water to

pass into the drink-
ing water ; pro-

tects the bottom of

cooler and keeps
the water at a spring-

water temperature.

Big saving in ice. Both kinds of Ice Recep-
tacles are made of either enameled or galvan-
ized iron, of different sizes to fit any Water
Cooler. In ordering give inside measure of

Water Cooler, height and breadth. The prices

of Ice Receptacles are same as the Water

"^ A. MAJOR, ^. p^j g^_^ r^_ Y.

Shop Foremen
Can 8aTe time and trouble

by nsin? the NICHOLSON
EXPANDING MANDREL
for Lathe Work. Fit any-

thing, always true and ready.

Send for a little book of

pointers to

GEO. L. WEISS,
139 Ingleside Ave., Cleveland, O.

STUDY AT HoMF ~
We have

SIX SIMMER OFFERS,

on

I

MECHANICAL DRAWING

I ELECTRICITY
I

I

MECHANICS

I STEAM ENGINEERING

Catalogue free.

Institute for Home Studv of Engineering,

4<).'i0 Blackstone Buildinq, CltVriAND, 0.

HAWKINS" "AIDS" TO ENGINEERS
EXA.TINATIONS, with
Questions and Answers.

>\4 -I "!^. leather, gill edge. H'i, postpaid.

Send for Descriptive TntalciKue of thl»

iiiiil otlitr Kncineers' Ilcmlis.

THEO. AUDKI, & CO.,
oa lijth .trrntie, cor. i:illi Street, X. T.

JUST OUT.
PRACTICAL OUIDE FOR FIREMEN.

»y \V. H. WAKF.M.VN.

80l*a«ea. Price, T.'k:. New C'ataK^iiUc.tu-^t nut. sent free.

AMERICAN I}IDt;STHIAL PUB. CO.,
Bridgeport, Conn.
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Liil=Belt

Elflieeriif Co.
NICETOWN, PHILA.

Design and 49 Dey St., NEW YORK,
Erect

Locomotive Coaling Stations
and Supply

Coal and Aslies

Handling Machinery,

To meet any conditions.

Wettern House:
LINK-BELT MACHINERY CO.,

CMI^AQO and NEW ORLEANS.

Would you like to know
something about electricity

— from the mechanic's ^
standpoint, not the elec-

trician's—you should read

the

Weekly, Same Size as J*

Locomotive Engineering.

Price, 6 cents. $3.00 year.

The best paper for machinists,

draftsmen and those in e^**

charge of work. Write for

sample copy, free, Jf- J^ Ji

256 Broadway, New York.

The Newton Machine Tool Works,
Pliiladelphia, have issued their illustrated

catalog No. 32, illustrating and giving in-

formation about their horizontal boring,

drilling and milling machines. It also

contains illustrations of milling and slot-

ting machines, and drilling, boring and

cold-saw cutting-ofT machines, and a

variety of others. Those interested can

obtain the catalog by application to the

firm.

The Boston Belting Co., of Boston,

Mass., have issued an illustrated circular

relating to belting, hose and a great

variety of rubber goods used in machine
shops and by railroad companies. Be-
sides being a good reference book for pur-

chasers, this catalog contains a great many
facts relating to the goods handled, which
will be found valuable and interesting by
mechanics.

i g i
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Smillie Coupler & Mfg. Co 724
Smith Exhaust Pipe Co 708
Standard Coupler Co 731
.Standard Engraving Co 723
Standard Paint Co 711

Standard Ry. Gate Co 7^5
Standard Steel Works 7^9
Standard Tool Co 728
Star Brass Co 726
Sterling Emery Wheel Mfg. Co 727
Stow Flexible Shaft Co 722
Sturtevant, B. F., Co 728
Tabor Mfg. Co 726
Trojan Car Coupler Co 723
Trumbull Mfg. Co 721
Tyler Tube and Pipe Co 723
United States Metallic Packing Co 738
Utica Steam Gage Co 714
Van Nostrand. D. Co 714
Warren Chemical and Mfg. Co 738
Washburn Car Wheel Co 734
Watson & Stillman Cover
Wedderburn, John, & Co Cover and 718
Weiss, Geo. L 7x6
Westinghouse Air-Brake Co 734
Westinghouse Electric and Mfg. Co 723
Whiting Foundry Equipment Co Cover
Whittlesey. Geo. P.. ;22
Williams, White & Co 724
Wood. R. D. & Co 718

Buyers' Finding List.

Air Brake Fittings.
Crane Co., Chicago, 111.

Air Brake Hose.
Boston Belting Co.. Boston, Mass.
N. y. Belting & Packing Co.. New York.

Air Brakes.
Westinghouse Air Brake Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Air Brake Gage.
L'tica Steam Gage Co.. LTtica. N. Y.

Alr-Brake Pump Qovernors.
Foster Engineering Co., Newark, N. J.

Air Compressors.
Clayton Air Compressor Works. New York.
Ingersoll Sergeant Drill Co.. N. Y. City.
Norwalk Iron Works Co.. South Norwalk, Cl
Pedrick & Ayer Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Rand Drill Co.. New York.
St. Louis Steam Engine Co., St. Louis, Mo.

{Continued on page 71S.)
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Air Drilling riachlne.

C. H. llacselerfi Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Air HoUU.
I'edrick & Aver Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Whiting Foundry Equipment Co.,Chicago, 111.

Arch Bar*.

Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Aab««tos.

H. W. Johns Mfg. Co., New York.
Aslu.

Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
liould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
B. M. Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.
Krupp |T. Pressor & Son, New York).

Balanced Slid* Valve*.
Am. Bill. Slide Valve Co., San Francisco, Cal.
M. C. Hammett, Troy, N. V.

Bearing Metal.

Ajax Metal Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Paul S. Reeves, Philadelphia, Pa.
U. S. .Metallic Pkg. Co , Philadelphia, Pa.

Bell Ringer.

Trumbull Mfg. Co., Warren. O.
U. S. Metallic Packing Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Baiting.

Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.
N. Y Belting & Packing Co., New York.

Boiler and Firebox 5teel.

Shoenberger Steel Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Boiler Checks-Inside.
Foster Engineering Co., Newark, N. J.

Boilers.

Pittsburg Locomotive Works, Pittsburg, Pa.

Boiler Testers.

Rue .Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Bolter Tools.

Richard Dudgeon, New York.
Hilles & Jones Co., Wilmington, Del.
Long & Allstatter Co., Hamilton, O.

Boiler Washers.
Nathan Mfg. Co., New York.
Rue Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Bolt Threading Machinery.
Acme Machinerv Co., Cleveland, O.
Detrick& Harvey Machine Co., Baltimore,Md.

Books.
H. C. Baird & Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.
Philadelphia Book Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
I). Van Nostrand Co., New York City.

Brake Adjusters.
g. & C. Co., Chicago, 111.

Brake Shoes.
kamapo Iron Works, Hillbum, N. Y.
Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co., Ramapo, N.Y.

Brass Castings.
Ajax Metal Co., Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.
Paul S. Reeves, Philadelphia, Pa.

Batters.
Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Bulldozers.
Williams. White & Co., Moline. 111.

Cvs.
Allison Mfg. Co., Philadelphia. Pa.
Lima Locomotive & Machme Co.. Lima, O.
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillbum, N. Y.

Car Couplers.
Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
.McConway & Torley Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
National Malleable Castings Co., Chicago. III.

St. Louis Car Coupler Co., St. Louis. Mo.
Sams Automatic Coupler Co.. Denver, Col.
Smillie Coupler & Mfg. Co., Newark, N. J.
Standard Coupler Co., New York.
Trojan Car Coupler Co., Troy, N. Y.

Car Heating.
William C. Baker, New York.
(.ioid Car Heating Co., New York.
Safety Car Heating & Lighting Co., New York.

Car Lighting.
Safety Car Heating & Lighting Co., New York.

Car Paints.
Detroit White Lead Works. Detroit. Mich.

Car Roofing.
P. H. .Murphy Mfg. Co., E. St. Louis, 111.

.Standard Pamt Co., New York.
Warren Chemical & Mfg. Co., New York.

Car Seats.
Hale & Kilburn Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Car Ventilators.
M. C. Hammett, Troy, N. Y.

Car Wheels.
Kalamazoo R. R. Velocipede & Car Co., Kala-

m.tz*^o, Mich.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son, New York).
Lima Locomotive & Machine Co., Lima, O.
Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co.. Ramapo, NY
Standard Steel Works, Philadelphia, Pa.
Washburn Car Wheel Co.. Hartford, Conn.

Cattle Querds.
Q. & C. Co., Chicago. 111.

{Continued on page jtg.i

S. N. Clarkson

Jeweler,

Established

1884.

Send for

Price List on
Watches

and
Diamonds.

Columbus
Memorial
Building:,

103 State St.

Chlca8:o, 111.

GALENA OIL WORKS,
(LIMITED).

Galena Engine, Coach and €ar Ollsy
the Standard Lubrteallng Oils

of America*
SAFETY, SPEED and ECONOMT are the re8ult<i of

the use of Galena Oils. COLD TEST, 10 to 15 BELOW
ZERO. These oils do not freeze In thecoldestweatber,
while they are adaptable t^ the hottest elimate.s.

In the use of Galena Oils there Is au entire freedom
from hot boxes, except when these are caused by me-
chanleal defects.
The adoption of Galena Oils as standard railway lu-

bricants by a large majority of the leadlug railways of
this country Is an evidence of their superiority, while
the fact that the same roads use thesu oils to day that
used theni more than 20 years apo. Is an evideuce of
their uniformity from year to year and year In and out.

(Jalcuai His are In exclusive use upon three continu-
ous lines from Boston and New "iork to the Paclflo
coast, and upon one continuous line from the City of
Mexico to New York, thus demonstratluK their adapta-
bility to all tempfraturcs and climates. Being entirely
free "from k'um. these oils are not affected by dust and
Band as rither oils are. _ ^ „„„„We also furnish our cufltomers SIBLEY'S PERFEC-
TION VALVE < ML. which Is also used exclusively upon
a majority of the leadlug railways of America.

GALENA OIL WORKS, Limited,

Charles Miller, President.

Chicaqo Branch Office, Franklin, Pa.
Phosnll Building, 13S Jackson St.

RAILWAY AND CAR SHOP
EQUIPMENT.

FOR PROPOSITIONS AND TERMS ADDRESS

GEORGE PLACE,
I20 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY.

Our Line tngravlngs are made by the

wax process, a plan securing accuracy and
distinct lines on original copper plates.

They are made by BRADLEY & POATES,
to & 12 Vandewater St.. New York City.

ACME
Machinery Co.

CLEVELAND, 0.

EVLRV MAtHIM RUNNING IN VOIR WORKS IS A MUNU-
MLNT ID YOUR INTtLLIGtNCE OR IGNORANCE: —

A MONEY MAKER OR A MONEY EATER.

The Flat Tiirril l.uthi- ivlll do niurlv all .vmir lathe
work under ',' In. In .flaim-tiT and Ii-ss than 24 In. long.
It will »avi'81,l««)lo$l..'yi]oviT lathi' work, and (HOU to
:?(".) N

I
ovi-r any other tnrri't nuichtne. Sold on guarantees.

' 'ur own reprt'HentiitlVfs will fall on rf()U('st. " Rapid
Lath.- Work" sent free.

JONES <t LAMSON MACHINE CO.
S/»g//VGF/ELO. VT,

LEONARD & ELLIS.

OILS FOR RAILROADS.
^-^* has long been used on tr.my
VALVOLINE of the leading railroads in this

Jtjt OIL Jtjt country and abroad. It has no
Tt.».>T^ T. T 1 equal in quality and mileage.

"W. A. BOYDEN, General Agent,
157 Chambers Street, NEW YORK.

HYDRAULIC
RIVETERS-Flxed and Portable.

PUNCHES, SHEARS, .

PRESSES, LIFTS, CRANES
and ACCUMULATORS.

Matthews' Fire Hydrants, Eddy Valvee,
Vnlve Indicator Posts.

THE CAMDEN HIGH-PRESSURE VALVES.

CAST IRON PIPE.

R,D.WOOD&CO„SEr-
400 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

WANTED—AN IDEA. ^^{^^'^
eonie siini>l(i tiling to patent ? Protect your Ideas;
thev nmy lirini; yoll wealth. Write .IDllN \VEI>-
DKiilirKN .fc ro.. I'atent Attorneys, WashhiBton,
U, (.'.

. for their $1,800 prize offer.

MANUEACIIRERS Ul

ACME BOLT AND
RIVET HEADERS,
ACME .SINGI E AND
DOIBIE AllO-
MMICBOLT ClIT-

'ERS, cutting from
1-8 in. to 6 in. didm.
ALSO SrPARAir

HI AOS AND DIES.

^fyii>Mi>Mt>tt>Mi>Mi>Mi\it

Automatic ^ ^

Bolt Cbreadcrs
Send for New Book, B.

ytt>ii>ii>it>Ml'<JU\it>iU>h DETRICX & HARVEY MACHINE CO., Baltimore. Md.
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THE STANDARD STEEL WORKS ,,.

Philadelphia.

^5^^* (^*^™t^ 1^9* (^* (,?*^* t^*«^* (i?* (^*e^" (1^ <^* «** <i^(^* 4^*

TIRES
^ Wrought Iron Centers,

^j* Spoke and Plate

A'i'i Steel Tired Wheels.

REPRESENTATIVES.

Chicago: FITZHUQH & SPENCER.
1634 Monadnock Building.

St. Louis: ANDREW WARREN RAILWAY
SUPPLY CO., 516 N. Third St.

Cincinnati : E. A. KINSEV & CO.,
333 West Fourth Street.

Boston : JOHN KENT.
52 Mason Building.

PHILADELPHIA, PA

MODERN MACHINE TOOLS.

9^

NOTE:—Our Improved Toots are designed to meet the

most exacting requirements of Modern Railway Machine and

Repair Siiops. In addition to all the Standard Tools^ we fre'

quently make modifications thereoffor specialpurposes.
^

TRAVELING CRANES, SWING CRANES,CAR CRANES, etc

Turntables, Testing Machines, Steam Hammers, etc.

INJECTORS FOR LOCOMOTIVES,

^9ri /\ I I I f\l\Si AND ALL ITS APPURTENANCES FOR TRANSMITTING POWER.

RICHARD DUDOHON, 2i and 26 Colnmbia St., New York

Maker and Patentee of

Improved Hydraulic

JACKS,

^^Jacka for Presaing on Crank-
Pins or Car-Wheels made to order.
Communications by letter wllj

receive prompt atteatton.

rOKE

Punches, Eoller Tube Expandere and Direct Acting Steam Hammers.

(]RANE COMPANY,

Manufacturers of AlR BRAKES,

CHICAGO.
Air Brake Repairs,

Also, Air Brake Pipe,

Air Brake Fittings,

BUYERS' FINDING US^-C^»l/tnUl'J.

Chain Pulley Blocks.

Moore Mfg. & Fdy. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Chime Whistles.

Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co.,Boston, Mass.
Star Brass Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass.

Clocks.

John J. McGrane, New York.

Coal Handling Machinery.
Link Belt Engineering Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Coal Chutes.

Williams, White & Co., Moline, 111.

Correspondence Schools.

huurnal'l Corres. Schoolf . Scranton, Pa.
Ttie Sciuntitic Machinist Co., Cleveland, O.

Corundum Wheels.

Sterling Emery Wheel Mfg. Co., Tiffin, O.

Cranes.

Manning, Maxwell & Moore, New York.
Maris Bros., Philadelphia, Pa.
William Sellers & Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Whiting Foundry Equipment Co.. Chicago, 111

R. D. Wood & Co , Philadelphia, Pa.

Crank Pin Qages.
M. C. Hammett, Troy, N. Y.

Crank Pins.
Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
B. M. Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son, New York).

Drills.
Cleveland Twist Drill Co., Cleveland, O.
.Standard Tool Co.. Cleveland, O.

Drilling Machines
G.iuld & Eberhardt, Newark. N, J.

Electric Lighting and Power Apparatus.
Wcstinghouse Elec. it Mfg. Co.,Pittsburgh,Pa

Emery Wheels.
Sterling Emery Wheel Mfg. Co., Tiffin. O.

Enamel.
Detroit White Lead Works, Detroit, Mich.

Engines.
St. Louis Steam Engine Co.. St. Louis, Mo.

Engravings.
Bradley & Poates, New York.
Standard Engraving Co., New York.

Exhaust Pipe.
The General Agency Co., New York.

Expanding Mandrel.
Geo L. Weiss, Cleveland, O.

Files and Rasps.
Arcade File Works, Anderson, Ind.
Nicholson File Co., Providence, R. I.

Filters.
A. Major. New York.

Flexible Shaft.
Stow Flexible Shaft Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Flexible Steam Joint.
Moran Flexible Steam JointCo., Louisville, Ky.

Flues and Tubes
Allison Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.
Tyler Tube & Pipe Co.. Washington. Pa.

Forges.
Buffalo Forge Co., Buffalo. N. Y.

Forging Machinery.
Williams, White & Co., Moline, 111.

Foundry Equipment,
Whiting Foundry Equipment Co. .Chicago, 111.

Frogs and Crossings.
Raniapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.

Oraphite.
Jos Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J.

Heating System for Shops.
Buffalo Forge Co.
B. F. .Sturtevant Co., Boston. Mass.

Hoisting Engines.
Karle C. Bacon. New York.

Hollow Staybolts.
Falls Hollow StayboltCo.,Cuyahoga;Falls, O.

Hydraulic Tools.
Richard Dudgeon, New York.
Watson He Stillman, New York.
R. D. Wood & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Indicators.
Ashcroft Mfg. Co,, New York.
Crosby Steam Gage and Valve Co., Boston.

Inlectors.
Automatic Injector Co., Cincinnati, O.
Hancock Inspirator Co., Boston, Mass.
Hayden & Derby Mfg. Co., New York.'
Nathan Mfg. Co., New York.
Ohio Injector Co.. Chicago, 111.

Rue Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.
William Sellers* Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

Jacks
E C. Boycr, Dayton. O.
Richard Dudgeon. New York.
A L. Henderer. Wilmington, Del.
A. O. Norton, Boston. Mass.
Watson & Stillman, New York.

Laggings for Locomotives.
H, W. Johns Mfg. Co., New York.
Keasbcy & Mattison Co . Ambler. Pa.

{Continued on page 720.
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Baldwin Locomotive Works, Philadelphia. Pa
Brooks Locomotive Works. Dunkirk, N. Y.

Cooke Loco. & Machine Co.. Paterson. N.J.
Dickson Mfg. Co., Scranton, Pa. .

Lima Locomotive & Machme Co.. Lima. U.

Pittsburg Locomotive Works. Pittsburg, Pa.

H. K. Porter & Co.. Pittsburg, Pa.

R. \. Locomotive Works. Providence. R. 1.

Richmond Loco. & Mch. Wks.. Richmond, \ a.

Rogers Locomotive Works. Paterson, N J.

Schenectady Loco. Wks.. Schenectady. N.Y.

Lnbrlcaion „ „ .. „• ,.

Detroit Lubricator Co.. Detroit, Mich.

M. C. Hammett, Troy, N. Y.
Nathan Mfg. Co., New York.

Labrlcatlng Oils.

Galena Oil Works. Ltd.. Franklin. Pa.

Leonard & Ellis. New York.
Signal Oil Works. Franklin, Pa.

Machine Tools.
, , j , ., u

Bement. Miles & Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.

Detrick \- Harvey Mach. Ci>., Baltimore, Md.
W. D. Forbes & Co., Hobokcn, N. J.

Gould & Eberhardt. Newark. N. J.

Hilles<S Jones Co.. Wilmington. Del.

Tones & Lamson Machine Co.. Springfield. \ i

Manning. Ma.twell & Moore, New York.
National Machinery Co.. Tiffin, O.

Newton Machine Tool Wks.. Philadelphia, I'a

Geo. Place, New York.
Pratt & Whitncv Co.. Hartford. Conn.
Prentiss Tool and Supplv Co., New York.

William Sellers & Co., Inc.. Philadelphia, f.<

Mechanics' Tools
Armstrong Bros. Tool Co., Chicago, 111.

Keystone Mfg. Co.. Buffalo, N. Y.

MeUI Polish.
. , ^

G W. Hoffman. Indianapolis. Ind.

MeUI Sawing Hachlnes.
Newton Machine Tool Works, Phila.. Pa.

Pratt & Whitney Co.. Hartford, Conn.

Q. & C. Co.. Chicago, 111.

Milling Machines. ^. .

Cincinn.-iti Milling Machine Co.. Cincinnati. (

i

Newton M.ichincTool Works, Phila., Pa.

Pratt * Whitney Co., Hartford, Conn.

Mining nachlnery.
Earle C. Bacon, New York.

Molding Machines.
Tabor Mfg. Co., New York City.

Over Clothes.
H. S. Peters. Dover, N. J.

Packing. „ „
Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.
Gould Packing Co.. East Cambridge, Mass.

H. W. Johns Mfg. Co , New York.
Jenkins Bros., New York.
N Y Belting & Packing Co.. New York.
U. S. Metallic Packing Co., Philadelphia, Pa

Standard Paint Co.. New York.
Detroit White Lead Works. Detroit. Mich.
Detroit Graphite Mfg. Co.. Detroit, Mich.

II. W. Johns Mfg. Co., New York.

Patent*. ^ ,.

John Wedderburn & Co., Washington, D. C.

George P. Whittlesey, Washington, D. C.

Perlorated Metal.
A. J Bccklev & Co.. Mcriden, Conn.
The Hendrick Mfg. Co., Ltd., Carbondalc. Pa.

Photographs.
F. Moore, London. Eng.

Pipe Threading and Cutting nachlnery.
Armstrong Mfg. Co., Bridgeport. Conn.
D. Saunders' Sons, Yonkers, N. Y.

Piston Rods.
Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

B. M. Jones & Co.. Boston, Mass.
Thomas Prosser & Son, New York.

Pneumatic Tools.
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.. Chicago. 111.

C H. Hacseler & Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.

I'lilrick ,v Ayer Co.. Philiidelphia.

r S MeliiUic Packing Co.. Philadelphia.

Pressed Steel Materials
Schoen Pressed Steel Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Pressure Regulators.
Foster Engineering Co., Newark, N. J.

.S'ewark Regulator Co., Newark, O.

Pump Valves.
Hoston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.
N. Y. Beltint; & Packing Co., New York.

Punching and Shearing Machinery,
llilles & Jones Co.. Wilmington. Del.

Long & Allstatter Co., Hamilton, O.
Williams, White & Co., Moline, 111.

R D. Wood & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Railway Fences.
Page Woven Wire Fence Co.. Adrian. Mich.

Railway Oates.
Standard Ry. Gate Co., Saginaw, Mich.

Regulators.
Mason Regulator Co.. Boston, Mass.

ReUlning Rings
Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co., Ramapo. N.Y

Rubber.
Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.
N. Y. Belting & Packing Co., New York.

i^Cou/hutcd on pas'!.' 721.) ,

Prentiss Tool & Supply Co.
METAL WORKING
MACHINERY

Lathes, Planers, Shapers, Upright

Drills, Radial Drills, Milling Machines,

Monitors, Screw Machines, Presses,

Punches, Shears, Shafting, Hangers,

Etc., Etc.
.

Send for List of New and Second-Hand
Machinery.

y 115 liberty Street, New York.

t Chicago Store : 62 S 64 S. Canal Street.

Bradley
Forges
FOR HARD COAL AND COKE.

THESE FORGES will heat irons

fast enough to keep a hammer-man
busy, and have features that make them
the best on earth.

Patent Arch Top
That Cannot Sag.

Rocking Grate
Insures a Qean Fire.

Dumping Ash Pan,
Air Box Always Free.

7 SIZES. SEND FOR PRINTED MAHER.

THE BRADLEY CO.
SYRACUSE, N. Y.

.»^k^WV^/*.WVV%.*'VV

BOLT, NUT
AND SPECIAL MACHINERY.

*
Complete Outfits of this Class of Tools for

R. R., Car and Locomotive Shops a Specialty.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue * B.'

The National Machinery Co.,

TIFFIN, O., U. S. A.

NEWTON Machine Tool Works,
PHILADELPHIA.

-<^0

INcwton Cold Saw Cutting-Off Macfiines.

Harly Delivery.

W rite for Catalogue.

1 hirty-eight Sizes.

(Jver 450 in Operation.

INo Machine Shop Complete Without One.

BOSTON & ALBANY R. R.
The only line from or to New England running tlirou}{:Ii •viecpiiij; Cars

over the ?Jew VorU Central & Hudnoti River, I^ake Sliore &
Micliitfan Houtlieni, Mieliiuraii Central and " Biar Four"R R^a<4

SHORTEST AND QUICKEST LINE TO THE WEST,
NORTHWEST AND SOUTHWEST.

Five superb trains between Boston and Xew York, via Springfield Line.

For iuformation, maps, time-tables and reservation of berths apply to

A. S. HATVSOI9,
Goural Passenger Agent, Boston, Mass,
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Milling Machines
-J

Are latest in design, with important improvements, and
1^ will do more and better work than others. The reason

why is fully explained in pamphlet, sent to any address
'%i'%'

THE CINCINNATI MILLING MACHINE CO.
• CINCINNATI, O.

H^.^'ftCULAR.

J?^ SENt

ADVANTAGES OF

THE MORAN FLEXIBLE JOINT

For a Steam Heating: Connection

Between Engine and Tender.

ALL METAL CONNECTION.
ABSOLUTELY FLEXIBLE.

Positively Steam Tight under ANY Pressure.

Indestructible Short o( Wreck. No Delays. No Repairs.

First Cost is the Only Cost.

STEAM, OIL, HOT ASHES, OR DIRT.

does not affect Its life.

MORAN FLEXIBLE STEAM JOINT CO., Inc'd.

HENRY U. FRANKEL, President.

'Rlnr"o1.7j'oTn?.'^st"v?n1 149 THIRD ST., LOUISVILLE, KY.
Automatic Relief Trap.

The Pratt «£ "Whitney Co.,
HARTFORD, CONN., U. S. A.,

MANUFACTURERS OP

STANDARD CYLINDRICAL SIZE and U. S. STANDARD THREAD GAUGES.
Special Gaupes of every variety of interchangeable production.

REAMERS, TAPS AND DIES,
In all usual styles for Machinists. Pipe Fitters and Boiler Makers.

RensViaw Ratchet Drills, Combination Lathe Chucks, Die Stocks, Bolt Cutters,
Lathes, Planers, Drilling, Milling, Profiling, Cutter Grinding, Die Sinking,

and Drop Forging Machines, Forging and Trimming Dies.

MONITOR MACHINES FITTED WITH TOOLS
t>T finishing to Sample. Screws. .Studs, Lcwomotive Fittings, Plumbers' and Gas Fitters' Brass Goods.

OATALOaUE L SENT Off APPLICATION.
MONTHLY JOURNAL devoted to Steam
Engineeringfand Practical Work relative

to the Economic Generation and Trans-
mission of Power. Sixty-four pages, pro-
fusely illustrated. Price, $1.00 a year.
Send for Sample Copy— FREE. Address,

The Power PuBust-yNG Company,
World BulldliiK, Ne-w ITorb.

BUYERS' FINDING USl-ConiinueJ.

Rust Preventing Compound.
Otto Goetze, New York.

Safety Valves.

Ashton Valve Co.. Boston. Mass.
Coale Muffler and Safety Valve Co., Baltimore,

Md.
Consolidated Valve Co., Bridgeport, Conn.
Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co.,Boston, Mass.
Star Brass Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass.

Sanding Apparatus.
Henry L. Leach, North Cambridge, Mass.
Sherburne & Co., Boston, Mass.

Staaftlng.

William Sellers & Co., Philadelphia. Pa.
Spark Arrester Plate.

A. J. Beckley & Co., Meriden, Conn.
Hendrick Mfg. Co., Carbondale, Pa.

Springs.
A. French Spring Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Spring Steel.
Thomas Prosser & Son, New York.

Stay-Bolts.
Falls Hollow Stay-Bolt Co., Cuyahoga Falls O
B. M. Jones & Co.. Boston, Mass.

Steam Qages.
Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co., Boston.
Star Brass Mfg. Co^ Boston, Mass.
Utica Steam Gage Co., Utica, N. Y.

Steam Hammers.
Bement, Miles & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Steam Hose.
Boston Belting Co., Boston. Mass.
N. Y. Belting & Packing Co., New York.

Steam Pumps.
A. S, Cameron Steam Pump Works, New York

Steel.
Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia. Pa.
Carbon Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
B, M. Jones & Co., Boston. Mass.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son, New York>.
Latrobe Steel Co.. Latrobe. Pa.
Schoen Pressed Steel Co.. Pittsburg, Pa.
Shoenberger Steel Co., Pittsburg. Pa

Steel Tired Wheels.
Krupp (T. Prosser cS: Son, New York).
Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co.. Raniapo, N.Y
Standard Steel Works. Philadelphia. Pa.
Washburn Car Wheel Co., Hartford, Conn.

Steel Tires.
Latrobe Steel Works, Latrobe, Pa.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son. New York).
Standard Steel Works, Philadelphia, Pa.

Steel Truck Frames.
Fo.\ Solid Pressed Steel Co., Chicago, 111.

Stocks and Dies.
Armstrong Mfg. Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

Switches
Raniapo Iron Works, HiUburn. N. Y.

Tie Plates.
g. & C. Co., Chicago, 111.

Tires.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son. New York).
Lauobe Steel Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Tool Holders.
Armstrong Bros. Tool Co., Chicago, 111.

Gould & Eberhardt, Newark, N. J.

Tool Steel.
B. M. Jones & Co., Boston. Mass,

Tube Expanders.
A. L. Henderer, Wilmington. Del.
R. Dudgeon, New York.

Turnbuckles.
Cleveland City Forge & Iron Co.. Cleveland. O

Turret Hachines.
Jones & Lamson. Springfield, Vt.

Twist Drills.
Cleveland Twist Drill Co.. Cleveland, O.
Standard Tool Co., Cleveland, O.

Valves.
Ashton Valve Co.. Boston, Mass.
Coale Muffler and Safety Valve Co.,Baltimore

Md.
Jenkins Bros.. New York.
Star Brass Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass.

Valves, Reducing.
Foster Engineering Co.. Newark, N. J.
Ross Valve Co., Troy, N. Y.

Varnishes.
Detroit White Lead Works, Detroit, Mich.
F. C. Reynolds, New York.

Ventilating Pans.
Buffalo Forge Co.

Vestibules.
Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Vulcabeston and Train Pipe Covering.

H, W. Johns Mfg. Co., New York.

Watches.
John J. McGrane, New York.

Wire Fences.
Page* Woven Wire Fence Co., Adrian, Mich.

Wood Working Machinery.
The Egan Co., Cincinnati. O.

J. A. Fay & Co.. Cincinnati, O.

Wrought Iron Pipe.
Allison Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
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RAILWAY "SAFETY."

WEIGHS ONLY ti POUNDS.
BALL BEARINGS AND MADE
THROUGHOUT SIMILAR

TO ROAD BICYCLE.

FURNISHED WITH RUBBER
CUSHIONED TIRES.

Different Styles of Light Railway Cars,

eluding Steel Velocipedes, New Railway
" Safety " Section Hand Cars, Inspection

Hand Cars, Steam Inspection Cars,

Gasoline Motor Inspection Cars, Rail

or Construction Cars, Push Cars, ^
Cane Cars, Steel Sugar Wagons, v<

Metal Surface Cattle Guards, etc ^
SEND FOR RED CATALOGUE No. 10.

56 PAGES, 51 ILLUSTRATIONS OF
BEST RAILWAY CARS MADE.

NET
PLAT

WEIGHT 500

FORM e FT.

POUNDS.
X4 FT. 4 IN.

KALAMAZOO RAILROAD VELOCIPEDE & CAR CO.,

Kalamazoo, Mich., U. S. A.

Beveled Packing Ring
Simple,

Durable,
Self-Supporting,

Standard.

American Balance Slide Valve Co.

San Francisco, Cal. or Jersey Shore, P»-

HE DETROIT IMPROVED

SIGHT FEED CYLINDER LUBRICATORS

FOR LOCOMOTIVES
|

ARE WIDELY USED AND MOST FAVORABLY KNOWN.
No. Z. Oils both Cylinders. No. 3, Oils both Cylinders and the Air Pump.

Economy in Oil, Expense for Repairs, and Glas.ses—the Leading Features.

THE DETROIT AIR PUMP LUBRICATOR WILL RUN ONE THOUSAND MILES WITH
HALFA-PINT OF OIL. '

DETROIT LUBRICATOR CO., Detroit, Mich.

Stow Flexible Shaft C?;

FREDERIC SCHOEF,
Proprietor,

26th & Callowhill Sts.,

PHIL-VDILPHIA, PA.

Mdnufacturers of

Flexible Shafts,
Portable DRILLING,

TAPPING,

REAMING,

AND BORING

MACHINES,
also

Tools for Emery
Wheel Grinding, Metal and \Nood Polishing, Cattle
Brushing and (flipping.

Builder o( Special Machines for Railroads, Bridge
end Boiler Makers, Contractors, etc

CiOtruiD'S
Steam and Water Packing

Eap^clally ^.|il«d for I/X'OdiotlT,..

Nevtr itick* the TbroUle.

The Original Ring Packing.
Id ordcriDg give iK*rr dlurirtcr of Stuffia|

Box ftnd Vftl,, Su-ni.

NoQ. ^oulD« wltbout this Tr.de Mark.

THE QOULD PACKING CO..
EAST CAMBRIOOE, MASS,A. Chipua.s, Trcu.

AXE IT
CEO. P. WHITTLESEY,

Atlantic Buildino, WASHINQTON, D. C.

RAILROAD INVENTIONS A SPECIALTV.

CI
D /^ A W\ C" F~ 1 1 F^ ^'^ made from the Finest Crucible Steel, and are far superior
l\V^/\LfL I ILLOin CUTTING AND WEARING qualities to the cheap

brands made from OPEN HEARTH STEEL.

Look at this file lengrthwise in a slanting direction, the irregular lines show wherein Arcade Kiles excel-

litt QUiTintii our files to cut faster and wear longer than any on tfie market, and will send to any responsible party, one dozen of our Arcade
Files witli Weed's Improved Increment Cut, and if, after test, they are not found to be the best files ever used, we will make no charge.

-97 Chambers Street New York- The AfCade FiIG WOfkS, takers of DEED'S PAT
118 Lake Street, Chicago, III.

^^„,^^^ Anderson, ind.
INCREMENT CliT FILES.

An interesting souvenir, Facts and Suggestions about Files, sent on request. New York office only.

A. W. SOPER, Pres. ROBT. ANDREWS, Vice-Prcs. C. H. Howard, Se<u W. R. Thomas, Tre.-i,s. R. M. Dixon, Engineer

The Safety Car Heating and Lighting Co.

160 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,

HEATING SYSTEMS.—B3' hot water circulation and direct steam with regulating devices.

Reliable and uuifonn heat. Economical and rapid circulation. Gibbs automatic couplei

of Westinghouse type, absolutely steam-tight.

1IGHTING SYSTEM.—The celebrated Pintsch compressed oil gas method. In use on ovei

70,000 cars in Europe and America. Adopted by the U. S. Lighthouse Board for

' lighting Buoys. The best, most economical and only safe lisfht for Railroad purposes.

IN BRILLIANCY AND CLEANLINESS UNSURPASSED.
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THE TROJAN CAR COUPLER CO,
iTroy.N. V.Mf U TVDr Theknucklemay be thrown open for coupliiiK by the hand rod at the side of ihe car, WORKS *^B^t St. Louis. III.

. \^, D. I I r L. rendering it unnecessary tor trainmen togo between the cars to open the knuckle. I Smith's Palls. On)

723

TROY, N. Y.
New York Office : 4<> Wall Street

Chicago Office : 1 0.!0 Monadnock
Building.

Ontario, Can.

Pneumatic Tools.GREAT LABOR-SAVING
DEVICE FOR

CALKING BOILERS,
BEADING FLUES,

HEADING RIVETS,
CHIPPING CASTINGS,

CUTTING KEY SLOTS,
DRIVING NAILS AND SPIKES.

ESPECIALLY AD.\PTED FOR RAILROAD SHOPS.

\7«7"ill (e£«,c3. 1''W7-o Z*l-vi.es ct, JVXiuvi.'te.

All Hammers sent on ten days' trial subject to approval, and guaranteed for one year against repairs.

CHICAGO PNEUMATIC TOOL CO.,
553 Monadnock Block, Chicago.

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co.,
Manufacturers of.

... PITTSBURGH, PA. ...

The Tesia Polyphase Alternating System of Electrical

Transmission, by which Power, Incandescent and

Arc Lighting may be Supplied from the Same Circuit.

fiew York. 120 Broadway. Philadelphia. Girard Building.

Boston. Exchange Building. St. Louis, American Central Building.

Chicago, New York Life Building. Charlotte, N. C, 36-38 College Street.

Tacoma.Wash., 102 S.IUlh Street. Syracuse, N. Y., Bastable Building.

Pittsburgh. Westinghouse Build'g. San Francisco, Mills Building.

Buffalo, Erie County Bank Build'ng. Washington, D. C, 1333 f Street, \.

Standard Systems for

Electric Ligfit and

Power Distribution in

Cities, Factories,

Mills and Mines.

^<jj, The Westinghouse Electric Railway System, which is the

^Y^
Most Durable, Economical and Efficient on the Market.

For Canada Address : Ahearn & Sopcr, Ottawa, Canada.

Notice Lake shore's FAST RUN:>
\Y/T7T T nrTTT^^r t t a i^ at-w^tt ^ttt^,, ^^ kt nrniTW ,, „ . IWELL, THEY HAD ARCH FLUES OF ALGERITE K. C I,

Manufactured by TYLER TUBE AND PIPE CO., Washington, Pa.

CHICAGO OrriCE : 1649 Marguette Building,

R. R. Representative, G. E. MOLLESON,
j "ecTtlandt St ""n"^ YORK CITY.

iNiNGOTs J; lqbomOTIVEandCARBEARIKGS
CASTINGS. • A SPECIALTY.

^RASS and PHOS. BRONZE CASTINGS Prom >i lb. to 5,000 lbs. in WEIGHT.

STANDARD ENGRAVING CO., " new vork city.
Make Extra Deep Plates for all Illustrative Purposes.

They do all the work for Locomotive Engineering. SEND FOR PRICES.

sCHOEN

PRESSED STEEL CO.

Pressed

Steel Material

For Cars.

Pittsburgh,

. Pa. .
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SparK Hrrestcr Plate.

THE HE\DRICK MFG. CO.

CARBONDALE, PA,

A Full Line. Over 300 Sizes.

PUNCHES

fi.R. SHOPS

Write for fully illustrated descriptive circulars
and cataloK^ue of Double, Single, Angle -Bar,
Gang, Horizontal, Twin, Boiler, Spacing, Gate.
Multiple, Belt, and Steam-Driven Punches anc"
Shearji.

THE LONG & ALLSTATTER C .

HAMILTON. OHIO, U.S.A.

EARLE C. BACON,
Engineer,

HAVEMEYER BUILDING,

NEW YORK.
«-orl. : I'vllic Irnn W,„kt, F.n.]

Foundry .&i] MM:hlDi< Co.

Hoisting Engines
Asd WU7CEES for CTer;

posillle dut;.

Parrel's (Blake Pattern)

RdcI(^ Ore Crushers

Railroad Cranes
The Standard for 26 Years.

COMPLETE MININO AND
CRUSHINQ PLANTS

the:

ALLISON MFC. CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

FREIGHT CARS AND
LOCOMOTIVE BOILER TUBES.

WROUGHT IRON PIPE OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.

i»^i3Li-A.iDDE:i^i»ia:i-<a., i».a..

TheNew-NATHAN"
MONITOR INJECTORS

LOCOMOTIVES,
"NATHAN" SIGHT-FEED LUBRICATORS.

For Locomotive Cylinders and Air Brakes.

STEAM FIRE EXTINGUISHERS.
For Switching and Yard Engines.

BOILER \A/'ASHERS,
Road and Guide Oil Cups, etc.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE CATALOQUES.

tv£itniiii

-M^i^^^'^'^''"'

NATHAN MANUFACTURING CO.,
92 & 94 Liberty St., New York.

Western Offlce, 117 4 149 VAN BUIiEH STEEET, CHICAGO, ILL.
Swr Wi:l«i,"^'

TAYLOR BEST
YORKSHIRESTAY60LT IRON

Axles, Piston Rods, Crank Fins and Forglnc;* of mX%
Descriptions, used tof Leading BallroadB.

R.MUSHET'S SPECIAL AND
TITANIC STEELS

SOLE REPRESENTATIVES IN THE UNITED STATES,

B. M. JONES & CO.,
Boston. 11 and 13 Oliver Street. ^ New York, 113 Liberty Street.

WILLIAMS, WHITE & CO.,

^^^ MOLINE, ILL., U. S. A, ^_._,_

Makers of JUSTICE HAMMERS,

AUTOMATIC COAL CHUTES FOR COALING LOCOMOTIVES,

BULLDOZERS, DROP HAMMERS,

STEAM HAMMERS, PUNCHES AND SHEARS,

EYE-BOLT MACHINES,

_^ TAPER ROLLING MACHINES.

Smillie Z' Coupler
TRADE.'

COUPLES BY SLOW IMPACT.
MARK.

^^'^'^ '^^^ THE SMILLIE COUPLER & MFG. CO..

' "^^ 91 Clav Street, Newark, N.J.

y^ New York Office: 39 Cortland! Street.

u .cv HAS ONLY FOUR PIECES.
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The Cameron

Steam Pump.

COMPLETE WITH BOILER.

The A. S. Cameron
Steam Pump "Works,

Foot of East Twenty-third Street,

Send for Illustrated Catalogue. NEW YORK.

SAMPLE
FREE

TTJIIE Borew being
i lubricated and
protected, the Jack
18 always ready foi
Instant service. Rail
road men appreciate
theimportance oi
liavinir Jacks always
In (jood workiiitr con^
diti n. Seri'ius de-
lays frequently occui"
in getting common

Jacks so that they can be worked when suddenly
required in train serrioe.
Common Jacks are f refjdently destroyed In efforts

to make them work quickly after the screws are
set with rust and dirt. This consideration alone
makes the CHAPMAN JACK the most economical
one 1>o purchase. -

THE CHAPMAN JACK CO., CLEVELAND, OHIO.

D. SAUNDERS' SONS,
J^ MANUFACTURERS OF

kPIPE^SJACHINES
All sizes }i inch to iS inch for Pipe Mill, Gas and

Steam Fitters' use. Tapping Machines
for steam fittings. Also,

^--^—^M Steam and Gas Fitters' Hand Tools.

SEND FOR CATALOaUE.

No. 4 B Machine, i^to 4- Hand or Power J^" AthertOll St., YOflKerS, N. Y.

OFFICES:
66 Broadway,

NEW YORK
941 The Rookery,

CHICAGO
319 Commercial BIdg.,

ST. LOUIS

GOULD
COUPLER

Co.

WORKS:
Steam Forge,

UEPEW, N. Y.

Malleable Iron,

DEPEW, N. i.

Cast Steel,

ANDERSON, IND.

GOULD SPRI IMC3* BUFFER BI_OCKSa.nd
GOUI-D FREIGHT CAR COURLER

LOCOMOTIVE WORKS & CAR SHOPS
NEED THE BEST TOOLS

WE MAKE THE HIGHEST GRADE ONLY OF

PIPE THREADING and

CUTTING-OFF MACHINES
' HAND OR POWER.

^

Our Adjustable Stocl<s and Dies are the Most
Convenient. Durable and Satisfactory Tools

of the Kind in the World.

SECURE OUR CATALOG.

Is^ THE ARMSTRONG MFG. CO.

No. 3 Machine.

-- BRIDOEPORT, CONN.
04-116 KNOVVLTON ST.

NEW YORK, ^
139 CENTRE ST. No. 1 Machine.

MANUFACTURER OF

MALLEABLE IROX.
QUALITY GUARANTEED.

OFFICE AND WORKS: LAyCASTUlt, ifXW TOKK.
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Boston Belting Co
JAMES BENNETT FORSMH, Manulacturing Aqem .mdO.neral Maiager.

MANtrACTURlRS 01

Air Brake, Steam and Water Hose,

BOSION:

256, 238 and 260 Devonshire Street.

RELIABLE, DURABLE.

RIBBER GOODS
ECONOMICAL

NIW YORK:

lOU and 102 Reade Street.

CHICAGO:

109 Mdditon Street.

FOR

R.MLWAY EQLIPMHNT.
SAN FRANCISCO:

y\ r-~~--t St.

Finest
Coach
Parlor Car
Sleeping Car
Street Car
Rattan Elevated

Scats
PLUSH - RATTAN - ELASTIC SLAT

With either ' Reversible' or ' Walk-Over' Back.

Output Larger than All Other

Seat Makers combined.

r~
Over

150 Roads

Use

these Seats.

Our "Walk-Over" Pattern is the Finest of its class.

See cut of "Standard" tiere next month.

EITHER IS BETTER THAN ANY OTHER MAKE.

The Hale & Kilburn Mfjr. Co.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Automatic Molding Machines.

PATTERN SET FOR
CHRISTIE

BRAKE SHOES.

The Tabor Manutacturing Co.^

Office and Works: Front and Franklin Streets,

ELIZABETH, N.J.

STAR BRASS MANUFACTURING CO.
CHAS. W. SHERBURNE, President.

MAM I- Al I LKKRS OF

Star Improved Locomotive Steam Ga§:es.

Star Improved Locomotive Pop Safety Valves,
MUFFL.ED OR PLAIN.

Victoria Car Lamps,
ANC3 OTHER

STANDARD APPLIANCES.

The Star Steam Gages are the only Non-corrosive Gages made also

the onlv GaRcs fitted with our Patent Corrunated Seamless Uiawn
Sprinc Tube, which for its non-setting qualities is uneqnaleil.

31 to 39 LANCASTER STREEX, BOSTON, 9IASS.

SHERBURNE'S AUTOMATIC TRACK SANDING ^.^:vvs'l"'v/^r;ir^='i^i.sr^-.''-^'^
'-'-"«'• -•^'''^

APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTIVES. ' .o s. o.f.^/ff.'^^.^^ ''J^?ton. .ass.
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THE AIR FOR COMPRESSION gets into the

cylinder of a Norwalk Compressor through

Corliss valves which have a positive movement

from the main shaft. The ports are large, clear and

open directly into the cylinder.

Poppet valves require a vacuum within the cylinder

to open them, and

piston inlet valves

throttle the supply

from mid stroke

to the end.

Of the three

kinds, which is J*

the most efficient?

The Norwalk Compressors have many points of

superiority. Business men and engineers are welcome

to catalogs upon application to

THE NORWALK IRON
WORKS CO.,

_SOUTH NORWALK, CONN.

master mecDanics
J* Specify Advance Safety
Emery and Corundum
Wheels, with or without
wire web, and Emery
Wheel Machinery made
only by : : : :

Sterling Emery Wheel
Manufacturing Co.

Tiffin, Ohio.

f$» «$>

I THE TENDER SPOT. |

<:$» <$»

fjf/f
with railroad men Water Hose is alwaj-s in ^<^

^^ season — and so too is a word about it. In ^j^

f^f^ every hose made of duck and rubber, the duck ^^

^^ must be kept dry, under penalty of rotting it ^^

^/f and destroying the hose. The rubber tube is f^^

f^f^ then the vital point— there must be no leaky ^<^

f^f^
seams or pin holes. Leaky seams in our hose f^ff

^/f are impossible, for it has no seams. Pin holes ^/^

f^/^ are due to the use of either poor rubber or ^^^

^<^ improperly-mixed good rubber. We avoid ^p

^if them by using pure Para and mixing it care- ^^

^f^ fully and thoroughly. Vou will like our ^ij^

^ l»46 PARA and DOUBLE DIAMOND (^

^ grades— try them. ^^
f$> ($>

f$>
'

'!$'

r$) PIONEERS AND LEADERS, <^
'*' 25 PARK PLACE. <$»

50 per cent. Saved
by

Finishing Locomotives and Coaclies

wltU

Rogers' Railway Specialties
Rogrers' Locomotive Finish.
Rog'ers' Locomotive Jacliet Enamel.
Rogers' Locomotive Cab Enamel.
Rogers' Coacli Body Enamel.
Rogers' Caboose Enamel.
Rogers' Target and Signal Enamel.
Railroad Seat Enamel.
Railroad Radiator Enamel.
Railroad Steam Pipe Enamel.
Railroad Grapliite Paint.
Railroad Truclt Paints.

Railroad Station Paints.

Railroad Varnislies and Japans.
Red Seal Coach and Car Colors.

Refrigerator Car Paints.

«$» ($»

Great Economy in Coach, Car and Locomotive painting,

Enormous saving in time, labor and material.

Fully equal or superior to old methods in durability.

Thoroughly tested by leading railway lines.

Write us for information and Descriptive Catalogue.

DETROIT WHITE LEAD WORKS,
107 Jones St., Detroit, 9Iicli.
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PRESSED STEEL TRUCK FRAMES
AND PRESSED STEEL PARTS FOR CAR ANDjTRUCK CONSTRUCTION.

FOX SOLID PRESSED STEEL COMPANY, "^'""Z""r.n.nT,:o":'"'"'°-
JAMES B. BRADY, General Sales Agent, Havemeyer Building, NEW YORK.

STURTEVANT HOT BLAST DRY KILNS.

STURTEVANT STEEL PLATE Planing Mill Exhausters.
SEND FOR CATALOGUES.

B. F. STLRTEVANT CO.,
WORKS: BOSTON, MASS.

BRANCH STORES:
34 Oliver Street, Boston, Mass.
131 Liberty Street, New York, N. Y.
135 N. Third Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
16 South Canal Street, Chicago, 111.

75 Queen Victoria Street, London, E. C, Eng.
21 West Nile Street, Glasgow, Scotland.

87 Zimmerstrasse, Berlin, Germany.
2 Kungsholmstorg, Stockholm, Sweden.

WOOD WORKING MACHINERY
FOR

Car and Locomotive Builders,
HIGHEST CLASS, URGEST LINE.

CORRCSPONDCNCE SOLICITLD. ESIIMATtS ON APPLICATION.

No. 3, [itr.l l.lrdc I'.il.nl \,.l

(jdining Mtichine,

For Timbers up to 16 in. in Ihickness
and 20 in. in Width.

Gains botti on forvsard and backward stroke
and has three changes of feed.

-^— J. A. FAY & CO.,
530 to 550 West Front Street, ... CINCINNATI, 0.

TWIST DRILLS, SPRING COTTERS,
REAMERS.TAPS ,FLAT SPR IN G KE/S,
EMERyWHEELDRESSERS. GRINDERS

CLEVELAND.0.0FFICE5WKS. '-

NEW YORK,94READE ST.
LONDON, 158 QUEEN VICTOR IA .5T
PARIS, 68 RUEDEWATRAIS.
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pEDRICK
''

1001 n

& AYER CO.,

Hamilton Street,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

COMPOUND AUTOMATIC AIR COMPRESSOR-Dnven by a

belt, regulates Itself au-

tomatically, malutaln-
Ing the pressure within
three pounds at auy de-

sired point ; oorupound-
ed aud water jacketed

;

will supply air at less

thau half the cost for
fuel of brake pumps.
Runs only so long as air

is belug used. Delivers

44 cubic feet of free air

per minute.

Requires no attention but oiling, and but little of that. Case Dust-Proof,

QUR NO. 2 LIFT is for

delicate and exact work

;

it can be made to lift or lower

any amount at will, and has

an automatic stop that will

keep the load at the desired

height under any conditions,

and leave the operator free to

use both hands in adjusting

work. Ideal as a lift over

machine tools.

ALL KINDS OF SPECIAL

TOOLS FOR RAILWAY
^° 2- REPAIR SHOPS.

Eclipses Them All—Thirty-five and a Half Hours, Chicago

to Jacksonville, Fla.

The Monon Route, with its customary enterprise, has put on
a new fast train that makes the run between Chicago and Jack-
sonville in 35 '/i hours.
This train leaves Chicago daily at 8:32 P. M., arriving at Cin-

cinnati next morning. 7:30; Chattanooga, 5:50 P. M.; Atlanta.
10:40 P. M.; reaching Jacksonville at 8:20 the second morning,
in ample time to make connection with all lines for points in

Central and Southern Florida.
Fra.nk J. Reed,

Genl. Pass, Agt., Chicago.

City Ticket Office, 232 Clark street, Chicago.

For time-cards, pamphlets and all other information, address
L. E. Sessions, X. W. Pass. Agt., Minneapolis, Minn.

Plain milkr.
•••

Cylindrical Column
Design,with and with-

out back gear.

Adapted to the require-

ments of the modern

Railroad shop.

•••

A modern MillingMa-
chine at a fair price,

—

plain, honest, efficient.

•••

You cannot afford to use a planer on work this

tool will handle.
•••

Price List,—Without Back Gear, $600.00;

with Back Gear, $680.00.

Ask for particulars on these Milling Machines. Sent free.

•••

W. D. FORBES & CO.,
J307 Hudson Street, two blocks from I4th Street Ferry,

HOBOKEN, N. J.
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3^^SM|3[|||J|jflj|gM|^

fTOUOHENEO BY COFFIN PROCESS, P&TENTEOi

CAMBRIA IRON COMPANY,
General Office, Philadelphia, Pa.

WORKS AT
JOHNSTOWN, PA.

Drivingjruck, Passenger& Freight Axles,

'III

Piston and

Side Rods,

Cranl(

Pins.

I 1.. v.. PO]»IERov
Sales Agent,

*

No. 33 Wall Street,
NEW YORK,

SOFT STEEL ARCH BARS, BENT AND DRILLED.

N. Y. Office for Rails and Axles, 33 Wall Street.

N. Y. Office for Structural Steel, 100 Broadway.

Zl
w»e?\v sv«v^

W V I

~\J

Locomotive

BOILER,

Smoke Stack,

Tank and Sheet

STEELS.

Quality Unsurpassed

Plates up to 118 inches in widtli.

SHOENBERGER STEEL CO
PITTSBURGH, PA.

^^^^t^^tt^^^^^^

THIS CUT SHOWS OUR

Duplex Compressor,
HAVING COMPOUND AIR CYLIN-
DERS, WITH ENTER-COOLER AND
COMPOUND STEAM CYLINDERS
WITH MEYER CUT-OFF VALVES.
THIS IS THE BEST CONSTRUCTION
FOR SMALL AND MEDIUM SIZES.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

RAND DRILL CO.,
23 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

J 327 MONADNOCK BLOCK, CHICAGO.

A Handsome Book for a Two-Cent
Stamp. New Publication by

The D. & C. Line.

To those who contemplate taking a
summer outing, \vc will mail for 2c. posl-
ajjf our illustrated pamphlet, which con-
tains a large number of tine engravings
of every summer resort between Cleve-
land, Toledo. Detroit and Picturesque
Mackinac. It has many artistic half-

tones of points of interest of the Upper
Lake region. Information regarding
both short and extended tours, costs of
transportatiijn and hotel fare, etc.

Address A. A. Schantz, G. P. A..
Detroit. Mich.

MARIS BROS.
Philadelphia, Pa.

Manufacturers of

CRANES
POWER BRIDGE

CRANES, HAND

BRIDGE CRANES,

JIB CRANES.

Portable Hoist,
Holds load at any point.

Overhead Track,

Trolieyr Switches.

CORRESPONDENCE SOL.CITEO.
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The Improved Standard Coupler
NEW YORK;

26

M.C. B. TYPE.

Cortland! St.

Forged steel Knuckle and Locking Pin. Only 3 parts. No pivot pin. STANDARD COUPLER CO.
Simplest in design, strongest in service. Thousands in use. GEO. A. POST, Phes. a. p. DENNIS, Sec.

True to start with—and stays so.

Ashcroft Mfg. Co.

SPECIALTIES

:

Double Tube Bourdon

Pressure Gaug:es

for Steam, Water or

Ammonia.

Tabor Indicators.

BROWN'S

Adjustable Pipe Tongfs.

Packer Ratchets,

Pipe Stocks and Dies.

Pipe Fitters' Tools.

Ashcroft Gauges

are Dust-proof, Accurate

and the Standard every-

where.

Movement no connection to back of case.

MANNING, MAXWELL & MOORE,

h\N
JL^A \ jLyf IL^ iW A' ^^

B)
A IL^

III Liberty Street, New York, U. S. A.

Consolidated

Safety Valve Co.'s

ORIGINAL

RICHARDSON

" POP "

SAFETY VALVES

are the Standard on many

roads.

The Best Muffler

EXTANT.

Sample sent on trial.

WORKS AT

Bridgeport, Ct.
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CI)cAa;|Ia muffler Pop
« \V(IK Safety uaioe

* The Coale Muffler Pop Safety Valve ...

j* Is the standard on leading railroads and power plants in the

^ United States. Specify our valves on your new locomotives

f* and boilers. Simple in construction and reliable under all

* conditions. Sample put on trial on application.

Is the pioneer and is the best.
I*

The Coale Muffler and Safety Valve Company,
Charles & Lexington Sis., Baltimore, Md.

New York Office,

Taylor Building,

39 Cortlandt St.

BEMENT, MILES & CO.,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

MANUFACTCRIIBS OP

Chicago Office

l534MarquefteBldg.

a\ Metal Working Machme Tools,

-^ \ For Railroad Shops, Locomotive and Car Builders,

Machine Shops, Rolling Mills, Steam Forges, Ship Yards,

Boiler Shops, Bridge Works, etc. , etc.

STEAM HAMMERS.
steam and Hydraulic

RIVETING MACHINES.

LOCOMOTIVE SPRINGS
WITH PATENT V SHAPE BANDS.

Manufactured by A. FRENCH SPRING CO.

A. FRENCH. GEO. W. MORRIS. D. C. NOBLE.
Pres. Cien. Mgr. Sec. and Trea*

J. E. FRENCU, P. N. FRENCH,
Vlce-Pres. Gen'l Sapt.

K \VV** PITTSBURGH. PA. ^
(//)^* Chicago OfHce, 1414 Fisher BIdg. ",

MAM ! ACTIKKKS OF

Elliptic and Spiral Springs
OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.

Ramapo Wheel and Foundry Co.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

MCTMX OP lOLTkCM PUTENIMO.

BOLTLESS STEEL-TIRED WHEELS
For Passenger and Locomotive

Service.

Tires with Annular Web and Hook,

Best Charcoal Iron Louble-Flate

or Spoke Centers,

Wedge-Shaped Retaining Ring.

\ Continuous Circumferential Fattening. Simple, Sate, Economical.

CHILLED IRON WHEELS Congdon Brake Shoes
Of Superior Quality,

DrawiDg Boom, Passenger and f"!" Sillied IrOn Wheels,

^'"fiwSoUves, Tenders,
^t^«" from 4 to 6 ordinary

Plantation and Mine Oars, Shoes and enhance

Cylinder Packing Rings. mileage.

Office and Works: RAMAPO, N. Y.

Ramapo Iron Works, Hillbnrn,N.Y.

MANUFACTURE

BRAKE SHOES
For Steel-Tired Wheels.

ROSS, for Steel-Tired Car and Tender Wheels,

ROSS-MEEHAN, for Locomotive Drivers,

SHEPPARD, for Blind or Bald-Tired Drivers.

Narrow Gauge Sars, SwitchsS, Autonjatic StaQds.

YOKED, BOLTED AND ^ PRING RAIL FROGS, CROSSINGS,

TRACX EQUIPMENT,

RAILROAD AND MACHINERY

CASTINGS,
HEAVY AND LIGHT.
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Cbe Cower Coupler
THE MOST PERFECT M. C. B. COUPLER IN
ALL MECHANICAL REQUIREMENTS.

nf ^* X^^ ?^* <^* t^^ (^^ ^5^ ^5* (^^ <^*t^^* t^^^* ^'^ (a?*^^ t^' t^'^* (^* li^ t^* ^^^^^ t^* t<^^ t£*^^^ (^^ ^'* (*^ 5^*^^ ^^^

w malleable Iron Castings ^^^ "^ °f maiieabie iron in car^.<

..li «.„ n.ii..*./! 11^.^ construction gives increased strength* for KailrOaa use ««**** ^^iU lessening the weight from 40 to

*"' 50 per cent. Correspondence on this subject is invited and sample castings

^ will be furnished to railroads interested, jt^-t^'tjt^jt^jtjt^^^jtjt^-t

JIdODted as ^^ *^" important roads in different

CtaM/1si*/1 P^^"^ of ^^ country, and in use in

^IWIIUill U large quantities on twenty-five other

roads and private lines. Our four great works with

their unrivaled capacity insure prompt delivery as

well as best material and workmanship, ^^^jtjt

The National Car Door Fastener, J* The National Center Plate, ^< The National Journal Box,

The National Journal Box Lid, J* Coffin's Sill and Brake Block Pockets, .j* x:.uDaiiK Ci.- i >-.

RAIL\^AY DEPARTMENT,
ir~~~~~~~~~~~ NATIONAL MALLEABLE CASTINGS COMPANY,
Works: Cleveland, Chicago,

IndianapoUs, Toledo. — 1525 Old Colony Building, CHICAGO.

The long and varied experience of

this company in designing mal-
leable iron parts insures the best
possible results to our customers.

THE

5 CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

• LOU. D. SWEET, Qen'l Mgr.

AMS Automatic Coupler
is rapidly gaining favor with Railroad

Managers. Its simplicity, cheapness and

durability, and the fact that it works with old link

and pin couplers—with which the majority of cars

are yet equipped— makes it desirable for all re-

newals and repairs. It is strong and has few parts.

Conforms to the U. S. Law, and is a cheaper

and better coupler than the vertical-hook. Any

road can afford to put the Sams on its old

equipment. We give systems the right to make

and use drawbar and lever attachments, and sell

them the pins at $1.00 each.

•
Cast Iron Bars weigh about 185 lbs.; ^

Malleable, 135 to 140 lbs.

Can furnish Malleable Bars at $4-25 each, F. O. B. Chicago. "

Pins, $1.00 each, F. O. B. Detroit. •

SAMS AUTOMATIC COUPLER CO., 516 Equitable BIdg., Denver, Col.

:

BETHLEHEM^IRON CO.
SOUTH BETHLEHEM, PA.

STEEL RAILS,
BILLETS AND MUCK BAR,

STEEL FORCINGS,
Hollow Shafting, Cranks. Rolls, Guns and Armor.

Rough, Machined or Finished, Fluid Compressed, Hydraulic Forged.

NEW YORK OFFICE : 100 Broadway. PHILADELPHIA OFFICE: 421 Chestnut Street.

CHICAGO OFFICE: Marquette BIdg.

Injectors
LIFTING AND NON-LIFTING.

LOCOMOTIVE, STATIONARY AND

MARINE. BOILER WASHERS.

EJECTORS and all JET APPARATUS.

OLD RELIABLE "LITTLE GIANT"

AND "UNIQUE" BOILER FEEDERS.

RUE M'F'G CO.,
1 19 No. Ninth Street,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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Wasbburn Car Olbeel Co,

Rartford, Conn.

^ makers of ^
^ Steei Circd lUbeels,

^
^"A 8TR4IGHT LINE IS THE SHORTEST DISTANCE BETWEEN TWO POINTS."

Cbe "Srraigbt Imr Class "H/' Jlir Compressor,
OF THE INGERSOLL-SERGEANT MAKE, IS

THE SHORTEST LINE BETWEEN STEAM
AND AIR. CATALOGUE OF AIR COMPRESS-
ORS OF MANY TYPES, FOR USE IN EVERY
LINE OF INDUSTRY, SENT ON REQUEST.

HAVEMEYER BUILDING,
NEW YORK.

THE INGERSOLL-

SERGEANT DRILL CO.

Cbe mestlngbousc * * «

Hit Brake Company,
Pltt$bur9b, Pa.

ti ti

^-^

Jlnnual Capacity:

250,000 Trelfibt €ar, 6,000 Passenger Car and

10,000 Cocomotive Brakes.

Ill ^^

42$,ooo freight and Passenger Cars and 26,000

Locomotives already equipped.

Don't you think lHr..7bMh,r"of Phoenix Pneumatic Tools
1 Send for Circular H. ^ c

^°^ drilling, reaming and tapping, when over

J C. H. HAESELER & CO. f j^ two hundred have been placed on trial and
1001 HAMILTON ST., PHILA., PA.

THE BAKER CAR HEATERS
sixglp: axd double ciRcrLATioN-.

Jointless, Flexible, Steel Fire-Proof,

PI\/P r^TWPP QTVI CC Impossible to break them.
rl VC \J \ nUK o I T Lllo. Impossible to burn a car with them.

none rejected ? ..•* „< c< ..< j*' ..< „•< ^< v** <
Special P'ittings for Baker Heater Work

Perfected Joiutless Safety Vent.

«---f- WILLIAM C. BAKER,
(Successor to Baker Heater Co.)

143 Liberty Street, New York.
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Ooke Locomotive and Machine Company^ LATROBE STEEL CO.,/oc
PATERSON,

N.J.

Gen^l Agents, BRYAN & McKIBBIN, 1 20 Broadway, New York Gty.

Rhode Island LocomotiDCWorks,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Charles Felix Mason, President.

Earl Philip Mason, Vice-President.

William P. CnAriN, Treasurer.

Arthur Livingston Mason, Secretary

Joseph Lvthgoe, Agent and Supt.

S. A. Stephens, Traveling Agent.

NEW YORK OFFICE,

nsros. 31-33 IPiiae Street.

H. K. PORTER & CO., 6tli and Wood Sts., Pittsburgh, Pa.,
BUILDERS OF

Light Locomotives,— Steam, Compressed Air and Electric,— for all gauges of track,

every variety of service, 3 to 45 tons weight.

STANDARD AND NARROW GAUGE LOCOMOTIVES ALWAYS KEPT ON HAND, IN STOCK.

Propositions, with Specifications and Photographs, promptly furnished on bona fide inquiry.

THE Lima Locomotive and Machine Company, lima, ohio.

Manufacturers and
Builders of W

Shay Patent and Direct Connected Locomotives, Freight and Caboose Cars, all kinds of
Steel Castings, Brass and Gray Iron Castings, Car Wheels and Railroad Work.

1 MANUFACTURERS

R
OF

ES
FOR

LOCOMOTIVE

AND CAR WHEELS.
WORKS. LATROBE, PENNA.

Automatic 5teel Couplers,

Elliptic and Spiral
Springs and Steel Castings.

SIANlTAf TUKED AT

WORKS, MELROSE PARK, ILL.

Main Office, 1200 Girard Building, Philadelphia.

Branch i ?J'.'.
!''.'.'"'">' Building.Cliicago.

ices,
I ^'nion TrOffices,

Street, New York,
ust Building, St. Louis.

POP safety valves,
MDFFLED AND PLAIN.

IMPROVED

STEAM GAGES,
SINGLE BELL

CHIME WHISTLES.
A perfect equipment

for a locomotive, giv-
ing noi.seless relief, ac-
curacy and steadiness,
agreeable tone. Specify
these goods when or-

dering locomotives.

CROSBT STEAM GAGE

AND VALVE CO.,

Boston, Uaas.

lillANClIES :

New York, Chicago, and

London, England.

SIGNAL OIL WORKS,
LIMITED,

FRANKLIN, PA.
5IANITACTUIIEU9 <:»P

SIBLEY'S Perfection VALVE OIL,

The only perfetit Locomotive Valve Lubricant.

J.C. SIBLEY. Prest.

CARBON STEEL COMPANY, p,tts7urqh, pa.
.MANTrACTUREKS 01"

OPEN HEARTH 3TEEL ^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^^-

SPECIALLY SUITED FOR LOCOMOTIVE FIREBOXES AND BOILERS.

909 Havemeyer BIdg., New York. 14 1 3 Fislier Bldg., Chicago. 505 Union Trust Bldg., St. Louis.
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^^mm STEEL TIRES
ON LOCOMOTIVE DRIVING WHEELS

ASD ON

STEEL-TIRED WHEELS.
GIVE XH1-: IIKST RKSVLXS FOR EVERY VARIETY OE SERVICE.

THOMAS RROSSER & SON. J5 Gold Street. New York.

SCHENECTADY LOCOMOTIVE WORKS,
_ ^^ ! I Mi EVERY DESIGN UP-TO-DATE.

Schenectady,
N. Y.

j^ij^^^j^^t^

ANNUAL CAPACITY, 400. .*.*

COMPOUNDS
Showing Economy of from

15 to 30 per cent.

DESIGNS FURNISHED, OR ENGINES

BUILT TO R. R. SPECmCATIONS.

Rogers Locomotive Company
OF PAXERSON, N. J.

New York Office, 44 Exchange Place.

MANUFACTURERS OF

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINES & TENDERS
And Other Railroad Machinery.

R. S. HUGHES. President

G. E. HANNAH, Treas. G. H. LONGBOTTOM, Sec'y.

REUBEN WELLS, Suoerintendent

DICKSON MFG. CO.
SCRAKiTOPi, rENKJ.

Locomotives of every style and size. Stan-
dard and Narrow Gauge, made to Standard
Gaug-es and Templets. Also for Plantations,
Mines and Loggring.

Specificatioufi on application,

C. H. ZEHNDER, President.
L. F. BOWER. Secretary and Treasurer.

DE COURCY MAY, General ManaRcr.

PAGE WOVEN WIRE
FENCE CO.

For Farm.

For Railroads.

Around Parks and

Cemeteries.

ADRIAN, MICH.
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ESTABLISHED
1831. BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVE WORKS. ANNUAL CAPACITY.

1,000.

Single Expansion and

Compound Locomotives
Broad and Narrow Gauge LoGomotives, Mine and

Furnace Locomotives, Compressed Air Locomotives,

Steam Cars and Tramway Locomotives, Plantation

Locomotives, Oil-Burning Locomotives.

Adapted to every variety of service, and built accurately to paugea and tem-
Elates aft*r standard designs or lo railroad companies' drawings.
Ike parts of different engines of same class perfectly interchangeable.

Electric Locomotives and Electric Car Trucks
witfi Approved Motors,

BURNHAM, WILLIAMS & CO., Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.

Trf:'^-'''^!
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United States Metallic Packing Co.,

427 No. Thirteenth St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Spfxialties :

Locomotive Packing, Valve Ste m
and Piston Rod ;

Metallic Packing

for Air Pumps, McDonald's Bal-

ance Valve, Gollmar Bell Ringer,

Norris Lever Lock Mechanism,

Mcintosh Imp. Automatic Oil Cel-

lar and Sight-feed Cup, Saylor's

Portable Drilling, Reaming and

Tapping Machine, "Arctic" Bear-

ing Metal, Valve Stem Clamp, Oil

Cups, Swab Cups.

c

y( Durable JKopfmo.

This Roofing is manufactured from Trinidad Natural Asphalt materials, and will not dry up and

become brittle under exposure to the weather, as Coal Tar Roofings do.

It is durable, easily applied, and easily repaired.

We shall be pleased to furnish sample of this Roofing which has been m actual use for over thirteen

years. Send for circulars, samples, etc., to

Warren Chemical & Manufacturing Co.,

50 Fulton Street, New York.
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Vol. IX.

Notes from Argentine Republic.

BY AI DOLI-".

Having served an engagement on an

up-country railroad in Argentina, where

I was for over four years, and connected

with railroads and railroad men, from

stoker to general manager, the whole of

that period, I offer to give a few remarks

on the iron roads of the Far South and

NEW YORK, SEPTEMBER, 1896.

with English capital; the managers, in all

departments of responsibility, the drivers

and most of the firemen and mechanics are

British, to the antipathy of the Argen-
tines. The main railroads going out of

Buenos Ayres, the capital, and what may
be regarded as the "New York of the

Southern Hemisphere," are: Ferro-Carril

de Sud (longest, best-managed and paying

railroad in the Republic"). Ferro-Carril de

No. 9.

capital and the Argus eyes of government
officials, it was a good old delinquent in

the way of half-day-late arrivals, late

starts, engines giving out on inclines and
having to wait for auxiliary locomotives

from first station where any were or

might happen to be; "washaways," and
having to wait for permanent way gang to

come along and repair; not often colli-

sions, but slipping of wheels, hot axles

ONE PHASE OF THE COW QUESTION IN SOUTH AMERICA.

what I was a witness to—the work of a

"calm cud-chewer"—with my experience

and knowledge of petroleum wells in that

country and working of locomtives under
petroleum fuel.

There are some twenty different estab-

lished lines of railroads in all parts of

Argentina (a country nearly as large as

the United States, or the size of Europe,

without Russia), which are entirely (with

the exception of two or three little State

lines up country) worked and financed

Buenos Ayres Rosario, Ferro-Carril de!

Oeste (the Western), Ferro-Carril de la

Plata y Ensenada, Ferro-Carril del Norte

(Northern), the Buenos Ayres and Pacific,

which joins one of the principal up-

country lines at Villa Mercedes in the

province of San Luis, called the Ferro-

Carril Gran Oeste Argentina (Argentina

Great Western Railway), and upon this

line your correspondent was engaged, and

from it I give my future comments.

Like all its colleagues away from the

and shortage of water were hourly events.

"Getting off track" was often at back of

drivers' reports, or "waiting for cattle"

was cause for delay.

cow ON THE TRACK.

The photo illustration here gives an idea

to readers of how and why were some-

times occasioned the delays on the be-

lated Argentine Great Western Railroad.

Cows that the passenger sees from the

carriage window, calmly chewing the cud
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in llie wayside field, are little thouglit by

liini or her to be the wreckers of a train,

and at times of Ininian life. From the

photograph now reproduced it will be

shown, as a matter of fact, that they are.

In this particular case the driver reports

that, having opened the whistle to its

fullest extent, he was unable to frighten

one cow of a herd off the line, and as he

had been losing time by the cattle running

along in front of his engine for a great

distance, he at last determmed to "run

for" the last persisting cow, and so, put-

ting on all speed (hoping to make a "clean

cut"'), the animal was approached with the

result as seen now. The cow being

k-nocked down, lifted the bogie wheels of

the locomotive off the track, and the line

having a sloping bank at each side, the

engine went off and turned completely on

rounding provinces. Of the wells that

were working during my late connection

with the said railroad there were three;

these were worked by means of a crank

wheel from the principal engine shed, the

oil running through pipes to two large

tanks in the hollow, which have a capac-

ity of 200 cubic meters. From these tanks

the crude liquid is conducted through 5-

inch pipes to the chief depot, located at

a hamlet called San Vicente, I'A miles

from Mendoza City, where is the termi-

nus of two railways—the Argentine Great

Western and the now completed Transan-

dean (going to Santa Rosa de los Andes,

Chile). Both of these railroad companies

use a large quantity of the native mineral

liquid for fuel in place of coal, which

costs, in that part of the world, at least

$20 (United States currency) per ton! A

'^^SM

,-w-->V-"^'"'«-,''-^

RECENT BUILT PROVINCIAL STATION IN LA PLATA.

one side. When the camera man came
along it had been partly raised from its

side position, and much had been done to

spoil the scene of "a wreck," inasmuch as

rails had been fi.\ed to the locomotive

wheels, for having it pulled up onto the

line, before setting it up in its normal

position so that later on it might be drawn
into "dock" to undergo necessary repairs,

where, on examination, it was found to be

"internally" damaged. On the picture I

have marked out your correspondent and

his work-fellows who were present at

that which is "powerful yet helpless" in

such a condition.

PETROLEUM FUEL.

Argentina is in the north, west, and

east a very "minerally" country (though

true, coal has not yet been found); one of

the products is crude petroleum ab-

stracted from wells at a locality known as

Cacheuta, in the Department of Lujan in

the Province of Mendoza. Several per-

forations were made; some proved suc-

cessful, others did not. As the consump-

tion of this oil for engine fuel is in con-

stant demand, perforations are not only

made in this province, but in all the sur-

large gas company in the .Andean city

—

Mendoza—is another purchaser of crude

petroleum, which is similar to black tar.

A company called La Compania Mendo-
cina de Petroleo, formed at Buenos Ayres

with a capital of 1,000,000 Argentine dol-

lars, was started for the purchase and

working of many square leagues of ground

at the foot of a spur of the Cordilleras de

los Andes.

The petroleum is vended in Mendoza
according to the money market, but the

average price is $12, gold, the cubic meter,

or 55 cents per gallon. Since the first

borings commenced at Cacheuta (Men-

doza) over 3,000 tons of fluid have been

produced, which seemingly made a differ-

ence in the figures on imported petroleum

from Russia and the United States for the

year 1894, when only 2,300,000 gallons of

that oil were received in the Argentine

Republic against 3.100,000 in 1890.

The railroad upon which your corres-

pondent had long practical experience ran

from Villa Mercedes (San Luis) via

Mendoza to San Juan (province and

capital of the latter, all same name)—

a

distance of 513 kilometres, equal to 318

miles—and possessed some fifty-eight

locomotives, passenger and goods com-
bined, twelve of which, upon my recent

retirement from that company, were then

being worked with petroleum; and to

show practical proofs of the economy
effected by using oil (especially where

coal never is had at lowest rates less than

$12 to $15, gold, per ton) as engine fuel,

I give an extract from one of my monthly

engine mileage and storage sheets {\t-

gentine Great Western Railway Com-
pany) of two locomotives for one month,

viz: No. 50 (running on coal and wood)

ran 683 miles; consumed 21,709 pounds of

coal, 1,550 cubic feet of wood; oil and

tallow, 117 pounds; total vehicles hauled,

•0,383. No. SI (fired with petroleum and

little coal at starting) ran 1,312 miles on

3S.'55 pounds of petroleum, 8,593 pounds

of coal (no wood), consumed 174 pounds

of nil and tallow, and hauled 24,484

vcliicl.-s. Here below is a resume of

averages upon the above-mentioned en-

gines:
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The driver prefers petroleum to coal,

as there is less work for both him and the

fireman; but the chief point gained, he

says, is that the oil fuel is far easier to

handle and cleaner for the locomotive

than coal.

Illustration No. 2 is of the "mule-cart

train" making a halt on the road between

Mendoza and Villa Mercedes, which is

now replaced by the "iron horse;" and

the journey that took three days, from

starting place to destination, is now ac-

complished in fifteen hours by the ordi-

nary passenger raiload train.

Illustration No. 3 shows the finest and

most modern constructed provincial rail-

The Weak Engine Truck.

Mr. James M. Boon, who is an excep-

tionally good authority on rolling-stock

matters, insists that the engine truck of the

modern locomotive is too weak for the

work it has to do, that the journals are

too small, and the wheels not large enough

for the velocity at which trains are run.

He says that the velocity of a 28-inch

wheel when run 40 miles an hour is some-

thing appalling. "When we think of the

weight of iron used in a locomotive twenty

years ago and the size of the frame, etc.,

and then measure the truck to-day of a 45
or so ton engine, we will be astonished to

see what a little difference there is in

it is still running hot?' Frequently it is

discovered that the cause of heating

reaches away back.

"The weight on each of the boxes of

the locomotive ought to be the same, but

the spring breaks some day. It may be a

spring of thirteen leaves. They have

not a spring of that kind in the shop,

and they put in one with fourteen

leaves. The consequence is that the

springs are thrown out of adjustment, and
heating will take place in spite of any-

thing you can do. In another case the

hanger breaks, and a shorter or longer

one is put in, so that the engine is thrown
out of adjustment. The same with the

/^>^^,^/ji

BEFORE THE ARGENTINE G. W. RAILRO.\U DAYS. THE ".MULE CART TRAIN ' FOR PASSENGERS AND LUGGAGE ONLY.

road depot in La Plata. Its style is after

the Renaissance; the central roof is all

glass; and the ground upon which this

station is built for the second time (first

one was burnt right down some eight or

nine years ago, leaving only just the out-

side walls) covers more than a block

square. The entire building is lighted

throughout by elecricity, as is the city of

La Plata, more popularly known as the

"Washington" of Argentina; it is the capi-

tal of the Province of Buenos Ayres.

i i i
We are in receipt of a photograph of a

very handsome model, afloat, of the

United States battleship "Indiana," built

by W. de Sanno. The model is built on

a scale of jV of a^ '"ch to i foot, and
complete from pennant to bilge.

weight. There is little wonder that, with

engines of this character, the truck bo.xes

give trouble from heating. On examina-

tion, we found that the trucks would

spread.

"The only way to get over it was to

make a brass that would accommodate it-

self to the truck; then fit the box loose

from the pedestal, so that when it gets

springing it will accommodate itself to

the work. After that we had no further

trouble.

"It is sometimes very troublesome to

find out the cause of boxes running hot

when you have many hot boxes. The first

question is 'What is the matter with the

oil?' We investigate and find the oil to

be all right. Then 'What is the matter

with the brass, for everything is done and

truck—one spring is put on one side dif-

ferent from the other and heating follows.

It does not make any difference what the

load is or what the oil is, unless all the

points bearing on the journals are equally

good, and there is proper adjustment, you

are going to have trouble. When the

boxes of any kind begin to run hot, look

beyond the oil and the character of the

brass when you are searching for the

cause of trouble."

Orders have been issued by the Penn-

sylvania Railroad Company which reduce

the workirg time in the extensive shops

at Altoona to five days a week of eight

hours each. The reduction afifects 5,000

men.
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Metal for Journal Boxes.

Cast steel is making its way steadily

into use for the making of driving boxes

and driving-wheel centers, but on some

roads they are experiencing considerable

difficulty with hub-cutting of wheels that

come into contact with steel boxes. Some
parties have tried to run steel to steel, but

it has been an entire failure. Gibs of a

softer metal are absolutely necessary

where steel driving boxes or steel wheel

centers are employed, and it is just as

well not to wait to see how steel works

before putting in a softer metal. Railroad

conjpanies found out long ago that they

could not properly use cast-steel cross-

heads without putting a gib on. That

experience ought to have been sufficient

to prove that steel in either case, where

rubbing or abrading goes on, will cause

trouble.

The increased use of steel axle boxes

is brought about by the breakage of cast-

iron boxes that were too small and weak

for the work put upon them. Builders were

very slow in making locomotive pedestals

large enough to admit of a box strong

enough to give durable service. Increased

speed of trains, which has been becoming

greater every year, has called in many in-

stances for larger driving axles, and this

has served to make the weakness of the

small axle box more pronounced.

Cast iron makes very good durable axle

boxes, and they give very little trouble

indeed if they are only large enough; but

when circumstances reduce them to be a

mere shell, the expense of maintenance be-

comes very great, and the breaking of an

axle box is a very expensive accident, for

it is liable to take an engine out of service

for several days.

Cast steel provides a strong substitute

for the cast-iron driving box, but it has

several disadvantages besides that of cut-

ting the hub of the wheel. In case the

box gets hot, there is more trouble with

it then than with the cast-iron one. The

steel expands more than the brass, and

the consequence is that, after the hot box

has been cooled down, it is almost invari-

ably found that the brass is loose in the

box and pounding commences. Much
care has to be exercised in adjusting the

wedge on the cast-steel box, for if the

wedge is set up the least thing too tight

it will jam and cause heating, so an engi-

neer is all the time threatened with the

two extremes of the box pounding

through the wedge being too loose, or

jamming through its being too tight.

Bronze appears to be becoming popular

as a metal for driving boxes, but we notice

that in some places where it has been

tried it has been abandoned. However,

others have taken it up, and there are

more bronze or Ajax metal driving boxes

in use to-day than there ever were before.

The box is more costly at first; but when

it is worn out, there is enough metal left

to balance the first cost and make its use

no more expensive than that of cast iron.

A solid box of alloy has some advan-

tages over both steel and cast iron as a

driving-box material. It runs with no

more side friction than cast iron, and

there is no fitting of the brass to be done.

Besides the expense of fitting, the driv-

ing-box brass is a troublesome article,

because it distorts the shape of the bo.x

when being pushed into place, and it even

causes cracks which eventually lead to a

broken box. Those who have gone back

on brass boxes have generally employed

metal that was not well adapted for the

purpose. Where metal especially adapted

for driving boxes has been used, the re-

sults have nearly always been satisfactory.

A Tool for Centering; Nozzles.

Every roundhouse mechanic and en-

gineman knows the time and trouble it

costs to "plumb a stack" to get the nozzle

central. Only the mechanic realizes the

botches that are made in this plumbing

business because the engine did not sit

level.

The General Agency Co., of this city,

are applying hundreds of Smith exhaust

nozzles to locomotives all over the coun-

try, and have seven or eight traveling en-

gineers out doing this kind of work all

the time. It is important that these noz-

zles—which have an opening nearly as

large as the stack base—be located central

to the stack. To do this work quickly

and accurately, they have devised and put

into use the little tool shown herewith.

The Smith exhaust pipe has a large

opening at top, and a central opening that

is smaller and lower down, inside the

main pipe. Two light disks were made

to fit these openings; the lower one was

fastened permanently to the end of a steel

shaft, and the larger one left free to slide

on same. When these disks are fitted

into the exhaust pipe, the shaft will be in

the exact center line of the blast.

A star, or cross, is used to fit the stack

saddle, and an adjustable pointer is loca-

ted on top of shaft. By swinging this

pointer it is easy to find just where the

line of exhaust is "out" and to so adjust

the pipe that it conies central.

A modification of this tool could be used

to advantage with any kind of nozzles.

i i i
Causes of Trains Breaking Apart.

A St. Louis paper prints some statistics

of the causes of "break-in-twos" of freight

trains on a Western road, where a record

is kept of the number charged to each

crew, the point at which trouble oc-

curred, together with the cause. Out of

213 trips made during June, there were

13 cases where freight trains broke in two.

From January ist to June 30th, inclusive,

there were 280 break-in-twos, out of 5,162

freight trains run. The record is kept

against the name of every engineer and

conductor, so that it can be readily noticed

if any one crew has more than its share

of this trouble. The number of break-in-

twos on the west end of the road during

the year ending June 30th has slowly de-

creased from 4.5 cases in every 100 trips

made during July, 1895, to 2.9 in June,

1896, which demonstrates the success at-

tained by keeping a check on irregular-

ities.

Out of the total number of break-in-

twos, 20 per cent, were caused by draw-

bars pulling out; 49 per cent, by pin break-

ing; 6 per cent, by pins jumping or work-

ing out; 5 per cent, on account of

standard Master Car Builders' couplers

becoming uncoupled; 7 per cent, by links

breaking; 5 per cent, by breaking draw-

bars; 4 per cent, by drawbar keys coming

out or breaking; .04 per cent, by knuckle

breaking; .08 per cent, chains breaking,

where drawbar had been previously pulled

out and car chained up; .04 per cent, by

someone pulling pins; cause not given, 2

per cent. Steel pins break more fre-

quently than iron.
—"Railroad Gazette."

i i i
Traveling Engineers' Convention.

A circular has been issued by Secretary

Thompson, of the Traveling Engineers'

Association, intimating that the fourth

annual meeting will be held at the West
Hotel, Minneapolis, beginning Tuesday,

September 8th. Those intending to be

present at the convention are urged to en-

gage hotel accommodations as soon as

possible. The circular says that the com-
mittees have been working hard during

the past year and have gotten up some able

reports on the subjects assigned for in-

vestigation, and it is the intention of the

committee of arrangements to see that

the members of the association are prop-

erly entertained. It is expected that the

meeting will be addressed by one or more

of the prominent railroad men in the

Northwest, and it is thought that this will

be the most interesting and instructive

meeting that has yet been held.
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Accident to the West Coast Racer.

The rival railway companies owning
the trunk lines between London and Scot-

land, and known as the East and West
Coast routes, respectively, each dispatch

a flying express from London every even-

ing. An unfortunate accident befell the

West Coast company's train on Sunday,

the I2th inst., leaving Euston (London)

at 8 P. M. and timed to arrive at Aber-

deen at 6.25 A. M. next morning, 539^^

miles. It reached Preston in Lancashire

about a quarter past twelve, midnight, all

well but a trifle late, with two 4-coupled

engines of the London & Northwestern

Railroad, six sleeping cars and one day

coach belonging to the joint companies.

The train was fitted with both automatic

without serious injury, excepting one, a

German named Mavor, who was riding

in the day coach and must have been in-

stantaneously killed, as nearly every bone

in his body was broken, besides terrible

injuries to his head.

When the drivers found they were ofT

the track they stuck to their engines and

applied the vacuum brakes, thus probably

preventing the locomotives from tumbling

over into the street below, which they

assuredly would have done had they gone

another twenty feet. The engines re-

mained upright, but the tenders over-

turned. Many of the passengers owe
their lives, no doubt, to the strong con-

struction of the sleeping cars; these all

had steel underframes and steel-framed

determined conflict. Both combinations

of companies had trump cards to play,

and the records of 1895 would in all proba-

bility have been left far behind. The East

Coast, with their shorter route, now hold

the field.

Swindon Works.

The illustrations shown were made from

photographs taken for "Locomotive Engi-

neering" by Mr. P. J. Cowan.
The Great Western Railway Company,

like all other of the large lines in Eng-
land, has works of its own where it turns

out its locomotives, cars and trucks, and
in general all rolling stock. The works
of the Great Western Railway are situ-

PRESTON YARD THE MORNING AFTER THE ACCIDENT.

air brakes and automatic vacuum brakes,

and as it was running at the time over the

London & Northwestern road the latter

apparatus was in service, the air system

not being put in operation until the Cale-

donian Railway Company take the train

at Carlisle. Preston platforms were safely

passed at a speed variously estimated at

from 25 to so miles per hour; but on
reaching the curve immediately at the

north end of the station, the leading en-

gine, from some cause at present unex-

plained, suddenly jumped the track and
the second engine followed; then, after

tearing their way along the ballast for

some eighty yards and smashing every-

thing in their way, the two engmes
stopped. The sleeping cars were all over-

turned and scattered about the yard, as

shown in the accompanying photograph

taken by Mr. Winter next morning.

Luckily, there were very few passengers,

it being Sunday night, and all escaped

trucks, and appear to have gone through

their trying ordeal remarkably well, as

will be noticed from the picture, copies of

which can be had from Mr. F. Moore, of

9 South Place, London, E. C, who ad-

vertises in our columns.

The speed of all trains passing Preston

is ordered to be restricted to 10 miles per

hour when taking the curve; but from the

evidence at the coroner's inquest, the

drivers of this train, to do the 105 miles

from Wigan to Carlisle in the 112 minutes

allowed, made the curve at a much higher

speed, with the lamentable consequences

depicted.

The effect of this accident is to practi-

cally cross out the West Coast companies

from any attempt at supremacy in speed

to Aberdeen, as it is highly improbable

they will now repeat the contest they

carried on so keenly last season. This,

from a railway view, is to be regretted, as

there was every indication of a most

ated at Swindon in Wiltshire, about 7/54

miles from London. They are said to

be next to Crewe* in size, covering an

area of 208 acres. These works were

commenced in 1842, and since that date

they have been considerably added to till

they have reached the present large dimen-

sions. Among the principal things turned

out now at these works are locomotives,

carriages, trucks and wagons, there being

also gas works, grease works, masons'

yard, brick fields, rolling mills, etc., etc.

The locomotive works proper comprise

twenty-five shops, besides two rolling

mills and the steam-hammer buildings.

The "R" shop, of which an illustration

is here given, measures 246 x 161 feet and

consists of three bays, the roofs being

supported on light cast-iron columns. In

fact, this is the style of building through-

•At Crewe there are only rail, steel and loco-

motive works, so that only the size of the locomo-
tive departments are here compared.
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out the works, most of the shops being

of one story only. Besides large turning

work, smaller drilling and lathe work is

done here—i. c., in the "R" shop—and

several special machine tools will be seen

here. There is a special machine for cut-

ting the oval sides of the cranks. This is

a form of shaping machine in which the

tool box travels in a slide, curved to the

curvature of the oval it is required to cut.

There are several planing machines in

which, at the end of the stroke, the tool-

holder is turned round so as to cut on both

the forward and backward strokes. An-

other interesting machine is the one in

which the journals ol the cranks are

planed and in which the tool is moved
round in a circle.

In one of the wheel shops, the "N"
shop, there are some tools worthy of

notice. In the foreground on the right is

a very neat tool for cutting out the inside

of the rims of wheels. The tool holder

is carried on a rocking lever, and the

wheel being fixed to the bed plate is

caused to revolve slowly with a given

feed. Next to this, on the right, is a ma-

chine for milling round the edges of the

crank bosses on the wheels. Then comes

a drilling machine for heavy drilling work,

such as drilling out the holes for the

crank pins in the bosses. At the farthest

end of the shop is the largest face-plate

lathe for turning up the 7-foot 8-inch

drivers in use on some of Mr. Dean's en-

gines. The third rail laid on the floor

of this shop was for the old broad gage,

which was finally abolished in 1892.

There are three foundries at Swindon.

One of these is the large iron foundry,

where cylinder casting and such like

work is done. The second is the chair

foundry, which has an output of nearly

300 tons of chairs per week for the perma-

nent way. The third is the brass foun-

dry. Close to this last is the brass-finish-

ers' shop (Fig. i), in which all the small

products of the brass foundry are fin-

ished, and next to this is the "P 2" shop

(Fig. 4), where large planing work is

done. In the boiler shop there is a large

hydraulic press for flanging boiler plates.

Hydraulic machinery is used wherever

practicable. Among the machines are

countless hydraulic riveters of various

sizes and shapes, suitable for any kind of

riveting work. In the wagon-frame shop

are several circular overhead railways,

from each of which are hung three hy-

draulic riveters; there are also riveters on

jib cranes attached to the pillars.

The testing department includes a lab-

oratory, chain-testing shop and oil-testing

machine. There is also a large drop-test-

ing machine out-of-doors.

The total number of hands employed by

the company at Swindon at the present

time amounts to 10.577, of which 5,684 are

engaged in the locomotive department,

4,428 in the carriage department, and the

remaining 465 in the stores, signal and

permanent way departments. All these

men arc well looked after by the company.

In 1844 a Mechanics' Institute was built

for the use of employes of the company,

and in 1892 it was partially rebuilt and en-

larged. In it are lecture halls, a men's

reading-room supplied with about 230

newspapers and magazines, a women's

reading-room with fifty magazines, and a

smoking-room also supplied with about

sixty periodicals. There was also a chess

and draughts room and a billiard and

bagatelle room. There are a library of

20,000 volumes and a reference library of

4,000 volumes. In connection with the

.works there is also a medical fund, the

committee of which, among other things,

manages large swimming baths for men
and women, Turkish and washing baths.

Besides all this there is, belonging to the

company, a beautiful park and a large

drill hall for the use of the Swindon Volun-

teers. A large mess-room is also pro-

vided for the use of the men in the works.

i i ®
What is Steel?

Of late years there has been great diffi-

culty among customs officials and others

to decide the difference between steel and
iron. The usual plan has been to say,

that when there is a certain percentage of

carbon in the metal, that it is steel; and
when it is below certain proportions, that

it is iron. This is by no means correct,

as was shown by a lecture delivered by
Mr. W. F. Durfee. He showed, by a

great many analyses, cases where the per-

centage of carbon in iron was greater than

in soft steel. The description he gives is

that steel is iron freed from mechanically

mixed impurities, by a melting process,

during which there is combined with it

chemically a small percentage of other

impurities, introduced for the purpose of

modifying its strength, hardness, elas-

ticity or ductility, in such way and degree

as to adapt it to the particular use to which

it is to be applied. Wrought iron is iron

having its impurities mechanically mixed

therewith; steel is iron having its im-

purities chemically combined.

Foremost among the substances chem-

ically combined with ii-on to convert it

into steel, is carbon. When this element

exceeds 0.12 to 0.15 of I per cent., it begins

to confer a hardening property upon the

iron with which it is associated; but

at the same time, it does not destroy the

forgeability ol the metal until its propor-

tion attains about 1.5 per cent. Other

substances have been added to iron in

connection with carbon, for the produc-

tion of special qualities of steel, and of

these manganese, nickel, aluminum,

chromium, tungsten and titanium are the

most important.

The most notable distinguishing difTer-

ence between low steel and wrought iron

is the want of fiber in the first-named

material and its presence in the last. All

steel, save the comparatively unimpor-

tant product called "blister steel," is made

by some process involving melting and

casting; and although the various methods

employed all practically free the metal

from an admixture of cinder, and in conse-

quence tend, so far as the elimination of

cinder is concerned, to produce a homo-
geneous crystalline structure, still, owing

to defects inherent in the method of cast-

ing, the ingfots of steel are too often far

from homogeneous. In fact, their struc-

ture may be such that, when hammered

or rolled, the resulting bar, although des-

titute of cinder, may, nevertheless, show

evidence of fiber. This evidence of fiber,

which we have heard sellers declare to be

a feature of merit in some kinds of steel,

is caused by blow-holes or cavities in the

metal after it has been poured into an in-

got. When such an ingot is forged or

rolled into a bar, it is seldom or never

subjected to a welding heat; hence the

blow-holes do not weld and become as

solid as the homogeneous parts of the

ingot. Under the process of rolling or

forging, the blow-holes are flattened and

extended in the direction of the length

of the bar and produce a fibrous structure.

This does not influence the tensile

strength of the metal to any great extent;

but when it is subjected to compression

and tensile strains in boiler or firebox

sheets, the metal is liable to laminate or

blister, shortening the life of the plate.

Mr. H. S. Haines, the retiring president

of the American Railway Association, in

a paper read before that body at their

meeting in Cincinnati, referring to the

attendance of a delegation from that as-

sociation to the International Railway

Congress in London, last year, speaks of

the incredulity with which the Europeans

received certain statements from Ameri-

can delegates. He says in part: "When
the American delegates spoke at the

London Congress of handling 50 or 100

trains a day, and 30,000 or 40,000 cars a

'

month over a single track, the statements

were evidently received as specimens of

American brag." When we know that

it is the train dispatcher who makes the

safe movements of this immense traffic

possible, and that his finger is held on

the pulse-beats of this mighty artery of

life by the operator, we understand the

immense pressure on both, but no ade-

quate idea of the lenseness can be formed

by one not thoroughly familiar with such

work.

s i @
A curiosity was exhibited at the last

Master Car-Builders' Convention, in the

form of a piece of steel y^'jj of an inch

in thickness, used by the Pratt & Whitney

Company for making saws to mill the

smallest notch in the new Master Me-
chanics' Association gage for sheet-metal

tubes and wire. Five hundred of these

gages have already been made and dis-

tributed among railroad companies.
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West Shore Kinks.

The West Shore Railroad shops at

Frankfort, N. Y., stand well to the head
of that numerous class of shops that were
built for conditions of greatly less magni-
tude than those they are called on to sat-

isfy to-day, and while there is some con-

gestion apparent in every shop compris-

ing the plant, managerial ability of an
order that knows how to surmount any

•difficulty, makes the most of the situation

—and for that reason only, these shops

have earned the proud distinction of be-

ing second to none in turning out the best

•quality of work at a reasonable cost, not-

withstanding the serious handicap of in-

sufficient room.

Contributing to this end are special ap-

:pliances of a kind best suited to the work
in hand. Among them we find an in-

genious arrangement for determining

axle center and the base is forced up to

the end of axle, overcoming the tension

of the spring, that the device will be cen-

tral and square with the end of a.xle, the

purpose for which it was designed. The
third part is simply a ball divider of a

constant radius by which to find the true

center of the axle.

In operating these tools, a line A B
passing through crank-pin and axle cen-

ters is drawn on the face of wheel hub.

The T-level is applied to this line, and the

wheel is adjusted until the line shows hori-

zontally by it; the wheel is then blocked

in this position, and the plumb with the

ball center is applied to the opposite side.

If its line passes through the center on
the end of the crank pin, it is a safe as-

sumption that the pin on that side is not

sprung and that the wheels are "in quar-

ter."

a base or frame A and a hub A^, by which
the device is attached to the turret or tail

stock of a lathe. B is the tool post on a

base 6^, which is movable in guides o on
the top of frame A. On the under side of

the base b^ is a lug B^, which is guided in

a corresponding slot d in the adjusting

plate D, which is movable in the guides a'

in the frame. The guide d of the adjuster

is tapered from one end to the other, in a

plane at right angles to that in which the

tool support moves within the guide a.

The taper of this guide d is what deter-

mines the taper of the bolt, and must, of

course, be built to turn the required de-

gree of departure from a true cylinder.

The contact plate G is movable at right

angles to tool post B, and has an adjust-

able shank secured by a clamp g^ to a

post g-, which rises from the rear end of

the adjuster D.

"ivhether crank pins are sprung or wheels

are "out of quarter." Fig. i shows this

device and how it is used. It consists of

but three tools, namely, a level and plumb;

the first of which is made of a thin steel

T-shaped plate with a plumb-bob attached,

to hang perpendicular to top edge when
pin and axle are in the same horizontal

plane; the second is a plumb of peculiar

construction to fit this particular case.

It is made up of a cast-iron base having

three bearing points at one end to rest

against the end of the axle, the base being

bored to receive a spindle having a ball

at its inner end which fits into the a.xle

center and is held in its extreme position

by a small coiled spring. It is bored

at its opposite end for a sliding-fit spindle

which has its tapered end sawed to re-

-ceive a plumb-bob wire. The whole thing

is of such a length as to reach from the

end of axle to outer face of crank pin,

-and it is plain that when the ball is in the

Fig. 1. gUARTERIXG DEVICE.

This is seen to be a valuable tool, for

the reason that it is not necessary to take

a set of wheels out from under an engine,

or place them in a quartering machine to

see how square they are; a roundhouse

application of the tool dispels all doubt,

with no more outlay of time than would
be necessary to tram the same engine.

The taper attachment used on the tur-

ret machines was invented and built at

these shops, it having been found that this

feature of the tools was defective.With the

arrangement shown in Fig. 2, which can

be applied to any lathe, a taper is turned

on a bolt with absolute certainty of being

correct and each bolt a counterpart of its

mate. The reason for this lies in the fact

that there is no possibility of juggling

with the adjustment, as the machine is

constructed to give one taper only, which

in this case is ^^ inch to i foot, a taper

accepted as standard by all builders.

As constructed, the machine consists of

On one edge of the adjuster Z) is a rack

d-, into which works the pinion H, and as

the crank H^ is turned, the pinion H en-

gages with the rack and moves the ad-

juster D back and forth.

In turning a bolt, where the end for

the threaded portion is cylindrical and the

body tapered, the adjusting plate D is

moved until the contact plate G is within

a distance of the cutting tool equal to

the length of the threaded portion. As
the bolt is fed against the tool C, it is

turned cylindrical until its end comes in

contact with the plate G, which it forces

backward, and thus automatically moves
the adjuster D backward, turning the body

of the bolt tapering. This is done with-

out the necessity of skilled attendance,

and with rapidity, accuracy and absolute

uniformity. From our observation of

the performance of this tool, we are sat-

isfied that no bolt lathe, turret or other-

wise, is complete without it.
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Until recent years all the details of

sanding locomotives— and this includes

everything from drying of the sand to

delivery in sandbox on the engine—have

been of the crudest character; but little

thought appears to have been devoted to

the improvement of any of these, with the

exception, perhaps, of methods of drying,

in which operation a great deal of versati-

lity and wealth seem to have gone to

waste.

In Fig. 3 is illustrated a very complete

arrangement for handling sand at division

terminals, which for convenience will re-

commend itself to all. First we have the

dryer, whch is a hopper-shaped box, in

which is a system of i!4-inch steam pipes

at the sides and center, with return bends,

around which drops the dried sand

through a wire netting into a bo.x imme-
diately below. On top of the dryer is a

track on which is run a small iron car

having a box 4 feet 6 inches by 2 feet 6
inches, and 21 inches average height,

equipped with drop doors so as to deposit

its load of sand into the dryer below with

as little ceremony as possible, gravity do-

ing all the work until the sand is within

the reservoirs below.

The drying apparatus is thus seen to

difTer from the usual practice in refine-

ii si CUmp to hold St«uii "I'tn ^Boh to fasten Chiiins

iF^fc^^^-^-B...
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End View
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ment of method, and that is the point we
desire to emphasize sufficiently to give

it necessary prominence, since it is in per-

fect accord with an elevating and delivery

system that has so far shown little room
for improvement. This system comprises

a cylindrical iron tank 38 x 38 inches,

which is located immediately under the

dry-sand box, from which it receives its

supply through a funnel which also is

provided with a netting. Connected with

this tank by a 3-inch pipe is another cylin-

opcration of filling sandboxes is going on.

There are few sanding schemes that show

such marked improvement, or evince a

clearer conception of what is needed to

put one of the most miserable make-shift

operations on a purely mechanical plane.

It has been the practice of the West
Shore for some time to make their pack-

ing for piston rods and valve stems, pour-

ing them in cast-iron molds, which are

shown in Fig. 4. These molds, made of

two plates pivoted at one end, are ma-

way, with the difference that it can be
shifted laterally on the truck, and can

thus be brought over a flask exactly where

desired. This is accomplished by means
of a rack and pinion operated by a hand
wheel at one end of the truck.

The truck is mounted on a. helical

spring at each corner, and has a steady-

ing brace swiveled on the rear ladle bear-

ing, both of which features make it a safe

thing to operate rapidly on work set up

by the Tabor molding machines, which

Supply

e: J rrnT
WrI. Iron blocks 2x3x9 long 3C
wilh 2,V Rivets to hold Cliaiint-U

-15-6ChaQnel Irons -—

FLUE TESTER.

g:^^s^
twvfjtiit Eiiniiieering

drical receiving tank 12 feet high and 4 feet

diameter, the 3-inch pipe delivering sand

from the bottom of the small to the top

of the large reservoir, under an air pres-

sure of 125 pounds per square inch.

Extending from the top head of the

large reservoir to a point near the bottom

is a 2}4-inch delivery pipe through which

passes the sand to the engine sandbox,

forced there by compressed air at 45

pounds per square inch, coming into the

top of the large reservoir through a re-

ducing valve shown on the elevation. An
inside check valve on the 3-inch pipe is

counterweighted, to be closed when the

DETAILS OF FIA'E TESTER.

chined, thus leaving the surfaces of the

cast rings so true and smooth that they

are fit for service at once on leaving the

molds, without any tool work whatever.

This device has solved the metallic

packing problem from 65 cents down to

16 cents per set for piston rods. They are

turned out in lots of 200 sets at a time.

A foundry ladle and truck are a combina-

tion that most people would not worry

their inventive faculties over. Here is

one, however, that has a certain touch of

originality about it that makes it a handy

device on small work in the foundry.

Fig. S shows a ladle mounted in the usual

are in extensive use in the foundry of the

West Shore shops.

Great attention is paid to flue work in

these shops, and the record made for weld-

ing (which, by the way, is the butt-weld),

and the kindred operations in repairing

a set of flues, stands at the head of the

best work in this line. Fig. 6 illustrates a

novel application of water and air in test-

ing of flues after the weld. The machine

is made up of a pair of rubber joints in

suitable iron sockets, for the end of the

flue, mounted on a pair of channels for a

frame. The joint at the right is secured

to the piston rod of a 4-inch air cylinder,
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and has a movement of 6 inches by which

to secure and release a flue under test.

At the right, on the under side of the

frame, is seen a combined water and air

cyHnder with dififerential pistons, 3 and

4}i inches diameter, respectively, secured

to a common rod. The piping is arranged

so that water is admitted to the flue

through the rear stop, and at the same
time enters the water end of the combina-

tion water and air cylinder, forcing the

pistons to the end of their travel to the

right. The flue and piping now being

filled with water at a low pressure, air is

admitted to the air side of the differential

piston which moves against the confined

water, and gives the flue the test pressure.

We are informed that, while the device

was built at these shops, the idea was not

conceived here. In any event it does good
work, and that, too, without the shop be-

ing afloat, as is too often seen with this

class of work.

A radial or angle-boring machine has

been needed in many wood-working
shops, just as it was required here, with-

out doubt, but the simile ends with this

statement of the case. While the others

had to do without the tool, this one did

not; for the tool was designed and built

as soon as it was shown that money could

be made, or, what is the same thing, saved

by it.

Fig. 7 shows this tool in two parts^

a cast-iron base, small and light, on which

is a bracket carrying the tight and loose

pulleys; and a top section with a vertically

adjustable head carrying a horizontal bor-

ing spindle. At the junction of these two
sections, which have flanges circular in

form, there is a circular groove into which

fits a tongue on the upper section, and

which allows a horizontal movement of

the boring spindle about a complete circle,

the power being transmitted to the spin-

dle through bevel gears and a splined

shaft. The design of the tool is mechani-

cal; it fulfills all expectations, and, like the

other devices shown from these shops,

is an evidence that the superintendent of

motive power, Mr. J. M. Boon, has not

parted with any of his oldtime ability, and

that he lends every encouragement to his

subordinates to reach net results.

® i i
Liquid Fuel.

The Bureau of Steam Engineering of

the American Navy has been engaged in

making a series of tests on the value of

liquid fuel, having a petroleum base, for

steam-making purposes. There have been

so many high claims made for the advan-

tages of liquid fuel in steam-making that

it seemed certain that liquid fuel would
be preferred to coal for torpedo boats and

war ships, where compact storage was an

important consideration. It appears,

however, that the fuel experimented with

did not create a wholly favorable impres-

sion as a substitute for coal in its results,

apart from the question of safety. Re-

ports received from foreign countries also

indicate a lack of reliance on liquid fuel

there, although perhaps there may be fur-

ther experiments before it is definitely

abandoned. The Germans were reported

some time ago to be intending to intro-

duce liquid fuel into several of their new-

est battle ships and cruisers, such as the
" Ersatz-Preussen," " Ersatz-Leipsig,"

"Ersatz-Freya," and so on, but not much

can be used with more facility, being sim-

ply turned on from pipes as needed, and
requires a much smaller force of stokers.

In addition, it is said that steam can be

got up much more rapidly, which is an

advantage for a torpedo boat, and then,

the absence of smoke, which would aid

her in keeping an enemy in ignorance of

her presence, must be reckoned an ad-

vantage. Still, even for torpedo boats,

more has been heard of that alleged pur-

pose. It has further been said that, al-

though a French Naval Commission once

reported adversely in regard to the use

of liquid fuel, it would be resorted to on
some French war vessels as an auxiliary,

in combination with coal, to allow higher

speed with forced draft. Of this purpose

also little has recently been heard.

It would be a great advantage in many
respects if, for torpedo boats at least, this

fuel could be used, since it occupies less

space in proportion to weight than coal,

Locuinutti't £nyint

ANGLE BORING MACHINE.

the use of oil as fuel does not yet secure

the approval of Chief Engineer Melville,

who has had the recent experiments con-

ducted.

i i S
"The Ottawa Convention," says the

"Locomotive Engineers' Journal," "paid

out in charities the munificent sum of

$41,730. This was distributed among 393
beneficiaries, mostly widows and orphans.

Many of these beneficiaries, and perhaps

all (as we are already in receipt of many),

desire to express their appreciation and

thankfulness to the brotherhood, and to-

those immediately associated, for their

many acts of kindness and generosity. It

will readily be seen that three or four

hundred of these will require extensive

space in the 'Journal,' and we believe this

statement will answer the purpose of these

many letters from the beneficiaries. They

are full of thankfulness, and we can all

realize what a help the charitable thought

and act of the convention brings to these-

many in need."
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An Old Hook Motion.

Mr. Theodore C. Becke, one of our sub-

scribers in St. Louis, writes as follows:

"Seeing an article in August number of

'Locomotive Engineering,' headed 'Old

Locomotives Ditched,' I herewith send

you photograph of the engines mentioned,

which I took on July 26th, with Master

Arthur Becke at the throttle.

"The front truck wheel is blank and

bears the date 1854, but must have been

substituted for the original, which evi-

dently was a spoked wheel. The pump
barrel serves as a guide for the crosshead

to travel on."

Handling Trains on Heavy Hills.

Mr. J. N. Barr, of the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & St. Paul, appears to have very

sound views on the way to get trains over

hills. They were considering at the

Western Railway Club a paper on loco-

motive rating in fuel, in which the sen-

tence occurred: "The only tendency which

we have to combat is one of crawling up

hills and running down them at too great

a speed." In reply to that statement Mr.

Barr said:

"I do not know that that tendency

should be combated very seriously if we
are looking for the best results for the

ox THE POOR FAK.M.

The "Railway Herald," an English rail-

way employes' paper, expresses surprise

to see that there is a tendency on the part

of the officials of some of the British rail-

ways to put six-wheel bogies under their

new passenger cars. The paper says that

the reason for so doing is hardly apparent,

as four-wheel bogies cost less, will carry

the weight equally well, and it stands to

reason that the friction between them and
the rails on curves must be considerably

less. If our contemporary would ascer-

tain the weight of the cars and the size

of the journals, it would soon be able by
a little figuring to tell why six-wheel

trucks are often a necessity, although

they doubtless increase the resistance of

railway trains on curves. We have learned

in America, long ago, that six-wheel

trucks were a necessity, for the simple

reason that sufficient bearing surface, to

keep the journals running cool, could not

be obtained with a four-wheel truck.

railroad. If we are looking to make a 'fly'

run, then I think that the tendency should

be very seriously combated. I have al-

ways found that, in driving a team, a good
driver will generally go slower up hill

than he will down, and the engine with its

train is almost on an exact parallel with

a team of horses. The driver knows that

if he rushes the team up hill he will play

it out. He will not get any hot box, but

he will get a foundered horse. Now, if

we rush with a heavy load up hill we get

difficulties of the same kind. We do get

hot boxes, and we sometimes get them
foundered, if leaky flues can be called

'foundering.'

"I think that the adage which was in

use a few years ago, 'that the proper way
to run a train was to go as fast up hill as

down' is one of the most pernicious that

has ever been brought forth. I think that

the persons who started the adage did not

know anything practically about the oper-

ation of a train, and I do not think, so

far as economy is concerned, that you
could follow a worse principle that that of

going up hill as fast as you go down.
"There is another point: In going down

a hill there seems to be an objection to

going fast. I do not know whether it

originated from the fact that a horse going

down hill is liable to stumble; but hills

that we take on the railroad are not the

hills that we encounter when driving a

team^—not by a great deal—almost the

maximum grade is 50 feet to the mile (the

average is probably considerably less than

that); still they are called hills. Now,
the objection to running fast down hill is

that if the engine gets ofT the track you
will do more damage than if you are run-

ning on a level; but I would like some-
one to figure out, or to give me an idea

of, how much farther the train would run

if it got oft the track going down a good
grade than if it should have got off at the

same speed on a level. I question whether

you would find much difference. I ques-

tion whether, if it did get off, you would

find an additional broken coupler if you
were on a 36-foot grade as compared with

being on a level.

"It appears to me that the rule to run

up hill as fast as down has done consid-

erable mischief. While a great many of

us have broken loose from that opinion,

still we, to a certain extent, hang onto the

objection of making as good time as we
can down hill when Nature, through the

medium of gravity, is helping us all it

can to move that train for the least amount
of money and make the best time; and if

we throw away our opportunities when
we have got them, on account of some
theory, I think we are making a great

mistake. If we lose a little time going

up hill, we get \o the top with an engine

in good shape, the engine boxes are cold,

the boxes on the cars are in good shape

and ready to move off lively. If we don't

do that we don't avail ourselves of the ad-

vantages that are given to us, because wc
are following a theory."

On this subject Mr. John Mackenzie,

of the Nickel Plate, was reminded by

some of Mr. Barr's remarks about a story

of a man who made pretty good time

going down hill and was never able to go
very fast up hill. That man never had any

more cars put onto him, but the fellow

who went up hill fast always had more
cars put onto his train. "I think if any

of the superintendents found out that we
were running down hill very fast they

would put on more cars at the next sta-

tion. This has a good deal to do with

loading trains nowadays. They make
them so that the engineer cannot run very

fast, whether up or down. Whenever we
think the engines are not pulling enough,

we look up the tonnage and see what they

are doing. We are pretty well satisfied

that they are pulling about all they ought

to, but the more investigations we make
the more the coal record suffers."
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Consolidation Freight Compound Lo-

comotive for the Lalce Superior &
Ishpeming Railway.

The Pittsburgh Locomotive Works
have just turned out for the Lake Superior

& Ishpeming Railway, some very heavy

consoHdated compounds, one of which is

illustrated on this page.

These engines weigh 147,600 pounds

ready for the road, and have a high-pres-

sure cylinder 20 x 28 inches and a low-

pressure cylinder 31 x 28 inches. This is

an e.xceptionally heavy and powerful en-

gine and will be used in the iron country

of Lake Superior.

When engines of this class come to be

used on level roads, or roads that are

comparatively level, the people in charge

of the building of freight cars will have

to change some of their methods and

Type of boiler, straight.

Diameter of boiler at smallest ring, 64

inches.

Diameter of boiler at back head, 67

inches.

Crown sheet supported by radial stays,

1% inches diameter.

Staybolts, i inch diameter, spaced 4
inches from center to center.

Number of tubes, 240.

Diameter of tubes, 254 inches.

Length of tubes over tube sheets, 14 feet

7 inches.

Length of firebox, inside, 108 inches.

Width of firebox, inside, 42^^ inches.

Working pressure, 180 pounds.

Kind of grates, cast-iron, rocking.

Grate surface, 31.78.

Heating surface in tubes, 2,049.5.

Heating surface in firebo.x, 148.6.

Modern Locomotives.

Of all the patented gimcrack locomo-

tives that have been devised in the past

ten or fifteen years not one is in service

to-day. The Holman and the Fontaine

locomotives met with a speedy and dis-

astrous downfall; the Strong locomotive,

with its peculiar valve gear, which was

to render the link motion obsolete, was

also short-lived; the Hall four-cylinder

locomotive was a disappointment in its

performance, and of the "James Tole-

man," an English locomotive upon new
lines, the same must also be said. The
standard locomotive in use to-day on all

American railroads is an evolution; step

by step, and detail by detail, improve-

ments have been made; it is a survival of

the fittest practice and embodies the prac-

tical experience of intelligent men in the

COMPOUXD CON.SOLIDATION FOR LAKE, SUPERIOR & I.SHPEMING RAILWAY.

some of their materials, for such engines

will haul more than will hang together.

The following are the general dimen-

sions of the engines:

Fuel, bituminous coal.

Gage of track, 4 feet 8]A inches.

Total weight of engine in working order,

147.600 pounds.

Total weight on drivers, 132,800 pounds.

Driving-wheel base of engine, 15 feet 6

inches.

Total wheel base of engine, 23 feet 6

inches.

Total wheel base of engine and tender,

52 feet loj-^ inches.

Height from rail to top of stack, 14 feet

11^ inches.

Cylinders, high-pressure, diameter and
stroke, 20 x 28 inches.

Cylinders, low-pressure, diameter and
stroke, 31 x 28 inches.

Slide valves. Richardson balance.

Piston rods, steel, 3}4 inches diameter.

Total heating surface, 2,198.1.

Diameter of driving wheels outside of

tire, 56 inches.

Diameter and length of journals, 8x9
inches.

Diameter of truck wheels, 30 inches.

Diameter and length of journals, 5x9
inches.

Type of tank, level top.

Water capacity of tank, 4,000 United

States gallons.

Fuel capacity of tank, 280 cubic feet.

Weight of tender with fuel and water,

76,200 pounds.

Type of brakes, Westinghouse-Ameri-

can automatic.

The Pennsylvania Railroad people

have abandoned the practice of securing

the piston rod to the crosshead by means
of a split nut, and have returned to the use

of a key.

use of locomotives. Persons who are

about to invent new locomotives and think

they have made discoveries tn that direc-

tion, should read up the subject and profit

by the experience of others before taking

out patents all over the world and form-

ing companies.—"Engineer."

The Chesapeake & Ohio people have

had a Richmond compound in service for

over three years, which ought to be suffi-

cient time to demonstrate the compara-

tive value of the simple and compound
type for freight service. The "Railway

Age" has recently published a statement,

supplied by Mr. W. S. Morris, superin-

tendent of motive power, which shows
that when compared with a simple engine

of the same type the compound did the

work on a saving of 23.9 pounds of coal

per engine-mile.
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Kinks from the Omaha Road.

The difficulty of handling driving

wheels in and out of the lathe has caused

considerable scheming by those inter-

ested. Air has been found to be the

deliverer from these troubles, as almost

all of the best devices for the purpose of

quickly accomplishing the desired results

are now manipulated by compressed air.

but there is a wide difference in the way

the end is reached.

Among the best of these, we illustrate

one of five tons capacity in operation at

the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis &
Omaha shops at St. Paul, by permission

of Master Mechanic Jno. Ellis. It is

shown as secured to the under side of the

roof truss, above the driving-wheel lathes

and at right angles to them. Suspended

A
Detail of Cup

STEEL ECCENTRIC STRAP WITH BR.\SS
LIMER.

the load in position, and allowing the

lathe centers to be adjusted and the wheels

to swing, ready for turning. The whole

rig is one of the best things for the pur-

pose that has come under our observation.

A steel eccentric strap with a brass liner

has been in use on this road for some time

—long enough, however, to demonstrate

its right to stay and rank as an improve-

ment over the plain cast-iron straps. The
strap is bored out as shown at A A, after

a brass liner 5i-inch thick is introduced

between the two halves. A brass ring

is then turned to a light driving fit in the

strap, after which the thickness of the

flat liners is cut out of the opposite sides,

leaving the ring in two sections. The

job is then put together and the ring

bored out to fit the eccentric.

The advantages claimed for this con-

struction, after over two years' trial, is

that brass and iron give better wear and

longer life than iron, or steel on iron, and

also that wear, when it reaches the allow-

able limit, is so easily taken up by reduc-

ing the thickness of the fiat liners. This

form of construction will be recognized

l)v those who served their time abroad,

overlook an order, and have been refused

a job, even as engine wiper, by one of

the largest roads in the South, officered

by men who are looked upon as possess-

ing fine business qualifications. Railroad

officials seem utterly oblivious of the fact

that, in the Standard Code of Train Rules,

Rule 516 calls for orders to be kept before

the engineer's eyes until executed or an-

nulled. Had the device for displaying

train orders been in use on the Chicago
& Northwestern, that dreadful catastrophe

of July nth, near Logan. la., in all prob-

ability would have been prevented. It

can hardly be disputed that railroad com-

panies deserve censure as well as criti-

cism for not making some effort to com-

ply with rules for which they hold others

to strict accountability. A conductor's

tongue, tied in the middle and loose at

both ends, caused me to overlook an

order. He forgot it himself, and never

stopped until he got it out of my mind,

and kept it out by his incessant gabble."

It is wonderful how insistent ignorance

is in some quarters where light and knowl-

iiw u
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to the truss is a pair of so-pound T-rails,

28 feet long, which serve as guide rails for

a four-wheeled trolley carrying a 14 x 31-

inch lifting cylinder having a movement

to and from the lathes by means of its

trolley.

Above and about the middle of the

lengrth of the guide rails is secured an-

other cylinder having a bore of 6 inches

diameter and 81^-2 inches long, with a

piston head at the center and rod extend-

ing through both heads, packed so as to

move in either direction from the center.

The two piston rods of this cylinder are

fitted with a two-groove sheave at the

outer ends, over which pass a J^-inch

steel cable to two fixed sheaves, and from

thence down to the carriage of the lifting

cylinder.

In operation, the driving wheels to be

raised are rolled up to the lathe, and the

lifting hooks are passed under the axle;

the wheels are then lifted to the height

of the lathe centers by admitting air to

the 14-inch cylinder, and while suspended,

air is admitted to the 6-inch cylinder,

which, through its connection with the

J^-inch cable, moves the large cylinder

and its load horizontally between the

lathe face plates, when air is turned on to

both sides of the 6-inch piston, locking

FIVE-TON' PNEUMATIC CRANE.

where babbitt and brass was so long pop-

ular practice for lining of eccentric straps.

There is good reason to believe that a

strap will give longer service with the

harder metal, in the case under consid-

eration, although more expensive to build

than babbitt rings. The strap, it will be

noted, has a needle-feed oil cup which is

not expensive to build; this is shown in

a separate detail. The application of the

needle to the strap, which forms the cup,

is certainly novel, cheap and good.

g ^ ^
To Prevent Forgetting Orders.

In the course of a letter about his in-

vention, Mr. A. W. Jennings, whose de-

vice for preventing the forgetting of or-

ders was illustrated in our August num-

ber, writes us:

"In calling the attention of the public

to this device, it would be well to say

that engineers who forget orders, and are

not killed from an accident resulting there-

from, are invariably discharged, and

shunned to a great extent even by their

brother engineers, and treated worse by

the railroad companies than if they had

been caught robbing or stealing the com-

pany's property. I speak from experi-

ence, as I have been so unfortunate as to

iH^^h i\^' x««ni»rl[« £nj(>i«Hiv

edge ought to prevail. It is not long

since we heard a man in charge of a steam

engine remark that he did not think much

of expansion, anyhow. He considered that

the best way to make a steam engine work

successfully was to get the steam out of

the cylinder as quickly as possible after

cut-ofF took place. He had heard that

getting the steam out of the cylinder of

high-speed engines was an important ob-

ject, and he imagined that it could be got

out best by opening the exhaust just when

cut-off took place.

^ ^ ^
The Bethlehem Iron Company can now

roll open-hearth boiler plates 126 inches

wide.
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Renewed Interest in the Steel Car.

The steel cars exhibited by the Uni-
versal Construction Company at the

Saratoga conventions in June, have

awakened an interest in that type of

construction that is likely to lead to their

early adoption for special service on a

prominent trunk line. Two well-known

motive-power officials are said to have

been investigating the good features of

these cars, with the view of giving them
an opportunity to demonstrate their right

to the good name so ardently pressed for

them by the advocates of steel cars.

There has been no unseemly haste in

the rush for this comparatively new thing

in car construction, and it is well that a

proper conservatism should hedge about

and govern those who will ultimately be

responsible for their appearance as factors

in the transportation problem. History is

full of instances to prove that the solution

of momentous questions requires time,

not for the purpose of establishing the

point of merit alone, but more often to

batter down the walls of prejudice nearly

always surrounding an innovation in the

field of mechanical construction.

A road trial under the most exacting

conditions has been given a few samples

of these cars, and they have thus far borne

out all claims made for them; it is there-

fore seen that this revival of interest is

a timely one if it will prove for us whether

a steel car is, or is not, the proper thing to

use. It is time to view the case from the

standpoint of utility, and not let personal

bias decide a matter fraught with so much
consequence to railroad companies.

An exhibit of the latest and best ideas in

steel, worked out by practical men, is

directly responsible for the growing inter-

est in the new car. These object lessons

in steel have prepared the way for further

thought and future effort on lines leading

up to a higher development of the car.

There can be no doubt of the result, sim-

ply because men are in this business of

in<iuiry at the present time solely for

the purpose of knowing what is best to do
for the improvement of rolling stock, and
their verdict will be in harmony with the

facts, and therefore, reliable—confidence

can be placed in it, because it will be a dis-

interested one.

New, Vertical, Hollow Chisel Mortising
Machine.

Our half-tone illustration of the new
hollow chisel mortiser is a fine example

of the tool-builder's art, telling pictorially

how closely the wants of the wood-work-
ing shop are watched and provided for by

those whose business it is to equip them.

This machine has two universal auxil-

bcst mechanical features found in tools of

this character, in addition to the improve-
ments noted, which enables the operator

to do the best work in the shortest time.

Representing as it does the results of the

ripe experience of its builders, J. A. Fay
& Co., Cincinnati, O., its value in a manu-
facturing plant or repair shop cannot be

over-estimated.

iary boring attachments, and a traveling

table operated by hand as seen in the en-

graving, or it is arranged with an auto-

matic traveling carriage of any length de-

sired to suit any special output. The
weight will range from 6,600 to 14,000

pounds. Its construction embraces the

Standard Size of Car Material.

The necessity for a common standard

in the sizes of material entering into car

construction has been vigorously agitated

by those who know how to put a stick

of timber in a car and what its functions

are after it is in, but the unreasoning op-
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position of sonic who think it is imprac-

ticable to make such a move has tended

to block progress for a time; the feeling,

however, is growing that will be pro-

ductive of results.

Framing of a car cannot now be done

by guesswork, as in the old days when
no one thought to ask, "Why do you not

use lighter material and reduce the weight

of your car?" That question is a fateful

one now. The science of car-building is

founded on principles just as plainly de-

fined and as easily understood as any

other that is based on mechanical laws,

and that is the reason why an adherence

to a system that does not look to uni-

formity of dimensions would be ridiculous

if it were not rather too expensive to

come under that head. The cost of it

divests the practice of all humorous fea-

tures, and makes it assume a serious aspect

to railroads that are wedded to that hap-

hazard way of doing business.

There is certainly a large field for im-

provement if each road would make an

earnest attempt to form its own standard,

and enforce its adoption, in the matter

of posts, braces, sills and plates, and thus

straighten out its own tangle of diverse

sizes of materials. It is not pleasant to

contemplate the fact that cars of the same

capacity on many roads cannot be re-

paired with the same material (although

they had a common designer),simply be-

cause there was too much experimenting

going on instead of an intelligent work-

ing-out of the problems involved.

Thought given to the sizes of these parts

will cheapen the cost of production and

maintenance, and also reduce the amount

of material to be carried in stock, three

factors that represent the dilTcrence be-

tween good and bad management.

i i i
Opposing Steel Cars.

Some of our contemporaries which rep-

resent lumber interests are very much
worried over the agitation in favor of steel

cars, and they perceive nothing short of

financial ruin for the railroad companies

which are prepared to use steel cars for

the transport of freight. The number of

steel cars used by railroad companies in

Europe has been steadily increasing, and

the prevailing testimony is that they are

more durable than wooden cars and come
out of a wreck in better shape. -Yet a cor-

respondent of the "Hard Wood Record"

writes:

"In the kingdom of Prussia, whereabout

nine-tenths of all railways have been

bought and are now owned by the Gov-

ernment, which is also owner of ore mines,

rolling mills and extensive car shops,

these experiments were taken up with

great interest and zeal, and kept a little

army of the most skillful engineers in pur-

suit of the very best and most practical

construction since about 1869. The Royal

hfiederschlesische Maerkische Railroad

line, between Berlin and Breslau, is the

trial field lor any novelty to be introduced

in the construction of railroads or their

rolling stock.

"There, and on the line of the Rechte

Oder Ufer Railway, a heavy coal, ore and

lumber carrier, at the time in the hands

of a private stock company, the most

practical and best-built cars, entirely of

iron or steel, were in operation since 1870.

Minute and strict statistics kept track of

these metal cars and wooden cars, con-

structed and employed at the same time,

in same capacity and work. After a pe-

riod of about five years these statistics

proved what was plainly visible to the at-

tentive, that the woodin cars took less

damage, that the damages of metal cars

were more serious, required in every

instance the sending of the car to the

shops, while light damaged wooden cars

could be repaired where the accident oc-

curred. Cost of all repairs of metal cars

at the end of the period stated figured

enormously over and above the expendi-

tures for their wooden competitors. Many
metal cars damaged in the same wreck
next to the wooden cars in question were

irreparable, had to be sold as scrap iron,

while the wooden cars, after their broken

parts were soon easily repaired, could be

returned to the service. Such and other

technical evidence of which I shall men-
tion in the furtlier part of this article in-

duced the railroads named above to only

maintain some short steel cars, but prin-

cipally to return to the 'old faithful'

wooden cars, though wood is more expen-

sive over there than in the United States.

"In the Urtited States the same proposi-

tion busied since scores of years the most
ingenious talents. Mr. Porter, connected

with the Illinois Steel Company and witli

the Chicago & Eastern Illinois Railroad,

has made what our best car-building en-

gineers pronounce 'the most exhaustive

coinputations on the subject,' after the

Illinois Steel Company had made plans

for steel cars, in order to determine their

utility, expense (for both construction

and maintenance) and the wear of such

cars. The result was congruent with the

finding of another expert, whose experi-

ence is expressed in the following opin-

ion: 'Investigating the value of a car built

entirely of steel in comparison to what we
call a wooden car, we have only to con-

sider the body, as the trucks are now
largely made of steel altogether. Un-
doubtedly a greater carrying capacity will

be obtained from short cars, constructed

entirely of iron or steel and properly

trussed; but in building longer cars, which

are chiefly in demand, we are compelled

to use such large sections of structural

iron or steel for sills that the weight in-

creases very inordinately, compared to the

carrying capacity.'

"At the present time most of our rail-

way cars are constructed 36 feet in length

for a capacity of 35 tons, and anybody who
has any knowledge of the prices of both

steel and lumber material used in the con-

struction of such cars will easily discover

his computations suggest 'wooden' cars.

The publications of which I mention at the

beginning of this article laid great weight

upon the increase of the capacity of steel

cars, but they do not consider the conse-

quent danger deriving from such overbur-

dening of the railroad bridges and road-

beds if we do not increase in proportion

the number of wheels under such cars.

Considering these few technical points,

the expense for construction of a steel car

must nearly be double that of a 'wooden'

car, according to the opinion of said ex-

pert authority.

"The question is. Are our railroads in a

position to pay for this additional cost of

their rolling stock, for the immense e.x-

penses which the strengthening of bridges,

trestles, roadbeds, turnstiles, etc., would

require, and is the value of this steel car

commensurate with these immense ex-

penditures? The fact that our largest

railroads are in the hands of receiver!,

and pay since many years no dividends or

next to none, is sufficient answer.

"One of the most important factors in

the superiority of 'wooden' cars is the

possibility to employ ihem without en-

dangering their material, in the shipping

of all kinds of freight, while metal cars

would be seriously damaged by a cargo

of, or containing partly, chemicals, which

destroy metal. The more carefully and

specially we investigate into the details,

the more we find preference for the wood-
en car. The momentum of an iron or

steel car is so much greater than that of a

wooden car of same size that our present

brakes, machinery and power operating

them would have to be largely increased

in a train of steel cars. The space allotted

in this periodical to the discussion of the

matter in question does not permit of go-

in^ further into details. But I deem it

necessary to cast some rays upon the sub-

ject from a business standpoint. At pres-

ent the railroads of the United States have

the choice between so many existing car-

building institutions, which in recent

years, by free competition, offered cars at

the lowest possible prices. Should the

steel car become omnipotent, the situation

would soon be changed. No matter how
cheap such steel cars would be at present,

in the future they would be the dearer.

The raw material for these cars is manu-
factured and monopolized by one or two
very independent concerns. No compe-
tition will disturb them for many years,

on account of the immense plants and

capitals necessary in the manufacture of

steel. To the mercy of these magnates the

railroad companies which need cars

would be delivered, and when then the re-

turn to wooden cars would be necessary,

many of the present car-building institu-

tions will be out of business and compe-

tition so much less. Witnessing the load-

ing or unloading of timber and lumber

into thousands of flat and other cars, I

experienced very many accidents caused
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by the slipping of the feet of laborers dur-

ing all seasons, but more during the win-

ter time. The greatest care was there-

fore necessary, and the work in loading

or unloading was greatly delayed. Labor-

ers, as well as their principals, disfavored

the steel cars, and were glad when they

could obtain wooden cars for shipments.

"The facts and experiences above stated

may be sufficient to prove that lumber is

and probably will be for many years to

come the preferred material in the con-

struction of railway rolling stock.

"Manufacturers of timber and lumber for

car-building purposes should therefore

not feel alarmed by the publications of

steel-car scare articles."

i i ^
Letter Ballot on Revised Standards.
The letter ballot, long since adopted by

the Master Car Builders' and Master Me-
chanics' Associations, as a means of help-

ing out business between the annual

meets, is a good one for the reason that it

gives members an opportunity to weigh
any question with more care than would
be possible in convention, where business

is necessarily conducted with a rush.

It is worthy of note that the forty-three

questions submitted to the members of

the Master Car Builders' Association for

letter ballot, closing August loth, resulted

in the adoption of all. The ballot referred

to a modification of the "Revised Stand-

ards and Recommended Practice" of the

association, and was remarkable for the

unanimity of the members in keeping pace

with the progress of events.

^ ^ @
English Dining and Sleeping Cars.

Our English cousins know how to get

all there is out of the cars in their pas-

senger service without reaching into the

realms of dead weight to the extent that

is done in this country. The Great West-
ern Railway is running dining "saloons"

that weigh 27 tons, 14 cwts.,2 quarters, and
sleeping "saloons" that weigh 26 tons.

By reduction the first becomes 62.000

pounds, and the second 58,200 pounds.

When it is understood that the greater

of these weights is about the average of

our first-class coach, it would appear that

our roads do not attach much importance

to a little thing like non-paying dead
weight, and this feeling grows to a cer-

tainty when we compare the above fig-

ures with our "diners" and "sleepers,"

the former of which reach over 95.000

pounds, and the latter over 100,000 pounds.

It may be said that the difference in car-

rying capacity of these cars precludes any
comparison in weight, but we believe that

an average of the passengers carried in

them will not be so greatly different, for

it is well known that their patronage is

very light in certain sections of this coun-

try, and a car of much less capacity would
be amply large to handle the travel. It

is rarely the case that our "sleepers" are

filled.

Loading of Lumber and Timber on

Open Cars.

The Master Car Builders' Association

has published the rules adopted as

"Recommended Practice," on the above

subject, in pamphlet form, 6x9 inches,

showing the loading of lumber and timber

under the most varying conditions imag-

inable, or ever likely to arise in practice,

witli the fullest written instructions to

cover every case illustrated. The latter

make the rules particularly valuable in

tlie matter of overhung loads and how to

secure the same in the safest manner.

Little has been left undone in these

rules to make them of the greatest value

to shippers, and at the same time preserve

cars from the evils of overloading, espe-

cially in the case last cited, where one

truck is carrying more that its share of

the load. The document is comprehen-

sive, and one of the best things turned

out by the association.

i ^ ©
The Imperial Parlor and Sleeping Car.

A wide departure from the present well-

known arrangement of the upper berths

in a sleeping car was seen in a quarter-

size model, showing one section of a

sleeper, which was on exhibition in New
York recently under the above title.

The lower seats make up into the reg-

ulation double berth, and the proposed

improvement was not apparent until the

entire absence of the upper berth was

noted; there was nothing visible that

looked like an upper, the whole interior

of the car being, in fact, similar to a day

coach in appearance, except in the matter

of seats, giving an airy and roomy elTect

wholly wanting in a sleeping car.

In construction, the model was made to

work as perfectly as though of full size.

and the whole thing was therefore not

open to the criticism of being on the toy

order. The novelties, or proposed im-

provements over the old plans, lie ex-

clusively in the partitions, the manner of

constructing the upper berths, and the

added ventilation for the same. The par-

titions are made to rise from their places

between the seat backs, up to the clear-

story of the car, instead of being detach-

able and stowed away in the upper berths

when not in use. These partitions are

counterbalanced and move up to position

with no expenditure of energy to speak of

and drop to their places between seats

when unlocked. This would appear to be

a commendable feature in case of sudden

illness or desired privacy, as the berth can

I)e instantly transformed into a state room.

The supports for the upper berth are

made of steel and are concealed behind a

door forming the face of the pilaster be-

tween windows. They are pivoted so as

to be in a horizontal line when extended

out from the side of car and in position
^

for supporting the berth, which is made
on the principle of the roll-top of a desk,

and disappears from view by rolling up
under the car roof. When down for use,

it has a certain elasticity, owing to its open
construction, that would seem to make it

an easy bed.

It was seen that an increased height of

window was possible by using a disap-

pearing upper berth, and this fact was
utilized to give proper ventilation to the

occupant, who has a screen in his part of

the window and can control the ventila-

tion in his berth to suit his needs.

There are some two or three more
inches between these berths than in old

practice, which is room badly needed in

most sleeping cars, as all will testify to

who have ever tried to dress in the

cramped space of one of them.

If this car will do any part of what the

inventors claim for it in the way of addi-

tional comfort during the hours devoted

to sleep, it will be a boon to the traveling

public. There was one thing noticeably

lacking in the scheme, however, and that

was, there ^as no tangible evidence of

any provision for circumventing the sable

gentleman who wields the brush in the

morning.

i i ^
Disputes in Car Interchange.

In May, 1S95, the Illinois Central Rail-

road Company rendered a bill against the

Chicago & New York Refrigerator Line

for repairs to its cars in April, 1895, in-

cluding therein charges against Car 5063,

for one draft spring weighing 35 pounds,

and against Car 4039, for one draft spring

weighing 35 pounds, draft filling and
seven draft bolts. The springs were

billed at 3I/2 cents per pound.

The Anglo-American Refrigerator Car

Company, which operates these cars, re-

turned the bill on account of overcharge

on these two cars, claiming that the draft

springs should not weigh over 28 pounds;

also, that Car 4039 was not used fairly, or

else the draft filling would not have been

broken and seven draft bolts at the same

time.

The Illinois Central Company referred

the question to the shop where the work
was done, and answers that the springs

used weighed 35 pounds, which is the

weight of the springs which it uses. Also,

that Car 4039 failed under fair usage; the

draft filling block, from its appearance,

had been giving way for some time, and

the bolts had apparently broken one at a

time; that the bill as rendered is correct

and should be paid.

The Anglo-American Refrigerator Com-
pany replies further in detail that the

spring applied to the car was a 6J4 x 6-

inch double-coil spring, outside coil 1%
inches, inside coil ^ inch, and that it

should not exceed 26 pounds in weight;

that the pocket is only 9 inches long on

the draft rigging on this car, and that it

/has one l^-inch and one i-inch follower

plates, which leaves only 6J4 inches room
for the spring, and this is the size of the
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spring the Illinois Central Railroad Com-
pany placed in Car 5063; therefore the

bill against that car should be corrected.

The same company further adds in regard

to Car 4039, that if the draft filling failed

under fair usage, the Illinois Central Rail-

road Company could not charge it for

one draft spring on the car; that if the

spring and all the other articles mentioned

on the bill were broken, it was not done

by fair usage, and therefore again declines

to pay for the repairs of Car 4039.

In further correspondence, the Illinois

Central Railroad Company shows by the

foreman at the shop where the work was
done on Car 5063. that he weighed the

draft spring and that its weight was 35
pounds as billed. Failing to reach a set-

tlement, the matter was mutually referred

to the Arbitration Committee, who de-

cided as follows:

Decision: A double-coil draft spring

measuring O'A x 6 inches, with outer coil

1% inches diameter, and inner coil J4 inch

diameter, will weigh from 24 to 26 pounds.

A double-coil draft spring weighing from

33 to 35 pounds will measure 8 inches

high, with i!4 inches outer coil, J4 inch

inner coil. The Illinois Central Railroad

Company does not give the dimensions of

the springs used, but only gives the

weight. The Chicago & New York Re-

frigerator Line gives both the dimen-

sions and weight of the springs, namely,

6^4 x6 inches, with outside coil 1% inches

diameter, and inside coil }i inch diameter,

weight 26 pounds. From the correspon-

dence submitted, it is the opinion of the

committee that the Illinois Central Rail-

road Company is in error as to the weight

of the springs applied to the cars, and that

its bill should be corrected, charging and

crediting not more than 26 pounds per

spring. The Illinois Central Railroad

Company's statement is that the draft fill-

ing blocks had, from their appearance,

been giving way for some time, and that

the appearance of the bolts did not indicate

damage in a wreck, or by improper usage.

There is nothing in the Chicago & New
York Refrigerator Line's correspondence

to warrant questioning this statement. In

the opinion of the committee, the Illinois

Central Railroad Company's bill in this

respect is correct and should be paid.

In March, 1895, the Elgin, Joliet &
Eastern Railway Company rendered a bill

against the Cudahy Refrigerator Line for

work done on the latter's cars, including

a charge on March i6th against Cudahy

Refrigerator Line Car 3255, at McCool,

as follows: One Janney coupler, complete,

$10; two hours' labor, at 20 cents, 40 cents;

total, $10.40. Credit, 180 pounds of mal-

leable scrap, at ]/• cent, 90 cents; credit, 37

pounds of wrought scrap, at 1 cent, 37

cents: total, $1.27. Net charge, $9.13-

This bill was returned by the Cudahy

Packing Company, objecting to the

charge against the car, claiming that the

fact that it was credited with scrap on all

parts of the broken coupler is evidence of

rough usage, as no part was saved, and

stating that the car arrived at South Oma-
ha a few days later with the following de-

fects: "One foreign drawbar yoke, two

strap bolts, one follower strap, two lug

castings, one deadwood bolt and one truck

bolt broken," which further shows that

the car had rough usage. It claims that

investigation shows that no repairs were

made on the car after it left the Elgin, Joliet

& Eastern road, and it therefore asks the

cancellation of the charge against Car

3255-

The Elgin, Joliet & Eastern Railway

Company replied that the car had to be

set out of the train at McCool by the con-

ductor, on account of having one broken

coupler and knuckle; thai it put in a Jan-

ney coupler and yoke the same size as the

one removed; that there were no broken

follower straps or bolts on the car w-hen it

left the road. It also shows, by the con-

ductor who had the' train in charge when
the car was set out. that the car received

no rough usage when the coupler was

broken, but that the fracture showed old

defects. It also states that it investigated

the matter, and the record at the point

where the car was received from the Chi-

cago & Northwestern Railway Company
shows that the coupler and knuckle were

cracked, showing old defects at that time;

and on account of the defects being cov-

ered by Rule 10, it had no right to ask the

Chicago & Northwestern Railway Com-
pany to furnish a defect card; that

on account of the weakened condition

of these parts at that time, they were

broken in ordinary service in one of its

trains.

The Cudahy Packing Company replies

that if the defects w-ere on this car when

the Elgin, Joliet & Eastern road received

it from the Chicago & Northwestern Rail-

way, they must have occurred while in the

possession of that road, as the car was not

defective when it left home. Further cor-

respondence failing to adjust the case, it

was referred by mutual consent to the

Arbitration Committee, with the follow-

ing result.

Decision: The broken bolts and straps

discovered by the Cudahy Packing Com-
pany at South Omaha cannot be laid to the

Elgin, Joliet & Eastern Railway Com-
pany, as South Omaha is a point some 500

miles from the Elgin. Joliet & Eastern

road. It is shown that the wTong strap

was on the bar put in by the Elgin, Joliet

& Eastern Company, and card should have

been demanded from the delivering road

for any wrong parts not already carded.

It is shown that the bar and knuckle had

old cracks when received from the Chi-

cago & Northwestern Railway. The

broken drawbar and knuckle clearly are

chargeable to the car owner under Rule 3,

paragraph (u). and Rule 10. In the opin-

ion of the committee, the bill of the Elgin,

Joliet & Eastern Railway Company is cor-

rect and should be paid.

Fancy Woods in Car-Bulldlng:.

Railway cars have always been built of

wood and usually finished in more or less

fine hardwoods, but the tendency has con-

stantly been, and especially maked with-

in the last few years, toward the use of the

finest hardwoods obtainable. Though the

car-manufacturing companies are known

as heavy buyers, there is seldom any men-

tion made of their purchases of fancy

hardwoods. The lumber trade at large is

interested more in their purchases of sills,

decking, siding, etc.; but, as a matter of

fact, companies like the Wagner or Pull-

man, or many others that could be named,

are very extensive purchasers of the finer,

more expensive hardwoods, and it would

not be surprising to learn that this de-

mand for some woods exceeds any other.

Perhaps mahogany is a favorite finish for

the better class of passenger cars, whether

day coaches or. sleepers; but the finest

quality of quartered oak is also used in

large quantities, perhaps equaling or even

exceeding the consumption of mahogany.

But in addition to these woods, which are

standard, are curly red birch, cherry, rose-

wood, white mahogany, curly and bird's-

eye maple and many others. Outside of

the piano trade, it is doubtful if any indus-

try uses so many and varied kinds of wood.

The forests of the world are drawn upon

for materials with which to make beautiful

the interior of these traveling palaces.

The wood mosaics and inlaid work give

place to wood of every shade and color.

Furthermore, we believe that these

exhibitions of refined beauty, as well as

luxury, have had much to do with the

tastes of the people. The traveler who
sees with what artistic effect woods can

be used, is very likely, in his own building,

to attempt something along the same line.

Of course, the expense of such construc-

tion prevents its general adoption; but

there are thousands of residences in this

country that are more beautiful because

of the lessons taught by car-builders.

—

"Timberman."

The Facer Forged-Steel Car Wheel
and Locomotive Wheel Co., of Philadel-

phia, has been organized to make wheels

by a patent process invented by Mr.

J. A. Facer. The process is a stamping

method, the work being done in an appar-

atus which forms the wheel out of a blank.

i i i
An apparatus has been invented and

patented by Mr. Peter Rasch. for hoist-

ing and unloading railway cars. It consists

of a huge platform with apparatus for

lifting the car bodily and turning it over,

to dump the load.

i i 4;

It is reported that the Grand Trunk

Railway will require 30,000 vertical plane

couplers to complete its equipment, and

that the Gould coupler, now being ap-

plied to all their cars, is the one chosen

for adoption.
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A Novel Method of Turning Tires.

The line engraving of a pair of driving

wheels driven by a sprocket chain from a

lathe, will have a strange appearance to

most readers of our paper. It tells of

the dire straits many shops are yet put to

from lack of facilities to handle their

work. It also tells of ability of the high-

est order when schemes of this kind are

worked out to save the price of a tool

job. The chain is i x J^-inch iron, with

steel pins 54 inch in diameter and 3 inches

pitch. The sprocket wheels are of cast

iron and have a ratio of 4 to i; the large

one is ring bolted to the driving wheel,

nnd the small one is driven from the

chuck of a 36-inch lathe. We have run

the wheels in either direction, but usually

invert the tool and run the wheels so that

the top turns from the lathe.

"I hope this description of the way we
turned tires without a driving-wheel lathe

may help someone out ^vho has to ship

wheels three hundred miles for that pur-

pose, as we did before this arrangement
was put in force."

Such cases as the above serve to em-
phasize a condition of things that will

ultimately react on the managers, or more
properly the mis-managers, who are re-

sponsible for them. It has come to be
pretty well understood at this time, that

it does not pay a road to run the ma-
chinery department without a proper shop
equipment to keep up its power and roll-

ing stock.

Small Swindles at Conventions.

A little case of "bunco" that has de-

veloped at the Master Mechanics' and
Master Car-Builders' conventions is de-

serving of mention, not particularly for

finesse or statesmanship in the art of

swindling, but simply to show up an in-

stance of cold, cultivated nerve. It has

been a time-honored custom at these con-

ventions for photographers to group the

attendants at every opportunity and get a

picture, from which a goodly revenue was
derived. There was nothing crooked in

this transaction until the gentlemanly

agent passed among the recently posed

crowd and took orders for the picture. If

that was all he took there would be no oc-

casion to chronicle the event; but he also

which, through a pinch-penny policy, is

never bought.

Mr. W. M. Saxton, late master me-
chanic of the Washington & Columbia
River Railway, at Wallula Junction,

Wash., evolved the above rig to help him-

self out of the hole that always yawned for

tires in his shop, and furnished us with

photograph from which the engravings

were made. In connection with the sub-

ject, Mr. Saxton writes:

"I inclose to }'ou, under separate cover,

photographs of a driving-wheel lathe that

I made and have used for the past two
years. Briefly, the accessories are few,

and the whole process of rigging up is not

a costly one. First, the driving boxes

are fitted to their journals and made ready

for the road; they are then turned bottom
side up on a trestle or pair of horses made
of 10 X 12-inch oak, securely bolted to-

gether and to the floor. The wheels are

then mounted in their boxes, which thus

form journals bearings for them to re-

volve in and perform the function of lathe

centers in carrying the load. On top of

each journal is fitted an old brass taken

from the scrap pile, and secured in posi-

tion by a clamp which is bolted to the

open or cellar end of the box; these clamps

have set screws tapped through them,

which, bearing on the crown of brass,

hold the wheels securely in place.

"A pair of sprocket wheels and a chain

complete the portions made new for the

"Small jacks are put in between the

lathe and trestle carrying the wheels, and

enough strain put on to keep everything

as rigid as possible. Perhaps, if a journal

was badly worn, this way of solving the

question would not do a good job; but

just what the limit of wear should be in

order to decide this point I never was able

to say, simply because we had to turn tires.

This we did at an average of about twen-

ty-two hours to a tire.

demanded a dollar from the innocents, ana

getting the same without making any re-

turn in the way of a picture is what con-

stitutes the "head and front of his ofifend-

ing." Of course, he will not catch the

same party the second time; but there are

always others ready to make martyrs of

themselves, and to those we want to say

that the only way to "beat" those robbers

is to get the picture and pay for it after-

wards.
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Thoughts and Suggestions About Ap-
plying the Indicator to the Loco-

motive Engine.

BY F. F. HEMENWAY.

In all the ever-increasing variety of

steam and other pressure engines, cover-

ing almost every purpose of man. there is

none to which the systematic application

of the steam engine indicator is a matter

of greater importance than in the instance

of locomotive and marine engines. I

mean taking engines just as custom, which

we must ail assume represents wisdom,

does not at once point out the way to

revolution of construction or manage-

ment, or both, its use does not amount to

much. Sudden revolution may come in

these directions, but nothing in the line of

mechanical possibility is more improb-

able. Revolution will come, but it will

come by accretion; come by adding a little

here and taking away a little there. If

the indicator helps in this work of adding

to and lopping oflf—and it will help if

persistently used—it will be of the same

service in the instance of the locomotive

engine that it has been in the instance of

3:
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provides for their being operated. In the

instance of either of these engines the cost

of fuel is important, but in each there is a

good deal more to the matter—the econ-

omy—of its operation than the cost of

fuel. There is this, at least: Boiler capac-

ity is limited, necessarily, and the truism

comes constantly to mind that a locomo-

tive or marine steam engine is never larger

than its boiler or boilers, to which might

be added that sometimes it is a good deal

smaller. Things are always likely to

come to the question of getting steam

enough, and steam enough is likely to be

a question—largely a question—of how
the steam is used. Nothing but the indi-

cator will tell the story of this. Just

that, to the uninitiated, inconsequential

circumscribing line that might be drawn

by an expert sweep of the hand, might

be so drawn and tell nothing, when drawn

through the agency of a simple little in-

strument, the indicator, speaks in terms

that are never successfully questioned or

wisely disregarded. Its record is as much
a part of the day-by-day record of the

modern steamship's progress as colliding

with an iceberg would be. Its language

is a universal language, readily acquired

and seriously attended to. Mutely but

eloquently it points out ways to "break

the record," and how a ton of coal will

carry more passengers and more freight,

and bring the distant foreign port nearer

by. No questioning mind will doubt the

wonderful influence of the steam engine

indicator—its systematic use—in the evo-

lution of the modern marine engine.

The regular employment of the indi-

cator on the locomotive engine is just as

much a matter of importance as in the in-

stance of the marine engine. The sum
of the littles make the whole; when the

littles are many the whole is large. There

is too much of belief that if the indicator

C

Fig. I

the marine engine, which to-day is the

confessed pride of engineering achieve-

ment in a mechanical direction. It is in

every way satisfactory to know that a

change is coming—all too slowly to be

sure—in regard to the vital importance

of the use of the indicator on locomotive

engines. The question is passing from
"Why do you use it?" to "Why do you
not use it?" This is a healthy indication.

It is not meant by this that the indicator

is to be applied to any particular locomo-
tive daily, as it is to tlie marine engine,

but above all things it should be syste-

matically applied. By the employment of

some suitable system it should be pro-

vided that its application should be once

in the year, or once in six or three months.

Let it be applied during these intervals,

and let the record show that it has been so

applied. As many of the diagrams taken

as seems advisable, together with a brief

summary of what seems important, should

be filed away and be preserved at least

one year.

If any considerable repairs or changes

are made, let diagrams be taken before

and after the repairs or changes are made
and let the memoranda as to changes and
results be reasonably complete—quite

complete.

In the instance of new engines, the indi-

cator should be applied as soon as the

engine gets well settled to its work. No
pains should be spared to make the first

trial by the indicator as complete and

exact as practicable, and the diagrams

then taken should be preserved during the

lifetime of the engine, for reference as a

primitive record.

When from any cause, known or un-

known, an engine goes unsatisfactorily,

the indicator should be at once applied.

If the trouble is not known it will point

it out, if in the steam distribution.

Nothing like a formula is intended in

the foregoing; a few points only are re-

ferred to; points that, amongst others,

may be of interest. The matter complete

is mainly one that must be formulated ac-

cording to circumstances.

There is, even at this late day, a rather

prevalent feeling that a good deal is in the

way of applying the indicator to the loco-

motive engine. The idea that doing so is

something quite different from applying

it to an engine firmly anchored to brick

and stone seems to have a hold on the

popular mechanical mind that it is hard

to loosen. There is nothing of truth in

the idea that the locomotive engine is a

hard engine to indicate. On the contrary,

it is a fairly easy one. The large clear-

ance helps out the indicator in its only

moderately rapid responses to pressure,

and a little tact on the part of the operator

will make of the job of indicating an easy

and agreeable one. To the man whose

work, whatever it may be, is for the most

part inside brick walls, " a ride on a buffer

beam." as Charles T. Porter felicitously

puts it. is exhilarating in every way, and

when this ride has for its object a matter

of importance—an educational object—it

is doubly so. The liberal doses of ozone

put a man's perceptive faculties at the best;

if there is anything of good at all in him
that induced breeze of sixty miles an hour

will bring it out. He has at first a vague
feeling, at which his friends of the foot-

board commiseratingly smile, that some-

how the indicator and he will never keep

pace together in the race; then succeeds

the feeling that they are both standing

still, and the least and last item of trouble

Eig. 2

disappears. I am speaking now for the

first trip. It is an outing with about all

there is of good in the term. No sleep-

inducing element of brick and mortar,

and confined air, about gathering in in-

formation at sixty miles an hour.

In the matter of attaching the indicator,

the first thing is, usually, the drilling of

the holes in the cylinder for the connect-

ing pipe. These should be on the side,

as indicated in the rough sketch Fig. I.

These holes should be so far back and

front that the piston will not over-travel

them. The indicator, mounted on the

three-way cock, is ready for business on

both ends of the cylinder.
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I am well aware that the length of pipe

necessary for connecting in this way is

being very vigorously, and in some in-

stances senselessly, criticised. I am
equally well aware that, per contra, investi-

gators have not found any difference as

between short pipes and those of con-

siderable length—materially much greater

length than those represented in the

sketch. Probably, as in most similar

cases, truth lies between the extremes.

One does not have to torture things very

much to prove what he is anxious to prove

—considers proven before beginning to

take testimony. Things torture them-

selves, as it were.

Personally, I have tried locating the in-

dicator as represented, and under pre-

cisely similar conditions, with the same
engine, using the shortest practicable con-

nection. This I have never done in a way
or with an intention of putting results for-

ward as having any of the requisites of

a test, but simply to satisfy myself in a

way sufficiently accurate to be convincing

to myself, practically. The conclusion I

came to was, that connecting the indi-

cator, as represented, satisfied all prac-

tical requirements. The pipe employed
is a mighty large steam pipe for the in-

significant displacement of the indicator

piston. If the pipe connection was ex-

cessively large and exceedingly short there

would undoubtedly be a difference be-

tween the pressure in the engine cylinder

and that in the indicator cylinder, but it

might take something finer than the or-

dinary instruments of precision to measure
it. Indicator diagrams, as herein referred

to, are those taken for everyday, and not

for scientific, purposes.

There is in this connection one thing

I should be inclined to recommend: In

each branch of the three-way cock, and at

the lowest point in the branch, drill a

small hole, say 14, inch diameter; these

holes to be always open when diagrams
are being taken. I have never tried this;

my reason for believing that this drip

would be advantageous is that when one
branch is closed off—one or both are

likely to be closed for considerable pe-

riods of time—the tendency is to bank
up water in the connecting pipe and cock.

which becomes rapidly cold by this bank-
ing-up. When taking diagrams, the in-

tention is to get them from the two ends
of the cylinder as nearly simultaneously
as possible, avoiding loss of time in blow-
ing through and heating up the pipe and
cock; in fact, one is apt to think scarcely

further than getting the cock open and the
pencil against the paper. These small
holes in the bottom of the branches would
keep the pipe free from cold, stagnant
water, and hence hot. They would also
keep a slight current always established.

The holes need not be so large—perhaps

if inch instead of ^ inch would be better
—^as to make a perceptible difference in

the pressure in the pipe. If the steam
escaping through them should prove to

be a nuisance, whicli it is very likely

would be the case, the arrangement could

be such as to carry it a little out of the

way by small pipes.

I believe the Brumbo pulley, Fig. 2, to

be the best plan for reducing the motion
of the crosshead, all things considered.

With it the cord can be led to the indicator

at any required vertical angle. It may be

argued that this reduced motion is not

absolutely correct. Scarcely one reduc-

ing and transmitting motion in a hundred
is absolutely correct, and still ninety-nine

in the hundred may be nearly enough so

for all practical purposes.

In regard to the operator's position, a

box-like inclosure should be provided for

the front end. This should be arranged

to bolt in a position quite close to the

cylinder, and should be strongly made.
It should be of sufficient depth to invite

his confidence in the security of his loca-

tion. Thus provided for, he has the

necessary feeling of absolute safety, which
is very essential to his purpose.

One word in regard to the stability of

the indicator. I have quite frequently

found a tendency towards sympathetic or

other vibratory motion, and cured it by
one or more small wooden braces, wedged
or sprung in between the cock and some
part of the cylinder, and perhaps between
the lower part of the indicator and the

cylinder, so as to slightly spring he

parts. The indicator should stand quite

rigid in its position, or the diagrams will

be distorted to an extent greater or less

If a cord is employed instead of a wire

(the cord. I believe, all things considered,

is the best) for transmitting motion to the

paper drum, it should be well stretched

under strong tension before using. Sus-

pending a weight by it for a day or two
is a good way to stretch it. The cord
should be moderately waxed, the wax be-

ing well rubbed in while the cord is in

tension.

The various parts of the reducing mo-
tion should be well made, particularly as

to the fit of joints. The whole of the

equipment for one engine will serve for all

others of that class, and with some slight

modification for all the engines on the

road.

The blank diagrams should be so ar-

ranged as to be readily come at.

An extra spring should be taken along,

as well as plenty of cord. It is, to say

the least, exasperating to break a spring
or cord with nothing to replace it.

i i g

Tender Telescoping the Foot Plate.

In several railroad accidents that have
happened during the last few months,
fatal results have been brought about to

the enginemen through the tender mount-
ing into the cab of the engine when a

violent collision took place. This matter

of preventing the tender from telescoping

the cab, in case of accident, has not re-

ceived so much attention from locomotive

designers as the importance of the matter

deserves.

Designers of passenger cars have de-

voted a great deal of attention to prevent-

ing cars from telescoping in case of ac-

cident. The Miller platform was the first

great improvement in this direction, and
its use has saved many lives in cases of

accident. Ever since that platform was
applied, inventors have been striving to

improve on it, and the connections to-day

are so well made that it is very rare that

telescoping takes place, even in case of the

most severe collisions. If a little of this

attention was given to the connection be-

tween engine and tender, it would be a

great benefit to the men whose lives are

so often put in jeopardy in the engine cab.

An accident which is even more com-
mon than the tender mounting the foot

plate of the engine, is the tank breaking

from its fastenings and being projected

bodily into the cab. The ordinary method
of securing tanks to the frame is surpris-

ingly defective, and seems merely to be

designed to keep the tank in its place in

the ordinary working of the engine. Some
builders and railroad companies have been
improving on this lately, and their exam-
ple ought to be followed by every railroad

company in the country, for a very small

expense can overcome this very serious

source of danger.

We believe that the Norfolk & Western
have the tanks of some of their newest

engines secured in a way that leaves very

little to be desired in this respect. They
have a steel frame, and at the back of the

coal space there is a heavy angle iron,

riveted on, wide enough to come between
the two center channels, and the angle is

provided with two rows of rivets and pro-

jects down below the top of the frame.

There are two plates of iron across the

top of the frame, against which the angle

iron rests, making it almost impossible for

the tank to slide up without ripping the

bottom out of the tank. It seems to us

that this is a line of improvement which

deserves much more attention than it has

received.

s i i

Australian papers give highly compli-

mentary accounts of the performance of

what they call the "Australian Consolida-

tion" engine, which has lately been built

in Scotland according to designs prepared

by the chief mechanical engineer of the

New South Wales lines. The engines are

to all intents and purposes American con-

solidations, except that they have plate

frames, copper fire boxes and brass tubes.

The cylinders are 21 x 26, the diameter of

the driving wheels is 51 inches, a pressure

of 160 pounds per square inch is carried'

on the boilers, and the heating surface is

2,211 square feet with a grate area of 29.75

square feet. The engines have Westing-

house air brakes applied to engine and
tender.
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Writing Preferred to Marks in the

Brown System.
We have received from Mr. G. R.

Brown, general superintendent oi tlie

Fall Brook Railway, the following copy
of a letter which was written by Mr.
Brown to Mr. J. .\. Fillmore, manager of

the Southern Pacific Railway. Mr.
Brown thinks that the publication of this

letter will serve to make his system more
familiar to railroad men, and will save him
the labor of writing many letters. Among
roads that have recently adopted the

Brown system are the Southern Pacific;

Kansas City. Fort Scott & Memphis;
Wabash; West Michigan; and the Detroit,

Lansing & Northern:

"I am in receipt oi your letter of July

20th, inclosing me circulars, etc., prepara-

tory to adopting the 'Fall Brook System
of Discipline' on August ist, for which
please accept my thanks, and I hope that

both your company and employes will be

pleased with the results. You ask if I

have any suggestions to make in regard

to same. I notice that in your system the

reprimands and suspensions charged

against employe's record may be canceled

by a perfect record for a given number of

months. I infer that your record is kept

in writing rather than by marks, as many
of the Western roads have adopted. If

by marks, I beg to state that I have had
no experience with merit and demerit

marks; but with my limited acquaintance

of this practice, I am satisfied that the

method of keeping a memorandum ac-

count in writing, in place of straight

marks, is far superior for many reasons.

The plan of arbitrarily imposing de-

merit marks to a stated number on
each man alike is liable to finally force

you to dismiss a man in whom you had
confidence to give a further trial, and on
the other hand keep a man when your
judgment would warrant his immediate
dismissal. A new man who has been in

the employ but a few weeks or months is

put on a par with a man who has been in

the service from five to twenty-five years,

and whose services on general principles

have been quite satisfactory. The char-

acter of each offense should be written in

plain, unmistakable language, and duly

considered in connection with the general

make-up and adaptability of the man for

the business, his age in service, previous

record, etc.. giving him the benefit of all

doubts. Again, when from any cause a

new superintendent takes the place of the

old one, the record book gives him a

written standing of each man in detail;

this is a business acquaintance that it

would be itnpossible for him to acquire

if he depended wholly on merit and de-

merit marks. Even the old superintend-

ent might forget for what offenses the

marks were made. Memorandums made
against men who occupy inferior positions

are carefully considered before promot-
ing them. If a fireman or brakeman neg-
lects his duty or shows signs of incompe-

tency, he is still more liable to prove un-

satisfactory when promoted to the more
responsible positions of conductor, engi-

neer or Hagman. Our men understand

that their record must be good from the

commencement of their service with the

company; otherwise the record affects

their promotion. Men who fill inferior

positions satisfactorily are more apt to fill

more important ones with entire satisfac-

tion. By adopting this method we hardly

ever make a mistake when we promote a

man to a flagman, conductor or engineer.

When a man apparently cares but little

for these entries or memorandums, it is

good evidence that his services are not

going to be satisfactory. We always en-

ter memorandums of meritorious service,

such as deeds of heroism, loyalty, good
judgment in emergencies, etc., and in my
opinion these memorandums made in

writing have a greater significance than

straight marks, notwithstanding these

marks may be of merit; they are compara-
tively meaningless unless you chance to

remember what they are for. Would be

glad to have you call it 'Fall Brook' rather

than the 'Brown System of Discipline.'

I will take pleasure in giving you any fur-

ther information that you may desire."

i li i
The Reward of Being Too Slow.
Ever since the mechanic arts began to

grow to tl)e extent that workmen were

eiTipIoyed in trades, there has always

been opposition to improved devices and
improved methods which were calculated

to reduce the time and cost of production.

A new machine that greatly increases the

speed of production generally brings

hardships to some workman, but it nearly

always opens new fields and increases

employment in other lines. The law of

competition renders a constant eflfort to-

wards improved methods of production a

necessity, and the firm which is contented

to remain stationary soon finds its busi-

ness departing.

A "kicker," writing in "The Foundry,"
gives a good illustration of how competi-

tion leaves in the lurch the firms that like

to follow the practices of their ancestors

without change: "We entered the em-
ploy of a prominent firm of engine build-

ers," says this writer, "and the second day
of our stay the desire to 'kick' manifested

itself when we were told to make a dozen
castings from a pattern requiring consid-

erable parting to be done, without being
furnished a follow-board. Approaching
the foreman, we made a plea with facts

and figures enough to have moved a statue

to give us a follow-board; but his answer
was: T ain't going to start making fol-

low-boards, because if I make them for

one job I will have to make them for an-
other one, and it makes so much to keep
track of.' We continued 'kicking,' and
the old man sought to soothe us by ex-
claiming: 'Young man. what in thunder
are you "kicking" for? If I gave you a

follow-board you would make six a dav

instead of three. I am perfectly satisfied

with the amount of work you are turning

out, and if you did turn out twice as

much you would get no more for it.

Where have you got any "kick" coming
when you are getting your day's pay for

making castings?'

"We have always held to the opinion

that the workman who could produce the

greatest output with the least expenditure

of material and time should be classed

amongst the cheapest men a firm could

employ; but here was a case where things

were good enough. Here was a firm,

alluded to as being modern at that, who
were willing to leave well enough alone,

and although the work could have been

done in half the time with proper facilities,

yet they were seemingly getting more than

their share of the coin. We quit 'kicking'

for two months, drew pay for making
partings, and then we got work up in a

way that made us sorry we had not kept

on 'kicking.'

"One day a typewritten notice was
posted in the shop, saying that, owing to

keen competition, etc., a reduction of ten

per cent, would be made in the wages of

all employes. Then we did 'kick,' and
so did others who had been satisfied for

twenty years. If the firm was justified

in making this reduction, and we will

take it for granted that they were com-
pelled to for reasons stated, were we not

equally, and more so, justified in making
a 'kick' when the output of the shop
could easily have been increased twenty-

five per cent., and thus have avoided in-

flicting the punishment of a reduction,

bringing in its trail dissatisfaction, care-

lessness and incompetency?

"An increase in output is always pref-

erable to employer and employe alike,

against a reduction of wages. The most
productive labor is the cheapest, and he
who does not strive to this end is digging
a hole in the form of smaller pay for him-
self to fall into,"

In connection with this case, the ques-
tion is worth asking: Why is the foundry
about the last shop in an engineering
establisliing to receive the benefit of im-
proved appliances? If an agent for ma-
chine tools goes into the oftice of a ma-
chine-making shop and begins to tell that

he can reduce the cost of certain opera-
tions ten per cent by the use of an im-
proved machine, he is listened to with
keen interest and very likely carries away
an order. But when another man offers

to sell a machine for the foundry that will

save twenty-five per cent, and relieve

moldcrs from tiresome work, his words
seldom excite any attention. The use of

crude appliances has been traditional with
the foundry, and there is unwillingness to

disturb the ancient lethargy.

ij i g
The American Air Power Co., i6o

Broadway, New York, are building a

motor for the Manhattan Elevated Rail-

road.
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A New Bolt Pointer.

Editors :

I inclose to you a sketch of a machine I

devised for pointing boUs of different

sizes. It is easily operated, not expen-

sive to build, and has given excellent re-

sults in the four months of its use.

The cone A A, which drives the cutters,

is run by a belt; all the other parts are

actuated by air. By moving handle B
forward, air is admitted in cylinder C,

moving up the piston, and with it the

clamp R, holding the bolt firmly and cen-

tral with the cutter spindle. Admitting

when, for any reason, the air pressure

falls to 40 pounds or less; it will then do
the same work as could be done on cylin-

der D with 80 pounds pressuVe. K is the

adjusting screw. The upper die X need

only be let up or down, as the size of the

bolt may require, to bring same in line

with the cutting spindle.

This machine was built at the Northern

Central Railway shop at Elmira, N. Y.

It is in use every day, and we have pointed

S.ooo ^-inch bolts with it; notwithstand-

ing the fact that not a drop of oil was
used, the cutters are still in good condi-

over on left side. Do you think such a

thing possible? a. Mous.
Muscatine, la.

[The change alleged to have taken place

was just as likely as it would be for a man
to discover in the morning that his right

tliumb had changed during the night to

liis left hand.—Eds.]

@ i i
Locomotive Inspectors.

Editors :

In your August issue I notice that you
say: "In the British Isles a division mas-

ter mechanic is called locomotive inspec-

Zi.(umuf(i" Eiiyi'ircrma

A NEW BOLT POINTER.

air at the same time to the small cylinder,

D moves its piston forward, thus pulling

the spindle and cutters against the bolt

and pointing the same. Releasing the
air, the springs force the pistons to their

first positions—that is, the cutters and
clamp R recede from the bolt and all is

released.

The operator has only to place the bolt

between the clamps with his left hand, and
manipulate the air valve with his right; the

whole operation consists of those two
moves only. There is a somewhat larger

cylinder £, which is used for large-sized

bolts where more pressure is needed. In
this case the cylinder E is opened by mov-
ing handle F, and cylinder D is shut by
the handle G. The cylinder E is also used

tion. The spindle makes about 480 revo-

lutions per minute.

For rusty bolts, the cooler H, which is

a jet of air, is turned on; this blows off

all rust and dirt and helps out the cutters

wonderfully.

J. A. RlSEN.^KER.
Elmira, N. }'.

Aileged Metamorphosis.

Editors :

An engineer had occasion to put in new
balance spring (short one) on right side.

Next day engine went to shop and left

steam chest was taken up, and the spring

that was put in on right side was found

tor." Whoever gave you that informa-

tion misled you. A locomotive inspector

in England is the same as a traveling en-

gineer or road foreman of engines in

America. The position that nearest ap~

proaches our master mechanic is the out-

door assistant to the locomotive superin-

tendent, who has charge of the various

engine houses and shops on his division,

and to whom all engine house and shop

foremen make their reports. The loco-

motive inspector is generally an old en-

gincman, and is paid about $65 per month;
he is also allowed his expenses while out

on the road.

H. T. Bentley,
Late of L. & N. W. Ry. of Eng.

Belle Plaine, la.
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Tender Steps and Handholds.

Editors :

The question of safe and convenient

tender steps and handholds is brought

more to the front by the recommendation

of the Master Mechanics' Association at

their latest convention, and when the peo-

ple most concerned in this matter find the

difference between poor and good steps

and handholds, a general improvement in

this direction is sure to take place.

Our Engine No. iioi, equipped with

steps and handholds as shown on blue-

print sent you, has been in service about

three months, and everybody who has

boarded her (and they are a good many)
admits that the steps and handholds are

good.

The five ten-wheeled engines Brooks
are now building for our road will be

equipped with similar steps and hand-

holds, and as soon as practicable, old en-

gines will also be improved in this re-

spect.

You will notice on the blueprints that

the deadwood is carried under the ex-

tended top of step, thereby increasing the

width at end sill and forming a better

landing than before.

The hand-rail columns for cab and ten-

der are made of malleable iron, to avoid
the more or less treacherous cast iron,

i^-inch wrought-iron pipe used for the

hand rails, same as for sides of engine.

Ends of cab hand column left long, and
without holes to make suit different cabs.

Believing a description with illustra-

tions of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pa-
cific standard tender steps and handholds
in your paper would be appreciated by its

numerous readers, prompted us to this

communication.

G. A. Akeri.ind,
Chicago, III. Chief Draftsman.

Pitch of Gears and Screw Threads.

Editors

:

I saw an article on pitch of gears, etc.,

in the July number of "Locomotive En-
gineering," on page 613, and would say

the explanation you gave differs somewhat
from the International Correspondence

Schools. They s.iy the pitch of a gear is

the distance from the edge of one tooth to

the corresponding edge of the next tooth,

and on a screw the distance from the edge

of one thread to the corresponding edge

of the next thread, etc.

Grant, Pa. J. .\. Brith.

4* i ^
Curious Case of Water Thrown

from Stack.

A correspondent in Altoona, Wis.,

writes us:

"Can you give a remedy for the follow-

ing trouble in locomotive? While haul-

ing a light passenger train at rate of about

thirty miles per hour and working light

throttle, at intervals of about fifteen to

twenty miles, a pint or two of dirty water

is thrown out of stack, which covers

engine from sandbox to cab with dirty

spots. This happens with only one

gage of water in boiler, and no water

shows at cylinder cocks; with blower

shut off tight, also air pump shut off. The
dry pipes have been tested; holes 1%
inches have been drilled in exhaust chan-

nels, midway between cylinder and noz-

zles; but the water does not show there.

While engine is working hard continu-

ously and running faster, less water is

thrown off. The water seems to be car-

ried up by exhaust to top of stack and

drips off the edge. Nozzles have been

changed, but does no good. Stack is

made of stack steel size 15 inches diame-

ter straight, except a slight flare-out at

the top. No casting at top. Tempera-

ture of atmosphere, 90 degrees in shade.

Cylinders and chests are cased, but none

on stack."

This appears to be a curious case, and

in absence of more particulars we cannot

suggest the cause of the trouble. If any

of our readers can do so, we shall be glad

to hear from them.

e i @
Common Sense Methods.

There are a few freaks belonging to the

railroad stock species to be seen waiting

for the patronage of the railroad com-

panies, but there are very few in use at

present. The hard times which railroads

have been enduring for the last three

years are a very good preventative of wild

experiments, and railroad managers are

proving themselves very hard-hearted

towards the inventor who has offered to

save so per cent, of the operating ex-

penses by the use of some patented de-

vice. Railroad companies have displayed

great liberality in the past in trying in-

ventions that were not by any means
promising of improvement, but it is a very

wonderful patentee who gets them to try

anything at present.

In his address before the Master Me-
chanics' Association, President Blackall

portrayed the present condition of affairs

very well in the course of a short para-

graph:

"The past year marks an era in common-
sense methods; in providing suitable coun-

terbalance, reduction of the weight of re-

ciprocating parts, rating of locomotives

on tonnage basis, or more accurate meth-

ods of accounting for coal consumed,

considerations for dead weight and meth-

od of reducing same, and a general rele-

gation to the rear of such methods as fig-

ure a little and then guess at it. We are

living in a day of marvelous progress, and

we must be progressive; how to accom-

plish the most with the least expense is

the great question of the day; economy
is the word, but the utmost caution is

needed on our part that we shall not be

'penny wise and pound foolish.' We are

at once deeply interested in anything of

improvement to machinery or rolling

stock, but if we would strike the true key-

note of economy, will it not be found in

bettering the condition of the men in our

charge? It is not always higher wages
that does this, but that which tends to lift

up and elevate them to a higher standard

of manhood. Shall we not remember then

the men under us, and do all in our power
to throw around them influences to better

their conditions, and aid them in resisting

temptation? How can economies be made
in shop practices, better tools, rearrange-

ment of shops and an intelligent executive

force are all problems requiring careful

consideration. The use of modern tools

will necessarily reduce cost. The advent

of air and hydraulic lifts and cranes has

aided greatly in bringing out the desired

economies."

i i i

Some locomotives recently built by the

Northeastern Railway of England, at their

works at Gateshead, are said to be making
wonderfully good performances with fast,

heavy trains. The engines are of the two-

cylinder compound type, with two pairs

of coupled driving wheels 91 inches in

diameter. Fifteen of these engines have

been built, and it was expected that they

would have a great deal to do in making
the East Coast system of railways tri-

umphant in beating the speed record of

the West Coast during this summer. The
racing is said to be "off" on account of an

accident on the London & Northwestern,

but the Northeastern engines are expect?

ed to beat the British record for speed on
heavy trains. A peculiarity of these en-

gines is that they have .-\merican cabs

which cover the entire foot-plate. An en-

gineer, writing about Northeastern en-

gines which were equipped with American

cabs two years ago, said, that during the

severe winters of 1894 and 1895 not a

single engine driver or fireman employed

upon those engines was incapacitated

from work owing to the cold, whereas on
engines with the old-fashioned cab great

difficulty was experienced in keeping up
the ranks owing to the number of men
who were taken ill.
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Clamping Device for Cleaning Air-

Brake Cylinders.

Mr. C. E. Sherwood, formerly travel-

ing engineer on the Northern Pacific

Railroad, sends us the following cuts of a

device which he has patented for clamp-

statement by a recent experiment made on

the Pennsylvania Railroad, in which the

average weight of five hundred 60,000

pounds capacity freight cars was found to

have decreased nearly 1,600 pounds in

thirteen months, thus increasing the brake

Tlie Air-Brake Men's Proceedings.

The interest now being taken in air

brake matters could not be more forcibly

illustrated, perhaps, than by the unusual

demand for the Proceedings of the Air-

Brake Men's Third Annual Convention.

ing the cylinder head onto the piston rod

while cleaning. The cuts are self-ex-

planatory to air-brake men, who will

recognize in the device a handy tool for

use in removing and replacing the parts

when cleaning the air-brake cylinder.

Air Brakes in Qermany.

The Prussian State Railroads have

adopted altogether the Westinghouse
quick-action brake in place of the Car-

penter, formerly used on those roads.

The South German roads never used the

Carpenter brake. The Carpenter is now
only retained by some of the small com-
panies which fit all of their new work with

the Westinghouse.—Ex.

Brake Power Increased by Cars Losing
Weight.

During the discussion which followed

the reading of the paper on "Foundation

Brakes" at the St. Louis Convention of

Air-Brake Men, Secretary P. M. Kilroy

made the somewhat surprising statement

that a new car would, on account of dry-

ing-out of poorly seasoned timber, de-

crease in weight from 500 to 1,000 pounds,

and thereby raise the braking power con-

siderably above the amount originally cal-

culated.

Mr. Kilroy has been borne out in his

mD

Up

power by the drying-out process from 70

per cent, to 74 per cent.

i i i
A full air-braked train of seventy-nine

cars, all loaded with wheat, was recently

hauled over the Pennsylvania lines from

Erie to Baltimore. This is said to be the

longest air-braked train ever hauled.

In two months the first edition of four

thousand copies has been exhausted. A
second edition has just come from the

press of "Locomotive Engineering," and

copies of this up-to-date instruction book

may be had by remitting to P. M. Kilroy,

Secretary Air-Brake Association, Pine

Blufif, Ark. The prices are as follows:

Paper bound copies, 50 cents; leather

bound, 75 cents, and seal bound copies, $1.

As the margin is so narrow between

the cost of getting up the book and the

selling price, it has been found impossi-

ble to allow any commissions, even to

newsdealers. The cost of the book is the

same in quantities as single copies.

A passenger leaving his seat and pro-

ceeding down the aisle, preparing to alight

before the train is brought to a standstill,

shows that he is accustomed to riding on

trains where stops are made without

shock. The passenger who clings to his

seat until the last moment thus advertises

the fact that he is accustomed to the shock,

and that he proposes to wait until he gets

it. And the passenger who proceeds

down the aisle with all the independence

of a pig on ice, and is thrown through the

door, or is bent over the back of the seat

by the shock, shows that his confidence

has been misplaced, and that brakes are

not handled on this road like they are

"at home."
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Tool for Dislodging the Emergency
Valve Seat.

A simple and effective tool wliicli has

been used on the Delaware, Lackawanna

& Western Rairoad for some time past.

for removing the emergency valve seat

from a quick-action triple without bruis-

ing the seat, is illustrated in the accom-

panying cut.

What is Port "A" For?
KJilcrs :

Inclosed please find a fac-simile of a

rotarj' valve seat in a brake valve on an

engine running on the N. Y., C. & H. R.

R.R. If possible, please produce it in

"Locomotive Engineering" as a favor to

The tool is made of spring steel, and

by a pressure of the hand the points may

be sprung together so that they can be

entered through the large port in the piece

to be removed. Upon removing the pres-

sure of the hand, the tool resumes its

normal shape and the points catch above

the seat, and a sharp tap of a hammer in

the lower end of the tool will dislodge

the most obstinate seat.

i i i
Not a single flat wheel taken from under

the "Empire State E.xpress" and "Con-

gressional Limited" during the two years

the high-speed brake has been in service

on those fast trains, is the remarkable

record given by this powerful safety ap-

pliance which reduces the length of an

emergency stop 25 per cent, under that

made by the ordinary quick-action brake.

© i i
"I consider this one of the best treatises

on air brakes that has ever been pub-

lished, and I think it would be well for

all of our engineers and firemen who are

interested in this matter to procure a

copy," is what one of the leading super-

intendents of motive power of the coun-

try has to say for the Proceedings of the

Air-Brake Men's Third Annual Conven-

tion.

a great many of your readers here, and

let the air-brake doctors tell what the port

"A" is for.

John J. Pi.unkett,

Eng. N. Y. C. & H. R. R.R.

Syracuse, X. Y.

The automatic slack adjuster seems to

be making steady progress. The fast mail

running between Chicago and Denver on

the C, B. & Q. Ry., Trains Nos. 5 and 6

on the Rock Island road, and the "Chi-

cago & Northwestern Limited," running

between Chicago and St. Paul, have re-

cently been equipped with the McKee ad-

juster. The Pennsylvania Railroad has

several McKce adjusters on trial on some

fast freight cars.

The Big Four Railroad has recently

launched a new air-brake instruction car

which is well equipped with all necessary

apparatus, and is in charge of W. J. Hart-

man, the air-brake inspector and in-

structor of that system.

i i ^
The cord which once stretched through

all passenger equipment cars for operating

the conductor's valve is fast disappearing

and is now seldom seen. In equipping

with the signaling apparatus and the

Pintsch gas it has been crowded out.

i i i

Air pumps are not the only things that

heat during this torrid weather.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
On Alr-Brake Sublecti.

(55) K. B.. Jersey City. X. J., asks:

What sized pipes should be used on the

standard 8-inch air pump? A.—^-inch
steam pipe, i-inch exhaust pipe and 54-

inch discharge pipe.

(56) D. B. R., Boston.
Mass.. asks:

Is there any difference
in the principle of the

D-5 and E-6 equalizing
brake valves? I do not
understand why these
valves are so named,
and where the difference

lies if there is any. A.

—

There is practically no
difference in these two
valves. For some little

time after the D-5 valve
came out. it was de-
scribed in the catalog as

D-5. Later, when a new
catalog was made up and
sent out, the same valve

appeared under the head
of E-6. There is virtually

no difference except in

the catalog number.

(57) G. C. C, Lowell,
Mass.. asks:
With an 8-inch brake

cylinder, 10 x 24 auxil-

iary reservoir plain
triple. 70 pounds train-

line pressure, then make
20 pounds service reduc-

tion, what would be the cylinder pres-

sure had with I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7

and 8-inch piston travels, respectively?

.\.—The pressures will differ with the

atn<nmt of piping used; but the following

figures are about what would be obtained

ordinarily: l-inch. 64 pounds; 2-inch, 61

pounds: 3-inch, 59 pounds; 4-inch, 57
pounds; 5-inch, 55 pounds; 6-inch, 52
pounds; 7-inch. 50 pounds; 8-inch. 49
pounds; 9-inch, 47 pounds, and lo-inch, 44
pounds.

(58) J. S., Quincy, 111., writes:

T. The Westinghouse Instruction Book
gives Yi inch lift for the receiving valve of

the 6-inch pump, and 1-16 inch for the

discharge valve. Should not the lift of dis-

charge valve be the greatest? 2. What
lift would you recommend for the valves

of the 8-inch pump. A.— i. The lift of the

valves as prescribed in the book is right.

2. On the same page of the instruction

book you will find the lift for the receiv-

ing and discharge valves of the 8-inch

pump given, which is Y^ inch and 3-32

inch respectively. This is also correct,

but may be increased to 5-32 inch and Yi

inch, respectively, on pumps which supply
very long trains.

(59) M. C. M. H. asks:

Which gives the best results in service,

the feed valve or the excess pressure valve

on the D-5 engineer's brake valve? A.

—

The feed valve attachment gives the best

results. The excess pressure valve found
on some of the earlier D-5 brake valves

was intended to do but temporary service,

and is not a permanent fixture. When the

D-5 valve was first issued it had a feed

attachment that was not entirely satisfac-

tory, and was therefore recalled by the

Westinghouse .Xir-Brake Company, who
furnished the excess pressure attachment
to do service until such time as the feed

attachment should be perfected and re-

placed. If there are any of these special

e.xccss pressure valves still out they should
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be exchanged for the regular feed-valve
attachment which has been perfected.

(6o") J. S., Medicine Hat, N. W. T,,

writes:

When making an emergency application

of the brakes, and pressures have become
equalized and the non-return check valve

15 has seated, will the emergency valve

10 seat, or does it remain off its seat until

the pressure in the train pipe has been re-

stored to release the brakes? A.—In vent-

ing train-pipe pressure into the brake cyl-

inder in an emergency application of the

brake the non-return check valve 15 re-

mains open but a small fraction of a sec-

ond, and then reseats. The emergency
piston 8 and emergency valve 10 are held

down by the au.xiliary reservoir pressure

on top of the piston until such time as the

pressures in the brake cylinder and auxil-

iary reservoir have become equalized;

then the spring 12 will gradually over-
come the weight of the emergency piston

and emergency valve, and force them up
to their normal positions.

(61) T. S., Jersey City, N. J., writes:

I. Why is it that, in changing a four-

wheeled engine from cam brake to outside-

equalized form, that 16-inch shoes are sub-

stituted for the 24-inch shoes with the cam
type? 2. Question 235 in Air Brake Men's
Proceedings for 1896 states that the handle
of the engineer's brake valve should be on
lap position when coupling to the train

for charging purposes. Why is this neces-

sary? A.— I. The brake heads and shoes
used on the outside-equalized form of

driver brake are necessarily shorter on
account of the limited space offered for

attaching brakes on mogul and consoli-

dated engines. Heads and shoes of this

same pattern are frequently used on low
eight-wheeled passenger engines from
which a cam brake with longer shoes have
been displaced. An eight-wheeled pas-
senger engine with high wheels is usually
given the same length shoes as are used
on the cam-brake type. 2. In framing this

answer, the committee has endeavored to

include both the D-8 and E-6 brake valves.

With the D-8 valve a higher pressure may
be accimiulatcd in the main reservoir by
placing the handle on lap than elsewhere.
W'ith the E-6 valve nothing is gained in

this respect, but nothing is lost.

(62) C. H. R., Louisville, Ky.. writes:

I. What is expected of the graduating
spring in the Westinghouse quick-action
triple? 2. How would the triple work if

the graduating spring was weak or brok-
en? 3. On several occasions I have no-
ticed that a brake would not apply with a
service reduction of about 5 or 7 pounds
when all of the other ones would apply,
but after making a second application this

particular brake would go on in the
emergency. Please explain the cause of
this triple working in that manner. I un-
derstand that a broken graduating pin is

one cause of this. 4. What efTcct would
this brake going on in quick action have
on the other cars? A.— i. To prevent the
triple piston from going into the emerg-
ency position with a service application on
a short train. 2. It would go into the
emergency when a service application was
made on a short train, but if it were placed
in a train with fifteen or twenty other
brakes it would work all right. 3. The
slide valve and triple piston are probably
in need of oil, and have so much friction
that 5 or 7 pounds will not start it; but
after it is once dislodged, the preponder-
ance of pressure in the auxiliary reservoir
pushes the triple piston to the full emerg-
ency position. 4. It would have a tendency
to throw the other brakes into quick ac-
tion.

(63) G. L. L., Smith's Falls, writes;

With two engines double-heading on a

train, the brake valve on the head engine
and the pump on the second engine give
out. What would have to be done to get

go pounds main reservoir pressure on the

second engine and 70 pounds in the train

line so that the brakes on the train could
be worked, without changing any pipes.

The only way I can see it could be done
would be to have the brakes applied at the

conductor's valve, and then pump the

brakes ofif. A.—It would depend entirely

upon what parts of the first engine's brake
valve and second engine's pump had given
out, whether anything could be done at

all. Possibly an exchange of parts could
be made that would allow one engine to

do both the pumping and braking; but
this question is frametl with a view of mak-
ing the head engine do the pumping and
the second engine do the braking. The
answer is to take the "works" out of both
pressure-reducing valves and have the

head engine supply the second engine's
main reservoir with pressure. There are
several combinations, however, that could

conditions and many classes of service in

which the air brake must work unerringly.
The lifelong work of the inventor of the
triple valve has been on lines that would
insure the movement of the piston in either

direction by differential pressures, without
help or interference, and experience has
decreed that the recharging device shall

be separate and distinct from the triple-

valve mechanisms; hence, the use of the
pressure-retaining valve and the rejection
of devices contained in or attached to the

triple-valve mechanism.

(65) J. S., Quincy, 111., writes;

I. What is the matter with a D-8 brake
valve that will not set the brakes in the
service application, the valve being all

right? 2. What pressure is had in the
brake cylinder with an emergency appli-

cation? I know it is claimed that 10 per
cent, of the train-line pressure goes in, but
what is the total pressure? 3. In a three-
car train, the first car having a lo-inch cyl-

inder with lo-inch travel, the second car
having an 8-inch cylinder with 8-inch tra-

vel, and the third car with a lo-inch cylin-

M. & O. PIPE CLAMP.

be made that would not permit this scheme
being worked. This question is a half-

brother to Question No. 52 in August
number of "Locomotive Engineering,"
and while affording good food for thought,
its usefulness ends there. Its application
to practice would be disappointing and un-
satisfactory.

(64) J. W. C, Waco, Tex., writes:
I have studied out a plan whereby I can

recharge au.xiliary reservoirs while brakes
are applied, without the use of an extra
pipe or hose. The device can be used in

connection with the Westinghouse quick-
action triple, and would cost but little.

Please inform me whether the necessity
for such a device would justify the rail-

roads in going to this additional cost. I

have been informed that such improve-
ments have been invented by others, but
I do not understand why they have not
been adopted. A.—Triple valves that
would recharge the auxiliary reservoirs
while brakes were set were first thought of
quite some time ago, and patents were
issued to George Boyden and several
others; but there are substantial reasons
why it would not do to embody in the
triple valve a device for doing this work.
These reasons will be be.st comprehended
by thoroughly considering the varying

derwith a 5,'<-inch piston travel, flat wheels
are continually had on the third car. Isthis
not caused by the short travel on that car?
4. Will 8-inch cylinders and lo-inch cyl-
inders work all right mixed together in

same train? 5. With train-line pressure at

SO pounds, and a reduction of 20 pounds is

made, what will be the pressure in the cyl-

inder? 6, Cannot wheels be slid with 50
pounds train-line pressure and 20 pounds
reduction as easily as with 70 pounds
train-line pressure and 20 pounds reduc-
tion? A.— T. If the brake valve is all right
it will set the brakes in the service appli-
cation, unless the train pipe has been tem-
porarily overcharged, as is frequently the
case with a second application. 2. It varies
with different piston travel and condition
of triple valve, and ranges from 54 to 63
pounds. 3. Yes; most likely. 4. They
may work fairly well, but, to get best re-
sults, passenger brakes should not be used
on freight trains, and freight brakes should
not be used on passenger trains. 5. With
a 7 or 8 inch travel it will amount to about
35 pounds. 6. No.

No fast passenger train should be with-

out the high-speed brake and the engine-

truck brake.
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Investigations of Train Resistances.

There appears to be something very

Strange, if not mysterious, about the diver-

sity in the extent of train resistance as

noted by the various engineers and in-

vestigators who have experimented to see

how much power per ton was required to

move trains at different speeds.

As the original purpose of railroads was

to avoijd the wheel and axle resistances

due to the yielding character of common
road*, it was natural that those who first

employed iron rails for wheels to run

upon should have experimented to find

out the decrease in resistance due to the

change. Investigations of this subject had

rnade considerable progress before the

railroad proper came into existence.

Toward the end of the last century, a

Mr. Grimshaw, of Sunderland, England,

made a great many experiments to find out

the friction of wheel carriages running on

iron rails. He found that a loaded car-

riage of a total weight of 8,522 pounds was
moved with a pull of 50 pounds, or about

y|„ of its weight. An empty car weigh-

ing 2,586 pounds, gave a resistance of 10

pounds.

About twenty years afterwards, in 1818,

George Stephenson and Nicholas Wood
made a scries of experiments on the Kill-

ingworth Railway to ascertain the resist-

ance of cars. Several dynamometers were

made to record the resistance of the cars,

and one, which proved the most successful,

was a somewhat ingenious instrument. A
special car was made, consistinc; princi-

pally of a triangular upright frame, from
which was suspended a heavy leaden

weight secured at the end of an iron rod.

.\ quadrant was fulcrumed near the top of

the rod, and by actual measurement the

pull required to move the weight away

from the perpendicular was marked upon

the quadrant. By means of this instru-

ment, and by descending grades of known
steepness, numerous experiments were

made, the purpose evidently being to find

out what kind of wheels and axles pro-

duced the least resistance. The element of

speed seemed to be ignored, and it is pre-

sumed that the tests were made at the

ordinary car speed of the day, which was

4.5 miles an hour. The resistance varied

from 10 to 15 pounds per short ton. From
that time to the present day, there seems

to have been always some engineer or

scientist experimenting on the resistance

of railway cars or locomotives.

In 1836, Pambour, author of a treatise

on locomotive engines, designed a special

form of dynamometer to determine the

pull on the drawbar of a locomotive, and

he made a great many experiments with it,

but could demonstrate nothing with ac-

curacy. The index of the balance, which

constituted the principal part of the dyna-

mometer, fluctuated so much that he could

not strike a satisfactory average of the

resistance. He supposed that he found

out enough, however, to establish a mathe-

matical formula for finding the extent of

train resistance; but his formula was de-

clared by subsequent experimenters to be

inaccurate, and new formulas were several

times established, the best known being

that of D. K. Clark, which is still used by

the engineering world and does not come
near the truth. The early experimenters

seemed to decide quite accurately on the

various elements of train resistances, if

they did not find out their extent.

In Wood's "Treatise on Locomo-
tives." published in 1832, he says: "The re-

sistance of wheel cars is referable to two
separate causes, arising from the pressure

or attrition upon the axles and the obstruc-

tions to the rolling of the wheels upon the

rails. In the case of a body dragging

along the surface of a plane, the whole

weight of the body is subjected to the ac-

tion of attrition over the whole surface of

the plane, the parts subjected to attrition

sliding over each other with the same
velocity as the progressive motion of the

body on the plane. On the contrary, if a

body be cylindical and rolled upon a plane,

no part of it is subjected to the action of

attrition, the only resistence being that

produced by the rolling of the periphery

upon the plane. We have, therefore, two
distinct species of friction—the friction of

.Tttrition acting upon the axles, and that of

rolling acting upon the periphery of the

wheel. Whenever two surfaces are

brought into contact with each other and

subjected to a determinate pressure, it re-

quires a certain force to cause them to

slide over each other; and the obstruction

to the free motion of the car arising from

this cause is called the friction of or re-

sistance by attrition, and the retardation

by the action of the periphery of the

wheels rolling upon the rails, the rolling

friction or resistance. As, in general, in

all wheel carriages the two species are in

motion at the same time, the friction of

attrition commences when the bodies slide

over each other." These facts being settled,

the author of the first treatise on railroads

proceeded mathematically to demonstrate

that it was good practice to make car

wheels as large in diameter as possible

and journals as small.

The rules which D. K. Clark established

for finding train resistance made out that

at 25 miles an hour the resistance per long

ton was about 10 pounds. This may not

be far from the truth in regard to trains

in Great Britain, because the lubricant

used is of a pasty character, which in-

creases the axial resistance somewhat, and

the manner of coupling the cars at the

sides increases the passenger train re-

sistance on curves very much; but it has

been well demonstrated in this country

that train resistance at 25 miles an hour is

seldom more than 7 or 8 pounds per ton.

The use of dynamometer cars by rail-

road companies has provided a means of

ascertaining with fair accuracy the extent

of train resistance, and it is very desirable

that the result of the discoveries made
should be given to the public. The Penn-

sylvania Railroad Company and the Chi-

cago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad

Company have had dynamometer cars in

use for many years. The light which the

officers in charge could throw upon the

uncertainty of train resistance would be of

great value to the railroad world. In view

of what the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy

people have found out about the resist-

ance of trains, we are surprised to find in

the Proceedings of the Western Railway

Club a statement from Mr. William For-

syth, mechanical engineer of the Chicago,

Burlington & Quincy, which says:

"We found on a level at 25 miles an hour

the resistance of 59 empty box cars was

20 pounds per ton. and of 30 empty box
cars 24 pounds to the ton; of 18 loaded

stock cars the resistance was 13 pounds

per ton, when one-third loaded it was 19

pounds per ton, and of these same cars,

empty, the resistance was 21 pounds pet

ton. These figures," he continued, "are

very nearly correct, and this shows that

the ordinary figure which is assumed for

train resistance must be largely increased

for long trains and for trains which ex-

ceed 25 miles per hour."

This is a very extraordinary statement.

The Clark formula, as has already been

said, only makes a train resistance of

about ID pounds per ton at a speed of 25

miles an hour, and it is unquestionably too

high for American trains.

On November 17, 1888, the "Engineer-

ing News" published a report on engine

trials made the preceding winter on the

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, in which

the results found by indicator and dyna-

mometer car are given. Tests made with
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eight trains are published. The first

train consisted of 327 tons; the weather

was clear, without wind, and the record

taken over 32 miles gave an average train

resistance of 12.4 pounds at an average

speed of 50 miles an hour. The second

train of 344 tons, pulled over the same dis-

tance on the same day, gave an average

train resistance of 9.5 pounds at an aver-

age speed of 44 miles an hour. On a clear

day, with strong head wind, a train of 267

tons was run 25 miles at an average of

39.8 miles per hour, the resistance being

ID pounds per ton. A train of 289 tons

on the same day was run 32 miles at an

average speed of 44 miles an hour, the

train resistance being 8 pounds per ton.

Another day, a train of 317 tons was run

32 miles at an average speed of 41 miles an

hour, the resistance recorded being 8.4

pounds per ton. On the same day, over

the same distance, a train of 412 tons was

run at 44 miles an hour, the resistance re-

<:orded being 9.3 pounds per tori. On a

clear day, with strong side wind, a train

w-as run 25 miles at an average speed of

43 miles per hour, the resistance being

18.5 pounds per ton. On the same day,

another train of 329 tons was run 25

miles at an average speed of 39.5 miles

per hour, the resistance being 13 pounds

j)er ton. These runs were made on a

fairly straight and level track.

The writer was present on the Chicago,

Burlington & Quincy dynamometer car,

seven or eight years ago, when tests were

being made of various trains to ascertain

the resistances. With one train of 36

loaded box cars and dynamometer car, a

total of 940 tons, in the course of four

readings the speed was 21.5 and the resist-

ance 5.5 pounds per ton. With a train of

24 loaded cars and dynamometer car, a

total of 6i5!/2 tons, which had an average

speed of 26 miles per hour, the resistance

recorded was 6.3 pounds per ton. With

a train of 20 empty cars and dynamometer

car, a total of 227 tons, an average of six

readings at 20.5 miles per hour gave a

train resistance of ^.y pounds per ton, an

average of 4 readings at 30 miles per hour

gave the train resistance as g.2 pounds per

ton, an average of three readings at 48.8

miles per hour gave the train resistance as

11.35 per ton.

We have on several occasions enjoyed

the privilege of examining the dynamom-
eter car belonging to tlie Pennsylvania

Railroad Company, and the train resist-

ance agreed substantially with that given

by the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.

If the figures of train resistance given by
Mr. Forsyth were correct, the company
does not have an engine that could pull

59 empty box cars at a speed of 25 miles

an hour while cutting of? at half stroke.

The Latest Grade Crossing Collision.

A terribly disastrous accident happened
on July 30th at a level crossing on t]ie

Pennsylvania and Philadelphia & Read-

ing railroads near Atlantic City, N J.,

whereby forty-seven persons were killed

and many others seriously wounded, sev-

eral of the latter having died from the in-

juries sustained. The tracks of these rail-

roads cross each other diagonally on the

level at an angle of about twenty degrees,

and the crossing is protected on both

railroads by interlocking signals. There

are no derailing switches, which were

evidently left ofif owing to the acute angle

at which the tracks cross; otherwise every

precaution that mechanical ingenuity has

devised was \;aken to make the crossings

perfectly safe.

The accident presents a melancholy

proof of the fact, that no matter how
highly perfected mechanical applications

may be introduced 16 prevent railroad ac-

cidents, the human equation must be de-

pended on to a very great extent. When
a man running an engine, or a man in

charge of a signal tower, blunders, there

are liable to be accidents, no matter what

great skill and e.\pense have been incurred

to make train-operating safe. In this

particular case, the signalman, who was

almost new to the job, found that two

trains were approaching the crossing at

the same time, and he had to decide which

one should have the right of way. On
the Pennsylvania railroad was an excur-

sion train, and on the Philadelphia &
Reading a fast express was approaching.

Good judgment would have said, "Give

the express the right of way," and the

rules of the company required that that

should be done; but the day in question

the signalman lowered the signal for the

Pennsylvania train and raised it against

the express. From the testimony given

at the coroner's inquest, the engineer of

the express train applied the air brakes

on seeing the signal against him; but he

was running at such a high rate of speed

that he was not able to stop before reach-

ing the crossing, and crashed through the

passenger train, which had not cleared the

Philadelphia & Reading track. The en-

gineer of the e.xpress train was killed,

and therefore was unable to testify for

himself; but the fireman, who escaped,

gave evidence to the effect that the brakes

were applied before the distant signal was

reached. The blame of the accident has

been put upon the dead engineer, and it

is difficult to see how he could be exon-

erated from blame; but still there are cir-

cumstances connected with the accident

which lead us to believe that any of the

engineers running these express trains

would probably have acted the same as

the man on whom the responsibility for

the accident is said to rest.

In the course of the inquest, evidence

was given that the signalman stopped the

express train a few nights before and it

went over the crossing before being able

to stop. The rules of the company re-

quire that the crossing should be ap-

proached with the train under control;

but the pressure to make time with the

fast train is so great that engineers get

into the way of taking chances and ap-

proach crossings at too high a rate of

speed. The evidence would seem to indi-

cate that this was habitually the case at the

Atlantic City crossing. It appears to us

that this is another example of permitting

rules to be ignored while everything goes

well, and then bringing them up when an

accident happens. It was the duty of some
official of the Philadelphia & Reading

Railroad to see that express trains did not

approach this crossing at a dangerously

high rate of speed. If it could be shown
that this order was habitually neglected,

the official in question ought to bear some
of the responsibility of the accident.

The accident was a most deplorable one,

and has caused great grief and suffering.

Its principal lesson is, that all grade cross-

ings ought to be abolished, for human
ingenuity and the best of human care will

not always be sufficient to prevent acci-

dents where trains have to cross on the

same spot. New England has been lead-

ing the rest of the country in abolishing

grade crossings, with the result that acci-

dents to trains in New England have been

greatly diminished of late years. Rail-

road companies owe it to themselves and

to the public to abolish grade crossings as

quickly as possible. It is often a very

expensive methocJyDf safety; but one severe

accident will cost a great deal more than

what it does to raise one track over the

other.

Since the system of interlocking signals

for grade crossings was thoroughly per-

fected, the practice of requiring a train to

stop on approaching a crossing has been
abolished in a great many States and on
many railroads. It seemed to be a re-

flection on mechanical appliances that a

train must stop at a crossing as a means
of preventing accidents. It was a pretty

sure means, however, and we do not know
but what it would be better for railroad

companies to go back to the old practice

until they are able to efifect the greater

improvement of running one track above
the other. The most improved forms of

grade crossings require the use of de-

railing switches, which throw a train ofif

the track if an attempt is made to cross

while the signals are against it. That
practice greatly increases the safety of a

crossing, and a rule ought certainly to be
made that, where derailing switches are

not in use, trains should be compelled to

stop at crossings, no matter what kind of

signaling system is in use.

i S i
Small Profits from Railroad Property.

The demagogues of the country who are

constantly howling about how the public

is robbed by soulless railroad corpora-

tions will not find much comfort in the

Annual Report of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission. A careful study of

that report would show that railroad

property is about the least productive of
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revenue of any kind of property that

money has been invested in.

The report says that on June 30, 1895.

169 roads were reported in the hands of

receivers, showing a net decrease of 23

during the year. The roads under re

ceivers operated 37,855.80 miles of line,

which shows a decrease of 2.963.01 as

compared with 1894. The railway capital

represented by these roads was nearly

$2,500,000,000. or about 22.20 per cent, of

the total railway capital in the United

States.

The amount of railway capital on June

30, 1895, is shown to be $10,985,203,125,

or $63,330 per mile of line. The increase

during the year was $188,729,312. Rail-

way capital was distributed as follows:

The amount of capital stock was $4,961,-

258,656, of which $4,201,697,351 was com-

mon stock, and $7S9.56i..30S preferred

stock; the funded debt was $5,407,114,313.

classified as bonds $4,659,873,548, miscel-

laneous obligations $445,221,472, income

bonds $246,103,966, and equipment trust

obligations $55,915,327; the current liabili-

ties amounted to $616,830,156. Of the

capital stock outstanding. $1,169,071,178,

or 23.57 per cent., was owned by the rail-

way corporations, as well as $437,508,841,

or 9.39 per cent, of bonds outstanding.

These figures show an increase in the cor-

porate ownership of securities, probably

rather due to railway consolidation than

to the strengthening of reserve funds.

Stock to the amount of $3,475,640,203,

or 70.05 per cent, of the total outstanding,

paid no dividend, and $904,436,200, or

16.90 per cent, of funded debt, exclusive

of equipment trust obligations, paid no

interest during the year covered by the

report. In no other year since the or-

ganization of the Division of Statistics

has so large a percentage of stock passed

its dividends, or, except in 1894, has so

large a percentage of funded debt de-

faulted its interest. Of the stock paying

dividends. 6.89 per cent of the total stock

outstanding paid from 4 to 5 per cent.,

5.39 per cent, of this stock paid from 5 to

6 per cent., 4.41 per cent, paid from 6 to

7 per cent., and 3.99 per cent, paid from 7

to 8 per cent. The total amount of divi-

dends was $85,287,543, which would be

produced by an average rate of 5.74 per

cent, on the amount of stock on which

some dividend was declared. The amount
of bonds paying no interest was $624,702,-

293, or 13.41 per cent.; of miscellaneous

obligations, $54,498,288, or 12.24 per cent.;

of income bonds, $225,235,619, or 91.52

per cent.

Fixed charges for the year amounted
to $425,966,921. In 1894 they were $3,-

041,389 greater. The deduction of fixed

charges leaves $56,116,259 as net income
from which to pay dividends. The
amount of dividends, including $673,957
other payments from net income, was

'

$85,961,500, from which it appears that

the railways of the United States closed

the year with a deficit from the year's

operations of $29,845,241, which was met

by a decrease in accumulated surplus, or

by the creation of current liabilities. The
corresponding deficit for the year ending

June 30, 1894, was $45,851,294.

i i ^
The Dangerous Engine Step.

We would direct the attention of people

interested in the safety of enginenien, to

the engine step used on the new locomo-
tives of the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific Raihvaj', and illustrated in another

part of this paper. The engine step is

not a very conspicuous part of a locomo-
tive, and that is probably why it has re-

ceived so little attention, and why there

are so many defective and awkward ones

in use. American locomotives have been
notorious for the awkward and defective

arrangement of steps and handholds,

which has led to many serious accidents

through men falling when they were at-

tempting to get up on the engine while in

motion. The conditons of railroad ser-

vices requires that men should frequently

mount or get off the locomotive while in

motion, and that being the case, the most
convenient means ought to be provided

to enable them to get up and down with-

out accident.

Until three or four years ago there was
very little said or done to improve engine

steps, but we are pleased to notice that the

subject is receiving considerable attention

at present. The excellent report on
"Steps and Handholds" presented by a

committee of the Master Mechanics' As-
sociation, of which Mr. John Medway
was chairman, has brought the subject

prominently before railroad men, and it

is to be hoped that within a very short

time the awkward step, which is so com-
mon, will soon be a thing of the past.

Three years ago, a report submitted to

the Master Mechanics' Association re-

commended that steps with risers, such as

those used on the Rock Island engine re-

ferred to, should be introduced on all lo-

comotives. Mr. J. Davis Barnett, who
submitted that report, said while discus-

sing it: "'I see no reason why steps should

be put up so very high, except it be to

clear snow and other obstructions, and it

seems to me a very poor reason to give,

so that they might save a dollar a year.

I think the practice exposes men to very

great risk in jumping on engines when
they are in motion. I think it would be

better, even if we did lose an occasional

step, that we put them so low down as to

lessen that risk. I can see no justification

for the additional risk we expose our men
to by putting the steps so high. This, of

course, is not an important subject, like

that of tests of locomotives and the com-
pound locomotive, but it is the first sub-

ject for a long time that did aim at a con-

sideration for the comfort and conven-

ience of the men daily employed on the

engine." It was to the credit of the other

speakers that they thoroughly indorsed

the proposal to improve the arrangement

of engine steps, and the general sentiment

was that it was the most important sub-

ject which had been up for some time.

Sentiment in favor of better steps has been

developing ever since, and has received

considerable discussion, which might yet

be carried on with advantage. We com-

mend the subject to the attention of rail-

road clubs, and hope they will bring it

before the members to such an extent

that no master mechanic will leave de-

fective steps upon his engines for want

of having his attention directed to this

source of danger.

BOOK REVIEWS.
"A History 01 the Monetary Legislation
and the Currency System of the United
Stales." Embracing Rare and Valuable
Documents. By the Honorable Robert
E. Preston. John J. McVeigh, Phila-
delphia.

This is a book of 128 pages, replete with
information which is of the very greatest
value and interest to the people of the
United States at the present day. It has
been issued on behalf of no political party,

but is a contribution to the cause of the
sound and stable currency in which all

American citizens, rich and poor alike,

are interested. We have been hearing a
great deal in the last few years about the
dollar of our fathers, and the ratio on
which gold and silver were originally
coined in the LInited States, and at what
ratio they ought to be coined to-day.
Many people who talk glibly on the sub-
ject know very little about it. and we know
of no method by which full information
can be so readily obtained as by reading
the book which we are writing about. It

contains full particulars of the views held
by Robert Morris. Thomas Jefferson,
.'\lexander Hamilton, and the monetary
principles held by other Fathers of the
Republic. Those who are honestly de-
sirous of understanding the money ques-
tion of to-day ought to send for this book
and study it carefully. Apart from its po-
litical aspect, the book is very interesting
from a historical view, and contains facts

about the development of our monetary
system which every citizen ought to be
acquainted with.

"Les Locomotives Suisses." Par Camille
Barbey. Ouvrage Illustre de 80 Photo-
typies et de 81 Planches hors Texte.
Avec une Carte des Chcmins de Fer
Suisses. Geneve: Ch. Eggimann & Cie,
Libraires-Editeurs, 1896.

This book, which the author has dedi-
cated to his wife, is one of ihe handsomest
engineering publications we have ever
examined. It is llj'j x 15 inches and
gives ample size for good illustrations.

Although the text is in the French lang-
uage, the greater part of the book con-
sists of the universal language of draw-
ings and engravings. In the introduction
the author says: "The study which we
present to the reader is intended specially
for the engineers of the rolling-stock de-
partment. It has no pretensions at being
scientific or didactic; it is a simple treatise
which has no other end except to make
known the divers types of locomotives
employed on the railways of a country, in

a great part mountainous, where the trac-
tion service presents peculiar conditions.
The railways of Switzerland were de-
veloped so rapidly that, in spite of the
Alps and the glaciers, which cover a great
part of the territory of the Confederation,
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tlic railway mileage covers a third in

length per kilometer to the nnmber of in-

habitants." The book contains illustra-

tions of the greatest variety of types of

locomotives of any work we are ac-

quainted with. The 80 "phototypies"

—

so called in the description—are very
handsome engravings, similar to a half-

tone, but nnich more distinct. Besides
that, there are 81 pages of line engravings,
giving elaborate details of locomotives
and their attachments. One thing which
strikes the reader in going over the book,
is the strong influence which American
design.s have exercised on the designing
of locomotives for the Swiss railways.

The conditions are, to a great e.xtent, simi-

lar to those found in the mountainous
parts of this country, and the same condi-

tions naturally call for similar designs.

The "mogul" seems to be a favorite with
Swiss engineers, and quite a number ol

this type of engines have been illustrated.

In the description of the first one shown
the author says: "We have here one of the

most interesting types of locomotives, and
which has met. in all countries, great

favor of late years. It is the machine
which the .\mericans have baptized by the
name of 'mogul type,' that designation
following the name of the first machine of

the kind constructed. It is certain that

these machines of the diverse varieties in

use form a locomotive which has given
excellent results on Western lines. It is

admirably adapted to the needs of traction

in Switzerland, be it for passenger ser-

vice or for that of freight, and is in use

on a great many lines. It is greatly used
in the United States, the country where
it originated. The Orleans Company, ot

France, had a locomotive of this type at

the Paris Exposition in 1889; the com-
pany of the North showed the same ma-
chine of the Sauvage type, w-ith three cyl-

inders. In Belgium, this powerful loco-

motive pulled express trains of no tons
at a velocity of sixty kilometers [37
miles] an hour, on grades of 16 millimeters

[10 feet to the mile]. The railways of

Prussia possess a series of 'mogul' loco-

motives. With us, four or five car com-
panies have machines of this type." En-
gines of the eight-wheel American type
are very common, evidently, from the
number of illustrations shown, and there
are a few ten-wheelers, similar to those
used in America. For the heavier types
of mountain engines, they have eight-

wheel connected engines without a pony
truck. There are peculiarities of con-
struction in some of the engines that are
very interesting to examine, and will be
found a useful study for those, having to

design locomotives; to such men we
warmly advocate a careful study of the
work. We have not learned what the
price of the book is. but we will engage to
procure it for anyone wanting it.

i i i
The telegraph operators on the line of

the Union Pacific have filed a suit in the

Federal Courts, alleging that the receivers

have reduced wages in violation of Judge
Caldwell's order of 1894. wherein the

Court ruled that no cut in wages could

be enforced without an order of the

Court. They specify where wages have

been cut, and ask to have them restored.

It is further alleged in the complaint that

officials of the company have showed
themselves hostile to organized labor, par-

ticularly to the order of Railway Telegra-

phers, and that a systematic eflfort has

been made to weed out leaders of the order

by summary dismissal without excuse.

EQUIPMENT NOTES.

W. R. Grace & Co. are building twenty-

three cars for the Chili State Railways.

Dardanelle & Russell are having one

locomotive built by H. K. Porter & Co.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works are

building one locomotive for the Dry Fork

Railway.

The Georgia Railroad has ordered 325

freight cars built by the Ohio Falls Car

Company.

The Georgia Railroad are having four

locomotives built by the Baldwin Loco-

motive Works.

The Alton Terminal Company is hav-

ing eight freight cars built by the St.

Charles Car Co.

The Denver & Rio Grande are about to

build or purchase some passenger locomo-

tives of a new type.

The Baltimore & Ohio Railway is hav-

mg fourteen engines built at the Baldwin

Locomotive Works.

The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad is hav-

ing six locomotives built at the Baldwin

Locomotive Works.

Nelson Morris & Co. are having fifty-

seven freight cars built by the United

States Car Company.

The Pittsburgh Locomotive Works are

building twenty locomotives for the Balti-

more & Ohio Railroad.

The Terre Haute Car Company is build-

ing fifty freight cars for the Terre Haute

& Indianapolis Railway.

The Rogers Locomotive Works are

building two locomotives for the Atlanta

& West Point Railroad.

The Peninsula Car Company is build-

ing 100 freight cars for the Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific Railway.

The Lehigh Valley Railroad is having

six passenger coaches built by the Pull-

man Palace Car Company.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works are

building five locomotives for the Philadel-

phia & Reading Railroad.

TM Midland Georgia & Atlantic Rail-

way is having one locomotive built at the

Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The • Haskell & Barker Company is

building 1,000 freight cars for the Chi-

cago & Northwestern Railway.

The Denver & Rio Grande Railway

Company is having two locomotives built

ny the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Berwind White Coal & Mining

Company is having seventy-five freight

cars built by the Middletown Car Works.

The Lake Manitoba Railway Company
is having two locomotives built by the

Canada Locomotive & Engine Company.

The Lancaster Railway Construction

Company is building two passenger

coaclies for the Santa .Anna Railway Com-
pany.

The Alabama Great Southern Railway

is having four locomotives built by the

Richmond Locomotive & Machine Com-
pany.

The Pullman Palace Car Company is

building two passenger coaches for the

Santa Fe, Prescott & Phoenix Railway

Company.

The Denver & Rio Grande people are

going to build a dynamometer car for the

purpose of testing the tractive power of

the various locomotives while working

on mountain grades.

The Grand Trunk Railway Company
has, we understand, arranged to con-

solidate all its car-building and car-

repairing shops west of Toronto, at

London, Ont., the road to receive from

the latter city a bonus of $100,000 for

the transfer. Plans for the new plant are

now under way. The shops are to be

equipped with the best line of wood-work-

ing machinery to be had.

A circular, issued by Mr. John W.
Cloud, secretary of the Master Car-BuiUl-

ers' Association, calls attention to page 23

of the Revised Rules of Interchange for

1896, which go into effect September 1st.

The circular reads: "The credit for the

second item in the table is 80 cents, the

same as the credit for the fourth item. The
character after the dollar mark in the credit

for the second item is not a figure, but is

a defect in printing, and may not appear

in all the copies of the rules."

i i i
Our English cousins are waking up to

the fact that cast-steel wheels are a good
thing for locomotives, and they are scrap-

ping the wrought-iron wheels and re-

placing them with cast-steel. The four-

wheeled or American type of truck is being

introduced on all lines where the curvature

will allow of it. This is evidence that the

crust of conservatism is growing thinner

and beautifully less. They are using for

journal bearings a solid block of babbitt

under cars, and it is said that they give

highly satisfactory service.

i i ^
The Association of Railway Superin-

tendents of Bridges and Buildings will

hold a meeting at the Leland Hotel, Chi-

cago, on October 20th. They are going

to discuss a variety of important sub-

jects connected with their business, one

of which is, mechanical action and re-

sultant effects of motive power at high

speed on bridges. It would be a good

plan for them to invite railroad mechani-

cal men to take part in the discussion of

this subject.

i i @
The Master Car and Locomotive Paint-

ers' Association will meet in convention at

the Park Avenue Hotel, New York, on

September 9th. A variety of important

subjects, connected with their business,

will be reported upon.
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PERSONAL.
Mr. C. H. Cannon, superintendent of car

service of the Great Nortlicrn, has had his

title changed to car accountant.

Mr. W. A. Walden, master meclianic at

llie Cliarlolte, N. C, shops of the Southern
Railway, has been transferred to Burling-
ton, N. C.

Mr. T. S. Inge, for some time master
mechanic of the Southern Railway sliops

at Burlington, N. C, has been transferred

to Columbia, S. C.

Mr. S. R. Tuggle has been appointed su-

perintendent of motive power and ma-
chinery of the Galveston, La Porte &
Houston Railway.

President Hill, of the Great Northern
Railway, has appointed his former secre-

tary, F. E. Ward, to the position of as-

sistant to the president.

Mr. J. R. Herndon, car foreman of the
Texas & Pacific Railroad at Longview,
Tex., will succeed Mr. Cofhn as foreman
of the Texas & Pacific shops.

Mr. D. W. McLean, master car builder
of the Kansas City, Fort Scott & Mem-
phis Railroad at Fort Scott, Kan., died at

Grand Rapids, Mich., July 27th.

Mr. J. N. Scrogin has been appointed
master mechanic of the St. Louis South-
western and of the Texas & Tyler South-
eastern, with headquarters at Tyler, Texas.

Mr. J. R. King has been appointed train-

master of the Interoceanic Railway of
Mexico. He has been for some y-ears a
passenger conductor on the Mexican Cen-
tral Railway.
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cept the position of traveling agent for the
Cleveland Malleable Iron Company, of

Cleveland, O.

Mr. Wm. Sinnott, formerly general fore-

man of the Baltimore & Ohio shops at

Philadelphia, has been promoted to be
division master mechanic of the Second
and Third divisions, with headquarters at

Cumberland, Md.

Miss Mary Powers has been appointed
purchasing agent of the Rio Grande &
Eagle Pass Railroad, with headquarters at

Laredo, Texas. This is the first case that

has come to our knowledge of a lady being
appointed purchasing agent.

Mr. J. T. Slatten has been appointed
general freight and passenger agent and
auditor of the Chattanooga Southern
Railway, to take the place of Mr. H. P.

Eagar, resigned.'

Mr. William S. McGowan, jr., has been
elected treasurer of the Hancock In-
spirator Company, vice Mr. Edward P.
Noyes, resigned, the appointment taking
effect August ist.

Mr. B. F. Yoakum was tendered a fare-
well banquet by his friends at Galveston,
Tex., July 31st, on his retiring from the
office of general manager of the Gulf,
Colorado & Santa Fe Railway.

Mr. Jos. McWilliams has been ap-
pointed superintendent of the Marietta &
North Georgia, with headquarters at
Marietta, Ga. He was formerly general
superintendent of the Texas Central.

Mr. W. J. Harrahan has been appointed
superintendent of the Chesapeake & Ohio
Southwestern divisions of the Illinois Cen-
tral, with headquarters at Louisville, Ky.
He is the son of Vice-President Harrahan.

Mr. W. E. CofTm, formerly foreman of
the Texas & Pacific car shops at Mar-
shall, Tex., has resigned that office to ac-

Mr. A. C. Shands, assistant engineer of
the Pennsylvania Railroad at Altoona, Pa.,

has tendered his resignation. A partner-
ship has been entered into between Mr.
Shands and Mr. D. F. O'Rourke with
Wm, E. Howley, of Pittsburgh.

Mr. W. H. Kellogg, for several years
connected with the Southern Railway at

Birmingham, Ala., as air-brake inspector,
has accepted the position of air-brake in-

structor for the Chicago & Eastern Illi-

nois, with headquarters at Daville.

Mr. Wm. Pratt, formerly division en-
gineer of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad,
with jurisdiction between Washington
and Philadelphia, has been appointed to
the professorship of mechanical and elec-

trical engineering at Delaware College.

Mr. James Gaston has been appointed
master car builder of the Louisville,

Evansville & St. Louis Railroad, with
headquarters at Princeton, Ind. He was
formerly with the Ohio Southern, and
takes the place of Mr. W. E. Looney, re-

signed.

Mr. Edward S. Washburn, vice-presi-

dent of the Kansas City, Fort Scott &
Memphis Railroad, and who has been act-

ing president since the death of Mr.
George H. Nettleton, has been elected

president at a meeting of the board of

directors.

Mr. A. S. J. Holt, general agent in Cin-
cinnati of the Grand Rapids & Indiana
Railroad, has been appointed general
agent of the Star Union Line, to succeed
Mr. H. Wilson Browne, who has been
general agent of the Star Union Line for

more than thirty-two years.

Mr. John Evans, an old-time master
mechanic of the Northern Pacific Rail-

road, has been appointed master me-
chanic of the Washington & Columbia
River Railway at Wallula Junction, suc-
ceeding Mr. Wm. Saxton, who has held
the above position for the past few years.

Mr. H. A. Wilson, district passenger
agent of the Columbus, Hocking Valley &
Toledo Railroad, with headquarters at
Toledo, has resigned, and Mr. A. J.
Richter, who was formerly city passenger
agent of the Pennsylvania lines at Cin-

cinnati, has been appointed to succeed
him.

Mr. W. H. Hill, late chief clerk to Vice
President Finley, of the Great Northern,
has received the appointment of assistant

general freight agent of that road, by
which he succeeds Mr. W. J. Evans, now
general agent at St. Louis. Mr. Hill is a

nephew of Mr. J. J. Hill, president of the
Great Northern.

Mr. A. G. Wright has been appointed
division master mechanic of the Chicago,
St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha Railroad,
with headquarters at Altoona, Wisconsin.
He takes the place of Mr. W. E. Amann,
who has gone with the Galena Oil Com-
pany to represent their interests on the
Southern Pacific.

Mr. Wm. White, for a long time super-
intendent of the Texas Trunk Railroad,
has been appointed receiver of that prop-
erty, his appointment dating from August
13th and his duties beginning September
1st. Mr. White succeeds Mr. Geo. T. At-
kins, who has had charge of the road for
the past three years.

An order from the office of the general
manager of the Norfolk lS: Western Rail-
way abolishes the office of general super-
intendent, held by the late A. C. Hippey.
The offices of division superintendents of
motive power are also abolished, the offi-

cers holding these positions now filling the
duties of assistants to the superintendent
of motive power.

Mr. George Flanders, formerly city
ticket agent of the Northern Pacific at St.

Paul, Minn., has resigned that office to
be a newspaper man. He is now railroad
editor on the St. Paul "Globe"—a posi-
tion where he can use his well-known
hustling qualities to the best advantage.
He has been succeeded on the Northern
Pacific by Mr. C. C. Trott.

Mr. A. C. Hippey, late superintendent
of the Norfolk & Western, who died in

Roanoke, Va., on August loth, was in-

terred in that city last Wednesday. The
funeral services were held at his residence
and were attended by an immense con-
course of people, in which all branches ol
the service of the road over which he for-

merly presided, were represented.

Mr. Henry Kistner has been appointed
general foreman of motive power and car
department of the Monterey & Mexican
Gulf Railroad, with headquarters at Mon-
terey, Mex. Mr. Kistner had been in the
employ of the above company for a num-
ber of years in the capacity of locomotive
engincer,and had been roundhouse fore-

man at Monterey for one year previous to

this appbintment.

Mr. Frederick Harrison, general man-
ager of the London & Northwestern Rail-

way, and Mr. Robert Turnbull, superin-
tendent of the same line, are expected to

arrive in New York on the "Lucania."
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The probabilities are that they will remain

in New York a few days only and then de-

part for the Pacific Coast. They are ex-

pected to return to New York by way of

Canada late in the fall.

S. D. Worden, the Southern Pacific

striker who was convicted of murder in

connection with a wreck which he caused

during the railway strike of two years

ago, has managed so far to escape the

death penalty to which he was sentenced;

but his case was appealed to the Supreme

Court, and a decision was rendered last

month to the effect that Worden must die

for the crime committed.

Mr. F. C. Day, at one time general

freight agent of the South California, has

received the appointment of general

freight agent of the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe at Topeka. This is the second

incumbency of the same office by Mr. Day.

he having been transferred to the South

California in January, 1895, the office of

general freight agent on the Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe having been vacant

since that time.

Mr. J. B. Flanders has been promoted

from superintendent to be general super-

intendent of the Cincinnati, Jackson &
Mackinaw Railway. Mr. Flanders began

railroading on the Ohio & Mississippi,

and rose through the train service, in

which he was engaged till about ten years

ago, when he was appointed trainmaster

of the Missouri Pacific Railway. He left

that position to become superintendent of

the road which he now serves.

When the Illinois Central secured con-

trol of the Chesapeake & Ohio South-

western lines, they transferred Mr. M.
Gilleas, assistant superintendent of the

Illinois Southern lines at Memphis, to

take charge of the new property at Louis-

ville. The people of Memphis, however,

made such a vigorous protest against the

removal of oiBcers of the Illinois Central

from their city, that the railroad company
have consented to let Mr. Gilleas remain

at Memphis.

Mr. M. N. Forney has opened an office

as consulting engineer at 41 Cortlandt

street. New York City. He is prepared to

furnish designs, drawings and specifica-

tions for all sorts of railroad equipments

and shops. He will also make investiga-

tions concerning the efficiency of railway

machinery of all sorts. Mr. Forney ex-

presses himself as being heartily tired of

journalism, and looks forward to a life of

ease in following the profession of me-
chanical engineer.

Mr. James Dredge, editor of "Engin-
eering," of London, has been appointed

commissioner genera! of Great Britain to

the International Exposition, to be held at

Brussels. Mr. Dredge is author of the

famous book, 'The Pennsylvania Rail-

road. Its Organization. Construction and
Management," which is the most exten-

sive work concerning a single railroad

ever published, and he is probably the

most eminent editor of an engineering

paper in the world.

Mr. George B. Hazlehurst, who was for

many years connected with the Baltimore

& Ohio Railway, and was during the lat-

ter part of his employment general super-

intendent of motive power, has become a

partner in the construction firm of Jones,

Pollard & Co., of Baltimore. Mr. Hazle-

hurst is a civil engineer, with a great deal

of experience in bridge construction, and
this knowledge will be utilized in his con-

nection with the new firm, where he will

superintend the construction of bridges

and buildings.

Mr. John D. Campbell has been ap-

pointed superintendent of the Dickson

Locomotive Works, at Scranton, Pa. Mr.

Campbell has had a great deal of experi-

ence as a railroad mechanic, and was for

several years assistant to Mr. Wm. Bu-
chanan, of the New York Central, and had

charge in putting in the equipment of the

large shops at Depew. It is understood

that he will be engaged reorganizing the

Dickson Locomotive Works, in order to

put them on a more modern basis for do-

ing locomotive work in competition with

other locomotive builders.

In the course of an address delivered

to the students of Wisconsin University,

Mr. L. F. Loree, general manager of the

Pennsylvania lines, attributed the lessened

destructiveness of train accidents, which

is every year becoming more apparent,

to improvements in roadbed, bridges and

track; in the construction of locomotives

and cars; in the adoption of the Miller

platform, couplers of the Master Car-

Builders' type, the Westinghouse air

brake, interlocking apparatus and signal-

ing devices. He expressed the opinion

that there is a tendency at present to

overdo the work of block signaling.

Mr. John A. Jackman died at his home
in Bloomington, 111., July 29th, at the age

of eighty years. Mr. Jackman was super-

intendent of machinery of the Chicago &
Alton Railroad from 1864 to 1879, and at

that time was regarded as a high railroad

authority in motive-power matters. He
began his railroad career in 18,^7 on the

Boston & Worcester, remaining there

until 1852. when he went to the Toledo &
Cleveland in the capacity of superinten-

dent. He returned to the Boston & Wor-
cester in 1859 as superintendent of ma-
chinery, and remained with that road until

he accepted the .above position on the

Chicago & Alton.

Mr. Walter N. Hoag has been appointed

car accountant of the West Shore Rail-

road, succeeding Mr. W. W. Wheatley.

who resigned th.it nnsition to take charge

of the Brooklyn Heights Street Railway

as superintendent. Mr. Hoag's connec-

tion with the West Shore dates from the

time its rails were laid, as train dispatcher

of the Hudson division. While he is a

comparatively young man, he has been in

railroad service since 1876. Prior to his

connection with the West Shore, he was
in the service of the New York division

of the Pennsylvania, and still prior to that

he was on the Newburgh, Dutchess & Co-
lumbia as station agent.

Engineer Claud Ayers, of the Fort
Worth & Denver City Railroad, recently

made a delay report for his train that is

a little out of the common in this day and
age. A delay of fifteen minutes was re-

ported between Amorilla and Goodnight,
in Texas, on account of buffaloes on the

track. Master Mechanic E. W. Hayes
notifies us, however, that the buffaloes

were tame and belonged to a ranchman
who has a herd of them, which is the

only one known of outside of the Yellow-
stone Park. Many of the old engineers

in Texas remember the days when delays

on account of buffaloes were not uncom-
mon, but it is a long time since a case of

the kind has been reported.

Mr. James W. Wood, one of the oldest

engineers in the service of the New York
Central Railroad, has been retired on a

pension. He began work on the Syracuse

& Auburn Railroad, over forty-five years

ago, as fireman. Two years afterwards he

was running a locomotive, and has con-

tinued to do so to the present time. He
was a very careful and prudent engineer,

and was known on the New York Central

as "Commodore Vanderbilt's engineer."

In March, 1876, he made a run with Com-
modore Vanderbilt from Buffalo to Syra-

cuse, a distance of 158 miles, in two hours
and forty-five minutes, which was con-

sidered a very extraordinary run in those

days, and was only twenty minutes longer

than the time made by the special train

which ran from New York to Buffalo last

year as a record breaker.

General Manager Hallstead, of the Del-

aware, Lackawanna & Western is some-
thing of a joker in a grim fashion, but he

sometimes gets the art turned upon himself.

He also entertains decided views against

giving passes to people not in the employ
of the company. It is told that one day a

well-known resident of Scranton walked
into Mr. Hallstead's office and asked for a

pass to New York and back. "Why should

this company give you a free ride?" de-

manded the G. M. "Because I have been

a good friend of the road," replied the

would-be dead-head. Then Mr. Hall-

stead took out his pocketbook and
counted out enough money to pay for a

ticket to New York and back, and pushed
it towards the well-known resident. The
bluff did not work. The money was
rnnlly gathered up, and the last seen of

ihe man was his being pushed off the New
York train by the conductor because he

had no ticket and was trying to work
another free ride on his cheek.
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The Allen Valve.

Ever since steam engineers came to

realize tliat tlie eeoiioinieal use of steam

in the cylinders ot a steam engine de-

pended, to a great extent, upon reduction

of pressure due to performance ot work,

unceasing efforts have been made to se-

cure the highest possible initial and the

lowest practical terminal pressure of

steam. With engines having slow moving

pistons, inventors have devoted them-

selves principally to the designing of

valve mechanism that would produce

quick openings for admission and ex-

haust, combined with a prompt cut-off.

This line of development was perfectly

efficient for the class of engines referred

to, but there were certain types of high-

speed engines which required th» exer-

cise of great ingenuity in order to make
the admission opening sutViciently large

to secure good results while cutting off

short. The difficulty of doing this satis-

factorily was particularly pronounced in

high-speed reversing engines, such as the

locomotive. With such engines, a liberal

port opening, a short cut-off and a prompt

release do not go harmoniously together,

and great ingenuity has been exercised to

perform these three important functions

in a satisfactory manner.

In the early days of locomotive engin-

eering, numerous attempts were made to

obtain quick admission, prompt cut-off

and prolonged exhaust opening by means

of auxiliary mechanism, such as inde-

pendent cut-off valves, but the complica-

tion was so great that the cost of mainten-

ance overbalanced the saving produced by

the superior steam distribution. It seemed

for a time that the plain slide valve, actu-

ated by a link motion, was destined to be

the only practical form of valve gear for

locomotives; but the contest among in-

ventors of high-speed stationary engines

brought forth an invention which has ina-

terially added to the efficiency of the loco-

motive slide valve for high-speed pur-

poses.

This invention is the Allen valve, which

has a supplementary port through the

body of the valve, by which steam passes

from one side of the valve to the other,

and gives practically a double steam open-

ing. Locomotive men in this country

have been rather slow to acknowledge the

advantage of the Allen port, but it is slowly

forcing its way into favor, and every de-

mand for high speed of railway trains is

likely to make it more popular with the

men who are responsible for getting trains

over the road at the speed demanded by

the operating departments.

With a valve having the Allen port, the

steam port is opened sooner, remains

open longer and is closed more quickly

than with the simple slide. The effect of

this is. that where the .Mien valve is em-

ployed, steam is got into the cylinder at a

higher initial pressure, has less initial ex-

pansion than with the common slide, and

when the valve is properly set has the ex-

haust opening delayed. The practical

effect of this imprcjvement is. that engines

in service do much better work than those

with the comiuon valve. They save steam

and coal, and can take a train over a road

on better time than those that have not

got this improvement.

Someone using engines with this valve,

reported to a committee of the Master Me-
chanics' Association that the engines were

good for one or two more cars than the

engines with the plain valve. The gen-

eral testimony of those who have used

the Allen valve is so decidedly in its favor

that we are surprised it is not making more
rapid headway into favor than it is doing.

Indicator diagrams, taken by a committee

of the Master Mechanics' Association.

which investigated the subject of slide

valves and reported at last convention,

would seem to prove that the claims of the

friends of this valve are well founded.

Where the piston speed was high, it could

be seen very plainly by the indicator dia-

gram that the distribution of steam was

much better when regulated by the Allen

valve than with the others—at least, there

was a higher ratio of expansion for doing

a given amount of work, and consequently

the steam would be used more economi-

cally. The steam was admitted at a higher

pressure and released at a lower pressure

than it was when the plain slide valve was

employed under the same conditions. It

was not demonstrated by the tests that

the valve saved any fuel: but the ordinary

reasoning concerning the operation of a

steam engine would lead those familiar

with the subject to expect that a consider-

able saving of fuel would result from the

use of the valve for high-speed engines

when the diagrams indicated less steam

tised per horse-power developed. We have

known of several cases where engines us-

ing the .Mien valve were able to run farther

without taking water than those using the

plain valve, which seems to be the best

kind of evidence in favor of the resulting

economy. The Allen valve does not offer

any advantages with a freight engine or

other locomotive, where the piston speed

is rarely above 800 feet per minute; conse-

quently, for that kind of service it is no

doubt just as well to use the plain slide

valve.

^ i ^
The Czar Patent Examiner.

It is difficult to find anyone who has

had much business to do with the United

States Patent Office who does not hold

a very strong opinion regarding neces-

sity for radical reforms in the way of

doing business in that government de-

partment. As long ago as 1872 a Commis-

sioner of Patents remarked: "There being

no authoritative review of the work of

the examiners, there is no protection

against hasty and careless examinations,

and, what is still worse, the door is thrown

wide open to Incessant importunings and

to corrupt influences of every kind."

Since that authoritative opinion was ex-

pressed, the methods of doing business

have been growing worse every year, and

the opinion concerning the business of

the bureau, of those best acquainted with

its work, is that there is practically no

check against carelessness, ignorance and

fraud.

.A remarkably strung case against tin-

existing methods in the Patent Office has

recently been made out by Mr. James A.

Whitney, and published in a pamphlet

named "The Patent Office and the Prob-

lem of Reform." Concerning examiners,

this pamphlet says:

"The Akhoond of Swat is not more ab-

solute within his renowned dominion

than is a Primary Examiner in control of

a division who chooses to place his no-

tions ahead of his official duty. There is,

in fact, no functionary anywhere (with

one solitary exception, that exception be-

ing an 'Assistant Examiner-in-charge')

who is liable to be affiicted with so alti-

tudinous a consciousness of personal exal-

tation, or through whoiri this weakness

of human nature may do more harm. He
may reject an application upon an alleged

reference which has nothing to do with

the case, and when the applicant has care-

fully demonstrated this, he may repeat

his action, with the result of compelling

an appeal, with additional expense, to the

Board of Examiners-in-chief. If over-

ruled by the latter, he may 'discover' a

new reference which has been 'accidentally

overlooked.' and reject the case again,

thus placing before the applicant the alter-

native of further appeal and additional

outlay, or of abandoning his application

altogether. He may embarrass an appli-

cation by absurd verbal criticisms, which

the applicant or his representative is ex-

pected to meet with an aspect of submis-

sive deference and grave respect, or may
make rcquireinents not expected or re-

quired by other examiners, and which

may be futile upon their face, and may be

irremediable in their results, and which

cause annoyance and delay.

"Cases are not unknown where appli-

cations that, with proper regard to the

rights of the inventor, could have been

passed to issue in two or three months,

have been kept dangling before the Patent

Office for as many years, and this by the

manifestly intentional perversity of an

examiner.

".'Xn exaiTiiner may do all this, and there

is practically no remedy for it. He may
do even worse than this, and equally with-

out reparation. He may allow the appli-

cation, when, in fact, there is an available

reference which should defeat it, and

which renders the patent invalid if

granted. The time devoted to technicali-

ties by an examiner is, of course, just so

much abstracted from that available for

legitimate work, and an fifficial who de-

votes his energies to fibstructing the just

claims of inventors is commonly of too

small a caliber to be able to do much else.
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Under the present system, therefore, an

ill-disposed examiner not only has it iri

his power to deny rights to those who are

entitled to them, hut is also likely to ac-

cord rights to those who have no lawful

claim to them. It is no benefit to an in-

ventor to receive a patent which is clearly

anticipated in the prior state of the art.

Siich a patent is a delusion and a snare, a

trap to the patentee, and a wrong to the

public."

i i i
Rolling Stock Equipment.

The increase in number of locomotives

in service during the last year, says the

Interstate Commerce Report, was 207.

the total number on June 30, 1895. being

35.699- Of this number. 9.999 were pas-

senger locomotives. 20,012 were freight

locomotives, 5.100 were switching loco-

motives, and 588 were unclassified. The
number of cars of all classes reported, be-

ing those owned by railways, was 1,270.-

561, which indicates a decrease of 7.517

as compared with the previous year. Of
the total cars reported. 33.112 were in pas-

senger service. 1,196,119 were in freight

service, and the remainder. 41.330. were
cars used by the reporting companies in

their own service. There was an increase

of 94 in the number of passenger cars, and
an increase of 1,439 in cars assigned to

company's service, but cars in freight ser-

vice decreased 9.050.

The explanation of this decrease is not

wholly to be found in an eflfort on the

part of the railway companies to econo-
mize in equipment, but rather in the in-

creased use made of private cars. From
the summaries given it appears that there

was a decreased efficiency in passenger
service, and an increased efficiency in

freight service during the year covered
by the report. The number of passengers

carried per passenger locomotive was
50.747. or 3.907 less than in 1894.

The number of passenger miles per pas-

senger locomotive was 1.218.967, or 225,-

433 less than in 1894. while the number of

passenger cars per 1,000.000 passengers
carried was 65, or 12 greater than the

preceding year. This is probably largely

due to decreased travel on account of

business depression, but it also suggests
that passenger traffic has returned to its

normal condition previous to the World's

Columbian Exposition.

The number of tons of freight carried

per freight locomotive in 1895 was 34.817,
showing an increase of 2.908 when com-
pared with the corresponding figures for

1894. The number of ton-miles per
freight locomotive was 4.258.821. the in-

crease over the previous year being 242.-

066. These figures indicate increased

economy in transportation of freight.

The same result is shown by the fact that

1.888 freight cars were required to move
t.ooo.ooo tons of freight in 1894, and 1.717

in 1895. These figures, however, arc not
satisfactory, because the basis of the com-

putations docs not include cars not owned
by railway companies, in which a large

proportion of freight is transported.

Out of a total equipment of 1.306.260

locomotives and cars, only 362.498 were
fitted with train brakes, and 408.856 with

automatic couplers on June 30, 1895. The
increase in equipment fitted with train

brakes was 31.506, with automatic coup-

lers, 51,235. The summaries presented

show that almost all passenger locomo-
tives are fitted with train brakes, and 16,-

712. out of 20.012 freight locomotives have
them. The number of passenger locomo-
tives fitted with automatic couplers on
June 30, 1895, was 3,893, the increase dur-

ing the year being 414. It appears that

6,106 passenger locomotives were without

automatic couplers. The number of

freight locomotives fitted with automatic

couplers was 2,039, the increase during
the year being 731; but as there were 20,-

012 locomotives in freight service, the

deficiency in respect to automatic coup-
lers is marked. On June 30, 1895, the

number of passenger cars in service was
33.112. of which 32.384 were fitted with
train brakes, and 31.971 with automatic
couplers. The number of freight cars in

service was 1.196.119. of which 295.073
were fitted with train brakes, and 366,985
with automatic couplers. It appears that

the passenger service is well equipped with
automatic safety appliances, but that the

freight service is greatly deficient in this

respect.

Rails Bent by Action of Driving
Wheels.

During a discussion on the counter-
balancing of driving wheels, Mr. Pulaski
Leeds, of the Louisville & Nashville, gave
some interesting particulars about the
bending of rails on his road by the driving
wheels of certain consolidation locomo-
tives. The attention of Mr. Leeds was
directed by the track department to the

bending of rails, and he proceeded sys-

tematically to investigate the cause. A
peculiarity about the bending was. that

the rails bent sidewise and not vertically,

as is usually the case when the counter-
balance is too heavy. There seemed to

be no bending action produced by the

driving wheels until the speed was over

48 miles an hour. The bends were pro-
duced first at one side and then at the

other, evidently by alternate blows from
the sides of driving wheels.

They found, on investigation, that the

main driving wheels were about 600
pounds short of the correct weight for

counterbalance, and this weight was dis-

tributed between the back and front wheels
of the engine. On account of this exces-

sive counterbalance, which gave an oscil-

lating motion to the engine, the driving

wheels rocked from side to side. By
using lead, they managed to get the

proper weight into the main drivers.

They then took the extra weight out of

the other wheels, and it put an end to the

trouble from the bending of rails.

As it is very difficult to get the full

counterbalance weight into the drivers of

small-wheeled consolidation engines, it is

a common practice to distribute the sur-

plus weight among the other wheels. On
railroads where this practice is followed,

it would be well to watch the track to sec

if results similar to those discovered on
the Louisville & Nashville are not pro-

duced from the same cause on other roads.

Lateral bending of rails might very likely

be attributed to some other cause than
that of the effect of improper counter-

balance of locomotives, and it is there-

fore the more important to make a case

of this kind public when the real cause

of the trouble is discovered.

Japan and its Railways.

American manufacturers have supplied

much goods to Japanese railways, and
there is likely to be so much increase of

trade between the two countries that a few

facts about Japan and its railways may be
of interest to our readers.

The Japanese Empire comprises a num-
ber of islands, the four principal ones
making an aggregate of nearly 150,000

sijuare miles. All the islands are long

and narrow, the principal one being 870
miles in length and only go miles broad.

The first railway was opened in 1872; at

the present time there are nearly 2.500

miles in operation or about to be opened.

Most of the railways are single-track, and
are operated by the staff system, which
divides a road up into sections that trains

pass over under the protection of a staff

and tickets.

When railroad building was first begun
in Japan, all the leading officials were
European or American; but the natives

have learned the business of railroading

very rapidly, and there are now very few

foreigners employed on any of the lines.

Railways in Japan have got to contend

with a difficulty which is rarely experi-

enced in other parts of the world, i. e., re-

curring earthquake shocks, which shake

down bridges and buildings and twist the

tracks into very awkward positions.

The rolling-stock equipment of the

Japanese railways is of a somewhat di-

verse character; the greater part of tlie

cars and locomotives are English make,
but American builders come in as a good
second, with a tendency to take the

greater part of new orders. The cars are

of the English compartment style, and
the freight cars arc also made after the

English type. Most of the locomotives are

of the eight-wheel type, and weigh from

30 to 50 tons. .Ml tlie passenger equip-

ment has air brakes. .All the work of re-

jiairing the rolling stock is done by native

workmen, and they are said to be very

skillful in their different trades.
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Efficiency of Boilers.

.\bout tiftccn years ago a committee of

the American Society of Mechanical En-

gineers was appointed to formulate a sys-

tem of testing boilers to show their effi-

ciency, and what was considered at the

time as a verj- able report was brought in.

and a system of testing boilers established

which has been in use ever since and is

follow-od by nearly all engineers on this

continent who have boilers to test. We
notice within the last year or two that the

standard method of testing boilers has

been receiving hard knocks at the hands

of the steam engineers, and some of them

go to the extent of saying that the practices

followed are utterly worthless when the

ctTiciency of the boiler is established

merely by the amount of water evaporated

per pound of combustible.

In a paper read by Mr. Wm Kent at the

last meeting of the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers, he gave an instance

whereby the record of efficiency of a cer-

tain boiler might be from 56.66 to 85.83

per cent., depending upon how the results

are calculated and whose calorimeter is

used. He said that if an engineer believes

that "efficiency" is the proper standard for

boilers to be governed by. to guarantee

this he should state in his specifications

what kind of coal will be used in the test.

what percentage of efficiency is required,

and how the efficiency is to be determined.

If by analysis, by what chemist; and if by

calorimeter, whose calorimeter. The effi-

ciency may conveniently be regarded in

the result of the test as an addition to the

time-honored evaporation per pound of

coal per pound of combustible, but he

was opposed to substituting it for these-

results, and he was against its adoption as

a commercial standard to be specified in

contracts or guarantees.

As boilers are purchased subject to tests

of efficiency, the mere specification of

evaporating so many pounds of water per

pounds of combustible is a very loose way

of arriving at the efficiency of a boiler and

throws a door wide open for fraud. Those

interested in making out the efficiency of

a boiler to be as high as possible might

insist on using the very best grades of

coal, while those interested in making out

that the boiler was short of its reputed

efficiency might prove their case by using

the most inferior coal they could find.

The standard method of testing boilers

certainly needs to be revised if justice is

to be done between boiler users and boiler

maker. The present condition of affairs

is similar to what it would be among deal-

ers of wheat if the sellers used a bushel

measure of one capacity and the buyer a

measure that was larger.

It is a strange thing that the sensible

men constituting the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers did not perceive the

shortcomings of their method of testing

boilers when it was recommended. A
committee is wrestling with the subject

again, and the indications are that it will

be very difficult to establish a method

suitable to all the interests concerned.

Hardship of Carrying: Bicycles.

Some of the railroad papers have been

exciting themselves very much over the

hardships imposed upon railroad com-

panies by certain States passing laws that

compel the companies to carry bicycles

free of charge. We believe that the rail-

road companies which have instituted the

practice of charging for the transporta-

tion of bicycles when passengers are along

with them, stand very much in their own
light and fail to perceive what is really

their best interests. The great mass of

bicyclists who travel on railroads with

their wheels make the journey for the

purpose of riding back, and if it were not

that they use the wheel the railroad com-

pany would not get the fares. Some of

those who have insisted on making extra

charges for wheels are beginning to find

that the policy is militating against them.

We know of two large railroads running

through the same territory, which have

received a few very good object lessons

ir regard to the practice of charging and

not charging for bicycles. One company
makes a charge and the other does not.

The result is that nearly all wheelmen

going out to have a long ride patronize

the railroad that does not charge anything

for the wheel. Besides that, which causes

direct loss of business to the company,

they are beginning to find that many
business men who ride wheels patronize

the company that shows them the greatest

courtesy when they go to travel on busi-

ness. The result is that the company
which thought it was fair to charge for

wheels are said to be seriously consider-

ing the advisability of dropping the

charge.

We find that railroads in other coun-

tries, which are generally tied down by

tradition which induces them to get every-

thing possible out of passengers, have

been shrewd enough to do all in their

power to encourage and develop the prac-

tice of wheel riders going on their trains

to points where they wish to use the wheel.

In France, for instance, the railway com-

panies oflFer every facility to induce bicy-

clists to take their trains out of the city

instead of undergoing the inconvenience

of riding through the streets and subur-

ban roads which are heavy with traffic;

they regard the bicycle as baggage and it

is carried accordingly. A voucher for

the wheel is all that is necessary, and

that costs two cents. This liberal prac-

tice has brought a great deal of business

to French railways, and thousands of

Parisians go to the country with their

wheels on holidays instead of remaining

in the city. The same practice is spread-

ing through the large cities in Germany,

where similar privileges are accorded to

. people with bicycles.

Railroad Heroism.

"Vou may talk of it being a brave and
heroic deed for two men to grab a rail

and throw it into place as a fast train was

approaching," remarked a bronzed, gray

and nomadic railroader, who had experi-

ciices to tell of what he had gone through

on railroads all over this continent.

"I do not want to underrate the cool-

ness of men who grab a rail and throw it

into place, but I once saw something

done when I was rear brakeman for Daddy
Slocum in the early days of the Canadian

Pacific.

"We had left Rat Portage early in the

morning with a train, and just when we
were nearing the Winnipeg River bridge,

going at a good speed, the driver noticed

a man walking on the bridge. The train

was almost upon the man before he saw it;

and as the bridge is very high and has no

parapets, it seemed certain death to the

tie walker, for he had no means of get-

ting clear of the track, and to jump was

certain death. The only thing was to

hang by the outer tie rail, and hang until

the train passed. This he did, and the

train came thundering on, imablc to stop.

"Daddy Slocum happened to see the

man's predicament, and recollecting that

that the low steps of the Pullman might

catch the poor fellow's arms, he pulled

the coupling lever and had the Pullman

stopped before it reached the man. That

was before air brakes were applied, you

must understand.

"The Pullman car was now standing on

the middle of the bridge, and it had not

been there but a few minutes when a

freight train came backing around the

curve at the approach to the bridge, and

the trainmen did not see the Pullman car

blocking the way. The passengers in the

Pulfman car were terribly frightened, for

there was no means of getting out, and it

seemed certain that the car would be

dashed off the bridge into the river below,

but Conductor Slocum was equal to the

emergency. He signaled the engineer

of his own train to back up. and this was

done promptly. The Pullman was cou-

pled up without an instant's delay, and the

train pulled ahead just as the freight came

thundering down upon the bridge. One
minute more and Pullman car and pas-

sengers would have been dashed into the

Winnipeg River, but Slocum looked as

unconcerned as if he had performed an

everyday feat that was not worthy of

mention."

S i il

The Senior Philosopher sailed "awa'
"

fqr Scotland, home and mother on the 22d,

and left the editorial work of the paper to

the Junior Philosopher and his aides, .^ny

improvement seen in the next two issues

should be credited to the J. P., and all

shortcomings charged to the absence of

the S. P.
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AI. C. B., Committees for 1897.

Mr. Jno. W. Cloud, secretary of the

Master Car-Builders' Association, has

sent out the list of committees for the

convention in June, 1897. List will be
found below, together with the subjects:

STANDING COMMITTEES.

On Arbitration—G. W. Rhodes, chair-

man; John Mackenzie, M. M. Martin, G.

L. Potter, J. N. Barr.

On Supervision of the Standards and
Recommended Practice of the Associa-

tion—R. H. Soule, chairman; G. L. Potter,

A. M. Waitt.

On Triple-Valve Tests—G. W. Rhodes,
chairman; A. W. Gibbs, W. S. Morris.

On Standard Wheel and Track Gages--
To confer with the American Railway
Association—J. N. Barr, chairman; G. W.
Rhodes, R. E. Marshall.

On Brake-Shoe Tests—S. P. Bush,

chairman; D. L. Barnes, J. W. Cloud.

SUBJECTS AND COMMITTEES.

1. Automatic Couplers (continued)—To
advise what changes may be desirable in

the standard size of Master Car-Builders'

automatic coupler shank, and to recom-
mend a standard yoke or pocket strap for

rear attachment to car. C. M. Menden-
hall, A. E. Mitchell, J. T. Chamberlain,

\V. H. Thomas, Wm. Garslang, T. G
Duncan, J. Macbeth.

2. Uncoupling Arrangements for Mas-
ter Car-Builders' Automatic Couplers

(continued)—To consider whether a stand-

ard uncoupling device is practicable, and
the details thereof, and to recommend a

device which would be applicable to the

greatest number of couplers possible. G.

L. Potter, C. E. Turner. R. C. Blackall,

R. M. Galbraith, G. W. West, G. B. Sol-

lers.

3. Loading Logs, Poles, Bark and Long
Structural Material on Cars—To suggest

modifications of or additions to recom~
mended practice, if found desirable. P.

Leeds, W. H. Day, P. H. Peck, S. P.

Bush, F. H. Stark, J. R. Petrie, W. H.
Lewis, B. Haskell, C. CoUer.

4. Trains Parting—To consider the ex-

tent and causes of break-in-twos with

automatic couplers, and to suggest rem-
edies. A. M. Waitt, W. Lavery, F. H.
Soule, D. Hawksworth, B. E. Thomp-
son.

5. Passenger Car Pedestal and Journal
Box for Journal 4],^ by 8 inches—To sug-

gest designs. G. W. West, T. B. Purves,

Jr.; E. A. Benson, F. W. Chaffee, J. W.
Marden.

6. Specifications and Guarantee for Cast-

iron Wheels—To propose a revision of the

recommended practice of the association,

and to consider therewith the form of

wheel. J. N. Barr, J. H. McConnell, S. P.

Bush, J. Hodge, W. McWood.
7. Air-Brake and Signal Instructions

—

To confer with a committee from the

American Railway Master Mechanics'
Association and to propose a revision of

the code adopted in 1892. E. W. Grieves,

E. D. Bronner, S. Higgins, H. McCarty.
8. Freight Car Buffers—To follow up

and report upon experiments about to be

made with improved buffers. Wm. For-
syth, A. E. Mitchell, F. W. Brazier, Thos.

Fildes, J. Player.

9. Bo.x-Car Side and End Doors—To
submh designs for side and end doors,

including fixtures, for adoption. J. J.

Hennessey, G. N. Dow, C. A. Schroyer,

Robt. Gunn, F. B. Griffith.

10. Arch Bars and Column Bolts for

Diamond Trucks—To recommend forms
in detail, for cars of 60,000 pounds ca-

pacity, and to submit designs for same for

cars of 80,000 pounds capacity. E. D.

Nelson, T. Lyon, G. Gibbs, J. H. Rankin,

J. E. Simons.

11. Independent Committee of Five to

present individual report on Designs for

Steel Car Frames—J. N. Barr, C. M.
Mendenhall, R. P. C. Sanderson, S. A.

Charpiot. G. R. Joughins.

12. Subjects for 1898—J. T. Chamber-
Iain, A. M. Waitt, C. A. Schroyer.

Engineering Tools at Pompeii.

Under the title of "Things of Engi-

neering Interest Found at Pompeii,"

Professor Goodman gave his inaugural

lecture in the engineering department of

the Yorkshire College, Leeds. The lec-

turer remarked that he had recently

visited Pompeii, and was not only

charmed by the great beauty of the works
of the ancient Romans, but also by their

extreme ingenuity as mechanics—in fact,

it was a marvel how some of the instru-

ments and tools they were in the habit of

using could possibly have been made
without such machinery as we now pos-

sess. After explaining the situation and

destruction of Pompeii by showers of

ashes and mud, not lava, as is usually sup-

posed, in the year 79 A.D., Professor

Goodman showed a series of about fifty

lantern slides, prepared from photo-

graphs taken by himself in Pompeii last

Easter. The streets, he explained, were

used as waterways to carry off the surface

water, and probably sewage, from the

houses. The pavements were raised

about a foot above the streets, and step-

ping stones were provided at intervals for

foot passengers. The horses and chariots

had to pass between, and in many places

deep ruts had been worn by the chariot

wheels in the stone paved streets. The
water supply of Pompeii was distributed

by means of lead pipes laid under the

streets. There were many public drink-

ing fountains, and most of the large

houses were provided with fountains,

many of most beautiful design. The
amphitheater, although a fine structure,

capable of seating 15,500 people, wzs small

compared with many in Italy. The
bronzes found at Pompeii revealed great

skill and artistic talent. The bronze bra-

zier and kitchener were provided with

boilers at the side and taps for running off

the hot water. Ewers and urns have been
discovered with internal tubes and fur-

naces precisely similar to the arrange-
ment now in modern steam boilers. Sev-

eral very strong metal safes provided
with substantial locks have been found.

The locks and keys are most ingenious

and some very complex. On looking at

the iron tools found in Pompeii one could

almost imagine he was gazing into a mod-
ern tool shop, except for the fact that the

ancient representatives have suffered se-

verely from rust. Sickles, biU-hoo'ks,

rakes, forks, axes, spades, blacksmiths'

tongs, hammers, soldering irons, planes,

shovels, etc., are remarkably like those

used to-day; but certainly the most mar-
velous instruments found are the surgical

instruments, beautifully executed, and of

design e-xactly similar to some recently

patented and reinvented. Incredible as

it may appear, yet it is a fact that the

Pompeiians had wire ropes of perfect

construction.
—"Age of Steel."

i i i
A somewhat ambitious form of draft-

regulating appliance for the locomotive
has been patented by Joseph C. Canby, of

West Pittston, Pa. The invention con-
sists of a series of petticoat or lift pipes

extending from the base of the stack to

the exhaust nozzle, the middle pipe being
movable and secured to a rod which goes
through the smokebox and can be oper-

ated from the cab. By means of this rod
the middle petticoat section can be raised

and lowered.

i i i
The following suggestive hint is from

the "Railroad Employes' Gazette." and is

given under the heading of "Pennsylvania

Railroad Notes": "When Big Jack left, he
took the pledge, also an oil suit and a suit

of overalls. Jack can keep the pledge, but

if he don't return the oil suit and overalls

he may get himself in trouble, even if he is

a temperance man."

i i i
A new and somewhat ingenious auto,

matic brake-slack adjuster has been

patented by Alexander Pitkethly, of Bos-
ton. The weak feature, in our opinion, of

the invention is that there is too much to

it. It is described as a combination ol

a brake beam, a lever-supporting frame

secured to the beam and provided with

longitudinally extended slots at right

angles to each other, the brake lever ex-

tended through one of these slots, a ful-

crum for the lever movable in the other

slots, a rack bar carried by frame, a pawl

movable with the fulcrum of the lever and

co-operating with the rack bar, a second

rack bar operatively connected to the

brake lever, a housing or support for the

second rack bar carried by the brake

beam, and a pawl carried by the brake

beam and co-operating with the second

rack bar.
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A Railroad Mystery.

A short time ago the following article

appeared in the Wilmington (N. C.)

"Messenger":

"Between the 49th and 55th mile-posts

on the Carolina Central Railroad there is

a piece of track for a distance of nearly

six miles that presents a singular condi-

tion that so far amounts to an inexpli-

cable mystery. All trains, going and

coming, go to grinding and start a ter-

rible squeaking when they get on this

six miles of track. The noise comes from

not only one car, but every locomotive,

every coach and every car of whatever

kind sets up a grinding as if turning a

curve. The noise is something like the

screeching of an ox-cart that has no

grease on it, and is made by every truck

in a train. The track is perfectly straight,

and there is no curve at all; the cause of

the grinding and squeaking has mystified

the railroad people. Every effort has

been made to ascertain the cause of the

difficulty. The locomotives have been

examined, the coaches and cars have been

scrutinized, every cross-tie and every rail

has been inspected, every joint has been

looked at, and every foot of the track has

been re-gaged, but no explanation could

be found. The section master has almost

crawled over the six miles on his knees in

search of the cause. The roadmaster has

tried his best to ferret out the matter, and

the superintendent has been over the

track and inspected it, all of them making
repeated efforts time and time again to find

out what is the matter, but they have

given it up as a bad job. They have not

only not been able to discover the cause of

the noise, but have been unable to dis-

cover any theory to explain the mystery.

It is one of the railroad mysteries of the

age and has been going on for twenty

years. During that time the cross-ties

and rails have been replaced several times

with new ones, but without effect. Who
can explain the mystery?"

The editor of the "Railway Review"

having seen the article (|uoted, wrote to

Mr. St. John, vice-president and general

manager of the railroad referred to. and

received a letter intimating that the

screeching noise made by wheels on the

Carolina Central Railroad between the

4C)th and 55th mile-posts was caused by

the section master's gage being an inch

too long, leaving the track too much open,

and when the track was spiked to gage

the noise discontinued at once.

^ ^ i
Railway Accidents.

According to the Interstate Commerce
Report, the number of railway em-

ployes killed during the year ending June

30, 1895. was 1,811. and the number in-

jured was 25.696. These figures, com-
pared with those of the previous year,

show a decrease of 12 in number killed,

and an increase of 2,274 "i the number
injured. The number of passengers killed

was 170. the number injured 2,375. These

figures give lor the year a decrease of 154

in the number killed, and 659 in the num-

ber injured. The number of passengers

killed is remarkably small. The smallest

number killed in any of the preceding

seven years was 286, in 1890. One em-

ploye was killed for each 433 employed,

and one employe was injured for each 31

employed.

Of the class of employes known as

trainmen—that is, engineers, firemen,

conductors, and other employes whose

service is upon trains—it appears that one

was killed for each 155 in service, and one

injured for each n in service. The num-
ber of passengers carried for each passen-

ger killed during the year was 2,984,832.

and the number carried for each passen-

ger injured was 213,651. The liability of

passengers to accidents is better ?hown in

the fact that 71,696.743 passenger-miles

were accomplished for every passenger

killed, and 5.131.977 passenger-miles for

every passenger injured. It is suggested

that beneficial results were derived from

the fitting of equipment with automatic

appliances, as well as from the raising of

the character of railway service and grade

of railway equipment, first noted in the

last report.

@ i i

Scholarships for Sons of Railroad Men.

Several years ago the Railway Master

Mechanics' Association paid $5,000 for

four scholarships in the Stevens Institute

of Technology. These scholarships were

open only to the sons of members of the

association, and, to be eligible, a young

man was required to have worked a year

in a machine shop before going to the

examination. The entrance examination

is very difficult, and it has been found that

young men who have been away from

school a year or more, working in a ma-

chine shop, have been unable to pass the

examination without passing through a

special course of preparatory study.

At the last convention a committee was

appointed to have the rules concerning

the scholarship broadened, so ihat more
candidates would be available. They pro-

pose doing away with the year's work in

the machine shop, an<l in case the scholar-

ships are not all filled up by sons of mem-
bers, sons of any railroad men will be

eligible. The course at the Stevens Insti-

tute gives a young man a splendid engin-

eering education, and it is a great pity that

anything should be thrown in the way to

prevent sons of railroad men from enjoy-

ing the opportunity thus afforded.

Although the change making sons of

any railroad men eligible to enjoy the

Master Mechanics' scholarships at tht

Stevens Institute has not been definitely

settled, we believe that the Executive

Committee would now favor the applica-

tion of the son of any railroad man to enter

the institute under the scholarships. If

any railroad man has a son who is am-

bitious to obtain a first-class engineering

education, we should advise him to apply

to the secretary of the Master Mechanics'

Association for the privilege of taking

one of the scholarships,

i i i
Otto Lilienthal, a German mechanic and

builder of steam engines, got the idea into

his head that he could make a practical fly-

ing machine. He devoted all his spare

time to experimenting with flying ma-
chines, and he made several which he

was able to force into the air by means
of artificial wings. His machines were
made almost entirely of closely woven
muslin, washed with collodion to render

them impervious to air, and stretched

upon a ribbed frame of split willow, which
was found to be the lightest and strongest

material for the purpose. He used the

vapor of carbonic acid as a motive power.

A great deal of intelligent research and
scientific labor had been devoted by this

devotee of science to flying machines.

One day last month he started with one
of his machines from a hill-top near Ber-

lin. The apparatus worked all right for

a few minutes, and flew quite a distance,

when suddenly the machinery of the ap-

paratus got out of order, and man and
machine fell to the ground. Lilienthal

was so badly injured that he died in the

hospital to which he was removed. Thus
has passed away another devotee to scien-

tific progress.

i g g
A singular accident happened to a

tower man in a block tower belonging to

the Long Island Railroad at Laurel Hill,

L. I., one day last month. Incoming
trains found the blocks all set against

them; no amount of blowing whistles or

other signals elicited a response from the

tower; then the place was entered and
the tower man was found lying uncon-
scious. When he recovered, he said that

he was changing the signals, when he was
suddenly knocked senseless by what he

believed to be an electric current. In-

vestigation showed that several men. em-
ployed on an electric-light line some dis-

tance away, had permitted a live wire to

cross the wires that led to the signal

tower. This was what nearly killed the

tower man. The telegraph instrument

was found to be destroyed by the strong

electric current that passed over the wire.

They have been making experiments

on the South Jersey Railroad with the

llolman friction-gear locomotive, which

is the three-story monstrosity which we
have referred to several times in these

columns. The engine was able to run

at considerable speed with a couple of

cars, and the people interested in the pat-

ents feel sure that they are going to make
a great success by multiplying the parts

away beyond those of the ordinary loco-

motive.
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Relations Between Boilers, Cylindef

s

and Weight on Driving Wheels
of Locomotives.*

BV M-ICRICE DEJIOULIX,

There exist mutual relations between

the principal elements of the locomotive—

•

namely, the adhesive weight, the volume

of the cylinders and the power of the

boiler. These relations, which well de-

serve investigation, are subject between

limits to important variations, depending

on the working conditions or local cir-

cumstances, which make it difficult to

establish exact co-efficients and com-

parative figures.

Thus, the heating surfaces and grate

areas are settled chiefly by comparison

with more or less satisfactory results

given by similar engines of previous types.

It is impossible that it should be other-

wise with engines whose power cannot

be worked out in horse-power or any

other unit which could be easily converted

into a definite steam consumption.

used, a grate of given area may be capable

of developing very different powers, ac-

cording to the rate of working, which is

in different places considered to be forc-

ing. If it were not so, the grate area

w'ould be the most suitable basis on which

to make a comparison of different loco-

motives from the point of view of power;

but it is not the grate area, but the quantity

of coal burnt on it per unit of time which

must be taken as the unit. Thus, the

grate of an English engine with 17.2

square feet, on which Welsh or Derby-

shire coal is burnt in a thick bed, will be

practically equal to a grate of 22.6 to 24.7

square feet with a thinner layer of low-

grade fuel. In other words, the important

point is not the area of the grate, but the

volume of the fuel which can be usefully

carried at any time in the firebox.

The volume of the cylinders varies with

the boiler pressure, the diameter of the

wheels, and the tractive force which is

possible with the given adhesive weight;

2.22—2.29 square feet of grate per cubic

foot of volume swept through by the

pistotis. In the American locomotives in

column II, intended to burn anthracite,

the grate is very large, and has.5. 32 square

feet per cubic foot of volume in the cylin-

ders.

The express engine of the Belgian State

Railway, column 6, intended to burn

small coal of poor quality, has a grate

area of 6.1 square feet per cubic foot of

cylinder, the largest that we have noted

in express engines. The French engines

occupy an intermediate position, as do

the qualities of fuel they burn, with a grate

area of from 2.47 to 3.93 square feet per

cubic foot of cylinder, the companies

which use the smallest coal having the

largest grates.

The variations in the ratio between the

grate area and the adhesive weight in loco-

motives intended for similar services, at

least in point of including speed, are

strikingly shown in the last line of the

Boiler pressure
Diameter of cylinders
Stroke of pistons
V()luine swept by the pistons per stroke.
Diameter of driving wheels
Grate area 5".

Heating surface S'
Ratio .b' to .b"'

Theoretical tractive force, —j^
Adhesive weight
Square feet of grate per cubic foot of
volume of stroke

Square feet of heating surface per cubic
foot of volume of stroke

Ratio of theoretical tractive force to
adhesive weight

Square feet of grate per ton of adhesive
weighL

Lb. per sq. in.

Inches.
Inches.

Cubic feet.
Inches.

Square feet.
Square feet.

I to

Lb.

Lb.

Sq. ft. percu. ft.

Sq. ft, per cu. ft.

Sq. ft. per ton.

«^
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greater than in the English engines, which
have always had sliort tubes; but tlie ten-

dency at present in France is to shorten

the tubes and increase the area of tlie

grate, which reduces the ratio In the

new French locomotives the ratio of the

heating surface to grate area varies froin

69.5 (Eastern of France Railway locomo-
tive with Flaman boiler and great heating

surface) to 43.3 (Northern of France Rail-

way locomotive with short tubes and large

grate).

Finally, the heating surface above a cer-

tain minimum cannot be taken as a crite-

rion of the power of the locomotive. The
engine in column 7 has only 1,034 square

feet of heating surface, and develops in

work practically the same power as the

locomotive of column 6, which has 1,342

square feet. Even when the grates had a

smaller area the heating surface was made
as large as the conditions of the design

permitted, and when later the grate was in-

creased, the heating surface could not us-

ually be increased in the same proportion.

As to the ratio of the theoretical tractive

force (calculated without reducing the

boiler pressure by the reduction co-effi-

cient) to the adhesive weight, it is found

not to vary much for engines of the same

class—viz., from 0.23 to 0.28 for locomo-

tives with four wheels coupled; for the

engine with single driving axle in column

7 the ratio reaches O.36; it falls exception-

ally low to 0.19 for the engine in column

I, which has smaller cylinders than most

modern locomotives. The volume of

these cylinders appears to be sufficient to

use the adhesion under normal circum-

stances; but nowadays one prefers to in-

crease the volume of the cylinders, partly

to make use at starting of a momentary

increase in the co-efficient of friction, due

to accidental circumstances or to the use

of sand, and partly to be able to cut off

earlier in running.

As to the single engine in "column 7, it

has a very high ratio, because the cylin-

ders are large and the effective weight is

not great. This engine always slips on

starting if the driver is not careful. This

is, moreover, the case with all engines

which have not coupled whcds, but for

which the volume of the cylinders, appar-

ently excessive compared with the effec-

tive weight, is determined, not with a view

to starting, but in order to develop at full

speed practically the same power as the

engines with four wheels coupled, which

have a greater effective weight. Besides,

one can remedy this defect of the single

engines by the judicious use of the steam

sand jet, which re-establishes equilibrium

by increasing the friction.

The work which the locomotive has to

do is itself very variable, not only because

the loads it has to draw vary, but also,

with a train of given weight, because of

the irregularity of the gradients and the

alternate slowing down or acceleration

required by ihc working conditions, or the

passage of special points on the line. The

variations of the steam production, which

has to change from the maximum to the

minimum and back again sometimes very

rapidly, are provided for by the corre-

sponding variations of the blast.

Since the boiler of a locomotive only

works with forced draft, and the natural

draft only produces sufficient intensity of

combustion to just balance the loss of

heat by radiation, it is sufficient to stop

the jet of exhaust steam into the chimney

on which the draft depends, in order to

stop all steam production. Again, by

regulating the speed of flow of this steam,

or what comes to the same thing when the

blast pipe is of constant size, the weight

of steam ejected per unit of time, one ob-

tains all the intermediate degrees of steam

production. But this regulation occurs

automatically, because the weight of the

steam exhausted through the blast in a

given time is proportional to the work
done. This arrangement, at once so

simple and so perfect, to which the loco-

motive owes its existence, automatically

proportions the production to the con-

sumption, and the power developed to the

work required, in a more perfect manner
than the most complex apparatus could

do. Each stroke of the piston, so to speak,

prepares for the following one. The sys-

tem is only at fault in one case, for reasons

independent of its principle: When a lo-

comotive has to stop at the top of a long

and steep bank, the intensity of the fire,

urged by the violent blast due to the vigoi

of the exhaust whilst running up the bank,

cannot stop when the regulator is closed.

The equilibrium existing till then between

the requirements and the production is

violently disturbed, and as the steam pro-

duced is not being used any longer, the

safety valves come into play.

The same thing always tends to happen,

even apart from diflicult gradients, with

locomotives working normally with a

strong draft, like the -American engines,

or with those which hold at all times a

large weight of fuel in their fireboxes, like

English engines, which burn a thick bed

of fuel. The use, in place of coal, of pe-

troleum or other liquid fuel injected into

the firebox as required, and which presents

no large mass of incandescent fuel wheii

the regulator is closed, is, as is well

known, a complete remedy for this state

of affairs.

Production and consumption are thus

intimately connected in the locomotive;

so much so that if in a given engine, one

increases very largely the steam admission,

and consequently reduces its efficiency,

one will nevertheless increase the maxi-

mum power which the boiler is capable of

supplying, because as the pres.sure at the

exhaust is increased the draft will be more
violent. The total efficiency of the system

may diminish, but the total power will in-

crease. Having boilers of smaller propor-

tions compared with the weight of steam

delivered per unit of time, the .\mericaii

engines have a much larger production

per square foot of heating surface than the

European engines, so that they can work

at all speeds with the cut-off at 40 to 50 per

cent. These engines thus burn as much
as 225 pounds of coal per square foot of

grate (1,100 kilograms per square meter)

per hour, and for the same total weight

are able to develop continuously a greater

power than other engines. In other words,

their tractive force diminishes more
slowly than their speed increases. The
constancy of their tractive force at all

speeds depends simply on the power of

producing steam when the steam pipes are

capable of carrying off all the steam made.

On the other hand, these engines, for

known reasons, are decidedly less eco-

nomical than the European engines, both

because the expansion of steam is too

?mall and because the high speed with

which the products of combustion pass

through the tubes does not allow them to

be cooled sufficiently before they reach the

smokebox. In Europe, especially in those

countries where the price of fuel is high,

preference is given to a higher efficiency.

In the United States, power of producing

steam is placed before everything, no mat-

ter how poor the economy may be.

A Traveling Repair Shop.

We are indebted to Mr. W. H. Robinson,

of Cleveland, O., for the loan of an old

book called "Engineers' and Mechanics'

Companion," printed in New York in

1^53- There are several pages and chap-

ters devoted to locomotives and engines

of the old class. One chapter relates to

instructions for running and managing
locomotives; and to show one of the ideas

of the times, we quote the following as a

list of the necessary articles to carry on

an engine:

"Several articles should be constantly

carried on the tender, as either being fre-

quently required in the working of the

engine, or occasionally in cases of de-

rangement or accident. The following

may be taken as a list:

"One large can of oil, and one or two

small oiling cans and an oiling tube, a box
of tallow, a quantity of cotton waste, hemp
and gasken, a hand brush, keys fitted to

all the principal bolts, and one large and

one small monkey wrench; a number
of iron or wooden plugs, an iron plug

holder and a 7-pound maul, two cold

chisels, a hammer and a file, spare wash-

ers, and duplicates of the principal nuts,

bolts, pins, gibs and keys, etc.; a quantity

of thick and thin cord, and some tarred

line, a fire bucket, two long crow-bars, a

spare coupling chain, with shackle and

hook complete, several wooden wedges

about two feet long, four or five inches

wide, and three inches thick; and, if run-

ning long journeys, two spare ball clacks,

and a screw-jack."
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There is a reducing valve for regulating

the working pressure which operates on a

similar principle to a safety valve, the only

difference being that, instead of opening

when the full pressure is reached and

blowing oflf the surplus, it closes a valve

against the storage pressure. This is ad-

justable by a spring, just as a safety valve

is adjustable. Attached to this valve is a

small piston which ordinarily has work-

ing pressure on both sides of it. By mov-
ing the brake-valve handle to the opposite

extreme of where it applies the brake, the

air pressure is bled from the under side

of this piston, so that the working pres-

sure on the other side assists the spring to

hold the valve open. It now requires a

higher pressure to close the valve against

the combined effort of spring and piston,

and the amount is fi.xed by the diameter of

the piston.

THE AIR BRAKE.

This is one of the most beautiful feat-

ures of the motor. The piston and rod

are cast in one, and the area of the rod is

more than half that of the cylinder. The
whole is cast hollow. Air pressure is ad-

mitted to the annular space to apply the

brake, while at the same time the other

end is open to the atmosphere. To release

the brake, the same air is made to equalize

on both sides of the piston, which it does

instantly, and the bleeding takes place

after release, by passing noiselessly into

the hollow piston and rod through a hole

in piston head 1-16 inch diameter; thence

it passes to the atmosphere. By moving
the brake handle quickly to the applied po-

sition, and back to the neutral or half way
position, any degree of braking effect is

obtained and held.

THE ENGINES.

The engines consist of two reciprocat-

ing pistons and cylinders, bolted to the

framing, and connected to the crank pins

by rocker arms and rods. The top bar of

the frame serves as the guide for the cross-

head. Case-hardened liners are riveted on
for wear. The valve gear is peculiar:

There are a pair of Stephenson links and a

pair of fixed cut-off valves. The variation

of cut-off is effected by the reverse lever,

but in the opposite way to that of a loco-

motive. The earliest grade of cut-off is

when the reverse lever is "down in the

corner." This would be the position when
running fast, and gives a free exhaust.

^ ^ ^
Training of the Apprentice.

We have heard very decided expres-

sions of disappointment with the position

taken by the committee of the Master

Mechanics' Association which reported

to last convention on "The Apprentice

Boy." The gist of that report was:

"With the passing of the small shop

with a few boys, bound under written

agreements and bonds signed with legal

formality, there must be a new era for the

apprentice.

"We see with the modern corporations

a breaking-down of the old method of

shop organization, suitable for the fathers

and grandfathers, but no longer suitable

for progressive organization. While in

the past it may have been possible to hold

a boy bound under agreements, such

methods do not answer with great cor-

porations such as our railroads are fast

becoming, extending through several

States, with their aggregation of shop

employes gathered from the heart of great

cities, from the suburban districts, and

sometimes from small villages which are

almost dependent on the corporation for

their existence. The bond gives way to

comity. The boy is taught fidelity, and is

given examples in the principles of loyalty,

and the time is fast approaching when the

man will feel a loyalty to the corporation

second only to the State or Church. To
bring about this is the duty of men hand-

ling large bodies of workmen."

The report then proceeds to find out

what ought to be the best ratio of appren-

tices to mechanics, and gives a somewhat
improvised plan for a system of technical

instruction for apprentices.

We believe that the expressions concern-

ing the passing of the small shop, and the

breaking-down of the old method of shop

organization, exaggerate the existing

condition of the apprentice system. There

are quite as many small shops in the coun-

try as there ever were, and it is possible

to train apprentices in the larger estab-

lishments, which are becoming so numer-

ous, if a little intelligent care and atten-

tion are bestowed upon the problem. The
condition of apprentices in many shops

deserves the serious consideration of

people having the interests of mechanics

at heart, with a view to securing reforms

that are highly necessary.

It appears to be the average practice to

take a boy into the shop without finding

out whether he is adapted for the busi-

ness or not, and then to let him work out

his own acquirements as a mechanic. A
very common practice is to put a boy

upon a nut-tapping or other simple ma-

chine that requires practically no skill,

and to leave him there until he secures an

advance by persistent complaint to the

foreman. Every other step is dependent

on the persistency of the lad in looking

after his own interests. If he has no per-

sistence in this direction himself, and has

no one in the shop to plead his cause, he

is likely to be no more of a mechanic at

the end of four years than any of the

laborers doing helping work about the

shop.

We consider that the committee having

this subject in charge ought to have in-

vestigated the various methods pursued

in railroad and other shops for the train-

ing of apprentices. We know of a variety

of railroad and other shops where appren-

tices are engaged and trained under rules

very well calculated to produce first-class

mechanics. Under these rules the boy is
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on probation for a certain time, and if he

does not display a capacity for machine

work by the tim6 the probation ends, he

is permitted to go and find a vocation bet-

ter suited to his talents. All through the

course of the apprenticeship the boys are

gradually advanced in wrork that calls for

increasing manipulative skill, and at the

end of the apprenticeship if the boy is not

a mechanic he has himself to blame, for

he has been given every opportunity

to acquire skill and insight into the

trade.

In shops where a different policy pre-

vails, the proprietors have the best reason

to complain of the apprenticeship system

being a failure. The lad is kept at labor-

er's work during the whole of his appren-

ticeship, and when he asks for journey-

man's wages his employer finds that the

earning capacity of the youth does not

justify increasing his wages to those of the

ordinary journeyman. If the errors made

in the training of the apprentice were

urgently pressed upon this class of em-

ployer, it is very likely that the necessary

reforms would be carried out. What the

Master Mechanics' committee ought to

do is to make public the best forms of the

apprenticeship system in use, and urge

their adoption upon those who now use

apprentices merely as cheap laborers.

In regard to technical instruction for

apprentices, we think that everything

should be done to forward the organiza-

tion of night classes where drawing and

the principles of applied mechanics might

be learned. Institutions like the Cooper

Institute, of New York, and the Armour

Institute, of Chicago, form good models

for the instruction of young mechanics,

and agitation should be carried on to have

similar establishments, on a smaller scale,

organized in the smaller cities or indus-

trial centers.

While investigating the best methods

of technical instruction for apprentices,

the committee should not overlook the

advantages of correspondence schools

similar to the International Correspond-

ence Schools, of Scranton, and the Cor-

respondence School of Technology, of

Cleveland. In the report referred to, no

mention whatever was made to corre-

spondence schools, although we are in-

clined to believe that these are doing more

for the education of the apprentice and

railroad shop mechanics than all other

forms of auxiliary education put together.

Railroad shops are very often to be found

in small communities where it is difficult

to establish a regular night school, the

consequence being that night schools

where technical education is imparted are

very rare in places where railroad appren-

tices might obtain the benefit.

The average apprentice, like the aver-

age man, does not have self-denial suffi-

cient to compel himself to attend evening

schools or to pursue private studies for

the sake of improving his education. By

far the majority of people are inflicted

783

with mental laziness, and this prevents all

except a few from following up the ele-

mentary or other education which they

have received; but there is in every shop

and in every community a small percent-

age inspired with mental activity and in-

dustry, who are ready to labor during

leisure hours for mental and professional

improvement. From this class is drawn

the greater part of the officials who carry

on the industrial and commercial enter-

prises of the country. The few young

men in every shop or factory who possess

this elevating faculty ought to be pro-

vided with the means of making the best

of it, and it is for them that night schools

and correspondence schools do perform,

and will perform, the greatest work.

What the railroad companies and the

country needs is the extension of these

methods of instruction, which are calcu-

lated to arm the best of its employes and

its citizens with the kind of weapons

that make them mighty among their

fellows.

i i i

The New *' Northwestern Limited."

The "Northwestern Litnited." running

between Minneapolis, St. Paul and Chi-

cago, on the Chicago & Northwestern

Railway, is one of the most superb rolling

stock outfits ever seen.

It comprises a buffet car, baggage car,

three Wagner cars, a first-class coach and

smoking car, all having the wide vesti-

bule, and the train made up in the order

named; that is, the smoking car is at the

rear. In the way of finish and solidly

magnificent appointments, this train prob-

ably stands at the head of all previous

achievements in reaching after the goal

of all progressive roads, namely, comfort

combined with splendor.

The engines hauling these trains are

Schenectady 19x24 eight-wheelers, with

steel driving wheels 73 inches diameter

outside of tires. Boiler 61 "^ inches diam-

eter at small ring. Weight on drivers,

81,000 pounds. Total weight of engine,

126,100 pounds. Heating surface of flues

(inside), 1,494 square feet. Heating sur-

face of firebox, 171 square feet. Area of

grate surface, 26'/^ square feet. Air brake

on every wheel of engine and tender.

Single exhaust nozzle 5^4 inches diameter,

and an increase talked of. These few

items of dimensions show that what the

train is to ordinary rolling stock, so is

the engine to the better class of power.

The Hilles & Jones Company, of Wil-

mington, Del., have issued their Catalog

M, which is produced in the usual artis-

tic way adopted by this company in telling

the story of their machine tools. The

story is entirely told by the use of excel-

lent half-tone engravings, which give

those interested in the tools built by the

company a very good idea of what the de-

vice is capable of doing.
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Peculiarities of Iron.

In a lecture which Mr. W. F. Durfee

delivered before the Franklin Institute

recently, a number of interesting facts

were given concerning "The Conditions

Which Cause Wrought Iron to be Fibrous

and Steel Low in Carbon to be Crystal-

line."

The opinion is common among users of

wrought iron and soft steel that the former

has no carbon associated with it, and the

belief is also prevalent that the minute

percentage of carbon, o.io to 0.15 of i per

cent., is at once the cause and explanation

of the structural dissimilarity of these

metals. Like many other popular opin-

ions and beliefs, these are not established

upon those hard, unyielding, azoic rocks

01 knowledge—well-ascertained facts— on

which all true science is founded; for it is

well known to investigators that the best

fibrous wrought iron contains as much
carbon as the average crystalline soft steel.

He then gives a table showing the per-

centages of carbon in some varieties of

iron and steel, from which we find that

Lowmoor iron boiler plate has more car-

bon than extra soft Fagcrsta Bessemer

steel; Staffordshire boiler plate has over

twice as much carbon as the Fagersta

steel; some samples of Russian and Swed-
ish bar iron have over four times as much
carbon as the Fagersta steel, and a sample

of wrought iron made by the "Catalan"

process (which produces exceptionally

good wrought metal) had five times as

much carbon as the Fagersta steel.

The term wrought iron is popularly sup-

posed to designate a metal, but in reality

it is the name of a mechanical admixture,

which, at its best, consists of clusters of

crystals of practically pure iron, separated

from one another, as the result of the

manipulative processes employed, by films

or threads of unavoidable impurity, called

"cinder."

When a properly heated "bloom" is

subjected to the action of hammer or

rolls, the contained cinder endeavors to

escape from its entangled mechanical al-

liance with the crystals of the iron, and in

so doing, each particle is driven into

some line of least resistance, which is

always in a plane at right angles to the

direction of the force acting upon the

metal. The direct consequence of the

elongation of metal crystals in rolling,

and the effort of the intervening cinder to

escape, is the establishment of that struc-

tural peculiarity in the resulting bar

known as "fiber." Whenever a bloom is

subjected to a force of compression, as

when it is rolled into a sheet or plate,

these crystals and accompanying cinder

are each flattened and extended parallel,

and the resulting sheet or plate has more
of a laminated than of a fibrous structure,

being built up of a number of leaves or

strata of iron, separated from each other

by films of cinder, which, when unduly

thick at any point, cause defects in the

plate, which are called "blisters."

The question is often asked: Will a

given sample of wrought iron, having a

decidedly fibrous te.xtnre, become cry-

stalline under the continued repetition of

violent strains or shocks? Many persons

of varied experience in the use of iron and

steel will answer this question in the

affirmative. The sailor who sees his cable

snap short has no doubt about the metal

having become crystallme owing to lapse

of time and usage. The railway passen-

ger who has escaped serious injury from

an accident caused by a broken axle is

usually ready, even anxious, to testify,

with emphatic confidence, that "the iron

of the axle was crystalline and entirely

unfit for the purpose for which it was

used." When the leading member of an

iron bridge gives way, causing disaster

to the passing train, among the various

theories devised to disguise the utter want

of sufficient intelligently distributed ma-
terial in the structure, is sure to be that of

crystallization of the iron employed.

A bar of wrought iron of a pronounced

fibrous structure can be ruptured in two
ways so as to exhibit a crystalline fracture:

(i) By sudden application of a force of

extension, commonly called a "jerk." (2)

By prolonged repetition of a force of com-
pression, sometimes called a "jar."

In the manufacture of iron rails, it is

considered desirable that they should be

of a hard and crystalline texture in the

heads, but soft and fibrous in the flanges.

However perfectly this distribution of

metal is made, it is always possible to

break a rail so as to show a crystalline

fracture in its flange. This is accom-
plished by making a slight nick across the

flange, and placing the rail in the straigh-

tening press on supports placed a short

distance on either side of the nick, and

then putting in the "gag" just over it—the

result is almost always a crystalline frac-

ture of the flange. But if the points sup-

porting the rail were placed farther apart

and the rail given an opportunity to yield

considerably between them, then, if the

gag was put in light a number of times in

succession, the flange would be sure to

exhibit a fibrous texture, due to the fact

that there had been sufficient time to

break up the films of cinder between the

flanks of the compound crystals and de-

stroy their transverse cohesion, thus per-

mitting them to slide apart and exhibit

the appearance of disrupted fibers.

Various illustrations were given, show-

ing the efTect of breaking iron, which

seem to prove positively that the crystal-

line and the fibrous appearance depended

more upon the method of breaking than

upon the structure or character of the

metal. The crystalline appearance of iron

broken by compression was illustrated

by cases of broken steam hammer bars.

The mechanical action which takes

place as the result of shock in the film';

of cinder which separate the compound
crystals in a bar of wrought iron, is be-

lieved to be somewhat as follows: Each

GRAPHITE
AS A
PAINT PIGMENT.
Twenty-five to thirty years ago a very exhaus*

live series of comparative experiments were
made under the personal direction of Dr. R. A.
Fisher, a well known chemist of New York, to
determine the value of graphite as a paint pig-
ment. Graphite of various kinds was used, and
ground to different degrees of fineness. Many
mixtures were also made of graphite and other
pigments, especially silica. Various oils were
also used, and altogether the experiments were
elaborate and careful, and extencieil over several
years, so as to fully determine the durability of
the several mixtures, as well as the cttvering and
spreading pt>wer of the various paints. Roots and
structural work were painted at different times,
and by different men, so as to determine the
effects of temperature, and skilled and unskilled
labor.

The whole series of experiments were made at
therequeit amiat thecxpenseof the Joseph Dixon
Crucible Company. Jersey City, N. J., and all the
papers and reports of Dr. Fisher are to-day in

possession of the Dixon Company. The results
of Dr. Fisher's experiments, and the conclusions
he drew, agree in almost every detail with the
statements made by the paint experts of to-day.
who are seeking to determine the best paint for
tin, iron and steel rooting, and for bridges and
other structural work.

Graphite is an inert material not affected by
acids, alkalies or any known chemical. It has a
peculiar affinity for metallic surfaces, especially
iron and steel. It is about 25 per cent lighter than
metallic paints, and about 75 percent, lighter than
lead paints ; hence, has twice the spreading power
of metallic paints, and four times the spreading
power 01 lead paints.

All graphite is not. however, suitable as a paint
pigment. Much of the graphite, as it comes from
the mines, contains sulphur, iron and other im-
purities, detrimental to a pigment intended for
iron and other metal work. Furthernn>re, the
ideal graphite pigment should be a strong, tough
flake graphite ground to an impalpable powder.
A true flake graphite, like the Ticondemga graph-
ite, never luses the flake formation no matter how
finely ground. Each little particle is a minute
scale or flake, and these littie flat particles, when
spread on the surfaces in painting, lap one oyer
the other fish-scale fashion, and form a covering
unequaled by any other pigment.

There are large quantities of cheap graphite in
the market known as German lead. Such graph-
ite is an amorphous graphite, containing a large
percentage of black clay, and is unfit as a paint
pigment, although very useful for other pur-
poses. This is also true of the Mexican graphite,
and graphite from California, and some other
parts of the United States.

The graphite used in Dixon's Silic.\Gr.\PHITE
P.MNT is Ticonderoga Flake Graphite. The
mines are owned exclusively by the Dixon Com-
pany. A finely powdered silica from the same
mines is added to the graphite. Silica is as inert,
and resists the action of heat, cold, acids and
alkalies quite as well as graphite ; it is, however,
too hard and brittle to be used alone as a pigment.
As a filler, it has no equal, it therefore makes a
fine underbody for the nake graphite, and united
as it is with the flake graphite, makes an ideal
pigment for metallic surfaces, for which graphite
has a stronger affinity than any other pigment.

The Dixon Company has always held to the
opinion that pure kettle boiled linseed oil is the
best vehicle tor a paint, when known to be pure,
and therefore uses such oil only, and recommends
it for all work, except for some boiler fronts, and
smoke-stacks that are exposed to an intense heat;
for such work the Dixon Company makes a special
paint.

As roofs and other work properlv painted with
Dixon's Simca-Graphitk Paint have not re-
quired repainting in ten to fifteen years, it is fair
to infer that the paint is all that tlie Dixon Com-
fany. and those who have used it. claim it to be.

t is" the only graphite paint that has been thor-
oughly subjected to the tests of time and expos-
ure, which are the only true tests of the durability
and economy of any paint.

f\t^

THE JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE COMPANY,

Of JERSEY CITY. N. J..

Will be very glad to send color cards, circulars
and prices to anyone interested.
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NO PAPER,
BIT WOOL FELT.
Will stand hard wear better than
any other Roofing manufactured.

P. ^ B. Ruberoid

Roofing for Cars.

Strongf, durable, elastic. Impervious
to changes of temperature, to coal

gas or fumes of any kind. J-.^^-^

NO TAR. ... NO ASPHALT.

THE STANDARD PAINT CO.
Sole Manufacturers,

81-83 John St., New York.

Chicago Office: 189 Fifth Avenue.

Ralph L. Shainwald, President.

Frank S. DeRonde, General Sales Agent.

EVERY MACHINE RLNNING IN VOIR WORKS IS A MONU-
MENT TO rOLR INIlLllOlNtE OR IGNORANCE —

A MONEY MAKER OR A MONEY EATER.
The Flat Turret Lathe will do nearly all your lathe

work under 2 In. in diameter and ies.s than "^4 in. long.
It will «ave Sl,l»Jll to $l„'>lilj over lathe work, and ^(10 to
$*ilJO over any other turret niaeh Ine. Sold on guarantees.
Our own representativeH will call on request. " Rapid
Lathe Work " sent free.

JONES A L.AMSON MACHINE CO.
SPRINQFIEf-D. VT.

injectors
LIFTING AND NON-LIFTING.

LOCOMOTIVE, STATIONARY AND
MARINE. BOILER WASHERS.
EJECTORS and all JET APPARATUS.

OLD RELIABLE "LinLE GIANT"
AND "UNIQUE" BOILER FEEDERS.

RUE M'FG CO.,
J J9 No. Ninth Street,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

individual jerk of extension or jar of

compression slightly disarranges the

molecules of the thickest film of cinder

in the immediate vicinity of that part of

the bar in which the shock is the most
powerful, and, as the result of this disar-

rangement, the crystals of iron cannot be

brought as closely together under the

operation of cohesive attraction as they

were before the disturbing shock, and as

shock after shock is experienced by the

bar, these crystals of iron become further

and further separated and their cohesive

attraction enfeebled, until finally it is not

sufficient to resist the shock which rup-

tures the bar.

The belief in the so-called crystalliza-

tion of fibrous wrought iron as the result

of long use is altogether a mistaken one.

The crystallization observed in the case

of any particular fracture existed, just as

we see it exposed in the break, at the time

the metal was given the shape it had when
ruptured. After a bar of distinctly fibrous

wrought iron has been subjected to multi-

tudes of sudden jerks of extension or

jars of percussive compression, the cinder

in some cross-section gets broken up,

cohesion is destroyed, and the bar breaks

with a crystalline fracture.

A Shop Manager on the Metric
System.

There was a short discussion at the

last Master Mechanics' Association Con-
vention on the introduction of the

metric system of measurement, but it

appeared to find very little favor

among the railroad men present. Mr.
S. Higgins, of the Lehigh Valley, in-

troduced a resolution to be sent to Con-
gress in opposition to the proposed law

which will make the metric system obliga-

tory in this country in igoi, an<f it was
agreed to almost unanimously. The only

opposition ofifered was by Mr. G. R. Hen-
derson, of the Norfolk & Western, who
believed that if the resolution were adopted

the association would be considered a lot

of old fogies. He was strongly opposed

to the motion. Then Mr. S. M. Vauclain,

superintendent of the Baldwin Locomo-
tive Works, said:

"I am not opposed to it; I am in favor

of it. So far as being considered an old

fogy is concerned, I do not think that

anyone who favors holding on to the

yard is an old fogy.

"Before we adopt the metric system it

is wise to consider what it would cost the

railroad companies and the manufacturing

establishments of this country. It would

mean an entire revision of all the drawings

that we have; they would all have to be

figured according to that system. Some
of our mechanics, and we have a great

many good ones, are rather old and it is

liard to teach old dogs new tricks, and

these men would have to be taught the

metric system, how to work to it, how
to caliper to it and everything of that

sort. In our establishment we have over

2,000 plans of locomotives, and all the

necessary detail drawings, blacksmiths'

sketches, etc., would have to be gone
over. I can imagine a blacksmith meas-
uring a sketch and figuring up to the

metric system—it would require a fore-

man for each man, who would have to

stay right with him; and the trouble would
be to get foremen who understand the

metric system. It is said that some for-

eign countries favor the metric system

over the English yard. We work to for-

eign drawings quite frequently, but in all

cases the measurements are transformed

into inches, so that our shopmen will have

no difficulty in measuring, and that is a

thing that can be done by the draftsman,

an educated man, who has plenty of time

to do it, so that others can follow. But

it would be a difficult thing for our men
to follow if we turned these drawings into

the shop—we would not get an engine

built in five years.

"Another thing confronts us, that in

looking over these drawings we very often

find the old-fashioned foot and the old-

fashioned inch come into play. On draw-

ings that are worked up to the metric sys-

tem, in some places the metric measure-

ment is used and in other places we have

feet and inches. I think that very much
the same thing would result here. We
would have two sets of measurements
clashing all the time; that would be a

needless expense added to our present

manufacturing expense, and somebody
has got to pay for that. No manu-
facturing establishment can keep on

throwing work away and sell their prod-

uct at the same price they are selling it

at now. They would have to go out of

business, and we cannot afford to have

them go out of business. We have got

to keep on or else the country will stand

still. We do not want to go abroad and

buy our articles that we use; we want to

make them here. It seems to me that we
had better stay right where we are, and if

the English-speaking people will stay

right where they are, those who have an

ideal measurement—which is wrong and

proven to be wrong, which is not correct

to start with—they will come to our meas-

urement too. Mr. Henderson has said

that we know the value of the metric sys-

tem of money, and that when we under-

take to count up in pounds, shillings and

pence, we find great difficulty. But there

is a vast difference between the foot for

measurements and pounds, shillings and

pence for money, and we must not forget

it when we come to make comparisons."

The Manhattan Elevated Railroad Com-
pany are building in their shops in New
York an electric motor which they intend

to put into service on the Thirty-fourth

street branch. This is intended as an

experiment to give guidance for the ex-

tension of electricity to the whole system.
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Orates and Ash-Pans.

In the course of his highly practical and

sensible inaugural address at the opening

of the last Master Mechanics' Convention,

President Blackall, while discussing the

subject of fuel economy, urged renewed

attention to the character of the grate

openings, and to the making of the ash-

pans of such design as will control the ad-

mission of air necessary for combustion.

Grate openings and the design of ash-

pans are like the sheep that are always

getting lost, while the shepherds in

charge do not consider them of sufficient

importance to be searched for; yet they

represent losses that materially reduce the

value of the flock.

There is too much tendency toward

uniformity in the designing of grates.

Uniformity is a good thing in its way, but,

like many other good things, it can be

misused. In a general way, uniformity

has greatly reduced the cost of repairing

railroad rolling stock; but while following

the practice of maintaining parts uniform,

it is well to remember that ditlerent con-

ditions demand diversity of forms. Be-

cause a grate of certain form and size of

opening has beet found satisfactory for

coal having 80 per cent, carbon, it does

not follow that the same grate is suitable

for coal that has only 50 per cent, of fixed

carbon. Uniformity of this kind is bad

practice, yet it is very prevalent among
our railroad companies. There is good

reason for believing that the size of grates

might be reduced advantageously if the

proportion of grate opening was increased

to an extent that could readily be done by

careful designing.

In the firebox of the larger size of en-

gines the grate is too large to be fired

properly, and the heat losses from un-

even distribution of coal are often serious.

Any improvement in design that would

make it practicable to shorten the grate

would certainly be a step in the direction

of economy if the grate openings were

sufficient to admit the required volume of

air.

The designing of grates may seem a

petty subject to discuss, but the petty

losses, when worked up into a whole,

very often make serious leakage. But

grate designing is by no means petty

work, although it has not received so

much serious attention as it deserves.

We know of a case where the im-

proved design of locomotive grates acted

as the principal leverage in elevating a

general manager of a small road to the

head of one of the transcontinental lines.

When the general manager referred to

took charge of the minor Northwestern

road he found that the fuel account for

locomotives was abnormally high. The
master mechanic in charge admitted that

the fuel account was high, but he alleged

that, owing to the cold region traversed

by the road, engines would not steam

unless the best Hocking Valley coal was

employed; attempts had been made to

burn Illinois coal without success. A
new master mechanic was employed, and

he began his duties by trying to find out

why the engines could not burn Illinois

coal successfully. On examining the

grates he found that the percentage of air

opening was very small, so he designed

a new form with the opening greatly in-

creased. This was tried in one of the

locomotives, and there was no difficulty

in burning Illinois coal. .Vfter that en-

gine had run for a month and demon-

strated that it would steam satisfactorily,

the grates of all the other engines were

changed, and Illinois coal was used ex-

clusively. The result of this change, and

a few others in the line of saving, was that

the operating expenses of the locomotive

department was reduced about $100,000 a

year, and the general manager got entire

credit for what was done. His reputa-

tion as a good manager was established,

and on account of that he was soon chosen

to till one of the highest railroad positions

in the country.

The humble ash-pan is even a more

important factor than the form of grates

in the saving or wasting of fuel. A well-

designed ash-pan is so constructed that

the openings can be employed to restrain

the admission of air, and by that means

act as a damper upon the fire. Through

a humorous misnomer the doors of the

ash-pan are called "dampers," but, as

usually constructed, they do not dampen

anything except the ardor of the fireman

who is trying to make a fuel-saving re-

cord, and who hates to hear the safety

valves screaming all the time the engine

is not working steam. We do not know
of anything which illustrates so well the

apathy towards small savings as the loose

construction of ash-pans and the dampers

suppo^d to close the openings. Between

that defect and the miserable practice of

leading the air-pump exhaust into the

smokestack, many engines use nearly as

much fuel when standing at stations as

they do when pulling trains.

JUSr READY.

i i i

We would call attention to a little trick

in locomotive wrecking which is shown
in the engraving on the first page of this

paper, from our sister Republic, the Ar-

gentine, in South America. This engine

was on her side in a ditch, and before

straightening her up, for pulling on the

track, they lashed a rail to her driving

wheels and truck wheels, so that when
she stood on her feet she would be

on a rail, ready to be pulled up a

temporary track to the main line. We
do not know of any such practice in

this country, it being pretty generally

the custom to pull a turned-over en

gine up on her wheels, jack her up and

put rails under her. We do not see why
the South American practice isn't a good
one, and about the quickest way to ac-

complish the desired result.

Thirteenth Edition, Revised
8vo, cloth. j8 Woodcuts, jo

Copperphitc Engravings, together with a Travel
Scale, $2 00.

The Practical Application of the

Slide Valve and Link Motion ....

to stationary, Hortable, Locomotive and
Marino Engines with New and Simple .Methods
for Proportioning the Parts. Bv \ViLLl.\M S.
ALciiiN-CLOSS, C. E., Mem. A. S. C. E.

CONTBNTSi Parti. The Slide Valve-Elemen-
tary Principles and General Proportions. Part 11.

General Proportions MoiJilied by Crank and Pis-
ton Connections. Part 111. Adjustable Eccentrics.
Pan IV. Link Motions. Part V. Independent
Cut-off, Clearance, etc. Appendix. Formulae
Relating to Crank and Piston Motions.
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Steam and Water Packing
'* P«tentrd June 1, 1b«".

Especially adapted for Lixoniollr»».

Never atickt the Thr«ttl«.

The Original Ring Packing.
Id <.>r(lrrliitf iflve kxact dlaiiK^tt^r uf Stuffioi

B..I and VbIv^ Stri.i.

None (rrniiliie wlthcol llils Trad.' Mark.

THE GOULD PACKING CO.,
EAST CAMBRIDGE, MA6&

DEATH'S SOLILOQUY.

Honestly, it makes me tired. Competition

has knocked business cold as a clam. I used

to have a monopoly on death—look at me now.

High pressures and plain staybolts do a big

share of the business. If I could get the railroad

officials to adopt the Falls HoUotv Staybolt I

Cu>ah"t» Kill., "til..,

could get back that trade and kill people in

bed—but woe is me—they are so busy on Wall

Street.

^ SUGGESTIOH.
When you want something reli-

able

Ask for the "L'tica" Qauge.

UXICA STKAM CAI'OK CO.,
TO-7Z FAYETTE ST., UTICA, N. Y,
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;^li ASHTON
MUFFLER
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THE ASHTON VALVE CO.
271 Franklin Street, Boston, Mass.
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HENRY CAREY BAIRD & CO.
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an? Importers,

810 WALNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA. PA., U. S. A.
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whole C'>v#rlnf[ every branch of Science applied to th« Arta, aent
frre and free of fx^laita to any oii« Iq aoy part of the world who
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IT CAN^T HANG IP ,

IS THK VrTAI. ILAIM WE MAKE FclR

STEAM PUMP.
OUR CATALOG TELLS WHY.

• • • •

I
Reducing: Valves,

Air Pump Governors,

Damper Regulators,

"

Feed Pumps.

MAXUFACTl-HED BY

THE MASON REGULATOR COMPANY,
\

BOSTON, MASS., t. S. A.

Locomotive Photographs.
The largest collection on earth. Over 10,00(1 varieties to select from.

All the railroads of the world, Amerkan, British, French, German,
Italian, etc., etc. Locomotivea, cars and trains. Samf>le8. 8 in. x 6 in.,
55 Cents; 10 in. x Sin., 36 cents, post free. Illustrated price list gratia
on application.

AfooEB'a Illcstratrd Monthly M^GAztsr, full of railway pic-
tures and infurniation, cout:iiniiig supplement to list of photographs,
mailed free for i centd.

F. nOORE, the World's Railroad Photographer.
^ South Place. Finsbury, London. E.G.

CTANDARD RAILWAY
v/\ I L. \^vl. Manufacturers of

Safety Gates for Street Crossings
of Railroads. Gates at several

crossings handled from one tower
and at any distance.

OPERATED WETK LEVERS.
SIMPLE, QtICK IN ACTION AND
REUA8LE IN WINTER.

... Send for Catalogue.

Standard Rwy. Gate Co.,

SAGINAW, MICH.

1,000 Pointers
for Machinists and Engineers.

or, the Best Mechanical Wav to Perform Every
Important Job on a Locomotive. By CHARLES
McShane. 185 illustrations, 340 pages, cloth
bound, $1 50, Sent bv mail on receipt of price.
Catalogue of Mechanical Books free.

Philadelphia Book Co.. 19 S.9th St.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Ferguson's Patent

Self-Feed Tube Expander.

Used in the Principal Railroad Boiler Shops
and by Locomotive Builders in the

United States.

Ask for Circulars and Prices.

A. L. HENDERER,
999 Maryland Ave.,'Wilmington, Del., U.S.A.

THE BEST IS THE CHEAPEST.
The Star Engine.

The Star Air Compressor.
Write for Prices and Circulars.

ST. LOUIS STEAM ENGINE CO.,
18 So. Commercial Street, St. Louis, Mo,

WHAT YOU WANT TO KNOW.
Questions and Answers.

Correspoiidi-iils n'l's/u'iig to /njve qiies-
tioits answered in these columns should
send in their names and addresses, not
for publication, but fur evidence of good
faith. We throw all anonymous Utters
into the waste basket.

(68) H. J. S., Chadron, Neb., writes:

Will you please let me know the best
way to make hard solder for brazing brass?
What I want to know is the best way to

get it in small pieces. The way I have
been making it is to first melt it together
and then pour it out in a pail of water;
but this does not make it as. fine as I would
like to have it. A.—You can pulverize the
spelter to any degree of fineness by break-
ing it up in an iron mortar; but it may be
cheaper for you to purchase the commer-
cial article already prepared.

(69) J. A. B., Grant, Pa., writes:

I would like to know which of the
wheels on an engine sUps in going around
a curve; is it the inner or the outer one?
A.—If the wheels are coned so as to allow
the outer wheel to travel around its path
in the same time that tlie inner one meas-
ures oflt its circumference on the rail, there
will be no slip in either wheel; but this

ideal condition is never found in practice,

and slip does occur, for the reason that

the outer wheel has a greater distance to

cover than its mate on the same axle, and
the slip of the wheels will therefore be
measured by the difference in the distance
they will travel in rounding the curve.

We believe it has never yet been clearly

defined where this slip actually occurs.

(70) N. R. K., Rutland, Vt., writes:

Will you please inform me how many
points of support a common eight-wheel
engine has? A certain catechism on the

locomotive says there are three points,

namely, the two fulcrums of the equalizers
and the one bearing of the truck-center
casting. Do not the back-spring hanger
of the back spring and the forward-spring
hanger of the front spring hold some of

the weight, or does the strain on them
revert back to the equalizer fulcrum? A.—

•

All of the load sustained by the springs is

transmitted through the hangers to the
equalizers and is deposited at the gib in

the equalizer post. All that part of the

load not carried by the springs is sustained

by the center casting, making a tripod or
three-pointed support for the engine.

(71) S. A., Duluth, Minn., writes:

I. Can you, through the columns ol

your valuable journal, tell what action
valve oil has on the pins and brasses of a

locomotive when used in rod cups as a

lubricant? Our master mechanic has
issued a bulletin forbidding the use of

valve oil, claiming that it wears the pins
out and must not be used on that account.
A.—The mechanical efifect of lard oil as
a lubricant has been found to be of a
soothing character on a hot pin, because
of its body or viscosity, although it gives
a slightly higher co-eflicient of friction

than some of the lighter mineral oils. We
never have heard of any harm ensuing to

pins or brasses from chemical causes when
lard oil was used. Perhaps a too free use
of this lubricant is responsible for the
bulletin you speak of. 2. Will ammonia
used in the oil affect pins? A.—We have
never heard of ammonia used in lubri-

cants, and cannot say what the efTect

would be.

(72) J. E. P., Independence, Mo., writes:

I. Being a subscriber to your paper, I

should very much like to know, through
its columns, what are some of the chief
reasons for abandoning the use of stoves
in cars. A.—The great loss of life by fire

in case of wrecks furnished the principal
incentive to doing away with stoves tor

car heaing, and public opinion was not
slow in making a vigorous demand for its

discontinuance. Little heed was given
to this cry for a safer heater by the rail-

roads, however, until legislative enactment
in many States made it compulsory for
them to place a heating system in their
cars that would give immunity from a
horrible death to passengers that had the
good fortune to escape mangling in a
wreck. 2. Is heating by steam safer,

cheaper or better? A.—It is certainly
safer, and while we cannot give relative
cost of steam and stoves, the fact that it

is safer should outweigh all other con-
siderations; human life is paramount. It

is better, for the reason that it gives a
more equable distribution of heat. 3. If

stoves could be used with safety, would
they have been abandoned? A.—There is

a strong probability that they would not,
since it was the danger element that forced
their retirement.

(.'/'^ T. L. S., Temple, Tex., writes:

We have five ten-wheel Baldwin en-
gines here that have been in service for
two years. These engines carry a boiler
pressure of 180 pounds of steam and are
equipped with two No. 8 monitor injec-
tors. With 150 or 160 pounds of steam
these injectors work well, but when they
are worked under full boiler pressure they
will not take up the water. The injector
checks and pipes are in good condition,
and the same injectors placed on ano-
ther engine carrying 145 or 150 pounds
of steam work all right. I have never
heard of any other high-pressure engines
having the same trouble: can you name a
cause for it? A.—This is a common fault

with injectors having fixed tubes and
which are designed for a certain range of
pressures. The reason for the failure to
work properly, lies in the fact that at the
higher pressure there is more heat in the
steam than at the lower pressures, and the
water does not have time to take up that

heat and condense the steam. The rem-
edy is to increase the distance the steam
must travel to reach the combining tube,
thus giving more time for the water to
condense the steam. AU makers of in-

jectors furnish tubes suitable for desired
pressures, and if applied to will arrange
to make an injector work under any given
condition.

(74) W. H. R., Tacoma, Wash., writes:

It is claimed that an engine which
can haul fifteen 20-ton cars fully loaded,
with a given amount of steam, can haul
with very little additional steam fifteen

40-ton fully loaded cars. Is this correct,

or approximately so? A.-—The claim
noted above cannot be borne out by the
facts, since there is a constant amount of

work done by a cubic foot of steam at a

given pressure, while overcoming a re-

sistance through a given space. If the
claim made were true there would be no
need of the large power that has been
designed to haul our heavy freight equip-
ment. 2. Why can an engine haul twice
as many tons, if placed in large cars, as it

can in small cars, without nearly doubling
the amount of steam used? h..—It is not
established that an engine can haul twice
as many tons when carried in large cars,

but it is well known that more tons can
be hauled when the load is in large cars
than is possible with a train made up of
smaller cars, and the reason why this can
be done is because there is less resistance
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to overcome. The large cars, making a

shorter train, present less area to the wind,
and also have less flange friction because
of the smaller number of wheels. These two
causes furnish the most resistance to the

motion of a train, and it is plain that if

they are reduced the hauling capacity of

the engine will be increased.

(75) J- S., Quincy, III., writes:

I. I want to take the animal acid out of

tallow; what degree of heat will it take,

and how will I fix up to do it? Please
say how much steam I will require on the

boiler, and what size steam pipes will it

be necessary to use. A.—This question
is not in our line, and involves points in

chemistry and also manufacturers' trade
secrets not easily obtained. 2. I have an
engine with 17 x 24-inch cylinders and
60-inch wheels; smokebox, half extension;
single nozzle, 4^4 inches diameter; straight
stack, 15^4 inches diameter inside, 64
inches long; from top of nozzle to top of
arch, 18 inches. There is no lifting pipe,

and stack and nozzles are plumb. The
diaphragm is sJ/j inches from the flue

sheet at the top, and abuts against the
crotch pipe; the bottom of the diaphragm
is i2}4 inches out from the flue sheet, and
stands at the fifth row of flues from the
bottom of the arch. The engine will not
steam, and if we put in a smaller nozzle it

will take the ash-pan, grates and all. I

thought of putting in a lifting pipe; what
size would you use, or what would you
suggest doing? A.—Your nozzle is of
correct diameter for 17-inch cylinders.
The faulty conditions are in the arrange-
ment of the diaphragm, but just what they
are it is diflicult for us to say at this dis-

tance. A lifting pipe might possibly help
the situation, but the opening and angle of
the diaphragm would have a greater in-

fluence on the steaming of the engine,
and it is at that point that we would recom-
mend changes to be made. It is a question
of experiment.

(76) J. E. O., Lake City, la., writes:

Would you kindly furnish me the rules

for figuring arithmetically the cubical
contents of a drum having concave or con-
vex heads? A.—For an example we may
take a drum with a body 24 inches diam-
eter and 24 inches long, having convex
heads with a height of 6 inches at the
center. We then first compute the vol-

ume of the cylindrical portion, to which
must be added the volume of the ends,
which are segments of a sphere. The
volume of a cylinder is equal to its area
multiplied by its length, and in this case
it will be 0.7854 X 24= X 24 = 452.39 X 24
= 10,857.36 cubic inches. To find the
volume of the segments at the ends, square
the radius of the base of the segment, and
multiply this square by 3; to this product
add the square of the height at the center
of the segment; multiply this sum by the
height; and multiply this product by
0.5236. To express the rule in figures we
have 12 inches for the radius of the base,
since 24 inches is the diameter of the
drum; the height at the center we have
taken to be 6 inches. Then (12= X 3) + 6^)

X 6 X 0.5236 = 1,470.27 cubic inches, and
multiplying this by 2 we have 2,940.54
cubic inches in both segments, and add-
ing this to the volume of the drum,
10,857.36 cubic inches, we have 13,797.9
cubic inches in the drum under considera-
tion. If the ends were concave instead of
convex, it would, of course, be necessary
to subtract their volume from that of the
cylindrical portion of the drum. If the
ends were hemispheres their volume would
be easier calculated by the rule for spheres,
which is diameter cubed X O.5236.

The first horseless carriage ever used

in England was made and run on com-

mon roads in Great Britain as early as

1827. The conservative tendencies of the

British people appear to have been the

only obstacle to developing the horseless

carriage for common roads about the

time that railroads were coming into ex-

istence, but our English friends hated in-

novations, and laws were passed, prohib-

iting the running of horseless carriages

on the public highways. It remained for

the French, seventy years later, to begin

demonstrating the usefulness of horse-

less carriages, and now the English people

are becoming aware of the race they have

lost by their conservative tendencies. A
new Act of Parliament has been passed,

giving horseless carriages some privileges

on the public highways, and the horseless

carriage is beginning to make its way in

England. With the splendid roads they

have got over there, it is likely enough

that within a few years, carriages driven

by petroleum, by gas, or by light steam

engines, will be second only in popularity

to the bicycle. So far, the most success-

ful horseless carriages have been driven

by steam and petroleum, but the prospects

for electricity as a motive power seem to

be very fair. It suffers from the drawback

of requiring storage batteries, and this

makes the load too heavy. Most of the

carriages hitherto tried have been merely

horse carriages equipped with power.

The likelihood is that, in developing this

form of vehicle, people will depart as far

from the ordinary horse carriage as they

have done in making vehicles for railroad

use.

The "Scientific American" has cele-

brated its fiftieth anniversary number by

a special issue, showing the progress of

the world in science and art during the

past half century. The number contains

116 pages and is very profusely illustrated.

The illustrations show the development

of the locomotive within the period stated;

also progress in ship-building, bridge-

building, steam-engine design, telegraphy,

bicycles, electric motors, agricultural ma-

chinery, etc. Numerous illustrations are

given of the men who have taken the lead

in the world's progress during the fifty

years past.

i i i
One of the officers of the Pennsylvania

Railroad at Altoona writes us: "In the

August number of your journal appears

an article about 'The Pennsylvania Com-
pounds.' A very serious error has been

made by the writer of that article which

has led him to draw somewhat erroneous

conclusions. The heating surface of the

consolidation engines referred to is given

as 1,258 square feet. As a matter of fact,

it is 1,498 square feet, or very nearly 20 per

cent, greater than the figure given. Fur-

thermore, the classification letter of the

consolidation engine is 'R,' not 'P.'
"

MAJOR'S GLASS
WATER COOLERS

with either Filter or Ice Receptacle.

The body of these Filters are made of either

enameled or galvanijed iron, with a porous
stone at the bottom and ex-
pressly suited to fit any size

Cooler ; see illustration.

No. J. Ice Receptacle to
be used for Hygia,
Mineral or Spring
Waters.

No. 2. Ice Receptacle
to be used in a Glass
or ordinary Water
Cooler, allows the
melfecl ice water to

pass into the drink-
ing water ; pro-

tects the bottom of

cooler and keeps
the water at a spring-

w^atcr temperature.

Big saving in ice. Both kinds of Ice Recep-
tacles are made of either enameled or galvan-
ized iron, of different sizes to fit any Water
Cooler. In ordering give inside measure of

Water Cooler, height and breadth. The prices

of Ice Receptacles are same as the water

^"- A. MAJOR, ^. p^i s^^^ j^j_ y.

Shop Foremen
Can save time and trouble

by using tlie NICHOLSON
EXPANDING MANDREL
for Lathe Worli. Fit any-

thing', always true and ready.

8end for a little book of

pointers to

GEO. L. WEISS,
139 Ingleside Ave., Cleveland, O.

STlDYAT HoMF
We have

SIX StlVIMER orrERS,

i

MECHANICAL DRAWING

I ELECTRICITY
I

I
MECHANICS

I STEAM ENGINEERING

Catalogue free.

Institute (or Home $tud> of Engineering,

49-50 Blarkstone Buildinq, Cllvri4ND, 0.

HAWKINS"'AIDS" TO ENGINEERS
EXAIINATIONS. with
Question.s and Answers.

.i-.j X Tl-u. U-atliLT. jcilt edge. S'-*, postpaid.

Send for Descriptive Cataiogue of thia
^iiiil othiT Krif;iiieers' Roolis.

THCO. Al'I>KI. & CO.,
G3 n/'th Areniir, cor. I.llli SIreit, X. T.

JUST OUT.
PRACTICAL GUIDE FOR FIREMEN.

By W. H. WAKK.MA.N".

SOpases. Price. 75c. NcwCatnlcwue. Just out. sent free.
AMERIC?AN I.NDL'STItlAL HUB. CO.,

Bridgeport, Conn.
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HENDRICK
LOCOMOTIVE SPARK

PLATE

THE HENDRICK MFG. CO.

CARBONDALE, PA.

CEO. P. WHITTLESEY,
Atlantic Builoinq, WASHINGTON, D. C.

RAILROAD INVENTIONS A SPECIALTY.

S.N.Clarkson
Established

1884.

Jeweler,

Send for

Price List on
Watches

and
Diamonds.

Columbus
Memorial
Building,

103 Stalest.,
Chicagfo, 111.

Beveled Packing Ring
Simple,

Durable,
Self-Supporting,

Standard.

American Balance Slide Valve Co.

San Francisco, CaL or Jersey Shore, R»-

A FuU Line. Over 300 Sizes.

PUNCHES
AND

SHEARS
FOR

R. R. SHOPS

Write for fully illustrated descriptive circulars
and catalogue fif Double, Single, Angle - Bar,
Gang, Horizontal, Twin, Boiler, Spacing, Gate.
Multiple, Belt, and Steam-Driven Punches ano

THE LONG & ALLSTATTER CO.
HAMILTON, OHIO, U.S.A.
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Foster Engineering Co., Newark, N. J.

Air Compressors.
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BUYERS' FINDING U$1—Ci>nfinufJ.

Arch Bars.

Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Po.

Asbestos.

II. W. Johns Mfg. Co., New York.
Axles.

Cumbria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
liould Coupler Co., Buffalo, X. Y.
H. M. Jones it Co., Boston, Muss.
Krupp iT. Prosser & Son, New Y'ork).

Balanced Slide Valves.

Am. Bui. Slide Valve Co., San Francisco, Cal.
M. C. Hummett, Troy, N. Y.

Bearing iMetal.

Ajax Mct.il Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Paul S. Reeves, Philadelphia, Pa.
r. .S. .Metallic Pkg. Co , Philadelphia, Pa.

Bell Ringer.

U. S. Metallic Packing Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

BelUoE.

Boston Beltinfr Co., Boston, Mass.
N'. V. Belting ,V- Packing Co., New York.

Boiler and Firebox Steel.

.Shocnberger Steel Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Boiler Checks-Inside.
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D. Van Nostrand Co., New York City.
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Cars.
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.M. C. Hammett, Troy, N. Y.
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ma7.r0. Mich.
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Standard Steel Works, Philadelphia, Pa.
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Q. * C. Co., Chicago, 111.
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Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co.,Boston,Mas8.
Star Brass Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass.

iContinued on page jgi.)

Prentiss Tool & Supply Co.
METAL WORKIMG
MACHINERY

Lathes, Planers, Shapers, Upright

Drills, Radial Drills, Milling Machines,

Monitors, Screw Machines, Presses,

Punches, Shears, Shafting, Hangers,

Etc., Etc.
•

Send for List of New and Second-Hand
Machinery.

" 115 Liberty Street, New York.

^ Chicago Store : 62 & 64 S. Canal Street.

RICHARD DUDGEON
24 8l 26 COLUMBIA ST.,

NEW VOR.K.

MAKEK AND I'ATENTEE OF

IMI»l*OVE»

HYDRAULIC JACKS
Punrlios, KoIIor Tnl»p Kxpandern, nud

Direct Aelliis: Sleaiii IlaiiiiuerM.

ty Jacks for Presalug on Crank Pins or Car-Wheels
made to order. Communications by letter will receive
prompt attention.

bethlehem'^iron CO.
SOUTH BETHLEHEM. PA.

STEEL RAILS,
BILLETS AND MUCK BAR,

STEEL FORGINGS,
Hollow Sh>»/="t//vg. Cranks. Rolls. Guns and Armor.

Rough, Machined or Finished, Fluid Compressed, Hydraulic Forged.

NEW YORK OFFICE : 100 Broadway. PHILADELPHIA OFFICE: 421 Chestnut Street.

CHICAGO OFFICE: Marquette Bldg.

™^ACME
Machinery Co.

CLEVEUND, 0.

MAMfACTLRERS OF

ACME BOLT AND
RIVET HEADERS,
ACME SINGLE AM)
DOLBLE AUTO-
MATIC BOLT ClIT-

lERS, cutting from
l-'S in. to 6 in. diam.
ALSO SEPARATE

HEADS AND DIES.

HYDRAULIC

I
RIVETERS Fi.\cd and Purlabk.

PUNCHES, SHEARS, .

PRESSES, LIFTS, CRANES
and ACCUMULATORS.

Matthewh' Fire Hydr.inte, Eddy Vnives,
V.ilve Indicator Poste.

THE CAMDEN HIGH-PRESSURE VALVES.

CAST IRON PIPE.

R,D,WOOD&CO.,S£~
400 Chestnut Street. PHILADELPHIA. PA.

TAKE YOUR VACATION NOW.

Go to picturesque Mackinac Island

via the D. i C. (Coast Line). It only costs

$13.50 fronn Detroit, $15.50 from Toledo,

$18.00 from Cleveland for the round trip,

including meals and berths Tickets good

for 60 days, bicycles carried free. One

thousand miles of lake and river riding on

new modern steel steamers for the above

rates Send 2c. for illustrated pamphlets.

Address, A. A SCHANTZ, G. P A , Detroit.
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WILLIAMS, WHITE & CO.,
MOLINE, ILL., U, S. A.

..<<^-<^-<^

Makers of JUSTICE HAMMERS,

AUTOMATIC COAL CHUTES EOR COALING LOCOMOTIVES,

BULLDOZERS, DROP HAMMERS,

STEAM HAMMERS, PUNCHES AND SHEARS,

EYE-BOLT MACHINES,

- TAPER ROLLING MACHINES.

Open Side Planers

TheDetrick & Harvey

Machine Co.^
m BALTIMORE, MD.

STANDARD SIZES READY FOR
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY,

SEND FOR BOOK C.

Li/ ^"'
:rV^^

BOLT, NUT
AND SPECIAL MACHINERY.

I
Complete Outfits of tfiis Class of Tools for

R. R., Car and Locomotive Shops a Specialty.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue ' B.'

The National Machinery Co.,

TIFFIN, o., u. s. A.

DUPLEX ROD BORING MACHINE.

Equipment for Locomotive and
Railrodd Shops .

NEWTON MACHINE TOOL
WORKS,

.PHILADELPHIA.

^-"New Cincinnati"
Milling Machine /^ ,

is unequaled in
C^^^P^^teness.

Write for complete information.

The Cincinnati Milling Machine Co.,

CINCINNATI. O.

SPECIALTY, MILLING MACHINES.

BUYERS' FINDING US1-Co>ituiued.
Clocks.

John J. McGrane, New York.
Coal Handling Machinery.

Link Belt Engineering Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Coal Chutes.

WilliiuTis, White & Co., Moline. 111.

Correspondence Schools.
Internat'l Corres. School'. Scranton, Pa.
The Scientific Machinist Co.. Cleveland, O.

Corundum Wheels.
Sterling Emery Wheel Mfg. Co., Tiffin, O.

Cranes.
Manning, Maxwell & Moore. New York.
Maris Bros., Philadelphia, Pa.
William Sellers* Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Whiting Foundry Equipment Co..Chicago, 111.

R. D. Wood & Co , Philadelphia, Pa.
Crank Pin Qages.

M. C. Hammett, Troy, N. Y.
Crank Pins.

Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
B. M. Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son, New York).

Drills.
Cleveland Twist Drill Co., Cleveland, O.
Standard Tool Co., Cleveland, O.

Drilling Machines.
Gould & Eberhardt, Newark. N. J.

Electric Lighting and Power Apparatus.
We.stinghuuse Elec. & Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh, Pa_

Emery Wheels.
Sterling Emery Wheel Mfg. Co., Tiffin, O.

Enamel.
Detroit White Lead Works, Detroit, Mich.

Engines.
St. Louis Steam Engine Co.. St. Louis, Mo.

Engravings.
Bradley & Poates, New York.

Exhaust Pipe.
The tleneral Agency Co., New York.

Expanding Mandrel.
Geo. L. Weiss, Cleveland, O.

Piles and Rasps.
Nicholson File Co., Providence, R. I.

Filters.
.\. Major, New York.

Flexible Shaft.
Stow Flexible Shaft Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Flexible Steam Joint.
Moran Flexible Steam JointCo.,Louisville,Ky._

Plues and Tubes.
Allison Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Tyler Tube & Pipe Co., W^ashington. Pa.

Forges.
Buffalo Forge Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Forging Machinery.
Williams, White & Co., .Moline, 111.

Foundry Equipment.
Whiting Foundry Equipment Co., Chicago, 111.

Progs and Crossings.
Raniapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.

Graphite.
Jos. Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J.

Heating System for Shops.
Buffalo Forge Co.
B. F. Sturtevant Co., Boston, Mass.

Hoisting Engines.
Earle C. Bacon, New York.

Hollow Staybolts.
Falls Hollow StayboltCo.,Cuyahoga;Falls, O..

Hydraulic Tools.
Richard Dudgeon, New York.
Watson & Stillman. New York.
R. D. Wood & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Indicators.
.\shcroft Mfg. Co.. New Yttrk.
Crosby Steam Gage and Valve Co., Boston^

Injectors,
Hancock Inspirator Co., Boston, Mass.
Havden & Derby Mfg. Co., New York.
Nathan Mfg. Co.. New York.
Rue Mfg. Co., Philadelphia. Pa.
William Sellers & Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

Jacks.
E C. Bover, Dayton. O.
Richard Dudgeon. New York.
A L. Henderer, Wilmington, Del.
A. O. Norton. Boston. .Mass.
Watson cS: Stillman, New York.

Laggings for Locomotives.
II, W. Johns Mfg. Co., New York.
Keasbey & Mattison Co , Ambler, Pa.

Locomotives.
Baldwin Locomotive Works. Philadelphia, Pa,
Brooks Locomotive Works. Dunkirk, N. Y.
Cooke Loco. & Machine Co.. Paterson. N. J.
Dickson Mfg. Co.. Scranton. Pa.
Lima Locomotive & Machine Co.. Lima. O.
Pittsburg Locomotive Works. Pittsburg, Pa.
H. K. Porter & Co.. Pittsburg, Pa.
P. I. Locomotive Works. Providence. R. I.

Richmond Loco. & Mch. WkF.. Richmond, Va^
Rogers Locomotive Works. Paterson, N. t.

Schenectady Loco. Wks.. Schenectady, N.Y.

{Continued on page -jg:.
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BUYERS' FINDING LIST—Co«/iM//crf.

Lubricators

Detroit Lubricator Co.. Detroit, Mich.
M. C. Huminett, Troy, N. Y.
Nathan Mfe. Co., New York.

Lubricating Oils.

Galena Oil Works. Ltd.. Franklin. Pa.

Leonard & Ellis. New York.
Signal Oil Works. Franklin, Ha.

Machine Tools.

Beinent. Miles* Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.
Detrick & Harvev Mach. Co., Baltimore, Md.
W. D. Forbes & Co., Hoboken. N. J.
Gould & Eberhardt. Newark, N. I.

Hilles & Jones Co.. Wilmington. Del.

iones & Lamson Machine Co.. Springfield, Vl.

fanning. Maxwell & Moore, New York.
National Machinery Co.. Tiffin, O.
Newton Machine Tool Wks., Philadelphia, Pa.
t>ea Place, New York.
Pratt & Whitney Co., Hartford. Conn.
Prentiss Tool aiid Supply Co., New York.
William Sellers & Co., Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.

Mechanics' Tools.

Armstrong Bros. Tool Co., Chicago, III.

Kevstone JIfg. Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

MeUi Polish.

G. \V. Hoflfman, Indianapolis, Ind.

Metal Sawing Hachlnes.

Newt..n Macliine Tool Works, Phila., Pa.

Pratt & Whitney Co., Hartford, Conn.
Q. & C. Co., Chicago, 111.

Milling Machines.
Cincinnati Milling Machine Co . Cincinnati, O.

Newton Machine Tool Works, Phila., Pa.

Pratt & Whitney Co., Hartford, Conn.

Mining nachlnery.

Earle C. Bacon, New York.

Molding Machines.

Tabor Mfg. Co., New York City.

Over Clothes.

H. S. Peters, Dover, N. J.

Packing.

Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.
Gould Packing Co.. East Cambridge, Mass.
H. W. Johns Mfg. Co., New York.
lenkins Bros., New York.
N. Y. Belting & Packing Co., New York.
U. S. Metallic Packini? Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Paint*.

Standard Paint Co.. New York.
Detroit White I^ad Works, Detroit. Mich.
Detroit Graphite Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.
H W. Johns Mfg. Co., New York.

Patents.

John Wedderburn & Co.. Washington, D. C.

George P. Whittlesey, Washingrton, D. C.

Perlorated Metal.

A. J. Becklev & Co.. Meriden, Conn.
The Hendrick Mfg. Co., Ltd., Carbondale, Pa.

Photographs.
!•". M'M.ro, London, Eng.

Pipe Threading and Cutting /Machinery.

Arm.strong Mfg. Co., Bridgeport, Conn.
D. Saunders' Sons, Yonkers, N. Y.

Piston Rods.

Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
B. M Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.
Thomas Prosser & Son, New York.

Pneumatic Tools.

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.. Chicago. 111.

C. H. Haeseler & Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.
Pcdrick A Aver Co., Philadelphia.
I'. S. .Mutallic P,-icking Co., Philadelphia.

Pressure Regulators.

Foster Engineering Co.. Newark, N. J.
Newark Regulator Co., Newark, O.

Pamp Valves.

Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.
N. Y. Belting & Packing Co., New York.

Punching and Shearing Machinery.

Millcs & Jones Co.. Wilminvjton. Del.
Long* Allstatter Co., Hamilton, O.
Williams, White & Co., Moline, 111.

R. D. Wood & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Railway Fences.

Page Woven Wire Fence Co.. Adrian. Mich.

Railway Qates.

Standard Ry. Gate Co.. Saginaw, Mich.

Regulators.

.Mason Regulator Co., Boston, Mass.

Retaining Rings.

Ram.ipo Wheel & Foundry Co., Ramapo, N.V
Rubber.

Boston Beltin); Co., Boston, Mass.
N. Y. Belting & Packing Co., New York.

{Continued on fage 7gj.)

Different Styles of Light Railway Cars, in-

cluding Steel Velocipedes, New Railway <,*

" Safety " Section Hand Cars, Inspection J*

Hand Cars, Steam Inspection Cars,

Gasoline Motor Inspection Cars, Rail

or Construction Cars, Push Cars, J^

^ Cane Cars, Steel Sugar Wagons, ,.*

Metal Surface Cattle Guards, etc J^

SEND FOR RED CATALOGUE No. 10.

56 PAGES, 51 ILLUSTRATIONS OF
BEST RAILWAY CARS MADE.

NET WEIGHT 600 POUNDS.
PLATFORM fl FT. X4 FT. 4

RAILWAY "SAFETY."

WEIGHS ONLY 03 POUNDS.
BALL BEARINGS AND MADE
THROUGHOUT SIMILAR
TO ROAD BICYCLE. KALAMAZOO RAILROAD VELOCIPEDE & CAR CO.,

FURNISHED WITH RUBBER ft O
CUSHIONED TIRES. Kalamazoo, Mich., U. S. A.

U r\r\r\^^ Charts the Car Chart and the Col-

//y ored Air-Brake Chart for 50 cents.

Boston Binder^
WE WILL send you a

(holds a year of Locomotive
Engineering),

f^^. ^j^^^ 2-cent stamps.

Locomotive Engineering, 256 Broadway, New York.

The Detroit Improved Standard Garfield Injector

FOR LOCOMOTIVES

I JIas Widest Mange of Capacity.

Handles Warmest Water.

Easily Manipulated. Positive Action.

Economical to Maintain.

Interchangealile with Other Standard Machines.
WATER

DETROIT LUBRICATOR CO., Detroit, Mich.

THESE FORGES will heat irons

fast enough to keep a hammer-man
busy, and have features that make them
the best on earth.

Patent Arch Top
That Cannot Sag.

Rocking Grate
Insures a Qean Fire.

Dumping Ash Pan,
Air Box Always Fret.

7 SIZES. SEND EOR PRINTID MATTER.

THE BRADLEY CO.
SYRACUSE, N. Y.

BOSTON & ALBANY R. R.
The only line from or to New England running tIirou}(li Sleeping Cars

over the Xe^v Vork. Central & Hucl>40ii River, I^ake Shore &
Iflietiic^an Soutlierii, Iflicliisfaii Central and " Uij( Four"
R. R*ds.

SHORTEST AND QUICKEST LINE TO THE WEST,
NORTHWEST AND SOUTHWEST.

Five superb trains between Boston and Xew Vork, via Springfield Line.

For information, maps, time-tables and reservation of berths apply to

A. S. HA7<iSON,
(Ji'/u/a/ Passenger Agent, fioston, Mass.
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THE STANDARD STEEL WORKS ,.,

Philadelphia.

^%(^%^¥^*^5^* (^* (^» 5j5*^*<^*^*t^*^*(^*^^ (^^^^^^ (^*

TIRES
^ Wrought Iron Centers,

^j« Spoke and Plate

^'^"^"^ Steel Tired Wheels.

^* t^^ t^^V^ t^^ t^^^* t^* l^*^^ I^* t^* (,?•(^^(^* 5^* ^^*^^ ((?*^^

REPRESENTATIVES.

Chicago: FITZHUQH & SPENCER,
1634 Monadnock Building.

St. Louis: ANDREW WARREN RAiLWAY
SUPPLY CO., 516 N.Tliird St.

Cincinnati : E. A. KINSEY & CO.,
333 West Fourth Street.

Boston

:

JOHN KENT,
52 Mason Building.

ThcNew-NATHAN"
(See iLLUSTRATIONl, AND

MONITOR INJECTORS

LOCOMOTIVES.
"NATHAN" SIGHT-FEED LUBRICATORS.

For Locomotive Cylinders and Air Brakes.

STEAM FIRE EXTINGUISHERS.
For Switching and Yard Engines.

BOILER WASHERS,
Road and Guide Oil Cups, etc.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES.

NATHAN MANUFACTURING CO.,
92 &. 94 Liberty St., New York.

Westers Offlce, U7 4 U9 VAII BUKEN STKEET. CEICA30, ILL.

OFFICES:
66 Broadway,

NEW YORK
941 The Rookery,

CHICAGO
319 Commercial BIdg.,

ST. LOUIS

Gould
Coupler

Co.

WORKS:
Steam Forge,

li£P£W. N. r.

malleable Iron,

DEPEW, N. i.

Cast Steel,

ANDERSON, INO.

GOl_ll_D SF=RlfMC3 BURRER BLOCKS amiGOUL.D FREIGHT CAR COURI_EF?

BUYERS' FINDING -LIST Continued.

Safety Valves.

Ashton Valve Co.. Boston. Mass.
Coale Muffler and Safety Valve Co.. Baltimore

,

Md.
Consolidated Valve Co., Bridgeport, Conn.
Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co.. boston,Mass.
Star Brass Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass.

Sanding Apparatus.
Henry L. Leach, North Cambridge, Mass.
Sherburne & Co., Boston, Mass.

Shafting.

William Sellers & Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

Spark Arrester Plate.

A. J. Becklev & Co., Meriden, Conn.
Hendrick Mfg. Co., Carbondale, Pa.

Springs.

A. French Spring Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Spring Steel.

Thomas Prosser & Son. New York.
Stay-Bolts.

Falls Hollow Stay-Bolt Co., Cuyahoga Falls,0.
B. M. Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.

Steam Qages.

Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co., Boston.
Star trass .Mfg. Co^ Boston, Mass.
Utica Steam Gage Co., Utica, N. Y.

Steam Hammers.
Bement, Miles & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Steam Hose.

Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.
N. Y. Belting & Packing Co., New York.

Steam Pumps.
A. S. Cameron Steam Pump Works, New Y'ork.

SUel.

Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Carbon Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
B. M. Jones & Co., Boston. Mass.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son. New York).
Latrobe Steel Co., Latrobe, Pa.
Shoenberger Steel Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Steel Tired Wheels.
Krupp T. Prosser & Son, New York).
Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co., Ramapo, N. Y.
Standard Steel Works, Philadelphia, Pa.
Washburn Car Wheel Co., Hartford, Conn.

Steel Tires.
Latrobe Steel Works. Latrobe, Pa.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son. New York).
•Standard Steel Works, Philadelphia, Pa.

Steel Truck Frames.
Fo.x Solid Pressed Steel Co., Chicago, 111.

Stocks and Dies.
Armstrong Mfg. Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

Switches.
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.

Tie Plates.
Q. & C. Co., Chicago, 111.

Tires.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son, New York).
Lairobe Steel Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Tool Holders.
Armstrong Bros. Tool Co., Chicago, 111.

tlould & Eberhardt, Newark, N. J.

Tool Steel.
B. M. Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.

Tube Expanders.
.\. L. Henderer, Wilmington, Del.
K, DiulK-con, New York.

Turnbuckles.
Cleveland City Forge & Iron, Co., Cleveland, O.

Turret Hachines.
Jones & Lamson, Springfield, Vt.

Twist Drills.
Cleveland Twist Drill Co.. Cleveland, O,
Standard Tool Co., Cleveland, O.

Valves.
Ashton Valve Co.. Boston. Mass.
Coale Muffler and Safety Valve Co.,Baltimore.

Md.
Jenkins Bros.. New York.
Star Brass Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass.

Valves, Reducing.
Foster Engineering Co.. Newark, N. J.
Ross Valve Co., Troy, N. Y.

Varnishes.
Detroit White Lead Works, Detroit, Mich.
F. C. Reynolds, New York.

Ventilating Fans.
Buffalo Forge Co.

Vestibules.
Gould Coupler Co.. Buffalo. N". Y'.

Vulcabeston and Train Pipe Covering.

II. W. Johns Mfg. Co., New York.

Watches.
John J. McGrane, New York.

Wire Fences.
f*age Woven Wire Fence Co., Adrian, Mich.

Wood Working IVlachlnery.
The Kgan Co., Cincinnati. C).

J. A. Fay & Co., Cincinnati, O.

Wrought Iron Pipe.
Allison Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
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Cash must accompany order. No books sent C. O. D. Give name of book and author^ and zee can furnish any book wanted. The /tst

belozv is especially recommendedfor mechanical readers. Ail books sent by mailfreeforprice named, unless otherwise stated.

A Library of SI earn Knglnectrins. Feh-
renbHtoh. 1895. The iiitest ami the best book on
Steum Eiit^ineerin^. Illustrated ami explains every
kiiitl of steam enjdneeriii^:. ?*tiiIionary. !t»eumotive
auU oiariiie. lUis ehapters on the niatheuiatii.-8 of
steam engineering, eoverinc all possible points,
but in plain tigiires. No " hltflier " mathematies
used, fan be understood by any man with a com-
mon school education. A wliole library of steam
eneineering. Highly recommendeti. 800 pages.
Price $5.00

i i i
Air-Brake CaterhUm. Conger. 1895. This

is Conger's "Air-Itrake and Signal Instructions"
rewritten and improve4l, containing the air-brake
and signal instnutions approved by the Master
Car Builders' and Master Mechanics" Associatit.»ns ;

also the standard list of questions for air-brake
Instruction. This is the latest and best book on
air brakes. Issued November 1, 1895. Price. ..!85c.

Alr-Brake Practice. Phelan. 1890. The
only practical book about handling the air brakes
on tne road, by a practical man. Bound for
pocket $1.00

$ © ©
Alexander** Keady Reference. Alexander.

18W. A flrst-claiis work. Tells what to do in al-

most any kind of breakdown on the road— $1.&0

i i
Bound VolunieK of LocoMOTIVB EngiNSEK-

INO. IS'.M iiiKl IWC) oiilv. No Other yenre in

stock *3>0O

i i i
Cmr Ijabrlratlon. Uall. Ought to be read

bT every one Interested in lieeping journals run-

nuiff cool $1.00

Cmterhlam of the Liocomotlve. Forney.
1890. Knlarged. Illustrated. 50.000 sold. Every
b««lnner wants it, and every euKineman oueht to

have it $3.60

Coinpoan<l LiOcomotlves. Wood. 1894. En-
larged. Tell.s tlie history and explains the prin-

oipTes of all the liinds of uompound locomotives in

Q^ $3.00

i i S
Discipline Willinut SuH|ienMion. Brown.

1896. Pamphlet cxplainine the "Hrown" system
of discipline, by the originator ; full data 10c.

^ i
Dli.Kses of the Alr-Br»k« System.

Synnestvedt. 18SM. Tells how to find and repair

every defect that the air-brake system Is liable to

have •»•»»

i ^ i
Knginemen'a Onlde, Time mnd Pocket-

Book. KInne. 1892. Rules of procedure In a break-

down, for handllnK air, etc. Contains a time book.

Good for three years. Bound tor pocket— $1.00

RnginemenN Porl^et Coiiipnnlon. Booth.
1895. Contains pai;es arraTiceil for lime-keepinK.
Has Tnivelinpc Kngineers' Kxaniinntion tor Entrine-
men. ankles on brakes, valve settine. combus-
tion, and much valuable Information tor engine-
men $1.00

^ ^
Bvolutlon of tlie Air Brake. Synnestvedt.

1895. A brief but comprehensive history of the de-
velopment of the modern railroad brake, from the
earliest conception contained in the simple lever,
up to. and includiux, the most approved forms of
the present day $1.00

g ^ i
Haswell's Engineer's Pocket-Book. 1892.

Probably the best authority In engineering mat-
ters. Rules for almost everything $-*.00

i i
How to Save Money in Rallioad Uluik-

siiiitlt Sltopn by I'l^e of Bulldozer and
Helve lliiiuiiier. Heynohls. 40 illustrations of
lUv.A and work. Very valuable to shop manager
and foreman blacksmiths a.'jc

Indicator Practice and Steam Knglne
Economy. Hemenway. 1892. The simplest and
best treatise on indicating SS*.00gig
Key to Steam Engineering. Williams.

189".i. More especially for stationary engines, but
good Information for anyone. Boiler, engine,
combustion, evaporation, etc., explained In a
common-sense way ,

50c.

g g
Link and Valve Motions. Aachincloss.

13th Edition. Just Revised. 1895. The principal
authority on the subject 8*.00

g g
liocomottve Catechism. Qrlmshaw. 1894.

Latest book out. Contains 1,300 questions and
answers about locomotives and air brakes. Fullv
Illustrated $a.00

g g
liocomotlve Knglne-Ranning and Man-

agement. Illustrated. Sinclair. isas. En-
larged. Best work on running and care of hx-omo-
tlves. Plain facts plainly stated $'.«.00

g g g
Locomotive Mechanism anil Bnf^lneer-

Ing. ReaKan. 1891. By a practical locomotive
entdneer. Up to date. A good book $a.00

g g g
liocomotlve Kanninff Repairs, nitch-

cock. 1892. A practical treatise on running repairs,
by a practical man. Nomerous diagrams and Il-

lustrations SOc.

g g g
Machine Shop Arithmetic. Colvln t,t

Cheney. 1896. Plain rules showing shop men ht)W
to calculate speed of pulleys and gearing, how to

figure the gears for screw cutting and giving a
great manyfacts about tools which every meclianlc
ought to understand 50c.

Modern Locomotive Construction. Illus-

trated. Meyer. 189-J. Tells how to design, figure

out and make every part of a locomotive. A work
of reference, especiallv valuable to draughtsmen
and those In charge of building and repairs. Large
and elaborate $10.00-

g g
Pocket Primer of Alr-Brake Instrac-

tlon. Rogers. 1894. Something new in the in-

struction book line. Lots of 10, 5c.; each lOc.

g g g
Practice and Theory of the Injector.

Eneass. 1894. The only complete work on the In-

jector yet published. All about all kinds of inject-
ors $1.50'

© g
Proereaslve Bxamlnatlona of Locomo-

tive Rneineers and Firemen. Hill. 1893.

Three hundred questions, and answers to them, on
flriugand nmning. Standar<l form of examination
on several roads. Contains colored plates of
standard train and engine signals. Every fireman
should have this book 50c.

g g g
Rales of Interchange. The code of rule&

governing the Interchange of cars from one road to
another, the carding system, settlement of repairs,
etc 10c.

g g g
Shop KInka and Mixhlne Shop Chat.-

Grinishaw. (.lught to be a ready reference for
every machinist interested in his business. .

.$3.50'

g g g
SIniple tiessons In Drawing, for the

Shop. Reynolds. 1893. Twelve lessons that can
be done with a $10 set of Instruments. The rudi-
ments of drawing In the best form 50c.

g g g
standard Code of Train Rules. Edition of

April, 1895. The code adopted by the American
Railway Association, in almost general use as a
basis. T/u authority on train operating... $1.00-

Steam Boilers. Wll.son. 1888. On the de-
signing of boilers. The standard authority on the
subject $a.SO

g g g
The Mechanical Knglneer*a Pocket

Book. Kent. 169^. A reference book of rules,
tables, data and formula; for the use of engineers,
mechanics and students. The latest and best
pocket book. Bound in soft leather, with flap.

The author has verifieil every rule and table used,
brought the whole work up to date, and covered
the field more completely than has any previous
author $5.00

g g g
The Modern Machinist. I'sher. 1805. A

practical treatise on mrxlern machine shop meth-
ods. Illustrated by i'*? engravings. Does not con-
tain (iescriptions of machine tools, but of special
txHils and appliances, methods and plans of doing
work with them. The book Is one that every
mechanic should have $54.50

g g g
The Train Wire. Andersim. 1890. An ex-

haustive work on train dispatching and on the safe
movement of trains $1.!«S'

Address

New Books will be added monthly.

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING,

256 Broadway, New York.
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Stow Flexible Shaft C5^

FREDERIC SCHOFF,
Proprietor,

26th & Callowhill Sts.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Mdnufdcturers of

ble Shafts,

Portable DRILLING,

TAPPING,

REAMING,

AND BORING

MACHINES,

also

Toots for Emery
Wheel Grinding, Metal and Wood Polishing, Cattle

Brushing and Clipping.

Builder ol Special Machines for Railroads, Bridge

and Boiler Makers, Contractors, etc.

WANTED—AN IDEA. Th^n^Tr
some simple thing to patent f Protect your ideas

;

they may brinK you wealth. Write JOHN WED-
DERBURN & CO., Patent Attorneys, Washington,
D. C. for their $1,800 prize o£Fcr.

L!ik=Belt

Eiflio
NICETOWN, PHILA.

Design and 49 Dey St., NEW YORK,
Erect

Locomotive Coaling Stations

and Supply

Coal and Ashes

Handling Machinery,

Of Modem Desig'i,

To meet any conditions.

Weitern House:
LINK-BELT MACHINERY CO.,

CHICAQO and NEW ORLEANS.

GALENA OIL WORKS,
(LIMITED).

Galena Ensine, Coacli and Car Oils,
(be Standard l.iil>rlca(Ing Oils

of America.
SAFETY, SPEED and ECONOMY are the results of

the use of Galena Oils. CULD TEST, 10 to 15 BELOW
ZERO. These oils do not freeze In the coldest weather,
while thev are adaptable to the hottest climates.
In the use of Galena Oils there Is an entire freedom

friini hnt l,..\es, except when Ihcso are caused by me-
clK.iil.:d.lit«-.-ta.

, „
Th.- a.lc.i.ll.iuof Galena Oils a.s standard railway lu-

brliants by a large majority of the IcadiuK railways of
thlsi-Dunlry Is an evidence of their superiority, while
the fact that the sante roads use these oils to-day that
tLscd them more than SJ vears auo. Is an evidence of
their unlforndty from vear to year and year In and out.

Galena oils are In exclusive use up"ii three continu-
ous lines from Boston and -N'cw 'i ork to the Paclflc

coast, and upon one continuous line from the ("Ity of
Mexli-oloNcw York, thus di-m.)nstr.iHnK their adapta-
bility to:ill temperatures and cllnuitcs. BeluK entirely
free from giiin. these oils are not allected by dust and
Bau<l us otiiiT oils are. „ ^ „We idsn furnish our customers SIBLEY'S PERFEC-
TION VALVE I ilL. which Is also used exclusively upon
a majority of the leading railways of America.

GALENA OIL WOKKS, Limited,

Chaales Miller, President,

GmcAoo Beanch Office, Franklin, Pa,
Phcenlx Building. 138 Jackson St.

Our Line Engravlngfs arc made by tlie

wax process, a plan securlngf accuracy and
distinct lines on original copper plates.
They are made by BRADLEY & POATES,
10 & 12 Vandewater St., New York City,

THE3

ALLISON MFC. CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

FREIGHT CARS AND
LOCOMOTIVE BOILER TUBES.

WROUGHT IRON PIPE OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.

3PHIIj.A.aDE3IjI»HI-A.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

LATHES,
PLANERS

And Other Machine Tools,

CRANES,
STOKERS,

PULLEYS, SHAFTING,
Etc., Etc., Etc.

MANUFACTURER OF

MALIiEABLE IRON.
QUALITY GtJARANTEED.

OFFICE AND WORKS : LANC 4STSH, IfBW YOKK.

ADVANTAGES OF

THE MORAN FLEXIBLE JOINT

for a Steam Heating: Connection

Between Engine and Tender.

ALL METAL CONNECTION.

ABSOLUTELY FLEXIBLE;

Positively Steam Tight under ANY Pressure.

Indestructible Short of Wreck. No Delays. No Repairg.

First Cost is the Only Cost.

STEAM, OIL, HOT ASHES, OR DIRT,

does not affect its lile.

MORAN FLEXIBLE STEAM JOINT CO., Inc'd.

HENRY IJ. FRANKEL, President.

149 THIRD ST., LOUISVILLE, KY.Sectional View of Standard
Railroad Joint, showing
Autotuatic Relief Trap.

A
MONTHLY JOURNAL devoted to Steam
Engineering: and Practical Worli relative

to tlie Economic Generation and Trans-

mission Of Power. Sixty-four pages, pro-

fusely illustrated. Price, $1.00 a year.

Send for Sample Copy—FREE. Address,

The Power Publishing Company.
YVorld BulldluK, Mevr 'Forte
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he Cameron

Steam Pump,

COMPLETE WITH BOILER.

The A. S. Cameron
Steam Pump IVorks,

Foot of East Twenty-third Street,

Send for Illustrated Catalogue. NEW YORK.

BEATS THE MONKEY-

WRENCH OUT OF SIGHT!
OUR ROUND JAW NONPAREIL RATCHET is Ih.^

liamlit'.sL tool for runuiutr repairs that can b*-

fouiul. Its hardenefi steel jaws and handy adjust-
ment make it ket;|> hold when nnce set and ynu
can icet it on in out-of-the-way places, and take off
H nut without taking Jaws'off, and w)iere you
couldn't ^et in an ei;:hlh of a turn with the clumpy
monkey- and it will take hold close up win-re
the old wrench can't tret. This prevents niarrirur
finislied nuts and parts around them. A thou>*:tnd
places for it around a locomotive where it can save
time and money. We'll send a Cataloffue Free.

THE KEYSTONE MFG, CO,,
312 TERRACE,

BUFFALO, N.

jnnE screw belnc
A lubricated and

f)rote(!ted, the Jack
8 always ready foi
instant service. Rail
road men appreciaU
the i m portance of
haviiu; Jar-ks alwayf
in eood workinir con-
dttl"n. Seri'Mis de-
lays frequently occui
in cettinK common

Jacks so that they can be worked when suddenly
required in train servlee.
Common Jacks arc frefjnently destroyed In efforts

to make them work quickly after the screws ar*
dct with ru.st and dirt. This consideration alon«
makes the CHAPMAN JACK the most economica
oae to purchase.

THE CHAPMAN JACK CO.. CLEVELAND, OHIO.

D. SAUNDERS' SONS,
MANUFACTURERS OF

CUTTING

THREADING MACHINES
FOR HAND AND POWER.

All sizes '4 inch to iS inch for ripe Mill, Gas and
Steam Fitters' use. Tappin;^ Machines

for steam fittings. Also,

Steam and Gas Fitters' Hand Tools.

SEND FOR CATALOaUE.

No. 4 B Machine. H to 4- Hand or Power * W" AthertOn St., YonkcrS, N. Y.

LOCOMOTIVE WORKS & CAR SHOPS
NEED THE BEST TOOLS

WE MAKE THE HIGHEST GRADE ONLYJOF

PIPE THREADING and

CUTTING-OFF MACHINES
I HAND OR POWER.'

Our Adjustable Stocks and Dies are the Most
Convenient, Durable and Satisfactory Tools

of the Kind in the World.

SECURE OUR CATALOG.

^ THE ARMSTRONG MFG.

No. 3 Machine,

BRIDCiEPOkT, CONN.,
10-4.1 16 KNOVVI.TON -ST.

NEW YORK, ^
I .IV CENTRE ST, No. 1 Machine.

r]RANE COMPANY,

Manufacturers of Air Brakes,
Air Brake Repairs^

Also, Air Brake Pipe,

Air Brake Fittings,

CHICAGO.

TAYLOR BEST
YORKSHIRESTAY60LT IRON

Axles, PUtun Uodii, Crauk Plus and Forglners of all
Descriptions, used by Leading BaUroada.

R.MUSHErS SPECIAL AND
TITANIC STEELS

SOLE REPRESENTATIVES IN THE UNITED STATES,

B. M. JONES & CO.,
Boston, 11 aud 13 OliTor street. New Yokk, 143 Liberty Street.

CRANES, TROLLEYS, PORTABLE HOISTS, OVERHEAD TRACK.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

^^^^S^
MARIS BROS.,

imi
j

2343 & 2.345

jidi I
CALLOWHILL ST.,

.Philadelphia, Pa.
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Smillier Coupler
TRADEL.

COUPLES BY SLOW IMPACT.
MARK

^^»»^ '^4^^ THE SMILLIE COUPLER & MFG. CO.,

^^^ 91 Clav Street, Newark, N.J.

'/'^ New York Office: 39 Cortlandt Street.

Ve v^^'^
HAS ONLY FOUR PIECES.

Pneumatic Tools.GREAT LABOR-SAVING
DEVICE FOR

CALKING BOILERS,
BEADING FLUES,

HEADING RIVETS,
CHIPPING CASTINGS,

CUTTING KEY SLOTS,
DRIVING NAILS AND SPIKES.

ESPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR RAILROAD SHOPS.w ill ^eA.d 'X'x'tro Fl-u.es a. ]\iXix3.vi.te.

All Hammers sent on ten days' trial subject to approval, and guaranteed for one year against repairs.

CHICAGO PNEUMATIC TOOI^ CO.,
i^SS Monadnock Block, Chicago.

PHOSPHOR BRONZE Sol t
locomotive^andcar|earimg!

BRASS and PHOS. BRONZE CASTINGS Prom >4 lb. to 5D00 Ibs.in WEIGHT.

LOCOMOTIVE AND CAR BEARINGS

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co.,
Manufacturers of_

... PinSBURGH, PA. ...

The Tesia Polyphase Alternating System of Electrical

Transmission, by which Power, Incandescent and
Arc Lighting may be Supplied from the Same Circuit.

8tandard 8ystems for

Electric Ligfit and

Power Distribution in

New York, 120 Broadway. Philadelphia, Girard Building.

Boston, Exchange Building. St. Louis, American Central Building.

Chicago, New York Life Building. Charlotte, N. C, 36-38 College Street.

Tacoma, Wash., 102 S. lUth Street. Syracuse, N. Y., Bastable Building.

Pittsburgh, Westinghouse Build'g. San Francisco, Mills Building.

Buffalo, trie County Bank Building. Washington, D. C, 1333 F Street, N.

For Canada Address

:

fttrt Cities, Factories,

t Mills and Mines.

^ The Westinghouse Electric Railway System, which is the

^ Most Durable, Economical and Efficient on the Market.

Ahearn & Soper, Ottawa, Canada.

Pratt <£ W^nrrNUY
HARTFORD, CONN., U. S. A.,

COm
MANUFACTUREKS OF

STANDARD CYLINDRICAL SIZE and U. S. STANDARD THREAD GAUGES.
Special Gauges uf every variety of interchanjjeable production.

REAMERS, TAPS AND DIES,
In all usual styles for Machinists, Pipe Fitters and Boiler JIakers.

Renshaw Ratchet Drills, Combination Iiathe Chucks, Die Stocks, Bolt Cutters,
Lathes, Planers, Drilling, Milling, Profiling, Cutter Grinding, Die Sinking,

and Drop Forging Machines, Forging and Trimming Dies.

MONITOR MACHINES FITTED WITH TOOLS
f )r finishing to Sample. Screws, Studs, Locomotive Fittings, Plumbers' and (ias Fitters' Brass Goods.

CATAlOal E Jj SENT ON APPLICATION.

Sample
FREE

THE TROJAN CAR COUPLER CO,,.,
Mr D TVPF The knuckle may be thrown open for coupling by the hand rod at 1 he side of the car, WORKS' Bast 3t Louis. Ill

• v. U. I I r 1_. rendering it unnecessary for trainmen to go between the cars to open the knuckle I Smith's Falls Onti

TROY, N. Y.
New York Office: 40 Wall Street

Chicago Office: 1030 Monadnock
Building.

! Smith's Falls, Ontario, Can.
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RUBBER QOODS for railway equipment.

/ AIR
BRAKE
V HOSE ;

WATER, QA5 AND FIRE HOSE,

PACKINGS, GASKETS,

RUBBER MATS AND MATTING.

MANUrACTlRED BY

^STEAM'
^ HOSE /

"'^«t««s.•f^

BOSTON BELTING CO.
BOSTON

:

256, 258 and 260 Devonshire St.

NEW YORK

:

100 and lOi Reade St.

CHICAGO

:

109 Madison St.

JAMrS BtNNtTT FORSYTH,
Mdnufdc turinq Aqent dnd

OenerdI Mdndger.

SAN FRANCISCO:

24 Fremont St.

master mechanics
.-•* specify Advance Safety

Emery and Corundum
Wheels, with or without
wire web, and Emery
Wheel Machinery made
only by : : : :

Sterling Emery Wheel
Manufacturing Co.

Tiffin, Ohio.

THE AIR FOR COMPRESSION gets into the

cylinder of a Norwalk Compressor through

Corliss valves which have a positive movement

from the main shaft. The ports are large, clear and

open directly into the cylinder.

Poppet valves require a vacuum within the cylinder

to open them, and

piston inlet valves

throttle the supply

from mid stroke

to the end.

Of the three

kinds, which is ^
the most efficient?

The Norwalk Compressors have many points of

superiority. Business men and engineers are welcome

to catalogs upon application to

THE NORWALK IRON
WORKS CO.,

^_ SOUTH NORWALK, CONN.

STAR BRASS MANUFACTURING CO.
CHAS. W. SHERBURNE, President.

MANL h.\c I I KI-.KS OK

Star Improved Locomotive Steam Gages.

Star Improved Locomotive Pop Safety Valves,
MUFFLE

Victoria Car Lamps,

MUFFLED OR PLAIN.
AND OTHER

STANDARD APPLIANCES.

The Star Steam GaRes arc the only Ni>n-c<.rrosive Gages made also

the onlv GaRCs fitted with our Patent CorruKated Seamless Drawn
Sprine'Tube which for its non-settin« qualities is unequaled

-31 to 39 LANCASTER STREET, BOSTOX, MASS.

SHERBURNE'S AUTOMATIC TRACK SANDIING

APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTIVES.

K"r siinilinc Ihi- track instantly when brake Is applied, and by
s;ind Must in stjirtintr or hand Itlaal ttnly.

SHERBURNE A CO.,
No. 53 OLIVER STREET, BOSTON, MASS,
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Plain milkr
•••

Cylindrical Column
Design,with and with-

out back gear.

•••

Adapted to the require-

ments of the modern

Railroad shop.

A modern MillingMa-
chine at a fair price,

—

plain, honest, efficient.

•••

You cannot afford to use a planer on work this

tool will handle.
•••

Price List,—Without Back Gear, $600.00;

with Back Gear, $680.00.

Ask for particulars on these Milling Machines. Sent free.

•••

W. D. FORBES & CO.,
J307,Hudson Street, two blocks from J4th Street Ferry,

HOBOKEN, N. T.

HIGH PRESSURES.

One hundred and seventy-five

pounds steam pressure, or anywhere
near it, puts a tremendous strain on

hand-hole Gaskets. The only ma-
terial that will stand it is one strong

at the start, and unaffected by the

severe heat accompanying high press-

ures. RUBY PACKING is de-

signed especially to meet these condi-

tions. Tenacious and very strong, it is

at the same time soft and elastic, abso-

lutely unafTected by heat, and retain-

ing its pliability at all times. Joints

packed with it can be broken and re-

made over and over again, without re-

quiring a single fresh Gasket. Kept
in thicknesses from 1-32 to 1-4 inch,

and 36 inches wide. Send for samples.

NEWYORK BELTING& PACKING CO.LTD.

PIONEERS AND LEADERS,
25 PARK PLACE.

Automatic Molding Machines.

Finest
Coach
P.irlor Car
Sleeping: Car
Street Car
Rattan Elevated

Scats
PLUSH - RATTAN - ELASTIC SLAT

With either ' Reversible' or ' Walk-Over' Back.

Output Larger than All Other

Seat Makers combined.

300 DAILY
ONE

MAN'S WORK

PATTERN SET FOR
CHRISTIE

BRAKE SHOES.

The Tabor Manulacturing Co*,

Office and "Works : Front and Franklin Streets,

ELIZABETH, N.J.

Our "Walk-Over" Pattern is the Finest of its class.

See cut of "Standard" here next month.

EITHER IS BETTER THAN ANY OTHER PIAKE.

The Hale & Kilburn M%. Co.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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PRESSED STEEL TRUCK FRAMES
AND PRESSED STEEL PARTS FOR CAR AND TRUCK CONSTRUCTION.

FOX SOLID PRESSED STEEL COMPANY, '^'''^'Z'^^!:[ZlTZs:'"''''^-
'AMES B. BRADY. General Sales Agent, Havemeyer Building, NEW YORK.

^."5 $tumoant System of

THIS svstem is partirularlv

adapted to large shops
and is in use in man\ of the

' best railroad and locomo-
tive shops in the countn.

i Ideating and

'
Uemiiatioii.

B. r. STURTEVANT COMPANY,
WORKS, BOSTON, MASS.

36raiKb Storce :

34 Oliver Street. Boston. Mass. 75 Queen Victoria St.. London. E. C, Eng
131 Liberty St.. New York. N. Y. 2 1 West Nile St.. Glasgow. Scotland.
135 No. 3d St.. Ptiiladelphia. Pa. 87 Zimmerstrasse. Berlin. Germany.
16 South Canal St.. Chicago. III. 2 Kungsholmstorg. Stockholm. Sweden.

^^

1 ll^^'-

FOR R01\DH01SES.
It removes ice and snow in one-

third the time usually employed,
and clears buildings of moisture
and smoke.

FOR PAINT SHOPS.
It gives uniform temperature, and
hastens the drying and finishing

of work.

Plans and Estimates Cheerfully
Furnished.

WOOD WORKING MACHINERY
"... FOR

Car and Locomotive Builders,
HIGHEST CUSS, URGEST LINE.

CORRESPONDLNCE SOLICITED. ESIIMAILS ON APPLICATION.

J. A. FAY & CO.,
530 to 550 West Front Street, ... CINCINNATI, 0.

TWISTDRILLS, SPRING COTTERS.
REAMERS.TAPS, FLAT SPRING KEY^,

,
EMER/WHEELDRESSERS, GRINDERS

NEW Y0RK,94-READE ST.
LONDON.158 QUEENVICTORIA .5T
PARIS

, S8 RUE DE JVIARAIS.
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pEDRICK & AYER CO.,
*

1001 Hamilton Street,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

COMPOUND AUTOMATIC AIR COMPRESSOR.-Drivea by a
belt, regulates Itself au-

tomatically, maintain-
ing the pressure within
three pounds at any de-

sired point ; compound-
ed and water jacketed

;

will supply air at less

than half the cost for
fuel of brake pumps.
Runsonly 60 long as air

is beiui: used. Delivers

44 cubic feet of free air

per minute.

Requires no attention but oiling, and but little of that. Case Dust-Proof.

QUR NO. 2 LIFT is for

delicate and exact work;

it can be made to lift or lower

any amount at will, and has

an automatic stop that will

keep the load at the desired

height under any conditions,

and leave the operator free to

use both hands in adjusting

work. Ideal as a lift over

machine tools.

ALL KINDS OF SPECIAL

TOOLS FOR RAILWAY

REPAIR SHOPS.No. 2.

Eclipses Them All—Thirty-five and a Half Hours, Chicago

to Jacksonville, Fla.

The Monon Route, with its customary enterprise, has put on
a new fast train that makes the run between Chicago and Jack-
sonville in 35 V2 hours.
This train leaves Chicago daily at 8:32 P. M., arriving at Cin-

cinnati next morning, 7:30; Chattanooga, 5:50 P. M.; Atlanta.

10:40 P. M.; reaching Jacksonville at S;2o the second morning,
in ample time to make connection with all lines for points in

Central and Southern Florida.
Fra.nk J. Reed,

Genl. Pa.ss. Agt., Chicago.

City Ticket Office, 232 Clark street, Chicago.

For time-cards, pamphlets and all other information, address
L. E. Sessions, N. W. Pass. Agt., Minneapolis, Minn.

Block and

Interlocking
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^

fTOUONEHEOWCOFFIH PROCESS, PfcTENTEW.

CAMBRIA IRON COMPANY,
General Office, Philadelphia, Pa.

WORKS AT
JOHNSTOWN, PA.

Driving,Truck, Passenger& Freight Axles,

Piston and

Side Rods,

Cranli

Pins.

•I

SOFT STEEL ARCH BARS, BENT AND DRILLED.

N. Y. Oilicc lur Rails and Axles, 33 Wall Street.

N. Y. Office for Structural Steel, 100 Broadway.

Iliuuiiii^

Cdi
mi
m.
MX

\J

Locomotive

BOILER,

Smoice Stack,

Tank and Sheet

STEEI.S.

Quality Unsurpassed.

Plates up to 118 inches in widtli.

SHOENBERGER STEEL CO
PITTSBURGH, PA.

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

THIS CUT SHOWS OUR

Duplex Compressor,
HAVING COMPOUND AIR CYLIN-
DERS, WITH INTER-COOLER AND
COMPOUND STEAM CYLINDERS
WITH MEYER CUT-OFF VALVES.
THIS IS THE BEST CONSTRUCTION
FOR SMALL AND MEDIUM SIZES.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

RAND DRILL CO.,
23 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

1327 MONADNOrK Rt DCK. CHICAGO.

EARLE G. BACON,
Engineer,

HAVEMEYER BUILDING,
NEW YORK.

Work.: Pm-Iflc Iron Wnrha, FAmt
Founilry and Machine Co.

Hoisting Engines
Mi WINCHES for ovcry

possible duty.

Parrel's (Blake Pattern)

Rocl(^ Ore Crushers

Railroad Cranes
The Standard (or 25 Years.

COMPLETE MININO AND
CRUSHING PLANTS

OlE HI'KI lAI TIKN.

LEONARD & ELLIS.

OILS FOR RAILROADS.
^^"'''*'''"^'""' has long been used on many
VALVOLINE of the leading raiboads in this

J*,.* OIL v"*i<* country and abroad. It has no

T....T,.T.Ti equal in quality and mileage.

W. A. BOYDEN, General Agent,
J 57 Chambers Street, NEW YORK-
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The Improved Standard Coupler
NEW YORK:

26
Cortlandt St.

M.C. B. TYPE. ForRed steel Knuckle and Locking Pin. Only t parts. No pivot pin. STANDARD COUPLER CO.
Simplest in design, strongest in service. Thousands in use. GEO. A. POST, Pres. a. p. DENNIS, Sec

True to start with—and stays so.

Ashcroft Mfg. Co.

SPECIALTIES

:

Double Tube Bourdon

Pressure Gauges

for Steam, Water or

Ammonia.

Tabor Indicators.

BROWN'S

Adjustable Pipe Tongfs.

Packer Ratchets.

Pipe Stocks and Dies.

Pipe Fitters' Tools.

Ashcroft Gauges

are Dust-proof, Accurate

and the Standard every-

where.

Movement no connection to back of case.

MANNING, MAXWELL & MOORE,

.Di\llCM.iiiIL^ R IL^ IL^

<

III Liberty Street, New York, U. S. A.

Consolidated

Safety Valve Co.'s

ORIGINAL

RICHARDSON

" POP "

SAFETY VALVES

are the Standard on many

roads.

The Best Muffler

EXTANT.

Sample sent on trial.

WORKS AT

Bridgeport, Ct.
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CI)cA/\;|Ia muffler Pop
.. ^ V^g IV Safety ualoe

Is the pioneer and is the best.

I*

i»

i»

I*

I*

<•

i»

It

I*

I*

The Coale Muffler Pop Safety Valve ...

Is the standard on leading railroads and power plants in", the

United States. Specify our valves on your new locomotives

and boilers. Simple in construction and reliable under all

conditions. Sample put on trial on application.

The Coale Muffler and Safety Valve Ojmpany,
Charles & Lexington Sts., Baltimore, Md.

A. W. SOPER, Preb. ROBT. ANDREWS, Vice-Presi C. H. Howard, Sec W. R. THOMAS, Treas, k. M. UIXON, Knginoec

The Safety Car Heating and Lighting Co.

160 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,

HEATING SYSTEMS.—By hot water circulation and direct steam with regulating devices.

Reliable and uniform heat. Economical and rapid circulation. Gibbs automatic couplei

of Westinghouse t3-pe, absolutely steam-tight.

1IGHTING SYSTEM.—The celebrated Pintsch compressed oil gas method. In use on ovei

70,000 cars in Europe and America. Adopted by the U. S. Lighthouse Board foi

' lighting Buoys. The best, most economical and only safe light for Railroad purposes.

IN BRII.UANCY AND CLEANLINESS UNSURPASSED.

LOCOMOTIVE SPRINGS A. FRENCH,
Pres,

J. E. FRENCH,
Vice-Pres.

GEO. W. MORRIS.
Gen. Mgr.

D. O. NOBLE,
Sw. and TreaM.

P. N. FRENCH,
Geu'l Sapt

WITH PATENT SHAPE BANDS.

\V^^ PITTSBURGH, PA. ^
(//)

k* Chicago OfHce, 1414 Usher BIdg. C%
MANUFACTURERS OF

Manufactured by A. FRENCH SPRING CO.
Elliptic and Spiral Springs

OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.

Ramapo Wheel and Foundry Co.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

OP SOLTLEM FASTCHINO.

BOLTLESS STEEL-TIRED WHEELS
For Passenger and Locomotive

Service.

Tires with Annular Web and Hook,

Best Charcoal Iron Doutle-Plate

or Spoke Centers,

Wedge-Shaped Retaining Ring.

A Csntlnuous Circumferential Fatlenlng.

CHILLED IRON WHEELS
Of Superior Quality,

Drawing Boom, Passenger and

freight Cars,

Locomotives, Tenders,

Plantation and Mine Oars.

Cylinder Packing Rings.

Office and Works

:

simple. Sale, Economical.

Congdon Brake Shoes

For Chilled Iron Wheels,

Outwear from 4 to 6 ordinary

Shoes and enhance

mileage.

RAMAPO, N. Y.

Ramapo Iron Works, Hillbnrn.N.Y.

MANUFACTURE

BRAKE SHOES
For Steel-Tired Wheels.

ROSS, for Steel-Tired Car and Tender Wheels,

ROSS-MEEHAN, for Locomotive Drivers,

SHEPPARD, for Blind or Bald-Tired Drivers.

Narrow Sauge Sars, SwitchsS, Automatic Stands.

YOKED, BOLTED AND I PRING RAIL FROGS, CROSSINGS,

TRACX EQUIPMENT,

RAILROAD AND MACHINERY

CASTINGS,
HEAVY AND LIQHT.
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Che Cower Coupler
THE MOST PERFECT M. C. B. COUPLER IN
ALL MECHANICAL REQUIREMENTS.

JIdODtCd 3$ ^^ *^" important roads in different

^tltttAxfli P^fts of the country, and in use in
^lAIIUtll U large quantities on twenty-five other

roads and private lines. Our four great works with

their unrivaled capacity insure prompt delivery as

well as best material and workmanship, jtjtjtjtjt

ItiHWiibU Iron Cil^tittdS ^'^^ "^ °* maUeable iron in car.^.^»

c^^ i>«tiM^«/< »l»A. construction gives increased strength
for Railroad Use ****** ^wie lessening the weight from 40 to

50 per cent. Correspondence on tliis subject is invited and sample castings

w^ill be furnished to railroads interested. t^jX^^jXjtjtjtjtjtjtJtjtjtjt

The long; and varied experience of

this company in desiginlng mal-
leable Iron parts Insures the best
possible results to our customers.

Works: Cleveland, Chicago,

Indianapolis, Toledo.

The National Car Door Fastener, ^ The National Center Plate, ^ The National Journal Box,

The National Journal Box Lid, -^ Coffin's Sill and Brake Block Pockets. ^ Eubank Car Door.

RAILWAY DEPARTMENT,
NATIONAL MALLEABLE CASTINGS COMPANY,

1525 Old Colony Building, CHICAGO.

THE

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

LOU. D. SWEET. Gen'l Mgr.

AMS Automatic Coupler
is rapidly gaining favor with Railroad

Managers. Its simplicity, cheapness and

durability, and the fact that it works with old link

and pin couplers—with which the majority of cars

are yet equipped— makes it desirable for all re-

newals and repairs. It is strong and has few parts.

Conforms to the U. S. Law, and is a cheaper

and better coupler than the vertical-hook. Any
road can afford to put the Sams on its old

equipment. We give systems the right to make

and use drawbar and lever attachments, and sell

them the pins at $1.00 each.

Cast Iron Bars weigh about 185 lbs.;

Malleable, 135 to 140 lbs.

Can furnish Malleable Bars at $4.25 each, F. O. B. Chicago.

Pins, $1.00 each, P. O. B. Detroit.

SAMS AUTOMATIC COUPLER CO., 516 Equitable BIdg., Denver, Col.

New York Office,

Tanlor Building,

39 Gortlandt St.

BEMENT, MILES & CO.,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Glilcago Office,

Metal IVorking Machine Tools,

For Railroad Shops, Locomotive and Car Builders,

Machine Shops, Rolling Mills, Steam Forges, Ship Yards,

Boiler Shops, Bridge Works, etc. , etc.

STEAM HAMMERS.
steam and Hydraulic

RIVETING MACHINES.
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Wasbburn Car lUbeel Co; r

Bartford, Conn»

^ makers of ^
^ Steel Cired Wbeels.

^
"A STRAIGHT LINE IS THE SHORTEST DISTANCE BETWEEN TWO POINIS.'*"^ -^

Cbe "Straigbt Dne/' Class 'Er Jlir Compressor,

OF THE INGERSOLL-SERGEANT MAKE, IS

THE SHORTEST LINE BETWEEN STEAM
AND AIR. CATALOGUE OF AIR COMPRESS-
ORS OF MANY TYPES, FOR USE IN EVERY
LINE OF INDUSTRY, SENT ON REQUEST.

HAVEMEYER BUILDING,
NEW YORK.

THE INGERSOLL-

SERGEANT DRILL CO.

tbc m<$tJngbou$c ti ti ti

t5 ti JMt Brake Company,
Plttsburgb, Pa.
^•^A. «K^

Annual CapacitV:

250,000 Treigbt Car, 6,000 Passenger Car and

10,000 Locomotive Brakes.
—

^

428,000 frelfibt and Passenger Cars and 26,000

Locomotives already equipped.

Don't you tliinl< :H.c,.Tbf.'hrr"of Ptioenix Pneumatic Tools

J c 1

Send for Circular H.

C. H. HAESELER & CO.
1001 HAMILTON ST., PHILA., PA. 'f#

For drilling, reaming and tapping, when over

two hundred have been placed on trial and

none rejected ? J* ^< J*- »<•* ^ ./* ^* *•* «.* j*

THE BAKER CAR HEATERS '^i.^^£^S!t^^^°^
SINGI.K AND DOUBLE CIRCULATION. „^^^ ^^„ ,„^„ U/TrTTAlUr RAK'RR

Jointless, Flexible, Steel Fire-Proof, °'''^^;\.cIi!:Bi.« !..;.« c^^^

FIVE OTHER STYLES. In^pot^rlo'lurn'r^ar wfth'thern. 143 Liberty Street, New York.
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/ooke Locomotive and Machine Company^
V ^11 _ >v PATERSON,

Gen^l Agents, BRYAN & McKIBBIN, t20 Broadway, New York City.

Rhode Island Locomotioc Works,
PROVIDEIVCE, R. I.

Charles Felix Mason, President.

Earl Philip Mason, Vice-President.

William P. Chapin, Treasurer.

Arthur Livingston Mason, Secretary

Joseph Lythgoe, Agent and Supt.

S. A. Stephens, Traveling Agent.

PJE-W YORK OFFICE,

IsTos- 31-33 IPliae Street.

H. K. PORTER & CO., 6tli and Wood Sts., Pittsburgh, Pa.,
BUILDERS OF

Light Locomotives,— Steam, Compressed Air and Electric,— for all gauges of track,

every variety of service, 3 to 45 tons weight.

STANDARD AND NARROW GAUGE LOCOMOTIVES ALWAYS KEPT ON HAND, IN STOCK.

Propositions, with Specifications and Photographs, promptly furnished on bona fide inquiry.

THE Lima Locomotive and Machine Company, lima, ohio.

Manufacturers and
Builders of

Shay Patent and Direct Connected Locomotives, Freight and Caboose Cars, all kinds of
Steel Castings, Brass and Gray Iron Castings, Car Wheels and Railroad Work.

LATROBE STEEL CO.,

1 MANUFACTURERS

FORR
OF

EsLOCOMOTIVE

AND CAR WHEELS.
WORKS. LATROBE. PENNA.

Automatic Steel Couplers,

Elliptic and Spiral
Springs and Steel Castings.

5(ANIFACTrKED AT
WORKS, MELROSE PARK, ILL.

Main Office. 1200 Girard Building, Philadelphia.

inch ('"' ''"l""ynch J33 Wall Sin
"^™'

I Union |n^^

Rrancli I
'"'' ' '"'"'ly Huildintr. cliirago.

Office
^t Iiuildirl^^ St. Louis.

POP safety valves,
MUFFLED AND PLAIN.

IMPROVED

STEAM GAGES,
SINGLE BELL

CHIME WHISTLES.
A perfect equipment

for a locomotive, giv-
ing noiseless relief, ac-
curacy and steadiness,
agreeable tone. Specify
these goods when or^

dertng locomotives.

CROSBT STEIM OAGE

AND VALVE CO..

Boston, Mais.

Branches :

New York, Chicago, and

London, England.

SIGNAL OIL WORKS,
LIMITED,

FRANKLIN, PA.
MANUFACTURERS OF

SIBLEY'S MeclionTALVE OIL.
Till! <jnly perfect Locomotive Valvi^ I..ubricant.

J.C. SIBLEY, Prest.

CARBON STEEL COM PANY, pitts^burqh, pa.
.MAXtI-AC'rfI.;KKS OI'

OPEN HEARTH 3TEEL ^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^^-

SPECIALLY SUITED FOR LOCOMOTIVE FIREBOXES AND BOILERS. '

909 Havemever BMg., New York. 1413 Fisher Bldg., Chicag:o. 505 Union Trust h\<ig., St. Louis.
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mmmmm steel tires
ON LOCOMOTIVE DRIVING WHEELS

AND ON

STEEL-TIRED WHEELS.
GIVE THE HESX RESl^LXS FOR EVERV VARIETY OK SERVICE.

THOMAS PROSSER £ SON. is Gold Street, New York.

SCHENECTADY LOCOMOTIVE WORKS, Schenectady,
N. Y.

EVERY DESIGN UP-TO-DATE.

ANNUAL CAPACITY, 400. .•*.<

COMPOUNDS_
Showing Economy of from

J5 to 30 per cent.

DESIGNS FURNISHED, OR ENGINES

-- BUILT TO R. R. SPECIFICATIONS.

Rogers Locomotive Company
OF PATERSON, N. J.

Address, Paterson, N. J., or 44 Exchange PI., New York.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Locomotive Engines and Tenders
FOR EVERY VARIETY OF SERVICE.

R. S. Hughes, President.

G. E. Hannah, Treas. G. H. Longbottom, Sec'y.

Reuben Wells, Superintendent.

niCKSON MFG. CO.
SCRAI*TOI»J, rENN.

Locomotives of every style and size. Stan-
dard and Narrow Gaug:e, made to Standard
Gaugfcs and Templets. Also for Plantations,
Mines and Logging.

.Sprci/lcation» on application,

C. H. ZEHNDER, President.
L. F. BOWER. Secretary and Treasurer.

DK COURCY MAY, General Manaser.

PAGE WOVEN WIRE
FENCE CO.

For Farm.

For Railroads.

Around Parks and

Cemeteries.

ADRIAN, MICH.
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ESTABLISHED
1831. BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVE WORKS. ANNUAL CAPACITY.

1,000.

Single Expansion and

Compound Locomotives
Broad and Narrow Gauge Locomotives, Mine and

Furnace Locomotives, Compressed Air Locomotives,

Steam Cars and Tramway Locomotives, Plantation

Locomotives, Oil-Burning Locomotives.

Adapted to every variety of service, and built accurately to gauges and tern-
Elates after standard designs or to railroad companies' drawings.
Ike parts of different engines of same class perfectly iutercbangeable.

Electric Locomotives and Electric Car Trucks
with Approved Motors.

BURNHAM, WILLIAMS & CO., Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.

ESTABLISHED 1865.

Richmond Locomotive
AND

Machine Works^
RICHMOND, VA.

LOCOMOTIVES FOR EVERY SERVICE.

Brooks Locomotive Works, Dunkirk, n.y.

M. L. HiNMAN, Pres. and Treas. R. J. Gross, Vice-Pres. k-t David Russell, Supt. BUILDERS OF LOCOMOTIVE EN-
F. H. Stevens, Ass't to the Pres. T. M. Hb(}DBMbouko, Sec'y y i r^ u. Tandt, Ass't Supt. GINES FOR ANY REQUIRED

JL-^ ^ le«M SERVICE
($\ f J

I I—•tip.'^ from our own designs or those of purchasers.

Perfect interchangeability, and aU work fuUy guaranteed.

Compound
Locomotives

FOR

Passenger and Freight Service.

AMNUAL CAPAQTY 400.

Pittsburgh Locomotive
Manufacturers of AX^Orts ^^^^^^^^^^ ^"'^

Locomotives adapted to every variety of

WILSON MILLER,
service, from standard designs or

d.a.wightman!'"''
purchasers' specifications.

Gen'l Mgr.

Builders of the Most Successful Compound
Locomotives in the World.

BY
USING pdrldtld'S ^n^liSb (l^^^i^l^^^ ''°"F'!'SREYNOLDS,^Salp_Agen't_forymted states WCsiada,

You keep your cars on the road longer, thereby effecting a large saving.

4 Gold Street, New York.
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IF YOU ARE THINKING
OF

PNEUMATIC HAMMERS
FOR

FLUE BEADING OR HEAVY CHIPPING,
DON'T DO A

THING

UNTIL YOU SEE THE

"CHOUTEAU"

Vou won't have anything else then.

LET US SEND YOU A CATALOG.

UNITED STATES METALLIC PACKING COMPANY.

No. 427 N. 13th Street,

ji Dusjiau: KQprma.

Philadelphia, Penna.

This Roofinj; is manufactured from Trinidad Natural Asphalt materials, and will not dry up and

become brittle under exposure to the weather, as Coal Tar Roofings do.

It is durable, easily applied, and easily repaired. lu- . _
We shall be pleased to furnish sample of this Roofing which has been in actual use for over thirteen

years. Send for circulars, samples, etc . to

Warren Chemical & Manufacturing Co.,

50 Fultou Street, New York.
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One Way to Do Things.

Sam Hutchins, of the Westinghouse In-

struction Car, tells a' story of a resourceful

engineer who had to disconnect his engine

one bitter cold night.

The engine had metallic valve-stem

packing, and the tool box was minus the

keeper to fasten it.

NEW YORK, OCTOBER, 1896.

Another old-timer adds that another fel-

low, who heard the M. M. compliment the

ice artist as a genius, waited to be towed
in one night the next July because he

couldn't make the water freeze. He was
one of those helpless mortals who always

imitate and never originate.

Baldy Wooten used to tell a story of an

No. 10.

Jim Skeevers' Object Lessons.
Oil Economy and the Hereatter-.PInts or

Cents, Tons or Dollars—The Perfor-

mance Sheet.

BY JOHN ALEXANDER.

Jim Skeevers has had a rest for a

couple of months—no vacation, of course;

they only come in higher official circles

—

FOUR-TRACK VIEW, CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILROAD, SELKIRK MOUNTAINS.

The valve rod went through a hole in the

yoke, however, and the engineer put some
wedges around it, took a wisp of

hemp, wrapped it around the fracture

and poured a pail of water on the job; in

two minutes it was frozen solid—and they

got in "O. K."

old-timer who cautioned his newly-pro-

moted son to "alius use taller when you
git anythin' hot." The first thing that

heated was the fire door—the liner came
off—and the trustful son gave it a dose

of "stewed mule" to cool it ofif
—

" 'cause

dad said so."

but the "Sphinx," who is president, and
the "Old Man," who is general manager,

went to Europe in June. Besides that,

Sullivan, the general superintendent, let

a livery horse run away with him and

break his leg; the chairman of the Grief

Committee was elected sherifT and quit the
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road; Sarah has a new Skeevers baby, and
in many forms things have "been comin'

his way.''

Before "goin' foreign" the "Old Man"
ordered Skeevers to suspend all new work,

reduce the shop hours, and to "choke
things" until after election.

"When we get this sixteen to one busi-

ness settled we'll do something," wrote

the "Old Man."
Skeevers knows to a dead certainty that

in his secret heart the "Old Man" is for

silver, and he also knows that the

"Sphinx" is gold to the gizzard, so he

keeps wondering which side must win to

get that mysterious "something" started.

He is strongly of the opinion that "some-
thing" will be done if there is freight to

haul this fall, regardless of who is elected.

The "38" is still standing in the back

shop, the "pinch" stopping work on her,

and the new form of cylinder fastening

and frame fit, and all that, will have to

wait for trial until "this sixteen to one

business is settled."

Skeevers knew he would get no vaca-

tion, and that it was absolutely useless for

him to ask vacations for his division men,

but he sent them on trips to look up cer-

tain matters in certain shops and take

notes of anything worth imitating. It

might not have been all accident that he

sent each of them into the neighborhood

of his old home, and it was certainly inten-

tional when he told each to "take it easy."

He got paases for the wives, too, and told

each man to put in a bill for expense while

away.

Some railroad officials would object to

the expense, but, now that the last one is

home and has made his report, Skeevers

figures out that the information gained is

going to save the road over four hundred

dollars this year alone.

Just before the "Old Man" went away
he called Skeevers into the office, gave him

a cigar and a seat, and then pulled out a

roll of blueprints.

"Skeevers," said he, solemnly, "I want

to jest call your attention to these per-

formance sheets of the six roads that touch

ours. I am not satisfied with this oil ser-

vice—not by a darned sight."

"Neither am I," said Skeevers.

"Well, why don't you stop it?"

"I don't think it would pay."

"Oh, say, Skeevers, I'm in earnest."

"So am I, sir, and if you will listen I

think I can turn some light on the subject

for you!"

"An object lesson?"

"No; just a plain statement of facts.

Mr. Wider, you know that your wish, my
policy and the only way to conduct busi-

ness is for the head of each department to

mind his own business"

"Yes; you just bet."

"Therefore I have no criticism to make,

although I may appear to do so. My de-

partment uses all the oil; who orders it?"

"Well, I do; you know it's a sort of

hobby with me."

"All well and good. 1 don't want to

order it; but if I did, I should cut the

amount down at once."

"Is this a conundrum or the string you

pull the 'O. L.' out with, Skeevers?"

"No; neither one nor the other. I think

your standard of measurement is wrong.

I should change the measure at the oil

house."

"One of them fool sixteen to one jokes

coming now," said the "Old Man," half

to himself.

"You buy three grades of oil and mix
them at the> oil house—a formula you
bought. Our engine oil costs about eight

cents a gallon, and cylinder oil, say,

twelve-and-a-half. Is that about right?"

"Yes; just about."

"You change the measure at the oil

house and we will come up somewhere
near the other roads."

"False bottoms in the measures?"

"False measure altogether."

"I'm listening, Skeevers."

"You throw away the pint cans and

measure by a dollar bill, and see where
the Great Air Line would be."

Mr. Wider consulted the blueprints.

"It's in pints on 'em all."

"So it is. But take the Midland; they

oil by contract with the Galena Oil Com-
pany; their oil is worth three or four

times as much per gallon as ours, but a

dollar's w'orlh of it will run farther with

safety than a dollar's worth of ours."

"I never had any use for that scheme
for oiling by contract—seems like callin'

in an outsider to attend to your work;
but blamed if I don't believe if they'd a'

put it to me that way I'd a' listened. If

you say you will run farther on a dollar's

worth of their oil I'll buy some; we don't

want no contract, though."

"Mr. Wider, the men have been educated

on this poor oil; they must make up in

quantity what it lacks in quality, and they

use more than they should if the oil

was good. When the new oil comes
they will waste a lot of it, and we will

have six months of work and worry. You
want results, and the best results could

be had by giving the contract outright

for engine and car miles. Your economy
commences at once then; they will send

men well up in 'oilogy' to train the men.

Their plan will knock the pints on the

performance sheet into the figures you
want to see, and the road will be ahead

on the dollar bill measurement."

"By ginger spruce, I believe you're

more'n half right."

"I know that is right, Mr. Wider. If

all performance sheets were figured on the

dollar standard instead of pints and

pounds, some of the record breakers would

be sick, and people might see why it is

possible for some of our roads to pay

dividends and yet have a bad oil record.

Oil is only the blossom on the vine—the

potatoes are under ground and out of

sight."

"Here comes another," chuckled the

"Old Man"; "have another cigar, Skeev-

ers."

"Thanks! If you want some net results

to show the president when he gets back,

give me authority to do as I want to in

the matter of fuel and I will agree to save

you a dollar bill for every postage stamp

you can save in the oil business—do what

yt)U will."

"Say, Skeevers, who's givin' this lecture

and who's the audience? I called you
down here to set out your packin', and

blast me if you ain't doin' all the talkin'

—

but go ahead; I'm a' enjoyin' it."

"You perhaps haven't thought of it

in that light, but there are a great

many ifs to the oil economy scheme. It's

economy if no damage is done, no

cylinders cut, or valves and seats

scored, or axles hot and brasses ruined,

with their resultant delays and loss for re-

pairs, and the engine being out of service.

You remember the Bible question: 'What
profiteth it a man if he gain the whole

world and lose his own soul?* Railroad

managers should not look alone on the

few cents saved in the first place, and not

also look ahead into the hereafter—there

is a red-hot sizzling hereafter to some of

the oil economy. Not so in coal econ-

omy; a dollar saved there is a good, clean,

clear dollar made—and no fear of a hell to

follow."

"Say, if my wife gets hold of you there

will be a man about your size teaching

Sunday school in Dr. Parker's church."

"When you come back I will have a

new performance sheet that measures oil

in dollars and cents—you said you'd con-

tract the oiling or buy better oil?"

"Yes, and I'll abolish the fuel depart-

ment and put it under you."

"No, I don't want it; let the fuel agent

buy and distribute the fuel, but order him
to buy one hind for my department and not

to change the kind or quality without my
consent. Now he will change for ten

cents a ton, and we are burning four or

five distinct kinds of fuel; an engine

drafted properly for one kind will not

burn the other at all with economy. With
one kind I'll put them all in shape, and
then we will ask the boys to be careful.

We will labor with 'em, instruct 'em, in-

terest 'em in the work and encourage 'em

to save coal. The new performance sheet

figured in dollars and cents will interest

them more than pints and tons. Let pro-

motion, preference for runs and standing

depend on how many cents a man can

haul a ton of freight a mile or a hundred

miles for—then you will get results. If

you let me do this my way I'll consult the

boys. I'll say to 'em: 'Here, boys, we
have been giving you oil that cost seven

cents a gallon; we are going to give you

some that costs twenty cents and will go

five times as far—be careful of it.' I'll

let 'em vote for the kind of coal they

want, and tell 'em we don't care a con-

tinental how much it costs, we want the

best results; we know we have the best
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men in the country and we propose to

give 'em the best fuel to work with.

Every mother's son of 'em will vote for

Frost Creek coal—it costs—lemme see

"Two seventy a ton," said the G. M.
"Two seventy as against one ninety for

Eldorado "

"Good deal of difference there, Jim."

"Yes, sir, in ions; but a dollar's worth

of Frost Creek coal will haul a ton of

freight more miles than a dollar's worth

of Eldorado—you don't care for tons; it's

dollars, remember. The Frost Creek

dollar does more work for you than the

Eldorado dollar, and we can't maintain

'em at parity any longer."

"James Skeevers," said the "Old Man,"

Hardening Steel.

Chemical analyses and other methods

of investigating the properties of steel

have poured so much new light upon the

subject that we supposed there was no

longer any difficulty about uniform hard-

ening of steel. Mr. W. F. Durfee, C. E.,

in a lecture delivered before the Franklin

Institute, indicates that knowledge about

the hardening of steel is still in an ele-

mentary condition. He says:

"In this matter of hardening steel, the

value of the 'personal equation' of the

workman is very important. It is not

uncommon to find a practical mechanic

who usually has good success in the use

of a certain kind of steel with which his

neighbors, equally skillful perhaps in

have is a tentative art, as crude in its de-

velopment as it is obscure in its origin."

The Greatest Railroad.

One of our friends, familiar with the

railroads of Russia, was moved on the

occasion of our illustrating railway ter-

minals in Siberia to tell some things about

the railroads of the Russian Empire.

When the great Siberian Railroad is fin-

ished, it will be twice as long as the lines

from New York to San Francisco. For

many years the development of railways

in Russia went on very slowly, having

been controlled to a great extent by pri-

vate companies. The present vigorous

policy of pushing railways to the farthest

A HANDSOME RAILWAY BRIDGE IN AUSTRALIA.

as he shook "Skinny" by the hand, "if our

party wins this fall I'll be tempted to make
a trip to Washington to get ye appointed

Secretary of the Treasury—there's only

one thing that stands in the way, and that

is, that I want you right here. When we
get back I want that dollar performance

sheet and some results. When the

'Sphinx' comes out to the annual meeting

I'll put him into a trance, or else this here

hypnotism of yours is a joke and I'm a

jay from Jaytown."

Skeevers and the boys have been wrest-

ling with the fuel problem all summer; the

"Old Man" has just returned, and
Skeevers tells me that he's getting some
figures on coal that will interest people

—

perhaps he'll tell his wife as a secret; my
wife and Sarah are friends, and if he

breathes it I'll let you know right away.

other matters, can do nothing. So often

have I encountered this fact, that I am
inclined to believe that if a person in pur-

suit of information as to the proper qual-

ity of steel to use for any given article

should travel through this land and ob-

tain the honest opinions of all who were

making the article in question, 'the last

state of that man would be worse than

the first;' for the chances are that every

person consulted would have an opinion

differing from those of his fellow-crafts-

men; and, although when our traveler

started on his search for technical wisdom
he was positive that he knew nothing, he

could not rejoice in even that negative

certainty when he returned. In the pres-

ent state of our knowledge, there is no

recognized uniform, scientific method of

hardening and tempering steel; all we

limits of the Russian Empire has origi-

nated principally since 1892, and has been

the work of the Minister of Finance, M.

Witte, who adopted the policy of putting

the railroads entirely under government

direction. His policy met with great op-

position from different interests at first,

but he was backed by the Czar, and that

influence has enabled him to successfully

surmount all opposition. Great reduc-

tions have been made in freight

and passenger traffic, and the number

and speed of the express trains has

been largely increased. The farther one

travels in Russia, under the revised sys-

tem, the cheaper the fare becomes—

a

rapidly decreasing rate of mileage being

adopted for long distances. The Trans-

Siberian Railroad is already completed for

about 2.500 miles from Moscow.
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Fast Passenger Locomotive for the
Black Diamond Express, LetiiRli

Valley Railroad.

We present in tliii paper engravings of

the latest fast passenger engine, recently

turned out by the Baldwin Locomotive
Works for the Lehigh Valley Railroad.

The photographic reproduction will

show the general appearance of the en-

gine, and the numerous detailed engrav-

ings will give most of the information de-

sired by railroad men.

This engine was designed by Mr. Sam-
uel Higgins, superintendent of motive
power, and shows the line of improvement
now being made in most fast locomotives

of this company. This is particularly

noticeable in larger driving wheels, longer

stroke, lighter reciprocating parts, and
the use of steel in place of cast iron and
forgings.

The use of extra large fireboxes, either*

of Wootten type, or a form which is nar-

rower, yet wider than the frames, located

entirely back of the driving wheels and
supported on trailing wheels, is becoming
more common, and this is a good speci-

men of a Wootten firebo.x on a high-

wheeled engine.

There isn't a thing on this engine in the

way of unnecessary finish—unless it may
be the polishing of the cylinder heads.

Everything is black—even the steel jacket

is painted—but it will be noticed that more
care than usual is taken with the protec-

tion of the boiler and the cylinders, in the

use of magnesia coverings.

There appears to be nothing in the

make-up of this engine that could be

criticised as being used "because it was
cheap." The driving and trailing wheels

are of cast steel; the engine-truck and
tender wheels are of steel. The tires are

held on by shrinkage and the additional

safeguards of retaining rings. I-section

rods are used to get strength without un-

necessary weight. All the rod cups are

forged on, the eccentric straps are of

phosphor bronze, and operi-hcarth steel

is used for axles.

Particular attention has been paid to the

construction of the boiler, wliich is made
entirely of carbon steel, and the tnost ex-

pensive kind of iron is used in the stays

and an effort made to have the stays enter

the firebo.x sheets at right angles.

Particular attention has been paid to

convenience for the engineer in the cab.

Both injectors are on the engineer's side,

and all the drivers can be oiled from the

foot board. Lubrication of the cylinders

and air pump is taken care of by the triple-

feed cup, and metallic packing is used

everywhere. The engine is fitted through-

out with Westinghouse brakes of the most
approved pattern.

On the tender. National hollow beams
are used, with Collin spring head and

shoe. Tender-box covers are of the Davis

pressed-steel pattern, and all the small ac-

cessories are the best to be found in the

market.

Tiicsc engines have been in service (or

the past few weeks on the fastest train of

the Lehigh Valley, and have given excel-

lent satisfaction.

The following are the general dimen-

sions of the engine :

Tractive power, 22,230 pounds.

Weight in Working Oriler^
On drivers. Si,Soo pounds ; truck, 29.100
pounds : engine total, 140,950 pounds ;

tender, 85,000 pounds.

Wheel Base—
Driving, 13 feet; total, 24 feet.

Driving Wheels—
Cast steel ;• diameter center, 70 inches

;

number, 4. Driving axles—Length,

69X inches. Journal—Diameter, 8'^

inches; length, 11 inches. Material,
open hearth steel. Wheel fit—Diam-
eter, S;2 inches; length, Sinches. Driv-
ing wheel tires—Number flanged, 4.

Cylinder—
Size, 19 X 26 inches ; half saddle ; pack-

ing, snap ring ; size of exhaust pipe
opening m cylinder casting. 8 inches.
Steam ports—Length, ujinches; width,

lYi inches; bridges, 18 inches. Ex-
haust ports—Length, 19 inches; width,

2,% inches.

I'alves—
Kind, Richardson balance, with vacuum
valves to turn up. Travel, 5-V inches,
front of valve line and line ; outside
lap, I's inches; inside lap, y'j inch
neg. on back ; lead, j'j inch.

Boiler—
Material, carbon steel; working steam

pressure, 180 pounds; 1st ring, out-

side diameter, 61 inches ; thickness,

jz< % "i"^ fs inch. Dome—diameter,
30 inches ; height, 22 inches.

Tubes—
Number, 265 ; length, 15 feet ; diameter,

2 inches ; thickness, Xo. 11, W. G.;
distance between centers, 2^ inches.

Fire Box—
Material, carbon steel ; radial stays,

i^s inches diameter; length, 114 inches;
width, 80 inches ; depth front end,
46"4 inches; back end, 46!^' inches.

Water space—front, 4 inches ; sides,

3)^ inches; back, 3^ inches. Sheet
thickness—Crown, i/% inch ; sides, j'y

inch ; flue, Yz inch; door, ii inch; grate
area, 63.97 square feet : class, shaking.
Heating surface — Tubes, 2081.24
square feet ; tire box, 14S.98 square
feet. Total, 2230.22 square feet.

Boiler Fixtures—
Throttle—Kind, balance : area opening,

57.9 square inches. Safety valves

—

Number, 2 ; size, 3 inches. Injectors

—

Number, 2 ; kind. Metropolitan No. 10.

Lubricator—Number, i; kind, Nathan
triple.

Engine Truck—
Class, swing center. Wheels—Number,

4 ; diameter, 36 inches ; wheel base, 74
inches.

General Dimensions Running Gear —
Distance between center engine truck
and first pair of drivers, 95 inches ;

length 2d rod, 79 inches.

Tender—
Tank capacity, 4,000 gallons ; material,

steel. Sheet thickness—Sides, ^'j, inch;

top and bottom, ]i inch. Number of
trucks, 2. Frame—Kind, steel. Trucks
—Class, riirid center. McKee. Fuller &
Co.; wheels. No. 8 ; kind, plate ; diam-
eter, 36 inches ; wheel base of one
truck, 60 inches ; total wheel base, 189
inches ; kind of coupler at back end,
Gould.

Brake—
Train. Sch. X. M.; class, driver brake.
Drivers—Number of wheels braked, 4.

Train signal, Sch. J.
Steam heat. Consolidated.
St.-ick—Kind, cist iron ; style, taper

;

height above rail, 14 feet 10 inches.
Extension smoke box, 22 inches; kind,

L. v., standard.
Fuel, hard coal.

Latrobe tires.

Leach sanding device.
Air bell ringer, Snow.
Ashcroft gages.
Consolidated muffler safety valves.
U. S. metallic packing.
Cast steel wheel centers.
Iron tender frame, L. V. standard.
Magnesia boiler covering,
Taylor iron in staybolts.

i i i

Designing Link Motion That Cannot be
Squared.

There have been some very curious

things done in connection with what has

been called, improving the valve motion

of locomotives. A man needs to devote

a great deal of study to link motion before

he can get an intelligent idea of what the

effects of any change will be; yet there are

men who are ready to make radical

changes on dimensions without the least

hesitation.

A good illustration of this reckless way
of doing things was mentioned by a

speaker at a railroad club a few months
ago. He said: "I know of a superinten-

dent of motive power upon one of the

roads in this country, who had some
switching engines designed; it was at the

time when standards were just beginning

to come in, and he had a standard link

upon a heavy passenger engine with eccen-

tric rods some yYz feet long. His switch-

ing engine had eccentric rods about 3 feet

6 inches long. After he had arranged for

the big link, when his draftsman was lay-

ing out his valve motion he interfered with

him, and said he would like this length

of link, and an order came to put it on the

switching engine as well as the others.

This was done, but it was found with his

rocker on, the length it was necessary to

make it, his links would be dragging along

on the ties loosely. The order was then

given to cut oflt the end of the links,

and the engine was put into service in that

way. It was utterly impossible to get the

engine squared, but it was running in this

condition for a long time."

One dollar's worth of ordinary com-

mercial gold leaf will, it is said, cover 900

square inches; but this material is thick

compared with the gold leaf that is now
made by depositing the yellow metal by

electricity in a bath upon a highly polished

sheet of copper. In this manner a film

only one four-millionth of an inch in

thickness is produced. Mounted on glass

it is transparent.
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New Ten-Wheeler for the Erie

Railroad.

Our illustration shows one of five new
engines recently turned out by the Brooks
Locomotive Works for the Erie Railroad.

This is the Erie standard ten-wheeler,

with the following dimensions:

Gage—4 feet 8^ inches.

Boiler pressure—i8o pounds.

Fuel—Bituminous coal.

Type—Ten-wheel passenger.

Cylinders—20 inches diameter, 26 inches

stroke.

Driving wheels—62 inches diameter.

An Oil-Burning Engine.

The Brooks Locomotive Works have
just turned out from their shops the en-

gine shown in our illustration, which is

built for the Congress Gold Mining Com-
pany, and is designed to burn crude petrol-

eum on a new plan, which we expect to de-

scribe at no distant date.

At the present time the inventor has not

completed his patents, and will not allow

the details to be shown.

The picture tells about all the railroad

man cares to know of an engine of this

character.

Wheel base—Driving wheels, 11 feet;

engine and tender, 40 feet 6 inches.

Weight in working order—Tender,

86,000 pounds; weight of engine, 112,000

pounds; total weight of engine and tender,

198,000 pounds.

i i ^
It is not generally known that a famous

singer made the first move towards the

establishing of private cars. In 1851,

when the famous Jenny Lind got married
in this country, she was very much an-

noyed during her honeymoon by the in-

trusion of impertinent interviewers, and to

STANDARD ERIE TEN-WHEELER.

.mi
OII^BURNING LOCOMOTIVE.

Boiler—64 inches diameter.

Firebox—107}^ inches long by 40^
inches wide.

Flues—282 2-inch flues, 13 feet 2 inches

long.

Wheel base—Driving wheels, 13 feet 6

inches; total engine, 24 feet 2 inches; en-

gine and tender, 50 feet 6 inches.

Weight in working order—Tender,

85,000 pounds; on drivers, 108,000 pounds;

front truck, 36,750 pounds; total weight of

engine, 144.750 pounds; total weight of en-

gine and tender, 252,750 pounds.

The engine's dimensions are as follows:

Gage—4 feet 8^ inches.

Boiler pressure—180 poun'ds.

Fuel—Crude petroleum.

Type—Six-wheel (oil-burning).

Cylinders—17 inches diameter, 24 inches

stroke.

Driving wheels—51 inches diameter.

Boiler—56 inches diameter.

Firebox—78 inches long by 32 inches

wide.

Flues—226 2-inch flues, 11 feet I inch

long.

escape from the infliction she had a pas-

senger car cleared of its seats and fitted

up as a drawing-room. In this she was

able to stop off at secluded points or go

from place to place without molestation.

The idea was quite original with the great

singer, and directed so much attention

that other people of luxurious tastes

wanted to imitate that method of travel.

The fashion did not spread very rapidly,

but it got a start then and has gone on

slowly into the development of the palace

car and dining car.
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American Railway Master Mechanics'

Committees for 1897.

Mr. John \\'. Cloud, secretary of tlie

Master Meclianics' Association, has fur-

nished a list of the committees and sub-

jects for discussion for the next conven-

tion. The new topics will be found of

great interest, especially that referring to

ratios of grate area, heating surface and

cylinder volume, into which is sand-

wiched the question of ratio between the

diameter of cylinder and length of steam

port. This is a subject that will engage

the attention of the association's best tal-

ent. The list is given below:

I. Exhaust Nozzles and Steam Pass-

ages (continued)—The discussion of re-

port for 1896 was made the first order of

4. Locomotive Grates (continued)

—

What kind of grate is most suitable for

burning anthracite coal, the cast-iron

shaking or the water bar? H. Wade Hib-

bard, B. Clark, E. L. Coster, Geo. W.
West, David Brown.

5. The Apprentice Boy (continued)

—

To recommend a course of shop training

for apprentices in the locomotive shops,

and to make recommendations in regard

to the technical education of shop ap-

prentices: W. F. Bradley, G. R. Joughins,

H. P. Robinson, W. H. Harrison, A. E.

Manchester.

6. Best Metal for Cylinders, Valves and

Valve Seats (New)—What kind of metal,

hard, medium or soft, should be used in

locomotive cylinders, valve scats and

A. S. Vogt, R. Wells, S. M. Vauclain, C.

J. Mellin.

9. Piecework in Locomotive Repair

Shops (New)—Is it practicable and ad-

visable to apply the piecework system in

connection with locomotive repairs? What
is the best method of arriving at the prices

for the diflferent operations? P. Leeds,

Wm. Swanston, R. P. C. Sanderson, J. G.

Ncufler, J. B. Michael.

10. Motors: Steam, Air and Electricity

(New)—In a locomotive repair shop, what

class of work can best be performed by air

motors, and what is the relative conveni-

ence and economy of air motors, electric

motors and steam motors for such work?

When such motors are used, should the

shape of the cutting edges of the drills.

ARKANSAS CITY, KANSAS, HEADQUARTERS SOUTHERN DIVISION A.. T. & S. F. RY.

business for 1897. Member? who can do

so are requested to co-operate with the

committee by experimenting upon its con-

clusions and reporting to the committee,

which will report further to the conven-

tion of 1897 as introductory to the dis-

cussion: Robert Quayle, Jas. McNaugh-
ton, D. L. Barnes, William Forsyth, W.
S. Morris, W. F. M. Goss.

2. Counterbalancing Locomotives (con-

tinued)—To designate a number of roads

to confirm or disprove its recommenda-
tions in the report of 1896, and to report

the results to the convention of 1897. E.

M. Herr, C. H. Quereau, S. P. Bush, W.
H. Lewis (C, B. & N.).

3. Truck Swing Hangers (continued)

—

To advise the proper angle for swing beam
hangers in locomotive trucks: G. L. Pot-

ter, Wm. Garstang, M. N. Forney, W.
Lavery, John Mackenzie.

valves? Should the metal for valve seats

and valves be the same, or different? J. X.

Barr, G. F. Wilson, G. W. Stevens, F. W.
Morse.

7. Boiler Jackets (New)—Which is the

most economical, a boiler jacket of plan-

ished iron, or a boiler jacket of common
sheet iron or sheet steel, painted? The
general appearance, first cost and cost of

maintenance to be considered. A. E.

Mitchell, C. G. Turner, T. B. Purves, Jr.;

J. E. Sague, E. L. Coster.

8. Ratios of Grate Area, Heating Area

and Cylinder Volume (New)—For engines

in both passenger service and freight ser-

vice, and whether burning anthacite coal

or bituminous coal, what should be the

ratio of grate area to heating surface and

to cylinder volume? What should be the

ratio between diameter of cylinder and

length of steam port? G. R. Henderson,

reamers, etc., be diflerent from the shapes

used in ordinary practice? J. H. McCon-
nell, John Player, W. C. Arp, W. Ren-

shaw, V. B. Lang.

11. Revision of Air-Brake and Signal

Instructions (New)—G. W. Rhodes, B.

Haskell, A. W. Ball, A. M. Waitt. C. H.

Cory.

12. Subjects for Convention of 1898—W.
H. Lewis (C, B. & N.), Tracy Lyon, C. H.

Quereau.

^ i s

The engineers and firemen who are run-

ning the new Schenectady engines on the

New York, New Haven & Hartford are

the best-pleased men in New England.

One of them remarked to the "Locomo-

tive Engineering" man that "this is the

first real, made-a-purpose engine I ever

got hold of."
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Freight Electric Locomotives.

The first electric locomotive of any con-

siderable size built in this covintry, and

the first practical electrical locomotive in

the world, exhibited by the General Elec-

g-jaranteed speed of this locomotive on

this grade will be seven miles an hour

with a heavy load behind it, but judging

by its performance at the Lynn Works
of the General Electric Company, it will

three 96-ton locomotives are engaged in

hauling the freight trains through the Belt

Line tunnel of the Baltimore & Ohio
Railroad; indeed, no freight train is hauled

through the Belt Line tunnel of Balti-

TRAVERSIXG AIR HOISTS, ARKANSAS CITY SHOPS. A.. T. & S. F. RY.

trie Company, at the Chicago Exposi-

fion, 1893, having a rated drawbar pull of

7,000 pounds, has been purchased by the

Manufacturers' Street Railway Company
of New Haven, Conn. It is equipped

with air brake and is being prepared for

shipment from the Schenectady Works
within a very few weeks. Its total weight

is 30 tons, and it will be utilized to haul

freight cars from the junction of the Xew
York & New Haven Railway at Cedar

Hill, which is about one mile from the

New Haven passenger depot, to the

works of the Bigelow Company, manu-
facturers of boilers, the National Pipe

Bending Company, the Quinnipiac Brew-

ing Company, the New Haven Rolling

Mills and other manufacturing establish-

ments located along the water front at

some distance from the freight yards of

the Consolidated road. The freight cars

will be hauled directly into the yards of

the manufacturers, and the loads will be

collected by the electric locomotive and

hauled to the main line of the New York.

New Haven & Hartford Railroad, where

they will be taken up by the steam loco-

motive for transportation to their desti-

nation. The length of the line along

which this locomotive will run is nearly

two miles, the maximum grade ag^ainst

the load being about 2j4 per cent. The

TOOL ROOM. ARKANSAS CITY SHOPS. A.. T. ec F. R>

probably be able to largely exceed the

guarantee. All the locomotives which

the General Electric Company have built

will be. when this one is delivered at New
Haven, in ser%-ice. The 40-ton locomo-

tive is used as a switch engine at the Taft-

ville Cotton Mills, at Taftrille, while the

more except by the electric locomotives.
—"Iron Age."

@ i i

Bound volumes of 1894, postage free,

for $2—good thing.
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Some Odd Locomotives Recently
Turned Out by the Baldwin

Locomotive Worlts.

We present herewith pictures of some
very odd locomotives, that show the di-

versity of work done at the Baldwin Loco-

motive Works.

In addition to a nimiber of heavy ex-

press engines for the Lehigh Valley,

some standard eight-wheelers for Canada,

and compressed-air locomotives for coal

mines, within the last month they have

turned out a number of these peculiar

engines, details of which are as fol-

lows:

A double-ender locomotive, built for the

Krotovka-Sergievsk line in Russia:

Gage of road—3 feet 3^^ inches.

Cylinders—10 inches diameter, 16 inches

stroke.

Driving wheels—36J4 inches diameter;

journals, 4H x 6 inches.

Total wheel base—19 feet g inches.

Driving wheel base—7 feet 8 inches.

Total weight—47,160 pounds.

Weight on drivers—33,010 pounds.

Boiler—34 inches diameter.

Tubes—70 in number; iJ4 inches diam-

eter, 10 feet I inch long.

Firebox—46H inches long, 215^2 inches

wide, 43 inches deep.

Truck wheels—2454 inches diameter;

journals, 3^4 x6 inches.

Tank capacity—600 gallons, carried on

sides of boiler.

Double-ender locomotive. No. 3, built

for the E. G. de Cazadero a Tepetong,

Mexico:

Gage—2 feet.

Cylinders— II inches diameter by 16

inches stroke.

Driving wheels—33 inches diameter;

journals, 5x6 inches.

Total wheel base—19 feet 10 inches.

Driving wheel base—7 feet 6 inches.

Weight on drivers—31,910 pounds.

Total weight—43,410 pounds.

Boiler—34 inches diameter.

Tubes—62 in number; 2 inches diameter,

10 feet II inches long.

Firebox—373-16 inches long, 305-^

inches wide, 40^^ inches deep.

Two-wheel truck, front and back

—

Wheels, 22 inches diameter; journals, 3}^

X 6 inches.

Tank—550 gallons capacity, on sides of

boiler.

Mogul compound locomotive. No. 33,

built for the Norwegian State Railways:

Gage of road—3 feet 6 inches.

Cylinders — High-pressure, 9 inches

diameter by 18 inches stroke; low-pres-

sure, 15 inches diameter by 18 inches

stroke.

Driving wheels—^46^^ inches diameter;

journals, SJ^ x 7 inches.

Total wheel base—18 feet 7 inches.

Driving wheel base—12 feet.

Total weight—51.844 pounds.

Weight on drivers—42,244 pounds.

Boiler diameter—44 inches.

Tubes—157 in number; 1I/2 inches diam-

eter, 8 feet I inch long.

Firebo.x—527-16 inches long, 30^
inches wide, 49J^ inches deep.

Truck wheels—26 inches diameter; jour-

nals, 4x6 inches.

Tender tank capacity—1,400 gallons.

Tender wheels—26 inches diameter;

journals, y/2 x6 inches.

The above was the 15,000th locomotive

built by the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

Locomotive "Moron." — A double-

ender having three pairs of coupled

wheels and a four-wheeled rear truck,

built for the Spanish military engineers,

Havana:

Gage—4 feet 8>4 inches.

Cylinders—12 inches diameter, 18 inches

stroke.

West Sliore Air Hoists.

Handling of work about a shop by

means of air is nothing new at this day,

but there are many new schemes coming

to the surface in new applications of it.

The West Shore shops at Frankfort, N. Y.,

have a very extensive installation of tools

of this character, there being no less than

twenty-two hoists of all sizes in operation.

There is one located between the large

planer and radial drill, carried on a semi-

circular track overhead, connecting both

tools, which for convenience, and there-

fore a money-saver, can hardly be sur-

passed. Car wheels and other materials

are loaded on cars in the quickest and

easiest manner, by running the wheels or

a loaded truck, as the case may be, on a

platform which rests on a pair of air pis-

tons placed below the track level. The

SOMETHING WAS NOT IN TO CLEAR.

Driving wheels—38 inches diameter;

journals,- 5 x 7^ inches.

Total wheel base—19 feet S inches.

Driving wheel base—8 feet i inch.

Weight on drivers—45.560 pounds.

Total weight—71.960 pounds.

Boiler diameter—36 inches.

Tubes—94 in number; 1^4 inches diam-

eter, II feet long.

Firebox— 38}j inches long, 38I inches

wide, 4654 inches deep.

Truck wheels—24 inches diameter.

Journals—3^ x 7 inches.

Tank— 1.600 gallons capacity, located

over rear truck.

The cab of this locomotive was armor

clad with J^-inch steel plates on sides and

front, lined with ash. The doors and

windows were provided with J^-inch

steel shutters to slide over the glass pane

when required, the shutters being pro-

vided with loopholes in center to allow

of firing in case of attack.

load is rolled on the platform and raised

by air pressure to the level of the car floor

with an expedition and ease that puts to

shame the barbarous skids and labored

efforts of the old main-strength style of

loading, particularly of wheels.

^ i i
The latest purpose for which com-

pressed air is going to be applied is in the

locking of freight-car doors. A patent

has been granted to Frederick C. Conrad

and Charles W. Goodspeed, of Elyria, C,
for a patent pneumatic door lock which

will not only keep the car door closed,

but is designed to give an alarm to the

trainmen in case the door is opened.

^ i ^
Correspondents writing for information

should not endeavor to abbreviate their

letters. Let all communications be full

and complete, and if any cutting-down i»

necessary we will do it.
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Llnstrom's Improved Eccentric.

The subject of "Eccentric Fastening

Devices" has been repeatedly debated in

almost all technical journals by skilled

mechanics. Some have advocated the

use of two set screws and one key to be

the best method of securing an eccentric

to its axle, while others opined that the

key could be done away with; neverthe-

less, delays on account of slipping eccen-

trics have not discontinued to be of al-

most daily occurrence.

The accompanying drawing illustrates

one of the most simple and effective devices

for securing an eccentric to an axle yet in-

vented, of which Mr. Charles Linstrom,

master mechanic of the Yazoo & Mis-

sissippi Valley Railroad (I. C. System),

is the patentee. The chief object of the

invention is to provide a newand improved

eccentric which can be rigidly secured to

an axle shaft without liability of the sec-

tions becoming disconnected from their

ends of the complementary section. The

bolt holes are counterbored at their ex-

tremities so as to receive the heads and

nuts of the bolts.

It will be obvious that by this arrange-

ment the main section of the eccentric

adheres its full bearing surface on the

driving axle, and thus making sure of its

being at right angles with the center of

the latter, instead of its being forced from

its position, as is invariably the case with

eccentrics fastened with set screws and

keys.

This arrangement commends itself by

its general construction, cheapness, and

m.any other advantages that practical men

will consider. Its construction is the

simplest of all sectional eccentrics now in

service, and it can be finished at about 50

per cent, less than the old-style eccentric,

notwithstanding the fact that its circum-

ferential form will not be rendered ellip-

tical by the tightening of the set screws.

Section
at A-B

,- 2

^'BSi'
~^^

LINSTROM'S IMPROVED ECCENTRIC.

correct operative positions on a, driving

axle of a locomotive, or any other axle or

shaft which is to be provided with an ec-

centric for converting motion.

Referring to the drawing, it will be

seen that the eccentric proper is in the

form of a disk, composed of a main sec-

tion with two abutting jaws adapted to

receive a complementary section. Two
passages are cored in the main section to

receive the threaded ends of a U-shaped

yoke clamp, in such a manner that by

tightening the nuts the yoke is bound

upon the shaft and the main section of the

eccentric is thereby rigidly clamped in

position.

The complementary section, which has

no strain whatever to sustain, may more

or less accurately fit the driving axle,

and is retained in operative position with

the main section, through the medium

of two small transverse bolts which ex-

tend through bolt holes formed partially

in the abutting jaws and partially in the

Fractures in Steel.

At a recent meeting of the Sheffield So-

ciety of Engineers and Metallurgists, a

lecture was delivered by Mr W. T. An-

drews, F.R.S., M. Inst. C.E., on "Micro-

scopic Internal Flaws Inducing Fracture

in Steel." For many years past the lec-

turer had been engaged upon researches

respecting deterioration by fatigue in

metals, and he communicated last week

some of the results of his investigation.

Mr. Andrews is of opinion that if it were

possible to produce a perfect metal, theo-

retically there should be no deterioration

by fatigue. During his remarks he dwelt

with the causes of the many so-called

mysterious fractures of steel engineering

structures, such as steel locomotive and

other railway axles, rails, tires,steamship

propeller shafts, crank shafts, artillery

guns, ship plates, bridge girder plates,

and boiler plates. It was shown, by ap-

proximate actual micrometer measure-

ments made by Mr. Andrews, that an

ordinary railway axle is composed of

about 2,313,178,300 primary crystals, the

latter often being again subdivided into

a still larger number of secondary cr>-s-

tals. He pointed out that many fractures

in steel are due to the presence of innu-

merable internal micro-flaws in the metal,

caused by the presence of very minute

quantities of sulphur and other impuri-

ties. Sulphur was shown to be the most

dangerous element in producing these

micro-flaws, owing to the formation, dur-

ing the solidification of large masses of

steel, of sulphide of iron, which, on the

final crystallization of the metal, located

itself between the ultimate crystals of the

steel. The deleterious influence of other

impurities, such as phosphorus and sili-

con, was dealt with. Mr. Andrews spoke

highly of the standard of education at the

.Sheffield Technical School, and stated, in

ronclusion, that one of the highest objects

of engineers and metallurgists should be

to promote the interests of the public

safety in the designing and making of en-

gineering structures for railway, marine

and other purposes.
—"Machinery," Lon-

don.

We frequently have cases in this coun-

try where railroad companies are sued for

excessive damages on account of exten-

sions near the property of adjoining land

owners and property owners, but we do

not remember of ever hearing such a bad

case as was recently settled in one of the

English courts. In 1887 the London &
Northwestern obtained power from Par-

liament for widening their line on land

belonging to Lord Gerard. According

to the regular course, the railroad com-

pany sent notice to Lord Gerard that they

needed 18 acres of land, with the under-

lying sand, stone, clay and gravel. The

owner of the land claimed that the prop-

erty to be taken away was worth $46,000,

and he claimed in addition close on $900,-

000 for damages to the estate. The com-

pany was not willing to consider this sum,

and in the disputes that ensued. Lord

Gerard raised his claim to $1,800,000. The

case then went into the courts. A decis-

ion has recently been rendered, giving

the lordly land owner $31,225 to cover all

his claims, and he is required to pay the

costs incurred by seven years of litiga-

tion, which amounts to about $50,000.

The Government of New South Wales

is anxious to have a steel-making plant

established in the colony. As a help to

this end, they ofTer to make a contract

for 150,000 tons of steel rails and the nec-

essary quantity of fish-plates, fish-bolts

and spikes. The steel must be manufac-

tured in the colony of New South Wales,

out of iron ore and other necessary

minerals, the product of, and, with coal,

coke or other fuel, smelted, gotten and

raised within the said colony.
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Cattle Guard Machine.

A machine designed to form cattle

guard plates by pressure, is shown in our

illustration, Fig. i. It is the joint inven-

tion of Mr. Jas. McNaughton, superin-

tendent of motive power and cars, of the

Wisconsin Central Railroad, and Mr. S.

G. Smith, foreman boiler maker of the

same road. Fig. 2 shows the machine in

section and conveys a clearer idea of its

having the desired form; this die having

a longitudinal motion on the frame of the

machine, by means of its connection with

the piston of a cylinder shown at the side.

An inclined cylinder having the outer

end of its piston fitted with a die, forces

the sheet operated on into the matrix. A
vertical cylinder also having a die on its

piston, is located near the forming die, to

clamp the sheet, and prevent any tendency

does not come within the general scope

of motive power work, is evidence that

the inventive faculty is not dormant, or at

least does not need cultivation on the

Wisconsin Central.

i ^ i
We have just received from the Direc-

tory Publishing Co. (Ltd.), of London,
England, the i8g6 edition of the "Universal

Directory of Railway Officials." This

Fig. 1. CATTLE GUARD MACHIXE.

^^fMi^nyn^ ,-,

functions to the practical man, perhaps,

than the perspective illustration.

This machine is the result of an order to

furnish cattle guard plates as shown in

Fig. 3 where the guard is seen complete,

and realizing that hand work, by which
method they had been bent before, would
make the cost prohibitive, brains were

put in motion with the result shown, pro-

ducing a machine that will corrugate the

heaviest plate satisfactorily. These plates

are rectangular in shape when going to

the machine, and are bent in a matrix

ViH^ -J. CATTLE GUARD MACHINE.

to buckle under the bending process. Fig.

2 shows the relative positions of these

dies as raised free from the matrix, which
i-, advanced to present a new portion of

the sheet to the die as fast as one de-

pression is finished. The matrix during

the process of bending of a sheet, is

locked in position immovably, by hand
levers actuating locking pins.

This is a special tool designed to do a

special job, in a way to save dollars to the

company ordering the work, and the fact

that it does all this, and also that the job

Loevmotivt i.njfi'i**rinff

book is very complete for the larger roads,

and is perhaps the only reliable directory

of the officials on foreign roads. We
notice, however, that many of the minor

roads in North America are omitted en-

tirely. They only account for 121,214

miles, in round numbers, in the United

States, and do not give mileage on two or

three roads. As a matter of fact, the mile-

age of the United States was, on Decem-
ber 31, 1895, 180,955.37 miles. This leaves

out of account entirely 59.741 miles, con-

siderable of a system in itself.
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A Planer Made Into a Horizontal

Borer.

An old planer over in the corner of the

shop, long past its usefulness as a means

to an end (or, in other words, no good in

that shop, because it had been replaced

by a better tool), covered with dust and

occupying floor space worth money, has

been transformed into an indispensable

machine by the wizard touch of Fore-

man Kline, of the Meadows shops.

It was desirable that some arrangement

Great Northern Railway, England.

The Great Northern Railway Company
is proceeding with thfc reconstruction of

its main line with heavier rails. The traf-

fic passing over this main line is contin-

ually increasing in weight and magnitude,

and the rails which are now being laid

down weigh 92 pounds to the yard, while

the rails removed weigh 82 pounds to the

yard. The work, which will involve a

considerable expenditure, will be carried

on as quickly as circumstances will per-

PLANER CONVERTED TO HORIZONTAL BORER.

should be made to bore the bearing ends

of solid rods, both the rod and brasses,

and face off the latter. The tools avail-

able for this purpose were entirely too

few to meet the pressing needs, and the

old planer was fitted up as shown in the

engraving—not for temporary use, but

harnessed with the intention of getting a

record out of the old scrap that would

make partial compensation for past idle-

ness.

The platen serves admirably for a sta-

tionary table, and the other parts used

lent themselves readily to the new order

of things. The tool head was lowered

and bored out on one side for a boring

bar, leaving the bar free to revolve, and a

bearing for the latter was bolted to one of

the housings. On the bar was bolted a

cutter head for boring, having a separate

attachment for facing. A pulley driven

from the old countershaft, and having on

its shaft a pinion which meshed into a

gear on the boring bar, furnished the

motive power. The old feed arrange-

ment was made to move the tool head,

and with it the boring bar, which was

splined through the driving gear, thus

allowing the cutter head to traverse the

full width of the platen if necessary, and

making a boring machine equal to the

best.

It is but a step from this boring-bar

attachment to a heavy milling cutter, for

planers of the kind under consideration,

and there can be no doubt of the utility

of such changes as these when a shop is

long on planers and short on horizontal

borers or milling machines.

mit. The whole cost will be charged to

revenue, and will be spread over a term

of years, the balance uncharged each half-

year remaining in suspense until cleared

off. Larger and more powerful engines

are also being substituted on the Great

Northern for locomotives of earlier types;

the capacity of the passenger carriages

is also being increased. At the present

time twenty engines are in course of con-

struction at the cost of revenue. The

cost of locomotive power per train-mile

was reduced in the past half-year to

ii.iSd, as compared with ii.55d in the cor-

responding period of 1895. An additional

Pneumatic Center Grinder.

A center grinder is one of the need-

fuls of every well-regulated machine
shop, and the tool of this character with

the fewest complications, that is quickly

placed in position, and that will grind the

lathe center true with the least sacrifice of

time, is the one that gets the approval of

the party who has to use it.

Our illustration shows such a tool, de-

signed and built by Mr. J. W. Porter, the

chief of the tool department at the Wis-
consin Central shops, Waukesha. It is

nothing more nor less than a rotary air

motor with a cylinder 2 inches in diam-

eter, in which revolves a two-wing piston,

set with 54-inch eccentricity. The emery
wheel at the end of the spindle is iVi

inches diameter and ]4 inch thick. The
spindle has a longitudinal motion by

means of a handle whch actuates a screw

to which the spindle is connected. A
throttle valve having an air hose attached

is fastened to the cylinder, and the whole

thing is mounted in the lathe by means of

a shank made to clamp on the screw

tube.

In operation, the shank is held in the

tool post, and the compound rest is

turned so that the traverse of the grind-

ing wheel will coincide with the required

taper of the lathe center; air is turned on,

and the center trued without any unneces-

sary waste of time. One of these tools will

keep the centers in shape in any railroad

shop, from the wheel lathe down to the

smallest bolt lathe. Having such an ex-

tended range of usefulness, there are few

tools in a shop that can give a better re-

turn for its cost.

i i i
The Vulcan shipyard at Bredon, Ger-

many, are building for the Hamburg-

Oo
PNEUMATIC CENTER GRINDER.

The articles

rewritten and

form.

on signals

published

have been

in book

up line is being laid between Huntingdon
and St. Neot's, and additional down lines

are being constructed between Hunting-

don and Abbots Ripton and between

Wrenthorpe and Lofthouse South. In

spite, however, of the efforts of the board

to maintain a thoroughly efficient train

service, the company was unfortunate last-

half-year in the matter of compensation

claims, having paid £29.066 under this

head during the six months, as com-

pared with £8.404 in the corresponding

period of 1895.
—"Engineering."

American Line what will be the largest

steamship in the world. The vessel is

intended for the American trade, and has

a length of 625 feet on the water line,

which makes her about 25 feet longer than

the largest vessel afloat. The engines will

have 27,000 horse-power, and it is expected

that the vessel will make a speed of 22

knots (equal to 25.3 miles) an hour.

Boston

stamps.

Binder for three 2-cent
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A Confusing Standard.

The height from top of rail to the center

of drawbar, as furnished by the Interstate

Commerce Commission, has seemingly

not been clearly understood by the build-

ers of vertical plane couplers, who have

placed the knuckles so that the openings

in same bear no definite relation to the

center of draft. This is plainly wrong if

a standard is ever to be obtained, for the

reason that one road may set the center

of the drawbar shank in accordance with

the height established by law, while an-

other road may set the knuckle opening

to the same standard height. This could

not work harm to the standard, provided

the knuckle openings were on the center-

line of draft, or, in fact, in any other cen-

ter line that would bring the two oppos-

ing couplers in the same horizontal plane

when coupled—a state of affairs whicli, if

found at all, is one of chance, since

coupler builders turn out their product

without any regard whatever to the

output of their competitors, with refer-

ence to vertical position of knuckle open-

ing.

Mr. John McKenzie, superintendent of

motive power of the "Nickel Plate,"

sounded a warning note at the last Master

Car-Builders' Convention when he in-

vited the members present to note the

diflFerence between the center of drawbar

to the knuckle opening—which in some
cases amounted to I'/i inches—on the

couplers then on exhibition.

Car department heads can work a re-

formation in this matter, only by laying

down lines for the proper relation of

knuckle opening to the center line of

draft, and giving them the prestige of the

backing of the association, as was done

in naming a contour for the working face

of knuckles. While taking this action.

we suggest that a standard be adopted for

the depth of the knuckle, and bring some
uniformity to that dimension: there is too

much latitude permitted in that detail.

Action of this character is what is needed

to reduce expense of raising and lowering

cars to the new standard.of height. Any
other course will only tend to perpetuate

this confusion, and further help to deplete

treasuries that are already too weak to

stand alone.

Conducted by ORVILLE H. REYNOLDS, M. E.

Remodeling of 40,000-Pound Cars.

Among the best things accomplished

in car work, that has come to our atten-

tion up to the present time, is the remod-
eling of 40.000-pound box cars into 50,-

000 pounds capacity. Increasing the ca-

pacity of these cars 10,000 pounds at a

merely nominal expenditure, constitutes

a feat worthy of more than passing men-
tion. This work was started only a few

weeks since by Mr. John Hickey, super-

intendent of motive power, machinery

and rolling stock of the Northern Pacific

Railway, by whose courtesy we are en-

abled to present to our readers some data

and figures concerning the methods by

which results were reached by one of our

representative machinery department

managers.

The cars under consideration are sev-

eral years old, but in a first-class state of

preservation, the woodwork showing no

signs of deterioration, and therefore in

the best condition for permanent improve-

ment. They were 33 feet 8 inches long,

and 8 feet wide, outside of sills, of a

type in general use, and had body
bolsters of two plates of wrought iron,

with all the weak characteristics of that

type of bolster when made too shallow

and not provided with stififeners, being

only 6 inches between the plates. The

truss-rod posts were only 6 inches long,

giving a total truss of 21^ inches, a

depth sufficient to carry the load without

imposing too great a fibre stress on the

rods, but not deep enough for the newly

decreed capacity.

With these weak points for a base,

operations were at once bcgvin and a bol-

ster designed that would carry the load

with safety. This was done by taking the

"ii X 8-inch plates of the old bolster and

increasing the drop at the center to 8

inches, also introducing a pressed steel

filling between the bolster plates, from

side bearing to side bearing; the flanges

of the steel filler being riveted to the bol-

ster members with ^-inch rivets. At the

immediate center, and at the ends of the

steel filler, are also filling pieces of malle-

able iron. The blacksmithing required

to fit these old bolsters to the new con-

ditions, consisted in bending the lower

plates to the new angle made necessary

by the greater distance between the

plates, and drawing out the same mem-
bers at the ends to remedy the shortage

occasioned by the cause just mentioned.

Fig. I shows this new arrangement in

elevation, plan and section.

Attention was next given to the truss

rods, which were left the original diameter

of ij/^ inches, but dropped at the cross-

tie timbers to 26 inches, by making the

height of truss-rod posts 10^ inches,

thus providing for increased load, while

keeping the fibre stress per unit of area

of the rods within a safe limit. The truss

rods, by the new order of things, are run

in a straight line from their crossing at

the bolster, through the end sills; this

makes less work for the smith shop and

keeps the strain in line with the axis of

the rod, which is not the case when they

are made to pass horizontally through the

end sills. An angle washer is provided

on the outside face of sill for the nut to

bear against. It is gratifying to find a

case where truss rods are properly de-

signed to do their work. Higher grain

doors, and grain lines, and stenciling for

the new capacity, completed the work on

the car body. Fig. 2 shows the grain

doors in section, and how they arc fas-

tened in the up position.

The truck to carry this rejuvenated

body next claimed consideration. Truss-

ing was resorted to in connection with a

gx 11%-inch solid oak bolster; the truss

rods are made of l54-inch iron with en-

larged ends; the truss-rod washers are a

combination of malleable iron forming

a washer and side bearing, having a liberal

bearing on the wood to distribute the

strains over as large a surface as possible,

and are secured through the end flange

by two .5^-inch bolts through the bolster.

The rods have 145^ inches drop, making a

strong construction, which is shown in

Fig. 3. A reinforcement of the truck

arch bars was made by placing a piece of

the same dimensions as the bars (ij^x3

inches) on the upper bar, of a length suffi-

cient to receive the four column bolts.

A test of the strength of the bolsters for

both body and truck was made, which bore

out the calculations most satisfactorily.

The method of testing the reinforced body

bolster is shown in Fig. 4. together with
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Halt Top View Half Bolcom View
Fig. I Nor. Pic. Car.
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Fig. 2 Nor.Pac.Car.
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a tabulated statement of loads and deflec-

tions. The bolster is seen to rest on its

center plates as in service. Stirrups were

placed on the bolster so as to bring the

load in the same place as it would be when
deposited there by the truss rods, and the

force was then applied at A and B. From
this it is seen that the stresses were as

nearly as possible those due to static ser-

vice conditions. The deflections were

taken at the ends at C and D, and also at

the side bearings at E and F. As the table

sliows, there was little deflection and no

permanent set.

The old body bolster was tested in the

same manner, and the results are also

given in tabular form, as a matter of rec-

ord for that build of bolster. It was then

tested to destruction by a load of 45,288

pounds. This load sent the side bearings

down |i inch, and showed a permanent

set at those points of /, inch ; the plates

were found badly distorted generally, and

bent upward at the center when the load

was removed.

A test of the new truck bolster, Fig, 3,

showed up equally as well as that for

the reinforced body bolster. The illus-

tration of the bolster will explain why
these results were obtained, better than

any written description.

The care taken to know positively what

tile outcome was to be in the matter of ex-

pense involved in the change of about

5,000 cars, will richly repay the projector

of this move. The adage, "He is a bene

factor to his race who causes two blades

of grass to grow where one grew before,"

has, it seems to us, an application to the

case in hand.

A Model Railroad Paint Shop.

The Long Island Railroad has an up-to-

date plant at Morris Park Station, Long
Island; the shops comprising the whole

having been arranged with the idea of hav-

ing room enough to start with, and intro-

ducing extensions if necessary.

With such a favorable outlook, it is per-

haps not an act of justice to the whole to

particularize; but we will say a few words

about the paint-shop, which, by reason of

its neatness and general air of business,

would catch the eye of a railroader at once,

and for that reason our stay was limited

to that shop.

It is floored with concrete, and has an

abundant water supply to thirteen tracks,

which are drained in the most approved

manner. Electric light bulbs are strewn

thickly over the space, so that there can

always be an abundance of light. The

stock room is one of the features of the

tanks, 20 inches diameter and 9 feet 6

inches long, in use for this purpose ex-

clusively, four of which are in commission

in the shop while two are on the road

being filled; they are loaded at a pressure

of ten atmospheres, practically 145 pounds

per square inch.

Two tanks of gas are required to one

60-foot car, which two men use up in from

16 to 20 hours, the time required to com-

pletely remove all vestiges of the old pig-

ment. This is done at an expense for

labor of $4,50, a pretty low figure as com-

pared with the old hand torch, or even

with the gasoline carburetters,

Mr, R. J, Kelly, the foreman painter, is

turning out an average of fifty coaches

per month with complete work, or ninety

with light repairs—this with a roster of

forty names all told. Superintendent of

Motive Power Prince has authorized ex-

periments to be made with electricity to

. ,, Oak Plank 2! J'x 8"

Nor. Pac. Car.

Fig. 4

'.A//

Test of Body Bolster Which was Taken From Old 40,000 Cap. Car Before

Being Reinforced.

Pressure,
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not attempt to give the same rates as trol-

ley lines, and it is very difficult for them

to get out of the beaten path and increase

the privileges of the people they carry.

We have been very much struck lately

with petty inflictions put upon passengers

of suburban roads, which a little bit of

"broad gage" management would abolish.

There is too much burning of soft coal

by locomotives employed on suburban

passenger service, and there is too little

attention bestowed to keeping smoke and

cinders and dust out of the cars. In the

neighborhood of many cities, the railroads

are ballasted with material that causes a

great deal of dust when a train is in mo-

tion, and, between the dust and smoke, a

ride in a surface car is an ordeal that many

people will not endure twice if they can

help it. These discomforts make people

willing to sit a little longer in a trolley

car to make the same distance, and are

taking away revenue from railroads that

might well be saved by intelligent atten-

tion to details and a desire displayed to

promote the comfort of travelers.

i i i
The Compartment Car.

The compartment car and all the dis-

comforts attendant on that style of vehicle

abroad has long been a fruitful field for

protest by travelers from this side, and

now the English papers have taken up the

subject. Some of the reasons for the

modification of the present arrangement

of these cars, and recommendations forad-

ditional safety to unprotected passengers,

until the American type, or, as they put it,

the corridor car. comes into general use

there, are taken from "Transport," which

shows the action in the case by the Board

of Trade. It is given entire below:

"It 'is pointed out that, until corridor

cars become general for long distance

traffic, or at any rate on trains running

considerable distances without stopping,

the question of the improvement of the

means of communication between the

passengers and the servants of the com-

pany in charge of the train must remain

an important subject for consideration,

and the board would be glad to know

whether the companies have recently

made experiments with electrical or

other means of communication, and, if

so, with what results. The subject of sep-

arate accommodation for women traveling

alone is also important, and upon this the

department communicated with the rail-

way companies by circular letter in 1888.

From the replies received it was made

clear that ladies do not care to make

use of compartments specially designated

and set apart for them. The experience

of the companies showed that when com-

partments were set apart for ladies they

were but seldom used, and that the ob-

ligation to provide such compartments

would impose expense on the companies

without any proportionate advantage to

the public. On the other hand, some

companies intimated that they had issued

a regulation directing their servants to

find special accommodation for any lady

desiring it. Such an arrangement is prob-

ably still in force, but it may not be uni-

versal, and even where there is such a rule,

the board doubt whether lady travelers

are aware of its existence. The depart-

ment is therefore disposed to think that

it would be well for the companies to

make such a regulation universal, and to

take steps by advertisement and other-

wise to give it full publicity, in order that

a lady traveling alone may be given no-

tice that she can always be accommo-
dated with a seat in a carriage of the class

desired to which women only will be ad-

mitted. As far back as 1864 the Board

of Trade communicated with the railway

companies on the subject of occurrences

of a criminal nature in passenger trains,

and in their circular letter of that date

the department suggested inter alia that a

window, provided with curtains, might

be placed between the compartments of

carriages. This suggestion was not ac-

cepted, and the board are not prepared

to say that the balance of convenience to

the public would be in favor of its adop-

tion. They merely refer to the: fact that

it was made in order to show that for

over thirty years some means of prevent-

ing the recurrence of these disgraceful

cases has been sought in vain, and to add

weight to their appeal to the Railway

Association to use its best endeavors, by

consideration and discussion, to devise

a remedy for an evil which, from time

to time, assumes in the public mind the

proportions of a serious social scandal."

Viewed from our position on this side,

the matter of personal comfort is of equal

importance with that of safety from moles-

tation while in transit. Hygienic reasons

alone should force the introduction of

lavatories and closets in those cars for

women and children especially. The lack

of these con.veniences, or, more properly,

necessaries, would not be tolerated on

American roads; and this fact furnishes

the strongest kind of an argument for

corridor cars, since, from their construc-

tion, these improvements are possible,

whereas in the type under consideration

it is not easy to introduce them.

Laboratory Tests of Brake Shoes.

The Committee of the Master Car-

Builders' Association on Laboratory

Brake Shoe Tests, found a very close

agreement to results obtained the year

before, when testing the same shoes under

similar conditions this year, except in case

of the steel shoes, both hard and soft,

which gave a higher friction co-efficient;

this was accounted for by the surface of the

wheel tread being rougher last year than

when making the later test.

These findings go to show how variables

can affect results, and change the com-

plexion of a report. They also shake our

faith in the old interlocking theory of sur-

faces in frictional contact, since the

smoothest surface in this case gave the

highest co-efficient of friction, which is

contrary to our conception of the be-

havior of rubbing surfaces under pressure.

In the tests of shoes 17 inches long,

however, and shoes covering the wheel

Hange as well as the tread, there were no

results obtained that would indicate any

greater frictional resistance than would

be found with the 13-inch shoe. There

was no advantage in the use of the long

shoe, other than a reduced pressure per

unit of area, due to its greater bearing sur-

face. This restores our confidence in early

teachings of the principles of friction. The

sairie verdict is given in the case of the

shoe with a flange; this latter will be likely

to shock some theorists who have main-

tained that there was a certain pinching

action on the flanged part of the shoe, tliat

produced an increase of friction.

There is nothing that will show up a

fallacy any better than a heartless unbiased

practical test, and the good work is going

on. for the gentlemen making these tests

have been made a standing committee, and

another committee has been appointed to

make a series of practical tests.

i i i

Elizabethport Car Shops.

At the Elizabethport shops of the Cen-

tral Railroad of New Jersey they are build-

ing two new 60-foot baggage cars with two

doors at each side. There is very little

metal entering into the make-up of these

cars in the way of reinforcing features,

that has marked recent new passenger-

train equipment. All sills, girths and

posts are made of yellow pine, except the

door posts, which are of ash. The carlins

are also of ash, and have six of the wrought-

iron sandwiched type, secured according

to usual practice for those details.

Mr. Hoffecker, the assistant superin-

tendent of motive power, has built, from

his own design, an air-crane for use about

the yard and shops, that fills a want at

those points, in loading car wheels and

other materials, that were formerly handled

in the old slow way. It is mounted on a

short flat car, and comprises a short cast-

iron mast at the center of the car, carrying

a jib to which is secured a cylinder 12

inches in diameter and having a piston

travel of 10 feet. A chain connection with

the end of the piston passes over sheaves

at the end of the jib. The machine is re-

markably efficient in picking up heavy

stuff, and is also frequently used to raise

the ends of cars for light repairs.

The Master Car and Locomotive Paint-

ers' Association held their annual conven-

tion in New York City in September,

closing on Friday the nth, one of the

most interesting and profitable sessions

ever held by that body.
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The Safety Steam Turret.

Editors :

The June number of "Locomotive Engi-

neering" shows a safety device gotten up

by Mr. John A. Hill, which perhaps I

have not got a correct understanding of.

Suppose that we allow the boiler to at-

tain the pressure of 140 pounds to the

square inch before we try to open the

fountain throttle: It would take a pres-

sure of 30 pounds on the piston to open it,

and as the pump throttle is tapped into

the steam box we could not get the air.

The resisting steam pressure on bottom

of steam valve would be 831 pounds, which

would stop any engineer.

Lake City, la. John E. Osmer.

[What our correspondent says would

ofl the periphery of the tire about 4 to 6

inches, according to the thickness of the

tire. The tire is heated by the spraying

apparatus that we use in firing up engines.

Crude oil at three cents per gallon is used,

and it requires about one to two gallons

to remove a tire. You will note at the left

of the apparatus we introduce an air jet

to promote circulation, and after the spray

has once become ignited, it whirls around

the outside of the tire, completely envelop-

ing It.

We have removed a ij^-'nch tire with

this apparatus in six minutes, after the fire

was lighted.

You will also note a clamp to be used in

putting on tires. This clamp is fastened

to the wheel center, and the tire bung on it.

The packing is ordinary Jerome metal-

lic packing. It was put on engine Feb-

ruary 5, 1883, and was taken off August

20, 1896. The engine has been in service

every working day between periods noted,

and packing was never looked at until

its removal. The valve stem is worn but

,/, smaller thau original diameter. We
send you the rings that were removed so

vou can see their condition.

Siranto>i, Pa.

D.wiD Brown,
M. M.

[Tlie packing rings sent us seem to be

good for long service yet; the exterior is

slightly pitted all over, but the bearing

surface is bright and the rings maintain

their original shape.^—Eds.]

9^_^^

Locomotive E-nf;inecrittff

TIRE-KEMOViNG APPARATUS, M. K. H T, SHCM'S. DENISON. TEXAS.

be practically true. It is to be supposed

that the valve would be opened when the

engine was fired up, or shortly after. It

would be an easy matter to move the valve

against a low pressure, say 25 to 40

pounds. The details are only suggestions;

it would be an easy matter to put a lever

arrangement on to open the valve easily

at any pressure. To say that the valve

might be left shut when firing up does not

excuse leaving it so; one might as well

say the blow-ofT cock or the throttle

might be left open.—Eds.]

A Handy Tire Heater.

Editors :

By this mail I send you blueprint of tire

removing and setting apparatus, that we
are using with great success. I have never

seen anything like it before, and thought

perhaps it might be of interest to the read-

ers of your valuable paper.

You will note that there is a casing

made of 3-16-inch tank steel, to suit the

different size wheels. This casing fits

snugly on the tire at the sides, and stands

and the case applied to the tire, same as

would be done in removing tires. When
tire is sufficiently expanded, it can be

pushed in place very readily.

We have a place fixed up in the yard

for this kind of work, where wheels are

lifted from the rail by an air cylinder, as

shown. We also have an air crane that

swings in a circle of 30 feet, with which

we can handle tires, as well as the casing.

We find this a great labor-saving de-

vice, as two men can handle it, either ap-

plying or removing tires.

C. T, McKi.VANEY,

M. M., M. K. & T. Ry.

Dentsou, Texas.

A Set of Metallic Packinjc that Ran
For Thirteen Years.

Editors :

We recently had occasion to change the

valve-stem packing on our shop engine.

and it has made so good a record that we

concluded to send you some data con-

cerning it, knowing that such matters are

of interest to you.

Prevention Versus Cure.

Editors :

I notice, on page 713 of August issue,

that the Traveling Engineers' Association

are investigating the subject of disciplin-

ing enginemen for infraction of orders.

I would like to say to them: Put the

orders on a file before enginemen's eyes

and it will not be necessary to be making

any investigations as to the best mode
of punishment for any infraction of them.

I don't mean to say there is no need of

any change from the present mode or

manner of discipline, as it is entirely too

severe; as a man on the majority of roads

is discharged outright and no extenuating

circumstances taken into consideration at

all. Most roads, on the other hand, will

hire a man to take discharged man's place

that has committed same offence on last

road he worked for. If it does not unfit

a man for service on one road, why should

it on another?

Hoping this may meet the eyes of some

of the traveling engineers and set them to

work right, which is to provide a remedy

against instead of a punishment for, I
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would respectfully invite their attention

to Rule 516 in the Standard Code of

Train Rules.

McCook, Neb. A. W. Jennings.

i i i
A Qood Link Grinder.

Editors :

Am forwarding you photographs of

link grinder designed by Mr. Aird, fore-

man of the machine shop, and myself.

This machine has ground more than sixty

pairs of links and blocks, and will grind

any radius from 3' 6" up to 7' 6".

The radius is taken from center of slot

Interestint; Data in the Old Booics of

tiie Mason Locomotive Worlds.

Editors :

Once having permission to look over

the "Old Locomotive Book" of the late

William Mason, and being allowed to

take notes therefrom for my own per-

sonal satisfaction, I send a copy of them,

thinking they will interest those whose

pleasure it is and has been to look back

into the past history of the rise of the

"iron horse," and who are looking into

the future with your admirable monthly

as a great help.

tern; outside connection link motiom;

solid spoke; copper steam pipe; dome
over firebo.x; copper tlue sheet. (Note

—

Mr. Mason began to build before 1853, but

no records appear to have been kept, for

he built insiders and drop hooks.)

Engine No. 5; Hartford. Providence &
Fishkill; named "Orion"; March 17, 1854

—Hollow-spoke driving wheels. (Note

first mentioned.)

Engine No. . 13; Western Railroad;

named "Olympus"; January 3, 1855

—

straight boiler; perforated steam pipe.

Engine No. 23; Toledo & Illinois Rail-

road; named "Ariel"; July 20, 1855—First

engine of new pattern. (Note—This must

have been at the time when he spread his

truck wheels.)

Engine No. 68; Baltimore & Ohio: June

8, 1857—Crown sheet, Lowmoor iron;

iron tubes; tires, chilled iron.

Engine No. 95; Lehigh Valley; April

30, i860—Ten-wheeler; cylinders set on

an incline. Weight on drivers, 41,400;

weight on truck, 20,100; weight, 30 tons.

(Note—A whale.)

Engine No. 105; Providence & Wor-
cester; named "Paul Whiton"; April I,

1861
—

"First engine to have gage cocks

discharge into a dripper; made all so after

this."

Engine No. 107; Dubuque & Sioux

City; named "Vixen"; June 17, 1861

—

Pony engine; two 4-foot 6-inch drivers;

two 33-inch lead trucks; baggage car and

in plate where link is bolted, and the head

is moved along frame of machine to the

desired radius, which is indicated by a

scale screwed on front of frame, made ex-

pressly by the Brown & Sharpe Manufac-

turing Co.

A stop pin is put through guide and

radius bar, as in photo, to hold in position

while head is being moved.

The hand wheel clamps bar firmly be-

tween flanges on end of pin, but allows pin

to rotate freely in head.

The emery wheel makes 8,000 revolu-

tions per minute, and has a reciprocating

motion at right angles to radius bar which

can be adjusted to any length of stroke,

and made to stop at any desired point,

so as to grind close up to flange when
grinding link blocks.

The rod attached to bar is connected to

walking beam (which does not show in

photo), at the opposite end of which is

suspended another rod. with weights put

at bottom end to balance overhanging

weight of radius bar. The weights are

inclosed in a sleeve to prevent them from

swinging when moved up and down.

A Sturtevant exhaust fan carries away
the dust, keeping the machine clean, and
making it plcasanter for the operator.

A three-speed cone has been substituted

for driving pulley shown in photo.

J. F.\RRAR,

Asst. Foreman G. T. Shops.

Montreal, Cart.

0=^
A GOOD LINK GRINDER.

As some of these notes may create

heart-burnings, I wish to state frankly

that my sole object is not to create a dis-

cussion as to whose ideas or inventions

Mr. Mason may have thought best to

use, and I am not aware that he claimed

all that he introduced in his locomotives,

but I do claim that no builder ever tried

harder than he did to benefit and improve

the work he undertook to do. I have

given some of the prominent changes

from time to time made by Mr. Mason,

and of which he makes special mention

in his book, and which I copy as written

in his book by him:

Engine No. i; Jeffersonville & Indiana

Railroad; October 11, 1853—Indiana pat-

tender in one. "First engine to have

elliptic spring balance."

Engine No. 113; "W. H. Whiton"; July

21. 1862; for the United States military

roads—16x22; 5-foot driver. "First en-

gine for the United States Government."

Engine No. 114; Boston, Lowell &
Nashua Railroad; August 17, 1862

—

Driver, G. S. Griggs pattern.

Engine No. 117; United States Military

Railroad; the "E. L. Wentz"; September

4, 1862
—"Cast-iron lower rocker arm.

The crosshead babbitted."

Engine No. 128; Philadelphia, Wil-

mington & Baltimore Railroad: named
"New York City"; March 23, 1863

—"N»
hand-rails."
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Engine No. 136; Toledo & Wabasli

Railroad; June 29, 1863
—"Pumps com-

position chambers."

Engine No. 139; Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy Railroad; numbered 89; August

17. 1863
—"New pattern crossliead; new

pattern center-bearing lead truck; water

leg in firebox."

Engine No. 145; Central Pacific Rail-

road of California; November 27, 1863

—

"Shipped on board vessel 'Volunteer.'

for San Francisco, from Boston."

Engine No. 155; Grand Trunk Railroad

of Canada; 5-foot 6-inch gage; numbered
231
—"Had new saddle and steam chest."

Engine No. 177; Portland & Kennebeck
Railroad; named "W. D. Sewal; ' October

31, 1864
—"New bell yoke, present style;

new pattern boiler front, 42-inch."

Engine No. 19T ; Terre Haute & Rich-

mond Railroad; named "Arctic," No. s;

15x22—"New-style cab and cab stands;

cast-iron foot board; new sandbox under

boiler; new tender trucks."

Engine No. 209; Toledo. Wabash &
Western Railroad; "J. K. Knox;" num-
bered 50; 16x22. August 25, 1865

—

"Had new equalizing lever."

Engine No. 218; Boston & Worcester

Railroad; named "Vulcan;' November

30, 1865
—"New-style tender jaw and

brake; new-style valve strap and stem."

Engine No. 116; Louisville & Nash-

ville Railroad; August 25, 1862
—

"First

engine to have hollow-spoke drivers bal-

anced with lead."

Engine No. 233; Toledo, Wabash &
Western Railroad; named "Wabash," No.

144; June 26, 1866
—"Had electrical ap-

paratus in boiler to keep clear from scale."

Engine No. 237; Boston & Worcester

Railroad; named "Atlas"; August 20, 1866
—"Ash pan secured with angle iron."

Engine No. 242; Western Railroad

(Boston & Albany); named "Greenbush";

October 16, 1864—^"New arrangement

parallel rods, double-keyed; no gibs on

back end; new rocker."

Engine No. 256; Boston & Worcester

Railroad; named "Hero"; April 29, 1867

—

First engine to have monogram between

drivers.

Engine No. 291; Vermont Central and

Vermont & Canada Railroad; named
"Braintree"—Tender truck brakes em-

brace all wheels.

Engine No. 306; Central Railroad of

New Jersey; March 30, 1869; named the

"Empress"—First engine to have rack and

pinion on throttle lever.

Engine No. 318; California Pacific Rail-

road: named the "T. M. Ryder," No. 9

—

Flag stands on lantern brackets.

Engine No. 301; South Side Railroad of

Virginia; February 5, 1869—Curtain style

of wheel guards

Engine No. 334; Lake Shore & Michi-

gan Southern Railroad; November 15,

1869—Double sheets in boiler, under yoke.

Engine No. 351; Lehigh Valley Rail-

road; March 31, 1870—Nathan & Dreyfus

oilers on rods and slides.

Engine No. 353; San Francisco & San

Jose Railroad; named "Menlo Park," No.

II; April 16, 1870—Cylinders oiled from

cab; glass water gages.

Engine No. 358; Lehigh Valley Rail-

road, May 30, 1870; named "Coplay," No.

152
—"Used my new lantern bracket."

Engine No. 375; Milwaukee & St. Paul

Railway; September 28, 1870—New front

draw iron; hollow brass pump plungers.

Engine No. 382; Greenville & Columbia

Railroad; 5-foot gage; named "Gov. R. K.

Scott"—Frame jaws 18 inches long.

"My new driving box; brakes hung on

truck frames."

Engine No. 385; Norfolk & Petersburg

Railroad; December 31, 1870; gage, 5 feet

—Brass cylinders, dome, and sand box
casings; brass hand rails and wheel

guards: all brass work in cab and outside

trimmings nickel-plated; black walnut

cab; engine painted blue with gold strip-

ing.

Engine No. 387; Central Railroad of

Iowa; named the "C. C. Gilman," No. yi;

February 13, 1871
—"My first 4-foot ^Vi-

inch gage engine to have new arrange-

ment of frame jaws and boxes."

Engine No. 403; Boston & Albany Rail-

road; named the "Natic," No. 174; May
10, 1871

—"To be painted black as the

devil."

All engines since this date are so mod-

ern that most railroad men will not re-

quire to be reminded of them.

Herbert Fisher.
Tautitoii, Mass.

That Engine that Threw Water.

Editors

:

In answer to your correspondent in

Altoona, Wis., page 764, September num-

ber of "Locomotive Engineering," the

cause of the water being thrown from

stack while engine is working, I think

you will find is the condensation of steam

in blower pipe. The blower cock leaks

a little, and the steam condenses in pipe

until the pipe is nearly full; then the pres-

sure gathers behind the water and forces

it out of the blower nozzle, and the engine

exhaust carries it out of top of stack.

This accounts for the water not showing

at cylinder or exhaust pipe cocks.

Another way this same thing could

occur would be that the blower cock

leaks some, and is so low on the boiler

head that the water in boiler surges into

it with the movement of the engine while

running; or the condensation of steam

in air-pump exhaust pipe when pump
starts up after regulator has stopped it,

would bring about this same result.

The reason the water does not fall back

on the engine when working hard is be-

cause the exhaust is stronger, or comes
out with greater force and scatters it up

into the atmosphere.

I think this trouble can be overcome

by placing a drip cock in both the air-

pump exhaust and the blower pipes.

Would be pleased to know if I am correct

in this particular case.

C. J. McM.^STER.
Ruthuid. ;/.

A Curious Way to Cure Water
Throwing.

Editors :

Concerning your curious case of water

thrown from stack, in September issue.
'

page 764, I will say that on the Sixth ave-

nue line of the Manhattan Elevated we
have some Baldwins that will almost in-

variably raise and throw water out 01

stack with one gage of water, but will not

with two gages. Would say, let corre-

spondent try running with two gages, and

see if that will overcome it.

W. R. Johnston.
New Yorl! City.

% ^ %
A Rod-Cup Explosion.

Ed/tors :

There was a small explosion at this sta-

tion last evening, that was so much out of

the usual line, that I thought I would jot

down the particulars and send them to you

for publication in your valuable journal, as

I think not many engineers have ever seen

or heard of a thing of this kind. Engine

347, Pennsylvania Railroad, mogul type.

run by Mr. Thos. Dixon—Train 238, heav-

ily laden with ore—was slowly pulling into

Sharpsville, Pa., Station, when the oil cup

on the back end of main rod exploded with

a noise like a small cannon ; the pieces flew

in every direction, but fortunately without

striking any person. I send you a piece

of the broken cup, which had evidently

struck a key or other sharp obstruction

(as it is bruised as though it had received

a blow with a chisel). I think this is

unique in the line of explosions. The pin

had been running hot for some time, but

not so much so as to cause any uneasiness

as to its safety. If any of your readers

know of a similar circumstance, we would

like to know it.

C. H. Peter.s.

.•<//(ir/>si'!tte. Pa.

i g i
Tool-Room Kinlcs.

Editors :

Good tool-room management is not

confined to keeping up repairs and re-

newals of broken tools. It also includes

the proper checking-out of tools, and fa-

cilities for handling them quickly. While

the metal check system is about the best,

a great deal of time can be saved in the

proper handling of the checks.

Upon my advent into my present posi-
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tion, 1 found clicck pegs alongside ol or

near each tool or duplicate tools, the idea

being to hang a check on a peg when the

tool was taken out, which is all very good
in its way, but there is always the trouble

of checks getting knocked down and lost.

Being very much cramped for room in that

part of the tool room where there were no
racks or shelves, I divided the territory up

into three parts, and fastened up a check-

board to cover the tools in each part. Fig.

1 shows the board and check pegs in rows.

If there are a great many tools of a kind,

say straight wrenches, I use one row of

pegs, and have a painted tag or label fast-

ened to the board. By this we are enabled

to keep all checks on straight wfcnchcs

together without the fear of having them
knocked down. Having eight die stocks,

one row of pegs is devoted to die stocks,

and a lozenge-shaped tag with the size

alongside each peg; and to be sure the die

stocks are returned to their proper place

on the hooks, a tag to represent the size

is fastened alongside the hook. When a

certain tool is called for, if it is out, and
the question is asked who has it. we have

only to look at number on check, and

refer to check list of all men having checks,

and locate the man having the tool. Our
twist drill ratchet has a special peg, away
from the other ratchets, and is designated

'taper socket ratchet."

Now, it very often happens that a man
may want more tools than he has checks

(S) for; to get around this, instead of tak-

ing his check for tap wrenches or wrenches

for reamers, we hang the check Fig. 2

(having the letter IV stamped on it) on the

peg with his tool check. This shows that

he has taken one or more tap wrenches
out with the taps or reamers. These
wrench checks remain in the tool room.
Where an open-ended or other wrench of

a given size is asked for, I have a set of

galvanized iron gages with the size

stamped on. (See Fig. 3.) These gages
run from i to 4 inches by eighths, so, in-

stead of using a rule to measure the

wrench, one of the gages is used. They
are hung up on pegs inside the tool-room

door, where they are handy to get at.

We had a great deal of trouble from the

breakage of handles in punches and
chisels. To get rid of this trouble, when
a punch or chisel was dressed I had the

tool dresser rivet a piece of i 1-16 round
iron in the eye, and about s inches long;

the end of this i 1-16 iron was threaded,

and a piece of }i gas pipe 2 feet long was
screwed on. It makes a strong, service-

able handle. When the punch or chisel

requires dressing, the pipe is unscrewed,
the short piece of round iron not inter-

fering with the repairs.

Immediately under the shelf over which
the tools are passed through the door, are

two small shelves, each holding a quantity

of the different grades of emery cloth. Be-

low these shelves are two iron hooks, on
which we hang our cab rope (a rope for

lifting cabs on and oflf).

Fig. 4 is a tool rack 66 inches high by 14

inches wide and 48 inches long. The
shelves A, B, C are for reamers, twist

drills, etc. The strips i and 2, line D, run-

ning lengthwise^ are to lay staybolt taps

on. The strips 3 and 4, line E. are for

counterbores or pin drills. Shelf I- is for

small 5' and other wrenches. This rack

holds over J50 tools; it is compact and

handy, and most of the tools are inde.xed

on the strips marked X. The figures 24 x 4

are the foot or base of the rack.

Who can suggest some good way for

testing hydraulic jacks, without hunting

a pair of driving wheels to test the lifting

and sustaining qualities of tlie jack, when
being repaired?

W. 1)1-: S.^NXo,

Tool- Room F'man. Pan Handle Shop.

/iidiaiiapolis. Ind.

DIE STOCKS
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that the method of procedure, and the rea-

soning eniploj-ed, will not lead to exactly

the same conclusion as that deduced from

the experiment. A locomotive standing

with its right-hand crank pin upon the

bottom quarter, and, for sake of argument,

supposed to be disconnected on the left

side, can be backed up by the application

of a pulling force similar to that which

caused the bicycle to advance. The crank

pin in question is here the object of a pull-

ing force, produced by steam pressure,

exerted through the main rod, and, as

everyone knows, the resulting motion of a

locomotive wheel under these conditions

is in a counter-clockwise direction, to the

eye of the spectator on the right side, and

the engine backs up. Why is there this

difference between bicycle and locomo-

tive? A pull in a forward direction exerted

upon a spoke of a bicycle wheel when be-

low the hub will produce a forward mo-
tion. A pull upon a locomotive crank pin

standing below the driving axle in the

same forward direction will produce a

backward motion. In each case the wheel

is a lever, with fulcrum on the ground,

the resistance at the axle, and the power
applied between fulcrum and resistance.

The wheel is in each case what mathe-

maticians would call a lever of the third

class. We have therefore an apparently

similar pull exerted upon similar levers,

producing opposite motions.

The difference between these two forces

is found in the fact that the origin of the

power is not by any means similar, and in

reality the application of the power is very

different in the case of bicycle and engine.

If the crank pin of the locomotive had

been pulled by a tail-rope attached to ano-

ther engine standing ahead, the wheel

would behave as the bicycle wheel did, and

would move in the direction of the pull,

and not contrary to it. The pull upon the

bicycle was presumed to have been exerted

by a man standing upon the ground. As
he pulled, he transmitted, through his feet,

to the ground, a force equal and opposite

to the amount of his pull upon the wheel,

which increased somewhat beyond the

measure of equality when the bicycle be-

gan to move. The pull, through the main

rod, upon the crank pin, when on the bot-

tom quarter, was produced by the pressure

of steam acting upon the piston, which

latter moved from approximately the cen-

tra! position in the cylinder toward the

front cover. While the steam was pressing

upon the piston, it was simultaneously

pressing with an equal force upon the

back cylinder cover. This pressure was

communicated, through the cylinder fast-

ening, to the frame of the engine. The
locomotive wheel was therefore acted

upon by two forces; the one pulling the

crank pin, the other pushing upon the axle

box.

In order to produce motion, a force or

forces must become unbalanced, or unop-

posed by equal and opposite forces. The
pressure in the cylinder was equal upon

both piston and back cover, but the points

of application to the wheel are seen to be

very different. The pull through the main

rod, coming from the pressure upon the

piston, seeks to move the wheel lever, with

fulcrum at rail, power applied at crank-

pin, and resistance at axle. The push

upon the frame, coming from pressure

upon the back cylinder head, endeavors

to move the wheel lever, with fulcrum at

rail, power applied at a.xle, and resistance,

as it may be said, now at crank pin. In

this case the word "power" is used to

signify that force which produces motion,

and the word "resistance" that force op-

posed to it.

When these two sets of actions are con-

sidered together, we find that the pull

upon the crank pin tends to make the

engine move forward, not to back up; and

the pressure or push, through the frame,

upon the axle box tends to make the en-

gine move backward. The distance from

the axle center to the rail being greater

than from the crank-pin center to the rail,

the axle-box push has the greater leverage

at command; and the resistance to motion

being overcome when sufficient steam

pressure has been accumulated in the cyl-

inder, the engine moves backward, and

the wheel revolves in a counter-clockwise

direction, before a spectator standing to

the right. When the crank pin comes

around and is above the axle, the pull

upon the crank pin becomes a push; and

though the frame pressure also reverses

its direction, the effort of the crank pin is

now to turn the wheel in the counter-

clockwise direction, which accords with

the motion of the whole machine. It

succeeds because the advantage of lever-

age is with the crank-pin push, as the dis-

tance from crank pin to rail (with crank

pin above) is greater than from axle to

rail. The whole cycle of motion becomes

complete, and repeating itself regularly,

the engine continues to move backward

so long as pressure is exerted upon piston

and cylinder covers.

The same line of reasoning is found to

hold good when applied to the considera-

tion of the forward motion of the engine.

The pressure upon the crank pin, when

below the axle, is found to be, paradoxical

as it may appear, an effort to move the

engine in a direction contrary to that in

which we may actually see the engine

move, whether forward or backward.

In order to put the case in still more

concrete form, let it be supposed that the

diameter of the driving wheel is 6 feet and

that the stroke of the piston is the regula-

tion 24 inches. In the first position, with

crank pin on the lower quarter, the case

stands thus: The wheel lever has a pull

applied to the crank pin 2 feet above the

fulcrum, which is at the rail, and, for the

sake of example, suppose the total press-

ure of steam on the piston to be 25,000

pounds. The amount of this force about

the fulcrum at the rail will be the product

of the pressure by the arm of the power;

viz., 2 X 25,000 = 50,000. The pressure

of 25,000 pounds also applied to the axle

box through the frame has a lever 3 feet

long to operate upon. The movement of

this force about the fulcrum point at the

rail is 3 X 25,000 = 75,ooo. It is, there-

fore, clear that the pressure exerted upon

the wheel at the axle box is the more

powerful of the two, and the engine will

move in the direction of the greater force

— it will back up.

When the crank pin comes above the

axle, or on the top quarter, which is the

second position to be considered, the case

may be stated as follows: The push upon

the crank pin of 25,000 pounds now acts

upon a lever 4 feet long, measured up from

the fulcrum at the rail, and the moment

of this push becomes 4 X 25,000 = 100.000.

The counter pressure upon the axle box

is, as before, 3 X 25.000 = 75,ooo. The

engine, still obedient to the greater force,

continues to back up.

Geo. S. Hodgins,

Windsor, Can. Can. Pac. Ry.

i i i*

We offer the suggestion to railroad

lamp makers, during these hard times,

that they turn their attention to making

a common-sense lamp to be used by riders

of bicycles. There are a great many bi-

cycle lamps on the market, most of them

fearfully and wonderfully made. The aim

of designers of bicycle lamps appears to

have been the making of an article that

would have as many pieces as possible,

and which would call for the most skill in

putting the parts together and keeping

them adjusted. This, of course, gives an

excuse for charging a fancy price, but it

is rather hard upon those who purchase

and take care of the lamps. If a bicycle

lamp with as few parts as a hand lantern

should be put upon the market, it would

bring a rushing business to the maker.

We have received Volume II of the

"Engineering Index" for the years 1892

to 1895. inclusive. To any man interested

in engineering literature this is a particu-

larly valuable book of reference, for it

indicates where he can find articles on

almost any subject connected with the

entire science of engineering. It is pub-

lished by the "Engineering Magazine,"

and is an extension of the work to be

seen in that publication monthly, where

the engineering index is given of all cur-

rent literature likely to be of interest to

engineers of all classes.

i i ^
The Mason Regulator Co.. of Boston,

have issued a new and complete catalog

of their regulating devices for steam and

air pumps. We notice that the Safety Car

Heating & Lighting Co. have adopted the

Mason reducing valve as their standard

for steam-heated trains. The catalog is

free.
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Pneumatic Clutch Shifter.

Our line engraving of a clutch shifter

operated by compressed air, places on
record one more device that makes the

manipulation of a belted tool easier and
safer for the operator; and it will not re-

quire a wearisome stretch of the mental
organism to understand that a shop
equipped with these and like schemes to

accomplish results with the fewest moves,
is in the front rank in economical perform-
ance. That is where the Waukesha shops
have long been located, having earned the

distinction of being one of the best-han-

dled railroad plants in the West.

of the operator, who has only to put out
his hand a short distance with the cer-

tainty of finding what he is after. The old

wooden shifter, and the blind gropings in

empty air, above one's head, after the

same, are replaced by these efficient little

affairs, on the most important machine
tools. It is at once apparent that any
movement of the valve handle will either

apply or release the air, and this is a

particularly strong point when, from con-

siderations of safety, a machine should be

stopped instantly, and also when cutting

screw threads up to or near a shoulder.

Mr. James McNaughton, superintend-

-£=€f
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PNEUMATIC CLUTCH SIIIFTUR,

This device comprises an air cylinder
placed near the countershaft of the ma-
chine it is to control; the cylinder has a

piston with its head at mid-length of

cylinder, the rod extending out far

enough to engage with the lower end of

a lever which has at its upper end the
usual fork for a clutch, on the counter-
shaft. A coiled spring holds the fork in

its central position until air is used, and
returns it to the same place when air is

exhausted, so that the clutch is inoperative
at all times except when air is used.

The piece de resistance of this whole ar-

rangement is the valve which controls the
air, shown on the lathe bed at the side of

the cone. It is of the rotary type, with
a finish to comport with that of the ma-
chine on which it is used. A handle ex-
tends upward from it, within easy reach

cnt of motive power and cars of the Wis-
consin Central Lines, who kindly furnish-
ed the drawing of this device after we had
seen it in operation some time ago, has
left the impress of his individuality on a
great many labor-saving devices that
could, we believe, be profitably copied by
many shop managers throughout the land.

^ i g
The Healthy Train Service.

The British Board of Trade, which
supervises the operation of railways in the
same way as our Interstate Commerce
Commission does, but exercises much
greater authority, has been investigating
the effect upon trainmen of high train

speeds. There is an impression in many
quarters that running the engines of high-
speed trains soon degenerates the nervous

system of engineers, and that after a few

years it is necessary that they retire from

the service or change to trains where the

nervous strain is less intense. It is said

that all trainmen are affected in the same
way to a greater or less degree, and that

all trainmen are more subject to kidney

and inflammatory troubles than people

engaged on other occupations.

We have never placed any faith in these

assertions, because we have never known
of an engineer having to give up a fast

train because age had shattered his nerves,

and our observation has been that train-

men in general are remarkably healthy.

We are glad, then, to find that our con-

clusions on this question are supported by

the report made to the British Board of

Trade. The reports made to this board

are always based on thorough investiga-

tion, and may be accepted as thoroughly

reliable. This one makes out that engine

drivers are among the most hea'thy people

in Great Britain, and that age appears to

have no influence in unfitting them for

running the engines of fast trains. One
of the best express train engine drivers in

the British Isles has been on the foot-

plate over fifty years. Sir Henry Oakley,

general manager of the Great Northern,

a line famous for its fast express trains,

says that of sixty men who were driving

express trains ten years ago, forty-three

are still in the same service. The opinion

is expressed that in no other responsible

occupation could men be found who en-

joyed such good health as the ordinary run

of engine drivers. No evidence could be

found to prove that the constant vibration

of trains when in motion had a prejudicial

effect upon the health of trainmen or of

other people who have to spend a great

deal of time in trains.

i i ^

Bolt Cutter Operated by Com-
pressed Air.

At the Pennsylvania Railroad shops,

Jersey City, there is to be seen a thread-

cutting machine that closely verges on the

automatic in its action. The device, as

illustrated, is shown applied to an old

bolt cutter, and is as would, in fact, be

applied to any machine, whether old or

new. It comprises a revolving turret

having sockets for six bolt heads, which

holds the bolts in correct alignment with

the center of thread-cutting dies.

This turret is made to turn automati-

cally by means of compressed air, which

is admitted to a small cylinder located

under the turret, the admission also tak-

ing place automatically, being governed

by the longitudinal movement of the tur-

ret while the thread is being cut; the tap-

pets 10 and ir, in Fig. i, being set so as to

engage with the valve handle F' at the

proper time to move the air piston, which,

having an arm A reaching to the turret,

forces the latter back to position ready for

the next bolt. In the act of moving back.
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Fig. I
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BOLT CUTTER OPERATED BY COMPRESSED AIR.

the pins P^, P-, P', projecting from the

under side of the turret, encounter a pawl

F, Fig 2, which turns the turret one-sixth

of a revolution and brings a new blank in

line with the dies.

While the turret is revolving it carries

the body of the bolt up an inclined plane

(not shown in the illustration), which lifts

the bolt head from its socket, and centrifu-

gal force throws it out into a receptacle,

where it is ready for use.

The function of the air attachment is.

then, first, to force the turret with its bolt

up to the die; second, to move the turret

back to its first position after the thread

is cut; third, to rotate the turret so as to

bring a new blank into position for the

dies to operate on; fourth, to eject the

bolt after the thread is cut. The dies

open and close by the familiar mechanism
found on bolt cutters, by means of the

tappets d and d^.

Contrary to general practice in the case

of a new mechanical idea, this one was not

put on exhibition until it was perfected

and had cut several hundred bolts. It is

a rapid worker, reducing the time away
under that required where it is necessary

to clamp and unclamp a bolt by hand.

,</ ^•" '- - " ^•"
"• .^^:-' /"""^

since the whole duty of an operator in

handling a machine with this attachment

is merely to keep the turret supplied with

blanks. The device is the invention of

Mr. H. A. Ferguson, assistant master

mechanic of the Meadows shops.

A New llluminant.

The London correspondent of the Man-
chester "Courier' publishes a remarkable

account of a new illuminant which, if all

that is said of it is true, will push both gas

and electric light very hard. For its pro-

duction no machinery is required save

that contained in a portable lamp neither

larger nor heavier than is used with colza

oil or paraffine. This lamp, it is declared,

generates its own gas. The substance

employed is at present a secret, jealously

guarded by some inventive Italians. The

cost is declared to be at most one-fifth of

that of ordinary gas, and the resultant

light is nearly as bright as the electric

light and much whiter. A single lamp

floods a large room with light. The ap-

paratus can be carried about as easily as

a candlestick and seems both clean and

odorless.

Xoc^tnolive Enipn*erinff

I'iK.
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The Traveling Engineers' Convention.

The fourth annual meeting of tlie Trav-

eling Engineers' Association, held at Min-
neapolis, Minn., beginning September 8,

1896, was called to order by President

C. B. Conger. Mayor Pratt was intro-

duced, and in a neat speech welcomed
the Traveling Engineers to the city and
tendered to them an invitation to visit

the public schools, manual-training

schools and universities of Minneapolis.

President Conger replied in a happy vein,

thanking the Mayor for his courteous

invitation and kind words.

The president of the Commercial Club of

Minneapolis, through Mr. Frank Dyer, rep-

resentative of the Galena Oil Co., invited

the members and ladies to visit the club's

headquarters in the Kasota Building.

Secretary Thompson stated that letters

had been received from numerous railway

officials who expressed therein their regrets

that the pressure of business prevented

them from attending the convention.

THE PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS.

President Conger addressed the con-

vention at considerable length. He said

that when starting in at New York, the

membership of the association numbered

42; at Chicago it was 107; at Denver it was

134: at Pittsburg last year it had in-

creased to 151, and now the total member-
ship was 162, of which 146 were active and
16 were associate members. No deaths

had been reported during the past year.

He expressed a belief that a successful

traveling engineer must study hard to ac-

quire a store of information that could
be drawn upon for any question that

might come up in his daily work.
He urged general reading and study,

and thought every traveling engineer

should join some one of the railroad

clubs, and thereby get the reports of the

proceedings of all the clubs, which would
keep him up to date in railroad practice

and management.
The depression in business about 18

months ago had cut off the traveling en-

gineer on some roads along with other

salaried officers, but he has been rein-

stated in nearly every instance. This is

regarded as quite a flattering compliment
to his usefulness.

The president, in conclusion, noted
with gratification that many railways were
changing from the old harsh method of

punishment to the now famous and hu-
mane plan known as the Brown system.

SECRET.^RV'S REPORT.
The secretary's report showed that the

receipts of the association were exceeded
by the expenditures, and that there was a

deficiency of ninety dollars in the treasury.

Of the 1.500 copies of the proceedings
of the third annual convention but 130
copies remained.

THE PROPER OPERATION OF, CARE AND
INSTRUCTIONS CONCERNING SIGHT-

FEED LUBRICATORS.
The report of the committee was read

by Chairman M. W. Burke. As the his-

tory of the sight-feed lubricator had been

given in previous papers, the committee

plunged right into business and took up
the care of the modern styles of double

and triple feed lubricators.

PRECAUTIONARY POINTS.

Perfect performance of the lubricator

was assured if the steam supply was suffi-

cient and the passages were kept clear.

To secure best results it was recom-

mended that the lubricator should be

supported by a stiff bracket, strong

enough to prevent loosening of pipes and
joints from vibration, and should be lo-

cated where the feeds could be seen by
night and day. The steam pipe should

be lower at all points than that where it

connects to the cup. The delivery, or

oil pipes, should have a good steady fall

from the lubricator to the steam chest.

The cup should be blown out with

steam occasionally and should be given a

lye bath at frequent intervals. Oil should

be strained before being put in lubricator,

and care should be taken not to fill too

full. Glasses may burst and cup body
bulge out, due to expansion of the oil

when heated, if the steatn and water valves

arc not opened immediately after refilling.

The steam valve should be kept wide

open. Full directions were given to re-

lieve distress from sight feeds stopping

up, chokes, clogging, broken glasses, etc.

THE EQUALIZING FEATURE.
Regarding the equalizing feature, the

report says:

"The successful working of the modern
lubricator as applied to locomotives of

to-day, is almost entirely dependent on the

equalizing feature. It will be found that

in the majority of cases of irregular ac-

tion, this feature has been destroyed,

either by insufficient opening from boiler

to lubricator, equalizing pipes partially

or wholly stopped up, or choke plug
worn larger, or becoming loose. The
opening in choke plug should bear a cer-

tain relation to the amount of steam de-

livered through the equalizing pipe, in

order to hold up boiler pressure in upper
feed arm, as one writer has said: 'On ac-

count of small opening in choke plug the

steam is huddled up and not allowed to

pass out freely into the oil pipe, whereby
a pressure equal to the full boiler pressure

is maintained on top of sight-feed glasses,

irrespective of whatever pressure may or
may not prevail on the opposite or cylin-

der side of the choke plug.' It will be ap-

parent, from what has been said, that the

feed will be regular, irrespective of pres-

sure in oil pipes, as this equalization of

pressure;s in lubricator is brought about
by reducing the opening at point of oil

delivery. This is especially true where
full throttle and short cut-off is used.

"When throttle is opened wide when
starting, the oil pipes fill up from steam
chest end first. If engine is cut

back, steam chest pressure is very nearly

the same as lubricator pressure, and the

current of oil and steam through chokes

is very slow, no doubt being delayed some
times several minutes, or until such time

as throttle is eased off, reducing steam

chest pressure below lubricator pressure,

establishing a live steam current through

oil pipe from lubricator to steam chest.

Good and sufficient lubrication will always

tide an engine over this difficulty.

SIPHONING.

Siphoning is treated as follows:

"Instances of siphoning from oil tank

when feed valves were closed, steam and

water valves open, and boiler allowed to

cool off, are so rare that it can safely be

said to not occur with the modern lubri-

cator as constructed to-day. When cases

of oil disappearance are met with, investi-

gation will usually prove one or more
mechanical defects present in the lubrica-

tor in question. The following are a few

causes for loss of oil:

"l. Pipe leading from condenser to bot-

tom of oil tank being split, or bad joint

where .screwed into water passage.

"2. Blowhole in casting, allowing oil

to pass into condenser or upper feed arms.

"3. Imperfect joint made with plug in

opening through which oil supply pipe

was inserted in a 'Nathan,' was followed

by loss of oil.

"4. Imperfect gasket at bottom of feed

glasses of Detroit No. 2 will be accom-
panied by loss of oil through feed glasses."

MILEAGE.
Regarding the mileage made with one

cup of oil, the committee thought the table

given by one of the leading lubricator

manufacturers was based on the most
favorable conditions and was therefore,

too high. Closing, it says:

"Your committee will not undertake

to say what the maximum mileage should

be as applied to railroads in general. The
best possible mileage for each individual

road or division can always be safely de-

termined by a record of a portion of the

men. In our opinion the best mileage

can be made on switching or shifting en-

gines by keeping oil feeds closed, and

opening the feeds at intervals, when engi-

neer thinks it necessary, and allowing

20 to 30 drops of oil to pass into oil pipe

at once, then close feed again. The per-

formance sheets of some roads show that

when this plan is followed in yard ser-

vice greater mileage is made with no

damage to valves than is possible with the

continuous set feed."

The report was accepted and the com-
mittee discharged.

DISCUSSION OF THE REPORT.

Mr. Hodges, of the Detroit Lubricator

Company, was called upon by the presi-

dent to open the discussion. He said in

substance that the methods of lubrication

in the modern lubricator were somewhat
defective, and that recent experiments had
proven that under certain conditions a

portion of the oil goes into the boiler

instead of the steam chest and cylinders.

The Detroit people, he said, had invented

a device for overcoming this trouble.
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Mr. Geo. Royal, Sr., of the Nathan

Mfg. Co., gave a talk of considerable

length, in which he denied that this defect

existed to any considerable extent. He
substantiated his talk with data from re-

cent experiments. Mr. Bryant, of the

Detroit Lubricator Company, gave data

obtained froin tests showing that oil went

from the lubricator to the steam chest

imperfectly and irregularly. With the

ordinary cup, 7 to 17 minutes elapsed be-

fore the oil reached the chest. With the

new device, but one and a quarter minutes

delay was had.

Mr. Hedendahl cited experiments made
on the Union Pacific in which it was
learned that the oil supply to the chest

was intermittent, and when the throttle

was closed the oil which had gathered in

the pipe would flush into the chest. He
thought this discrepancy was due to a

higher pressure being had in the steam

chest than in the lubricator and was ag-

gravated when the reverse lever was cut

back and very high steam pressure was
carried. A small pipe, tapped into the

steam passage of the cylinder and con-

nected into the oil pipes at the lubricator,

produced a circulating efTect and caused
the delivery of oil to the chest to be regu-

lar.

President Conger and I. H. Brown re-

lated experiences in which with lever cut

back and throttle opened wide the oil would
evidently not flow continuously to the

chest, and the valves would work hard:
but by slightly closing the throttle, or
dropping the lever down a notch or two
for a few moments, the trouble would dis-

appear.

Mr. Burke said the oil no doubt reached
the valves, but he believed it went in

flushes and was largely wasted. He read
an extract from a letter received from C.
P. Cass, describing a test made to ascer-
tain the difference in the pressures in the
cup and the oil pipes. \ duplex air gage
was used. The lubricator pressure was
shown by the red hand, and the oil pipe
pressure by the black hand. It said:

"Engine throttle full open would allow
pressure to accunuilate in oil pipes and
tend to stop the feed. By a slight closing
of the throttle the drop in pressure in the
oil pipe was astonishing. The same ef-

fect was had by letting the reverse lever
down. If the throttle valve was partly
open and reverse lever at full stroke, by
raising the lever up and making no change
in the throttle, the pressure in the oil pipe
would run up considerably." Discussion
closed.

l/liiiiooii Sfssioit.

WOULD THK RATING OK ENGINKS BY
TON.S, IN.STEAI> OK BV CAR.S, DHCRKA.SK
TRAIN DK.I.AV.S AND INCREASH THK RK-
FICIKNCV OK THK POWER, ANT) WHAT IS
THE Bl-;ST METHOD OK EQUALIZINC. THK
niFPERENCE BETWEEN EMPTIES \NI)
LOAD.S ?

In the absence of all members of the
committee, the report was read by Mr.
Hedendahl at the president's request.

The advantages of the tonnage system

were generally admitted. As to the best

method of equalizing the difference be-

tween the rating of empties and loads, the

following extract seems to satisfactorily

answer the question:

"With tonnage rating we would suggest

the use of the manner suggested by Mr.

I. E. Hass, Engineer Maintenance of Way,
of the Toledo division, which was pub-

lished in the "Railroad Gazette" about one

year ago, and which is used on that divi-

sion. The manner of preparing to use this

arrangement is as follows: A trial train of

all empty (of about what the average

empties would be, stock, gondolas, box and

flat) cars is run over the road; this trial

train is run over the road until the maxi-

mum empty train load is found. A record

of all cars and the number of them should

be made. Example: 50 empty cars, aver-

age weight of each 13 tons; total weight oi

train (exclusive of engine, tender and

caboose) 650 tons. The maximum train

load where all loaded cars are used should

now be found, care being taken to have a

train made up of average loads, and rec-

ord of. number of, and weight of cars

should be made. Example: 30 loaded cars.

.Tverage weight of cars and loads 25 tons;

total weight of train, 750 tons. We have

now found from the two trials (examples)

that the same engine will haul 100 more
tons, when cars are all loads than when
they are all empties (750 tons all loads,

minus 650 tons all empties, equal 100 tons).

It will haul twenty more empty than loaded

cars. The power of the engine in each

case being the same, it is fair to assume

that the dift'erence in the number of tons

hauled (100) is due to the resistance of the

increased number of cars in the empty
train, 20 cars. Therefore, if we divide the

100 tons by the 20 cars, we will get the

resistance due to each car, whether loaded

or empty, or, in this case, S tons. It will

now be seen that the real load of the empty
train is as follows: 50 cars, 13 tons each,

plus 5 tons resistance due to each car, 18

tons, or 900 tons, load of empty train. The
load of the loaded train will be 30 cars,

25 tons each, plus 5 tons resistance due

to each car, 30 tons, or goo tons, or the

same as that of the empty train. This 900

tons is called the basis of the loading, and
yardmasters should be instructed to load

trains to goo tons, including weight of load

and car. Five tons also to be added for

each car in the'train so made up. It will

be seen that this manner of loading not

only allows for empty and loaded cars,

but also allows for partially loaded ones.

The basis of loading 900 tons, and the

resistance per car, 5 tons, will vary on

each division, and for this reason the above
trial trains should be run. For instance, the

resistance on this division is 8 tons per car,

and the basis for loading is I,IOO tons.

This changing is largely due to curves,

grades and locations of stops. This ar-

rangement works very well on this divi-

sion, and has added to the train loads.

"Car system of loading: Where it is

used, we would recommend that the above
experiments for tonnage arrangement be

made, and that the basis of loading 900

tons, or whatever it may be, and the resis-

tance of the car, 5 tons, be arrived at. We
would then pick out all the heavy kinds of

freight, such as coal, coke, brick, wheat,

corn, stock, etc., a car of each of these

to be called one load. We would estimate

what these cars average in tons per car

and add to it the resistance due to each

car. Example: Weight of car and load,

plus S tons, equal 30 tons, weight of one
load. Taking the average weight of emp-
ties at 13 tons plus S tons resistance, equal

18 tons; now, by proportion, 30:i8::i :3-5.

Therefore, 5 empties equal 3 loads. This
same scheme should be carried out with

the house or other light freight. Ex-
ample: 13 tons, weight of car, plus 6 tons,

weight of load, plus 5 tons, resistance,

equal 24 tons. Now, by proportion, 30:

24::i:4-s, or, in other words, 5 house or

light loads will make 4 loads with this ar-

rangement and in this example, the fol-

lowing instructions would be given to

yardmasters: Thirty loads will be a train

load. Each car of brick, coal, wheat, coke,

stock or other heavy freight will be con-

sidered one load. In making up trains,

5 empties will be considered 3 loads, and

5 cars of house or light freight will be

considered 4 loads. As all these figures

will change in each division, the above are

only given as convenient examples."

DI.SCU.SSKN OK THE REPORT."

Mr. Slayton and Mr. Gould reported

the tonnage system in successful opera-

tion on their lines. Mr. McCuUom stated

that on his line the "time freights" were
rated at 700 tons, the moderate speed

freights at 800 tons, and slow freights at

goo. These ratings were determined upon
by dynamometer tests. Mr. Thompson
believed that the most important question

was the rating of empties as loads. I H.
Brown thought enough allowance had
not been made for empties. Mr. Wilson
said that 800 tons were being hauled on
freight trains on some divisions of the

Denver & Rio Grande, but that its equiva-

lent in empties, at the present system of

rating, could not be hauled.

Mr. Farmer said that one of the North-
western roads had increased the tonnage
hauled by raising their cars off the side

bearings. Mr. Risteen thought insufii-

cient allowance had been made for emp-
ties, and that where the proportion of

empties in the train was large, the ca-

boose was too far from the engine. He said

that the Northern Pacific practice was to

weigh trains, and that engine failures were
no more frequent than under the car sys-

tem. Mr. Thompson mentioned cases

where less doubling of hills was had under
the tonnage system than happened with

the car system. Discussion closed.

Invitation of Mr. Lowry, president of

the Twin City Inter-urban Electric line to

the members, to take a ride on Mr. S. E.
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Olson's private illuminated car, was ac-

cepted.

Report of Auditing Committee was pre-

sented and accepted.

Convention adjourned.

MR. B.\RR".S .\I)nRE.SS.

Mr. J. N. Barr made a neat speech in

which he expressed his belief that all

technical railway associations were of

great benefit to the railroads, and should

be combined into one great association

in which the Master Car Builders should

form one section, the Master Mechanics

another, the Traveling Engineers another,

the Air- Brake Association another, etc.

He believed that a good traveling engi-

neer was a valuable man to the railroads,

and one that could "stop leaks" not visible

to the higher official eye, and which would

not show up on the performance sheet.

The motive power department appreci-

ated the good work of the association,

and he believed that it depended entirely

upon the Traveling Engineers just how
successful their association would be.

IS NOT DISCIPLINE OF ENGINEER.S BY
FINES OR SUSPENSIONS DETRIMENT.\I.

TO THE SERVICE?

In the absence of Chairman I. H.

Brown, the report was read by M. M.
Meehan. The Brown and similar systems

were e.xtolled. An e.xtract says:

"The earnestness of the reports, as

manifested by the great interest of those

reporting, is most gratifying indeed. This

subject has of late excited a vast deal of

interest in the railroad world, and some
of the ablest managers have given this

matter great attention, and what they have

said and written is no doubt familiar to

the most of us. It indicates an era of bet-

ter times, as the discussion on arbitration

between nations heralds the time when
there will be no more war; and it is in-

deed a hopeful sign that there is fast com-
ing a time when between railroad corpora-

tions and their employes the most friendly

feelings will exist—a knowledge on the

part of the employe that his complaint

will receive consideration and his faults

mercy; to the officer, that the employe is as

vitally interested in the successful opera-

tion of the road, in its success as a finan-

cial undertaking, as he is himself, or the

president, directors or stockholders of the

road."

Quoting from the paper, it says

"Every wreck, every accident, every

mistake, every loss has taught its lesson,

and these are of no less value to railroad

men than the successes. I practice mak-
ing every mishap a lesson to every man
on the road."

Further on it says:

"It has often been charged that the en-

ginemen have no interest in the company's
affairs. This is not true, and if there are

roads where it is true, it is the fault of

the management and not of the employes.

Our own experience is that the men do,

as a rule, take a keen interest in this, not

only from the point that a road doing a

good business their own wages are there-

by enhanced, but they keenly observe

whether passenger trains are well filled,

and whether freight trains are hauling a

good tonnage of freight over the road.

"Our experience is that the record sys-

tem is, and will have, a far more beneficial

effect than can ever be had from suspen-

sion. A good man feels it more keenly

than he would if he were suspended. It is

the general feeling that where a man has

been suspended for any offence, that in

the suspension he has atoned for the fault

and the record is clear; but where a rec-

ord is kept he has a feeling that this is

standing open against him. and he is only

too anxious to have it erased, or perform

some service that will atone for it.

"It is our opinion that the Brown system

can as well be applied to a large road as to

a small road, and we would say in conclu-

sion, speed the day when it is generally

adopted."

DISCISSION OF THE REPORT.

Mr. S'ayton said the Brown system had

been in force two years on his line, and
had given entire satisfaction. Mr. Barr

said that his line had adopted the system

of recording debits and credits with good
results. Nearly all disciplining was done

in that way. The men preferred ten days'

suspension to a "black mark.'' President

Conger stated that the debit and credit

system had been in service on his line for

one year. Mr. Hedendahl said it had been

in experimental use on a certain division

of his line with good results.

MR. \VILI,I.\MS' SPEECH.

Mr. Williams, superintendent of motive

power of the Soo line, was called upon,

and spoke in a complimentary manner of

the work done by the traveling engineers

and their association.

The debit and credit system had been

in use on his line for some time past, and
has worked satisfactorily. A new man
starting in is given 60 credit marks. One
year's successful work entitles the man
to 45 credit marks. Every three months
the man having the best fuel record is

given 20 credit marks; second best, 15

credit marks; and third best, 10 credit

marks. Men are highly pleased with the

system. But one engineer had been dis-

charged in two years. Any special per-

formance demanding recognition was
paid in credit marks, five and ten credits

being given for exercise of good judgment
in emergency calls.

Mr. Barr thought all highly efficient ser-

vices should be rewarded with credit

marks, by which the ambitious, smart and

loyal man might forge ahead of the ordin-

ary man. Promotions should be made in

accordance with credit marks and merit.

Mr. Slayton stated that the debit and

credit mark system on his road extended

to firemen, trainmen and wipers. This

keeps all men in service, and in pinches

suspended men never have to be used.

Mr. Bartlett thought a greater part of

the trouble had with the old system was

engendered by arbitrary and unjust rul-

ings, which made schoolboys of men and
withheld all opportunity for atonement.

Discussion closed.

ON A FORM OK REPORT ON CONDITION
OF ENGINE .\ND CH.\RACTER OF

SERVICE RENDERED BY EN-
GINEER.

The report was quite short and con-

tained a blank form for reporting the con-

dition of the several parts of the locomo-
tive, and for recording the ability of the

engineer and fireman in their respective

stations. It was read by Chairman
Thompson.

DISCV.SSION OF THE REPORT.

Mr. Burke thought the use of the card

would be productive of better handling

of air-brake trains. Mr. Bcldon said the

card had been in effective use on the

Chesapeake & Ohio for two years. It

also served as a check on parties neglect-

ing to report work, and on those who did

poor repair work. Mr. Barr thought its

use would be a check on the traveling en-

gineer, roundhouse foreman, engineer

and machinist. Mr. Williams had used

a similar kind of card on his line with

good effect. Mr. Thompson said the

card as designed by the committee was
intended to assist the Brown system in

keeping record. Paper accepted and dis-

cussion closed.

Tliursday Morning Session.

IN \VH.A.T WAY CAN THE ROUGH HAND-
LING OF TR.\INS WITH THE AIR BRAKE

BE REDUCED TO A MINIMUM ?

In the absence of a regular report from

the committee, letters bearing on the sub-

ject from F. W. Schraag and C. B. Con-

ger, and a short paper by F. M. Nellis,

were read.

The gist of the letters and the paper

was to the effect that the shock so injuri-

ous to lading and equipment was caused

by the slack of the train running in and

out too quickly. Character of road and

judgment of the engineer had much to do

with the proper manipulation of slack.

SLACK.

The paper said: "The rough handling

of air-braked trains causes a shock

that is injurious to lading and equipment.

The immediate cause of the shock is the

slack being bunched or stretched too

quickly. If a reduction of ten or fifteen

pounds be made on the first application,

the brakes set too hard on the head cars

and the slack is gathered too quickly.

When the last car runs up, the shock there

is great. An initial reduction of five or

six pounds should be made to gather the

slack. When this is done, the engineer

should wait for the crowding-ahead sen-

sation which tells him that the slack is

bunched, and that he may thereafter apply

such additional brake power as the condi-

tions of the case may require."

While not bearing directly upon the

subject, it is quite important that the

throttle valve of the engine should be

opened slowly in starting, and the train
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be stretched before using a full head of

steam. Sufficient time should be given

the rear brakes to release before using

steam to any considerable extent.

PISTON TR.WEL.

The piston travel should be uniform in

all cases, else a surging and jerking will

follow the application of the brakes.

USE .41.1, AVAII..\BI,E BR,\KES.

All brakes should be cut in and used.

The cutting-out of each alternate brake

should be discouraged as an unsafe prac-

tice. The use of a certain number of

brakes is also dangerous, inasmuch that

the train can be stoppeu in a shorter dis-

tance in emergency cases, and less shock

will be had from slack bunching violently

in ordinary stops. Engine and tender

brakes should be kept cut in and in good

working condition.

LE.\K.\GE.

Leakage in train pipes and brake cylin-

ders should be eliminated as far as pos-

sible; for the former will increase the re-

duction made by the engineer, and the

latter will reduce the holding power of that

car. Both interfere with controlling the

slack of the train.

VV.\TER AND COAL CHUTE STOPS.

Where close, accurate stops are required

on partially equipped freight trains, it is

perhaps the better plan to cut off the en-

gine, and thereby avoid to the train the

usual numerous shocks had in "spotting"

the engine.

HAND BR.^KKS.

When there are not enough air brakes

to control the train, or assist in making
stops, the hand brakes immediately be-

hind the air brakes should be used. Hand
brakes on the rear end of the train should

be used only when backing up, and should

be released before the engineer stretches

the train.

RELEASING BRAKES.
Air brakes should not be released on a

freight train at low speeds, or before com-
ing to a full stop. Those on a passenger

train should be released a sufficient dis-

tance from full stop in order that the

trucks may adjust themselves and pre-

vent shocks to passengers.

APPLICATIONS.

One application for regular stops, and
two for water tanks, coal chutes and other

close, accurate stops should be practiced.

Numerous successive applications and re-

leases should be avoided.

INSTRUCTIONS.

Besides the regular instructions given

in air-brake plants and instruction cars,

a practical demonstration by the traveling

engineer should be given on the engine.

Means should be taken to see that the

proper instructions are carried out.

DISCUSSION OK REPORT.
The importance of preventing the rear

end of train from colliding with the head
end when break-in-twos occur was dwelt
upon at considerable length. When the

breakage was between air cars the throttle

valve should be closed immediately if

steam was being used, and allow the parts

to come together as soon as possible, thus

keeping the gap between the two sections

as narrow as possible and preventing much
damage when they struck. When the

breakage was between non-air cars, the

head end should be kept out of the way
of the rear end.

President Conger and Mr. Burke

thought shock to trains would be lessened

if train crews gave better signals when
switching. Mr. Meehan said it was the

practice on his road to feel the wheels at

foot of heavy grades, and tell by degree of

heat how brakes were holding on certain

cars. Mr. Gould approved of cutting en-

gine from freight trains when taking water.

Mr. Parker and Mr. Stalker agreed with

him. Mr. Farmer indorsed Desoe's water-

tank marker.

Mr. Hedendahl said that cutting off

engine to take water was once ordered

on his road, but that it was too much
trouble, and the engineers "stole" the use

of the brakes, and in doing so were

obliged to be careful to avoid detection.

President Conger thought all cars not

air-braked should be piped. Mr. Farmer
disagreed on the grounds that too many
pipe cars might be collected in any one

part of the train and cause trouble and

damage. He also thought that train-

men's signals could not be relied upon.

Mr. Stalker said that splendid success

was had on his road by cutting engine off

to take water. Any engineer caught tak-

ing water without cutting off was sus-

pended.

Mr. Hedendahl explained an "over-

charged" train pipe for the benefit of a

member,

Mr. Thompson and Mr. Stalker said

that the wide manhole in tenders on their

road allowed a range of 6 to I2 feet in

making stops at water tanks. Mr. Risteen

said that investigation proved that much
damage done by switching cars in yards

was unjustly blamed to rough handling

of air brakes.

Mr. J. B. Johnson issued to the con-

vention an invitation to go on an ex-

cursion to Minnehaha Falls and Fort

Snelling, and to attend the theatre in the

evening. Both invitations accepted.

Mr. James Root, the engineer hero of

the Hinckley fire, was introduced, and
made a short speech in which he said

that he had made the famous run through
the burning woods to save his own life

as well as the lives of his passengers.

I. H. Brown objected to pipe cars. Be-
lieved all air-braked cars should be

switched ahead. Mr. McKee said all air

cars were switched ahead and used on
his road. This, he stated, was a recent

victory gained by giving a six-hour course

of air-brake instructions to his higher

officials, who were brought to appreciate

the advantages of the practice. Engines
on his road were not cut off to take water.

Mr. Nellis thought the cutting-off prac-

tice saved many shocks. He stated that

the practice was necessary on locomotives

having high-back coal boards and the

main reservoir on top of rear end of the

tender.

Secretary Thompson read a compli-

mentary letter from Mr. Schlacks, of the

Denver and Rio Grande Railroad. Mr.
Farmer and Mr. Parker stated that the

pressure recorder was bringing about

smoother handling of trains on the St.

Paul and Duluth Railroad. Discussion

closed.

Friday Morning's Session.

ON STANDARD FORM OF EXAMINATION
OP FIREMEN FOR PROMOTION AND

NEW MEN FOR EMPLOYMENT.
The report was read by Chairman I. H,

Brown. It was subdivided under the

heads of Boiler, Boiler and Boiler-feeding

Attachments, Machinery, Lubricators,

and Air Brakes. The report consisted of

about 350 questions, of which more than

one-half were air-brake questions. The
form of the report is almost identical with

that of last year, but has been consider-

ably enlarged upon.

J. O. Pattee, superintendent of motive
power. Great Northern Railway, was
called upon by President Conger for a

speech and responded in a complimentary
manner.

.^fter a short discussion and slight mod-
ifications suggested by Mr. Burke. Mr.
Hedendahl and Mr, Meehan, the report

was adopted in sections.

The traveling engineers' ladies pre-

sented Mr. J. B. Johnson, chairman of the

Committee on Arrangements, with a gold-

headed cane.

WOULD NOT THE LOCOMOTIVE SERVICE
BE IMPROVED IF COAL AND FEED-

WATER BE IN THE HANDS OF
THE MOTIVE POWER

DEPARTMENT?
The report was read by Secretary

Thompson, and after a short discussion

in which it was believed that the motive
power department should at least be con-
sulted, the paper was accepted and the

discussion closed.

Letter read by the secretary from the

Denver Board of Trade, inviting the as-

sociation to meet at Denver in 1897.

Balloting for next place of meeting re-

sulted in the following: Chicago, 12;

Boston. 7: Indianapolis, 5; and Denver,
2. Chicago was elected.

WHAT IS THE BEST INCENTIVE TO OFFER
ENGINEMEN TO DECREASE THF:

CO VL CONSUMPTION ?

In the absence of the chairman and
members of the committee the report was
read by President Conger. It was full

and complete, and showed that much care

had been taken in its preparation. It

proved that if incentive be given to the

engineer and fireman, that great saving

in fuel consumption could be had.

The accompanying cuts show the

method recommended by the committee
for measuring coal left in the tank.
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MKTHOD OF KSTIMATINi; COAL LKKT ON
TENDER ANH CARRYINC. IT AS A

CHARGE OR CREDIT ON COAI,

CHECKS.

"In order to make the results accurate

and to avoid disputes, a scale similar to

the one herewith shown should be fitted

to the left side of coal space at the lop by

means of substantial bolts. In order to

prevent its being broken by falling coal.

the scale should be cast of bronze scrap.

The figures should be raised and arranged

so that a well-defined right line across the

coal space is obtained, in order to deter-

mine the upper bounding of the slant of

coal. Mark this point and slant of coal on

the 3-foot scale, which, of course, will cor-

respond with the total weight so far placed

in the tender. Now subtract the first from

the second weight, and the reminder will

be the weight of coal to be subdivided into

equal increments to correspond with the

numlier of feet of coal space.

".\ii example and sketch will make this

Second Weight

8000 Lbs.

-' First Weight

1000 Lbs.
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in suitable multiples of i.ooo pounds, and

the graduations should be cut into the

scale i-i"6 of an inch deep, and at an angle

to correspond with the angle of repose of

the average coal.

"The scale for each class of tenders hav-

ing different coal capacities is, of course,

different, and must be carefully calibrated,

according to the following method: In the

case of the coal spaces having parallel sides

and straight back, place the coal boards in

position, weigh and place in the coal pit

enough coal to obtain a slafit from the

top to the bottom of coal space to cor-

respond with the angle of repose of the

coal. Note this first weight, weigh and

place in the pit enough coal to fill the coal

space when the lower or forward edge of

the coal just touches the bottom of the

coal boards. Be careful to level the coal

clear. Let the first weight to obtain the

slant equal i,ooo pounds and the second

8,000 pounds, the diflference being 7,000

for a pit length of 7 feet. Each foot of the

length will, therefore, equal i.cxx) pounds,

and any suitable subdivision can be made

on the scale. The first graduation, how-

ever, must correspond with the first

weight. Hence, in this case the first foot

in the scale would be 2,000 pounds, the

second foot 3.000 pounds, etc.

"Continuing, weigh out 200 pounds at

a time, being careful to level and mark the

slant of coal on the scale, in each case, until

the remaining space is filled to the coal

boards. The reason that 200 pounds is

given is, that a smaller weight fexccpt in

the last two instances) will not fill the pit

sufficiently to get an accurate measure-

ment on the scale.

"In the case of coal pits with parallel

sides and slanting backs, the same method
is to be followed, except that there is no
first weight to be taken. The total weight

of coal up to where the lower edge touches

the bottom of the coal boards is to be sub-

divided according to the length of coal pit

up to that point, but the first graduation

will be zero pounds.

"In the case of coal pits whose sides are

not parallel, it is necessary first to decide

upon what subdivisions are required, and

then weigh out and lay off the coal on the

scale to correspond with each one.

"When tenders, having only about a

pitful of coal, approach a terminal, all of

the remaining coal must be shoveled down
into the pit so that it fills the space to the

lop and has the same slant as that shown
by the graduations on the scale.

"The coal station keepers must note this

weight of coal as indicated by the scale,

place it upon the check for that trip as a

credit, and tear off the same. He then

must carry over the same amount on to

the next check as a charge, weigh out the

coal necessary to fill the tank, place that

amount upon the check, and leave the

book on the engine for the next man.

"In all cases where it is possible, this

method should be followed, but there will

be some runs that cannot be regulated so

as to have less than a pit-full of coal when

the tender arrives at a terminal. In these

cases it is necessary for the coal keepers

to have a table showing the total coal ca-

pacity of each class of tenders, when they

will proceed as follows: First weigh the

coal necessary to fill the tank, then sub-

tract this weight from the total coal ca-

I)acity of the tender. The weight added

is what has been burnt, and the difference

is what was left on tender as a credit.

"When necessary to make change of en-

gines at other places on road than ter-

minals, and in order to avoid disputes, both

cngincmen will make an estimate together

of the coal in their respective engines.

Should there be any difference in the

amounts estimated, both will be added to-

gether and divided by two. The amount

thus obtained will be entered upon the

back of each stub or check, and so

charged."

DISCU.SSION OK REPORT.

Mr. Gould said he kept on the per-

formance sheet a record of coal used.

His engines are not "chain-ganged." Mr.

Slayton's system of computing the amount

of coal left on the tender was similar to

that shown in the committee's report. Mr.

Sullivan disapproved of the premium sys-

tem, as he believed it encouraged dishon-

esty. The use of a No. 3 scoop resulted

in a considerable saving of fuel, as he

found that with a large shovel a fireman

was apt to put in too much coal and

smother the fire.

Mr. Munroe believed that considcrible

saving in fuel would be had by not load-

ing tanks so heavily as to cause the coal

to roll off and waste. Subject closed.
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ELECTION OF OFFICERS.

Balloting for officers resulted in the fol-

lowing election: President, C. B. Conger;

Secretary, W. O. Thompson; Treasurer,

D. R. McBane; First Vice-President, J.

B. Johnson; Second Vice-President, M.

W. Burke. Executive Committee: Mar-

tin Munroe, T. H. Hedendahl, I. H.

Brown.
After considerable discussion, Mr. Mee-"

han made a motion, which was amended

by Mr. Slayton and seconded by Mr.

Risteen, that the Executive Committee be

instructed to meet with the Executive

Committee of the Air-Brake Men's As-

sociation and endeavor to make arrange-

ments whereby the two associations could

hold their meetings at the same place, one

closely follovk-ing the other—the Air-

Brake Men to be allowed to meet first,

but September should be decided upon

as the time for the meeting. Carried.

The convention adjourned to meet in

Chicago, 111., in September, 1897.

i i i
Echoes of the Traveling Engineers'

Convention.

C. B. Conger was re-elected president.

A large proportion of supply men at-

tended.

Chicago was elected for the next meet-

ing place.

About fifty members attended the Min-

neapolis meeting.

The committee's report on lubricators

contains many valuable pointers.

The "Brown System" of discipline

seemed to be popular where it has been

tried.

The recommendation that pipes be

placed on non-air-braked cars deserved

the rebuke it received.

It looks as though the Traveling Engi-

neers and Air-Brake Men may play in the

same backyard next year.

In balloting for place for next meeting,

Chicago received 12 votes, Boston 7, In-

dianapolis 5. and Denver 2.

Lubricator feeds should not be closed

at stops of less than ten minutes—so says

the report of the committee.

The equalizing feature of the sight-feed

lubricator called forth a lively discussion

and set a good many men thinking.

Insufficient allowance is made in rat-

ing empties as loads. The caboose is

placed too far away from the engine.

Nearly half of the questions for exami-

nation of firemen for promotion and new
men for employment were on air brakes.

Under the tonnage system, one member
recommended that an allowance of three

tons be made in favor of a dirty stock car

over a clean one.

Mr. F. B. Farmer said tliat the ton-

nage hauled on a certain Northwestern

road had been increased by raising ore

cars off the side bearings.

A Double-Head Planer Tool.

The tool holder we illustrate with two

cutting tools, was got up by Mr. A. J.

Kline, machine-shop foreman of the

Meadows shops, Pennsylvania Railroad.

This road uses bronze driving boxes on all

locomotives, and the tool shown was de-

signed to plane the inside face of flanges,

and also the oil-cellar fit, which it does in

practically one-half the time possible with

a single cutting tool.

Steel, 2}/2 inches square in the shank,

forms the body of the tool; the head is

made 3 inches deep and 6 inches wide, to

receive two tools i inch square, which are

let in at an angle of 45 degrees and are

secured by ^-inch set screws. Adjust-

LW
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ment for cut is made by means of a ^-inch

screw, passing down through the shank

and bearing on the ends of the cutters,

which are set to the proverbial "hair" by

forcing out the cutters to caliper sizes for

finish cuts. This tool does fast work in

roughing out when the planer is geared

powerfully enough to overcome the resist-

ance of two heavy cuts at one and the

same time, and with the modern machine

this is possible.

^ i i
Something new and original developed

lately in a question of rate-cutting by the

Sea Board Air Line. It has generally

been the case, when two railroad com-

panies set to ruin themselves by rate-cut-

ting and other methods of competition,

that the public and their representatives.

the courts and representatives of State and

Federal authority look on and applaud

the combatants. In the Sea Board Air

Line case the attitude of those interested

has been reversed. The Sea Board Air

Line Company attempted to make a slash-

ing reduction of rates, to prevent the

Southern Railway Company from put-

ting on a line of steamboats which would

have been in competition with those of the

Sea Board Air Line. The courts served

an injunction on the Sea Board Air Line,

restricting them from cutting rates with-

out showing that it was fair and just, and

not to prevent competition upon the ocean.

If it was to prevent competition upon the

ocean, the purpose was unlawful. The

indications are that the injunction will be

made permanent, and the United States

Courts will prevent the railroads from in-

juring themselves and the public.

i i i
The Snow Steam Pump Works, of Buf-

falo, have sent out a beautifully illus-

trated catalog, which, besides giving fine

hall-tone illustrations of the various water-

working machines made by the company,

contains numerous scenes that have some

direct or indirect relation to the moving

of water. On the cover we find a pretty

half-tone picture of the watering trough

of bygone days found by the rustic way-

side. Next we have "Ophelia" sitting,

offering a slip of rosemary, which is in-

tended to indicate that the catalog is given

as a remembrance of the meeting of the

American Water Works Association.

Then comes the "old oaken bucket" and

the well it is drawn from, followed by a

variety of others with quaint description

and reminiscence in which we seem to hear

the voice of the late consulting engineer

of the works, Mr. J. F. Holloway. The

catalog is a triumph of the engraver's and

printer's art, and is very well worth

preserving for its own artistic merits

alone.

i i i
A special form of safety valve has been

invented and patented by Mr. Frank N.

Winne, Evanston, 111., and assigned to the

Crane Co., Chicago, of which Mr. Winne

is an official. The claim is: "A safety vent

comprising a casing having its upper por-

tion reduced and threaded, a ring

adapted to be screwed onto the threadeo

portion of the casing, and a rupture plate

secured between the screw ring and the

casing and having a circumferential

groove in its under surface only, the outer

wall of the groove being in alignment

with the inner wall of the said ring,

whereby, when undue pressure is brought

to bear on the plate, the lift or upward

bulge thereof will cause the weakened

portion to rupture and break away, the

inner wall of the screw ring acting as an

abutment or shearing edge against which

the upper surface of the outer boundary

of the weakened portion bears."
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Curiosities of Boiler Corrosion.

One of the troubles that seem always to

be present with railroad men is the cor-

rosion of boiler plates. The causes of the

pitting and furrowing of plates, which are

silent destructive agents working steadily

on boilers, are exceedingly difficult to iden-

tify, but some of them have been found

out and are worthy of mention. Others

appear to be secrets which science fails to

divulge.

In districts where the feed water is badly

impregnated with alkaline or acid impuri-

ties, the men in charge are aware from ex-

perience that vigilant and unceasing in-

spection of boiler sheets is necessary to

prevent accidents due to the weakening of

the boiler from corrosion. Some of the

impurities in the water display a strong

affinity for the material in certain spots

and lines of the boiler, and they form a

soluble combination which "melts out a

pit or a groove in the sheet. A curious

thing connected with the corrosive agents

is that a piece of boiler sheet placed in a

strong mixture of the impurity seldom
corrodes rapidly, and frequently shows no
signs of corrosion after being for a long
time immersed in the mixture that proves

rapidly fatal to the life of a boiler. There
appears to be a combination of the heat

and strain and movement ever present in

a working boiler necessary to render the

corrosive poisons active.

When boiler plates are found corroded,

the natural inference is. that the phenome-
non is due to the action of acid or alkali

salts in the feed water, but this is not al-

ways correct. When the surface con-
denser first came into use for ocean steam-

ers, which permits ilic same water to be

used indefinitely in its rounds from boiler

to cylinder and back to boiler, it was sup-

posed that the pure water would put an

end to troubles from corrosion of boiler

sheets; but for a time they were worse
than they were when sea water was used

for the teed. Engineers and chemists

were very much puzzled at first with the

rapid corrosion of boilers on vessels that

had surface condensers. The engineers

soon discovered a remedy, which is to

employ sufficient sea water to maintain a

thin scale of lime on the boiler sheets. The
chemists have not yet given a rational

solution of why pure water rapidly cor-

rodes boiler sheets.

If this action happened only with water

that had been condensed over and over

again, there might be good reason for be-

lieving that impurities from the lubrica-

tion of valves and cylinders passed through

the cylinder into the boiler and acted as a

corrosive agent upon the plates, but simi-

lar trouble from corrosion of boilers has

been experienced in regions where the

water is entirely free from mineral im-

purities. Boiler users in some parts of

New England, Eastern Canada, the South

and some mountainous parts of the West,

where there are no lime rocks, frequently

have their boilers badly pitted. Those
who understand what the proper remedy
is mix a small quantity of lime with the

feed water.

The city of Glasgow, Scotland, used to

be supplied with water taken from places

where lime and magnesia abounded, con-

sequently those who used the city water

for boiler feeding had no end of trouble

from scale forming over the heating sur-

faces. The city authorities decided to

bring a supply of pure water from Loch
Katrine, which is in the heart of a granite

district of the Highlands, and is therefore

free from mineral impurities. Many of

the boiler owners made ready for the

change of feed water by thoroughly clean-

ing off the scale that had formed in the

boilers in use, while others discarded their

old scaly boilers and put in new ones. The
pure water was in use only a short time

when pitting and seaming of plates began

to cause accidents. Glasgow has always

been famous for the number of its citizens

who have devoted themselves to industrial

science. Investigations were at once insti-

tuted to find out what was eating holes in

the boilers. One of the first discoveries

made was that the careless or too busy

boiler owners who had not cleaned the

scale from their boilers were the most

fortunate, for their boilers were giving no

trouble from corrosion. It was then an

easy act of ratiocination to understand that

the lime in the boiler was neutralizing

some element which was 'exercising a de-

structive effect upon other boilers. Little

science lore was necessary to reach that

conclusion; but why pure water should

eat holes in iron plate, was a question

which science failed to answer.

Water is the most universal solvent in

nature, but there is something mysterious

about the way it acts on boiler plate.

Nearly all acids and alkalies will dissolve

some substances much more rapidly than

water, but there are substances which the

strongest nitric acid or a combination of

nitric and sulphuric acids will not act upon
in the smallest degree. But the clear,

•limpid water that sparkles in babbling

brook or glistens in the rainbow's form

—

the water which the most fragile inembei

of animated nature drinks with impunity

—

turns the hardest rocks into sand and

tears apart the constituent elements of

every known mineral if it is only given the

necessary time. But it is passing strange

that the same pure water should eat holes

in boiler sheet as fast as if it were mixed

with sulphuric acid.

Large Valves and Long Travel.

We have noticed in all the locomotives

built on this continent within the last few

years, that designers have settled on large

steam ports and a long travel of valve,

both proportions being considerably

greater than what was considered good
practice ten years ago. On genera! en-

gineering principles the change may be

regarded as a step in the right direction,

but there is a possibility that, while all the

theoretical arguments are in favor of the

change, it may not produce a better en-

gine. Like all other steam engines, the

best locomotive is that from which the

greatest amount of work can be obtained

on a given consumption of fuel. If larger

valves and greater travel of the same are

calculated to make the locomotive more
efficient, the movement is in the right di-

rection; if the engine is not to be more

efficient in the sense of doing the work

with the same amount or less fuel than

what was used by the older type of en-

gines, it is a retrograde movement.

Gaged by the proportions of steam port

openings adopted by the best forms of sta-

tionary engines, the locomotive even with

the largest valves would not be considered

an example of good designing. On this

account it is natural that the highly edu-

cated draftsmen who are now leaders in

the designing of locomotives, should favor

proportions which have been found the

most satisfactory in promoting the eco-

nomical use of steam. The indicator dia-

gram is also a solace and comfort to those

who favor big ports and quick opening,

for the coiubination tends to produce a dia-

gram which appro.ximates to that taken

from a Corliss engine. The analogy of the

proportions that have given the best re-

sults in stationary engine practice, which

is much more susceptible of accurate

measurement than work done by loco-

motives, and the testimony of the indi-

cator diagram would be conclusive evi-

dence that the later locomotive designers

are on the right road, if the conditions ot

service of the locomotive and stationary
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engine were identical. But they are not,

and the difference in operating may be

sufficient to waste steam when saving

might reasonably be expected. At least

there are sufficient reasons for the belief

held by many that unduly large steam

ports and long valve travel increase the

consumption of fuel, to justify a series of

tests by those who are in the position to

make accurate experiments.

It is a little difficult to get educated me-

chanical engineers to listen with patience

to any argument which conflicts with the

teaching of the stationary engine practice,

or seems to question vthe testimony of the

indicator diagram; but there is practical

information available on the economical

operation of locomotives which deserves

as much consideration as the indicator dia-

gram or stationary engine traditions. The

testimony of good, experienced locomo-

tive engineers, and of observing master

mechanics is, that a long valve travel and

large steam ports tend to make an engine

smart but wasteful of fuel. Discussion on

the subject is not new. It was a subject of

hot discussion when the Railway Master

Mechanics' Association was formed, twen-

ty-eight years ago, and it has never ceased

to be talked about by men familiar with

locomotive operating. So long as the

master mechanic familiar with locomotive

engine running controlled the designing

of locomotives, steam ports and valve

travel were made to the proportions that

had done the most work with small boiler

capacity—a good test of efficiency.

There are important facts connected

with the consumption of steam and fuel by

locomotives which the indicator diagram

makes no note of and on which the experi-

ence with stationary engine practice olTers

no guidance. In experiments made with

the Schenectady locomotive at Purdue

University and described in a paper pre-

pared by Professor Goss, it was found that

the consumption of steam was generally

smaller with an eight-inch cut-ofF than it

was when the cut-off was six inches; but •

that the consumption of fuel was generally

smaller at the short cut-off. Here was ap-

parently a decided contradiction. More
fuel was seemingly necessary to evaporate

26 pounds of water per horse-power per

hour than sufficed to evaporate 28 pounds

of water per horse-power per hour. The
cause of the difference was no doubt the

effect of the exhaust upon the fire, a mat-

ter which receives too little attention from

designers. We believe that the effect of

slow or quick port opening upon the fire

is a line of investigation that would pro-

duce as good a return as any problem of

locotnotive operation waiting to be solved.

i i i
Piston Speed and Large Driving

Wheels.

In the early days of steam engineering

there was a belief that a slow moving
piston was conducive to the economical

use of 9team. It was owing to this belief

that Watt and the class of engineers which

he called into professional existence de-

signed ponderous slow moving engines

that took tons of iron and brass for every

horse power developed. Oliver Evans in

this country, a contemporary of Watt's,

designed engines that had a high piston

speed, but he and his followers did not

favor high piston speed as a good thing

in itself, but merely as an essential feature

of a light engine. Early American marine

engineers were as favorable to slow piston

speed as Watt was, and some of the old

river engines still in use bear striking

testimony concerning the popularity of

long stroke and slow piston speed.

It was very rational to believe that bet-

ter use of the steam could be obtained in

a slow working engine as there was likely

to be time for good admission, extended

expansion, a free release and absence of

back pressure. It was only when Clark

and others made discoveries concerning

the action of condensation and re-evap-

oration of steam in the cylinder and its

wasteful effects that the engineering world

came properly to realize that the advan-

tages of slow piston soeed were offset by

conditions that caused loss of heat. Then
began the movement towards high piston

speed which went to the opposite extreme.

Makers of stationary engines with their

facilities for making accurate tests found

out in course of time what piston speed

was most conducive to economy; but rail-

road engineers have been longer in secur-

ing data on which to base similar conclu-

sions concerning locomotives. The great-

est diversity of practice prevails on rail-

roads all over the world as to the piston

speed of locomotives, and in fact little at-

tention has been bestowed upon piston

speed in itself, the size of driving wheels

best adapted for certain service receiving

the only consideration. It appears now
that the combination of piston speed and

size of drivers likely to produce the most

harmonious results is destined to receive

much more attention from locomotive

designers than it has in the past. In the

course of experiments made with the

Schenectady locomotive at Purdue Uni-

versity. Professor Goss found out that

there was what he calls a "critical speed"

of rotation which could not be much ex-

ceeded without materially increasing the

consumption of fuel for the power de-

veloped. He found the critical speed to

be a little under 200 revolutions per min-

ute, which represents about 800 feet of pis-

ton speed. In the report on the discov-

ery referred to he says: "It is an interest-

ing fact that the steam consumption per

horse power per hour is lowest when the

engine is running at its critical speed, and

equally interesting is the fact that the coal

consumption per horse power per hour

is practically constant below the critical

speed. These relationships are of such a

character as to make it appear probable

that they will be found true for all locomo-

tives, in which case the critical speed be-

comes an important factor to be consid-

ered by the designer of locomotives."

That is certainly true. Railroad men
have been slowly learning that the driving

wheels of the ordinary locomotive are too

small. The difference in cost of mainte-

nance of locomotives with small driving

wheels as compared with those having

larger ones has become so apparent, since

the acceleration of train speeds has be-

come general, that the tendency for the

last few years has been to increase the

size of drivers. It was not so apparent

that waste of fuel was a necessary effect

from the use of small drivers, but since it

has been so clearly demonstrated it is

likely to exercise great influence on fu-

ture designs. Professor Goss argues that

the driving wheels of locomotives should

be made large enough to maintain the

critical speed when running at the highest

train velocity. If such a thing were to be

attempted, the driving wheels of our fast

express locomotives would be about 9
feet diameter. A locomotive at the best

is 'a compromise, so far as proportions

are concerned, and railroad companies

are not likely to employ driving wheels

much larger than 7 feet in diameter, but

if that size was made common on express

trains it would effect considerable saving

in fuel and repairs. Very large driving

wheels might be employed without in-

convenience on level roads where stops

are not frequent; but efficiency in the use

of steam must be sacrificed to utility on

railways where stops are numerous and

grades are heavy.

Iron Plate Pushine Out Steel.

It appeared to us at one time that the

question of "what is the best material for

fireboxes of locomotives and for fur-

naces of other boilers" was settled beyond
dispute in* favor of mild steel plate.

Twenty years ago steel began to push out

iron, which had previously been exten-

sively used for fireboxes and furnaces

that called for a high rate of combustion

and evaporation, and in a remarkably

short space of time good mild steel came
into almost universal use. While this

revolution was going on many of the men
who were firm believers in iron and had

no faith in steel insisted that the change

in public sentiment which made steel

popular was not due to any inherent de-

fects of iron or to real merits of steel; but

that the change was induced by the fact

that the iron makers who had held the

market so long fell into the habit of be-

lieving that customers would take that

product no matter what its quality might

be. They wanted to make all the profit

they could, and to increase their net re-

turns they imposed upon their customers

material that was utterly unfitted for the

hard service to which it was subjected.

The steel makers of the day were wise in

their generation and made plates that

were as good as science, skill and careful
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labor could produce. The early steel

plate for firebox purposes was not cheap,

but it was exceptionally good. Its qual-

ity was an unanswerable argument in its

favor, and mechanical men who tried steel

under protest were forced to confess that

the article had none of the defects which

were constantly forcing locomotives with

iron fireboxes prematurely out of service

until tedious repairs could be done.

It appears to us that the causes which

contributed to force iron so rapidly and

ignominiously out of favor for firebox

purposes, have been reversed in the last

few years, and that they are working rap-

idly to make steel as unpopular as iron

was when it met with general rejection.

The disastrous and unwise demand for

cheapness which has dominated railroad

and other purchasers for the last few

years has seduced the greater part of steel

makers to bow their heads to the idol of

"dear cheapness" and the market is

flooded with steel oflfered for firebox pur-

poses which is not good enough for the

construction of tenders. The logical re-

sult is following this policy. The failures

of firebox sheets are becoming so com-

mon that several of our largest railroad

companies have turned their hopes back

to good charcoal iron and some of them,

such as the New York Central, are buy-

ing more iron than steel for firebo.x pur-

poses. The charcoal iron men who have

remained in the business have profited by

the lesson of adversity and are supplying

an article which is calculated to throw the

cheap steel into disrepute.

We are inclined to think that some of

the railroad companies which have made
the change to iron have done so without

proper consideration and investigation.

Although most of the steel makers have

yielded to the cheap demand and have

made their product worth a little less than

the low price paid for it. others«have taken

a higher minded stand and maintained

the high quality of their product, but

have naturally refused to quote current

low prices which are below the cost of

production. It is a melancholy reflection

upon purchasers that most of them have

refused to pay a cent or two a pound more
for good steel and have preferred the

cheap material with all its resulting ex-

pense and annoyance. When the trouble

from blistered, cracked and corroded steel

plates is inflicting its full annoyance, it

is a natural thing to declare that "steel is

not what it used to be" and give orders

for iron. Even with the improved meth-

ods of production that have come into

use during the last twenty years it is not

to be expected that plate sold for two or

three cents a pound will equal in quality

the material that railroad companies used

willingly to purchase for three or four

times that price.

Steel nowadays is suffering from the

malady which proved fatal to many iron

makers in the days when they were earn-

ing that downfall. There is not enough

care or labor devoted to its produc-

tion.

A striking characteristic of nearly all

our manufacturing establishments for

years past has been the resorting to every

possible means of augmenting production

with the least possible increase of labor.

In the struggle for supremacy, steel mak-

ers have manifested this tendency in an

exaggerated form. The large steel makers

have striven to undersell the small ones

and with this end in view they have con-

structed huge furnaces and rushed the

material through them too rapidly for

good work. In all lines of industry where

steel is largely used, complaints are heard

about the inferior quality of the material

and investigations arc making to ascer-

tain the cause of the defects complained

of. Steel rails are not wearing as they

used to wear, steel plate is in disrepute

and other forms of the material are arous-

ing prejudices which will act to favor the

makers of good iron.

The belief used to be general that physi-

cal and analytical tests could demonstrate

beyond question the quality of steel, and
show what service the article was suitable

for. This belief has been sorely shaken.

It has been found that the analysis of a

heat may be satisfactory and that the

physical tests may seem all that could be

desired, and yet that the plates made from
it fail quickly when subjected to the

ordeal of hard service. Huge furnaces

and large ingots bring forth a product

that is badly mixed. The Pennsylvania

Railroad chemical department have been
investigating this subject lately and their

tests showed that there was great want of

uniformity in different parts of the same
plate or bar. Phosphorous was concen-

trated in spots, silicon in other places

while the other hardeners or impurities

were not evenly distributed. A high

sounding name was given for the cause of

this concentration of impurities in spots;

hut the workman's explanation is that the

stuff was not properly mixed.

The leading steel makers are mostly to

blame for the degradation of steel making.
But railroad companies are by no means
blameless for the poor steel they are get-

ting. The ever-pressing demand for

cheapness has brought down the quality

of the product.

i i i
BOOK REVIEWS.

"Proceedings of the Master Car-Builders'
Association." Volume XXX, 1896.
Chicago, 111. Printed by the Henry O.
Shepard Company.

This report of the proceedings of the
Thirtieth Annual Convention of the Mas-
ter Car-Builders' .Association comprises
531 pages, including the index and list of
members, printed on paper 6x9 inches.
The cuts are clear and represent the best
work in that line, while the text is fully up
to any prior report in point of interesting
work ably handled. The usual charts of
old standard practice, together with those
of the new, are included, making quite a
good-sized volume, which is bound in

cloth, half leather. It is worthy of a place
in any technical library.

"One Thousand Pointers for Machinists
and Engineers." Charles McShane
(Practical Machinist). Illustrated. Price

$1.50. Chicago: GritTin & Winters.

This is a work that contains an abun-
dance of useful information for the en-
gineer and shopman. It is a compilation
of material that can be found in no other
one book: credit being given to well-

known authorities for contributed chap-

ters, which, while they are not strictly new,
are recognized as the best matter on the

subjects treated. With the exception of

some typographical errors, the work can-

not be seriously criticised. It is neatly

gotten up, has 342 pages, and is bound in

cloth.

There has been a great deal of talk for

several months back about a sextuple

wheel which some enterprising riders

were going to race the "Empire State Ex-

press" with. One morning a New York
paper came out with a glaring cut. show-

ing these men propelling a wheel with

that number of seats, with the "Empire

State Express" slightly in the rear. The
men were set up with the usual humps that

wheel riders display while they are doing

their level best to beat the record, and

everyone was armed with a mouth sponge

to keep his breath from getting dry. The
race was said to have taken place at Syra-

cuse, and that the Delaware, Lackawanna

& Western tracks, which run alongside

the New York Central, were used as the

racing ground. Wishing to find out if the

thing had really taken place, we wrote to

Mr. Hallstcad, general manager of the

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, ask-

ing for particulars. He referred the mat-

ter to the superintendent of the Syracuse

division, who wrote: "It is simply an ad-

vertising dodge. They did go between the

New York Central and our tracks, west

of Genesee street, and had themselves

photographed just ahead of the 'Empire

State Express,' as though racing with it.

There was no track prepared for them.

They asked no permission and were sim-

ply trespassers." Verily, the needs of ad-

vertising are very great, when six men
are staked up on a wheel and photo-

graphed as though they were propell-

ing it. It appears to us that the whole

thing is senseless in the highest degree. If

six men on a wheel were to beat a fast ex-

press train for a few yards, it would mean
nothing against the capacity of the loco-

motive, and nothing in favor of the speed

capacity of a bicyCle.

The fastest schedule time made by any

road in the world is that on the Reading

Railroad's Camden & Atlantic City runs.

The schedule time for 107;-; miles varies

between 68)4 and 74!^ miles per hour. The
fastest schedule time in Great Britain is

made on the West Coast "Flyer," and is at

the rate of 60H miles per hour.



PERSONAL.

Mr. C. W. Rislcy, superintendent of the

Lima Northern, has tendered his resigna-

tion.

Mr. S. V. Smith, for many years super-

intendent of the Erie Railway shops at

Kent, O., died September 4th.

Mr. C. O. Skidmore has resigned his

position of master mechanic of the New
York, Philadelphia & Norfolk Railroad.

Mr. J. G. Woodworth has been ap-

pointed assistant to President McNeill, of

the Oregon Railway Navigation Company.

Mr. C. F. W. Phelps, resident engineer

of the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe, has

been appointed chief engineer, with head-

quarters at Galveston.

Mr. Wm. Alexander, foreman of the

blacksmith department of the Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul shops at IMilwau-

kee. Wis., died August 30th.

Mr. A. C. Martin, general agent of the

Oregon Railway & Navigation Company
and the Union Pacific Railroad at Seattle,

has tendered his resignation.

Mr. G. W. Turner, of the St. Louis &
San Francisco Railroad, has been ap-

pointed bridge master, with jurisdiction

over all bridges and buildings.

Mr. F. M. Bisbee, superintendent of

tracks, bridges and buildings of the Gulf.

Colorado & Santa Fe, has resigned, and

that position has been abolished.

Mr. John D. Cutter has been appointed

traveling passenger agent of the Erie, to

succeed Mr. F. A. Beatty. He will have

headquarters at Youngstown, O.

Mr. D. K. Ford, who has been general

claim agent of the Northern Pacific since

1883. has resigned that position, his resig-

nation taking effect September ist.

Mr. W. H. Hudson, master mechanic

of the Southern Railway at Atlanta, Ga.,

has been transferred to the same posi-

tion at the shops at Salisbury, N. C.

Mr. W. L. Tracy has been appointed

master mechanic of the Seventh motive

power division of the Southern Railway,

vice Mr. W. H. Hudson, transferred.

Mr. A. G. Dunham has been appointed

special master in the Baltimore & Ohio

receivership. He was formerly general

manager of the Ohio Southern Railway.

Mr. James P. Elmer, whose location is

114 Endicott Arcade, St. Paul, has been

appointed agent for the Northwest for the

Shickle, Harrison & Howard Iron Com-
pany.

Mr. W. A. Stone, who has held the

position of master mechanic of the South-

ern Railway at Selma, A!a., has been

transferred to a like position at Birming-

ham, Ala.

Mr. W. T. Smelten, of the St. Louis &
San Francisco, has been appointed gen-
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eral road master in charge of all perma-

nent way details, with headquarters at

Springfield, Mo.

Mr. S. B. Hines, of La Porte, Ind., who

was formerly superintendent of the Cali-

fornia Southern Railway, has been ap-

pointed superintendent of the Los Angeles

Terminal Company.

Mr. T. B. McNiel, an old engineer on

the Colorado Midland, has been appointed

traveling engineer for the entire road.

Mr. McNiel is a good engineer, and well

fitted for the position.

Mr. J. Hess, road master of the Gulf,

Colorado & Santa Fe at Cleburne, has

been appointed general road master, and

B. W. Leahy, bridge master at Cleburne,

has been appointed general bridge master.

Mr. S. D. Parkhurst, recently chief clerk

of the St. Paul & Duluth freight depart-

ment, has been appointed to the position

of general freight agent of the Mason City

& Fort Dodge Railroad, succeeding Mr.

James Mahoney.

Sweeping reductions in the mainten-

ance of way department of the St. Louis

& San Francisco road have been recently

made. Twenty road masters and division

bridge masters are now without employ-

ment on that road.

Mr. F. L. Sheperd. superintendent of

the Pennsylvania lines East, who has been

away from his charge for the past five

months, owing to ill health, has returned

to his office at Altoona, greatly improved

by his absence abroad.

Mr. C. H. Chappell, Jr., has been ap-

pointed soliciting freight agent of the

railroads comprising the Seaboard Air

Line. He is a son of Vice-President and

General Manager Chappell, of the Chi-

cago & Alton Railroad.

Mr. W. J. Miller, who has long been

foreman of the Shawnee shops of the

Columbus, Sandusky & Flocking Railroad

at Columbus, O.. has been appointed gen-

eral foreman of the machinery dei)artment

at Columbus, O., vice Mr. B. T. Ban-

croft, resigned.

Mr. Edward Chase, one of the New
York Central's engineers, has been made

traveling engineer of the middle division

between Syracuse and Schenectady, N. Y.,

taking the place of Mr. Frank Case, who
is appointed to the position of master me-

chanic at Utica, N. Y.

Mr. W. H. Newman, third vice-presi-

dent and general traffic manager of the

Chicago & Northwestern Railroad, has

resigned and gone to the Great Northern

as second vice-president, to succeed Mr.

W. W. Finley, recently elected second

vice-president of the Southern Railway.

Mr. John Ross has been appointed

traveling engineer of the Western & New
Mexican division of the Atchison, Topeka

& Sante Fe Railway. Mr. Ross has been
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a passenger engineer between Las Vegas

and Albuquerque, and has a reputation all

over the road as a progressive up-to-date

man.

Mr. Frank J. Sarnan, who has been

master mechanic for several years on the

Manitou Beach Railroad, has been ap-

pointed superintendent of the same road,

succeeding Mr. George C. Mills. Mr.

Charles Sarnan, brother of the above, has

succeeded to the position of master me-

chanic.

Mr. James Henderson, who has been in

the employ of the North British Railway

for fifty years, is said to be the oldest loco-

motive engineer in Europe. During the

fifty years of his service, Mr. Henderson

has never had an accident. He is at the

present time 78 years old, and still in the

harness.

Another veteran has passed away

—

Mr. John Lightner died August 17th at

Jamaica Plains, Boston. His first rail-

road work was on the Baltimore & Ohio

Railroad at Baltimore; next he was on

the Boston & Providence road, from 1834

to 1888, in charge of the car department

of that company.

Mr. J. G. Thomas, assistant superin-

tendent of motive power of the Central

Railroad of New Jersey, having head-

quarters at Ashley, Pa., has recently been

appointed superintendent of motive power

of the Lehigh & Susquehanna division,

which embraces Scranton, Pa., and Phil-

lipsburg, N. J., as terminals.

The date of August 31st, when the re-

ceivership of the Northern Pacific termi-

nated, retired the following officers :

Frank G. Bigelow, receiver; Andrew F.

Burleigh, receiver; G. W. Dickinson, gen-

eral manager for Western receiver; James

M. Ashton, general counsel for Western

receiver; C. H. Prescott, Pacific Coast

agent; W. O. Chapman, attorney on Pa-

cific Coast; J. Q. Mason, assistant super-

intendent of telegraph at Tacoma, and

General ]\Tanager Kingly, of the North-

ern Pacific Coal Company.

Mr. Wm. H. Baldwin, Jr., second vice-

president of the Southern Railway, has

resigned, taking effect September isth.

to accept the presidency of the Long Is-

land Railroad. Prior to July, 1894, Mr.

Baldwin was for three years general man-

ager of the Flint & Pere Marquette Rail-

road. He was general manager of the

Montana Union from September 30, 1889,

to August, 1890, and afterwards made

president of the same road. The new

president of the Long Island Railroad

will have his headquarters in New York.

The executive officers of the reorganized

Oregon Railway & Navigation Company

are: E. McNeill, president and general

manager; W. W. Cotton, general attorney;

E. S. Benson, general auditor; J. G. Wood-

worth, assistant to president; P. Camp-

bell, traffic manager; D. C. O'Reilly, as-
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sistant general freight agent; W. H. Hul-

bert, general passenger agent; J. P.

O'Brien, superintendent rail lines; E. J.

Rathbone, superintendent water lines;

Goodall, Perkins & Co., superintendents of

the ocean division: W. H. Kennedy, chief

engineer: J. F. Graham, master mechanic;

F. G. Wheeler, purchasing agent; J. F.

Meyer, car service agent; A. S. Watt, land

and tax agent, and D. E. Hall, claim agent.

Mr. W. W. Finley, second vice-presi-

dent of the Great Northern, has resigned

that position to accept a like office on

the Southern Railway, succeeding Mr. W.
H. Baldwin. Jr., resigned. He is going

back to his old road, where he was form-

erly third vice-president, which office he

resigrned, after a short term, to return

to the Great Northern, where he had pre-

viously held the position of general traffic

manager. Prior to Mr. Finley's connec-

tion with the Great Northern as general

traffic manager, he was chairman of the

Trans-Missouri Traffic Association, and
after that he became commissioner of the

Southern States Passenger Association,

from which position he was made third

vice-president of the Southern Railway.

Mr. J. F. HoUoway, one of the best-

known mechanical engineers of this cen-

tury, died on September 2d, at his home in

Cuyahoga Falls, O., at the age of 71 years.

His career was an exceptional one, he

rising from the shop to the highest posi-

tions of trust and honor in the manufac-

turing world and engineering fraternities

—a record seldom earned by those not

having a college education. Entering the

service of the Cuyahoga Steam Furnace
Company in his youth, he became succes-

sively its superintendent and president,

his incumbency of the latter office dating

from 1872. These works are historical in

the field of American engineering, having
been incoporated in the year 1834, and
were among the earliest to take up the

manufacture of locomotives. It is fitting

that the illustrious name of the subject

of this sketch should be linked with a

concern that was helping to work out the

development of the locomotive.

The Foster Engineering Co., of New-
ark, N. J., in addition to large previous

shipments, have just received an order
from Alex. Friedman, of Vienna, the

largest railroad supply house on the Con-
tinent, for forty of their pressure regula-

tors to be used as air-brake pump gov-
ernors and for the steam-heating of trains

on railroads in France. This fact is of

special interest as indicating the increas-

ing demand in Europe for superior de-

vices of American manufacture.

i i i
We have word from Terrell, Tex., that

many engineers and firemen are going
there for work on the Texas Midland, and
that it is useless, as all the places are more
tlian filled.

EQUIPMENT NOTES.

The Chilian State railways have ordered

five freight cars through W. R. Grace &
Co.

The Erie Railroad has ordered 50

freight cars from the Michigan-Peninsular

Car Company.

The Vandalia Line is having built 150

refrigerator cars by the Terre Haute

Manufacturing Company.

At the Bloomington shops of the Chi-

cago & Alton Railroad, they are building

100, 60,000-pound coal cars.

The Vanegas, Cedral & Rio Verde Rail-

road has ordered one engine built at the

Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The West Shore Railway is having built

60 gondolas, 168 box and 22 stock cars

by the Union Car Company.

The DesMoines & Kansas City Rail-

way has ordered three locomotives from

the Rogers Locomotive Works.

The Morning Mining Company has

ordered one locomotive from the Lima
Locomotive & Machine Company.

The Compania Minervia de Penol is

having twelve freight cars built by the

Missouri Car & Foundry Company.

The Keokuk & Western Railroad is

having a number of passenger cars built

by the Pullman Palace Car Company.

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific

Railroad has ordered 100 box cars from

the Michigan-Peninsular Car Company.

The Morning Mining Company has

given the Lima Locomotive & Machine

Company an order for six freight cars.

The Chilian railways are getting five

passenger coaches from the American
Manufacturing Exchange Association.

The Youngstown Car Manufacturing

Company has received an order for 100

freight cars from the Georgia Railroad.

The St. Louis, Iron Mountain & South-

ern Railway has had three 60-foot postal

cars built by the St. Charles Car Works.

The Hearne & Brazos Valley Railway

has received one baggage car and two

coaches from the St. Charles Car Com-
pany.

The Keokuk & Western Railroad has

placed an order with the Rogers Locomo-
tive Works for three lo-wheel locomo-

tives.

The Galveston, La Porte & Houston
Railroad is about to receive one locomo-

tive from the Baldwin Locomotive

Works.

The Georgia & Alabama Railroad has

given the Richmond Locomotive & Ma-
chine Company an order for three loco-

motives.

The Florida East Coast Railwav is hav-

ing 50 flat cars and 300 ventilated box cars

built by the Elliott Car Company at Gads-

den, Ala.

The Des Moines & Kansas City Rail-

way is about to receive two passenger-

train cars from the Pullman Palace Car

Company.

It is reported that the Baldwin Loco-

motive Works will equip with power the

Tien-tsin & Pekin Railway, a part of the

Imperial Railway of China.

Four new passenger coaches and two

new engines have been ordered by the

Midland Terminal of Colorado, to run

between Cripple Creek and Gillett.

There are two 60-foot mail cars now
under construction at the Toledo shops of

the Wabash Railroad. All improvements

known to the postal service will be em-

bodied in these cars.

The Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis &
Omaha Railway has completed and put

in commission their late order for Hamil-

ton refrigerator cars, and is now working

on 50,000-pound box cars.

Nine new passenger coaches—six of

which arc equipped with the Gould vesti-

bule platform and couplers, and three with

the open platform—were put in service on

the Central Vermont recently.

The Nanwa Railroad of Japan has or-

dered two narrow-gage saddle-tank stand-

ard type engines from the Brooks Loco-

motive Works. This is the first order that

these works have received from Japan.

The Union Pacific, Denver & Gulf Rail-

road has received two new passenger cars

for the Colorado Central division, which

are the advance guard of an order for

seven—the others to be delivered at

once.

The Illinois Central Railroad has or-

dered for the Chicago, Ohio & South-

western a new lot of locomotives, the

order going, six to the Rogers Works,

where the engines were already built, and

four to the Brooks Locomotive Works.

The Northern Pacific shops at Tacoma
are now making preparations for building

120 new 70,000-pound flat cars. These cars

are to be in service in a few months. Re-

construction of the old 40,000-pound cars

to 50.000 pounds capacity is going on

rapidly at these shops.

i i i

This is the way the railway man heard

the conundrum: "At what time shortly

before noon is it three o'clock? At a

quarter of twelve, because a quarter of

twelve is three." And this is the way he

worked it ofT on his friends: "At what

time shortly before noon is it three

o'clock? At 11:45, because 11.45 is three.

It doesn't sound right, either, blame it,

but that's the way I heard it."
—"Chicago

Record."
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Wrought Iron Culvert Pipes.

An innovation in railroad shop work,

and a job rarely found outside of a con-

tract shop, is the building of wrought-irori

culvert pipes. Mr. Jas. McNaughton,

superintendent of motive power and cars

of the Wisconsin Central, having an order

for one million lineal feet of such pipe,

ranging from 24 to 60 inches in diameter,

in 30 feet lengths, has met the situation by

methods that insure their production at

a minimum cost.

The immensity of the order forbade any-

thing but the most intelligent direction

and manipulation to produce the above

result, and not then without the best labor-

saving devices that could be evolved to fit

the case, if it was hoped to bring the ex-

pense account sufficiently low to compete

Fig. ->.

with pipes of other material requiring no

special appliances for their construction.

One general idea was followed out in

all sizes of pipe made; that is, each com-

plete length was made up of four sections;

the ends had flanges formed of angle iron,

and the parts were then riveted up into

the lengths stated, hy a Player air riveter.

Templets for each size of pipe were

made for permanent use, from which the

rivet holes were laid ofT on the sheets, and

the latter were then punched and rolled to

shape. The flanges were brought to cir-

cular shape in the plate rolls by means of

the collars on the lower rolls in Fig. I, in

which the rolls are shown with one face

of the collars coincident with the sides of

a groove which was cut in the rolls to re-

ceive one flange of the angle iron; this

scheme made a good job of the flanges,

and did not impair the rolls for plate roll-

ing.

After the pipes were completed, they

were treated to a bath of asphaltum heated

to a temperature of 300 degrees, for a

period of 40 minutes, and then allowed to

drip dry into the bath while suspended
from the crane by which they were han-

dled; Fig. 2 shows a section of pipe in this

position. The bath tank is wrought iron,

68 inches wide, 69 inches deep, with a

semi-circular bottom, and 35 feet long; it

is enclosed in brick work and heated with

oil. The crane is 60 feet high, and is

handled by a small slide valve engine lo-

cated near it.

This brief recounting of what was done
to reach results does not convey any hint

of the trials encountered and overcome, in

devising means to bring the cost down to

the lowest figure; they were simply the

repeated history of almost every pioneer

effort in strange lines; but it is a matter of

record that these pipes are made cheaper

than the cast-iron or tile article can be pur-

chased for, and the record is a creditable

one to the machinery department as em-
phasizing what good management can do
on work entirely foreign to railroad shops.

without shock. But the efifect of a change

of temperature upon the ability of these

metals to resist shocks is not so definitely

known.

"Mr. Thomas Andrews, in 1887, gave

results of tests by impact under a drop
hammer, of forty-two full-size iron axles,

the axles having been heated and cooled

to various degrees for the purpose of de-

termining the efifect of temperature upon
strength. He found that at 100 degrees

Fahr. the axles were 43 per cent, stronger

than at 7 degrees, and concludes that low

temperature materially reduces the power
of resistance of railway axles to continued

impact."

The committee doubted if these tests

throw much light upon the effect of tem-

perature upon axles as strained in service,

since the shocks in his method of test

were altogether more severe than those

^^^ H
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VrROUGHT IRON CULVERT PIPE.

Effect of Cold on Iron and Steel.

Nearly every man who has been ac-

customed to the handling of metal tools

outside in cold meather, is a firm believer

that extremely low temperature makes iron

and steel brittle and more liable to break

than when the temperature is normal or

high. A great many scientific tests have

been made to ascertain the truth of this

popular belief, and the evidence brought

out is to the effect that the limits of atmos-

pheric temperature exercise little influence

on the strength of metals. A committee of

the Master Car-Builders' Association, ap-

pointed to report on the design of a new
car axle, made a very thorough investiga-

tion of all the causes at work to shorten

the life of axles, and among other things

they considered the effect of varied tem-

perature. Of this the report says:

"As to the effect of temperature, it seems

to be pretty well established that the effect

of ordinary atmospheric changes of tem-

perature, say from 20 degrees below to 120

degrees Fahr. above zero upon the physi-

cal properties of iron and steel, are slight

and unimportant when stresses are applied

met with in service, from six to eight

blows being sufificient in each case to

break the axle. In fact, experience in this

country shows that few, if any, more axles

are broken in cold weather than in warm,
and it is reasonable to assume that the

greater rigidity of the road bed in winter

would fully account for any greater per-

centage of breakage in that season than in

summer. Carefully kept records of axles

broken or bent on one of the largest rail-

road systems in this country show that no

larger number of axles failed in the colder

months than in the warmer ones.

"Locomotive Engineering" will give

its readers something new and useful

next year in the shape of educational

charts. There will be one each month,

and they will be part of the paper itself,

but every one of them will be worthy of a

frame, and the whole will be a graphic

history of the locomotive from its incep-

tion right up to December, 1897. We will

be ready with agents' outfits about Octo-

ber 20th.
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Air Brake Items.

Train crews would have to carry fewer

chains if they were more careful in giv-

ing signals to engineers to start and stop.

There is no doubt that larger manholes

on tenders would decrease shocks to

trains at water tanks, for then a range of

eight to twelve feet in which to stop

would be had.

An extensive series of examinations,

made to procure reliable data on the sub-

ject, prove that broken graduating pins

are now so rare that they may be said to

have practically disappeared.

Secretary Kilroy states that there is no

abatement in the heavy demand for the

Air-Brake Men's Proceedings, and that

it is with difficulty that he can keep any-

where near up with his orders.

There seems to be a growing impres-

sion among air-brake men that there is

a greater necessity for enforcing the in-

structions already given than for giving

more. It is not a question of how full

of air-brake knowledge a man can be

crammed, but how much he uses.

The Norfolk & Western has, for some
time past, adopted the practice of ar-

ranging early all foundation brake gear,

with the exception of drilling the middle

hole in the cylinder levers, which is de-

ferred and decided upon after all furniture

and equipments have been placed in the

car. Thus the true weight of the car is

determined and braked.

An engineer, when told the objections

raised against the truck brake by men who
found it difficult to remove truck springs

because of its interference, wittily re-

marked: "Two weeks ago my engine truck

brake saved my springs from being taken

out. Met a Baldwin 'hog' on the main
track, headed the opposite way. Stopped
about a car length apart."

Objections to the engine-truck brake
have been raised by a few roundhouse
men who find it more difficult to replace

truck springs now than before truck

brakes were introduced; but when the ad-

vantages of the device arc arrayed against

the above complaint, the latter is so
clearly outweighed that the objection is

reduced to a feeble complaint or a mere
"kick."

The report of the proceedings of the

Air-Bnke Men's first annual convention,

now out of print, gives some interesting

and valuable information to the effect that

in making a service application on a fifty-

car train, the pressure in the first car re-

duces five and a quarter pounds faster

than that in the rear car; also, that in re-

leasing, it takes from six to ten seconds

for the pressure to reach the rear car.

No fast passenger train should be with-

out the High Speed brake. Fast time is,

of course, very important nowadays:
however, it should not be given such ex-

clusive attention that the ability to stop

a train in a correspondingly short dis-

tance will be overlooked. Besides being

able to reduce the length of stop twenty-

five per cent, over that made by the

standard quick-acting brake, the High
Speed brake enjoys the exceptional record

of never having made a flat wheel.

The practice of piping non-air cars, in

order that air-braked cars may be distrib-

uted through the train, is no doubt well in-

tended, but should be discouraged on the

grounds that too many piped cars may be

placed together, thus making a quick-ac-

tion application impossible, for quick ac-

tion will not pass more than three piped

cars or cut-out cars. If the piped cars

should accidentally get on the head end,

and the air-braked cars on the rear end,

great care would be necessary to prevent

breaking in two at each application.

Death of P. J. Carney.

Mr. P. J. Carney, road foreman of en-

gines on the Ashland division of the C.

& N. W. Ry., died September 13, 1896, at

his residence in South Kaukauna, Wis.

He had been afflicted with heart trouble

for the past three years, and on July nth
last became confined to his home with a

complication of ailments from which, in

his weakened state, he did not recover.

Mr. Carney was born at Chester, N. Y.,

June 29, 1853. Before he saw the light of

day his father died, and at the age of 14

he went out into the world to fight life's

battle alone. In the year 1874 he entered
upon his railroad career as freight brake-
man on the Wisconsin division of the

C. & N. W. Ry. Some time afterwards
he gave up that position and acted as

newsboy on passenger train, and subse-
quently obtained a situation as passenger
brakeman w^ith the same company. In
the year 1878 he began firing on passen-

ger for Engineer R. J. Lewis, on the Wis-

consin division. Was promoted to engi-

neer and left their service in 1882. On
May 27, 1882, he entered the service of

the M., L. S. & W. Ry. as locomotive

fireman, and was promoted to engineer

August 8, 1882. On March i, 1891, he

was appointed air-brake inspector and

instructor for the whole line. On Au-
gust 15, 1893, he assumed the duties of

traveling engineer, in conjunction with

those of air-brake inspector, for the Ash-

land division of the C. & N. W. Ry. (the

M., L. S. & W. Ry. being now merged
with the C. & N. W. Ry.), and he held

this position until the date of his death.

Mr. Carney was one of the charter

members of Division 249 of the Brother-

hood of Locomotive Engineers, and had

held positions of trust in the division

since its organization, of late years hav-

ing had charge of its funds and the in-

surance of its members. At the forma-

tion of the Association of Railroad Air-

Brake Men at Pittsburg, June 8, 1893,

Mr. Carney was chosen secretary of the

Association. Immediately upon having

the traveling engineer's duties assigned

to him he applied for and secured mem-
bership in the Traveling Engineers' As-

sociation, and attended their second

annual convention held at Denver, Col.,

in September, 1894.

Having been denied the advantages of

careful training and education in early

life, he started out comparatively poorly

equipped; but a clear, perceptive mind,

keen observation, a natural ability to grasp

and hold fast to that which was good in

all that his experience brought him in

contact with, and a persistence that over-

came dilTiculties, served to place him in

the front rank among engineers and air-

brake men in this country.

i i i
The fiftieth anniversary number of the

"Scientific American"' contains a group
of portraits of "Some Distinguished In-

ventors of the Last Half Century." In

this group are portraits of Morse, Thomp-
son, Ericsson, Howe, Tesia, Bell, Harvey,
Colt, Corliss, Edison and McCormack,
all of whom are truly great men; but in

point of importance of invention, it would
seem that the group should contain, in a

prominent place, the portrait of the gen-
ius in whose brain originated the scheme
of a practical air brake, George Westing-
house, Jr.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Connecting Air-Pump Exhaust to Ex-

haust Port of Locomotive.

Editors :

On page 350 in your April number, in

reply to general question No. 32, you

state that it is bad practice to connect the

air-pump exhaust pipe to the exhaust

passages in the cylinder saddles. I would

like to know what objections can be raised

to this practice, aside from the resistance

it gives to the air-pump exhaust, due to

back pressure in cylinders when engine

is working steam? This objection is not

serious and does not materially affect the

working of the pump, there being no such

resistance when pump is most needed, de-

scending grades, etc.

Advantages gained by connecting as

above are, first, a considerable saving in

fuel, especially in standing around sta-

tions, as there is less pull on the fire when

the air-pump exhaust is delivered through
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the train, and before they are heated he

can alternate to the others, and this by a

simple twist of the wrist and without any

outside Ijelp. On most roads where

there are grades they will be found to have

various gradients, ranging from, say, lYz

per cent, to as high as 4 per cent, in some

instances; and should the engineer so de-

sire he can have his train arranged so that

he will be able to apply the brakes on all

thirty cars if the grade demands it, and

should the grade become lighter, so that

he can control the train easily with brakes

on ten, he can release from twenty, leav-

ing them set on the other ten, and then

can recharge the reservoirs on the twenty

released, ready for use in a case of emer-

gency; and should the grade become
heavier, so as to necessitate the use of the

braking power on twenty cars he can re-

lease the brakes from the ten and set

them on the twenty simultaneously.

These changes can be made as often as

required and very easily, and yet at theABBA
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valve A, and those on Cars B by valve B,

independently of each other.

As you will note, this is not accom-

plished by the use of any valves or cocks

on the cars, but simply by the manner of

coupling, which is done according to a

fixed rule, though any desired combina-

tions can be made.

F. O. Dunning.
A'eK' Orleans, La.

[As the cost of hose is the principal

item in maintaining air brakes, those

brake systems requiring two lines of hose

have been declared objectionable. This

is especially true where the object sought

by the double-line form may be obtained

as efficiently with the standard system.

On a gradient where thirty or fifty per

cent, of the brakes will hold the train,

there will not be any great amount of

wheel-heating if all brakes are cut in,

and each does its own share and lighter

proportion of the work. On heavy grades

all brakes will be needed, and one portion
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the nozzle of the engine; second, no such

noise as is occasioned by the exhaust go-

ing up stack direct; third, there is no pipe

in the front end to get loose or to project

over nozzle, so as to interfere with ex-

haust, as is frequently the case with the old

plan.

W. R. Scott,

Trav. Eng., A.. T. & S. F. Ry.

Xeiuton, Kan.

[If, in the above-described method of

piping, the exhaust from the air pump be

given the same freedom had with the

present system, there should be no objec-

tion found to it from an air-brake stand-

point.—Eds.]

A Two-Train Pipe System of Air
Bral<es.

Editors :

I hereby take the liberty of bringing

to your notice a new system of operating

the automatic air brake, which is particu-

larly adapted for use with heavy freight

trains on roads where the grades are fre-

quent and heavy, as it not only gives the

engineer better control over his train, but

at the same time allows of his using only

a portion of his brakes at a time, allow-

ing the rest to cool oflf should they have

been under use before, or having them in

readiness and cool for use when those in

service shall become warm, and so obvi-

ate the danger arising from cracked or

split wheels or flanges. With my sys-

tem, an engineer with a thirty-car train can

use the brakes on all thirty of the cars if

he so desires, or should he be able to con-

trol his train easily he can apply the

brakes to, say, every other car throughout

H Hh iH HI IH HI IH Hh

A B

Tl
Position I Position 2

same time all the brakes will be under

his control for use at once should he

need them. This system virtually does

what the retaining valve does and a great

deal more. The engineer can control the

train with a portion of the cars and have

the rest ready for use all the time, and yet

have the brakes absolutely under his

control all the time, which is not the case

with the retaining valve, as he is not able

to release the brakes after they have been

set until the retaining valves have been

opened on all cars. This system would

be of very great advantage not only on

grades, but would be a great saving on the

rolling stock at all times, as the engineer

could just use the amount of braking

power needed at the time. I inclose a

sketch which will explain to you my
method of operating, and, as you will see,

all I use in addition to the present system

is a train pipe and proper mechanism on

the engine to operate same.

In the sketch, train pipes A and B on

Car A are connected with pipes controlled

by engineer's valves A and B. When the

three-way valve C is thrown in position I

it places both pipes under the control of

valve B, and all the brakes on the train

are controlled through the two pipes by
this valve in exactly the same manner as

they are at present. With the valve C in

position 2. pipes A and B are under con-

trol, respectively, of valves A and B, and
brakes on Cars A can be controlled by

cannot be spared to cool off while the

others are doing the work.

The necessary combinations obtained

by coupling could hardly be had in reg-

ular railroad practice. The system con-

tains the spice of novelty, but it is ex-

tremely doubtful whether it would ever

become a practical commercial success.

-Ed.]

i i
Irrelevant and Insufficient Data.

Editors :

Having been a regular subscriber to

"Locomotive Engineering' and a student

of air brakes, I am much interested in the

air questions and problems appearing in

the Air-Brake Department of your pa'per,

and therefore feel privileged to register

the following "kick" regarding the

"Queer-Acting Brake," as offered by P.

P. Haller.

In the first place, Mr. Haller withholds

data as to the kind of triple valve involved.

True, hf says it was a quick action, but he

makes no mention of the fact that it was

one of an obsolete and isolated kind with

which but few air-brake men are familiar.

In the second place, he lays undue stress

on the fact that a certain number of cars

were equipped with Janney couplers, and

others had the old link and pin couplers.

This data sends a fellow off on a wrong
line of reasoning, in which the stretching

of the hose couplings plays the most

prominent part.

It would seem that reference to the Jan-

ney couplers was purposely made with

a view to mislead rather than assist read-

ers in the solution of the problem. This

seems all the mora apparent when we
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notice that no reference to the Janncy

couplers whatever is made in Mr. Haller's

solution of his problem.

Considering the unusual combination

and conditions surrounding the case, it

would seem that Mr. Haller could well

afford to give more full and serviceable

data and then feel that he had given a

problem that would require some good

strong head work before a solution would

be given.

AMO.S JUDI).
Boston, Mass.

[We feel called upon to confess that the

problem was inserted without the careful

editing that other problems will receive

in the future.—Ed.].

i ^ i
Concerning haller's Problem.

Editors :

In the Air-Brake Department of July

issue of "Locomotive Engineering" I

noticed the problem, "A Queer-Acting

Brake," by P. P. Haller, which, from the

insufficient data given and the misleading

way in which the problem is put, would

tend to lead a person to think that the

mysterious action was caused by the Jan-

ney coupler, links, pins, etc., and that

these same things were looming up in air-

brake service that would require the atten-

tion of air-brake men.

From the answer published in August

number, I don't see why or where the car

couplers had anything to do with the case.

Therefore I must say that Mr. Haller's

problem was very wrongly put. From
reading the problem, it would naturally

be supposed that the couplers were

brought in more to throw the reader

astray than to give data that would lead

to a solution.

One thing in particular that should have

been mentioned was the kind of quick-

action triple that was used. Had this been

mentioned, there is no doubt but what it

would have been a very good problem for

many to sleep over.

H. A. Flvnn,
D. & H. C. Co.

IVilliesbarre, Pa.

i ^ i

Object of Port "A."
Editors :

Replying to query of J. J. Plunkett in

September number of "Locomotive En-

gineering," regarding the object of port

"A" in the rotary valve seat of the brake

valve, I would say that port "A" was

drilled in the corner of the large exhaust

port of some D-8 brake valves (the corner

of which had been filled in to accommo-
date it), so that when brake valve handle

was placed in emergency position the

equalizing reservoir and chamber D
would be drained, and the black pointer

on the gage would drop the same as it

does now with the E-6 or D-S valves.

I understand that but a few D-8 brake

valves having this port "A" were sent out

by the manufacturers.

Two of our engineers had a pretty

warm argument some time ago regarding

the question of whether the black pointer

would drop suddenly when the emergency

application was used on the D-8 valve.

One man claimed that it did on his en-

gine, and the other man claimed the op-

posite effect was had on the engine he

was running. An examination proved

that one man had a D-8 valve with the

port "A," and the other had a similar

kind of valve, but the port "A" was

omitted.

AmO.S Jl'DD.
Boston, Mass.

[Mr. Judd's solution is correct.— Ed.]

i i i
A New Brake Hanger.

Editors :

The inclosed print illustrates a brake

hanger which I would like to have your

opinion upon. It has been tried on one

brake beam of an engine tank. I have

Emergency Valve-Seat Tool.

Editors :

In response to your inquiry, in August
number, I inclose sketch of a device for

pulling down the emergency seat of

quicJ<-action triple valves.

H=
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Now is the time to provide

for thoroughly warmed

cars during the coming winter.

The heating systems of

the Gold Car Heating Com-

pany are far superior to any

others on the market, and

are certain to give the most

satisfactory- result.

Over ten thousand cars and

locomotives already equipped.

All parts and appliances

thoroughly automatic.

Device for Showing Movement of tiie

Emergency Valve.
Editors:

I think if you want a man to remember
what is told him about the air brake it is

important that he should be shown as far

as possible, so that he can see with his

own eyes that what you say takes place is

true.

One of the hardest things for those

studying air brakes to understand is the

operation of the quick-action triple valve

when brakes are applied in the emergency.

They are told that the train-line air is re-

duced very suddenly in pressure by part of

it entering the brake cylinder of each car.

They are shown by the gage that a higher

pressure is obtained in the brake cylinder

when brakes are applied in the emergency,

with a quick-action triple valve, than when
applied in a service application with the

same piston travel. They are then told

that this increase of pressure is due to a

part of the train-line air entering the

brake cylinder. They will believe you;

The Gold Straight Port

Steam Coupler is rapidly being

adopted as the standard on all

the leading railroads in this

country' and Europe.

Catalogues and circulars of

the different systems of heating

and all parts such as Train

Pipe Valves, Traps and Coup-

lings cheerfully furnished on

application to

Gold Car Heating Co.

CoR. Frankfort and Cuff Sts.,

NEW YORK.
668 Rookery, Chicago, III.

but will they remember it? I think not,

or at least not as well as they will to have

it proved to them. For this purpose I

have arranged one of the triples on a plant

of ten brakes, as shown in the cut. As
will be seen, a small rod is attached to the

stem of the emergency valve, and extended

through the check valve and out through

plug in check-valve case. Stuffing boxes
on the check valve and plug prevent leak-

age.

In the later triples the center of the

emergency valve stem is just in line with

the center of plug, or near enough so that

rod will work free. The cut, as will be

seen, does not show them in line. To
make this arrangement perfectly plain, I

have a .sectional triple connected up in

the same manner. With this arrangement

it is readily seen that the pulling of the

emergency valve from its seat will open
communication between the train line and
brake cylinder, just the same as there

would be if a pipe were to be extended

from the train line to the brake cylinder in

which there is a stop cock, the stop cock
filling the same office as the emergency
valve in this case. That is, when closed it

prevents train-line air entering the brake

cylinder, and when open allows it to enter

directly. When the emergency valve is

pulled from its seat all the brakes apply

by a full emergency application, and if the

handle of the engineer's valve is on lap

position will stay on. This will show to

anyone that it is train-line air entering

the brake cylinders that causes a quick-

action application of the brake.

On a plant with ten brakes, 8-inch pis-

ton travel, 70 pounds train-line and auxil-

iary-reservoir pressure, applied in the

above manner, gives about 60 pounds pres-

sure in brake cylinders and auxiliary reser-

voirs, and leaves about 50 pounds in the

train line. This is a very simple thing to

arrange, and I think any instructor will

be more than paid by the benefit derived.

E. G. Desoe,
A. B. Ins., B. &A. R. R.

Spiingfield, Mass.

^ ^ i
Practical Observations and ;Sug-

gestions.
Editors :

I have just finished the perusal of the

Air-Brake Men's Boston Proceedings,

and have found it teeming with valuable

instruction and up-to-date data. I was
much interested in the article on "Water-
Raising System" which heretofore was
Greek to me; and while I have not yet a

practical understanding of same, I will

be better able to cope with occasional

mysterious disappearance of train-pipe

pressure. The Proceedings should be in

the hands of every engineer who handles

air in any capacity.

The "single application" and "non-use
of emergency port" features are two very

important items of successful air-braking.

I have been handling all kinds of trains

this summer, from 2-coach (passenger) to

4S-car (freight), and have made ninety per

cent, of all stops with single application,

and have used emergency but once in six

months. I think this is doing fairly well,

and practice is making it as hard to go
over into the emergency position as it

used to be easy.

Where trains are long and only part air,

is where the most particular attention

should be paid to the "single application,"

as where two applications are made in

making a stop, the second one is always

made with train at low speed and not

bunched, resulting in heavy shock to hind

end of train, even if second application be

light. We have handled these trains more,

perhaps, than any other, and generally

with a coach on rear end, and have noticed

that where all stops were made with the

single application, and first reduction made
at a good speed, stops were smooth and

air used was nominal; while where two
applications were made (either through

leakage or poor judgment), stops were

always rough, no matter how light second

application was. We are far from perfect,

but practice and a fair amount of horse
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sense will enable one to do very good

braking.

It should be remembered that the first

application is the best, on account of

properly charged auxiliaries, and that the

application should be postponed until we
know for sure that we will not need to

release and set brakes again for any ex-

cept water stops; and with long trains

it is better even then to stop as near

spout as possible with the one application

(short, of course), then pull up slow and

stop with lever carefully. Of course, it

is impossible to always make smooth,

easy stops with long freight trains, espec-

ially with a lot of jacks; and the young
engineer should not feel hurt if told the

stove is upset, when probably the signal

to stop was given immediately after one

to go ahead. It is much better, however,

to run away by and back up than to go

over into emergency with brake valve

making a rough stop and likely running

by anyway; besides, using emergency

teaches brakemen bad habits, as wlicn

used sometimes they expect it always and

give signals accordingly.

A few brakemen have a bad habit when
coupling onto cars to be picked up, of

opening angle cock on those cars (which

are in many cases charged with air) be-

fore hose coupling is made, setting those

brakes unnecessarily and wasting all the

air in train pipe. Then, after coupling is

made, of opening cock quickly on train

setting quick action, not only wasting air,

but straining all brake apparatus. A care-

ful brakeman is a valuable assistant to

an engineer, and they are generally ready

to learn, but in many places lack instruc-

tors.

L. D. Shaffner,
Nor. Pac. Ry.

Missoula, Mont.

i i i
Field Notes.

Editors

:

The other day my attention was called

to a powerful switch engine which had a

10 X lo-inch driver brake equalized for

six drivers, and an 8-inch tender brake

working on both trucks. Both the

auxiliaries were i6 x 33 inches outside

measurement, so that one fed two lo-inch

cylinders and the piping from one cylinder

to the other, while the other auxiliary fed

one 8-inch cylinder, 70 pounds train-line

pressure was carried, and engine had a

full New York Air-Brake Company equip-

ment in good order.

The engrine was giving considerable

trouble because the driver brake did not

hold as well as it should, while the tender

brake made a regular business of stick-

ing nearly every time they coupled onto

a train. We put gages on the auxiliaries,

which made the cause of the trouble ap-

parent at once. The tender-brake cylin-

der with 7-inch piston travel equalized

with its large auxiliary on a lo-pound

train-pipe reduction at 60 pounds piston

pressure, and stayed set till the train-line

pressure was restored to a little over 60

pounds. If there were very many empty

cars coupled on, it took some time to get

this train-line pressure.

The driver brakes equalized with auxili-

ary at 40 pounds, and it took a reduction

of 30 pounds from 70 to set them tight.

-A^s the train-line pressure was rarely re-

duced over IS or 20 pounds in making an

ordinary stop, you can see the driver

brake did not do its share of the work,

and used a lot of air doing it. After show-

ing, by the object lesson with the gages,

what the trouble was, the piston travel

or tender brake was let out to pH inches,

and the travel on driver brakes taken up

as short as possible, and the shoes wouhl

clear the wheels good when released, after

which both engine and tender brake could

be handled satisfactorily, although the

gages showed that the pressure in driver-

brake cylinders was still lower than ten-

der brake on a full application, so driver

brake would let off first when pressure

was pumped up gradually.

There are lots of tender brakes with a

12x33 auxiliary to feed an 8-inch brake

cylinder, and unless lots of excess is car-

ried in the main reservoir, this brake will

give trouble in sticking. One remedy is

to extend the piston travel as long as

practicable, always remembering that the

piston travels about an inch further when
brake is set while train is running than

with a standing test. Of course, the right

way to remedy this matter is to put the

proper auxiliary on for an 8-inch brake,

which is 10 X 24 inches. This cannot al-

ways be done when we want it. High
excess helps to release this brake each

time, but if the high excess is not properly

handled, this brake will creep on again

when train line and auxiliaries on the

driver and car brakes are equalizing. Ex-

tending the piston travel lowers the pres-

sure at which cylinder and auxiliary equal-

ize. This must be about the same as other

brakes to have them set and release alike.

This is one operation of the application

and release of the automatic brake that

should be thoroughly understood, as it

is the key to the whole chain of opera-

tions. When once you thoroughly under-

stand the equalization of the air pressures

in the train pipe and auxiliary, between

the auxiliary and brake cylinder, and how
it is done, then the rest is easy.

C. B. CONGKR.
(irand Rapids, Mich.

Habitual Carelessness in Handling Air-

Braked Trains.
Editors :

Some time ago I saw a piece in "Loco-
motive Engineering" relative to the care-

less manner in which many of the older

runners handled the air brakes, and I

presume many engineers who saw it never

stopped to think what kind of a card

would be produced were one to be taken

EDICATE YOIRSELF
by the correspondence method in the the-

ory of the mechanical trades and engineer-
ing professions. Studies carried on at

home. Thorough instruction. Successful
metTiods. Endorsed bj- Superintendents,
Engineers and Mechanics everywhere and
by the Editor of Lolomotive Enginkering.

STEAM ENOINEERINQ.
Locomotive Engineers' Stholiirship, for Lo-

comotive Engineers Firemen, Apprentices
and others who wish to study Locomotive
Steam Engineering. The subjects taught
are Arithmetic, Mensuration and the Use of

Letters in .Algebraic Formulas. Mechanics,
Mechanical Drawing. Ivoconiotives, IJyna-

mos and Motors. Price S25. in advance,
or .'II30, in installments.

ELECTRICITY.
Electrical Power and Lighting Scholarship,

for Superintendents and Managers of Elec-
tric Plants and Electric Railways, Uynamo
Tenders, Linemen, Motornien, workers in

electrical industries and others who desire

to study the operation and installation of

Electric Light, Power and Railway Plants.

Includes instruction in Mechanical Draw-
ing, Dynamos and Motors, Electric Light-
ing. Electric Railways, Electricity Applied
in Mining Operations, Electric Light Wir-
ing and Bell Work, and a preparatory
course in Mathematics and Physics. Price

$25, in advance, or ^30, in installments.

MECHANICAL DRAWING.
Mechanical Drawing Scholarship, for alt

who wish to become Draughtsmen or learn
to make and read drawings. The subjects
taught are Arithmetic. Mensuration and
the L'se of Letters in Algebraic Formulas
and Mechanical Drawing. Drawing is

taught by a new and successful method.
Price !(:25, in advance, or $30, in install-

ments.

MECHANICS.
Complete Mechanical Scholarship, for Ma-

chinists. I'attern Makers, Boiler .Makers
and .Apprentices to those trades, who desire
to study the theory of Mechanics with a
view of becoming Mechanical Engineers ;

for Superintendents, Foremen and others
who wish to study the theory of Mechanical
Engineering or to review subjects which
they have previously studied, and for

young men who wish to educate them-
selves as Mechanical Engineers. Includes
instruction in Mechanical Drawing, Steam
and Steam Engines, Elementary Graphical
Statics, Strength of Materials, Applied Me-
chanics, Boilers, Machine Design, and a
preparatory course in Mathematics and
Physics. Price $35, in advance, or $40, in

installments.
IVi- have courses in Steam Enginecr-

tni(. Stationary. Locomotive or Marine ;

Mechanics, Mechanical Drawini^, Elec-
tricity, Architecture. Architectural
Drawing and Designing, Civil Engi-
neerini;' in all its branches. Plumbing
and /haling. Coal and Metal Mining,
I'rospecting. English branches. Book-
keeping and Business Eorms.
Mention the subject in which you are in-

terested and we will send you a Free Cir-

cular of Information. It describes the
method of teaching, showing how admir-
ably it meets the requirements of those
who cannot attend technical colleges. It

contains details of the courses, prices and
terms, sample pages of the Instruction
Papers, which take the place of text books,
and a reduced specimen of a drawing
plate. Write to

THE

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS,
Box 801, Scranton, Pa.
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NOW BEING USED

AND UNIVERSALLY

ADOPTED

Magnesia

Laggings

AS THE

BEST LOCOMOTIVE

LAGGING MADE.

^END BLUE PRINTS FOR

ESTIMATES TO

Keasbey '^

Mattison Go,

AMBLER, PA.

by the pressure recorder from a train

they were handling.

After watching this matter closely, I am
satisfied that much of the rough braking

is done by men who have been handling

passenger trains for a number of years,

and who may have, at one time, enjoyed

the distinction of being skillful men with

the brake; but, as the writer said, they

become careless and drift into a rut from

which it is most difficult to get out.

It is my opinion that a man who is only

careful when he knows some official is

on the train will never distinguish him-

self as a skillful brakeman.

RicH.\RD Jones.
Springfield, III.

^ i i
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

On Alr-Brake SubjecU.

(66) H. C. E., Springfield, III, writes :

I. Has the graduating spring anything
to do with the movement of triple piston
in service application, with both the plain
and quick-action triples? A.—No; it does
not assist in the graduation of either triple,

although a full port opening is not had
with the plain triple until the graduating
spring is slightly compressed. A full port,
however, is not required in the service ap-
plication with the plain triple. 2. Please
explain why you can get no extra pressure
in brake cylinder after making a moderate
service reduction, and then going to
emergency. A.—The auxiliary reservoir
pressure is unable to force the emergency
piston downward against the brake cylin-
der pressure under it. and therefore the
train-pipe port cannot be opened.

(67) U. S. S., Baraboo, Wis., writes :

One man says that if the feed port in a
triple valve becomes partly stopped up, so
that the auxiliary reservoir does not be-
come fully charged with the others of the
train, that, with a service application, it

will take the emergency as soon as the
train-line pressure has been reduced low
enough to operate the triple piston. Ano-
ther man says a partially closed feed groove
cannot cause this. Which is right? A.

—

The feed groove can in no way cause the
action mentioned. When the reduction in

train-pipe pressure is sufficient to cause
a movement of the triple piston, the appli-
cation will be as gentle as though this

auxiliary was charged equally with the
others. In fact, the tendency to go into
quick action would be even less. Care
should be taken not to mistake a sticky
triple for an undercharged auxiliary.

(68) H. C. E., Springfield, 111., asks:
I. Why is the governor piped to the

train line on engines having the D-8 brake
valve? A.—To keep the train-line pres-
sure within the limits that will not allow
an excessive brake power, which results
in slid flat wheels, and also to allow
a higher pressure to be accumulated in
the main reservoir for releasing brakes.
With the D-5 or E-6 valve the pump
governor is attached to the main reservoir
pressure, governing that pressure alone,
while the feed valve attachment governs
the train-line pressure. With the D-8
valve on lap, the main reservoir pressure
could be run up equal with the steam pres-
sure, which resulted in useless heating of
pimip, etc. '

2. Could not the D-8 valve,
with governor connected to main drum,
be handled by a careful and skillful engin-
eer? A.—With but a trifle greater degree
of satisfaction than if no governor were
used at all. It would prove too trouble-
some and dangerous.

(69) H. C. E., Springfield, 111., writes:

I. On page 9 of Westinghouse Instruc-
tion Book we find the statement that in
admitting steam to chamber M, the main
valve being the larger at top, will rise,

causing the downward stroke of piston 10.

But in starting several different pumps it

has been found to be quite the reverse.
How do you account for this? A.—After
the working parts of an air pump have be-
come worn, gravity causes them to seek
the lowest points of their respective tra-
verse after the steam is shut ofT. Thus all

parts are in position to make the up-
stroke. 2. Would the 8-inch pump work
with no rings in bottom piston of main
valve? A.—Yes, if piston was ordinarily
tight, but not so well, of course, as if rings
were used. A bad blow would be had on
both up and down strokes, nearly all lubri-
cant would be wasted away, and. in conse-
quence, the pump would groan and work
poor generally. 3. Would stop pin 50,
being broken off, stop pump unless steam
was shut ofT? A.—No.

(70) C. A. W., Tallahassee, Fla., writes:

I am running an engine equipped with a
D-5 brake valve, which acts as follows:
When making a service application with
t^^in of four or five cars, the brakes apply
all right; but when making a service ap-
plication with the engine and tender alone,
it takes the brakes about as long again to
apply as it does with the train, and very
little air escapes out through the train-pipe
exhaust. The engine has no driver brakes,
and the brake valve has just been cleaned
and repaired. What makes this difference?
A.—We do not think that your trouble is

in any way due to the brake valve; but in-
stead can be ascribed to the fact that your
engine, having no driver brakes, and ten-
der brake possibly in doubtful condition,
will not stop in as short a distance when
alone as when coupled to the train, which
not only holds its own weight, but part of
the engine's weight also. The escape of
air at the train-pipe exhaust begins prob-
ably just as soon after handle is put in
service notch with engine alone, as when
engine is coupled to train. With short
train pipe, such as your tender has, the
equalizing piston in brake valve will not
have to lift as high as it will when engine
is on the train; consequently the escape
at the exhaust will be shorter and lighter
with engine and tender alone.

"The University Scientific Magazine,"
published by the Engineering Society of
the University of Tennessee, is a monthly,
6x9 inches, containing 43 pages of matter
solidly technical, relating principally to

electricity and chemistry, with a chapter
devoted to the practice of freehand letter-

ing in several well-known industrial draw-
ing offices, in which accurate reproduc-
tions of letters and numerals are given to

show the various styles in vogue by differ-

ent draftsmen. The magazine is published

at Knoxville, Tenn.

The twenty powerful eight-wheeled pas-

senger locomotives being completed by
the Schenectady Locomotive Works for

service on the heavy fast express trains

of the N. Y., N. H. & H. R. R. between
New York and Boston will have the West-
inghouse-American engine truck brake,

thus making them among the best braked
engines ever built.
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Railroad Signaling Device.

The signaling device sliown in our illus-

tration is the invention of Mr. R. T. Kan-
ski, of New York City, who writes, con-
cerning its action:

"It is a combination of lamp, board and
gearing, the signal board being i6 x 48
inches. It is manipulated by means of

cams which operate a vibrating arm pivot-

ed at lower end. the upper end of arm hav-

ing a toothed portion which works in the

lower part of a double-gear wheel, keyed
on a central shaft which has a bridge bear-

ing. The upper teeth of double-gear wheel
mesh with a gear wheel on the horizontal

shaft, at the end of which is an arm having

a roller through which passes a pin tliat

\ jZ<>«m«(fi< £iij/int4rinff
Fig. 1.

moves through guides attached to the
back of the steel sheet signal board, that

prevents the board moving any further

than the movement of the arm. The board
is hung on a separate axis off its center,

that causes the board to assume a position

of danger, as shown in Fig. i, in case of

breakage of any operating part.

"The movement of the lamp is made by
a simple crank and rod motion, working
from the central shaft to an auxiliary shaft

having a collar at the upper end, that sup-
ports the lamp. The signal, when at

danger, throws a red light towards the

track and causes the rays of the white light

to reflect on signal board. Fig. 2 shows
the signal board at clear. It is simple in

construction and positive in movement,
dispensing with extra disk, as will be
seen by the illustrations."

Brown's Balanced Valve.

The balanced valve shown in our illus-

tration is the invention of Mr. D. H.
Brown, a locomotive engineer on the Illi-

nois Central Railway at McComb City.

The valve is similar to the ordinary slide

valve on its port face, but has an annular

cavity in its upper face which contains a

friction ring, into which is fitted on the

outside and top the packing rings form-
ing the balance features of the device.

The friction ring is provided with an in-

clined groove on the bottom face, into

which a split expansion ring lies, the

function of which is to force a wedge-
shaped ring against the inclined face of the

friction ring and raise the packing against

the balance plate, which is solid with the

steam chest, and separates it into two
chambers, one for the valve and the other

for the valve stem.

This balance plate is open at the center

to allow the valve stem to pass down so

as to engage with the valve, the latter hav-

ing a slot, lyi inches wide and 7% inches

long, to receive a lug forged on the front

end of valve stem. It will be seen that the

latter has no stuffing box; none is neces-

sary, for the stem only requires a guide

L^M:-/m"tite En'jxnct

to hold it in line, as there is no steam to

provide against, since it is excluded from
that part of the chest by the balance plate.

The whole top of the chest might be left

off, so far as its use as a cover is con-

cerned.

An engine equipped with valves of this

type has been in service one month on
freight, and three months on passenger,

making 1,000 miles a week, without a

blow of any kind from the steam chest.

It is now being put on a large freight

engine to see what the results will be in

hard freight service. There is something
unique about this stem without packing.

An engine should handle easily with

valves balanced and all resistance from
stem packing eliminated, and it should
also show a reduced fuel account for the

same reason. Anything that will cut down
internal friction should receive the ap-
proval of all who are laboring to im-
prove the locomotive.

The July statement of fuel and oil con-

sumption of engine with this valve, fur-

nished by Master Mechanic F. C. Losey,
gives a comparative performance with

other engines having next best record on
the same division, in which the engines

made nearly 5,000 miles in passenger ser-

vice. The table shows a mileage of 274.2

against 129.3 for valve oil. and 54.2 miles

against 40.9 to one ton of coal.

This is favorable showing, but we do
not have much confidence in statements of

An

Invitation

to

Supts. of Motive Power
and

Master Mechanics

who are not already making
use of

Dixon's

Pure I lakeGraphite

The Joseph Dixon Crucible Company
will take much pleasure in sending sam-
ples of Dixon's Pure I'lake Graphite, with

interesting ami trustworthy testimonials,

to any Superintendent of Motive Power or

Master Mechanic who is not making use

of it.

We respectfully suggest that the regular

use of Dixon's Pure Flake Graphite will

make it pos.sible for railway companies to

buy much cheaper oil and at the same time

have far better lubrication at much less

cost.

An engineer on the Chicago & Alton

Railroad s^ys: "Have used Dixon's Pure
Flake Graphite in driving boxes, cylinders

and rod cups, also in squirt can for links

and wedges. Had an engine that was very

hard to keep cool till I commenced the

regular use of Dixon's Graphite, since

which time have not had a minute's delay

on account of anything hot."

It will be remembered that at the meet-

ing of the New York Railroad Club the

.subject of the cause of train detentions

was discussed. Mr. C. M. Mcndenhall,

Supt. Motive Power, Phila., Wil. & Bait.

R.R., showed that the greatest number of

delays were caused by hot bearings. Out
of every one hundred delays caused by un-

due friction and overheating of parts on
locomotives, forty-eight were caused by
hot driving boxes and thirty were caused

by hot crank-pins. In other words, if a

positive cure could be found for hot bo.xes,

hot crank-pins and hot eccentrics, then the

chief causes of train detentions would be

eliminated.

The testimony of hundreds of practi-

cal and skillful engineers, and the trials

and careful tests made by many Super-
intendents of Motive Power and Master
Mechanics, would seem to demonstrate
beyond any question that Dixon's Pure
Flake Graphite is the positive cure

sought for.

May we send you samples free of

charge ?

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.

JERSEY CITY. N. J.
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-

A MONEY MAKER OR A MONEY EATER.
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Lathe ^^'ork' sent free.

JONES tS LAMSON MACHINE CO.
SPRINGFIEL-O, VT.

Injectors
LIFTING AND NON-LIFTING.

LOCOMOTIVE, STATIONARY AND

MARINE. BOILER WASHERS.

EJECTORS and all JET APPARATUS.

OLD RELIABLE "LinLE GIANT"

AND "LNIQIE" BOILER FEEDERS.

RUE M'F'G CO.,
J 19 No. Ninth Street,

PHILADELPHIA, PA,

Established

1884.S.N.CIarkson

Jeweler,

Send for

Price List on
Watches

and
Diamonds.

——^T

Columbus
Memorial
Building:,

103 Stalest.,

Chicago, 111.

c
Improved Pneumatic

rack Sanding

~Hpparatu$

AAA

For Lxjcomotives.

HENRY L. EEACH, 176 HERON AV., N. CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

1-..IM,KI, BV .\Ut11KW CaIIKV, V.-i.

HENRY CAREY BAIRD & CO.
Iniustrlal I^ubli8bcr^, 36ool!ScIIcc8,

anB Umportcre,

810 WALNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA., U. S. A.

ty Our Nrw and Revise.! C^tsl .Rue of Prnctlcal and Sci,.ntifle

Books, 91 pairrj, 8vo., and our otntr Calalogu.s and Circulara, tha
whole covering every branch ot Science ajtiilied to the Arta. aent
free and free of pt-ugt to any one In any part of the world who
will furnish hia addreas.

this character, notwithstanding that the

results might have been honestly obtained,

for the reason that expert handling of an

engine will always show a saving in fuel,

no matter what the device being tried.

Work of a High-Speed Locomotive.

"At 6o miles an hour the resistance of a

train is four times as great as it is at 30

miles—that is, the pull must be four

times as great in the one case as it is in

the other. But at 60 miles an hour, this

pull must be exerted for a given distance

in half the time that it is at 30 miles, so

that the amount of power exerted and

steam generated in a given period of time

must be eight times as great at the faster

speed. This means thaf the capacity of

the boiler, cylinders and the other parts

must be greater with a corresponding ad-

dition to the weight of the machine. Ob-
viously, therefore, if the weight per wheel,

on account of the limit of weight that the

rails will carry, is limited, we soon reach

a point when the driving wheels and other

parts cannot be further enlarged, and then

we reach the maximum of speed. The
nice adjustment necessary of the various

parts of these immense engines may be

indicated by some figures as to the work

performed by these parts when the locomo-

tive is working at high speed. Take a pas-

senger engine of any of the big railroads:

At 60 miles an hour a driving wheel s'A

feet in diameter revolves five times every

second; now, the reciprocating parts of

each cylinder, including one piston, pis-

ton rod, crosshead and connecting rod,

we'ghing about 650 pounds, must move
back and forth a distance equal to the

stroke, usually 2 feet, every time the

wheel revolves, or in a fifth of a second.

It starts from a state of rest at the end of

each stroke of the piston, and must ac-

quire a velocity of 32 feet per second in

one-twentieth of a second, and must be

brought to a state of rest in the same

period of time. A piston i8 inches in

diameter has an area of 254^ square

inches. Steam of 150 pounds pressure per

square inch would, therefore, exert a force

on the piston equal to 38,175 pounds. This

force is applied alternately on each side

of the piston ten times a second."

The above article is cut from "The

Railway Agent," which stole it without

credit from the "Ladies' Home Journal,"

which received it from a contributor

who stole it without credit from For-

ney. Some of the statements are

quite misleading. The resistance of a

train is not nearly four times greater at

60 miles an hour than it is at half that

speed. This is a popular fallacy due to a

tlicory given in engineering te.xt-books

that train resistance increases with the

square of the velocity. E.xperiment has

demonstrated that it does nothing of the

kind. If it did there would be very few

locomotives capable of pulling any train

at a speed of 60 miles an hour. By actual

experiment the resistance of a passenger

train has been found to be 12 pounds per

ton at 30 miles and 16 pounds per ton at

60 miles per hour.

The idea that steam pressure of 150

pounds per square inch will be acting on

the pistons when the piston speed is 1,200

feet a minute is absurd. The engineers

who have applied the steam engine indi-

cator to locomotives give the mean steam

cylinder pressure to be about 50 pounds

per square inch.

A Good Blow-off Cock.

If there is one abomination worse than

another on a locomotive, its the common
plug blow-off cock—the kind that you

have to slack oflf the nuts to loosen and

then can't get anywhere near it to shut it

oflf.

Our illustration shows a plug cock that

has the advantage of tightening itself when
closed and loosening itself when opened.

This result is secured by means of the

traveling cam A, through which the stem

passes. The cam is prevented from turn-

ing with the stem by means of the lugs B,

which move vertically in slots. Suppos-

ing the valve to be open, the cam will be in

the lower part of the chamber in which it

is placed and the valve will be free to be

easily moved. A quarter of a turn in the

direction for closing it causes the cam to

rise and take a bearing on the upper sur-

face of the chamber, and the only effect of

further effort to turn the stem in that

direction is to force the valve more firmly

to its seat. A very slight motion in the

other direction immediately releases the

cam and the valve turns easily, being ar-

rested at its proper open position by con-

tact of the fingers of the cam at the

other end of its travel. E, D, D are bal-

ancing ports. The bottom plug is for the

purpose of draining valve to prevent

freezing and also the removal of sediment.

C indicates traveling cam. Under no con-

dition does the plug lift from its seat.
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This cock is made by the Homestead

Manufacturing Company (Limited), of

Homestead, Pa.

i i ^
R. D. Wood & Co., of Philadelphia,

manufacturers of the Taylor gas pro-

ducer, have issued a catalog illustrating

their output, which deserves mention.

This is a trade pamphlet of 6 x 9 inches

standard size, containing 56 pages of in-

formation, descriptive of the gas pro-

ducers made by the firm, with notes on

gas fuel that must be of the greatest

value to those interested in fuel economy.

It is, in fact, a treatise on the production

of gas for fuel purposes, and handles the

subject in such a clear manner that all

can understand the material points of the

subject without any previous knowledge

of it. Comparisons of the calorific values,

beginning with producer gas, and ascend-

ing by the amount of heat energy shown,

to water gas, and then from coal gas to

the natural article, as it is given up by

Mother Earth, are of the highest interest,

showing by table that the cheapest arti-

ficial fuel gas per unit of heat is common
producer gas, and that the calorific power

of natural gas is about fifty per cent,

greater than that of coal gas, the pro-

ducing value of which is given for An-

thracite, Bituminous and the Lignites.

The chemistry of all these gases, to show

the heat energy in each, is arranged in

the simplest form to give the clearest

comprehension of the facts. Under the

head of "Boiler Firing" there is a fund of

information that will do much to let a

bright light in on the theory of boiler

economics. The pamphlet is intended

for the enlightenment of the managers of

power plants and all others who have to

do with fuel consumption, and the mas-

terly manner in which the subject is han-

dled will make interesting reading to

those for whom it is intended.

S i i
Night Schools Not Appreciated.

Our volatile friend Watson, of the "En-

gineer," does not think that workmen as

a rule appreciate the educational advan-

tages offered to them in the shape of night

schools and other aids for overcoming

the deficiencies of mental training. Discus-

sing the apathy of those for whom certain

night schools were established, he says:

"These facts are very discouraging to

the lovers of progress and the human race,

the assumption being that men are illiter-

ate only because they lack facilities for

education, but close observers may find

another and a truer reason, which is that

study of any kind is unpopular to the

masses. The average man prefers to break

his back, or lose his job a dozen times in

blundering through his work, rather than

tire his brains by acquiring the fundamen-

tal principles of the business he is to

follow through life. We speak of the

mass, not of individuals here and there,

who are exceptions to the rule."

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING

WHAT YOU WANT TO KNOW.
Questions and Answers.

Corrt-spondents wishing to have oufs-

iions aiisuiered in these columns should

send in their names and addresses, not

for publication, but for evidence ofgood
faith. We tliroiu all anonymous letters

into the waste basket.

(77) Q- V. A., Lake Elmo, Minn., writes ;

Has the return flue boiler ever been

used on a locomotive? A.—The "Coven-

try" boiler, a return flue affair, was tried

on a locomotive only a few years ago, and

was pronounced a failure at that time.

(78) S. 0., Omaha, Neb., writes :

If compressed without loss of heat, what

would be the temperature of air at 1,000

pounds pressure per square inch, as shown
on the gage? A.—According to Rankine,

the temperature would be about 2,450 de-

grees.

(79) W. L. F., So. Easton, Pa., writes:

Does a low-driving wheel in fast passen-

ger service mean economy? VVe have

5-foot drivers on our express trains, and

"also have hot boxes and pins. A.—Piston
speed, when excessive, is not conducive to

economy; it is bad for not only the engine

but the track as well. Centrifugal force

having a disastrous effect on the rods,

pins and boxes. A s-foot wheel will have

to make 1.2 more revolutions than a 6-foot

wheel (that being the ratio of wheel cir-

cumferences), to do the same work in a

given time, with same size cylinders, and

the steam and fuel consumption will also

be greater in the same ratio.

(80) J. S., Conneaut, O., writes:

Will you please answer the following

questions in your paper and oblige a sub-

scriber? I have a piston Yn, inch in diame-

ter with 70 pounds air pressure on its top.

I want a spring sensitive to a 4 or 5 pound
reduction of pressure on the piston. The
spring to push the piston Yz inch, and the

cavity under the piston for the spring to be

not more than i inch deep. Can I get

such a spring? If so, where? A.—

A

spring would have to be made to suit these

requirements, and any machinist or model
maker that is up in his business can easily

make such a spring, which must of neces-

sity be small—not over 54 inch diameter

outside of the coil, and 1 inch high over

all. Spring formulas in such a case as this

are too unreliable to waste any time over,

and are therefore not given; a cut-and-try

process will give results equally as satis-

factory as any. Our advice is to get some
small wire, from

i',,
to J inch diameter,

and wind a spring for yourself, around a

spindle whose diameter plus two thick-

nesses of wire will give the over-all diame-

ter of spring, and experiment until you
have what you want.

(81) J. A. D., Whiting, 111., writes:

Please say in your next issue the proper

way to measure the throw of an eccentric.

A.—The throw of an eccentric, according

to the acceptation of the term among me-
chanics, is easiest found by taking the

difference between the greatest and small-

est distances from the axle (or what is the

same thing, the bore of the eccentric) to

the outside of eccentric. Example: Let
the eccentric be 14 inches in diameter; let

the greatest distance to the axle equal

5.5 inches, and the least distance equal 15^2

inches; then 5.5 — 1.5 will equal 4 inches,

the throw. For any other throw, say 5
inches, the measurements on the same
size of eccentric would be 6 inches and i

inch, respectively; and 6 — i will equal S
inches, the throw. The reason for this is,

IllSf RFADY Thirteenth lidition. Revisedjuai nLnui. j^^_ ^1^^,^ ^j Woodcuts, m
t ..pijcrphiti.' Engravings, together with a Travel
ScaU-, $2 00.

The Practical Application of the

Slide Valve and Link Motion ....

to .Stationary, Portable, Locomotive and
Marine Engines with New and Simple -Methods
for Proportioning the Parts. By WILLIAM S.

AucuiNCI.OSS, C. E., Mctn. A. S. C. E.

CONTENTS I Part I. The Slide Valve—Elemen-
tary Principlesand General Proportions. PartU.
General Proportions Modified by Crank and Pis-

ton Connections. Part III. Adjustable Eccentrics.

Part IV. Link Motions. Part V. Independent
Cut-off, Clearance, etc. Appendix. Formulie
Relating to Crank and Piston Motions.

•„• Cojiiea tt-nt by m»ll, pr,-)ial<l, on receij,t of prlc#.

W.Iiate cawloitui? of meohanlcal books Mnt K'»l'« on application.

D. VAN NOSTRAND CO., Publishers,
23 Murray and 27 Warren Streets, NtW YORK.

DEATH'S SOLILOQUY.

(T^

Honestly, it makes me tired. Competition

has knocked business cold as a clam. I used

to have a monopoly on death—look at me now.

High pressures and plain staybolts do a big

share of the business. If I could get the railroad

officials to adopt the Falls Hollow Sfaybolt I
.uy.l,..^., j-.,l|,, ,.

could get back that trade and kill people in

bed—but woe is me—they are so busy on Wall

Street.

^e"^ ashton
MUFFLER

With Top Outside Pop
Reg-ulator.

Open Pop Valves
AND Gages.

TH? ASHTON VALVE CO.
271 Franklin Street, Boston. Mass.

The i'cnnsylvania l<ailroa<l has organ-
ized a number of personally-conducted
pleasure tours to be made under the escort

of a tourist agent and chaperon, embrac-
ing most of the points of interest in the
South. An early Autumn trip will be
made to include Gettysburg Battle-Field,

Blue Mountain, Luray Cavern, Basic City,

Va., the Natural Bridge, Grottoes of the

Shenandoah, Richmond, Washington and
Mt. Vernon. The start will be made from
Boston on Monday, October 12th, from
New York and Philadelphia on Tuesday,
October 13th, and the tri]) will cover a

period of ten days. The cost of the trip,

including all necessary expenses, will be

$55 from New York, $65 from Boston and
$53 from Philadelphia. Detailed itinerary

will be sent on application to Tourist

Agent, 1 196 Broadway. New York; 86 Ful-

ton Street, Brooklyn; 205 Washington
Street, Boston; or Room 411, Broad Street

Station, Philadelphia. This trip is sure to

be popular, and the fact that it is con-
ducted by the Pennsylvania Company is a

guarantee that everything possible will be
done for the comfort of the tourists.
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McShanE. 185 illustrations, 340 pages, cloth
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Ferguson's Patent

Self-Feed Tube Expander.

Used in the Principal Railroad Boiler Shops
and by Locomotive Builders in the

United States.

Ask for Circulars and Prices.

A. L. HENDERER,
999 Maryland Ave.,Wilmington, Del., U.S.A.

FHE BEST IS THE CHEAPESTT"
The Star Engine.

The Star Air Compressor.
Write for Prices and Circulars.

ST. LOUIS STEAM ENGINE CO.,

18 So. Commercial Street, St. Louis, Ma
C3rOXJIj33'S

Steam and Water Packing
^

I'atent«d June 1, Ibsu,

Especially adapted for LtKorootive*.

Never sticks the Throttle.

The Original Ring Packing.
In ordering give kxact diaiiit-ter of Stuffinj

Box and Valve ^t^m.
None e^nulne without this Tra<Je Mark,

THE GOULD PACKING CO..
A. Chipma!*. TrCM. east CAMBRIDGE. MASS-

^ SUGGESTIOH.
When you want something reli-

able

Ask for the "Utica" Gauge.

UXICA STEAM GAl'UE CO.,
70-72 FArETTE ST., UTICA. H. Y.

that if we could measure from the outside
of the eccentric, as before, to the circle

representing the path of the eccentric

center, instead of to the shaft, we would
have in the two measurements (the greatest

and least) an amount which must be added
to an unknown quantity in order to have
the full diameter of the eccentric; and
since the path of the eccentric center is

the unknown factor, we obtain it at once
by subtraction, as shown. It is plain, then,

that we may take these measurements
from the axle instead of the path of the
eccentric centers, since they are con-
centric.

(82) H. M. S., Searcy, Ark., writes:

I am firing a small locomotive with

9 .X 14-inch cylinders. On the right-hand
side there is J4 hich more clearance at the

end of the stroke than on the left-hand

side. The driving boxes are in perfect

tram and the rods are properly keyed up.

The striking point is the same on both
sides, but there is J^ inch more clearance
at each end of the stroke on the right-hand
side than on the left. I think the cylinder

on that side is a little longer than on the

left, as the engine has never been square
as far as the exhaust is concerned. Am I

right? h.—Your statement that the strik-

ing point is the same on both sides cannot
be correct, for the reason that the piston

in the longer cylinder will travel Ys inch
farther at each end before striking the

cylinder head, which is the striking point;

therefore the striking points would be ]/i

inch farther apart on one side than on the
other. The cylinders may be of same
length, and the difference be accounted
for by a thinner piston on one side than
on the other, but this fact would not alter

the proposition made above. If the piston
travels an equal distance from the striking

points, the exhaust should be square for

the reason that there would be an equal
amount of space between the piston and
cylinder heads when exhaust occurs, and
consequently an equal amount of steam
would pass to the atmosphere provided
that the valve was set so as to give an
equal cut-off for each end of the cylinder.

In order to have a square exhaust, the

main rod must be of correct length; that

is, the clearance must be equal at each end
of cylinder when the crank pin is on its

centers, and the valve must be made to

cut off equally from each striking point.

These are the fundamental principles of

accurate valve-settin,g. If they are fol-

lowed the engine will be square, notwith-
standing there is a difference in the length
of cylinders. The only difference in the

exhaust of the two cylinders will be in the

slightly larger volume of steam from the

larger one.

(83) A. J. H., New Orleans, La., writes:

I would greatly appreciate and thank
you most heartily to explain through the

columns of your journal, the most accurate
rule of determining the horse power of

any steam boiler. A great many mechani-
cal writers differ as to the number of square

feet of either heating or grate surface used
for one horse power. I would like to

know if it is better obtained by the evapo-
ration of gallons of water in a certain time,

or by the consumption of coal in pounds
in the same certain time. Any information
relative to above would be greatly appre-
ciated by myself and other readers of your
paper. K.—The horse-power (so called)

of a boiler is measured by its evaporative

capacity per hour with a given tempera-
ture of feed water, and a stated gage pres-

sure. The American Society of Mechani-
cal Engineers have adopted for a standard
commercial horse-power, an evaporation

of 34.5 pounds of water per hour, from a

feed water temperature of 212 degrees
Fahr. into steam at the same temperature.
An application of this standard to a boiler

that evaporates 2,500 pounds of water per
hour, with a gage pressure of 140 pounds
per square inch, and feed water tempera-
ture of 60 degrees Fahr. would be as fol-

lows: The heat units in a pound of steam
under the given conditions are first deter-

mined by the formula (212— 60) -f- 966

+

(0.305 X (316— 212) = 1,163.44, in which
212 — 60 equals 152, the thermal units re-

quired to raise the water from 60° to 212°,

and 966 equals the number required to

evaporate one pound of water from and at

212° at atmospheric presstire at sea level,

then 152 -f- 966 ==1118 heat units to evapo-
rate one pound of water at atmospheric
pressure with feed at 60°; but we have
assumed a boiler pressure of 140 pounds,
and the heat units required to raise the

steam to that pressure are by the formula,
found by subtracting from the temperature
of the steam at 155 pounds absolute, (140
-(-15), which is 361°, the temperature of

evaporation 212°, and multiplying this

by -305; this gives 45.44 additional heat
units due to raising the steam pres-

sure from 212° to the boiler pressure of

140 pounds. These two quantities, 1 118

+ 45.44 equal 1163.44 thermal units, as by
the formula, and is the quantity of heat re-

quired to evaporate one pound of water
under the conditions stated. When these
values are understood, they can be more
easily obtained direct from a steam table,

by subtracting the temperature of feed

water from the total heat of absolute boiler

pressure, thus: the latter is found by table

to be 1,223.5° which minus 60° equals
1.163.5° as found by the formula. It is

plain from this that 2,500 pounds of water
will require 2,500X1,163.5 = 2,908,750
thermal units, and since 966 heat units are
required to evaporate one pound of water
from and at 212°, 2,908.750 -^ 966 == 3,011
pounds of water per hour from and at 212°.

We have stated that an evaporation of 34.5
pounds of water per hour was taken as
equivalent to a horse-power; then 3,011 -—

34.5 =: 87 horse-power for the conditions
under consideration.

i i i
The Twenty-Ninth Annual Report of

the Proceedings of the .'\merican Railway
Master Mechanics' Association is at hand,
replete with the good things always
looked for between its covers. It is

bound in cloth, half leather, making a

neat appearance in its new suit of clothes.

i i i
The Baldwin Locomotive Works and

the Westinghouse Electric Manufacturing

Co. have issued an illustrated catalog en-

titled Electric Locomotives. This is a

work 6x9 inches, containing 123 pages

of matter devoted to electric propulsion

and matters relating to that class of mo-
tors, together with half-tone and line illus-

trations of the details entering into their

construction. All classes of these motors,

known or projected, from the express

locomotive to those for service in mines,

are shown, and particulars concerning

their build and drawbar pull are handled

at length. The chapters on "Why an

Electric Motor Revolves," "The Effi-

ciency of Electric Locomotives," also the

glossary of technical terms used by elec-

tricians, will be found interesting by the

novice in electric engineering. A copy

can be secured by addressing either com-

pany.
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PECILUR

^^^ PENDILIM

SWINGING

l\ A

STRAIGHT

LINE.

PARALLEL
SWING SAW
Saw travels in a straight line Instead of rising

and falling.

Smaller saws answer for wide and thick lumber.

What a splendid tool it must be for grooving,
gaining, rabbeting, tenoning, moulding, etc.! The
work is done from the top; always in sight. The
work fits together all right, as the thickness of the
parts left standing is sure to be the same in all

cases, irrespective of the thickness of the stock.

This IS not the case when the cutting is done
from below as with a saw table.

Height of arbor above table is adjustable by a
hand wheel, which regulates depth of cut. and ad-
justs to size of saw or cutter head.

The guard is adjustable to size of saw.

The balance is so perfect tliat the moving parts
remain in any position in which they are left

Self-oiling loose pulley and arbor bearings.

TWO SIZES

:

Small one takes an IN inch saw ; will cut off a
6-lnch by 34 inch plank without turning over.

Larger one takes a 34 incli saw: will cut off a
plank 8 Inches by 30 inches withoiit tin'ulng over.

PRICES

:

18-inch Machine, - - SI35.00.

24-inch ..... 200.00.

Boxed, free on board at New York.
Posts, saws, nor table not included.
In ordering give height from floor to bottom of

beam overhead.

AD

JLSTABLE

GROOVING

HEAD

Two sizes. 8^ inches and lOV^ inches in diameter.
Only the 10><-inch can be used with tlie i'arallel

Swing Saw.
Very simple. Only two composition flanges with

adjustable scoring knives and interchangeable
routing knives corresponding to widths of grooves
to be cut.
Absolutely safe. Its work is uniform and "as

clean as a whistle " on sides and bottom.

8^', witli 9 pairs of cutters Vo' to 1H*. $20.00.
lOH', " 7 ' H' to IH'. 30.00.

Either size can be made to work to .3 inches when
80 ordered. State size of arbor, widths of grooves
to be cut, and whether your pulley Is at right or
left hand as you face machine.

Catalogue ".\" free to any address.

Cable " Pryibil, Newyork." A. li. C. Code.

P. PRYIBIL,
512=524 West 41st Street,

NEW YORK.
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MAJOR'S GLASS
WATER COOLERS

with either Filter or Ice Receptacle.

The body of these Filters are made of either

enameled or galvanized iron, with a porous
stone at the bottom and ex-
pressly suited to fit any size

Cooler ; see illustration.

No. J. Ice Receptacle to

be used for Hygia,
Mineral or Spring
Waters.

No. 2. Ice Receptacle
to be used in a Glass
or ordinary Water
Cooler, allows the
melted ice water to

pass into the drink-
ing water ; pro-

tects the bottom of

cooler and keeps
the water at a spring-

water temperature.

Big saving in ice. Both kinds of Ice Recep^
tacles are made of either enameled or galvan-
iied iron, of different sizes to fit any Water
Cobler. In ordering give inside measure of

Water Cooler, height and breadth. The prices

o£ Jc« Receptacles are same as the Water

<^.v^
A. MAJOR, ^; p^) 3^^^ ^y^

Sfiop Foremen
' Can saTC time and trouble

by using the NICHOLSON

,,,.,. EXPANDING MANDREL
^. , for Lathe Work. Fit any-

,
•;-i

, things always true and ready.

' Send for a little book of

. :. ^pointers to

GEO. L. WEISS,
139 Ingrleside Ave., Cleveland, O.

STIDY AT HoMF ~
He have

SIX SUMMER orrERS,

MECHANICAL DRAWING

ELECTRICITY

MECHANICS

STEAM ENGINEERING

Catalogue free.

Institute for Home Study of Engineering,

49-50 Blackstone Building. CliVilAND, 0.

HAWKINS"'AIDS" TO ENGINEERS
EXATINATIOSS. with
Questions and Answers.

iH X T.Mi. leather, cilt edjie. S'i, postpaid.

Send for Descriptive Catalogue of thl»

and other Engineers' Hooks.

XHEO. ArnEI. & CO.,
G3 I'iJ'lli Airitur, cnr. l.llli Slrril, .V. T.

JUST OUT.
PRACTICAL GUIDE FOR FIREMEN.

ny W. 11. WAKKMAN.
SOpaRes, Price, 75c. New Cataloniw. Just tml,.sent free.

AMERICAS INDUSTRIAI, I'UH. CO..
BridRop<irt. Conn.
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Milling Machines
Are latest in design, with important improvements, and

^'\i will do more and better work than others. The reason

why is fully explained in pamphlet, sent to any address.
'Vj'V

THE CINCINNATI MILLING MACHINE CO.
CINCINNATI, O.

Beveled Packing Ring
Simple, Self-supporting,
Durable, Standard.

American Balance Slide Valve Co.

San Francisco, CaU or Jersey Shore, P»-

EXTRA FINE LOT OF

SECOND-HAND MACHINERY.
50 in. X 14 ft. Fitiel.l Latke, trifle g^ari. Latest pattern.

42 in. X 10 ft. Fifield Lathe, C. R. and P. C. F.

36 in. X 16 ft. Prentiss Standard Lathe. C. R. and V. C. V.

28 in. X 18 ft. Muller L.athe, <
' R. A P. C. F., 2 1-8 In. hollow siiindlc.

26 In. X 22 rt. D. \V. Pond Lathe, C. R. and P. C. F,

25 In. X 10 ft. Pratt A Wbltncv. 0. It. and P. C. F.

20 In. X 11 ft. Sellers, C. R. nnd P. C. F.

20 in. X 10 ft. PrentiFia Standard Lathe. C. R. and P. C. F.

18 in. X S ft. Putnam Lathe. C. R. and P. C, F.

16 in. X 7 ft. Bf-cart Lathe, P. G. and Taper AlLachment.
13 in. X 6 ft- Pratt & Whitney Lathe, R. & F. and Taper Atta«hmeiil.

A larye assortment of Speed, Fox and Monitor Lathes.
Stvie B. Full Univerfuil Radial Prtll. 5 ft. arm.
Hilles A Jonet Plain Radial nMIt with 4 ft. arm.
64 in. Bickford Boiler Makers' Drill.

25 in. Snvder Drill, B. G. and P. F.

4-SpindU Ga-vin Gang Drill with 4 chucks.
4-SrindIe Pratt A Whitnev Gang Drill.

2-Spindle SlaKs Senailive'Drill.

6-Spindle Quint Turret Drill.

60 X 60 in. X 25 ft. L. W. Pond Planer,
38 X 38 in. X 10 ft. L. W. Pond Planer.
4.1 X 36 in. X 8 ft. Powell Planer.
26x26 In. x8 ft. Putnam Machine Co.'n Planer.
24 X 24 in.x tt fl. Putnam Machine Co.'s Planer.^
22 X 22 in. x 5 ft. Putnam Machine Co 's Pinner.
15 in. Traveling Head Warren Sh.iper,

15 in. Hoiild A Eberhardt Heavy Pattern Crank Shaper.
16 In. Hendev Friction Shaper.
Amea Lincoln Pattern Millinji Machine, with Viae and Tail st.xk.
No. 1 Pratt A Whitney Power Mill, without arm.
No. I Pratt A Whitney Hanii Miller, without arm.
Xo. 1 Becker Vertical Miller.

No. 5 Bralnard Plain Miller.

D. W. Pond Index Milling Machine.
American Tool and Machine Co.'a Vahe Miller.
600 lb. Pratt A Whitnev Friction Drop Hammer.
8R0 lb. Merrill FrictionDrop Hammer.
l.'^.W lb. Merrill Friction Drop Hammer.
50 lb. Beaudrr Champion Power Hammer.
17.1 lb. Palmer Trip Hammer.
60 ton Putnam Car Wheel Pre»s.
No. 2 Pratt A Whitney Trimmintr Prea-i.

60 Ion Wat*on A Stillnian Hydraulic Broaching; Preaa.
No. 2 Lxodin Universal Grinder, 10 in. swine.
No. 3 Landls Universal Grinder. 13 In, swing.
No. 1 Diamond Universal Grinder, 8 In. swing.
No, 1 Brown A Sbarpe Surface Grinder.
No. 2 Garvin Cutter and Reamer Grinrier.
We •IflOcarry a liirjreatoik of NVw Mjh lilnery. Send for Liatn.

PRENTISS TOOL & TtPPLY CO.,
CHICAGO STORE, NEW YORK STORE,

62 & 64 S. Canal St. 115 Uberty St.

MARIS BROS.
Philadelphia, Pa.

/
/ Manuliictururs of

CRANES
|. POWER BRIDGE

^ CRANES, HAND

BRIDGE CRANES,

JIB CRANES.

Portable Hoist,
Holds load at any point.

Overhead Track,

Trolleys Switches.
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

A Full Line. Over 300 Sizes.

PUNCHES
AND

SHEARS
FOR

R.R. SHOPS

Write for fully illustrated descriptive circulars
and catalogrue of Double, Single, Anple-Bar.
Gang, Horizontal, Twin, Boiler, Spacing, Gate.
Multiple, Belt, and Steam-Driven Punches and
Shears,

THE LONG & ALLSTATTER CO.
HAMILTON, OHIO. U.S.A.

SparK Hmm Plate.

Z
HENDRICK

LOCOMOTIVE SPARK
PLATE

THE HENDRICK MFG. CO.

CARBONDALE, PA.

AXE IT
CEO. P. WHITTLESEY,

Atlantic Building, WASHINGTON, D. C.

RAILROAD INVENTIONS A SPECIALTY.
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Send your name for a Souvenir
of the Works of Eugene Field,

FIELD^FLOWERS
the Euacne Tield monument Soupenir

The most beautilul Art Production of the cen-
tury. "A small buach of the most fraRraot of blos'

5oro8 gathered from the broad acres of EuKeoc Field's

Farm of Love." Contains a selection of the most
beautiful of the poems of Eugene Field. Hand-
somely illustrated by thirty-five of the world's
greatest artists as their contribution to the Mon-
ument Fund. But for the Doble cootrlbutloos of the

Kreat artists this book could not hJTe beeu niaaufaC'

tured for J7.00. Forsale at book stores, or sent
prepaid on receipt of $1.10. The love offeringto
thechild's Poet Laureate, published by the Com-
mittee to create a fund to build the Monument
and to care for the family of the beloved poet.

Eugene Field Munument Souvenir Fund,
18a Mooroe Street, Chicago. III.

A Handsome Book for a Two-Cent
Stamp. New Publication by

The D. & C. Line.

To those who contemplate taking a
summer outing, we will mail for 2c. post-

age our illustrated pamphlet, which con-
tains a large number of fine engravings
of every summer resort between Cleve-
land, Toledo. Detroit and Picturesque
Mackinac. It has many artistic half-

tones of points of interest of the Upper
Lake region. Information regarding
both short and extended tours, costs of

transportation and hotel fare, etc.

Address A. A. Schantz, G. P. A.,

Detroit. Mich.
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Buyers' Finding List.

Air Brake Fittings.

Crant'Cu.. Chicago, 111.

Air Brake Hom.
Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.
N. Y. Belting & Packing Co., New York.

Air Brakes.

Wcstinghouse Air Brake Co., Pittsburg. Pa.

Air Brake Cage.
I'tica Steam Gage Co., Vtica. N. Y.

Air-Brake Pump Qovernors.
Foster ICngineering Co., Newark, N. J.

Air Compres5or8.

Clayton Air Compressor Works. New York.
Ingersoll Sergeant Drill Co.. N. Y. City.
Norwalk Iron Works Co.. South Norwalk, Ct.
Pedrick & Aver Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Rand Drill Co., New York.
St. Louis Steam Engine Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Air Drilling Hachlne.
C. H. llaescler* Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Air H0I5U.
Pedrick & Ayer Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Arch Bars.

Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Asbestos.

H. W. Johns Mfg. Co., New York.
Axles.

Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
(iould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
B. M. Jimes & Co., Boston, Mass.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son, New York).

Balanced Slide Valves.
Am. Bal. Slide Valve Co., San Francisco, Cal.
M. C. Hammett, Troy, N. Y.

Bearing Metal.

Ajax Metal Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Paul S. Reeves, Philadelphia, Pa.
U. S. Metallic Pkg. Co , Philadelphia, Pa.

Bell Ringer.

r. .S. Metallic Packing Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Belting.

Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.
.""I Y. Belting & Packing Co., New York.

Boiler and Firebox Steel.
Shocnberger Steel Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Boiler Checks-Inside.
I'o.ster Engineering Co., Newark, N. J.

Boilers.
Pittsburg Locomotive Works, Pittsburg, Pa.

Boiler Testers.
Rue MfK'. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Boiler Tools.
Richard Dudgeon, New York.
Hilles & Jones Co., Wilmington, Del.
Long & Allstatter Co., Hamilton, O.

Boiler Washers.
Nathan .Mfg. Co., New York.
Rue Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Bolt Threading Machinery.
Acme Machinery Co., Cleveland, O.
l>etrick& Harvey Machine Co., Baltimore.Md.

Books.
H. C. Baird & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Philadelphia Book Co., Philadelphia Pa.
D. Van Nostrand Co., New York City.

Boxes.
I'. I'ryibil, New York City.

Brake Adjusters.
o & C. Co., Chicago, III.

Brake Shoes.
Ramapt, Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.
Kamapo Wheel & Foundry Co., Ramapo, N.Y.

Brass Castings.
Ajax Metal Co., Inc.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Paul S. Reeves, Philadelphia, Pa.

Bvtien.
Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Bulldozers.
Williams. White & Co., Molinc. Ill

Cars.
Allison Mfg. Co., Philadelphia. Pa.
Lima Locomotive & Machine Co.. Lima, ORamapo Iron Works, Hillburn. N. Y.

Car Couplers.
Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
McConwav & Torlev Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
National .Malleable Castings Co., Chicago, 111.

St. Louis Car Coupler Co., St. Louis Mo
Sams Automatic Coupler Co., Denver, CoL
Smillie Coupler & Mfg. Co., Newark, N. J.Standard Coupler Co., New York.
Trojan Car Coupler Co.. Troy, N. Y.

Car Heating.
William C. Baker. New York.
Safety Car Heating & Lighting Co., New York.

Car Lighting.
Safety Car Heating* Lighting Co., NewYork.

Car Paints.
Detroit White Lead Works, Detroit. Mich.

(Continued on page i6j.)

There's nothing stirs a fellow's bile

Just like a "good-for-nothing file."

All ARCADE FILES Have Weed^s
" Facts and Sugfgestions about Files," Free from N. Y. Office.

BETHLEHEM^IRON CO.
SOUTH BETHLEHEM, PA.

STEEL RAILS,
BILLETS AND MUCK BAR,

STEEL FORCINGS,
Hollow Shafting. Cranks, Rolls, Guns and Armor.

Rough, Machined or Finished, Fluid Compressed, Hydraulic Forged.

NEW YORK OFFICE : 100 Broadway. PHILADELPHIA OFFICE: 421 Chestnut Street.

CHICAGO OFFICE: Marquette BIdg.

MAMFACILRFRS Of

ACME BOLT AND
RIVET HEADERS,
ACME SINGLE AND
DOUBLE AUTO-
MAIIC BOLT cur-
1 1 KS, cutting from
l-H in. to 6 in. diani.

ALSO SIP4R4IF
HrAUs AND nils.

C.
MANUFACTURER OF

MALIiEABI^E IRON.
QU ALITY GUARANTEED.

n. .A. iijno .A. ID ttitcdh.:^ .a. jsir»EC3i.A.
OFFICE AND WOKKS : 1,1 \<- 4 SThIC, K K}t VII ItK.

IjT-

FOSTER
FOSTER
FOSTER
FOSTER

Pressure Regulators.
Reducing Valves.

Air- Brake ^
Pump Qovernors.

Inside Boiler Checks.

FOSTER ENOINEERINO CO.,
NEWARK. N. J.

RAILWAY AND CAR SHOP
EQUIPMENT.

hOR PROPOSITIONS AND TERMS ADDRESS

GEORGE PLACE.
12C) BROADWAY, NI:W YORK CITY.
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But if you want to see him smi'e.

Then let him use an ARCADE File.

Patent Increment Cut,

New York Office, 97 Chambers St. Arcade File Works, Anderson, Ind., U. S. A.
Chicago Office. lis Lake St.

Over 500 in Operation.

NEWTON
Cold Saw
Cutting-Off
Machines.

NEWTON MACHINE TOOL WORKS.
PHILADELPHIA.

BOLT, NUT
AND SPECIAL MACHINERY.

Complete Outfits of this Class of Tools for

R. R., Car and Locomotive Shops a Specialty.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue ' B.'

«

The National Machinery Co.,
TIFFIN, O., U. S. A.

Che cosf 1$ small but m wftsfacflon is great.

No Building, Roundhouse PANCOAST
or Passenger Coach is com- .,r-n-rii iT^r«
plete without a VENTILATOR

PANCOAST VENTILATOR CO. in. )

Send for Cat. H. 3r6 Philadelphia Bourse, PHIL*., Pa.

^^999^^ Chart, the Car Chart and the Col-
^ ^ ^ ored Air-Brake Chart for 50 cents.

BUYERS'.FINDING USJ-Co>i/i>:iied.

Car Roofing.
Standard Paint Co., New York.
Warreu Cliemical & .Mfg. Co., New York.

Car Seats.
Hale & Kilburn Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Car Ventilators.
M. C. Hainmctt, Troy, N. Y.

Car Wheels.
Kalamazoo R. R. Velocipede & Car Co., Kala-

niaz( o, Mich.
Krupp (T. I'rosser & Son, New York).
Lima Locomotive & Machine Co., Lima. O.
Ramapo Wheel & Foimdry Co., Ramapo. N.Y.
Standard Steel Works, Philadelphia, Pa.
Washburn Car Wheel Co.. Hartford, Conn.

Cattle Quards.
Q. & C. Co., Chicago, III.

Chain Pulley Blocks.
Moore Mfg. & Fdy. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Chime Whistles.
Crosby Steam Gage& Valve Co.,Boston, Mass.
star Brass Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass.

Clacks.
John J. McGrane, New York.

Coal Handling Machinery.
Link Belt Engineering Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Coal Chutes.
Williams. White & Co., Moline, 111.

Correspondence Schools.
Internat'l Corres. SchooU, Scranton, Pa.
The Scientific Machinist Co., Cleveland, O.

Corundum Wheels.
Sterling Emery Wheel Mfg. Co., Tiffin, O.

Cranes.
Planning, Maxwell & Moore. New York.
Maris Bros., Philadelphia, Pa.
William Sellers & Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
R. D. Wood & Co , Philadelphia, Pa.

Crank Pin Qages.
Jl. C. Haminett, Troy, N. Y.

Crank Pins.
Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
B. M. Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son, New York).

Drills.
Cleveland Twist Drill Co.. Cleveland, O.

Drilling Machines.
Cnuld & Eberhardt, Newark, N. J.

Electric Lighting and Power Apparatus.
WestinghouseElec. & Mfg. Co. .Pittsburgh, Pa.

Bmery Wheels.
.Sterling Emery Wheel Mfg. Co., Tiffin, O.

Enamel.
Detroit White Lead Works, Detroit, Mich.

Engines.
St. Louis Steam Engine Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Engravings.
Bradley & Poates, New York.

Exhaust Pipe.
The General Agency Co., New York.

Expanding Mandrel.
Geo. L. Weiss, Cleveland, O.

Piles and Rasps.
Arcade File Works, Anderson. Ind.
Nicholson File Co., Providence, R. I.

Filters.
A. Major. New York.

Flexible Shaft.
Stow Flexible Shaft Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Flexible Steam Joint.
Moran Flexible Steam JointCo., Louisville,Ky

Flues and Tubes.
Allison Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Tyler Tube & Pipe Co., Washington, Pa.

Forges.
Buffalo Forge Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Forging Machinery.
Williams, White & Co., Moline, 111.

Progs and Crossings.
Ramapo Iron W'orks, Hillburn, N Y

Qraphlte.
Jos. Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J

Hangers.
P. Pryibil. New Yoik City.

Heating System for Shops.
Buffalo Forge Co.
B. F. .Sturtevant Co., Boston. Mass.
Gold Car Heating Co., New York.

Hoisting Engines.
l*'arle C. Bacon, New York.

Hollow Staybolts.
i'allw Hollow Staybolt Co., Cuyahoga Falls, O,

Hydraulic Tools.
Ricli.ird Dudgeon, New York.
Watson & Stillman. New York.
R. U. Wood & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Indicators.
Ashcroft Mfg. Co.. New York.
Crosby Steam Gage and Valve Co., Boston.

Injectors.
Hancock Inspirator Co.. Boston, Mass.
Havden & Derby Mfg. Co.. New York.
Natlian Mfg. Co.. New York.
Kuc Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.
William Sellers & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Jacks
E C. Boyer, Dayton. O.
Richard Dudgeon. New York.

{Continued on fia^e S64*.
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BUYERS' FINDING USf—Continued.

Jacks-Continued.
A 1-. Hcndcrcr, \Vilming:ton, Del.

.\. U. Norton, Boston. Mass.
Watson * Stillman. New York.

i-»tflnat for Locomotives.
[. W. Johns Mf(f. Co., New York.
Kcasbiy & Mattison Co , Ambler, Pa.

LocomotlveJ.
Baldwin Locomotive Works, Philadelphia, Pa
Brooks Locomotive Works, Dunkirk, N. Y.
Cooke Loco. & Machine Co.. Paterson, N.J.
Dickson .Mfg. Co., Scranton. Pa.

Lima llocomotive & Machine Co., Lima, O.

Pittsburg Locomotive Works, Pittsburg, Pa.

H. K. Porter & Co.. Pittsburg, Pa.

R. L Locomotive Works, Providence, R. I.

Richmond Loco. & Mch. Wks., Richmond, Va.

Rogers Locomotive Works, Paterson, N. J.

Schenectady Loco. Wks., Schenectady, N.Y.

Lubricators.
Detroit Lubricator Co., Detroit, Mich.
M. C. Hammett, Troy, N. Y.
Nathan Mfg. Co., New York.

Lubricating Oils.

(lalcna Oil Works, Ltd., Franklin, Pa.

Leonard & Ellis. New York.
Signal Oil Works, Franklin, Pa.

Machine Tools.
Bement. Miles & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

W. D. Forbes & Co., Hoboken. N. J.

Gould & Eberhardt. Newark, N. J.

Hilles & Jones Co.. Wilmington. Del.

iones.& Lamson Machine Co.. Springfield, Vi.

tanning. Maxwell & Moore, New York.
National Machinery Co., Tiffin. O.

Newton Machine Tool Wks., Philadelphia, Pa.

Geo. Place, New York.
Pratt & Whitnev Co.. Hartford. Conn.
Prentiss Tool and Supplv Co., New York.
William Sellers & Co., Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.

Mechanics' Tools.
Armstronff Uros. Tool Co., Chicago, 111.

Keystone Mfg. Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Metal Polish.
G. W. Hoftman, Indianapolis, Ind.

Metal Sawing Hachlnes.
Newton .Machine Tool Works. Phila., Pa.

Pratt & Whitney Co., Hartford, Conn,
g. & C. Co.. Chicago, 111.

Milling Machines. ^ ^. .

Cincinnati Milling Machine Co.. Cincinnati, O.

Newton Machine Tool Works. Phila., Pa.

Pratt & Whitney Co., Hartford, Conn.

Mlnlnc machinery.
Eark- C. Bacon, New York.

Molding Machines.
Tabor Mfg. Co., New York City.

Over Clothes.
H. S. Peters, Dover, N. J.

Packing.
Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.
Gould Packing Co.. East Cambridge. Mass.
H. W. Johns Mfe. Co., New Y'ork.

Jenkins Bros., New York,
N. Y. Belting & Packing Co., New York.
U. S. Metallic Packing Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

PalnU.
Standard Paint Co.. New York.
Detroit White I^ad Works. Detroit. Mich.
Detroit Graphite Mfg. Co.. Detroit, Mich.

H. \V. Johns Mfg. Co., New York.

PatenU. _ .

John Wedderbum & Co.. Washington, D. L.

George P. Whittlesey, Washington, D. C.

Perforated Metal.
A. J. Becklev & Co., Meriden, Conn.
The Hendrick Mfg. Co., Ltd., Carbondale, Pa.

Photographs,
F. Moore. London. Eng.

Pipe Threading and Cutting Hachlnery.
Arm-strong Mfg. Co., Bridgeport. Conn.
D. Saunders' Sons, Yonkers, N. Y.

Piston Rods.
Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

B. M Jones & Co.. Boston, Mass.
Tbomas Prosser & Son. New York.

Pneumatic Tools.
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.. Chicago. 111.

C. H. llaeselerA Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.

Pedrlck & Ayer Co., Philadelphia.
U. S. Metallic Packing Co.. Philadelphia.

Praasure Regulators.
Foster Engineering Co.. Newark, N. J.

Newark Regulator Co., Newark, O.

Pump Valves.
Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.
N. Y. Belting & Packing Co., New York.

Punching and Shearing Machinery.
liillcs ti Jones Co.. Wilmington. Del.
Long & .\llstatter Co., Hamilton, O.
Williams, White & Co., Moline, 111.

R. D. Wood & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Railway Fences.
page Woven Wire Fence Co., Adrian, Mich.

Regulators.
Ma^on Regulator Co., Boston, Mass.

Retaining Rings.
Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co.. Ramapo. N.Y.

{Continued on fagt Sbj.)

Different Styles of Light Railway Cars, in

eluding Steel Velocipedes, New Railway •.*

"Safety" Section Hand Cars, Inspection v^t

Hand Cars, Steam Inspection Cars,

Gasoline Motor Inspection Cars, Rail

or Construction Cars, Push Cars, J^

Cane Cars, Steel .Sugar Wagons, J^

Metal Surface Cattle Guards, etc. J^

RAILWAY "8AFETV."

WEIOMe ONLY 95 POUNDS.
BALU BEARINGS ANO MADE
TMflOUQMOUT SIMILAR

TO ROAD BICYCt.E.

FURNISHED WITH RUBBER
CU6MfONED TIRES.

SEND FOR RED CATALOGUE No. 10.

56 PAGES, 51 ILLUSTRATIONS OF
BEST RAILWAY CARS MADE.

1895 STANDARD SECTION HAND CAR.

NET WEIGHT BOO POUNDS. 3
,

PLATFORM 6 FT. X* FT. 4 IN.

KALAMAZOO RAILROAD VELOCIPEDE & CAR CO^
Kalamaroo, Mich., U. S. A.

RICHARD DUDQKO]^, 24 and 26 Columbia St., New York

Maker and Patentee of

Improved Hjdraulic

JACKS,

tyjacks for 1'res.slug on Crank-
PlnBor c'ur-Wlu-clH iiiiuli' to order.
Coniniunloatlons by letter wlU

receive pronipl ntt«'nil<ni.

YOKE

Pnnolies, Holier Tube Expanders and Direct Acting Steam Hammers.

IheFratt& Whitney Co., Hartford, Conn.,u.S.A.

SINGLE AND DOUBLE HEAD MILLING MACHINES used as Substitutes for

Planers for Heavy and Rapid Cutting in Cast and Wrought Iron

and Steel.

TURRET-HEAD MACHINES AND TOOLS for Turning, Forming and Thread-
ing Irregular Pieces of Circular Cross-section in Brass, Iron and
Steel.

METAL BAND SAWING MACHINES for Cutting Sprues from Brass Castings.

MILLING CUTTERS. HOLDERS, with inserted Cutters for Turning, Shaping
and Threading Metals. SPIRAL SHEAR PUNCHES.

CATALOaVR L SF.VT 0,V APPLICATION.
THESE FORGES will heat irons

fast enough to keep a hammer-man
busy, and have features that make them
the best on earth.

Patent Arch Top
That Cannot Sag.

Rocking Grate
Insures a Qean Fire.

Dumping Ash Pan,
Air Box Always Free.

7 SIZES. SEND FOR PRINTED MAntR.

THE BRADLEY CO.
SYRACUSE, N. Y.

/^'

WILLIAMS, WHITE & CO.,
MOLINE, ILL., U. S. A.

Makers of JUSTICE HAMMERS,

AUTOMATIC COAL CHUTES EOR COALING LOCOMOTIVES,

BULLDOZERS, DROP HAMMERS,

STEAM HAMMERS, PUNCHES AND SHEARS,

EYE-BOIT MACHINES,^ TAPER ROLLING MACHINES.
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THE STANDARD STEEL WORKS ..,

Philadelphia.

(^(^t^(^(^ gp*(^(^(^(^(^(^(^(^<^u^«^(^(^<^

TIRES
^ Wrought Iron Centers,

^jt Spoke and Plate

A't'i Steel Tired Wheels.

t^(^(^t^ <J!* (,$• fc^(^ ti?*«^ (ir™ (!?• «r*(^t^ <!?*(^<^<^»^

REPRESENTATIVES.

Chicago: FITZHUQH & SPENCER,
1634 Monadnock Building.

St. Louis: ANDREW WARREN RAILWAY
SUPPLY CO., 516 N. Third St.

Cincinnati : E. A. KINSEY & CO.,
333 West Fourth Street.

Boston : JOHN KENT,
S2 Mason Building.

ThcNew-NATHAN
(See Illustration!, and

MONITOR INJECTORS

LOCOMOTIVES.
"NATHAN" SIGHT-FEED LUBRICATORS.

For Locomotive Cylinders and Air Brakes.

STEAM FIRE EXTINGUISHERS.
For Switching and Yard Engines.

BOILER "WASHERS,
Road and Guide Oil Cups, etc.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE CATALOQUES.

NATHAN MANUFACTURING CO.,

92 & 94 Liberty St., New York.

Westera Offlce, 147 S U9 VAII BUEEN STEEET, CHICA30, ILL.

OFFICES:
66 Broadway,

NEW YORK
941 The Rookery,

CHICAGO
319 Commercial BIdg.,

ST. LOUIS

Gould.
COUPLER

Co.

WORKS:
Steam Forge,

UEPEW. N. r.

Malleable Iron,

DEPEW. N. K
Casi Steel,

ANDERSON, IND.
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Cash )fiust accompany order. No books scfit C. O. D. Give name ofbook and author, and ive can furnish any book wanted. The iist

bcloiv is especiaity recommendedJor mechanical readers. Ail books sent by mailfree for price named, unless othenvise stated.

A liibi-ui-y of Steam EitKlneerine* Feh-
renbaU-li. 1895. The latest and tJie best book on
Steam En^^ineerin;:. Illustratesaud explains every
kind of steam enjjineerinjr. stationary. locomotive
and marinr. Has ehapters on the matliernatir;* of
steam entrineerini;. covering all pos^^ible p-'ints,
but iu plain ti;,'ures. No " hij^her " niatheniati<-s
used. Can be understood by any man with a com-
mon schtml education. A whole library of steam
ensineerinf,'. Ilijchly recommended. 800 pages.
Price $5.00

Atr-Brnke CatecUlsm. Coneer. 1895. This
Is Conger's "Air-Brake and Si^aT Instructions"
rewritten and improved, containini; the air-brake
and siirnal instructions approved by the Master
Car Builders' and Master Mechanics' Associations ;

also the standard list of (piestions for air-brake
instruction. This is tlie latest and best book on
air brake*. IsoLed November 1. 1895. Price.. .585c,

AIr-Brak« Practice. Phelan. 1890. The
only practical book about handlintj the air brakes
on the road, by a practical man. Bound for
pocket $1.00

^ ^ ^
Alexander's Heady Reference. Alexander.

1892. A first-class work. Tells what to do in al-

most any kind of breakdown on the road $1.50

Block nnd Interlocking Signalg. Elliott,
18fl6. T.-Us what si^'nals are. What they do. How
they do it. A full, conii'lctc description of all

kinds of hlock and iiiterh.ckin;,' si;rnals with de-
tails of their construction, oiiiration and main-
tenance. The best book puljli.slji'd on .sisnals.

277 pages, 6' x 9'. Leather biniiinn $3.0(1

i i
B«and Volumes of Locomotive Engiveer-

mo. 1895 $3.00

EngtneinenN Guide, Time and Pocket-
Book. Kinne. 189'.i. Rules of procedure in a break-
down, for handline air. etc. Contains a time book.
Good for three years. Bound for pocket $1.00

Bnginenien^s Pocket Companion. Boot}).
1895. Contains pajres arranged ftir tinie-keepinj:.
Has Travelinir F;n;:ineers' Examination for Engine*
men, articles on brakes, valve sotting, cunibus-
tion, and much valuable information for eiiginc-
meu ... $1 .00

i S
Bvolution of the Air Brake. Synnestvedt.

1895. A brief but comprehensive history of the de-
velopment of tlic nKMlcrii railroad brake, from the
earliest conception ci>ntaincd in the simple lever,
up to, and including, the most approved forms of
the present day $1.00

^ i
Haswell^s Kngineer'a Pocket-Book. 1892.

Probably the best authority in engineering mat-
ters. Rules ft)r almost everything $4 .00

IIo^v to Save I^Ioney in Railroad Black-
H until SliopM hy Vse of Bulldozer and
llflve llainiiier. Reynolds. 40 illustrati^ms of
dies and work. Very valuable to shop manager
and foreman blacksmiths a5c.

Indicator Practice and Steam Knglne
Bconomy. llemenway. 1892. The simplest and
best treatise on indicating $J3.00

Key to Steam Kngineering. Williams.
1892. More especially for stationary engines, but
good Information for anyone. Boiler, engine,
combustion, evaporation, etc., explained in a
common sense way 50c.

KlaeUine Sltop Aritlimcf ic. Colvin Ctfc

Cheney. 189ti. Plain rmes showing shop men how
to calculate speed of pulleys and gearing, how to
figure the gears for screw cutting and giving a
great many facts about tools whiub every mechanic
oug-ht to understand 50c.

Modern Locomotive Construction. Illus-

trated. Meyer. 189^. Tells how to design, figure
out and malie every part of a locomotive. A wtfrk
of reference, especially valuable to draughtsmen
and those in charge of building and repairs. Large
and elaborate. $10.00-

i i
Practice and Tlieory of tUe Injector.

Kneass. 1894. The only complete work on the in-

jector yet published. All about all kinds of Inject-
ors $1.50

^ i
Progressive Kxanilnatlons of Locomo*

tlve Kngineern and Firemen. UiU. 1893.

Three hundred questions, an(i answers to them, on
firing and running. Standard form of examination
on several roads. Contains colored plates of
standard train and engine signals. Every fireman
should have this book 50c.

^ i
Ilnles of Interchange. The code of rules

governing the interchange of cars from one road to
another, the carding system, settlement of repairs,
etc lOc.

i i ^
Slftop Kinks and Maclilne Shop Cltat.

Grinishaw. Ought to be a rca'ly reference for
every macliinist interested in his business. ..$'8.50-

i i
Simple Ltessons in Drawing, for ttke

Shop. Reynolds. 18!).3. Twelve le.Hsons that can
be done with a $10 set of Instruments. The rudi-

ments of drawing in the best form 50c.

Car Lul>rira<ion. Hall. Ought to be read
bv every one interested in keeping journals run-
nlngcool $1.00

Catechism of the I.ocomotlve. Forney.
1890. EnlarRed. Illustrated. 50.000 sold. Every
betrlnner wants It, and every en^neman ought to
have it $3.50

Compoand Koromotivefi. Wood. 1894. En-
larged. Tells the hlslr>ry and explains the prin-
ciples of all the kinds of uompound locomotives In

ase $3.00

i i
njHf'ipline WitUoat SuHpenHion. Brown.

1896. Pamphlet explaining the "ISrown" system
of discipline, by the originator ; full data 10c.

Disease! of the Alr*Brake System.
Synnestvedt. 1894. Tells how to find and repair
every defect that the air-brake system is liable to
have 81.00

Liink and Valve Motions. Auchlnoloss.
l.'ith Edition. Just lievised. 1895. The principal
authority on the subject $'4.00

tforomotive Caterhism. Grimshaw. 1894.

Latest book out. Contains 1,300 questions and
answers about locomotives and air brakes. PuUy
Illustrated $«.00

i i
L.ncniiiot ive Knf^lne-Running and Itlan-

agemenl. Illustrated. Sinclair. IHO.'!. En-
larged. Best work on running and care of locomo-
tives. Plain facts plainly stated $a.00

^ i i
lior.omotive Mechanism anil En|;ineer-

ing. Keagan. 1894. By a practi(^al locomotive
engineer. Up to date. A good book $5*.00

Lioconiotlve Ranninft Repairs. Hitch-
cock. 1892. A pra(;tical treatise on running repairs,

by a practical man. Numerous diagrams and Il-

lustrations 80c.

Steam Boilers. Wilson. 1888. On the de-
signing of boilers. The standard authority on the
subject $a.50

^ i
The Mechanical Knglneer*!* Pocket

Book. Kent. 1895. A reference book of rules,
tables, data and formula? for the use of engineers,
mechanics and students. The latest and best'
pocket book. Bound In soft leather, with flap.

Tilt' author has veritled every rule and table used.
brought the whole work up to date, and covered
the field more completely than has any previous-
author $9.00

^ i ©
The Modern Machinist. I'shcr. 1B95. A

practical treatise on modern machine shop meth-
ods, lllustnited by i^T engravings. Does not con-
tain des<Tiptions of machine tools, but of special
tools and appliances, methods and plans of doingr
work with them. The book Is one that every

.50mechanic should have.. .$tl.l

i i
The Train AVIre. .\nder8on. 1890. Km ex-

haustive work on train dispatching and on the safe
movement of trains $1.)»9

Address

Special l.')04 Bound Vol.
Engineering, $2

of Locomotive
got a do/en.

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING,

256 Broadway, New York.
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Stow Flexible Shaft CS:

FREDERIC SCHOFF,
Proprietor,

26th & Callowhiil Sts.,

PHIIADELPHU, PA.

Manufacturers of

Flexible Shafts,
Portable DRILLING,

TAPPING,

REAMING,

AND BORING

MACHINES.
'^ also

Tools for tmery
Wheel Grinding, Metal and Wood Polishing, Cattle
Brushing and Clipping.
' Builder of Special Machines for Railroads, Bridge
and Boiler Makers, Contractors, etc.

TH3E:

WANTED—AN IDEA. J];';;,\Tf
some simple thing to patent ? Protect your ideas

;

they may brinn you wealth. Write JOHN VVED-
DERBUKN & CO., Patent Attorneys, Washiugton,
D. C. for their $1,800 prize offer.

LiitBdt
Eifiiei

NICETOWN, PHILA.
Design and 49 Dey St., NEW YORK,

Erect

Locomotive Coaling Stations

and Supply

Coal and Ashes

Handling Machinery,

Of Modem Desigip
To meet any conditions.

Weitern House:
. LINK-BELT MACHINERY CO.,

CHICAQO and NEW ORLEANS.

GALENA OIL WORKS,
(LDUTED).

Galena Kn<;ine, Coacli and Car Ollsy
the Standard Ltibrlrating Oils

or America*
SAFETY, SPEED and ECONOMY are the re.sultH of

theiLseof Galena Oils. COLD TEST, 10 to 15 BELOW
ZERO. These oils do not freeze In the coldest weather,
while they are adaptable to the hottest ellniates.
In the use of Galena Oils there Is an entire freedom

from hot boxe.'*, except when these are caused by me-
chanical defects.
The adoption of Galena Oils as fitandard railway lu-

bricants by a large majority of the lea<Uut; railways of
this country Is an evidence of their superiority, while
the fact that the same roa<l8 use these oils to day that
used them more than 2U years ago. Is an evidence of
their uniformity from year to year and year In and out.
Galena oils are In exclusive use upon three continu-

ous lltif^ from Boston and New ^ ork to the Pacific
coast, and upon one contlnu<tus lino fr'.m ftic City of
Mexico to New York, thusdpin'in^lr.itlim thilr adapta-
bility to all temperatures and cUtnatcH. PcIiik entirely
free fri>m k'uin, these oils are not affected by dust and
aaiid jw "thcr ntl.s are.

We also fiindsh our castomers SIBLEY'S PERFEC-
TION VALVE OIL, which Is also used exclusively upon
a majority of the leading railways of America,

GALENA OIL WOKKS, Limited,

Charles Miller, President.

OmcAoo Branch Office, Frankllti^ Pa«
PhoenJi Building, 138 Jackson St.

Our Line Eng-ravingrs are made by tlie

wax process, a plan securing: accuracy and
distinct lines on origrinal copper plates.
They are made by BRADLEY k POATES,
10 & 12 Vandewater St., New York City.

ALLISON MFC. CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

FREIGHT CARS AND
LOCOMOTIVE BOILER TUBES.

WROUGHT IRON PIPE OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.

:F»mij.A.I>E3IjI*3Ei:iA.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

C (7

LATHES,
PLANERS
And Other Machine Tools,

CRANES,
STOKERS,

PULLEYS, SHAFTING,
Etc., Etc., Etc.

HANCOCK Locomotive Inspirator.
THREE (3) different Types— Iden-

tical in construction and efficiency—

with standard pipe connections and

interchangeable with ^ standard

Locomotive Injectors in use. Each

corresponding: part of the tb- ee types

identical in design and intes ciiange-

able, except the body (shaped for

different pipe connections) and the

connecting rod and overflow crank.

starts readily with SUCTION PIPE HOT.
Feed reg-ulated by special " REGULATING VALVE."
Fitted with an improved "HEATER ATTACHMENT."
Durability, absolute reliability, and greater rang-e of capacity
than any Injector in use, GUARANTEED.

THE HANCOCK INSPIRATOR COMPANY,
Main Office and Works,

No. 9 Watson St., Boston, Mass.

A
MONTHLY JOURNAL devoted to Steam
Eng-ineering and Practical Work relative
to the Economic Generation and Trans-

mission of Power. Sixty-four pages, pro-
lusely illustrated. Price, $1.00 a year.
Send for Sample Copy—FREE, Address,

The Power PuBLishiNG Company.
'World Bulldlusr, Tuiew Tork,
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he Cameron

Steam Pump.

COMPLETE WITH BOILER.

The A. S. Cameron
Steam Pump Works,

Foot of East Twenty-third Street,

Send for Illustrated Catalogue. NEW YORK.

HYPRAULIC^M
RIVETERS—r-ixed and Portable.

PUNCHES, SHEARS, v

PRESSES, LIFTS, CRANES
and ACCUMULATORS.

M;itthews' Fire Hydrants, Eddy Valves,
V:ilve Indicator Posts

THE CAMDEN HIGH-PRESSURE VALVES.

CAST IRON PIPE.

RJ,WOOD&CO,,SE-lr'
400 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

JTjriE screw bclne
1 lulirii'ated and

jirotectcd. ttie Jack
IS always ri-ady foi

Instant ser%ice. Rail
road men aiipreciatt
the iinp<jrtance ol

harlnK .Jacks always
in (rood working con
dlti^n. Serious de
lays frequently (term
in" ectthiK commcn

Jacks so ttiat tliey can be worked when suddenly
required in train service.
Common Jacks are frequently destroyed In effort*

to make them work quickly after the screws are

jet with rust and dirt. This consideration alone
nakes the CHAPMAN JACK the most economlca.'
Dae to purchase.

THE CHAPMAN JACK CO., CLEVELAND, OHIO.

D. SAUNDERS' SONS,
MANUFACTURERS OF

MACHINES
CUTTING

THREADING

FOR HAND AND POWER.

I:)
', g -V- ''^^ AH sizes ;+' inclt to iS inch for Pipe Mill, Gas and

; j , \ Steam Fitters' use. Tapping Macliitiesoteam
for steam fittings. Also,

Steam and Gas Fitters' Hand Tools.

j^^^^-s.^,:^^^.^ SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

No. 4 B Machine,H to 4- Hand or Power ^ 00 AthcrtOn St., YonkcrS, N. Y.

LOCOMOTIVE WORKS & CAR SHOPS

NEED THE BEST TOOLS

I'

No. 3 Machine,

WE MAKE THE HIGHEST GRADE ONLY OF

PIPE THREADING and

CUTTING-OFF MACHINES
I HAND Off POWER.'

Our Adjustable Stocks and Dies are the Most

Convenient. Durable and Satisfactory Tools

of the Kind in the World.

SECURE OUR CATALOG.

THE ARMSTRONG MFG. CO.
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.. NEW YORK,

104-116 KNOWLTON ST. 139 CENTRE ST. ^„_ , Machine

TAYLOR BEST
YORKSHIRESTAYBOLT IRON

Axles, Piston Hods, Crank Pins and Forglngs of all

Descriptions, ased by I.eadlnii BaUroada.

R.MUSHET'S SPECIAL AND
TITANIC STEELS

SOLE REPRESENTATIVES IN THE UNITED STATES,

B. M. JONES & CO.,
Boston, 11 and 13 Oliver Street. NEW YoKK, 143 Liberty Street.

ADVANTAGES OF

THE MORAN FLEXIBLE JOINT

For a Steam Heating Connection

Between Engine and Tender.

ALL METAL CONNECTION.
ABSOLUTELY FLEXIBLE.

Positively Steam Tiglit under ANY Pressure.

Indestructible Short ol Wreck. No Delays. No Repairs.

First Cost Is the Only Cost.

STEAM. OIL, HOT ASHES, OR DIRT,

does not affect its lilc

MORAN FLEXIBLE STEAM JOINT CO., Inc'd.

HENRY V. I-RANKEL, President.

149 THIRD ST., LOUISVILLE, KY.Sectional View of St,-»ndard

Railroad Joint, showing
Automatic Relief Trap.
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PRESSED STEEL TRUCK FRAMES
AND PRESSED STEEL PARTS FOR CAR AND TRUCK CONSTRUCTION.

FOX SOLID PRESSED STEEL COMPANY, """^:i:.^K";Si.=s:"'""-
JAMES B. BRADY, General Sales Agent, Havemeyer Building, NEW YORK.

Smillje7 Coupler
TRADE!* .'

COUPLES BY SLOW IMPACT.
MARK.

^,.vs)^ '^4^^ THE SMILLIE COUPLER & MFG. CO.,

Ve v^^^

91 CI av Street, Newark* N.J.

New YorK Office : 39 Cortlandt Street.

HAS ONLY FOUR PIECES.

Pneumatic Tools.

.^

GREAT LABOR-SAVING
DEVICE FOR

CALKING BOILERS,
BEADING FLUES,

HEADING RIVETS,
CHIPPING CASTINGS,

CUTTING KEY SLOTS,
DRIVING NAILS AND SPIKES.

ESPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR RAILROAD SHOPS.

'\^7'ill ^oA.c]. 'F'\7%7-<:> S*l-u.es st likXizi'u.te.

All Hammers sent on ten days' trial subject to approval, and guaranteed for one year against repairs.

CHICAGO PNEUMATIC TOOI. CO.,
553 Monadnock Block, Chicago.

PHOSPHOR BRONZE HIS t
locomotiv^mjd carmmMGi

BRASS and PHOS, BRONZE CASTINGS fram >* lb, to 5,000 lbs. In VVEISHT.

LOCOMOTIVE AND CAR BEARINGS

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co.,
Manufacturers of_

... PinSBLRGH, PA. ...

The Tesia Polyphase Alternating System of Electrical

Transmission, by which Power, Incandescent and
Arc Lighting may be Supplied from the Same Circuit.

New York, 120 Broadway. Philadelphia, Girard Building.

Boston, Exchange Building. St. Louis, American Central Building.
Chicago, Sen York lite Building. Charlotte, N. C, 36-38 College Street.
lacoma.Wash., 102 S. lOth Street. S»racuse. N. Y., Bastable Building.
Pittsburgh, Westinghouse Build'g. San Francisco, Mills Building.
Buffalo, trie County Bank Building. Washington, D. C, 1333 f Street, N.

f\trt

Standard Systems for

Electric Light and

Power Distribution in

Cities, Factories,

Mills and Mines.

^^ The Westinghouse Electric Railway System, which is the

f^^ Most Durable, Economical and Efficient on the Market.

For Canada Address: Ahearn & Soper, Ottawa, Canada.

WE WILL send you a

(holds a year of Locomotive
Engineering),

Boston Binder,

for three 2-cent stamps.

Locomotive Engineering, 256 Broadway, New York.

ttOOO Chart; the

/// Car Chart and

the Colored Air-Brake

Chart for 50 cents.
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AIR-BRAKE ||l

HOSE.

BOSTOH at.\j\\u& 00.

\iD\ f,
\ 2 3 4 5 6 7 \96\

'0^1 ^ 8 9 10 II 1 2 1971

' p 12 3 4 5 6 7 198,
^1 iX 3 9 10 II 1 2 199,

i

AIR BP-A KE HOSE

CAR HEATING

HOSE.

RUBBER GOODS FOR RAILROADS A SPECIALTY.

Manufactured bv
-Boston MXm Company,

JAMES BENNFTT FORSYTH,
Mdnfg. Agt. & Gen. Mgr.

BOSION, NIW YORK, CHICAGO, SI. LOUIS, SM fRANCIStO,

256, 258, 260 Devonshire St. 100 & 102 Rpade St. 109 Madi<ion St. Ninth and Spruce Sis. 2 « t remont Street.

uuiunilllllliiliiliiiiiiiiniiiMiiiiiiiiuiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiniiiiilliiniiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiinrniiriiMiintiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiniiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiititiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiriii iiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii =

master mechanics
..* Specify Advance Safety

Emery and Corundum
Wfieels, witfi or witliout

wire web, and Emery
Wlieel Macliinery made
only by : : : :

Sterling Emery Wheel
Manufacturing Co.

Tiffin, Ohio.

THE AIR FOR COMPRESSION gets into tfie

cylinder of a Norwalk Compressor througfi

Corliss valves which have a positive movement

from the main shaft. The ports are large, clear and

open directly into the cylinder.

Poppet valves require a vacuum within the cylinder

to open them, and

piston inlet valves

throttle the supply

from mid stroke

to the end.

Of the three

kinds, which is J-

the most efficient?

The Norwalk Compressors have many points of

superiority. Business men and engineers are welcome

to catalogs upon application to

THE NORWALK IRON
WORKS CO.,

.SOUTH NORWALK, CONN,

STAR BRASS MANUFACTURING CO.
CHAS. W. SHERBURNE, President.

MANll \rn:Ki:KS op

Star Improved Locomotive Steam Gages.

Star Improved Locomotive Pop Safety Valves,
MUFf=L.ED OR PLAIN.

Victoria Car Lamps,
AND OTHER

STANDARD APPLIANCES.

The Star Steam Ganes are the only Non-corrosive Ua^ces made also

the only GaKes fitted with our Patent CorruRatcd Seamless Drawn
Sprinu'Tube. which for its non-setting' t|ualities is unequaled.

-31 to 39 LANCASXIiR SXRKEX, BOSTO:^, HIASS.

SHERBURNE'S AUTOMATIC TRACK SANDING ^^^::n^:^^^J::^^^^t'a"\lu'::s^^^^

SHERBURNE & CO..
No. S3 OLIVER STREET, BOSTON, MASS,APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTIVES.

;
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Plain miller.
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Cbc$tumvant

of Smith Shop Outfits
Consists of the

Sturtevant Pressure Blowers^
For Supplying Blast to Forges.

Steel Plate Exhaust Fans^
For Removing Smoke and Gases.

Sturtevant Steel Plate and

Cast Iron Forges^
AND

Ojmplete Systems of Piping: and Connections.

B. F. STURTEVANT COMPANY,
WORKS, BOSTON, MASS.

BRANCH STORES

:

34 Oliver St., Boston, Mass. 75 Queen Victoria St., London, E.C., Eng.
Send for 131 Liberty St., New York, N.Y. 21 West Nile St., Glasgow, Scotland.

Catalogues 135 N. 3d St., Philadelphia, Pa. 87 Zimmerstrasse, Berlin, Germany.
^'^ and Prices. 16 South Canal St., Cht«:a,jo, 111. 2 Kungshoknstorg, Stockholm, Sweden.

/

Wood Working
Machinery

for

/

Car Shops \

.' Highest Class. Largest Line. ;

• •

• More Machinery of our Manufacture is in •

• use in the R.R. Car Shops than all •
• •

\ other makes combined. •*

• •

\ Estimates on application. /

J. A. FAY & CO.
530-550 West Front St.,

Cincinnati, 0.
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pEDRICK & AYER CO.,
* 1001 Hamilton Street,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

COMPOUND AUTOMATIC AIR COMPRESSOR-Driven by a

belt, regulates itself au-

tomatically, malQtaia
Ing the pressure within
three pounds at any de-

sired point ; compound-
ed and water jacketed

;

will Bupply air at lesa

than half the cost fur

fuel of brake pumps.
Ruu3only so long as air

is being wsed. Delivers

44 cubiofeet of free air

per niinute.

"%-^

Requires no attent:on but oiling, and but little of that. Case Dust-Proof.

^ QUR NO. 2 LIFT is for

delicate and exact work;

it can be made to lift or lower

any amount at will, and has

an automatic stop that will

keep the load at the desired

height under any conditions,

and leave the operator free to

use both hands in adjusting

work. Ideal as a lift over

machine tools.

ALL KINDS OF SPECIAL

TOOLS FOR RAILWAY

REPAIR SHOPS.No. 2

Eclipsc& Them All—Thirty-five and a Half Hours, Chicago

to Jacksonville, Fla.

The Monon Route, with its customary enterprise, has put on

a new fast train that makes the run between Chicago and Jack-

sonville in 35 'A hours.
This train leaves Chicago daily at 8:32 P. M., arriving at Cin-

cinnati next morning, 7:30; Chattanooga, 5:50 P. M.; Atlanta,

10:40 P. M.; reaching Jacksonville at 8:20 the second morning,

ia ample time to make connection with all lines for points in

Central and Southern Florida.
Frank J. Reed,

Genl. Pass. Agt., Chicago.

City Ticket Office, 232 Clark street, Chicago.

For time-cards, pamphlets and all other information, address

L. E. Sessions, N. W. Pass. Agt., Minneapolis, Minn.

Block and

Interlocking
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^

ia«l

TOUGHENED BY COFFIN PROCESS, PATENTED

CAMBRIA IRON COMPANY,
General Office, Philadelphia, Pa.

WORKS AT
JOHNSTOWN, PA.

Drivingjruck, Passenger& Freight Axles,

Piston and miSStbmmt^.,^ tranlc

Side Rods, H.^1^^ Pins.

OPEN

HEARTH
iTEEL
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The Improved Standard Roupler
NEW YORK:

26
Cortlandt St.

M.C. B. TYPE. ForRed Steel Knuckle and Locking Pin, Only i parts. No pivot pin. STANDARD COUPLER CO.
Simplest in design, strongest in service. Thousands in use. GEO. A. POST. Pres. a. p. DENNIS, Sec.

True to start with—and stays so.

Ashcroft Mfg. Co.

SPECIALTIES

:

Double Tube Bourdon

Pressure Gauges

for Steam, Water or

Ammonia.

Tabor Indicators.

BROWN'S

Adjustable Pipe Tongs.

Packer Ratchets.

Pipe Stocks and Dies.

Pipe Fitters' Tools.

Ashcroft Gauges

are Dust-proof, Accurate

and the Standard every-

where.

Movement no*connection to back of case.

MANNING, MAXWELL & MOORE,

hI
IL^ ii IL^ K BB

\iJ IL lU

Tr^

H
IL^t

9

III Liberty Street, New York, U. S. A.

Consolidated

Safety Valve Co.'s

ORIGINAL

RICHARDSON

" POP "

SAFETY VALVES

are the Standard on many

roads.

The Best Muffler

EXTANT.

Sample sent on trial.

WORKS AT

Bridgeport, Ct.
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- ^ yjd IV Safety Uaipe
Is the pioneer and is the best.

I*

I*

*

It

»
I*

I*

The Coale Muffler Pop Safety Valve ^.

Is the standard on leadi.ig railroads and power plants in the

United States. Specify our valves on your new locomotivei

and boilers. Simple in construction and reliable under all

conditions. Sample put on trial on application.

Ttic Coale Muffler and Safety Valve Gimpany,
Charles & Lexington Sts., Baltimore. Md.

\. \V. SOPER, Pres. KOBT. Andrews, Vice-Pres C. H. Howard, Sec W. R. Thomas, Trt-as. K. M. Dixon, KuRineei

The Safety Car Heating and Lighting Co.

160 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,

HEATING SYSTEMSo—By hot water circulation and direct steam with regulating devices.

Reliable and uniform heat. Economical and rapid circulation. Gibbs automatic couplec

of Westinghouse type, absolutely steam-tight.

LIGHTING SYSTEM.—The celebrated Pintsch compressed oil gas method. In use on ovei

70,000 cars in Europe and America. Adopted by the U. S. Lighthouse Board for

' lighting Buoys. The best, most economical and only safe ligfht for Railroad purposes,

IN BRILLIANCY AND CLEANLINESS UNSURPASSED.

LOCOMOTIVE SPRINGS
WITH PATENT V SHAPE BANDS.

3 Short Plates

Manufactured by A. FRENCH SPRING CO.

A. FRENCH, GEO. W. MORRIS. D. 0. NOBLE.
Pres. Gen. Mgr. Sec. ami Trea»

J. E. FRENCH, P. N. FItENCH,
VicePres. Gen'l Sapt

K \VV^ PITTSBURGH, PA. ^ 0/7^^ Chicago Office, 1414 Fisher Bldg. "^
M.\Nri- ACTVKKKS OK

Elliptic and Spiral Springs
OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.

Ramapo Wheel and Foundry Co.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

M<mO«t OF BOLTVCH PAATGNINO.

BOLTLESS STEEL-TIRED WHEELS
For Passenger and Locomotive

Service.

Tires with Annular Web and Hook,

Best Charooal Iron Doutle-Plate

or Spoke Centers,

Wedge-Shaped Retaining Eing.

4 Continuous Circumferential Fastening.

CHILLED IRON WHEELS
Of Superior Quality,

Drawing Eoom, Passenger and

Preight Cars,

Locomotives, Tenders,

Plantation and Mine Gars.

Cylinder Packing Rings.

Simple, Safe, Economical.

Congdon Brake Shoes

For Chilled Iron Wheels,

Outwear from 4 to 6 ordinary

Shoes and enhance

mileage.

Office and Works: RAMAPO, N. Y.

Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn,N.¥.

MANUFACTURE

BRAKE SHOES
For Steel-Tired Wheels.

ROSS, for Steel-Tired Car and Tender Wheels,

ROSS-MEEHAN, for Locomotive Drivers.

SHEPPARD, for Blind or Bald-Tired Drivers.

Narrow Gauge Gars, Switch^S, Automatic Stands.

YOKED, BOLTED AND ^ PRING RAIL FROGS, CROSSINGS,

TRAtX EQUIPMENT,

RAILROAD AND MACHINERY

CASTINGS,
HEAVY AND LIGHT.
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Cbe Cower Coupler
THE MOST PERFECT M. C. B. COUPLER
ALU MECHANICAL REQUIREMENTS.

IN

JIdODtCd H$ ^^ *^" important roads in different

^. J J parts of the country, and in use in

^IHIIUni U large quantities on twenty-five other

roads and private lines. Our four great works with

their unrivaled capacity insure prompt delivery as

well as best material and w^orkmanship. jtjt^^jt,^

The lon^ and varied experience of

this company in designing mal-
leable Iron parts insures the best
possible results to our customers.

Works: Cleveland, Chicago,

Indianapolis, Toledo.

w malleable Iron Castings '^^^ "^ °f maueawe iron in car.*^

ifc ft\r 1iAi]r(\liA ll<.»
construction gives increased strength

I VI IXAIIIVwU M*v while lessening the weight from 40 to

" 50 per cent. Correspondence on this subject is invited and sample castings

A will be furnished to railroads interested. jt.jt.j*^*.^jt^jtjtjt^jtj*.j!tj»

The National Car Door Fastener, J* The National Center Piatt, J* The National Journal Box,

The National Journal Box Lid, J* Coffin's SiU and Brake Block Pockets, jt Eubank Car Door.

RAILWAY DEPARTMENT,
NATIONAL MALLEABLE CASTINGS COMPANY,

1525 Old Colony Building, CHICAGO.

THE

C«RRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

LOU. D. SWEET, Qen'I Mgr.

AMS Automatic Coupler
is rapidly gaining favor with Railroad

Managers. Its simplicity, cheapness and

durability, and the fact that it works with old link

and pin couplers—with which the majority of cars

are yet equipped— makes it desirable for all re-

newals and repairs. It is strong and has few parts.

Conforms to the U. S. Law, and is a cheaper

and better coupler than the vertical-hook. Any

road can afford to put the Sams on its old

equipment. We give systems the right to make

and use drawbar and lever attachments, and sell

them the pins at $1.00 each.

•
Cast Iron Bars weigh about 185 lbs.; ^

Malleable, 135 to 140 lbs.

Can furnish Malleable Bars at $4.25 each, F. O. B. Chicago. '

Pins, $1.00 each, F. O. B. Detroit. •

SAMS AUTOMATIC COUPLER CO., 516 Equitable BIdg., Denver, Col.

:

New York Office,

Taylor Building,

31 Gortlandt St.

Chicago Office

K34 Marquette BIdg.

BEMENT, MILES & CO.,
PHILADELPHIA. PA.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Metal IVorking Machine Tools,

For Railroad Shops, Locomotive and Car Builders,

Machine Shops, Rolling Mills, Steam Forges, Ship Yards,

Boiler Shops, Bridge Works, etc., etc.

STEAM HAMMERS.
steam and Hydraulic

RIVETING MACHINES.
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masbburn Car Wbeel Co.

Bartford, Conn.

^ makers of ^^

^ Steei tired lUbeels.
^

"4 STRAIGHT LINE IS THE SHORTEST DISTANCE BETWEEN TWO POINTS."-^ «

Cbe "Straigbt Dne," Class "J!,"m Compressor,
OF THE INGERSOLL-SERGEANT MAKE, IS

THE SHORTEST LINE BETWEEN STEAM
AND AIR. CATALOGUE OF AIR COMPRESS-
ORS OF MANY TYPES, FOR USE IN EVERY
LINE OF INDUSTRY, SENT ON REQUEST.

HAVEMEYER BUILDING,
NEW YORK.

THE INGERSOLL-

SERGEANT DRILL CQ.

Cbc mc$tJndhou$c ti ti ti

ti ti M Brake Company,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

BJ5S

Hnnual Capacity:

250,000 freifibt Car. 6,000 Passenger Car and

10,000 Locomotive Brakes.

'" -rt

42S,ooo freight and Passenger Cars and 26,000

Cocomotives already equipped.

Don't you think^J^ruJ J Phoenix Pneumatic Tools
^ ^ For drilling, reaming and tapping, when over

f 'a^ two hundred have been placed on trial and

(
none rejected ? «,"« «/* «* ««** ^ ^ j*- «<< v* .s*

J C H.
M 1001

Send for Circular H.

HAESELER & CO.
HAMILTON ST., PHILA., PA.

THE BAKER CAR HEATERS
SINGLE AND DOUBLE CIRCULATIOX.

Jointless, Flexible, Steel Fire-Proof,

mx/C /^TLJCD CTVl cc Impossible to break thern.
rIVt UlntK oil Leo. impossible to burn a car with them

Special Fittings for Baker Heater Work
Perfected Jointless Safety Vent.

WILLIAM C. BAKER,
(Slxcessor to Baker Heater Co.)

143 Liberty Street, New York.

MADE AND SOLD
ONLY BY
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/ooke Locomotive and Machine Company^
PATERSON,

Cenn Agents, BRYAN & McKIBBIN, 120 Broadway^ New York City.

Rhode Island LocomotioeWorks,
PROVIDEIVCK, R. I.

Charles Felix Mason, President.

Earl Philip Mason, Vice-President.

WiLLiA.vi p. Chapin, Treasurer.

Arthur Livingston Mason, Secretary

Joseph Lythgoe, Agent and Supt.

S. A. Stephens, Traveling Agent.

NE'W YORK OFFICE,

ISTos. 31-33 I=>liae Street.

^:w"'r-

H. K. PORTER & CO., 6th and Wood Sts., Pittsburgh, Pa.,
BUILDERS OF

Light Locomotives,— Steam, Compressed Air and Electric,— for all gauges Of track,

every variety of service, 3 to 45 tons weight.

STANDARD AND NARROW GAUGE LOCOMOTIVES ALWAYS KEPT ON HAND, IN STOCK.

Propositions, with Specifications and Photographs, promptly furnished on bona fide inquiry.

Gv^'

THE Lima Locomotive and Machine Company, lima, ohio.

Manufacturers and
Builders of

Shay Patent and Direct Connected Locomotives, Freight and Caboose Cars, all kinds of
Steel Castings, Brass and Gray Iron Castings, Car Wheels and Railroad Work.

LATROBE STEEL CO.,

1 MANUFACTURERS
OF

FORRESLOCOMOTIVE

ANDCAR WHEELS.
WORKS, LATROBE, PENNA.

Automatic 5teel Couplers,

Elliptic and Spiral
Springs and 5teel Castings.

JIANLFACTrRED AT
WORKS, MELROSE PARK, ILL.

Main Office, 1200 Girard Building, Philadelphia.

Branch t ?J'J-?'.'J°"5' Buildin^.CliicaKo.

Offices,

( Old I

/ 33 \V

( L'Uio
all Street, New York,

uion Trust Building, St. Louis.

POP SAFETY VALVES.
MDFFLED AND PLAIN.

IMPROVED

STEAM GAGES,
SINGLE BELL

CHIME WHISTLES.
A perfect equipment

for a locomotive, giv-
ing noiseless relief, ac-
curacy and steadiness,
agreeable tone. Specify
these goods when or-

dering Tocomotives.

CROSBT STEAM UK
AND VALVE CO.,

Boston, Mass.

BitANCIIES :

New York, Chicago, and^

London, England.

SIGNAL OIL WORKS,
LIMITED,

FRANKLIN, PA.
MANUFACTURERS OP

SIBLEY'S PerfatiODVALVl OIL,
The only perfect Locomotive Valve Lubricant-

J.C.SIBLEY. Prest.

CARBON STEEL COMPANY, pmslZ'^a^ pa.
MAXUFACrURERS OI'

OPEN HEARTH 3TEEL ''^'^^^^ ^"^ ^^'- ™'^™^^^-

SPECIALLY SUITED FOR LOCOMOTIVE FIREBOXES AND BOILERS.

909 Havemever Bldg., New York. 1413 Fisher Bldg;., Chicagfo. 505 Union Trust BIdg:., St. Louis.
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mmmmm steel tires
ON LOCOMOTIVE DRIVING WHEELS

AND ON

STEEL-TIRED WHEELS.
GivK XHiv iie:sx re;sitl,x8 for every variexv of service.

THOMAS RROSSER & SON, 15 Gold Street. New York.

SCHENECTADY LOCOMOTIVE WORKS. ^" -'•"•

EVERY DESIGN UP-TO-DATE.n^

'\ ,

ANNUAL CAPACITY, 400. j*^

COMPOUNDS
Showing Economy of from

15 to 30 per cent.

DESIGNS FURNISHED, OR ENGINK

BUILT TO R. R. SPECmCATIONS.

Rogers Locomotive Company
OF PATERSON, N. J,

Address, Paterson, N. J., or 44 Exchange PL, New York.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Locomotive Engines and Tenders
FOR EVERY VARIETY OF SERVICE.

R. S. Hughes, President.

G. E. Hannah, Treas. G. H. Longfaottom, 5e:'y
Reuben Wells, Superintendent.

^.^-^
t . niCKSON MFG. CO,

Locomotives of every style and size. Stan-
dard and Narrow Gauge, made to Standard
Gaujfes and Templets. Also lor Plantations,
Mines and Logging.

Speci/te€it tints on ajtptlcation,

C. H. ZEHNDER, Pn-sidcnt.
],. F. BOWER, Secretary and Treasurer.

niiCOUUCY M.W, General .Manager.

For Farm.

For Railroads.

Around Parks and

Cemeteries.

PAGE WOVEN WIRE
FENCE CO. ADRIAN, MICH.



ESTABLISHED
1831.

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING,

BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVE WORKS.

181

ANNUAL CAPACITY,
1,000.

Single Expansion and

Compound Locomotives
Broad and Narrow Gauge Locomotives, Mine and

Furnace Locomotives, Compressed Air Locomotives,

Steam Cars and Tramway Locomotives, Plantation

Locomotives, Oil-Burning Locomotives.

Adapted to every variety of service, and built accurately to pauges and tem-
plates after standard designs or to railroad oomnanies' drawings.
Like parts of different engines of same class perfectly Interchangeable.

Electric Locomotives and Electric Car Trucks
with Approved Motors.

BURNHAM, WILLIAMS & CO., Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.

ESTABLISHED 1865.

Richmond Locomotive
AND

Machine Works^
RICHMOND, VA.

LOCOMOTIVES FOR EVERY SERVICE.

Brooks Locomotive Works. Dunkirk, n y.

M. L. lliNMAN, Pres. and Treas.
F. H. Stevens, Ass't to the Pres.

R. J. Gross, Vice-Pres.
T. M. Hequembourg, Sec'y

Uavid KussELL, supt. BUILDERS OF LOCOMOTIVE EN-
H. TANur, Ass't Supt. GINES FOR ANY REQUIRED

SERVICE
from our o'wn cksigns or those of purchasers.

Perfect interchangeability, and all work fully guaranteed.

Compound
Locomotives

FOR

Passenger and Freight Service.

ANNUAL CAPAQTY 400.

WILSON MILLER,
President.

B. A.VMGHTMAN,
Gen'l Mgr

Pittsburgh Locomotive
Manufacturers of Vv Ot*Vs

^^''^^^^URGH, PA.

Locomotives adapted to every variety of

service, from standard designs or

purchasers' specifications.

^^p^^^^^g^^:^ Builders of the Most Successful Compound
~~" _ ^ Locomotives in the World.

BY
USING I)arlana*$ Gnglisb Uarnisbes ''"'f^'s SMoLSAEl^rj;. therefcy effecting a large saving,

for United States and Canada,
New York.
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(Inited $tm$ metallic Packing (ompany,

427 North Thirteenth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Cbe mclntosb Oil Cellar.

The Mcintosh Oil Cellar keeps

the cellar packing up j*c*j'

against the oil by moving

the cellar, not the «.*

waste. Oil cup for

truck on engine

frame <^<^

easily

OIL CUP IM

*?

f^ fT ^ tr f^ fT f,-
1,- ^' ^• ^' ^^ f.- f,

a ccessible. c* No machinework

t* necessary in fitting cellar,

always easily removable

by hand; saves time,

^ oil and money.

Used on N.

W. Road.
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A Peculiar Old Hermit.

Mr. H. E. Cram, one of our readers at

Albany, Ore., sends us the photograph

from which this picture was made, and the

following brief history and description of

the engine:

"Two engines of this build were de-

signed by C. W. Stevens, and built by the

Vulcan Iron Works, at San Francisco, in

• railwayMotiye Power
^HD Rolling Stock-

[Trade-Mark Registered.]

NEW YORK, NOVEMBER, 1896.

tern, and has been in continuous service.

The engineer, Frank Butcher, shown in

the photograph, has had charge of her for

some time.

"Her dimensions are: Gage, 4 feet Syi

inches; diameter of drivers, 36 inches;

cylinders, 10 x 18 inches. The drivers are

cast centers, with cast tire; the pumps are

inside the guides; the boiler has return

No. II.

Drawbar Pull.

The tractive power of a locomotive is a

subject of the liveliest interest to the in-

quiring minds of beginners in motive

power service, and a great many outside of

it. This is evidenced by the letters we re-

ceive, asking for formulas to calculate the

power of a locomotive; and while some
are content with the information furnished.

1862. They soon after came to Oregon
and were the property of the Oregon &
California Railroad. They were both in

service until they needed repairs; and,

their parts being interchangeable, one was
put away, and this one kept running by
taking parts that broke or wore out from
the other.

"This engine is now in service on the

Scio branch of the Southern Pacific sys-

A HERMIT OF THE CASCADE MOUNTAINS.

flues; the firebox is very narrow; the ec-

centrics are on the back axle."

Lake freights from Buffalo to Duhith

are only twenty cents per ton—usually

sixty cents to one dollar—and still there

is comparatively no coal going up; some-

thing wrong.

others ask to have explained the reason-

ing from which the formula is derived.

This desire'to get under the surface of the

formula is a natural one, since it is usually

given in a condensed form, leaving out the

factors that would make it possible to

calculate the work done, and thus trace

effect from cause.

By the term "work" we understand the

overcoming of a resistance through a
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space; therefore tlie power multiplied by

the distance through which it moves is

equal to the resistance multiplied by the

distance through which it is overcome

—

let that distance be inches, feet or any

other unit—and the fundamental formula

for the tractive power of a locomotive will

be shown to agree with the above proposi-

tion, which means that the resistance over-

come at the circumference of the driving

wheels in one revolution is equal to the

work done in both cylinders during one

double stroke of the piston—providing

that the steam pressure is undiminished to

the end of the stroke, that there is no in-

ternal friction, and that the adhesion is

sufficient to prevent slipping of the wheels

on the rails.

The work done in the cylinders equals

the area X mean effective pressure X
stroke X 4. for the reason that the area

multiplied by the pressure equals the total

force in pounds on the piston, and this

multiplied by four times the stroke equals

the work done, because the force on the

piston moves through a distance equal to

four piston strokes; that is, two for each

cylinder while the wheels make one revo-

lution. Taking the pressure in pounds
and the stroke in inches, the work done
will be in inch-pounds. The work done,

therefore, at the circumference of the driv-

ing wheels, is equal to the pull on the

drawbar in pounds multiplied by the cir-

cumference of the wheel in inches.

Letting D = diameter of driving wheels,

d =: diameter of cylinders, f = mean ef-

fective pressure, s = stroke of pistons,

and T = tractive power, we have the ex-

pression:

7,_ i TT rf= X /> X 4 ?
(j)^~ n D

By cancellation this reduces to:

y,_ <(" yj fi X s

D (2)

from which we get the formula for trac-

tive power as given in most works on the

locomotive.

This calculation gives the average or

mean energy, but it does not represent

the starting power of the engine under all

conditions, for there are certain positions

of the crank when they will exert a greatly

reduced power; such as when the piston

on one side is near the end of its stroke,

with its valve closing the port to admis-

sion, and the opposite piston—which

must now do all the work of starting—is

at such a short distance from the begin-

ning of its stroke as to exert a low rota-

tive effort. Since this effort is propor-

tional to the sine of the angle, measured
between the crank positions and their dead

point, it follows that the greatest rotative

effect is had when both cranks are at an

angle of 45 degrees with the dead centers,

or, in the parlance of the road, standing

on their eighths.

One of the most important factors in

the tractive power problem is that of mean
effective pressure on the piston, and it

looks like a poor compliment to it to cal-

culate it for a given boiler pressure and

cut-off, when so many influences are at

work to render nil the results of the com-

putation. It is well known that the work

done in a locomotive cylinder does not

approach the lines of theory close enough

to accept the latter as an index of events

actually occurring in the cylinder. Tor-

tuous and restricted passages from the

throttle to the valve face cause a drop in

pressure; the valve itself may cause a fur-

ther loss by wire-drawing, and condensa-

tion and excessive back-pressure also

tend to rob the engine of her own, and

keep down the effective pressure. It is

the inability to foresee these losses accur-

ately that makes futile any attempt to cal-

culate the tractive power of an engine from

a computed mean effective pressure, even

if we were absolutely certain of the magni-

tude of all frictional resistances, which we
are not.

What has been said about the losses

in a simple engine applies with equal force

to compounds; and if the latter are of the

receiver type, further complications may
ensue from drop of pressure, due to ex-

pansion in the receiver, of the exhaust

steam from the high-pressure cylinder.

This is a total loss, as far as work is con-

cerned in the low-pressure cylinder when
not provided against.

The indicator diagram eliminates these

elements of uncertainty at once and fur-

nishes exactly what is sought; that is, the

net pressure on the piston at any part of

the stroke. The mean effective pressure

thus obtained is reliable and of some use,

and when placed in the formula (2) gives

the pull on the drawbar plus internal re-

sistances, that are variable with the time

engine has been in service, and which are

not well defined; but it is usual to deduct

10 per cent, from the tractive power thus

found, for the net pull. When this fric-

tion is likely to be anything from 5 to 25

per cent., it is seen that the occupation of

the guesser is not gone. So eminent an

authority as Trautwine says, in referring

to this subject: "Deduct 20 to 30 per cent,

for internal friction, etc."

Formula (2) applied to a simple engine,

with 19 X 24-inch cylinders, 62-inch wheels

and a diagram pressure p equal to 135

pounds, which is due to a gage indication

of 150 pounds, and a cut-off at 21 inches

(maximum), we have:

T = I9XI9X13SX24 ^ ^3 .^ ^„„^^
62

Deducting 10 per cent., we have 16.830

pounds pull, provided the internal resist-

ances are not greater than 10 per cent.,

and provided also that the adhesion is

more than 16,830 pounds. The weight on

drivers and condition of the rail would

decide the latter point; but the internal

friction is likely to remain a sealed book.

The tractive power of a two-cylinder

compound may be found by calculating

the power of each cylinder separately and

adding the results for a total, as in formula

(3); or the pressure p may be referred to

the low-pressure cylinder, and all the work
assumed to be done on the latter piston

by formula (4). Illustrating (3) by a two-

cylinder compound having a high-pres-

sure cylinder 14 inches diameter, a low
pressure cylinder 24 inches, stroke 24
inches, boiler pressure 185 pounds, cut-

off at 21 inches, and wheels 72 inches

diameter, we find the cylinders to have
by the indicator diagram a pressure p of

82 and 86 pounds, respectively. The ex-

pression would read:

H. P. C.
'4' X 82 X 24 ^ ^^ g pounds.

2 X 72 ''
..

I
,„„ 24' X 86 X 24 . , l^'L. P. C. —^ ' = 8,246 pounds.

[ 2 X 72 ^
Here is shown a pull of 2,678 pounds

for the high-pressure cylinder and 8,256

for the low-pressure cylinder. The total

effort at the drawbar is therefore 10,934

pounds. It will be noted that the factors

in above divisors are not the same as

given in (2); the reason is because the

power developed by one cylinder is sought

in this case, whereas (2) gives the power

in both cylinders. Investigation will show
that (3) is derived from (1) by reduction.

Assuming all the work to be done in the

low-pressure cylinder, we have:

24' X 114. 2 X 24 1 / %-^—^—5—^ = JO.934 pounds, (4)
2 X 72

^

which is seen to equal the pull obtained

by (3). The pressure p in this case is

found by dividing the mean effective

pressure of the high-pressure cylinder by

the ratio of the cylinder areas and adding

the quotient to the mean effective pres-

sure of the low-pressure cylinder. It is

found to be,

82
86 -|- = 1 14.2 pounds,

which is the low-pressure equivalent for

both cylinders. By referring p in the

high-pressure cylinder to the low-pressure

cylinder, it is seen that pressure p can be

found for any combination of cylinders

in compound engines. Precisely the same

results would be had if the pressures were

referred to the high-pressure cylinder, in

which case the equivalent pressure would

be the mean pressure in the low-pressure

cylinder multiplied by the cylinder ratio

and the product added to the mean pres-

sure in the high pressure cylinder, thus:

(86 X 2.9) -f 82 = 334 pounds; a mean

pressure that would do the same work in

the high-pressure cylinder as the com-

bined high and low pressures in their

respective cylinders.

In the case of a four-cylinder compound,

with all of the elements of the preceding

example, and all of the work assumed to

be done in the low-pressure cylinders, we

have:

24' X 114,2 X 24 ^ 2,,9^ pounds,
72

which force is twice as great as that found

in (4), as it should be, because there are
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twice as many cylinders in the latter in-

stance. The divisor here does not agree

with that in (4), and it should not, for the

reason that the formula is exactly the

same as (2).

Enough has been written to make it

plain that proper factors must be used,

and correctly posed when using these

formula; and in solving a problem like

this of starting power of a locomotive,

that care must be exercised in making
allowance for all the losses enumerated
here, in accordance with the observations

of experience.

Experience with Joy's Valve Gear in

America.

A discussion has been going on in cer-

tain English railway papers concerning

the merits of the Joy motion and the ordin-

ary forms of link motion. Mr. Joy has

contributed an article to one of these

papers, in which he gives diagrams from
a locomotive in use on the Northern Pa-

cific, which evidently show that the Joy
motion produced better diagrams than

the link motion.

Mr. Joy was not very fortunate in select-

ing the Northern Pacific locomotive hav-

ing his valve gear on, to prove that it

would give better distribution of steam

than the link motion. The experience of

that road with Mr. Joy's motion was not of

a character to boast about. When a second

engine having the motion on was tried, it

was found that the cut-ofT could be ad-

justed fairly well in full gear; but as soon

as the reverse lever was pulled towards

the center of the quadrant, the exhaust be-

came very irregular. The reason of this

was that the center of the axle was three

inches out of line with the center of the

cylinder, which aggravated the distortion

due to the angularity of the main rod, and

made adjustment of cut-ofif impracticable.

Various changes were made to try and

make the valve gear satisfactory, without

success, and it was eventually taken off

and a link motion put in its place.

This is a matter of history, and may
prove interesting to those who are advo-

cates of Joy's gear under all circumstances.

While it may give economical results on a

stationary or marine engine, or with a lo-

comotive, having center of cylinder co-

incident with center of axle, it is not a

good or economical motion for the ordin-

ary American locomotive.

We believe this subject has been pretty

well investigated by American engineers,

and the opinion on this side of the water

is, that there is nothing in it. There was
quite a number of locomotives equipped

with the Joy motion in America some
eight or ten years ago, and we do not

think there is a single one in service to-

day, which seems to be pretty strong evi-

dence that the motion is not so satisfac-

tory as the link. The experience in

.\merica has been, that the numerous

joints of the Joy motion made it much

harder to maintain than the link motion,

and as soon as wear takes place the dis-

tribution of steam is injuriously affected.

It was found also that on tracks which

were not perfectly smooth, the travel of

the valve was very much affected by the

vertical motion of the axle box, which

led to a waste of steam that is never found

in engines equipped with link motion.

The only claim for the Joy motion

which our English friends seem to think

as being highly important, is that the lead

is practically the same at all points of

cut-off. Those who have investigated this

subject in America have concluded that

constant lead is a drawback instead of a

merit. Under proper control, a motion

which gives increased lead as the cut-off

gine as she appeared after she was towed

to a side-track.

The "68" was not a new engine, and

was certainly old enough to know better

than to blow up. Strange as it may appear,

the engineer and fireman were not injured

in the least, and no damage was done in

the city, with the exception of breaking of

glass, although parts of the boiler came
down in the streets and went into some of

the stores.

The "Daily Republican," of Meriden,

gives a description of the accident, and, as

usual, the reporter got off some peculiar

things. For instance, he says all the

"sheet iron" that composed the boiler was
stripped off, leaving a mass of "hot air"

tubes visible! Perhaps the use of sheet

COULDN'T .STAND THE PRESSURE.

is shortened is found to make a much bet-

terworking engine forhigh speedand gives

a better distribution of steam in full gear.

With the shifting link motion, the high-

speed engine can have the valves set with-

out any lead in full gear, which is no dis-

advantage at the highest speed, since the

lead increases to give the necessary ad-

vance opening when cutting off at the

shorter points.

We believe that the subject of valve

motion has been studied out much more

thoroughly in America than it has in

Great Britain, and the result of this study

has been that our engineers and designers

have no use for valve motion with con

slant lead.

i i i
New York, New Haven and Hartford

Boiler Explosion.

On the 7th of September, in the streets

of the city of ^leriden, Conn., Engine No.

68, of the New York, New Haven & Hart-

ford road, exploded her boiler. The en-

gine was on a way freight and was running

at the time. The engineer had just shut

off and was drifting over a bridge. Our
photographic reproduction shows the en-

iron in the construction of the boiler was

the cause of this e.xplosion. One of our

correspondents writes that he thinks the

explosion was caused by the hot air trying

to get out of the tubes.

Another peculiar statement was a rumor
about town to the effect that the engineer

and fireman jumped off when they saw

the boiler was about to burst! We would

like to have that engineer and fireman tell

us the sure signs of a coming explosion.

It would be a mighty good thing for every

engineer and fireman to know.

The Maine Central recently got some
moguls with some features that seemed

new to one of the local papers, so a re-

porter was sent to write it up. He got his

information from "the boys" instead of at

headquarters. The good points were all

brought out, but the engines had one

drawback—"all of 'em had trouble from

hot drawbars!"

American steel rails are sold in Japan

cheaper than in America.
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A Bad Explosion in Colorado.

The engravings on this and the follow-

ing page are from photographs taken of

what was left of a Colorado Midland en-

gine after a boiler explosion, which took

place on August i6th.

This engine was a Baldwin ten-wheeler,

used as a switch engine at Basalt, Col.

The engineer and fireman had just left her

at the coal chute and gone away. .\

switchman was standing about three cars

in the rear of the engine, and says that

he heard a small report and the engine

some distance away, who was struck by

one of the hand-rails, but his injuries

were not serious.

The great destruction shown in the

boiler is pretty good evidence that there

was lots of water present—disastrous

boiler explosions do not occur from ex-

tremely low water. Just what the cause

of this explosion was will perhaps never

be known, but the old and sound ihcory

that the boiler was not strong enough to

stand the pressure is explanation enough.

From the looks of the wreck, it would

flash into steam to do this amount of dam-

age. However this may be, the explosion

was certainly a serious one. and it is in-

deed lucky that the crew and workmen in

the neighborhood were not about the

engine.

i g i

A Big Business.

There are 180.000 miles oi railroad in the

United States. In 1895 they carried

543,074.263 passengers and moved 763-

700.SS3 tons of frci.clit. Passenger trains

WRECK OF MACHINERY .XFTIiR EXPLOSION OF BOILER.

Started back, and then a very loud report

as the explosion took place.

As will be seen, the boiler tore itself

away from the machinery entirely, the

largest part of it going over the coal chute

and landing 600 feet the other side. This

piece is shown in the upper picture on

page 887, just as it landed, half buried in

the soil. It was pulled out with a loco-

motive, and presented the appearance

shown in the second picture.

The barrel of the boiler, together with

the tubes, as shown in the lower picture,

landed in the yard, about 100 feet ahead

of where the engine stood. The only

person injured was an engine watchman.

seem as though this explosion took place

simply from over-pressure. In that case,

something must have been the matter

with the safety valves.

As will be seen in the picture on this

page, what appears to have been the (ire-

box was blown down and remains di-

rectly under where the engine stood.

This fact will cause a great many people

to assert that the explosion took place

from low water. We must say, in this

connection, that in no case of a burned

crown sheet have we known of a disas-

trous explosion of this kind tearing the

sheets of the boiler through solid metal.

There is not gcner.nlly cnouirh water to

made 327,294,734 miles, and mixed trains

and freight trains made 501,868,759 miles.

The earnings amounted to $1,093,139,605,

and the operating expenses $769,943,151.

Besides operating expenses, ihere was paid

out, approximately, $240,000,000 as inter-

est on bonds; $8,200,000 other interest;

$81,400,000 in dividends; $69,000,000 for

tolls, rents, etc., and $33,500,000 for miscel-

laneous charges—a total of about four

hundred and thirty-two million dollars.

This, added to operating expenses, leaves

a balance of only five millions profit on

the year's business. There were 1.627.59

miles of new railroad built in the United

States in the year 1895.
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THE FIREBOX END OF IJOILER. HALF BURIED IX GROUND.-THE SAME AFTER 11 ..A , ILLLED OUT, 600 FEET FROM
ENGINE.—BARREL OF BOILER, 100 FEET FROM ENGINE.
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Good Firing the Best Smoke Pre-

venter.

From the time that steam boilers and

furnaces first came into use up to the pres-

ent day, the scientific men of the world

have been, without cessation, discoursing,

inventing, experimenting and dogmatiz-

ing on problems intended to show how
smoke could be prevented. All sorts of

attachments have been made to furnaces

and fireboxes in order to burn coal in the

most scientific manner, so that the great-

est possible proportion of heat should be

given out from the fuel and the least pos-

sible nuisance caused by smoke. There

has ahvavs been an effort to reduce intelli-

Among the latest testimony in favor of

a good fireman, and against special ap-

paratus, are notes of experiments made in

Germany by two learned engineering pro-

fessors. They examined a number of

steam boiler furnaces, selected as types

among those that had been reported by in-

spectors as smokeless or as smokingbadly,

and they arrived at the conclusion that the

most important thing to be done to make
an efficient and smokeless furnace is prop-

er firing. Any and all mechanical appli-

ances are insufficient to prevent smoke if

the air supply is not exactly right, while

the ordinary plain grate works admirably

with intelligent firing. The generally

the locomotive superintendents who first

took the lead in applying smoke prevent-

ers to locomotives. His device was ap-

plied to the furnaces of various factories

in a large Scotch manufacturing town,

with the result that smoke was entirely

prevented, except a small puff that would

come out during the time of firing. The
invention was so simple that it was easily

managed by firemen, and was rather an

aid than otherwise to them in doing the

work. Very careful tests were made of it

by certain intelligent engineers, and they

reported that the smoke preventer was en-

tirely satisfactory, except that it increased

the consumption of coal 7 or 8 per cent.

.\ I wo Foul (...\l.l-; LIUl Bl,)!. B.\I)KK, 1- ESTIMOC. RY.. WALES.

gent work and intelligent supervision of

the fire to the smallest limits. The efforts

of some of the improved combustion and

pmoke-preventing experts seem to prom-

ise the elimination of intelligent firemen

ialtogether, and promise to make any man
who can shovel coal tfqual to any other

man with the physical strength necessary

to do the work. The furnace attachments

and fuel apparatus devised to bring about

this comfortable state of affairs have been

successively applied and always found

Wanting, until nowadays, when people

have learned pretty well what everything

in the line of mechanical appliances will

do to promote good firing, and wherein

the personal equation is strongest, they

have settled down to depend upon the man
and doubt the utility of the apparatus.

prevalent opinion that there is a great loss

of fuel in smoke is incorrect, as even in a

flame free from smoke, traces of carbonic

oxide and marsh gas were found. The
principal condition for smokeless com-

bustion is a lifgh flame temperature.

Smokeless firing may be effected with the

ordinary grate if the fresh coal is uniformly

spread over it in a thin layer but a simpler

method is to push the fire back to make
room for fresh coal in front. In this way
the fuel becomes completely coked at the

bridge, and the heat radiated is sufficieni

to start the distillation of the coal and to

burn the gases evolved withoiit smoke.

Another edifying experience with smoke
consumers came to our attention many
years ago. An extremely simple smoke-

preventing device was invented by one of

The Sea Beach road runs something

over a hundred regular trains a day in

summer, and only five a day in winter.

They lay up all engines but one, and in

doing it practice a little trick that saves

taking off chest covers or cylinder heads:

An engine to be laid up is blown oflf and

all the water drained out; then she is

towed up the track, by another engine,

with her reverse lever in reverse motion,

and throttle open; this pumps air into the

boiler. When 70 or 80 pounds pressure

i.s reached, the valves are oiled heavily

with oil thinned with kerosene. Air is

worked through injectors and all valves;

the engine is run by air, and all the water

of condensation thus removed. When
housed, the interior of chests and the cyl-

inders are thoroughly oiled.
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Heavy Consolidation Engines for the
Baltimore & Ohio Railroad.

The Cooke Locomotive & Machine
Company, of Paterson, N. J., have recently

turned out ten heavy freight engines as

shown in our engraving. These engines

were designed by Mr. Harvey Middleton,

superintendent of motive power of the

road, and are the first of their kind on the

system. Cylinders 22 x 28 are scarce in

the East.

The general dimensions are as follows:

Type—Consolidation.

Size of main crank-pin journals—Main
rod, 61/2 X 6 inches; parallel rod, 6J4 x sJ4
inches.

Description of boiler—Wagon-top.
Diameter of boiler at smallest ring—64

inches.

Material of boiler—Park Bros.' steel.

Thickness of plates in boiler barrel

—

9-16 and % inches.

Thickness of plates in firebox shell

—

^
inch.

Thickness of plates in sides, back end

and crown of firebox—J^ and 7-16 inch.

Heating surface of firebox, 182.5 square

feet.

Heating surface of tubes—2,155 square

feet.

Total heating surface—2,337.5 square

feet.

Height from top of rail to top of smoke-
stack—14 feet 7 inches.

Tires—Standard Steel Company's.

Guides and crossheads—Guides, steel;

crossheads, steel; alligator style.

Brakes—Westinghouse-American driver

brakes.

B. & O. CONSOLIDATIUNS FOR HEAVY FREIGHT SERVICE.

Total wheel base—23 feet 2 inches.

Rigid wheel base—15 feet.

Total wheel base of engine and tender

—

51 feet 7 inches.

Total length of engine and tender over

all—61 feet 3 inches.

Diameter of cylinders—22 inches.

Stroke of piston—28 inches.

Diameter of piston rods—4 inches.

Size of steam ports—20 x iji inches.

Size of exhaust ports—20 x 3^ inches.

Greatest travel of slide valves—6 inches.

Outside lap of slide valves—15-16 inch.

Lead of slide valves in full stroke—1-16

inch.

Diameter of driving wheels, outside

—

54 inches.

Kind of truck wheels—30-inch, steel-

tired, wrought-iron spoke center.

Diameter of truck wheels—30 inches.

Size of driving-axle journals—8J^ x
10 11-16 inches.

Size of truck-axle journals—5 x 8J4
inches.

Thickness of plates in front and back

tube sheets—J/2 inch.

Kind of horizontal seams— Butt with

double welt.

Kind of circumferential seams—Double-

riveted.

Material of tubes—Iron.

Number of tubes—248.

Outside diameter of tubes

—

2'/i inches.

Length of tubes over tube sheets—14

feet 9 inches.

Inside length of firebox—115 inches.

Inside width of firebox—41 inches.

Depth of firebox from crown sheet to

bottom of mud ring—Front, 69 7-16

inches; back, 67 3-16 inches.

Water spaces, sides and back—3 inches.

Water spaces, front—4 inches.

Crown sheet stayed with—Crown bars.

Diameter of dome, inside—30 inches.

Height of dome—24 inches.

Steam pressure—180 pounds.

Kind of grate—Rocking.

Grate surface, 37.75 square feet.

Connecting rods—Channeled bodies.

Lubricators—Nathan triple.

Injectors—-Monitor No. 10.

Valves—-Richardson balanced.

Gages—8>4-inch Crosby.

Springs—Pickering.

Safety valves—Coale 3-inch muffled.

Packing, valve stems and pistons-

United States.

TKNDKK.

Wheels—33-inch chilled.

Axles—Steel.

Size of axle journals—^4J4 x 8 inches.

Water capacity of tank—4,000 gallons.

Frames, wood or metal—Wood.
Brake beams—National hollow.

Brake heads and shoes—Christie.

For the month of September the exports

of American products were $34,272,889

more than the imports of foreign goods.

Last year the imports were $6,765,257

more than exports.
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Irregular Wear of Driving-Wheel
Tires.

The necessity for putting counterbal-

ance weights in the driving ulicels oi loco-

motives to counteract the disturbing ciTect

of the reciprocating pans, and to help

balance the crank and rods, has led to a

great deal of discussion and theories about

the effects of the counterbalance, wherein

the evil effects oi the counterbalance are

very often exaggerated. When driving

wheels are very small and reciprocating

parts excessively heavy—an evil combina-

tion very often found in American loco-

motives—the counterbalance is likely to

do considerable injury to track and

bridges if the speed is not kept down.

There is no doubt whatever that the evil

effects of heavy counterbalance are bad

enough, but it is often blamed for dis-

turbance due to other causes.

llatten their tires before they have run

5,000 or 6,000 miles, and flatten them so

badly that the engines have to be taken

out of service. Another class of passen-

ger engines, which is evidently well de-

signed, cannot be run over 20,000 miles

without the tires being turned. This was

such an excessive case of irregular wear

that the wheels were taken out, and the

different parts weighed and found to agree

with the ordinary rule for balancing driv-

ing wheels. The makers of the engines

were applied to, to see if they could sug-

gest a remedy, but they replied that the

engine was properly counterbalanced, ac-

cording to the most approved rule, and

that they could do nothing. Mr. Joughins

was then at his wits' end, and applied to

the Master Mechanics' Association for

counsel to find out the cause of the exces-

sive wear.

engine had to start in 20,000 miles' ser-

vice would be sufficient to grind fiat spots

on any part of the tire; but if the engine

was doing a little slipping at each revolu-

tion every time she got into high speed,

it would not take very much mileage to

grind flat spots. A few years ago, the late

J. N. Lauder reported having had great

trouble with driving wheels of engines

running on the Cape Cod division of the

Old Colony Railroad. The track was

very sandy, and the engines wore their

tires irregularly, and just in the same way
reported by Mr. Joughins, and no satis-

factory explanation was given of the phe-

nomenon. Other men in charge of loco-

motives on sandy roads have encountered

similar difficulties in keeping their driving

wheel tires in running order. It seems to

us that the subject is worthy of special in-

vestigation. If any of our readers, oper-

.S.M.\L1- .SHliClAL ENGINE HUII.T HV W.M. M.X.-^U.N llllKTV VEAKS AGO.

A fairly good illustration was given

when the subject oi counterbalancing lo-

comotives Was under discussion at a re-

cent meeting. Mr. G. R. Joughins, of the

Norfolk & Southern, asked the question:

"How are we to know when an engine is

properly balanced?" "What effect will it

have on the engine, or what parts will

show that the engine is properly or im-

properly balanced?" He believed that the

particular track on which an engine is

running has great influence on the coun-

terbalance required, his belief being that

a sandy soil had an important bearing on

the proper counterbalancing of an engine.

They had great difficulty in keeping the

drivers of certain engines in good con-

dition, and he attributed the trouble to

improper counterbalance. The tire flat-

tened out so quickly that the engine could

not be run to make a reasonable inileage.

They have "mog^il" engines with s6-inch

driving wheels, that run very satisfactorily

at 20 miles an hour; but if an emergency

arises, which required that the engine

should be run at 40 miles an hour, they

In reply to his inquiries, Mr. E. M.
Herr, who has devoted a great deal of at-

tention to counterbalance of driving

wheels, and to the irregular wear of tires,

expressed the opinion that the excessive

wear was due to unskillful handling of the

engine on sandy track, that the wear was

caused by slight slipping of the engine in

starting, and that it would be found to

occur on the points of ihe tire resting on

the rail when the engine was doing its

most powerful rotative work. The ex-

planation given seems to be a very rational

one, and it may be correct, but we are not

entirely satisfied with it.

It is well known that the best counter-

balanced locomotive, with small driving

wheels, will slip slightly, through the ac-

tion of the cotmtcrbalance, at very high

speeds. On a sandy track this would have

n grinding action on the part of the tire

where slipping took place, which would

lead to rapid flattening. An engine in

ordinary passenger service has to be

started comparatively seldom, and we do

not think that the number of times the

ating locomotives on sandy roads, have

found any remedy for the trouble of tires

wearing irregularly, w'C should be glad to

hear from them.

Meanwhile, we think that it would be

well for people who have their engines

thrown out of service owing to excessive

irregular wear of tires on sandy roads, to

keep down the weight of counterbalance

just as low as possible, consistent

with the smooth running of the en-

gine. The best practical test that the

counterbalance is sufficient, is to find that

the engine runs smoothly when steam is

shut off.

^ ^ i

The Santa Fe freight cars are all painted

by air at Topeka. They seem to have over-

come the trouble experienced elsewhere,

and use no more paint than is used with

brushes.

^ ^ $
There seems to be an epidemic of loco-

motive boiler explosions. Inspect!
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When Furnace Sheets Get Hot.

A committee has lately been investigat-

ing for a foreign engineering society, the

best procedure to be followed by a man in

charge of a steam boiler when he discovers

that the furnace sheets have become over-

heated from shortness of water. The com-

mittee was unanimous in recommending
that water be forced into the boiler as

quickly as possible no matter how hot the

sheets may be. This is undoubtedly the

right thing to do, but there are many per-

sons, especially in the United States, who
believe that pumping cold water into a

boiler with over-heated sheets is almost

they put out the fire but no indications

were discovered that could lead the engi-

neers making the tests to believe that the

danger to the boiler was increased by fill-

ing it when hot with water.

If the characteristic of hot boiler plate

was to fly to pieces when suddenly

brought in contact with cold water, there

would be some reason for the belief that

opening the feed would be dangerous

when the plates were accidentally over-

heated; but this tendency has never been

manifested. If a piece of red hot boiler

plate is plunged into cold water the act

has an annealing tendency. We never

iron and proceed to figure on how many
pounds of red hot iron it would take to

convert one pound of water into steam at

100 pounds pressure. This increase of

knowledge would dissipate the rush of

steam theory.

There is nothing in the popular belief

that pumping cold water into an over-

heated boiler increases the danger of ex-

plosion. That is a mere theory unsup-

ported by facts, but it has led to many a

boiler being badly burned that would have

sustained little damage had the feed been

promptly applied. The mistaken fear of

the disastrous effects of cold water on hot

EXPRESS TRAIN, N'. Y. ELEVATED RO.\D. RUNN'INC; THIRTY-FIVE MILES PER HOUR.

certain to cause a boiler explosion. That

is a mistake. Red iiot cast iron is likely

to break if cold water is poured upon it.

but wrought iron and steel do not act in

that way.

About twenty years ago, a committee

appointed by the Franklin Institute made
a very thorough series of experiments

with steam boilers, and one line of tests

was to ascertain the effect of pumping cold

water into the boilers after the sheets were

overheated. A variety of trials of this

character were made, and neither ex-

plosion nor rupture of the sheets re-

sulted.

The seams and staybolts leaked so that

heard of a plate cracking when treated in

that way, and there is no reason for

believing that the material would act

differently when composing furnace

sheets.

Some people who know better than to

believe that cold water would make boiler

plate fly to pieces, are under the impres-

sion that a rush of steam might be formed

from the water striking the red hot plates

which would be of too great a volume to

be relieved by the safety valves and that

an explosion might result. Those who
are alarmed about the generation of heat

from hot plates should look up in an engi-

neer's pocket book the specific heat of

sheets sometimes deters firemen from

(|ucnching the furnace with water, and

this helps to render the danger and dam-

age all the greater.

It is the fashion to say when a boiler

explodes that the accident was due to low

water. This is very rarely true. The only

way that hot plates makes a boiler danger-

ous is that the material is weakened and

therefore more liable to rupture from the

steam pressure within. When this condi-

tion of weakness is discovered, the best

plan to pursue is to restore the original

strength of the sheets by pouring cold

water upon them with the least possible

delay.
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Early Days of Coal.

W. K. Humphrey, a veteran in the coal

business, has furnished to the Ithaca

"Journal" an interesting account of the

introduction of coal as a fuel in Central

and Western New York. In 1851, Ithaca

was the distributing point for Syracuse,

Rochester. Buffalo and other points West,

the coal being shipped by canal. All over

this section of the State the fuel burned

was wood, and the coal men found it very

difficult to introduce coal. Mr. Humph-
rey recalls the fact that in October. 1851,

shortly after the first load of coal arrived

in Ithaca, he shipped to Mr. Barker in

BufTalo 200 tons of coal. The coal was

taken to Buffalo by canal by Capt. B. L.

Johnson. After it had arrived there he

received word from Mr. Barker stating

that the coal had arrived, but that there

was no market for it. The coal had been

invoiced to Mr. Barker gratis, he having

only to pay the canal charges. It was so

valueless to him, however, that he would

not even do this. Mr. Humphrey directed

Captain Johnson to deliver the coal to

Mr. Barker without any charges whatever,

and that man unwillingly accepted it. It

remained in his possession nearly a year,

during which time he managed to ship a

part of it to Western cities.

In Syracuse they knew nothing of coal.

Mr. Humphrey shipped a lot of coal to

Syracuse, and, to introduce it, got one of

the hotel men to use it. In order to gain

this concession Mr. Humphrey bought a

coal-stove of Treman, King & Company
and presented it to the hotel man, and he

burned coal all that winter.

Rochester was an exceedingly hard city

to introduce coal into. The coal was
shipped from Ithaca to an agent there.

The agent had to give away stoves, and,

further, had to show the people how to

start the fire. Some would fill the stove

with coal, put a piece of paper on top, light

it and expect it to burn, and when it failed

to ignite, send word to the agent to come
and take back his stove and coal as it was
no good.

Mr. Humphrey states that the first coal

train rolled into Ithaca over the Delaware,

Lackawanna & Western Railroad on Oc-
tober 15, 1851. Word that the train would
arrive had spread around the city, and
when it reached there over 1,000 people

were at the station to see the train and the

coal. The people swarmed around the

train and took pieces as curiosities, prob-
ably the major portion of those present

never having seen coal. In those days it

was called "stone coal." The canal men
termed it "mineral coal." In Ithaca very
little coal was used before that time. Mr.
Humphrey used some at his office, which
was brought to him by canal men at his

special order.

There is a car famine in the West on
account of the boom in wheat exports.

Grain roads busy.

Gang Gasket Cutter.

Our illustration of the punch for cutting

gaskets shows a device for which Mr.

John Porter, foreman of the Wisconsin

Central tool room at Waukesha, is re-

sponsible. The cutter will make two per-

fect gaskets at one cutting, and leave a

blank at the center from which one more
can be made if it is thought necessary to

utilize the small scrap left. The tool is

an ingenious one, covering the usual

sizes in joint work requiring gaskets, by

means of several punches similar to the

one shown, the waste pieces from the

larger sizes cutting into gaskets on the

next smaller size of punch.

We want to say here that there are few

tool rooms within our knowledge that

outrank this in putting out rational

schemes by which to do work quickly

and well in the shop. The rigid insist-

ence of proper treatment of tools while in

use has reduced the breakages to a mini-

mum, and has much to do with keeping

the cost of maintenance down to a reason-

able figure—a result that would be natur-

all looked for when men are made to show

cause for the abuse of a tool.

© i i

Prince Hylcoff. Minister of Ways and

Communications oi the Russian Empire,

is in the United States on a tour of in-

spection. Prince Hylcoff once worked as

a mechanic on the Pennsylvania Railroad,

was a blacksmith in the Argentine, and

ran a locomotive between St. Petersburg

and Moscow. Though a prince, his

finances got disarranged; but he came up

from the lowest round of the ladder

through all the offices, on his own merit,

and re-established the house and fortune

of Hylcoff. As he is a self-made man and

served his time in the ranks, the railroad

men of .\merica will give him a royal wel-

come and won't hold the fact of his being

a prince against him.

On October 5th an express train on the

A., T. & S. F. was nearing Topeka, Kan.,

at a speed of forty-five or fifty miles per

hour. Without warning there was a

frightful explosion, the engine was torn

to atoms, the trucks of the tank and first

two cars blown in a heap together and

the train wrecked—no one hurt except en-

gineer and fireman, who were killed. It

was at first thought that it was a boiler ex-

plosion; but the engine, a Baldwin 10-

wheeler, was only about two years old;

the engineer was one of the best, and had

been on the run for eighteen years; and

there was a hole in the track deep enough

to bury an engine and tender. The officials

believe now that the explosion was that of

dynamite.

In the Havemeyer Building, this city,

they have recently put an Ingersoll air

compressor in the engine room, and sup-

ply air to all the floors of the building.

.A.ny of the tenants who want air can have

it. The IngersoU-Sergeant people them-

selves will probably be the largest users,

as they use air to run all their tools for

exhibition purposes in their show-room.

The doors are opened by air, call-bells

are operated by air, letter-presses are

operated by air, and the furniture is dusted

and carpets cleaned by compressed air.

This is a new feature in office buildings,

and may become a very popular one. Any-

body that knows anything about com-

pressed air knows that when air is com-

pressed it is heated, and when it is ex-

panded it is cooled. Perhaps the time

may come when a jet of air in the office,

in the heat of summer, will be used as the

most convenient and effective way of cool-

ing.
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A Reformed Strong Locomotive.

Our picture shows the Lehigh Valley

Engine "383," just out of the Wilkes-

Barre, Pa., shops, the first locomotive

fitted with the Strong valve motion.

A relic of this invention is shown in the

boss on the main rod—from this a pin

agitated the valve motion in the first de-

sign. The gear was afterward modified

and operated by eccentrics. Now it is

thrown away for the old reliable link mo-
tion.

After this experimental work with the

valve motion, the famous "Duplex 444"

was built at Wilkes-Barre, the first with

the Strong twin corrugated fireboxes.

This engine has had many ups and

downs, like the tramps—one day in afflu-

ence, the next in the gutter. For the

Brandling, Esq., of Middleton, to Leeds.

The machine is, in fact, a steam engine, of

four horse-power, which, with the assist-

ance of cranks turning a cog-wheel, and

iron cogs placed at one side of the railway,

is capable of moving at the speed of ten

miles an hour. At four o'clock in the

afternoon the machine ran from the coal

staith to the top of Hunslet Moor, where

six, and afterwards eight, wagons of coal,

each weighing 3^ tons, were hooked to

the back part. With this immense weight,

to which, as it approached the town, was

superadded about fifty of the spectators

mounted upon the wagons, it set off on its

return to the coal staith, and performed

the journey—a distance of about a mile

and a half, principally on a dead level

—

in twenty-three minutes, without the

ton Colliery was a sight which attracted

many visitors. Amongst other notabili-

ties who came to see it was the Grand

Duke Nicholas (afterwards Emperor) of

Russia. This was in 1816. On that oc-

casion the power of the engine was shown

in the conveyance of thirty loaded coal

wagons at a speed of about 3% miles an

hour.

The patent, dated April 10, 181 1, is taken

out in Blenkinsop's name. The engine

showed a manifest improvement on Treve-

thick's previous attempt, being provided

with two double-acting cylinders placed

vertically, which were immersed for more

than half their length in the steam space

of the boiler. A regular and steady action

was thus obtained without a f^y-wheel.

The idea was to run the engine on a rack-

FIRST ENGINE WITH STRONG VALVE (iEAR—REFORMED.

past two years she has had no work at all.

Now, after a thorough overhauling, she

is helping to tote coal over the Wilkes-

Barre mountain on the Wyoming Valley

division of the Lehigh Valley Railroad.

i i i
The Blenkinsop Engine.

A description of one of the first locomo-

tives and its performances, in a prac-

tical test to determine its adaptability to

the work then done by horses, is an inter-

esting bit of history as it appeared in the

"Leeds Mercury" of June 27, 1812, and

reproduced in the "Railway Herald" as

follows:

The following paragraph, descriptive of

the above engine, appeared in the "Leeds

Mercury" of June 27, 1812:

"On Wednesday last (June 24th) a

highly interesting experiment was made
with a machine constructed by Messrs.

Fenton, Wood & Murray, of this place,

under the direction of Mr. John Blenkin-

sop, the patentee, for the purpose of sub-

stituting the agency of steam for the use

of horses in the conveyance of coals on the

iron railway from the mines of J. C.

slightest accident. The experiment, which

was witnessed by thousands of spectators,

was crowned with complete success; and

when it is considered that this invention

is applicable to all railroads, and that upon

the works of Mr. Brandling alone the use

of fifty horses will be dispensed with, and

the corn necessary for the consumption of

at least two hundred more saved, we can-

not forbear to hail the invention as of vast

public utility, and to rank the inventor

amongst the benefactors of his country."

Another paragraph in the same paper

two months later describes Mr. Blenkin-

sop's "machine" as being in full activity.

Other engines of the same kind were built

by Mr. Murray, and in 1813 one of them

was forwarded to Newcastle, and was used

on a railway leading from the Kenton and

Coxlodge Colliery to a point on the Tyne

below Walker. It was doubtless seen in

operation there by George Stephenson,

who had made theacquaintanceof Murray,

and become familiar with the strange me-

chanism that subsequently in his hands

revolutionized the carrying trade of the

country. Until a better locomotive was

found at work, the "machine" at Middle-

rail, into which a pinion would fit, and in

accordance with this notion the engine

and rails were constructed. The engine

was provided with a double set of smooth

wheels (the pinion being the center one),

so that the purpose served by the pinion

and the rack was only for leverage or pur-

chase. By this means the difficulty of

working upon gradients was overcome.

The engine commenced to run two years

before George Stephenson started his first

locomotive.
—"Railway Herald."

i i i

It was announced in all the railroad

papers last month that Mr. J. G. Thomas

had been appointed superintendent of

motive power of the Lehigh & Susque-

hanna division of the Central Railroad of

New Jersey. As a matter of fact, Mr.

Thomas is assistant superintendent of mo-

tive power as heretofore. If all roads

followed the commendable practice of the

Lehigh Valley in sending to the railroad

papers all notices of appointments, great

and small, it would do much to make in-

formation authentic and reliable.
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Mogul for the Great Northern

Railway.

The new mogul shown in our half-tone

is a product of the Brooks Locomotive

Works, built for the Great Northern. It

is a sample of heavy freight engine ex-

tensively used on that road, and of a

type that has been found to be admirably

fitted to cope successfully with the hardest

problems of freight service. Following

is a description of the engine:

Type—Mogul.

Simple or Compound—Simple.

Gage—4 feet Syi inches.

Kind of fuel—Bituminous coal.

Steam pressure— i8o pounds.

Diameter of cylinders—19 inches.

Stroke—26 inches.

Wheel base of engine—21 feet 6 inches.

Driving-wheel base—14 feet.

Total wheel base of engine and tender

—

49 feel.

Diameter at smallest ring—63 inches.

Thickness of cylindrical plates, waist

—

1% inch.

Thickness of throat sheet—5^ inch.

Longitudinal seams, kind—Quadruple

and quintuple riveted.

Vertical seams, kind—Double-riveted.

Firebox, kind — Sloping, between

frames.

Firebox, length inside—98 inches.

Firebox, width inside—32 inches.

Firebox, material—Homogeneous fire-

box steel.

Firebox, side sheets, thickness— ,'1 inch.

Firebox, back sheet, thickness

—

fi inch.

Crown sheet, thickness

—

^ inch.

Flue sheet, thickness—Front, J^ inch;

back, yi inch.

Water spaces, width—3}4 inches sides

and back, 4 inches front.

Tubes—diameter, 2 inches; length, 11

feet I inch.

Whistle—Curran chime.

Bearing metal—Phosphor bronze.

Brakes, train—New York automatic on

all tender wheels.

Brakes, driver—New York automatic,

outside-equalized.

TENDER.
Frame, kind— lo-inch channel iron.

Truck, kind—Two, four-wheeled.

Wheels, kind—Steel-tired.

Wheels, diameter—33 inches.

Tires—Krupp No. 4, O. H. steel.

Truck axles—Hammered iron.

Truck-axle journals

—

4% inches diam-

eter, 8 inches long.

Capacity for water—4,000 United States

gallons.

^ g ^
We will present any Y. M. C. A., or

other railroad reading-room, with a bound

volume of 1894 if they will pay $1 for the

postage.

.MOGUL FKEIGHT I.OCO.MOTIVE FOR GRE.\T NORTHERX R.\ir.\V.\Y.

Driving wheels, diameter over tire— 55

inches.

Driving wheels, diameter over center

—

48 inches.

Driving wheel centers, kind—Cast iron.

Driving-wheel tires—Krupp crucible

steel.

Engine-truck wheels, diameter — 30

inches.

Engine-truck wheel centers, kind

—

Spoked cast iron.

Engine-truck tires, kind—Krupp No.

3, O. H. steel.

Weight on drivers—114,000 pounds.

Weight on engine truck—16,000 pounds.

Weight of engine, total — 130,000

pounds.

Weight of tender—85,000 pounds.

Weight of engine and tender, total

—

215.000 pounds.

Tractive power, at 90 per cent. B. P.

—

23,800 pounds.

Co-efificient of adhesion—4.78.

BOILER.

Type—Patent improved Belpaire.

Material—Homogeneous steel plates.

Tubes, number—250, No. 11 B. W. G.

Grates—Railway company's pattern.

M.'VCIIINERV.

Piston rods, kind—Hammered steel.

Piston rods, diameter

—

31/2 inches.

Piston-rod packing—Jerome metallic.

Piston packing—Cast-iron rings.

Crosshead—Laird, cast steel.

Driving axles, kind—Hammered steel.

Driving-axle journals—8 inches diame-

ter, 9 inches long.

Engine-truck axles, kind—Hammered
iron.

Engine truck journals

—

Sl4 inches

diameter, 10 inches long.

Connecting rods—I-section.

Side rods—Rectangular section.

Valves, kind—Richardson balanced.

Lubrication, guides—Adjustable needle

cups.

Lubrication, rods—Spindle feed cups.

Lubrication, cylinders—No. 9 Nathan.

Injectors—One old-style No. 9 Moni-

tor, and one No. 9 New Nathan.

Safety valve—One 3-inch Crosby muf-

fled.

Some New Ten-Wheelers for the

Baltimore & Ohio.

The BaUlwin Locomotive Works have

recently turned out ten ten-wheeled en-

gines for the Baltimore & Ohio road,

on the general plan shown in our photo-

graphic reproduction.

Six of these engines have 21 x 26-inch

cylinders, and four of them have 20 x 2b-

inch cylinders. .•XU the way through there

is a slight difference in the engines. There
is a difference in height of three inches

and a difference in the size of some of the

materials used.

We gi\c below the general dimensions

of both kinds, of which the one shown has

the largest cylinder :

Type and number order-

ed Ten-wheel. 6 4

Total wheel base 24()" 246'

Rigid wheel base I3'8' I3'8'

Total wheel base of en-

gine and tender 51'SX' S^'S^'

Total length of engine

and tender over all 61 9' bi'g'

Diameter of cyhnders. .. 21" 20'
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Stroke of piston 26" 20"

Diameter of piston rods

.

j)4" 3'A"

Size of steam ports igx i^j" igx i}i"

Size of exhaust ports. . . . 19x21^" iyx2|4^"

(ireatest travel of slide

valves 6" 6"

Outside lap of slide
valves i" 1"

Lead of slide valves in

full stroke ^\" j',"

Diameter of driving
wheels, outside 78" 6S"

Kind of truck wheels. . .

.

Wro't Center.

Diameterof truck wheels. 33" 33"

Size of driving axle jour-

nals S X 10" 8 x 10"

Size of truck axle jour-

nals 5x10" 5x10"

Size of 'main crank pin

journals 6x6" 6 x (>"

Description of boiler. . . . Wag. Top.

Inside length of firebox. 120)^" i2o}s'

Inside width of firebox. . 41" 41"

Depth of firebox from / / o /
crown sheet to bot-- g"(,[- B f/r
torn of mud ring. . . .

'

Water spaces, sides and
back 3

' 3"

Water spaces, front 4" 4"

Crown plate stayed with

one jL iron front; bolts

I'/i" diameter Radial Stays.

Diameter of dome 3^'A' 31K"
Height of dome, from top

of rail, with boxes in

cen. of ped 140" I4'4''

Steam pressure, pounds. 190 190

Kind of grate. . . . . . . . RockingCo.'spat.

Heating surface of fire-

box, sq. ft 2r5.2 2r5 2

Heating surface of tubes,

sq. ft r()7S.52 rgyS 52

Special devices, air sig-

nal. Leach sander.Gold

steam heating device,

Gould coupler.

TKNIiliR.

Wheels 36

Axles Steel.

Size of axle journals .

Water capacity of tank. . 3500

Frames, wood or metal. . Wood.
Brake beams, kind and

make. National hollow. 2>^"

Brake heads and shoes,

kind and make, mall.

head cast iron shoe.

Notes from the Baldwin Locomotive
Works.

Notwithstanding the too apparent paral-

ysis in all industrial occupations, and par-

33

Steel.

4}4 X 8" 4)4 x 8"

3500

Wood.

Diameter of boiler at

smallest ring

Material of boiler

Thickness of plates in

boiler barrel

Thickness of plates in

firebox shell

Thickness of plates in

sides, back end and
crown of firebox

Thickness of plates in

front and back tube

sheets

Kind of horizontal seams.
Kind of circumferential

seams . . .

Material of tubes ... .

*

Number of tubes

Outside diameterof tubes
Length of tubes over tube
sheets

TEK-WHEELER EXPRE.SS LOCOMOTIVE FOR BALTIMORE & OHIO.

Grate surface, sq. ft 34-27 34.27 ticularly in the field of locomotive engin-
60" 60" Total heating surface, sq. eering, the Baldwin Locomotive Works
Steel. Steel. ft 2193.72 2193.72 have built 169 four-cylinder compounds

Height from top of rail thus far this year, and have 12 large en-

H" H' to top of smoke stack gines of the same type well toward com-
boxes in cen. of ped. . . 15' 147' pletion, in addition to 28 simple engines

Tir" A" Tires Steel. Standard, also under way.
Guides and crossheads. ( iron Cast The records show 715 compounds all

type and metal, two
-j

C, H. Steel told as the output since they began the

f^" tV ^" tV" bar type (Guides. .\ Head, manufacture of compound locomotives,
Connecting rods, paral- and the total number of locomotives

lei rods, I section, solid turned out of these works has now reached

A' K" ends Steel. Steel. the handsome figure of 15,070 engines.
Butt. Butt. Brakes, Westinghouse- A new tank shop and blacksmith shop,

American, outside erected on the site of the old Norris Loco-
Double Riveted, equalized Sch. X m motive Shop, does not have the appcar-
ron,No. Iron,No. Lubricators Nathan S, F. ance of hard times. The blacksmith shop
12 to 9. 12 to 9. Injectors No. 10 Metrop'tn and foundry are working full time, and

231 23r Valves, three Coale muf- the other shops two-thirds time, with
--'•+ -/^' ^'^'^ '^'A' orders in sight that have a cheerful look to

Gages, two Crosby ther- those interested.
i4'7,'-^" i^TA' mostatic. That there is confidence in the future is
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shown by the installation of a loo-inch

double-head driving-wheel lathe, and its

duplicate to go in as soon as the founda-

tion is ready for it. There are many spe-

cial features of merit about these lathes,

built by Sellers & Co., that will be ex-

ploited in a later issue with a full descrip-

tion of the tool.

S i i
Quartering Test Gage.

The gage shown herewith for testing

driving wheels and crank pins to deter-

mine the accuracy of quartering, or

whether the pins are sprung, was de-

signed in 1884 by Mr. D. J. Limlin, now
general foreman of the Cleveland, Cin-

cinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Railway

shops at Bellefontaine, O.

This tool is made of steel, ^ inch wide

and Yi inch thick, with an arm at 45 de-

Minneapolis, Minn. The most of the

novelty lies in the results so cheaply at-

tained by a little experimenting with the

air plant, with the view of using some

wind on the forge shown in our engraving.

Mr. John EUstrom, the foreman black-

smith, who is responsible for the "born-

ing" of this idea, found that there was

greater intensity of blast on the fire when

the air pipe was led into the tuyere by a

funnel-shaped opening; in fact, too much

blast. This discovery resulted in con-

tracting the opening of the air-discharge

pipe until the nozzle was left at i -32-inch

diameter, as shown in the enlarged view.

The position of the nozzle with refer-

ence to the funnel, or perhaps it should be

called the combining tube, was found to

give the best results, just as in the case of

an injector. Too far in or too far out, it

would deaden the fire so as to be inoper-

and the nozzle contributing the energy to

put them into the fire.

All roundhouse blacksmithing at this

point is now done on the small forge

shown; welds are made easily on work as

large as 2^x4 inches. It would seem

that the information gained by Mr. EU-

strom in perfecting this idea could be

utilized to advantage in many places where

compressed air is now used wastefully.

QUARTERING TEST GAGE.

ative. Holding a piece of waste around

the funnel would have the same effect;

the i-32-inch stream of compressed air at

60 pounds pressure having barely enough

grees with the square at lower end. This

arm is beveled on the outer face to a

sharp edge at the inside, as seen in section,

and its upper end is fitted with a spirit

level that is true with the lower edge of

the upper limb of the square.

In use the tool is applied as shown, with

the pins on the lower eighths, the square

against the collar on the pin, the beveled

edge passing through the center of the

axle, and the bubble in the spirit level in

the middle of its travel. With this side

for a base of comparison the tool is placed

on the opposite pin, showing at once
how near the wheels are in quarter. We
are indebted to Mr. Ralph E. State for

the particulars of this useful device.

^ ^ i
Compressed Air as Forge Blast. force to cause a glow on the coal, showing
A novel application of compressed air that the induced currents set up through

to an ordinary portable forge is to be seen the combining tube are responsible for the
at the Northern Pacific roundhouse in blast, they furnishing the volume of air.

m
COMPRESSED AIR AS FORGE BLAST.

Air-Pump Exiiaust.

Mr. John Ellis, master mechanic of the

Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha
road, has for some time past been of the

belief that the air-pump exhaust, as car-

ried to the smoke arch, caused a waste of

fuel through its constant fanning action

on the fire.

With the end in view of preventing this

loss if possible, several engines were

equipped as shown in the engraving, in

which the exhaust pipe is shown carried

both up and down from the pump by a

two-way cock; one end of the pipe pass-

ing up to the top of dome, and the other

end going down to a point inside of the

rail, by which means the exhaust can be

diverted either way at pleasure.

The downward action is used to drain

all condensation from the pump at start-

ing, after which the valve is turned so as

to send the exhaust upward. Great claims

are made tor fuel-saving since this move
was made, said to be due to the easier run-

ning of the pump owing to a freer ex-

haust, and also to the elimination of the

objectionable urging of the fire when the

engine was standing on sidings.

Harry Peters, the "Brotherhood over-

all" engineer, has recently invented a

form of watch-pocket for jackets and over-

shirts that prevents a watch from dropping

out, even if jacket is turned upside down

—

something engineers will appreciate. A
patent is being taken out on the pocket
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CAR DEPHRTMENT
-ie®„ .e»

80,000.Pound Capacity Steel Car.

Our photographic reproduction shows

a somewhat remarkable car and load,

taken on its arrival at St. Paul on the

morning of September 24th. This is one

of the "Pennock" cars exhibited at Sara-

toga, and of which quite a number are in

use in the coal and iron trades. This flat

car was taken over the Northwestern road

Conducted by ORVILLE H. RBYNOLDS, M. E.

tile "Pennock" plan, in which the body
consists of inverted trough-shaped sec-

tions of rolled steel, illustrated and de-

scribed in our January number. This

company are proving in a better way than

that usually employed by people introduc-

ing new things, that their theories about

car construction are right. They have al-

ready put into service a large number

tisement out of the first lot of their inter-

locking rubber tiling, that was laid in the

Broad Street Station of the Philadelphia

road, at Philadelphia. After wearing two-

and-a-half years, with an average of 50,000

people passing over it daily, it shows a

clean wear of 1-16 inch, and this only

where nine-tenths of the travel takes place,

in the passageways. In all this time it is

AN EIGHTY-THOU.SAND-1'OUND CAPACITY CAR WITH LOAD.

from Chicago to St. Paul, a distance of

409 miles, in 27^4 hours, on one of their

fast freight trains. The load weighs 80,-

120 pounds. That such an immense load

can be taken over one of the regular lines

in such time, defeats a good deal of argu-

ment that 80,000-pound cars cannot be

handled in regular service.

The Universal Construction Company

—

who built this car—have been experiment-

ing for some time with flat cars built on

of gondola cars which are daily carrying

from 68,000 to 75,000 pounds each, and

are now putting into service flat cars car-

rying from 78.000 to 89.000 pounds. Such

evidence as this will go a great deal fur-

ther toward the introduction of heavy-

capacity steel cars than a world of argu-

ment.

i ^ S
The New York Belting & Packing

Company are making a very good adver-

claimed that not a cent has been paid out

for repairs on this tiling.

i i i
Inquiry into the general status of hot-

box on roads operating in widely diverse

sections, brings the information that,

while they are still getting in their vexa-

tious work, they are growing beautifully

less. This must be ascribed to the better

work done in fitting up, and a more exact-

ing system of care and inspection.
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Eye-Bending Machine.

The operation of bending an eye on a

bolt or rod by hand has always been an

unsatisfactory and expensive feature of the

smith shop, and to this fact may be at-

tributed the numerous late attempts to

get up something that would do the job

cheaper and better.

Williams, White & Co., builders of forg-

ing machinery, at Moline, 111., have put

on the market a machine for doing this

work, that turns out a job that leaves little

l)late R. The mandrel / is the point

around which the eye is bent.

In operation, the rod to be bent is placed

between the dies i and 2, above the man-

drel /, and against the stop jU. The ma-

chine is then started by the treadle. The

first movement is that of the die i, which

goes down and clamps the rod against die

2. The face-plate R then revolves, carrying

the die 3 around with it. The stop M drops

down out of the way of the approaching

die 3, as shown in Fig. 2, where the ma-

trcadle is held down, the machine will

work continuously. The stops are ad-

justable, so that the machine can be set so

as to make either a full stroke or any part

of a stroke; forming the lull eye, or any

part of an eye or hook, with the same die.

This machine is double-geared, the pulley

lunning at a high speed with a narrow

belt. It will bend, without sign of fatigue,

I ^2-inch iron around a 1.3^-inch mandrel.

and is satisfactory when pushed the hard-

est.

Pit; I.

tc be desired, cither for workmanship or

rapidity of output. We illustrate two
views of the front of this machine, with

reference marks on the vital working

parts, of which mention shall be made.

In Fig. I a bar of round iron is shown
with an eye on one end. and the opposite

plain end between the dies i and 2 and

against the stop M, which regulates the

length of iron to be turned over. The die

I is attached to the crosshead which moves
down at an angle with the rod. Die 2 is

stationary. Die 3 is secured to the face

chine is shown as having completed its

movement and bent the eye.

After the machine has performed these

functions, the face plate R reverses and

returns to its former position, where it

slops and leaves the dies open for a new

piece of iron. The mandrel / automati-

cally slides into a bushing in face plate R,

thus leaving the center clear for the in-

troduction of a new bar, making it possible

to feed the machine with great rapidity.

The machine stops automatically, leav-

ing the jaws wide open; but as long as the

Fig. -•

Paying Practice at the Philadelphia,

Wilmington & Baltimore

Car Shop*.

The car department of the Philadelphia,

Wilmington & Baltimore Railroad at

Wilmington does all work by the piece, a

system long in vogue at this place, and

with the most satisfactory results to em-

ployers and the men.

This system, it was feared, would not

work to the advantage of all interested

when applied to car work, but a trial of it

demonstrated that the limit of elasticity
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had not been reached in the motive power

department by any means, and after a

general trial such work as repairing and

cleaning passenger car trucks, all plat-

form work, as well as removing, cleaning

and replacing seats and seat backs, could

be handled as well on the piece-work basis

as by the old day plan, and it was adopted

accordingly.

Figures are not essential to prove that

the piece-work schedule has advantages

over the old, and perhaps it is a good

thing for us that this is so, because they

There is a measure of economical prac-

tice here in the paint shop that has all the

elements to create astonishment in those

who have never heard of saving the scrap-

ings or "skewings" as they are called,

from the surfaces of passenger-train cars

when the paint is burned off.

This refuse paint, as scraped from a car,

represents a net gain to the company of

about $3, the amount they receive per

barrel. It is said that the buyer realizes

about $2 net from the gold realized from

one barrel of this refuse. When it is under-

point of view, the kind of optics taking

the observation, and the capacity of the

observer to assimilate what he sees; but

just why there should be such wide range

of opinion about the amount or quality

of work laid out on an axle journal, is

something that our mental equipment

does not grasp.

Foremen whose mechanical judgment

is beyond all question on average shop

matters, will complacently take the posi-

tion that a journal will be finished in the

highest state of the art when it is touched

are not readily forthcoming, there being

an evident reluctance on the part of offi-

cials to give up the data for a comparison.

But the fact that it is tenaciously held to

when adopted after a trial is proof suffi-

cient for the assumption that it pays;

otherwise railroad companies would not

continue its use. The case is not yet re-

corded where the men held the long end

of the lever and retained it for any ap-

preciable length of time.

Framing our opinion on the meagre in-

formation at hand, it is only fair to believe

that the leverage gives an equality of

moments, and that neither party to the

compact has any cause for complaint.

This position is taken not alone from the

case in consideration, but is based on the

healthy spread and growing adoption of

the piece system in all branches of rail-

road service.

WORK DONE BY EYE-BENDING MACHINE.

stood that from thirty-five to forty books

of gold are used on the average passenger

car, the source of profit is revealed, and it

is seen that any percentage of this gold

saved is worth looking after. It is also

plain that when two, three or more coats

of paint and ornamentation are often in-

cluded in one burning-ofl, the chances of

winnings are multiplied in the same ratio

—however this may be, there is no diffi-

culty in disposing of these "skewings;"

somebody works a profit out of them.

Finish of Axle Journals.

The diversity of practice in finishing of

journal bearings is one of the things that

has a peculiar look to the average investi-

gator of shop methods. Shop practice

in this respect presents different phases

to different people, depending on the

up with the file and emery clamp. Those

of us who have been caught in the meshes

of the emery net, can only look with

questioning on this exhibition of what we

believe to be an error of judgment; but

it shakes a man's faith in old traditions

a little, and in his own experience with

the same way of doing business, when he

is told that a bearing don't get hot after

such treatment.

When a journal runs warm after the

very acme of good work has been laid out

on it to have a good job, there is plainly

some cause for it, not chargeable to the

journal; and by the same token, when a

journal runs cool from a file and emery,

it is hardly fair to ascribe its good per-

formance to its rough work. A little

search will probably reveal that the excel-

lent quality of the bearing or lubrication

is entitled to more credit than the journal.
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It has been noticed that where the best

work was laid out on a journal, that

the character of the lubricant used some-

times made it necessary to use more than

ordinary care to have a true and smooth

two oil lamps placed in diagonal corners

of the car.

The J. G. Brill Company have built

many of these cars for export, and the one

sliiiwn is a pood example of the type.

INTERIOR THIRD-CLASS CAR.

train, so close is the resemblance to our

cars, with the steps and platform gates.

The elliptic springs resting on the

truck boxes, and the corner buffers would,

however, dispel the illusion, and proclaim

the presence of a stranger to those versed

in car lore. These cars are equipped with

Pintsch gas, automatic air brake and iron

trucks. The absence of ornamentation is

a noticeable feature—no striping or gold

leaf; just plain color and varnish—

a

scheme that would pay over on this side.

We are indebted to Mr. Vincent Hal-

berg, the chief designer of the Swedish

State Railways, for the photograph from

which the cut was made.

Cleaning Facilities at the Pavonia
Shops.

The cleaning of work from a dismantled

engine is one of the most disagreeable

things connected with overhauling work

in a locomotive repair shop, when pro-

vision is not made to get the parts in a

proper condition to work on.

Mr. Rufus Hill, master mechanic of the

Aniboy division of the Pennsylvania Rail-

road at Camden, N. J., has facilities for

doing this work that are practically un-

surpassed. All parts covered with grease

are taken to a one-story building about 40

feet square, which was erected and dedi-

cated to cleaning purposes, near the ma-

"cylindrical surface. This is a condition

that bars the fiend with the file and

faceted work, and gives the mechanic who

knows how to grind a tool a chance. But

while a true surface from the tool is pos-

sible, it is not so easy to get the requisite

degree of smoothness, particularly on

steel, and this is the place where the roller

comes in.

A journal finished with the roller is

true and smooth, and in the best condi-

tion to carry its load, because the surface

is practically burnished, and is condensed

similarly to cold-rolled steel, all minute

flaws being closed. The best tribute to

the little roller is the wide use it is having

among the more progressive shops, where

they have long outgrown the file, and

where coarse feeds are the order.

i i i
Interior of a Third-Class Car.

Our illustration of the interior of a

third-class car built for the Ferro Cafril

Merida a Peto, a road in South America,

is a good example of cars of that class,

and conveys the idea of a people's poverty

more eloquently than words. The seats,

without backs or upholstering of even the

most primitive kind, have an uninviting

appearance to us who are wont to asso-

ciate the word "luxury" with travel.

It would be the height of absurdity to

say anything about finish; there is ab-

solutely none. Hard wood and hard lines

are all that can be seen in the picture; but

these are toned down when brought under

the influence of the flickering light of the

()\ .sWIClJlSli SI ATI'. RAILWAYS.

Combination Car of the Swedish State

Railways.

The illustration, as implied in the cap-

tion, is a foreigner, a combined second

and third class car, and is of the side-

corridor type with end doors, a construc-

tion which is practically American, and

which is surely replacing the old side-door

style of car. In fact, the car would not

excite comment if placed in an .\merican

chine shop. It has an equipment for do-

ing the work at the least expense, consist-

ing of a lye vat 32 feet long and 3 feet

deep, having a capacity for holding the

parts from all engines stripped at one

time.

Above the vat, and extending across the

room, is a gallows frame, from which is

suspended an air cylinder, rolling on a

four-wheeled carriage, and carrying a huge
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table on which ihe dirty parts are sub-

merged and removed from the vat. Hot
and cold water are at hand to complete the

cleansing, and a man can go into that shop

with clean overalls under his arm on Mon-
day morning, feeling that they are good
for one week at least.

A Home-'Made Bulldozer.

The need of a device to do riveting with

was felt at the Northern Pacific Railway

shops at St. Paul, Minnesota, at the time

the reinforcement of the 40,000-pound

box cars was taken up. All the old body
bolsters required a great many rivets in

the strengthening project then under way.

Reading the Indicator Diagram.

BY F. F. HEMENWAY.

It is altogether fortunate that one does

not have to write a book in order to enjoy

HOME-.MADE BULLDOZER.

and it being realized that hand-riveting

would be too costly for serious considera-

tion, Mr. John Hickey, superintendent of

motive power, at once marshaled into line

the inventive forces of the plant, and a

home-made bulldozer and riveter, as

shown in plan in our illustration, was
quickly gotten up to handle the problem.

A cast-iron face plate, used for a form-

ing block, was pressed into service to

hold the dies. Two 8-inch freight air cyl-

inders and one 14-inch passenger air cylin-

der were then properly secured to the face

plate and piped to the air supply of 120

pounds per square inch. So efficient was
this affair that eighty J^-inch rivets per

minute were driven in everyday practice

until the order was completed.

The machine is now used as a bulldozer

to form brake-beam safety straps, draw-

bar carry irons, all pipe hangers, safety-

strap links, bands for vestibule draft tim-

bers, and so on. Dies for other work are

being made as required, and the useful-

ness of the machine is constantly extend-

ing to a point where it cannot be aban-

doned and a return made to the old way.

The Sheffield Car Company, of Three
Rivers, Mich., have sent out a catalog of

their light cars. Hand cars, dial cars and

velocipedes are their specialty.

fore he studies what it says in the hands

of another.

Attaching the indicator to the cylinder

of a steam engine, and taking the diagram,

is purely a mechanical operation, to be

looked after with the same care as any

other mechanical operation of equal im-

portance. Only this: A first-class loco-

motive engineer is supposed to be com-

petent to engage in something much more

difficult, without warning, and hundreds

of miles from anywhere in particular.

Learning to read the diagram is much

Loforwtivt Enymaeying

Loconvjtivt EnfinMring

the satisfaction of reading one. Most men
do not have time to write books. While

it is in every way desirable that a locomo-

tive engineer or a railroad machinist, by

one means or another, familiarize himself

with the handling of the indicator, it is

not advisable that he wait until he has

practice in the use of the instrument be-

J,oc*»notif« fCnyinefiinff

like learning to read printed matter.

First comes the alphabet and the easy

lessons; the rest comes more as a matter

of course than from any specific advance

in reasoning from something that will

never occur.

It is necessary, or at least advisable, in

order to have an easy comprehension of the
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diagram, to fully impress oneself with the

(act that the indicator gives but a single

item of information; that is, the presence

of steam in the cylinder at every point in

the stroke of the piston; from this we gain

all the informatioin we may gain from its

use. It really draws but two lines, one

of them the atmospheric line A, and the

other the continuous circumscribing line

a-b-c-d-c-f. Fig. I.

The atmospheric line is the datum line

for all vertical measurements of the dia-

gram. Although for some purposes many
measurements are made from the line of

vacuum—the line of no pressure—this

hne must first be established from the at-

mospheric line. It is a line of conven-

ience.

The continuous line, a-b-c-d-e-f is, for

convenience, divided into sections, a be-

ing the admission line, b the return line, c

the expansion line, d the exhaust line, e

the line of back pressure, and f the com-

pression line. As previously stated, A is

the line representing the pressure of the

atmosphere, and K is a line drawn by hand

and presumed to represent the line of no

pressure.

A very trifling consideration will make
clear what occurs during the periods

represented by the continuance of these

several lines, to a purpose, better than a

page of explanatory type. Thus, in the

period represented by the continuance of

line a, we should conclude that steam is

being admitted to the cylinder; in that

represented by b, that the piston is moving

along as indicated, steam still being ad-

mitted; that during c the steam is being

expanded; that during d, and continuing

through e, steam is being exhausted, the

distance apart of A and e representing the

back pressure against which exhaustion

occurs; while during f the steam remain-

ing in the cylinder is being compressed

into the clearance space, this clearance

space representing all the space between

the piston at the end of its stroke and the

valve face.

Fig. I does not represent an actual

diagram. Fig. 2 is a copy of one taken

from a locomotive engine cylinder under

conditions favorable as to clear lines. It

will be observed that the various periods

referred to are for the most part much less

apparent in Fig. 2 than in Fig. i. At

higher speeds and other conditions less

favorable, this difference is magnified to

a still greater extent, until it becomes a

matter of no little difficulty to locate points

and periods in the continuous line traced

by the indicator.

An excellent way, certainly the best I

know, to study this part of the subject is

to record from the engine itself the exact

position of the crosshead for different

periods, at different lever positions. Then,

by correspondingly marking the diagram,

much will be learned in a way that will

readily suggest itself.

Referring again to Fig. i, if the diagram

had been taken from an engine on regular

duty we should say that the lines fl, b, d, e

were good, and of lines c and f, the ex-

pansion and compression lines, respec-

tively, that they required a further and

more definite consideration. They may
be good or they may be vicious. Reference

will be again made to them.

Regarding the line V, very explicit di-

rections are usually given for its estab-

lishment at a distance of 14.7 pounds be-

low the atmospheric line A. The most

that can be said of this is that it may be

right, but is more likely to be wrong, in

locomotive practice. In some instances,

at great altitudes, it would be rather ma-

terially wrong; and in ordinary practice,

I think that something less, say 14.5

pounds, would be a better average. I

venture to make it this, not that 0.2 pound
makes much difference, but 14.5 are better

figures to reckon with and from, and more
nearly correct away from the sea level. I

believe in establishing it, or considering

it established, then, for these reasons.

As in opposition to Fig. i, one would

say of Fig. 2 that the lines are mostly bad;

that the lead a^ was excessive; that line b

shows a considerably diminishing pres-

sure during the period of full steam, indi-

cating small ports, or improper valve mo-
tion. It will also be seen that the back

pressure is excessive, the effect of small

ports, possibly aggravated by a small

exhaust nozzle. As in the instance of

Fig. I, nothing can be definitely said of

lines c and f.

These are, of course, cursory examina-

tions only, but by following up criticism

of this kind of such diagrams as come to

hand the engineer or machinist may soon

become an expert reader of the indicator

diagram, something likely to be of ad-

vantage at any time.

It has been said that in order to prop-

erly scrutinize line c (Fig. l) further con-

sideration of another kind must be given

it. This line, as drawn by the indicator,

represents the manner in which the steam

has been expanded only apparently. A
given volume of steam has been expanded;

but this steam may have been added to or

taken from by leakage, or there may have

been little or much loss by condensation.

Of the losses from either of these causes

the indicator gives scarcely more than an

intimation, but this intimation may be ex-

ceedingly valuable.

To judge of the character of the curved

line c, draw, in relation to it, the true ex-

pansion curve. Regarding this, much has

been and is being written in favor of some
other than the curve of the hyperbola. It

is easy of demonstration that under perfect

conditions another than this curve would

be right, but under conditions as we find

them in locomotive practice it may be as-

sumed that the nearer the actual line c ap-

proaches this curve the better the dia-

gram. Nothing more is needed. Accord-

ing to the law applicable to the construc-

tion of this curve for the purpose it is

wanted, all that it is necessary to remem-

ber is that if we expand a given volume of

steam so that it will occupy twice as much
space its pressure will be only one-half as

great. It is a simple curve to draw, and
desired points may be found in it, in an

emergency, with no other instrument than

a pocket rule.

In drawing this curve in comparison

with that traced by the indicator, volumes
and pressures are dealt with; hence, it is

necessary to know the clearance volume
up to valve face—that is, the percentage

this volume bears to the volume swept

through by the piston. Say it is 7 per

cent.: Draw the line It, Fig. 3, 7 per cent

of a m from a, as represented. Draw any

number of vertical lines, i, 2, 3, etc., di-

viding the distance k tn into equal spaces.

As will be comprehended, the height of

any one of these lines measured from V
(in such calculations pressures are always

to be measured from vacuum) to a point

where it crosses the curve to be drawn,

multiplied by its distance from h is equal

to the height of any other line multiplied

by its distance from h. From the point

where either of these vertical lines crosses

the line c, drawn by the indicator, the

true expansion curve may be drawn in

either direction, or in both directions.

It is customary to draw it either from a

point just after cut-off, as from line 3,

or from line 9, just before the exhaust

opens. No actual measurement from line

h is required, that line being the starting

point of the vertical lines, the numbers

of the lines standing in place of their dis-

tances from it. Thus, starting from line

3, the height to the point where it crosses

line c, measured, for example, by the

scale of any one of the springs, is. say,

60. Multiply this by the number of the

line (3) and we have 180. Divide this by

the numbers of the other lines, and the

respective quotients will be the heights

of the other lines. Similarly, we may
draw the curve from line 9 if desired, as

shown. Drawing it from line 3, however,

usually covers all that is desirable.

Comparing the curve drawn from line

3—the lower of the two dotted curves

—

it will be seen that curve c, drawn by the

instrument, at first falls considerably be-

low it. This is owing to the condensation

of some of the hot steam that has just

entered the cooler cylinder. A little later

in the stroke, as the temperature falls by

expansion, heat is again abstracted from

the walls of the cylinder to re-evaporate

some of this water of condensation, and

the actual curve rises above the true

curve. It continues to rise so rapidly,

and rises to such an extent, that we are

led to believe that a leaky valve is con-

tinuously supplying the cylinder with

steam after cut-off. The variation oi

these lines is purposely exaggerated for

the sake of greater clearness.

If the three curves, or. what is the

same, the one drawn by hand, coincided,

altogether, with the curve c, we should

say that conditions were as nearly perfect
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as we could ever expect. To the extent

that they do not coincide, we say that

conditions are not the best.

The foregoing suggests the manner of

drawing the same curve in comparison

with the compression curve, which is

seldom done, however.

There are other ways of drawing this

curve; the one given is satisfactory and

the easiest of comprehension by those not

trained to such work.

A Valveless Tank Connection.

Our illustration shows a device recently

patented by Mr. Charles Linstrom, master

mechanic of the Y. & M. V. R. R., Vicks-

W Cock

Strainer

Locomotive Enffinoei-ing

burg. Miss. This simple invention does

away with the valves, valve rods, lifting

screws or cams, packing, etc., and makes

the connection to the tank always open

and safe.

As will be plainly seen in the engraving,

the strainer is in the bottom of the tank in

a cast pocket, which has a washout plug

in it. From the top of this device the pipe

leads to the top of the tank inside, is fitted

to a flange on the under side of tank head,

connecting with an inverted U-casting on

the top and outside of the tank, from the

bottom of which a second pipe leads down
to the bottom of the tank through flanges

to the outside, and is there connected to

the hose and feed pipe.

It will be readily seen that when the

injector produces a vacuum in the feed

pipe and hose, that the water will be drawn
up through this loop and on to the injec-

tor, as usual, and that steam can be blown
back from the injector for heating pur-

poses the same as it is with the valve ar-

rangement.

In the inverted U-piece a small pet cock
is introduced. This is to be used in case

of a breakage of the hose, or for any other

opening that will cause the water to siphon

out of the tank. By allowing the air to

enter at this loop, the siphoning action is

stopped and the water will assume the

level of that in the tank. The inventor has

used this small cock to introduce lubricant

for the injector.

It is evident that this device will last as

long as the tank itself and cost nothing for

repairs, and it is also much quicker to

operate in case of breakage of the hose,

and is absolutely non-freezable.

A Railroad Superintendent on Labor
Organization.

"Labor Organization: A Detriment to

the Railroad Employe" is the name of a

pamphlet by William Gibson, superin-

tendent of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chi-

cago & St. Louis Railway. Mr. Gibson

makes a somewhat seductive efifort to

show that the interest of railroad em-

ployes lies more in close and harmonious

relations with railroad companies rather

than with labor organizations. He says:

"When we inquire into the principle

which governs or should govern the re-

lation between the officials and the em-

ployes of a railroad, we touch the key-

note to the prosperity of both. The one

class is, and from the nature of things

must be, dependent upon the other, in the

same sense that the great commercial in-

terests of the country must depend upon
the railroads for service, and the latter

upon the former for revenue.

"Recognizing that principle, it is plainly

the duty of every operating official, more
particularly the division official who is

brought into direct contact with the em-

ploye, to see to it that nothing on his part

is left undone to cultivate a good feeling

and understanding with his men, to see

that he meets thein half way in any rea-

sonable proposition. The men will not

be slow to reciprocate, and thus the pro-

cess of harmonizing will prove mutually

advantageous; experience has proved to

me that the natural impulse of the railroad

man is to be generous, loyal and devoted

to duty."

The last paragraph may be taken as the

text, along with the idea that prevention

is better than cure, of Mr. Gibson's ad-

dress. If the policy and practice he de-

scribes had always been followed by
railroad companies, labor organizations

would never have become so powerful as

they were a few years ago. Unfortunately,

it was a policy of gross injustice, followed

by many railroad companies, that brought

into existence, for self-protection, the

labor organizations which at times have

proved as aggressive and unjust as the

worst class of operating officers.

It is good for brethren to dwell in unity,

and we hope that the happy family which

Mr. Gibson describes as the existing con-

dition of the Big Four will soon extend

itself to all railroads in the country.

We believe that anyone interested in

what Mr. Gibson says can obtain a copy

of the pamphlet by applying to the author

at Springfield, O.

Shop Fire Protection.

The fire protection system at the Pa-

vonia shops of the Pennsylvania Railroad

is said to be the best on that road, where

especial attention has been paid to protec-

tion from fire. Two compound Knowles
pumps furnish the pressure, and i6 fire

pumps are located on the ground in the

most advantageous positions to handle a

conflagration in any building in the plant.

There are two hose carriages of 300 and

400 feet capacity, respectively, and 1.700

feet, all told, of the best Eureka 4-ply hose

to draw on, besides 14 portable fire ex-

tinguishers. Organization of the employes
is relied on exclusively, gangs being as-

signed to certain positions and duties, just

as in a paid department. Upon an alarm

being given, each man hurries to his as-

signed duties, whether at the hydrant or

hose carts, and the shops and grounds arc

at once policed and the doors locked.

Five streams of water have been made
to leave the nozzles inside of two minutes

after an unexpected alarm, which found
the men at work at their usual duties, had
been turned in. Such a high efficiency is

only obtained by hard work in drilling,

but it puts the insurance rate 'way down.

A Bell-Cord Union.

There are occasions when a reliable

metallic connection is required at the ends
of a bell cord, or the numerous rope de-

vices about a shop.

The one shown in our illustration was
gotten up by Mr. Bergmann, the general

foreman of the West Shore shops at

Frankfort, N. Y. It is one of the best

L;cirin</tive\lMffinMring

BELL-CORD UNION.

things yet devised for firmness and surety

of grip. The sectional view shows its con-

struction, in which a tapered split bush,

threaded inside and out, is seen screwed

into the body—all of brass. The rope is

simply screwed into the bush, after which
the body is forced onto the latter, com-
pressing it on the rope. Wide use of the

device at these shops has demonstrated

that it is a good thing.
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A Peculiar Accident.

Editors :

I send you an account of a remarkable

mishap which occurred on the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad.

The train was running at a rapid rate be-

tween Xenia and Trebeins, on Friday,

September 25th, when the trucks of one

of the cars came out from under the car

and jumped onto the tracks of the Cincin-

nati, Hamilton & Dayton Railroad, which

runs parallel with the Pennsylvania at that

point. The trucks alighted squarely on

the rails, and continued running until

they smashed into the pilot of a Cincin-

nati, Hamilton & Dayton engine, run-

ning in the opposite direction.

The Panhandle train evidently did not

suffer any inconvenience owing to the loss

of trucks, as it was not discovered until

Trebeins was reached, and then it was

found that the body of the freight car was

held in position by the couplings, and

had run two miles without the truck.

The accident is without a parallel in the

annals of railways, and, being vouched

for by the motive power department offi-

cials, it seems stranger than fiction.

I thought I would send you this ac-

count so that you could publish it in

"Locomotive Engineering" for Novem-
ber.

Oscar C. Pease.

Dayton, O.

© i i
Wanted—Nickel-Plating IDope.

Editors :

Can you, or any of your readers,

tell me how to make a dope that leaves

brass looking like nickel? I know there

is such a thing; the color lasts about thirty

days. I would like to get the receipt.

Max Blank.
Salt Lake, Utali.

Machine for Testing Hydraulic Jacks.

Editors

:

Mr. VV. de Sanno, in his article in Octo-

ber "Locomotive Engineering," page 834,

asks: "Who can suggest some good way

for testing hydraulic jacks, without hunt-

ing a pair of driving wheels to test the

lifting and sustaining qualities of the jack,

when being repaired?"

It is a good thing to test a jack after it

is repaired, and see if it will come up to

its full capacity, say 20 tons, before it is

used for raising part of an engine or

loaded car.

I will illustrate a plan which I made
some time ago, and which will answer the

purpose very well. It consists of four

bolts D D, two pieces of flat iron BB,
cylinder C C, with ram R and leather cup,

oil tank G and hydraulic pressure gage P.

We put the jack A in frame; now we open

cock handle X. This will let the oil out of

oil tank G, in cylinder C C, and will cause

ram 7? to go down on top of jack A, and

will fill the space with oil, whatever the

ram A will make. We now shut cock

handle X again and pump up A with

handle H, and the suitable pressure gage

P, according to size of ram R. will soon

indicate if jack is properly repaired, or if

it will be in good condition for raising

JACK TESTER.

engine or car. Now, before anything

else, we open cock handle X and pump up

A as far as it will go. This will force up the

oil out of cylinder C C into tank G; then

we shut cock handle X, and by doing so,

ram R will not go down and fall out when

jack A is let down and taken away (it

forms a suction and holds up ram). E E
is an air hoist for taking ram A out of

barrel S.

J. A. ElSENAKER,

Elmira Shops, N. C. Ry.

Elmtra. A'.",)'.

Another Reason for Water-Throwing.
Editors :

In answer to Altoona correspondent,

page 764, September number, about

throwing water out of top of stack, would

say that it is caused by tight ash-pan dam-

pers and tight furnace door. If they put

air holes or a register in door, or open a

damper, it will stop it. It is caused by

steam and atmosphere coming together

in stack, and no heat from firebox to stop

condensation. I ran an engine four years

ago that acted in similar manner from the

above cause.

J.AMES HEPINSTALI,,

B. & A. R. R.

Greeribush, N. Y.

% % ^
Slipping When Shut Off—Another

Case.
Editors :

I am running a passenger engine, 8-

whcel Rhode Island, and we have some

heavy grades on our division. When we

leave one end of the division about 4:30

A. M. we have about 30 miles down grade,

about 60 feet to the mile, and in going

around side cuts when there is frost, my
engine starts slipping and will not quit

until I apply sand to rail. I have 4pld

several about it, and they all think that it

cannot be possible for such to occur.

Will you please let me hear from you in

connection with this, through the columns

of your journal?

La Grande, Ore. Wm. Ends.

[Cases of this kind have been reported

for five or six years, and there seems to

be plenty of proof that the trouble does

exist, although at one time we offered

to bet that there was nothing in it. The

only explanation that has been offered is

the discovery that engines acting in this

way have been found to be out of quarter.

—Eds.]

i ^ i
The Record of J. F. Holloway.

Editors :

Of your kindly worded note in refer-

ence to the death of Holloway. I am sure

no one will take exception to a word you

said as to the ability of one of the bright-

est and most genial men whom engineers

ever met with. But I hardly think all

your readers will agree with you in speak-

ing of him as making "a record seldom

earned by those not having a college edu-

cation." If you had stopped short at

"earned" there would have been no

ground for argument; the qualifying part

of the sentence is the part about which

there may be honest difference of opinion.

You refer in the quotation I have made
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to his record as superintendent and presi-

dent of the Cuyahoga Works, and to his

prominence in engineering societies; all

of which is more than true if that were

possible. But looking at our manufactur-

ing establishments, in the line of engines

and machinery, how many that are at the

head of these establishments are so by
virtue of a college education? Did not

the great majority of them rise precisely

as Holloway came to the front, without

seeing more than the outside of a college?

Holloway, it may be admitted, missed

a college education, but he had what for

his purpose was better, viz., a shop edu-

cation. He succeeded without the col-

lege education. Who that knew of him
and knew of his work believes that he

would have succeeded without the shop

education? And how many besides Hol-
loway who are or were members of engi-

neering societies, to join which a college

education is not a requisite, are amongst
the most honored and respected members?

All this is not in the way of saying a

word against the college education. It is

ing, or pony, wheels only a few inches

less in diameter than the drivers. All

these wheels were of spoke pattern with

tires; all were located between the firebox

and the cylinders; all had boxes fitted into

pedestals or jaws rigidly attached to the

main frame, and all were flanged except

the middle pair of drivers. N-either shoes

nor wedges were used.

The frames were of bar type, except

from front of firebox to back. Here slab

type was used to allow greater width of

firebox. At rear of firebox a cross-frame

contained the pin by which engine was
coupled to tender through the medium of

a long pulling bar made in two parts.

The cylinders were set at a slight angle,

and the crossheads moved on a single

square guide bar set to present a V-surface

to the brasses.

The parallel rods had split brasses with

keys and adjusting screws.

The pumps were two in number, and

placed on each side of the firebox behind

the wheels, and driven by short cranks on

pins of rear driving wheels. The check

to engage the hooks after dropping them.

The reverse lever was close to the side

of cab and moved on a rack with four

notches, viz., forward cut-oflf, full forward,

out, and full back. Four inverted half-

elliptic springs were used, placed two on

each side of the engine; one having its

ends attached to spring posts rising from

the axle boxes of the pony wheel and the

first driver, respectively; and the other

similarly meeting the boxes of the second

and third drivers. The saddles were, of

course, fastened to the frames between the

wheels.

The cab differed but little from many
now in use, and was at rear of engine; was

fitted with iron foot-plates, and about one

foot of the boiler extended into it.

The boiler (except in two instances) was

flush-topped, with copper firebox, and had

a water space around the smokebox. The

bottom of smokebox was square. The
dome was large, with tight cover and no

external fittings. It contained a slide

throttle worked by a rod passing through

a gland in the boiler head. This rod was

L^cci'i'jtife Jingint

SMITH & PERKINS ENGINE OF 1852.

only a pity, perhaps, that every young
man in the land cannot see his way clear

to obtain one. But "Locomotive Engi-

neering" has amongst its readers thou-

sands of bright young men who must get

along without such a privilege, and not

a word should be said to discourage the

belief that, as Holloway did, and hun-

dreds of others have done, they may get

along very well indeed without it. To
paraphrase Chordal, all the colleges in the

world cannot make anything of a man.

The making of a doctor of a man is some-

thing quite different from agreeing, over

a seal, that he may write himself down as

one. Frank Gleason.
Brooklyn, N. V.

i i g
The Smith & Perkins Locomotive.

Editors

:

Smith & Perkins built and placed in

service on the Pennsylvania Railroad, be-

tween November, 1852, and December,

1854, twelve locomotives of the following

type:

Six driving wheels placed closely to-

gether, and in front of them a pair of lead-

valves were placed on the sides of the

smokeboxes, which formed a water space.

Each steam chest contained a single

slide valve driven by drop hooks. The
rocker shafts vibrated on another shaft

which had an arm on its right-hand side

outer end, from which a reach rod ex-

tended to the reverse lever, and at its cen-

ter was fastened to a toothed quadrant

which geared into a cog-wheel on another

shaft underneath. This latter shaft carried

the "half-moons" by which the hooks

were thrown into or out of gear. There

were six hooks, all driven by eccentrics.

Two of these were fore-gear cut-off, two
full stroke fore-gear, and two full stroke

back-gear. The arrangement of the half-

moons only permitted two hooks, and

these of the same direction, to be in gear

at one time; but all could be thrown off

together.

Rods from valve-rod pins in rockers

were attached to arms on ends of rockers,

working on a shaft across back of firebox.

These last rockers had pockets in which

short bars could be placed, in order to

move engine by hand while hooks were

lifted, or to put rockers in proper position

at first arranged to partially rotate, and

was fitted with regulator handle, which

moved from one side of engine to the

other, as in English practice. This dome
was about 6 feet from rear of boiler.

Three feet from the front tube sheet a

standpipe carried cast-iron "buckhorns,"

upon which the safety valves were placed,

with the whistle between. A large, circu-

lar sandbox surrounded the standpipe.

Between this box and the dome the bell

was placed, and neat handrails of the type

now used, and in about the same position,

extended on each side of the boiler its en-

tire length. Running boards reached

from cab to smokebox.

The smokestack was of the inverted

cone type, with straight stack inside and

the entire top covered with netting.

The tender differed from those now in

use only in form of trucks, and in having

a short firing platform placed a few inches

below the floor level. Each truck frame

was formed of two pieces of timber, one

on each side, to the ends of which the axle

boxes were attached by strap bolts passing

entirely around the semi-circular boxes.

Tlie centers of these timbers were united
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underneath by a plank running across be-

tween the wliecls, and by two narrow
pieces at the top. These were all well

bolted together, and between the upper

pieces a bolster rested upon springs of

solid india-rubber, which in turn rested

upon the under plank. The forward truck,

only, had a brake, and access to inside of

axle bo.xes could only be had by removing
them.

The ornamentation of these engines and
tenders was: Jacket of Russia iron fas-

tened with bands of same, on boiler; hand
rails, cylinder heads, rods, crossheads,

steam chest and cap, bands at bottom and
top of sandbox, and bell-frames, all pol-

ished; neat plates of brass bearing build-

ers' name and address; dome cased in

Russia iron with two bands of brass, and
cast-iron base and dornices; wheels, cab,

sandbox, dome cornices, tender frame
and cistern, all painted vermilion; pumps,
frames, buckhorns, stack, cow-catcher,

smokebox, outside of foot-plate, cylin-

ders, springs and tender wheels, all painted

black; and truck frames of tender trucks

were painted in dark ochre. All striping

and lettering were of neat design. Each
engine was named. The names were se-

lected from those of the stations on the

line.

The two engines which differed had
wagon-top boilers with dome only a few
feet back of smokestack, and safety valves

on standpipe placed on wagon top about
2 feet in front of cab. These had a square
sandbox between stack and dome, and
had boiler jacket secured by bands of

brass. Two more engines of this latter

type, but having somewhat larger boilers,

came into the Pennsylvania Railroad
Company's possession by their purchase
of the State's railroads and canal in 1857.

In April, 1856, the same company pur-
chased three more engines from Smith &
Perkins, of an improved type; but, for

some reason, sold them after a brief ser-

vice. On this type, the rear driving
wheels were behind the firebox; the pumps
were at back end of engine and driven by
arms on main pins, which were, as usual,
on central pair of drivers; and forward
end of engine was carried on a four-wheel
swinging truck. The cylinders stood at

a very slight angle.

The boiler was wagon-top, with dome
near the front end, having safety-valves

on top. The sandbox was circular, stood
between stack and dome, and had whistle
above it on standpipe passing through cen-
ter. The bell was directly in front of cab.
The valves were driven by Gooch (sus-

pended) links.

Russia iron secured by brass bands
covered the boiler, and dome, steam-
chests and cylinders shone in jackets of

polished brass.

The tender, cab, dome base, sandbox
and wheels were painted vermilion.

The other fourteen were run many years,

and notwithstanding the excessive over-
hang at each end, which caused severe

rocking or sudden turning around if de-

railed, they were well liked on account of

steaming qualities, and good material

used in their construction. Not one of

their boilers ever exploded, and even

when taken to the company's testing

ground after being put out of service,

they stood remarkable trials.

A few dimensions are subjoined:

Diameter of driving wheels, 44 inches.

Diameter of leading wheels, about 36

inches.

Diameter of cylinders, 17 inches; stroke,

22 inches.

Distance of leadirig wheel to first

driver (centers) about 47 inches.

Distance first to second driver (centers)

about 54 inches.

Distance second to third driver, (cen-

ters), about 48 inches.

The tool A is made of machinery steel

8 9-16 over all in length. The largest

diameter fits loose in a 2% hole in outside

sheet. The small end is a very loose fit

in end of tube. As the water space varies,

the movable collar C (held in place by the

set screw H) is adjusted so that in rolling

the pipe the beaded roll F will swell the

pipe on either side of the sheet. C shows
the end of the tool with the cap B and rolls

removed. The oval recesses D, D, D in

tool and cap are tcJ prevent the rolls drop-

ping out, the rolls having small journals

on either end, and are a loose fit. E, E, E
are the spaces cut out to hold the rolls.

B shows cap and countersunk screws for

holding it in place.

The end of tool where the rolls work is

case-hardened; the rolls being of tool

steel, hardened. Three rolls are used, two

ARCH PIPE ROLLER.

Total wheel base, about 12 feet 5 inches.

Diameter of boiler, about 46 inches.

. Firebox (inside) about 40 x 60 inches.

Length of engine over all, about 30 feet

8 inches.

Top of stack from rail, about 14 feet 5

inches.

Weight of engines, 54,200 pounds to

61,500 pounds.

The company at one time fitted eight of

these engines with Gill & Co.'s smoke-

burning firebox, and straight stacks. At

a later period several received link-mo-

tion, injectors and four-wheel swinging

trucks. The cut-off was taken off those

which retained the drop-hook motion, as

the last years of their service were spent

in yard shifting. C. H. C.\ruthers.

I'ittshurgh, Pa.

@ g i
Arch Pipe Roller.

Editors :

Inclosed please find sketch of an arch

pipe roller designed and made by the

writer. It has been the practice to thread

the hole in the 'inside sheet, and depend

on the compression of a tapered brass nut,

or sleeve, pinching the pipe and making a

joint. Sometimes the joint was tight, and

at other times it would leak, caused by the

movement of the pipe due to contraction

and expansion. To roll or expand the

pipe, we must work through the outside

sheet, and through the water space or leg

of boiler. Owing to the projection of the

end of arch pipe into the water space, the

ordinary expander (Prosser) cannot be

used.

plain and one beaded, the beaded end be-

ing of the same diameter as the plain rolls.

To prevent the pin / going through far

enough to strike the bend in pipe, it is

made of a length to have the shoulder K
strike before the point can touch the bend

in pipe. In case the first pin does not roll

tight enough, a second pin is inserted, of

the same taper, but large enough to take

up the work where the first pin left off.

The pins are turned straight part of the

way, and are an easy fit in the tool.

In measuring for the adjustment of the

collar G, always measure from any pro-

jection the collar is liable to bear against,

a possible staybolt or rivet head. The
groove / in tool is to prevent the set screw

making a burr.

In the hands of a mechanic this tool

does a first-class job, and does it quick.

The beaded roll forms shoulder enough to

prevent any movement to the pipe. Use
it if you want it.

W. De Sanno,

Tool Room F'man, P. H. Shop.

fiidiaiiapolis, Ind.

Hydraulic Press for Piston Removing.

Editors

:

This hydraulic press is intended for re-

moving piston from crosshead. It is a

very useful instrument for that purpose,

is easily applied, and very effective when
in operation; will accumulate a pressure

of about 225,000 pounds against piston rod

end. The screw, running in oil, lubricates

itself; thereby friction is greatly reduced.
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In connection with the application of

the press, the crosshead pin is used; this

makes it applicable to all classes of engines

without any extra pins. In this way a

good fit and a straight, square push are

always secured, and no damage is done to

either crosshead or piston center. This

is a very important feature.

The ram will follow the screw when
screw is turned outwardly—a vacuum be-

ing formed in oil reservoir, which causes

the ram to go back to its starting point.

Sketch illustrates how it is used. The
key X is taken out of crosshead; also the

pin. Now we put the press into crosshead

Plug Plug
Screw for filling r

with Oil ^_—-rrj
|p'

From the Imperial Railway of Cliina.

From Mr. C. W. Kinder, chief engineer

of the Imperial Chinese Railway at Tien-

tsin, China, we have received the follow-

ing interesting letter to James Skeevers.

Skeevers says it ought to be published,

and here it is:

AN OPEN LETTER.

My Dear Skeevers—I read with great

interest your statements made to "Old
Frosty,"" published in the June number of

"Locomotive Engineering," and it struck

me that he might persuade the "Old Man"
to go a step farther, i. e., adopt plate

valves had been inside the boiler itself it

would not matter very much, because it is

only on very rare occasions that they ever

need any attention, due to good treatment

and high-class workmanship.
In future engines I therefore intend to

place the valves between the frames, not

in the smokebox, as in England, but just

under it, well cased in, but of easy access

if need be. By this I shall save steam, but

not quite so much as is done in English

engines; this will be a half-way measure
for fear of scaring "Old Frosty" too much
at one time.

While in the United States six years ago

and put pin back to its place, and operate

handle, and in this way force out piston.

It is not necessary to take down the back

end of main rod; only the pin is taken out,

which disconnects the front end and makes
room for the press.

I have seen a good many pistons taken

out of large Pennsylvania Railroad Al-

toona engines with this press. They gen-

erally jump out the full length, clear away
from crosshead, with a loud report—show-

ing that they were tight, and showing that

they were well fitted. The press has been

made and used at the Northern Central

Railroad shops, Elmira, N. Y.

J. A. ElSENAKER.
Elmira, N. Y.

i ^ i

At the last meeting of the New York
Railroad Club the subject of steam heating

of trains was up. Several of the speakers

were arguing the necessity for automatic

devices, stating that any system depending

on the trainmen to regulate it was de-

fective. Mr. W. S. Morris, of the C. & O.,

touched the point when he stated that his

road had five or six diflferent systems in

use, and that the best results were found

where the trainmen controlled the heat by
hand; that by giving them a temperature

to go by, and not the whims of anybody,

and keeping the discipline up, the men got

results without any apparent trouble. Mr.
Morris believes in men. Automatic de-

vices have proved highly advantageous in

connection with train mechanism, but it

is a good thing to remember that the

human element cannot be entirely dis-

pensed with.

-^^'>:'>y^'"'-^^x^^"^?^>^^x'^'^'^̂ ^

Fig. I

PISTON REMOVER.

frames and inside valves, and thus make I asked

the "Prince of Wales" and "Lord Alger-

non" more infernally British, and there-

fore more daring innovations than the

forward slab arrangement he suggests can

ever make them. If he will only do it I

am certain that the hearse will pull easier

and a great saving of fuel will result, to

say nothing of doing away with the sewer

which the "Old Man" naturally is rather

scared about.

Although a bloated and debased Eng-
lishman, I have adopted almost all Ameri-

can devices which I think you regard as

essential to enable a railway man to pro-

cure a seat in heaven, and among them are

forty locomotives with outside cylinders

and valves on top. Now, if these same

i„cm»l.«< ini/inwriW

H
a very celebrated locomotive

builder why he still stuck to the more
costly bar frame. His reply simply indi-

cated prejudice, more or less, on the part

of his customers, and he fully agreed that

an equally good frame at less cost could

now be made in the United States on the

plate system, universal elsewhere.

In small engines the bar frame did have

some superiority in the way of permitting

access to certain parts; but with modern

high centered boilers, this no tonger holds

true. The same may be said of the

impossibility of valves being placed under

smokebox because wheels were so small

and boilers so low.

Twenty years ago. when in a Russian

locomotive works, we had all our plates
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drilled so that stays were visible; but we
never found this any advantage, and most
lines have given it up as boiler stays be-

gan to be better fitted. Hollow stays

were used at same time, and these also

have long been done away with as un-

necessao'. but seem to be in growing
use in the United States.

I hope you will disabuse your mind
that what I write is due to prejudice,

when I tell you my line was the first to

introduce the Janney or vertical plane

coupler as standard; that our freight

stock is practically all 20-ton and 30-ton

8-wheel cars: that our passenger cars are

all of the American type with "National"

brake beams, and that the high-speed

Westinghouse brake will be fitted as soon

as we can afford it. I do not despair

about plate frames yet, because recently

you have adopted several things which
you previously regarded as bad English

practice, viz.. solid ends to coupling rods,

large driver wheels, and even 6-wheeI

tenders with metal frames. You have

steel centers to your best wheels, and
fasten your tires to these with retaining

rings. Surely there is hope!

So try "Old Frosty" still once more,

and you will then be able to truly state

you have the finest engines in the whole
world, whereas now you can only truly

state you have the biggest.

As to copper boxes, where the water is

hard and no chlorides present, they will

beat steel any day, as I have proved over

and over again ; but where chlorides exist,

as in most American waters, steel is un-

doubtedly advisable.

Can you get "Old Frosty" to permit

you to test a train of cars with 42 inch

wheels, and one of equal weight etc., with

33-inch wheels? I have made this test,

and you can kick me from here to New
York if I will ever use a 33-inch wheel

again.

Our 42j^-inch steel-tired wheels run

over 270,000 miles even before re-turning,

and will at least last a million before new
tires must be put on; they cost us about
fifteen gold dollars each, f. o. b. Europe.
Of course, we do not yet use air brakes,

but otherwise the conditions are as with

you, except, perhaps, brakesmen go to

sleep more soundly and driver brakes have
harder duty. As freight is such a serious

item, we take every precaution to get

very high-class materials.

Wheels and axles are imported, but
practically all the rest is done here, where
cheap labor and teakwood allow of a con-
siderable saving.

Now, my dear Skeevers, if you will con-
struct an automatic sewer deodorizer and
atmospiieric disinfector for the S. A. L.,

I will risk the yellow fever, the oysters at

Delmonico's, and the ubiquitous Ameri-
can interviewer, and come and see it at

work.

(Signed).

We also append the specifications for

passenger and freight engines, as sent out

by the locomotive superintendent, Mr.
G. D. Churchward, for bids. Please note

the "extras" to go with these engines;

500 gage glasses ought to last an engine

a long time, even in China:

SPECIKICATION FOR I'ASSKNGER ENGINES
.VNO TENDERS—CI..\.SS .\.

To be con.structed to the same specifica-
tion as the freight engines, and as many
parts as possible to be interchangeable.
The following are the leading dimen-

sions:

Cylinders, 19x24 inches.
Driving wheels, 84 inches diameter on

tread, and not less than 3 inches thick on
tread.

Four-wheeled bogie, with swing bolster
and plate frame, with wheels 36 inches
diameter on tread, and not less than 3
inches thick on tread.

Air brakes to be fitted to all wheels, in-
cluding bogie.
Weight on drivers not to exceed 3 Eng-

lish tons per wheel.
Weight on bogie not to exceed 5 English

tons per wheel.
An extra pair of trailing wheels may be

arranged behind drivers, if found neces-
sary.

One complete set of tracings on cloth
of working drawings to be supplied.

SPECIFICATION FOR FREIGHT ENGINES
AND TENDERS—CLASS M.

Gage, 4 feet 8H inches.
Fuel to be used, soft bituminous.
Weight on drivers not to exceed 8 Eng-

lish tons per wheel.
Weight on pony truck not to exceed 5

English tons per wheel.
Total weight not to exceed 58 English

tons.

Running gear must be made as light as
possible, in order to obtain the maximum
amount of heating surface in boiler.

Wheel-base total of engine and tender
(6-wheeled) notto exceed 46 feet.

Maximum height of chimney top above
rails not to exceed 15 feet.

Total efTective heating surface not to be
less than 1.600 square superficial feet.

Grate area to be from 20 to 24 square
superficial feet.

Frames preferably of plate type, but the
American bar frame can be used.
Pony trucks to be of American type,

and not with radial axle boxes.
Cabs must be 9 feet wide over all, and

tender may be of same width; cab top to
be made removable, with rings in each
corner for lifting.

Cowcatcher or pilot to be of iron.

Coupler to engine and tender—arrange-
inents to be made for fitting Janney
couplers to engine and tender in China.
The wheels must be equalized all around

on the American system.
The means for efificient lubrication must

receive special attention and to be well
arranged ^for a dusty and intensely cold
climate.

WHEELS.
Number of drivers, 6; diameter on tread,

60 inches.

Pony truck wheels, 2; diameter on tread,
36 inches.

Tires to be not less than 3 inches thick on
tread, and to be of the best Siemens-Mar-
tin open hearth steel, and fastened on to
wheel by Stroudley & Carlton's fastening,
or other continuous fastening.

Centers must be of cast steel or best
hammered iron.

Counterbalance weights to be solid to
the wheel, and great care taken for their
accurate adjustment.
Area of journals to be of ample dimen-

sions to secure cool running.

AXLES.

To be of best quality hammered iron.

CYLINDERS.

Cylinder diameter, 19 x 24-inch stroke.
Piston packing to be Ramsbottom cast

iron rings. Cylinders to be outside frames,
with valve box on top, on American sys-

tem.
VALVES.

To be the ordinary D-valve and made
of cast iron, worked by ordinary Stephen-
son link motion and rock shaft, on Amer-
ican system.
Valves to be balanced.

liOILKR.

To be of Belpaire type, or round-topped
outside firebox, flush with barrel, and
with radial stays.

Working pressure to be 180 pounds per
square inch. Material to be of specially-

selected locomotive boiler steel.

Horizontal seams to be quadruple-rivet-
ed butt joints. Circumferential seams to

be double-riveted.
Crown sheets to be stayed with best iron

staybolts, and also all other staybolts and
stays to be of best iron, equal to Low-
moor iron.

Diameter of dome to be 30 inches.

Tubes to be of best iron, 2 inches out-

side diameter by 12 to 13 feet long, and
enlarged at smokebox end to enable the

easy withdrawal.
Fire-box to be of copper or steel—quo-

tations required for both.
Barrel and firebox to be sheathed with a

suitable non-conducting covering, and
then covered with painted sheet iron.

Smokebox to be provided with an ex-
tended front and wire spark-catching net-

ting.

Foundation ring to be double-riveted.

Regulator to be of the English double
slide-valve system, placed inside dome and
easily get-at-able, and also to be worked
by vertical lever.

Fire bars to be of cast iron.

Ash-pan doors to close tight.

Smokebox door to be on English sys-

tem, with machine-faced joint and abso-
lutely tight.

Unusually good arrangements must be
provided for the efficient cleansing of the

boiler.

BRAKES.

Driving and tender wheels to be fitted

with the most modern quick-action West-
inghouse air brake, and the system must
be such as to insure the most perfect

equalization on all brake blocks: the parts

must be of ample dimensions to withstand

the roughest usage.
In addition, the tender must be fitted

wifh a powerful hand brake.

The brakes must be fitted as per blue-

print attached to this specification.

SUNDRY DETAILS.

Cabs to be of steel and of American
type, with louvre clear story on top, as

shown in diagram attached to this speci-

fication.

Engines to be painted black and lined

out with vermilion.

Two injectors to be fitted of the most
simple and best accepted pattern (the

working parts to be easily removable),

and capable of feedingwater into the boiler

at a temperature of 150 degrees Fahr.
Injectors to be fitted inside cab, and live

steam pipes must be fitted to prevent water

freezing in both delivery and suction pipes

of injectors.

The engines to be provided with all

necessary tools and cab lamps; head light,

or platform for same on smokebox, is not

required.
"He-and-She" spring buffers to be fitted
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between engine and tender, and suitable

provision made for tight coupling.
Cylinders and valve boxes to be

sheathed with a suitable non-conducting
covering, and then covered with painted
sheet iron.

Threads of all screws to be Whitworth
standard.
Sandboxes must not be on top of boiler.

Cylinder and valve drain cocks to point

outwards right and left of engine.
Adjustable horn block wedges are not

required.

Two water gage glass fittings to be pro-

vided on each engine.

Safety valves to be of Ramsbottom type,

with lever inside cab.

High finish for purely decorative pur-

poses is to be avoided; otherwise both
workmanship and material to be of the

very best description to withstand trying

climatic conditions.

On settlement of contract, certain de-

tailed drawings of standard parts will be
supplied: such as chimney top, water
gages, clocks, fire-hole door, safety valves,

regulator, whistle, etc.. etc. One com-
plete set of tracings on cloth of working
drawings to be supplied by contractor.

TENDER.

Type to be 6-wheeled, with steel plate

frames.
Wheels to be 42 inches diameter on

tread, and tires 3 inches on tread, and to

be fastened onto wheel in a similar way to

those of the engines; also of same quality

as engine wheels.

Tank to be of the horse-shoe type.

Water capacity of tank to be 4,000 Eng-
lish gallons.

Coal capacity to be 7 English tons.

Water to be heated by live steam jet.

The trailing- and center pair of axles

must be equalized.

SP.\RE P.\RTS TO BE SUPPLIED FOR E.\CH

TYPE OF ENGINE .\S UNDER.

I Complete set of springs.

1 Complete set of journal brasses.

3 Injectors.

500 Gage glasses.

2 Pistons with rings complete.

1 Slide valve complete.

2 Springs for Ramsbottom safety valves.

1 Spare pony truck complete.

2 Sets of tubes with ferrules.

2 Sets of ferrules.

I Firebox.
I Tube plate.

I Set of tender wheels and axles with

brasses.

G. D. CHURCHW.\Rn.
Loco. Supt.

February 8, 1896.

Rules Made to be Broken.

The practice of railway operating officials

in respect to making orders that are to be

regarded as dead letters, is one of the most

pernicious things in railway management.

It is a two-edged sword that is bound

sooner or later to work disaster to those

involved.

A rule to slow down to, say, ten miles

an hour over switches, when it is perfectly

plain to the author of it that schedule time

cannot be made if literally construed, is

not only rank injustice to the men, but

positively criminal. Men will make run-

ning time day alter day by violating this

rule, simply because they are obliged to

break it in order to get their trains over the

road and hold their positions, a fact well

known to railroad men for years, but the

public never hears anything about this

phase of travel until there is a pile-up.

This status of things is seen to be in ex-

istence in other countries than ours, as

shown in the appended letter from Mr.

Clement E. Stretton to "Transport," in

which reference is made to the tactics fol-

lowed on the East and West Coast lines,

which led to the wreck in the Preston

yards, illustrated in our September issue.

The letter is interesting as showing a

marked similarity in the handling of fast

trains in England and America. Under
the caption of "Railway Racing and the

Preston Accident," it says:

"The verdict of the jury in the case of

the Preston accident clearly shows the

evil of railway racing. It is a well-known

fact that the competition between the East

and West Coast routes to Scotland is so

severe that each side, in order to beat the

other, has booked the train on paper at

speeds which it cannot safely perform in

practice on the rails. There are in the

time-tables and notices instructions that

speeds are to be reduced to 10, 15, or 20

miles an hour over certain curves and

junctions; also that trains are to run into

stations at slow or hand-brake speed. Be-

cause the London & Northwestern train

has met with a disaster it must not be sup-

posed that that is the only line upon which

the speed orders are disregarded, for as a

fact all the racing trains on the various

routes have to disregard the rules if they

are to keep the time booked. The engine-

drivers are severely cautioned and re-

moved from the fast trains if they lose the

least time on the journey, and they are 'ex-

pected' even to pick up lost time, although

they are not informed to that effect in

writing. The engine-drivers have brought

the facts before the Society of Drivers and

Firemen, and protests against excessive

speed have been forwarded to the Board

of Trade. Last year 85 miles an hour was

run in England, and 86 in America, and it

is no secret that it was intended by the

English companies to beat both those

records in 1896. Another evil of the 'rail-

way race' is the large amount of 'betting'

which goes on amongst the passengers in

the trains, as to the time of arrival, or time

of the fastest mile, and I have proof of

cases in which passengers have been to

the drivers and promised them money if a

certain time were kept, in order that they

could win bets. I do not say that any

driver has run faster on that account, be-

cause I know that some drivers have re-

fused, but the practice is a dangerous one,

and should not be attempted by passen-

gers. The practice of sending telegrams

from one line to the other, to inform each

company how the rival train of the other

is progressing, also tends to cause fast run-

ning. Telegrams are received, for in-

stance, at York stating that the other com-

pany's train is a certain number of minutes

before time at Crewe. Or Carlisle is in-

formed as to the rival train at Newcastle.

When the driver of one racer is informed

that the rival train is, say, six minutes in

advance of him, it is nothing more than

natural and is intended that he should

'push on.' Of course he does 'push on,'

and the only way to pick up the time is to

disregard the speed orders and run faster

than is safe. The result of this has been

seen at Preston, and unless the trains are

allowed more time and the racing given

up, other accidents are certain to follow."

i i i

Pitch of Gear Teeth and Screw Threads.

The fact that one of our correspondents

takes exception to our definition of the

term "pitch" as applied to gear teeth or a

screw thread, shows conclusively that there

is missionary work' to be done still on the

subject. If he will reflect a little he will

see that our definition of the word is

strictly correct, and that it does not con-

flict in any way with that given by the

authority he cites.

The pitch of gear teeth is most con-

veniently referred to as the distance from

center to center of teeth at the pitch line,

either for circular or chordal pitch the

first-named being the distance between

centers on an arc of the pitch circle, and

the second the length of the chord of the

angle measured in a straight line by the

distance between the centers of teeth and

the center gear wheel.

This proposition is not affected in the

slightest by the fact that pitch can be

ineasured in some other way, or that

other authorities do not agree with our

explanation.

i i i

D., L. & W. Pneumatic Letter Press.

We show herewith drawings of a letter

press worked by air as used on the D., L.

& W. road. Many other roads use air for

this purpose, notably the U. P. and the

G. N., but this is the first drawing we have

seen. For large presses, such as used in

railroad offices, the air operated press is

as much better than the screw press as it

is handier and quicker.
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Li Hung Chang and Air Bralces.

We learn that the conductors and en-

ginemen who managed the special train

of the Pennsylvania which carried Li

Hung Chang from Washington to Niag-

ara Falls have received silver medals from
the Viceroy. We congratulate the engi-

neers who handled the brakes so smoothly

for the distinguished Chinaman. (They
must have handled him smoothly, else

they wouldn't have gotten medals.)

Knowing that Li Hung possessed a re-

markable penchant for investigating all

matters, and that he asked numerous and

all kinds of questions at every opportun-

ity, we fancy that after pumping dry the

officials who acted as escorts to him on
this trip, he perhaps turned to the con-

ductor with questions something like this:

"What is your age?

"What salary do you receive?

"Do you know the difference between

straight and automatic air?

"Do you think by hanging onto the

signal cord until the line is drained, grit-

ting your teeth, growing red in the face,

and muttering naughty things meanwhile,

that your signal to the engineer will be

more correct and better understood?

"Do you think that your 'get out o' here

quick' signal immediately followed by a

'stop on a ten cent piece' signal is any

rottener than your engineer's water-tank

stops?

"Don't you think that if the engineer

knew half as much about the air brake as

you do that everything would be perfectly

lovely?

"When you were on freight, did you
ever commit to memory certain sweet

passages of Scripture or poetry to be used

when crawling from the coalbox, or far

corner of the caboose, whither you had
been thrown by Engineer Callahan's dy-

namite water-tank stop?

"Did you remember your lines on that

occasion?

"Did you ever set hand brakes on the

rear end of a partially equipped air-brake

freight train when the engineer was using

the air; and afterwards, while chaining up
where the break-in-two happened, did you
cuss him and declare that he hadn't

enough brains to run a wheelbarrow? No?
"Do you think that when the air is ap-

plied to test brakes, and you try, but can't

push the shoe away from the wheel with

your foot, that that brake is a 'corker'?

"Do you think when a brake sticks that

if you kick it with your heel, cuss a bit.

Conducted by

and pelt stones at the triple, that the

cramp in its stomach will be cured?"

In our fancy we see the big Chinaman
as he dismisses the conductor and calls for

Engineer Callahan to appear:

"Reckless," familiarly begins this past

master in quizzing, "what is your age?

"What salary do you receive?

".•\re your officials easily soft-soaped

by air-brake failure fairy stories? No?
"Did it ever occur to you that your

water-tank stop was a first cousin to a

head-end collision?

"Is it true that you have suggested the

use of anchors by the trainmen in the

caboose to prevent being thrown through

the front wall and possibly the next car

when you 'catch 'em up .a little?'

"Do the trainmen love you?

"Do you think that Dan Dugan and

Jake Baker will ever learn the difference

between an overcharged trainpipe and a

stuck receiving valve?

"Do you hammer the gizzard out of an

air pump when it faints?

"What do you think is the best lubricant

for a rotary—hair-oil, election grease, or

flattery?

"Is coal oil or concentrated lye the best

physic for a constipated air pump?
"Did you start the rumor that your 9J4-

inch air pump was responisble for your

asthma—that it was such a pumper that

it made the atmosphere so rarified around

it that you had difficulty in breathing?"

Having obtained much valuable infor-

mation that may be used in China later

on, he dismisses "Reckless" with a smile

that is child-like and bland.

g i i
Preparatory Qrinding of Cast-iron

Wlieels.

In a paper on "Cast Iron versus Steel-

Tired Wheels," read by R. P. C. Sander-

son before the August meeting of the

Southern and Southwestern Railroad

Club, the cost of twenty-one cents for

"grinding true" was added to the cost of

fitting up and mounting on an axle a pair

of new wheels. This item is significant,

inasmuch that it recognizes the fact that

very few cast-iron wheels come perfectly

round from the foundry. This, coupled

with the fact that wheels are not always

centrally bored, places in service wheels

which are out of round and eccentric-

shaped, and is a direct sacrifice and an

invitation to "slid fiats."

While visiting one of our large railroad

shops recently, our attention was attracted

to a pair of newly mounted wheels sus-

pended by the axle centers in a grinding

lathe, and nearly three-sixteenths of an

inch was being taken off one part of the

tread by the emery wheel, while the op-

posite side was barely touched. Upon
inquiry, we were informed that this was

no exceptional case—that nearly all wheels

required grinding after being mounted

on the axle. Doubtless many of the

skidded wheels attributed to the air brake

could be traced to their improper condi-

tion when entering service, and might

have been prevented had they gone

through the grinding process.

The first cost of twenty-one cents for

putting in proper condition a pair of

wheels for entering service, when com-

pared to the ultimate cost of labor and

material involved in replacing "slid flats,"

is so inconsiderable that the better results

to be thereby obtained would seem an

eloquent appeal for a general adoption of

the preparatory grinding process.

Air-Bral<e Items.

Better signals to the engineer from the

train crew will save drawheads, and, per-

haps, the religion of the men as well.

A volume of truth is contained in the

statement of a correspondent who says,

in substance, that the caboose stove is

frequently upset on account of a signal to

stop being given immediately after one to

go ahead.

A new and decidedly practical scheme

for ascertaining whether the brake on each

car is doing its share of the holding, is

that of feeling with the hand the tempera-

ture of the wheels at the foot of grades, or

other points where the brakes have been

long and continuously applied.

There is little doubt that rough stops at

water tanks are oftener due to overcharged

train pipes than anything else.

Mr. James Downing, of Arkansas City,

Kan., sends us a bush puller which he has

used for sometime in removing obstinate

bushings out of the 8-inch pump. A mod-

ified form of this tool is used to dislodge

the emergency valve seat in the quick-

action triple. Mr. Downing's device,

while differing structurally from that pre-

sented by Mr. Young, is sufficiently simi-

lar to it in principle that we have not illus-

trated it.
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The Philadelphia & Reading Air-Brake

Instruction Car.

The Philadelphia & Reading Railroad

recently launched an air-brake instruc-

tion car which has been in service at

Reading for nearly a month, and is now
at Philadelphia.

The car, which was taken from service

as a passenger car to be fitted up for its

present mission, is mounted on two four-

wheel trucks, and weighs, probably, about

45.000 pounds. It is divided into two

compartments. One contains the 12

horse-power boiler and attachments. The
other is the instruction room, and is about

30 feet in length. A rack, supporting

eight freight brakes, one lo-inch passen-

ger car equipment, one tender and driver

brake equipment and full amount of pip-

ing for same, stands lengthwise in the

middle of the car. An 8-inch pump, which

furnishes the air pressure, is attached to

one side of the car. A work bench, on

which sectional triple valves, brake valves

and other necessary apparatus are

mounted, is opposite the pump. The en-

gineers' brake valves are at the end of the

rack. A board, near the brake valves,

contains several gages for registering the

various pressures. The instructor's desk

is at the end of the car. Air-signaling

apparatus, with full amount of piping for

six cars, is neatly arranged in the cleres-

tory of the car.

A liberal space is reserved for a good-

sized class at the end of the rack. Along

the right side of the car, attached to the

wall, are folding seats for the use of the

class while undergoing examination. The
light is furnished by four clusters of

Pintsch gas globes. Steam heat will be

used. A locomotive tender, carrying coal

and water, is coupled to, and will accom-

pany the car on its trips.

The car has been placed in charge of

Instructor W. A. Knabb, of whom, as an

efficient instructor, and an accommodat-

ing and painstaking gentleman, the men
speak very highly.

We are not informed of the future plans

of the car, but it is safe to presume that it

will proceed in its work of instruction

over the system, stopping at terminal

points, where all men having to do with

air brakes will be instructed and examined.

The men are much interested and speak

very highly of the car and the knowledge

they have obtained from their visits to it.

i i i
Best Location for the Air Qage.

The following circular letter has been

addressed to the members of the Air

Brake Association:

To All Members:
The committee appointed to report at

our next annual meeting on the "Best

Location for the Air Gage Where It Can

Be Seen by Day and Night." is desirous of

obtaining a general expression of opinion

on the subject, that it may be enabled to

render as complete a report as possible.

They therefore call on all members for

information on the following points:

Question i—Have you a standard loca-

tion for the air gage on the different classes

of locomotives on your road? (a) If so,

where is it? (b) Can you suggest an im-

provement on it?

Question 2—Can the gage be easily read

from the engineer's position by day? (a)

At night? (b) What distance is the gage

away from position occupied by the en-

gineer?

Question 3—Have you tried locating the

air gage directly to the brake valve, or ex-

tension of the brake-valve bracket? (a)

If so, what is your opinion of this connec-

tion?

Question 4—Where the gage is placed

on the brake-valve bracket, side of boiler,

or on cab forward of the engineer, is

separate gage lamp used, or does the one

cab lamp suffice for both gages? (a)

What style of gage lamp is furnished,

hood, or painted globe? (b) Where the

air gage is located as above, do you not

think that light from cab lamp or water-

gage lamp could be made to strike the

face of the air gage?

Question 5—Are your air gages easily

accessible for repairs? (a) Please answer

in full, giving best way of testing and do-

ing roundhouse repairs when gage is

placed in what you believe to be the best

location.

Question 6—Have you any gages fast-

ened directly to the cab frame? (a) If so,

do you find the vibration of the cab tends

to loosen pipe connections and throw the

gage out of adjustment?

Question 7—Would not a better loca-

tion for the air gage result in smoother

and safer train-braking, and defects in the

apparatus be more quickly detected and

remedied?

Question 8—To what extent should the

air gage be visible to the fireman? (a) In

this connection would it not be an addi-

tional precaution to place a gage, show-

ing train-line pressure, on the back end

of boilers of the "Wootten" type and others

where the engineer and fireman are widely

separated? (b) Give your personal prefer-

ence for the location of the air gage on

the different types of boilers in service on

your road.

Questionp—Doyou not consider that air

gages differently located on engines being

worked on the "pool system" is discourag-

ing to the practice of "watching the gage?"

(a) Is this not also true where the con-

nections are made differently as at side or

bottom?

Question 10—Are the faces of your

gages painted black with white numerals,

or do you use a white enameled dial with

black figures? (a) Which style do you

prefer, and what means are employed to

keep the faces of gages clean?

Full and explicit replies are requested,

and it is especially urged that same be sent

in before December 15th of the current

year. The committee would be pleased to

receive any additional information not

covered by the foregoing questions.

Address all communications to

C. P. Cass,

Chairman.

Continuous Bral<es in Great Britain.

The following quotation is from an Eng-

lish contemporary which comments upon
the returns of the Board of Trade, for

the half year ending December 31, 189S,

relating to this subject. It says:

"The facts very clearly show which is

the best and safest form of brake. The
Westinghouse brake never once failed to

stop the train. On the other hand, the

automatic vacuum had six serious failures

to act, and in consequence loaded passen-

ger trains overran stations as follows:

Failed at Newark, G. N.; failed at Hol-

loways, G. N.; failed at Hemsworth, G. N.;

failed at Purton, G. W.; failed at Middle-

ton, L. & Y.; failed at Wellington, S. E.

Fortunately, in each case the line was

clear, or serious accidents would hav^ re-

sulted. As to the faults of brakes, 510

cases are recorded. The vacuum brake is

recorded as 'failing to act' on six occa-

sions, and the Westinghouse brake on no

occasion."

i i ^
A Chinaman on Politics.

Indifferent as is the "Heathen Chinee"

to the politics of this country, the hard

times and hopes for renewed prosperity

led one to open up his heart and pour

forth his troubles to Mr. F. B. Farmer,

who relates the incident as follows:

"A few months ago I was a passenger

on a Mineral Range train in the Upper
Peninsula of Michigan, where I had been

looking after air-brake matters. Hanker-

ing for a soothing "drag" on a choice

cheroot presented by a friendly car re-

pairer, I passed into the smoking car.

The only vacant seat was beside a China-

man. After sitting down beside the

heathen and airing a few Chinese ex-

pressions learned while a youth in Cali-

fornia, a general conversation ensued.

'John,' I learned, ran a laundry in Red
Jacket, and complained that business was

'welly bad;' but added 'bynie-by get new
Plesident; I tink be all lite.'

'John,' wanted no more Cleveland Ad-
ministration, and firmly believed that a

third term meant 'no washee.' He wanted

a change. Anything would do. McKin-
ley, Bryan, Palmer, gold, silver, money,

marbles or chalk. But, to 'John,' it was
clear as mud that a 'new Plesident' was

needed to persuade men to more fre-

quently change their shirts."

i i i
The practice of switching ahead and us-

ing all air braked cars is happily becoming

almost general throughout the country.

Surely the advantage thus gained in safer

running of trains justifies this additional

work by yard incn.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Pound Caused by Worn Air Valves.

Editors :

I would like to say in answer to W. K.

T.'s question. No. 51 in August number

of "Locomotive Engineering," that an air

valve with the clearance worn out, as per

^c=^
accompanying sketch, will make a pump
pound.

J. B. DOWNINC.
Arkansas City, Kan.

[An air valve worn so badly as to be

in the condition illustrated in No. i would

have excessive lift. Would not the pound

be caused by the excessive lift rather than

the absence of clearance? We gravely

doubt that the pound would cease if the

worn valve were merely put in the lathe

and a new clearance cut in it,—Eds.]

i i i
Jake Baker Visits the Instruction

Car.
Master Yedilor :

Aboudt a cooploo two three mondths

past ago I ask me some gwestions aboudt

dose are bragkes undt thry to eggsblain

der throubles. Now I vos again vonce

more in der mudtles. Veek before lest of

lest veek der are bragke ens thruck shun

cars coome our defishun upon und all der

bhoys moost pess der siven bints or go

mit der cars along.

Veil I vent in der cars und der mans vat

vas give us der dance und song, go tru der

bisness very putifuly. Eggsblainen der

driple velves der augsziliries und der

bragke cilinders der bisten drevels und so

fordt.

He also tell us how to pull der visel und
magke up der thrains. Efter he hadt

plowed avay about dree times der full ov

der mane trum ov are he say"Nowshentle-

mens, I have toldt you aboudt helf ov der

bisness hear budt I haf gone py my time

und you moost coome beck und get der

rest some dimes vonce again." Undt di-

regts us to go in der onder cars vere der

Schudge vould gife us der grossgwestion

mit der touple shiffel undt gife his de-

sishins. Now dis vas dedt eazy to enser

dose gwestions but ven der Schudge say

"Vy vouldt you do dis vay?" dose vas der

sthickers. Ven he ask me vat made der

bragkes ably, I said, "Der enginers pudt

der hendel in der eggsdrcme ridte undt
traw are from der mane trum, undt plow
it beck tru der drain pibe into der bragke
cilinder oudt tru der augsiziliry razorvoy
undt tru der redaning velve, soundting
der alarm ven der bragkesman vould ably

der hend bragkes."

I dink my enser vas goregt for I see der

Schudge schmile undt saidt to der cless,

"How about dot?" undt den some vone

saidt, "Pudt der Dutchmens oudt," but

der Schudge say, "Hold on phoys, gife

him er chence. He is efter his nine bints."

Budt I dink der Schudge he magke

som mestagkcs for does tigkets onley

saidt two bints. I go me der cars on in

der mornings undt vile I schleep some to-

night I sthudy purty hardt undt gedt me
myself bostedt.

J.\coB Baker.
Elmira, N. Y.

i ^ ^
Bush-Drawing Tool.

Editors :

I am mailing you a blue-print of a tool

I use for drawing out the upper valve-

chamber bush in the 8-inch air pump.

It is my own idea, and I have used it for

two years with the best results. It draws

the bush out perfectly square and does

not injure it at all. I have found it very

handy on passenger trains for doing quick

work and not delaying them. When the

bush would give out, and I found the head

J
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spring plank or other point below the

springs), the travel may be adjusted to

five inches, and the travel, in all probabil-

ity, will never get beyond tlie maximum
limit.

On a low leverage car we can adjust

the travel at five inches with new shoes,

and then, leaving the dead levers in the

same holes and putting on all old shoes,

the piston travel will not increase over

from four to five inches in travel. Each

new shoe applied shortens the travel, and

it cannot get too short; for if all new

shoes are put on at the same time we will

still have a five-inch travel, with which

we started. This is on a low leverage car,

with all old shoes. How seldom do we
find shoes all worn out at the same time!

Another great help in reducing the

variation of piston travel is to adhere, as

nearly as possible, to the Master Car

Builders' standard in regard to the height

of the shoe above the rail. The nearer

the shoe is hung to the center line of the

wheel, the less will be the variation in

piston travel, when a car is running, over

what it is when standing, and the less

variation we would have in the travel be-

tween a light and loaded car, even were

the brakes hung from the bolster or from

the body of the car, as is generally the

case with outside-hung brakes.

R. H. Blackai,!,,

A. B. Ins., D. & H. C. Co.

Otieonta, N. V.

and then moves a few feet and stops at

once. On a steep grade from 90 to 140

feet to the mile, everyone familiar with the

air brake knows that if he has been hold-

ing the train with the air brake alone he

has trouble about that time. There are

also other cases, such as loading or un-

loading rails, where you have to hold a

train on a grade, throw off brakes, re-

charge and brake again, all in 30 feet, and

at the rate of about two stops a minute.

pounds, and have a pressure-retaining

valve D so constructed that 5 pounds to

the square inch through second train

pipe will lift it. If train should part, the

air under the disk is gone, and the spring

will force valve to seat and retain the

auxiliary reservoir pressure. Of course,

this train pipe must have all the couplings

and cut-out cocks same as the other train

pipe. This will make a brake that can be

relied on at all times, one that can be used

Pressure retaining valve

D
and feed valve

Valve will open with 5 lbs. in second train jiipt^

)

Brake

Cylinder

Will uot open with 90 lbs. from this

when train would part or hose burst or
without help from seeond train pipe

J8 side \
"

^ ^^

Automatic Equalizer
or Release valve

.set at 76 lbs. if first train pipi

is set at 70 lbs.

I*ressu re retaining
valve
D

and.feed valve

.Second train pipe

Loctimtitwt Engineering

Mcond tr^D
plpo

;^P^ ^
Will not open with 90 lbs. from tliis side

""when train would part or hose burst or

without help from second train pipe

An Automatic Straight Air Bral<e.

Editors :

Having seen your request for anyone

Ixaving new devices to send them to you
for publication in "Locomotive Engin-

eering," and get the credit of being the

inventor, I am sending you an automatic

straight air brake which I have designed.

I am a locomotive engineer of a work
train now, having run all others, and it

has always been a question in my mind
that there should be a different air brake

for such trains, so that the engineer always

has full charge of his train in all cases,

whether there are small leaks in train pipe

or auxiliary reservoirs—in fact, anywhere.

First, a work train frequently stops

from one minute or less to hours at a time.

The brake must be perfect, no leaks any-

where, to do this kind of work satisfac-

torily. With the Westinghouse alone that

is almost impossible, as the cars get hard

usage, and get to leaking. Now, what I

want is to overcome these leaks with-

out making daily repairs—such leaks as

release the brake, when it should stay ap-

plied, if the train should stand on a grade

for five or ten hours. Sometimes the

brake releases in a few minutes, even if

applied full, and a big pump working away
for nothing.

Following, you will note sketch of brake

which I call an automatic straight air

brake, which, when attached to the West-
inghouse brake, will get behind the brake

when applied full or below the equalizing

point, or the first train pipe emptied, that

will insure the brakes to stay on as long

as the pump will work.

I will use a second train pipe with pres-

sure-reducing valve a connected to pres-

sure of main reservoir, and set at about

50 pounds, if first train pipe is set at 70.

Next, I use a fourway cock B, and an

equalizing or release valve C set at 70

Btessure reducing
val^e

a
set at about
m lbs.

Main Reservoir.

Pressure 90 lbs.

AUTOMATIC STRAIGHT AIR.

on other trains where there are long

grades to be traversed and many stops

to be made, and also brake must be ap-

plied while standing, and good time is to

be made. This will automatically re-

charge the train to 50 pounds while the

brake is applied.

There may be some objection to this

brake, on account of the second train pipe

and the expense connected with it; but I

think the saving in repairs would pay for

the extra train pipe. The pump would
keep up all minor leaks, that otherwise

would make the Westinghouse brake in-

efficient.

James M. Dampm.\n.
Schuylkill Co., Pa.

[While we are pleased to see that our
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correspondent can diverge from the

beaten patli, and develop an idea of his

own, yet we must say, as we have said

before in commenting upon similar de-

vices, that the very considerable expense

involved in maintaining an air-brake sys-

tem which depends upon two train pipes

for its operation is sufficient to discour-

age its introduction to railroad service.

The multiplicity of pans, ami the expense

required to maintain the second train line

and its valves, would outweigh the use-

fulness of the device. It would be impos-
sible to have a separate system of brakes

for each diflFerent kind of service.

If a train is to be held on a grade for

several hours at a time, it would be much
the better plan to set the hand brakes.

If rails or ties were to be strewn along the

track, it could be more quickly done by
moving at a slow regular rate of speed,

while the crew did the unloading, rather

than pull ahead and stop for each piece.

If the rails or ties be unloaded in quanti-

ties, ample time will be allowed for re-

charging the auxiliaries, unless the crew
is many times more active than they were
in our day.

Hand brakes set lightly, so the train

will "drag" easily and can be worked to

good advantage in making numerous
and accurate stops. This is especially

true of light trains, such as work trains,

both on up and down grades.—Ed.]

i i i
From Effect to Cause.

Editors :

The value of the air-brake equipment
of this country is already large and being
daily added to. The outlay can be only
made to yield its proper return when
brakes arc kept in good working condi-

tion at a minimum of expense. We
should, therefore, make use.of every means
that will contribute to this end, and it

is with this in mind that the following is

recommended where conditions are favor-

able for its use:

As is known, the effect of brake applica-

tion is to heat the wheels by reason of the
friction between them and the shoes. For
the object in view, it may be said that

with each brake doing its proper share of

the work, this heating would be the same
on all wheels. While not strictly true, it

is nearly enough so for the purpose. It

follows, then, that by feeling the treads
of wheels after a brake application of

sufficient force or duration to produce heat
would, by comparison, be an unerring
indicator of the proportion of work done
not only by each car, but by every pair of
wheels as well.

With errors in brake design and con-
struction, it is possible for one truck to
have almost double the proper brake
power, and the other one as much too
little. This is often found true where a
short equalizing lever is employed and
too much of the slack is taken up at one
end. This short lever is frequently met

with on cars fitted with brakes quite a

number of years ago; on some tenders of

that same time, and others, it is regretted

to say, more recently equipped; and with

the rigging applied to six-wheel trucks.

Worse still is the tender-brake rigging

persistently applied by one locomotive

works— it having no semblance of an

equalizing feature. With several such the

writer has, at the foot of a grade, found the

wheels in one truck smoking hot, while

in the other they were not even warm.

As, a rule, such brakes are either kept cut

out or rendered inoperative by long pis-

ton travel, the engineer finding that, un-

less this is done, wheels will frequently

be flattened. In fact, attention was first

called to the value of this test by an engi-

neer asking why, at the foot of the hill,

one pair of wheels would be hotter than

the other in the same truck, it being the

forward pair in one and the rear in the

other. Examination confirmed his as-

sertion and that the cause was the absence

of dead levers on the wheels heating least.

There are many causes that can make
a brake do too much or too little work,

but they all result in one effect; and
while it is proper to eliminate the first

before the latter, if allowed to continue,

could become apparent, yet, in view of the

greater ease and accuracy with which we
can detect the effect rather than the cause,

and that to profit by this means no extra

expenditure, it would seem that trainmen

and inspectors, when an opportunity is

had to examine the wheels after a brake

application sufficient to cause any heating

(certain places could be designated),

should avail themselves of it; and where
any wheels are found much higher or

lower in temperature than the average in

train, they should report the cause, if

possible (inspectors to make repairs if

they can), and if not, at least the fact.

Then at the first opportunity the car

could be set out where better facilities,

more time or greater knowledge would
enable the cause being determined and

remedied.

Feeling the temjierature of one wheel

in each truck by touching it lightly and
quickly with the hand, will suffice.

This idea is not an experiment, having

been in use by the Duluth, South Shore

& Atlantic Railway this past summer, on
their ore trains, and with most satisfactory

results; their traveling engineer, Mr. M.
M. Meehan, having made statements to

this effect at the recent Traveling En(ti-

necrs' Convention, held in Minneapolis,

Minn. It was also tried by the writer on
the Duluth & Iron Range and Duluth,

Missabe & Northern railways, where de-

fects were found and located by its aid

which neither time nor facilities would
have rendered possible otherwise. In-

stead of examining each car for too long

or too short piston travel, leakage from

brake cylinder, auxiliary reservoir, triple

valve or pressure-retaining valve (the

grade necessitating the use of the latter).

only those were thoroughly inspected

that, by reason of a too low or too high

temperature, were known to have some
defect.

Among the undesirable results this test

will assist in obviating are: Inability to

stop trains in a proper distance or prevent

them running away on grades; wheel slid-

ing, undue shocks to trains, and cracked

or broken wheels. Also, injury to steel-

tired wheels from overheating.

The following are among the defects

that will be indicated by wheel tempera-

ture:

]l'/iif/s Too Hot.—\. Shorter piston

travel than other cars of train. 2. Hand
brakes applied very heavily or in conjunc-

tion with air brake. 3. "Stuck" brake. 4.

Stopped-up exhaust port in pressure-re-

taining valve. 5. Undesirable brake-shoe

metal. 6. Leaky emergency valve in

quick-action triple, or fourway cock in

plain valve. 7. Many poor-holding brakes

or non-air cars in train. 8. Defective rig-

ging.

Wheels Too Cool.— i. Brake cut out.

2. Cylinder leakage. 3. Retaining valve

or pipe leaking. 4. Auxiliary reservoir

leakage, either from it direct, by triple-

valve slide valve, triple-valve gasket, or,

with freight, the tube through auxiliary

reservoir. Also, the plug in end of auxili-

ary reservoir next to brake cylinder. 5.

Too long piston travel. 6. Piston travel

too short to pass leakage groove.

It is not intended to convey the idea

that this should supersede the regular

terminal and shop tests of brakes, but,

instead, that it be made auxiliary to them.

Those who have not tried this test will

find it both interesting and useful, and it

is hoped that where conditions are favor-

able, as on mountain roads, especially,

where the best brakes are needed, it may
be made a part of the regular car inspec-

tion at least.

F. B. Farmer.
St. Paul, Minn.

A Queer-Acting Six-Inch Air Pump.
Editors :

Inclosed please find the description of

a queer-acting Westinghouse 6-inch air

pump, which may be interesting to the

readers of "Locomotive Engineering."

The above-mentioned air pump was re-

paired and put on Engine No. 237 of the

C, St. P., M. & O. R. R., and was in use

about three weeks when the engineer re-

ported the pump running hot and only

taking air on the down-stroke; also that

he could not get air enough. Upon ex-

amination, the packing rings were found

to fit all right, air valves seated properly

and had correct lift. All air passages were

clear. But upon closer examination of

the air cylinder, a hole about 3-32 of an

inch in diameter, and 2j4 inches from the

bottom of the cylinder, was found to have

worn through to the discharge chamber.
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as tliat chamber is cored out larger just

above the discharge-valve seat, so as to

give the valve clearance. Now, as that hole

had worn through, it allowed main reser-

voir air to flow back into the cylinder

and hold the lower receiving valve onto

seat when the piston moved up. But on
the down-stroke it would not affect the

upper receiving valve.

I should also mention that the air cylin-

der had been bored out. and only a thin

shell of metal separating the cylinder from

the valve chamber, which gave out and

caused the trouble mentioned.

T. E. Freeman,
C, St. P., M. & O. R. R.

Sioux City, la.

i i i
The Great Northern Railway Air Brake

Instruction Car.

The car illustrated on pages 914 and

915 was fitted up about eighteen months

ago on the Great Northern Railway,

to the designs of the writer, who is

superintendent of air brakes of that

road, and is an example of how a large

floor space for class instruction can be

obtained in a comparatively small car by

a judicious arangement of the models and
apparatus. This was rendered far more
difficult on the Great Northern, on ac-

count of that road having in use both the

Westinghouse and New York systems of

air brakes, and, in consequence, room had

to be found for sectional views for the

triples, pumps and brake valves peculiar to

both of those companies.

Referring to the photographs. Fig. I

13 an outside view of the car, and it will be

noticed that the train pipes for the brakes

on the rack inside are suspended from
the floor of the car. This was one of the

first instruction cars in which this plan

was followed, but since that time its ad-

vantages have become so generally recog-

nized as to require no explanation. The
piece of apparatus seen above the triple

should be especially noticed. This is the

McKee brake adjuster, which has given

such perfect satisfaction wherever it has

been applied, and we like to have one

underneath the car, so that we can watch
its work in practical service.

The car is 39 feet long inside, and is

divided into two compartments, one of

which, 30 feet long, is the instruction

room, and contains all the apparatus and
models, pump, boiler, etc. The other

compartment, 9 feet long, is used for an
office in the day and sleeping room by
night. The photographs. Figs. 2 and 3,

are views of the office. Fig. 2 being taken
from the end of the car, and Fig. 3 being
taken from the door leading into the in-

struction room.

To the left of Fig. 2 will be seen a

folding bed, on which is a photograph
of the Westinghouse Car and its old oc-

cupants, Messrs. Farmer and Nellis,

whose picture is turned toward the floor

when the instructor goes to bed. Over-

head is a locker in the clerestory, and on

the right is the washstand, etc.

Looking towards the end of the car,

the gage on the left-hand side of the door

is that of the Boyer speed recorder. On
the right door post is a duplex gage con-

nected to train line and brake cylinder

pressure, and on the right side of the car

is another one connected to auxiliary

reservoir and signal-pipe pressures.

Above the door is a clock, and on the left

side of the car is a Peerless pressure re-

cording gage, which can be connected to

either the air brake or signal pipes. A
desk, typewriter and bookcase complete

the furniture of the room.

Figs. 4 and S show the arrangement of

the instruction room, Fig. 4 being taken

from the end of the car, and Fig. 5 look-

ing towards the door. At the end, near

the ofhce, is seen the boiler, which is 34
inches in diameter, with si.xty-eight 2-inch

flues, and carrying 125 pounds steam

pressure. The boiler is separated from

the office by a water tank 18 inches deep

by 48 inches wide and 66 inches high,

which prevents the heat from the boiler

making the office uncomfortable, and also

eliminates any trouble from the frost in

winter. At the left side is the closet and
clothes locker.

The air pressure is supplied by a New
York pump attached to the side of the car,

close to the boiler, and under the pump
may be seen the coal-box.

There are eighteen sets of freight brakes

ranged along the side of the car, and the

train pipes can be seen passing directly

through the floor to the pipes underneath,

of which there is a full length, as required

for each car.

Referring to Fig. 5, it will be seen that

next to the first freight cylinder is a push-

down driver brake, which also serves as

a pneumatic letter-press, the reservoir and
triple being on the left side of the door,

and the triple having a sectional model of

the New York plain triple attached to it.

The two triple pistons are connected by
a rod and work tandem. The piece of pipe

in the corner by the driver-brake cylinder

represents the other cylinder, for which
room could not be found.

Above the driver brake is a tender-

brake outfit with a plain Westinghouse
triple, also having a sectional model at-

tached to it, working tandem. An adjust-

able screw is fitted with a yoke to the ten-

der-brake cylinder head, so that the piston

stroke can be varied.

The engineer's valves used are the West-
inghouse E-6 and the New York. The
pipe connections shown in front of the

New York valve were arranged for the

Vaughan positive discharge valve, which
was invented on this road, and is now
being experimented with by one of the

brake companies.

One single and six duplex gages are

attached to the back of the brake-valve

stand. The single gage is connected to

the air-signal pipe. The duplex gages are

connected to the Westinghouse and New
York engineer's valves, the auxiliary

reservoirs and cylinders of the driver

brake, tender brake, and brakes of the

first and eighteenth cars.

Air-signal apparatus for ten cars is ar-

ranged in the clerestory, and connected to

the whistle and reducing valves seen on

the other side of the car on a level with

the gages. The signal valves are fastened

to the clerestory facing, and can be partly

seen behind the first carlin.

The main reservoir is 265/2 x 34 inches,

the brake valves being piped directly to it.

From Fig. 4, the right side of the car

is seen to be filled with sectional models,

both New York and Westinghouse

pumps, triples, brake valves, governors,

freight and passenger cylinders and reser-

voirs and all signal apparatus being shown

by one or more models of each. Under
the passenger brake is a vise and bench

with tool drawers.

The little engine shown driving the fan

on the door is one of a pattern that they

use a good many of on the Great North-

ern in place of a rotary motor, as it is far

lighter, and does the work it was designed

for, such as wood boring, staybolt tapping

and threading, very successfully.

The train of brakes is fitted with a cord

connection so that the train can be cut

out or in between the fourth or fifth cars,

so that the instructor can exhibit the dif-

ferences between short and long trains

without leaving his position. There is

also an exceedingly neat arrangement by

which the train can be broken in two by
separating a hose coupling, and recoupled

again by simply pulling a cord, which we
hope to illustrate at some future date.

M. E. McKEE,
Supt. A. B., Gt. Nor. Ry.

St. Paul, iViint.

i i i
An Ailment With a Simple Remedy.
Editors :

Recently I noticed a queer action of the

air brakes on a passenger train, in which,

after releasing the brakes in making a

station stop, the cars seemed to crowd

ahead against the engine and a slight

shock resulted. The engineer is rated

Ai in handling the air, and called my at-

tention to a very slow release of his driver

brake.

The engine came out of the shop about

eight months ago, equipped with the cam
brake, push-down type, and an E-38 triple

valve. After carefully examining the cyl-

inders and auxiliary reservoir, they were

found to be correct. The tender had a

10x24 auxiliary and an 8-inch cylinder,

and worked all right; but the driver brake

failed to respond in releasing with the

other brakes, and had given trouble for

about four days. It was remedied in a half

a minute and worked as well as ever.

What was the trouble?

Answer—The half-inch cut-out cock

for the E-38 triple valve was placed be-
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tween the triple and brake cylinder, and

was nearly closed. Hence, with a given

time in applying the brakes in making a

stop, no trouble was experienced. But

an equal length of time in releasing (air

from driver cylinders) brought about the

trouble. The brake worked to perfection

when the cock was opened.

\Vm. H. Di:raxt,

B. & M. R. R.

Concord, A". H.

^ i i
How to Reduce Wheel Sliding.

Editors :

Flat wheels, incident to air-brake ap-

plication, is a more or less frequent source

of annoyance to the mechanical department

of railroads, to say nothing of the entailed

expense. And how to avoid these flat

wheels seems, with many, to be a perple.x-

ing question.

A braking force of 90 per cent, of the

light weight of passenger equipment cars

has, in general, been accepted as a proper

standard, this brake force being obtained

with an initial pressure of 70 pounds in

the train-pipe and auxiliary reservoirs.

To the uninitiated, when these condi-

tions prevail, it does not clearly appear

that such conclusions are correct; if so,

why do the wheels lock and slide when the

prescribed conditions are maintained?

To point out some of the whys and

wherefores is the purpose of this article.

I am talking particularly to my engineer

friends, and, as a prelude, would inquire

why it is that engines are provided with

sandboxes? Engineers are aware of the

fact that in designing locomotives no

more weight is placed upon the drivers

than is required to keep them from slip-

ping on a fairly good rail, and that when,

owing to the laws of Nature, the rail is

in a more or less slippery condition, the

sandbox provides the means of producing

adhesion which, for the time being, the

elements have failed to provide. It is

from this same standpoint that the present

percentage of braking force is considered

a proper one.

When the rails are in good condition,

the weight of the car is sufficient to fur-

nish the requisite adhesion to prevent the

sliding of wheels, but in the absence of

these conditions, the sandbox is intended

to perform precisely the same function

as it does for the driving wheels.

Now, the question might be asked

—

How are we to determine when, or when
not, to use sand? The observing engineer

does not wait for the engine to slip before

using sand, but, by a close observance of

existing conditions, he anticipates re-

sults and applies the sand accordingly.

What has been said regarding the driv-

ing wheels is equally applicable to air

brakes, for if the driving wheels have a

tendency to slip in starting, the same ten-

dency is liable to prevail when the brakes

are applied, for the conditions of adhesion

of the drivers and braked wheels are prac-

tically identical. The driving wheels are

a pretty good criterion from which to

judge of the requirements of the braked

wheels. That this is an infallible guide,

however, is not entertained, for we may
have a good rail leaving one station and

a slippery one approaching the ne.xt, or

vice versa, but as a general index the driv-

ing wheels play no unimportant part.

Surely every engineer wants all permis-

sible brake force, for in his calling the

business is one of frequent emergencies,

and at such times too much braking force

cannot be obtained. It is a well-known

fact that the lower the rate of speed, the

more liable the wheels are to skid with a

certain brake force. Again, the driving

wheels can be depended upon to teach us

this, for every engineer has experienced

the fact that as the engine continues to

slow up on a hard pull, and with throttle

and reverse lever in the same position,

sooner or later, if rail conditions are not

normal, the engine slips unless adhesion

is increased by the use of sand.

As a general proposition, the driving

wheels are a considerably effective grage

to determine the condition of the rails;

but close observation and vigilance must

be exercised in noting existing conditions,

such as wet rails, slack ballast, frost and
other enemies of adhesion, to obviate the

skidding of wheels, or, at least, reduce the

invitation in that direction to a minimum.
From what has been said, it should not

be inferred that sand will bring this de-

sideratum if not judiciously applied, for

sand under wheels already sliding quickly

flattens them, and never start them again

revolving with the brakes applied. Un-
less the rails are in good condition the

sand must be spread upon the rails be-

fore the brakes have been tightly applied,

in which event the wheels will continue

to revolve, the brakes do what is expected

of them, and the 50 per cent., or more,

of brake force will be realized, which is

sacrificed when the wheels are skidding

along the rails.

S. J. Kidder.
Chicago, III.

g i ©
Overcharged Train Pipes Responsible

for Shocks at Water Tanks, Etc.

Editors :

A subject has been brought to my mind
by a conversation which I had recently

with the road foreman of engines of one
of our neighboring lines, regarding the

cause of rough handling of trains where
close stops like those at water tanks, coal

chutes, short platforms, etc., were being

made with passenger trains.

A great many engineers try to make too

quick a stop, and as they near the spot

they either run by it or stop too soon.

Then they place their brake-valve handle

in full release and let it remain there,

which results in the train pipe being

charged from ten to twenty pounds higher

than the auxiliary reservoirs. The time

and distance being so short, the conditions

remain about the same when the point

to stop is reached. They start to make
a service application and the brakes do
not take hold. Then they resort to the

emergency, and perhaps run by after all,

or stop dead short of the point. Then
they open throttle wide and release the

brakes at same time. When engine does

start, the emergency has to be used again,

also the reverse lever, to stop. Now, if

the engineer had used more time, a few

seconds only, in slowing his train down
for the stop, and had he made his reduc-

tions in such a manner that if he were to

hold his brakes on he would have stopped

40 or so feet short of this point, and then

release bis brakes by going to release and

immediately returning his brake valve

handle to lap position, he would not have

overcharged the train pipe, and when he

applied the second time the brakes would

have responded immediately, and his

speed being slow he could stop at any

point he wished without shock to the

train.

I think one of the first and most impor-

tant points to learn about the automatic

air brake is, that by the making and
breaking the equilibrium of pressures is

where the action of the brake is obtained.

When we couple to a train not charged

with air, we can fill the train pipe and at

once draw it all out again; but we have no
action of triples or brakes. If we wait,

however, until the train pipe and auxili-

aries have equalized, and then draw from

the train pipe, the triples will be moved
from and by the auxiliary pressure, it then

being the greatest, until the port leading

from the auxiliary reservoir to the cylinder

has opened, when the auxiliary will equal-

ize with train pipe by discharging a part

of its pressure to the cylinder. The grad-

uating valve, or feature of the triple valve,

prevents the auxiliary reservoir pressure

from equalizing with the brake-cylinder

pressure until train pipe has been reduced

till it can also equalize with auxiliary and

cylinder. A further reduction from train

pipe is a waste of air.

With freight trains, and especially with

part air-braked trains, the slack in the

train has to be taken into account and

cared for, or a very dangerous and dam-
aging efTect will be produced. An engi-

neer of a freight train should shut off

steam at a suflicicnt distance to allow the

slack of the train to bunch, which it will

do, as the engine has a tendency to hold

back against the train, taking up slack

smoothly. There will be felt a gentle

pushing ahead about the time the slack

i.-. all taken up, then he can begin to apply

the brake to make the stop. With freight

trains make but one application of brakes,

and make it in such a manner that the

train will come to a dead stop a short

distance before reaching the objective

point. Do not release until stopped.

Now, if this is on a grade where it would
be impossible to back up if he got by, the

engineer had better cut off his engine
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from the train, and get water or coal, as

the case may be. If the grade is light he

can pull up gently and stop with the re-

verse lever. With a little practice, com-

bined with good judgment, he will soon

become familiar with this plan of stop-

ping, and he will have no complaints

lodged against him.

If we come into a station, making sev-

eral applications of the brake, the slack

is continually jarring the train. If we
have a freight train and come into the

station like the passenger man, intending

to use two applications, of the brake

(which is wrong), and then placing brake

valve in full release, leave it there until

there is a difference of 15 or 20 pounds

between the auxiliaries and train pipe,

then we try service and wind up with an

emergency application, the shock is ap-

palling at rear end of train. Perhaps a

drawbar is pulled out, sometimes such

cars as empty flat cars, or other old and

weak cars, are broken in two, derailed or

trucks displaced.

The slack in the train does the damage;

the engineer only assists it in its action.

Learn to handle the slack of freight trains.

Study the equalizing features of the auto-

matic brake and the emergency applica-

tion is unnecessary, except where a life

is at stake or an unexpected emergency

arises, such as a collision, or an obstruc-

tion on track is encountered.

I. H. Brown,
C. & O. Ry.

Covington, Ky.

i i g
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

On Alr-Brake Subjects.

(71) A. L. M., Cincinnati, C, asks:

In replacing leather packing in a driver-

brake cylinder, should the smooth or
rough side go next to wall of cylinder?

A.—The rough or flesh side.

(72) M. M. H., Burlington, N. J., asks:

Please say what kind of oil you would
recommend for the air cylinder of the

pump. A.—West Virginia ground oil, 33
degrees gravity: or, in the absence of this

particular oil. use valve oil sparingly. A
candle-wicking swab on the piston rod,

occasionally oiled, will furnish sufficient

lubricant to the cylinder in nearly all cases.

Use oil sparingly, and never put it in

through the suction valves.

(73) B. U. D., Cleveland, C, asks:

Would you consider it good practice to

use a fine wire strainer in train-pipe joint

at engineer's brake valve, to keep iron rust

and other foreign substances from getting

into valve? \.—No. There should be
no screen at this point. In a service appli-

cation the air does not travel sufficiently

rapid to raise sediment and rust from
the train pipe into the valve. It is only in

emergency applications that screens would
be advantageous, and they are not made
so frequently as to require screens.

(74) P. P. B., Chicago, 111., asks:
Was there ever a quick-action triple

valve made which could be cut out, made
to work straight air. or automatic by a
three-throw cock, such as is found to-day
on the plain triple? A.—Yes, the first

few quick-action triples manufactured had
the three-position cock, and could be

worked as above described; but the cock
was discontinued early in the manufacture
of the valves, and a common stop cock
was placed in the cross-over pipe, as

straight air had become a thing of the

past.

("S) J- J- H., Montgomery, .-Ma., asks:

What pressure will there be in the brake
cylinder after a 20-pound reduction has
been made? Main reservoir pressure at

90 and train pipe at 70 pounds. A.—-About

50 pounds with a service application, and
about 60 with an emergency application,

with piston traveling at 8 inches. Main
reservoir pressure has nothing to do with
applying brakes, and it would not matter
whether it was 90 or 150 pounds, as it is

cut off and retained by itself during brake
application, and is only used to release and
recharge brakes.

(76) B. U. D., Cleveland, C, writes:

Fish oil and tallow, and also axle grease,

have been recommended as a good lubri-

cant for driver-brake cylinder packing.
What would you advise? A.—Kent's lubri-

cating compound has proven far superior
to anything yet tried in driver-brake cylin-

ders. It keeps the leather in good condi-
tion, and adheres to the sides of the cylin-

der, regardless of how close to the firebox

the cylinders may be located. This grease
has been thoroughly tested by the Air
Brake Association, and is also being used
by the Westinghouse Air Brake Company.

(^^') B. U. D., Cleveland, C, asks:

I. Could gasket 56, E-6, Westinghouse
Air Brake Company's engineer's brake
valve be made of lead and hold all right?

A.—Yes; if it were properly alloyed. The
Westinghouse Air Brake Company is

sending out those gaskets of similar com-
position, having raised circles around the

passages to prevent the pressures from
mingling. 2. Could not a simple slide

valve be made to take the place of main
valve, reversing piston and reversing valve

in S-inch Westinghouse Air Brake Com-
pany's pump? A.-—A smaller pattern of

the present 9^-inch pump would be equiv-
alent to the above proposed plan; but on
account of the many standard 8-inch
pumps now in use, a change containing
the 95^-inch construction would require

an additional kind of spare repair parts to

be carried in stock, and would be too ex-
pensive and inconvenient to warrant the

change being made.

(78) M. M. H.. Burlington, N. J., asks:
What makes the hand on the air gage

move up and down while the pump is

working? A.—We assume that you have
a single pointer gage. Maybe the hand is

loose, or perhaps the gage is mounted on
a light stand or frame. Possibly the pump
is fastened insecurely, and jars so that the

gage hand vibrates. If the pointer has a

single distinct dip at each stroke of the

pump, the piping is probably at fault. A
single pipe should lead from the pump
to the main reservoir, and a second pipe

should lead from the main reservoir to

the brake valve. Sometimes shopmen en-

deavor to economize on pipe, and instead

of piping properly as described, they use

but one pipe to connect the main reservoir

and brake valve, and tee the pump pipe

into it. Thus, each stroke of the pump dis-

charges air both into the reservoir and
brake valve, causing the dip of the pointer.

Dirt and oil thus find their way into the

bfake valve.

(79) E. J. M., Montgomery, Ala., writes:

When making a service application with

my D-S brake valve on light engine and
tender, the driver brake and tender brake
both remain on; but when I make an emer-
gency application, the driver brake will

whistle oft' in ten or fifteen seconds after-

wards, and the tender brake will remain
on. I am unable to locate any leaks any-

where. What is the cause of this queer
action? A.—If you were to leave handle
of brake valve in emergency position after

making the application, both brakes would
remain set, for then the train pipe would
be empty; but you doubtless return the

handle to lap. In making the emergency
application, the equalizing reservoir pres-

sure has not been used, and remains at 70
pounds. When the handle is brought to

lap, the equalizing reservoir pressure
leaks past the packing ring of the equaliz-

ing piston into the train pipe, increasing
that pressure higher than that remaining
in the au.xiliary reservoir of the driver

brake, and releases it. The tender brake
remains set because the pressure in its

au.xiliary reservoir is higher. If the tender
piston travel were lengthened and the

driver-brake piston shortened, the tender
brake would release and the driver brake
stay set.

(80) W. R. J., New York City, writes:

If you have 70 pounds air pressure in

your auxiliary, 70 pounds in train line, 90
pounds in main reservoir, and you place

the engineer's brake-valve handle in emer-
gency, how much air pressure would you
have in the brake cylinder? One party
states that all over 20 pounds would be
a waste of air, and that I could not get
any more in cylinders, no matter where
brake valve handle is placed. A.—About
60 pounds. In making a service applica-

tion of the brakes, a 20-pound reduc-
tion will give about 50 pounds in the
brake cylinder. Any further reduction
is a waste of air, and no more brake
power can be obtained, no matter whether
such reduction be inade in the service

application position or emergency posi-

tion. In making an emergency appli-

cation, the brake-valve handle should be
thrown to full emergency position and left

there. It is true that no greater pressure
than 60 pounds is obtained by leaving the
handle there, but then in an emergency
we can afford to waste the last 50 pounds
of train pipe to insure getting all the
brakes on as soon as possible, and also

know that they will stay on. As stated

in a similar question in this column, main
reservoir pressure cuts no figure whatever
in applying brakes, and should not be con-
sidered.

i i i
As an originator of free advertising for

his company. General Passenger Agent
McCormick, of the Big Four, has no
equal. Speaking of their "Knickerbocker

Special" to a writer for the "IndianapoUs

Evening Story Teller," Mr. McCormick
said: "It is the fastest train in the world.

The schedule of the 'Empire State Ex-

press' does not begin to touch our 'Knick-

erbocker.' She runs from St. Louis to

Indianapolis, 263 miles, in S hours and 15

minutes, and still has half-an-hour up her

sleeve. She has to stop at nearly every

station in Illinois. This kind of running

is done every day. Not long ago we were

side-tracked for her at Windsor, 111. Mr.

Schaff went down the road a short dis-

tance and Mr. Van Winkle went up the

road, while I remained at the station. I

heard Schaff say, 'Here she comes,' and

then Van Winkle said, 'There she goes,'

but I did not see her at all. I bet she tore

up three tons of gravel and dirt near the

platform where I was standing."
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Chances of Improving the Steam
Engine.

Ever since electricity began to come into

use for the transmission of power, we have

grown famihar with the oft-repeated p»e-

diction that electric energy will be the

power of the future. A few months ago

we gave particulars of certain experi-

ments made to transform the energy of

coal directly into electricity, and it ap-

peared that the prospects of performing

this revolutionary operation were encour-

aging; but later developments indicate

that the apparatus employed were merely

improved forms of batteries, and that the

prospects of making electricity without

the aid of the steam engine are as remote

as they ever were. The combustion of

copper and zinc produces electricity in

ordinary batteries, but there is something

wanting in the oxidation of coal to bring

out the same product. Every effort of

science to produce this result appears to

strike a dead wall with no beyond. An
opening may some day be found in this

barrier of darkness, but it is quite im-

probable, just as improbable as it is that

the greater part of the heat carried by

steam into the cylinder of a steam engine

will be converted into useful work.

When scientists first began to realize

the extent of the heat losses that resulted

from the round of operations employed in

compelling the heat energy of coal to

drive a steam engine, they cheerfully un-

dertook the task of saving the greater part

of the heat wasted, but very little labor

brought them to a dead wall which proved

as formidable as that encountered by the

searchers after the tneans of generating

electricity directly from coal.

There have certainly been decided im-

provements effected on the steam engine

since the labors of Watt, Evans and

others made it a practical mode of motion,

but most of the changes which enhanced

its efliciency have been on details worked

out by engineers and other practical in-

ventors. Science, per se, has done re-

markably little to indicate where preven-

tion of w-aste could be etTected. There is

good reason for believing that the steam

engine, with all its wasteful habits, is now
as nearly perfect as it will ever be made,

unless someone discovers a new method

of transmitting the power from the boiler

to the driven mechanism . That some rev-

olutionary method will be discovered is

highly improbable, and so engineers must

content themselves to go on improving on

details and stopping leaks that defective

designs leave open. Meanwhile, about 90

per cent, of the heat generated in the fur-

nace will continue to pass out through

the smokestack and exhaust port, and

science will continue to look on, impotent

to stop or lessen this immense waste of

energy. There is some probability that

inventors or investigators may discover

means of using the heat energy of coal

without the intervention of steam, or they

may effect radical improvements on heat

engines which will render them as reliable

as the steam engine and infinitely more

economical; but there is remarkably little

prospect that the steam engine will ever

be made much more economical than the

best forms now in use.

To appreciate the magnitude of the

losses involved in harnessing machinery

to the force generated by burning coal

through the medium of steam, it is neces-

sary to study each link in the chain of

operations between the furnace and the

driven mill, car or loom.

The potential energy in every pound of

good coal is immense, and painfully in

excess of the amount of useful work per-

formed by the steam which it generates.

Scientific experiments have shown that a

pound of good coal, when burned to car-

bon dioxide, releases sufficient heat to

raise the temperature of 14,500 pounds of

water one degree. The heat energy ex-

pended in raising one pound of water one

degree at ordinary temperature is known
as the thermal unit of heat, and is equiva-

lent to the raising of 772 pounds one foot.

The total heat energy in the pound of coal

is, then, 14,500X772 = 11,194,000 foot-

pounds. As 33,000 pounds raised one foot

is the measure of one horse-power, the

single pound of coal represents, if fully

utilized, mechanical work to the e.xtent of

34 horse-power. When it is considered

that very few steam engines have devel-

oped a performance of less than 2 pounds

of coal per horse-power per hour, and that

5 pounds is a common consumption of

coal for that amount of work, it will be

understood how far short steam engines

come of utilizing the coal energy gener-

ated in the furnace.

The waste of heat that forms such a

large aggregate in the cycle of operations

common to every steam engine begins at

the furnace and hardly ends with the steam

passing out of the exhaust port. A well-

designed furnace in which the supply of

air is just about sufficient to supply the

oxygen necessary for combustion, and

from which the heat gases do not pass

into the smokebox at a temperature more

than 300 degrees above the heat of the

boiler, will waste only about one-quarter

of the heat released by the burning fuel.

In common practice an excessive supply

of air is passed through the furnace and,

all that has to be heated to the steam-gen-

crating temperature, so it carries away a

large percentage of heat without doing

any good. The temperature of the escap-

ing gases is also made higher in most

cases than what is consistent with econ-

omy of fuel, and so, between the e.Kcess of

air and the high smokebox temperature,

there is seldom more than half of the heat

energy of the coal expended in generating

steam. The proportion of waste is often

much greater. Coal having 14.500 heat

units when burned under favorable condi-

tions will evaporate about I2 pounds of

water from and at 212 degrees Fahr.

There are few locomotives that evaporate

more than 5 pounds of water per pound

of coal.

The steam being generated in the boiler

is ready for its journey to the cylinder.

On its way there, there is generally some

losses that are great or small in propor-

tion to the character of the steam passages

and to their protection from chilling in-

fluences. It is important that the steam

should reach the piston with as little loss

of heat or pressure as possible, because

the elastic force of the steam is due to the

heat energy put into it, and the efficiency

of the engine depends upon the amount of

heat that is converted into useful work.

.'\nything that happens to rob the steam

of part of its energy on the way from the

boiler to the piston reduces the capacity

for doing work. A common initial defect

is the carrying of water from the boiler

with the steam in the form of spray. In

the course of the cycle of operations, that

water is partly evaporated by robbing the

true steam of part of its heat. The next

source of waste is the amount of steam

required to fill the clearance spaces before

pressure can be applied to the piston. In

many engines this loss by clearance is

considerable. On reaching the cylinder,

the steam enters a vessel cooler than the

boiler, and part of the heat is absorbed in

heating the cylinder walls. Then the

work of pushing the piston is done, the

exhaust is opened, and the greater part

of the heat that has been put into the

steam passes into the atmosphere or into
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the condenser. The proportion of the

heat converted into work in pushing the

piston is the measure of the engine's

efficiency. If the steam reaches the piston

at 145 pounds above the atmosphere, the

heat is about 363 degrees Fahr. ; when ex-

panded down to 30 pounds above the at-

mosphere, the temperature falls to about

274 degrees Fahr. ; so that about 90 degrees

of the heat generated has been utilized.

This seems a small proportion, but it can

never be made much greater. The losses

from too much clearance, from initial

condensation and re-evaporation of con-

densed steam towards the end of the

stroke, may be reduced by intelligent en-

gineering, but there are no prospects that

the supreme loss of heat present in the

exhaust steam will ever be overcome.

Poisoned by Carbonic Oxide Qas.

Several years ago three men were en-

gaged doing some work under the roof

of a rolling mill in Pittsburgh, and they

were all taken violently sick. The best

medical aid was called in, and everything

within the knowledge of the doctors was
done to relieve the sufferings of the men,
but two of them died from what was con-

sidered a species of suiTocation due to the

combustion gases hanging under the roof.

Another case of a similar nature, which
illustrates the danger of working near the

roof of a building when fires are sending

up gases from beneath, was that of a

young boiler-maker who was sent up to do
some work under the roof of a railroad

blacksmith shop. He had not been there

long when he was taken sick, which
caused painful retching. In spite of this,

he pluckily finished the job before de-

scending. No person thought that he
was seriously ill, and it was only next day
that a doctor was called to give assistance.

The young man, however, gradually grew
worse and died three or four days after-

wards.

We once witnessed a case of severe

prostration which overtook a man who
went under the roof of a roundhouse to

secure a smoke-jack. He recovered, but
it was only because the kind of gas he in-

haled was less deadly than that which
killed the others, and which has killed

many other men doing work under the

roofs of buildings where there are fires

burning and imperfect ventilation.

Very few men in charge of buildings

where noxious gases are liable to accu-
mulate under the roof, seem to be aware
of the danger of sending workmen to do
jobs among the rafters. The prevailing

belief is that a man will smell the noxious
gases and get down before he inhales

enough to do serious harm. The worst of

it is that the gas which proves most fatal

to human life has scarcely any smell.

There are three kinds of noxious gases
that prove sources of danger under the

roofs of badly ventilated buildings where
products of combustion are present in

large quantities: The first is carbonic acid

gas, which is the gaseous product of the

complete combustion of carbon. If in-

haled in large quantities it causes suffoca-

tion, but persons prostrated by this gas

may be brought round by simple rem-

edies.

The second noxious gas is sulphurous

acid gas, which comes from the combus-
tion of sulphur. It affects respiration so

acutely that there is little danger of a

workman breathing it long enough to

sustain serious injury.

The third and most dangerous of the

gases under consideration is carbonic

oxide gas, the product of the incomplete

combustion of coal. This gas is an active

poison, and no antidote has been found

which will counteract its death-dealing

effects. This makes it all the more im-

perative that shop foremen should exer-

cise great caution in sending workmen
into places where this dangerous gas is

likely to be drawn into the lungs.

Under the heading of "Carbonic
Oxide," Taylor's Medical Jurisprudence

says: "The noxious effects of the vapor of

burning charcoal are considered to be
partly due to the presence of carbonic

oxide. The action of this gas upon animal

life has been made a subject of experiment

by Bernard. An atmosphere containing

from 5 to 6 per cent, of it will destroy life.

The blood is brightened in color by this

gas, while it is darkened by carbonic acid.

Bernard has observed that this bright

color has been retained for three weeks;
and he considers the mode of action of

this gaseous poison to be. that it prevents

the arterial blood of the body from becom-
ing venous, while carbonic acid operates

by preventing the venous blood from be-

coming arterial.

"The action of carbonic oxide on the

body is that of a pure narcotic poison. M.
Tourdes has ascertained that rabbits died

in twenty-three minutes when kept in an
atmosphere containing one-fifteenth of its

volume of pure carbonic oxide; when the

proportion was one-thirtieth they died in

thirty-seven minutes, and when one-

eighth in seven minutes. Dr. Letheby
states that in his experiments a mi.xture

of y2 per cent, killed small birds in three

minutes, and of 15/2 per cent, in about half

this time. The animals showed no sign

of pain; they fell in a state of insensibility,

and either died at once without convul-

sions or they gradually passed into a state

of profound coma. He found, on inspec-

tion, that the blood was redder than usual,

that the muscles of the heart were some-
what gorged, and that the brain was con-

gested."

i i i
Worl<lng Hours Shortened by Leg-

islation.

Men of middle age cannot remember a

time when there has not been agitation

among the workmen of the United States

to secure from employers a larger pro-

portion of the fruits of their labors, or

for aniehoration of the conditions under

which work is done. In most of the

States this evidence of discontent has

exhausted itself in agitation over im-

practicable schemes, and real practical

grievances have been left without remedy
because the persons most interested have
not agreed to use their rights and influ-

ence to make concentrated demands for

remedial legislation.

The workmen of the United States are

nearly all voters, and through this power
they ought to secure the enactment of

just laws more readily than the British

workman, but the reverse is notoriously

the true condition of affairs. A large pro-

portion of British workmen have no vote

for members of parliament, but they never

suffer long from a palpable grievance or

injustice before they secure the enactment

of laws intended to bring about a remedy.

This has been very well illustrated in

the efforts made to improve the condition

of railway servants. There is probably no
class of workmen whose hours and condi-

tion of labor are more difficult to regu-

late justly by law than that of railway em-
ployes; and there is no class of workmen
in which the public are more directly in-

terested in the prevention of overwork.
The piecework system of paying for the

amount of work done has made very slow

progress in Europe. Trainmen are paid

by the day, and all others on a similar

basis. The consequence has been that

railway companies have been interested in

making the day as long as possible, while

the men have striven to keep their hours
of labor short. Conflicts have frequently

arisen over this cause of dispute, but the

companies generally got the best of every

fight.

For a long time railway men kept up
an agitation in favor of legislative enact-

ments for the regulation of hours of labor

of their class. Three years ago this cul-

minated in a law called the Railway Regu-
lation Act, which made it the duty of the

Board of Trade, which performs functions

for railway companies similar to those

performed by our Interstate Commerce
Commission, to put certain restrictions

upon the hours of labor performed by
railway employes. The powers given to

the Board of Trade are merely of an ad-

visory character, but they have been ex-

ercised in a manner which has resulted in

reducing the working hours of a great

many men. When the Board finds that

men on any line are overworked, they

take the case up with the railway manager
or directors, and then recommendations
are generally complied with. In case of a

refusal to reduce the hours, the Board
may refer the case to the Railway Com-
missioners, who have power to make pub-

lic investigations and compel the com-
panies to reduce the hours of labor.

The Board of Trade have recently pub-

lished a report on the working of the

Railway Regulation Act for the last year.
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and it is a stalcnient whicli shows tliat a

great deal of hardship has been prevented,

and that the railway companies have not

suffered from the changes made to ameH-

orate tlie condition of their men. Dur-

ing the period in which the Act has been

in operation, the Board have investigated

325 complaints, each of which generally

represented a class of men. The report

says:

'The Department has every reason to

be satisfied with the working of the .\ct

during the past year. In a large number

of cases the railway companies have re-

sponded very fairly to the demands made
upon them by the Board of Trade, and

have met complaints as to long hours in

a reasonable spirit. It would be interest-

ing to be able to give some estimate of

the number of railway employes who have

obtained the benefit of shorter hours of

work. The Department is assured that

the number must be very large, but it is

impossible to give figures. Representa-

tions, as a rule, are not made by or on be-

half of individuals, but affect a class or

classes of servants, and a reduction in

hours on one section of a company's line

must necessarily often form a precedent

for a similar reduction on another section

worked under similar conditions. When
the Department is successful in its action

upon some particular complaint of long

hours, the beneficial efTect is often felt by

a number of servants not parties to the

original complaint, and, as a consequence,

it is impossible to form any accurate esti-

mate of the number of railway servants

throughout the country who have been

reached by the operation of the statute.

The railway companies have also been

busy in doing a great deal of voluntary

work in connection with the revision of

hours of labor, and no doubt the result

of the consideration they have given to

this subject has been beneficial to their

servants and has kept down the number
of complaints made to the Board of

Trade.

"From another point of view, however,

the general revision which has been made
by some companies is not altogether sat-

isfactory; the Department finds that when
a railway company has resettled the hours

of its ser\ants all over the system to its

own satisfaction, the company do not care

to disturb their arrangements in cases

in which the Board of Trade are disposed

to hold hours to be unreasonable. This

attitude on the part of certain companies
adversely aflfects the policy which the

Board of Trade have steadily adhered to,

of carrying on the administration of the

Act by negotiation with the companies
with a view to settlement of complaints,

rather than by recourse to the legal rem-
edies."

If legislation of this kind could be ob-

tained in the United States we are con-

vinced that it would be the means of over-

coming many hardships; it would remedy
acute grievances, and break down many of

the antagonisms that now exist between

employers and their employes.
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BOOK REVIEWS.

"Locomotive Mechanism and Engineer-

ing." With an Appendix on the Modern
Electric Locomotive. By H. C. Rea-

gan, Jr., Locomotive Engineer. Second
Edition, Revised and Enlarged. First

Thousand. New York: John Wiley &
Sons. Price $2.

This is a work of 409 pages. 5!4 x 7H
inches, bound in cloth. It is filled with

information that is useful to the engine-

man, and which is imparted in the simplest

language. The locomotive, simple andcom-
pound, is written about from the stand-

point of an engineer who is posted on the

practical phases of the subjects handled.

The treatment of break-downs is such as

to be of assistance to the man who happens
to get caught on the road in like cases, for

the breaks are shown in good clean cuts,

and the method of disconnecting and
blocking up to get in are clearly shown
and described. It tells what rods should
come down, and why, when a pin, strap

or rod breaks; what to do when the valve

motion gives out in any vital part; how to

set valves, etc. The different types of com-
pound in service, up to date, are described,

together with their principles of action

and reason for economy over the simple
type, with half-tone engravings of the

latest productions, both simple and com-
pound. The appendix of 38 pages, on the
electric locomotive and the action of mo-
tors, has also some elementary instruction

in electricity that will pay for its perusal
by the beginner. Having been compiled
from well-known authorities on electricity

as a motive power, this section of the work
cannot be overestimated. As a whole, it

deserves to be widely read.

"Block and "Interlocking Signals." By
W. H. Elliott, Signal Engineer, C, M.
& St. P. R. R. What They Are For;
What They Do; How They Do It.

"Locomotive Engineering," New York.
1896. $3.

This work is a comprehensive and in-

teresting description of all systems of sig-
naling on railroads, written by a practical
signal engineer, in an entertaining style,

best calculated to make plain a subjectvery
little understood by the average railroad
man. The book is6x9 inches, has 277 pages,
129 illustrations, of the best matter ever
published on the subject, and is elegantly
bound in flexible leather covers. It is

printed on fine paper, and the text is sup-
plemented by half-tone and line engrav-
ings of the highest type, making the work
worthy of a place in any library.

The White Star steamer "Germanic"
has United States packing in the gland of

the high-pressure valve stem. It was put

in as an experiment, and is giving entire

satisfaction. The engineers are urging

that the company put this packing in all

the piston-rod and valve-stem glands.

Mr. B. Wooster has been appointed

master mechanic of the Cartagena-Mag-

dalena Ry., with headquarters at Car-

tagena. Republic of Colombia.

i i g
"Tales of an Engineer," railroad stories

by Cy Warman, $1.25, at this office.

PERSONAL.

Mr. J. B. Walsh, general yardmaster

of the Chicago & Eastern Illinois, has

resigned.

Mr. J. E. Dean has been appointed car

accountant on the Ccntralia & Chester

Railroad at Sparta, III.

Mr. J. H. McGill has been appointed

master mechanic of the New Orleans &
Northwestern Railroad.

Mr. W. L. Clough has been appointed

machine shop foreman of the Big Four

shops at Bellefontaine, O.

Mr. J. F. Sechler has resigned as master

mechanic of the Louisville, Evansville &
St. Louis, at Princeton, Ind.

Mr. H. L. Hawkins has been appointed

chief engineer of the Oregon Improve-

ment Company at Seattle, Wash.

Mr. W. H. Stark, formerly master car .

builder of the Wheeling & Lake Erie

Railroad, has resigned that office.

Gen. Horace Porter, for many years

vice-president of the Pullman Palace Car

Company, has resigned that position.

Mr. David J. Timlin has been appointed

general foreman of the Big Four shops at

Bellefontaine, O. In effect October ist.

Mr. W. A. Wolford, general foreman of

the Big Four shops at Bellefontaine, O.,

has resigned on account of poor health.

Mr. James Gaston has been appointed

master car builder of the Louisville,

Evansville & St. Louis at Princeton, Ind.

Mr. E. D. Stegall has received the ap-

pointment of master mechanic of the

Mexican National Railway at Acambaro,

Mex.

Mr. J. B. Kerr, of Madison, Wis., has

been appointed land attorney of the

Northern Pacific Railway at St. Paul,

Minn.

Mr. C. D. Boyd, superintendent of the

San Diego, Pacific Beach & La Jolla Rail-

way, has resigned his position and the

office is abolished.

Mr. Geo. Egan, trainmaster of the Chi-

cago & Great Western Railway, has re-

moved his headquarters from Kansas City

to St. Joseph, Mo.

Mr. C. G. Burkhardt has charge of the

new oflfice of the Sams Automatic Coupler

Company in Chicago, in Room 1223,

Monadnock Block.

Mr. George F. Tyler, who was the first

president of the Norfolk & Western Rail-

road, died at Philadelphia, September

25th, aged 74 years.

Mr. W. Hale, formerly superintendent

of the Montana division of the Great

Northern Railway at Havre, Mont., has

resigned that position.

Mr. Wm. Rhodes, of Philadelphia, will

look after the interests of the Baldwin



Locomotive Works at Chicago; address,

121 7-19 Monadnock Block.

The office of Mr. T. E. Adams, superin-

tendent of the Dakota division of the

<Jreat Northern, has been removed from

•Grand Forks to Larimore, N. D.

Mr. C. R. Brown, at one time connected

with the IIHnois Steel Company, is now

with the Lappin Brake Shoe Company,

with office in the Rookery, Chicago.

Mr. W. L. Tracy, who was master me-

chanic at Birmingham, Ala., for the South-

ern Railway Company, has been trans-

ferred to a like position at Atlanta, Ga.

Mr. F. C. Cleaver, late master mechanic

of the Yandalia Line, is appointed master

mechanic of the Louisville, Evansville &
St. Louis, with office at Princeton, Ind.

Mr. A. H. Porter, formerly superintend-

ent of the Macon & Northern Railroad,

has been appointed roadmaster of the

Charlestown & Western Carolina Rail-

road.

The headquarters of Division Superin-

tendent E. D. Wright, of the Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway, are to be

removed from Kansas City, Mo., to Ot-

tumwa, la.

Mr. John L. Wigton is appointed mas-

ter car builder on the Missouri, Kansas &
Texas Railroad, with jurisdiction on lines

north of Denison, Tex., and headquarters

at Sedalia, Mo.

Mr. W. H. Brehm has received the ap-

pointment of master mechanic on the Mis-

souri, Kansas & Texas, with jurisdiction

north of Denison, Tex., and headquarters

at Parsons, Kan.

Mr. H. Walter Webb, third vice-presi-

dent of the New York Central & Hudson

River Railway, is appointed temporary

receiver of the Ogdensburg & Lake

Champlain Railroad.

It is said that Mr. Perley Putnam, presi-

dent of the Laconia Car Company has

petitioned for a receiver. The company

is said to have $350,000 liabilities, of which

$150,000 is in mortgage bonds.

Mr. John G. Pinkerton, master of trans-

portation of the Kansas City, Memphis

& Birmingham Railroad, was run over

and fatally injured by the cars at Sulli-

gent, Ala., on October 20th.

Mr. John G. Williams, at one time vice-

president and general manager of the

Vandalia Line, will, it is understood, re-

move from Terre Haute to Indianapolis,

Ind., to engage in law practice.

Mr. Max Osterberg, E. E., M. A., con-

sulting engineer, has become associated

with the Correspondence School of Tech-

nology, Cleveland. He will be an instruc-

tor and representative for Greater New
York.

Mr. B. F. Bush, formerly general super-

intendent of the Oregon Improvement
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Company, has resigned that position to

accept the superintendency of the North-

ern Pacific Coal Company, with headquar-

ters at Roslyn, Wash.

Mr. Henry Holmes, of the West Shore

Railroad, died at Buffalo, N. Y., on Sep-

tember 25th. He was master mechanic of

the Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific for sev-

eral years, and later was road foreman on

the Missouri Pacific Railway.

Mr. Thos. H. Wickes, second vice-pres-

ident of the Pullman Palace Car Com-

pany, was chosen first vice-president on

October i6th, to succeed Gen. Horace

Porter, resigned. The office of second

vice-president has been abolished.

Mr. Isaac Pressey, who had seen twenty

years' service as roadmaster on the New
York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad,

and also eight as superintendent of sup-

plies of the above road, died at Stamford,

Conn., September 14th, aged ^^ years.

Mr. P. Ryan is appointed superintend-

ent of the Montana division of the Great

Northern Railway, succeeding Mr. W.
Hale, resigned, and also retains charge

of the Kalispell division, with Mr. J. P.

Rogers as assistant of the latter division.

Mr. John W. Fortune, of Detroit, who

recently retired from the position of assist-

ant to General Manager Spicer, of the

Grand Trunk, has, it is stated, been ap-

pointed confidential adviser to Henry B.

Ledyard, president of the Michigan Cen-

tral.

Mr. A. F. Conklin is now in charge of

the railway department of the New York

Belting & Packing Company, in place of

Mr. D. H. Darling, resigned. Mr. Conk-

lin is pushing the sale of air-brake and

steam-heat hose and interlocking rubber

tiling.

Mr. W. A. Gardner, superintendent of

the Wisconsin division of the Chicago &
Northwestern, has received the appoint-

ment of assistant general superintendent

on the same road, with headquarters in

Chicago; the appointment taking effect

October ist.

Mr. P. T. Bancroft, who was general

foreman of the Colunlbus, Sandusky &
Hocking shops at Columbus, O., has re-

ceived the appointment of foreman of the

machinery department at the Chicago

shops of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pac-

ific Railway.

The Northern Pacific Beneficial Asso-

ciation has elected Mr. M. C. Kimberly,

general superintendent of the Northern

Pacific, as president. Mr. W. G. Pearce

has held this office for several years, and

tendered his resignation owing to his re-

moval to Tacoma.

Mr. E. W. Knapp, formerly master me-

chanic of the Mexican National Railway

at Acambaro, Mex., has been transferred

to the City of Mexico, relieving Mr. R.

Fitzsimmons, who has been acting master

mechanic, and is now appointed foreman

of engine house at Saltillo.
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Mr. F. W. Brazier, recently general

foreman of the Illinois Central car de-

partment at Burnside shops, has been ap-

pointed assistant superintendent of ma-

chinery of the same road and of the

Yazoo & Mississippi Valley, with head-

quarters in Chicago.

Mr. William Buchanan, superintendent

of motive power of the New York Central,

has passed through an attack of illness

which kept him home about five weeks.

His numerous friends will rejoice to learn

that he is now almost completely recov-

ered and is again back in his office.

Mr. L. E. Smith, assistant superintend-

ent of the Columbia & Puget Sound Rail-

road, has been appointed general super-

intendent of the Oregon Improvement

Company, to which system the Columbia

& Puget Sound belongs. Mr. Smith suc-

ceeds Mr. B. F. Bush at Seattle, Wash.

Mr. E. F. Ingles, the locomotive engin-

eer who killed a train robber at Websters,

Cal., September 5th, has received as a

reward for his bravery on that occasion a

gold watch and chain from the Southern

Pacific Railroad Co. General Manager

Fillmore also handed the engineer a check

for $250.

Mr. John King has been appointed

general roadmaster of the Peoria & Rush-

ville division of the Chicago, Burlington

& Quincy Railroad. Mr. C. H. Cuyler,

who has been roadmaster of the Peoria

division for several years past, has re-

signed. Mr. Jas. Langton has been ap-

pointed roadmaster of the Hamilton divi-

sion of this road.

Superintendent Senft, of the Ligonier

Valley Railroad, was shot and fatally

wounded at Ligonier, Pa., September

29th, while at the head of a force of labor-

ers and attempting to take possession of a

strip of land which is claimed by other

parties. Several of the railroad com-

pany's force were also seriously injured

in the conflict which ensued.

Mr. Alexander Galloways recently ap-

pointed superintendent of the Cincinnati

division of the Cincinnati, Hamilton &
Dayton Railroad, will continue as super-

intendent of the Indianapolis divison also,

with office at Cincinnati, O. Mr. Gal-

loway rose through the mechanical de-

partment, having been master mechanic

for many years of the Cleveland & Mari-

etta Railway.

The following have been elected direc-

tors of the reorganized Northern Pacific

Company: Edward D. Adams, Chas. H.

Coster, Charlemagne Tower, Jr., Robt.

M. Gallaway, Eben B. Thomas, Robt.

Bacon, D. Willis James, Edwin W. Win-

ter, Francis Lynde Stetson, Samuel Spen-

cer, Dumont Clarke, Brayton Ives, John

D. Rockefeller, James Stillman and Wal-

ter G. Oakman.

We have to acknowledge a pleasant

call last month from Mr. Harry Pollitt,
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chief locomotive and marine engineer of

the Manchester, Sheffield & Lincolnshire

Railway, Gorton, England. Mr. PoUitt

had been traveling for several weeks over

the United States and Canada, examining

the railways to see if he could find any

appliances or methods that would be of

value for the use of his company. He
expressed himself as being highly pleased

with what he had seen.

S ^ i

An English railway locomotive super-

intendent, located in Asia, in the course

of a private letter, writes us: "Your excel-

lent papers on railway discipline, and

those of our mutual fellow-worker, 'J'™

Skeevers,' have done an untold amount
of good, especially amongst the general

managers, who generally do not appre-

ciate 'things mechanical.' I know of more
than one locomotive superintendent who
has passed your excellent paper on, say-

ing: 'Boss, read this; it is worth study-

ing,' and the upshot has been that it has

considerably modified existing methods

of ruthless fining and 'sack' on the spot

for trivial and venial offenses."

A discussion in the New York Railroad

Club, on Car Heating by Steam, brought

information about train-pipe pressure

used in car-heating that seems curious.

On the Pennsylvania it was reported that

from S to 10 pounds pressure was suffi-

cient for the return system. On the

Erie, so pounds is the standard pres-

sure for fourteen cars, and the Lehigh

Valley use 40 pounds for seven cars. On
the Chesapeake & Ohio, trains of nine

cars and over are heated by a pressure of

from 20 to 30 pounds.

i i i
The Terminal Railroad Association of

St. Louis is the latest to adopt the Brown
system of discipline without punishment.

Under the system, as put in force, every

employe will be entitled to sixty-five de-

merit marks before dismissal. A credit

of ten marks will be given for every six

months' worked without demerit.

i i i
By the time most of our readers get this

paper read the presidential contest will be

over. No matter which way it goes we
venture to predict that the railroads will

run about as usual and that poor coal will

make steam just as slow and heavy cars

pull just as hard as ever.

i i ^
We understand that the Fitchburg Rail-

road Company are figuring on operating

the Hoosac Tunnel by electric motors.

This will prove an effectual remedy for

the smoke and gas nuisance, which now
makes the long tunnel an undesirable

place to go through even in a fast train.

EQUIPMENT NOTES.

The Green Bay & Western have ordered

150 cars.

The Louisville & Nashville are about

to order 300 cars.

The Winona & Western Railroad is

about to order fifty box cars.

The Green Bay & Western Railroad is

asking proposals on 150 box cars.

At the Great Northern shops the com-

pany is building fifty cinder cars.

The Colorado Midland people are in the

market for five heavy locomotives.

The Richmond Locomotive Works are

building consolidations for the B. & O.

The Pittsburg Locomotive Works have

turned ten consolidations for the B. & O.

The Louisville & Nashville Railroad, it

is said, is about to build 300 gondola

cars.

The Cudahy Packing Company is re-

ceiving proposals on fifty refrigerator

cars.

The Louisville & Nashville Railroad

has placed an order for fifteen locomo-

tives.

The Cooke Locomtive and Machine

Co. have built 20 consolidations for the

B, & O.

Mr. J. C. Werden, of Chicago, is having

five stock cars built by the United States

Car Company.

The Dickson Locomotive Works are to

build two locomotives for the Winona &
Western Railroad.

The Canadian Pacific Railway is build-

ing five first-class vestibuled coaches at

their Montreal shops.

The Michigan-Peninsular Car Company
is said to have received an order for 1,000

cars for the Erie Railroad.

The Pittsburgh Locomotive Works are

building five six-wheel locomotives for

the Ota Railway of Japan.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Rail-

road is having four baggage cars built by

the Pullman Car Company.

The new $200,000 shops at Spokane,

Wash., built by the Northern Pacific Rail-

way, are ready for occupancy.

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific

Railroad is building two fast passenger

engines at the Chicago shops.

The Michigan Central Railroad Com-
pany has purchased three Rand air com-

pressors for their Detroit shops.

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific

Railroad has ordered 200 cars from the

Michigan-Peninsular Car Company.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works are

building one 6-wheel connected engine

for the Spokane Falls & Northern Rail-

way.

The Imperial Railway of China has

ordered eight locomotives from the Bald-

win Locomotive Works, of Philadel-

phia.

President E. H. R. Green, of the Texas

Midland Railroad, has received his new
private car from the St. Charles Car

Works.

It is reported that the Georgia Railroad

has ordered 100 freight cars from the

Youngstown Car Manufacturing Com-
pany.

The Monon Route has a new vestibuled

train, built at their own shops at Lafay-

ette, Ind., for service between Chicago and

Cincinnati.

The Brooks Locomotive Works have

just completed an order for several en-

gines of the 42-inch gage, to be shipped

to Japan.

The Swift Refrigerator Car Company
has given the contract for building 100 re-

frigerator cars to the Wells & French
Car Company.

The Canadian Pacific Railway has just

completed at their Montreal shops fifty

stock cars, equipped with the Westing-

house air brake.

The Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific

Railway has received the new ten-wheel

freight engine ordered from the Brooks

Locomotive Works.

The Rogers Locomotive Works are en-

gaged on an order of three ten-wheel, 17 x

24, simple engines for the Des Moines &
Kansas City Railroad.

The Grand Trunk Railroad of Canada

has placed an order for five 4-wheel con-

nected engines with the Portland Com-
pany, of Portland, Me.

The Southeni Railway has contracted

with the Chattanooga Car & Foundry

Company, of Chattanooga, Tenn., for the

repairs of a lot of iron cars.

The Iowa Central, we understand, has

put Trojan couplers on all its cars, and

that coupler, it is said, will be adopted

as standard by the company.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Rail-

way is building an 8-wheel locomotive for

last passenger service. It will have 17 x

24 cylinders and 63-inch drivers.

The West Shore Railroad has received

twenty-two stock cars and the Reading

Railroad 500 coal cars, built by the Union

Car Company, of Depew, N. Y.

The Pullman and Wagner Car com-

panies have some litigation in store for

them by Mr. Edw. H. Beckley, who is

suing for infringement of patents.

The Car Trust Investment Company of

New York has a contract to furnish 50

freight cars and 100 coal cars to the Stone,

Coal & Lumber Freight Line of At-

lanta.

The new shops of the Grand Trunk Rail-
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way at London, Ont., will be built of white

brick and the roofs covered with slate.

They will have a total floor area of 165,000

feet.

A disastrous fire at Woodstock, Va.,

recently burned the roundhouse, shop and

other property of the Southern Railway,

besides one locomotive and several

freight cars.

The Schenectady Locomotive Works
has an order from the Lake Shore & Mich-

igan Southern Railway for ten ten-wheel

simple engines with 18 x 24 cylinders and

68-inch wheels.

The five ten-wheel passenger engines,

recently ordered by the Erie Railroad

from the Brooks Locomotive Works, have

been received. These engines are 20x26
and have 62-inch wheels.

The Jackson Junction shops of the

Michigan Central, at Jackson, Mich., are

to have a new installment of tools. The
company, it is understood, has appropri-

ated $160,000 for this purpose.

The Illinois Central has received four

switching engines with 18 x 24 cylinders

from the Brooks Locomotive Works, and
is having eight heavy 8-wheel passenger

engines built at the same works.

The new machine shops of the Balti-

more & Ohio Railroad at Cumberland,
Md., were recently put into full operation.

The plant includes a large roundhouse
and was installed at a cost of $340,000.

The Barney & Smith Car Company, of

Dayton, O., is building thirty-five cars

for the Brooklyn Heights Railroad Com-
pany, and the New York Supply Com-
pany is building 15 for the same road.

The International & Great Northern
Railroad Company has built a number of

cars on the drawing-room plan, with

twelve sections and supplied witli buffets,

for service on their line between St. Louis
and Galveston.

The National electric headlight is said

to have been applied to a locomotive on
the Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railroad,

with a view of adopting the electric head-

light as the standard of the company if

the experiment is satisfactory.

The new 60,000-pound coal cars of the

New York Central Railway are nearly

as high as an ordinary box car. The cars

are equipped with all the latest improve-

ments in car equipment and are said to be

an innovation in coal-car construction.

Among orders recently received by the

Baldwin Locomotive Works are fifteen

engines for the Louisville & Nashville,

eight engines for the Paulista Railway of

Brazil, six for the Magana Railway of

Brazil, and two for the F. C. de Acajutla

Railway.

The furniture car recently built at Ft.

Wayne shops of the Pennsylvania Rail-

road has proved so satisfactory that the

company has ordered twenty-five more of

them built. They are ten feet longer than

any furniture cars heretofore built for the

company.

The San Francisco & San Joaquin

Valley Railroad has received its new pas-

senger rolling stock, consisting of two
combination baggage and smoking cars

and six passenger coaches. The coaches

are painted a bright yellow with alum-

inum ornamentation.

The American Brake Beam Company
is filling an order for 4,000 Kewanee brake

beams, to be used on the Erie cars build-

ing by the Michigan-Peninsular Car
Company. They will also supply the brake

beams for re-equipment of the cars on the

New York, New Haven & Hartford Rail-

road.

General Superintendent Miller, of the

Vandalia Line, is very enthusiastic over

the new freight engines on that road,

claiming that they are the best locomo-
tives for that service in the country. There
are ten yet to be delivered of the twenty-

two being built by the Pittsburgh Loco-
motive Works.

Orders now in with different car works
will aggregate about 50,000 cars, and or-

ders in sight at this time with locomotive

works will foot up to about 200 engines.

Car works are running with only about

one-half of their usual complement of

men. Locomotive works, it is said, are

employing a somewhat higher number at

present—about 60 per cent, of the usual

force.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul

Railroad is building thirty new cabooses

for the especial use of stockmen traveling

over that line. Each car is fitted with

three sleeping-car sections, washstands

and other luxuries. The cars are equipped

with seats of oak, arranged similar to

those in a sleeping car, handsomely
painted on the interior, and will prove a

paying card with stockmen.

The Westinghouse Air-Brake Company
have purchased a capacious property in

Toronto, consisting of several new build-

ings, which they are equipping for the

manufacture of air brakes and other roll-

ing stock attachments. The works are all

of brick, and were built for the manufac-

ture of machine tools, but were never

equipped with tools. They are remarka-

bly well arranged, and are as suitable for

an air-brake manufacturing plant as if

they had been built for that purpose. The
necessity for an air-brake manufacturing

plant in Canada has arisen through the

determination of the Grand Trunk and of

the Canadian Pacific to have all their

freight cars provided with air brakes by
the time that the use of air brakes becomes
compulsory in the United States on cars

engaged in interstate commerce. There is

great rejoicing in Toronto about this im-

portant addition to the manufacturing es-

tablishments of the city.

Ash and Cinder Pits.

The problem of the handling of cinders

and ashes accumulating at a railroad plant

is one of no inconsiderable moment, and
on account of the cost, has received a great

deal of attention from motive power offi-

cers. This item of cost for loading cin-

der dumps on cars by shovels has led to

the evolution of the depressed track, which

leaves a car in a more favorable position

to be loaded, and it can therefore be filled

in less time than when loaded on a level

with the dump; but it has not been found

to diminish the trouble to any satisfactory

extent, since the loading process is so

slow that it necessitates, in many places,

the constant employment of a gang for

that work exclusively.

One of the best systems for relief from

these accumulations is that in use on the

Pennsylvania Railroad, which has a num-
ber of small four-wheeled cars made to

run in a suitable pit between the tracks

near a roundhouse and boiler plant.

These cars carry a body or bucket made
of wrought iron in two longitudinal sec-

tions, which are open at the top and ellip

tic in shape at the bottom when closed

The bodies are about 3 feet wide by four

feet long, and pivoted at the ends, so that

the two sections can revolve in a vertical

plane, thus opening the bottom and de-

positing the load when the body is lifted

clear of the wheels and frame.

In connection with these cars there

is a gallows frame extending across the

tracks, and carrying an air cylinder on a

small trolley having a movement the

whole length of the frame. The piston

lifts the loaded bucket, and carrying it to

a car at one side, deposits the load by

raising the bucket sufficiently high to

reach a stop, against which two arms on

the bucket are made to strike with such a

force as to open the pivoted halves and

drop the load.

A bucket is run under an engine, and

the contents of the ash-pan are raked into

it direct, from which it is run out to the

air hoist, and all litter and heaping-up at

the side of the track is avoided. The cin-

ders from the shop boilers are- handled in

the same business-like way, by means of

tracks into the boiler house.

Forgetting a train order, or misunder-

standing it, led to a dreadful railroad acci-

dent on the St. Louis & San Francisco,

October 25th. The second section of an

excursion train failed to stop at a meeting-

point, and came into collision with an

accommodation train. Nine persons were

instantly killed and many others severely

injured. Among the killed were the engin-

eer and fireman of the train that had the

right to the road.
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Americanizing European Railways.

[editorial CORRliSI'ONDIiNCi:.]

During a somewhat extended tour made
ii; Europe two years ago, I was very

much struck with the impress which

American inventions and traveling facili-

ties had made upon the conservative man-

agers of European railways. During the

present trip I find even more striking

evidences of how much European engi-

neers are imitating American railway ap-

pliances. Originally English engineers

and inventors provided the whole of the

world, e.xccpt North America, with every

pattern for railway machinery and with

every principle of construction for perma-

nent structures. English engineers were

the first to demonstrate that passengers

and freight could be safely transported at

a speed above twenty miles an hour, and

the rest of the world that needed improved

methods of inland transportation naturally

were willing to imitate the details of rail-

road machinery and permanent way that

had given satisfaction in the country of

their origin. When the Continental

countries first began to construct rail-

ways, they gladly engaged engineers and

others who had been employed on English

railways, and these naturally helped to

perpetuate the forms and practices they

had been accustomed to. The conse-

quence was that railways all over Europe

were very much alike in rolling stock,

track and methods of operation.

As short a time as ten years ago a trav-

eler on the Continent found everything

about the trains to be much the same as

they were in England. The same small

four-wheel compartment carriages, en-

tered by doors at the sides; the same want

of intercommunication, and the same ab-

sence of lavatory conveniences. First-

class passengers sat on well upholstered

seats, three persons on each side; second-

class passengers sat in compartments hav-

ing fairly good cushioned seats, five per-

sons on each side; and third-class passen-

gers sat on bare boards, packed as close

as the second-class, which was merely as

close as possible. They all shivered with

the cold in winter and perspired in sum-

mer, without artificial means of modify-

ing extremes of temperature.

Although circumstances made the Eng-
lish desij»ners of the patterns of cars for

railway travel, the country was peculiarly

unfitted to provide designs of transporta-

tion vehicles for a long journey. The old

stage coach was taken as the model for the

railway carriage, and no more conveni-

ences were considered necessary for the

people in coaches running. on rails be-

hind a locomotive than what were supplied

in stage coaches.

The designing engineers were not very

much to blame for adhering as closely as

possible to old practice, for the traveling

public were intensely conservative about

adopting new vehicles. For several years

after the Liverpool & Manchester Railway

was opened, many of the gentry, who had

carriages of their own in which they had

been in the habit of traveling long dis-

tances, insisted on making use of their

carriages when they happened to patronize

a railway train. The carriage was put

upon a flat car, and the owner sat there in

solitary exclusive grandeur. The practice

might have continued for ever had not

divers accidents to these private carriages

convinced people that they were safer in a

first-class carriage, even if they were less

exclusive. Several times* the coaches were

blown off by the wind; in one case a coach

occupied by a lady and her maid took

fire, and as there was no communication

with the engine drivef, the train sped on

while the miserable occupants of the coach

were getting roasted.

The extension of the stage coach did

fairly well in Britain, where the journeys

for years seldom exceeded four hours and

averaged less than one hour. But on the

Continent, where journeys were much
longer, the inconvenience of the English

system was soon felt, and it is many years

since there were agitations in difltercnt

countries for a change. Through the in-

fluence of the Winans and other American

engineers who went to Russia, and super-

vised the equipment of the first railways

in that country, cars resembling those

used in America were employed, and pro-

vision was made in the cars for the com-

fort of passengers on long journeys. But

the sleeping car had not come into service

then, and travelers were left to do the best

they could for their own comfort during

the night.

The repeated agitations in favor of more

conveniences in railway cars for long

journeys brought forth little practical

fruit, until about ten years ago, when lava-

tories began to be introduced into the cars.

Then the corridor, which is a passageway

at the side of the car, came into use tenta-

tively. The railway companies were by no

means favorable to these innovations, but

after they were begun they had to be e.K-

tended. When once travelers enjoy any

new comfort, they take good care that

it will soon come into general use. The
advantages of the corridor car were so

obvious that from the day it was first in-

troduced in Europe there has been no

suspension of agitation in its favor, until

to-day there are very few through trains

that are not made up of corridor cars.

The Government Railways of Austria

were the first to make a radical systematic

change in their passenger equipment. A
few years ago they determined to do away

with side doors, and put on end platforms

and corridors that permit passengers to

traverse the whole train. These changes

have already been carried out on nearly

all the passenger cars, even with those

engaged on local traffic. Other conti-

nental countries are following the same

line of improvement, but most of them

retain the side doors and have no end plat-

forms. Various forms of car heating are

coming into use, and there is a strong

^OW is the time to provide

for thoroughly warmed

cars during the coming winter.

The heating .systems of

the Gold Car Heating Com-

pany are far superior to any

others on the market, and

are certain to give the most

satisfactory result.

Over ten thousand cars and

locomotives already equipped.

All parts and appliances

thoroughly automatic.

The Gold Straight Port

Steam Coupler is rapidly being

adopted as the standard on all

the leading railroads in this

country and Europe.

Catalogues and circulars of

the different systems of heating,

and all parts such as Train

Pipe Valves, Traps and Coup-

lings cheerfully furnished on

application to

Gold Car Heating Co.

CoR. Frankfort and Clifi- vSts.,

NEW YORK.

668 RooKF.RY, CiiiLA(;o, In..
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EDLCATE YOIRSELF
by the correspondence method in the the-

ory of the mechanical trades and engineer-
ing professions. Studies carried on at

home. Thorough instruction. Successful
methods. Endorsed by Superintendents,
Engineers and Mechanics everywhere and
by the Editor of Locomotive Engineering.

STEAM ENGINEERING.
Locomotive Engineers' Scholarship, for Lo-

comotive Engineers. Firemen, .\pprentices

and others who wish to study Locomotive
Steam Engineering. The subjects taught
are .Arithmetic, Mensuration and the Use of

Letters in Algebraic Formulas. Mechanics,
Mechanical Drawing. Locomotives. Dyna-
mos and Motors. Price $25. in advance,
or $30, in installments.

ELECTRICITY.
Electrical Power and Lighting Scholarship,

for Superintendents and Managers of Elec-

tric Plants and Electric Railways, Dynamo
Tenders, Linemen, Motormen, workers m
electrical industries and others who desire

to study the operation and installation of

Electric Light, Power and Railway Plants.

Includes instruction in Mechanical Draw-
ing, Dynamos and Motors, Electric Light-
ing, Electric Railways. Electricity Applied
in Mining Operations, Electric Light Wir-
ing and Bell Work, and a preparatory
course in Mathematics and Physics. Price

$25, in advance, or .f 30, in installments.

MECHANICAL DRAWING.
Mechanical Drawing Scholarship, for all

who wish to become Draughtsmen or learn

to make and read drawings. The subjects

taught are Arithmetic. Mensuration and
the L'se of Letters in Algebraic Formulas
and Mechanical Drawing. Drawing is

taught by a new and successful method.
Price I25, in advance, or S30, in install-

ments.

MECHANICS.
Complete Mechanical Scholarship, for Ma-

chinists, Pattern Makers, Boiler Makers
and Apprentices to those trades, who desire

to study the theory of Mechanics with a
view of becoming Mechanical Engineers

;

for Superintendents, Foremen and others

who wish to study the theory of Mechanical
Engineering or to review subjects which
they have previously studied, and for

young men who wish to educate them-
selves as Mechanical Engineers. Includes
instruction in Mechanical Drawing. Steam
and Steam Engines, Elementary Graphical
Statics, Strength of Materials, Applied Me-
chanics, Boilers. Machine Design, and a
preparatory course in Mathematics and
Physics. Price $35, in advance, or $40, in

installments.
IVe have courses in Steam En^ineer-

tne. Stationary, Locomotive or Marine ;

Mechanics, Mechanical Draiuint;, Elec-
tricity, Architecture. Architectural
Drawing and Designing, Civil Engi-
neering in all its Branches. Plumbing
and Heating, Coal and Metal Mining,
Prospecting, English Branches, Book-
keeping and Business Eorms.
Mention the subject in which you are in-

terested and we will send you a Free Cir-

cular of Information. It describes the
method of teaching, showing how admir-
ably it meets the requirements of those
who cannot attend technical colleges. It

contains details of the courses, prices and
terms, sample pages of the Instruction

Papers, which take the place of text books,
and a reduced specimen of a drawing
plate. Write to ,

THE

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS,
Box 801, Scranton, Pa.

public sentiment demanding the heating

of all cars.

British railway companies are more
susceptible to be moved by the voice of

the public than the railways of any other

country. On this account, and owing to

the fact that competition is very keen

for through traffic, the British railways

have put into service the most luxuriously

fitted-up trains to be found in Europe.

There are a few trains in use running

between London and Scotland that are

American trains in almost every particu-

lar, except that the compartment feature

is retained, but each compartment opens

into a corridor where trainmen and pas-

sengers are constantly passing. The cars

are built as strongly as the ordinary Amer-
ican palace car, have clear-story roofs, are

lighted by gas and heated by the Gold

system. They are carried on six-wheel

trucks, and have the striking innovation of

being coupled in the middle by Gould

couplers and platform. Railway men in

England are beginning to acknowledge

the decreased train resistance on curves

that results from the use of center buffers,

and there is good reason to believe that

these trains will prove object lessons

which will eventually do away with the

side buffers.

These American trains are exceptionally

luxurious, but there are no first-class lines

of any length but what have corridor

trains, with dining and sleeping car con-

veniences. Patronage of the sleeping car

is slowly increasing, but more slowly than

might be supposed, for the change in the

habits of travel involved does not appeal

readily to the favor of the average John
Bull—or Sandy Scot, either, for that mat-

ter. He has been accustomed to making
journeys in a compartment, where he is

kept busy most of the night twisting rugs

and plaids about his person to keep out

the cold. Between snatches of broken

sleep he jumps upon the floor to kick the

numbness out of his cramped limbs, and

every few minutes he sprawls about, mak-
ing vain efforts to find a comfortable posi-

tion. This he declares to be a healthy and

diverting way of spending the night; and

he does not care to go into a bed where

someone else may have slept the night be-

fore. Yet he goes quietly to a bed in a

hotel without raising any objection on the

score that some other fellow has slept in

it the previous night. But then sleeping

in hotel beds is an old practice, hallowed

by years of habit, and done, as a matter

of course, by the "best people in the land."

I cannot understand why people should

have any prejudice against patronizing

the sleeping cars in England, for they are

kept as cleanly as those in America and

the bedclothes are changed every night.

On some parts of the Continent the case

is different. They have a sort of half-

breed sleeping car, where a traveler is

supplied with a berth having a mattress,

and he is expected to provide his own bed-

clothes. Pillows are kept to be hired out.

For this indifferent lu.xury the price is

about the same as they charge in a first-

class sleeping car in America.'

A traveler sees curious things on the

Continental railways that incline him to

the belief that a good deal of civilizing

influences might be usefully expended

upon the people who go away from home
in trains, to the comfort and satisfaction

of their fellow-travelers. In the course

of my journeying I traveled a day and a

night on what is called the "Orient Ex-
press," which runs between Paris and

Constantinople via Vienna. I have the

authority of Mr. H. Duval, private secre-

tary to the Hon. Chauncey Depew, a

great traveler, for saying that the express

named is the finest train on the Continent

of Europe. When I entered the sleeping

compartment of one of these trains at

a German town late at night I was

not overwhelmed with the luxurious

character of the surroundings. It re-

sembles the state-room of a steamer, with

two berths on each side, the space between

the tiers being about three feet wide. As
it is the custom for travelers on Conti-

nental railways to drag most of their bag-

gage into the cars, this contracted space

was almost completely filled up with port-

manteaus, bags, rugs, hat-boxes, fishing

baskets, boots and overcoats. There was
no room for my own modest bag and coat,

so I threw them upon the upper berth,

which, by the infinite grace of some offi-

cial, was assigned to me, and then I crept

up and went through the ordeal of un-

dressing. The car did not run steadily,

and the truck under me had two or three

flat wheels (I scarcely ever rode in a car

in Europe that did not have some flat

wheels), so I did not sleep very soundly.

Early in the morning I sat up and looked

about. The scene opposite reminded me
of a notice put up, in the early railroading

days, in the trainmen's room at a railroad

terminus in Southwestern Kansas. It

read: "Please take off your boots before

going to bed." The people who manage
the "Orient Express" had neglected to put

up this notice, and the men in both the

berths opposite me had turned in with

their boots on.

This trip and other incidents of Con-

tinental travel convinced me that some of

the missionaries who go out to China and

other benighted countries might find a

fruitful field of labor in the railway trains

of Europe. Civilizing influences are

greatly needed in some of these trains,

especially by the people who sell refresh-

ments. They are the worst heathens I

have met, so far as appreciating any prin-

ciple of justice between seller and buyer

is concerned. They reason: "Here is a

hungry man, or he would not want to buy
food on a train. Let us fleece him," and

they always do.

This thing of Americanizing trains in

Europe is going to make travel much
more comfortable, but it will not prove

entirely satisfactory to railway stockr
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holders. The change will lead to an en-

ormous increase of dead weight for the

number of passengers carried. At a loose

estimate, it will increase the dead weight

per pasenger three times. At least this

has been the case with the fine corridor

trains put in service on the East Coast of

England. These trains weigh about

604.800 pounds behind the tender and have

accommodation for about 300 passengers.

At this rate, over 2,000 pounds of dead

weight is necessary per passenger. With

the light compartment cars the same num-

ber of passengers can be put into sitting

room with a gross weight of 200,000

pounds. In this case the dead weight

per passenger is 666 pounds.

When talking to railway ofhcers about

this steady revolution going on, they all

deplored the public demand that is forc-

ing them into the running of such heavy

cars. But the rivalry between the difTer-

ent routes stimulates the men in charge

of the rolling stock of the competing lines

to do their best to eclipse their rivals.

With the ordinary competing line, it is

not a question of how heavy the trains

are, but—Can you run them from terminus

to terminus in shorter time than that taken

by your rivals? This has led to renewed

efforts to increase the capacity and effi-

ciency of locomotives, and every locomo-

tive superintendent is striving to get out

locomotives that will do the heavy work

put upon them as well as those of an

«arlier period handled the lighter trains.

During my stay in the British Isles I

traveled a good deal on different railways

and noted the performance of the loco-

motives hauling the train. My impres-

sion was that the "Dunalastair" class of

the Caledonian (illustrated in "Locomo-

tive Engineering" of May, 1896) were

a little ahead of any locomotives in Eu-

rope, but all the leading lines in Britain

have engines that are very little behind

the Caledonian's pride and glory.

While writing on fine locomotives, I

might mention, in passing, that I was

surprised to find the celebrity attained by

Buchanan's "999" among mechanical men

in Europe. I saw our transparency of the

engine framed in a number of railway

offices, and I was repeatedly questioned

about the performance of that class of

engine. It seems to me that the aim of

European engineers of high-speed loco-

motives capable of handling heavy trains

is to attain something like an equality with

the heavy express engines of the New
York Central.

There is an attenuated class of puny-

minded railway men in Europe who are

never tired of abusing things American,

but they are impotent to arrest the prog-

ress towards our best ideals. One very

seldom hears commendation of American

railway practice, but the observer sees the

most flattering testimony to the utility of

our methods in the form of intelligent

imitation. A. S.

London, October 4, /S96.
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The Way They Take Care of Queen

Victoria When She Takes a

Railroad Ride.

The extreme caution used on European

roads when a royal train passes over one

of them is interesting.

We have before us a set of these instruc-

tions issued by the Caledonian road, and

have others of older date from the London

& Northwestern, the same care being

used in both. On the back of the instruc-

tion sheet is a special time-card for the

train.

In connection with the instructions on

the London & Northwestern, a chart of

the train is issued stating the numbers of

the cars and their kind and who occupies

each of them—one of these is reproduced.

All of this care and attention seems ex-

traordinary in this democratic country,

where everj'body from the highest to the

lowest, take their chances in regular

trains—except a few railroad officials,

actresses and Sunday-school picnics, who

sometimes travel special.

CALEDONIAN RAILWAY.
HER MAJESTY'S JOURNEY FROM .-VBER-

DEEN TO CARLISLE, EX ROUTE BALLA-

TER TO WINDSOR, ON FRID.\Y, THF.

I7TH OF NOVEMBER, 1S93.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR WORKING BETWEEN
ABERDEEN .\ND CARLISLE.

1. A pilot engine in charge of the fore-

man of the locomotive department, ac-

companied by the inspector of'permanent

way, will leave Aberdeen at 3:27 P. M.,

20 minutes before the royal train; arrive at

Perth at 6 P. M.; leave Perth at 6:55 P-

M., and arrive in Carlisle at 11:14 P. M.

The driver must run at the speed indicated

by the accompanying time table in order

that he may occupy the same time from

station to station as the royal train, and

uniformly maintain the interval of 20

minutes throughout the journey.

2. The royal train will leave Aberdeen

for Carlisle at 3:47 P. M., under the charge

of the company's locomotive superintend-

ent, accompanied by the general superin-

tendent of the line, and will depart from,

pass, and arrive at the various stations ac-

cording to the accompanying time table.

3. No train, engine or vehicle must

enter upon or cross the up main line, at

any point between Aberdeen and Car-

lisle, for at least 30 minutes before the

time named in the accompanying time

table for the passing erf the royal train,

except the pilot which precedes the royal

train at an interval of 20 minutes.

4. Should any up trains be out of time,

they must be shunted into sidings at such

stations as will insure their being at a

stand 30 minutes before the royal train is

due to pass them.

5. No trains or light engines, except

passenger trains, must be allowed to

N'lTE—These instructions must be kept strictly

private, and must only be communicated to those

perinns in the service of the company who. in the

discharee of their duty, require to know and act

upon them ; and those' persons must not Rivc any
information to anvone respecting the hours or

other arrangements set forth in these instructions.

NOW BEING USED

AND UNIVERSALLY

ADOPTED

Magnesia

Laggings

AS THE

BEST LOCOMOTIVE

LAGGING MADE.

SEND BLUE PRINTS FOR

ESTIMATES TO

KeASBEY 5!»

Mattison Go.

AMBLER, PA.
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An Open Letter to

Supts. of Motive Power

and

Master Mechanics.

Gentlemen—We have tried to interest

you in Dixon's Pure Flake Graphite.

Some of you have commended it highly,

and have authorized its use on your roads;

but there are others of you who do not

seem to take any interest in it whatever,

and do not care to test it. We would like

you who do not care to try it to tell us why.

Surely your traveling engineers and your

locomotive engineers have an interest in

the welfare of their roads and their en-

gines, and their words should carry weight.

The traveling engineer of a large and

well-known railway company writes us:

"The graphite sent me has been used in

the air-brake department with splendid

results. Valves work easier and seemingly

run longer than when oil is used, as you
will note by statement of foreman of air-

brake department."

The foreman's report was: "I have used

the sample package of Dixon's finely pul-

verized Pure Flake Graphite [Dixon's

Pure Flake Graphite No. 2] on the rotary

valves and seats of a number of brake
valves, with good results. The valves

work easier and run longer with the

graphite, and, I think, wear" less than with

the valve oil which we use principally."

Engineers on this same road have tested

Dixon's Graphite thoroughly, and have
written us that it effects a saving in engine

and valve oils, prevents hot pins, gives

free and easy action to valve motion, and
effects a saving in fuel, oil and repairs.

Yet the purchasing agent of that road
writes us: "Samples of Dixon's Pure
Flake Graphite which you sent us were
given to our master mechanics, but they

do not seem to take any interest in them
whatever, and do not seem to care to."

We know, from letters received from
general managers and superintendents of

railroads, that in these hard times and
days of sharp competition, economy and
reduction of expenses must be looked after

if dividends are to be paid. Therefore, we
are curious to know why any superinten-

dent of motive power or master mechanic
will fail to take an active interest in some-
thing that has been demonstrated to be
an important factor in economy and in re-

ducing expenses.

We are going to do our best, gentlemen,
to find you out and to interest you without
annoying you, and we believe it will pay
you to meet us half way. We invite cor-
respondence.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.,

Jersey City, N. J.

travel between any two stations on the
down line from the time the pilot is due
to pass until the royal train has passed
between those stations on the up line;

and as regards passenger trains on the

down line, they must be slowed to a speed
not exceeding ten miles an hour while the

royal train is passing them on the up line.

6. Working of Junctions.—No train, en-

gine or vehicle, having to proceed upon
the up main line, must be allowed to enter

upon the block section next to the junc-
tion for at least 30 minutes before the

royal train is due to pass- the junction,

nor until it has passed the signal box in

advance of the junction, in terms of No.
14 of these instructions; and no train, en-

gine or vehicle, having to cross the up
main line, must be allowed to enter upon
the block settion next to the junction for

at least 30 minutes before the royal train is

due, nor until it has passed the junction.

7. Drivers of such trains as are stand-
ing in sidings or on adjoining lines wait-
ing for the passing of the royal train

must prevent their engines from emitting
smoke, or making a .noise by blowing off

steam, when the royal train is passing.
8. The brakesmen of all trains brought

to a stand upon the lines adjoining that

upon which the royal train is traveling,

will be held responsible for carefully ex-
amining the loading of their trains, di-

rectly they come to a stand, to see that
nothing is projecting.

9. Station masters, signalmen, and others
in charge of level crossings must lock
their gates, and not allow any vehicle of
any kind to cross the line for at least 30
minutes before the royal train is due, nor
until it has passed.

10. A platelayer must be stationed at

each occupation crossing between Aber-
deen and Carlisle to prevent anything
coming on to the line for at least 30 min-
utes before the royal train is due, and until

it has passed.

11. Each foreman platelayer, after hav-
ing examined his length of line, must sta-

tion himself at the north end of it, and
appoint one of his assistants to the south
end; and, immediately after the pilot en-
gine has passed, these men must walk over
the intervening space till they meet each
other, and thus see that all is right. Each
foreman platelayer, and each assistant
along the line from Aberdeen to Carlisle,

must be provided with lighted hand lamps
and fog signals; and those between Aber-
deen and Bridge of Dun must be provided
with signal flags as well as with lighted
hand lamps and fog signals.

12. As the pilot passes each block tele-

graph cabin, its progress must be imme-
diately telegraphed by needle instrument
to the next block telegraph cabin in the
rear; and unless it has been so telegraphed
the royal train must be stopped.

13- The passing of the royal train must
also be immediately telegraphed by needle
instrument to the next block telegraph
cabin in the rear.

14. No junction signalman must accept
the "Be Ready" signal for any train or
engine requiring to cross the up main line

for at least 30 minutes before the royal
train is due, nor until it has passed the
junction; and no signalman must accept
the "Be Ready" signal for any train or
engine following the royal train, until he
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has received information by needle in-

strument that the royal train has passed
the signal box in advance.

15. The pilot and the royal train must be
worked on the block telegraph system,
and in addition thereto the special regula-
tions in Nos. 12, 13 and 14 of these instruc-

tions must be strictly observed.

16. Station masters and signalmen must
be most particular that the telegraph is

duly attended to during the progress of the
royal train, and must take care that the
train telegraph wires are not used for any
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other messages than those connected with

the working of that train and its pilot.

17. Foreman platelayers must block all

the facing points on their respective

lengths of line by wooden keys or wedges

before the passing of the pilot, and must

keep them so blocked until the royal train

has passed.

18. Station masters at all stations must

be on duty and see that the instructions

herein laid down are strictly obeyed by

the staff at their respective stations.

19. The guard in the front van must keep

his face towards the rear of the train, and

be constantly on the look-out to observe

any signal that may be given from any of

the guards or other attendants accom-

panying the royal train, and must com-

municate to the driver any signal he may

receive.

20. The signal for starting the train must

be given by the guard in the front van

exhibiting a green flag by day and green

light by hand lamp at night, but he must

not give the authority for starting until

after he has been verbally informed by the

London & Northwestern Company's Su-

perintendent that the examination of the

train is completed, nor until he has ex-

changed signals with the guard in the rear

van, and has received intimation from the

person in charge of the station that all is

right for the royal train to proceed, care

being taken that all the members of the

suite are seated before the signal is given.

21. Brakes—The royal train being fitted

throughout with the Westinghouse brake,

will be worked in accordance with the in-

structions relating to the working of that

brake, as contained in the Appendix to

the Working Time Tables.

The stations are to be kept quite clear

and private while the royal train is stop-

ping at or passing them; and none of the

public are, under any circumstances, to be

admitted to any of the stations, Ferryhill

Junction excepted. The servants of the

company are to perform the necessary

work on the platform without noise; and

no cheering or other demonstration must

be al'owed—the object being that Her

Majesty shall be perfectly undisturbed dur-

ing the journey.

James Thompson,
General Manager.

Glasgow, November 14, /Sgj.
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Qovernment Railroad-Track Ex-

periments.

The Chief of Ordnance of the Army
has transmitted to the Department of War
the following report of the Commanding
Officer at the Watcrtown Arsenal, Mass.,

regarding railroad-track experiments:

These experiments were made on the

track of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
Railroad at Hawthorne, 111., with the co-

operation and assistance of Mr. F. A. De-
lano, superintendent of freight terminals

of that road.

The experiments consisted of measuring

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING.

the depression of the rails under the

weights of different classes of locomotives,

and the fiber stresses developed in the

base of the rail.

Two weights of rails were experimented

upon; a 66-pound section and a 7S-pound

section.

The rails rested upon oak ties supported

by gravel ballast, in some of the experi-

ments; in others, upon cinder ballast.

The track selected was in good condi-

tion, and the spikes re-driven before the

work began.

For the purpose of observing the de-

pression of the rails, bench marks were

established on a row of stakes driven

alongside the rail, 31 inches distant from it.

A beam carrying a micrometer and an

astronomical level bubble was used in ob-

serving the depression of the rail, first

measuring the height, using a point on

the outer flange when the rail was un-

loaded, and repeating the observation

when the locomotive was in different posi-

tions with reference to this point, making

the observations when the observed point

was directly under each wheel, and when

between them midway.

This constituted one class of experi-

ments.

In another class a preliminary leveling

was made of the entire rail and parts of the

adjacent ones; then the locomotive was

run onto the rail, and while in one position

the leveling was repeated, thus showing

the depression of the entire rail, and not

the movement of one point, as in the first-

described experiments

The comparative rigidity of the track

under different weights of locomotives

and different wheel bases and pressure on

the wheels, is shown in the results, the be-

havior of the two weights of rails and the

relative supporting power of gravel and

cinder ballast being shown.

In one case a tie was removed, and the

behavior of the rail observed under these

conditions.

It was found that the roadbed in the

vicinity of the locomotive was sensibly

depressed, and the bench marks were

within the influence of that depression.

It was possible to detect a depression of

the roadbed as far as 91 inches from the

locomotive, at the side of the track.

A correction for the depression of the

bench marks was obtained by means of a

cantilever supported 10 feet from the track,

and the total depression of points on the

rails was also determined with reference

to the cantilevers, in some of the experi-

ments, instead of using stakes.

The fiber stresses were determined in

the base of the rail by measuring the

elongation or compression of the metal

on a gaged length of 5 inches established

on the top surface of the outer flange, ob-

serving the strains when the wheels were

directly over or when spanning the gaged
length.

The computed stresses per square inch.

based upon the observed strains, assumed
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a modulus of elasticity of 30,000,000 pounds
per square inch, and the fibers in the base

were strained proportionally to their dis-

tance from the neutral axis of the rail.

Advance wave determinations were

made on the 66-pound rail on cinder bal-

last, with Engine No. 526. Class H, at

Station No. 10.

With the locomotive slowly approach-

ing, an upward movement of the rail began
when the leading truck wheel reached Sta-

tion No. lyi. The wave increased while

the locomotive continued to advance, and
reached a maximum of .0037 inch when
the truck wheel was over Station No. sH-
Then followed a sudden depression, and
the height of the rail was reduced to the

normal level when the truck wheel was
over Station No. 6.

The trial was repeated, with the result

of showing the first effect to be when the

truck wheel was over Station No. jyi, as

before, maximum height .0034 inch when
the truck wheel was over Station No. 6,

and reduced to the normal height at Sta-

tion No. 61/2.

The distance from Station No. 10, the

place of observation, to the locomotive,

when the upward movement of the rail

began, was 15 feet in each trial.

When the crest of the wave was reached,

the locomotive was 9 feet and 8 feet on the

first and second trials, respectively, away
from the station; and when the rail was
reduced to its normal height, the locomo-

tive was 8 feet and 7 feet, respectively, dis-

tant from the station of observation.

The position of the locomotive, when
the upward motion of the wave first

reached the station, could be identified

with considerable precision; but, owing
to an appreciable interval of time being

necessary for the level bubble of the

measuring instrument to stop and reverse

the direction of its movement, the posi-

tion of the crest of the wave, as well as the

time when the height of the rail was re-

turned to its normal level, could not be

so well defined.

The wave length was probably some-
what less than the observations showed.

The abruptness with which the direc-

tion of the wave motion was changed and

the rail returned to its normal level—after

which, of course, it was depressed below

the normal—was a very striking feature

in the observations.

With conditions so variable, it is diffi-

cult to arrive at refined conclusions from
the data furnished by so few tests; but the

indications make it appear disadvantage-

ous to allow an abrupt termination of the

load on the rail.

It is expected that additional tests will

he made for the purpose of showing the

relative severity of a short wheel base

where drivers are used alone, and with

leading trucks and tenders to the rear of

the engine.

The dispositions of the weights on the

wheel base may be found, in confirmation

of the present indications, to exert a very

sensible influence on the maximum fiber

stresses, as well as the gross load on the

rail, and exert a modifying influence on
the locomotive designs.

For the purpose of obtaining observa-

tions to determine the correction neces-

sary to compensate for the depression of

the bench marks themselves which were

used while measuring the depression of

the rails, a cantilever was arranged along-

side of the track, supported at its nearest

point 10 feet from the rail, and compari-

sons made between the height of the

cantilever and stakes at the side of and

31 inches from the track, the stakes rep-

resenting the bench marks used in the

earlier experiments.

On cinder ballast, that part of the road-

bed in which the stakes were driven was

depressed a maximum of .049 inch, and on

gravel ballast the maximum was .036 inch.

Wooden stakes and iron bolts were

driven different depths into the roadbed

with similar results; in fact, the few ob-

servations which were made showed the

longer stakes to have been quite as much
depressed as the shorter ones which did

not penetrate the cinder ballast

Following out the depression of the

roadbed in a lateral direction, on cinder

ballast, when the middle driver of the

engine was abreast the place of observa-

tion, there was a measurable depression

at a distance of 91 inches from the rail.

The recovery in the depression of the

roadbed was not complete immediately

upon the removal of the engine from that

vicinity.

The principal part of the recovery at

once took place; the remaining portion

of the depression, however, was very

sluggish in returning. The length of

time required to effect complete resili-

ence was not determined. One observa-

tion, however, made nine minutes after

the load was removed from the vicinity,

showed the resilience then incomplete.

Hand-JVIade Files Losing Popularity.

It is curious to observe how much in-

fluence tradition exerts in cases where

past practices ought to be buried by the

living present. This is strongly apparent

in the preference of many people for hand-

made articles in preference to those made

by machinery. The assertionthat an arti-

cle is hand-made is frequently sufficient to

secure a higher price for a thing than can

be supplanted by machine made goods of

superior construction and finish.

One of the most persistent articles to

retain prejudice in favor of the hand-

made product has been files. There is

still a considerable demand in this country

for hand-made files, although nearly all

intelligent mechanics admit that the ma-

chine-made article is generally the better

file. The prejudice against the machine-

made file is, however, rapidly wearing

away, and the indications are that it will

soon entirely cease.
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Americans were the first to employ ma-

chinery in cutting files, and naturally the

art has made greater progress here than

elsewhere. Until within quite recently,

there were very few machines employed

in Europe for cutting files, the English

mechanics having displayed intense ani-

mosity against the improved method of

production. The Germans appear to have

been the first manufacturers in Europe to

perceive the advantages of making files by

machinery, and they gradually flooded the

English market with machine-made files,

until English makers were compelled in

self-defence to resort to the use of ma-

chines. In connection with this forced

change in the production of files, which

next to the hammer is the mechanic's

most important tool, a paragraph cut from

a recent issue of the London "Engineer"

has a peculiar interest. Our contemporary

says:

"Superstitions, we are told, die hard.

A lamentably lingering death has been the

fate of the manufacturing fallacy that files

can be better made by hand than by ma-

chinery. But it is dead at last—dead as

a door-nail. The last screw in the coffin

of this industrial superstition has been

turned by the Government, for specifica-

tions from an important Government de-

partment are now in the hands of certain

firms of file manufacturers in SheflReld, in

which occurs the stipulation that they are

to be machine-cut. This is understood to

be the first time that any tender emanating

from the Government has contained such

a proviso, and it has excited a good dc.il

of interest and comment in the trade.

Moreover, since the men employed by the

hand-cutting firms obtained a lo per cent,

advance on their wages, these firms say

they have been at a disadvantage in com-
peting with those who use the machine,

and whose men got no advance. Some
have since adopted machinery, and others

are saying that they must come to it, or

they will be shut out from securing Gov-

ernment and other contracts. So thor-

oughly does machinery seem to have

taken possession of the file-makers that

the orders which they have given out to

engineers for the requisite machinery are

actually exceeding the capacity of the

workshops to supply. Taking advantage

of the inability of English engineers to

fill all the demand, the Germans are now
introducing file-cutting machines into

Sheffield, and are trying to obtain

orders."

Mr. B. Thomas, Chairman of the Gen-

eral Managers' Association, has made an

emphatic statement denying that railroad

companies are in the habit of blacklisting

employes discharged from their service.

He also denies the truth of the reports

that railroad companies are in the habit

of sending to other companies lists of

the men discharged from their ser-

vice.
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WHAT YOU WANT TO KNOW.
Questions and Answers.

Correspondents wishing to ha'c'e ques-

tions answered in these eolumns should
send ill their names and addresses, not

for publieation, hut for evidence ofgood
faith. We throw all anonymous letters

into the waste basX-et.

(84) H. F. L.. Eagle Grove, la., asks:

I. How near boiler pressure is the pres-

sure in the water glass when the water-

glass cock is one turn open? A.—The
pressure will be something less than

boiler pressure, on account of wire-draw-

ing: but just what the reduction is cannot

be determined accurately without a gage
to measure it. 2. In keying up main rods

with the keys between the pins, does it

lengthen the distance between the pin

centers? A.—Yes, after wear takes place

on the brasses; but the lengthening be-

tween these points is prevented on old

brasses by shimming between the brass

and crown of strap.

(85) H. S. T., New Haven, Conn.,

writes:

We have an engine without a driver

brake, and have quite a controversy as to

the quickest way to stop with the reverse

lever. One man claims to reverse and
allow the wheels to revolve in the same
direction the engine is moving. Another
man claims to reverse and slide the wheels.

Still another man says to reverse and
make the drivers turn in the opposite di-

rection to which the engine is moving.
Please say which way will stop the engine
in the shortest possible time. A.—We
are not in the enjoyment of facilities, in

this office, for demonstrating the best

methods for stopping an engine under
the conditions noted. Our inquirer has
every opportunity, and a few trials with
the engine ought to decide the question

much more satisfactorily than any opinion
we could frame.

(86) F. S. B., Easton, Pa., writes:

Will you please inform me whether
superheated steam has been used in loco-

motives, and if so. where I can get any in-

formation on the subject? A.—We do not

know of any instance in which steam has

been successfully superheated on a loco-

motive. Steam cannot be superheated
while in contact with water, and a separate

vessel is therefore necessary to bring it to

the gaseous state. For this reason, and
the fact that superheating to a temperature
that would do away with cylinder con-
densation would be detrimental to a

proper lubrication of the cylinders, we
find good cause for its non-use. There is

little literature on the subject; but you
may get some information from "Steam."
published by the Babcock & Wilcox Com-
pany, New York.

(87) L. A. C, Denver, Col., writes:

Please say, in "Locomotive Engineer-
ing," what governs the size of the hole
that is drilled in the top of an ordinary
balanced valve that is packed by four bal-

ance strips. I notice that the size of this

hole varies from .^-16 to V/z inches. A.

—

Since the hole through the top of the valve
into the exhaust passage is to provide for

the escape of any steam that may leak by
the balance strips on top of the valve,

and thus prevent the leakage from destroy-
ing the balance, the diameter of the hole
need be only large enough to allow the
leakage to escape. This, of course, will

depend on how much wear is allowed on
the strips before they are trued up. It

has been often recommended that the hole
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harm to the parts named than slow, hard
service.

(91) C. M. H., Chelsea, Mass.. writes:
I. Will you kindly give your formula for

finding the tractive power of a compound
locomotive, and illustrate it by showing
the tractive power of the Richmond com-
pound mentioned in your July issue? A.

—

The question of tractive power for simple
and compound engines will be found
treated on fully in this issue. 2. Can you
give me a formula for finding the mean
effective pressure on locomotive pistons?
A.—The theoretical M. E. P. can be ob-
tained by the following formula:

/ = /> X ^-^''yP^iog.R _ ,,^^^p,^^^„^^

in which p = mean effective pressure in
pounds per square inch; P — absolute
initial pressure on the piston: R = ratio
of expansion, or the ratio of volume at end
of stroke, to volume at point of cut-off.
AH pressures are assumed to be absolute.
The boiler pressure and point of cut-off
are seen to be controlling elements in ob-
taining the mean effective pressure, and
taking, for an example, a boiler carrying
ISO pounds of steam by the gage, the ab-
solute initial pressure would be 150 -f 147= 1647 pounds. Assuming the cut-off to
be at half-stroke, and the stroke to equal

24 inches, we have : =2 equals the

ratio of expansion. In a table of hyper-
bolic logarithms, the logarithm of 2 is

found to be 0.693. The back pressure is

an indeterminate quantity; but if we as-
sume that it is not more than three pounds,
we will have 3 -f- 14.7 = 17.7 pounds ab-
solute back pressure. Now, substituting
these values in the formula, we have

M. E. P. ,64.7 X ^+^3 _ ,^_^

164.7 X .8465 — 17.7 = 121.7 pounds per
square inch. This result is founded on
the theory that pressures are inversely as
the volumes, and that there is no clear-
ance; that is, port space to be filled with
steam between the face of piston and the
valve face. When this clearance is known,
the formula must be modified to read,

r> 24 + (T . , . 24.A = --— ,— , instead of -^, as in the first
\2 -Y C 12

case. The effect of this clearance will be
to reduce the ratio of expansion, and make
It something less than two. Indicator
diagrams are the only accurate means of
arriving at the mean effective pressure in
a cylinder, but the above formula will give
results close enough for ordinary pur-
poses.

Several months ago we mentioned that

they were building an electric locomo-
tive in the shops of the Manhattan Ele-

vated Railroad in New York City. The
motor is now at work on a branch on
Thirty-fourth street. It is a small affair,

capable of pulling two cars with difficulty.

It is operated by a combination of direct

electric current and storage batteries.

When the train is standing at a station or

going down grade, the line of current

charges the batteries, and the energy thus

stored is used for starting and for going
up grade. There is an impression among
the Elevated Railroad men that the motor
has been put in service more for the pur-

pose of advertising the patents connected

with the motor than for doing regular

tractive service.
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It is a Go
Since October ist, when the open season

began, the influx of sportsmen to the

"Wilds of Maine" has been generally in-

creasing.

These annual shooting expeditions are

to the hunter a source of great pleasure,

and for a long time previous to his depart-

ure for the "Happy Hunting Ground" his

time is occupied in elaborate preparation

for the trip, which to him has no equal.

A day's time will carry one into the

wildest of forests where moose, deer and

other game reign supreme, and with the

assistance of a guide and a good gun, it

will be no one's fault but your own if you

don't have a good time.

In the remcvtest sections of the hunting

region are well-equipped camps belong-

ing either to hunting clubs or private indi-

viduals, which can be hired for short

periods, and where the "Brown October

Days" can be passed in bliss and happi-

ness.

The through service of the Boston &
Maine Railroad and its connecting lines

to all hunting points is fully equipped,

and every facility which will benefit the

huntsman or the traveler will be inaugu-

rated.

Information regarding trains, etc., may
be obtained at the station ticket offices or

at the Boston City Ticket Ofl'ice, 322

Washington street.
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(Continued en page qsb.)
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Car Roonng.

Standard Paim Co.. New York.
Warren Chemical & Mfg. Co., New York.

Car5eats.
Hale & Kilburn Mfg. Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

Car Ventilator!.
Harrington & King Perforating Co.. ChicaRo.

III.

M. C. Hammett, Troy, N. Y.

Car Wtaecls.
Krupp {T. Pro&ser & Son, New York).
Lima Locomotive & Machine Co., Lima, O.
Ramapo Wheel * Foundry Co.. Ramapo, N.Y
Standard Steel Works, Philadelphia, Pa.
Washburn Car Wheel Co.. Hartford, Conn.

Cattle Guards.
o ,v (' Co.. Chicago. 111.

Chime Whittles.
Crosby Steam Gage* Valve Co..Boston, Mass.
Star Brass Mfg. Co., Boston. Mass.

Clock*.
John j. Mciiranc, New York.

Coal Handling Machinery.
Link Belt Engineering Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Coal Chutes.
Williams. White * Co., Moline. 111.

Correspondence Schools.
Internat'l Corres. .Schools, Scranton, Pa.
The Scientific Machinist Co.. Cleveland, O.

Corundum Wheels.
Sterling Emery Wheel Mfg. Co.. Tiffin. O.

Cranes.
Manning, Maxwell & Moore. New York.
Maris Bros.. Philadelphia. Pa.
William Sellers* Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
R. D. Wood & Co . Philadelphia. Pa.

Crank Pin Qages.
M C Hammett, Troy, N. Y.

Crank Pins.
Cambria Iron Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
B. M. Jones & Co., Boston. Mass.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son, New York).

Damper Regulators.
Mason Regulator Co., Boston, Mass.

Drills.
Cleveland Twist Drill Co.. Cleveland. O.

Drilling Machines.
*;i>uld A: EbL-rhardt. Newark. N. J.

Electric Lighting and Power Apparatus.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.,Pittsburgh,Pa

Emery Wheels.
Sterling Emery Wheel Mfg. Co., Tiffin. O.

Engines.
St. Louis Steam Engine Co., St. Louis. Mo.

Engravings.
Br.idlcy & Poates, New York.

Exhaust Pipe.
The General Agency Co., New York.

BxiMndIng Mandrel.
Geo. L. Weiss. Cleveland, O.

Pile* and Rasps.
.Arcade File Works. Anderson, Ind.
Nicholson File Co., Providence, R. I.

Filters.
.\. Major. New York.

Flexible Shaft.
St.w Flexible Shaft Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

Flexible Steam Joint.
Moral! l-'lexible Steam JointCo.,Louisville,K v.

Rnes and Tubes.
Allison Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.
Tyler Tube & Pipe Co.. Washington, Pa.

Forge*.
HifTalo Forge Co.. Buffalo. N. Y.

Forging Machinery.
Williams White & Co., Moline, 111.

Frogs and Crossings.
Kamapo Iron Works, Hillbum. N. Y.

Qraphlte.
Jos. Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J.

Hangers.
1- Pryibil. New York City.

Heating System for Shops.
Buffalo Forge Co.
Gold Car Heating Co.. New York.

Hoisting Engine*.
Karle C. Bacon. New York.

Hollow SUybolts.
Falls Hollow Staybolt Co., Cuyahoga Falls. 1

1

Hydraulic Tools.
Richard Dudgeon, New York.
Watson <S Stillman. New York.
R D. Wood & Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

Indicator*.
.\shcroft Mfg. Co.. New Y'ork.
Crosby Steam Gage and Valve Co., Boston

Injector*.'
Hancock Inspirator Co.. Boston. Mass.
Hayden & Derby Mfg. Co.. New York.
Nathan Mfg. Co.. New York.
Rue Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.
William Sellers & Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.

Jacks.
E. C. Boyer. Dayton. O.
Richard Dudgeon. New York.

iOmtinutd on page q^.)

BOLT, NUT
AND SPECIAL MACHINERY.

Complete Outfits of this Class of Tools for

R. R., Car and Locomotive Shops a Specialty.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue ' B.'

4

The National Machinery Co.,

TIFFIN, O., U. S. A.

THE!
BETHLEHEM IRON CO.

SOUTH BETHLEHEM. PA.

STEEL RAILS,
BILLETS AND MUCK BAR.

STEEL FORGINGS,
Hollow Shafting. Cranks, Rolls, Guns and Armor.

Rough, Machined or Finished, Fluid Compressed. Hydraulic Forged.

NEW YORK OFFICE : 100 Broadway. PHILADELPHIA OFFICE: 421 Chestnut Street.

CHICAGO OFFICE: Marquette BIdg.

NEWTON
Duplex Milling

Machines,

Built In Eight Sizes.

PATENTED JUNE 2. 1885.

NEWTON MACHINE TOOL WORKS,
PHILADELPHIA.

C. E.
MANUFACTURER OF

MALLEABLE IRON.
QUALITY GUARANTEED.

DFKICK AND WOKKS : LAMASTKK. ffEW YOltK.

CRANES, TROLLEYS, PORTABLE HOISTS, OVERHEAD TRACK.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

MARIS BROS.,
2343 & 2346

CALLOWHILL ST.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Che cost is small but the satisfJctKn Is great.

No Building, Roundhouse PANCOAST
or Passenger Coach is com- t,rkixil IT/AD
plete without a VLlMMLAlUK ,

|l PANCOAST VENTILATOR CO. in. > ii;

Sekd Fon C«T. H. 316 Philadelphia Bouru, PHIL 4., Pa. '/
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T-"New Cincinnati

^^y# Milling Machine 7^ 7~^ is unequaled in
C°"^pl«t«n«ss-

Write for complete information.

The Cincinnati Milling Machine Co.,

CINCINNATI, O.

SPECIALTY, MILLING MACHINES.

rRANE COMPANY,

Manufacturers of Air Brakes,
Air Brake Repairs^

Also, Air Brake Pipe,

Air Brake Fittings,

CHICAGO.

RICHARD DUDGEON
24 Sc 26 COLUMBIA ST.

J«»EW YORK.

MAKER AXD PATENTEE OF

IMPROVED

HYDRAULIC JACKS
PuncheS) Roller Tube Expanders, and

Direct Aetins Steam IIaninier»*.

r?^ 'a-k- for Pressing on Crant-Plns or Car-Wheels
rr . . r ier. Communications by letter will receive

Bradley
Forges
FOR HARD COAL AND COKE.

THESE FORGES will heat irons

fast enough to keep a hammer-m a n

busy, and have features that make them
the best on earttu

Patent Arch Top
That Cannot Sag.

Rocking Grate
Insures a Qean Fire.

Dumping Ash Pan,
Air Box Always Free.

7 SIZES. SEND fOR PRISTED MATTER.

rmBRADLEY CO.
SYRACUSE, N. Y.

WILLIAMS, WHITE & CO.,

^^^ MOLINE, ILL., U. & A- ^^^
Makers of JUSTICE HAMMERS,

ALTOMATIC COAL CHLTES FOR COALING LOCOMOTIVES,

BULLDOZERS, DROP HAMMERS,

STEAM HAMMERS, PUNCHES AND SHEARS,

EYE-BOLT MACHINES,^ TAPER ROLLING MACHINES.

BUYERS' FINDING USJ-Conlinued.
Jacks—Continued.

A L. Henderer. Wilmington, Del.
A. O. Norton. Boston. Mass.
Watson & Stillman. N"ew York.

Laggins^ for Locomotives.
H. W. Johns Mfg. Co., New York.
Keasbey & Mattison Co., Ambler, Pa.

Locomotives.
Baldwin Locomotive Works, Philadelphia, Pa.
Brooks Locomotive Works. Dunkirk, N. Y.
Cooke Loco. & Machine Co.. Paterson. N. J.
Dickson Mfg. Co., Scranton. Pa.
Lima Locomotive & Machine Co.. Lima, O.
Pittsburg Locomotive Works. Pittsburg, Pa.
H. K. Porter & Co.. Pittsburg, Pa.
R. I. Locomotive Works. Providence. R. L
Richmond Loco. & Mch. Wks.. Richmond, Va.
Rogers Locomotive Works, Paterson, N. j.

Schenectady Loco. Wks., Schenectady, N.Y.

Lubricators.
Detroit Lubricator Co., Detroit, Mich.
M. C. Hammett, Troy, N. Y.
Nathan Mfg. Co., New York.

Lubricating Oils.
Galena Oil Works. Ltd.. Franklin, Pa.
Leonard & Ellis. New York.
Signal Oil Works. Franklin, Pa.

Machine Tools.
Bement. Miles & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
W. D. Forbes & Co., Hoboken. N. J.
Gould & Eberhardt. Newark, N. J.

Hilles & Jones Co., Wilmington, DeL
Jones & Lamson Machine Co.. Springfield, Vt.
Manning. Maxwell & Moore, New York.
National Machinerj- Co.. Tiffin, O.
Newton Machine Tool Wks., Philadelphia, Pa.
Geo. Place, New York.
Pratt & Whitney Co., Hartford. Conn.
Prentiss Tool and Supplv Co., New York.
William Sellers & Co., Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.

Mechanics' Tools.
Armstrong Bros. Tool Co., Chicago, 111.

Metal Polteh.
G. W. Hoffman, Indianapolis, Ind.

Metal Sawing riachinea.
Newton Machine Tool Works, Phila., Pa.
Pratt & Whitney Co., Hartford, Coim.
Q. & C. Co., Chicago, lU.

Milling Machines.
Cincinnati Milling Machine Co.. Cincinnati. O.
Newton Machine Tool Works. Phila., Pa.

Pratt & Whitney Co., Hartford, Conn.

Mining riachlnery.
Earle C. Bacon. New York.

Molding Machines.
Tabor Mfg. Co., New York City.

Over Clothes.
H. S. Peters, Dover, N. J.

Packing.
Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.
Gould Packing Co.. East Cambridge, Mass.
H. W. Johns Mfg. Co., New York.
Tenkins Bros., New York.
N Y Belting & Packing Co., New Y'^ork.

U. S. Metallic Packing Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Paints.
Standard Paint Co.. New York.
Detroit Graphite Mfg. Co.. Detroit, Mich.
H. W. Johns Mfg. Co., New York.

Patents.
John Wedderbum & Co., Washmgton, D. C.

George P. Whittlesey, Washington, D. C.

Perforated Metal.
A. J. Becklev & Co.. Meriden, Conn.
Harrington '& King Perforating Co., Chicago,

111.

The Hendrick Mfg. Co.. Ltd., Carbondale, Pa.

Photographs.
F. Moore. London. Eng.

Pipe Threading and Cutting /lachinery.
Armstrong Mfg. Co., Bridgeport. Conn.
D. Saunders' Sons, Yonkers, N. Y.

FHston Rods.
Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

B. M Jones & Co.. Boston, Mass.
Thomas Prosser & Son, New York.

Pneumatic Tools,
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.. Chicago. 111.

C. H. Haeseler & Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Pedrick A .A.ver Co . Philadelphia.
U. S. Metallic Packing Co., Philadelphia.

Pressure Regulators. ^ „ , „ ,
Foster Engineermg Co., Newark, N. J.
Newark Regulator Co., Newark, O.

Pump Valves.
Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.
N. Y. Belting & Packing Co., New York.

Punching and Shearing Machinery.
Hilles & Jones Co.. Wilmington. Del.

Long & AUstatter Co.. Hamilton. O.
Williams, White & Co., Moline, 111.

R. D. Wood & Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

Railway Fences.
Page Woven Wire Fence Co., Adrian, Mich.

Regulators.
M,»i ri Regulator Co.. Boston, Mass.

Retaining Rings. _
Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co.. Ramapo. N.Y.

^^^ _^;^f^{Continued on page qjS.)
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BUYERS' FINDING USl—Con/tnufii.

tnbber.
Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.
N. Y. Belting * Packing Co., New York.

Safety Valves.
Asliton Valve Co.. Boston, Mass.
Coale Mulilcrand Safely Valve Co., Baltimore,

Md.
Consolidated Valve Co., Bridgeport, Conn.
Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Cu..Buhton,Ma8?
Star Brass .\Iig. Co., Boston, Mass.

Sanding Apparatu(.
Henry L. Leach. North Cambridge, Mass
Sherburne & Co., Boston, Mass.

Sbatting
William Sellers* Co., Philadelphia. Pa

Spark Arrester Plate.
A. J. Becklcy & Co., Meriden, Conn.
Harrington & King Perforating Co.. Chicaj;*

Hendrick Mfg. Co., Carbondale. Pa.
Springs.

A. French Spring Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Spring Steel
Thomas Prosser & Son, New York.

SUy-BelU.
Falls Hollow Stay-Bolt Co., Cuyahoga Falls.O
B. M. Jones & Co., Boston. Mass.

Steam Qages.
Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co. Boston
Star trass Mfg. Co^ Boston, Mas.s.
I'tica Steam Gage Co.. Utica, N. Y.

Steam Hammers.
Bcment. Miles <S Co., Philadelphia. Fa

Steam Hose.
Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.
N. Y. Belting & Packing Co., New York.

Steam Pumps.
A. S. Cameron Steam Pump Works. New York
Mason Regulator Co., Boston. Mass.

Steel.
Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa
Carbon Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
B. M. Jones & Co., Boston. Mass.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son. New York).
Latrobe Steel Co.. Latrnbe. Pa.
Shoenberger Steel Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Steel Tired Wheels.
Krupp iT. Prosser & Son. New York).
Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co., Ramapo, N.^
Standard .Steel Works. Philadelphia. Pa.
Washburn Car Wheel Co., Hartford, Conn

Steel Tires.
Latrobe Steel Works. Latrobe, Pa,
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son. New York).
Standard Steel Works, Philadelphia. Pa

Steel Truck Frames.
Fox Solid Pressed Steel Co., Chicago, 111.

Stocks and Dies.
Armstrong Mfg. Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

Switches.
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn. N. Y.

Tie Plates.
Q. & C. Co., Chicago, 111.

Tires.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son. New York).
Latrobe Steel Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Tool Holders.
Armstrong Bros. Tool Co.. Chicago, 111

(;ould & Eberhardt, Newark, N. J.
Tool Steel.

B. M. Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.
Tube Expanders.

A. L. Henderer, Wilmington, Del.
R. Dudgeon, New York.

Tumbuckles.
Cleveland City Forge & Iron Co., Cleveland i >

Turret flachines.
Jones & Lamson, Springfield, Vt.

Twist Drills.
Cleveland Twist Drill Co., Cleveland. ()

Valves
Ashton Valve Co.. Boston, Mass.
Coale Muffler and Safety Valve Co.,Baltimorf.

Md.
Jenkins Bros.. New York.
Star Brass Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass.

Valves, Reducing.
Foster Kn>;ineering Co.. Newark, N. J.
Ross Valve Co.. Troy, N. Y.

Varnishes.
I*'. C. Reynolds, New York.

Ventilators.
I';iin nast Ventilator Co., Philadelphia, Pa

Ventilating Pans.
Buffalo Forge Co.

Vestibules.
Gould Coupler Co.. Buffalo. N Y.

Vulcabeston and Train Pipe Covering.
H. W. Johns Mfg. Co., .\cw York.

Watcbes.
John J. McGrane. New York.

Wire Fences.
Page Woven Wire Fence Co., Adrian, Mich

Wood Working Machinery.
The Egan Co., Cincinnati. O.
J. A. Fay & Co.. Cincinnati, O.
P. Pryibil, New York Citv.

Wrought Iron Pipe.
Allison Mfg. Co., Philadelphia Pa.

THE STANDARD STEEL WORKS ...

Philadelphia.

TIRES
^ Wrought Iron Centers,

^•tj* Spoke and Plate
.<*.< Steel Tired Wheels.

REPRESENTATIVES.

Chicago: FITZHUOH & SPENCER,
1034 Monadnock Building.

St. Louis: ANDREW WARREN RAILWAY
SUPPLY CO., 516 N. Third St.

Cincinnati : E. A. KINSEY & CO.,
3ii West Fourth Street.

Boston

:

JOHN KENT,
S2 Mason Building.

Locomotive

BOILER,

Smoke Stack,

Tank and Sheet

STEELS.

Quality Unsurpassed.

Plates up to 118 inches in width.

SHOENBERGER STEEL CO
PITTSBURGH, PA.

OFFICES:
66 Broadtvay,

NEW YORK
941 The Rookery,

CHICAGO
319 Commercial BIdg.,

ST. LOUIS

GOULD^
COUPLER

Co.

WORKS:
Steam Forge,

UEPEW, N. Y.

Malleable Iron,

DEPEW, N. /.

Casi Steel.

ANDERSON. IND.

GOi_)i_D SF=RirMG bljf=-re:fr blocks .vm,GOULD FFREICSMT' CAR COLJF=l-ER
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Cash must accompa?iy order. jVo books sent C. O. D. Give name oj book and author, and 7c>e can furnish any book wanted. The list

belozv is especially recommended for mechanical readers. All books sent by mail free for price named, unless otherzvise stated.

A Library of Steam Engineering. Feh-
renbatch. 1895. The latest and tlie best book on
Steam Engineering'. Illustrates and explains every
kind of steam engineerlnf?, stationary, locomotive
and marine. Has chapters on the mathematics of
steam engineering, covering all possible points,
but in plain figures. No "higher" mathematics
nBed. Can be understood by any man with a com-
mon school education. A whole library of steam
onfftneering. Highly recommended. 800 pages.
Price $5.00

Alr-Brake Catechism. Conger. 1895. This
Is Conger's "Air-Brake and Si^al Instructions"
rewritten and improved, c^ontaming the air-brake
and signal instructions approved by the Master
Car Builders' and Master Mechanics' Associations ;

also the standard list of questions for air-brake
Instruction, This is the latest and best book on
air brakes. Issued November 1, 1895. Price. ..aSc.

Kngineinen^s Guide, Time and Povket-
Book. Kinne. 1892. Rules of procedure in a break-
down, for handling air, etc. Contains a time book.
Good for three years. Bound for pocket $1.00

% % %
Enginemen*s Pocket Companion. Booth.

1895. Contains pages arranged for time-keeping.
Has Traveling Engineers' Examination for Engine-
men, articles on brakes, valve setting, combus-
tion, and much valuable information for engine-
men. .. $1.00

g ^ i
Evolution of the Air Brake. Synnestvedt.

1895. A brief but comprehensive history of the de-
velopment of the modern railroad brake, from the
earliest conception contained in the simple lever.

up to, and including, the most approved forms of
the present day $1.00

Machine Shop Arithmetic. Colvin &
Cheney. 1890. Plain rules showing shop men how
to calculate speed of pulleys and gearing, how to
figure the gears for screw cutting and giving a
great many facts about tools which every mechanic
ought to understand 50e.

i i
Modern l»ocomotive Construction. Illus-

trated. Meyer. 1893. Tells how to design, figure
out and make every part of a loconaotive. A work
of reference, especially valuable to draughtsmen
and those in charge of building and repairs. Large
and elaborate $10.00

Practice and Tlieory of tlie Injector.
Eneass. 1894. The only complete work on the In-

jector yet published. All about all kinds of inject-
ors 81.50

Alr-Bralie Practice. Phelan. 1890. The
only practical book about handUng the air brakes
on the road, by a practical man. Bound for
pocket $1.00

g % e
Alexander's Keady Reference. Alexander.

1892. A first-class work. Tells what to do in al-

mofit any kind of breakdown on the road— $1.50

% i
Block and Interlocking Signals. Elliott,

1896. Tells what signals are. What they do. How
they do it. A full, complete description of all

kinds of block and interlocking signals with de-
tails of their construction, operation and main-
tenance. The best bo<»k published on signals.

277 pages, 6' x 9'. Leather binding $3.00

B«and Volumes of Locohotite Enginser-
INO. 1895 $3.00

Has^v'ell's KngineerN Pocket-Book. 1892.

Probably the best authority In engineering mat-
ters. Rules for almost everything $4.00

i %
Hoiv to Save 9Ioney in Railroad Black-

smith Sliop« by Use of Bulldozer and
Helve Hammer. Reynolds. 40 illustrations of
dies and work. Very valuable to shop manager
and foreman blacksmiths J85c.

Indicator Practice and Steam Engine
Economy. Hemenway. 1892. The simplest and
best treatise on indicating $a.00

Key to Steam Ij^ngineering. Williams.
1892. More especially for stationary engines, but
good Information for anyone. Boiler, engine,
combustion, evaporation, etc., explained in a
common-sense way 50c.

Progressive Kxamlnationg of Locomo-
tive Engineers and Firemen. Hill. 1893.

Three hundred questions, and answers to them, on
firing and running. Standard form of examination
on several roads. Contains colored plates of
standard train and engine signals. Every fireman
should have this book 50c.

i i
Rales of Interchange. The code of rulea

governing the interchange of cars from one road to
another, the carding system, settlement of repairs,
etc 10c.

% % %
Slkop Kinks and Machine Shop Chat.

Grimshaw. Ought to be a ready reference for
every machinist interested in his business... $3.50

^ ^
Simple liessons in Dra^vlng. for tbe

Sliop. Reynolds. 189.3. Twelve lessons that can
be done with a $10 set of instruments. The rudi-

ments of drawing in the best form 50c.

Car Ijubrication. Hall. Ought to be read
by every one interested in keeping journals run-
ning cool $1.00 Liinlc and Valve Motions. Auchlneloss.

13th Edition. Just Revised. 1895. The principal
authority on the subject $a.00

Steam Boilers. Wilson. 1888. On the de-
signing of boilers. The standard authority on the
suliject $a.90

Catechisnt of the Locomotive. Forney.
1890. Enlarged. Illustrated. 50.000 sold. Every
beginner wants It, and every engineman ought to
have It $3.50

Compoand Liocomotives. Wood. 1894. En-
Urged. Tells the history and explains the prin-
olplee of all the kinds of compound locomotives In

BB« $3.00

Discipline Without SaapenHion. Brown.
1896. Pamphlet explaining the " Hrown " system
of discipline, by the originator; full data 10c.

Disease, of the Alr-Brake System.
Synnestvedt. 1894. Tells how to find and repair
every defect that the air-brake system Is liable to
have $1 .00

Locomotive Catechism. Grimshaw. 1694.

Latest book out. Contains 1,.300 questions and
answers about locomotives and air brakes. Fully
illustrated $3.00

^ @
LoconiotlveKnglne-Rnnning and Man-

agement. Illustrated. Sinclair. 1893. En-
larged. Best work on running and care of locomo-
tives. Plain facts plainly stated $3.00

© ^ i
Locomotive mechanism and Engineer-

ing. Reagan. 1894. By a practii:al locomotive
engineer. Up to date. A good book $a.00

^ ^
Liocomotive Knnning Repairs. Hitch-

cock. 1893. A practical treatise on running repairs,
by a practical man. Numerous diagrams and il-

lustrations 50c.

The Mechanical Engineer's Pocket
Book. Kent. 1895. A reference book of rules,
tables, data and formula? for the use of engineers,
mechanics and students. The latest and best
pocket book. Bound in soft leather, with flap.

The author has verified every rule and table used,
brougbt the whole work up to date, and covered
the field more completely than has any previous
author $5.06

The Modern Machinist. Usher. 1895. A
practical treatise on modern machine shop meth-
ods. Illustrated by -i^l engravings. Does not con-
tain descriptions of machine tools, but of special
tools and appliances, methods and plans of doing
work with them. The book Is one that every
mechanic should have $3.50

© i i
The Train 'Wire. Anderson. 1890. An ex-

haustive work on train dispatching and on the safe
movement of trains $1.SI*

Address

Special l.S<)4 Bound Vol. o( Loc imotlve
Engineerings, $2.

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING,

256 Broadway, New York.
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he Cameron

Steam Pump.

COMPLETE WITH BOILER.

The A. S. Cameron
Steam Pump Works,

Foot of East Twenty-third Street,

Send (or lirustrated CaUlogue. NEW YORK.

HYDRAULIC
RIVETERS-Fixed and Portable.

PUNCHES, SHEARS,
PRESSES, LIFTS, CRANES

and ACCUMULATORS.

Matthews' Fire HydrantSt Eddy Valves,
Valve Indicator Posts.

THE CAMDEN HIGH-PRESSURE VALVES.

CAST IRON PIPE.

R,D.W0OD&CO.,SSr'
400 Chestnut Street. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

nrilE screw boine
' hil>ricated and
protecR'd. the Jack
is always ready foi

instant service. Rail
road men appreciate
the i niportancc of
liarins Jacks always
in t-'nod workintr con
diti'^n. Serious de-
lays frequently occm
In getting common

JaoKs so that they can be worked when suddenly
required In train service.
Common Jacks are frequently destroyed In eflfort*

to make them work quickly after the screws are
set with rust and dirt. This consideration alone
makes the CHAPMAN JACK the most ^onomlcai
one to purchase.

THE CHAPMAN JACK CO.. CLEVELAND, OHIO.

D. SAUNDERS' SONS,
MANUFACTURERS OF

CUTTING

THREADINGPIPES MACHINES
FOR HAND AND POWER.

All sizes V inch to i8 inch for Pipe Mill, Gas and
Steam Fitters' use. Tapping Machines

for steam fittings. Also,

Steam and Gas Fitters' Hand Tools.

SEND FOR CATALOaUE.

No. 4 B Machine, H to 4- Hand or Power 100 AthertOH St., YoukerS, N. Y,

LOCOMOTIVE WORKS & CAR SHOPS

NEED THE BEST TOOLS
WE MAKE THE HIGHEST GRADE ONLY OF

PIPE THREADING and

CUTTING-OFF MACHINES
( HAND OR POWER. ^

Our Adjustable Stocks and Diet are the Most
Convenient. Durable and Satisfactory Tools

ol the Kind in the World.

SECURE OUR CATALOG.

THE ARMSTRONG MFG. CO.

No. 3 Machine,

BRIDQEPORT, CONN.,
104-116 KNOWLTON ST.

NEW YORK,
139 CENTRE ST. No. 1 Machine.

TAYLOR BEST
YORKSHIRESTAY60LT IRON

Axles, Platon Kods, Crauk Pius aud Forging* of mil
Descriptions, nsed by Leading BaUroads.

R.MUSHET'S SPECIAL AND

TITANIC STEELS
SOLE REPRESENTATIVES IN THE UNITED STATES,

B. M. JONES & CO.,
Boston, 11 aud 13 Oliver Street. NEW YOBE, 143 Liberty Street.

ADVANTAGES OF

THE MORAN FLEXIBLE JOINT

For a Steam Heating: Connection

Between Engine and Tender.

ALL METAL CONNECTION.
ABSOLUTELY FLEXIBLE.

Positively Steam Tight under ANY Pressure.

Indestructible Short ol Wreck. No Delays. No Repairs.

First Cost !s the Only Cost.

STEAM, OIL, HOT ASHES, OR DIRT.

docs not atlect Its lite

MORAN FLEXIBLE STEAM JOINT CO., Inc'd.

HENRY V. I-RANKEI-, President.

149 THIRD ST., LOUISVILLE, KY..Sectional View of Standard
Railroad Joint, showing
Automatic Relief Trap.
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A FEW OF OUR SPECIALS FOR FALL TRADE..^ The Holidays are near and no finer gifts can be found than these.

Fine white Diamonds, in 14 K gold, hand made m()untings. Buying our diamonds at first cost, we are in
a position to undersell any of our competitors. Quality considered, you will find our prices much lower than
any others. Weights guaranteed. We have a great many other patterns in rings, studs, ear drops, lace pin
brooches and scarf i>ins. Send for illustrations,

THESE PRICES ARE AIL SPECIAL EOR THE MONTHS OE
NOVEMBER AND DECEMBER.

No. 1000. Thi!, elcKant 14 K Gold Watch,
set with 12 genuine diamonds and 3

rubies, with either Elgin or Waltham
movement, for only S25-00.

No. 1001, Dueber-Hampden Special Rail-
way, 17 jewel, nickel movement, in filled

case, for only S42.00.
No. 100".i. Dueber-Hampden New Rail
way, 17 jewel, nickel movement, in filled

case, for only $35.75.
N06. 1001 and 100-J Watchen will stand ii)8|iei-tioii on

No. 64. Each
's Carat.

No. 03. Each S57.00 No. 73. Each $23.00 No. V4. Each S44-™
5,5 Carat. '4 Carat. i_. Carat.

No. 70. Each $32.50. 'i Carat.
No. 77. Each $90

I Carat.
No. 79 Each 540.0

". Carat.
No. SO. Each $21.00

;{ Carat.

QOODS SENT C. O. D. WITH PRIVILEGE OF EXAMINATION TO ANY PART OF THE U. S.

03 State Street,

CHICAGO.

A full line of all kinds of Jewelry in stock.

Send to headquarters for anything in the Jewelry line.

Write for our Special Catalogue of Diamonds and Watches. S. N. CLARKSON & CO.,"

TheNew-NATHAN"
(See Illustr.\tion>, .^nd

MONITOR INJECTORS

LOCOMOTIVES.
"NATHAN" SIGHT-FEED LUBRICATORS.

For Locomotive Cylinders and Air Brakes.

STEAM FIRE EXTINGUISHERS.
For Switching and Yard Engines.

BOILER >A^ASHERS,
Road and Gtiide Oil Cups, etc.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE CATALOQUES.

NATHAN MANUFACTURING CO.,
92 & 94 Liberty St., New York.

Weiterii Offlce, 117 i 119 VAN BUSEH STEEEI, CHICA30, ILL.

The Detroit Improved Standard Garfield Injector

FOR LOCOMOTIVES
Has Widest Range of Capacity.

Handles Warmest Water,

Easily manipulated. Positive Action.

Economical to Maintain.

Interohangeatle with Other Standard Machines.

DETROIT LUBRICATOR CO., Detroit, Mich.

A Full Line. Over 300 Sizes.

PUNCHES
AND

SHEARS
FOR

R.R. SHOPS

Write for fully illustrated descriptive circulars
and catalogue of Double, Single, Anple-Bar,
Gan^, Horizontal, Twin, Boiler, Spacing, Gate,
Multiple, Helt. and Steam-Driven Punclies and
Rhears.

THE LONG & ALLSTATTER CO.
HAMILTON, OHIO, U.S.A.
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PEDRICK & AYER CO. TH,u™fr
-COMPOUND AUTOMATIC AIR COMPRESSOR in » uv a

tn-lt. ri'Kulatfs itsolf nil

ttiinuilt-iill.v, iiKilntalii

liiK the pressuri' wilhlti

threo pounds nt any tU-

sircil point; fonipuuiHl-

r.l anil water Jiu*kt'l<Mi

;

win supply ulr m It'ss

than half the cost for

ru<-) of brake puinpn.

Khun only so lonK hs air

Is bflnn used. Uellvt-rs

41 eublc feet <)f free air

per minute.

¥
¥
¥
¥

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

Requires no attention but oiling, and but little of that. Case Dust-Prool. ^
¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥

• • • •

We make a Specialty of Tools for Railroad

Repair Shops.

EVERYTHING IN —

'

AIR-LIFTS, CRANES, DRILLS, ETC.

VALVE SEAT FACING MACHINES.

PORTABLE CYLINDER BORERS.

BRASS JOINTERS.

CRANK PIN TURNERS.

MILLING MACHINES.

OPEN SIDE PLANERS.

TIRE HEATERS.

LINK RADIUS SLOTTERS.

PLANER CHUCKS.

VALVE MOTION MODELS.

Write for otir

'96 Catalog.

The Pratt i£ "Whitney Co..
HARTFORD, CONN., U. S. A.,

MANUFACTUKEItS OF

STANDARD CYLINDRICAL SIZE and U. S. STANDARD THREAD GAUGES.
Special Gauges of every variety of interchangeable i)roductIon.

REAMERS, TAPS AND DIES.
Tn all usual styles for Machinists. Pipe Fitters and Boiler Makers.

Elenshaw Ratchet Drills, Combination Lathe Chucks, Die Stocks, Bolt Cutters,

Xiathes, Planers, Drilling, Milling:, Profiling-, Cutter Grinding, Die Sinking,

and Drop Forging Machines, Forging and Trimming Dies.

MONITOR MACHINES PITTED WITH TOOLS
Jbr finishing to Sample. Screws, 8tuds. Locomotive Fittings, Plumbers' and (las Fitters' Brass Goods.

CATALOG IE Z SEXT OS APPLICATION.

LEONARD & ELLIS-

Tiiaije Makk.

OILS FOR RAILROADS.
^-^ "^ has long been used on CTiany
VALVOLINE of the leading railroads in this

^K^ OIL Jtjt country and abroad. It has no
V . 1 ........ equal in quality and mileage.

W. A. BOYDEN, General Agent,
J 57 Chambers Street, NEW YORK.

Coffin Toughened Process
^szsi'jit^tfiiy^giftas'g?^^ Drivino Truck Freiaht

and Passenger Axles,

Pistons, Crank Pins and

Side Rods ^
ALSO SOFT STEIL ARCH BARS,

Bent and Drilled.

L. R. POMEROY, Sales Agejit,

J3 Wall Street, HVtl YORK.

• • •

Cambria Iron Company,
General Office, PHILADLLPHIA.

Works, Johnstown, Pa.

RAILS AND AXLES—33 Wall Street, New York. STRUCTIRAL STEEL—100 Broadway, New York.
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Stow Flexible Shaft C5^

FREDERIC SCHOEF,
Proprietor,

26th & Callowhiri SU.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Manufacturers of

Flexible Shafts,
Portable DRILLING,

TAPPING,

REAMING,

AND BORING

MACHINES.
1>^ also

Tools for Emery
Wheel Grinding. Metal and Wood Polishing, Cattle
Brushing and Clipping.

' Builder of Special Machines for Railroads, Bridge
and Boiler Makers, Contractors, etc.

WANTED—AN IDEA. J^^.^Tf
Bome simple thing to patent ? Protect your ideas

;

they may bring you wealth. Write JOHN WED-
DKRBURN & CO., Patent Attorneys, Washington,
D. C for their $1,800 prize offer.

Link-Belt

Eigineeriif C©.
NICETOWN, PHILA.

Design and 49 Dey St., NEW YORK,
Erect

Locomotive Coaling Stations

and Supply

Coal and Ashes

Handling Machinery,

Of Mederi Besi^i,
To meet any conditions.

Western ftuuse;

LINK-BELT MACHINERY CO.,

CHICAQO and NEW ORLEANS.

GALENA OIL WORKS,
(LIMITED).

Galena Engine, Coach and Car OlIS)
the Standard Lubricating Oils

of America*
8AFETT, SPEED and ECONOMY are the results of

the use of Galena OlLs. CoLD TEST, 10 to 15 BELOW
ZERO. These oils do not freeze lu the coldest weather.
While they are adaptable to the hottest climates.
In the use of tialeua oils there Is an entire freedom

from hot boxes, except when these are caused by me-
Ohaulcal defects.
The adoption of Galena Oils as standard railway lu-

bricants by a lar^e niajnrlty of the leading railways of
this country Is an eviaenco of their superiority, while
the fact that the same roads use these oils to-day that
used them more than 'H) years aKo, Is an evidence of
their uniformity from year to year and year In and out.
Galena Oils are In exclusive use upon three continu-

ous lines from Boston and New > ork to the Paclflc
coast, and upon one continuous line from the City of
Mexico to New York, thusdeinnnf-tratlu^' their adapta-
bility to all temperatures and climates. Being entirely
free fr<^)m gum. these oils are not affected by dust and
and as other nils are.

We also furnish our customers SIBLEY'S PERFEC-
TION VALYE OIL, which Is also used exclusively upon
* majority of the leadlug railways of America.

GALENA OIL WOKKS, Limited,

Charles Miuxr, President,

CBicaoo Branch Office, Frauldln^ Pa*
Phoenix Building. 133 Jackson St.

Our Line Eng:ravlng:s arc made by the
wax process, a plan securing: accuracy and
distinct lines on original copper plates,
Tbey are made by BRADLEY & POATES,
10 & 12 Vandewatcr St., New York City.

O^XZZS

ALLISON MFC. CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

FREIGHT CARS AND
LOCOMOTIVE BOILER TUBES.

WROUGHT IRON PIPE OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.

I»HI11i-A.ID3E3XjI>I3:I-A., 3P-A..

m
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

LATHES,
PLANERS
And Other Machine Tools,

CRANES,
STOKERS,

PULLEYS, SHAFTING,
Etc., Etc., Etc.

HANCOCK Locomotive Inspirator.
AAA

THREE (3) different Types— Iden-

tical in construction and efficiency

—

with standard pipe connections and
interchangeable with ALL standard

Locomotive Injectors in use. Each
corresponding: part of the three types

identical in design and interchange-

able, except the body (shaped for

different pipe connections) and the

connecting rod and overflow crank.

AAA
Will work with steam pressures from 35 to 200 lbs. without any adjustment of either

steam or water supply.

Will start readily when both the Inspirator and Suction Pipe are hot, and will work
water at a temperature of 120 Fahr. with steam pressures of 35 lbs. and higfher.

Capacities increase as steam pressure increases.

THE HANCOCK INSPIRATOR COMPANY,
European Office, Main Office and Works,

Old Swan Wharf, London Bridge. __ _ .•- , r> , »» . ^w
lONooN, ENGLAND. No. 9 Watsoii St., Boston, Mass.

A
MONTHLY JOURNAL devoted to Steam
Engineering and Practical Work relaUve
to the Economic Generation and Trans-

mission of Power. Sixty-four pages, pro-

fusely illustrated. Price, $1.00 a year.
Send for Sample Copy—FREE. Address,

The Power Publishing company.
World DulldlMK, ISemr Tork.

Po^»^il
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BOSTON BELTING CO.
JAMES BENNETT EORSYTH, Mdnufacturmq Kgent and General Manager.

WE LEAD—

Others strive to imitate.

RUBBER
GOODS

MANDFACTURERS OF

,v Air Brake, Steam and Water Hose,

'-"^ Packing, Gaskets, Washers, Mats

..« and Matting.

BOSTON :

256, 258 and 260 Devonshire St.

NEW YORK:

100 and 102 Reade St.

CHICAGO:

109 Madison St.

SAN FRANCISCO:

24 Fremont St.

master mechanics
..* specify Advance Safety

Emery and Corundum
Wheels, with or without
wire web, and Emery
Wheel Machinery made
only by : : : :

Sterling Emery Wheel
Manufacturing Co.

Tiffin, Ohio.

THE AIR FOR COMPRESSION gets into the

cylinder of a Norwalk Compressor through

Corliss valves which have a positive movement

from the main shaft. The ports are large, clear and

open directly into the cylinder.

Poppet valves require a vacuum within the cylinder

to open them, and

piston inlet valves

throttle the supply

from mid stroke

to the end.

Of the three

kinds, which is ^
the most efficient?

The Norwalk Compressors have many points of

superiority. Business men and engineers are welcome

to catalogs upon application to

THE NORWALK IRON
WORKS CO,,

_SOUTH NORWALK, CONN.

STAR BRASS MAISnJFACTURING CO.
CHAS. W. SHERBURNE, President.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Star Improved Locomotive Steam Gages.

Star Improved Locomotive Pop Safety Valves,

Victoria Car Lamps,

MUFFLEO OR RLAIN.
AND OTHER

STANDARD APPLIANCES.

The Star Steam GaRes are the only Non-corrosive Gasjes made, also

the onlv Gages fitted with our Patent CorruKatcd Seamless Drawn
Spring'Tube, which for its non-settinK qualities is uncqiialeil.

-31 to 39 LAIVCASTER STREET, BOSTON, ItlASS.

SHERBURNE'S AUTOMATIC TRACK SANDING su^^^s'i;;'v/i»:i:;;-^n-;;,:;j!";:^:'-'''-^^

SHERBURNE <£ CO.,
Wo. 53 OLIVER STREET, BOSTON, MASS,APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTIVES.
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Plain milkr

f^trt^^"^^f!tH(^trt(^tflr^trt_

•••

Cylindrical Column
Design,with and with-

out back gear.

•••

Adapted to the require-

ments of the modern

Railroad shop.

A modern MillingMa-
chine at a fair price,

—

plain, honest, efficient.

•••

You cannot afford to use a planer on work this

tool will handle.
•••

Price List,—Without Back Gear, $600.00;

with Back Gear, $680.00.

Ask for particulars on these Milling Machines. Sent free.

•••

W. D. FORBES & CO.,
J307 Hudson Street, two blocks from 1 4th Street Ferry,

HOBOKEN, N. T.

Automatic Molding Machines.

PATTERN SET FOR
CHRISTIE

BRAKE SHOES.

The Tabor Manufacturing Co.^

Office and Works : Front and Franklin Streets,

ELIZABETH, N.J.

WHAT THEY IIYIPLY
Our three brands—single, double and triple dia-

mond—correspond to three grades of quality. One
of these brands appears on each article we make

—

belting, hose, packing, or whatever it may be. A
SINGLE DIAMOND means Carbon grade — a

goodarticle; a DOUBLE DIAMOND means Dou-

tjle Diamond grade — a fine article; a TRIPLE
DIAMOND means 1846 Para grade — a splendid

article, and the best we can make. It will do no

harm to repeat what is already rather well known
— we do not make low - grade goods and have no

brand to indicate them. You can accept it as a fact

that when you see our lirands on a piece of rubber

goods the article will give good service. Please re-

member this, and also remember that it gives us

pleasure to send .samples and quote prices at any

time.

NEWYORKBEUING&PACKINGCO.UD.

PIONEERS AND LEADERS, 25 PARK PLACE.

Finest
Coach
Parlor Car
Sleeping: Car
Street Car
Rattan Elevated

Scats
PLUSH - RATTAN - ELASTIC SLAT

With either ' Reversible' or ' Walk-Over' Back.

Output Larger than All Other

Seat Makers combined.

Our "Walk-Over" Pattern is the Finest of its class.

S«e cut of " Standard " here next month.

EITHER IS BETTER THAN ANY OTHER MAKE.

The Hale & Kilburn Mfg. Co.
PHILADELPHIA. PA.
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PRESSED STEEL TRUCK FRAMES
AND PRESSED STEEL PARTS FOR CAR AND TRUCK CONSTRUCTION.

FOX SOLID PRESSED STEEL COMPANY, """"^^^^K^/rn.'ur."'"'^
JAMES B. BRADY, General Sales Agent, Havemcyer Building, NEW YORK.

Smillie °r Coupler
TRADE.'

COUPLES BY SLOW IMPACT.
MARK

^^»^ '^>V THE SMILLIE COUPLER & MFG. CO.,

>^fitr^

91 Clav Street, Newark. N.J.

New York Office: 39 Cortlandt Street.

HAS ONLY FOUR PIECES.

Pneumatic Tools.GREAT LABOR-SAVING
DEVICE FOR

CALKING BOILERS,
BEADING FLUES,

HEADING RIVETS.
CHIPPING CASTINGS,

CUTTING KEY SLOTS.
DRIVING NAILS AND SPIKES.

ESPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR RAILROAD SHOPS.

W ill ^ea.d 'F-^f^o X^lTies a. IVIizs.'u.te.

All Hammers sent on ten days' trial subject to approval, and guaranteed for one year against repairs.

CHICAGO PNEUMATIC TOOL CO.,
553 Monadnock Block, Chicago.

PHOSPHOR BRONZE SIl ^ locomotive^ahd car bearings

BRASS and PHOS. BRONZE CASTINGS Prom >^ lb. to 5,000 lbs. in WEIGHT.

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co.,
Manufacturers of_

... PITTSBIRGH, PA. ...

The Tesia Polyphase Alternating System of Electrical

Transmission, by which Power, Incandescent and
Arc Lighting may be Supplied from the Same Circuit.

f\trtr\trtr\tflntft^trtf!fflfttrtf\tflf\tflf\tfl

Standard Systems for

Electric tight and

Power Distribution in

Cities, Factories,

Mills and Mines.New York, 120 Broadway. Philadelphia, Girard Building.

Boston, f KChanqe Building. St. Louis. American Central Building .

rhicago. New York Life Building. Charlotte, N. C, 35-38 College Street. *$»
lacoma. Wash.. 102 S. loth Street. Syracuse, N. Y., Bastable Building. ^i, The WcStinghoUSe Electfic Railway SyStCm, which IS the
Pittsburgh, Westinghouse Build'g. San Francisco, Mills Building. —
Buffalo, trie County Bank Building. Washington, 0. C, 1333 F Street, N. ^ Most Durable, Economical and Efficient on the Market.

For Canada Address : Ahearn & Soper, Ottawa, Canada.

Washburn Car m^^\ Co.

Bartford, Conn.

js. makers of ^^ Stcei Cired lUbeels.
^
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tU Cower Coupler
THE MOST PERFECT M. C. B. COUPLER IN
ALL MECHANICAL REQUIREMENTS.

TfddDt^d 3^ ^y ^^^ important roads in different ^ ^*^^^jt^4u*X,^jXjX,^ji^^jX^jX^jXjXjljit^t}Zt^t^^^^^^^^,^^jiji

^j J J parts of the country, and in use in ^ IlldllCdbk TfOH CdStlllgS *^'^^ "^ °^ malleable iron in car^v>«

^TAnuarQ * i^fgg quantities on twenty-five other ju -
Ra|lrrt;»rt il<^ «««««« '^°"^'''"'^'*°" 8'^^ increased strength

roads and private lines. Our four great works with '"' l\<"irv<lW M>v while lessening the weight from 40 to

their unrivaled capacity insure prompt delivery as ** 50 per cent. Correspondence on this subject is invited and sample castings

well as best material and workmanship, jtjtjtjtjt W wiU be furnished to railroads interested, jt^jt^jtjt^^jtjt^jt^jtjt

The National Car Door Fastener, Jf The National Center Piatt, J* The National Journal Box,

this company ^i" ^desigtrinK"ma°. The National Joumal Box Lid. .,< Coffin's Sill and Brake Block Pockets.\?t Eubank Car Door.
leable Iron parts insures tlie best IP A TT XYTAV 'HPP A T?XIUTPIMX
possible results to our customers. I^i\J.l^W /A. I UCjr r%J^^ I ivm> 1 ,

Works: Cleveland, Chicago,

Indianapolis, Toledo.

NATIONAL MALLEABLE CASTINGS COMPANY,
J 525 Old Colony Building, CHICAGO.

THE

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

LOU. D. SWEET, aen'l Mgr.

AMS Automatic Coupler
is rapidly gaining favor with Railroad

Managers. Its simplicity, cheapness and

durability, and the fact that it works with old link

and pin couplers—with which the majority of cars

are yet equipped— makes it desirable for all re-

newals and repairs. It is strong and has few parts.

Conforms to the U. S. Law, and is a cheaper

and better coupler than the vertical-hook. Any

road can afford to put the Sams on its old

equipment. We give systems the right to make

and use drawbar and lever attachments, and sell

them the pins at $1.00 each.

Cast Iron Bars weigh about 185 lbs.;

Malleable, 135 to 140 lbs.

Can furnish Malleable Bars at $4.25 each, F. O. B. Chicago.

Pins, $1.00 each, F. O. B. Detroit.

SAMS AUTOMATIC COUPLER CO., 516 Equitable BIdg., Denver, Col

lew York Office,

Taylor Building,

39 Cortland! St.

BEMENT, MILES & CO.,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

MANUFACTtTBKRS OP

Chicago Office,

1534 Marquette BIdg

Metal lVo7'king Machine Tools,

For Railroad Shops, Locomotive and Car Builders,

-^ ( Machine Shops, Rolling Mills, Steam Forges, Ship Yards,

^ i Boiler Shops, Bridge Works, etc. , etc.

STEAM HAMMERS.
steam and Hydraulic

RIVETING MACHINES.
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The Improved Standard Roupler
NEW YORK;

26
Cortlandt St.

M.C. B. TYPE. Forged steel KnuL-kle and Locking Pin. Only i parts. No pivot pin. STANDARD COUPLER CO.
Simplest in design, strongest in service. Thousands in use. GEO. A. POST, Pnee. A. P. DENNIS,

True to start with—and stays so.

Ashcroft Mf§:. Co.

SPECIALTIES

:

Double Tube Bourdon

Pressure Gauges

for Steam, Water or

Ammonia.

Tabor Indicators.

BROWN'S

Adjustable Pipe Tongs.

Packer Ratchets.

Pipe Stocks and Dies.

Pipe Fitters' Tools.

Ashcroft Gauges

are Dust-proof, Accurate

and the Standard every-

where.

Movement no connection to back of case.

MANNING, MAXWELL & MOORE,
< LWA¥ pip)

Ill Liberty Street, New York, U. S. A.

Consolidated

Safety Valve Co.'s

ORIGINAL

RICHARDSON

"POP"

SAFETY VALVES

are the Standard on many

roads.

The Best Muffler

EXTANT.

Sample sent on triaL

WORKS AT

Bridgeport, Ct.
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R. M. Dixon, Engineer

The Safety Car Heating and Lighting Co.
160 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,

H
EATING SYSTEMSo—By hot water circulation and direct steam with regulating devices.

Reliable and imiform heat. Economical and rapid circulation. Gibbs automatic couplei
of Westinghouse t3'pe, absolutely steam-tight.

1(GHTING SYSTEM.—The celebrated Pintsch compressed oil gas method. In use on ovel
70,000 cars in Europe and America. Adopted by the U. S. Lighthouse Board foi

' lighting Buoys. The best, most economical and only safe lig^ht for Railroad purposes.
IN BRILLIANCY AND CLEANLINESS UNSURPASSED.

Fay Machinery
Is No Experiment.

MORE OF IT IS IN USE IN THE RAILROAD
SHOPS THAN ALL OTHER MAKES OF
WOOD-WORKING MACHINERY COMBINED.

Prices and Particulars Cheerfully Furnished.

J. A. FAY & CO.
No. 2^ Large Self-Feeding Ripping Saw with Geared Feeding

Disc and Delivery Rod, Parallel Raising Fable, Etc. 530-550 West Front Street, CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Ramapo Wheel and Foundry Co.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

BOLTLESS STEEL-TIRED WHEELS
For Passenger and Locomotive

Service.

Tires with Annular Web and Hook,

Best Charcoal Iron Conhle-Flate

or Spoke Centers,

Wedge-Shaped detaining Eing.
MOTMN OF BOLTLESS FA8TENINQ.

K Continuous Circumferential Fastening. Simple, Safe, Economical.

CHILLED IRON WHEELS Congdon Brake Shoes
Of Superior Quality,

Drawing Room, Passenger and
Pieight Cars,

Locomotives, Tenders,

Plantation and Mine Cars.

Cylinder Packing Rings.

For Chilled Iron Wheels,

Outwear from 4 to 6 ordmaiy

Shoes and enhance

mileage.

Office and Works: RAMAPO, N. Y.

Ramapo Iron Works, Hillbnrn.N.Y.

MANUFACTURE

BRAKE SHOES
For Steel-Tired Wheels.

ROSS, for Steel-Tired Car and Tender Wheels,

ROSS-MEEHAN, for Locomotive Drivers,

SHEPPARD, for Blind or Bald-Tired Drivers.

Narrow Sauge Gars, Switches, Aatomatic Stands.

YOKED, BOLTED AND I PRING RAIL FROGS, CROSSINGS,

TRACK EQUIPMENT,

RAILROAD AND MACHINERY

CASTINGS,
HEAVY AND LIGHT,

4i ff

999
Chart, the Car Chart

for 50 cents. '^ ^
and the Colored Air-Brake Chart

«^ «f56 fJfi <J<^ t^ «j$5 fe^ <^ t^
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^^. .^^ « «'4^a<M1aaa Fk^AA * The Coale Muffler Pop Safety Valve

Is the standard on leading railroads and power plants in the

^ United Stales. Specify our valves on your new locomotives

^^ ^^ ^y ^_ _ ^^ '^/l 11711/ & 1/1 11117 * ^^'^ boilers. Simple in construction and reliable under all~~ ^^ ^ ^ * ^^ ^OJIlIi/ VIUJi/lL 2 conditions. Sample put on trial on application.

j{ The Coale Muffler and Safety Valve G>mpany,
Is the pioneer and is the best. « Charles & Uxington Sts., Baltimore. Md.

"A STRAIGHT LINE IS THE SHORTEST DISTANCE BETWEEN TWO POINTS."

Safety Uaipe

Che "Stralgbi Cine," eia$$ "]\," flir Compressor,
OF THE INGERSOLL-SERGEANT MAKE, IS

THE SHORTEST LINE BETWEEN STEAM
AND AIR. CATALOGUE OF AIR COMPRESS-
ORS OF MANY TYPES, FOR USE IN EVERY
LINE OF INDUSTRY, SENT ON REQUEST.

HAVEMEYER BUILDING, THE INGERSOLL-
NEW YORK. SERGEANT DRILL CO.

lU m<$tindl>ou$( tS t5 ti

ti ti J\\x Brake Company,
Pimburflb, Pa.
—!4. ~a

flj=l

Hnnual Capacity:

250,000 freight €ar, 6,ooo Passenger Car and

10,000 Eocontotive Brakes.

428,000 freight and Passenger Cars and 26,000

Cocomotioes already equipped.

Don't you think li'/e'c-eTby'rhruror Phoenix Pneumatic Tools
j

Send for Circular H. ^ , Fof drilling, reaming and tapping, when over

j C. H. HAESELER & CO. f ^ two hundred have been placed on trial and

% >ooi HAMILTON ST., PHiLA., PA.
[

none rejected? ^* .* u* .* ^ .* c^ .* jf. ^

THE BAKER CAR HEATERS ''^"iJ^^^.^r^t:^'''
SIKGI.i; AXD DOUP.LE CIRCULATION'. ..twt t t i -i m ry i-» » Trr->ii

Jointless, Flexible, Steel Fire-Proo£ ""-"Ll'J^tiilii^P'^'
FIVE OTHER STYLES. Impos™^°fto bum Tear wfZ them. 143 Liberty Street, New York.
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Ooke Locomotive and Machine Company,/oc
PATERSON,

N.J.

Gen>l Agents, BRYAN & McKIBBIN, t20 Broadway, New York Gty.

Rhode Island LocomotiDCWorks,
PROVIDENCK, R. I.

Charles Felix Mason, President.

Earl Philip Mason, Vice-President.

William P. Chapin, Treasurer.

Arthur Livingston Mason, Secretary

Joseph Lythgoe, Agent and Supt.

S. A. Stephens, Traveling Agent.

I»iE"W YORK OFFICE,

IsTos. 31-33 IPiiae Street.

H. K. PORTER & CO., 6th and Wood Sts., Pittsburgh, Pa.,
BUILDERS OF

Light Locomotives,— Steam, Compressed Air and Electric,— for all gauges of track,

every variety of service, 3 to 45 tons weight.

STANDARD AND NARROW GAUGE LOCOMOTIVES ALWAYS KEPT ON HAND, IN STOCK.

Propositions, with Specifications and Photograplis, promptly furnished on bona fide inquiry.

F^ ^&^~\. 1 ^^^ iDrxr^'J^T^^

THE Lima Logomotiye and Machine Company, lima, ohio.

Manufacturers and
Builders of

Shay Patent and Direct Connected Locomotives, Freight and Caboose Cars, all kinds of
Steel Castings, Brass and Gray Iron Castings, Car Wheels and Railroad Work.

C30n.IlEISI»0IWI>EWC!lD SOX.XCXTEID.

LATROBE STEEL CO.,

^l
MANUFACTURERS

FORR
OF

EsLOCOMOTIVE

ANDCAR WHEELS.
WORKS. LATROBE, PENNA.

Automatic Steel Couplers,

Elliptic and Spiral
Springs and Steel Castings.

SIANtFACTUKKD AT
WORKS, MELROSE PARK, ILL.

Main Office, 1200 GIrard Building, Philadelphia.

Branch i l'J'.'.r".''2."y
EnildinK.Chic-ago.1 (lUl C

J. 33 We
( Unioi

nffi,.oa "1 » >''*'l Street, New York,umces,
( Union Trust Buildinfr, St. Louis.

POP SAFETY VALVES,
MUFFLED AND PLAIN.

IMPROVED

STEAM GAGES,
SINGLE BELL

CHIME WHISTLES.
A perfect equipment

for a locomotive, giv-
ing noiseless relief, ao-
curacy and steadiness,
agreeable tone. SpecItH
these goods when ar*
dering Tocomotives.

CROSBT STEtM Mlm VALVE CD,,

Boston, 9Ia>g.

Buanches ;

New York, Chicago, and

London, England.

SIGNAL OIL WORKS,
LIMITED,

FRANKLIN, PA,
MANrFACTUUEKS OF

SIBLEY'S PerfectiinmTE OIL.
Tlui only perfirct Locomotive Valve Lubricant.

J.C. SIBLEY. Prest.

WORKS AT
PITTSBURGH, PA.CARBON STEEL COMPANY,

M.AN'fFACTURKKS OF

OPEN HEARTH 3TEEL ^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^^-

SPECIALLY SUITED FOR LOCOMOTIVE FIREBOXES AND BOILERS.

909 Havemeyer Bldg., New York. 1413 Fisher Bldg., Chicago. 505 Union Trust Bldg., St. Louis.
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mm STEEL TIRES
ON LOCOMOTIVE DRIVING WHEELS

AND ON

STEEL-TIRED WHEELS.
GIVE THE BEST RESULTS FOR EVERV VARIETV OE SERVICE.

THOMAS RROSSER & SON. J5 Gold Street. New York.
OLD COLONY BUILDING, CHICAGO.

SCHENECTADY LOCOMOTIVE WORKS, ^"ir"'-

EVERY DESIGN UP-TO-DATE.

ANNUAL CAPACITY, 400. J^^t

COMPOUNDS.
Showing Economy of from

J5 to 30 per cent.

DESIGNS FURNISHED, OR ENGINES

BUILT TO R. R. SPECIFICATIONS.

Rogers Locomotive Company
OF PATERSON, N. J.

Address, Patersoo, N. J., or 44 Exchange PL, New York.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Locomotive Engines and Tenders .^^
FOR EVERY VARIETY OF SERVICE.

R. S. Hughes, President.

G. E. Hannah, Treas. G. H. Longbottom, Sec'y.

Reuben Wells, Superintendent.

PAGE WOVEN WIRE
FENCE CO.

niCKSON MFG. CO.*-^ SCRAMTOM, PENIX.

Locomotives of every style and size, Stan-
dard and Narrow Gaugre, made to Standard
Gaug:es and Templets. Also for Plantations,
Mines and Logging.

SpecificatiouM on appl{^ati<^n.

C. H. ZEHNDER, President.
I.. F. BOWER. Secretary and Treasurer.

DE COUKCY MAY, General Manager.

For Farm.

For Railroads.

Around Parks and

Cemeteries.

ADRIAN, MICH.
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ESTABLISHED
1831. BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVE WORKS.

953

ANNUAL CAPACITY,
1,000.

Single Expansion and

Compound Locomotives
Broad and Narrow Gauge Locomotives, Mine and

Furnace Locomotives, Compressed Air Locomotives,

Steam Cars and Tramway Locomotives, Plantation

Locomotives, Oil-Burning Locomotives.

Adapted to every variety of service, and built aoeurately to gauges and tem-
Elates after standard designs or to railroad companies' drawings,
ike parts of different engines of same class perfectly Interchangeable.

Electric Locomotives and Electric Car Trucks
with Approved Motors.

BURNHAM, WILLIAMS <& CO., Philadelphia. Pa.. U. S. A.

ESTABLISHED 1865.

Richmond Locomotive
AND

LOCOMOTIVES FOR EVERY SERVICE.

Machine Works,
RICHMOND, VA.

M. L. HiNMAN, Pres. and Treas.
F. H. Stevens, Ass't to the Pres

R. J. Gross, Vice-Pres, wmw
T. M. Hbijuembouro, Sec'y F (_ ]

Brooks Locomotive Works. Dunkirk. n.y.

David Russell, Supt. BUILDERS OF LOCOMOTIVE EN-
H. Tandy, Ass't Supt. GINES FOR ANY REQUIRED

SERVICE
from our own designs or those of purchasers.

Perfect interchangeability, and all work fully guaranteed.

Compound
Locomotives

FOR

Passenger and Freight Service.

ANNQAL CAPAQTY 400.

WILSON MILLER, T^, i t i f T < »

President rittsDuro:!! Locomotivc
D. A.WIGHTMAN, *-'____

^
fig Geni Mgr. Manufacturers of Vu qj«Uq PITTSBURGH, PA.

Locomotives adapted to every variety of

service, from standard designs or

t^^f^sP'i- purchasers' specifications.

m Builders of the Most Successful Compound
Locomotives in the World.

BY
USING

'W2 ^ a ,. /^ 1- « Tl •• • You keep your cars on the road longer, thereby effecting a large saving.

|)arlan(I $ tn^llSb yarniSbCS p. d REYNOLDS^^Sales^Agent^or^l^mt^ States and Canada.
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United States Metallic Packing Co.,

427 North Thirteenth St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Our Packings are standard on more

roads than all others combined. Has

stood the test of years, and is the standard

all others are compared by. " Is it as

good as the United States" is often asked.

Years of experience makes ns able to

accomplish results where others fail.

Price same as experimental Packings

—

Yon take no chances with the U. S.

This Roofing is manufactured from Trinidad Natural Asphalt materials, and will not dry up and
become brittle under exposure to the weather, as Coal Tar Roofings do.

It is durable, easily applied, and easily repaired.
We shall be pleased to furnish sample of this Roofing which has been in actual use for over thirtee«

/ears. Send for circulars, samples, etc. , to

Warren Chemical & Manufacturing Co.,

50 Fulton Street, New York.
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Highland Railway Locomotive.

Mr. Sam A. Forbes, of Perth, Scotland,

who has favored us with a variety of pho-

tographs of noted locotnotives, sent the

photograph of the engine hereby illus-

trated. This engine was designed by Mr.

Jones, locomotive superintendent of the

Highland Railway, and fifteen of them

now in use were built by Messrs. Dubbs
& Co., of Glasgow. The boiler, which

has a heating surface of about 1.320 square

railwayMotiye Power
^HD Rolling Stock-

[Trade-Mark Registered.]

NEW YORK, DECEMBER, 1896.

Rambling in Europe.
[EDiTORi.iiL Correspondence (Del.^ved).]

Zurich, Switzerland, Sept. 7, 1896.

When I left New York it was my in-

tention to make Constantinople the ob-

jective point of my journey, where I ex-

pected to make notes of the operating of

Turkish railways. Friends who had been

there had given accounts of curious prac-

tices in train operating which promised

to supply a good field for description.

No. 12,

scenes and stupendous triumphs of en-

gineering valor and skill.

A man has to travel a long time before

he ceases to receive new ideas and new
impressions from what he sees abroad.

I have crossed the Atlantic a great many
times, but it never struck me so forcibly

as it did on this voyage how glaringly

credit is given where it is not due in con-

nection with the speed made by Atlantic

liners. Let it be known to our readers

feet, carries a steam pressure of 175

pounds per square inch. The cylinders

are 19 x 24 inches, and piston valves are

employed, operated by Allen link mo-
tion. The driving wheels are 75 inches

diameter, and the truck wheels 371/2

inches.

The Highland Railway where these lo-

comotives run is the most difficult to oper-

ate of any road in the British Isles. Its

Southern terminus is Perth. From that

city the railway makes direct for the

Grampion Mountains and traverses some
of the wildest and most picturesque scen-

ery in Scotland on its way to Inverness,

the capital of the Highlands.

HIGHLAND RAH.WAY EIGHT^WHEELER.

But on landing at Havre I found that the

newspapers were teeming with accounts

of massacres and rioting in the streets of

Turkey's principal city, which did not ap-

pear to be alluring to a peaceful scribe.

On considering the situation I decided

that discretion was the better part of valor,

and that a more propitious season might

come later on for studying the habits of

what our English friends delight to call

"the unspeakable Turk," whatever that

may mean.

Failing in my first plan, I determined

to see something of mountain railways,

and the experience of the last week has

brought before my vision many wonderful

that at noon of each day on ocean steam-

ers an observation of the sun is taken

with a nautical instrument which enables

the officers to calculate the exact locality

of the vessel, and to tell how many miles

have been traveled since the last day's

observation. You gain time going East,

as you are meeting the sun, and lose com-
ing West. The engine whistle is sounded

the moment the sun has touched the

meridian, and old travelers soon learn to

tell about how many miles the gain in

time represents. This leads to a good
deal of betting, in which the man of

knowledge invariably comes out ahead.

About forty or fifty minutes before noon
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a certain class of passengers betake them-

selves to the smoking-room and begin

discussing the likelihood of the speed

made during previous twenty-four hours.

They talk as authoritatively about the

management of the ship as brakemen,

on the native heath of the brakemen's

room, talk about the weakness of the gen-

eral manager, and of how much better

they could run the road if they were only

called to the top.

What amused me with the amateur navi-

gators on this trip was the way they

blamed or praised the Captain for a few

miles lost or gained. It was the old case

of Conductor Tom who had made a mag-
nificent run, while all he had done to aid

in getting the train along was punching

tickets.

The Captain of the steamer was on deck

a good part of the time, and evidently

kept a keen lookout to see that the officers

on watch were attending to their duties,

and that the ship was following the

proper course. But away down in the

bowels of the vessel there were engines

scarcely seen by the passengers, and
great boilers that kept these pistons and
cranks going. There were many men
pouring coal into the furnaces of these

boilers, and putting it in after the fashion

of developed skill that makes steam most
freely. The Chief Engineer was around
all the time, watching the steam gages,

and if the pressure went back five pounds
lie understood that it meant one less

revolution of the propeller and a corres-

ponding loss of speed. Then he stirred

up the engineer in charge of the watch,

and that hard-worked officer walked into

the stoke-hold, where the temperature

was well on towards the boiling point,

and the grimy coal-heavers with the per-

spiration pouring off their half-nude

bodies would be told in "language that's

plain" that they must hustle to keep her

hot. And then big "slice bars" would be

taken up into stalwart hands, a door
would be thrown open, revealing a blaz-

ing mass, white as the glare of a hundred

arc lights; the bar would be pushed into

the bed of fire, gleaming like a huge sun,

and the skilled eye of the engineer would

detect whether or not the fire was sound.

So the round would go, and when a fire

was found hollow in any part, showing
the tell-tale traces of air holes, the en-

gineer would stand in silent wrath until

the furnace had been put in proper shape,

and then he and the fireman of that fur-

nace would go into executive session to-

gether.

The success of a business generally de-

pends on how minute details, not very im-

portant in themselves, are attended to.

The Chief Engineer of a steamer will not

make a success unless he has assistants

who are keen to detect the premonition of

a hot journal and can quickly spot the

fireman who keeps a hollow fire. These

are the details that keep the speed up

to the maximum and prevent delays. The

Chief Engineer sees that none ol them

are neglected; and when an extraordinary

run is made, the passengers pass resolu-

tions of admiration for the Captain, and

hardly realize that there are such indi-

viduals as engineers and firemen on

board.

That is a condition of affairs that ap-

plies almost as universally on steamers

to-day as when it was customary to gush

over the run which the conductor had

made. Care of air brakes, and the re-

sponsibilities connected with that and

other lines of knowledge, are slowly re-

deeming the locomotive engineer in pub-

lic opinion. I often wonder when a

similar measure of justice and apprecia-

tion will come to the marine engineer,

whose ordinary attainments embrace a

knowledge of everything relating to the

philosophy of the steam engine, an inti-

mate knowledge of electrical apparatus,

a mastery of details concerning hydrau-

lics, thorough acquaintance with the con-

struction and operation of refrigerating

machinery; miscellaneous information

concerning gas, compressed air, and of

every plan that has ever been tried for

transmitting power from one point to

another.

There are many practices prevailing on
steamers that put slights and hardships

upon one class and load others with honor
and glory that are not due; but reforms

are coming slowly, even among the most
conservative class in the world—the men
who do down to the sea in ships. In what
are wistfully spoken of as "the good old

days," the qualifications of popular officers

were more social than professional. The
captain was the presiding spirit in all

gaieties; he placed the light of his coun-

tenance upon all entertainments, sat

around the social board, and joined in the

flowing bowl with favored passengers, and

his officers imitated his habits as closely

as they could.

A great disaster once happened to a

steamer that ran ashore on a clear night

on the rocks of Nova Scotia. The greater

part of a shipful of passengers was
drowned. Who was directly responsible

for the wreck never was revealed to the

public. But sea-going men were aware of

facts that were suppressed in the public

inquiry. I was sea-going shortly after-

wards, and was told by a man who escaped

from the wreck that the captain was in the

saloon, presiding at a banquet, when the

ship went ashore, and that there was not

an officer on deck.

Things are greatly changed now. On
the best-managed lines the captain is not

permitted to entertain anyone, not even

in his own room, and the same rule applies

to the other officers. The captain's duties

are confined to watching the navigation of

the vessel, and he is required to be on deck

always, except when sleeping or taking his

meals. The benefit of that rule can readily

be noted by those accustomed to steamer

life, past and present. The present is all

business with safety; the past found nmch
jollity and occasional disaster.

When in due time we reached Havre, a

curious case of roundabout methods of

railroading came to my attention. There

was a special "train de luxe" waiting tii

take the passengers to Paris. The train

was a remarkable improvement over the

means I had seen provided two years pre-

viously. The cars were of the "corridor"

type, which is a mild imitation of Ameri-

can practice, and they were about fifty feet

long. An embarrassing circumstance

connected with the length of the cars was

that, tied up in the usual European style,

with a screw coupler in the middle, draw-

ing two side-spring buffers together,

there was so much curve resistance that

the cars would not go round the curves

encountered betw-een the docks and the

fairly straight alignment that prevails after

the city is passed. But some compromiser

got over the mechanical difficulty. He
put on a sort of attenuated Janney coupler,

made long enough to keep the side baiters

apart. After a protracted delay we started

from the wharf, and I was keeping a keen

eye upon the couplers, because they were

so slim that 1 feared they would fail when
hard work was put upon them. They held

all right, however, until the curves were

passed. Then the train was stopped and

the couplers taken down, and the ordi-

nary screw coupling put in service. Nearly

an hour's time was lost over that opera-

tion. It seems strange that they put on a

special coupler for the worst curves they

have, and do not realize the advantage it

would be on all the other curves of minor

degree.

There was an eating-car on this "train

de luxe," which gave me reason to believe

that the privilege ol eating on a train in

France is a luxury intended for a very

small portion of the passengers. All the

food was cold. Their charge for a small

plate of cold ham was six francs, or about

$1.20, and other things were sold at similar

rates. That was the only eating-car that

I have found on the Continent thus far. It

is not surprising, under the circumstances,

that passengers prefer to grab a sandwich

at the station bars, gulp down a glass of

sour wine, and run to the car, chewing the

sandwich, which is the prevailing fashion.

After a brief stay in Paris, I took the

Paris. Lyons & Mediterranean Railway

for Geneva. The train was a "rapide," as

the express trains are called in France,

and consisted of twelve corridor cars,

each about 40 feet long, pulled by a com-

pound engine whose picture is shown in

connection with this letter. The engine

had a sort of wind-cutter in front and

was the first locomotive I had ever seen

so constructed. At one of the stations I

interviewed the "mecanicien," as the en-

gineer is called, and he seemed to be very

proud of his odd-looking machine, and

averred that the air-cutting attachment

was "bien bon," which means very good.

The "rapide" did not rush through
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ON THE ST. GOTHARD RAILWAY.

A BELGIAN EXPRESS LOCOMOTIVE.
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RAILROAD STATION AT CtENEVA

RAir.ROAU STATION AT MII-AN'.
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RAILROAD STATION AT TURIN—FRONT AND REAR.
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space at the speed the name might imply,

but we got over 270 miles in about eight

liours, making stops about every 30 miles.

The line is double-tracked, and has as fine

a roadbed and rolling-stock equipment

as anything which I found on the Conti-

nent of Europe. The rolling stock, not

only of the train I was in, but the freight

and other cars seen at stations, was par-

ticularly good and substantial, and I no-

ticed that steel undcrframing was largely

used for all kinds of cars and tenders.

The road is equipped with block signals

throughout, and the switches at stations

are operated by an interlocking system.

In many particulars the signals and inter-

locking differ from the systems used in

Britain and America. We are accus-

tomed to associate wi;h the French and

other Latin races finer art perceptions

than what prevails among the British and

Americans; but these attributes are cer-

tainly not made manifest in their railway

appliances.

There was a curious display of combin-

ing advertising with decorative art seen

in the carriages of this and other railways

in France and Italy. The figuring on the

upholstery and ornamental work inside

the cars was formed principally from the

initials of the road. Small initials, large

initials, initials made of various fashions

of lettering, were dotted on every plush

surface, which had a strange effect. You
would look a panel over and conclude that

it was odd, without being very pleasing:

and then, as your eyes got analyzing de-

tails, they resolved themselves into "P.

L. M.," or such-like.

The Paris, Lyons & Mediterranean

took us through a most attractive and in-

teresting country^attractive, from the

stamp of Nature; and interesting, from

man's handiwork and from the events of

which the recurring scenes, towns and

bui'dings were the theatre. France has

no regions more fertile than the valleys

of the rivers that feed the Seine and the

Rhone. Besides being naturally fertile,

they are lands of wood and water and

hill and dale. A fertile country develops

a thick population who accumulate

worldly goods, which are coveted by those

who have not got any savings ahead. A
beautiful country develops patriotism in

the natives, and they display a dislike to

moving. When lean and lazy outsiders

heard about the fatness of the lands

of the Seine and Rhone valleys, they

naturally thought that those in pos-

session were enjoying more than a fair

share of the world's goods. They had

no fine abstract theories to offer for taking

the other people's possessions and sav-

ings; but they had swords and pikes and

other deadly weapons, which they did not

hesitate to use. Then there were wars and

sieges and stormings, and the whole lon.g

route from Paris to Geneva is studded

with relics and monuments of devotion

and valor on one side, and of rapacity and

reckless brutality on the other. Some-

linus the rubbers were victors, and their

children settled down to be food-raisers

and were spoiled in turn by new robbers;

but the land remained, and towns and

castles and churches multiplied, and the

country waxed stronger every generation

to repel the spoiler. This has been the

history not only of the fertile valleys of

France, but of every region in the world

which offered accumulations of labor,

thrift and industry as attractions to

cupidity.

In traveling from Paris to Geneva, the

physical features of the country do not

seem to be more rugged than those cn-

By the falling-out of covetous rogues, the

town was left to enjoy privileges accorded

to few communities in the evil times that

succeeded the break-up of the Roman
Empire. The city was the cradle of many
mechanic arts; it was long the refuge of

persecuted thinkers, and it was at times

a theatre of intolerance as grim as any-

thing the world has ever seen.

My journey from Geneva was over the

Alps by the Cenis Tunnel route to Turin,

from that city to Milan, and thence by
the St. Gothard tunnel route to Zurich.

Particulars of ihe journey must stand over

for another letter. A. S.

A^^
Locomutivi L'tifUnmrinff

VACUUM TESTER.

countered in going from New York to

Buffalo by the New York Central, until

the Jura moun'.ain region, traversed in

the last fifty miles of the journey, is

reached; yet the whole of the route is

dotted with tunnels, deep cuttings, heavy

embankmcnls and high bridges. The ten-

dency of the locating engineers has been

to go straight through hill and valley. By
very slight curvature they might easily

have avoided tunneling and gained much
easier grades. But first cost seemed to

be no object; and the equivalent in France

of our General Passenger Agent seems to

think he holds a winning card over com-
petitors when he can boast about the

number and the length of tunnels on his

line.

Geneva is not a rai'way center, but it

is a good point from which to visit moun-
tain railways and magnificent scenery.

The lake is beautiful beyond other waters,

and has a blue color that has harassed

science to define the cause. There has

been a town here for about two thousand

years, and many a sanguinary struggle

there has been between contending rob-

bers of high degree to ga'n possession.

First-Class Gage-Testing Appliances

.\t the Wilmington shops of the Phila-

delphia, Wilmington & Baltimore Rail-

road, is to be seen one of the most com-

plete and thorough arrangements for test-

ing the accuracy of pressure and vacuun)

gages possible to conceive in railroad

practice.

Master Mechanic Turner has made spe-

cial efforts to the end of keeping all steam

gages on a truthful basis and give an ac-

curate registry of boiler pressures. To
do this, considerable ingenuity has been

shown in the combination of the separate

indicating devices shown in the illustra-

tion, and which can be worked singly or

together, thus furnishing a reliable check

on each other.

Arranged on a bench at a convenient

height for manipulation while the opera-

tor is comfortably seated in a chair, is an

Ashcroft weighted testingapparatus which

is known to give accurate results. Next
to this is a Shaw mercurial column, regis-

tering up to 250 pounds by pressure on a

diaphragm. A large Utica test gage com-
pletes the indicating devices for pressures,

and these are all piped to an air cylinder of
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peculiar construction, consisting of an

8-inch piston wliicli is secured to a rod on

the lower end of which is a 3-inch piston;

the larger piston receiving air pressure at

70 pounds, and the smaller piston trans-

mitting this pressure through glycerine to

the several registering devices.

A small lever controls the pressure from

the air cylinder, and the position of the

gages on trial, which are secured to the

same system of piping as the master gages,

is such that they are easy to handle and

rectify any trouble while the pressure

is on.

Our illustration shows the air cylinder

{jQ=i

i

of an induced current, on the principle

of an ejector. While this looks like

an extremely simple thing to accom-
plish, it was found when experimenting to

get satisfactory results, that not above 10

or 12 inches of vacuum could be had with-

out the discharge nozzles in the ejector

were of a certain size and had a certain re-

lation to each other. This all had to be

found by trial, and is only what all me-
chanics have to cope with when exploring

new fields for results.

Perhaps the best feature about the little

testing plant is the fact that it is used to

keep up the gages to their proper safe

Test Gage

oldest man if merits are equal. In quali-

fications, knowledge of figures and read-

ing and writing are essential. While he

should be able to comprehend orders

clearly and quickly and possess mechani-

cal skill, executive ability, estimate the

thoroughness of work and a full knowl-
edge of what should be done as well as

how it should be done, too much value

cannot be placed on ability to impart

knowledge to others, and it should be
constantly the aim of foremen to explain

clearly and directly. Many fail in this

particular, especially when they attempt

to perform themselves what should be

Test Gage

tCjB

Air , ,CyI.

^-Air 70 lbs-

Glycerine . Water and Alcohol_

Loeumotivg £ngintering

PRESSURE TEST APPARATUS.

at the right with a total pressure on its pis-

ton of 3,500 pounds; and since the ratio of

the areas of the pistons are about seven to

one, there is a pressure of 495 pounds per

square inch transmitted to the gages, ne-

glecting friction on the packing. There is

sufficient force left, however, to test the

gages to their limit of 250 pounds.

The little reservoir at the left of the en-

graving is filled with glycerine, which

flows through a valve opening downward
into the pressure system, and keeps the

pipes constantly filled up to the gages.

The little weighted valve seen at the top

of the reservoir is there to prevent the

pressure from going above the limit, and

is set at 250 pounds.

At the extreme left is a mercury column,

graduated to pounds on one side of the

tube, and inches of vacuum on the oppo-

site side. This is used for testing the

vacuum gages, and is one of the best

schemed things in the exhibit. It is

operated by connecting a pipe to the

top of the column and exhausting the

air from above the mercury by means

status. A mechanic who knows his busi-

ness, being engaged on this work con-

stantly, and who is responsible for the

condition of all gages, surrounds the work

with a character of truth that breeds con-

fidence.

^ i i

Qualifications of Sliop Foremen.

Mr. Geo. W. Stevens, superintendent of

motive power of the Lake Shore, has been

conspicuously successful in the handling

of his department, which has been due in

a great measure to judicious selection of

subordinates. Some years ago he wrote

a short letter to the Western Railroad

Club, giving his ideas concerning the

selection and qualifications of shop fore-

men, which is still worthy of the attention

of officials who have to promote men to

positions of this kind.

He said: "The selection should be made
from the shop force and from the class

that are active, energetic, conservative

and progressive, with moral character

predominating, giving preference to the

done by workmen. The old saying, "As

with the captain so with the soldier," is

especially applicable to shop foremen, and

any foreman can quite fairly be judged by

the performance of the men."

i i @

The Buffalo Forge Company have re-

cently built some of the largest fans in

use in this country. The plant includes

three steel fans 170 inches tall, having

inlets 79 inches in diameter and outlets

63.5 X 70 inches wide. The wheels are 120

inches in diameter and 66.5 inches wide at

the periphery. Each of the three fans is

driven by a 12 x 14 engine, and will de-

liver at the outlet 150,000 cubic feet of

air, one ounce pressure. Each fan is sup-

plied with an immense heater, for prop-

erly heating the air which is to be used

for drying glue. When it is considered

that the combined capacity of these fans

is 450,000 cubic feet of air per minute, it

will be seen that the glue-dryer is prob-

ably a full-grown one.
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Graphics in Physical Tests.

The chart we illustrate herewith shows
a most convenient method of comparing
the percentage of elongation of test pieces

of same grade of steel, from one to eight

inches in length, having different percent-

ages of carbon and subjected to varying

stresses per square inch of section.

The horizontal figures at the bottom
represent the length of the test specimen
in inches. The curves are plotted for

given stresses and percentages of carbon,

which are shown to cover cases from .10

of one per cent, to .70 of one per cent.,

and have stresses ranging from 58,000 to

65,000 pounds per square inch for the up-

Notes from the Wilmington Shops.

Master Mechanic Turner, of the Phila-

delphia, Wilmington & Baltimore Rail-

road shops at Wilmington, has a device

on his wheel press, designed by himself

and used for raising and lowering the

machine with reference to the floor level,

in order to bring ram of the machine in

line with the center of an axle on any
diameter of wheel, from the largest driver

to the smallest truck wheel, or a move-
ment of about 30 inches.

The device, entirely home-made, con-

sists of a clutch arrangement placed on
the press near the pulleys driving the

plungers, the clutch actuating bevel gears

m
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per, and 140,000 to 150,000 pounds per

square inch for the bottom curve. The
elongations are shown in the vertical col-

umn at the left.

To read the chart, the perpendicular

lines cutting the inches in length of the

test piece are traced to their intersection

with the curves, as, for example, from 4

to the .70 carbon curve, and from there

following the horizontal line at this in-

tersection out to the left, and thus reach

the percentage of elongation, which is

found to be 12.5 per cent, at rupture, for a

test piece having .70 of carbon and length

of 4 inches. For any other length the

rcadmgs are, of course, taken similarly.

which transmit motion to a pair of screws

by which the machine is raised or lowered

at will. It is a most ingenious device and

a convenient way to avoid blocking up,

giving the machine the scope of both a

large and small press.

Mr. Turner's arrangement of water

service pipes is a good one. All pipes

for feed-water purposes in the plant are

above-ground, where their condition can

be seen at all times. This is an admir-

able plan when a plant is located at tide

level.

At these shops is to be seen what is be-

lieved to be the original air hoist, de-

signed and built by Mr. H. D. Gordon,

who was then master mechanic at this

point, in 1884. The hoist is still doing its

regular work out in the yard, loading and
unloading heavy material from llat cars.

This progenitor of one of the most useful

of labor-savers does not suffer by com-
parison with the modern tools of its kind,

because it was built right by its designer,

who had full knowledge of what the needs

were that called it into life. This is his-

tory, and the facts will be of interest to

somebody one of these days.

i ^ ©
stresses on Bridges.

In a report made by a committee to the

Association of Railway Superintendents

of Bridges and Buildings the statement

is made that Professor Robinson found

that the increase of strain due to vibra-

tions caused by unbalanced locomotive

drivers is 28 per cent, of the ma.ximum
strain caused by the passing train when
statically considered. He observed also

that the increased strains due to vibra-

tions caused by the body of the train were

50 per cent, greater than the correspond-

ing part of the train statically considered.

Moreover, since he found certain cases

in which the dynamic strains produced by
(he train load itself were greater than those

caused by the engine, he was of the opin-

ion that in designing bridges 50 per cent.

should be allowed for impacts, instead of

the 28 per cent, which he found in his dia-

gram. He also found that the cumula-
tive vibrations, depending upon certain

relations between the load and bridge, were
particularly prejudicial. Among these are

the relation between the circumference

of the driver and the panel length, and the

relation between the wheel spacing and
the panel length.

In actual practice it is the custom of

different engineers to make variable allow-

ance for the effects of impact. For ex-

ample, some roads will assume that

bridges under 100 feet span are subjected

to impacts of varying amounts, while

spans of greater length are subjected to

no impact. Others assume that the strains

caused by live loads are twice as great as

those caused by the dead load only, re-

gardless of the length of span. Some
specifications allow a certain impact vary-

ing from 100 per cent, for very short spans
to nothing for spans of 500 feet and over.

Others, again, will allow for varying im-

pacts, depending upon the ratio of the

minimum stress to the maximum.
All these attempts to establish a law of

impact, and the assumption of such laws

as given in the various bridge specifica-

tions, while undoubtedly indicating the

unsettled knowledge of the subject, are

nevertheless more or less valuable, and
tend toward safe construction.

A Technical Index for the year 1896

will be found with this paper.
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The Burlington, Cedar Rapids & Nortli-

ern Railway Locomotive.

The annexed engraving shows a re-

markably handsome form of ten-wheeler

recently built by the Brooks Locomotive
Works for the Burlington, Cedar Rapids

& Northern Railway. The engines are

intended for hauling the heavy fast pas-

senger trains over a somewhat hilly road,

and they are reported to be doing the

work very satisfactorily.

The engines have cylinders i8 x 26

inches, and driving wheels 69 inches diam-

eter. This make an engine capable of

exerting 122 pounds of tractive force per

pound of cylinder pressure. As the boiler

pressure is 180 pounds per square inch,

the engine can be depended on to exert

over 18.000 pounds tractive force in start-

ing a train. The boiler, as will be seen

from the engraving, is of the wagon-top

riveted. The Smith triple exhaust pipe is

used.

The engine has been fitted up with all

the most improved appliances for promot-

ing economy and durability in service and

convenience in handling. It has alligator

cross-heads, balance valves, fixed wedges,

French springs. Monitor injectors, Nathan

triple cylinder lubricator. Leach sanding

apparatus and chime whistle. The West-

inghouse automatic brake is applied to the

tender, and the American outside-equal-

ized is applied to the drivers. The air

pump is gyi inches diameter, and the

Westinghouse train signal is used.

The boiler provides 1,635 square feet of

heating surface, 1,465 feet of which is in

the tubes and 170 feet in the firebox.

The weight of the engine in working

order is about 137,000 pounds, 108,000

pounds being on the drivers and 29,000

of P may be determined from the diagram.

For this purpose we have to consider only

that part of the diagram which is included

within the continuous circumscribing line

I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, Fig, I. The mean distance

apart of the upper and lower parts of this

line, in inches, multiplied by the scale of

the spring employed in taking the dia-

gram, is the mean effective pressure. By
the upper part of the continuous line is

meant all that part that is traced by the

indicator pencil while the piston is mov-
ing ahead in its stroke; and by the lower

part, that part that is traced while it is re-

turning. The foregoing is strictly true

of any diagram taken in the ordinary

working of a locomotive. The matter will

not be complicated by the consideration of

abnormal diagrams.

For measuring the distance apart of the

two parts cf the line referred to. the fol-

-*>.<

A MODERN TEN-WHEELER FOR HEAVY .SERVICE.

type, and the crown is secured by crown
bars, special provision being made for

washing out any sediment that may settle

upon the crown sheet. The boiler is 58

inches diameter at the smallest ring, and
has 224 2-inch tubes, 12 feet 7% inches in

length. The boiler is steel throughout,

the waist sheets being i, /j and f inch

thick, the throat sheet % inch, and the

flue sheet I/2 inch thick. It is covered with

magnesia sectional lagging and jacketed

with painted iron.

The firebox is the deep kind, with dou-

ble-riveted mud ring, going between the

driving and trailing wheels; is 108 inches

long and 33 inches wide inside mud ring.

The crown and back sheets are of J^-inch

steel, and the sice sheets are -^g inch thick.

There is a water space of 3 inches at the

back and sides, and of 4-inch space in

front. The staybolts are of Ewald iron.

I inch diameter and spaced 4 inches apart,

screwed and riveted over sheets at both

ends. There is a brick arch supported on

water tubes, and the mud ring is double-

pounds on the truck. The wheel base is

24 feet 4 inches, 14 feet of that being rigid.

The tender holds 4,000 gallons of water.

Computing Horse-Power from the In-

dicator Diagram'-Approximate
Water Consumption.

BY F . F . H E M Iv N W A Y .

One of the important functions of the

steam engine indicator is to afiford ready

means for determining the horse-power

developed in the cylinder of a steam

engine. In the formula =
33,000

horse-power, A = area of piston in square

inches, 5 := speed of piston in feet per

minute, and P = the mean effective pres-

sure (M. E. P.); that is, the average pres-

sure urging the piston forward less the

average pressure that, in the cylinder, re-

sists its forward progress. By observation

and calculation, the numerical values of A
and 6" are of easy determination. The value

lowing is old and very good practice.

Modifications of this practice will suggest

themselves, and if the planimeter is used,

the necessary instructions for its use ac-

company the instrument:

Divide the length of the diagram. Fig. i,

into ten equal (in length) sections, as rep-

resented, and bisect these sections as rep-

resented by the broken lines. Cut a strip

of paper. Fig. 2, of sufficient length for

the purpose. Place the end and edge a of

this strip at a on the diagram, and with a

well-sharpened pencil mark on the strip

the distance a—b, the length of the first

broken line. Similarly, transfer the dis-

tances c—d, etc., until all these distances

—

ten in number—have been transferred to

the strip. The distance a—t is the com-
bined height of the ten subdivisions of the

diagram. Say this is 10.25 inches (io54

inches): Then 10.25 -h 10 = 1.025, the aver-

age height. This multiplied by the scale

of the spring, which assume to be l" =60
pounds, gives 1.025X60 = 61.5, which in

pounds is the M. E. P. to be substituted
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for P in the formula — — = horse-
33,000

power.

It would be fortunate if, knowing the

horse-power developed, we could read

from the diagram the quantity of water

that must be evaporated in the boiler to

produce this power. This we cannot do,

for we cannot tell how much water is

e.xhausted as ivaler, and not as steam. The
determination, however, of the steam ex-

hausted is very important, as affording

means of comparing the performance of

one engine with that of another, or with

its own performance under different con-

ditions.

the indication oi the eye, as li the exhaust

had not opened. From the point /, where
the extension of this curve meets line b,

draw the line t—n parallel to line v (the

line of perfect vacuum). Measure the dis-

tance, in pounds, of point / to line v. This
is the terminal pressure (T. P.); it is, say,

36 pounds. Compute the mean effective

pressure (as in Fig. 1); say it is 50 pounds.
In the table of water consumption, against

36 and under IV, find 1185. Divide this

by the mean effective pressure: 1185-H
50 = 23.7. Tliis, in pounds, would be the
steam released per horse-power per hour
were it not for the fact that some of it is

saved by early exhaust closure. To ac-

inches, and the mean effective pressures

80 pounds and 30 pounds. First reduce

the pressure acting against one piston to

an equivalent pressure acting against the

other: 660.5 -r- 254.5 = 2.6. Each pound
pressure acting against the larger piston

is the equivalent of 2.6 pounds acting

against the smaller piston. Then, 30 X 2.6

= 78, the mean effective pressure in the

low-pressure cylinder reduced to terms of

the high-pressure cylinder. In other

words, the work done in both cylinders is

the same as if it were all done in the high-

pressure cylinder under a mean effective

pressure of 80 + 78 = 158 pounds, which

pressure is to be used in the calculation

instead of the actual pressure. 80 pounds.

Otherwise the calculation is the same as

in the instance of Fig. 3.

Or the steam consumption can be com-
puted from the low-pressure diagram, in

which case the equivalent pressure to be

added to that of that cylinder is that of

the high-pressure cylinder divided by 2.6:

80 -^ 2.6 = 30.8 pounds, making the mean
effective pressure to be considered as act-

ing against the low-pressure piston 30 -|-

30.8 = 60.8 pounds.

The steam consumption, when com-
puted from each diagram, will be found to

differ somewhat, one from the other,

owing to natural causes which need not be

here discussed. It is customary to take

the mean of the two results as the nearest

approximation.

WaTKR CONSIMPTION.

Xvcunui[li« Unginetring

Fig. 3

It is not necessary for this purpose that

we go into highly refined calculations; in

fact, however far we may go in this, the

only thing we are quite sure of is that the

result is not absolutely correct. For pres-

ent purposes the following plan, which is

in the main the one employed by the Buck-
eye Engine Company,* is excellent. In the

table I have omitted fractions, selecting

the nearest whole number:
Draw two vertical lines a. b. Fig. 3,

exactly defining the length of the dia-

gram. Extend the expansion curves, by

•For anything in this that may have been
abridged or deducted from that company's pub-
lication, I have its courteous permission-

count for this, measure the distances /

—

a

and (

—

X. The former is 4 inches and the

latter 3.1 inches. Multiply 23.7 by 3.1 and

divide the product by 4 :
' •'' = 18.4,
4

in pounds, the steam exhausted per horse-

power per hour. To this add not less

than 20 per cent, for water of condensation

present at exhaust: 18.4 + (18.4 X 20) =
22 pounds of steam per horse-power per

hour, 3.7 pounds of which was condensed
after entering the cylinder.

In the instance of compound locomo-
tives, let the cylinders be, for example, 18

inches and 29 inches diameter, their re-

spective areas being 254.5 inches and 660.5

A A
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The Manchester, Sheffield & Lan-

cashire Railway Locomotive.

On this page we illustrate a remarkably

well-designed form of English locomo-

tive designed by Mr. Harry Pollitt, loco-

motive superintendent of the Manches-

ter, Sheffield & Lancashire Railway, for

pulling fast heavy trains over a fairly level

road. Like most of modern British loco-

motives, this one has a remarkably smooth

appearance outside, nearly all the working

parts being covered up.

The engine has inside cylinders 19 x 26

inches: piston valves placed under the

cylinders. The driving wheels, which

have cast steel centers, are 7 feet 6 inches

in diameter, and the truck wheels are 42

inches in diameter. Steel axles are em-

ployed throughout, the driving axles hav-

ing journals 8x9 inches, and the truck

axles SJ/j x 9-inch journals. The frames

are all steel plate, i 1-16 inch thick. The

of the most modern passenger locomo-

tives in America, and pulls trains that are

equal in weight' and speed to many of

those handled by our first-class locomo-

tives. It would be very interesting to

find out how an engine with 1,300 feet of

heating surface is able to make steam

with a nozzle 5f^ inches diameter, and how
she can haul a fast train on a coal con-

sumption of 24 pounds to every train-

mile. As far as we can learn, there are

very few locomotives on this side of the

Atlantic which use less than double 24

pounds per mile when working fast ex-

press trains.

i g i
Ratio of Qrate to Flue Area.

In connection with the paper read by

Professor Goss at the New York Rail-

road Club, on the efifects of high rates of

combustion upon the efficiency of a loco-

rectly as the square root of the grate with

the same efficiency—that is to say, for in-

stance, if a grate be enlarged to four times

its first area, twice the heating surface

would be required for the same evapo-

rative performance with the same effi-

ciency of fuel. He, in fact, stated that

there can never be too much heating sur-

face, but there may be too little, and that,

on the contrary, there may be too much
grate area, but cannot be too little so long

as the required rate of combustion per

square foot does not exceed the limit im-

posed by physical conditions,

Mr, J. Longridge made very exhaustive

experiments and calculations to ascertain

the proper ratios between grate area and

heating surface, and his investigations

brought him to the following conclusions:

1st. That no fixed rule can be estab-

lished as to the best relative proportions

for fire grate, firebox and tube surface.

driving wheels are 9 feet apart, and the

truck wheels 5 feet 9 inches apart. The
total wheel base is 22 feet 2 inches.

The boiler is steel throughout, is 51

inches diameter at the forward ring, and

is II feet lYz inches long between tube

plates. The height of the center of the

boiler from the rail is 7 feet II inches.

The barrel of the boiler is made of plates Yz

inch thick, the smokebox tube plate being

I inch thick. There are 231 copper tubes,

l^ inches outside diameter and n feet

41/2 inches long. The firebox is of cop-

per, 5 feet 85^ inches length at the bot-

tom, inside width 3 feet 6 inches, and

mean depth 5 feet 5 inches. The back

tube sheet is i inch thick, and the crown

and side sheets are Yz inch thick. The
heating surface of the tubes is 1,209

square feet, and the firebox log square

feet, giving a total of 1.318 square feet.

The grate area is 20 square feet: the diam-

eter of the exhaust nozzle is ~,^'f, inches.

Mr. Pollitt mentions that they use very

good coal and burn 24 pounds per mile.

This engine is of a capacity equal to that

THE LATEST ENGLISH EIGHT-WHEELER.

motive boiler, we have been looking up

notes of the experience of early investi-

gators in this line of experiment, A few

years ago a very interesting report was

submitted by Mr, J. Davis Barnett to the

American Railway Master Mechanics'

Association, on the best proportion of

grate and flue area. In that report he sub-

mitted a great deal of valuable informa-

tion received from members of the asso-

ciation, all of which tended to show that

below a certain point of combustion per

foot of area it was not economical to in-

crease the grate area. In the deductions

of Mr. D. K. Clark, published in 1852, he

said that the evaporative work of a loco-

motive decreased directly as the grate

area increased; that it increased directly

as the square of the heating surface with

the same grate area: that the necessary

heating surface increased directly as the

square of the performance—that is to say,

for example, for four times the water

evaporated with the same efficiency, only

twice the heating surface is required. The

necessary heating surface increases di-

2d. That length of tube has nothing to

do with an economic etifect.

3d. That the diatneter of the tube is also

a matter of indifference.

4th. That the econoiny of fuel does not

depend upon the rate of firing.

Slh. That when the quantity of fuel

burned is moderate, say 50 or 60 pounds

per square foot of grate per hour, the com-

bustion is nearly perfect. On the other

hand, with hard firing a considerable loss

results from carbon-monoxide passing

away unconsumed.

6th. That a large increase of heating

surface in proportion to coal burned only

slightly increases the economic efTcct. In

fact, within the limits of practice in loco-

motive engines, the economic effect is in

proportion to about the fourth root of the

heating surface.

In speaking of his report, Mr. Barnett

said: "We understood our duty to be to

see if we could find out some arithmetical

proportion between grate surface and full

heating area that was best for a given class

of engines. The few replies received, and
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the tendency of conversation with mem-
bers of this association, all go to show that

such a proportion does not exist." He
expressed the opinion that when the

smokebox vacuum is low, when there is

very little draft, the outer end of long

flues has very little evaporative efficiency;

but if you go up to 4 or s inches of vacuum,
then the efficiency of the forward or

smokebox end of the flue is increased from
200 10 300 per cent.

In answers to the circulars sent out by
the committee, Mr. Henry Schlacks, then

of the Illinois Central, reported lengthen-

ing grates from 60 to 66 inches, keeping

every other point unchanged, but could

not note any appreciable difference in the

efficiency of the engines. He expressed

the opinion that it was possible to give the

boiler too much grate surface.

Mr. Wm. Garstang increased the length

of grate from 72 to 78 inches. The steam-

ing of the engines was improved, but the

consumption of fuel was about the same.

There was about 9 per cent, more flues in

the boilers that had the short grates. On
the general question of grate surface, he

believed it possible to get too large a sur-

face for good coal.

Mr. O. Stewart reduced the grates of

some consolidation engines from 120 to 80

inches by the use of dead plates. The
experiment was so satisfactory that the

whole class were reduced to these dimen-

sions, with a reduction in the consumption

of fuel.

The report mentions that there is a

practice in the exhibition contests with

portable engines, of reducing grate area

as a favorite means of jockeying to reduce

the consumption of fuel.

I* i i
Corn as a Motive Power.

There is a certain class of philosophers

of a speculative, prospective turn of mind,

who are always making themselves and
other people uncomfortable by talking

about events which will in no way affect

any living person. These people are con-

stantly talking about what will happen to

the earth when the energy of the sun

diminishes, and what will happen on the

earth when the supply of coal is all used

up. The exhausting of coal mines is a

favorite theme of discussion by certain

writers in different parts of the world, and
their remarks sometimes set people shiver-

ing, although there is plenty of coal in

sight to last thousands of years to come.
In regard to the exhausting of the coal

fields. Professor Reynolds, in one of his

lectures, made the following remarks:

"It must not be forgotten that, after all,

the most important source of energy is

not coal, but corn and vegetable matter.

The power developed in the labor of ani-

mals exceeds the power derived from all

other sources, including coal, in the ratio

of 20 or 30 to l; so that, after all, if we
could find the means of employing such

power for the purposes for which coal is

specially employed, such as driving our

ships and working our locomotives, an in-

crease of 10 per cent, in the agricultural

yield of the earth would supply the place

of all the coal burned in engines. The
energy which may be derived from the

oxidization of corn has as yet only been

artificially developed in the form of heat-

ing, and this may be the only possible

way; but physiology has not yet advanced

to the point of explaining the physical

process of the development of energy con-

sequent on the oxidization of the blood,

and it is, at all events, an open question

whether the energy of corn may not be

really a form of directed energy, in which

case corn would yield six or eight times

as much energy as coal does at present,

consumed in our engines. As consumed
in animals, it yields a larger proportion of

energy—two or three times as much, and

maybe more; whereas by burning it in

steam engines we cannot get half as much.

Should we find the artificial means of de-

veloping anything like the full directable

power of corn, a problem which has not

yet been attempted, coal would no longer

be necessary for power."

X
:^
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of American Steel Manufacturers, indorse

the decimal system as the proper standard

for measuring all materials.

"2. Resolved, That the secretary be re-

quested to forward a copy of the com-

mittee's report to the secretaries of the

American Institute of Mining Engineers,

the American Society of Mechanical En-

gineers, the American Society of Civil

Engineers and the American Master Me-
chanics' Association, as an evidence of

their appreciation of the work accom-

plished by these societies toward the

establishment of the decimal system of

Quessing Speed.

Guessing at the speed of a railroad train

seldom comes within 33 per cent, of the

truth, unless the guessers have watched

and made notes on speed until they be-

come as expert as a locomotive engineer.

While riding in a railway train in France

lately, we heard several gentlemen guess-

ing on the speed, and they waxed very

hot over the diflferences of opinion. It

was a small car, very loose in the boxes,

and the track was far from being perfect.

The way the car jumped and rolled justi-

fied novices in saying that the speed was

nothing about the speed of the machine

he handles may do as good work as one

who is familiar with every detail con-

nected with the appliance, but he is never

likely to acquire the knowledge that

pushes men to the front as leaders. The
eye of an efficient foreman tells him when
a tool is not running at the proper speed

for the work on hand. Those who wish

to acquire this skill ought to begin early

making close observation of all shop op-

erations. Industry of this character pays

in the end.

i i ©

gaging, and as a proof of the hearty co-

operation of this association in this move-

ment."

Japanese Locomotive.

The double-ended side tank engine

shown in the annexed engraving is one

of an order received by the Brooks Loco-

motive Works from the American Trad-

ing Company of Japan.

It is a 3 feet 6 inches narrow gage en-

gine, and has cylinders 15 x 22 and driv-

ing wheels 48 inches diameter. The
boiler is large for an engine of that size,

being 54 inches in diameter, having fire

box 78 X 29 inches, giving a total heating

surface of 978 square feet, 83 square feet

of which is in the firebox. The boiler and

firebox are of steel, and the tubes of drawn

brass. The engine is equipped with all

the conveniences usually put upon first-

class American engines. The cab is roomy
and the appliances very conveniently ar-

ranged, a thing that is likely to help

the reputation of the engines in the far-

oflf country where they are going to

work.

DOUBLE-ENDER FOR JAPAN.

seventy miles an hour. The passengers

discussing the subject varied in their esti-

mate from 75 to 100 kilometers—that is

from 44 to 62 miles an hour. They did

not seem to know enough to watch the

kilometer posts. The writer did that and

found the speed 56 kilometers, or about

35 miles an hour.

It is not on speed of trains alone that .

ignorance prevails where accurate knowl-

edge might be expected. Most machinists

understand how to set the machines they

are handling for the kind of metal to be

cut, but very few men know anything

about the speed in feet per minute.

We heard of a dispute that arose lately

about the speed of a large planer. The
machinist who was in charge of the tool,

on being asked its speed, said 25 feet

while cutting and 55 returning. Several

other machinists guessed at the speed,

and the lowest was 22 and 50 feet per

minute. It was sold as an unusually

powerful tool that could do work at

maximum speed. By actual measure-

ment the speed was found to be 16 and

34 feet per minute.

A man who knows nothing and cares

Engine No. 600, Lake Shore & Michi-

gan Southern Railway, running on the

Buffalo division, is a Brooks lo-wheeler.

She handles their heaviest passenger

trains and heavy through freight service.

On August 17, 1894, she was equipped

with a set of United States metallic pack-

ing for her air pump. On October i,

1896, she had made a mileage of 123,886

miles, and the air-pump packing had re-

ceived no repairs and had worked per-

fectly during that entire mileage. The
packing is still in service. Think of the

time, trouble and waste of oil packing and

patience this saved the engineer, to say

nothing of a scored and scratched piston

rod caused by packing tools and petrified

asbestos, old rubber hose and candle-

wick. An air pump without metallic

packing is not complete.

i i i
The Denver & Rio Grande have re-

cently put a variety of new tools into their

shops at Burnham, Denver. Among them

are a 54-inch 4-headed planer, a heavy

punch and shears, and a fine car-wheel

grinder—all supplied by Manning. Max-
well & Moore, New York.
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Baltimore & Ohio 60,000-Pound
Box Car.

In July of the present year the Bahi-

more & Ohio Railroad had some new

60,000-pound cars built, which we now
illustrate by the courtesy of General Sup-

erintendent of Motive Power Middleton

and Superintendent of Car Department

Grieves.

The half-tone engraving shows the car

ready to commence its career of useful-

Conducted by ORVILLE H. REYNOLDS, M. B.

resent the cars as built. There are eight

longitudinal sills, the outside being 5 .\ 8

inches, the intermediates 3x8 inches,

and the center sills 3J^ x 9 inches. It will

at once be noted that this arrangement of

light sills in the center is in direct oppo-

sition to old-time practice, which looked

upon a heavy center sill as an absolute

necessity, to safely receive and absorb

buffing shocks. The long buffer blocks

show why heavy center sills are not

braces are made on the same liberal plan;

those at the end being 4x4 inches, and

those at the sides 3x5 inches. The side

posts are also 3x5 inches. The girths,

side and end are 4x5 inches, and in addi-

tion thereto at the sides is an auxiliary

piece 3 x^7 inches, resting on the girth

and cut in between posts and braces from

the corner to the door; the top edge of

this piece is beveled to 4 inches on the

inside face.

NEW FREIGHT CAR FOR THE BALTIMORE & OHIO.

ress as a carrier, and gives a good idea of

its finish and shapely points, which are

seen to be in accord with the best present

practice. Prominent among these will

be noted the Schoen steel bolsters on

body and trucks, conveying the impres-

sion of strength, and also the businesslike

appearance of the truss rods, with a depth

of truss that tells plainly of a correct

knowledge of the function of a truss rod.

Our line engravings of the working

drawings of this car and truck show
wooden bolsters; but aside from the

adaptation of the steel bolsters, they rep-

needed in this car, they extending over

the ends of four sills, and the idea is that

they will absorb a blow with less harmful

results to the car than will two heavier

sills of the regulation size. The end sills

are 8 x 10 inches at the center, and 8x8
inches at the ends.

An exceptionally strong end construc-

tion is made with the 5-inch corner posts,

and the 4 x 5-inch end posts, there being

one of the latter between the intermediate

posts, a practice that will commend itself

to all carmen who have ever been called

upon to provide against end bulging. The

End plates are 4 x 14 inches at the cen-

ter, and 4x6 inches at the ends, with a

special reinforcement against bulging, in

the shape of a strap bolt with the flat side

turned up and secured to the center rib,

the bolt passing through the plate. A
.)4-inch rod binds the framing laterally at

the end plates, and there is a -^i-inch rod

at each carlin for the same purpose. Side

plates are 3 x 6]^ inches, and bound to the

sills at each side and corner post by J4-

inch rods.

The truss-rod posts at the 5 x lo-inch

tie timbers arc cast with a ring at their
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DETAILS OF DRAFT GEAR—HALTIMORE & OHIO CAR.
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lower end to receive the truss rods, thus

insuring permanency in their places. This

is quite different from" the ordinary

method of a deep seat and cotter to ac-

compHsh the same thing.

In the way of a thoroughly substantial

arrangement of draft rigging, the engrav-

ing shows the American continuous draw-

bar applied in a way that practically de-

even if they are never called upon to per-

form in an emergency.

i i i
A Timely Move.

The Ohio Falls Car Manufacturing

Company has made a move in the direc-

tion of securing uniformity in construc-

tive practice for 60,000-pound capacity

\-
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BALTIMOKE & OHIO CAR.

by those ripe in experience gained by a

life study of the requirements of freight

rolling stock. Out of this will come uni-

formity in design—a consummation we
have hoped for and written about many
times, as a reference to our files will bear

witness.

The effect of these efforts for uniformity

in the construction of freight cars will be

to head off all those who are too ready to

continue the hopeless entanglement of the

present diversity in dimensions and de-

tails of cars having the same nominal ca-

pacity, and it will be felt in the equipment

of the future. We predict that a hearty

response will be given to the circular re-

ferred to, which is given in full below:

"Dear Sirs—Would you care to unite

with us in establishing a standard 6q,ooo-

pound box car, having as a basis all the

Master Car Builders' Standards and Rec-

ommended Practices? If so, please send

us your preferences as to following named
parts

:

fies destruction, or as near an approach to

that much-sought condition as can be

found in a union of iron and wood. Con-

tributing to this end are seen two oak

blocks filling the space between the draft

timbers, to which they are bolted with

^-inch bolts. The rear end of the blocks

abut against the body bolster, and are

grooved for two i-inch truss rods with

l^^-inch ends, which pass upward through

the end sill and buffer block, with heavy

wrought-iron bar washers under heads

and nuts. This trussing principle is pa-

tented.

The bolsters for body and truck are

shown in detail, and in their proper rela-

tion, one to the other. There is an ap-

pearance of rigidity in these bolsters that

is borne out by their performance in prac-

tice, and their introduction in the heavier

equipment shows that the days of weak
bolsters are numbered.

DETAILS OF TRUCKS^ BALTIMORE & OHIO CAR.

The arch-bar truck is of the rigid type,

and is put up to stay, making with the

steel bolster an all-metal truck that shows
ability to stand up under the severest ser-

vice. There is one admirable feature con-

nected with this truck that should be found

on every freight car—we refer to the

brake-beam safety straps. They look

right, and convey an impression of safety.

freight cars, by inviting, by circular, the

co-operation of all interested, but more
especially the car manufacturers, master

car-builders and the railroad clubs.

This is unquestionably one of the most

progressive events in car history, look-

ing as it does to the discouragement of

monstrous creations by tyros, and to the

establishment of lines for future guidance.

Length, width and height in the

clear, inside.

Door opening.

Center to center of cross-tie timbers.

Section of each sill, end sill and plates.

Height of lining.

Diameter of body and ends of truss

rods.

Wheel spread.
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Section and set of arch ami tie bars.

Diameter of column and oil-box

bolts.

"We are addressing this inquiry to sev-

eral car builders, and will tabulate the

replies and communicate the result by

letter or through some railroad paper.

"It is believed that this movement will

result in creating a uniformity among the

contract car works, primarily, of the parts

mentioned, and later of many of the less

essential parts, as well as of fruit, coal,

stock and flat cars. Modernness will be

maintained by incorporating all the stand-

ards as successively adopted or recom-

mended by the Master Car Builders" As-

sociation, or by the united judgment of

the manufacturers. The labor is slight,

and we trust you will deem it expedient to

act upon this suggestion."

i i i
Roller-Bearing Axle.

The car axle with roller bearings is

again under trial—this time it is in Chi-

cago. This principle has been given ex-

haustive trials times enough to demon-
strate W'hat there is in it for street-car

lines, and from our knowledge of its per-

formance in that work we are led to the

conclusion that it will do equally as well

in railroad service when properly adapted

to the conditions.

Among the advantages are greatly re-

duced resistance, less cost for lubrication,

and longer life to the wearing parts. The
principal drawback to its adoption, how-
ever, is the abnormal size of the box or

case to hold the rollers; the dimensions of

which for a 4j4-inch axle making it prac-

tically impossible to use on the present

freight-car truck.

^ ^ w
Compressed Air in Car Shops.

In a paper read at the Western Rail-

way Club, on "Some of the Uses and Ad-
vantages of Compressed Air," by Mr. J.

H. McConnell. superintendent of motive

power of the Union Pacific, he says:

"In car-shop work, air plays an im-

portant part. Jacks for passenger and

freight car work are indispensable, and

any shop can have them if they can buy
the castings. They are easily and cheaply

made, and can be built in any shop hav-

ing a boring mill or a 30-inch engine lathe.

A small jack for raising drawheads, ano-

ther for pulling down old draft timbers.

do not cost much, and they save time and

labor in doing the work. Sandpapering
the surface of a passenger coach by an air

machine makes better and is cheaper

work than can be done by hand. On
.roads using gas in coaches, an applica-

tion of a jet of air and gas through a

Bunsen burner removes the paint in a

very quick and clean manner, with no
danger from fii;e. , Attach a '/t-'mch hose

to the gas pipe in the car and another

hose to the air. supply, connect them both
to the burner, and see how cleanly and
quickly you can burn pff a coach., If yon

mi.x any paint, make a galvanized iron

tank to hold fifty gallons-r-or make two

if necessary—bend a piece of ^-inch gas

pipe in a circle 2 inches smaller than the

inside of the tank, drill about fifteen holes

on the top side of the pipe, plug up one

end, put an elbow on the other, screw in

a piece of J/^-inch p.pe about 4 feet long,

put on a globe valve, couple on the air,

fill the tank with lead and oil or paste and

oil, turn on a small quantity of air, and

see how quickly it will mix it. The ma-
terial becomes agitated, as if it was boil-

ing. It is superior to any other way of

mixing paint and it runs itself.

"The use of air lor painting buildings

and freight cars has been successfully car-

ried on for the past three years. Applied

to a machine for white-washing, it will

cover a great amount of space; a twenty-

stall roundhouse can be white-washed in

twenty hours. I have seen a machine
shop 150x200 feet, with a trussed roof,

whitewashed, over the walls, the roof and

the trusses, in ten hours. For crossings,

fences, and bridges it is the cheapest and

quickest way; it makes a smooth surface

and drives the whitewash into places

which a brush will not reach."

i i g
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Die for handhold and Ladder Irons.

The steam hammer is filling a very im-

portant place in blacksmith economy,
especially in shops not possessed of the

smaller hammers suitable for light work.

Dies are the mediums through which the

heavy hammers produce results, and our

line engraving shows one designed at the

West Shore shops at Frankfort, New
York, for handholds and ladder irons,

which are turned out by its means at a re-

markably low cost.

It consists of a lower die which is simply

a matrix of the finished form of the boss

and hole, with the die extended and curved

to give the correct bend. The opposite

end has two jaws to receive the upper

section of the die, which fits loose enough
to turn on the bolt passing through the

jaws. The side view and plan show the

dies closed with a finished end as taken

from the hammer. The position of the

upper half of the die when swung to re-

lease the job, and preparatory to working
on a new piece, is shown by the dotted

lines.

United Stales Consul-General Critten-

den, at the city of Mexico, has informed

the Department' of State that, in order

to facilitate the shipments of oranges from

Mexico to the United States, and reduce

the loss by decay, the Mexican Central

Railroad and the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe Railroad have arranged to run

through fast freight trains twice a week

from the city of Mexico to Kansas City,

Chicago and St. Louis. This. train will

make Kansas City in about six and a

half days, a clear saving of about forty-

eight hours, and will not only bring into

the market the oranges from the vicinity

of the city of Mexico, but also La Barca

and Guadalajara, whose output and qual-

ity fully equal that of any district in

Mexico.

g i i
.-Vt the November meeting of the West-

ern Railway Club there was a discussion

on the repair of cars on foreign roads

which brought out a curious action of one

railroad company. The company was

said to have established a rule to the effect

that when a car was found with two longi-

tudinal sills and one end sill broken, the

longitudinal sills should be repaired by the

company, but that the expense of renew-

ing the end sill should be charged to the

owners. As the breakage of both longi-

tudinal and end sills would be undeniable

signs of unfair usage, it seems to us

strange that any railroad company should

try to get out of the responsibility of do-

ing the whole of the repairs.

i i i
"The Most Economical Brake Shoe"

is the title of an illustrated catalog issued

by the Schoen Brake Shoe Company, of

Pittsburgh. The catalog gives consider-

able interesting information about brake

shoes, and shows up the advantage of us-

ing steel as the material. It is said that

the wear on wheels is less with Schoen
pressed-steel shoes than it is with cast-

iron, while they are more effective for

stopping the train. Another important

])oint made is that delays on the road from

broken brake shoes are removed, as the

presscd-stee! shoe will not break, and it

wears so long for a slight decrease of

thickness that even after reaching the

minimum limit it can be safely run to a

terminal point.

i i s
The electric power plant, at Baltimore,

of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Com-
pany is now being used not only to fur-

nish the power for the tunnel motors, but

to run 180 street cars of the Baltimore

Traction Company, to light the Camden
station and yards, the Baltimore city tun-

nel, the Locust Point freight houses,

warehouses and yards, Mt. Clare shops

and the new Mt. Royal passenger station.

The Baltimore & Ohio, so it is rumored,

will adopt blue for their passenger-train

color—the color on the Royal Blue trains

having been found satisfactory.
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Adjusting Eccentrics With Drivers on
Shop Floor.

Editors: -

The main driving wheels of a locomo-

tive stand on the shop floor; the old axle

has been replaced by a new one, and we
have to adjust the four eccentrics and key

them so they will have the angular ad-

vance according to lap and lead of valves,

and we do this before we put the wheels

under the engine.

The first thing to find out is whether

the center of the cylinders is in line with

the center of the axle, or whether it is

above or below that center.

It is a straight-in-line one, and Fig. i

shows it. The valve in steam chest B is

Floor l.t.„.„ t„» i™„l,.«-,m,; Floor

Fig. 4

E X, and find it is f^ inch. Now, remem-
ber this J4 inch is very important; it is

the amount of angular advance we must
give to the eccentrics.

We now take a wooden parallel straight-

edge S S, Fig. 4; mark a line A with a

sharp pencil, and call it center line of axle

.41
; then we caliper axle (between or near

eccentrics), and half of that we layout from
A to B and call it outside line of axle S';

then we caliper diameter of eccentric,

and half of that we lay out from A to C
and call it eccentric line C; and then we
lay out ^ inch from C to D, and this is

the advance.

Main
Driving
Wheels

Fig. I

now in central position, and we see

A A A A all come in one line, and for this

reason we call it a straight-in-line engine.

We now put on the alligator plate A, as

shown in Fig. ^. The plate is made so

that the jaws 5 5 are equal distance from

center line B B. The opening is put on

crank pin X; the 3-16 set screw D is

slightly screwed up, and the plate A is

then raised to the fine center mark of

axle P, and then clamped on tire with a

small wooden clamp C. We then turn

the wheel until plate A is level, and in this

way we will have the crank pin X on its

exact dead center, the same as it would be

when under the engine.

Now we measure valve, and we find

that it has ^-inch lap, and we are told to

give i-16-inch lead.

We are working on the left-hand side,

and we now look after the left side

rocker arm A\ Fig. i. We find that it

is a straight-in-line one; but the upper
arm is 10 inches from its center .4', and
the lower one is only 95^2 inches from the

center, a diflference of yi inch, and in this

case we are now obliged to make a little

calculation.

We take a board or strip of paper; draw
line A A, Fig. 3; then draw part of a

circle B 10 inches from center A^; then

draw part of a circle C gyi inches from
center A''. Now we measure off 13-16

inch (this is 54 lap and 1-16 lead) from D
to C; then we draw a line from center

Fig. 3

/) through center A' and tlirough circle

C", and measure distance between centers

Fig. 2

We now place the straight-edge under

one eccentric on a couple of wooden blocks

R R, and leVel straight edge 5 ,5" with level

L; we then put the square .S" in line with B
first, and shift the straight-edge so the

square just touches outside of axle B; this

will bring mark A in line with center of

axle ^1.

We now put the square in line with D,

and turn eccentric X close up to the square

,9, as shown in Fig. 4; and then fasten

<vith set screw lightly, and we have one

eccentric in proper position. We then ad-

just eccentric P in the same way, and we
have both ready for marking the key-

ways on axle.

We next take off alligator plate A, Fig.

_'. and place it on the other wheel, and do
the same as we did before. .Mways see that

mark B comes in line with outside of axle

31, and that the straight-edge is level be-

fore the square is put on.

After we have all the keyways cut on
axle, we key eccentrics, fasten up screws,

put straps on, and the wheels are ready to

roll under engine.

Eccentrics are the fundamental parts of

the valve motion. They must be in their

proper position on axle. All it needs,

then, is to lengthen or shorten eccentric

rods, and the valves will show equal lead

on both ends when crank pin is on front

or back center.

J. A. ElSENAKER.
Ehnira, N. Y.
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Eccentric Strap Experience in Brazil.

Editors:

As a subscriber to your valuable paper,

I beg to offer some remarks upon the

subject of brass liners for eccentric straps

in your issue of September, under the

head of "Kinks from the Omaha Road."

I cannot by any means agree with the

advantages claimed, "that brass and iron

give better wear and longer life than iron."

In 1871 the first four locomotives that ar-

rived for the Paulista Railroad, Santo

Paulo, were built by John Fowler, of

Leeds. England. They had wrought-iron

eccentric straps, fitted with brass liners;

at the end of seven years they were all

worn out. after giving a great deal of work

to the fitters, letting them together. These

brass liners were substituted with liners

of cast iron, and the same liners exist to-

day, and the locomotives are still in ser-

vice, and no comparison between them as

regards keeping them up; consequently,

they have been in use about eighteen

years. These are facts after more than

two year's trial.

\V. J. Johnson.
Rio Claio, Brazil.

i i S
Experiment to Determine Best Loca-

tion for Air Qage.

Editors:

As the best location for the air gage in

the cab is to be discussed at the next con-

vention of the .^ir Brake Association, I

would like to suggest that those members

who have the facilities for experimenting,

remove the copper pipes now used to con-

nect the gage and brake valve, and sub-

stitute therefor a flexible rubber tubing,

made of sufficient length to reach any spot

desired in the cab.

Brackets of a convenient design could

be placed in the cab so as to allow the

gage to stand or hajig at any angle de-

sired; and as the flexible tubing would

allow of a change of position without any

inconvenience, a little experimenting

would soon determine the best location

for the gage on each particular class of

locomotive, and the class of service the

locomotive might be engaged in. Will

somebody try it?

John P. Kklly,
New England R. R.

East Harlford, Conn.

i i i
The Shape of a Capstan.

Editors:

The annexed engraving shows the old

capstan on a transfer table of the Chicago

car shops of the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific Railway.

For moving cars on and oflf the transfer

table a 6-inch hemp rope was laid around

the capstan in the usual manner, and by

tightening the rope sufficiently, to pre-

vent slipping when capstan rotated, the

car moved. The difficulty was that it

generally took two men to keep the rope

tight, and in extreme cases four men

were required. In studying this capstan

it will be noticed that the rope entered on

a diameter larger than the diameter

where tlie rope left, and the consequence

was that the rope loosened its grip after

the first turn and the slack had to be taken

in by the men pulling in the rope. The

capstan shown on Card 1124 was then

designed to remedy this, and with satis-

factory result. It will be noticed that the

rope enters on the smallest diameter, and

as the coils travel along, the diameter

gradually increases and thereby tightens

itself, and the man simply has to take

care of the slack end.

NEW PATTERN

1* '-nx >^

OLD CASTING '

This illustrates very well the import-

ance of studying details before they are

applied to machinery, or whatever it

may be.

A. G. .\K1!RI.1.VI>.

Chicago, III.

What Ailed the Lubricator?

Editors:

Recently I was on an engine equipped

with a "Nathan three-feed oval lubrica-

tor, Class 1893." I had just filled the

lubricator and started it when I noticed

that the hinge of the guard over the glass

to the right cylinder was broken. I shut

off regulating valve C and safety valve F.

tight: then commenced to loosen the pack-

ing nut preparatory to taking off the

guard. After screwing the nut out three

01 four threads it commenced to leak

slightly, and the feed glass immediately

filled with oil. I screwed the nut back to

place and looked at gage glass; it showed

neither oil nor water, and the other two

feeds had quit working. I opened the

waste cock, and not over a tablespoonful

of oil came out; refilled the lubricator,

and it worked all right. I moved the en-

gine ahead and back four or five car-

lengths, but no oil showed at cylinder

cocks.

How did the oil get out of the lubrica-

tor?

Where did it go to?

What would be the effect of a broken

sight-feed glass?

F. C. Emhry.
Allegheny, Pa. P. L. W.

Boiler Feeding.
Editors:

I have been very much interested by

articles in your paper, in regard to who
should pump the engine, and about put-

ting both injectors on the right-hand side.

I say this, from experience, that from a

point of economy in coal and a smooth-

running engine without back pressure, it

should never be done. I have fired a 19 x

24 that was very deficient in heating sur-

face, but could be got along by the slickest

kind of running and pumping, but other-

wise would lie down on the hills for steam.

The same engine would run with ^4 inch

larger nozzle by being pumped on the

left-hand side than by pumping on the

right-hand side.

Increase in nozzle means decrease in the

velocity of gases through the flues, con-

sequently decrease in coal consumption.

Even with the same sized nozzle she

would burn less coal by pumping on the

left side. In pumping an engine on a

road full of hills and sags, an engineer

will have an injector cut fine, and let it

feed a certain quantity for miles, but at

some places it will be gaining one inch

per mile, which necessitates forcing of the

fire to keep up steam. Probably in going

the next mile the water will lose one inch,

and the engine will pop with the door

held open. Then, in making a short stop

or shut-off down a short hill, he will leave

his injector working, which necessitates

putting on the blower to keep her hot

and not make black smoke. I have taken

an engine with an injector one size larger

on the left side, and, by judicious pump-

ing fine and shutting off and putting on

the injector at the right moment, would

consume less coal than by pumping on

right side with small injector, and prevent

black smoke and the engine from pop-

ping without opening the firebox door,

therefore getting all the benefit out of the

coal that was put in the firebox.

Some engineers on runs where there
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are frequent stops are compelled to make
the pumping a kind of secondary duty,

shutting injector ofT and putting it on in

making their stops and starts, whenever

t>hey get time; and the harder an injector

is to handle and the more inaccessible it

is, the less it is regulated. The water-

glass is nearly always situated so it is not

in plain sight of an engineer (something

Hke the air gage), so he guesses where the

water is and goes ahead.

A fireman can practice economy by ex-

ercising good judgment in putting coal in

the firebox, but it takes better judgment

to practice economy after the coal is in the

firebox.

This trouble is worse on a ten-wheeler,

where the engineer sits alongside the

boiler.

A. A. LlNDLEY,

Iowa' Central Railway.

Oska/oosa, Iowa.

^ i i
New Express Engines for the North-

eastern Railway.

Editors

:

I notice, on page 764 of your September

issue, a statement that the above locomo-

tives, with 91-inch coupled driving wheels,

are of the two-cylinder compound type.

This is incorrect. They are single-ex-

pansion engines with cylinders 20 x 26

inches. Nor have fifteen of the class yet

been built, as stated. Only two are at

present out and running. Some other

engines, also simple, but having drivers

7 feet 1% inches in diameter, and cylin-

ders 19 X 26 inches, were built at Gates-

head Works at about the same time as the

former larger type, which has no doubt

led to the errors referred to.

As very possibly some further particu-

lars of the latter will be of interest to

your readers, I subjoin the principal di-

mensions of the engines:

Cylinders—Diameter, 18 inches; stroke.

26 inches.

Wheels—Driving and trailing, 7 feet

7'/i inches; bogie, 3 feet 7l4 inches.

Boiler (steel)—Center line from rail, 8

feet 2 inches; length of barrel, 11 feet 6

inches; outside diameter, 4 feet 4 inches;

thickness of plates, 9-16 inch.

Inside firebox (copper)—Length at bot-

tom, 6 feet 31/2 inches; breadth at bottom,

3 feet 2j4 inches ; depth at front, 6 feet 4'/,

inches; depth at back, 5 feet 9 inches.

Tubes (brass)—Number, 201; length be-

tween tube plates, 11 feet loj/^ inches;

diameter outside, lf<i inches.

Heating surface (total)—1.300 square

feet.

Grate area—21 square feet.

Diameter of exhaust nozzle

—

4}i inches.

Weight of engine in working order

—

On bogie wheels. 16 tons 8 cwts; on driv-

ing wheels, 18 tons 14 cwts; on trailing

wheels, 15 tons 14 cwts. Total, 50 tons 16

cwts.

The tender weighs, with 5 tons of coal

and 4,000 gallons of water, 39 tons 10

cwts; the total weight of engine and ten-

der being, therefore, 90 tons 6 cwts. The
latter is also fitted with a pick-up water

apparatus, to enable the engines to run

124K miles (Newcastle to Edinburgh)

without a stop.

F. W. Brewsr.
London, E>ig., St't>l. 15.

P. S.—Mr. Wilson Worsdell is the en-

gineer.—F. W. B.

^ i i
Locomotive Boiler Tool.

Editors:

It is often the case that flues are taken

out of boilers, and to do this, a main hole

(or somewhat larger hole) is made in front

sheet, where the flues are shoved

through, and in that way taken out. The

Fig. I, we make shank\

can use it on drill preS

the key 5 will hold it.

H is oil tank. When to\

drill press, the oil drops on

D and finds its way down where u
to be. When the master mechanic ordt.

flues taken out of an engine, and the 154

holes in back flue sheet want to be en-

larged, the cutters are put in in a few

minutes and the tool is ready for use.

J. A. ElSENAKER.
Eltnira, N. )'.

An Engineer's Experience with the
Brown System of Discipline.

Editors:

As the great railroad managers of the

United States seem so much interested

in the "Brown System" of discipline, and
I hear of some enginemen who object to

it, I have decided, for the benefit of those

who do not understand it, to submit this

letter detailing my experience under that

system.

I entered the service of the Fall Brook

engraving represents an adjustable boring

tool, for enlarging holes, which in a few

minutes time can be set to required size.

Fig. I consists of body A A and shank;

collar D D or D^ D^, Fig. 3; and cutters,

CCCC, Fig. 2.

Four holes are drilled like B, Fig I,

with \l inch bit drill, and J inch deep.

Then we plane or mill four grooves where

cutters, Yi inch square steel, are put in,

and collar D^ D' slipped on. Then we
turn cutters at X X, and taper the end

T T whatever size we want. We can have

three or four sets turned up, whatever

size is likely to be needed, and have them

on hand.

E, Fig. 2, is clearance for oil and chips,

and cutters want to be backed off a little

at P, and cutters sharpened at E only.

If we have no socket ratchet for shank.

£««otauriFc Eiij/int4rring

Fig. 2

Railroad Company in 1871 as an appren-

tice; after working nine years in the shops

as an apprentice and journeyman I was

made a fireman and served the company
in that capacity two years and a half; then

I was made an engineer, in which capacity

I served ten years. On October 23, 1889,

I left Corning on my regular run South.

At Stokesdale Junction I met and checked

off on my time card the last train I was to

meet, forgetting the fact that there was

another of the same number as one of

those I had checked off, which was late

from the day previous, and which, if it

had been on time, would have reached

Corning before I left there. I soon dis-

covered this, however, as we met just

north of Paducohi; it was a "head-ender,"

and, I am told, cost the company about

$4,200. Strange to say, the men of both
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crews escaped without injury. It was a

fearful sight.

When we finished picking up the wreck
I went to Corning, called on General

Superintendent Brown and explained my
unfortunate error. When I had finished

he looked up and said: "J'ni, I am awfully,

awfully sorry." I replied: "You can't re-

gret it,more than I do, as I lose all—my
reputation and my wages." He said:

"No. not so bad as that." and he was as

good as his word. He put me back in the

shops, where I worked about a year, then

took my place on the road again, and have

run steadily since.

I believe that I have helped to prove

that it is useless to lay men oflf for any-

thing; the fact that I know my record con-

tains a. full account of that wreck is suffi-

cient punishment and will stand there to

warn me against another such mistake, to

say nothing of the fact that my company's
consideration for me was fully known to

the working men about here, and encour-

aged them in the belief that all they had to

do was to. tell the truth and honestly per-

form their duties, and they would never

lose a day's time.

Men are not infallible, and the company
takes this into consideration; if they show
a disposition to do their whole duty, so

far as is possible for a human being to do,

and profit by any mistakes they make,

they are given a chance to do so, but no
wilful carelessness is tolerated for a min-
ute. When I went to work for this com-
pany very few of the engineers or con-

ductors owned any property. Now it is

not anything unusual to meet brakemen
and firemen who own their homes, and
the majority of the engineers and conduc-

tors own their homes, some of them hav-

ing nice farms, houses that they rent, etc.,

besides. My father and on'e of my
brothers died in the service of this com-
pany; two of my brothers and myself are

working for it now and expect to die here.

We all feel proud of the fact that so

many great railroad men are adopting the

"Brown System," and I am sure that it is

only a question of time when thty will

all fall into line. Under the old "Suspen-
sion System" of discipline an employe
was laid oflF for all mistakes, and during

that enforced idleness generally squan-

dered any little savings he had accumu-
lated while at work, to say nothing of the

fact that bad habits were often acquired

under such circumstances. The adop-
tion of the "Brown System" by any cor-

poration demonstrates to its employes
that good service is all that is required,

and that, instead of seeking opportunities

to punish men, premiums are offered

them when their services are satisfactory.

Talk is cheap, but money counts; when
premiums are oflfered men to encourage

them to improve their own condition,

there is a genuine ring to it that is unmis-

takable. Corporations that use such

methods as these must have the sympa-
thies and voluntary co-operation of their

employes; when a man's pocket feels the

weight of his employer's arguments each

year, he is convinced that it is a good one
and not altogether selfish, and this is

what the "Brown System," as applied

here, does for Fall Brook employes.

One year's application of this system will

do more to perfect the discipline of men
than all the threats, punishment or persua-

sion that might be used to accomplish that

end. Men engaged in handling trains on
a single-track railroad are forced to do
their own thinking while doing so, and it

is safe to say that no one interested so

keenly appreciates all the advantages and

disadvantages of a system of discipline

under which they work as if for them-
selves.

Every possible feature of its present and
future effect upon them is thought over

and discussed among them, and if there

are any "holes" in such a system they are

sure to find them; but during all the years

that the "Brown System" has been in

operation here I have never heard an in-

telligent man raise an objection to it.

All reflective men are hoping, for the

sake of all concerned, that the barbarous

"Suspension System," like stocks, whip-

ping-posts, etc., is to forever hide its ugly

head, and reliquish the firm seat it once
had in this land of enlightenment to the

humane and effective "Brown System."

jA.s. N. Robinson.
Coming, N. V.

Improved Balanced Valve Strips.

Editors:

Herewith I send you sketch of standard

balance valve strip as used on the Gulf,

Colorado & Santa Fe Railway. The long

strip supports the short one as shown,

thereby dispensing with the short spring,

consequently reducing the wear on shields

and strips to a minimum. We have en-

gines fitted up in this manner that have
run three years without any attention be-

ing given to the balanced parts, and are

still in good shape.

T. L. Stevens.
Temple, Tex.

i i g
Notes of Early Railroading.

[iditors:

"Locomotive Engineering" has pub-

lished during the current year some very

interesting illustrations of old-time en-

gines, and the following bits from my
historical scrap heap may be a not un-

fitting supplement; and although, as an

unqualified statement, "Comparisons are

odious," there are some which are not

only not odious, but are amusing and in-

structive. I have at hand some such re-

lating to the early days of railroading

which the editor may find of sufficient in-

terest to accept.

We arc usually led to believe that the

first example of steam railway locomo-

tion was that on the Stockton & Darling-

ton Railroad, in England, on the 27th day

of September, 1825. There is, however,

good reason to consider that antedated by

a few years by the Hetton coal railroad,

extending from Sunderland on the river

Weir to the Hetton collieries, something
over y'/i miles; and. for the matter of that,

long before, by the steam road at Merthyr
Tydvil. in South Wales, in 1802.

The Hetton road was operated by a

combination of locomotive and stationary

engine; the latter at the highest point of

the road, to drag the cars or "wagons" up
the grades—called "planes" in those days.

Quoting from an account of that time, "a

single loco-motive engine, with twenty-

four wagons, has drawn six hundred tons

a day, going nine gaits— i. e.. thirty-five

miles forward and return." Two items of

information to be gathered from this bit

are—-that it is not at all new to "get a gait

on," and that hyphenated engines did duty

before the days of "Chordal."

Mr. Wm. Strickland. C. E.. from whose
account, written seventy years ago. I have

made the foregoing quotation, informs us

further: "The loco-motive engines are

made of thick sheet iron, and are obviously

of the high-pressure kind .... are

for level lines of road only, for the engine

itself in any material ascent consumes a

great portion of its power in the move-

ment of its own weight and that of its fuel,

and any sudden rise would annihilate its

object and use. . . . The rails are of

cast iron, and four feet long. . . . The

engine is of twelve horse-power, weighs

five tons, and cost £600."

An account in 1826 assures us that a

locomotive can be made which will be able

to move on a level track, "without a rack

and pinion, its own weight and eight (!)

times as much besides." What a pleasing

little comparison there is right here with

to-day, using as the object-lesson, say, the

Erie "decapod," with its 96 tons weight

and hauling capacity of 4,600 tons!

Concerning the Hetton road, further,

Mr. E. Hazard wrote at Philadelphia, un-

der date of March 27, 1827: "On the Het-

ton railway they arc abandoning the loco-

motive. The jar caused by the wheels

over the ends of the rails, although ap-

parently trifling, is found to destroy the

joints so fast as to make it cheaper to

maintain stationary engines at two miles

apart, with ropes extending between, to

draw the wagons When the

railway crosses a public road, the rope is

bent down by friction rollers, and carried

under a plank bridge to the other side of
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\

the road, where it rises again above the

ground. When the wagon comes to the

public road, the boy who rides on it re-

leases the rope from the vise, the velocity

of the wagon carries it over the road, and

the boy hooks up the rope with the vise

while the wagon continues in motion.

. . . . By declining the use of loco-

motives, a great proportion of the expense

of the railway may be saved, since wagons
carrying 1J/2 to 2 tons can be used with as

good economy as those of larger burthens,

and they will require a railway of only

one-iifth the strength of those on which

steam engines are to travel. It does not

appear to be decided as to whether cast or

wrought iron rails are to be preferred.

. . . . I am decidedly of the opinion

that in this country a railway of wood,
sheathed with iron, would be preferable

to any other, and could be kept constantly

in order at the least expense." Springs,

hangers and equalizers were then things

of the foggy future.

Having fresh in mind some of the de-

tails as to speed of the famous run made
just a ye^r ago on the Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern Railway, when 33 con-

secutive miles were made at a rate of over

80 miles an hour, and one mile run at over

92 miles an hour, what a broad, healthy

smile it provokes to read the following

from the "Manchester Mercury" of 1831:

"It has often been a subject of doubt
whether the distance from Liverpool to

Manchester, 30 miles, could be traveled

by a locomotive engine in the space of

one hour. This extraordinary feat was
performed on Tuesday morning, Novem-
ber 23d, by the "Planet," one of Mr.
Stephenson's most approved engines, the

time occupied being sixty minutes, of

which two were taken up in oiling and
examining the machinery about midway.
There were no carriages attached to the

engine; the only persons on the tender

were the engineer, the fireman and Mr.
Williams, the principal clerk in the Liver-

pool, Crown street, station."

Referring again to the Liverpool &
Manchester Railway, a report of 1833 says:

"Before the establishment of the railway

there were twenty-two regular coaches be-

tween these cities, carrying 688 people per

day. The railway in eighteen months car-

ried 700.000 people, equal to 1.070 a day.

The fare was, by coach, los. inside and
5s. outside. By rail, it is ss. inside and
3s. 6d. outside. By coach, it took four

hours; by rail, one and three-quarters,

and people now go back and forth in one
day." It seems that outside travel is older

than some of us think, if we associate that

method of transportation only with our
nomadic gentlemen of leisure who aflfect

second-class trains.

Here is an interesting point regarding
locomotive power, as brought out in the

report of Engineer Wright, made to

Governor Dix, of this State, in 1835, after

the survey of the Erie road had been

made: "The steepest acclivity encountered

along the whole line (excepting the plane

near Lake Erie) will be 100 feet to the

mile, and having been furnished with

satisfactory evidence that by recent im-

provements in the locomotives on the

Baltimore & Ohio Railway they have been

enabled to ascend an acclivity of 176 feet

to the mile—drawing between five and ten

tons weight—I rely upon that fact in stat-

ing that locomotive steam engines may be

advantageously used on the whole of the

proposed route from the Hudson River

to the head of the plane near Lake Erie;

that they will pass its steepest grades,

drawing at least seventy or eighty passen-

gers with their baggage" (!)

The richest scrap in the whole heap,

though, is this: In 1836 there was granted

to M. W. Baldwin a patent for a removable

firebox for locomotives. A supply of

these was to be kept along the road, and

occurred to me that yuk,

ested in one devised by

four years ago, and which g\
faction where it vras put in u^

I inclose you herewith a

device, which was made to be usexi .

cipally in removing pistons from cross

heads of the skeleton type. By reference

to it, it will be seen that the tool is com-
posed of three parts—a plug to be inserted

in the hole for the wrist pin, a yoke with

jack screw, and a steel pin.

The method of applying the tool is

clearly shown on the print and needs no
description.

The use of the tool requires the discon-

necting of the front end of the main rod,

which may be an objection to its use in

roundhouse work, where the work has to

be done expeditiously; but for shop use,

in stripping engines, it cannot be excelled.

when a train reached the end of a division,

instead of our present-day, liberal plan of

sacrificing an entire engine to the rapacity

of a hostler, the idea was simply to unship

the firebox, and hang in its place another

with a fresh fire!^
—"and we send mission-

aries to China."

Wm. P*. Mon.^c.han,

M. A. S. M, E.

/o^ U: 6/slSt., Nezt' York.

Locomotive Piston Remover.
Editors:

I have from time to time noticed a great

many cuts and descriptions of locomotive

piston removers in your paper, operated

by both hydraulic and screw power, and it

as it is guaranteed to remove the most

refractory piston.

There is no patent on the device, which

is free to be used by all. and it will be

found to be a most valuable adjunct to the

shop tool-room.

Wii.i,TAM Wright,
Chief Draftsman.

Altoona, Pa.

i i ^
Ornamentation of Locomotives.

Ediiors:

Whence the origin of the disposition of

man to ornament himself and his posses-

sions will not be discussed in this paper,

but suffice it to say that he has shown it

forth in every race and clime, from the

fig-leaf garment in days of Eden to the
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present closing years of a notable century.

Nowliere, perhaps, was this disposition

so much in evidence as in the practice of

locomotive builders and railway compan-

ies within comparatively recent years.

Early locomotives were quite devoid of

ornaments, probably owing to the experi-

mental character of many of the machines;

but as soon as their efliciency was assured,

those coming after them began to show

more elaborate finish of parts. Cylinder

heads, steam chests, rods, and the upper

portion of the haystack domes, were pol-

ished, while railings of somewhat intricate

design protected the sides of the uncov-

ered foot-plates. The wooden lagging

which was used on many boilers without

any outer covering of sheet iron, was soon

carefully finished and oiled, besides being

held in place by highly polished bands of

brass, and these bands were still used to

encircle the Russia iron which at a later

date was placed over the wood.

With the introduction of cabs, the de-

signers seemed to give full play to their

fancy, and in a little while these structures

appeared of all known types of architec-

ture, together with many other types never

seen before nor since. Columns, capitals,

scrolls, arches—Gothic, Norman, etc.

—

fretwork, panels, all united to impress the

beholder and add to the company's ex-

penses.

In many instances paint was discarded,

and the natural wood was highly polished

and varnished. This latter practice was
followed with passenger engines on many
roads, the Pennsylvania using black wal-

nut for this purpose until 1867.

Sandboxes, whistle stands, hand rails,

bell frames, headlight brackets and wheel

covers were all objects of the designer's

decorative skill, and were of the most
varied and intricate patterns imaginable.

Even the huge conical stnokestacks of

those days did not escape the craze, and
the top edge was often cut in scollops

around its entire circumference. Casting

one's memory backward, or looking at

engravings, fortunately retained, of those

engines, it seems as if the designers racked

their brains to find places on which to

place a bead and a base, a band or cor-

nice; and when this was achieved, then

set about designing ornament for these

beads, bases, bands and cornices them-
selves I

But all this ornamentation of wood and
iron was simplicity itself compared to the

unbridled license with which painters

plied their arts upon the unoffending lo-

comotives. All the hues of the rainbow,

and many which would cause a rainbow
to fade away in despair, often appeared on
one engine; and upon the various solid

colors or ground were spread out most
amazing arrays of lines, curves, ara-

besques, landscapes and what not!

Vermilion was the favorite color for

wheels, and the spokes were picked out

in shaded stripes of gold leaf; while the

centers of all, and the laces of plate pony

wheels, were usually covered with stars of

gold. Frames were painted and striped,

even behind the driving wheels; and truck

frames, both of engines and tenders, were

similarly treated. Tenders often were

painted of one color on the guard; the

cistern of a brilliant color m the centers

on each side, artd this surrounded by a

darker hue: and ,1 fourth color was used

for the frame.

I recall several engines which had burnt

umber, green, Prussian blue, and ver-

milion used prominently for groundwork
on various parts of the same engine, and

these not passenger engines, either!

Headlights, sandboxes, cab panels, cen-

ters of wheel covers, and sometimes ten-

der sides, were generally selected as fav-

orable places upon which to paint land-

scapes.

Polished sheet brass was extensively

used in useful and ornamental combina-

tion, for dome, steam chest, cylinder and

check valve casings and for bands around

the Russia iron casing of boilers. It also

was used on wheels in the form of circular

embossed disks, to cover the ends of axles,

and on the outer faces of wheel covers,

besides being frequently used for hand

rails, bell-frames, and sandboxes.

In the early sixties, R. Norris & Son
built a few "Phlcger" engines, which, al-

though for freight service, were prob-

ably the most highly "ornamented" en-

gines ever built. Dome, sandbox, steam

chests, cylinders and square front of fire-

box casing were covered with highly

polished brass; the straight smokestack

had a flared brass cap and three oval brass

rings; the boiler and its surmounting in-

cased steam pipe were covered with a fine

grade of Russia iron, held in place by six

or seven fluted brass bands—that at the

front being the largest. The cow-catcher,

wheels and cistern of tender were painted

in emerald green; the frame of tender,

base of dome casing, center panel of cab

and bell frame were painted in vermilion.

The cab, excepting panel named, was of

varnished black walnut, and contained

three large windows on each side, and

landscapes were painted on each side of

the tender and in the cab panels.

About this time reaction set in, and at

first freight engines, as built or over-

hauled, came out devoid of brass orna-

ments or lagging, and painted in dark

colors relieved by a few stripes and shaded

lettering. A year or two later passenger

engines began to appear in the same
style, and, with the exception of an at-

tempt by the Baldwin people and a few

others to revive the brass and bright

color style about 1866. the tendency tu

plainness of finish continued, until about

1881 or 1882 it culminated in the adop-

tion by the Pennsylvania, and later by

other roads, of the pleasing English style,

which dispenses with cornices, bases and

all angles, substituting therefor curves of

real beauty. The dark colors introduced

in the sixties soon were replaced by black.

which has since become general on .\mer-

ican roads, while on many no stripes

whatever are used, and the only relief to"

the ebony hue is formed by the initial of

the company and the number of the en-

gine in plain white or yellow characters,

although the Pennsylvania and a few lines

still add a few neat stripes; using for these

and the lettering, gold leaf on passenger

engines and yellow on freight engines

—

the stripes named in each case being

supplemented by smaller ones of white.

Though probably more general in

.\merica, the use of polished brass for

lagging seems to have had some advo-

cates abroad as iVcll. The writer recalls

seeing during a visit beyond the sea. in

1878, several engines on English lines with

brass dome and manhole casings, and a

number of fine engines in the Waverley

station, Edinburgh, with the iron buffers

and coupling gear on the forward buflfer

plate all highly polished, and several en-

gines of the Crampton type, on the

Northern Railway of France, which had

the entire exteriors of their boilers lagged

with glittering brass. This latter prac-

tice I believe was followed on the Paris &
Orleans Railway also; while the bright

greens with which boiler laggings and all

other parts of many English engines and

tenders are painted, and the ultramarine

picked out in gold and vermilion of the

Caledonian Railway, are sights well re-

membered by all railway men who have

been abroad.

The trait referred to reveals itself in

the cnginenien and firemen, who often

lay out no little money in handsomely
mounted deer antlers, or ox-horns, which

they place upon the tops of headlights;

or in various designs made from sheet

brass, to be fastened in convenient places;

or in clocks and mirrors for the cabs. On
some roads some of the firemen of pas-

senger engines formerly added to the gen-

eral neatness of their cabs by oilcloth and

rugs placed on the foot-plates, but the

general use of engines with fireboxes ex-

tending to the back end of the cab pre-

vents this display of elegance at the pres-

ent day.

Then follow "decorations" of a more
simple type, such as stars in the water-

proof preparation spread over Russia iron

in damp weather, or in imitation curtains

made of whiting on cab windows. In this

class we may also include the bow of rib-

bon often seen fluttering from the beM
frame or knob on the end of hand rail,

and the evergreen bush or huge branch of

dogwood with clusters of cuplike flowers,

often plucked from the mountain side dur-

ing a stop of unusual length, and placed

prominently on the front buffer beam.

Occasionally, when these decorations

become too numerous, sweeping orders

are issued from headquarters for their re-

moval, and for a while all vanish like the

warriors of Roderick Dhu on the side of

Ben Ledi, but unlike those famous Scotch-

men, after a time reappear in a sort of
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timid way, one by one at long inter-

rals.

If the official eye does note this evidence

of a return to forbidden pleasures, it evi-

dently looks in another direction very

quickly; as its owner, no doubt, remem-

bers his own earlier days on the foot-plate,

and recognizes a common bond of fellow-

ship, which is better undisturbed so long

as it is not indulged in to excess.

Pittsburgh, Pa. C. H. Caruthers.

s i i
New Denver & Rio Grande Loco-

motives.

Editors:

In regard to your information as to the

Denver & Rio Grande having a new very

heavy passenger locomotive on this rail-

road, would say it is correct.

The weight of the engine proper is

148,000 pounds; and while we have made
some heavy pulls with the engine, the

scientific test has not been made. There-

tore, I am not prepared to make a report

an this engine, and we only have to say

that the daily papers were a little ahead of

time. Henry Schl.'vcks,

Superintendent of Machinery.

Denver, Col.

Should the Pump Governor be Attached
to Main Keservoir When D=8

Valve is Used?
Editors:

Being an air-brake man and a machin-

ist, as well as a subscriber to "Locomo-
tive Engineering," I watch with particu-

lar interest all discussions on air-brake

questions, and would like to take excep-

tions to the answer you give to H. C. E.

in Question No. 68, in October issue.

I have had this question asked quite a

number of times, and have always an-

swered substantially the same way.

Westinghouse says the pump governor

is connected to the train line because of

its sensitiveness to slight differences in

pressure, thereby causing the train line

pressure to be always maintained at the

same limit.

I have had an air-brake experience of

quite a number of years, and I must say

that I have never been able to see any rea-

son for attaching the pump governor to

the train line in connection with the D-8
valve; and even before the E-6 valve came
into use I had tried repeatedly to get the

road I worked for to attach the governor

to tne main reservoir, but was not allowed

to do so, "because it was against the

Westinghouse instructions."

In the first place, a D-8 valve, properly

looked after, controls its excess pressure

practically the same as the E-6 valve.

The excess pressure spring maintains 20

pounds more pressure in the main reser-

voir than in the train line.

How could the governor, being attached

to the main reservoir, affect the valve and

cause it to allow too high pressure in the

train line, and be almost useless a? a gov-

ernor in its operation? I do not see how

it could affect it; but, on the contrary, ii

the governor were attached to the main

reservoir with the D-8 valve, when the

valve was on lap the pump could not ac-

cumulate a pressure in the main reservoir

equal to the steam pressure in the boiler,

as it does connected according to instruc-

tions.

With the governor connected to the

main reservoir with both valves, there

would be no diiiference in the handling of

the two valves, and no difference in the

effect on the brakes; and the only differ-

ence in the two valves would be that the

D-8 valve accumulates its excess pressure

first, and then its train-line pressure; while

the E-6 valve gets its train-line pressure

first, and then its excess.

Someone may say tha{ it is very difficult

to keep the excess pressure spring in the

D-8 valve so that it will maintain 20

pounds excess in the main reservoir; but

then it is almost as difficult to prevent

small particles of dirt and gummed oil

from lodging on the supply valve seat of

the E-6 valve; and in both cases a little

care and exercise of vigilance is all that

is required.

Then, again, with the D-8 valve and the

governor connected to the main reservoir,

when the valve is on lap, as is the case

in descending hills and stopping for water

plugs on grades, the pump could not ac-

cumulate such a high pressure and burst

hose and cause all the troubles incident to

an overcharged train line.

I may be exceedingly blind; but I can-

not see what is to prevent the excess pres-

sure spring in the D-8 valve from being

just as sensitive to reductions of pressure

as the feed valve spring in the E-6 valve, or

the diaphragm and regulating spring in

the pump governor.

While, of course, any injury to, or weak-

ness of, the excess pressure spring would

allow too high pressure in the train line

and vice versa, too strong a spring would

cause too low pressure. The same things

easily happen to the E-6 valve.

The main reservoir being cut out, with,

both valves, in the application of brakes,

and opened direct into train line in full re-

lease, of course the governor would have

its full effect on both valves, and in each

case the feed valve would control the

train-line pressure.

The feed-valve attachment is only an

improvement on the excess pressure valve,

whereby the train line pressure can be ob-

tained first, and the excess can be regu-

lated at will.

Another point is that, if the pump gov-

ernor were connected to the main reser-

voir, the excess pressure could not leak

away completely before the pump would

start, as is the case where the train line is

tight and the valve in good condition. If

I am wrong in my reasoning in this case,

I wish to be corrected; but I would like

to have good reasons, well explained.

Huntington, W. \'a. C. O. Mikle.

Treatment of Axles and Journals.

Editors:

In the November number of "Locomo-

tive Engineering" is an article on the

treatment of axles and journals. In our

shops we do the wheel and axle work in

machine shop. We adopted the system of

rolling journals two months ago, and are

well pleased with the results.

Now, the first thing some master me-

chanics and master car-builders will do

will be to figure the cost of rolling jour-

nals, and weigh that with the benefits to

be derived from the process, which is just

what they should do, and just what we

have done; and we are of the opinion that

the results would outweigh the cost. But

to be sure it did not, we at the same time

devised a plan of centering the axles that

more than made up for the time consumed

in rolling them. We take a hundred or

more axles on the floor in line with the

wheel press; lay down two pieces of rail

three feet long, track gage apart; roll an

a.xle on these rails, with a straight-edge on

the floor and coming up to center of axle

as near as possible; roll them once over,

making a scratch at each quarter close

enough to prick punch; this can be done

very rapidly. Then with a heavy center

4 inches diameter, with a convenient length

handle, center two degrees larger than

lathe centers, we press the center in with

40 tons pressure on wheel press. This

makes a hard, smooth center, and is much
faster and better than square centering.

So now we are able to turn out more steel

axles per day and roll them, than here-

tofore and not roll them; so the rolling

process costs this company nothing. We
also employ the rollers on piston rods

and valve stems.

D. P. Kei<i.ogg,

Mach. Shop F'man, D. & I. R. R. R.

Two Harbors, Mich.

"Horizontal Steam Engine" is the title

of an illustrated pamphlet sent us by Mr.

Thos. Whittaker, 2 Bible House, New
York. It contains a variety of illustra-

tions, showing details of a steam engine

furnished with Mayers' variable expan-

sion gear and several plates with mov-

able parts to illustrate the various con-

nections of the engine, similar to our edu-

cational chart of the Westinghouse en-

gineer's valve. The pamphlet will be

found an excellent aid to those who are

studying the Mayers' valve gear. It can

be obtained from Mr. Whittaker.

i i i

S. N. Clarkson & Co., of Chicago, have

recently made a statement showing that

five thousand railroad men running in

and out of Chicago are carrying watches

supplied by them. This concern has been

in business about twelve years, and has its

trade almost exclusively with railroad en-

gineers, firemen and conductors.
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Air-Brake Items.

Attach a pressure gage to the driver-

brake cylinders, and note how long an

application from a S-pound reduction will

hold. Then release, charge up. and make
a full 15-pound service application. Note

the pressures at intervals of five, ten, fif-

teen, thirty, forty-five and si.xty seconds.

Surprises will probably follow. You may
find out something you don't wish to

know, but this is the only way to ascertain

the true condition of the leather packing.

Of the eight thousand copies of the re-

port of the Air-Brakc Association's pro-

ceedings less than one thousand remain

unsold. The sale has been phenomenal;

yet when it is considered that the book is

up to date and is the product of the best

air-brake men in the country, assembled

in convention, it is not surprising that

there should be such a demand for it by

men who wish to be fully informed on

air-brake subjects and keep up with the

times.

The use of the Le Chatelier or water

brake, as it is commonly known, is gen-

eral on the heavy grades of the Pacific

and Rocky Mountain roads. It has no

doubt saved many runaways, and could

be advantageously used on those of our

Eastern roads that have trouble in con-

trolling trains with air brakes on long,

heavy grades.

Endeavoring to procure interesting and

instructive matter for our readers, we
published, quite some time ago, a request

that parlies having such matter send it to

us for illustration and description. In

response to this request we have received

many meritorious things from senders,

for which we are duly thankful. We have

also received cuts and descriptions of de-

vices that would surprise anyone else ex-

cept the attaches of the Patent Office or

the keeper of a museum. Henceforth we
will draw the line on devices of the fol-

lowing kind: First—Quick-release triple

valves. A larger exhaust port would do
that work if it were so desired. Second

—

Quick-charging triples. A larger feed

groove would do that work. Third—Air-

brake systems with two lines of train

pipes. One of our readers fitly summed
up that device recently by saying: "Yes;

you can do an\'thing with a double train-

line air brake"—then he added
—

"except

sell it to a railroad company."

Improper Test of Driver Brakes.

One of the poorest excuses for a test

of air brakes is the practice of trying to

push the driver-brake shoes away from

the wheels with the foot after the brake

has been applied. Such a test(?) is a

burlesque and a farce, although it is com-

mon and popular, and is thoughtlessly

accepted as sufficient by many air-brake

men and others who ought to know better.

It gives no information of value, and

merely tells, as it shows on its face, that

if the shoe is not shoved away that the

air pressure in the cylinder is exerting a

greater force than the foot of the man
shoving.

But can the holding power of a driving

brake on a locomotive be compared to

the push of a man's foot? Could there

be a more foolish act or ludicrous specta-

cle than that of a man standing on a rail-

road track with his foot raised and pointed

at an approaching locomotive, expecting

to stop it, or even reduce its speed, when it

met the resistance oflfered by his foot?

Yet are not the cases analogous, and is

not the man who would attempt to stop a

locomotive with his foot equally presump-

tuous and short-sighted as he who tests

with a push of his foot the appliance that

exerts the force which stops the loco-

motive?

If the holding power of the driver brake

when in first-class condition and fully ap-

plied be rated at 100 per cent., the lowest

that would withstand an attempt to push

the brake shoe sidewise upon the wheel

tread would represent a retarding force

less than i per cent. A test of this kind

creates and establishes too wide a range

of efficiency, and would qualify all brakes

that ranged anywhere between 100 per

cent, and i per cent., leaving only the very

worst of poor brakes to be classed as im-

perfect.

Screwing a pressure gage into the brake

cylinder at reasonable intervals of time is

the only way to ascertain how the packing

is holding, which is the milk in the cocoa-

nut. It is not meant that this pressure

gage process should be gone through

with each trip, but once in a certain period

which shall be determined by character of

service and found by experience. Once
in a while will do, but no multiplied fre-

quency of the slip-shod, burlesque method
of testing with the foot will add value to

its worthlessness or atone for the short-

comings of the practice.

The Seven (St)ages of (the Air-

Brake) Man.
The correspondent who comments in

this issue upon the scarcity of air-brake

questions asked, calls to mind the

troubled path traveled by the usual air-

brake man, unless he is environed by

liberal and healthy influences. We can-

not resist the temptation to write, under

the above caption, our thoughts and

reminiscences on this subject as they

crowd upon us. The Seven Stages of

the air-brake man may be truthfully

classed as follows:

First—In this stage he realizes that the

air brake is a wonderfully clever and in-

genious piece of mechanism, and his ad-

miration for the genius who invented it is

unbounded.

Second—This is the "know-it-all'' stage.

Here is where a little learning is a danger-

ous thing. The traveler, on the edge of

the thicket, fancies he is in the depths of

the forest. This is a dangerous period.

He wouldn't ask for information for fear

someone might suspect that he did not

know it all. His admiration for the in-

ventor of the brake has ceased. He would

now give him weight for age and beat

him in a walk. He don't care to know
other air-brake men. When he does

meet one he will seek to establish a su-

periority over him by "sticking" him

with a "puzzle." Reason to be happy has

he who passes quickly through this stage.

Third.—In this stage he first aspires to

write a book, and usually gets as far as

"What is an air pump?" In unusually

violent cases this desire to become an

author makes its appearance in the preced-

ing stage, and is the forerunner of a cor-

respondingly poor book.

Fourth.—This is the "hair-splitting"

stage. He strains at a gnat and swallows

a camel. The "Stager's" friends are

sorely tried, and await with much patience

and anxiety for his feathers to grow. He
spends hours figuring on unimportant

and impossible things, and meanwhile

neglects his practical work. He lies awake

nights figuring whether a shorter stop

would be made by the usual emergency

application or by the rotary valve suddenly

evaporating and vanishing. While prob-

lems of such gigantic moment occupy his

brain, the emergency has grown popular

at water tanks, the brakcman tests the

brakes from the rear end. the air pump
become^ a fit subject for the Keeley cure,
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and the hostler uses the emergency nine

times in moving the engine for coal and

water and across the turntable. The sup-

erintendent complains of the rough hand-

ling given passengers. Stock and mer-

chandise are knocked down in freight

trains. The train crews are busy chain-

ing up break-in-twos. The claim agent

is busy while the "Stager" dreams. This

is a very dangerous stage, and lucky is the

"Stager" if he is not dropped onto and

fired before he wakes up to hard business

practice that brings results.

Fifth.—Don't tell all you know. Hold

back enough to keep the whip hand.

Don't make so many air-brake men. This

is an unfortunate and pitiful condition.

It is the first sign of degeneracy. In this

stage he has stopped and is already out of

the procession. He seeks to maintain

his speed by holding others back. But

they will not be held back; they are strong

and persistent, and will get around him.

There is room at the top, and they are

going to reach there in spite of the

"Stager."

Sixth.—This is the period where the

"Stager" realizes that there are others who
know just as much as he, and who will

know more if he don't keep his eyes open

and apply himself. He finds, however,

that the others are willing to exchange
ideas and tell all they know, and expect

the same of him. There is a realization

that there exists a vast storehouse of

knowledge frotn which all may draw
without restriction, and there is no excuse

for trying to "corner" air-brake informa-

tion. The glow of health of a man in this

class dispels the suspicion that Ke was
ever a grumbling dyspeptic in the preced-

ing stage. He has a right to feel com-
fortable in this class.

Seventh. — Perfection. We are up
against it. All we can say about this

stage is that we have not yet arrived there,

and this article must either go unfinished,

be finished by someone else, or wait that

era of perfection when

"The night will be filled with music.

And the cares which infest the day
Shall fold their tents, like the Arabs,

And as silently steal away."

i i i
Reduced Efficiency of Air Pumps

Through Heatins;.

At the November meeting of the New
York Railroad Club, Mr. W. L. Saunders,

the eminent authority on air compression,

stated that if a volume of air were heated

it would increase i per cent, in pressure

with every 5 degrees increase of tempera-

ture.

It is also true that if the temperature of

a volume of air under compression be re-

duced, the pressure will be decreased i

per cent, with every 5 degrees fall in tem-

perature. If a volume of air be delivered

at a certain pressure while heated, and

afterwards cooled, the pressure will be re-

duced I per cent, for every 5 degrees droi)

in temperature. The efficiency of a heated

air pump would thus be reduced anywhere

from I per cent, to 20 and 25 per cent.

This is somewhat startling information,

but it is corroborative of results experi-

enced in actual practice, and is a good

reason why especial care should be taken

to reduce the heating of air pumps.

Worn packing rings in the air piston ot

the pump is one of the greatest causes for

heating and lost efficiency. Many pumps

will create pressure quite rapidly up to 60

and 70 pounds, but are very slow from

there up, and will heat considerably. This

is the reason why some air pumps will

not pump as high pressure as others.

As the loss of efficiency is at least i pei

cent, for each 5 degrees increase in tem

perature, it would seem that especial care

should be taken to remove all causes for

heating. The packing rings should not

only be replaced by new ones when worn,

but the cylinder should be rebored when

the ends are so worn that new packing

rings will allow the pressure to escape

past the rings at the end of the stroke,

where the diameter is larger than the mid-

dle, and where the rings have been fitted.

Putting new packing rings in a piston

whose cylinder is larger at the ends of the

stroke than the middle, is like fitting a

square plug into a round hole, and is just

about as sensible.

^ ^ i
The Water Brake in the West.

Out of the West comes the latest air-

brake information of distinctive value in

the shape of indicator cards taken from

the Le Chatelier or water brake,

shown on page 986. That Mr. J.

H. McConnell, superintendent of mo-

tive power of the Union Pacific road,

upon which these cards were taken, is a

penetrating investigator, desirous of being

fully acquainted with what is going on,

is evidenced by the character of the work.

Between the lines we can discern the fine

Italian hand of his trusty lieutenant, T. A.

Hedendahl, who kindly furnished us with

the blue-prints of the cards.

It seems but meet that out of the West

should come the earliest information re-

garding air brakes, their operation and

maintenance, shop uses of compressed

air, etc.; for the freight brake really re-

ceived its initiation on the mountain

grades of the Far Western roads, and

coinpressed air for general shop uses had

its birth in the Omaha shops of the Union

Pacific.

At the Master Mechanics' Convention,

held in Saratoga two years ago, the first

discussion of real value on compressed air

. for shop uses was held. We have a pleas-

ant recollection of hearing Mr. McCon-
nell's maiden speech before that body,

made on this subject. In a plain, com-

prehensive manner he modestly and un-

hesitatingly went through the category of

the many uses for which his shops had,

for quite some time past, employed com-

pressed air. Wc have not forgotten, as

he resumed his seat amid the applause of

the members, the surprised expression his

features took on. He appeared bewil-

dered and embarrassed by the applause,

and seemed totally unconscious that he

had said something that everybody didn't

know. But his speech really opened up

their minds to the possibilities of com-

pressed air tor shop uses. When shop

uses for compressed air is now mentioned,

reference is almost invariably made to Mr.

McConnell and the Union Pacific shops at

Omaha.

i i i
Shop Tests and Repairs for Triple

Valves.

The following circular letter has been

sent out to the members of the Air Brake

Association:

"In order to have the report on 'Shop

Tests and Repairs for Triple Valves,' to

be read at our next convention, as com-

plete as possible, the committee thinks it

advisable to get to work at once.

Below you will find a list of questions.

Please give all the information you can

pertaining to the subject. Answer the

questions as fully as possible, and the

committee will do all necessary pruning.

You will do the committee a favor by

acting promptly in sending all the infor-

mation you can.

QUESTIONS.

1. (a) What is your method of cleaning

and examining the triple valves on en-

gines and tenders? (i) On freight and

passenger cars?

2. What is your system of keeping rec-

ord of cleaning and repairing triple

valves?

3. (a) In what way do you locate the

different defects that occur in the plain

triple valve? (b) In the quick-action triple

valve?

4. How do you locate the cause for a

blow from the exhaust port of a quick-

action triple valve?

5. How do you tell when the check

valve in the quick-action triple valve is

' tight?

6. Do you practice grinding in the four-

way plug in the triple valve? (a) If there

is a leak at the exhaust port, how do you

determine whether it is due to the plug

or the valve seat?

7. What is your experience with the

special driver-brake triple valve (Plate E,

38)?

8. (o) Do you find many of the graduat-

ing pins breaking in either the plain or

quick-action triple valves? (b) Do you

find any repairs necessary to the graduat-

ing stem, spring, or nut?

9. Have you had any trouble from im-

proper thickness or defective triple-valve

gaskets?

ID. Are the hose on your road allowed

to hang down, or are they properly caught

up in the coupling hooks, when not in use?

II. What is your opinion and experience
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of the effect as regards to wear of triple

valves by allowing hose to drag?

12. What repairs do you consider the

most important on quick-action triple

valves?

13. Have you any special method of do-

ing triple- valve repair work?

14. (a) Do you scrape and in a measure

re-seat the slide valve before grinding it

in? (b) What is your method of re-seat-

ing worn slide valves? (c) What material

do you consider the best for grind-

ing?

15. (u) What is your experience in tak-

ing out packing rings from the triple pis-

ton? (b) In what instances do you find

it necessary to remove packing ring from

the piston? (c) What is your experience

with boring out cylinders in which this

piston works.

16. (a) Do you ever press out the bush-

ings and replace with new ones? (6)

What is your method of fitting piston

packing rings?

17. Do you make any bushings for the

triple valve, or do you order them from

the manufacturer?

18. (o) Do you send triple valves to the

manufacturer to be repaired, or do you

do the work yourself? (6) Do you pur-

chase from the manufacturer the parts

requiring frequent renewal, or do you

make them?

19. Have you ever taken any figures of

the cost of repairing triple valves? (o)

If so, please submit them.

20. Do you replace many emergency

rubber valve seats?

21. What is your experience with loosely

fitting emergency pistons?

22. Do you have any trouble in dis-

lodging that part of the triple valve upon

which the emergency valve seats?

23. Do you grind the emergency valve

check?

24. How do you remove the filings and

grinding compound that remains in the

ports after repairing?

25. (a) What is your experience in test-

ing triple valves after repairing them in

the shop? (6) What pressure do you use

for testing? (c) What apparatus do you
use for testing purposes? (d) Kindly send

sketch of same.

26. With what kind of oil or grease do

you lubricate the triple valves after re-

pairing in the shop?

27. What parts do you find wear the

most rapidly in the triple valve? (a)

What parts give the most trouble? (ft)

What parts do you think should be

modified or changed to obtain longer

wear and give more satisfactory perfor-

mance?

Any additonal information you can give,

not touched by the questions, will be

thankfully received.

Please send sketch of any special tools

you may have for doing triple-valve re-

pair work."

Very truly yours,

Wm. Mui.thaner, Chairman.

CORRESPONDENCE.
"What is a Water Brake?"

Editors:

The above query is not infrequently ad-

vanced by different men in various

branches of railway service, in reply to

which the following is respectfully sub-

mitted:

The water brake is not, as is frequently

supposed, a device of modern railroading,

but it dates back to the time of infantile

railway and locomotive construction,

ous and exceedingly heavy grades, fre-

quently exceeding four per cent., a de-

mand was created for all known and effec-

tive brake devices. Among others, the

quite ancient Le Chatelier "hold-back"

was dug up, and, needless to say, has

proven a very valuable auxiliary braking

device, standing as it does in great favor

with the mountaineer "engine driver,"

who fully appreciates its value.

Among its many commendable features

is simplicity of construction; hence, inex-

pensive in application and maintenance.

when, nearly a half century ago, one Le

Chatelier, of France, an eminent scientific

engineer, conceived and put into effect the

water brake for use on the (at that period)

heavy grades of the French railways,

proving it to be a fair success when

worked in conjunction with the very

primitive methods of train-braking then

in vogue. But as more effective train

brakes were subsequently introduced, the

Le Chatelier water brake was almost

wholly lost to view in the railroad world

for a great many years, due mostly to lack

of appreciation on the part of engineers

and mechanical heads, who seemed to

want all the braking done at the expense

of the car department.

After the construction of some of the

early mountain railways in the Rocky

Mountain regions, having long continu-
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The equipment consists of an ordinary

angle or globe valve, placed in the boiler

on a level with the crown sheet, and con-

veniently near to the engineer. From this

valve is carried a ^-inch or >4-inch pipe,

according to the size of the engine, to the

cylinder saddle, where it branches and

enters each exhaust passage, as is shown

by the accompanying sketch.

The operation of the device is as fol-

lows:

1st. Open the cylinder cocks. Be cer-

tain all are open.

2d. Open the valve in the boiler (usually

not more than one half turn) to admit

water from the boiler to the exhaust pas-

sages.

3d. Immediately reverse the engine one

or two notches back of the center; then

note the condition of the pressure escap-
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ing at the cylinder cocks, which should be

wet steam, and regulate the supply of

water accordingly. If too much wet

steam issues from the smokestack, reduce

the flow of water at the valve.

4th. Regulate the holding power by lo-

cating the reverse lever as when working

steam. Less braking power is had by lo-

cating the reverse lever near the center

notch. The greatest power is obtained by

placing lever in the back corner notch. ^

To discontinue operation, close the

water valve first; then place reverse lever

in forward motion notch.

The term "water brake" does not ap-

pear any more appropriate in name than

if the modern steam engine were named
"water motor" or "water engine." While

it is true that water is the fundamental

tity of water from the boiler into the ex-

haust pipes, which, when liberated from
pressure, will convert into steam and sup-

ply the demand of the cylfnders, and
thereby exclude the injurious gases. The
effect upon the cylinders is about the

same as though steam was being worked
in its natural manner.

It may be added that no harm can come
to engine from a superfluous amount of

water entering exhaust pipes, as all vapor

not absorbed by the cylinders finds an

unobstructed exit through the exhaust

nozzles and smokestack; but it may not

always improve the conditions of a clean

engine or the temper of the fireman.

In conclusion, it may not be improper

to advise the locomotive engineer not to

undertake to operate the Le Chatelier

Field Notes.

Editors :

While we are having a run of air-brake

problems it might be well to give one that

turned up some time ago, as it is liable

to happen to someone else if the proper

combination is arranged for.

We had an engine that had just come
out of the back shop that was equipped
with a D-8 brake valve. Her air eciuip-

ment was "O. K." before she went to the

back shop. This valve was of the usual

standard pattern sent out by the Westing-
house Company. It was in perfect order,

and did not have a leak anywhere. It

worked "O. K.," both in setting and re-

leasing the brake. Carried 20 pounds of

excess pressure; but its operation had

some peculiar features. The duplex gage

Section through

Saddle at Y. Y.

element in the production of power with

the water brake, it is none the less so with

the steam engine, as in either case the

water must have absorbed a sufficient

amount of heat to convert it into steam;

and we believe if the device were known
under another name, the new beginner

engineer would have less hesitation in us-

ing it where occasion required, as the

very thoughts of water entering cylinders

will frequently cause chills, until demon-
strations have proven that no harm will

follow the use of the water brake.

A glance at the construction of the

device resolves itself plainly as follows:

In a locomotive with valve motion re-

versed, the steam cylinders are converted

into pumps and the exhaust passages into

suction pipes; hence, the gases and heated

air from the sniokebo.x are drawn into the

cylinders and compressed, causing intense

heat to be generated, which, needless to

say. is seriously injurious to cylinders,

packing and valve scats. The object of

the water brake is to substitute wet steam

for the gases by admitting a proper quan-

water brake with only cold water in the

boiler.

T. A. Hedundahl,
Gen. A. B. Inst. & Insp., U. P. Ry.

Omaha, Neb.

i i i
QIass Window to Show the Emer-

gency Feature.
Editors :

I note in your October issue a device for

showing movement of the emergency
valve, with a rod and stuffing box. In the

Dillion street roundhouse of the Big Four
may be seen the emergency valve move-
ment through a glass. A portion of the

check valve case, No. 13, is cut away op-

posite the check valve, and a piece of glass

fitted neatly with gaskets, ring and two
screws. This makes a very satisfactory

method of "seeing" what is going on in-

side. It was designed by Mr. Asa Hoy.
air-brake repairman.

Ralph R. State,

Big Four Shops.

liellefoutaitif. O.

^MMlRuCllfC Liii/tiia'nng

was in good order and registered the ex-

act pressure carried to the red and black

hands, the red hand registering main

reservoir pressure at 90 pounds. The
governor was set for 70 pounds and

worked promptly at that pressure. There

were no leaks or blind joints or obstruc-

tions in the piping.

Now, when this brake equipment was

set with service application, the black

hand fell back, but did not stop when the

valve handle was lapped as it should

do. but continued to fall till train-pipe

exhaust closed. When brake was set

with full emergency application, the black

hand would drop to nothing at once and

stay there till brake was released.

If this brake valve was moved with

handle on emergency ledge about half

way, in which case train pipe would be

empty, the governor would stop the pump
instantly, and hold it stopped till handle

and rotary was placed in service applica-

tion, when the pump would go to work

again.

I think this case has been stated so there
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are no points left out—except the solu-

tion—and no outside ones brought in to

tangle a man up.

Now. what was the reason the governor

and black hand of gage worked so pecu-

liarly?—[Mr. Conger requests us to pub-

lish the problem and answer simultane-

ously. The answer therefore follows be-

low.—Ed.]
.\XS\VKR.

When the piping in the cab was coupled

up in the back shop, the small copper

pipe leading to the black hand was coupled

to the governor connection in train-pipe

port /. and the air pipe to governor was

coupled to the black hand connection to

chamber D. A reduction in chamber D
would not affect the black hand till the

train-pipe exhaust opened, and this hand

would then drop back till train-pipe ex-

haust closed after valve had been lapped.

Of course, with a full emergency applica-

tion the train pipe was empty, the pressure

dropped to nothing, and the black hand

showed it. With D-8 valve on the emer-

gency ledge, where equalizing port g and

feed port / registered with each other,

chamber D was charged up from main

reservoir to 90 pounds, which, of course,

shut off the governor, and it did not open

up again till the pressure there was re-

duced to below 70 pounds; this was done

very quickly on service application.

The pipes were coupled up properly

and this peculiar action stopped at once.

During this time an air-brake expert (?)

for another brake company was on the

engine, "showing us how." This puzzle

"floored" him, which shows that air-

brake puzzles are too much for the ex-

perts (?) to solve sometimes.

C. B. Conger.
Crand Rapids, Mich.

i g i
Controlling 5lack in Air-Braked

Freight Trains.

TLd'xtors:

I have just been reading the article in

the October issue of "Locomotive Engi-

neering" by Mr. L. D. Shaflfner, of the

Northern Pacific Railway, under the head-

ing of -"Practical Observations and Sug-

gestions."

I agree with him in the single applica-

tion of the air brake in all cases, if it can

be handled thus; but on a division like I

am running on, where half of it is on

levels and half on down grades, and we
are required to haul double trains, fre-

quently running to seventy and eighty

cars to a train, it is rather a difficult mat-

ter to always stop just right with the first

application.

With such heavy trains and railroad

crossings on down grade, it is quite nat-

ural for one to commence braking in ample

time to be sure and make the stop.

Probably we find that we are going to stop

twenty or thirty car-lengths too soon, and

the brake is released. About the time the

slack has run out of the train we com-
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nuiicc braking again, and, ol course, there

is a severe shock on the rear end. But to

avoid this, before the first application is

released I take up all the slack on hand

brake on tank which keeps train bunched,

and they cannot tell on the rear end how

many applications are made.

If four or five of the retaining valves

are turned up on the head cars it will

answer the same purpose; but in a good

many cases nowadays it is more trouble

to get a brakeman out on top, if you have

air brakes enough to do the work, than

it is to set tank brake yourself. I do not

wish to advocate this idea as the best way

to stop a big train ; but if it becomes neces-

sary to release before comiflg to a full

stop, I think it better to try and avoid

causing bruised heads and unnecessary

cusses from our friends on the rear end

if we can.

Fred M. Taft,

P., C, C. & St. L. Ry.

Riihmoiid, hid.

% % %
Leather QasketS'-Qood Driving

Brakes.
Editors :

For the benefit of your readers I would

be pleased to say that I have been using

leather for gaskets in all unions, for more
than a year, with splendid results. It is

particularly desirable in pipe connections

to the brake valve. Rubber becomes soft

and works its way into the pipes, with bad
results. Leather remains firm and intact,

and gives much better service as gaskets

than rubber. Our brake valves have no

leaky joints and give very little, if any,

trouble. The parts are kept clean.

We find, by keeping our driver brakes

in order, that slid fiat wheels on tenders

have almost entirely disappeared. It pays

to keep them in order.

Fred H.\in,

A. B. Insp., W. N. Y. & P. R. R.

/iiitf'cilo. .v. >.

i ® g
Why Are Not More Questions Asked?
Editors:

In looking over the Air-Brake Depart-

ment from time to time, I am led to be-

lieve that many of your readers do not

avail themselves of the e.xcelJent oppor-

tunity this department affords them to

thoroughly familiarize themselves with

air brakes as we find them. Certainly

this departmt;nt is well conducted, and the

answers given to questions invariably

stand strictly correct. Consequently, I

cannot conceive why so few questions are

asked.

Is it because all the readers are so well

posted they need no further instructions,

or are they afraid to ask questions for fear

of being ridiculed? Certainly, it is not

the former, or railroad managers would
have found it out, and dispensed with the

services of the air-brake instructor on

many of our leading roads. Possibly the

men are afraid of offending the head of

that department on the road with which

they are identified, and consequently they

remain a silent partner and wait for the

other fellow to ask the questions.

However, I notice the Air-Brake De-

partment is of much interest to us all,

and especially so to those who have not

had the benefit of a modern instruction

car, conducted by a gentlemanly, com-

petent instructor.

I wish to express my appreciation of

the kindness of Messrs Conger and Syn-

nestvedt, who answered many questions

for me before our road appointed an in-

structor and "Locomotive Engineering"

made a distinct Air-Brake Department.

I consider their books among the best on

.\.ir that are published.

In conclusion, I wish to state that in

submitting questions to this department,

it should not be considered that the man
asking the question don't know the an-

swer. Possibly he has seen it plainly

demonstrated in the instruction car, and

wishes to have it verified, or to learn if

the experience of others is similar to his.

Let us have more questions and answers.

Let the new beginner and the more ad-

vanced student ask more questions.

H. C. Ettinger,

Wabash Railroad.

Spritiiifield, III.

Another Record Breaker.

Editors :

On April the ist, 1893, a p^-inch West-

inghouse air pump was placed on D. &
H. C. Co. Engine No. 21, and from that

date until June 27, 1896. the engine had

run 176,575 miles in regular passenger

service, and made 81.944 stops. Since

June 27, 1896, no record has been kept of

mileage or stops made. On October 4,

1896, pump was removed from engine,

and upon examination was found to be in

very fair condition, with the exception of

a leaky slide valve. The pump could

liave continued to run for some time to

come.

During all this period of time the pump
lias not cost one cent for repairs of any

kind. The air cylinder received one tea-

spoonful of oil (32° West Virginia well oil)

each week. Piston rod was lubricated by

a swab. This record, no doubt, may be

of interest to many, as it goes to show
what a 9;4-inch pump can do when it is

properly treated, and to not overdose it

with oil, or run it at a seventy-mile an

hour gait to supply three or four cars in

a passenger train, where a more moderate

rate of speed would do the same work
with more ease. All that is required is

a little judgment to be exercised, which

will increase the life of the pump and de-

crease the expense attached to keeping up

repairs on it.

H.\RRV .A. Fl.VNN,

D. & H. C. Co.

Wilkesbarre. Pa.
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Triple Valve that Recharges Auxiliary

Reservoir While Brake is Set.

Editors :

In looking over the October number
of "Locomotive Engineering," I notice

in the Questions and Answers on Air-

Brake Subjects where J. W. C, Waco,
Tex., writes that he has a device for re-

charging auxiHary reservoir while brakes

are set. You will find inclosed a patent

that was granted to me for the same pur-

pose. The patent has been tried, and

made a very good showing.

I claim when this improved valve is

seated it is a balanced valve, or so near so

that when the exhaust from the triple

comes in around the central part of the

valve it makes no interference with the de-

gree of pressure the spring is set at. If the

spring is set at 65 pounds, the trainline

and auxiliary reservoirs will charge to 70

pounds. If the engineer wishes to close

the exhaust, to recharge after making a

service application, and reducing, say, to

50 pounds, he places the engineer's valve

in the release position for a moment, and

then brings it back to lap. In doing this

he has forced the triple valve to the re-

lease position, opening the necessary ports

for recharging auxiliary reservoir, and

permitting the exhaust to come in around

the central part of my improved valve.

In this case, if black hand don't show the

required amount, he may repeat the same

operation, being careful, however, to not

let train-line pressure go above 65 pounds.

or whatever the spring is set at in the

valve. If the engineer don't wish to hold

brake set, I claim he can obtain a quick

release any time by carrying an excess

pressure in the main reservoir on the

locomotive.

E. E. Kkrns.
Bradford, Pa.

[The following descriptive extracts

from the patent papers accompanying our

correspondent's letter will serve to make
clear theoperationof his invention.—Ed.]

:

"This invention pertains to fluid-pres-

sure brakes; and relates particularly to

that class of brakes in which the pressure

is retained in the brake cylinder until the

same is restored in the auxiliary reservoir,

when the air in the brake cylinder is auto-

matically released."*****
"Referring to the accompanying draw-

ings, Fig. I is a perspective view showing
the relative position of my improved valve

mechanism and the triple valve. Fig. 2 is

a longitudinal sectional view of the releas-

ing valve. Fig. 3 is a cross-sectional view
on line t,-t, of Fig. 2.

"A designates the triple-valve mechan-
ism of familiar construction. The cylinder

B of my improved valve is connected by
pipe C with the lower end of the triple-

valve casing at a point adjacent the con-
nection of train-pipe F. The exhaust of

the triple-valve mechanism engages with
the side or periphery of the cylinder B at

the point C, through the medium of pipe

H. At the end of cylinder B, opposite the

pipe connection C, is the enlarged circular

cavity or auxiliary cylinder /, made in-

tegral with cylinder B by vertical web /',

and adapted to move in this enlarged

cavity or cylinder is piston head /, se-

cured on stem K. Cylinder B is lined with

bushing L, the latter being beveled, as in-

dicated at L', upon the extremity extend-

ing into enlargement /, and adapted to

move within this bushing-lined cylinder

is the reamed-out spool-valve M, which is

also mounted upon the valve stem and

abuts the piston head /.

"The inner bulb-shaped end of the valve

M is larger than its opposite end, and the

inner end L' of bushing L forms a seat for

said enlarged end, as clearly shown in

Fig 2. Thus, cylinder B is effectually

sealed at its inner end, and the exhaust of

the triple valve is confined until said valve

and automatically. As the pressure in the

auxiliary reservoir and train pipe again

becomes reduced, the exhaust will be

automatically closed by the action of the

spring, and the same retained in this posi-

tion until said pressure is restored, as will

be understood."

i i i
Neglected Driver-Bral<e PacI<ing-'Pe=

culiar Antics of a Quick-Action
Triple Valve.

Editors:

In the care and maintenance of air-

brake apparatus it seems to be a fact that

driving-brake cylinders are less cared for,

and more neglected, than any other part

of the equipment. This is the case on

many roads where air brakes are kept in

good condition.

No doubt, the trouble with driving-

brake cylinder packing is aggravated in

is moved from its seat, when it is instantly

released into chamber /.*****
"The outer end of the screw-plug is pro-

vided with a wrench hold, and by this

means the tension of the spring upon the

piston head is regulated so as to obtain

the desired number of pounds resistance,

holding the said piston head and spool

valve firmly against the beveled end of

the bushing of cylinder B, so as to com-
pletely close or seal the latter until said

pressure has been overcome by tlie re-

stored pressure in the train-pipe and au.x-

iliary reservoir acting against the opposite

end of the spool valve through pipe C.

When this occurs, the valve mechanism
will be moved longitudinally, and the air

from the triple-valve exhaust permitted

to escape between the end of the bushing

and the piston-head, and rush outward

through the plurality of apertures R in

web /'."*****
"By means of the construction here

shown and described, the air in the brake

cylinder is retained with the brakes set

even after the train pipe has been opened
for the restoration of the pressure in the

auxiliary reservoir until the pressure in

the latter has been restored to the number
of pounds desired, and then the exhaust

will be effected practically instantaneously

Fig. 2

many cases by engineers not reporting

them properly, but instead they report:

"Driving brake only works with an

emergency application"; "Clean out

triple." Nine cases out of ten there is

nothing the matter with the triple; but

the whole trouble is leaky cylinder pack-

ing.

The trouble seems to be more with the

"pull-up" than with the "push-down"

type, probably owing to the piston-rod

packing in the former leaking, but we
have experienced trouble with both types.

We now make it a practice to oil these

cylinders two or three times a week, and

find that by so doing" we have a brake,

that will set and stay set, whether with or

without a train.

It has been our experience with the

continuous driving brake that in many
cases it would work all right with a light

engine, and also, perhaps, with a few

cars; but with the same reduction on a

long train the pistons would not move,

owing to the larger volume of air to be

reduced, and the consequent slower flow

of pressure to the brake cylinders, which

allowed the air to flow as fast past the

packing as it was delivered by the auxil-

iary through the triple valve. Doubjless.

the heavy oil or grease prescribed by the

.\\t Brake As.sociation will obviate much
of this difficulty, especially where driv-
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ing-brake cylinders are sluck up under

running boards, where it is nearly impos-

sible to oil them.

A driving brake is a splendid thing and

an air-saver when in proper condition,

but a waster of air and a nuisance wlun
neglected. Moral—Keep 'em up.

Saw a pecu'.iar antic of a car brake some
time ago, on a train we were pulling.

During a stop at a station where the train

crew was unloading way freight, we
walked back along the train, fixing a tew

minor leaks in the train pipe. Noticed a

car with triple cut-out—stop cock in

cross-over pipe being closed. Upon open

ing the bleeder on the auxiliary, wo
found it empty, of course. Not having a

full train of air, and wishing to know why
this brake was not working, we reached

under the car and opened the cut-out

cock, when, bang! on went the brake,

startling us for a moment, as we knew
the auxiliary to he empty. We had been

educated in the belief that "straight air"

Card No. i was taken with reverse lever

just back of center notch.

Card No. 2 was taken with reverse

lever well down in back corner.

7o Operate:

1st. Open cylinder cocks. (Be sure they

will open.)

2d. Open water valve in boiler to ad-

XMvmudM £ngtn4*riMg

Fig. I

Indicated pressure -Maximum, 153 pounds; mean, ij'4 pounds.
Speed— 11 miles per hour.
Indicated horse-power - 60 q.

Cutoff— 15 inches back motion (outside edge).
Location—Between Borie and Corlett.
Maximum grade— 1.51 per cent.

CHEYENNE j.^TO

KUTIl

LARAMIE

DlSTIilCT

Profile of Grades

c

ii 6
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pressed gas increases much more rapidly

in degrees than in pounds per square inch,

thereby causing more or less injury to

cylinders and valve seat by overheating.

The object of the water brake is to sub-

stitute vapor or wet steam for the heated

gasses which would otherwise be drawn

in from the smoke box.

To accomplish this, a sufficient quan-

tity of hot water from the boiler is liber-

ated in the exhaust passages of the cylin-

ders. This water, when relieved of its

pressure, flashes into steam or vapor, and

is pumped into the cylinder from the ex-

haust passages. During a portion of the

piston stroke, the slide valve opens com-

munication from cylinder to the steam

chest, and the accumulated pressure in the

cylinders is forced into the steam chest,

steam and dry pipes (except that escap-

ing through the cylinder cocks).

This pressure in turn is admitted back

into the cylinders when the valve is first

opened, as is evinced by consulting the in-

dicator diagrams shown above, causing

the rapid rise in the compression line.

The irregularity or fluctuation in the high-

pressure line is due to the same cause,

producing pulsations as shown.

GENERAL D.\T.\.

Train No. 20, June 13th. consisted of

32 loaded cars and l empty; pulled by

Engine No. 1600.

ENGINE.

Cylinders—22 inches diameter by 28-

inch stroke.

Drivers, diameter—51 inches.

Weight of engine and tender—135.5

tons.

Weight of train hauled—888 tons.

Total weight of train—1,023.5 tons.

Note—Diagrams were taken from right-

hand cylinder of Engine 1600. with a

Tabor indicator, using No. 80 spring.

The indicated horse-power shown is for

right side, the horse-power developed by
the engine = I. H. P. multiplied by 2.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
On Alr-Brake Subject!.

(81) C. J. H.. Milwaukee. Wis., asks:
Will you please explain through the

"Locomotive Engineering" what this
"high-speed air brake" is that you men-
tion on page 852 of the October number?
A.—Please note answer to A. H. G. on
this same subject in this column.

(82) A. H. G.. St. Paul. Minn., asks:
I. What is an E-6 brake valve? A.—It

is the same as the D-5. In the Westing-
house "D" catalog the cut of the valve
appeared on page 5. and was therefore
called p-5. In the "E" catalog (the lat-

est) it is niaced on page 6 and is desig-
nated as E-6.

(S^) B. M. D., Cleveland. O.. writes:
Give piston travel of driver brake, cam-

type, 45-ton engine. 12 x 33 auxiliary
reservoir, two 8-inch cylinders: to equal-
ize at 50 pounds on full application. A.

—

Will vary with amount of piping used be-
tween the triple valve and brake cylin-

ders, but should be somewhere between
three and four inches.

(84) M. M. H., Burlington, N. J., asks:

I. What makes the hand on air gage
move up and down while the pump is

working? A.—See reply to same question
to M. M. H. in November issue. 2. Please
state what kind of oil you would recom-
mend for air end of pump. A.—West
Virginia ground oil, 33-degree gravity,

or any good oil that will lubricate and
not gum.

(85) A. H. G, St. Paul, Minn., asks:
What is the high-speed brake? A.

—

It is used on passenger cars only, and is

an attachment screwed into the brake
cylinder which, with an increased lever-

age and pressure, will stop a train in 25
per cent, shorter distance than the ordin-

ary quick-action brake. A full description

of the high-speed brake is given on page
184 of the February issue of "Locomo-
tive Engineering."

(86) B. M. D.. Cleveland. O., asks:

Has the Loughridge brake proven suc-

cessful, and where could I obtain a cut or
explanation of the working of it? A.

—

The Loughridge brake was a plain

straight air brake, supplied with pressure

by a pump connected to an eccentric on
the axle of the locomotive, and was fairly

successful in its day. It is not used any-
where now, and we do not know where
you could get a treatise on it.

(87) J. G.. Kincardine, Ont., asks:

What holds up the plain triple-valve

piston when running along after the train

pipe and auxiliary resevoir pressures have
equalized? I claim that the shoulder on
triple piston, when bedded against the

case, makes the area on top of piston

smaller than that on the bottom, and that,

as well as the pressure on back of slide

valve, holds it up. Others say that has
nothing to do with it, and that it is just

the pressure on the slide valve. A.—The
pressure on the back of the slide valve is

calculated, and is depended upon to hold
the piston in place when in release posi-

tion, and no effort is made to make an air-

tight joint between the shoulder on the

piston and the case; but where the tit is

good, there is no doubt that the effective

area is that much reduced and has its

effect. The friction of the piston packing
ring also contributes.

(88) A. H. G., St. Paul. Minn., writes:

I notice in my paper that port "A" in

rotary valve seat of D-S valve was to make
train-line pointer fall in emergency posi-

tion, same as it does in E-6 or D-S valves.

I can't see that it falls in the brake valve of

my engine, which is a D-5. I am told that

it does not do it with any D-5. I understand
the D-8 and D-5 valves well, and don't un-
derstand what should allow the air in

chamber D to escape with D-5. Please
explain. A.—Chamber D, in the D-5 and
E-6 valves is emptied by the pressure
passing through the grooves in the face

of the rotary valve and rotary seat, which
overlap each other, and escapes to the at-

mosphere through the emergency exhaust
port in the back of the brake-valve body.
Probably these grooves are partially

.stopped up with sediment, or, possibly,

your valve may be one of the earliest issue

of D-; valves, which were not supplied
with these grooves for this purpose.

(89) R. H. S.. Brooklyn. N. Y.. writes:,

In reading W. B. Rogers' "Air Brake
Primer." I observe that he does not cor-
respond with one of the questions in the
Association of Railroad Air-Brake Men's
renon of their .^pril convention. Mr.
Rogers says that a 5-pound reduction in

train-pipe pressure will reduce the auxil-

iary pressure 5 pounds, giving I2j4

pounds per square inch in the brake cyl-

inder. While the Air-Brake Men's report

says that in making a 5-pound reduction

in train-pipe pressure about 5 pounds
would leave auxiliary and flow to the

brake cylinder, I would like to be in-

formed just what pressure does go to the

brake cylinder on a 5-pound reduction.

A.—The answer in the Air-Brake Men's
report is right. A 5-pound train-pipe re-

duction will cause about 5 pounds to

leave the auxiliary and go to the brake
cylinder. Just what this 5 pounds amounts
to in pressure when it gets to the cylinder

is governed by the piston travel. Look
at table on page 26 of the Air-Brake Men's
report for the pressure at all travels with

various train-pipe reductions.

(90) H. B. W., Eastland, Cal., writes:

Will you kindly inform me why all

9><-inch Westinghouse air pumps groan
continuously? Out of nine pumps now in

use on four different roads, all using dif-

ferent valve oil, not one is free from con-

tinual groaning. The lubricator is set to

feed one drop every two minutes; bleed

cock of steam chamber is opened while

standing, allowing most of condensation

to escape before starting the pump. A.

—

All 9^-inch air pumps do not groan. It

is the exception rather than the rule. In

fact, they are much more free from this

complaint than the 6 or 8-inch pumps, as

the oil follows the steam to the top of the

upper head, and is there distributed with

the steam. Complaints of this kind have

been located in a loose dry pipe to the

pump throttle, and also to engines having

a comparatively straight boiler with little

or no wagon top, whose steam supply for

the pump, injectors and other cab fixtures

was taken from a turret which had no dry

pipe. There is a peculiar gurgling sound

in the injector when it is working if the

latter cause exists. Possibly the water in

that section is bad and causes foaming or

priming. Try a faster feed of oil; say, a

drop a minute in your case.

(91) M. M. H., Burlington, N. J.,

writes:

I have an 8-inch Westinghouse air pump
and one of the late style of governors.

The boiler pressure varies from 70 to no
pounds. The main reservoir is 30 inches

in diameter by 7 feet long, and usually

has a pressure of 85 pounds. The gover-

nor sometimes sticks when it shuts the

pump off, and the pressure runs down to

50 pounds before the pump starts up again.

Sometimes the governor will not shut down
the pump until after 120 pounds of air has

been rammed up. There is a constant

blowing at the little hole on the side of the

governor. A.—Possibly the variation in

the steam pressure has something to do
with the trouble. If the constant escape

of pressure is through the little port in

the spring case, the diaphragm is cracked

or loose, and does not allow the pressure

to raise the diaphragm valve as it should.

When it does rise, the piston is jammed
down to the lower end of the cylinder,

where it sticks until the pressure is con-

siderably reduced. If the blow is at the

hole in the body of the governor, it fore-

tells a short or poorly seating diaphragm
valve. The piston is probably loose at the

top and tight at the bottom of the cylinder.

When the steam pressure is up and the

pump is working hard, pressure may be

accumulated sufficiently rapid to over-

come the leak past the piston to the hole,

and cause the piston to descend and shut

down the pump. If the piston is tight in

the lower end of the cylinder.^ it may be a

long while in starting up again.
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Those responsible for the expense of loco-

motive performance proceeded to find out

if it were possible to perform a given vol-

ume of work on less fuel, and their succes-

sors are still wrestling to solve the same
problem. Among the details that have re-

ceived much careful investigation, in con-

nection with the question of fuel economy,
that of the most satisfactory grate area in

relation to the heating surface has been

conspicuously prominent.

There are so many variables to be taken

into account in recording the operation of

a locomotive in train service, that naturally

enough the conclusions of different ex-

perimenters with locomotives differed very

materially concerning the value of large

grate area. The famous engineer, D. K.

Clark, whose investigations were remark-

ably thorough, concluded that the most
economical grate area was the smallest in

which the fuel could be properly con-

sumed. His experiments convinced him
that a high firebox temperature was con-

ducive to economy of fuel, and that the

grate area should be designed to entail a

large consumption of fuel per square foot

of grate area. In a table published in

"Railway Machinery," on page 156, show-
ing data relative to the performance of

locomotive boilers, it appears that those

which burned from 80 to 150 pounds of

coke per hour evaporated more water per

pound of combustible than those burning
a smaller quantity. The data were taken

from a great variety of locomotives be-

longing to the principal railways in Great

Britain. In a chapter on "The Perfor-

mances of Locomotives," beginning on
page 311, he gives many more facts sup-

plied by a variety of investigators. The
data are arranged in convenient tables,

and they appear to show that a consump-
tion of from 80 to 120 pounds of coke per

square foot of grate area per hour pro-

duced the most satisfactory results. Com-
menting on these data, Clark says: "These
abstracts contain a remarkable confirma-

tion of the author's doctrine of a limited

fire grate, no larger than necessary for the

proper combustion of the fuel, and ex-

tended heating surface."

Qark's /engineering "doctrines" were
long accepted as gospel by the men
who designed locomotives, and his influ-

ence is still potent in many quarters.

American engineers were the first to be
a law unto themselves in proportioning
grate area to heating surface, but those
who broke away from the old rules were
not generally considered safe guides. Sev-
eral papers and reports read before the

Railway Master Mechanics' Association

seemed to prove that it was easy to have
too much grate area in proportion to

heating surface, and an influential minor-
ity of our designers have displayed a pref-

erence for curtailed grate area. Experi-

ments that would be positively conclusive

as to the relative value of small and large

grate area were really impracticable with
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road service, and so the question remained

unsolved. It appears to us that the pe-

riod of conflicting opinions has been

ended by facts given in a paper by Pro-

fessor Goss, of Purdue University, read

at the New York Railroad Club, on "The
Effect of High Rates of Combustion upon
the Efficiency of Locomotive Boilers."

Tlie paper describes experiments made
with the locomotive "Schenectady," at

Purdue University, for the purpose of

ascertaining evaporative effects which re-

sulted from contracting the grate area

while performing a uniform amount of

work. The experiments were conducted
in the masterly style that all the practical

locomotive problems are worked out at

the institution named, and as there are

really no disturbing variables in carrying

out tests of fuel on a stationary locomo-
tive, the data obtained may safely be ac-

cepted as conclusive. The conclusions

arrived at are certainly as accurate as those

obtained from well-conducted tests of sta-

tionary boilers, and they indicate that the

boiler of a locomotive acts very much the

same as a stationary boiler when it is

forced to make steam very rapidly per

unit of grate area. •

The tests on the locomotive "Schenec-

tady" were arranged so that the same work
should be done by the locomotive and the

same amount of fuel consumed per hour
on a grate of varied area. Tlie first test

was made with the engine working under
the ordinary conditions, with a cut-ofT of

25 per cent, of the stroke, and at a speed

representing 25 miles per hour. The
whole of the grate was covered with fuel,

and it was found that 61 pounds of coal

per square foot of grate area per hour
were consumed in keeping up steatn, and
that 8.26 pounds of water were evaporated

per hour for each pound of coal burned.
For the second test they bricked up one-

quarter of the grate, worked the engine
the same way as in the first test, and found
that 84 pounds of coal per square foot of

grate were burned, and that the evapora-
tion of water to the pound of coal was
7.84 pounds. For the third test the half

of the grate was covered with brick, and
under the same conditions of working
the engine 124 pounds of coal per foot of

grate were consumed to supply the neces-

sary steam, and the evaporation of water
per pound of coal was 7.52 pounds. In
the fourth test only one-quarter of the

grate was used, and the coal consumption
per foot was 241 pounds, and the evapora-
tion of water 6.67 pounds per pound of

coal. With one-quarter of the grate cut

oflf, the loss in evaporative duty was 5
per cent.: with half the grate area the loss

was 8.9s per cent., and with three-quarters

cut out the loss in the evaporative value

of the fue was 19.2 per cent.

To make the engine generate the same
volume of steam for each of the tests, it

was necessary to keep reducing the ex-

haust nozzles every time the area of grate

was lessened. This induced increase of

spark-throwing, and the heat loss repre-

sented by the extra sparks passed through

the tubes, represented more than half the

less of efficiency due to the contracted

grate area.

The heat losses were due principally to

the waste of fuel by sparks, and by the

greater velocity of the fuel gases through

the tubes, due to the higher smokebox
vacuum required to burn all the coal

necessary for steam generation and to the

greater volume of fuel gases that had to

be passed through the tubes in a given

unit of time. This, of course, produced

a higher smokebox temperature.

The manner in which the heat losses

take place is not of so much consequence

to railroad men as the prominent fact that

it is decidedly more economical to burn 60

pounds of coal per foot of grate than it is

to burn 200 pounds on the same area each

hour. These tests are likely to be ac-

cepted as quite conclusive about the neces-

sity for making the grate area of locomo-

tives as large as possible when the engine

is generally worked hard.

In one respect the experiments are

rather disappointing. Many locomotives

do the greater part of their work with a

coal consumption that is probably less

than half of that which was the minimum
in the tests. It would be interesting to

find how far down in fuel consumption a

locomotive must go to keep gaining in

evaporative efficiency. In cases where
bituminous coal was burned in Wootten
fireboxes, it has generally been found

economical to reduce the grate area. It

would be interesting to. demonstrate by
tests how far this reduction can be carried

with advantage. While regretting that

the experiments described by Professor

Goss did not go farther, we acknowledge
that they constitute the most valuable

contribution presented to locomotive en-

gineering science for many years.

i i i
Does First-Class or Inferior CoaT Give

the Better Economical Service?

For a year or two past, under the pres-

sure of hard times, quite a number of

railroad companies have displayed a de-

sire to reform their methods of purchas-

ing coal. There have been so many dis-

cussions at railroad clubs and engineer-

ing societies about the reckless practice

of purchasing coal without finding out

what its steaming qualities were, that the

various managers have taken it up with

their purchasing departments. We now
find it a very common practice to make
calorimeter tests and base the price upon
the heat-producing quality found by the

test. We are afraid, however, that the

calorimeter test is going to give false in-

formation very often, for recent discov-

eries seem to show that the best calori-

meter in use is very unreliable.

Mr. A. W. Gibbs, assistant engineer of

tests of the Pennsylvania Railroad, may
be taken as a very fair authority on the

value of tests of fuel, and some particulars

which he wrote for the Western Railroad

Club, on testing coal, will be read with

interest. He said:

"The writer has had occasion to tabulate

the results of a number of coal tests made
with the same locomotives, under similar

conditions, in which tests, in addition to

data usually given, a chemical analysis

and a calorimeter test were made of the

coal used each day. It soon became evi-

dent that the results of the latter tests

were often in conflict with actual results

—

so much so, in fact, as to make it a ques-

tion whether much reliance is to be placed

upon laboratory tests of this kind. The
chief criticism of the chemical test is that

it is not sufficiently thorough. The com-

position of the volatile matter not being

fixed, its constituents may be already par-

tially oxidized, in which case the avail-

able heat value is reduced. The calori-

meter, as a means of determining the heat

value, is, I think, little more than a scien-

tific toy—very interesting, but very mis-

leading, because the conditions govern-

ing the combustion in the calorimeter dif-

fer so widely from those of actual service.

I think that the most that can be said for

this test is that it gives an idea of the rela-

tive possible heat values. There appears

to be room for improvement in this

method, regarded solely as laboratory

tests, because the discrepancies in the re-

sults obtained by different instruments

and different men are too great.

"As an instance of the conflicting re-

sults obtained by the calorimeter, and

from service, take one of the coals high

in volatile matter: In the former the coal

is burned in a submerged crucible, a

stream of oxygen gas blowing down upon

the coal, which burns only on top. As fast

as the volatile part is set free it is completely

burned, and finally the fixed carbon is also

completely burned. Thus, if the manipu-

lation is perfect, the different constituents

of the coal should give up to the water

their full heating value. This same coal,

in service, is thrown upon a bed of red-hot

fuel, where it is first roasted, the volatile

parts passing away largely unconsumed,

while that part of the fixed carbon which

is not carried away bodily by force of the

draft is more or less completely burned.

The completeness depends upon the

depth of the bed, the force of the draft,

the proper admission of air, and the

time given to gases to burn before they

are cooled. Is it wonderful that with

such different conditions the results are

discordant? In the case of high-carbon

coals, which are often very friable, the

method by which they are burned princi-

pally determines their heating value com-

mercially, and a coal having a very high

calorific value may give lower results than

one having more ash, because the force

of the draft is such as to carry away un-

burncd much of the more friable coal.

"I think that the only way of deter-

mining the commercial value of coals is
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by testing them under conditions similar

to those of the proposed service. For
railway purposes a test similar to that at

Purdue University would settle this ques-

tion, giving results which can be obtained

in ncr- other way. The results not being

complicated by invaluable operations of

service, would be quickly and cheaply

obtained."

It appears to us that the suggestion

made by Mr. Gibbs presents a new and
highly important reason why the principal

railroad companies should establish a lo-

comotive testing plant at their headquar-
ters, similar to that used by the Chicago

& Northwestern Railway. Those who
have not experimental work enough to

make a locomotive of that kind pay, might
have their fuels tested at Purdue Univer-
sity, and the expense incurred would cer-

tainly be a good investment. All prac-

tical men realize that information beyond
the chemical constituents of coal is neces-

sary to demonstrate what quality is the

most suitable for locomotive purposes.
Pocahontas coal is about the best steam-
ing coal found in this country, when used
in marine and stationary engine boilers,

and it does very well with locomotives;

but, under certain circumstances, coals that

are of a much inferior quality will cause a

locomotive to steam just as freely as Poca-
hontas coal will do, and there will be no
greater quantityof the inferior coal used to

dothework. Ifanexperimental locomotive
were employed largely in testing the value

of different fuels, a great deal of valuable

information would come out as to why
some coals fail to evaporate the quantity

of wafer which might be expected from
their chemical constituents. It would also

be an interesting subject of investigation

to find out why the poor qualities of West-
ern coal, when burned in some locomo-
tives, will produce steam as freely as the

highest quality of coal that can be brought
from a distance. Coal deficient in fixed

carbon and hydro-carbon compounds is

not of so much commercial value as the

higher qualities of coal, and consequently
railroad companies, as a rule, do not pay
a first-class price for them; and yet, under
proper management, the inferior coal will

sometimes go as far. weight for weight, as

that which theoretically has greater value.

Reliable information is very badly

needed concerning the conditions under
which first-class coal will pay better than
inferior coal when burned in the fireboxes

of locomotives. Many railroad men think
that the best coal to be found is none too
good for locomotive use, and we have al-

ways sympathized with their sentiments in

this respect, but it is possible that they

may be mistaken in their views. We are

aware of one case where a railroad com-
pany in the Northwest was paying a very
high price for Hocking Valley coal, and
the officers in charge insisted that no
cheaper quality of coal could be burned
satisfactorily by their locomotives. A new
superintendent of motive power investi-

gated the case, and decided that there

would be no difliculty in making the en-

. gines burn Western coal, for others on
neighboring roads were doing it without

difficulty in keeping time with trains. The
first attempt to burn Illinois coal was not a

sucess for a variety of reasons, the prin-

cipal one being that the grates were not

adapted for burning inferior coal. A
new design of grate was made with a much
larger percentage of air openings, and
with that change, and a little extra super-

vision at first, the engines steamed as

freely as they did with the higher grade

of coal, and the quantity burned was very

little greater than what they used wi'h the

other coal. The saving to the railroad

company was over 25 per cent, of the fuel

bills incurred with the Hocking Valley

coal.

It is very likely that there are other rail-

road companies throughout the country
that might save largely on their coal bills

if they knew the conditions that were best

adapted to the burning of inferior fuel.

There is, at any rate, no subject at present

before railroad men which is likely to pro-

duce better returns than the securing of

reliable information as to how different

qualities of fuel can be most economically

burned in the fireboxes of locomotives.

-^ ^ ^
The Schenectady Locomotive Works

are building for the Northern Pacific Rail-

way Company four mastodon or twelve-

wheel compound locomotives, which will

be the most powerful engines of this

type ever constructed. The engines are

of the Schenectady two-cylinder com-
pound type, the high-pressure cylinder

being 23 inches and the low-pressure 34
inches in diameter, with a stroke of 30
inches. The cylinders are fitted with the

new intercepting valve, designed by the

Schenectady Locomotive Works, which
enables the engine to be operated as sim-
ple or compound at will, this device now
being in very successful use. The weight
of the engine will be about 180,000 pounds,
with 148,000 pounds on drivers. The
driving-wheel centers are of cast steel, 48
inches in diameter, which with 3j4-inch
tire makes the diameter of drivers 55
inches. The boiler is of the extended
wagon-top type, 72 inches at front end;
has a larger heating surface than ever

used in locomotive practice, and is built

to carry a working pressure of 200

pounds.

We understand that piston rings made
of steel are coming largely into use in

Great Britain for stationary engine pur-
poses. This material is reported to be
pushing out the use of cast-iron, brass

and phosphor bronze rings. The reason
for the change appears to be that the

steel ring can be made much lighter, is

less liable to breakage, and wears as well

as rings made from other material.

PERSONAL.
Mr. T. H. Russom has been appointed

general car foreman of the Mt. Clare

shops, B. & O.

Mr. H. T. Woods has been appointed

general manager of the Tabor & North-

ern, with headquarters at Tabor, la.

Mr. A. M. Stark has been appointed

superintendent of the Pecos River Rail-

road, with headquarters at Pecos, Tex.

Mr. P. F. Smith has been appointed

master mechanic of the Pittsburgh, Ft.

Wayne & Chicago shops at Crestline, O.

Mr. W. W. Tomlinson has been ap-

pointed chief engineer of the New Orleans

& Western, with headquarters at New
Orleans. La.

Mr. W. G. Wallace, a well-known en-

gineer on the Chicago & Northwestern

Railroad, has been made traveling engin-

eer of the Madison division.

Mr. Thomas F. Butler, master me-

chanic of the Pennsylvania lines at Wells-

ville, O., has been transferred to Colum-
bus, O., as master mechanic.

Mr. Bernard Fifzpatrick, master me-
chanic of the Pennsylvania lines at Col-

umbus, O., has been appointed master

mechanic at Fort Wayne, Ind.

Mr. P. F. Smith, Jr., assistant master

mechanic of the Fort Wayne shops of

the Pennsylvania Company, has been ap-

pointed master mechanic at Crestline, O.

Mr. W. H. Stocks has been appointed

division master mechanic of the East

Iowa division of the Chicago, Rock Island

& Pacific, with headquarters at Rock
Island,

Mr, George P, Sweeley, master me-

chanic of the shops of the Pennsylvania

Company at Crestline, O., has been trans-

ferred to Wellsville, O.. ?s master me-

chanic.

Mr. S. M. Dolan has been appointed

master mechanic of the Wiggins Ferry

Company, with headquarters at St. Louis.

He was formerly assistant master me-

chanic.

Mr. R. H. Organ, general storekeeper

of the Butte, Anaconda & Pacific, has re-

signed, and his place has been filled by

Mr. Wm. Wood, formerly clerk of the

store department.

Mr. C. H. Spencer has been appointed

assistant general manager of the Quincy,

Omaha & Kansas City, and will be partic-

ularly intrusted with the purchasing of

material and supplies.

Mr. George C. De Young, heretofore

trainmaster, has been appointed superin-

tendent of the Sabine & East Texas divi-

sion of the Southern Pacific, with head-

quarters at Beaumont, Tex.

Mr. Allan J. Smith, chief clerk to Sup-
erintendent Sullivan, of the Kansas City,

Memphis & Birmingham, has been ap-
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pointed trainmaster of that road, with

headquarters at Birmingham, Ala.

Mr. Wilham W. Noble has been ap-

pointed purchasing agent and paymaster

of the Huntingdon & Broad Top Moun-
tain, in place of Mr. S. B. Knight, re-

signed. Headquarters, Philadelphia, Pa.

Mr. James A. Davis has been appointed

industrial commissioner of the Santa Fe.

His duties will be to look after the various

industries owned by the road, they being

separated from the management of the

main property.

Mr. J. J. Thomas, Jr., has been ap-

pointed master mechanic of the Mobile

& Birmingham Railroad, with headquar-

ters at Mobile, Ala. He was formerly

master mechanic on the Birmingham &
Atlantic Railroad.

Mr. W. de Sanno, a well-known con-

tributor to "Locomotive Engineering,"

has been appointed master mechanic of

the Chicago & Southeastern Railway,

with headquarters at Lebanon, Ind. The
road is no miles long.

Mr. Joseph ]McWilliams, superintendent

of the Marietta & North Georgia, has been

appointed general manager of the Atlanta,

Knoxville & Northern, which is a reor-

ganization of the Marietta & North Geor-

gia. Headquarters, Atlanta, Ga.

Mr. James Gannon has been promoted

to be general engine dispatcher of all

divisions of the New York Central ter-

minating in New York. He is a brother

of Mr. Frank S. Gannon, general man-
ager of the Staten Island Rapid Transit.

Mr. F. C. Humphrey has been ap-

pointed general foreman of the locomo-

tive and car repairs of the Kansas City,

Pittsburgh & Gulf, with headquarters in

Kansas City. He was formerly foreman

on the Fremont, Elkhorn & Missouri Val-

ley at Superior, Neb.

Mr. James A. Egan has been elected

vice-president and general manager of the

Central of Georgia Railroad, with head-

quarters at Savannah, Ga. Mr. Egan has

been general manager of several North-

west roads, and he is considered a man of

high executive ability.

Mr. J. T. Odell, the well-known railroad

manager, has entered upon his duties as

president of the Butler & Pittsburgfi

Railroad, a line which is under construc-

tion for the purpose of facilitating the

transportation of ores and other material

from Lake Erie to the Carnegie Works
at Pittsburgh, Pa.

Wc have to acknowledge a pleasant call

last month from Mr. L. P. Ligon, master

mechanic, and Mr. Jos. Longstreth, road

foreman of engines of the Norfolk &
Western, at Bluefields, W. Va. Both

these gentlemen have been making a tour

of railroad shops looking out for informa-

tion that may be of benefit to their em-

ployers.

Mr. W. W. Atwood has been appointed

superintendent of the Charleston, Clen-

dennin & Sutton Railroad, with head-

quarters at Charleston, W. Va. Mr. At-

wood is a well-known railroad man, hav-

ing formerly been superintendent of the

Bradford, Bordell & Kinzua Railway,

and afterwards general manager of the

Middlesex Valley Railroad.

Mr. R. H. Johnson has been appointed

master mechanic of the Atlanta & West
Point Railroad, with headquarters at

Montgomery, Ala. Mr. Johnson was

formerly master mechanic for the Wig-
gins Ferry Company at St. Louis; when
he left, the employes of the locomotive

and car departments presented him with

a handsome watch chain and charm.

Mr. James McCrea, Jr., son of First

Vice-President McCrea, of the Penn-

sylvania Company, has been appointed

engineer of maintenance of way of the

Indianapolis & Vincennes. Mr. McCrea
is a graduate of Yale, and is said to have

been a very bright engineering student.

If he is energetic, industrious and am-
bitious, he may become a successful rail-

road man in spite of the drawbacks of

being the son of a general manager.

Mr. J. S. Chambers has been appointed

master mechanic of the Paducah shops

of the Illinois Central Railroad, with jur-

isdiction over the affairs of the machinery

department on the Louisville division and
the Fulton district of the Memphis divis-

ion. His headquarters will be at Padu-

cah, Ky. Mr. Chambers has been for

some years master mechanic for the Illi-

nois Central at Clinton, 111., and has been

noted for the able management of his di-

vision.

Mr. Oscar G. Murray, receiver of the

Baltimore & Ohio, appears to appreciate

the value of advertising and the financial

benefit of keeping the merits of the rail-

road before the public. According to a

recent circular, he has appointed Mr.

James H. Maddy press agent of the road,

with headquarters at Baltimore. The offi-

cers and employes of the road are directed

to respond to his requests for information

and aid him in every way to secure such

matters as he may require; all events that

if published would be of interest and tend

to favorably advertise the road must be

promptly reported to Mr. Maddy.

Mr. William W. Atterbury has been

promoted from the position of master me-
chanic of the Western division of the

Pennsylvania Railroad to be superinten-

dent of motive power at Altoona, in place

of Mr. Wallis, promoted. Mr. Atter-

bury learned the machinist trade in the

Altoona shops and gradually rose through

various steps to the position of master

mechanic, which he has held since 1893.

He is an exceptionally able shopman, and

many of the labor-saving appliances in

use in the Ft. Wayne shops were devised

under his supervision. He is a very ac-

tive, energetic young man, and will doubt-

less make a success at Altoona.

A general order issued by General Man-

ager Green announces the following offi-

cial changes on the Baltimore & Ohio:

Mr. J. E. Spurrier, superintendent of the

Baltimore division, will hereafter have

charge of the First division, including

Brunswick Yard, Curtis Bay, Washing-

ton, Alexandria, Metropolitan and Fred-

erick branches, and Washington County

Railroad. Mr. F. A. Husted is here-

by appointed superintendent of the

Second and Third divisions, including the

Berkeley Springs and Potomac and South

Branch railroads, which will hereafter be

known as the Middle division. Mr. R. M.

Sheats, superintendent of the Parkers-

burg and Wheeling division, will have

charge of the Fourth and Fifth divisions,

including Grafton Yard and Grafton and

Belington division.

About the time we went to press last

month, Mr. John M. Wallis, superinten-

dent of motive power of the Pennsylvania

Railroad at Altoona, Pa., was appointed

general superintendent of the Philadelphia

& Erie and Northern Central railroads of

the Pennsylvania system, with headquar-

ters at WiUiamsport, Pa. The duties of gen-

eral superintendent will not come strange

to Mr. Wallis for he acted in the capacity

tor several months during the sickness

of Mr. Sheppard. Mr. Wallis has been

very successful in the various positions he

has held in railroad service, and is a man
of very strong personality. After gradu-

ating from a technical college he entered

the shops of the Northern Central at

Baltimore and learned the macliinist trade.

In 1879 he was appointed assistant road

foreman of engines of the Baltimore &
Potomac division. Two years later he was

made assistant engineer of tests of the

Pennsylvania Railroad at Altoona, from

whence he was promoted to be superin-

tendent of motive power of the Northern

Central. After that he was for some time

superintendent of motive power of the

Philadelphia, Wilmington & Baltimore,

and since 1890 has been superintendent of

motive power at Altoona.

i ^ i
A somewhat ingenious monogram has

been made by Mr. A. D. Thomas, of Lima,

O., on the name of the Columftws, Hock-

ing Valley & Tolifdo Railway. He ar-

ranged the words in a column, and made

the letters printed in italics stand out

prominently to spell "Buckeye," a word

the company delights to use.

i i i
English people say that wire nails were

first made in Russia, and that they were

introduced into Great Britain during the

London Exhibition of 1851. The thing

looks so much like a Yankee invention that

we are inclined to give Connecticut the

credit without knowing who made wire

nails first. Can any reader advance a bet-

ter claim?
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Tabor Moldinj; Machine Stolen.

Tlie Illinois Central Railroad Company
purchased a Tabor molding machine
some time ago and set it up in a foundry

near Chicago, where it was used for mold-
ing brake shoes and oilier castings of uni-

form size. The foundry is situated in a

lonely part, with few buildings near it.

As there seemed to be so few things in the

building that would excite the cupidity of

thieves, no night watchman was employed
in the place.

One morning lately, when the man in

charge reached the foundry, he found tliat

the Tabor molding machine was gone.
It was a big machine, weighing about
3,000 pounds, but some enterprising
thieves carried it oflf and left no trace of

where they had taken it. They carried oflf

all the attachments and left behind only
the foundation. The owners of the ma-
chine have employed detectives to try to

trace it, but up to the time of writing they
have met with no success. All the foun-
dries in the neighborhood of Chicago
where molding machines are in use have
been searched in vain. The machine has
disappeared as utterly as if it were some
article that could be carried away in a

thief's pocket.

i i i
Wisconsin University Bulletins.

"Emergencies in Railroad Work," by
L. F. Loree, American Society of Civil

Engineers, is the title of one of the bul-

letins of the University of Wisconsin. It

is a remarkably interesting number, and
gives a great many particulars about deal-

ing with wrecks and railroad disasters.

There is a remarkably good description

of the Johnstown disaster and the inclh-

ods adopted to open the road promptly for

traffic. It also gives a great many partic-

ulars about the Chicago riots of 1894 and
the means pursued by the railroad com-
panies to keep their tracks open.
Among other bulletins published by the

University of Wisconsin, that have re-

cently reached our desk, are "Electric En-
gineering in Modern Central Stations,"

by Louis F. Ferguson, S. B.; "Railway
Signaling," by W. Mc C. Grafton, C. E.:

"The Problem of Economical Heat, Light
and Power Supply for Building Blocks,
School Houses, Dwellings, etc.." by G.
Adolph Gcrdlzen, B. S.. and "A Complete
Test of Modern American Transformers
of Modern Capacity." by Arthur Hillyer
Ford, B. S. Any of these bulletins can be
obtained from the University of Wiscon-
sin, Madison, Wis., price 35 cents each.

i i i

Give the Apprentice a Chance.

Ever since the Railway Master Me-
chanics' Association undertook to inves-

tigate the status of the apprentice boy.
there has been a great deal of discussion
on the subject in newspapers and by rail-

road clubs. This is very proper, but

there is a tendency in the helpful sym-
pathy to move in impracticable directions.

The apprentices in many railroad shops

are suffering from grievances that could

be easily remedied by the men in charge

of the shops, at very little expense or

inconvenience to the employers; but in-

stead of urging practical remedies, the

reformers are calling for technical ed-

ucation for the boys — a measure not

easily carried out. The most urgent

reform needed is the giving of the boys

the opportunity to learn the trade they

went into the shop to learn.

We know of a case where a young man
came to the newly appointed superinten-

dent of one of the largest railroad shops

in the country and asked to be moved
from a drill press to another tool. "How
long have you worked on the drill press?"

asked the superintendent. "Three years

and eleven months," was the answer. The
apprentice had been working on a drill

press ever since he entered the shop, and
his apprenticeship was one month from

being ended. No amount of importunity

had succeeded in getting him moved to

other work. This kind of practice pre-

vails in many shops, and the change de-

manded is the introduction of some sys-

tem that will call for apprentices being

given the opportunity to learn the trade,

not to learn one operation.

Among the various public expressions

of views concerning the betterment of the

condition of apprentices, we have seen

none that seemed to fit the case so well

as remarks made by Mr. William For-

syth at the Western Railroad Club. He
said:

"I think that nearly every railroad hop
has in its superintendent of motive power
and in its .foreman the opportunity to do

a good work for the apprentice boy, but

they are shirking it, they are avoiding it.

When I was learning my trade I was given

an old lathe, with a worn-out lead screw,

and a rickety tail-stock, and a slippery

belt, and I was kept there turning bolts

for several months. The foreman did not

take any intctest in me, there was nobody
in the shop who tried to teach me any-

thing, and if I learned anything it was be-

cause a boy absorbs something from his

surroundings in four years, and he may be

able to pick up something for himself if

nobody helps him. That really is the con-

dition of the apprentice boy of most rail-

road shops in this country to-day. So
that if we want to do anything to help

him, do not start with an ambitious

scheme of giving him a technical educa-
tion, but let us look after him a little in

the shop, and in the first place try and
make a good mechanic of him. As a

practical suggestion in this line I should
think that we ought to try and find some
one in our shops who is a natural teacher,

if we can, some good mechanic who has
a faculty of imparting his knowledge to

others, and let him have some oversight

of the apprentices. Lei him be one that

they can go to and ask questions, find out

something about what ihey are working

at. and after that establish a class of some
kind and get started at a night school and

gradually develop an attempt at some of

the education.

"I should think, too, that there ought

to be two kinds of apprentices, one whose
aim is to be a good mechanic, and another

who is ambitious to be something of an

engineer. The course of the two should

be slightly different. The mechanic

would probably spend most of his

time in the machine shop and be given

a general course through the erect-

ing shop and with all the various machine

tools. The engineering apprentice ought

to have in addition to that some time in

the pattern shop, and then in the foundry

if possible, and in the testing room and

in the drafting room.

"As for the regular machinist appren-

tice, there is a greater necessity now
for some reform in this direction than

there has been in the past, on ac-

count of the piece work system. I

believe that the tendency is to specialize

work, and nothing is going to do it more
rapidly than piece-work, and if you are

not careful we will have our apprentices

making one thing for months at a time,

and they will not become skilled me-
chanics. So I hope that in the ambitious

schemes for education which have been

mentioned in connection with the ap-

prentice boy since the Master Mechanics'

Convention, and at that convention, we
will not lose sight of his mechanical train-

ing in the efforts to make him a skilled

mechanic."

@ i i

H. K. Porter & Co.. of Pittsburgh,

builders of light locomotives, have issued

a new pamphlet illustrating their loco-

motives operated by compressed air and
the purposes for which they are principal-

ly employed. The field for operating lo-

comotives by compressed air is extending

very steadily, and very satisfactory results

are obtained from the engines. Two of

the illustrations show compressed-air lo-

comotives working in the Chalmette cot-

ton warehouse and yards of the New Or-
leans & Western Railroad. The cotton is

brought to the yards in ordinary loose

bales, loaded in standard-gage cars of us-

ual construction. The bales are then

handled by the air locomotive, and after

being compressed so that two bales take

up about the same space as one ordinary

bale, they are hauled to the wharf and
loaded for export. The plant occupies
about 250 acres, and contains 80 cotton

warehouses, hydraulic presses, air presses,

electric light plant, receiving and ship-

ping sheds, elevators, etc. The locomo-
tives have a very novel appearance, and
the catalog gives many interesting partic-

ulars about their work.
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EQUIPMENT NOTES.

The Illinois Central has contracted for

1,000 more box cars.

The Gulf, Beaumont & Kansas City is

in the market for box cars.

The Lake Erie & Western is said to be

in the market for locomotives and cars.

The Chicago, Hamilton & Western is

in the market for box cars and refrigerator

cars.

The Wason Car Company is building

twenty passenger cars for the Central

Railway of Brazil.

The Jackson & Woodin Car Company

has received an order for 200 cars from the

Vera Paz Railway.

The Green Bay & Western Railway has

ordered two locomotives from the Dick-

son Locomotive Works.

The Bangor & Aroostook Railroad has

ordered 600 freight cars from the Jackson

& Woodin Car Company.

The Vera Paz Railway has placed an

order with the Baldwin Locomotive

Works for one locomotive.

Both the Delaware & Hudson Canal

and Fall Brook Railway companies are

reported to be in the market for locomo-

tives.

The Wabash people have sent out speci-

fications for fifteen lo-wheel freight en-

gines and five lo-wheel passenger engines.

Prompt delivery is demanded.

The Baltimore & Ohio has contracted

for 1,000 more freight cars, and it is re-

ported that they expect to order several

thousand more in the near future.

The Rio Grande, Sierra Madre & Pa-

cific Railroad of Mexico has ordered 150

freight cars, 8 passenger, and 3 caboose

cars from the Ohio Falls Manufacturing

Company.

The air appears to be charged with

rumors about the ordering of railroad

rolling stock, but the actual orders given

out have not been very numerous during

the month.

The Mobile & Ohio has placed an order

for six locomotives with the Rogers Loco-

motive Works, and twenty-five refriger-

ator cars of 60,000 pounds capacity from
the Mt. Vernon Car Company.

The Baltimore & Ohio has received

ten passenger cars, recently ordered from
Barney & Smith. They are very hand-

some cars, 60 feet long, painted blue, and
fitted up with all the most recent equip-

ment for first-class cars.

i i g
The officers of the Lehigh Valley Rail-

road have granted the engineering stu-

dents of the Lehigh University the priv-

ilege of visiting all their repair shops for

the purpose of study. They also enjoy
.similar privileges from the Bethlehem
Iron Company.

Praise for the "Nickel Plate."

"The Railway Agent" publishes the re-

marks we made some time ago about the

dining-car service of the "Nickel Plate,"

and adds other remarks which we can in-

dorse from personal experience. It says:

"In conjunction with the above article

we feel justified in adding our compliments

to the painstaking management of the

Nickel Plate Road. It has been our good

fortune to have occasion to use this line

in our frequent trips from Chicago to

New York City and Boston.

"While traveling in one of the day

coaches in a little jaunt from a local sta-

tion into Buffalo, I was impressed with

the cleanliness of the car. The secret was

soon divulged. Along came a colored

porter in uniform, dust cloth and brush

in hand, and with a polish here and a

wipe there, the seats, window sills, and

floor were kept scrupulously clean.

"The schedules of their fast trains are

convenient, and the sleeping cars placed

in the regular daily service are of the most
luxuriant type of modern car construction.

Solid trains are run between Chicago,

Buffalo and New York City, and through

sleepers to Boston.

"A fact worthy of note yet remains to

be pointed out to the readers of this jour-

nal, which, perhaps, had not come to the

notice of many. Rates are ofifered be-

tween the same points lower than those

quoted by competitors of the Nickel Plate

Road, and from my experience their pas-

senger facilities are excelled by none."

i i i
The Nicholson File Company, of Provi-

dence, R. I., report that the additions, re-

pairs and extensions upon which they

have been engaged throughout their four

factories during the past few months are

nearing completion, and that they will

soon be in a position to handle with ease

the increasing volume of business. The
constantly growing export business of this

firm, together with the prospect of a con-

siderably enlarged demand from the home
trade upon the return of commercial ac-

tivity and prosperity, necessitated some
material changes about their works. Con-
sequently, an increased force of designers
and draftsmen have been engaged in de-

signing and plotting improvements in

both buildings and machinery—the capac-
ity of the former has been increased by
a more judicious distribution of some of

the machinery; while the large new anneal-

ing house, completed but a few months
previously, has been perfected. Other
minor extensions have also been made,
.^s for the machinery, a considerable

number of new machines have been added
to both the forging and cutting depart-

ments; while the product of the machines
on hand has in many instances been
doubled, and in some even tripled, by
improvements. A new idea in rasp ma-
chines has been conceived and perfected,

that will enable a vastly increased number

of more efficient rasps to be turned out

daily. Altogether, the dull season during

the past few months has proved valuable,

they state, in enabling them to prepare

more completely for the future.

i i i
A new illustrated catalog called "Mod-

ern iMethods" has been published by the

Link-Belt Engineering Company, of

Philadelphia. The catalog is got out in

very handsome style and illustrates a va-

riety of purposes for which the link-belt

machinery is used. The link-belt appar-

atus appears to be employed for a great

many purposes—many more than we had
any idea of. We find pictures of it in

connection with the operating of coal

breakers, moving a continuous molding
system, acting as a carrier for logs, sup-

plying coal to power houses, conveying
supplies to locomotive coal stations, ele-

vating coal out of docks, elevating ice,

sugar and a great many other kinds of

material. It is to be seen acting as a

conveyor for the "Ladies' Home Journal"
and for distributing papers in a large

newspaper office. Besides supplying con-
veying material, the company handles a

great many mechanical articles, such as

clutches, friction gearing, log jacks, shaft

hangers, journal bearings, pillar blocks
and a great variety of other articles. Par-
ties interested in these kinds of articles

ought to send for the catalog, which will

be found a very useful reference.

i i i
The Niles Tool Works have been fairly

busy all summer, foreign orders having
made up for dullness in the home trade.

They are doing some exceedingly heavy
work on home orders. There is on the
floor of the erecting shop an exceedingly
heavy planer, 12 x 25 feet, for the Water-
vliet Arsenal. There is also a set of Gov-
ernment rolls for inch plate. 24 feet wide;
and two immense bpring mills, one for

the Westinghouse Machine Company, the

other for a Milwaukee firm. They are

meeting with a good demand for their

new turret lathe.

i i i
The Buffalo Forge Company, Buffalo.

N. Y., have recently been awarded a con-
tract for two IS X IS Buffalo center-crank
automatic horizontal Class "A" engines,
to be direct-connected to card generators,
for the Lakeside Hospital, Cincinnati, O.
The plant also involves the use of one
8x8 for belt connection to smaller
dynamo.

i i ^
There is a steam launch in New York

harbor which has the water glass on the
boiler upside down; i. e., the cock by
which it is blown out is at the top of the
glass instead of at the bottom, so that the
glass is blown out by water instead of by
steam, and the result is that the glass is

kept much cleaner than when steam is

used.
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Persons watching the big irciglit loco-

motives belonging to the Jersey Central

Railroad, handling a train of about one

hundred Jinimey coal cars, are liable to

think that the engineer has an easy job,

yet he needs to be possessed of more skill

in handling an engine than what is called

for by any other kind of service that we

are acquainted with. A train of that kind

has about two hundred feet of slack, ow-

ing to the chain couplings used. In start-

ing, the engine may easily be going ten

or twelve miles an hour before the ca-

boose begins to move, and making a jump

from nothing to ten miles, is not healthy

for even chain couplers, to say nothing

of their connections. After the train has

been started without accident, extreme

care and judgment are required to prevent

shocks that are little less than collisions.

Sags and hog-backs combine to make one

part of the train crush together with a

force that tries the strongest resisting

material, while other parts have to with-

stand violent forces tending to tear them

asunder. Yet the men handling the en-

gines do their work so skillfully that

breakages in two and other accidents are

very rare. They go on, day by day ana

night after night, without the least mis-

haps, and get trains over the road with

promptness and regularity. First-class

engineers, not accustomed to this peculiar

work, would have the trains broken in two

every mile.

g i i

The Ohio Machine Company, Middle-

town, O., report that they are making

considerable progress in putting the

Schlieper system of feed-water heater and

purifier upon the market. The combined

purifier and heater takes the water in at

the top of a vertical cylinder, where it

drops into a series of troughs that can be

very conveniently removed. The solid

matter contained in the water, when sub-

ject to a certain temperature, settles in

these troughs, and the purified water

drops down into the body of the vessel,

from which it is pumped into the boiler.

It is a very simple arrangement, costs

little, and is said to do its work very satis-

factorily.

The Westinghouse Air-Brake Com-
pany has bought the buildings and

grounds for a manufacturing plant at

Hamilton, Ont., Canada, and will soon

begin the manufacture of air brakes at

that place to fill the large orders comity
from the Canadian railroads. The plant

will be permanent. A Canadian com-
pany has been formed, and Mr. Geo. F.

Evans, of New York, will be general

manager. The Canadian duty on air

brakes is about 3.1 per cent., and it is to

avoid this duty that the plant is being

installed. Mexico admits air brakes and
similar railway supplies free of duty.

The interesting spectacle of an engine

of a fast e.xpress hustling toward Boston

while the train stayed 9 miles behind was

produced on the N. Y., N. H. & H. R. R.

last Monday night: The engine of the

"Colonial Express" broke away from the

train at Caaton Junction. The act of

doing this set the air brake, stopping the

cars and putting just enough drag on the

engine to make the weight seem about

the same as before. In consequence, the

engineer pegged steadily away toward

Boston, never once realizing that his

train was miles behind in the woods.

The railroad people at Readville saw him

go by and telegraphed Forest Hills to

stop him, which was done. Had this not

been done, he undoubtedly would have

pulled into the Boston station with no-

thing but the car-brake pressure to show
for his journey.—Ex.

A contract for twenty-five air compres-

sors and twenty-five air receivers, of

medium and small sizes, has been closed

by the Clayton Air Compressor Works,
Havemeyer Building, New York, with

one company, delivery of the entire order

to be made within si.x months from date,

They also report sales of five air com-
pressors of standard pattern during the

first week in November, and the indica-

tions point to a decided revival of trade in

air compressors, many orders having been

held in abeyance, pending the result of the

Election.

i i i

We have received from Mr. W. T.

Chamberlain, Norwich, Conn., patent

papers describing a petroleum-burning

furnace which he has invented. As shown
in the patent papers, the invention is ap-

plied to a locomotive firebox and consists

of a series of pipes placed outside the fire-

box, from which oil is to be injected

through hollow staybolts. The drawings

show the pipes extending up the side al-

most to the top of the flue sheet. The
inventor proposes to have the exhaust

steam from the cylinders pass out without

causing any draft on the fire, a special

blower being used for draft purposes. We
have not heard of the invention being ap-

plied to any boiler.

i i i

On many railroads it is the practice to

take ordinary air-brake hose and paint

it red for use in connection with the train-

signal system. The paint is injurious to

rubber goods, as the oil has a tendency

to soften and crack rubber. To overcome
this objection, the Boston Belting Com-
pany. Boston, introduced their red signal

hose, the distinctive features of which are

its natural red color and a peculiar rough

surface, which enable the trainmen to in-

stantly distinguish the signal from the

air-brake hose either night or day.

At a recent meeting of the Western

Railway Club, statements were made con-

cerning the number of breakages-in-two

of trains caused by the Master Car Build-

ers' coupler working itself apart, which

indicate that the vertical plane coupler has

introduced a new source of annoyance to

trainmen and of delay in train operating.

We believe that the proper remedy against

this evil would be strict gaging of all

knuckles to see that they conform exactly

to the standard lines. The rules of the

Master Car Builders' Association call for

knuckles being gaged, but the rule is more
honored in the breach than in the ob-

servance. Rejecting cars at interchange

points for trifling defects is an annoyance

that railroad companies will not submit

to, but we think that raids should be made
on the companies equipping their cars

with couplers that have knuckles not con-

forming to the Master Car-Builders' lines.

The fact that cars were refused on this

account would bring the owners into un-

desirable prominence for senseless man-

agement, for it would cost no more to

have couplers conforming to standard

lines, only a little more care, and that be-

longs to doing things on business prin-

ciples.

It is said that during the past summer
about 600 old horse-cars, that had been

pushed into disuse by the introduction

of electricity on street railways, had been

utilized as cottages for hunters, camps,

lodges, etc. These cars make a very con-

venient portable hut, and are not difficult

to move from one place to another. Their

use during the last season has been con-

fined mostly to Long Island and the coast

of Connecticut, but the indications are

that old horse-cars will be used for this

purpose all over the country.

The Leather Preserver Manufacturing

Company, of Chicago, are meeting with

much success with a process they have

for cleaning and preserving leather belt-

ing. The process removes all oil and

grease from belts, and puts on a soft glossy

polish which is impervious to grease and

moisture and makes the belt highly flexi-

ble. Parties interested in the preserva-

tion of belts should send for the circular

issued by the company.

There is a standing order in one of the

largest engineering establishments in

Pittsburgh, Pa., to employ any workman
who has learned his trade in the Pittsburgh

Locomotive Works, no matter whether

men are wanted or not. Men trained in

the Pittsburgh Locomotive Works have

invariably proved themselves such good
workmen that it pays to employ them.
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Proposes a Locomotive Foremen's
Association.

A locomotive foreman employed on

one of our leading trunk lines writes:

"I would like to see the locomotive and

shop foremen employed on the railways

of the United States and Canada come
together and form an association similar

to the Traveling Engineers' Association,

where they could meet once a year and

discuss matters pertaining to the work of

their positions. I am sure an association

of this kind would be a great benefit to the

foremen, and also to the railway compan-

ies. I would like to hear from some of

the foremen in regard to this matter."

Qraphite Lubricator.

The object of the invention shown in

the annexed engraving is to provide a

lubricator for using flake graphite on lo-

comotive valves and cylinders. As a lub-

ricant for steam valves in locomotives,

the flake graphite referred to is a very su-

perior article; but it has been found diffi-

cult to use, and very unsatisfactory re-

sults have been obtained with the various

lubricator cups now in use, because of the

tendency of the graphite to settle in a

solid mass in the bottom of the lubricator

cup. By the use of this lubricator, the dif-

ficulties referred to have been overcome,

and flake graphite may now be used for

steam valves and cylinders with the very

best results.

The engraving shows a vertical section

of the lubricant, and the position it will

occupy on a locomotive. The letter A
designates the cup or receptacle to con-

tain the graphite. A stationary feed tube

B is secured in the bottom of the cup, and

projects upward at the center. At the

top, this tube has an internal screw thread,

and an inlet nozzle c is fitted therein and

is vertically adjustable. The space t

above the inlet nozzle will be filled with

flake graphite. By vertically adjusting

this inlet nozzle, the space may be reduced

or increased, and the quantity of graphite

that will accumulate over the nozzle to be

fed may be regulated.

A piston D fits within the cup, and on

its rim has packing-rings e to make it fit

steam-tight. The center of the piston on
its lower side has an enlargement f, some-
thing like a hub, and is bored to fit and

slide on the central feed-tube. On top.

piston D is bored out to receive fibrous

packing and gland nut, in order to have

the same steam-tight. The flake graphite

is to be placed in the cup A upon this

piston, which latter serves as a movable
bottom.

When steam is admitted below the pis-

ton, the piston will be lifted and the entire

bulk of lubricator above the piston will

also be lifted.

The operation is as follows: When the

engine is working, the steam pressure

will raise and close the check valve s'

,

and thus close the graphite feed passage;

and at the same time will raise and open

the check valve s, and allow the steam

to pass to the cup below the piston, and

cause the piston to move upward and

force the flake graphite to fill the space at

t above the inlet nozzle c. When steam is

shut off, the steam check valve 5 will drop

to its seat, and thus retain the pressure

below the piston. At the same moment
the graphite check valve will unseat, and

^Loevmutive Bnyiriccrinff

by the suction action of the locomotive

valve and piston the graphite in the space

/ will be drawn through the feed tube B,

passage q, and through the unseated check

valve / into the locomotive steam chest

and cylinder. This operation will be re-

peated each time the steam is used and
shut off by the engineer while the loco-

motive is in motion.

The cup was designed and patented by
A. D. Homard, Massillon, O.. an engin-

eer on the Wheeling & Lake Erie.

Mixing CompressedJAir with Steam."

Among the many delusions which the

engineering world has been asked to be-

lieve in, and which obtained a large num-
ber of converts at different times, was a

theory that steam would do more work

when it was mixed with air than it would

do as mere vapor of water. Professor

Denton, of the Stevens Institute of Tech-

nology, has given the killing blow to this

fallacy. He directed students to make
tests of an engine in which compressed

air was supplied along with the steam.

The "Stevens Indicator" publishes the

following remarks from Professor Denton

on the subject:

"Previous to the period when the per-

formance of steam engines was generally

studied by aid of the indicator cards, and a

measurement of the actual weight of steam

used, the admi.vtion of air with the steam

supplied to engines was believed, by some
engineers of considerable prominence, to

be attended with remarkable results.

"For example, in 1854, Horatio Allen,

a leading authority on American steam-

engine practice, reported the witnessing

of experiments with an 8 x 12-inch steam

engine, driving four printing presses, in

New York City, which would run but

one printing press when receiving steam

at 80 pounds pressure, cut-off at 3 inches

of the stroke; whereas, when the engine

received air compressed at 20 pounds

pressure during the first ij4 inches of the

piston travel, and then took steam at 80

pounds pressure up to 3 inches of the

stroke, all four of the presses could be

driven.

"Mr. Allen was so strongly impressed

with this performance that he prophesied-

the general adoption of such a system as

embodying a substantial improvement in

steam-engine practice.

"The idea attracted considerable atten-

tion for many years, during which the

same parado.xical results were occasion-

ally reported, without any explanation of

them being offered, other than the opin-

ion that they were due to the application

of the air to engines whose action was
crippled through a deficient supply of

steam, so that the introduction of the air

simply rendered such engines capable of

the normal performance due to a proper

steam distribution.

"Later, the injection of air into steam

boilers of locomotives was urged as af-

fording economy, by allowing the air to

pass through coils in the smokebox on its

way to the boiler. A trial of this idea

was made on an English railway, and it

was considered by the Pennsylvania Rail-

road. The results, however, were too

indefinite to prove any advantage from

the use of air, and competent discussion

showed that any sensible gain was incon-

sistent with physical principles.

"When, however, the indicator and

feed-water measurements had exposed the

existence of the waste due to the phe-

nomenon of cylinder condensation, the
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idea arose that perhaps the adniixtion of

air with steam resulted in a reduction of

this waste. This idea received autliori-

tative support in 1872, from a paper in the

Proceedings of the Royal Society, by

Prof. Osborne Reynolds, which detailed

experiments showing that the introduc-

tion of a comparatively small proportion

of air into a glass vessel containing steam,

under a partial vacuum, largely retarded

the condensation of the steam upon a cold

metallic surface located within the vessel.

"Eminent modern practical steam au-

thorities, therefore, have assumed the pos-

sibility of an economical influence due to

the introduction of air into the steam

chest of a steam engine, by virtue of the

reduction of the percentage of cylinder

condensation, which applies with the use

of steam alone.

"A somewhat unsatisfactory trial, to test

A Portable Dryer.

The annexed engraving shows an im-

portant invention to many classes of

trade. It represents a portable drying and

heating plant particularly adapted for dry-

ing and healing sand for asphalt, and for

preparing crushed stone for contractors

of different work requiring the stone in

such a condition.

The apparatus consists of an all-steel

car 48 feet long by 9 feet 3 inches wide

over all; one patented Cummer dryer com-

plete with its furnace, etc.; one 25 horse-

power engine, and the' necessary elevat-

ing and power-transmitting machinery.

The car is equipped with improved

couplers, Westinghouse air brakes, and it,

with the rest of the plant, has been passed

upon and approved by the railroad

authorities.

The dryer and heater is mounted and

this theory, was made by the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad in 1884, with their shop

engine at Altoona, which showed a small

loss by the use of the air.

"So far as I know, however, the idea

has never been investigated completely

by the exact measurement of all the ele-

ments concerned. I therefore suggested

the inquiry which Messrs. Leber, Hewitt

and Benedict have made as a thesis, and

under the skillful direction of Professor

Jacobus, their investigation has been a

thorough one for quantities of air up to

9 per cent, of the steam by weight. The

results are conclusive proof that for these

proportions of air, the use of it does re-

duce the cylinder condensation, so that

the water per indicated horse-power per

hour is about 3 pounds in 32, less than it

is with steam alone, but the power to

compress the air more than compensates

this gain in economy."©Si
The Baltimore & Ohio are reported to

be so well pleased with the appearance

and wearing quality of the "Royal Blue"

that they intend using the same color for

their whole passenger equipment.

bricked-in on top of car in a very unique

and substantial way. The firebrick, and

in fact all brick, are put in place in such a

way as to make it impossible to crack or

loosen.

The bottom part of furnace and com-

bustion chamber—or, in other words, the

lowest part of dryefr—is above the cow-

catcher on the locomotive, so there is no

danger of trouble from this source. The
cut is a little misleading on this point.

Two elevators are used in connection

with the dryer, one to feed and one to de-

liver the dried and heated or simply dried

material from the dryer to the screen, or

to any point desired. The engine is of the

Westinghouse pattern.

The operator of the machine has full

control over the temperatures to wliicli

the material being treated is subjected,

and it can be delivered dried and heated

to any temperature desired between 150

and 600 degrees Fahr. uniformly.

This cut was made from a photograph

recently taken of a plant built for a very

large asphalt company, to be used by

them as part of a portable plant. The
sand drying and heating plant has ca-

P^OW is the time to provide

for thoroughly warmed

cars during the coming winter.

The heating systems of

the Gold Car Heating Com-

pany are far superior to any

others on tlie market, and

are certain to give the most

satisfactory result.

Over ten thousand cars and

locomotives already equipped.

All parts and appliances

thoroughly automatic.

The Gold Straight Port

Steam Coupler is rapidly being

adopted as the standard on all

the leading railroads in this

country and Europe.

Catalogues and circulars of

the different sj'stems of heating,

and all parts such as Train

Pipe Valves, Traps and Coup-

lings cheerfull}- furnished on

application to

Gold Car Heating Co.

CoR. Fran'kkokt and Cliff Sts.,

NEW YORK.
668 Rookery, Chicago, III.
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pacity for turning out about lo tons of

sand per hour. The F. D. Cummer &
Son Company, Cleveland, build these

plants in several diflferent sizes.

i i i
An Engineer Misread His Orders.

Several correspondents in the South

have sent us newspaper clippings con-

cerning a head-end collision which hap-

pened on the Florida Central & Penin-

sular Railroad last month, by which two

trainmen were burned to death.

The Railroad Commissioners of South

Carolina investigated the accident and re-

ported as follows: "After a full and thor-

ough investigation into the cause of the

collision near Swansea, on the Florida

Central & Peninsular Railroad, this board

is of opinion that the collision was oc-

casioned by the misreading of the order

by Engineer H. J. Petit, of Train 35, read-

ing 'Sweden' for 'Swansea,' which re-

sulted in the death of two persons."

The commissioners recommended that

Engineer Petit should be arrested and

held responsible for the accident, and a

Justice of the Peace held him on the

charge of murder.

When the accident occurred, a stove in

the combination baggage and mail car

started a fire, which burned up the car, and

the two men who were in it lost their lives.

When all the circumstances of this ac-

cident are taken into consideration, we

believe that others are to blame beside the

engineer, and a charge of murder, under

the circumstances, is absurd. It was a

very natural mistake in misreading the

names of the two cities, since they closely

resembled each other. All well-managed

railroads follow the policy of changing

names of stations that have resemblance

close enough to cause danger of trainmen

making mistakes in orders, and we con-

sider that those who permitted names so

much alike to exist on one division were

as much responsible for the accident as

the engineer who made the mistake. An-
other thing for which the company were

to blame was that no frame was provided

for holding orders in, that could be kept

closely in sight of the engineer. We have

commented several times about the dan-

ger of pushing train orders into an engi-

neer's pocket. It has caused many acci-

dents, it is contrary to the Standard Code

of Train Rules, and men who make mis-

takes where the practice is in vogue ought

to be very leniently treated.

The accounts of the accident indicate

that there would have been no loss of life

had it not been for the presence of the

death-dealing stove in the car, which has

been fatal in so many instances in the days

before the stove was put aside for the

safer method of heating cars by steam or

hot water. If a just and rational view of

the case were taken, the parties who were

responsible for the stove being in that car

would be held to account for the loss of

life.

Mr. Johnston's Mistake.

BY GEO. P. WHITTLESEY.

It was the closing hour of the afternoon

of a winter day. The whistles of the vari-

ous shops and factories of a New England

town had just finished their chorus of

blasts, shrill or deep or medium, as the

case might be, but blending into a sweet

harmony in the ears of the mechanics, of

whose hours of toil they told the ending.

The streams of artisans poured out from

the dingy brick buildings where steam and

steel, furnace and forge, men and ma-
chines had worked all day transforming

wealth of one class into wealth of a higher

and more valuable class.

Among the throng went two young
men. Their faces showed intelligence,

though pale with the daily confinement in

the machine shop where they worked.

They walked briskly along the street,

dogged by the black shadows thrown by

the sparkling arc lights. The freshly

fallen snow crunched beneath their feet in

the crisp air.

"If you'll come over to the house to-

night, Con," said one, "I'll show you the

sketches of that invention I've been work-

ing at lately. Do you remember that I told

you that I had an idea about an automatic

lathe for turning bicycle hubs?"

"Yes, I remember it," said Con, "and

I was just going to ask you about it when
you spoke. How does it work out?"

"Fine," answered Harry Davis, "fine as

silk. But I want to consult you about

one or two points, so I wish you'd come
over after supper and we'll talk it over."

"All right," replied Con, "I'd like to see

it. How's your mother, Harry?" he added,

as they paused at the gate in the picket

fence before the story-and-a-half frame

house where the Davises lived.

Harry's face sobered. "She's just about

the same," he said. "The doctor says that

she ought to go South for the winter.

Mechanics all send their families South

for the winter, you know," he remarked,

with rather a bitter laugh.

Con looked thoughtful. "I'm afraid the

doctor is right, though," he said slowly.

"There was my Aunt Rebecca. She had

some lung trouble, and so they sent her

to Florida five years ago, and now she is

as well as she ever was."'

Harry did not point out that this was
rather an ambiguous description of Aunt
Rebecca's present condition; in fact, it did

not occur to him. He only swung the

gate to and fro slowly, watching the rise

and fall of the ball and chain which served

to hold it closed. "There's mother now,"

he said. "Guess supper's ready. Good-
bye!"

Con Heselwood was a young machinist

who had left a home in Old England to

seek his fortune with his older brother

in the New England of .America. A year

or two older than Harry Davis, a strong

friendship had sprung up between the two,

the older man admiring the keen mind

and ready wit of the younger. The home-
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less Englishman iound great comfort in

the motherly attentions of Mrs. Davis,

and showed liis appreciation by an in-

creased devotion to the son, to whom he

imparted many a handy shop kink front

the old country.

That evening he was able to draw upon

his experience for some suggestions

which cleared up all the difficulties with

the new invention and after a thorough

and rigid review of the device neither one

could find any fault with it.

"I guess the boss will open his eyes

when he sees this," e.xulted Harry. "I

hope he will let me try it."

"The boss knows the size of a dollar,"

remarked Con. "If he thinks this scheme

will save money, he won't turn it down
without a trial."

It was, however, with some trepidation

that Harry presented himself at the office

door the next day during the noon hour.

The proprietor gave him a nod and went

on dictating to his stenographer. Having

at length given her enough to occupy all

her lunch time, he wheeled round his

swivel chair and said abruptly:

"Well, Davis, what is it?"

"I have a little scheme for an automatic

hub lathe, sir," said Harry, producing his

roll of light-brown drafting paper, "and

I thought I would ask you to look at it

and see if it is worth being tried."

"Let's see your drawing," said Mr.

Johnston, moving some papers on a table

to make a clear space. Harry pointed out

the various features of his machine with

the enthusiasm of the true inventor, his

first embarrassment fading away in his

pride in the ingenious device he was ex-

plaining. Mr. Johnston said little, but

was evidently impressed. "Joe. call Mr.

Stubbs," he said sharply, and the office-

boy jumped for the door. He knew Mr.

Johnston.

The foreman appeared promptly; and

though he was professionally jealous of

any idea that was not his own, he never-

theless noted the unconcealed interest of

the boss and took his cue. Yes, it might

work all right, he admitted. Can't al-

ways tell about them paper inventors.

Well, yes, it would cost quite a lot to try

it; but if Mr. Johnston said go ahead,

why, he would do all he could to keep

down the expense.

Mr. Johnston figured awhile on a

memorandum pad. Finally he said:

"Go ahead and fix it up, Stubbs, and
give it a good trial. We are getting be-

hind on our orders on these hubs, and

perhaps this will help us out."

Harry was greatly delighted to hear

this, but his fervent thanks fell on unre-

sponsive ears. Mr. Johnston turned to

his desk, and calling to his stenographer.

"Miss Andrews, bring your notebook."

plunged into his dictation again.

The experimental machine was finally

completed, and after more or less tinker-

ing and changing of gears it proved a

complete success. After a sufficient trial.
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Mr. Johnston ordered Stubbs to build

three more machines as rapidly as possi-

ble, and sending for Harry, he asked him

if he had any more ideas about improved

appliances, or "jigs," as he called them,

for doing the various jobs he had under

contract. Harry admitted that he was

working at one or two such machines.

Mr. Johnston then said:

"Tell you what I'll do, Davis. I'll en-

gage you to spend all your time getting

up improvements on my machines and

processes, and on any of the goods we
are manufacturing. There's all that line

of builder's hardware. A few novelties

would help us out in that; something to

make good 'talkers' for our drummers,

you know. What do you say?"

"I would like it first-rate, sir," said

Harry, delighted. "But how^ about—what

wages would I get, sir?"

"Oh, I'll pay you just as much as you

arc getting now," said his employer, with

the air of one who was conferring a great

favor in paying a machinist's wages to the

man who was hired to increase his busi-

ness and lessen his expenses.

Harry pondered a moment. "I'll lose

nothing by it," he thought, "and if I give

all my time to inventing, and take out

patents on all my ideas, I can soon make
enough to send mother South."

"I'll accept the offer," he said aloud.

He flattered himself that he had done a

shrewd thing. Mr. Johnston seemed to

be satisfied, too.

"What do you think of that, mother

dear?" said Harry, after narrating the

event with great triimiph. "Now I'm

through with overalls and oil can, and

I'm to have a desk in the drafting room,

and do nothing but think up new ideas

and work out new machines and trade

novelties. Of course, I will patent all my
inventions, and it won't be long Ijefore

you can go to Florida every winter and

live here in the summer. Won't that be

fine?" and he patted the thin cheeks with

loving enthusiasm.

His mother had great doubts about the

Florida trip, but she did not dainpen her

son's joy. "The dear boy," she said to

herself. "He is a good son and wants to

do all he can for me. But I don't believe

a man like Johnston would make such an

arrangement if he expected Harry to get

all the money out of it."

Con Heselwood, however, entered fully

into Harry's plans, and they sat up late

that night planning how to raise money
to take out patents for the hub machine
and other inventions which Harry was
then at work on. They figured out aston-

ishing results in royalties from the sale of

territorial and shop rights. Con was to

furnish three-fourths of the money for

patent fees in return for a half interest in

the patents. He finally hunted through
the columns of a technical newspaper to

get the address of a patent attorney, and
wrote to him for a statement of his

charges and the Government fees.

GRAPHITE
PROVES

ITS VALIE.

At the sixthannual or 321! meeting of the Amer-
ican Society of Mechanical Engineers. Mr. Albert

Kingsbury. Durham. N. H., had a paper on * Ex-

periments on the Friction of Screws." The tests

were made by the aid of a specially designed

machine built at the New Hampshire College

shops. It now forms a part of the laboratory

equipment of the college.

The author did not consider that the tests show-

ed that any one of the metals developed less

friction than any of the other, but the tests are

specially interesting because of the great lessen-

ing of friction by means of graphite, as will be

shown by the following:

Lubricator Minimittn. Maximum. Mean.

Lard Oil 09 2.5 11

Heavy Machinery,

Oil, (Mineral) ... .11 19 143

Heavy Machinery,

Oil and Graphite

(Equal Volumes) .0:i 15 07

Mr. Kingsbury was complimented by Professor

Thurston for the work he had accomplished. Per-

sonally Prof. Thurston had found that Sperm oil

was better than Lard oil for reducing friction in

such instances. He trusted that Mr. Kingsbury

would continue his investigations.

Mr. Kingsbury felt gratified at the manner in

which his paper had been discussed, and in reply

to a question that had been asked, he said that

the Graphite used was from the Joseph Dixon
Crucible Company. Jersey City, N. J. He said

he did not intend anything in the way of an ad-

vertisement. He also added that he had tried to

purify the graphite, but there was no gain. In

order to satisfactorily employ the graphite the

fit must be loose.

Some years ago when Prof. Thurston was con-

nected with Stevens In.stitute, he made a scries

of experiments to determine with scientific accur-

acy the value of graphite as a lubricant. He
found that under the same number of pounds
pressure, and traveling at the same rate of speed,

the bearings lubricated with Dixon's Graphite,

mixed with enough watertodistributc it over the

bearings, did nearly three times more work than

the best quality of winter sperm oil. He also found

that when 15 per cent., by weight, of graphite was
added to the best quality of lubricating grease,

he w»s able to run the bearings nearly six times

longer, at the same high rate of speed, than when
the bearings were lubricated with the same grease,

v.-ithout the addition of graphite. Furthermore,

where the graphite was used there was no cutting

and the bearings were in perfect condition.

Little, if any, of the commercial graphite in the

market is fit for lubricating purposes, and bear-

ings have been so frequently cut or ruined by its

use. that there has been a very strong prejudice

against its adoption by master mechanics and
superintendents having charge of expensive ma-
chinery. It is .safe to say, however, that when
graphite is properly prepared, it will not only re-

duce friction much better than any oil or grease

alone, but furthermore will perceptibly reduce
the cost of lubrication.

The subject of better lubrication, is a matter
of great interest to superintendents of motive
power, master machinists, and many other.s, and
to all such, samples of graphite and pamphlets
will be sent free of charge by the

JOSEPH DIXON CRICIBLE CO.,

JERSEY CITY, N.J.
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Railroad Men

Can Educate

Themselves—
To any man who will study, we can

teach the theory of Steam Engineering

thoroughly, without his leaving home or

losing time from work. This is done by

correspondence and without the use of

expensive text books. Instruction and

Question Papers, siinplified and con-

densed, prepared especially for our stu-

dents, are furnished free. The student re-

ceives personal assistance from the In-

structors. His work is examined and cor-

rected separately, so that he is a class by

himself — neither pushed forward too

rapidly by men who have had better ad-

vantages, nor hindered in his progress by

those who.learn slowly.

THE LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERS'

SCHOLARSHIP.
This scholarship is intended especially

for Locomotive Engineers, Firemen, ap-

prentices and others who wish to study

Mechanical Drawing and the theory of

Locomotive Steam Engineering. The

subjects taught are Arithmetic, Mensura-

tion and the Use of Letters in Algebraic

Formulas, Mechanics, Mechanical Draw-

ing, Locomotives and Dynamos and Mo-
tors.

Mechanical Drawing is taught by a new

and successful method. The student is

taught the use of the instruments and

Geometrical Drawing and how to make

tracings and blueprints. He draws a

number of plates showing Intersections of

Surfaces, Eccentric and Strap, Band

Wheel, Reversing Brake Lever with

Stand, Globe Valve and various small de-

tails. He also draws, to scale, a Passen-

ger Locomotive and Tender in Elevation.

A reduced specimen of this drawing plate

is sent Free with our Locomotive En-

gineering Circular.

SUBJECTS TAUGHT.
We teach Steam Engineering— Stationary,

Locomotive or Marine ; Mechanics; Mechan-
ical Drawing; Electricity; Architecture;
Architectural Drawing and Designing ; Civil

Engineering ; Railroad Engineering ; Bridge
Engineering ; Municipal Engineering ; Hy-

draulic Engineering ; Plumbing and Heating ;

Coal and Metal Mining; Prospecting; the
English Branches and Book Keeping and
Business Eorms.

EREE CIRCUURS.
Mention the subject in which you are

interested and we will send you our Free

Circular of Information. It tells all about

the schools, the method of teaching, how
drawing is taught; sample pages of the

Instruction Papers; prices and terms, and

a reduced specimen of a drawing plate.

Write to THE INTERNATIONAL

CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS,
BOX 801, Scranton, Pa.

The days and weeks went on, and Harry

found his new work more and more to his

liking. During the day his time was fully

occupied, either in the shops, studying

over some machine to see if it could be

improved, or at his drawing-board, work-

ing out the ideas which crowded his fer-

tile mind. In the evening he devoted

himself to a systematic course in geom-

etry, mechanics, physics and chemistry

and electricity. Con read with him, and

the two fellows built many an ainbitious

air-castle in their moments of recreation.

Several months had passed before the

subject of patents again came up. By this

time Harry had a drawer full of sketches

and drawings, most of them relating to

Mr. Johnston's business. The ideas had

not all met with the proprietor's favor,

but a number of them had been adopted by

him and were proving successful. One
day Harry was called into the- office.

"Davis," said Mr. Johnston, "this is Mr.

Brown, my patent lawyer. I want you to

give him drawings of all the new things

we have been getting up lately, so that he

can prepare applications for patents."

Harry was astonished, but all he said

was, "Very well, sir," and led the way to

his desk in the drafting-room. Mr.

Brown asked a great many questions, and

carefully compared the drawings with the

machines in the shops and the samples of

new merchandise in the store-room. He
took away with him a big roll of blue-

prints, telling Harry that the Patent Office

drawings must be made by his own drafts-

man, because they had to comply with

very strict regulations and were not ordin-

ary mechanical drawings.

Harry reported to Con that night, the

new turn affairs had taken. "I don't quite

understand why the boss goes to all this

trouble to take out my patents," said he.

But he and Con agreed that it promised

to save them a lot of money. "Of course,"

said Harry, "it will cost us something to

get them introduced, and our agreement

will hold as to dividing up expenses and

profits in that regard. I guess mother can

go to Florida next winter after all."

A month rolled by and Harry began to

get impatient. One day he ventured to

accost Mr. Johnston in the yard of the

factory, and diffidently asked him when

the applications for his patents would be

ready for signing.

Mr. Johnston stared. "Your patents!"

he exclaimed. "Well, that's cool. Rfy

patents, you mean. But I don't mind tell-

ing you that I signed the applications day

before yesterday and sent them off to Mr.

Brown to be filed."

"But I invented all those things," cried

Harry, in dismay. "I thought the inven-

tor was the one to sign the papers. Be-

sides, I want the patents for myself."

"Oh, look here," said his employer, in

a tone of disgust; "didn't I hire you to get

up all those inventions for me? And if

that is so, don't they belong to me, I'd

like to know? I rather think they do.

and what's more, I propose to have them.

So let us hear no more of this."

Harry was now fully aroused. "I am
perfectly willing to let you use my inven-

tions for nothing, Mr. Johnston," he said;

"but I don't see why you should have the

benefit of all the royalties that may be

obtained by selling these machines or the

right to use them. I have been planning

to introduce them in a number of places,

and I expect to get a considerable revenue

from them. I need the money, and I don't

see that you have any right to deprive me
of it. The inventions are all my own, and

if there is any money to be made out of

them I ought to have it."

"Davis," said Mr. Johnston, sternly, "I

don't want to hear any more such talk

from you. Go back to your desk."

"I don't understand why you have any

right to patent all my inventions, sir,"

said Harry, still defiant.

"Because you are in my employ,"

roared Mr. Johnston; "that's why. I pay

you for your time, and whatever you do

belongs to me. Do you suppose I give you

desk room, and supply you with desk,

paper and drawing instruments, and pay

you good wages, to make inventions for

yourself? If you do, you are mightily

mistaken."

"But"—began Harry.

"Look here, Davis," said Mr. John-

ston, controlling his exasperation by a

violent effort, "you don't seem to know
the first thing about patent law. Now,

I have had lots of experience, and I tell

you that an employer is entitled to patent

everything that his men invent. There's

that buffing machine over in Shop G;

Tom Hughes invented that, but I patented

it. Then there's that egg-beater we sell

so many of—that was gotten up by a fel-

low in the pattern shop. I patented that,

and so it goes. Whatever my men get up

I am entitled to patent, if I want to. You
see you can't help yourself, so you'd bet-

ter say no more about it. I must have

men who trust in me, and whom I can

get along with comfortably," he added

significantly.

With this implied threat rankling in his

soul, and greatly distressed at the sudden

downfall of all his happy hopes, Harry

recited to Con that evening all that had

befallen him. They wrote a long letter

to Mr. Brown, giving him the facts and

asking his advice. In his reply he said

that whatever Davis had invented while

employed by Mr. Johnston as an inventor,

would, as he understood the terms of the

contract between thetn, belong to the em-

ployer, who also would have an equitable

title to the patents. However, the mat-

ter required full investigation, and he

would be in town on the following day

to look into it.

This partially lifted the weight from

Harry's heart. "The machines I invented

while I was still in the shop are the inost

valuable of the lot," said he to Con. "If

we can control those, I am willing to let
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the boss have the rest. But it seems
pretty queer that I can't have the patents

for them, too."

"Oh, it looks reasonable to me." said

Con. "He pays me to run a planer, and
whatever I make belongs to him. He
pays you to run a drawing board, and
whatever you make belongs to him. I

guess that's right."

"Well, perhaps it is," sighed Harry.
"But it batters down a whole city full of

air-castles, don't it? and mother's trip,

too," he added sorrowfully.

At the appointed time Harry found Mr.
Brown consulting with his employer in

the oflice. The latter looked red and ir-

ritated. "But I understood from you.
sir," said the lawyer, "that you were the

inventor of these machines and devices,

and so I drew up the applications in your
name. Now you say that Davis is really

the inventor, and that you did not even
make a suggestion in regard to any of

them."

"Well, let him sign the applications,

then, and assign them over to me," snap-
ped Mr. Johnston. "I don't care so long
as I get the patents."

"Very well." said Mr. Brown. Then,
turning to Harry, he asked: "When did
you make this arrangement with Mr.
Johnston to invent new machinery and
articles for him?"
"Nearly a year ago," replied Harry."
"And which of these inventions did you

make first?"

"The hub machine," said Harry; "then
the turret lathe; then the steel ball ma-
chine."

"You say in your letter to me that some
of your inventions were made while you
were working in the shop."

"Yes. sir; all three of these machines
I invented there, and made the drawings
at home."

"Any others?"

No. sir; everything else was gotten up
after I made the new arrangement with
Mr. Johnston."

"Is that your understanding of it, Mr.
Johnston," asked the lawyer.
"Oh, guess that's -straight enough,"

growled the proprietor. "But what dif-

ference does it make? He admits that he
got up all these things while he was
working for me."

"I know." replied Mr. Brown; "but it

makes a great difference whether he was
merely a machinist, hired and paid by you
for running a lathe in your machine shop,
or an inventor, hired and paid by you to
devise improvements in your machines
and merchandise."

"I don't see that," blurted out Mr.
Johnston, while Harry began to take
heart.

"Like the great majority of employers,
Mr. Johnston," said the quiet lawyer,
"you think that you are entitled to take
possession of everything your employes
do, whether at the machines in your shop,
or at their drawing-boards at home. This

is the theory upon which you have treated

Davis here. Now, you are only partly

right. The relations of employer and em-

ploye have given rise to many hotly con-

tested law suits; but the matter is now
well settled. If you hire a man to do a

certain thing, such as running a lathe in

your shop, you are not entitled to ap-

propriate for your own use any invention

he may originate. It is only when you
hire him to invent fot you, and make a

definite contract with him. that you ac-

quire any property in his ideas. Now, it

appears that at least three of these inven-

tions were made before you hired Davis

as an inventor. This alters the case en-

tirely."

Harry began to breathe freely and said

to himself: "Mother, I guess your Florida

trip is not postponed, after all." The
lawyer turned to him and went on: "Your
employer, Davis, has what is called an im-

plied license to use all the machines he

has built embodying your inventions; but

he has no title to the patents, except those

specially covered by your contract with

him. Have you a copy of it with

you?"

"Copy of what?" asked Harry.

"There was no written contract," inter-

posed Mr. Johnston. "It was a verbal

contract between Davis and myself."

The lawyer glanced keenly at the two
men, concealing his astonishment ad-

mirably. "What were the terms?" he in-

quired, calmly.

"The terms were that I was to give my
time to studying up improvements on the

machinery and tools and goods, and was
to have the same pay as when I worked
in the shop," said Harry, quickly.

"Was there any agreement that Mr.
Johnston should own the patents for what-

ever inventions you made?" asked Mr.
Brown.

"Yes," "No. sir," said Mr. Johnston and
Harry in the same breath.

"Well, how is it?" queried the lawyer.

From his quiet manner neither of the

other two had any idea that this was the

vital point in the whole matter.

"Why there was an implied contract, of

course," said Mr. Johnston, positively,

"that I was to own the patents. Otherwise
I would not have thought of taking him
out of the shop to spend his time at a

drnwing-board."

"But there was nothing said about it,"

interposed Harry, "and I certainly never
had any such idea."

"The contract, then," said Mr. Brown,
"was simply that Davis should devote
himself to improving Mr. Johnston's ma-
chinery and goods, without any express
stipulation that Mr. Johnston should own
any patents that might be applied for. Is

that right?

"Yes, sir," said Harry. Mr. Johnston
nodded.

"Then, sir," said the lawyer, turning to

Mr. Johnston, "you have no title what-
ever to any of these inventions."
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and

Buffing

Machinery.

Metal Spinning Lathes.
Steel spindles, running: in long, self-oiline:.

Babbitted bearings, with the caps planed in and
provided with backpressure screws, thus dis-

pensing with packing, and enabling a perfect
adjustment to be easily made.
The rear end of spindle bears against a block

provided with means for feeding oil to its center.
Most lathes lack this feature, and therefore give
trouble, as the oil works away from the center of
the spindle while the latter is in motion, causing
it to heat and stick,
A nipple and center-screw for holding work, a

rest bank, a T rest, two centers, one face-pl ite

and one hollow chuck, are furnished with each of
these Lathes, also a complete countershaft with
self oiling bearings, and self-oiling pulleys. With
Lathes over 15 inches swing, two T rests are
furnished.

Swing.
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grades, and speed was usually high, reach-

ing at times one mile per minute. Four
.return trips were made between points

already mentioned.

I will take up each trip in its respective

order, the conditions of each, and what
was observed. The first trip was on En-
gine 68, 17 X 24 inches, Richardson bal-

ance slide valve, 62-inch drivers, steam
pressure 145 pounds, yi-'mch copper pipe

from steam box to condensation chamber
on lubricator. The first 2 feet of oil pipe
from lubricator were also }4-inch copper
pipes. Oil fed at the rate of 5 drops per
minute with steam throttle wide open,
and 6H drops when closed.

While engine was standing, and steam
being admitted to lubricator, there was
a constant flow of water down sides of

glass at steam chest. After opening feed

valve of lubricator, and giving oil suffi-

cient time to reach glass, it could be seen
flowing down glass in one streak, retain-

ing its original color and separated from
the water that accompanied it.

When engine steam throttle was opened
and steam admitted to steam chest, the
water and oil in glass were arrested in

their downward course and moved up-
ward. As slide valve covered and uncov-
ered steam-port opening, this upward and
downward movement in glass continued,
keeping time with sound of exhaust. The
agitation caused oil and water to combine
and forn^ed a milky liquid, and at times
it was denser than others. The density
increased as travel of slide valve was
shortened. The longer these conditions
were maintained, the less the agitation

became, and the density of the liquid in

glass became greater. The liquid near
top of glass would come to a condition of
rest and partake of a yellowish hue. There
was a slight agitation at bottom of glass,

and occasionally the matter at this point
would go downward, and was immediately
replaced by clear water, which would be-
come milky and drop again. This con-
dition of things continued as long as
throttle and reverse lever remained undis-
turbed. When throttle was closed, the ac-
cumulation in glass would drop immediate-
ly, followed by oil that seemed to have col-

lected above glass. Any time there was
an accumulation in glass, and reverse
lever was moved towards center of quad-
rant, this accumulation would also drop
immediately and be replaced by clear
water.

The second trip was made on the same
engine, with the lubricator unchanged;
but instead of delivering oil at steam chest,

we drilled and tapped an opening into
steam channel, between steam chest and
saddle. At this point we placed oil plug
with bracket and sight glass. We inserted
a pipe into end of plug that reached to

center of steam channel; end of pipe was
bent at right angles and in the same direc-

tion as flow of steam. The results pro-
duced were about the same as on the previ-

ous trip; the only noticeable difference

being less agitation in the glass, especially

when speed was high.

On the return trip we changed the

steam pipe from steam box to condensa-

tion chamber, from jX-'nch copper pipe

to fg-inch copper pipe; also connected oil

pipe to steam chest. The change showed a

marked difference in favor of the lubrica-

tor. Under all conditions of throttle and
reverse levers, the agitation in glass was
greater, and the matter in glass was re-

duced in volume and density. At regular

intervals there was a continual change of

matter taking place at bottom of glass.

After engine had run 20 or 30 miles at a

high rate of speed, and engine throttle

closed, the glass, as usual, was emptied
immediately; but the amount of matter

accumulated above glass was small, com-
paratively speaking, with previous trips.

The improvement observed at glass is

substantiated by engineer in charge of en-

gine, as he reports using less oil. Previous
to the change in piping, engine would
show lack of lubrication. This difficulty

has disappeared entirely.

The fireman, who supplies the lubrica-

tor with oil, has also expressed himself by
saying that one filling would usually do
one round trip, and sometimes it was not

sufficient; but now it is sufficient, and has

always some remaining, and is still reduc-

ing the amount of oil used. However,
there is what ^ye might call a happy med-
ium; as lack of lubrication produces fric-

tion, it is possible to be saving oil at the

expense of fuel.

With a view, if possible, of corroborat-
ing the above improved conditions, bracket
and sight glass were placed on steam chest

of Engine 69, of the same class, running
on the same time, over the same district,

as Engine 68, all conditions being the

same, with the exception that oil pipe,

while same size outside, was % inch

smaller in bore. This pipe was put on
the last time engine was in shop for gen-
eral repairs.

When putting on oil pipes, we see to it

that there is a gradual decline from con-
nection at lubricator to same at oil plug

on steam chest. If there should be an in-

cline to some extent in line of pipe, it

will form a pocket, and matter passing
dowii pipe will lodge there; so that instead

of pipe being merely a channel for matter

to flow through, it becomes to some ex-

tent a receptacle to hold matter.

The action in, sight glass during the out-

going trip of Engine 69 was, as a whole,

the same as observed on the return trip of

Engine 68; the only difference being, the

change of matter near bottom of the glass

seemed to take place oftener and the ac-

cumulation above glass seemed to be less.

On the return trip we put a choke
valve in oil plug on steam chest.

Valve occupied a vertical position and
seated upwards. There was an open-
ing through center of valve, the bore

at bottom being the same diameter as

bore of reducing plug in lubricator. We
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The Star Air Compressor.
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Steam and Water Packing
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could not observe any difference in the

action of matter in glass.

Engines 68 and 69 having balanced slide

valves, we concluded to take some ob-

servations from an engine having unbal-

anced slide valves. We selected Engine

23, 17 X 24 inches, equipped with Natlian

No. 9 triple sight-feed lubricator, con-

nected the same as previous engines, with

the exception that oil pipe was ^ inch

copper pipe the entire length.

The action of matter in glass on the

fourth and last trip was a complete sub-

stantiation of all that was observed on

the last trip on Engine 68 and both trips

on Engine 69. The feed, as seen at glass,

was more frequent, and the matter in

glass was much lighter in appearance, and

there was absolutely no accumulation

other than in glass. Oil would appear, but

only in sufficient quantity to coat sides of

glass. This oil, no doubt, instead of being

allowed to pass slowly through oil pipe,

was drawn by a vacuum created in steam

chest, so that a larger supply of oil than

usual reached the parts when steam was
shut off. It was noticed, after stopping at

depot and engine started immediately, that

the matter in glass would remain clear for

a longer time, showing that oil pipe had

been cleared of oil and had to be replaced

before it could reach glass.

There were some minor things ob-

served, but they are not worthy of men-
tion. We have given what we consider

the most important; these observations

have enabled us to reach conclusions that

are very gratifying. They have settled

many inquiries and removed many doubts

as to the efficiency of locomotive lubri-

cators, as used at present, for the service

and steam pressure that these tests were

made under. This can be accomplished

by proper regard for piping, insuring vol-

ume being delivered to supply all demands,

thereby maintaining boiler pressure at

lubricator, also eliminating all obstruc-

tions in oil pipes.

i i i
The United States Consul at Liege,

Belgium, reports that a great many peo-

ple in Belgium are still engaged making
Damascus twisted gun barrels by hand.

The ingot for the production of the curled

Damascus, which is the favorite design for

fine guns, is composed of about thirty

sheets of iron and steel. This forms a

square mass, which is enveloped in a box
of common thin sheet iron or secured by

wires at each end. The package thus pre-

pared is put into a furnace and welded to-

gether at the lowest possible temperature.

Too great a heat destroys the metal and

yields a burned Damascus. Each barrel

receives 150 welding heats while being

forged. If one of these welding heats is

unsuccessful, the barrel may be a failure,

either by the alteration of the Damascene
appearance or by a trace of imperfection

in welding. All the metal used for making
these gun barrels is produced in Belgium.

Pneumatic Power Applied to

Workshops.
At the last meeting of the Canadian So-

ciety of Civil Engineers, a paper by Mr. J.

Davis Barnett, assistant mechanical sup-

erintendent of the Grand Trunk, on

"Pneumatic Power Applied to Work-
shops," was read. In introducing the

subject he said that in the early days of

ironworking the tools were usually

brought to the work and they were man-
ual. Later, as tools increased in size and

stiffness, the work was brought to the

machine and moved with it under or

against the tool. To-day, in many opera-

tions the bulk of metal to be handled is

getting so unwieldy that it is again prov-

ing common practice to carry the machine

tool to the work. Electric and air motors

are certainly factors in this evolution, if

not largely responsible for it. At con-

siderable length the author discusses the

efficiency and cost of compressed air, and

gives particulars about air compressors

and a variety of the tools operated by

them, including hammers, riveters, hoists,

forging machines, etc.

In an appendix he gives a list of pneu-

matic tools and machines used in the

workshops of the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe Railroad. These machines are

applied to fifty-three different purposes.

He adds, in relation to them:

"Air is also used for testing brakes in

shop and yard, cleaning boiler flues, clean-

ing the shops and engines, and in self-

moving dead locomotives from erecting

to paint shop.

"Although this makes a good show for

one set of shops, it is far from marking the

limit of compressed air as applied in rail-

way service to-day. It is used for mov-
ing crossing gates; track interlocked de-

railers; single semaphores and sema-

phores interlocked with switches and

gates, and this, too, at points eighteen

miles away from the compressing plant;

in timber preserving by injection; in mov-
ing capstans and winches for hauling and

shunting purposes; in coaling locomotive

tenders; in lifting their ashes out; in sift-

ing, lifting and deHvering sand to locomo-

tives; in delivering sand to rail; actuating

whistle signal; moving the rocking fire-

grate; opening the fire-hole door; ring-

ing the bell, and, perhaps the best known
of all, in actuating the continuous auto-

matic brake. Also, on other rolling stock

for controlling snow-plow wings and

aprons; ice flangers and scrapers; doors

of dump and drop-bottom cars, and for

tilting ballast cars; and inside shops for

bending pipes; cleaning pipes from inter-

nal scale; testing pipes and their jointing;

with gas jets for heating tires and other

rings of metal; as a blowpipe for straight-

ening bent wrought-iron frames; for

spraying fuel into oil furnaces; for belt

shifting on countershafts; for machine

brakes to stop tools at a definite point;

for supplementing the wheel and axle

hydraulic press; for axle box and journal
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press; with sand as sandblast for cutting

and scouring; and for scrap shears and

scrap tumblers at far end of yard, where

the noise is least annoying, and where

there is ample space for scrap-sorting."

In conclusion the author says:

"To summarize, air is in practice prov-

ing to be a fairly cheap and most con-

venient transmittor of power, allowing

fine subdivision and transportation to re-

mote points, with the crowning and

unique quality of suffering no appreciable

loss when held in storage. For inter-

mittent service it is of great value, allow-

ing widely varying speed of tools, dis-

pensing with long lines of shafting and

belts, giving free head room, and increas-

ing the shoplight as well as lessening the

cost of roof frames when they have not to

carry shafting. The pipes require no coat-

ing; they radiate no heat, and therefore

can be put in close corners without in-

creasing the fire risk; their direction is

readily changed in any plane without risk

of pocketing or water-hammer, and leaky

joints are not a nuisance or risk. In no

case are exhaust pipes required, and in

most if not all cases the exhaust adds to

the men's comfort."
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gine, and took out neither principal nor

interest.

The only thing that alarms us about the

Sleepy Eye engine is the news that the

inventor had received the offer of a large

sum of money for the invention and did

not close the deal. We are afraid he is

going generously to form a stock com-

pany, so that his neighbors in the North-

west may have an opportunity to invest

their savings. During the recent politi-

cal campaign the people of the North-

west heard a great deal about the wicked

European capitalists who drain the life-

blood out of American labor. This senti-

ment may be keeping the inventor of the

Sleepy Eye rotary from closing the sale,

but if so it is evidence of defective judg-

ment. That, however, is his own business,

but we implore the people in Minnesota

who may be tempted to put their savings

into a rotary engine company to content

themselves with the meagre interest paid

by savings banks. We have done some

investing in highly promising enterprises

of that kind, and give advice from sadly

bought experience.

The Latest Invention for Revolution-

izing Power.

It is fortunate for patentees who are

anxious to obtain free advertising for their

inventions to be living in some small town

where a correspondent of one of the press

news agencies is eagerly looking out for

something to found dispatches upon.

These conditions have led to the readers

of newspapers being told about many
wonderful inventions of a revolutionary

character, which never revolved anything

more than the expense of the patent out

of the inventor's pocket. The latest revo-

lutionary invention hails from Sleepy

Eye, Minnesota, and has been duly ex-

ploited by the press agent.

A dispatch from that place, so sugges-

tive of meditation, informed readers of all

leading newspapers that Grant Brambel

has invented a rotary engine which does

away with the crank and is going to do

wonderful things. The dispatch also adds

that the president of an English engineer-

ing syndicate has offered $1,600,000 for

control of the invention. We have no

doubt that Mr. Brambel has patented a

rotary engine that will -operate without

a crank, as many hundreds of other in-

ventors have done in the last century, but

the sum offered for the purchase of the

invention is beyond our credulity. We
have at divers times formed the acquaint-

ance of rotary engines that appeared to be

the perfection of prime movers. One of

them with a rustic origin, just like the

engine from Sleepy Eye, seemed to have

millions in it, and not a few farmers and

other men of low degree, including some
shrewd engineer.^, put their small savings

into a company formed to exploit the en-

The Pond Machine Tool Company, of

Plainfield, N. J., have availed themselves

of the lull in business, caused by the hard

times, to effect numerous improvements

that will help them when prosperity re-

turns to the machine tool interests. They

have made entire new patterns for a va-

riety of tools, and changed all obsolete

forms to those of the most modern shape.

Their boring mills and planers are now
made with a very stiff box upright. En-

tirely new patterns of lathes have been

designed for all lathes above 26 inches.

MAJOR'S GLASS
WAFER COOLERS

with either Filter or Ice Receptacle,

The body of these Filters are made of either

enameled or galvanized iron, with a porous
stone at the bottom and ex-
pressly suited to fit any size

Cooler ; see illustration.

'A No. J. Ice Receptacle to

be used for Hygia,
Mineral or Spring
Waters.

No. 2. Ice Receptacle
to be used in a Glass
or ordinary Water
Cooler, allov.'S the
melted ice water to

pass into the drink-
ing water; pro-

tects the bottom of

cooler and keeps
the water at a spring-

water temperature.

Big .saving in ice. Both kinds of Ice Recep-
tacles are made of cither enameled or galvan-
ized iron, of different sizes to fit any Water
Cooler. In ordering give inside measure of

Water Cooler, height and breadth. The prices

of Ice Receptacles are same as the water

^"^ A. MAJOR, 4^; p^^i s,.^ N. Y.

Shop Foremen
Can sare time and trouble

by using tlie NICHOLSON
EXPANIUNli MANDREL
for Latlie Worlt. Fit any-

thing, always true and ready.

Send for a little book of

pointers to

GEO. L. WEISS,
139 ingleside Ave., Cleveland, O.

Eight beautiful etchings, representing

scenery along the line of the New York

Central, printed from steel plates on plate

paper, 24 x 32 inches, ar^ offered for sale

at the office of George H. Daniels, gen-

eral passenger agent, Grand Central Sta-

tion, New York, at 50 cents each> Art

lovers will appreciate this opportunity to

secure at nominal cost pictures of high

artistic merit, devoid of any objectionable

advertising feature and suitable to hang

on the wall of any room.

g i i
We are in receipt of a catalog from J. A.

Fay & Co., Cincinnati, O., illustrating and

describing the woodworking tools made

by this well-known firm. The engrav-

ings are half-tones, showing off the tools

to the best advantage, and are elegant

samples of the art. The functions of all

the tools are clearly explained, both in the

text and pictorially, the latter feature be-

ing made especially interesting by means

of showing the manual operation on each

machine and examples of the work turned

out. The Fay Company will be glad to

send this new catalog to anyone desiring

it.
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Injectors
LIFTING AND NON-LIFTING.
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MARINE. BOILER WASHERS.

EJECTORS and nil JET APPARATUS.

OLD RELIABLE "linLE GIANT"

AND "INIODE" BOILER FEEDERS.

RUE MT'G CO.,
119 No. Ninth Street,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

JUST OUT.
PRACTICAL (iUIDE FOR FIREMEN.

By W. II. WAKKMAN.
80 Daset*. Price, T.ic. S*'w Culalounc, Just »>ut. sent free.

AMEKICAN INDUSTlilAI, PHB. CO.,
HrldBeport, Codd.
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CHRISTMAS IS NEAR.
Are you looking for presents ? We can supply
your wants. Finest Goods. Lowest Prices...

INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS. WHAT YOU WANT TO KNOW.

Write for our 1897 Illustrated Catalogue. Just out.

S. N. Clarkson &, Co.. J03 State St., Chicago,
Wholesale and Retail Jewelers.

See our ad. In November Issue. Ajicuts Wanted

C
Improved Pneumatic

rack Sanding ^ a ^

"Upparafus
For Locomotives.

HENRY L. LEACH, 176 HURON AV., N. CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

HAWKINS' "AIDS" TO ENGINEERS
EXAHINATIONS, with
Questions and Answers.

5)^x7!.<^, leather, gilt edge, S3, postpaid.

Send for Descriptive Catalogue of this
and other Engineers' Boolvs.

XHEO. AUDEI^ & CO.,
63 Fifth Avenue, cor. 13th Street, N, T,

RAILWAY AND CAR SHOP
EQUIPMENT.

FOR PROPOSITIONS AND TERMS ADDRESS

QEORQE PLACE,
120 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY.

AXE IT
GEO. P. WHITTLESEY,

Atlantic Building, WASHINGTON, D. C.

RAILROAD INVENTIONS A SPECIALTY.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has organ-
ized a number ol personally-conducted
pleasure tours to be made under the escort
of a tourist agent and chaperon, embrac-
ing most of the points of interest in the
South. An early Autumn trip will be
made to include Gettysburg Battle- Field,

Blue Mountain, Luray Cavern, Basic City,

Va., the Natural Bridge, Grottoes ol the
Shenandoah, Richmond, Washington and
Mt. Vernon. The start will be made from
Boston on Monday, October I2th, from
New York and Philadelphia on Tuesday,
October 13th, and the trip will cover a
period of ten days. The cost of the trip,

including all necessary expenses, will be
$55 from New York, $65 from Boston and
$53 from Philadelphia. Detailed itinerary

will be sent on application to Tourist
Agent, 1 196 Broadway, New York; 86 Ful-
ton Street, Brooklyn; 205 Washington
Street, Boston; or Room 411, Broad Street
Station, Philadelphia. This trip is sure to
be popular, and the fact that it is con-
ducted by the Pennsylvania Company is a
guarantee that everything possible will be
done for the comfort of the tourists.
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Questions and Answers.

Correspondetits wishing to have ques-
tions answered in these columns should
send in their names and addresses, not
for publication, but for evidence of good
faith. We throw all anonymous letters
into the waste basket.

(92) M. M. H., Burlington, New Jersey,
writes:

Please state what shrinkage is allowed
for shrinking tires on driving wheels?
A.—At the twentieth annual convention
of the American Railway Master Me-
chanics' Association, the recommendations
of a committee which had been appointed
to pass upon the subject ol tire gages and
shrinkage of tires, were adopted for sizes

from 38 inches to 66 inches inclusive, by
following diameters of wheel centers:

38 inches—Tire to be 0.040 inch less.

44 " " 0.047
50 " " 0.053

56 " " 0.060
62 " " 0.066

66 " " 0.070
These allowances for shrinkages are

well within the limit of elasticity of steel

and are in general use among master me-
chanics. A safe approximation to these
values can be had by taking o.ooi of the
diameter, which will give a shrinkage
slightly less than shown in the table, but
will answer every purpose for many cases,

especially those where steel has a high
percentage of carbon.

(93) J- J- H., Montgomery, Ala., writes:

I. In the November issue, regarding
the question I asked about an engine slip-

ping on passing over the summit of a hill,

I knew that it was due to too much
throttle; but what I want to know is, why
an engine will slip with the same throttle

in turning over the hill after a hard pull

^s she had pulled up the hill. A.—^We un-
derstand this question to be similar to the

one answered, and cannot, therefore,

modify the answer in the least. If, how-
ever, your engine still met with a resist-

ance at the top of the hill—say a sharp
curve, for example, which necessitated a
full throttle— it is possible that the slip-

ping was caused by a wet or greasy rail.

2. How far will a 16-inch engine run to

one pint of valve oil, taking into consid-
eration that the water is good and that the

engine does not carry the water so as to

work it through the dry pipe into the cyl-

inders? The engine is pulling a passenger
train. A.^The mileage possible to be
made to the pint of valve oil, by your en-
gine is hidden under too many variable

conditions for us to make any attempt at

an intelligent answer. Simply saying what
has been done by other engines of the

same class will not answer your question.

(94) J. B., Yonkers, N. Y., writes:

Will you kindly inform me in your
paper, how many loaded cars a locomotive
of the following dimensions will pull up
a grade of 44 feet to the mile? Diameter
of cylinders, 20 inches; stroke, 26 inches;

diameter of drivers, 57 inches; boiler pres-

sure, 180 pounds per square inch; light

weight of car, 30,000 pounds; capacity of

loaded car, 60,000 pounds; weight of car

and load, 90,000 pounds. A.—The trac-

tive power of the engine must first be
found by the formula given in our article

on "Drawbar Pull" in the November
issue. Applying this formula to your
conditions, and taking the mean effective

pressure at 90 per cent, of the boiler pres-

sure, we have, (20 X 20 X -90 X 180 X 26)

-f- 57 equals 29,557 pounds tractive power.
From this is to be deducted a certain
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amount for internal friction of the engine,
which reduces its puUing capacity. In the
absence of definite knowledge of the
amount of this friction, we may assume it

to be equal to lo per cent, of the tractive
power as calculated, and we then have
29.557— 2955.7 equals 26,600 pounds as
the effective drawbar pull. To find the
hauling capacity of the engine in tons,
the resistances of engine and train must
be known. These resistances being due
to speed and grade in this instance, we
may take tlie first at 6 pounds per ton, for
a very slow speed, a figure that practice
has demonstrated will cover most cases.
The resistance due to grade always bears
the same relation to one ton, that the rise

in feet of the grade bears to its length;
the 44-foot grade under consideration
would therefore give a resistance equal to

(44 -i- 5.280) X 2.000 = 16.66 pounds per
ton. To this must be added the 6 pounds
that was assumed for slow speed, and we
then have 16.66 + 6 = 22.66 pounds per
ton for the total resistance. Dividing the
26,600 pounds pull on the drawbar by the
resistance in pounds per ton, we have
26,600-^22.66 equals 1,173 tons. If now
the weight of the engine and tender be de-
ducted from the tons just found, the net
capacity of the engine will be obtained.
Assuming the engine and tender to weigh
184.000 pounds when loaded, or 97 tons,
we have 1,173 — 97= 1.076 tons of train
behind the engine, including the caboose;
if the wciglu of the latter is 15 tons, we
have, by deducting this amount from the
tonnage found, 1,061 tons of train. To
find the number of loaded 'cars that can
be hauled, it is now necessary to divide
these tons by the weight of one loaded
car; this we have seen to be 90,000 pounds,
or 45 tons; then, 1,061 -^ 45 = 23.57 loaded
cars as the capacity of your engine on a
44-foot grade at low speed on tangents.

The Q. & C. Company, of Chicago,

have recently got out an improved form
of pressed-steel brake-shoe key, which
conforms to the Master Car Builders'

standard and contains several valuable

points that are all its own. The key is

much lighter than average keys; it is made
of the best material of uniform strength

throughout, which increases its durability,

and it is cheaper than the average. The
Q. & C. Company keep a large stock of

this key on hand and can supply any
<juantity ordered at short notice.

^ i i
The Sinclair Construction Company, of

Chicago, has had for two years a large

Ingersoll-Sergeant air compressor at

work night and day on a section of the

drainage canal, and it has not cost a cent

for repairs all that time. The manager of

the company declares that it is as good
and efficient to-day as it was when first

started running.

@ i i
The alligator plate illustrated in ou:

correspondence columns, and the tube

hole boring tool shown in the same de-

partment, were both designed by Mr. J.

A. Eisenaker, of the Elmira shops of the

Northern Central. They are valuable

labor-saving tools, and the inventor de-

serves much credit for his ingenuity in

getting them out.
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Buyers' Finding List.

AIR BRAKE FITTINGS.
Crane Co., Ctileago. lU.

AIR BRAKE HOSE.
Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.
N. Y. Belting ii Packing Co. .New York.

AIR BRAKES-
Wcstin(^hou.>>e Air Brake Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

AIR BRAKE GAGE.
Clica Stuani (.a«f Co.. I'lica. X. V.

AIR-BRAKE PUMP GOVERNORS.
Foster EiiKineerinfi: Co.. Newark. N. J.
Mason Regulator Co., Boston, Mass.

AIR COMPRESSORS.
Clayton Air Compressor Works. New York.
IngersoU Sergeant Drill Co., N. Y. City.
Norwalk Iron Works Co., South Norwalk, Ci.
Pedrick & Aver Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Rand Drill Co.. New York.
St. Louis Stoam Enginu Co.. St. Louis, Mo.

AIR DRILLING MACHINE.
C. II. Haeseler&Cc, Philadelphia, Pa.

AIR HOISTS.
Pedrick & Ayer Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

ARCH BARS.
Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

ASBESTOS.
11. \V. Johns Mfg. Co., New York.

AXLES.
Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
B. M. Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son. New York).

BALANCED SLIDE VALVES.
Am. Bal. Slide \'alve Co.. San Francisco, Cal.
D. H. Hrown. McC'omb. Miss.
M. C. Hammelt, Troy, N. Y.

(Continued on page looy.)

Our
Combination
Vises

A Strong Case of Grip.
Lookingfor u change ofclimate r

Will go anywhere, but would like as fel-

low travelers our Peerless Pipe Thread-
ing Machines. References exchanged.

Bignall & Keeler Mig^. Co.
P.O. Box • D." Edwardsville. III.

foundry

moulding machines.

Stripping Plate Machines,
Portalsle Air-Power Machines,

using: Wood or Metal
Split Patterns without Stripping-

Plates.

Write for information.

The Tabor Manufacturing Co.
Elizabeth, N.J.

MARIS BROS.
Philadelphia, Pa.

/
/ ]M.'inut:uturi-r^ <pf

CRANES
POWER BRIDGE

CRANES, HAND

BRIDGE CRANES,

JIB CRANES.

Portable Hoist,
Holds load at any point.

Overhead Track,

Trolleyr Switches.
CORRESPONDENCE SOL. CITED.

Send your name for a Souvenir
ol the Works of BuKene Field,

FIELD.^FLOWERS
the €u0cnc Ticid monument Souvenir

The most hcantifiil Art riodnctioii of the cen-
tury. "A small buDcb of the most fmKrnot of blov
ftom* snthcrcd from tbe broad acres of Eurcdc Field's

FnrmofLovc."' Contains a selection ol the most
Iteautiful of the poems of I-'upene Field. Hand-
somely illustrated by thirty-five of the world's
j;realest artists as their contril)ntioii to the Mon-
ument Fund. But for the aobte cootrtbutioas of the
Sreat ortUts thin book could oot bovc bceo maoufaC'
lured for 57.00. Forsale at book stores, or sent
I>rei>aid on receipt of f i.io. The io\'c ofTeringto
theChild's Poet Laureate, published by the Com-
mittee lo create a fund to build the Monument
and to care for the family of the beloved ]>oet.

Eugene Field Munument Souvenir Fund,
iSo Moofge street, Cblcsgo, IIL
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D. SAUNDERS' SONS,
MANUFACTURERS OF

CDTTING

THREADING MACHINES
FOR HAND AND POWER.

All sizes ^ inch to iS inch for Pipe Mill, Gas and
Steam Fitters' use. Tapping Machines

for steam fittings. Also,

Steam and Gas Fitters' Hand Tools.

SEND FOR CATALOaUE.

No. 4 B Machine, J^ to 4- Hand or Power 100 AthertOIl St., YonkefS, N. Y.

Beveled Packing Ring
Simple, Self-supporting,
Durable,

standard.

American Balance Slide Valve Co.

San Francisco, Cal. or Jersey Shore, P»-

machine^Cools
For Railroad Shops, Mfrs.,
Machine Shops, etc., etc.

Send for Lists. Just Out.

Prentiss Tool and Supply Co.
Chicago Store : 115 Liberty Street,

62 & 64 So. Caral St. New York.
BICKFORD RADI\L DRILL.

******»¥*»»**»*»'(l»»

(]RANE COMPANY,

Manufacturers of Air BRAKES,
Air Brake Repairs,

Also, Air Brake Pipe, CHICAGO,
Air Brake Fittings,

ACME
Machinery Co.

CLEVELAND, 0.

MANUFACTURERS OF
ACME BOLT AND
RIVET HEADERS,
ACME SINGLE AND
DOUBIE AUTO-
MATIC BOLT CUT-
TERS, cutting from
1-8 in. to 6 in. diam.
ALSO SFPARATE

HEADS AND DIES.

rown's Balance Valve
AND SOLID STEAM CHEST.

Valve Stem PACKING. SIMPLE,
SMART

and DURABLE.

LvttinuifUt Brif/inttring

Address, D. H. BROW\, McCOMB, MISS.

BUYERS':FINDING LIST-Co«/'/«K,a'.

BEARING METAL.
Ajax Metal Co., Philadelphia. Pa.
Paul S. Reeves, Philadelphia, Pa.
U. S. Metallic Pkg. Co , Philadelphia, Pa

BELL RINGER.
U. S. Metallic Packing Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

BELTING.
Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.
N. Y. Belting & Packing Co., New York

BOILER AND nREBOX STEEL.
Shoenberger Steel Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

BOILER CHECKS -INSIDE.
Foster Engineering Co., Newark, N. J

BOILERS.
Pittsburg Locomotive Works, Pittsburg, Pa

BOILER TESTERS.
Rue Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

BOILER TOOLS.
Richard Dudgeon, New York.
Hilles & Jones Co., Wilmington, Del.
Long & Allstatter Co., Hamilton, O.

BOILER WASHERS.
Nathan Mfg. Co., .NIew York.
Rue Mfg. Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

BOLT THREADING MACHINERY.
Acme Machinery Co., Cleveland. O.
Detrick & Harvey Machine Co., Baltimore Md.

BOOKS.
H. C. Baird & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Philadelphia Book Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
D. Van Nostrand Co., New York City.

BOXES.
p. Prvibil. New York Citv.

BRAKE ADJUSTERS.
'

y. & C. Co., Chicago, 111.

BRAKE SHOES.
Ramapo Iron Work.s, Hillburn, N. Y.
Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co., Ramapo, N.Y.

BRASS CASTINGS.
Aja.x Metal Co., Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.
Paul S. Reeves, Philadelphia, Pa.

BUFFERS.
Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
Pryibil, P., New York.

BULLDOZERS.
Williaius. White & Co., Moline, 111

CARS.
Allison Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
J. G. Brill Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Lima Locomotive & Machine Co., Lima, O.
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillbum, N. Y.

CAR COUPLERS.
Gould Coupler Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
McConwav & Torlev Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
National Malleable Castings Co., Chicago, 111.

St. Louis Car Coupler Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Sams Automatic Coupler Co., Denver, Col.
Smillie Coupler & Mfg. Co., Newark, N. J.
Standard Coupler Co., New York.
Trojan Car Coupler Co., Troy, N. Y.

CAR HEATING.
William C. Haker, New York.
Safety Car Heating & Lighting Co., New York.

CAR LIGHTING.
Safety Car Heating& Lighting Co., New York.

CAR ROOFING.
Warren Chemical & Mfg. Co.. New York.

CAR SEATS.
Hale & Kilburn Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

CAR VENTILATORS.
Harrington & King Perforating Co., Chicago,

III.

M. C. Hammett, Troy, N. Y.

CAR WHEELS.
Krupp (T. I'rosser & Son, New York).
Lima Locomotiye & Machine Co., Lima O.
Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co., Ramapo. N.Y.
Standard Steel Works, Philadelphia, Pa.
Washburn Car Wheel Co., Hartford, Conn.

CATTLE GUARDS.
Q. & C. Co., Chicago. 111.

CHIME WHISTLES.
Crosby Steam Gage ik Valve Co.,Boston, Mass.
Star Hrass Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass.

CLOCKS.
John I. McGranc. New York.

COAL HANDLING MACHINERY.
Link Belt Fngineering Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

COAL CHUTES.
Williams. White & Co., Moline. 111.

CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS.
Internat'l (Torres. Schools. Scranton. Pa.

CORUNDUM WHEELS.
Sterling Emery Wheel Mfg. Co.. Tiffin, O.

iContinued on page lOoS.)
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BUYERS' FINDING LIST-C'«/j«b<-(/.

CRANES.
Manning. Maxwell & Moore. New York.
Uaris Bros.. Philadelphia, Pa.
William Sellers & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
R. U. Wood & Co . Philadelphia, Pa.

CRANK PIN GAGES.
M. C. Hammett, Troy, N. Y.

CRANK PINS.
Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
B. M. Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son, New York).

DAMPER REGULATORS.
Mason Regulator Co., Boston, Mass.

DRILLS.
Cleveland Twist Drill Co.. Cleveland, O.

DRILLING MACHINES.
C.c.uld \. Kberhardt, Newark, X. J.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING AND POWER
APPARATUS.

\V,.stinKh.)use Elec. & Mfg. Co.,Pittsburgh.Pa

EMERY WHEELS.
sterling Emery Wheel Mfg. Co., Tiffin. O.

ENGINES.
St. Louis Steam Engine Co., St. Louis, Mo.

ENGRAVINGS.
Bradley & Poates, New York.

EXPANDING MANDREL.
Geo. 1.. Weiss. Cleveland, O.

FILES AND RASPS.
Nicholson File Co., Providence, R. I.

FILTERS.
A Major, New York.

FLEXIBLE SHAFT.
Stow Flexible Shaft Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.

FLEXIBLE STEAM JOINT.
Moran Flexible Steam lointCo..Loui8ville,Ky.

FLUES AND TUBES.
Allison Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.
Tvler Tube & Pipe Co., W'ashington, Pa.

FORGES.
Buffalo Forge Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

FORGING MACHINERY.
Williams, White & Co., .Moline, 111.

FROGS AND CROSSINGS-
Kumapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.

GRAPHITE.
Jos Uixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J.

HANGERS.
1', Prvibil, New Voik Citv.

HEATSNG SYSTEM FOR SHOPS.
Buffalo Forge Co.
Gold Car Heating Co., New York.

HOLLOW STAYBOLTS.
Falls Holl.jw Stavbolt Co., CuyahogaTalls, O.

HYDRAULIC TOOLS.
Richard Dudgeon, New York.
Watson & Stillman. New York.
R. D. Wood & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

INDICATORS.
Ashcroft Mfg. Co., New York.
Crosby Steam Gage and Valve Co., Boston.

INJECTORS.
Hancock Inspirator Co.. Boston, Mass.
Hayden & Derby Mfg. Co., New York.
Nathan Mfg. Co.. New York.
Rue Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.
William Sellers & Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.

JACKS.
E C. Boyer, Dayton. O.
Richard Dudgeon. New York.
A. L. Henderer. Wilmington, Del.
A. O. Norton, Boston. Mass.
Watfion & Stillman, New York.

LAGGINGS FOR LOCOMOTIVES.
H. W. Johns Mf^. Co., New York
Keasbev ^Si Mattison Co , Ambler, Pa.

LOCOMOTIVES.
Baldwin Locomotive Works, Philadelphia, Pa.
Brooks Ltjcomotive Works, Dunkirk, N. Y.
Cooke Loco. & Machine Co., Paterson, N.J.
Dickson Mfg. Co., Scranton. Pa.
Lima LfK;omotive & Machine Co.. Lima. O.
Pittsburg Locomotive Works. Pittsburg, Ha.
H. K. Porter & Co.. Pittsburg, Pa.
R. 1. Locomotive Works. Providence. R. I.

Richmond Loco. & Mch. Wks.. Richmond, Va.
Rogers Locomotive Works. Paterson, N. J.
Schenectadv Loco. Wks., Schenectady. N.Y.

LUBRICATORS.
Detroit Lubricator Co.. Detroit, Mich.
M. C. HaiiiTiiett, Troy. N. Y.
Nathan Mftr. Co.. New York.

LUBRICATING OILS.
Galena Oil Works. Ltd.. Franklin. Pa.
Leonard & Ellis. New York.
Signal Oil Works. Franklin. Pa.

{Continued on Page iooq.)

BOLT, NUT
AND SPECIAL MACHINERY.

Complete Outfits of this Class of Tools for

R. R., Car and Locomotive Shops a Specialty.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue ' B.'

The National Machinery Co.,

TIFFIN, 0.,U.S.A.

• • • PLAIN

Milling Machines
X Are latest in design, with important improvements, and i

'Vi'V wi" '^° more and better work than others. The reason 'Vj'^
r why is fully explained in pamphlet, sent to any address ^

THE CINCINNATI MILLING MACHINE CO.
• • « CINCINNATI, O.

NEWTON
Cold Saw
Cutting-Off

Over 500 In operation. "' €X\J I I I I I C
NEWTON MACHINE TOOL WORKS,

PHILADELPHIA.

MANUFACTURER OF

MALLEABLE IRON.
QUALITY GUARANTEED.

zi. .A.

X

Xj fLo .A. X3 \jsroin.^^ .a. si x> x:c i .a. Xj tf '

OFFICE AND WOKKS: LAXCASTHH, IfEW YOUK.

The American Machinist,

A Practical Journal of Machine Construction. A
48-page weekly. The best paper for machinists in the

world. Twentieth year. $3. Gives $1 each for sub-

scribers in clubs of ten or more. Address

American Machinist,
256 Broadway, New York.
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THE STANDARD STHEL WORKS ...

Philadelphia.

TIRES
^ Wrought Iron Centers,

^jt Spoke and Plate

^j! <5 Steel Tired Wheels.

(^*^* (,?* (,9* (^* (,?• Q?* (^* fa?*ti?* d?*^*^*^*^* t^* <^* *^*f^"*^^

REPRESENTATIVES.

Chicago: FITZHUGH & SPENCER,
1217 Monadnock Building.

St. Louis: ANDREW WARREN RAIL-
WAY SUPPLY CO., 5J6
N. Third Street.

Boston : JOHN KENT,
52 Mason Building.

BETHLEHEM^IRON CO.
SOUTH BETHLEHEM. PA.

STEEL RAILS,
BILLETS AND MUCK BAR,

STEEL FORCINGS,
Hollow Shafting. Cranks. Rolls. Guns and Armor.

Rough, Machined or Finished, Fluid Compressed, Hydraulic Forged.

NEW YORK OFFICE : 100 Broadway. PHILADELPHIA OFFICE; 421 Chestnut Street.

CHICAGO OFFICE: Iriarquette Bldg.

OFFICES:
66 Broadway,

NEW YORK
941 The Rookery,

CHICAGO
319 Commercial BIdg.,

ST. LOUIS

Gould.
COUPLER

Co.

WORKS:
Steam Forge,

DEPEW. N. r.

Malleable Iron,

DEPEW, N. i.

Cast Steel,

ANDERSON. INO.

GOULD SF=RirMC3
GOLJl-D RREIGM" BURRER BLOCKS

• CAR COUPLER

BUYERS'ZFINDING \.\%J—Continued.

MACHINE TOOLS.
Benienl. Miles & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
W. D. Forbes & Co., Hoboken, N. J.
Gould & Eberhardt, Newark, N. J.
Hilles & Jones Co., Wilmington, Del.
Tones & Lamson Machine Co.. Springfield, Vt.
Manning, Maxwell & Moore, New York.
National Machinery Co., Tiffin, O.
Newton Machine Tool Wks., Philadelphia, Pa.
Geo. Place, New York.
Pratt & Whitney Co., Hartford. Conn.
Prentiss Tool and Supply Co., New York,
William Sellers & Co.. Inc., Philadelphia, Pa,

MECHANICS' TOOLS.
Armstrong Bros. Tool Co., Chicago, 111.

METAL POLISH.
G. W. Hoffman. Indianapolis, Ind.

METAL SEWING MACHINES.
Newton Machine Tool Works, Phila., Pa.
Pratt & Whitney Co., Hartford, Conn.
Q. & C. Co., Chicago, 111.

MILLING MACHINES.
Cincinnati Milling Machine Co., Cincinnati, O.
Newton .Machine Tool Works, Phila., Pa.
Pratt & Whitnev Co., Hartford, Conn.

MOLDING MACHINES.
Tabor Mfg. Co., New York City.

OVER CLOTHES.
H. S. Peters, Dover, N. J.

PACKING.
Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.
Gould Packing Co.. East Cambridge, Mass.
H. W. Johns Mfg. Co., New York.
Jenkins Bros., New York.
N. Y. Belting & Packing Co., New York.
U. S. Metallic Packing Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

PAINTS.
Detroit Graphite Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.
H. W. Johns Mfg. Co., New York.

PATENTS.
John Wedderburn & Co., Washington, D. 0.
George P. Whittlesey. Washington, D. C.

PERFORATED METAL.
A. J. Beckley & Co.. Meriden, Conn.
Harrington '& King Perforating Co., Chicago

111.

The Hendrick Mfg. Co., Ltd., Carbondale, Pa.

PHOTOGRAPHS.
F. Moore, London, Eng.

PIPE THREADING AND CUTTING
MACHINERY.
Armstrong Mfg. Co., Bridgeport, Conn.
D. Saunders' Sons, Yonkers, N. Y.

PISTON RODS.
Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
B. M. Jones & Co.. Boston, Mass.
Thomas Prosser & Son, New York.

PNEUMATIC TOOLS.
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.. Chicago. 111.

C H. Haeseler & Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Pedrick & Ayer Co , Philadelphia.
U. S. Metallic Packing Co.. Philadelphia.

PRESSURE REGULATORS.
Foster Engineering Co.. Newark, N. J.
Newark Regulator Co., Newark, O.

PUMP VALVES.
Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.
N. Y. Belting & Packing Co., New York.

PUNCHING AND SHEARING MA-
CHINERY.

Hilles tt Jones Co., Wilmington, Del.
Long & Allstatter Co., Hamilton, O.
Williams, White & Co., Moline, 111.

R. D. Wood & Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

RAILWAY FENCES.
Page Woven Wire Fence Co., Adrian, Mich.

REGULATORS.
Masun Rctrulator Co.. Boston, Mass.

RETAINING RINGS.
Rani.'tpo Wheel & Foundry Co., Ramapo, N.Y.

RUBBER.
Boston Belting Co., Boston, Mass.
N Y Beltintr & Packing Co., New York.

SAFETY VALVES.
Ashton Valve Co.. Boston. Mass.
Coale Muffler and Safety Valve Co., Baltimore,

Md
Consolidated Valve Co., Bridgeport, Conn.
Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co.. Boston,Mas*. -

Star Brass Mfg. Co.. Boston, Mass.

SANDING APPARATUS.
Henry L. Leach, North Cambridge, Mass.
Sherburne & Co., Boston, Mass.

SHAFTING.
William Sellers* Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

SPARK ARRESTER PLATE.
.\. J. Becklev * Co., Meriden, Conn.
Harrington & King Perforating Co., Chicago,

111.

Hendrick Mfg. Co., Carbondale, Pa.

{Continued on page row.)
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SPINNING LATHES.
!•. I'rvibil. New York.

SPRINGS.
A. French Spring Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

SPRING STEEL.
Thomas Prosser & Son. New York.

STAYBOLTS.
Falls Hollow Stay-BoItCo., Cuyahoga Palls.O
B. M. Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.

STEAM GAGES.
Crosbv Slcam Gage & Valve Co., Boston
.><iar I'rass Mfjj. Co., Boston, Mass.
I'tica Steam (lagc Co., Utica, N. Y.

STEAM HAMMERS.
Benient. Miles & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

STEAM HOSE.
Boston BeUinti Co.. Boston, M.tss.

-V. Y. Beltins & Packing Co., New York.

STEAM PUMPS.
A. S Cameron Sieam Pump Works. New York
Mason Regulator Co., Boston. Mass.

STEEL.
Cambria Iron Co., Philadelphia. Pa.
Carbon Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
B. M. Jones & Co., Boston. Mass.
Krupp {T. Prosser & Son. New York\
Latrobc Steel Co . Latrobe. I'a

Shoenbertfer Steel Co.. Pittsburg. Pa.

STEEL TIRED WHEELS.
Krupp {T. Prosser & Son. New York).
Ramapo Wheel & Founilrv Co . Ramapo. N.Y
Standard Steel Works. Philadelphia, Pa.
\Va^llburn Car Wheel Co., Hartford, Conn.

STEEL TIRES.
Latrobe Steel Works. Latrobe, I'a.

Krupp (T. Prosser & Son. New York).
Standard Steel Works. Philadelphia,- Pa.

STEEL TRUCK FRAMES.
Fox Solid Pressed Steel Co.. Chicago, 111.

STOCKS AND DIES.
.\rmstr,>nK Mfg. Co., Bridgeport. Conn.

STREET RAILWAY SUPPLIES.
I. (;. I'.iill Cii., Philaik-lphia, I'a.

SWITCHES.
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn. N. Y.

TIE PLATES.
(J. & C. Co., Chicago, 111.

TIRES.
Krupp (T. Prosser & Son. New York).
Latrobe Steel Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

TOOL HOLDERS.
Armstroni; Bros. Tool Co.. Chicago, 111.

Gould & Kbeihiirdt, Newark, N. J.

TOOL STEEL.
B. M. Jones & Co., Boston, Mass.

TRUCKS.
I, G. linll Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

TUBE EXPANDERS.
A. L, Ilenderer, Wilmington, Del.

R. Duilfjeon. New Y'ork.

TURNBUCKLES.
Cleveland City Forge & Iron.Co., Cleveland, O.

TURRET MACHINES.
Jones A: Lamson. Springfield, Vt.

TWIST DRILLS.
Cleveland Twist Drill Co., Cleveland, O.

VALVES.
Ashton Valve Co.. Boston, Mass.
Coalc Mufflerand Safety Valve Co.,Baltimore,

Md
Jenkins Bros.. New York.
Star Brass Mfg Co., Boston, Mass.

VALVES, REDUCING.
F'oster Fngineering Co.. Newark, N. J.

Robs Valve Co., Troy, N. Y.

VARNISHES.
F C. Revnolds, New York.

VENTILATORS.
l'aneoa-,t Ventilator Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

VENTILATING FANS.
Buffalo I'orge Co.

VESTIBULES.
(iould Coupler Co.. Buffalo. N. Y.

VULCABESTON AND TRAIN PIPE
COVERING.
H W loliiKs XJfg. Co., New York.

WATCHES.
J.>hn I McGrane, New York.

WIRE FENCES.
Page Woven Wire Fence Co.. Adrian, Mich

WOOD WORKING MACHINERY.
p. Pryibil. New V..rk Citv.

WROUGHT IRON PIPE.
Allison Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia Pa.

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING.

RICHARD DUDOKOB^, 24 and 26 Columbia St., New York..

ryJaolcs for I^resslug on Crank-
Puis or Ca

Maker and Patealeo of

Improved H^'draulic

JACKS,

ar-Wheels made to order.
Coiiiniunlcatlous by letter wUJ

receive prompt atteutlou.

YOKE

Pnnolies, EoUer Tube Expanders and Direct Acting Steam Hammers.

Locomotive

BOILER,

Smoke Stack,

Tank and Sheet

STEELS.

Quality Unsurpassed.

Plates up to 118 inches in widtli.

SHOENBERGER STEEL CO
PITTSBUROH, PA.

Catechism of the

Locomotive

For seventeen years it lias been tlie best

autliority, and almost a necessity to every

Locomotive Engineer and Fireman, and

on many railroads it is the

STAISOARD FOR EXAMIXATIOIS
of Firemen for promotion.

Price $3.50.

YOl CAN GET IT FREE!

Write for proposition to

Railroad Gazette,

32 Park Place, New York..
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Cash must accompany order. No books sent C. O. D. Give name of book and author, and we can furnish any book wanted. The list

below is especially recommendedfor mechanical readers. All books sent by mailfree for price named, unless otherwise stated.

A Library of Steam Engineering. Feb-
renbatch. 1895. The latest and tbe best book on
Steam Eneineering. Illustrates and explains every
kind of steam ensineerinp, stationary, locomotive
and marine. Has chapters on the mathematics of
steam ensrineering, covering all possible points,
but in plain figures. No " higher " mathematics
nsed. Can be understood by any man with a com-
mon school education. A whole library of steam
engineering. Highly recommended. 800 pages.
Price $5.00

Atr-Brake Catecllisni. Conger, 1895. This
Is Conger's "Air-Brake and Signal Instructions"
rewritten and improved, cnntaining the air-brake
and signal instructi.ins approved by the Master
Car Builders' and blaster Mechanics' Associations ;

also the standard list of questions for air-brake
Instruction. This is the latest and best book on
airbrakes. Issued November 1, 1895. Price... 35c.

Air-Brake Practice. Phelan. 1890. The
only practical book about handling the air brakes
on the road, by a practical man. Bound for
pocket $1.00

Alexander's Keady Reference. Alexander.
1892. A first-class work. Tells what to do in al-

most any kind of breakdown on the road $1.50

Block and Interlocking Signals. Elliott.
1896. Tells what signals are. What they do. How
they do it. A full, comiOete description of all

kinds of block and interlockitig signals with de-
tails of their construction, operation and main-
tenance. The best book published on signals.
877 pages, 6* x 9'. Leather binding $3,00

i i i
B«nnd Volumes of Locomotive Engineer-

IKQ. 1895 $3.«0

i i i
Car IjubricBtion. Hall. Ought to be read

by every one interested in keeping journals run-
ning cool $1 .00

Engtnemen's Gnlde, Time and Pocket-
Book. Kinne. 1898. Rules of procedure in a break-
down, for handling air, etc. Contains a time book.
Good for three years. Bound for pocket $1.00

i i i
Engineinen''M Pocket Companion. Booth.

1895. Contains pae-es nrransed for time-keeping.
Has Travfliiii: Engineers' Examination for Engine-
men, articles on brakes, valve setting, combus-
tion, and much valuable information for engine-
men... $1.00

Kvolution of the Air Brake. Synnestvedt.
1895. A brief but comprehensive history of the de-
velopment of the modern railroad brake, from the
earliest conception contained in the simple lever,
up to, and including, the most approved forms of
the present day $1.00

Haswell's Kngineer^s Pocket-Book. 1892.

Probably the best authority in engineering mat-
ters. Rules for almost everything $4.00

Hoiv to Save Money in Railroad Black-
smith Shopn by Use of Bulldozer and
Helve Hammer. Reynolds. 40 illustrations of
dies and work. Very valuable to shop manager
and foreman blacksmiths aSc.

Indicator Practice and Steam Knf^ine
Bconomy. Hemenway. 1893. The simplest and
best treatise on Indicating $9 .00

Key to Steam Kngineering. Wtlliams.
1892. More especially for stationary engines, but
good Information for anyone. Boiler, engine,
Gombostlon, evaporation, eto.» explained In a
common-sense way 60c.

Machine Shop Arithmetic. Colvin &
Cheney. 1896. Plain rules showing shop men how
to calculate speed of pulleys and gearing, how to
figure the gears for screw cutting and giving a
great many facts about tools which every mechanic
ought to understand 50c.

li i
Modern I^ocomotive Construction. Hlus-

trated. Meyer. 1898. Tells how to design, figure
out and make every part of a locomotive. A work
of reference, especially valuable to draughtsmen
and those in charge of building and repairs. Large
and elaborate $10.00

Practice and Theory of the Injector.
Kneass. 1894. The only complete work on the In-
jector yet published. All about all kinds of inject-
ors $1.50

i i
Progressive Examinations of Locomo*

tlve Engineers and Firemen. Hill. 1893.
Three hundred questions, and answers to them, on
firing and running. Standard form of examination
on several roads. Contains colored plates of
standard train and engine signals. Every fireman
should have this book 50c.

Rules of Interchange. The code of nUes
governing the interchange of cars from one road to
another, the carding system, settlement of repalra,
etc 10c,

Shop Kinks and iffachlne Sh«p Chat.
Grimshaw. Ought to be a ready reference for
every machinist interested In his business... S^J.SO

Simple liessons In Drawing, for the
Shop. Reynolds. 1893. Twelve lessons that can
be done with a S'O set of instruments. The rudi-
ments of drawing in the best form 50c.

Catechism of the Locomotive. Forney.
1890. Enlarged. Illustrated. 50,000 sold. Every
beginner wants it, and every engineman ought to
have It $3.50

Combustion and Smoke Frevention on
Lioroni'-ti ves. Sinclair. 1HS6. A practical book-
let telling the "wliy" of tilings about combus-
tion that every engineer and fireman ought to
know 25c.

® g
Compound Ltocomotlves. Wood. 1894. En-

larged. Tells the history and explains the prin-
olples of all the kinds of compound locomotives In

ose $3.00

i *l g
DisriplJne 'Without SuHpenttion.

1896. pHmphlet explaining the "Brown'
of discipline, by the originator; full data..

Brown.
system

. . lOc.

n @
Di.ea.es of the Air-Brake System.

Synnestvedt. 1894. Tells h<)w to find and repair
every defect that the air-brake system is liable to
have $1.00

Link and Valve Motions. Anohlnoloss.
13th Edition. Just Revised. 1895. The principal
authority on the subject $sl.00

i i i
Locomotive CaieehiHm. Grimshaw. 1894.

Latest book out. Contains 1,300 questions and
answers about locomotives and air brakes. P'ully

illustrated $id.00

LocomotlveKngine-Ranntng and Man-
agement. Illustrated. Sinclair. 1893. En-
larged. Best work on running and care of locomo-
tives. Plain facte plainly stated $a.00

Locomotive Mechanism and Engineer-
ing. Reagan. 1894. By a practical loconmtlve
engineer. Up to date. A good book $J*.00

Locomotive Running Repalrti. Hitch-
cock. 1892. A practical treatise on running repairs,
by a practical man. Numerous diagrams and Il-

lustrations 50c,

Steam Boilers. Wilson. 1888. On the de-
signing of boilers. The standard authority on the
subject $a.50

The Mechanical Kngineer*a Pocket
Book. Kent. 1695. A reference book of rules,
tables, data and formulae for the use of engineers,
mechanics and students. The latest and best
pocket book. Bound in soft leather, with flap.

The author has verified every rule and table used,
brought the whole work up to date, and covered
the field more completely than has any previous
author $5.00

The Modern Macliinist. Usher. 1895. A
practical treatise on modern machine shop meth-
ods. Illustrated by S.*)? engravings Does not con-
tain descriptions of machine tools, but of speirJal

tools and appliances, methods and plans of doing
work with them. The book Is one that every
mechanic should have %'4*bb

Tlie Train "Wire. Ander.«on. 1890. An ex-
haustive work oti train dispatching and onthp Pafe
movement of trains $1.^5

Address

Special : r„;ineeriog. $?.

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING,

256 Broadway, New York.
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J. G. BRILL Co.

Philadelphia, Pa.,

l. S. A.

Street

Railway

Supplies,

• •

Cars,

Trucks.

^ •

f # m

«|^ II IJv/1%^* ^

(jij(i|j ii|;>(^ c|i)(^(^ (i|ji^(^(^^ (i|j ii|:>(^ ii^

We
Make-

Ratchet Handles,

Tiller Brakes,'

Track Scrapers,

Lever Brakes,

Gates,

Sand Boxes,

Draw Bars,

Drop Draw Bars.

We can Furnish Anything used on a Street Railway at Low Prices.

TAYLORioR&STAYBOLT IRON
Axles, Piston Bods, Crank Plus and Porglngs of all

Description*, naed by Leading Ballroads*

R.MUSHET'S SPECIAL AND
TITANIC STEELS

SOLE REPRESENTATIVES IN THE UNITED STATES,

B. M. JOXES & CO.,
Boston, U and 13 Olirer Street. New Yobk, 113 Liberty Street

HE DETROIT IMPROVED

SIGHT FEED CYLINDER LUBRICATORS

FOR LOCOMOTIVES
I

ARE WIDELY USED AND MOST FAVORABLY KNOWN.

No. Z, Oils both Cylinders. No. 3, Oils both CylinJcrs and the Air Pump.
Economy in Oil, Expense for Repairs, and Glasses—the Leading: Features.

t»-THE DETROIT AIR PUMP LUBRICATOR WILL RUN ONE THOUSAND MILES WITH
HALF-A-PINT OP OIL.

DETROIT LUBRICATOR CO., Detroit, Mich.

The Cameron

Steam Pump.

COMPLETE WITH BOILER.

The A. S. Cameron
Steam Pump 'WorkSy

Foot Of East Twenty-third Street,

<end for Illustrated CaUlogue. NEW YORK.

HYDRAULIC
RIVETERS—Fixed and Portable

PUNCHES, SHEARS, i

PRESSES, LIFTS, CRANES
and ACCUMULATORS.

Matthews' Fire Hydrants, Eddy Valves,
Valve Indicator Posts.

THE CAMDEN HIGH-PRESSURE VALVES.

CAST IRON PIPE.

R,D.WOOD&CO.,S,S'
400 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

VRTIE screw belne
^ lubricate ano
protected, the Jack
Is always ready foi
instant service. Rail-
road men apprec-iate
the importance of
havinir Jafks alwan
In ffood working con-
diti'^n. Serious de-
lays fre<juenlly occui
in eettinjf commou

Jacks so that they can be worked when suddenly
required In train service.
Common Jacks are frequently destroyed In effort*

to make them w<»rk quickly after the screws arf
let with rust and dirt. This consideration alone
sakes the CHAPMAN JACK the most economical
>ne to purnha^e.

THE CHAPMAN JACK CO.. CLEVELAND, OHIO.
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ADVANTAGES OF

THE MORAN FLEXIBLE JOINT

For a Steam Heating: Connection

Between Engine and Tender.

ALL METAL CONNECTION.

ABSOLUTELY FLEXIBLE.

Positively Steam Tiglit under ANY Pressure.

Indestructible Short of Wreck. No Delays. No Repairs.

First Cost ;s the Only Cost.

STEAM, OIL, HOT ASHES, OR DIRT,

does not affect its lite.

MORAN FLEXIBLE STEAM JOINT CO,, Inc'd.

HENRY U. FRANKEL, President.

^Rai?r™7%Tn?'^sV^°vfn1 (49 THIRD ST., LOUISVILLE, KY.

Automatic Relief Trap.

Bradley
Forges
FOR HARD COAL AND COKE.

THESE FORGES wiU heat irons

fast enough to keep a hammer-man
busy, and have features that make thetn

the best on earth.

Patent Arch Top
That Cannot Sag.

Rocking Grate
Insures a Qean Fire.

Dumping Ash Pan,
Air Box Always Free.

7 SIZES. SEND FOR PRINTED MATTER.

rmBRADLEY CO.
SYRACUSE, N. Y.

IMNew-NATHAN"
(See Illustration), and

MONITOR INJECTORS

LOCOMOTIVES.
"NATHAN" SIGHT-FEED LUBRICATORS.

For Locomotive Cylinders and Air Brakes.

STEAM FIRE EXTINGUISHERS.
For Switching and Yard Engines.

BOILER WASHERS,
Road and Guide Oil Cups, etc.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE CATALOQUES.

Nathan Manufacturinq Co.,
92 & 94 Liberty St., New York.

Weitera Offlce, li' 1 119 VAM BOEEK STEEET, CHICAGO, ILL.

WILLIAMS, WHITE & CO.,

r>o«^ MOLINE, ILL., U. S. A.

Makers of JUSTICE HAMMERS,

AUTOMATIC COAL CHUTES EOR COALING LOCOMOTIVES,

BULLDOZERS, DROP HAMMERS,

STEAM HAMMERS, PUNCHES AND SHEARS,

EYE-BOLT MACHINES,^ TAPER ROLLING MACHINES.

THIS CUT SHOWS OUR

Duplex Compressor
For Railroad and

Machine Shops,

Having Compound Air Cylinders, with In-

ter-Cooler and Compound Steam Cylinders

with Meyer Cut-Off Valves. This is the

Best Construction for Small and Medium
sizes.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

CRAND drill CO. 1
100 Broadway, New York.

328 Monadnock Block, Chicago.

A Full Line. Over 300 Sizes.

PUNCHES
AND

SHEARS
FOR

R.R. SHOPS

Write for fully illustrated descriptive circulars
and catalogue o£ Double, Single, Angle -Bar,
Gang, Horizontal, Twin, Boiler, Spacing, GateL
Multiple, Belt, and Steam-Driven Punches and
Shears.

THE LONQ & ALLSTATTER CO.
HAMILTON, OHIO, U.S.A.
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Stow Flexible Shaft C?^

fREDlRIC SCHOrr,
Proprietor,

26th & Callow hill Sts.,

PHItADELPHU, PA.

Mdnufdcturers of

Flexible Shafts,

Portoble DRILLING,

TAPPING,

REAMING,

AND BORING

MACHINES,

also

Too's for Fmery
HTierl Grinding, MeUil and Wood Polishing, tattle

Brushing and Clipping.

Builder of Special Machines for Railroads, Bridge
and Boiler Makers, Contractors, etc.

WANTED—AN IDEA. ^iH^ir."
8ome simple thinp to piitent ? Protect your ideas

;

thoy may brinK you weultli. Write JOHN WED-
DEUBIKN & CO.. Patent Attorneys, Washlugton,
D. f.. for tlieir 81,800 prize offer.

Eigiieeriig COo
NICETOWN, PHILA.

Design and 49 Dey St., NEW YORK,
Erect

Locomotive Coaling Stations

and Supply

Coal and Ashes

Handling Macliinery,

To meet any conditions.

Weitern House

:

LINK-BELT MACHINERY CO.,

CHICAOO and NRW ORLEANS.

GALENA OIL WORKS,
(LIMITED).

Galena F.n<:iiir, <'oarli ninl <'iir OII»,
llic Slaiidard liuhrioatin;; Oils

of America*
SAFETY. SPEED and ECONOMY arc the reaultn of

theusf>of OalenaOll--*. COLD TKST. ID tn I3 BELOW
ZFR' ». Thtsf oils <1(> not fn-fze lii tln'ccMcsi weather,
whll'- tht'V are ailaptiibh.' to the hi>tt*-Ht rlliimtcs.
In iljf iij*(_- i)t Ualt-na Oiln there Is an cnilrt.' freedom

troiri hot tx'xeH, except when these are caused by me
Ohaalcnl defcetfl.
The adnptloD of Galcna Ollfl as ntandard railway lu

brleuntrt by u larKe majority of tie h-adhiK railways of
this count rv |h an e\ li|.-nif of thflr KU|iirinriI v, while
the fact that thohain.- P-a-ls u.ho these <.ll,s t-xiuy (hat
use*l theni iihtc than ^l vi-ars a^o. Is an evldcnn- of
their iiulfonnlty from y<ar to year and year In and out.
Galena oils are In exeluHlve U.SO ilium three eontlnii

t)tifl line.'* from Bowton and New \ ork to the Paellle
Coast, and uim.h oth' cotidinious line from the City of
Mexifo to Ni-vv York, 1101** d«-mon>-tr;»t In^ their adapta
blllty to all lem|»eralurt-H and rllrnatrM. Hi-hiK entirely
free from >:nni. thtMO oils are not affected by duMt and
taud ixs other oils arc.

We al«> furnish our cufltomerfl RFBLEY'S PERFEO
nON VALVE ulL. which Ifl alflo used cxeluslvely upon
ft majority of the leading railways of America.

GALENA OIL WOKKS, Limited,

Charles Millihi, President.

OmcAoo Branch Office, Kranklln, Pau
Phfetilx DulMlnB. I3S Jackson St.

Our Line Engrravlng^s are tnade by the
wax process, a plan securlngf accuracy and
distinct lines on orlg-lnal copper plates.
They are made by BRADLEY & POATES,
10 & 12 Vandewater St., New York City.

the:

ALLISON MFC. CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OP

FREIGHT CARS AND
LOCOMOTIVE BOILER TUBES.

WROUGHT IRON PIPE OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.

i»:h:xx*-a.ide33:jI=»i3ci-a.,

isr^

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

LATHES,
PLANERS
And Other Machine Tools,

CRANES,
^

STOKERS,
PULLEYS, SHAFTING,'w

Etc., Etc., Etc.

MNcocK Locomotive Inspirator.

will work with steam

steam or water supply.

Win start readily whc
water at a temperature of

Capacities increase as

THREE (3) different Types— Iden-

tical in construction and efficiency

—

with standard pipe connections and

interchang:eable with ALL standard

Locomotive Injectors in use. Each
corresponding part of the three types

identical in design and interchange-

able, except the body (shaped for

different pipe connections) and the

connecting rod and overflow crank.

AAA
pressures from 35 to 200 lbs. without any adjustment of either

n both the Inspirator and Suction Pipe are hot, and will work
120 Fahr. with steam pressures of 35 lbs. and higher,

steam pressure increases.

THE HANCOCK INSPIRATOR COMPANY,
European Office,

Old Swan Wfiarf, London Bridge,

lONDON, EIVGIAND.

Main Office and Works,

No. 9 Watson St., Boston, Mass.

A
MONTHLY JOURNAL devoted to Steam
Ensflnecrinsrand Practical Work relative

to the Economic Generation and Trans-
mission of Power. Sixty-four pagfes, pro-
fusely illustrated. Price, $1.00 a year.
Send for Sample Copy- FREE. Address,

THE POWER PUBLISHING COMPANY.
World uullclliiK, ^ev\- York.
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PEDRICK & AVER CO. 'ZT^^.^tT
-COMPOUND AITOMATIC AIR COMPRESSOR-oriven by a

belt, roftulates itself au-

tomatically, malutalu-

uK the pressure wlthiu

ihree pounds at any de-

sired jjolnt; compouud-
. li and water jacketed;

will supply air at less

tlian half the cost for

fuel of brake pumps.
lUinsonly so long as air

is being used. Delivers

14 cubic feet of free air

per minute.

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

Re<|uires no attention but oiling, and but little of that. Case Dust-Proof. ^
^^^^^^f^^^¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥

• • • •

We make a Specialty of Tools for Railroad

Repair Shops.

EVERYTHING IN -^

AIR—LIFTS, CRANES, DRILLS, ETC.

VALVE SEAT FACING MACHINES.

PORTABLE CYLINDER BORERS.

BRASS JOINTERS.

CRANK PIN TURNERS.

MILLING MACHINES.

OPEN SIDE PLANERS.

TIRE HEATERS.

LINK RADIUS SLOTTERS.

PLANER CHUCKS.

VALVE MOTION MODELS.

Write for our

'96 Catalog.

The Pratt& WhitneyCO-^ford, Conn.,u.s.A.

SINGLE AND DOUBLE HEAD MILLING MACHINES used as Substitutes for

Planers tor Heavy and Rapid Cutting in Cast and Wrought Iron

and Steel.

TURRET-HEAD MACHINES AND TOOLS for Turning, Forming and Thread-

ing Irregular Pieces of Circular Cross-section in Brass, Iron and

Steel.

METAL BAND SAWING MACHINES for Cutting Sprues from Brass Castings.

MILLING CUTTERS. HOLDERS, with Inserted Cutters for Turning, Shaping

and Threading Metals. SPIRAL SHEAR PUNCHES.

CATALOGUE L SENT ON APPLICATION.

LEONARD & ELLIS.M
OILS FOR RAILROADS.

Trade 'Vi^T^^ Mark.

" " *-* * "^^' has long been used on many
VALVOLINE of the leading raih-oads in this

^J* OIL ^Jt country and abroad. It has no

TTTTT iTTTT ,^ equal in quality and mileage.

"W. A. BOYDEN, General Agent,
J57 Chambers Street, NEW YORK-

Coffin Toughened Process
^ Drivinq, Truck, Freight

and Passenger Axles,

Pistons, Crank Pins and

^ I Side Rods --

ALSO SOFT STEEL ARCH BARS,

1^ Bent and Drilled.

K L. R. POMEROY, Sales Agent,

^ 33 Wall Street, MW YORK.

Cambria Iron Company,
General Office, PHILADELPHIA.

Works, Johnstown, Pa.

RAILS AND AXLES—33 Wall Street, New York. STRUCTURAL STEEL—100 Broadway, New York.
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A. W. SOPER, Pres. ROBT. ANDREWS, Vice-Pres. C. H. Howard, Sec W. R. Thomas, Treas. R. M. Dixon, Engine

The Safety Car Heating and Lighting Co.

loO BROADAV/Vy, NEW YORIC.

H
EATING SYSTEMS.—B3' hot water circulation and direct steam with regulating devices.

Reliable and unifonn heat. Economical and rapid circulation. Gibbs automatic couplet

of Westiughouse type, absolutely steam-tight.

GHTING SYSTEM.—The celebrated Pintsch compressed oil gas method. In use on ovei

70,000 cars in Europe and America. Adopted by the U. S. Lighthouse Board foT

lighting Buoys. The best, most economical and only safe light for Railroad purposes,

IN BRILLIANCY AND CLEANLINESS UNSURPASSED.

LOCOMOTIVE WORKS & CAR SHOPS

NEED THE BEST TOOLS

No. 3 Machine.

WE MAKE THE HIGHEST GRADE ONLY OF

PIPE THREADING and

CUTTING-OFF MACHINES
* HAND OR ROWER.*

Our Adjustable Stocks and Dies are the Most
Convenient, Durable and Satisfactory Tools

of tite Kind in the World.

SECURE OUR CATALOG.

THE ARMSTRONG MFG. CO.
BHIDGEPORT, CONN.,

104-116 KNOWLTON ST.

NEW YORK,
139 CENTRE ST. No. 1 Mactilne.

Spark Jfrresier Plate.

X
L-I-: ^

henorick
locomotive: spark

PLATE

THE HENDRICK MFG. CO.

CARBONDALE, PA.

Ramapo Wheel and Fonndrj Co.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

-«0T104I or MLTLteS PUTCNII«.

BOLTLESS STEEL-TIRED WHEELS
For Passenger and Locomotive

Service.

Tires with Annular Web and Hook,

Best Charcoal Iron Double-Plate

or Spoke Centers,

Wedge-Shaped Betaining 2ing.

t Continuous Circumferential Fastening, Simple, Sale, Economical.

CHILLED IRON WHEELS
Of 5uperior Quality,

Drawing Boom, Passenger and

freight Care,

Locomotives, Tendere,

Plantation and Mine Oars.

Cylinder Packing Rings.

Office and Works: RAMAPO, N. Y

Congdon Brake Shoes

For Chilled Iron Wheels,

Ontwear from 4 to 6 ordinary

Shoes and enhance

Ramapo Iron Works, Hillbarn,N.Y.

MANUFACTURE

BRAKE SHOES
For Steel-Tired Wheels.

ROSS, for Steel-Tired Car and Tender Wheels,

ROSS-MEEHAN, for Locomotive Drivers,

SHEPPARD, for Blind or Bald-Tired Drivers.

Narrow Gauge Gars, SwitcheS, Automatic Stands.

YOKED, BOLTED AND ^ PRING RAIL FROGS, CROSSINGS,

TRACX EQUIPMENT,

RAILROAD AND MACHINERY

CASTINGS,
HEAVY AND LIOHT.

999
Chart, the Car Chart

for 50 cents* ^ ^
and the Colored Air-Brake Chart

t^ fe$8 (i^ «^ t^ f^ ^Jfi fcJ* «^
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PRESSED STEEL TRUCK FRAMES
AND PRESSED STEEL PARTS FOR CAR AND TRUCK CONSTRUCTION.

FOX SOLID PRESSED STEEL COMPANY, """" Z"" St.Ss;
™"-

JAMES B. BRADY, General Sales Agent, Havemeyer Building, NEW YORK.

Smillje °L? Coupler
TRADE..

COUPLES BY SLOW IMPACT.
"MARK.

,^»»^ ^^4^^ THE SMILLIE COUPLER & MFG. CO.,

' 91 Clay Street, Newark, N.J.

.^i ' New York Office: 39 Cortlandt Street.

HAS ONLY FOUR PIECES.

Pneumatic Tools.GREAT LABOR-SAVING
DEVICE FOR

CALKING BOILERS,
BEADING FLUES.

HEADING RIVETS,
CHIPPING CASTINGS.

CUTTING KEY SLOTS.
DRIVING NAILS AND SPIKES.

ESPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR RAILROAD SHOPS.

\7^ill tee^cl. T-xp^o X^liiesi et,

All Hammers sent on ten days' trial subject to approval, and guaranteed for one year against repairs.

CHICAGO PXEUMATIC TOOI. CO.,
553 Monadnock Block, Chicago.

' " Z%°^^ ^ LOCOMOTIVE and CAR BEARINGS
CASTINGS. ' A .

BRASS and PHOS. BRONZE CASTINGS Prom >^ lb. to 5,000 lbs. in WEIGHT.

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co.,
Manufacturers of_

... PinSBURGH, PA. ...

The Tesia Polyphase Alternating System of Electrical

Transmission, by which Power, Incandescent and
Arc Lighting may be Supplied from the Same Circuit.

New York, 120 Broadway. Philadelphia, Girard Building.

Boston, Exchange Building. St. Loui%, American Central Building.

Chicago, New York Life Building. Charlotte, N. C, 36-38 College Street.
Tacoma, Wash., 102 S. lOth Street. Syracuse, N. Y., Bastable Building.
Pittsburgh, Westinghouse Build'q. San Francisco, Mills Building.

Buffalo, Erie County Bank Building. Washington, D. C, 1333 F Street, N.

For Canada Address:

Standard Systems for

Electric Light and

Power Distribution in

Cities, Factories,

f Mills and Mines.

^^ The Westinghouse Electric Railway System, which is the

f^i^
Most Durable, Economical and Efficient on the Market.

Ahearn & Soper, Ottawa, Canada.

WasbburnCarlUbeelCo.
Bartford, Conn,

^ makers of .^
^ Steel Cirea lUbeels.

^
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f AIR ^

BRAKE
^ HOSE

^STEAM
V HOSE k HOSE J

GAS
HOSF

---^wwiw*"-

or SUPERIOR (JIALITY. M<^NirACTtR[D BY

BOSTON BELTING CO.
BOSTON: 256, 25S and 260 Devonshire Street.

CHICAGO: 109 Madison Street.

JAMES BENNETT FORSYIH, Manufaclurlng Agent and General Manager.*

NEW YORK: 100 and 102 Reade Street.

SAN FRANCISCO: 24 Fremont Street.%

master mechanics
o* Specify Advance Safety
Emery and Corundum
Wheels, with or without
wire web, and Emery
Wheel Machinery made
only by : : : :

Sterling Emery Wheel
Manufacturing Co.

Tiffin, Ohio.

THE AIR FOR COMPRESSION gets into the

cylinder of a Norwalk Compressor through

Corliss valves which have a positive movement

from the main shaft. The ports are large, clear and

open directly into the cylinder.

Poppet valves require a vacuum within the cylinder

to open them, and

piston inlet valves

throttle the supply

from mid stroke

to the end.

Of the three

kinds, which is J*

the most efficient?

The Norwalk Compressors have many points of

superiority. Business men and engineers are welcome

to catalogs upon application to

THE NORWALK IRON
WORKS CO,,

-SOUTH NORWALK, CONN.

STAR BRASS MANUFACTURING CO.
CHAS. W. SHERBUFINE, President.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Star Improved Locomotive Steam Gages.

Star Improved Locomotive Pop Safety Valves,
MUF-FLED OR PLAIN.

Victoria Car Lamps,
AND OTHER

STANDARD APPLIANCES.

The Star Steam Gajjes are the only Non-corrosive Gasres made also
the only Gages fitted with our Patent CorruRated Seamless Drawn
SprinsT Tube, which for its non-setting qualities is unequaled.

31 to 39 LAXCASXER STREET, BOSTON, I^ASS.

SHERBURNE'S AUTOMATIC TRACK SANDING
APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTIVES.

For jJiindiiiK tin- tr!i«-k insiMiirlv wlirti braki- i.s api»lifd, and by
sand blast In >tariinu' nr liiirul Itlast only.

SHERBURNE <£ CO..
No. S3 OLIVER STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
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Plain miller
•••

Cylindrical Column
Design,with and with-

out back gear.

•••

Adapted to the require-

ments of the modern

Railroad shop.

A modern MillingMa-
chine at a fair price,

—

plain, honest, efficient.

•••

You cannot afford to use a planer on work this

tool will handle.
•••

Price List,—Without Back Gear, $600.00;

with Back Gear, $680.00.

Ask for particulars on these Milling Machines. Sent free.

•••

W. D. FORBES & CO.,
J307 Hudson Street, hvo blocks from J 4th Street Ferry,

HOBOKEN, N. T.

Finest
Coach
Parlor Car
Sleeping Car
Street Car
Rattan Elevated

Seats
PLUSH - RATTAN -• ELASTIC SLAT

with either ' Reversible' or ' Walk-Over' Baclt,

Output Larger than All Other

Seat Makers combined.

r Over

150 Roads

Use

these Seats.

Our "Walk-Over" Pattern is the Finest of its class.

See cut of " Standard " here next month.

EITHER IS BETTER THAN ANY OTHER MAKE.

The Hale & Kilburn Mfg. Co.
PHILADELPHIA. PA.

WHERE
At the start all Air-Brake Hose is serviceable—

the difference between fine hose and ordinary shows

itself in the WEAR. It is true that accidents will

happen to the best of hose, but when certain makes

average a longer life than others there is a cause for

the superiority—what is it ? Consider for a moment

how the hose is made and you will see. The duck

gives the strength required to stand the pressure.

The rubber serves the double purpose of holding the

air. and of covering' and protecting the duck from

injury. So long as the tube and cover remain un-

broken the hose retains its perfection, but so soon

as a kink, chafe, or gouge breaks the surface of

the rubber, either inside or out. the duck begins to

decay, the air gets between the plies, and the relia-

bility of the hose is gone. It is evident that ITS

LIFE DEPENDS ON THE DURABIL-
ITY OF THE RUBBER, and justherethe

difference shows itself between fine and ordinary

hose. Cheap rubber will not last, hence your hose

should have only the best in both cover and tube.

In our 1846 Para and Double Diamond grades we

give it to you.

NEWYORK BELTING& PACKING CO.LTD.

;PIONEERS AND LEADERS, 25 PARK PLACE.

Block and

Interlocking

By W. H. ELLIOTT,
Sla EngR.

C. M. << St. P R. R.
Signals.

Do you want a complete descrip-

tion of all the kinds of Block

Signals? What they are for?

What they do? How they do

it?

200 pages; >29 illustrations;

6x9 size. Handsomely bound

in leather. Price, $3.

Address,

Locomotive Engineering,

256 Broadway, New York.
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the tower Coupler
THE MOST PERFECT M. C. B. COUPLER IN
ALL MECHANICAL REQUIREMENTS.

JIdOftCd flS ^y '"^ important roads in different ^ ^•*^>t^*.,•t^•tJtJt^•*^*^'t^-t^-t^•t^•tJtJtJtJ»JtJtJtJtJtJtJtJt^•t^^t^•tJ*^-tJtJtJ^tJt

^t;ltld;ird
^^^ °^ ^' country, and in use in ^ ItldllCdblC TfOII CdStin^S ^^' "** °' malleable iron in car^«<

^IdllUaru i^rgj quantities on twenty-five other ^ « »„ R;iilrA;i<1 ilt*
construction gives increased strength

roads and private lines. Our four great works with '"' IXWIIIWWM M5v while lessening the weight from 40 to

their unrivaled capacity insure prompt delivery as
'"' 50 per cent. Correspondence on this subject is invited and sample castings

well as best material and workmanship, jl^'t^'t^'tj* \h will be furnished to railroads interested. ^•*^*jijt^'*j*j*j*jt^'tj*^<^<jtj*

The National Car Door Fastener, „< The National Center Piatt, J* The National Journal Box,

tills company In dcslKninK mal- The National Journal Box Lid. -* Coffin's Sill and Brake Block Pockets, j* Eubank Car Door,

possible results tn our customers. RAILWAY DEPARTMENT,

Works : Cleveland, Chicago,

Indianapolis, Toledo.

NATIONAL MALLEABLE CASTINGS COMPANY,
J 525 Old Colony Building, CHICAGO.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

LOU. D. SWEET, flen'l Mgr.

AMS Automatic Coupler
is rapidly gaining favor with Railroad

Managers. Its simplicity, cheapness and

durability, and the fact that it works with old link

and pin couplers—with which the majority of cars

are yet equipped— makes it desirable for all re-

newals and repairs. It is strong and has few parts.

Conforms to the U. S. Law, and is a cheaper

and better coupler than the vertical-hook. Any
road can afford to put the Sams on its old

equipment. We give systems the right to make

and use drawbar and lever attachments, and sell

them the pins at $1.00 each.

•
Cast Iron Bars weigh about 185 lbs.;

'
Malleable, 135 to 140 lbs.

Can furnish Malleable Bars at $4.25 each, F.O.B. Chicago. *

Pins, $1.00 each, F. O. B. Detroit. •

SAMS AUTOMATIC COUPLER CO., 516 Equitable Bidg., Denver, Col.

:

New York Office,

Taylor Building,

39 Cortlandt St.

Ciiicago Office, %:it,

1534 Marquefte Bidg,

BEMENT, MILES & CO.,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

MANUrACTl-HKKS i>P

Metal Workmg Machine Tools,

For Railroad Shops, Locomotive and Car Builders,

Machine Shops, Rolling Mills, Steam Forges, Ship Yards,

Boiler Shops, Bridge Works, etc. , etc.

tM.i^'^'-: A STEAM HAMMERS.
Steam and Hydraulic

RIVETING MACHINES
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mproved Standard Roupler
NEW YORK

:

26
Cortlandt St.

M.C. B. TYPE. Forged Steel Knuckle and Locking Pin. Onlysparts. No pivot pin, STANDARD COUPLER CO.
Simplest in design, strongest in service. Thousands in use, GEO, A. POST, Pres. a. p. DENNIS, Sec

True to start with—and stays so.

Ashcroft Mfg. Co.

SPECIALTIES

:

Double Tube Bourdon

Pressure Gaug:es

for Steam, Water or

Ammonia.

Tabor Indicators.

BROWN'S

Adjustable Pipe Tongfs.

Packer Ratchets.

Pipe Stocks and Dies.

Pipe Fitters' Tools.

Ashcroft Gaug:es

are Dust-proof, Accurate

and the Standard every-

where.

Movement no connection to back of case.

MANNING, MAXWELL & MOORE,
^^^ID)IPIF

ii^ li IL^ v-/
»p

III Liberty Street, New York, U. S. A.

Consolidated

Safety Valve Co.'s

ORIGINAL

RICHARDSON

"POP"

SAFETY VALVES

are the Standard on many

roads.

The Best Muffler
EXTANT.

Sample sent on trial.

WORKS AT

Bridgeport, Ct.
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« The Coale Muffler Pop Safety Valve

"^ ^^- ^^ ^^' * ^^ ^Cll vly VrWiVV J conditiotis. Sample put on trial on applicationCoalc
t- ||C £^^ i^ '^fc I /% ||Zltlll>l r Ik i Is th« standard on leading railroads and power plants in the
^' '^ ft LM^m IAT. - _"^

J United States. Specify our valves on your new locomotives

It and boilers. Simple in construction and reliable under all

* conditions. Sample put on trial on application.

J The Coale Muffler and Safety Valve Gjmpany,
Is tht pioneer and is the best. « Charles & Uxington Sts., Baltimore. Md.

" \ STRAIGHT LIME IS THE SHORTEST DISTANCE BETWEEN TWO POINTS.'

4^^

i^Cbe "Straight Cine/' Class 'Er J\\r Compressor,
OF THE INGERSOLL-SERGEANT MAKE, IS

THE SHORTEST LINE BETWEEN STEAM
AND AIR. CATALOGUE OF AIR COMPRESS-
ORS OF MANY TYPES, FOR USE IN EVERY
LINE OF INDUSTRY, SENT ON REQUEST.

:J HAVEMEYER BUILDING, THE INGERSOLL-
'^ NEW YORK. SERGEANT DRILL CO.

the m<$tjnahou$c ti ti ti

ti t5 Jlir Brake Company,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Jlnnual Capacity:

250,000 freight Car, 6,ooo Passenger Car and

10,000 Locomotive Brakes.

428,000 freight and Passenger Cars and 26,000

Cocomotloes already equipped.

Don't you think S^rbyTh^ rof Phoenix Pneumatic Tools
J

Send for Circular H. ^ ' ^^^ drilling, reaming and tapping, when over

J C. H. HAESELER & CO.
J jjlP two hundred have been placed on trial and

^ 1001 HAMILTON ST.. PHiLA., PA.
[

none rejected ?.*^^^^^^.jt,^^

THE BAKER CAR HEATERS ^=''p'eS"/!o£ui=S«?'CJ"^
SINGLE AND DOUP.I.E CIRCTLATION. .,,,, t t . . . /^ w-« . .rr-.i-w

Jointless, Flexible, Steel^Jire-Proo£ "'"""rri'i^LIAMf. BAKER,

FIVE OTHER STYLES. ImposTi^lTto burn T^arwUh' them. 143 Liberty Street, New York.
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( Ooke Locomotive and Machine Company,
PATERSON,

NJ.

General Ag-ent, H. A. ALLEN, 45 Broadway, New York.

Rhode Island LocomotiocWorks,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Charles Felix Mason, President.

Earl Philip Mason, Vice-President.

William P. Chapin, Treasurer.

Arthur Livingston Mason, Secretary

Joseph Lythgoe, Agent and Supt.

S. A. Stephens, Traveling Agent.

NEW YORK OFFICE,

nSTos- 31-33 IPliao Storeet.

liH,,,,£Sv^.gej&£

H. K. PORTER & CO., 6th and Wood Sts., Pittsburgh, Pa.,
BUILDERS OF

Light Locomotives,— Steam, Compressed Air and Electric,— for all gauges of track,

every variety of service, 3 to 45 tons weight.

STANDARD AND NARROW GAUGE LOCOMOTIVES ALWAYS KEPT ON HAND, IN STOCK.

Propositions, with Specifications and Photographs, promptly furnished on bona fide inquiry.

THE Lima Locomotive and Machine Company, lima, ohio.

Manufacturers and
Builders of

' ,.^ii^^'-^

Siiay Patent and Direct Connected Locomotives, Freiglit and Caboose Cars, all kinds of
Steel Castings, Brass and Gray Iron Castings, Car Wiieeis and Railroad Work.

LATROBE STEEL CO.,XI H MANUFACTURERS

'Re-FOR ^Ih
LOCOMOTIVE ^"C^
andCAR WHEELS.

^^
WORKS, LATROBE, PENNA.

Automatic Steel Couplers,

Elliptic and Spiral
Springs and Steel Castings.

mani'Fa'ctitkkd at
^NORKS, MELROSE PARK, ILL.

Main Office, 1200 Girard Building, Philadelpfila.

Rr'inch I
*^"'' C"I""y Building. Chicago.

.,«,.« \ 3'* Wall Street, New Yorlt.umces,
I Union Trust Building, St. Louis.

POP SAFETY VALVES,
MCFFLED AND PtAIN.

IMPROVED

STEAM GAGES,
SINGLE BELL

CHIME WHISTLES.
A perfect equipment

for a locomotive, giv-
ing noiseless relief, ao-
curacy and steadiness,
agreeable tone. Specify
these goods when or-

dering locomotives.

CROSBT STEAM BABE

AND VALVE CO.,

Boston, Mags.

Branches :

New York, Chicago, and

London, England.

SIGNAL OIL WORKS,
LIMITED,

FRANKLIN, PA.
MANUFACTURERS OP

SIBLEY'S Perfection TALTE OIL.
The only perfect Locomotive Valve Lubricant.

J.C. SIBLEY, Prest.

CARBON STEEL COMPANY, p,tts"burqh, pa.
MANUFACTURER.S OF

OPEN HEARTH ^TEEL ^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^^*

SPECIALLY SUITED FOR LOCOMOTIVE FIREBOXES AND BOILERS.
i=»-A.it.'ric:xjij.^vns E8e:3v1' opff j!vi»i=»XjiCA."rioiv.

909 Havemeyer BIdg., New York. 1413 Fisher BIdg , Chicago. 505 Union Trust Bldg., St. Louis.
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mm STEEL TIRES
ON LOCOMOTIVE DRIVING WHEELS

STEEL-TIRED WHEELS.
GIVE THE BEST RESVL,T8 FOR EVERY VARIETY OE SERVICE.

THOMAS RROSSER & SON. is Gold Street. New York.
OLD COLONY BUILDING. CHICAGO.

SCHENECTADY LOCOMOTIVE WORKS, Schenectady,
N. Y.

n -
EVERY DESIGN UP-TO-DATE.

^ ANNUAL CAPACITY, 400. .*.•»

COMPOUNDS.
Showing Economy of from

15 to 30 per cent.

DESIGNS FURNISHED, OR ENGINES

-» BUILT TO R. R. SPECmCATIONS.

Rogers Locomotive Company
OF PATERSON, N. J.

Address, Paterson, N. J., or 44 Exchange PL, New York.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Locomotive Engines and Tenders
FOR EVERY VARIETY OF SERVICE.

R. S. Hughes, President.

G. E. Hannah, Treas. G. H. Longbottom, Sec'y
Reuben Wells, Superintendent.

^ t^ niCKSON MFC-CO.
^^ ^^A 11 W^ ^"^ SCRANTON, rENN.

' T\ I.ncnmntives of everv stvle and size. Stan-Locomotives of every style and size, Stan-
dard and Narrow Gauge, made to Standard
Gaug-es and Templets. Also for Plantations,
Mines and Loggflng:.

Specifications on application,

C. H. ZEHNDER, President,
L. F. BOWER, Secretary and Treasurer.

DE COURCY MAY, General Manager,

First
For Farm.

For Railroads.

Around Parlis and

Cemeteries.

PAGE WOVEN WIRE
FENCE CO. ADRIAN, MICR
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BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVE WORKS.
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ANNUAL CAPACITY,
1,000.

Single Expansion and

Compound Locomotives
Broad and Narrow Gauge Locomotives, Mine and

Furnace Locomotives, Compressed Air Locomotives,

Steam Gars and Trarnvvay Locomotives, Plantation

Locomotives, Oil-Burning Locomotives.

Adapted to every varJ^'ty of ser\-lce, and built accurately to pauces and tem<
1)lates after 'standard desffjus or to railroad companies' drawings.
Jke parts of different engines of same class perfectly Interchangeable.

Electric Locomotives and Eiectric Car Trucfcs
witti Approved Motors.

BURNHAM, WILLIAMS <& CO., Philadelphia, Pa.. U. S. A.

ESTABLISHED 1865.

Richmond Locomotive
AND

Machine Works^
RICHMOND, VA.

LOCOMOTIVES FOR EVERY SERVICE.

Brooks Locomotive Works, dumork, n.y.

M. L. Binhan, Pres. and Treas.
F. H. Stevens, Ass't to the Pres.

R. J. Gross, Vice-Pres.
T. M. Hequembourq, Seo'y

David Russell, Supt. BUILDERS OF LOCOMOTIVE EN-
H. Tandy, Ass't Supt. QINES FOR ANY REQUIRED

iesg \ SERVICE
from our o'wn designs or those of purchasers.

Perfect interchangeability, and aU work fully guaranteed.

Compound
Locomotives

FOR

Passenger and Freight Service.

ANNUAL CAPAQTY 400.

Pittsburgh Locomotive
Manufacturers of ^X^QrlcS

P^'^'^^^^^^' ^^

Locomotives adapted to every variety of

service, from standard designs or
WILSON^MILLER.

, ,
*>

President, purchasers specifications.
0. A.WIGHTMAN,

"^ '^

Gen'l Mgr.

Builders of the Most Successful Compound
Locomotives in the World.

BY
USING

WT . ,« f^ %' t Tl - • You keep your cars on the road longer, thereby effecting a large saving.

|)arlan(l $ tngiisb U^misbcs ^- ^ ^'^°''''4%^ofd"s^rN:w Ytk!
^*''" "^ """^
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CHOUTEAU'
PNEUMATIC HAMMERS

Size "A

FOR FLUE BEADING OR HEAVY CHIPPING

HAVE THK FEWEST PARTS, THE SIMPLEST AND STRONGEST MECHANISM,
AND ARE THUS LESS LIABLE TO GET OUT OF ORDER

THAN OTHER HAMMERS.

PRICE LOW. LIFE LONG.

U. S. Vjlve-Stem

and Piston Rod
Metallic Packing

is the Standard

on more roads
than all others
combined .

United States MI':tallic Packeng Co.

427 NORTH r,th STREET

PHILADELPHIA, P/,.

YOU OUGHT TO HAVE OUR CATALOG.

^ DUBABLC JKQOfiSa.

This Roofing is manufactured from Trinidad Natural Asphalt materials, and will not dry up and
become brittle under e.xposure to the wcallier, as Coal Tar Roofings do.

It is durable, easily applied, and easily repaired
We shall be pleased to furnish sample of this Roofing which has been in actual use for over thirteen

/ears. Send for circulars, samples, etc . lo

Warren Chemical & Alanufacturing Co.,

50 Fulton Street, New York.
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